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INTRODUCTION
This publication is a cumulative index to the past twelve issues (SP-7011 (08) through
SP-7011 (19))of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Continuing Bibliog-
raphy titled Aerospace Medicine and Biology. The bibliography has been compiled through
the cooperative efforts of the Aerospace Medicine and Biology Bibliography Project of the
Library of Congress (LC), the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Entries prepared by the three contributing organizations are identified as follows:
!. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N65-10000 series);
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A65-10000 series); and
3. LC entries identified by a number in the A65-80000 series.
The complete index includes a subject index, a corporate source index, and a personal
author index. Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index. They are "'see" (S)
and "see also" (SA). These references do not lead the searcher to blind terms--where no
items are posted---or to repetitious information, but are intended to be used as foilowg
!. The "see" relates a broad concept, i.e., one which is too general to be a useful
index term, to the specific terms used in the index. For example:.
EFFECT
S BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
S CHEMICAL EFFECT
S GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
2. The "see also" cross-reference relates associated concepts usually having differ-
ent groups of postings. For example:
ENVIRONMENT
SA LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
SA ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
tells a searcher that, while these terms are related in subject matter, postings
under each term are different.
Copies of this index, as well as copies of the individual issues of Aerospace Medicine
and Biology (SP-701 i) and its supplements can be obtained from NASA (Code USS-AD),
without charge, by NASA offices and contractors, U.S. Government agencies and their
contractors, and organizations that are working in direct support of NASA programs.
Other organizations can purchase copies from the Clearinghouse for Federal Sci-
entific and Technical Information (CFSTI), Springfield, Virginia.
in
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
STAR Entries
NASA documents listed are available without charge to:
1. NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants.
2. Other U.S. Government agencies and their contractors.
3. Libraries in the United States that maintain depositories of NASA documents for
public reference.
4. Other organizations in the United States having a need for NASA documents in
work related to the aerospace program.
5. Foreign government or academic (university) organizations that have established
reciprocal arrangements for the exchange of publications with NASA, that have
current agreements for scientific and technical cooperative activities with NASA,
or that have agreements with NASA to maintain depositories of NASA docu-
ments for public use.
Non-NASA documents listed are provided by NASA without charge only to NASA
Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants.
Organizations and individuals not falling into one of these categories may purchase
the documents listed from either of" two sales agencies, as specifically identified in the ab-
stract section:
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific Superintendent of Documents (G PO)
and Technical Information (CFST1), U.S. Government Printing Office
Springfield, Virginia, 22151 Washington, D.C. 20402
Information on the availability of this publication and other reports covering
NASA scientific and technical information may be obtained by writing to:
Scientific and Technical Information Division
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Code USS-AD
Washington, D.C. 20546
Collections o[ NASA documents are currently on file in the organizations listed on the
inside q[the back cover.
(continued)
iv
IAA Entries
All articles listed are available from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Technical Information Service. Individual and Corporate AIAA Members in the
United States and Canada may borrow publications without charge. Interlibrary loan
privileges are extended to the libraries of government agencies and of academic non-profit
institutions in the United States and Canada. Loan requests may be made by mail, tele-
phone, telegram, or in person. Additional information about lending, photocopying, and
reference service will be furnished on request. Address all inquiries to:
Technical Information Service
American ! nstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc.
750 Third Avenue, New York 17, New York
For further details please consult the Introductions to STAR and IAA, respectively.
LC Entries
Articles listed are available in the journals in which they appeared. They may be
borrowed or consulted in libraries maintaining sets of these journals. In some instances,
reprints may be available from the journal offices.
AVAILABILITY OF THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY
Copies of Aerospace Medicine and Biology (SP-7011) and its supplements can be
obtained from NASA (Code USS-AD), without charge, by NASA offices and contractors,
U.S. Government agencies and their contractors, and organizations that are working in
direct support of NASA programs.
Other organizations can purchase copies of the bibliography from the Clearinghouse
for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (CFSTI), Springfield, Virginia 22151.
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Typical Subiect Index Entry Listing
ABO_qEN
DIAPHRAGM ACTIVITY AND THORACGABDOMINAL MECHANICS
, :  R:OS2:::E.ESSURE--ATHIMG'N°'-iO""I
The Notation of Content (NOC). rather than the title of the document, is used
to provide a more exact descTiption of the subject matter. The NASA. AIAA.
or LC accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating
the abstract in the abstract sectm_ of an individual ssue of Aerospace Medi-
cine and Biology. If applicable, a report number is also included as an aid
in identifying the document.
A
A- 6 AIRCRAFT
PILOTS ABILITY TO OPERATE A4D ELF FLASH
BLINDNESS THERMAL PROTECTIVE SYSTEM MITHIN LIMITS
OF SAFETY A65-ZblTD
A4D AIRCRAFT FLASH BLINDNESS PROTECTIVE SYSTEM-
SAFE OPERATION TIME AS AFFECTED BY SIZE OF
SUBJECTS PERFORMING TRACKING PROBLEM UNDER
ACCELERATION STRESS A65-81373
&BOOMEN
SA DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
SA INTESTINE
SA STOMACH
DIAPHRAGM ACTIVITY AND THORACOABDOMINAL MECHANICS
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
AMRL--TR-64-141 N65-30365
ABIOGENESIS
SA BIOGENESIS
AQUEOUS AND NONAQUEOUS SOLUTIONS, TEMPERATURE
LIM|TSt GAS HYDRATE FORMATION AND CONNECTION WITH
ORIGIN OF LIFE A65-zqo13
COMPLEX CHEMICAL SPECIES AND THERMODYNAMIC
EQUILIBRIA IN PREBIOLOGICAL ATMOSPHERES
A65-30593
ATMOSPHERES CAPABLE OF PRODUCING ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
DISCUSSED, STUDYING ABIGGENIC SYNTHESIS IN MARS
SIMULATOR A65-30683
PREBIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICALLY SIGNIFICANT MOLECULES FROM
ELEMENTS OF PRIMORDIAL ATMOSPHERE
A65-31348
ORGANIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXTRACTED FROM ORGUEIL
NETEORITE AS RELATED TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
A65-80080
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BODIES INCLUDING EVIDENCE FOR AND AGAINST
BIOGENESIS AND ABIOGENESIS AGS-BOOOT
ORIGINS OF PREBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND OF THEIR
MOLECULAR MATRICES - CONFERENCE
A65-80665
MODEL FOR BIOCHEMICAL ORIGIN OF LIFE - FIRST
ORGANISM A65-80466
RANDOM POLYMERS AS A MATRIX FOR CHEMICAL
EVOLUTION - EXAMPLE OF MELANIN AbS-8066T
MOLECULAR MATRICES FOR LIVING SYSTEMS WITH THEORY
OF METEORITIC ORIGIN A65-B0469
HISTORY OF BIOGENETIC AND ABIOGENETIC THEORIES
Ab5-BO4TO
AMINO ACIDS AND UREA IN METEORITES - GEOCHEMICAL
AND ABIOGENETIC ASPECTS AbS-80471
ASYMMETRIC HYDROGENATION OF CARBONYL COMPOUNDS
A65-80¢72
ENERGY SOURCES AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN
PREBIOLOGICAL ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
AbS-8O_T3
AMINO ACIDSt PEPTIOES, AND ORGANIC SPHERULES
OBTAINED FROM PRIMITIVE EARTH GASES IN SPARKING
CHAMBER AbS-BO474
THERMAL SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS FROM
HYPOTHETICALLY PRIMITIVE TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE
AbS-BO475
PRIMORDIAL ULTRAVIOLET PRODUCTION OF NUCLEOSIDE
PHOSPHATES AND SIMILAR LABORATORY SYNTHESES
A65-80476
ABIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF SOME NUCLEIC ACID
CONSTITUENTS AbS-80477
PROBABLE SYNTHESIS OF PORPHINE-LIKE SUBSTANCES
DURING CHEMICAL EVOLUTION Ab5-80678
PROJECTING BACKWARD FROM THE PRESENT STAGE OF
LVOLUTI_q OF BIOSYNTHESIS - INFORMATION TRANSFER
WITHOUT NUCLEIC ACIDS AbS-804T9
RANDOM POLYCONDENSATION OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
HELATION TO POLYMERIZATION AND ABIOGENESIS
A65-BO_80
THERMAL POLYCONOENSATION OF FREE AMINO ACIDS WITH
POLYPHOSPHORIC ACID Ah5-80481
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEOSIDES AND POLYNUCLEOTIDES WITH
METAPHOSPHATE ESTERS - BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF VIRUS-
LIKE SYSTEM A65-80_82
THERMAL CONDENSATION OF CYTIDYLIC ACIO IN PRESENCE
OF PDLYPHOSPHORIC ACID Ab5-80683
CHEMICAL PATHWAYS OF THE PRIMARY DEVELOPMENT OF
METABOLISM AND ARTIFICIAL MODELING OF DEVELOPMENT
IN COAEERVATE DROPS Ab5-80484
MORPHOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF MICROSPHERES DERIVED
FROM PROTEINOID A65-80485
dEVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS DEALING WITH DEVELOPMENT OF
MICRDSPHERES FROM THERMAL PROTEINOID
AbS-80_B6
RECOGNITION OF HEREDITARY ORDER IN PRIMITIVE
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS, HEREDITARY TRANSFER IN
COPOLYNERS Ab§-8068T
ROlE OF LIGHT 1N EVOLUTION - TRANSITION FROM ONE
CUANTUM TO TWO QUANTA MECHANISM
A-I
ABLATION SUBJECT INDEX
A65-80489
PEPTIOE SYNTHESIS FROM AMINO ACIDS IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION IRRADIATED WITH ULTRAVIOLET
A65-80762
POSSIBLE ROLE OF OICYANDIAMIOE ICYANOGOANIDINE/ IN
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS DURING CHEMICAL EVOLUTION
A65-80763
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN SEDIMENT OVER TWO
BILLION YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL OR
ABIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES
A65-81233
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AND ORIGIN DF LIFE - REVIEW
A65-81260
PHOTOCHEMICAL ORIGIN OF LIFE A65-81526
ABIOGENIC FORMATION OF CARBON COMPOUNDS IN
ORGUEIL, COLD BOKKEVELD, AND MURRAY CARBONACEOUS
CHONDRITES SUGGESTED BY MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-82013
JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGNING LIFE DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES BASED ON
KNOWLEDGE OF LIFE ON EARTH AND ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL Ab5-8221T
ABIOGENESIS OF PRIMARY MICROORGANISMS BY ELECTRIC
DISCHARGE
NASA-TT-F-9244 N65-16303
RADIOACTIVITY AND HYDROTHERMAL PROCESSES IN
PROTOBIOCHEMISTRY - ABIOGENESIS
NASA-CR-63560 N65-27062
ABLATION
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFICIENCY OF MACACUS MONKEY
AFTER CORTEX ABLATION
NASA-TT-F-9178 Nb5-I1451
ABSORPTION
SA ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
SA LIGHT ABSORPTION
SA RADIATION ABSORPTION
SA RADIO SIGNAL ABSORPTION
SA X-RAY ABSORPTION
ROLE OF CENTRAL AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEMS IN
MECHANISM OF ULTRASONIC ACTION ON GASTROINTESTINAL
ABSORPTION PROCESS AS RELATED TO DRUG EFFECT
A65-800_9
TRYPSIN ACTIVITY, ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION, AND -SH
GROUP RELEASE UPON EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET
iRRADIATION AND MAGNETIC FIELD A65-BO430
HIGH-FREQUENCY MICROWAVES EFFECT ON ABSORPTION IN
STOMACH AND INTESTINE IN DOGS A6S-8OTIO
DETERMINATION OF ENERGY ABSORBED IN WATER FROM
RELATIVISTIC COSMIC RAY PARTICLES USING CERENKOV
EFFECT A65-80758
INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF CALCIUM IN ADULT AND
ELDERLY SUBJECTS AB5-8154B
CELLULAR SECRETION AND ABSORPTION PROCESS DF
ENDOLYMPH IN VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF PIGEON
A65-B2172
ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS BY AQUATIC
PLANTS
REPT.-138 N65-21186
CARBOHYDRATE INFLUENCE ON CARBON 14 ABSORPTION BY
CHLORELLA IN LIGHT AND DARK
REPTo-[35 N65-2330I
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
X-RAY ABSORPTION IN DOSE-EQUATED MATERIALS -
TABULATION OF ATTENUATION AND ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENTS FOR PLASTICS, COMPOUNDS_ AND
GASES VS MUSCLE AND BONE
WL-TR-64-i34 N6S-2999B
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
MODIFIED PHYCOERYTHRIN SEPARATION FROM
PORPHYRIDIUM CRUENTUM TREATED WITH
P-CHLOROMERCURIBENZOATE AND INTERACTION WITH
GLUTATHIONE A65-13547
ABSTRACT
WORK CAPACITYt PHYSICAL REACTIONS OF MANy AND
NOISE NORMALIZATION IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
DURING SPACE FLIGHTSv AND CHLORELLA CULTURES AS
LINK IN ECOSYSTEM - ABSTRACTS
NASA-TT-F-9536 N65-32876
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
FLUID FILLED LIMIT STRETCH DEVICE DESIGN FOR
PROTECTION AGAINST IMPACT ACCELERATION
A65-II399
POSITIVE ACCELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
IMMERSED IN WATER AB5-80727
ACCELERATION STRESS
SA AUTOKINESIS
SAG FORCE
SA PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM
AT U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY ON MAY 4 TO 5,
1964 A65-10722
SIMULATION OF ACCELERATION STRESS ENCOUNTERED IN
MANNED SPACECRAFT DURING LAUNCH, RECOVERY AND
ABORT MANEUVERS A65-10723
ABRUPT DECELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL
SUBJECTS IN REFERENCE TO APOLLO CAPSULE PARACHUTE
LANDING IMPACT A65-10732
ACCELERATION STRESS EFFECTS ON RATS HEART RATE,
USING ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS A65-10745
SKIN AND MUSCLE LESIONS IN RATS DUE TO PROLONGED
ACCELERATION STRESSES A65-I0862
CARDIOPULMONARY RESPONSES AND CIRCULATORY EFFECTS
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHTS INTO DEFICIENT
AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT A65-I2527
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MAN TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT, OUTLINING REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO
SUPPORT LIFE A65-12543
ACETYLCHOLINE AND RELATED DRUGS ROLE IN
ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE A65-[4232
OPTIMAL CONTROL OF HUMAN CENTRIFUGE USED TO
SIMULATE SUDDEN ACCELERATION CHANGES, EMPLOYING
COMBINED VARIATIONAL CALCULUS AND PHASE PLANE
ANALYSIS A65-I4963
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION
STRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCED LIVER
GLYCOGENESIS DUE TO ADRENOCORTICAL ACTIVITY
A65-23416
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DETERMINATION DURING STRENUOUS
FLYING PROGRAM AT VARIOUS G FORCES
A65-Z40/3
BLOOD DISPLACEMENT UNDER G FORCES APPLIED
LONGITUDINALLY TO HUMAN BODY MEASURED, USING
ELECTRIC IMPEDANCE CHANGES IN LOWER EXTREMITIES
Ab5-264[T
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON INTRATHORACIC
PRESSURE AND CARDIOPULMDNARY FUNCTIONS IN DOGS
WITH REFERENCE TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-26531
PULMONARY AND FEMORAL ARTERIAL BLOOD OXYGEN
SATURATION DECREASE DUE TO PULMONARY ARTERIAL-
VENOUS SHUNTING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS SUBJECT TO
FORWARD ACCELERATION A65-2gOST
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH
GRAVITY ON MAN A65-29102
CUSHIONED CONTOUR COUCH TRANSMITTING MINIMUM
DISCOMFORT TO PILOT DURING ACCELERATION,
A-Z
SUBJECT INDEX ACCELERATION STRESS
VIBRATION AND/OR SHOCK A65-30013
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND
ACCELERATION EXPERIENCED IN SPACE FLIGHT
A65-30693
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF MAN TO EFFECT OF
OVERLOAD DURING SPACE FLIGHT COMPARED TO RESULTS
DF LABORATORY /CENTRIFUGE/ TESTS
A65-34947
FACT.S IN ESTABLISHING TOLERANCE LEVELS IN IMPACT
TO HUMAN BODY AND PROTECTION OF SEAT CUSHION AND
HELMET - ACCELERATION STRESS A65-80023
PULMONARY ATELECTASIS IN JET PILOT CAUSED BY HIGH
G-FORCES, ANTI-G-SUIT, AND BREATHING OF PURE
OXYGEN A65-80034
TASK-CONTROL OF AROUSAL AND EFFECT OF
UNIDIRECTIONAL ANGULAR ACCELERATION ON HUMAN
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION A65-BOO38
BODY TEMPERATURE AND HEAT GENERATION DURING RADIAL
ACCELERATION STRESS IN RAT AbS-BOOSO
LINEAR ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CEREBRAL PRESSURE
AND PLETHORA IN VARIOUS MAMMALS
A65-80086
RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TEST TO EXPLORE BRONCHI
DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION A65-80117
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ACCELERATION ON
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AND USE OF
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY DURING PROLONGED FLIGHTS
A65-B0299
USE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST FOR HYPOXIA
ACCOMMODATION AND ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE
IN AIRCREW AbS-B0319
UTRICULAR FUNCTION STUDIED EXPERIMENTALLY
IN RABBITS BY INDUCING ACTION POTENTIAL OF
UTRICULAR NERVE WITH LINEAR ACCELERATION
AbS-BO334
TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE AND HEADWARD
ACCELERATION AFTER PROLONGED BED REST
A65-80379
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
ON SKIN, DIGESTIVE, CIRCULATORY_ AND
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF CHICKEN
A65-B0383
POSTERIOANTERIAL TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION OF
MAXIMAL DURATION A65-80393
EFFECT OF INCLINED POSITIVE ACCELERAIION ON
HUMAN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION AbS-B0398
EELAIIONSHIP BETWEEN QUICK COMPONENT OF NYSTAGMUS
AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION
A65-80601
PILOT PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY GUST-INDUCED AND
MANEUVERING ACCELERATIDN AbS-B0728
PROTECTION AGAINST ACCELERATIONS IN PILOTS WEARING
FLIGHT SUIT AND ANII-G TROUSERS
A65-BOB74
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION BY ACCELERATION
ON CONDITIONED REFLEX IN RATS A65-80929
PROBLEMS OF COORDINATION OF DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF ACCELERATION AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
A65-80931
BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLD AS AFFECTED BY
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON TWO LEVELS OF ACCELERATION
AAS-BOg_B
CONVERSION OF ACETATE TO LIPIDS AND C02 BY RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
AAS-BIO23
ADDITIONAL EFFECT OF CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION ON
NYSTAGMUS IN HUMANS ALREADY EXPOSED TO ANGULAR
ACCELERATION A65-8LO6B
OXYGEN CONSUMPTIDN DURING FLIGHT OF MODERATE G
LOAD AT HIGH ALTITUDE AAS-BIOTO
ACCELERATION STRESS OF PITCH AND EFFECT ON
NYSTAGMUS A65-BI116
NYSTAGMUS GENERATED BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION
ALTERED BY CHANGING RESULTANT LINEAR
ACCELERATION AAS-BIII5
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING PARABOLIC JET FLIGHT
A65-BII92
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING
PARABOLIC FLIGHTS AGS-BI197
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF DTDLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS IN DIFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HIGH LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCE
AbS-BI291
BLOOD SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN IN EVALUATING
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT AbS-B1325
ACCELERATION REGISTOGRAPHY - A NEW METHOD OF
EXAMINATIONS CONCERNED WITH THE LABYRINTHINE
RIGHTING REFLEX A65-81347
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND OPTOKINETIC STIMULATION
ON POTENTIAL FREQUENCY DF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-BI353
A4D AIRCRAFT FLASH BLINDNESS PROTECTIVE SYSTEM-
SAFE OPERATION TIME AS AFFECTED BY SIZE OF
SUBJECTS PERFORMING TRACKING PROBLEM UNDER
ACCELERATION STRESS A65-81373
GRAVITY EFFECT ON MAN - HISTORICAL REVIEW
AAS-8158B
BODY TEMPERATURE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY POSITIVE,
NEGATIVE, AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
AbS-BI667
ELECIRORETINOGRAM OF RABBIT RESPONSE TO LIGHT
FLASH DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION IN LOW
PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER GRAVITATIONAL STRESS
A65-81669
EFFECT OF INCREASE IN RADIAL ACCELERATION STRESS
ON FUNCIIONAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SLATE OF ORGANISM
IN ALBINO RATS AbS-BlTO0
VESTIBULAR CALORIC TEST CARRIED OUT WITH FOUR
SUBJECTS ON HUMAN CENTRIFUGE AAS-B1805
fiEUROLOGIC ADAPTATIONS_ AUDIOGENIC RESPONSES,
GROWTH PATTERN, AND HEMATOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS IN
MICE EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
AbS-BIg4B
APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN DROSOPHILA
DURING EXPOSURE TO VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND
GAMMA-RADIATION AbS-B2OTT
PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW OF SUBJECTS IN SUPINE AND
SEATED POSITIONS EXPOSED TD VARIOUS INTENSITIES OF
POSITIVE ACCELERATION AbS-B214S
WEIGHT LOSS AND HATCHABILITY OF FERTILE EGGS FROM
DOMESTIC FOWL AND JAPANESE QUAIL EXPOSED TO
ACCELERATIVE FORCE A65-82149
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE
AND CAPILLARY BLOOD FLOW DURING FORWARD
ACCELERATION A65-B2152
ANATOMICAL DEAD SPACE OF SUBJECTS IN SUPINE
POSITION DURING EXPOSURE TO FORWARD ACCELERATION
A65-82153
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN AVIAN EGGS SUBJECTED TO
ACCELERATIVE FORCE AbS-B2155
A--3
ACCELERATION STRESS CONTD
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDE AND ACCELERATION STRESS ON
MYOCARDIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS
Ab5-82186
EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE ON NYSTAGMIC RESPONSE OF
RABBITS TO ROTATION-ACCELERATORY STIMULI
A65-B2194
RESPONSE TIME, FOOD INTAKE, AND BODY WEIGHT OF
RATS ON TWO FOOD-REINFORCED SCHEDULES AS AFFECTED
BY ACCELERATION A65-82207
NYSTAGMUS INDUCED BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION AS
AFFECTED BY HYPOXIA Ab5-B2369
GENETIC CROSSOVER IN DROSOPHILA MALES UNDER
INFLUENCE UF VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND GAMMA
RADIATION N65-[0066
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF HUMAN ORGANISM TO
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS AND MEANS OF RAISING
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SUCH FORCES
NASA-TE-F-274 N65-I0315
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN BODY DURING SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-275 NbS-I0641
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON HISTAMINE LEVELS IN
RATS
FTD-TT-64-202/[_2 NbS-I217I
DOG SPLEEN RESPONSE TO LATERAL ACCELERATION
N65-13637
EFFICIENCY OF MAN EXPOSED TO RADIAL ACCELERATION
AND BREATHING OXYGEN AT EXCESS PRESSURE
N65-I3638
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO RADIAL
ACCELERATION N65-13639
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON ANIMAL GROWTH
N65-I3642
STRUCTURE AND CYTOCHEMICAL ORGANIZATION OF UTRICLE
DURING ACCELERATIONp REST, AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-I3655
CARDIAC ACTIVITY CHANGES DURING PROLONGED LATERAL
ACCELERATIONS NbS-1365B
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES AND RESPIRATION DURING
ACCELERATIONS N65-[3659
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF DIFFERENT PARTS OF BRAIN
DURING PROLONGED ACCELERATIONS IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-13661
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN NERVOUS SYSTEM OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO lATERAL ACCELERATIONS
N65-13666
WHITE RAT RESPIRATION AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
RADIAL ACCELERATION N65-[3670
PATHDMORPHDLDGICAL VISCERAL CHANGES IN ANIMALS
AFTER ACCELERATION STRESS N65-13696
ANIMAL STUDIES DN CHANGES IN BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
AND ACCELERATION STRESS N65-I3699
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION STRESS ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
N65-13T02
OXYGEN TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES OF DOGS AFTER
EXPOSURE TD ACCELERATIONS UNDER AIR AND OXYGEN
BREAIHING CONDIIIONS N65-13705
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LABYRINTH OF DOGS EXPOSED
TO ACCELERATIONS OF VARYING INTENSITY, DURATION,
AND DIRECTION N65-13706
PRESSURE CtlAMBER ELEVATIONS, LOW OXYGEN BREATHING
MIXTURES, HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE BREATHING
MIXTURES, INCREASED PRESSURE IN GASTROINTESTINAL
TRACR_ AND ACCELERATION EFFECT ON REFLEXES
A-4
SUBJECT INDEX
N65-13TO8
CHANGES IN DOG PANCREAS FOLLOWING SINGLE LATERAL
ACCELERATION N65-E37IO
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN DOG LUNGS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
LATERAL ACCELERATIONS IN BACK-CHEST DIRECTION
N65-13715
INJURIES TO VASCULAR SYSTEM AND DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN RENAL TUBULES AS MORPHOLOGICAL
CHANGES IN DOG KIDNEY HISTOLOGY CAUSEO BY
LATERAL ACCELERATIONS N65-13716
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTION OF MONKEYS
TO CHEST-BACK ACCELERATIONS N65-13718
VASCULAR CHANGES AND CHANGES IN HEPATIC CELLS AND
BILE DUCI CELLS OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL
ACCELERATIONS N65-I3719
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN CEREBRAL CI]RTEX OF DOGS
FOLLOWING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
N65-13736
PATTERNS IN PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION
LN ORGANISM N65-I3754
ROLE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REACTION OF ORGANISM TO
ACCELERATIONS N65-13755
EIFECT OF REDUCED REACTIVITY OF _RGANISM ON
RESISTANCE TO EXTREME ACCELERATION AND RADIATE[IN
N65-13760
PHYSIOLOGY OF TISSUE CHANGES IN ANIMALS EXPOSED TO
CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATIONS N65-13768
_FEECI OF SEQUENTIAL EXPOSURE l(J ACCELERATION AND
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT OF SPACE CAi_!_ O_ HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTION
NAEC-ACEL-Ag8 N65-14457
PHYSIO-MECHAN]CAL EFFECTS OF ACCtLERATION ON
_UMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
R-63 N65-lbO3q
HIGH ACCELERATION FORCES DN CHIMPANZEES IMMERSED
IN WATER TU TEST PHYSIULOGICAL RESPONSE
NADC-MA-GI3g NL,5-15558
OXYGEN STARVATION AND ACCELERATION EFFECT ON
CONTENT OF GLUTAMIC AND GAMMA-AMINOBUTYRIC ACIDS
IN BRAIN TISSUE
JPRS-28630 N_5-16136
bIOENGINEERING - SPACECRAFT ACCELERATION
SIMULATION BY HUMAN CENTRIFUGE Nb5-16603
RAT ELECTROCARDIOGRAM DURING HIGH CENTR!FUGAL
ACCELERATION STRESS NbS-IGGZ9
ABSTRACIS ON SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTICS AND
BIOTECHNULOGY - RADIATION, GRAVITY, VIBRATION,
ACCELERATION, ATMOSPHERE, ECOLOGY, SELECTION,
TRAININGt MEDICAL MONITORING, AND BIUTELEMETRY
ATO-P-65-4 NbS-L6653
IONIC SHIFTS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS DURING HYPOXIA
CAUSED BY LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, ACCELERATION,
AND VIBRATION N65-17809
SUPERIMPOSED OSCILLATION ON LINEAR ACCELERATION
EFFECT ON PILOT ATTITUDE CONTROL CAPABILITY
NASA-IN-D-2710 NbS-LB214
SPACE FLIGHT AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL BLOOD SERDTONIN CONCENTRATION, VASCULAR
REACIION TO CORIOLIS ACCELERATION, AND EFFECT
DF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-29156 N65-[964!
DYNAMIC MODEL TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATION
NASA-TN-D-2645 N65-1990_
BLOOD OXYGEN CHANGES INDUCED BY BORWARO
ACCELERATION
AMRL-TR-64-132 N65-2103'
SUBJECT INOEX ACCIDENT PREVENTION
PILOTED MOTION SIMULATOR STUDY OF GUST INDUCED
AND MANEUVERING ACCELERATION STRESS ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE IN LOW LEVEL MISSION
NASA-TM-X-SE74B N6P-21756
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUE OF CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION ON PILOT OF FLIGHT SIMULATOR -
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION OF ILLUSORY MOTION AND
POSITION IN SPACE
NASA-TN-X-PXTS5 N65-Z37IO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION, RADIATION,
AND SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-27136
EFFECT OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON HUflANS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30927 N65-2817k
HUMAN RESTRAINT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FOR
ACCELERATION RESEARCH
NASA-TM-X-54TBO N65-29431
ACETATE CONVERSION TO LIPIDS AND CARBON DIOXIDE
BY EXPOSURE OF RAT LIVER TO ACCELERATION STRESS
NASA-TM-X-51940 N65-29650
PILOT RESTRAINT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND TESTED
UNDER SIMULATED HIGH ACCELERATION CONDITIONS
N65-29769
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY - COMBINED EFFECT OF IONIZING
RADIATION, RADIAL ACCELERATIONt VERTICAL
VIBRATION, AND PROLONGED ACCELERATION ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE IN ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-354 N65-31375
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON VENOUS BLOOD FLOW
IN CEREBRAL VEINS OF RABBITS Nb5-313TT
PROLONGED ACCELERATION AND GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
EFFECT ON GROWTH OF ORGANISM AND VITAL
ACTIVITY OF SYSTEMS - PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
N65-313TB
RESPONSE OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS TO HIGH ACCELERATION
STRESSES
NASA-CR-236 N65-32926
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
G FORCES - REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF ORBITAL FLIGHT - SPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-31958 N65-34775
CHANGE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO G FORCES AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF
VARIOUS DRUGS N65-34776
HYPOXIA INDUCED BY SUSTAINED FORWARD ACCELERATION
WHILE BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
NASA-TM-X-51649 N65-35262
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
ARTICULATING CENTRIFUGE MODEL FOR GENERATING G-
TIME PROFILES WITH VARIABLE ONSET-DWELL-DECAY
RATES
ASME PAPER 64-WA/HUF-7 A6S-13B54
HUMAN AND CHIMPANZEE TOLERANCE TESTS TO ROCKET
SLED DECELERATION, IMPACT AND WINDBLAST RELEVANT
TO SPACE FLIGHT A65-14BO8
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON TOLERANCE OF
TRANSVERSE AND HEADWARD ACCELERATION, NOTING HEART
BEATS AND VISION A65-16555
LONG TERM CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION INDUCED
SICKNESS IN LEGHORN CHICKEN, NOTING REVERSIBILITY
A65-16561
CRITICAL ACCELERATION ENDURANCE INCREASE OF
IRRADIATED MICE, NOTING SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS
AbS-18374
TOLERANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF HYPOTHERMIC
HAMSTER TO 860 G ACCELERATION A65-18433
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT
ON APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN RUDIMENTARY
CELLS OF DROSOPHILA A65-32302
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAMPHETANINE_ TRIPELENNAMINE,
PRDMETHAZINE, I_ID PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-80141
TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE AND HEADWARD
ACCELERATION AFTER PROLONGED BED REST
A65-BO3T9
TOLERANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF HYPOTHERMIC
HAMSTER TO 860 G ACCELERATION AbS-80583
DEGREE OF ACCELERATION TOLERANCE IN MICE AFTER
IRRADIATION A65-BOgB5
RESISTANCE CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY, PARTICULARLY IN
LOWER EXTREMITIES AS RESULT DF G LOADS
A65-81112
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO POSITIVE ACCELERATION AS
AFFECTED BY DEHYDRATION DURING HEAT STRESS
A65-8ZII6
ACCELERATION INFLUENCE ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY
OF ANIMALS AND MAN - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-2T7 N65-I0303
USE OF DRUGS TO INCREASE BODILY RESISTANCE TO
FLIGHT ACCELERATIONS IN AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT
N65-I3654
REACTIVITY STATE OF ANIMAL ORGANISM SUBJECTED TO
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONw WEIGHTLESSNESSt COSMIC
RADIATION, AND PHYSICAL LOAD IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65--16406
STRYCHNINE INFLUENCE ON RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS TO
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION N65-LTT46
ROENTGEN VIDEO EQUIPMENT STUDIES OF HEART AND
LUNG DURING POSITIVE ACCELERATION - FLUOROSCOPY
NASA-CR-ST958 N65-ZL324
TOLERANCE OF ACCELERATIONS OF CRITICAL MAGNITUDE
IN IRRADIATED ORGANISM - ANIMAL STUDY
NbS-22724
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO PROLONGED ACCELERATION
AMRL-TR-65-36 N65-27334
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATION, VIBRATION,
AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM AND
FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9425 N65-27Tll
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RETINAL BLOOD SUPPLY FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE STUDIES
NASA-TT-F-9594 N65-36753
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF MAN TO ACCELERATIONS
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
NASA-TT-F-gSg7 N65-36756
ACCELEROMETER
EYE DYNAMICS STUDIED BY MEANS OF
PIEZO-ACCELEROMETER A65-BIOI4
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
SA AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
SA SEAT BELT
PATHOLOGISTS CONTRIBUTION TO AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION SHOULD BE AIMED AT SAVING FUTURE
LIVES AS WELL AS ESTABLISHING CAUSE OF DEATH
A65-26000
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIRCRAFT DAMAGE ESTIMATES AND
INJURY TO OCCUPANTS A65-30101
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE OF DRIVERS AND RISK OF
ACCIDENIS A65-80347
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
PLANE CRASH RESEARCH DECREASES LOSS OF LIFE
AbS-BI249
A-5
ACCIDENT PRONENESS SUBJECT INDEX
HELICOPTER ROTOR-BLADE INJURIES AND MEANS OF
PREVENTION A65-81623
USE OF ANTICIPATING PROCESSES IN FLIGHT ACTIVITY
FOR SELECTION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL AND
CONTROL OF ACCIDENTS N65-13662
ACCIDENT PRONENESS
FLIGHT ACCIDENT PREDICTION - REPORT ON TWO STUDIES
ON PILOT LIABILITY TO FLIGHT ACCIDENTS AND
POSSIBLE PILOT SELECTION A65-81327
PERCEPTUAL MOTOR SPEED AS RELATED TO ACCIDENT
PRONENESS A65-82313
ACCLIMATIZATION
SA ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
SA COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
SA ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SA HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
SA HEAT TOLERANCE
SA HUMAN TOLERANCE
BRAIN MATURATION CORRELATION WITH ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS MEASURED BY ELECTROSHOCK
SEIZURES IN RATS A65-16782
DECONDITIONING AND ACCLIMATIZATION SYNDROMES
INDUCED BY PROLONGED HYPDXIA AbS-IB427
AMPLITUDE CHANGES DF EVOKED POTENTIALS AT INFERIOR
COLLICULUS OF CAT DURING ACOUSTIC HABITUATION
665-80197
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE IN VARIOUS ATHLETIC
EVENTS AS AFFECTED BY ALTITUDE /7000 FT./
A65-BO238
SODIUM SALICYLATE EFFECT ON PATTERN OF HUMAN
ACCLIMATIZATION TO WORK IN HEAT
A65-80304
OXIDATIVE ENZYMES IN TISSUES OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN HOT
ENVIRONMENT A65-BOTO5
CHANGES IN RESPIRATION DURING ACCLIMATIZATION IN
INTERIOR OF ANTARCTICA A65-80709
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH
TEMPERATURES IN MAN A65-80848
SODIUM AND POTASSIUM LOSSES THROUGH SWEATING
DURING WORK IN SAHARA BY ACCLIMATIZED EUROPEANS
AND NATIVES A65-80959
ANTHROPOME7RIC MEASUREMENTS OF INDIAN SUBJECTS
ACCLIMATIZED TO HOT AND COLD CLIMATES
A65-80971
FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF EXERCISING DOG PRIOR TO
AND AFTER ACCLIMATIZATION IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-82167
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND HIGH ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17745
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY OF HIGH MOUNTAIN HYPDXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17752
ANIMAL RESISTANCE TO TOXICITY OF EXCESS OXYGEN BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA N65-17BO6
REORGANIZATION OF CELL CHEMISTRY DURING HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION Nb5-17811
OXYGEN-FIXING PROPERTIES DF BLOOD HEMOGLOBIN
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17815
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA BY MAN AND ANIMALS
N65-17817
ACCLIMATIZATION TO LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, DRY
AIR, INTENSE SOLAR RADIATION, AND HIGH AMBIENT
AIR TEMPERATURE OF MOUNTAINS N65-17819
BLOOD FLOW RATE AND OXIDATION INTENSITY IN HIGH
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT ACCLIMATIZATION
N65-17821
CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYTE COUNT, PULSE RATE, AND
BLOOD PRESSURE ON ASCENT TO HIGHER ALTITUDE
AFTER PRIOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-17829
EFFECT OF CLIMATIC FACTORS ON ACCLIMATIZATION TO
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
JPRS-317bl N65-32377
ACCOMMODATION
S VISUAL ACCOMMODATION
ACETATE
ACETATE CONVERSION TO LIPIDS AND CARBON DIOXIDE
BY EXPOSURE OF RAT LIVER TO ACCELERATION STRESS
NASA-TM-X-51940 N65-29450
GXALOACETATE PROTECTION OF CITRATE CONDENSING
ENZYME FROM PALMITYL- CO A
UCRL-7896 N65-35526
ACETAZOLAMIOE
ELECTROCDNVULSIVE RESPONSES OF RATS TO CONVULSANT
/STRYCHNINE AND METRAZOL/ AND ANTICONVULSANT
IACETAZOLAMIDE AND DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN/ DRUGS DURING
HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION Ab5-80225
REACTION RATE OF CARBON DIOXIDE WITH HUMAN RED
BLOOD CELLS AS AFFECTED BY ACETAZOLAMIDE
Ab5-80731
ACETIC ACID
INDOLE-ACETIC ACID-2- C-14 MOVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT
OF GEOTROPIC CURVATURE IN BRANCHES AND IMMATURE
PLANTS FROM CLONE OF COLEUS BLUMEI, BENTH,
STUDIED BY RADIOASSAY A65-31319
ACETONITRILE
OSTEOLATHYRISM IN MICE AND INHIBITION OF ENOGSTEAL
BONE REACTION IN ESTROGEN TREATED MICE BY AMINO
ACETONIIBILE N65-18089
ACETYLCHOLINE
ACETYLCHOLINE AND RELATED DRUGS ROLE IN
ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE A65-I4232
ACETYLCHULINE, METHAMPHETAMINE, TRIPELENNAMINE,
PRDMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT Ab5-80141
ASPHYXIA INFLUENCE ON ELECTROCORTICAL EFFECTS OF
ACETYLCHOLINE - HYPOXIA N65-17771
MAGNEFIC FIELD EFFECT ON VAGAL INHIBITION OF
ISOLATED FROG HEART AND CATALYTIC ENZYME
ACTIVITY OF ACETYLCHOLINE
UCRL-I238g N65-19461
ACID
SA ACETIC ACID
SA AMINO ACID
SA ASCORBIC ACID
SA CARBOXYLIC ACID
SA CYTIDYLIC ACID
SA DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IDNAI
SA FATTY ACID
SA HYDROFLUORIC ACID
SA NUCLEIC ACID
SA OXALIC ACID
SA PHOSPHORIC ACID
SA RIBONUCLEIC ACID
SA URIC ACID
VIBRATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON ACIDIFYING
PROCESSES IN BRAIN TISSUES OF RATS
N65-13730
ACUTE HYPOXIA INFLUENCE ON ACID RESISTANCE OF
ERYTHOCYTES OF DOGS N65-11761
ACID-BASE BALANCE
SA PH FACTOR
ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM IN CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING IN DOGS Ab5-80292
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURES, PH, STANDARD
A-6
SUBJECTINDEX ACTIVITY CYCLE /BIDL/
BICARBONATE AND BASE EXCESS IN HUMAN CORONARY
VENOUS BLOOD AT REST, DURING, AND AFTER PHYSICAL
WORK A65-80452
ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO
SIEPWISE ELEVATIONS OF ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSIONS A65-80823
DIURNAL AND SEASONAL METABOLIC CHANGES IN
ACID-BASE BALANCE DF BLOOD FROM HUMAN SUBJECTS
LIVING IN HOT CLIMATE A6S-80960
ACID-BASE BALANCE CHANGE AFTER EXPOSURE TO HOT,
ARID CONDITIONS RELATED TO HYPERVENTILATION
A65-80963
HUMAN RESTING PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR
CARBON MONOXIDE AND OXYGEN AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A65-BII48
ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM IN HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS
A65-81803
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AND HEART FUNCTION IN
RESPONSE TO ACID-BASE DISTURBANCES AND BLOOD GASES
A65-82301
ACIDOSIS
RESPIRATION AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH IN
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS IN MAN
A65-81905
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
NOISE ATTENUATING HELMET FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING
LAUNCHING
AD-_60990 N65-34383
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
EFFECT OF TYMPANIC MUSCLE ACTIVITY ON MOVEMENT OF
EARDRUM, ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE AND COCHLEAR
MICROPHONICS A6S-BISO5
CAPACITANCE DETECTOR FOR MEASUREMENT OF TYMPANIC
MEMBRANE DISPLACEMENT - ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-64-[16 N65-19152
ACOUSTIC RADIATION
ULTRA-ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS OF BLOOD IN HEALTHY
ANIMALS AND ANIMALS WITH RADIATION SICKNESS
N65-28704
ACOUSTIC VIBRATION
BONE AND TISSUE VIBRATOR ASSEMBLY FOR HEARING BY
CONDUCTION AND FOR MECHANICAL POINT IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-65-II N65-30036
ACOUSTICS
SA NOISE
SA PSYCHOACOUSTICS
SA SOUND
ACOUSTIC REFLEX IN INFANTRYMEN - PSYCHOLOGY
REPT.-II59 N65-13172
EFFECT OF INDUSTRIAL NOISES ON HUMAN ORGANISM, AND
SANITARY PROTECTION OF AIR
JPRS-29216 N65-19666
INVESTIGATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EFFECT UPON VISUAL
DETECTION OF LIGHT SIGNAL
ESD-TR-66-557 N65-211_6
SPEECH PRODUCTION. TRANSMISSION, AND ANALYSIS -
INSTRUMENTATION, NASAL CAVITY STRUCTURES,
ACOUSTICS, SPEECH SPECTRUM, DEAFNESS AIDSt AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS
STL-QPSR-4/I964 N65-23850
SPEECH PRODUCTION AND VOCAL TRACT CHARACTERISTICS
CORRELATED WITH SPEECH WAVE DATA AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
AFCRL-65-272 N65-30196
COMPARATIVE ACOUSTICAL DATA FOR TRAINING MODEL
AND FLIGHT-READY MODEL OF DYNA- SOAR X-2OA
FULL PRESSURE SUIT ASSEMBLIES
AMRL-TR-65-B6 N65-31630
VALIDITY OF ACOUSTIC METHOD OF BLOOD PRESSURE
DETERMINATION - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
SAM-TR-65-27
ACQUISITION
S DATA ACQUISITION
S TARGET ACQUISITION
ACIH
S ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN /ACTH/
ACTIMOMYCETES
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF ACTINOMYCIN ANALOGS -
PREPARATION OF HETEROARDYL PEPTIDES
AR-3 N65-31233
ACTIVATION
S NEUTRON ACTIVATION
ACTIVATION /BIOL!
SA STIMULATION
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF IODIDE ACTIVATION IN
_IOLOGICAL FLUIDS
KR-BO N65-30572
ACTIVATION ENERGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE MEDICAL AND BIOLOGIC NUCLEAR
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER-COUPLED AUTOMATIC
SYSTEM. NOTING FEASIBILITY OF OPERATION
A65-16425
ACTIVITY
S CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
S ENZYME ACTIVITY
S SOLAR ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY /BIOL/
SA CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
VISUAL EVOKED RETINAL AND OCCIPITAL POTENTIALS
WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING NEUROELECTRIC
ACTIVITY A65-BOTB3
DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENAl
INCLUDING ACTIVITY AND REST TIME, OF HIBERNATING
ANIMALS AS RELATED TO BODY TEMPERATURE
A65-81469
BODILY ACTIVITY AND PERCEPTUAL ACTIVITY
A65-81652
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OF GROUPS EXPERIMENTALLY
CONFINED IN FALLOUT SHELTER A65-81659
CRITICAL BODY TEMPERATURE FOR INSTRUMENTAL
RESPONSE ACQUISITION OF RATS COOLED TO VARIOUS
LEVELS Ab5-B2161
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAMINE,
CHLORPRDMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
DERIVATIVE A65-B2300
PHYSICAL FITNESS OF MAN UNDER PROLONGED CONDITIONS
OF LIMITED MOTOR ACTIVITY N65-13693
ACTIVITY VARIATIONS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MECHANISMS
IN GREEN PLANT CELLS N65-16813
PULSATING LIGHT SOURCE EFFECT ON ELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN
RSIC-Zg8 N65-20526
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON HIGHER ORDER NERVOUS SYSTEM
ACTIVITY OF DOGS DURING SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
N65-23444
SENSORY ACTIVITY ASPECTS APPLIED TO PROBLEMS IN
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9426 N65-Z7712
CHANGES IN SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY AS MEASUREMENT OF
SENSITIVITY TO ROTATION IN WHITE RATS
NASA-CR-67253 N65-35110
ACTIVITY CYCLE /BIOL/
SA BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM
SA PERIODICITY IBIOLI
N65-35036
A-7
ACTUATOR SUBJECT INDEX
DAILY PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND ACTIVITY CYCLE
RECORDED BY RADIO CAPSULES OF GROUND SQUIRRELS
AND CARNIVORES EXPOSED TO EXTREME CHANGES IN
ARCTIC DAYLIGHT A65-80268
INFLUENCE OF LIGHT TO DARK RATIO ON DIURNAL CYCLE
OF LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY IN RABBIT
A65-81107
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, THERMAL CONDUCTANCE, AND
TORPOR IN CALIFORNIA POCKET MOUSE, PEROGNATHUS
CALIFORNICUS A65-81679
RELATION BETWEEN TORPOR CYCLE AND HEAT EXCHANGE IN
CALIFORNIA POCKET MOUSE, PEROGNATHUS CALIFORNICUS
A65-81680
ACTUATOR
CHARACTERISTICS OF SWITCH ACTUATORS FOR
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FOR SPACECRAFT USE,
NOTING RESPONSE TIME AND ERROR A65-35473
ADAPTATION
SA RETINAL ADAPTATION
AROUSAL AVOIDANCE REACTIONS, RETINAL RESPONSE, AND
ADAPTATIUN OF RAT IN RESPONSE TO IONIZING
RADIATION A65-80055
MODIFICATION OF THERMOREGULATORY RESPONSES TO COLD
AND VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE BY HYPNOSIS
A65-80066
THERMAL STIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTALLY
VASOCONSTRICTED HUMAN SKIN AND ADAPTATION
A65-80251
HIGH-AND LOW-LEVEL SOUND EXPOSURES AND
RELATION TO AUDITORY FATIGUE AND ADAPTATION
A65-80270
REACTIVITY OF ADIPOSE TISSUE TO EPINEPHRINE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE IN RATS
ADAPTED TO TUMBLING TRAUMA A65-80331
LYMPHOCYTOPENIA AND ADAPTATION AFTER TUMBLING
TRAUMA IN RAT A65-80332
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HIGH
ALTITUDE EXPOSURE A65-B0493
ERYTHROCYTE FRAGILITY AND BLOOD REACTIONS IN RATS
ADAPTED TO HYPOXIA ACS-BO5gO
ADAPTATION TO PRISMATICALLY ROTATED VISUAL FIELDS
A65-81020
EXTERNAL ELASTIC AND THRESHOLD LOADING ON
BREATHING IN MAN A65-81146
HYPOXIC DRIVE IN NORMAL INDIVIDUALS AND PATIENTS
WITH CHRONIC HYPOXEMIA A65-BII8B
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS OF STRESS IN
HUMANS A65-81207
POSSIBILITIES OF HUMAN ADAPTATION TO DAY AND NIGHT
WORK SHIFT A65-81335
REPEATED VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
DOES NOT HABITUATE HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS IN CAT
A65-BI536
VISUAL CONTROL OF HABITUATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN A65-BI53B
CUMMENT ON SELF-INDUCED MOVEMENI AS DETERMINANT OF
SPATIAL ADAPTATION A6fi-81559
PASSIVE TEST OF EYE-HAND COORDINATION WITH PRISM
DISPLACEMENT AND ADAPTATION MEASURED BY ERROR FROM
PRETEST TO POST TEST A65-8164g
PHENOMENAL VERTICAL AND PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN
SPATIAL ORIENTATION A65-81655
DIFFERENTIAL CORTICAL HABITUATION WITH STIMULATION
OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL RETINA
A65-81656
CHANGES IN OXIDATIVE PROCESSES AND ORGANIC ACID
EXCRETION RATE DURING ADAPTATION TO COLD IN MAN
A65-81766
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - REVIEW OF PROBLEMS OF SENSOR
DEPRIVATION, ADAPTATION AND PHYSICAL HAZARDS
A65-81832
RESPONSE LATENCY IN SIMPLE VIGILANCE TASK AS
FUNCTION OF TEMPORAL PATTERN OF STIMULATION
A65-81855
INTEROCULAR TRANSFER AND NEGATIVE AFTEREFFECT
AFTER PRISM-INDUCED DISTORTION OF VISION
A65-81857
INITIATION OF SWEATING IN MAN AFTER ABRUPT RISE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A65-81912
RAPID ADAPTATION IN CONSTANCY OF VISUAL DIRECTION
WITH ACTIVE AND PASSIVE ROTATION
A65-81934
ADAPTATION OF HUMANS TO PROLONGED ACTION OF
C_RIOLIS ACCELERATION A65-81937
VISUAL-MOTOR ADAPTATION IN MAN TO DISCORDANT
EXAFFERENT STIMULATION Ab5-BI980
GRADED CONTRAST EFFECTS IN JUDGMENT OF LIFTED
WEIGHTS A65-8E986
ADAPTATION OF DOMESTIC MICE TO COLD ENVIRONMENT
A65-82103
SIGNIFICANCE OF OLIVO-COCHLEAR BUNDLE FOR
ADAPTATION MECHANISM OF INNER EAR
A65-82131
SELECTIVE INTERMANUAL TRANSFER OF ADAPTIVE EFFECTS
DURING ADAPTATION TO PRISM A65-82282
ADAPTATION OF HUMANS TU COLORED SPLIT-FIELD
GLASSES A65-82283
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO MILITARY SPACE SYSTEMS
A65-82318
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION OF WARM BLOODED ANIMALS
TO LOW TEMPERATURES
FTD-TT-64-44511_2 N65-16291
LOWER VERTEBRATES ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17753
MATURE ORGANISM ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND BRAIN
IMPORTANCE IN PROCESS N65-I7774
ADULT HUMAN ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17775
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA IN PATIENTS WITH HYPERTONIA
DR HYPERTENSION N65-17795
HORMONE ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA CLINICAL DEATH
N65-17803
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF HYPOXIA ADAPTATION
TO HIGH MOUNTAINS N65-17812
MECHANISMS USED BY ORGANISMS TO ADAPT TO HIGH
ALTITUDE CONDITIONS N65-I7BIB
THERMAL MOLECULAR MOTION OF LIVING PROTOPLASM -
ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTATION N65-28289
GENETIC ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO RADIATION AND
PRACTICAL USE OF MUTAGENS N65-28290
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
OPERATING RULE FLEXIBILITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS A65-I0547
MAN AS ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER IN HIGH PERFORMANCE
VEHICLES COVERING GENERAL CONTROL PATTERNS AND
CHARACTERISTICS AND COUPLED MULTILOOP SYSTEMS AND
LIMITS Ab5-34986
A-8
SUBJECT INDEX AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
SA SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
OPERATING RULE FLEXIBILITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS A65-10542
NONLINEAR AUTONOMIC CONTROL PROCESSES IN RETINA
AND IMPLICATIONS TO ADAPTIVE CONTROL PROCESSES
A65-34985
MAMMALIAN MICRDCIRCULATION MODEL FOR ADAPTIVE
CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH REGULATES METABOLIC OXYGEN
FLOW TO SKELETAL MUSCLES A65-3_988
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE IATP/
EFFECT OF CAMPHOR ON CARBOHYDRATE-PHOSPHORUS AND
OXYDATIVE PROCESSES OF MYOCARDIUM DURING HYPOXIA
IN RATS A65-80628
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF CYSTEAMINE AND CYSTAMINE ON
OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATIONy DNA, RNA AND ATP
CONCENTRATION IN RADIATION-SENSITIVE TISSUES OF
RATS EXPOSED TO X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION
A65-B1767
HISTDCHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF CHANGES IN
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFECT OF SUCCINIC
DEHYDRDGENASE, CARBOANHYDRASEt ATP AND
SULFHYDRYL GROUPS OF INNER ORGANS IN HYPOXIA
N65-1375B
CHLOROPLAST LIPID5, PHOTO INHIBITIONt
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT, OXYGEN
EXCHANGE IN CHLOROPLAST REACTIONS, AND ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATE IN RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS
NASA-CR-53601 N65-XTOTO
RADIATION INDUCED CHANGES IN ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY OF SPLEEN APPLIED TO
CHRONIC GAMMA IRRADIATION AND INFLUENCE OF
VARIOUS FACTORS ON ACUTE RADIATION INJURY
N65-1921B
RADIOLYSIS OF DEXTRAN DERIVED BLOOD PLASMA
SUBSTITUTE AND COBALT 60 EFFECT ON MUSCLE
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE AND INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
JPRS-29183 N65-2082B
EFFECT OF LETHAL DOSAGES OF X-RAYS ON ATP
CONTENT IN LIVER AND PHOSPHOPROTEIN EXCHANGE
IN GUINEA PIGS
FTD-TT-61e-II63/I N65-29119
RELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS TO PHOSPHATE
BONDS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID -
STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
JPRS-32016 N65-34453
ADIPOSE TISSUE
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECT ON WEIGHT, TOTAL
PROTEIN CONTENT, AND ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF BROWN
FAT OF HAMSTERS A65-80096
INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON TREADMILL ON
METABOLISM DF ADIPOSE TISSUE IN RAT
A65-80182
REACTIVITY OF ADIPOSE TISSUE TO EPINEPHRINE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE IN RATS
ADAPTED TO TUMBLING TRAUMA A65-80331
REPORT ON STUDIES WITH GROUND HOGt MARMOTA
MONAX - BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF BLOOD AND BROWN FAT
A65--81457
TRANSFER OE INCREASED TOLERANCE TO LOW BODY
TEMPERATURES IN GUINEA PIGS_ DOGS AND RABBITS BY
HETEROLOGOUS TRANSPLANTATION OF BROWN FAT AND
INFUSION OF PLASMA FROM HIBERNATING GROUNDHOGS
A65-81_bO
EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHERMIA AND BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE
IN RAT RELATED TO HIBERNATION A65-8146B
THERMDGENIC FUNCTION OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE OF
RAT EXPOSED TO COLD A65-81471
MEASUREMENT OF FAT CONTENT OF REPUBLIC OF KOREA
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-81489
METABOLISM AND HEAT PRODUCTION OF BROWN FAT IN
MAMMALS A65-81743
CHANGES IN ADIPOSE TISSUE IN RATS ACCLIMATED TO
HIGH ALTITUDE Ab5-82015
ADRENAL GLAND
METABOLIC RESPONSE DE RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION
STRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCED LIVER
GLYCOGENESIS DUE TO ADRENOCORTICAL ACTIVITY
A65-23416
STRESS OF CAPTIVITY AND ADRENAL EXHAUSTION IN
MACACA NEMESTRINA A65-8030T
ROLE OF SUPRADRENAL GLANDS IN REACTION OF ORGANISM
IO RADIATION DAMAGE INFLICTED AFTER USE OF
CHEMICAL PROTECTION OR WITHOUT ANY RADIOPROTECTORS
IN RATS AND MICE A65-B0541
STIMULATION OF SYMPATHETIC SYSTEM CONTROLLING
ADRENAL ACTIVITY BY SMALL DOSES OF ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION DURING PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT IN
CHILDREN A65-80592
HISTOLOGICAL AND HISTDCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
SUPRARENAL GLANDS IN RATS AFTER PERIOD DE TRAINING
A65-BOB34
LIGHT EFFECT ON PINEAL GLAND_ SUBCDMMISSURAL ORGAN
AND GLOMERULAR ZONE OF ADRENALS OF WHITE RAT
A65-81592
VITAMIN INFLUENCE ON ADRENAL GLANDS OF MAN IN
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17826
INHIBITED FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLANDS
IN MALE MINERS WITH SECDND AND THIRD STAGE
VIBRATION SICKNESS N65-22644
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE OF MICE AND RATS AFTER ADRENAL
GLAND REMOVAL, ADMINISTRATION OF ANTIRADIATIDN
DRUGS, AND X-RAY IRRADIATION N65-3589I
ADRENAL METABOLISM
SURVIVAL TIME OF CONTROL AND PRE-EXPOSED RATS IN
ANOXIA DETERMINED FROM ATP LACTATE AND PYRUVATE
CONCENTRATION IN BRAIN TISSUE A65-174BZ
DAILY ADRENAL RHYTHM IN EQUATORIAL AMERINDIANS
MEASURED BY URINARY HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS
A65-81553
ADRENAL CORTEX FUNCTION IN SUBJECTS WITH BENZENE
POISONING A65-82195
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
ADRENALINE ACTIVITY UNDER EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONSt AND 17-DXYCORTICOSTEROID CONTENT IN
BLOOD OF PATIENTS WITH VIBRATION SICKNESS
JPRS-30845 N65-27030
ADRENALINE
S EPINEPHRINE
ADRENERGICS
SA ANTIADRENERGICS
CARDIAC OUTPUT AND STROKE VOLUME OF EXERCISING
HUMAN SUBJECTS AS AFFECTED BY ISOPROTERENOL
A65-BZZ50
HEART RATE AND ATRIOVENTRICULAR CONDUCTION AT
REST AND UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE,
ISOPROTERENOL, AND ATROPINE A65-82254
ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN /ACTH/
BODY WEIGHTS, ORGAN WEIGHTS, AND BLOOD AND
PITUITARY ACTH CONCENTRATIONS IN RAT AS AFFECTED
BY HYPDXIA A65-BI026
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ENHANCING QUALITY OF IMAGERY INVESTIGATED USING
STANDARD TEST PATTERNS AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
AMRL-TR-65-ZB N65-30632
A-9
AERIALRECONNAISSANCE SUBJECTINDEX
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
SPEED AND ACCURACY OF TARGET RECOGNITION BY
NAVIGATORS USING SIDE-LOOKING RADAR DURING
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
AMRL-TR-64-101 N65-14001
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND LOW ALTITUDE AERIAL
OBSERVATION
HUMRRO-RR-14 NBS-1746B
AERODYNAMIC FORCE
HIGH SPEED AND HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT ESCAPE BY
EJECTION SEAT - AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
RAREFACTION EFFECTS
FTD-TT-BB-ZbO/T&2 NB5-22447
AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICAL TRAINING AND MILDEW PREVENTION IN
CHINA
JPRS-275OB N65-12183
PROBLEMS OF HUMAN PERSONALITY IN AERONAUTICS,
AVIATION, AND ASTRONAUTICS Nb5-13746
AEROSOL
INERT MONO- AND POLYDISPERSED AEROSOLS TO TEST
EFFICIENCY OF AIRBORNE BACTERIA SAMPLERS
A65-30140
TOXICITY OF DISPERSING AGENTS USED IN AEROSOLS
A65-80545
COMPARISON DF AIRBORNE BACTERIA SAMPLERS BY MEANS
DF INERT MONO- AND POLYDISPERSED AEROSOLS
A65-81444
TOXICITY OF PETROLEUM AEROSOL AND ALIPHATIC AMINES
IN INDUSTRY
JPRS-29913 N65-Z314B
CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPACT/ON AND BIOLOGICAL
FILTRATION AEROSOL COLLECTION MECHANISMS IN
STRATOSPHERE N65-23985
SURVIVAL TIME OF DIPHTHERIA BACTERIA IN AEROSOLS
JPRS-30503 N65-26034
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS -
RADIOIODINE PRODUCED BY ATOMIC EXPLOSION
AEC-TR-6550 N65-27771
AEROSOLS, BIOLOGICAL PATHOGENS, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOVIET OPEN
LITERATURE PRIOR TO 31 DECEMBER T962
ATD-B-65-43 N65-32709
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
SA BIOASTRONAUTICS
SA BIOSIMULATION
SA INJURY
TABLE OF MAIN AREAS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
ORBITAL FLIGHTS FROM APRIL 1961 TO JUNE 1963
A65-10483
GEMINI MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR DETERMINING
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON PROLONGED MANNED
SPACEFLIGHI A65-10639
PSYCHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FLYING PERSONNEL
STUDIED BY PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND ELECTRO-
ENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TESTS AB5-10870
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS, EXAMINING PROJECT MERCURY
OBSERVATIONS A6B-12544
LIGHT ATTACK AND FIGHTER BOMBER PILOTS PROBLEMS
CONCERNING PILOT COMFORT, EFFICIENCY AND SURVIVAL,
FLIGHT SAFETY AND COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
ABB-14226
AEROSPACE MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIONS IN M-2 LIFTING BODY RESEARCH
VEHICLE, DISCUSSING PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, ESCAPE
AND MEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEMS A85-14229
AVIATION PERSONNEL SYNCOPE EVALUATED, CONSIDERING
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AND HYPERSENSITIVE RESPONSES
A-IO
A65-14239
BIOASTRONAUTICS AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE RESEARCH
APPLICATIONS IN MANNED SPACE PROGRAMS AND IN
EARTH ENVIRONMENT A65-14524
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOLl
CONSIDERING MISSION DURATION IN ORBIT, PHYSICAL
CAPABILITIES, LIFE SUPPORT AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
AB5-14575
CYTOKINETIC RESPONSES OF MONOLAYERS OF EPITHELIAL
CELLS TO PROTON IRRADIATION AT DIFFERENT DOSAGE
LEVELS A65-14804
GEMINI FLIGHT MEDICAL PROGRAM TO PREPARE
ASTRONAUTS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY IN ORBIT
A65-ZO240
TRANSMISSION OF BIOMEDICAL DATA OBTAINED IN
SIMULATION STUDIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE, USING
SOLID STATE AMPLIFIERS A65-24200
AVIATION MEDICINE IN GERMANY A65-27048
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATION HAZARD
EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGY OF COSMONAUTS ONBOARO
VOSKHOD I AND II Ab5-28943
BIOLOGIC SPECIMENS ANALYZED FOR PRESENCE OF
THERAPEUTIC CONCENTRATIONS OF BASIC DRUGS, USING
GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY, CHEMICAL TESTS, ETC
A65-ZgOB7
HIGH ALTITUDE RADIATION EFFECTS ON MILITARY AND
CIVILIAN PILOTS MEDICALLY ASSESSED FOR SST
FLIGHTS A65-29068
PHARMACEUTICALS AND ADMINISTRATIVE MEANS FOR
EFFECTING PERFORMANCE CHANGES IN ASTRONAUTS UNDER
FLIGHT STRESSES Ab5-33278
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED
MOTION SICKNESS, FATIGUE AND SENSORY DEGRADATION
COUNTERACTED BY VARIOUS DRUGS AB5-33279
ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
ACQUISITION BY BIOINSTRUMENTATION DEVICES, NOTING
PULSED DOPPLER TRANSDUCERS FOR BLOOD FLOW
MEASUREMENTS A65-33281
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AND INCIDENCE OF
NEUROCIRCOLATORY COLLAPSE AND TREATMENT BY USAF
hEDICAL TEAM AB5-34200
MANS ADAPTATION TO WEIGHTLESSNESS, NOTING
ASTRONAUT VULNERABILITY AND REQUIREMENT OF MEDICAL
CARE IN SPACE A65-35107
MEDICAL INVESTIGATION OF HUMAN FACTORS IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS ABS-3BO03
FIGHTER BOMBER AIRCRAFT PROBLEMS OF COMBAT
EFFECTIVENESS, PILOT EFFICIENCY, FLIGHT SAFETY,
PILOT COMFORT, AND SURVIVAL AB5-80133
HUMAN ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE AS
RELATED TO COCKPIT DESIGN, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT,
ESCAPE SYSTEMS, MEDICAL MONITORING, AND SELECTION
AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES A65-BOI38
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - RELATION TO JOB REQUIREMENTS,
SELECTION AND TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTSt AND SPACE
FLIGHT STRESSES A65-80183
MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN AIR T_aNSPORTATION OF PATIENTS
A65-80371
READERSHIP SURVEY ON UTILIZATION OF ABSTRACTS OF
CURRENT LITERATURE SECTION OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A65-80388
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS - REVIEW OF PROGRESS SINCE 1941
AND APPLICATION TO AVIATION MEDICINE
A65-80404
COMPARISON OF ROTATORY AND CALORIC TESTS FOR
DIAGNOSIS OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
AbS-8058&
SUBJECTINDEX AEROSPACE MEDICINE
CONTRIBUTIONS OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH TO
EVERYDAY LIFE A65-B0623
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF GEMINI AND APOLLO PROJECTS
ACS-BOBC7
AGOSTINO GEMELLI, PIONEER OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL
STUDIES IN ITALY A65-80924
CONTRIBUTION OF AGOSTINO GEMELLI TO PROGRESS OF
GENERAL AND AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY
A65-B0925
AVIATION MEDICINE AND RESEARCH IN FIELD OF
OTDRHINOLARYNGOLOGY IN WORK OF AGOSTINO GEMELLI
A65-BO9Z6
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-BO935
MUSCLE CRAMPS INVESTIGATED IN EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD
AVIATIO_ CADETS AND RELATION TO JOINT TRAUMA
ACP-BOgT8
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT AbS-BllO3
DIABETES DETECTION METHODS IN AERONEDICAL
EXAMINATIONS A6S-BIIIO
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY AND PROCESSING OF I_ICAL,
ZOOLOGICAL AND BIOASTRONAUTICAL DATA
A65-81316
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY- PERSONNEL SELECTION,
TRAININGt AND HUMAN FACTORS AbS-B1366
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY IN FRENCH AIR FORCE
AbS-BI36B
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF AEROSPACE NURSING AND
EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF NURSES
A65-81376
PACAF MEDICAL CONFERENCE 1964_ INCLUDING AEROSPACE
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF FLYING PERSONNEL- HEARING,
MDTIUN SICKNESS, AERODONTALGIA AND PERSONNEL
TRAINING A65-81430
MECHANICAL AID FOR RAPID AIRCREW EXIT AND NEED FOR
AEROSPACE MEDICAL SPECIALIST WITH DIVING ABILITY
FOR DITCHING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-BI520
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON AVIATION AND SPACE
MEDICINE, HELD IN MADRID, OCTOBER 1962
AbS-BIBOT
USE OF RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A65-81823
HISTORY OF SPANISH CONTRIBUTIONS TO AVIATION AND
SPACE MEDICINE A65-81828
RESEARCH AND FACILITIES AT AEROSPACE MEDICAL
CENTER OF ROME, ITALY A65-B1836
HEARING PROTECTION METHODS IN NETHERLANDS AIR
FORCE A65-B2054
ACUTE MENTAL BREAKDOWN IN AIRMEN DURING BASIC
TRAINING A65-82225
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS IN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND
AVIATION MEDICINE A65-B2319
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011/04/ N65-10228
ACCELERATION INFLUENCE ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY
OF ANIMALS AND MAN - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-277 N65-10303
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-70111011 N65-11057
BIOASTRONAUTICS AND SPACE MEDICINE
NASA--TT-F-9155 N65-11306
AVIATION MEDICIME - SPACE SCIENCE
JPRS-27883 N65-12 931
EMERGENCY BREATHING AND SdJIT PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
FOR CREW USE IN AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EVALUATOR
AMRL-TR-66-60 N65-12995
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY - SPACE
FLIGHT AND SUBMARINE MEDICINE
JPRS-ZT76T N65-13417
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7011/05/ N65-13829
MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN SPACE TRAVEL - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE
JPRS-28113 N65-14157
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - CONTINUING
B IBL IOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-TOl I/D6/ N65-17879
RADIO ELECTRONICS IN SPACE MEDICINE
FTD-TT-b_-B 36/1_2 N65-1BO41
PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - SPEED
AND ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, BIOSPHERE, FOOD
SUPPLYt HUMAN FACTORS, COSMIC RADIATION
FTD--MT-63-200 N65-184ZT
APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH TO
NEUROPHYS I OLDGIC AL REHABILITATION
N65-18532
BIOASTRONAUTICS - PREPARATIONS FOR SPACE FLIGHTS,
WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN
MEDICOB IOLOGY
JPRS-29069 Nb5-18784
MEDICOBIOLOGICAL SUPPORT OF PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-IBTBT
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-70I 1/08/ N65-1903B
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-TO11/07/ Nb5-192T1
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
EP-17 N65-19947
CONTRIBUTION OF LABORERS, ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS,
AND SCIENTISTS TO SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY AND
MEDICINE
FTD-TT-64-920/l&2 N65-20018
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AM-64-20 N65-20372
NEW FRONTIERS OF SPACE MEDICINE AND SCIENCE
JPRS-29456 NbS-ZOB31
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIATION
ABSORPTION ON ANIMALS, FLIGHT MEDICINE,
PSYCHOLOGYt PSYCHIAIRYt PHYSIOLOGY, AND HUMAN
PATHOLOGY N65-21202
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR 1962 AND 1963
NASA-CR-6212T N65-21424
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF AVIATION MEDICINE IN
U.S.S.R.
NASA-IT-F- IT6 N65-21725
FORERUNNERS OF AVIATION MEDICINE - STUDIES OF
MOUNTAIN SICKNESS AND CONSUMPTION OF RAREFIED
AIR Nb5-21726
DEVELOPMENT OF AVIATION MEDICINE IN U.S.S.R.
N65-21727
PROGRESS OF AVIATION MEDICINE OUTSIDE U.S.S.R.
_URING AND AFTER FIRST WORLD WAR
A-11
AEROSPACEMEDICINE CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
N65-2IT28
SOVIET AVIATION MEDICINE AND ITS ORIGIN
N65-21729
SOVIET AVIATION MEDICINE N65-21730
REVIEW OF RESEARCH IN AVIATION MEDICINE IN
VARIOUS COUNTRIES DURING YEARS 1920 TO 1930
N65-21731
REVIEW OF RUSSIAN RESEARCH IN AVIATION MEDICINE
DURING YEARS 1930 TO 1940 N65-21732
RUSSIAN STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
HIGH MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENTS - APPLICATIONS TO
AVIATION MEDICINE N65-21733
REVIEW OF RUSSIAN RESEARCH IN AVIATION MEDICINE
DURING THE YEARS 1940 TO 1945 N65-21734
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AVIATION MEDICINE FROM BEGINNING
TO YEAR 1950 N65-21735
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7011/09/ N65-22614
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-701IIIOl N65-22615
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX TO LITERATURE ON AEROSPACE
MEDICINE AND BIOASTRONAUTICS PUBLISHED IN
U.S.S.R., 1962-1964
NASA-TT-F-270 N65-2296B
OBSERVATIONS AND TESTING OF COSMONAUTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL
ABOARD VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
JPRS-29911 N65-23053
MEDICINE AND OUTER SPACE, GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY,
AND SPACE SUITS - U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
JPRS-29998 N65-23777
PHYSIOLOGY OF FLYING - MEDICINE
JPRS-29953 N65-24732
MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF FLIGHT CONDITIONS
AND TRAINING - GRAVITY LOAD, WEIGHTLESSNESS,
FLIGHT SIMULATION
JPRS-29999 N65-24861
RADIO TELEMETRY IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30528 N65-25540
AEROSPACE MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY - WEIGHTLESSNESS, SPACE
CABIN SIMULATDRt AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
AD-612636 NES-25895
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SPACE FLIGHT - PARABOLIC
FLIGHT, CARDIOVASCULAR DIURNAL RHYTHM, EYE
ACTIVITY, AND EFFECTS OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION
JPRS-30859 N65-26917
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN
PARABOLIC FLIGHT N65-26918
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT N65-26919
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DATA OF EYE ACTIVITY
DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT N65-26920
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TD ANGULAR AND CDRIOLIS
ACCELERATIONS N65-26921
ANNOIAIED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AVIATION MEDICINE
TRANSLATIONS
AM-65-17 N65-26955
ADAPTATION TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION - VERTIGO
AND NYSTAGMUS AFTER REPEATED CLINICAL SIMULATION
AM-65-18 N65-26956
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS DF ACCELERATION, RADIATION,
AND SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-27136
COMPILATION OF ABSTRACTS ON SPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY, SPACE PHYSIOLOGY, AND SPACE VEHICLE
ECOLOGY - LIFE SUPPORT SCIENCES
ATD-P-64-66 N65-27748
EFFECT OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON HUMANS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30927 N65-2BI74
EFFECTS OF DISCONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT ON RATS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE
NASA-CR-63790 N65-28346
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS OF AIR AND INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT UPON MAN
NASA-SP-701IlII/ N65-29648
CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011112/ N65-29649
INVESTIGATIVE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR DATA
PROCESSING IN SPACE BIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9514 N65-29740
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-TOlI/131 Nb5-30951
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF PROJECT MERCURY INCLUDING
ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING, RESULTS OF
LABORATDRY TESTS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA, AND
BIOMEDICAL PLANNING FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-SP-4003 N65-32394
TIME-LINE MEDICAL DATA COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TN-D-2695 N65-33350
MATHEMATICAL METHODS APPLIED TO AVIATION AND SPACE
MEDICINE - SUMMARY OF REPORTS GIVEN AT
CONFERENCE
NASA-TT-F-374 N65-33364
BIOINSTRUMENTATION FOR AEROSPACE MEDICINE -
CARD[OPHONE, VECTORCARDIOSCDPEt INTERCOM FOR
BAROMETRIC CHAMBER TESTS, ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
SIMULATOR, AND ELECTRON VOLTAGE STABILIZER
FTD-TT-64-IO89/I&2 N65-33752
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011114/ N65-33830
AVIATION MEDICINE MANUAL FOR PERSONNEL TRAINING
NASA-TT-F-8403 N65-33950
VALIDITY OF ACOUSTIC METHOD OF BLOOD PRESSURE
DETERMINATION - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
SAM-TR-bS-27 N65-35036
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7021 N65-35520
DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION ACQUISITION PROBLEMS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
CYBERNETICS
NASA-TT-F-9588 N65-35783
MEDICAL CONTROL EQUIPMENT DN VOSKHOD MANNED
SPACECRAFT - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-9591 N65-35785
SENSITIVITY OF MITOSIS TO MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-350 N65-35828
COMPARISON OF AUTOKINETIC MOVEMENT PERCEIVED BY
NORMAL PERSONS AND DEAF SUBJECTS WITH BILATERAL
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-67520 N65-36432
MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES OF AVIATORS EXPOSED TO
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-67553 N65-36553
A-12
SIJBJECT INDEX AGE FACTOR
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON
CHIMPANZEE SUBJECTED TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION TO
NEAR VACUUM AND SUBSEQUENT RECOMPRESSION -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-3Z9 NbS-3676B
EFFECT ON CHINPANZEE PERFORMANCE AFTER BEING
SUBJECTED TO DECOMPRESSION TO NEAR VACUUM
FOLLOWED BY RECOMPRESSION - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36769
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS RECORDED FROM CHIMPANZEES
BEFORE, DURINGt AND AFTER RAPID DECOMPRESSION
TO NEAR VACUUM - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36770
SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPLANTING CHRONIC
CORTICAL LEADS IN CHIMPANZEE FOR
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N65-36TT1
INSTRUMENTATION FOR DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER AND
OTHER EQUIPMENT USED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
OF CHIMPANZEE - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36772
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - CONTINUING
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH INDEXES
NASA-SP-7OII/IS/ N65-36894
AEROSPACE SYSTEM
BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS OF AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER MARK I - STUDY OF MAN
RATING SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA
AEDC-TR-65-179t VOL. II N65-362T9
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TO BIOMEDICINE
NASA-CR-60635 N65-16932
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
NASA-CR-64601 N65-33128
AEROSPACE VEHICLE
BIDCHEMICALS USED IN CARBON DIOXIDE SEPARATION
IN AEROSPACE VEHICLE ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION
PROCESSES
QTR-3 N65-25572
AFTERGLOW
EFFECT OF RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON
PROTRACTED AFTERGLOW OF IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF
SERUM ALBUMIN N65-31040
AFTERIMAGE
INDUCED RETINAL AFTER-IMAGES EMPLOYED AS MEANS OF
INCREASING DISPLAY EXPOSURE TIME IN SINGLE GLIMPSE
SITUATIONS A65-10536
SIHULTANEDUS CONTRAST INVOLVING LUMINANCE
AND PURITY ALTERATION OF GANZFELD
A65-80240
POSITIVE AFTERIMAGE AND MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT AND
DARK ADAPTATION
AD-610733 N65-2779B
AGE FACTOR
AGE DEPENDENCE OF PILOT RESPONSE IN SIGNAL
SEQUENCE IDENTIFICATION BY APPROPRIATE CONTROL
OPERATION AT MAXIMUM SPEED AND MINIMUM ERROR
A65-22901
AGE AND STIMULUS SIZE EFFECTS ON PERCEPTION IN MAN
A65-80014
DETERMINANTS OF FORCED VITAL CAPACITY AND
EXPIRATORY VOLUME AS RELATED TO AGE AND SEX
A65-80051
SHORT-TERM MEMORY AND RETROACTIVE INTERFERENCE IN
VISUAL PERCEPTION A65-80091
TRAINING-ENTRY AGE, INTELLECTUAL AND PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SPECIALIST RELATED TO PASS-FAIL DATA
A65-8016_
ENDURANCE EXERCISE EFFECT ON PHYSICAL WORK
CAPACITY AND ANTHRDPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
OF MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-80203
EVALUATION AND PREDICTION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS
IN MEN OF DIFFERENT AGES USING MODIFIED
APPARATUS OF HARVARD STEP TEST A6S-BOZ09
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM CHANGES IN CHEMICAL
FACTORY WORKERS FOLLOWING CARBON DISULFIDE
POISONING AS RELATED TO TIME SINCE
LAST EXPOSURE AND AGE A65-B0229
INTERNODAL DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTUAL
DELAY AND SPEED OF READING AND TAPPING
A65-80259
AGE AND SEX PARAMETERS IN HUMAN PSYCHOMOTOR
LEARNING A65-BO262
PHYSICAL INSULATION OF HEALTHY
MEN AND WOMEN OVER 60 YEARS A65-80ZT5
DISTRIBUTION OF VENTILATION IN NORMAL SUBJECTS OF
BOTH SEXES FROM 7 TO 45 YEARS OF AGE BY NITROGEN
WASHOUT METHOD A65-80306
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY ACROSS VISUAL FIELD IN
NORMAL INDIVIDUALS IN DIFFERENT AGE RANGES
A65-8040Z
GROWTH RATE OF MICE OF DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO
HOMOGENEOUS AND INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS
AbS-B0416
CIRCULATING LEUKOCYTE NUMBER CHANGES OF YOUNG AND
OLD FEMALE MICE EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
AbS-BO41B
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CELL RESPIRATION OF MOUSE
AS RELATED TO TISSUE TYPE AND AGE AND FIELD
STRENGTH AND TEMPERATURE A65-80426
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN HOT AND COLD
ENVIRONMENTS AS RELATED TO AGE AbS-80SO0
SYNTHETIC ACTIVITY DURING NONSYNCHRONIZED GROWTH
CHLORELLAw SEPARATED INTO AGE GROUPS BY FRACTIONAL
CENTRIFUGATION A6S-BOSO5
PERIPHERAL VISUAL ATTENTION TASK PERFORMANCE OF
TWO AGE GROUPS IN HOT CDNDITIONS
A6S-80629
LOCUS OF AUDITORY REACTION TIME CHANGE WITH SET,
MOTIVATION, AND AGE MEASURED BY ELECTRDMYOGRAM
A65-BO631
PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITY OF YOUNGt MIDDLE-AGED, AND
OLD MALES A65--80655
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION ASSESSMENT BASED ON
CALCULATION OF RATIO BETWEEN MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE
AND HEART VOLUME A65-80693
MAXIMAL AND SUBHAXIMAL ERGOMETRIC TESTS -
INTERPRETATION AND MODIFICATION ACCORDING TO AGE
AND TRAINING A65-80695
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY RELATED TO PULSE RATE AND
TOTAL HEMOGLOBIN, IN MIDDLE-AGED AND AGED MEN
A65-BO696
PEAK OXYGEN INTAKE DURING PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM
FOR MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-BOT32
RELATION OF AGE TO VIGILANCE AND REACTION TIME
A65-80738
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY IN SMALL AND LARGE CELLS
OF CHLORELLA PYRENUIDOSAI 7-11-05
A65-BO811
IMMEDIATE MEMORY FOR AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI
RELATED TO AGE A65-80864
AGE DIFFERENCES IN MEMORY FOR SIMULTANEOUS
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULATION
A65-BOB65
k-13
AGGLUTINATION SUBJECTINDEX
INFANT AND ADULT WATER CONSUMPTION AND ELECTROLYTE
METABOLISM IN HOT DRY REGION AS AFFECTED BY
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY A65-80952
FATIGUE AND WORK CAPACITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLE
AFTER PHYSICAL EXERCISE TRAINING IN OLD SUBJECTS
A65-80991
CONVERSION OF ACETATE TO LIPIDS AND C02 BY RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
A65-81023
AGE FACTOR AND LATENCY TIME OF ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE AND VOLUNTARY RESPONSES
A65-8II2I
DIFFICULTY IN DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN RELEVANT AND
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION RELATED TO AGE
A65-81122
OXYGEN UPTAKE AND HEART RAIE OF MIDDLE-AGED MEN
DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-81143
HEART MINUTE VOLUME DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE AS
INFLUENCED BY BODY SURFACE AREA AND AGE
A65-8134B
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT AGES IN RESPONSE TO
RHYTHMICAL LIGHT FLASHES A65-81354
AGE FACTOR IN RETENTION OF CALCIUM IN BLOOD PLASMA
A65-81385
MENTAL CAPACITY AS FUNCTION OF AGE /I7-40 YEARS/
IN GROUPS OF PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
A65-81395
AGE AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN PALMAR SWEAT PRINT
A65-81405
INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF CALCIUM IN ADULT AND
ELDERLY SUBJECTS A65-81548
ACCLIMATIZATION OF OLDER MEN TO WORK IN HEAT
A65-81602
AGE LIMIT OF SPANISH MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PILOT
A65-81814
BACKACHE IN AIRPLANE AND HELICOPTER FLYING
PERSONNEL RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS, INCREASING
AGE, AND POSTURE AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY
A65-BISI8
DISCRIMINATION OF AUDITORY INFORMATION AS RELATED
TO AGE A65-81863
EFFECT OF AGE UPON SPEED OF CONCEPT ATTAINMENT
A65-81864
SECONDARY POLYCYTHEMIA IN ADOLESCENTS OF BOTH
SEXES LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE A65-BI964
AGE FACTOR AS RELATED TO INDUCTION OF CATARACTS BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION IN RABBIT A65-82037
CATARACT INCIDENCE IN ARMY AND AIR FORCE RADAR
WORKERS OF VARIOUS AGES A65-B203B
SERUM MUCOPROTEIN LEVELS AFTER STRESS_ NOBLE-
COLLIP DRUM TRAUMA OR HYDROCORTISONE
ADMINISTRATION, IN YOUNG AND OlD RAIS
AbS-B2090
POSTURE, TOWER TRAINING, AND AGE OF FLYING
PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO COMPRESSION FRACTURES OF
SPINE DURING EJECTION A65-82125
GROWTH RATE, FOOD INTAKE, RESPIRATORY RATE,
ERYrHROCYTE, HEMOGLOBIN, AND HEMATOCRIE LEVELS,
AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF YOUNG CHICKENS
BREATHING NEARLY PURE OXYGEN A65-82154
PULSE RATE EFFECT ON CONTRACTION PHASES OF HEART
IN MAN AT DIFFERENT AGES A65-82212
HEART RATE, OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, BLOOD VOLUME, AND
HEMOGLOBIN LEVEL OF OLD MEN DURING TREADMILL
A-14
EXERCISE A65-82302
SINUSITIS INCIDENCE IN AVIATORS AS RELATED TO AGE
AND BAROTRAUMA EXPOSURE A65-8237I
CLINICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF AGE FACTOR
IN FLIGHT PERFORMANCE OF PILOTS
N65-13691
INFLUENCE OF AGE-ASSOCIATED CHANGES IN OLDER
PILOTS DURING RELEARNING OF AVIATION TECHNOLOGY
AND DURING PERFORMANCE N65-13772
EFFECT OF PARACHUTE JUMPS ON PERSONS IN DIFFERENT
AGE GROUPS N65-13776
INVESTIGATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR, NEUROLOGICAL,
PULMONARY, VISION, AUDITORY, AND BIOCHEMICAL
SYSTEMS FOR STUDY OF AGING IN AVIATION PERSONNEL
AM-64-I N65-I5169
AGE AS FACTOR IN ORGANISM REACTION TO HYPOXIA
N65-I7757
AGE AS FACTOR IN HUMAN ADAPTION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17758
REACTION OF AGING ORGANISM TO ACUTE HYPOXIA
N65-17763
AGE FACTOR IN REACTION OF HEART TO HYPOXIA
N65-17764
EARLY INDICATOR OF ADAPTIVE MUSCLE TISSUE REACTION
TO HYPOXIA IN AGING HUMANS N65-17765
HOMEOSTATIC REACTION OF DOGS AT VARIOUS AGES
DURING HYPOXIC HYPOXIA
JPRS-28921 N65-19810
EFFECT OF AGE, CONTINUOUS SOUND, ANO PHOTIC
STIMULI ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRITIONAL
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSISt AND ROLE OF CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS N65-23445
AGGLUTINATION
AGGLUTINATION OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES EXPOSED TO
MAGNETIC FIELDS DETERMINED BY VISUAL INSPECTION
AND COULTER COUNTER A65-80427
AGING
SA GERONTOLOGY
SA STORAGE
STRENGTH OF HEART AND EFFECT OF AGING
A65-80206
INCREASING AGE EFFECT ON DISTRIBUTION OF
PERIPHERAL AND REGIONAL FLOW IN MAN
A65-BOBI4
AGING AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION OF TACTUAL-
KINESTHETIC FORMS A65-81123
STATISTICAL STUDY OF HEARING LOSS WITH AGE AND
MATHEMATICAL FORMULA DESCRIBING VARIATION IN
AUDITORY SENSITIVITY A65-8122I
HIBERNATION AND TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON AGING ON
RED BLOOD CELLS IN HAMSTER A65-81498
PRESENESCENT ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES
IN NORMAL SUBJECTS A65-81860
SIMULTANEOUS STUDY OF THYROID, GONADS, AND ADRENAL
FUNCTION IN AGING MEN FOR ASSESSING PHYSIOLOGICAL
AGE OF INDIVIDUAL A65-81862
AGE EFFECT ON SHORT-TERM STORAGE MEMORY AND SERIAL
ROTE LEARNING A65-B2109
AGING EFFECT ON PROTECTIVE POTENCY OF STANNOUS
FLUORIDE SOLUTION - DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-65-I5 N65-26618
CONFERENCE ON LATE RADIATION EFFECTS, DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN LIVING SYSTEMS, AND AGING PROCESSES
WASH-I059 N65-27468
SUBJECT INDEX AIR TRANSPORTATION
AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT
SUPERIORITY OF AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT OVER GROUND
SPRAYING APPARATUS
JPRS-ZTI61 N65-1033T
AGRICULTURE
SOIL-PLANT TRACE ELEMENTS, AGRICULTURE, ELECTRIC
RESISTANCE OF IRRADIATED SPLEEN, SALMON TROUT,
NITROUS AND CARBOHYDRATES IN PLANTS - SELECTED
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
JPRS-29112 N65-20132
AIR
SA ALVEOLAR AIR
SA ATNOSPHERE
SA EXPIRED AIR
SA GAS
PROPHYLACTIC EFFECT OF AEROIONIZATION IN ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS A65-80BO0
EFFECT OF AERATION ON COEFFICIENT OF SPECTRAL
ABSORPTION IN SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA SP.
A65-BI938
DISTRIBUTION OF INSPIRED AIR DURING VENTILATION
WITHOUT RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS AbS-B2169
SOLID CHEMICAL AIR GENERATOR FOR PRODUCING
BREATHABLE AND OXYGEN ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE -
SPACE APPLICATION
AG-I N65-10267
OXYGENATION OF BRAIN TISSUES DURING AIR AND
OXYGEN RESPIRATION WITH ADMIXTURE OF CARBON
DIOXIDE
FTD-TT-64-63411_2_4 N65-19139
AIR CONDITIONING
SA COOLING SYSTEM
AIR CONDITIONING AND HUMAN COMFORT AS RELATED TO
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE, SWEATING, BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND BODY HEAT REGULATION
A65-82031
AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
OPERATOR TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR AIR CUSHION
VEHICLES
NAVTRADEVCEN-155T-I N65-23085
AIR POLLUTION
PREDICTION AND VERIFICATION OF ROCKET PROPELLANT
TEST FIRINGS AS RELATED TO AIR POLLUTION
A65-80220
HYGIENIC HAZARDS OF AIR POLLUTION FROM AERIAL
INSECTICIDE SPRAYING N65-13635
INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD -
STANDARDIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA, EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, ARSENIC POISONING, AND
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT IN AIR
JPRS-Z9981 N6S-23TT6
METHODS FOR RAPID AND ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF
AIR POLLUTION AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MAN
JPRS-30241 N65-26938
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL IN AIR AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN
N65-24939
FORMULAS AND NOHOGRAMS FOR DETERMINING CONSUMPTION
OF AIR AND FREQUENCY OF AIR EXCHANGE IN
IRRADIATION CHAMBERS N65-24941
CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS
OF BETA-RADIOACTIVE GAS IN AIR OF WORK PREMISES
ANDIN ATMOSPHERE N65-26392
AIR PURIFICATION
SA CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOLOGICAL AGE OF ALGAE AND
THEIR DISTRIBUTION l CHLDRELLA, RHODDPHYTA, AND
PHAEOPHYTAI - ALGAE AS POSSIBLE FOOD FOR
ASTRONAUTS AND FOR AIR PURIFICATION
FTD-TT-b4-T3111_2 N65-27857
AIR SAMPLING
AIRBORNE BACTERIA COLLECTION BY SIMPLE DYNAMIC
SAMPLERS AND THEIR RELATIVE EFFIOIENCIES
A6S-32795
AIR SAMPLES OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE, HYDRAZINE, AND
UOMH COMPONENTS OF TITAN IT EXHAUST GASES AND
PERSONNEL SAFETY A65-BZ239
AIR PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT
N65-23994
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION OF MICROORGANISMS USING
SMALL BIOLOGICAL SAMPLER IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
N65-24000
TRANSLATION OF RUSSIAN ARTICLES ON HYGIENE
AND SANITATION STUDIES, WATER PURIFICATION,
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY, RADIATION INJURY, AND
AIR SAMPLING
JPRS-30993 N65-28294
AIR SPEED
HEART RATE, VENTILATION, AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF
HUMAN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE,
AIR VELOCITY, AND EXERCISE A65-81916
AIR TO GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION - AIRCRAFT SPEED
AND TIME-TO-GO INFORMATION EFFECT
T5-13413111 N65-22870
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
OPERATING RULE FLEXIBILITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS A65-10542
TRAINING ENTRY AGE OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SPECIALISTS AND INTERACTION WITH INTELLECTUAL AND
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS A65-14235
EFFECT OF FATIGUE ON AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
A65-Z3930
TRAINING-ENTRY AGE, INTELLECTUAL AND PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SPECIALIST RELATED TO PASS-FAIL DATA
A&5-80144
FREQUENCY OF SHIFT ROTATION AT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
FACILITIES AND STRESS-RELATED SYMPTOMS
A65-80895
PSYCHOMETRIC VALIDATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SELECTION
BATTERY OF AIR TRAFFIC AND FIGHTER CONTROL
OFFICERS A65-B1332
DRUG-INDUCED FATIGUE DECREMENT IN AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL A65-81573
SELF-REPORTED STRESS-RELATED SYMPTOMS AMONG AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS AS INFLUENCED BY
OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE Ab5-B2122
AIR TRANSPORTATION
SA CIVIL AVIATION
SA SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
AIR TRANSPORT OF PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS- COMPARISON
OF CHLDROPROMAZINE, PROCLORPERAZINE, AND
AMOBARBITAL FOR IN-FLIGHT MANAGEMENT
A65-BOI30
TEST PILOT VIEW OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING AS
RELATED TO COMMERCIAL SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DESIGN
A65-BOI34
MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS
A65-80371
TRAVELING PREFERENCE, FLYING EXPERIENCE AND SEX
DIFFERENCES RELATED TO DETAILS EXPRESSED IN
AIRCRAFT DRAWINGS Ab5-BO45B
AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS IN ROYAL AIR FORCE
WITH RESPIRATORY PARALYSIS A65-80953
MEDICAL SUPERVISION OF INJURED DURING TRANSPORT BY
HELICOPTER A65-81613
A-X5
AIRBORNEEQUIPMENT SUBJECTINDEX
LOSSOF CONTROL OF JET TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT WHILE
PILOT RELIES ON GRAVITY VECTOR FOR ORIENTATION
INFORMATION A65-81728
AIR EVACUATION OF PATIENTS A65-81817
EFFICACY OF PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATION IN
COMBATING NOTION SICKNESS OF AIR TRANSPORT
PASSENGERS N65-137T1
AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
AERIAL TRANSMISSION OF INFECTION WITH REFERENCE TO
GRAVITATIONAL FALLOUT AND ATMOSPHERIC DILUTION
A65-19843
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION
SYSTEMS FOR USE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON
TEST PILOTS IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AND SPACE
FLIGHT SIMULATORS A65-23199
FLOATING POINT AND FIXED POINT NUMBER DISPLAY
TRAINING FOR ONBOARD DIGITAL COMPUTER USE IN
AIRBORNE AND SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-TN-D-2634 N65-15615
AIRBORNE INFECTION
AERIAL TRANSMISSION OF INFECTION WITH REFERENCE TO
GRAVITATIONAL FALLOUT AND ATMOSPHERIC DILUTION
A65-I9843
INERT HOMO- AND POLYDISPERSED AEROSOLS TO TEST
EFFICIENCY DF AIRBORNE BACTERIA SAMPLERS
665-30140
AIRBORNE BACTERIA COLLECTION BY SIMPLE DYNAMIC
SAMPLERS AND THEIR RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES
A65-32795
AIRCRAFT
SA A- 4 AIRCRAFT
SA AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT
SA ATTACK AIRCRAFT
SA CONCOROE AIRCRAFT
SA F-104 AIRCRAFT
SA F-106 AIRCRAFT
SA FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
SA HELICOPTER
SA JET AIRCRAFT
SA MANNED AIRCRAFT
SA MILITARY AIRCRAFT
SA PILOTED AIRCRAFT
SA RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
SA RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SA SAILPLANE
SA SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
SA T-33 AIRCRAFT
SA TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
SA VTOL AIRCRAFT
SA X-15 AIRCRAFT
SA X-20 AIRCRAFT
RADIATION HAZARD FROM CONTAMINATED AIRCRAFT
EXPOSED TO RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT A65-80386
DISEASE TRANSMISSION BY AIRCRAFT
A65-81584
VESTIBULAR AND VISUAL PERCEPTUAL DISTURBANCE AND
DIFFICULTIES OF RECOVERY FROM AERODYNAMIC SPIN
A65-82127
PILOT PERFORMANCE TESTS TO ALIGN AIRCRAFT WITH
TARGET
AMRL-TR-64-87 N65-13998
HUMAN FACTORS OF RAPID EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT DURING ACCIDENTS
AM-65-7 N65-18409
AIR PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT
N65-23994
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT
ATTENTIONt PERCEPTION, EMOTION AND JUDGEMENT IN
PILOT CAUSED AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-16372
PATHOLOGISTS CONTRIBUTION TO AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION SHOULD BE AIMED AT SAVING FUTURE
A-16
LIVES AS WELL AS ESTABLISHING CAUSE CF DEATH
A65-26000
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIRCRAFT DAMAGE ESTIMATES AND
INJURY TO OCCUPANTS A65-30101
OPINIONS OF JAPANESE FLYING PERSONNEL CONCERNING
PREVENTION OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-80552
HUMAN FACTORS IN CAUSE-UNDETERMINED AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS AND MEASURES FOR IMPROVING FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-80726
FIVE-YEAR HISTORY OF SAILPLANE ACCIDENTS AND
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS OF GLIDER PILOTS
A65-80730
HANDBOOK FOR PHYSICIANS FOR MANAGEMENT OF
DISASTERS INCLUDING AIRCRAFT ACCIOENIS
A65-81182
PROBLEM OF SLEEP DURING NIGHT FLYING- VIGILANCE_
ACCIDENTS AND DRUGS A65-81446
INTERNATIONAL LAW REGARDING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-81516
LEGAL ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS OF MILITARY
AND CIVIL AVIATION USEFUL TO PATHOLOGISTS
A65-81540
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT LIABILITY IN MILITARY
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A65-81541
SURVIVAL AND INJURY IN UNITED STATES AIR CARRIER
WATER ACCIDENTS PERTAINING TO CREW TRAINING AND
EQUIPMENT A65-81542
PROBLEMS OF IDENTIFICATION OF BODIES DURING
AUTOPSY OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A65-81586
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS, ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIDNt AND
EVALUATION OF INJURIES SUSTAINED
A65-81815
BACKACHE IN AIRPLANE AND HELICOPTER FLYING
PERSONNEL RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS, INCREASING
AGE, AND POSTURE AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY
A65-81818
PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
CAUSED BY DAMAGE TO AIRCRAFT - SURVIVAL ASPECTS
A65-BIB69
JET TRANSPORT USE EFFECT ON AIRLINE LANDING
ACCIDENTS A65-82000
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AND ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE IN
AIRCRAFT PILOT SELECTION AND AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-82351
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
MEDICAL INVESTIGATION OF HUMAN FACTORS IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS A65-36003
TECHNIQUES OF IDENTIFICATION APPLIED TO BI
EXTREMELY FRAGMENTED AIRCRAFT FATALITIES
A65-8123I
PLANE CRASH RESEARCH DECREASES LOSS OF LIFE
AbS-8124g
AIRPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFERS CHALLENGE TO
COMMUNITY PHYSICIAN A65-BI298
LEGAL ASPECTS AND PATHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS DURING
INVESTIGATION OF COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT IN
EQUATORIAL AFRICA A65-81517
IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS OF MASS CASUALTIES IN
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-81518
PROBLEMS ARISING IN INVESTIGATIONS OF FOREIGN
AIRLINE DISASTERS A65-81519
MECHANICAL AID FOR RAPID AIRCREW EXIT AND NEED FOR
AEROSPACE MEDICAL SPECIALIST WITH DIVING ABILITY
SUBJECT INDEX AIRCREH
FOR DITCHING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-81520
GLUTATHIONEMIA INDEX OF HYPOXIA USED IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT INVESIIGATION A65-BIB46
SURVIVAL PROBLEMS FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
N65-29758
AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
DYNAMIC TESTING OF AIRCRAFT OXYGEN BREATHING
SYSTEMS USING ELECTRICAL ANALOG
A65-36822
OXYGEN FOR CIVIL AIRCREW FOLLOWING LOSS OF CABIN
PRESSURIZATION
FPRC/MEMO-ZO5 N65-12641
AIRCRAFT CABIN
SA CABIN ATMOSPHERE
SA PRESSURIZED CABIN
CUSHIONED CONTOUR COUCH TRANSMITTING MINIMUM
DISCOMFORT TO PILOT DURING ACCELERATION,
VIBRATION AND/OR SHOCK A65-30013
AIRCRAFT CARRIER
NIGHT AIRCRAFT CARRIER LANDING ACCIDENTS
ATTRIBUTED TO VISUAL ILLUSION INVOLVING
OVERESTIMATION OF ALTITUDE A65-30100
THEORY AND SIMULATION OF PILOTED LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL IN CARRIER APPROACH
STI-TR-L3U-I N65-26994
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
SIMULATED ROCKET JET EXHAUST EFFECT ON STABILITY
AND CONTROL OF RESEARCH AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
NASA-TM-X-127 N65-28135
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
ANALYTIC APPROACH TO HUMAN ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
AND PREDICTION OF SYSTEM MAINTAINABILITY FOR
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-64-115 Nb5-1713B
AIRCRAFT CONTROL
LOSS OF CONTROL OF JET TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT WHILE
PILOT RELIES ON GRAVITY VECTOR FOR ORIENTATION
INFORMATION A65-81728
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
TEST PILOT VIEW OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING AS
RELATED TO COMMERCIAL SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DESIGN
A65-BO134
EARLY PILOT PARTICIPATION WITH HUMAN ENGINEERING
AND MEDICAL PERSONNEL IN DESIGN OF X-ZO AIRCRAFT
IN DYNA-SOAR PROGRAM A65-80[35
DYNAMIC CRASH TESTS OF FIXED-WING AND ROTARY-WING
AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO SEAT DESIGN
A65-81833
AIRCRAFT DETECTION
EQUATION ESTIMATING AURAL DETECTION DISTANCES
ASSOCIATED WITH GIVEN AERIAL VEHICLE NOISE LEVEL
AIAA PAPER 65-329 A65-32323
DEVELOPMENT OF PAINT SCHEME FOR INCREASING
AIRCRAFT DETECTABILITY AND VISIBILITY
A65-81124
AIRCRAFT FUEL
IONIZING-FLAME GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY AND THERMISTOR
SENSOR DETERMINE POLLUTANTS IN AVIATION LIQUID
OXYGEN A65-30138
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE
PREDICTIVE INFORMATION INSTRUMENTATION AS AID TO
JET AIRCRAFT TAKEOFFS A65-15434
PILOT PERFORMANCE USING VISUAL DISPLAY FOR GUIDING
HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO
TERRAIN
NASA-TN-D-1827 N65-11043
AIRCRAFT HAZARD
61CLnCICAL EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION FROM BOOO TO
45,000 FT AT RATES OF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR PILOTS
AND FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTS, EXAMINING OXYGEN MASK
ROLE A65-24075
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
PILOT EYE FIXATIONS WHILE FLYING MANEUVERS WITH
BOTH VERTICAL MOVING TAPE INSTRUMENTS AND ROUND
DIAL INSTRUMENT A65-30103
NEW FORMS OF INSTRUMENTATION AND PRESENTATION OF
INFORMATION AIRCRAFT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
A65-81213
PILOT COCKPIT DISPLAY DESIGN AND VIEWING SYSTEM
AGARD-691 N65-ZTT30
AIRCRAFT LANDING
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO SHOCK OVERLOADS AT HIGH
LANDING SPEEDS N65-I366B
NEUROPSYCHIC TENSIONS IN PILOTS DURING AIRCRAFT
LANDINGS N65-13690
DEVELOPING LATERAL STABILITY AND DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL HANDLING QUALITIES IN LANDING APPROACH
CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT
NASA-CR-Z39 NbS-Z7966
AIRCRAFT NOISE
NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON SEVEN TYPES OF SPORTS
AIRCRAFT AND NOISE PROPHYLAXIS A65-BIOB7
REDUCING ANNOYANCE FROM AIRCRAFT NOISE
A65-81212
EFFECT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE ON MAN AND NOISE CONTROL
MEASURES N65-13778
FACIORS INFLUENCING HUMAN RESPONSE TO AIRCRAFT
NOISE - MASKING OF SPEECH AND VARIABILITY OF
SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENTS
FAA-ADS-62 N65-33435
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
SA COMPONENT RELIABILITY
MAN AS SUBSYSTEM IN RELIABILITY DETERMINATION DF
AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
A65-14364
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE CONCENTRATION STRESSING
SAFEGUARDS NECESSARY FOR PROTECTION OF PASSENGERS
AND CREW OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
A65-23773
PILOTS ABILITY TO OPERATE A4D ELF FLASH
BLINDNESS THERMAL PROTECTIVE SYSTEM WITHIN LIMITS
OF SAFETY A65-Z61TO
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE
APPLICATIONS OF FISH MORPHOLOGY TO AIRCRAFT AND
SHIP DESIGN
JPRS-2BgIO Nb5-L7492
AIRCREW
COMMON KNOWLEDGE CONCEPT PERMITTING COCKPIT CREW
MEMBERS SAME KNOWLEDGE LEVEL REGARDING AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS AND NORMAL/ABNORMAL SYSTEMS OPERATION
A65-2ZIT5
FLIGHT AND PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR AIRCREWS
A65-80892
FATIGUE IN AIRCREW REFLECTED IN CIRCULATORY
ALIERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS FLIGHTS
A6S-B1296
TRAINING OF BRITISH AIRCREWS FOR JUNGLE SURVIVAL
A65-81_14
USE OF ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA IN AIR FORCE PROGRAM
A65-8ZOIO
OXYGEN FOR CIVIL AIRCREW FOLLOWING LOSS OF CABIN
PRESSURIZATION
FPRC/MEMO-205 N65-12641
EXCRETION OF STEROID HORMONES WITH URINE DURING
A-1T
AIRPORT SUBJECTINDEX
LONG NIGHT FLIGHTS BY AIRCRAFT CREWS
N65-13676
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF WORK OF AIRCREWS DURING IN-FLIGHT REFUELING
N65-13TI7
OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION OF HGU-I5/P
FLYING HELMET FOR AIRCREW
TAC-TR-63-31/H/ N65-27637
OBSERVATION AND CATEGORIZING AND RATING OF COPING
DEVICES FDR USE IN AIRCREW SELECTION
AD-617745 N65-30098
INTRA-CREW COMMUNICATIONS IN B-52 AND KC-135
AIRCRAFT DURING PEACETIME TRAINING FLIGHTS AS
FUNCTIONS OF CREW EXPERIENCE AND SELECTED
MISSION SEGMENTS
AMRL-TR-bG-[8 N65-30156
COMPARISON OF SELF-STUDY TECHNIQUE WITH
CONVENTIONAL CLASSROOM MODELS AS MEANS OF
REFRESHER TRAINING OF AIRCREWS UNDER OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TR-65-83 N65-30298
AIRPORT
HANDBOOK OF AVIATION STATISTICS
A65-B0532
AIRPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFERS CHALLENGE TO
COMMUNITY PHYSICIAN A65-B129B
RADIATION POWER FLUX DENSITY OF RADAR ANTENNAS
MEASURED FOR EVALUATING WORKING CONDITIONS OF
AIRPORT RADAR INSTALLATIONS
FTD-TT-65-3451L&4 N65-32289
AIRPORT LIGHT
AIRPORT-HELIPORT MARKING AND LIGHTING - HUMAN
FACTORS
RD-64-94 N65-10648
ALANINE
PULMONARY ARTERY MUSCLE MASS AND VENTRICULAR
CARDIAC SIZE OF MICE DURING HYPOXIA AS AFFECTED BY
METHYL DOPA A65-82191
ALASKA
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN FACTORS IN ALASKA
AND OTHER POLAR REGIONS
AAL-TDR-64-28 Nb5-19970
ALBUMIN
RADIOPROTECTIVE COMPOUNDS EFFECT ON PERSISTENT
AFTERGLOW OF U V-IRRADIATED SERUM ALBUMIN
SOLUTIONS A65-30481
EFFECT OF RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON
PROTRACTED AFTERGLOW OF IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF
SERUM ALBUMIN N65-31040
BLOOD ALBUMIN STUDY BY ELECTROPHORESIS IN CHRONIC
MOUTH DISEASES
FTD-TT-65-53OlI&4 N65-33755
ALCOHOL
SA CHOLESTEROL
SA ETHYL ALCOHOL
SA POLYVlNYL ALCOHOL
DRUG, ALCOHOLy AND TOBACCO CONSUMPTION AND DIE1
SURVEY OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL A65-B0896
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BLOOD ALCOHOL, POSITIONAL
ALCOHOL NYSTAOMUS, AND POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM
NASA-CR-63423 N65-26409
ALOOSTERONE
DYNAMIC CHANGES IN SWEAT ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION
INDUCED BY HEAT STRESS AS INDICATION OF
ACCLIMATIZAIION AND ALDOSTLRONE AEIIVITY
A65-80958
ALGAE
SA BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
SA CHLORELLA
A-L8
MODIFIED PHYCOERYTHRIN SEPARATION FROM
PORPHYRIDIUM CRUENTUM TREATED WITH
P-CHLORDMERCURIBENZOATE AND INTERACTION WITH
GLUTATHIONE A65-13547
BACTERIA-FREE CULTURES OF ANABAENA FLOS-AQUAE
A-37 OBTAINED BY TECHNIQUE OF POSITIVE OPERATOR
BIAS A65-31653
STEADY-STATE AND SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-BOOI5
ALGAE AND MAN - ECOLOGICALt MEDICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
AND INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS A65-80374
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF ALGAE - ELEMENTS FOR
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND NORMAL METABOLISM
A65-80375
CULTURING OF ALGAE - PROBLEMS OF GROWTH AND
CULTURE TECHNIQUE A65-80376
LIMITING FACTORS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC YIELD IN ALGAE
GROWN UNDER NATURAL ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
AbS-B0377
PILOT PLANT AND TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING LARGE
CROPS OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE AbG-BO&OO
INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF VARIOUS SPECIES OF
PROTOCOCCAL ALGAE AND THEIR BACTERICIDAL EFFECT IN
JOINT CULTIVATION A65-80689
GROWTH RATES OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MICROORGANISMS
UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS IN LABORATORY CULTURES
Ab5-BO/54
RELATIVE MAXIMUM IN DECAY OF LONG-TERM DELAYED
LIGHT EMISSION FROM PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS OF
ALGAE AND HIGHER PLANTS Ab5-80846
BIOSYNTHESIS OF NICOTINIC ACID IN STREPTOMYCETES,
ALDAE, AND YEAST A65-80878
ALGAL CULTURE TECHNIQUE AND PHYTOPLANKTON ECOLOGY
A65-81163
CULTIVATION AND GROWTH OF GREEN PLANKTONIC ALGAE
ON SEWAGE A65-81386
CULTURE TECHNIQUE FOR ALGAE GROWTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY IURBULENT FLOW ACHIEVING
LIGHT-DARK SEQUENCE A65-81872
UTILIZATION OF GLUTAMINE BY VARIOUS ALGAE
Ab5-81958
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR MASS ASSAYS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF UNICELLUAR ALGAE
A65-82095
LFFECT OF DIFFERENT NITROGEN SOURCES ON AMINO ACID
AMOUNT IN GREEN ALGA, SCENEDESMUS QUADRICAUDA
A65-82187
EFFECT OF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN MEDIA ON
AMOUNT OF PROTEIN, CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPIDS
PRODUCED BY SOME GREEN ALGAE A65-8224B
COMBINED MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT WAVELENGTH EFFE[IS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN ALGAE
AFOSR-64-1650 N65-I1325
PRESSURE AS FACTOR IN ALGA_ GROWTH - OXYGEN
PRODUCED BY PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF ALGAE
N65-I1717
HARVESTING AND PROCESSING SEWAGE GROWN PLANKIUNIC
ALGAE
SERL-64-8 N65-12782
ECOLOGICAL COMPLEX IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL BASE
ENVIRONMENT - HYDROPONICS, PHYSIOCHFMICAL, AND
ALGAE SYSTEMS
P-3OO9 N65-I_51;
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ORGANISMS AS COMPONENTS OF CLOStO
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS - BIOCHEMISTRY OF ALGAE
NASA-CR-5555_ N65-16812
SUBJECT INDEX ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
BUFFERING OF ALGAE - CELL DIVISION OF CHLORELLA
N65-16814
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF ALGAE USING CARBON I4 DETECTION
OF FIXATION AND CARBON DIOXIDE EVOLUTION, MEDIUM
DEVELOPMENT, AND TESTS OF SOIL AND SOIL ISOLATES
NASA-CR-AO7O9 N65-16815
GROWTH AND CULTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHLORELLA
ALGAL FLAGELLATES FOR MASS CULTURE
SAM-TOR-64-63 N65-I6880
ALGAE SYSTEMS FOR NUTRITION IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18594
RECLAMATION OF NUTRITIONAL ORGANIC MATERIAL
FROM WASTE WATER - ALGAE CULTURING
SERL-64-6 N65-I9655
ALGAE PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN LIPID FRACTIONS
UNDER NORMAL AND HETEROTROPHIC CONDITIONS
N65-21074
PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTIONS DURING REGREENING OF
ALGA CHLANYDOMONAS REINHARDI
AFCRL-64-342 N65-24455
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOLOGICAL AGE OF ALGAE AND
THEIR DISTRIBUTION I CHLORELLA, RHODDPHYTA, AND
PHAEOPHYTAI - ALGAE AS POSSIBLE FOOD FOR
ASTRONAUTS AND FOR AIR PURIFICATION
FTD-TT-64-731/1E2 N65-27857
MASS CULTIVATION OF BACTERIA - ASTEROMONAS
GRACILIS ARTARI
JPRS-30995 N65-28134
GROWTH OF ALGAE IN SEWAGE WATER - SOIL BACTERIA
GROWTH STIMULATION BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
FTD-TT-65-66/l&2 N65-31421
ALGAE GROWTH IN CITY SEWAGE WATER - EXPERIMENTS
N65-31423
ALGORITHM
ALGORITHMS FOR SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEMS
WHICH INFLUENCE FUNCTIONING OF INTERNAL ORGANS
JPRS-3O214 N65-24351
PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEMS - CLASSIFICATION,
CYBERNETIC INTERPRETATION OF RECOGNITION
PROCESSt ALGDRITHMSv AND PROBABILITY PRDCEDUREST
AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF SOLUTION
JPRS-31440 N65-30682
ALKALI METAL
SA POTASSIUM
SA SODIUM
LOCALIZATION AND MECHANISM OF RAT LIVER PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS BY ALKALI METALS AND AMMONIUM IONS
NASA-TM-X-51788 NbS-21477
CHELATION WITH ALKALINE EARTH METALS, CHELATE
COMPOUNDS IN RADIDELEHENT REMOVAL THERAPY,
AND SEARCH FOR STRONTIUM 90 AND PLUTONIUM 239
REMOVAL AGENTS
AWRE-O-4/65 N65-28883
ALKALOID
SA ATROPINE
SA CAFFEINE
SA STRYCHNINE
CHARACTERISTICS OF ALKALOIDS ISOLATED FROM VINGA
ROSEA LINN
JPRS-2844B N65-15352
ALKALOSIS
RESPIRATION AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH IN
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS IN MAN
665-81905
ALKANE
POSSIBLE BIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF ISOPRENOID ALKANES
FOUND IN SEDIMENTS 30 MILLION AND 2-1/2 BILLION
YEARS OLD 665-23841
ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION
BLIND FLYING REQUIREMENTS INDICATE NEED FOR
IMPROVED INSTRUMENT DISPLAYS 665-16441
HUMAN ENGINEERING - PILOT PERFORMANCE NECESSARY
FOR ALL-WEATHER LANDING
AD-BIZT26 N65-26IIB
ALLERGY
NASOSINUSAL ALLERGY IN CIVIL AVIATION FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A65-80873
VISIBLE LIGHT PHOTOTDXICITY AND PHOTOALIERGY
A65-B1089
HYPOXIA_ MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN VASCULAR TISSUE
STRUCTURES, AND AUTOALLERGY IN PATHOLOGY
NBS-ITTgO
ALPHA PARTICLE
TISSUE DOSAGES FROM ALPHA PARTICLES AND HEAVY
NUCLEI IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEAMS IN SPACE
NASA-CR-64997 N65-33865
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES ON SMALL ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34SB5
LOCAL DOSE FROM PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ENDERS
BEHIND COMPLEX SHIELDING N65-34631
RELAIIVE BIOLDGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF PROTONS AND
ALPHA PARTICLES - RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS
N65-34632
ALPHA RADIATION
MYELINATED FIBER DEGENERATION 6NO REGENERATION IN
CEREBRAL AND CEREBELLAR CORTEX DAMAGED BY 48 MEV
ALPHA PARTICLE RADIATION 665-21945
MODIFICATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE IN KIDNEY CELL
CULTURE BY FRACTIONATION OF DOSE, ANOXIAt AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTORS IN RELATION TO LINEAR ENERGY
TRANSFER 665-80162
ALTITUDE
SA HIGH ALTITUDE
SA LOW ALTITUDE
CORRELATIDN BETWEEN PULMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE AND
LEVEL OF ALTITUDE A65-BO016
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE IN VARIOUS AIHLETIC
EVENTS AS AFFECTED BY ALTITUDE ITOOO FT.I
665-80238
COMPARISON OF CHRONIC HYPOXIA OF ALTITUDE AND THAT
PRODUCED BY RIGHT TO LEFT CIRCULATORY SHUNTS
665--B0359
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS IN DOGS DURING EXPOSURE TO
ALTITUDE FACTORS N65-13751
ACCURACY OF ALTITUDE AND GROUND SPEED
DETERMINATIONS USING CONTACT ANALOG SIMULATOR
DISPLAY SYSTEM
D22B-421-O15 N65-30934
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
ELECTROCONVULSIVE RESPONSES OF RATS TO CONVULSANT
/STRYCHNINE AND METRAZOLI AND ANTICONVULSANT
/ACEIAZOLAMIDE AND DIPHENYLHYDANTOINI DRUGS DURING
HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION 665-80225
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ACCLIMATIZED MAN AT HIGH
ALTITUDE A65-80bTO
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ACCLIMATIZED MAN AT HIGH
ALIITUDE AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING PURE OXYGEN
A65-B0671
BLOOD CHANGES, HEART FUNCTION AND PULMONARY
RESPONSE TO ALTITUDE IN ACCLIMATIZED MEN
A65-B0974
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN PEOPLE LIVING IN
CHRONIC HYPOXIC STATE A65-B0995
HUMAN RESTING PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR
A-Z9
ALTITUDESICKNESS SUBJECTINDEX
CARBONMONOXIDEANDOXYGENAT HIGH ALTITUDE
A65-81148
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS SKELETAL BONE AND
BONE MARROW IN DOGS A65-81675
SECONDARY POLYCYTHEMIA IN ADOLESCENTS OF BOTH
SEXES LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE A65-81966
CHANGES IN ADIPOSE TISSUE IN RATS ACCLIMATED TO
HIGH ALTITUDE A65-82015
PRESSURIZED SUIT AND AIRCRAFT CABIN FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION - ARTIFICIAL INCREASE
OF AIR PRESSURE
FTD-TT-65-258/182 N65-25341
BLOOD REGENERATION AFTER BLOOD LOSS IN ANIMALS
ACCLIMATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE - EFFECT OF HYPOXIA
IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HEMORRHAGING
JPRS-31T81 N65-35017
ALTITUDE SICKNESS
APPARATUS FOR STUDYING TEMPERATURE, PRESSUREt AND
GASEOUS COMPOSITION OF SUBCUTANEOUS BULLAE FORMED
IN HIGH-ALTITUDE TISSUE EMPHYSEMA OF SMALL ANIMALS
A65-80266
RENAL EXCRETION AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION OF HIGH
ALTITUDE NATIVES WITH AND WITHOUT CHRONIC MOUNTAIN
SICKNESS A65-80298
CLINICAL STUDY OF ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS-
HYPDXIA AND POSSIBLE PROPHYLAXSIS WITH POTASSIUM
A65-81398
HIGH-ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA IN MOUNTAIN
INHABITANTS - CLINICAL STUDY A65-81591
RENAL FUNCTION IN HIGH-ALTITUDE NATIVES AND IN
NATIVES WITH CHRONIC MOUNTAIN SICKNESS
A65-81918
ALTITUDE SIMULATION
DEMONSTRATION OF NEOHEMOGLOBIN IN RAT DURING
HYPOXIC POLYCYTHEMIA AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE
A65-80116
TENPDRARY CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY INDUCED BY HYPDXIA
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION
A65-80663
HYPDXIC EFFECT ON HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE A65-80550
CHANGES 1N PULMONARY VOLUME AND VENTILATION IN
HEALTHY AND SICK INDIVIDUALS DURING HYPOXlA AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80799
INCORPORATION OF IRON 59 INTO HUMAN BONE MARROW
CELLSt IN VITRO, UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH ALTITUDE
HYPOXIA A65-80835
DEGREE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP TURNOVER IN PHOSPHOLIPID
FRACTIONS OF RAT BRAIN TISSUE IN HYPOXIA AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80928
HYPOXIA DURING DECOMPRESSION AND EFFECT ON
CATECHOLAMINE CONTENT OF HYPOTHALAMUS IN CATS
A65-B1085
INFORMATION VALUE OF VARIOUS PATTERNS OF LANDING
STRIP LIGHTS A6S-811II
THORACIC DUCT LYMPH AND LYMPHOCYTES DURING PRIMARY
HYPOXIA AND REBOUND A65-81171
BLOCKAGE IN RATS OF EPINEPHRINE-INDUCED
HYPERGLYCEMIA DURING EXPOSURE TO SIMULATED
ALTITUDES A65-81476
PREPYRIFORM ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
IN RAT DURING EXPOSURE TO HIGH ALTITUDE
A65-81495
QUANTITATION OF ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULUS PRODUCED
BY HYPOXIA IN PLETHORIC MOUSE DURING ALTITUDE
SIMULATION A65-81535
A-2O
SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL ANIMALS TO
LOW-PRESSURE HIGH-OXYGEN ENVIRONMENTS
A65-81609
ELECTRORETINOGRAM OF RABBIT RESPONSE TO LIGHT
FLASH DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION IN LOW
PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER GRAVITATIONAL STRESS
A6S-BI669
UNCONSCIOUS RECOVERY AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN A65-81730
PEROXIDASE, ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE, POLYSACCHARIDE,
AND MITOCHONDRIA OF RABBIT LEUKOCYTE AS AFFECTED
BY ANOXIA IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A65-81841
OXYGEN TENSION IN HUMAN MUSCLE DURING OXYGEN
BREATHING AT NATURAL HIGH ALTITUDES AND DURING
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-BIBT3
EFFECTS OF SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE ON GROWTH RATE
OF ALBINO GUINEA PIGS A65-81917
METABOLIC RATE OF SUBJECTS WEARING PRESSURIZED
SUITS EXERCISING IN HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER
A65-81965
PULMONARY MECHANICS IN ALTITUDE CHAMBER IN NORMAL
AND OBSTRUCTIVE LUNG DISEASED PATIENTS
A65-81973
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDE AND ACCELERATION STRESS ON
MYOCARDIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS
A65-82186
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON HUMANS EXPOSED TO
INCREASED OXYGEN TENSION IN SPACE CABIN AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE OF 27rOOD FEET FOR 14 DAYS
N65-14653
METABOLISM OF ANIMALS IN OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
NASA-CR-60338 N65-15372
ALTITUDE TOLERANCE
BRAIN MATURATION CORRELATION WITH ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS MEASURED BY ELECTROSHOCK
SEIZURES IN RATS A65-16782
ALUNINUN
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON FLIGHTS AND
DURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
AND X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-81232
CALCULATION OF PROTON PENETRATION AND DOSE RATES
FOR TISSUEt ALUMINUNt AND OTHER SHIELDING
MATERIALS N65-34630
ALVEOLAR AIR
SA EXPIRED AIR
CARBON DIOXIDE EXCRETION DURING CONTROLLED
ALVEOLAR HYPERVENTILATION TO SHOW CORRELATION OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC AND ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC
DISTURBANCES TD IN FLIGHT DISTURBANCES
A65-ILI29
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN PERFUSED LUNGS OF DOGS
AS AFFECTED BY HIGH INTRA-ALVEOLAR OXYGEN TENSION
A65-80228
THEORETICAL AND ANALOGICAL STUDY OF ALVEOLAR GAS
COMPOSITION IN PERIODIC REGIME AS APPLIED TO
PROBLEM OF CHEMICAL REGULATION OF RESPIRATION
A65-81030
ANIDE
SA ACETAZOLANIDE
INCREASE OF ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
A65-81901
NICOTINAHIDE EFFECT ON X-RAY IRRADIATED
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METABOLISM IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND MITOSIS
IN HEMDPOIETIC TISSUES A65-29966
NHITE RAT RESPONSES TO PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
ATMOSPHERE OF PURE OXYGEN AT PRESSURE OF 198 TORR
A65-2996T
RIGHTING REFLEX IN BLINDFOLDED AND UNBL[NOFOLDEO
RABBITS SUBJECTED TO SHORT PERIODS OF SUBGRAV|TY
A65-30137
NEURAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, RELATIONSHIP TO BINAURAL LOCALIZATION OF
SOUNDS EXPLORED BY ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
ON CATS A65-30589
QUANTITATIVE DATA ACQUISITION ON ANATOMY OF MEDIAL
AND LATERAL MAHMILLARY NUCLEI AND RELATED
STRUCTURES OF ASSOCIATED NEUBOANATOMIC COMPLEX OF
CAT BRAIN, NOTING ULTRASONIC LESIONS
AbS-3OT3B
VIBRATION EFFECT AT FREQUENCIES OF 35 AND TO CPS
ON BONE MARROM CELL DIVISION OF MICE
Ab5-32303
ACOUSTIC CLICKS PRESENTED THROUGH EARPHONES TO
TWO EARS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS TO STUDY ELECTRICAL
RESPONSE ACTIVITY OF SINGLE NERVE CELLS IN
ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY NUCLEUS
A65-326bO
MEASURING OF P 02 IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RATS MITH
TECHNIQUES BASED ON OXYGEN ELECTRODE THEORY
A65-32796
SPIKE DISCHARGE PATTERNS OF SPONTANEOUS AND
CONTINUOUSLY STIMULATED ACTIVITY IN COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS A65-32938
LOCALIZATION OF NONTRANQUILIZER PHENOTHIAZINE IN
DOG CEREBELLUM AND ASSOCIATED AREAS
A65-33023
DELAYED RADIATION EFFECTS ON MORTALITY RATE IN
ABDOMEN-IRRADIATED RATS A65-33605
CHANGES IN LIVER LIPID METABOLISM OF RATS
SUBJECTED TO HIGH-G ENVIRONMENT OBTAINED BY
CENTRIFUGING OVER LONG TIME PERIODS
A65-3352T
REACTIVITY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID / DNA/ MITH
ANTIBODY SHOMING THAT SALMON SPERM DNA REACTS
NITH ANTIPURINOYL ANTIBODY MITH OR MITHOUT HEAT
DENATURATION A65-3396T
MONOCULAR DISCRIMINATION BY TRAINED GOLDFISH OF
DIFFERENT PATTERNS AND COLORS, SHOMING
TNTERHEMISPHERIC COLOR INFORMATION TRANSFER MORE
EFFECTIVE THAN PATTERN A65-35588
DIFFRACTION AND VISUAL _CUITY OF INSECTS
A65-36091
HYPOTHALAMIC STIMULATION OF RATS SUFFERING FROH
FOOT SHOCKS A65-36099
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS IN PLANTSt VERTEBRATESt AND
INVERTEBRATES A65-OOIZ8
METHOD OF CALCULATING TOTAL HEAT
LOSS IN HOMOIOTHERMIC ORGANISM A65-80231
APPARATUS FOR STUDYING TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND
GASEOUS COMPOSITION OF SUBCUTANEOUS BULLAE FORMED
IN HIGH-ALTITUDE TISSUE EMPHYSEMA OF SMALL ANIMALS
A65-80266
FIBRINOLYSIS IN CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A-25
IN ANIMALS A65-BU288
OXYGEN IN THE ANIMAL ORGANISM - A SYMPOSIUM
A65-80355
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
A6S-BO409
TOXICITY OF DISPERSING AGENTS USED IN AEROSOLS
A65-B0545
EFFECT UF HIGH ALTITUDE ON CERTAIN PHYSIOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONS CONTROLLED BY AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN ANIMALS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND AIR
A65-80647
ROLE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM IN KIDNEY REACTION TO SMALL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION A65-BO64B
RECOVERY OF SOMATIC AND VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS LOST
AFTER EXPOSURE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
IONIZING RADIATION AND EFFECT UF SODIUM BROMIDE
AND AMYTAL A65-80649
ROLE OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REGULATING
PULMONARY TONUS AND TOLERANCE TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE AND
HISTAMINE A65-80651
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER FOR LONG-TERM STUDIES OF
CHRONIC HYPOXIA IN SMALL ANIMALS
A65-BObB3
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND CYCLES IN ANIMAL
ORGANISMS - A BIBLIOGRAPHY A65-80766
NEURDPHYSIOLUGY UF HEAT EXPOSURE
A65-80911
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRIC METHODS FOR
MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN MAN AND
ANIMALS A65-81068
COCHLEAR MICROPHONICS MEASUREMENTS IN EXPERIMENTAL
ANIMALS AND IN MAN A65-81052
INTERACTION OF LASER RADIATION WITH BODY TISSUES
AbS-B[ODZ
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCTION OF GAS MIXTURES OF
PRECISELY CONTROLLED CUNPOSITION FOR INSPIRATION
BY SHALL ANIMALS A65-81151
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY AND PROCESSING OF MEDICAL,
ZOOLOGICAL AND O]OASTRONAUTICAL DATA
A6§-BL31_
APPARATUS FOR LUMINANCE-THRESHOLD DETERMINATION IN
ANIMALS A65-81418
OXYGENATION OF TISSUE CELL A65-81512
FACTORS INFLUENCING OXYGEN TOXICITY IN MAN AND
ANIMAL A65-81528
SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL ANIMALS TO
LOW-PRESSURE HIGH-OXYGEN ENVIRONMENTS
Ab5-81609
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER FOR STUDYING PHYSIOLOGICAL
pHENOMENA OF HYPERCAPNIA AND HYPOXIA IN ANIMALS
AND NAN A65--81636
OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT IN AQUEOUS
Ht_R AND LENS OF EYE OF ANIMAL - NEM TEST METHOD
A65-8172T
METHOD FOR COMPUTER RECOGNITION OF INTRACELLULARLY
RECORDED NEURONAL EVENTS AbS-81T55
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON AVIATION AND SPACE
MEDICINE, HELD IN MADRID, OCTOBER 1962
A65-81BOT
LUNAR RHYTHM ANALOGIES IN VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN MAN AND INVERTEBRATES
A65-B1890
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ELECTROOE DESIGNED FOR
ANIMALSTUDYCDNTD SUBJECTINDEX
IDENTIFICATION OF RECORDING SITES
A65-81922
INTERSTELLAR MATTER DEPOSITED ON EARTH SURFACE
AS RELATED TO PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE
A65-81967
USAF WHOLE BODY GAMMA SPECTROMETRY IN ASSESSMENT
OF RADIOACTIVITY IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIMENS A65-BIg70
INFORMATION THEORY AND FUNDAMENTAL CONSTRAINTS TO
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF ANIMALS BY TWO KINDS OF
NEURAL NOISE A65-82062
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE TOXICOLOGY - A NEW RESEARCH
FACILITY A65-82091
BALANCE AND HEARING INTERPRETED IN VIEW OF ANATOMY
OF LABYRINTH A65-82138
EFFECT OF SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS OF MAGNESIUM
SULFATE SOLUTION ON DEGREE OF STRONTIUM 90
ABSORPTION IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
A65-82181
ANIMAL STUDIES ON PURIFICATION PROCEDURES TO
ELIMINATE BACTERIAL CONTAMINATION
AD-444390 N65-10012
ACCELERATION INFLUENCE ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY
OF ANIMALS AND MAN - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-277 N65-10303
ANIMAL STUDIES ON RADIATION EFFECTS, IRRADIATION
EXPOSURE, AND USE OF THERAPEUTIC COMPOUNDS AS
PROTECTIVE AGENTS AGAINST INJURY
AD-EOTg52 N65-II098
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FOR ACCELERATING ELIMINATION OF
CESIUM 134 FROM ANIMALS
JPRS-27544 N65-I1249
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESEARCH
REPORTS ON LABORATORY ANIMAL STUDIES
ANL-6906 N65-I[93[
ELECTROPHYSIOLDGICAL DATA ON ACTIVITY OF AUDITORY
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ANESTHETIZED ANIMALS DURING
LEARNING AND DIFFERENT STAGES OF SLEEP AND
ALERTNESS
AFOSR-64-O966 N65-13205
SOVIET AEROSPACE MEDICINE CONFERENCE ON EFFECTS OF
FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-228 N65-13626
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON ANIMAL GROWTH
N65-13662
EFFECT OF CHANGE IN GAS MIXTURE ON BIOPOTENTIALS
OF AUDITORY AREA OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN ANIMALS
AND ON FUNCTION OF ACOUSTIC ANALYZER IN MAN
N65-1364B
GROWTH AND LIFE SUPPORT OF ANIMALS IN HELIUM-
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE N65-13649
USE OF CHAIN CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEX METHODS ON
ANIMALS FOR STUDYING EFFECTS OF LONG EXPOSURE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
N65-13678
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ATMOSPHERE
WITH LOW CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS ON HUMAN
BEINGS AND ANIMALS N65-13684
PATHOMORPHOLDGICAL VISCERAL CHANGES IN ANIMALS
AFTER ACCELERATION STRESS N65-13696
ANIMAL STUDIES ON CHANGES IN BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
AND ACCELERATION STRESS N65-13699
BODY POSITION OF ANIMALS IN WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-13701
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION STRESS ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
N65-13702
ROLE OF GRAVITY IN LIFE OF ORGANISMS AND EVOLUTION
OF ANIMALS - PROBABLE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-13713
PATHOMORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN DOGS AND MONKEYS
SUBJECTED TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS
N65-13745
ANIMAL STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION AFFORDED
BY CYSTEAMINE AND OTHER CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
EUR-1835.F N65-13804
TYPES OF MEMORY IN ANIMALS - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-TT-F-3O4 N65-14945
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
OF ANIMALS - NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-2B419 N65-15045
METABOLISM OF ANIMALS IN OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
NASA-CR-60338 N65-15372
COMPLEX ANIMAL BEHAVIOR UNDER FULL ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL - NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF
BEHAVIOR
NASA-CR-53475 N65-15373
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PLANTS AND GRAVITY EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-28405 N65-15676
RADIATION EFFECTS IN MAN AND ANIMAL ORGANISM
HW-B3613 N65-I5860
ACTIVITY OF CYTOCHROME OXIDASE IN ORGANS OF RATS
ADAPTED TO HIGHER AND LOWER TEMPERATURES
FTD-TT-64-444/I&2 N65-15963
SENSORY ORGANS IN ANIMAL SYSTEMS - ANALOGY FOR
MANMADE DETECTION DEVICES
NASA-CR-60434 N65-16028
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION OF WARM BLOODED ANIMALS
TO LOW TEMPERATURES
FTD-TT-64-645/l&2 N65-Ib29E
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EDEMA IN RELATION TO KIDNEY
DISEASE
NASA-TI-F-924? N65-16304
REACTIVITY STATE OF ANIMAL ORGANISM SUBJECTED TO
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, COSMIC
RADIATION, AND PHYSICAL LOAD IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-16404
LANDING IMPACT G FORCE INFLUENCE ON ANIMAL
ORGANISM N65-16405
EFFECT OF VERY HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD ON HEART RATE
AND CELL DIVISION IN MAN AND ANIMAL
NASA-CR-52453 N65-16486
BIONICS EXTENDED BEYOND CONTEMPORY SPECIES TO
INCLUDE EXTINCT ANIMALS - ANIMAL ANALOGIES FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N65-16513
BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM - HUMANt ANIMAL AND
PLANT RESEARCH FOR SPACE EXPLORATION
AO-650BIB N65-1660I
BIOPHYSICAL DATA RECORDING BY MINIATURE ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT h165-16605
OPERANT CONDITIONING APPARATUS FOR ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
STUDY N65-16614
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON ANIMAL MUSCULAR HEART
FUNCTION N65-[6625
ELECTROANESTHESIA IN LARGE ANIMALS
N65-16630
GAS EXCHANGE BETWEEN ILLUMINATED PLANT AND ANIMALt
AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGER STUDY
SAM-TDR-66-52 N65-16879
A-26
:/r
SUBJECT INDEX ANIMAL STUDY CONTD
IONIZING IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF CATS AND RATS, AND ON NEURONS AND
NEUROGLIA IN TISSUE CULTURE - X-RAY IRRADIATION
NASA-CR-52231 N65-1706B
STRYCHNINE INFLUENCE ON RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS TO
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION N65-17746
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH WITH ANIMALS IN MANNED SPACE
LABURATORY
ARL-TR-64-X7 N65-I7750
LOWER VERTEBRATES ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17753
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF ANIMAL
HEMATOGENETIC FUNCTIONS UNDER HIGH MOUNTAIN
CLIMATE CONDITIONS - HYPOXIA N65-ETT56
ANIMAL RESISTANCE TO TOXICITY OF EXCESS OXYGEN BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA N65-17806
CHEMICAL CHANGES IN BLOOD SUBSTANCES OF ANIMALS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-I7824
TRITIUM LABELED PENTABURANE IN SMALL ANIMALS AND
EFFECTS ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM BY RATS
AMRL-TR-64-112 N65-17909
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIDGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH HEART FUNCTION IN MAN AND DOGS
NASA-CR-57145 N65-18490
HIGH ENERGY NONFAT NUTRIENT SOURCES - ANIMAL STUDY
IN NUTRITION N65-18598
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ANIMAL AND HUMAN NERVOUS
SYSTEMS N65-18886
ANIMAL STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIMARY IRRITANT EFFECT,
GROSS SENSITIZATION INDEX, AND GROSS SKIN
TOXICITY OF DEVELOPMENT MATERIALS
AMRL-TR-66-120 N65-18967
COMPARATIVE STUDY UF FREEZING INJURY IN RATS AND
HAMSTERS - COLD TOLERANCE
AAL-TDR-63-30 N65-18972
HYDRAZINE METABOLISM STUDY ON RATS USING TOXIC AND
LETHAL DOSES OF MMH AND UDMH WITH C-I4 TRACER
AMRL-TR-64-111 N65-19151
RADIATION EFFECT ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF MAMMALIAN
TISSUE, RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS, AND GAMMA IRRADIATION INFLUENCE ON
LIFESPAN
AD-610947 N65-IgZLI
EFFECT OF X-IRRADIATION ON CDENZYME A LEVELS IN
LIVERS OF MICE NbB-I9212
INFLUENCE OF X-IRRADIATION ON DEVELOPMENT OF
DETOXIFICATIDN SYSTEM FOR PHOSPHOROTHIOATES IN
RAT LIVERS N65-I9213
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ON
RADIATION LETHALITY IN MICE N65-19216
DOSAGE TO MORTALITY RELATION FOR SEVERAL RADIATION
PROTECTION CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR MICE
Nb5-19215
RELATION BETWEEN SPLEEN OXYGEN TENSION AND
RADIATION PROTECTION IN MICE N65-I9216
HYPEROXIA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON RADIATION
LETHALITY, AND EFFECT OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN ON SURVIVAL OF MICE RATSt
AND RABBITS N65-19217
RADIOSENSITIVITY OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN LYMPHOCYTES
DETERMINED FROM IRRADIATED SAMPLES
JPRS-29282 N65-I9672
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF MAN
AND SMALL ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM -
OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-ST677 NbS-19871
ELECTRIC RESISTANCE AND AUTOLYSIS OF SPLEEN TISSUE
OF IRRADIATED ANIMALS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-20133
SIEROID INDUCED OVULATION IN FISH - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-20588
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN BIOCHEMICAL
SERUMS FOLLOWING RESTRAINT
ARL-TR-64-12 N65-20895
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO RESTRAINT BY MEASURING
hEMATOLOGIC ALTERATIONS
ARL-TR-64-13 N65-20896
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO RESTRAINT BY MEASURING
URINE ALTERATIONS
ARL-TR-6_-I4 N65-ZOB?T
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIATION
ABSORPTION ON ANIMALSt FLIGHT MEDICINE,
PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHIATRY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND HUMAN
PATHOLOGY N65-21202
SERDTONIN CONCENTRATION IN ANIMALS EXPOSED TO
RADIATION AND EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT DYNAMICS
JPRS-29434 N65-2123T
ROENTGEN VIDEO EQUIPMENT STUDIES OF HEART AND
LUNG DURING POSITIVE ACCELERAIION - FLUOROSCOPY
NASA-CR-S795B N65-21324
ANIMAL STUDY OF HEARING SENSITIVITY AND PATTERNS
N65-22296
SKIN GRAFT REJECTION IN FETUS OF SHEEP
N65-22306
TOLERANCE OF ACCELERATIONS OF CRITICAL MAGNITUOE
IN IRRADIATED ORGANISM - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-22TZ6
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
ENTEROTOXIN - ANIMAL STUDY N65-22747
REPARATIVE REGENERATION OF VARIOUS TISSUES OF
ANIMALS UNDER EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29904 N65-23052
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI INVESTIGATION AND
X-IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SYNTHESIS IN ANIMAL CELLS N65-23458
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES DN
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND
ANIMALS
TIO-39LO, SUPPL. 3 N65-23596
URINE EXCRETION IN ANIMALS - DEPENDENCE OF
DIURESIS ON SALT CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENT, FREE
CARBON DIDXIDEt AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
IN DRINKING WATER
NASA-TT-F-9337 N65-23793
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION DE VACUUM
DECOMPRESSION TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL AND
AND RECOVERY PROBABILITY - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-TM-X-SI669 N65-24039
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N65--25026
SOLID STATE ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTING INSTRUMENTS
FOR OBSERVING ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY AND MONITORING
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
AD-612908 N65-26003
CARBON OIOXIDEt OXYGEN, AND HYDROGEN ION
INTERACTION AND INDEPENDENT EFFECTS ON
BREATHING - RESPIRATION STIMULANTS IN ARTERIAL
BLOOD
SAM-TR-64-94 N65-26242
RADIATION PROTECTION AND GENETICS, AND RECOVERY
PROCESSES DURING POST-RADIATION PERIOD -
RADIDBIOLOGY SURVEY OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
ANIMALS, INSECTS, AND YEAST CELLS
AEC-TR--6404 N65-26378
A-ZT
ANIMALSTUDYCONTD SUBJECTINDEX
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION AND AGE ON EXTENT
OF BONE RADIOSENSITIVITY IN GROWING ANIMALS
N65-26396
INSOLATION RESEARCH ON CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE OF ANIMALS AND RESPIRATION
IN HUMAN BODY
JPRS-30527 N65-27425
INFLUENCE OF INSOLATION OF COLLAR ZONE ON
CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY AND ARTERIAL
PRESSURE OF ANIMALS N65-27426
MONKEY, APE_ AND HUMAN MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE - MUSCULAR-
SKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM OF ADULT
FEMALE CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TR-65-3 N65-27544
AUTOMATED LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR STUDY OF
ANIMAL CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-30962 N65-2BI33
HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS FOR WARMING ANIMALS IN
STATE OF HYPOTHERMIA
JPRS-30998 N65-28140
ROLLER COASTER OPERATION - PLUTONIUM UPTAKE BY
ANIMALS EXPOSED TO NONNUCLEAR DETONATION OF
PLUTONIUM-BEARING WEAPON SIMULANT
UR-665 N65-28325
RADIATION AND GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON WASPS AND
SHRIMP - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-CR-63829 N65-28538
EXPERIMENTS ON PERCEPTION OF ULTRALOW FREQUENCY
WAVES BY BIRDS
NRC-TT-II62 N65-28590
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF ANIMALS TO SPACE FLIGHT
FTD-MT-64-360 N65-28642
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION BY ULTRASONIC NAVES ON
MORPHOLOGICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICDCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF ANIMAL BLOOD N65-28TO1
MECHANISM OF CHANGES IN NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION -
ANIMAL STUDY N65-Z8702
ULTRA-ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS OF BLO00 IN HEALTHY
ANIMALS AND ANIMALS WITH RADIATION SICKNESS
N65-28704
THERMAL EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON ANIMALS AND PROBLEMS
OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY FIELD DOSIMETRY
N65-28705
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON REPRODUCTION,
COMPOSITION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD, REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28706
COMPLEX BEHAVIORAL REPERTOIRES UNDER CONTINUOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RELATED TO BIOSATELLITE
PROGRAMS WITH ANIMALS NbS-28770
NEUROMORPHDLOGICAL CHANGES AND PERIPHERAL BLOOD
EFFECTS IN DOGS AND ANIMALS DURING
ELECTRONARCOSIS
JPRS-31018 NbS-2880B
EFFECTS OF RADAR BEAM ON MIGRATORY BIRDS - EFFECT
OF ULTRASHORT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES ON
BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS
NRC-TT-IIbl N65-28BI5
ELASTIC BEHAVIOR DF HUMAN BRACHIAL AND OTHER
HUMAN AND CANINE ARFERIES ANALYZED BY NONLINEAR
MEMBRANE THEORY
NASA-CR-63917 N65-29149
SATELLITES AND HIGH FLYING AIRCRAFT TO STUDY
CETACEANS AND OTHER LARGE MARINE ANIMALS -
OCEANOGRAPHY N65-30369
COBALT-60 USED TO OBFAIN EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS/OR
A-28
DOSIMETRY IN AIR AND DEPTH DOSES IN MASONITE
PHANTOM FOR RADIATION EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING
SHEEP
USNRDL-TR-842 N65-30503
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS ON OXYGEN TENSION IN
SPLEEN AND VENA LAVA OF MICE INJECTED WITH
SODIUM NITRATE TO STUDY RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION
SAM-TR-65-13 N65-30506
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY - COMBINED EFFECT OF IONIZING
RADIATION, RADIAL ACCELERATION, VERTICAL
VIBRATION, AND PROLONGED ACCELERATION ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE IN ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-354 N65-31375
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON VENOUS BLOOD FLOW
IN CEREBRAL VEINS OF RABBITS N65-31377
VIBRATION EFFECT ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUE OF RATS N65-31386
MECHANISM OF COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND
IRRADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUES OF RATS N65-3138T
ANIMAL STUDY - FEASIBILITY OF USING MONOCHROMATIC
ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE LIGHT TO STIMULATE
ISOLATED GIANT AXON OF RAIN WORM
N65-32663
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS OF MONKEYS
UNDER INFLUENCE OF VIBRATIONS AND CENTRIFUGING
NASA-CR-65018 N65-32718
RESPONSE OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS TO HIGH ACCELERATION
STRESSES
NASA-CR-236 N65-32926
MASSIVE DOSE EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND
COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION ON BLOOD SERUM ENZYME
LEVELS OF WHOLE BODY IRRADIATED PRIMATES
SAM-TR-65-22 N65-33679
CUNSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF SMALL ANIMAL
CENTRIFUGE FOR CARRYING OUT EXPOSURES TO
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
SAM-TR-65-23 N65-33738
HEPARIN EFFECT ON LACTIC ACID PRODUCTION IN DOGS
DURING HYPOXIA - ANIMAL STUDY
SAM-TR-64-78 N65-34068
HEMATOLOGICAL VALUES OF NEW MEXICO BREED SHEEP
UNDER KNOWN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
AFWL-TR-65-109 N65-34145
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTONS AND NEUTRONS IN
LARGE ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34583
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES ON SMALL ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34585
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY IONS - RADIATION
EFFECTS IN ANIMALS AND MAN N65-34586
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
G FORCES - REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF ORBITAL FLIGHT - SPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-31958 N65-34775
CHANGE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO G FORCES AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF
VARIOUS DRUGS N65-34776
BLOOD REGENERATION AFTER BLOOD LOSS IN ANIMALS
ACCLIMATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE - EFFECT OF HYPOXIA
IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HEMORRHAGING
JPRS-31TBI N6_-35017
AUDITORY FREQUENCY THRESHOLD COMPARISONS OF HUMANS
AND PRE-ADOLESCENT CHIMPANZEES
NASA-CR-67297 N65-35104
CHANGES IN SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY AS MEASUREMENT OF
SENSITIVITY TO ROTATION IN WHITE RATS
SUBJECT INOEX ANTIADRENERGICS
NASA-CR-bT253 N65-35110
EFFECT OF STIMULUS ON RATE OF WATER FLOW FROM
STOMACH TO INTESTINES - ANIMAL STUDY OF DOGS
NASA-TT-F-9391 N65-35T80
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON PHYSICAL
ENDURANCE OF IRRADIATED NICE AND RATS AFTER
ADRENAL GLAND REMOVALt AND ON MUSCULAR TONUS OF
GUINEA PIG INTESTINE
JPRS-31933 N65-35890
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE OF NICE AND RATS AFTER ADRENAL
GLAND REMOVALt ADMINISTRATION OF ANTIRADIATION
DRUGSt AND X-RAY IRRADIATION N65--35891
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN ANIMALS AND IN SOME
FLUIDS
ATD-T-bS--S6 N05-35916
NUSCULOSKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX ANO BRACH|UN OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY - MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE OF MONKEYS,
APES, AND HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-8 N65-36722
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON
CHIMPANZEE SUBJECTED TD RAPID DECDNPRESSION TO
NEAR VACUUM AND SUBSEQUENT RECOMPRESSION -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-329 N65-36Tb8
EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEE PERFORMANCE AFTER BEING
SUBJECTED TO DECOMPRESSION TO NEAR VACUUM
FOLLOWED BY RECDMPRESSION - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36769
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS RECORDED FROM CHIMPANZEES
BEFORE_ DURING, AND AFTER RAPID OECOMPRESSION
TO NEAR VACUUM - AEROSPACE MEOICINE
N65--36TTO
SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPLANTING CHRONIC
CORTICAL LEADS IN CHIMPANZEE FOR
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N6_-36771
ANOXlA
SURVIVAL TINE OF CONTROL AND PRE-EXPOSED RATS IN
ANOXIA DETERMINED FRON ATP LACTATE AND PYRUVATE
CONCENTRATION IN BRAIN TISSUE A65-17482
E KG INVESTIGATION OF RIGHT INTRAVENTRICULAR
CONDUCTION IN FLIGHT CADETS IN ACUTE ANOXIC ANOXIA
A65-20986
ANOXIA AND TREATMENT IN ACCIDENTAL HYPDTHERMIA
A65-80009
BRAIN DISORDERS AND LEVELS OF AMINO
ACIDS OF RAT DURING ANOXIA A65-80230
INCREASE IN CAPILLARIES OF CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT
IN CHRONIC ANOXIA Ab_-BO9gB
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHETICS AGAINST
ANOXIA IN MICE A65-81209
INVESTIGATIONS INTO PROTECTIVE ACTION OF
ANESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA IN NICE
A65-B1210
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER, SPLEEN_ AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-81265
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC RESPONSES TO ANOXIA IN CARP
/CYPRINUS CARPIO l./ SIMILAR TO THOSE IN MAMMAL
A65-81384
EVALUATION OF LOCAL ISCHEMIA, GENERAL ANOXIA, AND
VASODILATORS IN REACTIVE HYPEREMIA IN DOGS
A65-81650
BRAIN METABOLISM AND RESISTANCE OF HIBERNATOR
/CITELLUS CITELLUS/ AND RAT TO DIFFERENT ANOXIC
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING CARDIAC ARREST IN DEEP
HYPOTHERMIA Ab5-81656
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF ANOXIA AND INFLUENCE OF
NEW BETA ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR BLOCKING DRUGt
MJlq99t IN DOGS AbS-BLT14
ERYTHROCYTE AND LEUKOCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE OF
ITALIAN AIR FORCE PILOT CANDIDATES EXPOSED TO
ANOXIA AbS-BITDb
PEROXIDASE_ ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE, POLYSACCHARIDE,
AND MITOCHONORIA OF RABBIT LEUKOCYTE AS AFFECTED
BY ANOXIA IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A65-81861
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RAT BRAIN AFTER ANDXIC ISCHEMIA
A65-82052
RESPIRATORY VARIATION, COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC, AND
ENDOLYMPHATIC DC POTENTIAL OF GUINEA PIG DURING
ANOXIA, OBSTRUCTION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO STRIA
VASCULARIS_ AND SOUND STIMULATION
A65-82269
ANOXIA INFLUENCE ON METABOLISM OF SMOOTH MUSCLE
NbS-17772
ANTARCTICA
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND LOW ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE DURING
ANTARCTIC DAYS AND NIGHTS AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80263
CHANGES IN RESPIRATION DURING ACCLIMATIZATION IN
INTERIOR OF ANTARCTICA Ab§-8070?
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ADAPTATION TO LIFE ON
ANTARCTIC STATIONS A65-B123G
INFLUENCE OF SEASONAL VARIAT|ON, DIET, AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON SERUM LIPIOS IN YOUNG MEN IN
ANTARCTICA A65-81308
PHYSIOLOGICAL SHIFTS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AT VERY LOW
TEMPERATURES, LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES, AND
POLAR NIGHT IN CENTRAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA
FTO-TT-66-Z86/112 N65-17083
BIOGRAPHICAL CORRELATES OF MILITARY PERFORMANCE
PREDICTION AT LARGE ANTARCTIC STATION
REPT.-66-22 NbS-195bT
AMTHROPONETRV
SA BODY MEASUREMENT IBIOL/
SA BODY SIZE /BIOL/
SA HUMAN ENGINEERING
SA ORGAN WEIGHT
ENDURANCE EXERCISE EFFECT ON PHYSICAL WORK
CAPACITY AND ANTltROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
OF MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-80203
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT
ANTHROPOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS TO PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN TEMPERATE AND TROPIC ENVIRONMENTS
A65-80901
ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF VARIOUS NOMADIC
RACIAL GROUPS LIVING IN SAHARA A65-80964
ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF INDIAN SUBJECTS
ACCLIMATIZED TO HOT AND COLD CLIMATES
A65-BODTL
HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN CRITERIA -OPERATIDNAL
ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY9 CONTROL AND DISPLAYI
DECISION MAKING, ANTHROPOMETRYt CLOTHING, AND
MAINTAINABILITY
NASA-CR-bOB55 NbS-ITSII
MAN-MACHINE ANTHROPOMECHANIC SYNERGY DEPENDENCE
UPON COMMUNICATION NbS-ZB451
ANTIADRENERGICS
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF ANOXIA AND INFLUENCE OF
NEW BETA ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR BLOCKING DRUGt
MJI999_ IN DOGS A6S-BIT14
A-29
ANTIBACTERIALS SUBJECT INDEX
V
ANTIBACTERIALS
ANTIBACTERIAL PROPERTIES OF TROPICAL AND
SUBTROPICAL FRUIT
JPRS-30497 N65-27267
ANTIBIOTICS
EFFECT OF ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY ON SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE CONTENT OF BLOOD AND BRAIN AND SMALL
INTESTINE IN RABBITS FOLLOWING X-RAY IRRADIATION
Ab5-BOllT
EFFECT OF AETINOMYCIN AND ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS ON
GREENING OF GLUCOSE--BLEACHED AND ETIOLATED ALGAL
CELLS A65-80938
EFFECT DF MITOMYCIN C ON PROCESSES OF GREENING AND
DIVISION OF GLUCOSE BLEACHED CELLS OF CHLORELLA
PROTOTHECOIDES ABS-B2348
CHARACTERISTICS OF ALKALOIDS ISOLATED FROM VINCA
ROSEA LINN
JPRS-2844B N65-15352
MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF ANTIMICROBIAL ACTION OF
ANTIBIOTICS - MOLECULAR BASIS FOR CHEMOTHERAPY
N65-22762
ANTIBODY
SA ANTIGEN
IMMUNOADSORBENT SYNTHESIS FOR ISOLATING PURINE-
SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES FROM BLOOD SERUM
Ab5-25911
CELLULOSE DERIVATIVES TO ISOLATE ANTIBODIES FROM
SERUM A65-26273
REACTIVITY DF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID / DNAI WITH
ANTIBODY SHOWING THAT SALMON SPERM ONA REACTS
WITH ANTIPURINOYL ANTIBODY WITH OR WITHOUT HEAT
DENATURATION A65-33947
MECHANISM OF HUMAN ANTIBODY FORMATION
BNL-912/T-3741 N65-33991
FATE OF SPLEEN CELLS LABELLED WITH TRITIUM -
SENSITIVITY IN VIVO CULTURES DURING SECONDARY
RESPONSE OF ANTIBODY N65-36617
ANTICHOLINERGICS
SA HEXAMETHONIUM
REVIEW OF ANTIMOTION SICKNESS DRUGS, INCLUDING
ANTICHOLINERGICS, ANTIHISTAMINES, TRANQUILIZERS,
AND MISCELLANEOUS GROUP, COVERING 1954-1964
A65-80380
ANTICHOLINERGICS, ANTIHISTAMINES, AND
TRANQUILIZERS AS EFFECTIVE ANTIMOTION AND MOTION
SICKNESS DRUGS
AD-611394 Nb5-22889
ANTICIPATION
MEASURE OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ANTICIPATORY PHYSICAL
THREAT STRESS AS RELATED TO COLOR DISCRIMINATION
PERFORMANCE A65-82118
ANTICOAGULANT
STATUS OF ANTICDAGULATING MECHANISMS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF PROLONGED BED REST
N65-I3770
ANTIGEN
SA ANTIBOBY
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF BACTERIAL /BACTERIUM
PARACOLI/ ANIIGENS IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
OF RABBII INDUCED BY GAMMA IRRADIATION
A65-80264
ANTIGEN DISAPPEARANCE FROM BLOOD IN GROUND
SQUIRRELS, CITELLUS TRIOECEMLINEATUS, IN
HIBERNATION FOR [4t 28 AND 56 DAYS
A65-81462
RESPONSE TO SECONDARY ANTIGENIC STIMULUS AFTER
WHOLE BODY X-RAY IRRADIATION IN DOG
LF-I7 N65-I0880
A-30
QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF ANTIGEN
CONCENTRATION BY RELATING IMMUNOELECTROPHORETIC
PRECIPITIN ARC POSITION TO ANTIGEN AND ANTIBODY
ORIGINS
SAM-TR-64-92 N65-34417
ANTIRAOIATION DRUG
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND EXTENT OF PROTECTION
AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION GIVEN BY ALCOHOLS TO
BACTERIA_ SALMONELLA TYPHIMURIUM LT2
A65-80042
RADIATION PROTECTION BY SEVERAL DRUGS IN MOUSE
A65-80095
ASPECTS OF PHARMACOLOGY OF VARIOUS RADIOPROTECTANT
DRUGS A65-80168
ROLE OF AMINOPHENONES IN RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECTION
HEMOGLOBIN IN RATS A65-80538
ROLE OF SUPRADRENAL GLANDS IN REACTION OF ORGANISM
TO RADIATION DAMAGE INFLICTED AFTER USE OF
CHEMICAL PROTECTION OR WITHOUT ANY RADIOPROTECTDRS
IN RATS AND MICE A65-80541
USE OF RADIOMIMETIC FOR TESTING POSSIBLE USE OF
THIAZOLIDINE COMPOUNDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
RADIATION DAMAGE TO TISSUE CELLS
A65-80542
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT ON AMINOCAPROIC ACID
AND PANCREATIC TRYPSIN INHIBITOR IN RAT EXPOSED TO
X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-80622
GENETIC EFFECT OF LOW RADIATION DOSES AND PROBLEMS
OF CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTION A65-B0656
CHEMICAL PROTECTION OF CHLORELLA FROM ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION ABS-B0659
RAOIOPROTECTIVE ACTION OF CYSTEAMINE AND CYSTAMINE
IN X-IRRADIATION MICE AbS-BIO29
PECULIARITIES OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN LIVER CELLS OF MAMMALS
IRRADIATED WITH GAMMA-RAYS A65-81190
INFLUENCE OF INDOLYLALKYLAMINES AND DTHER
COMPOUNDS ON ABILITY OF MICE TO TOLERATE LOW
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN PRESSURE CHAMBER
A65-81266
FORMATION OF METHEMOGLOBIN IN RABBITS AFTER
INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTORS
A65-81267
EFFECT OF PROTECTORS ON BONE MARROW REGENERATION
AFIER IRRADIATION BY SUBLETHAL DOSES OF
X-RADIATION AbS-BI551
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTIONS OF
NEMBUTAL, HEXONIUM AND ALYNAMINE ON DISTURBANCES
OF RESPIRATION AND HEART RATE CAUSED BY X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF CEREBELLUM IN DOGS
ABS-BI673
PROIECTIVE ACTION OF CYSTEAMINE AND CYSTAMINE ON
OXIDATIVE PHDSPHORYLATIONt DNAt RNA AND ATP
CONCENTRATION IN RADIATION-SENSITIVE TISSUES OF
RATS EXPOSED TO X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION
A65-81767
COMPARATIVE RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
MERCAPTO- AND INDOLYLALKYLAMINES IN WHITE MICE
EXPOSED TO GAMMA RADIATION DR IRRADIATION BY
PROTONS OF 120-660 MEV ENERGY ABS-BIg89
EFFFCT OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON MUSCULAR ACTION
OF SMALL INTESTINE IN GUINEA PIGS
AbS-BlQ90
EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF CYSTAMINE UN
PANCYTUPENIC SYNDROME IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
IN DOGS Ab5-B2182
ANTIRADIATION AND ANTINEOPLASTIC COMPOUNDS RELATED
TO PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS - CYTOTOXIC EFFECTS
0
SUBJECT I_EX
APPARATUS
AND RADIATION PROTECTION
NASA-CR-62133 N65-21422
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN MICE AND RATS TRACED FOR
DETERMINING INFLUENCE OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
ON DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL RED AND HEMOGLOBIN
IN ORGANS N65-26390
EFFECT OF AMINOETHYLISOTHIURDNIUM BROMIDE
HYDROBRDMIDE ANTIRADIATION DRUG ON GLUCOSE
OXIDATION BY RAT SPLEEN AND BONE MARROW
SUSPENSIONS
SAM-TR-65--29 N65-34260
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON PHYSICAL
ENDURANCE OF IRRADIATED MICE AND RATS AFTER
ADRENAL GLAND REMOVAL, AND ON MUSCULAR TONUS OF
GUINEA PIG INTESTINE
JPRS-31933 N65-35890
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE OF MICE AND RATS AFTER ADRENAL
GLAND REMOVAL, ADMINISTRATION OF ANTIRADIATION
DRUGS, AND X-RAY IRRADIATION N65-35891
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON MUSCULAR TONUS
IN SMALL INTESTINE OF GUINEA PIG
N65-35892
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
INFORMATION - INDEXING APPROACH TO PREDICT
DECISION ADEQUACY IN ANTISUBMARINE AND
ANTIAIRCRAFT WARFARE
REPT.-SBT-R-2 N65-28334
ANXIETY
SA TAYLOR MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE
AUTONOMIC CORRELATES OF ELECTRICAL
EXCITABILITY OF EYE A65-80250
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND METABOLIC RESPONSE TO
HYPERVENTILATION IN NORMAL AND ANXIOUS HUMANS
A65-BO407
SENSORY DEPRIVATION HALLUCINATIONS AND OTHER SLEEP
BEHAVIOR AS FUNCTION OF BODY POSITION, METHOD OF
REPORT, AND ANXIETY A65-8056[
PSYCHOLOGICAL MECHANISMS IN PILOT ERROR - ANXIETY
AND PILOT TRAINING A65-81326
AMPHETAMINE EFFECTS ON ANXIETY AND MENTAL AND
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE A65-81481
STEEPNESS OF APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE GRADIENTS IN
PARACHUTE JUMPING AS FUNCTION OF EXPERIENCE
A65-81616
MOTION SICKNESS UNDER CONDITIONS OF STRESS AND
ANXIETY - ROLE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
NASA-CR-64BT9 N65-33921
APNEA
SA VOLUNTARY APNEA
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTERED AT
HIGH ALTITUDE - PATIENT REACTION, HYPOXIA,
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATION, AND APNEA
JPRS-3057T N65-25459
APOLLO PROJECT
VENTILATION EFFICIENCY OF APOLLO PROTOTYPE SPACE
SUIT DETERMINING HEAT BALANCE AND MASS FLOW RATES
FROM MANNED CHAMBER TESTING A65-I0831
DEVELOPMENT OF PRESSURE SUIT FROM HALDANE TO
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE SUIT, NOTING SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT AND ADVANCED CONCEPTS
A65-12546
APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT DESCRIBING
PRESSURE SUIT FOR LUNAR SURFACE USE
NYAS PAPER TP 65-01 A65-17201
APOLLO MISSION SPACE SUIT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
AbS-IT293
APOLLO SPACECREW TRAINING GAINING FROM ACTUAL AND
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIENCE THROUGH PROJECTS
MERCURY AND GEMINI
AIAA PAPER 65-274 A65-2ZIO5
THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM OF APOLLO MISSION
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT SPACE SUIT INCLUDING
GAS LOOP, WATER FEED RATE AND LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
A65-2361B
APOLLO SPACE SUIT DESIGN INCLUDING PLRSONAL
LIQUID COOLING FOR CONDITIONING AND REPLENISHING
ATMOSPHERE INSIDE SPACE SUIT
ASME PAPER 65-AV-45 A65-24390
HISTORY AND POPULAR ACCOUNT OF DEVELOPMENT AND
OPERATIONS OF APOLLO PROJECT A65-80584
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF GEMINI AND APOLLO PROJECTS
A65-BO84T
APOLLO SUIT SUBSTANTIALLY REDESIGNED
A65-BI160
APOLLO PROGRAM AND MANNED ORBITING SPACE STATIONS
A65-81281
VARIOUS OPERATIONAL AND FLIGHT ASPECTS OF APOLLO
PROGRAM AND COMPONENT MODULES A65-B1355
TRAINING OF AIR FORCE PILOTS DURING SIMULATION OF
APOLLO FLIGHT A65-81389
PSYCHOLOGY OF MOON FLIGHT - HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SPA
FLIGHT STRESS AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A65-81611
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS FOR APOLLO AND
GEMINI PROJECTS
NASA-TN-D-2506 N65-14_5I
PREPARATION, HANDLING, AND STORAGE OF FOOD FOR
MERCURY, GEMINI, AND APOLLO SPACE PROJECTS
N65-I8574
SPACE FEEDING CONCEPT FOR GEMINI AND APOLLO
PROJECTS AS DEVELOPED IN MERCURY PROJECT
NASA-TM-X-51697 N65-21473
APOLLO PROJECT - KINESTHETIC EFFECTS OF ASTRONAUT
MOVEMENTS ON CENTER OF GRAVITY OF LUNAR FLIGHT
VEHICLE
NASA-DR-hI079 N65-29966
PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
NASA-CR-65071
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
LIMITS FOR CREW PROTECTION
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
SHIELDING ANALYSIS
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
N65-30920
APOLLO MISSION - DOSE
N65-34591
APOLLO MISSION -
N65-34592
APOllO MISSION -
N65-34593
APOLLO MISSION -
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR DOSE REDUCTION
Nb5-34594
MINIATURE DOSIMETER FOR APOLLO PROJECT ASTRONAUTS
NASA-CR-6515T N65-3644I
APOLLO SPACECRAFT
MOON SUIT DES£RIBING COOLING SYSTEM, MATERIAL AND
LIFE SUPPORT BACKPACK A&5-15100
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION USES
DESIGN TRADEOFF OF REDUCTION IN SIZE WITH LOSS OF
VERSATILITY
AIDE PREPRINT 54E A65-15227
APPARATUS
S AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
S INSTRUMENT
S LABORATORY APPARATUS
S MEASURING APPARATUS
S OXYGEN APPARATUS
S PRESSURE APPARATUS
S SPRAYING APPARATUS
A-3I
APPROACHANDLANDING SUBJECTINDEX
S VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
APPROACH AND LANDING
COMMERCIAL PILOT ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN
LEVEL AND DESCENDING CLIGHT BY LOOKING AT IV
SCREEN SIMULATING VISUAL APPROACH AND LANDING
A65-26416
NIGHT AIRCRAFT CARRIER LANDING ACCIDENTS
ATTRIBUTED TO VISUAL ILLUSION INVOLVING
OVERESTIMATION OF ALTITUDE A65-30100
APPROACH CONTROL
THEORY AND SIMULATION OF PILOTED LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL IN CARRIER APPROACH
STI-TR-130-I N65-26994
DEVELOPING LATERAL STABILITY AND DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL HANDLING QUALITIES IN LANDING APPROACH
CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT
NASA-CR-239 N65-27946
EFFECT OF KINETIC CUEING IN TRAINING PILOTS TO
MAKE CARRIER APPROACHES
NAVTRADEVCEN-1432-I N65-31OBO
APPROXIMATION METHOD
VALIDITY OF STRAIGHT AHEAD APPROXIMATION IN SPACE
VEHICLE SHIELDING CALCULATIONS - RADIATION DOSE
N6S-3459B
APTITUDE
SA PERSONALITY
SA PERSONNEL SELECTION
TRAINING-ENTRY AGE, INTELLECTUAL AND PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SPECIALIST RELATED TO PASS-FAIL DATA
A65-BOI44
VALIDATION OF CAREFULNESS TEST BATTERY USED IN
PERSONNEL SELECTION A65-81555
DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTION TEST FOR MOTIVATIONAL
APTITUDE - PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-156 N65-15546
ARCTIC
DAILY PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND ACTIVITY CYCLE
RECORDED BY RADIO CAPSULES OF GROUND SQUIRRELS
AND CARNIVORES EXPOSED TO EXTREME CHANGES IN
ARCTIC DAYLIGHT A65-BO26B
BODY MEASUREMENT DATA FOR HUMAN PERSONNEL IN
ARCTIC CLOTHING - HUMAN ENGINEERING
EPT-Z N65-19004
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT
N65-22731
ARCTIC MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE
N65-2430[
ARGON
CORTICAL CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN OF CAT AT HIGH
PRESSURES OF ARGON_ NITROGEN, HELIUMw AND OXYGEN
A65-B2156
DEEP DIVING AND DECOMPRESSION TIME IN RELATION TO
BREATHING MIXTURES WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF
ARGON, HELIUM, OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
A65-82159
AROMATIC COMPOUND
SA PHENOL
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAMPHETANINE, TRIPELENNAMINEt
PROMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-BOI41
AROUSAL
INCREASED STIMULATION LIMITATIONS IN SENSORY
IMPOVERISHED ENVIRONMENT, DISCUSSING OPTIMUM LEVEL
OF AROUSAL FOR WORKING EFFICIENCY
A65-26728
VISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION DURING
PERFORMANCE OF TWO CONCURRENT
COGNITIVE TASKS A65-80242
A-32
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE AND ACTIVATION
LEVEL AS FUNCTION OF INTERMITTENT VISUAL
INPUT DISRUPTION, FLICKER RATE, AND WORK TIME
A65-8025(
ACTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR- VISUALLY EVOKED CORTICAl
POTENTIALS IN MAN AS INDICATORS OF ACTIVATION
LEVEL A65-8026C
VIGILANCE TASK PERFORMANCE AND INDICES OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL A65-80560
BINOCULAR RIVALRY RATE AS FUNCTION OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL AND VERBAL INTELLIGENCE
A65-80566
EVOKED POTENTIAL IN VISUAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING
WAKING, AROUSAL, SLOW WAVE SLEEP, AND FAST WAVE
SLEEP A65-80616
BEHAVIORAL ACTIVATION IN RABBIT AFTER INJECTION OF
DIALYSATE OBTAINED DURING STIMULATION OF MIDBRAIN
RETICULAR SYSTEM A65-B0877
TENSOR TYMPANI REFLEX IN CAT TO CLICKS DURING
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AND AFTER ABLATION OF
AUDITORY CORTEX A65-80BBB
AUDITORY INPUT CHANGES DURING AROUSAL IN CAT WITH
TENDTOMIZED MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES A65-80946
FLICKER PERIODICITY EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE AND
AROUSAL DURING ROTARY PURSUIT TASK
A65-BII05
CORE TEMPERATURE INFLU_ENCE UPON DURATION OF
HIBERNATION OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
LATERALIS A65-81139
CHANGES IN REGIONAL BLOOD FLOW AND BLOOD VOLUME
DURING AROUSAL FROM HIBERNATION IN GROUND
SQUIRREL, CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEATUS
A65-81458
AROUSAL AND BRAIN TEMPERATURES OF THREE SPECIES
/CITELLUS- LATERALISt TRIDECEMLINEATUSt BEECHEYI/
OF GROUND SQUIRRELS HIBERNATING IN COLD
ENVIRONMENT A65-81499
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASE, ACETYLCHOLINESTERASEt
AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE-CREATINE
IRANSPHOSPHORYLASE ACTIVITY OF HEART AND SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
TRIDECEMLINEATUS9 IN COLD ENVIRONMENT DURING
HIBERNATION AND AROUSAL A65-81500
STEADY POTENTIAL SHIFTS IN CAT DURING AROUSAL AND
DEEP SLEEP A65-81534
CEREBRAL CORTICAL TEMPERATURE OF CAT DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS AND IN AROUSAL A65-BI930
WHOLE BRAIN COBALT 60 GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECT ON
CONDITIONED STIMULUS CORTICAL AROUSAL IN BURRO
A65-B2041
GRADUAL AROUSAL FROM SLEEP - A DETERMINANT OF
THINKING RATHER THAN DREAMING REPORTS
A65-82046
PERSONALITY AND INVERTED - U RELATION BETWEEN
PERFORMANCE AND AROUSAL A65-82114
MENTAL PERFORMANCE RELATED TO LEVEL OF AROUSAL
A65-82261
TIME ESTIMATION AS INDICATOR OF ATTENTION AND/OR
AROUSAL IN VIEWING COMPLEX AND MEANINGFUL STIMULI
A65-82345
ARSENIC
INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD -
STANDARDIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA, EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, ARSENIC POISONING, AND
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT IN AIR
JPRS-29981 N65-23776
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
FOOD CONSUMPTION, BODY WEIGHT, BODY COMPOSITION,
SUBJECT INDEX
ASPHYXIA
AND ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN COCKS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HEAT AND COLD A65-81604
HYPOXIA AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC HEART DAMAGE
N65-ITT92
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE
FLIGHTe AND EFFECTS OF AGEt SOUNDt AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ROLE OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS
JPRS-Z9666 Nb5-23663
EFFECT OF AGEt CONTINUOUS SOUND, AND PHDTIC
STIMULI ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRITIONAL
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSISe AND ROLE OF CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS N65-23665
ATHEROSCLERDTIC DIAGNOSED BY DETERHINATION OF
SPEED OF PULSE WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH VESSELS
OF AORTA
NASA-TT-F-9569 N65-33809
ARTERY
AUTOPSY STUDIES OF CHILDREN LIVING AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AND CHANGE IN STRUCTURE OF PULMONARY
ARTERIES AND RENAL GLOMERULI A65-80558
EFFECT OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON HUMAN BLOOD
VESSEL TONUS A65-80981
EFFECT OF ALTITUDE /HYPDXIA/ ON CORONARY ARTERY
SIZE IN RATS A65-Gl_ZQ
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN COLD AND WARM ADAPTED
RABBITS EXPOSED TO PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRECOOLING A65-B2166
PULMONARY ARTERY MUSCLE MASS AND VENTRICULAR
CARDIAC SIZE OF NICE DURING HYPOXIA AS AFFECTED BY
METHYL DOPA A65-BZI91
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION AND FUNCTIONAL ATELECTASIS
AND HYPERENFLATION
AD-_50366 NbS-16761
GRAVITATIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON ARTERIAL WALL
JPRS-28476 N65-15353
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXEA ON CHEMORECEPTORS OF FEMORAL
ARTERY IN DOGS N65-17786
OBSTRUCTION IN BLOOD CIRCULATION OF HEART TISSUE
IN HYPERTENSION OF ARTERY NbS-ITT87
PATHOGENESIS OF ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA IN RHEUMATIC
HEART DISEASE NBP-ITT93
CHANGES IN ARTERY PRESSUREt HEART RHYTHM, AND
RESPIRATION WITH NORMAL ANO DEPRESSED THYROID
GLAND FUNCTIONING IN MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
NbS-XT825
ELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BRACHIAL AND OTHER
HUMAN AND CANINE ARTERIES ANALYZED BY NONLINEAR
MEMBRANE THEORY
NASA-CR-63917 NbS-Z91_9
TRANSDUCER TO MEASURE BLOOD PRESSURE FOR
APPLICATION ON SUPERFICIAL TEMPORAL ARTERY
NASA-CR-Z93 N65-322TT
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF HYDRODYNAHICS OF ARTERIAL
SYSTEM AND OBSERVATIONS OF MAMMALIAN
NICROCIRCULATION
NASA-CR-BTZZ5 N65-35105
ARTHROPOD
SA INSECT
ELECTRODE AND CANNULAE IMPLANTATION IN HORSESHOE
CRABS TO RECORD OPTIC NERVE, HEART AND ABDOMINAL
GANGLIA ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY ABS-22676
ARTIFICIAL EAR
ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE OF HUHAN EAR AND NEW
ARTIFICIAL EAR WITH NEW RECORDING DEVICE
A65-80743
ELECTRONIC ANALOG ARTIFICIAL EAR MODEL SIMULATION
FOR COMPLEX SOUND CLASSIFICATION AND THEORY OF
HEARING - ANALOG COCHLEA
NOLTR-66-191 N65-22696
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF HAN TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT, OUTLINING REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO
SUPPORT LIFE A65-125_3
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ACCELERATION ON
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AND USE OF
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY DURING PROLONGED FLIGHTS
AbS-80299
JEMICIRCULAR CANAL AND OTOLITH ORGAN DISTURBANCES
BY HIGH G LOAD, WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY IN SPACE TRAVEL
NASA-CR-bD619 N65-1602T
ARTIFICAL GRAVITY AND MENTAL EXERCISE FOR CREW ON
LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-Z9211 N65-20095
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE, X-RAY IRRADIATION, AND
ELEVATED GRAVITY ON WHEAT SEEDLING GROWTH
NASA-CR-303 NbS-326T_
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
SA BIOSIHULATION
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE, ULTRA-INTELLIGENT MACHINES
AND SPACE EXPLORATION A65-B2208
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND NODELING OF HUMAN
MENTAL PROCESS AND LEARNING SYSTEM
JPRS-30156 Nb5-26231
CREATIVE COMPUTATION IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
FR-65-11-kk N65-32223
ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
RADIATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED SPACE
FLIGHTS INVESTIGATED, USING TISSUE-EQUIVALENT
IONIZATION CHAMBERS A65-306T_
ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION
CRGANIZATION OF AN ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION CENTER-
THERAPY OF ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-80281
ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION - REVIEW OF PHYSIOLOGY AND
TECHNIQUES A65-82021
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARANETERS GOVERNING DESIGN OF
AUTOMATIC RESPIRATORS
HOL-TM-66-23 N65-19616
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE
S SATELLITE
ASCORBIC ACID
EFFECTIVENESS OF ASCORBIC ACID INJECTION AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN
WHITE RATS A65-82029
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSFUSION OF BONE MARROW IN
ASCORBIC ACID SOLUTION IN RADIATION SICKNESS IN
RABBITS A65-82030
RENAL INJURY AND SURVIVAL OF RAT, RABBIT, AND DOG
GIVEN VARIOUS DOSES OF POTASSIUM NIDBATE AND
NIOBIUH PENTACHLORIDE WITH AND WITHOUT ASCORBIC
ACID A6S-BZITT
ASCORBIC ACID METABOLISM
ASCORBIC ACID METABOLISM OF ALBINO
RATS AND GUINEA PIGS EXPOSED TO
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
AS AFFECTED BY VITAMIN P A65-80265
ASPHYXIA
LACTATE AND PYRUVATE GRADIENTS BETWEEN RED BLOOD
CELLS AND PLASMA OF GUINEA PIG DURING ASPHYXIA
AbS-BOOT3
ASPHYXIA INFLUENCE ON ELECTROCORTICAL EFFECTS OF
ACETYLCHOLINE - HYPOXIA NbS-ITTTI
EFFECT OF ASPHYXIA ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF PUPPIEs
A-33
ASTHMA SUBJECT INDEX
AND KITTENS OF DIFFERENT AGES
JPRS-30297 Nb5-2469I
ASTHMA
CHANGE IN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION AND BLOOD ALKALI
RESERVES AS INDEX OF HYPOXIA IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
PATIENTS N65-17801
INFLUENCE OF MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ON PULMONARY
FUNCTION IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PATIENTS
N65-17830
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY ON PATIENTS WITH
BRONCHIAL ASTHMA N65-17831
PATIENT TREATMENT FOR BRONCHIAL ASTHMA BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-17832
ASTROBIOLOGY
S BIOASTRONAUTICS
S EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
ASTRONAUT
SA ORBITAL WORKER
SA PILOT
DEPERSONALIZATION SYNDROME AS THREAT TO
EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACEMEN AND SUBMARINERS
A65-80222
OVERCOMING DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
EXPOSURES TO MAGNETIC FIELDS BY PERIODICALLY
CHANGING POSITIONS OF ASTRONAUTS AND USING
INHOMOGENEOUS FIELDS TO ELIMINATE DISCOMFORT
CAUSED BY WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-80412
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STATE
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN MAN RELATED TO TRAINING
A65-80436
DAILY RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT AGS-8t198
OCULOMOTOR ACTIVITY DISTURBANCES REGISTERED IN
SOVIET ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A65-Blt99
TISSUE DOSE OF COSMIC RADIATION RECEIVED BY
ASTRONAUTS BYKOVSKII AND NIKOLAEVA-TERESHKOVA
DURING THEIR COMBINED ORBITAL FLIGHT
A65-81387
HISTORICAL REVIEW AND CURRENT PROBLEMS IN
MDNITORING HEALTH OF ASTRONAUTS
A65-81835
EMOTIONAL FACTORS ANO PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF
ASTRONAUTS DURING PARACHUTE JUMP TRAINING
JPRS-27819 N65-12662
VITAMIN REQUIREMENTS IN DIET OF AVIATORS AND
ASTRONAUTS N65-I3763
METABOLISM CHANGES IN ASTRONAUTS BEFORE AND AFTER
SPACE FLIGHT N65-13765
EVALUATING ASTRONAUT CONDITION AND ACTIVITY IN
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-2?I NbS-I3965
PERSONAL HYGIENE OF ASTRONAUT - FUNCTION OF HUMAN
SKIN AND ITS INFLUENCE ON VITAL PROCESSES
N65-15175
ANIMAL FOOD FOR ENERGY SUPPLY AND HEAT PRODUCTION
IN ASTRONAUT NUTRITION N65-18592
PLANT SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUT NUTRITION IN SPACE
FLIGHT N65-tB593
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING
UNITS
NASA-CR-Ig8 N65-20401
OBSERVATIONS AND TESTING OF COSMONAUTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL
ABOARD VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
JPRS-2ggEE N65-23053
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOLOGICAL AGE OF ALGAE AND
THEIR DISTRIBUTION / CHLORELLA, RHODOPHYTA, AND
PHAEOPHYTA/ - ALGAE AS POSSIBLE FOOD FOR
ASTRONAUTS AND FOR AIR PURIFICATION
FTD-TT-64-731/l_2 N65-27857
X-15 PROGRAM AND MERCURY PROJECT MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT - ROLE OF PILOT OR ASTRONAUT
N65-28453
CORRELATION OF ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
ACTIVITY OF CARDIAC CYCLE USING ELECTRO- AND
PHONDCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA FROM GEMINI IV CREW
MEMBERS N65-36105
MINIATURE DOSIMETER FOR APOLLO PROJECT ASTRONAUTS
NASA-CR-65157 N65-36441
ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION OF VOSKHOD IT MANNED
SPACECRAFT - COSMONAUT REPORT DURING PRESS
CONFERENCE NbS-28287
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
SA PILOT PERFORMANCE
OPTIMIZATION LOGISTICS PLANNING FOR IN FLIGHT
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT Ab5-I0540
ASTRONAUT PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
A65-I0733
IN FLIGHE CREW ACTIVITIES COVERING DETAILED
FLIGHT PLANt ACTIVITIES AND PROCEDURES, CHECKLISTS
AND SUMMARY A65-12574
SPACE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED bY LOSS OF
WORKER EFFICIENCY IN REDUCED TRACTION AND PRESSURE
SUITED ENVIRONMENTS
ASME PAPER 64-WA/HUF-2 A65-13422
HUMAN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AND ENTRAINMENT IN SPACE
FLIGHT, NOTING DIURNAL RHYTHM EFFECT ON SENSORY
AND MOTOR PERFORMANCE A65-14577
OPHTHALMDLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF VISUAL PROBLEMS
OF SPACE FLIGHT A65-14807
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS CAUSED BY MAN, MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES AND DETECTION AND CONTROL FOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM A65-15628
ASTRONAUT FEEDING IN SPACE FLIGHTS, FREEZE-
GEHYDRATED AND BITE-SIZE READY-TO-EAT FOOD,
STORAGE AND CONTAINER HANDLING PROBLEMS
A65-LOB37
PSYCHOPHYSIULOGICAL AND TECHNICAL FACTORS FOR
ORBITAL MAINTENANCE AND TASK PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT A65-[9842
CREW PERFORMANCE INTEGRATION INTO OPTIMUM-
RELIABILITY DESIGN OF MANNED SPACE STATION
A65-Z2T04
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM, ASCERTAINING MECHANISM AND CAUSES OF
CRTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION A65-23461
SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR AND TESTING UF INTEGRATED
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS WITH CREW
ASME PAPER 65-AV-19 A65-25030
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON MAN WITH DATA FROM
VOSKHUD FLIGHTS A65-25551
CLINICAL OBSERVATION OF REACTION OF CREW OF
SOVIET THREE-MAN SPACE FLIGHT ABOARD VQSKHOO
NOTING VESTIBULAR EFFECTS A65-28331
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATION HAZARD
EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGY OF COSMONAUTS ONBOARD
VOSKHOD I AND II A65-28943
MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF VOSKHOD SPACESHIP
COSMONAUTS, USING BIOTELEMETRIC SYSTEMS AND
QNBOARD INSTRUMENTS A65-2994I
A-34
SUBJECT INDEX ASTRONAUTICS
U. S° AND U.S.S.R. DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF SPACE FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
A65-30672
PHARMACEUTICALS AND ADMINISTRATIVE MEANS FOR
EFFECTING PERFORMANCE CHANGES IN ASTRONAUTS UNDER
FLIGHT STRESSES 665-332TB
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED
MOTION SICKNESSt FATIGUE AND SENSORY DEGRADATION
COUNTERACTED BY VARIOUS DRUGS A65-33279
ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
ACQUISITION BY BIOINSTRUMENTATION DEVICES, NOTING
PULSED DOPPLER TRANSDUCERS FOR BLOOD FLOW
MEASUREMENTS 665-3328I
ELECTRDPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS PERFORMED DNBOARD
VDSKHOD I NOTING APPARATUS RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHT ELECTRDOCULOGRANw
DYNAMOGRAM AND MOTION COORDINATION IN WRITING OF
ASTRONAUTS 665-34946
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE ABOARD VOSKHOD I AND II
SPACECRAFT WITH RESPECT TO CHANGES IN CONTROL
ACTIVITY, VISUAL RESOLUTION AND QUALITATIVE
ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL MEMORY 665-35251
BELIAEV DESCRIPTION OF 17-ORBIT FLIGHT OF VOSKHOD
II INCLUDING SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND CONTROL, LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM AND WALK-IN-SPACE
A65-35254
BOOK ON VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
INCLUDING ASTRONAUTS AND COSMONAUTS EXPERIENCES,
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE INFLUENCE, VISUAL DISPLAYS
FOR SPACE SYSTEMS, ETC A65-35480
PROGRAM OF VISUAL EXPERIMENTS FOR ORBITAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES INCLUDING GEMINI AND APOLLO TEST
SCHF_)ULE FOR EVALUATION OF HUMAN VISION IN SPACE
Ab5-35_95
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE FLIGHT AND EFFECT
ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES 665-35496
EMERGENCY RETRIEVAL OF EXTRAVEHICULAR ASTRONAUT
USING LIGHTWEIGHT TETHERLINE AND ANCHOR MASS FOR
ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER 665-35637
SOME BEHAVIORAL FACTORS AFFECTING ASTRONAUTS
A65-B1253
CAPACITY OF MAN TO PERFORM WORK DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS OF SPACE FLIGHT A65-81554
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS AND ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE IN
SPACE TRAVEL A65-81791
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE UNDER STRAPPED AND
UNFASTENED CONDITIONS DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-13695
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY_ COSMONAUT TRAINING, AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING OF OPERATOR FUNCTIONS
N65-16403
HUMAN CAPACITY FOR WORK IN STATE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-3OB49 N65-27032
CONFERENCE ON OBSERVATION BY ASTRONAUTS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
FTD-TT-65-1/I N65-2BI18
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR STUDY OF PILOT ABILITY TO
PERFORM SOFT LUNAR LANDING WITH SIMPLIFIED
GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE
NASA-TN-D-2993 N65-35060
EVALUATION OF GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDITION OF
GEMINI IV FLIGHT CREW WITH INCREASING TIME
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - RESPONSE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO CALIBRATED WORKLOAD
N65-3610_
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTING OF ASTRONAUTS UNDER
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
IN ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-9593 Nb5-36752
ASTRONAUT TRAINING
ZERO-G SIMULATION BY PARABOLIC AIRCRAFT FLIGHT FOR
ASTRONAUT TRAINING 665-I4837
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF THREE RUSSIAN
ASTRONAUTS TO WEIGHTLESS TRAINING FLIGHT ALONG
PARABOLIC CURVE 665-1661B
APOLLO SPACECREW TRAINING GAINING FROM ACTUAL AND
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIENCE THROUGH PROJECTS
MERCURY AND GEMINI
AIAA PAPER 65-Z74 A65-22105
INTEGRATED MISSION SIMULATION TECHNIQUE TESTS
PILOT RELIABILITY FOR SEVEN-DAY MANNED LUNAR
MISSION
AIAA PAPER 65-275 A65-22125
ADVANCED STATE OF SOVIET TRAINING THEORIES
INDICATED BY SIMULATION DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED IN THEIR MANNED SPACE PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-276 665-222b0
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSIDLOGICAL TESTS USED IN
SOVIET UNION FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND
TRAINING, NOTING SPACE FLIGHT RESULTS
A65-2292B
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR SELECTING AND TRAINING
ASIRONAUTS, EMPHASIZING SIMULATION OF VARIOUS
SITUATIONAL STRESSORS 665-23460
INSTRUMENTATION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
CONTROL OF SPACE SUIT AND SIMULATOR CABIN FOR
ASTRONAUT TRAINING IN SPACE MISSION SIMULATORS
A65-Z7927
FIRST WALK IN SPACE FROM VOSKHOD II DESCRIBED BY
LEONOV, NOTING IMPORTANCE OF SIMULATED TRAINING
A65-35253
EMOTIONAL-V_-ITIONAL REACTION OF RUSSIAN
COSMONAUTS DURING PARACHUTE JUMP TRAINING
665-B0045
TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS WITH PARABOLIC FLIGHT FOR
STATE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-B0923
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND
TRAINING 665-81276
SYSTEM OF ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING USING
VISUAL, MOTDR_ AND INTEROCEPTIVE ANALYZERS, AND
OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
N6_-13727
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY, COSMONAUT TRAINING, AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING OF OPERATOR FUNCTIONS
N65-16403
PRE-SPACE FLIGHT ASTRONAUT TRAINING IN RUSSIA
FTD-TT-64-398/1 N65-19028
PREPARATION FOR HUMAN SPACE FLIGHT USING HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE
JPRS-30817 N65-26960
PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL TRAINING OF SOVIET
CCSMONAUTS
JPRS-31ZSO N65-Zg011
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL BEHAVIOR IN ASTRONAUT
PARACHUTISTS DURING TRAINING
FTD-TT-65-437/1 N65-29160
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF PROJECT MERCURY INCLUDING
ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND TRAININGt RESULTS OF
LABORATORY TESTS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DATAt AND
BIOMEDICAL PLANNING FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-SP-4003 N65-32394
ASTRONAUTICS
SA BIOASTRONAUTICS
SA SPACE NAVIGATION
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS DF ASTRONAUTICS AND SOME
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A65-B0438
PROBLEMS OF HUMAN PERSONALITY IN AERONAUTICS,
A-35
ASTRONOMY SUBJECTINDEX
AVIATION,A DASTRONAUTICS N65-13746
ASTRONOMY
HUMAN EYE PHYSIOLOGY WITH RESPECT TO SENSITIVITY
AND PERCEPTION FOR ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION
A65-32922
ATMOSPHERE
SA AIR
SA CABIN ATMOSPHERE
SA EARTH ATMOSPHERE
SA GAS
SA LOWER ATMOSPHERE
SA OZONOSPHERE
SA PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
SA SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
SA STRATOSPHERE
SA TROPOSPHERE
SA UPPER ATMOSPHERE
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO CONDITIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE ON HUMAN BODY
NASA-TT-F-276 N65-1L045
PROCEEDINGS DF ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CONFERENCE
NASA-CR-62786 N65-23980
BIOCOLLOIDAL MATTER IN ATMOSPHERE
N65-23987
LONG TERM ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLEN
N65-23993
PROBLEMS OF SAMPLING FOR MICROORGANISMS IN
ATMOSPHERE N65-23995
VIABILITY OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO
NATURAL CONDITIONS N65-23998
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ARTIFICIAL
ATMOSPHERE OF PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED PRESSURE
NASA-TT-F-9427 N65-27713
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS, RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS,
RADIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRYt CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS
TECHNOLOGYy AND INSTRUMENTATION
BNWL-36 N65-33022
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
MANNED SPACECRAFT OXYGEN REQUIREMENTSv CRYOGENIC
STORAGE, PRODUCTION AND TWO-GAS ATMOSPHERES
A65-14381
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-80724
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING POSSIBILITY
OF ORIGIN AND EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON JUPITER
A65-81287
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATUREt DENSITY
AND ACCOMPANYING FIELD OF RADIATION AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N65-239BI
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
ARTICULATING CENTRIFUGE MODEL FOR GENERATING G-
TIME PROFILES WITH VARIABLE ONSET-DWELL-DECAY
RATES
ASME PAPER 64-WA/HUF-T AbS-13854
ATMOSPHERIC IMPURITY
AERIAL TRANSMISSION OF INFECTION WITH REFERENCE TO
GRAVITATIONAL FALLOUT AND ATMOSPHERIC DILUTION
A65-19843
ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS WITH
ATTENTION TO EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS AND
INSTRUMENTATION A65-18432
IONIZATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIR IONS
AND USE IN TREATMENT OF DISEASE_ BURNS, AND WOUNDS
A65-B0496
INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS NEEDED
TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS
A65-80582
EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION,
RATE OF ION FORMATION, AND DISAPPEARANCE
CONSTANT FOR SANITARY-HYGIENE CHARACTERIZATION
OF ATMOSPHERIC PURITY
JPRS-30842 N65-27066
ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
S HUMIDITY
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
ALTITUDE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS TREATED WITH
COMPRESSION TO 2-6 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE,
CONSIDERING BUBBLE EMBOLUS HYPOTHESIS
A65-14238
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND LOW ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE DURING
ANTARCTIC DAYS AND NIGHTS AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80263
PHYSICAL WORK PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS A65-80321
PHYSIOLOGICAL SHIFTS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AT VERY LOW
TEMPERATURESt LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURESt AND
POLAR NIGHT IN CENTRAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA
FTD-TT-64-286/l&2 N65-17083
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECT ON GAS COMPOSITION OF
ANIMAL BLOOD AFTER LUNG REMOVAL
N65-17782
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA FROM DECREASE IN ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE ON ANIMAL CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
AFTER LUNG SURGERY NbS-LT783
IONIC SHIFTS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS DURING HYPOXIA
CAUSED BY LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSUREt ACCELERATION,
AND VIBRATION N85-]TBO9
ACCLIMATIZATION TO LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, DRY
AIR, INTENSE SOLAR RADIATIONt AND HIGH AMBIENT
AIR TEMPERATURE OF MOUNTAINS N65-I78i9
ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
SA SKY RADIATION
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATURE7 DENSITY
AND ACCOMPANYING FIELD OF RADIATION AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT NbS-239BI
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATURE, DENSITY
AND ACCOMPANYING FIELD OF RADIATION AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT Nb5-Z3981
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC SEEING BLUR WITH DISTANCE
OF OBJECT TO OBSERVER Ab5-82224
ATOMIC ENERGY
S NUCLEAR ENERGY
ATOMIC EXPLOSION
S NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
ATP
S ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE /ATP/
ATROPINE
AURICULAR FIBRILLATION IN YOUNG MAN - EFFECTS OF
EXERCISEr DIGITALIS, ATROPINE_ AND RESTORATION
OF NORMAL RHYTHM Ab5-802LO
ROLE OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REGULATING
PULMONARY IONUS AND TOLERANCE TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE AND
HISTAMINE A65-80651
HEART RATE AND ATR[OVENTRICULAR CONDUCTION AT
REST AND UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE,
ISOPROTERENOL, AND ATROPINE A65-B2254
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
INFLUENCE OF CARTOGRAPHIC VARIABLES ON GEOGRAPHIC
ORIENTATION PERFORMANCE OF PILOTS OF LIGHT
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
A-36
SUBJECTINDEX AUDITORYPERCEPTION
TR-T51-3 N05-15105
ATTENTION
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF HUMAN VISUAL CORTEX
A65-B0660
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION ON OCCIPITO--CORT|CAL
RESPONSES TO LIGHTFLASHES IN MAN
A65-BOTTT
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION AND SUPPRESSION ON FLICKER
ELECTRORETINOGRAM AS RELATED TO FLICKERING
RESPONSE OF OCCIPITAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-80TBI
SELECTIVE ATTENTIVENESS AND CORTICAL EVOKED
RESPONSES IN MAN TO VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI
ABS-BOBTO
SUBLIMINAL DISCRIMINATION AND CONCEPT OF VIGILANCE
A65-80996
AWARENESS DURING FLIGHT AND SENSORY INPUTv
EMOTIONAL DISORDER, AND FATIGUE AS RELATED TO
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-81295
EFFECT OF ATTENTION ON EVOKED RESPONSES IN
CLASSICAL AUDITORY PATHWAY IN CATS
AbS-81T06
TIME ESTIMATION AS INDICATOR OF ATTENTION AND/OR
AROUSAL IN VIEWING COMPLEX AND MEANINGFUL STIMULI
Ab5-82365
ATTENTION THEORY AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS OF
HUMAN ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE TWO SENSORY EVENTS
SUCCESSIVELY AND SENSORY CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
INFLUENCE ON REACTION TIME
NASA-CR-196 NBS-231TO
ATTENUATION
S ABSORPTION
S ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
ATTITUDE
TRAVELING PREFERENCE, FLYING EXPERIENCE AND SEX
DIFFERENCES RELATED TO OETAILS EXPRESSED IN
AIRCRAFT ORAMINGS Ab5-80658
ATTITUDE CONTROL
SA FLIGHT CONTROL
SPACE VEHICLE MANUAL THREE-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL
USING VECTOR RETICLE OR CONTROL ACTION DISPLAY
AbS-Z0953
SUPERIMPOSED OSCILLATION ON LINEAR ACCELERATION
EFFECT ON PILOT ATTITUDE CONTROL CAPABILITY
NASA-TN-D-2TIO N65-18ZI6
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING
UNITS
NASA-CR-198 NbS-20_Ol
ATTRITION
PAST HISTORY OF MOTION SICKNESS AND ATTRITION FROM
FLIGHT TRAINING Ab5-82128
FLIGHT TRAINING PERSONNEL ATTRITION RATES
BUHE_40 NbS-IT262
MOTION SICKNESS AND ATTRITION FROM FLIGHT TRAINING
NSAM-932 N65-36226
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
FEASIBILITY OF MODULAR DESIGN FOR AUDIOVISUAL
AUTOINSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT
AMRL-TR-65-T9 N65-30136
AUDIOFREQUENCY
SA SOUND MAVE
]NTRA-AURAL REFLEX OF MIDDLE EAR TO
AUDIOFREQUENCY SOUND WITH DEFINED AMPLITUDE
GGC/EE/64-15 N65-12_91
AUDIOLOGY
SA DEAFNESS
SA HEARING
AUDITORY THRESHOLD IN RECRUITS BEFORE AND AFTER
FIRING NEAPONS AS RELATED TO USE OF EAR PROTECTORS
AbS-BOIT2
COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS FOR MEASURING AUDITORY
AOAPTATION BY MEANS OF BEKESY AUDIOMETER
A65-BOI99
HEARING-LOSS TREND CURVES AND DAMAGE-RISK
CRITERION IN DIESEL-ENGINE ROOH PERSONNEL
AbS-B0882
ABNORMAL AUDITORY ADAPTATION WITH USE OF AMPLITUOE
HOOULATEO TOMES A65-80916
SHIFTS IN AIR-CONDUCTION THRESHOLDS IN HUMANS
PRODUCED BY PULSED AND CONTINUOUS CONTRALATERAL
MASKING AbS-81OT4
NOISE USED TO ELIMINATE ONE EAR FROM MASKING
EXPERIMENTS AbS-81075
PH_EHIC COMPLETION AND SOCIAL EVALUATION OF
HEARING LOSS AbS-GllIb
HEARING LOSS AT 1000-2000 C.P.S. AS RELATED TO
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY PREDICTION
kbS-B133T
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE ZERO FOR
PURE-TONE AUDIONETRY A65--81686
AUOIOMETRIC FINDINGS OF HEARING LOSS SUFFERED BY
PILOTS, FLIGHT MECHANICS, ANO RADIO OPERATORS IN
LINE OF DUTY AbS-BIB09
AUDITORY SIGNAL EXPOSURE TIME IMPORTANCE IN USING
AUDIOMETRY IN SELECTING FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81830
HERRING LOSS, SPEECH DISRUPTION, AND PERFORMANCE
CAPACITY LOSS IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO NOISE
AbS-818TI
BONE-CONDUCTED TONES MASKEO BY AIR-CONDUCTEO NOISE
A65-82023
RELIABILITY OF HIGH-FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
MEASUREMENT A65-82296
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE AND CLICKS AS
ACOUSTIC REFLEX STIMULI PRIOR TO EXPOSURE TO
IHPUSE NOISE A65-BZ297
ACOUSTIC REFLEX OF INFANTRYMEN EXPOSED TO WHITE
NOISE A65-82311
THEORIES FOR RELATING STRUCTURE TO BEHAVIOR IN
PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM - COMPUTER SIMULATION
REPT.-13 NbS-2TT93
AUDIOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT -
AUDITORY FUNCTION OF IMPAIRED HEARING
AU-BbSB19 N65-30536
AUDITORY PERCEPTION
MINIMUM DETECTABLE CHANGE IN INTERAURAL TIME AND
INTENSITY DIFFERENCE AS FUNCTION OF OVERALL
INTENSITY FOR DICHOTIC CLICKS AbS-21273
AURAL HARMONICS EFFECT ON FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATION
A65-Z8629
PERCEIVED NOISINESS OF COMPLEX SOUNDS CONSISTING
OF STEADY-STATE PURE TONE IMBEDDED IN RANDOM NOISE
BACKGROUND A65-Z9976
VIGILANCE FOR AUDITORY INTENSITY CHANGES AS
FUNCTION OF PRELIMINARY FEEDBACK AND CONFIDENCE
LEVEL A65-30099
COMPARISON OF SELECTED FEATURES OF ELECTRIC
RESPONSES RECORDED FROM UNITS IN AUDITORY NERVE
AND COCHLEAR NUCLEUS A65-31726
DOUBLE STIMULATION EFFECT - TEMPORARY INHIBITION
OF RESPONSE WITH RESPECT TO REACTION TIME,
A-3T
AUDITORYSENSATION AREA SUBJECT INDEX
W
DICHOTIC LISTENING, AND STEREOSCOPIC PERCEPTION
STUDIES 665-80098
EVOKED RESPONSE LATENCY OF CAT AS FUNCTION OF
STIMULUS RISE TIME IN AUDITORY CORTEX
A65-80195
HIGH-AND LOW-LEVEL SOUND EXPOSURES AND
RELATION TO AUDITORY FATIGUE AND ADAPTATION
A65-BO270
STIMULUS SET AND RESPONSE SET - ALTERNATION OF
ATTENTION A65-80336
INITIAL STIMULATING EFFECT OF WARMTH UPON VISUAL
AND AUDITORY PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY
665-80381
MEMORY FOR AURALLY AND VISUALLY PRESENTED MATERIAL
AS FUNCTION OF PRESENTATION RATE
A65-80519
BINAURAL INTERACTIONS OF THREE CLICKS
A65-80526
PERCEPTION AND NEURAL REPRESENTATION OF
SIMULTANEOUS DICHOTIC PURE TONE STIMULI IN CAT,
GUINEA PIG, AND MONKEY 665-80787
PASSAGE OF AUDIBLE ULTRASONIC VIBRATIONS THROUGH
HUMAN SKULL BONES 665-80802
IMMEDIATE MEMORY FOR AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI
RELATED TO AGE 665-80864
AGE DIFFERENCES IN MEMDRY FOR SIMULTANEOUS
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULATION
A65-80865
SELECTIVE ATTENTIVENESS AND CORTICAL EVOKED
RESPONSES IN MAN TO VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI
A65-BO870
JUDGMENT OF DURATION OF TONES AS FUNCTION OF
INTENSITY A65-BlO05
TEMPORAL EFFECTS IN SIMULTANEOUS MASKING BY WHITE
NOISE BURSTS A65-BIOTT
DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK EFFECT ON MORSE CODE
TRANSMISSION BY SKILLED OPERATORS
665-81167
LOUDNESS FOUND TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO VOLUME TIMES
DENSITY A65-81168
RELATIONSHIP OF PURE TONES TO SPEECH RECEPTION
THRESHOLD A65-81240
AUTOKINETIC MOTION AND SPACE LOCALIZATION IN
RELATION TO AUDITORY PERCEPTION
A65-BI318
PULSE-TONE AND PULSE-PULSE STIMULI PRESENTED IN
DIFFERENT POSITIONS IN SPACE AS RELATED TO
DIRECTION OF PERCEPTION A65-BI377
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK WHILE
SHADOWING MESSAGES A65-BI408
LOUDNESS CHANGE OF PURE TONES WITH CONTRALATERAL
NOISE STIMULATION A65-81428
DETECTION DF SIGNAL MASKED WITH TWO TONES IN
RELATION TO FREQUENCY SEPARATION
A65-BI478
CORRELATION OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL AUTOKINETIC
EFFECTS AbS-BI55T
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC AND MICROSWITCH MEASURES OF
AUDITORY REACTION TIME COMPARED
665-81561
AFTEREFFECTS OF DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK ON
SPEECH. A65-81566
SOCIAL DIFFERENCES IN AUDITORY PERCEPTION
A65-81569
A-3B
INFLUENCES OF RESPIRATORY CYCLE ON SIMPLE REACTION
TIME A65-BIST4
DISCRIMINATION OF AUDITORY INFORMATION AS RELATED
TO AGE A65-81863
ADAPTATION WITH CONSTANT AND VARIABLE DELAY IN
AUDITORY FEEDBACK. A65-B2279
DICHOTIC LISTENING AND RECALL AS RELATED TO
CEREBRAL DOMINANCE A65-82310
EFFECT OF EAR DISPLACEMENT ON AUDITORY PERCEPTION
OF LOCATION
AFOSR-64-0938 N65-11157
AUDITORY FATIGUE PRODUCED BY HIGH INTENSITY
ACOUSTIC IMPULSES
REPT.-II58 N65-14366
NEURODYNAMICS OF HUMAN AUDITORY SYSTEM
JPRS-28308 N65-14748
AUDITORY INFORMATION PROCESSING - SIGNAL
DETECTIBILITY THEORY APPLIED TD AUDITORY SENSORY
RESPONSES
NASA-CR-CO44I N65-16816
EFFECT OF MENTAL TASKS ON AUDITORY FATIGUE
AM-65-1 N65-18546
INTERSENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF SIGNAL DURATION
USING VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNALS
NASA-TM-X-51729 Nb5-21479
NIDEBAND FREQUENCY TEST SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING
AUDITORY PERCEPTION IN HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-5 N65-26237
PERCEPTION OF AUDITORY PATTERNS AS FUNCTION OF
INCIDENTAL VISUAL STIMULATION
TR-2I N65-28173
AUDITORY PERCEPTION - ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS
WITHIN INNER EAR
AFOSR-65-OO40 N65-28205
AUDITORY FREQUENCY THRESHOLD COMPARISONS OF HUMANS
ALO PRE-ADOLESCENT CHIMPANZEES
NASA-CR-67297 N65-35104
AUDITORY SENSATION AREA
RESPONSES TO ACOUSTIC STIMULI FROM FREQUENCY-
SELECTIVE SINGLE UNITS IN EIGHTH NERVE OF GREEN
FROG A65-15773
VARIATIONS IN BINAURAL-MASKED THRESHOLD OF 5OO-CPS
TONE MASKED BY RANDOM NOISE AS FUNCTION OF
SIMULTANEOUS SHIFTS IN INTERAURAL AMPLITUDE RATIO
AND TIME DELAY OF TONE A65-29975
TENSOR TYMPANI REFLEX IN CAT TO CLICKS DURING
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AND AFTER ABLATION OF
AUDITORY CORTEX A65-80888
EFFECT OF ATTENTION ON EVOKED RESPONSES IN
CLASSICAL AUDITORY PATHWAY IN CATS
A65-81706
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ON ACTIVITY OF AUDITORY
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ANESTHETIZED ANIMALS DURING
LEARNING AND DIFFERENT STAGES OF SLEEP AND
ALERTNESS
AFOSR-64-O966 N65-13205
EFFECT OF CHANGE IN GAS MIXTURE ON B[OPOTENTIALS
OF AUDITORY AREA OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN ANIMALS
AND ON FUNCTION OF ACOUSTIC ANALYZER IN MAN
N65-13648
HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY ANALYSER
OF HUMAN TO DETERMINE THRESHOLD VALUE FOR
LIFE-SUPPORT NOISE IN MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-9596 N65-36755
AUDITORY SIGNAL
SA PSYCHOACOUSTICS
BINARY PURE-TONE AUDITORY DISPLAYS EVALUATED
SUBJECT INDEX AUDITORY STIMULUS
A65-81125
AUDITORY SIGNAL EXPOSURE TIME IMPORTANCE IN USING
AUDIOMETRY IN SELECTING FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-BIB30
TIME PERSPECTIVE - TIME PERCEPTION RELATIONSHIP
A65-BIB56
AUDITORY STIMULUS
SA NOISE
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL MECHANISM IN HUMAN
SPEECH SYSTEM MODEL MADE TO STUTTER_ CONSIDERING
EAR AS CAUSE OF INSTABILITY A65-10738
MARKOV CHAIN STIMULUS SEQUENCE ROLE EFFECT UPON
SIGNAL DETECTION IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL FORCED
CHOICE TASK A65-14150
MENTAL TASK EFFECT ON AUDITORY FATIGUEt EXPOSING
SUBJECTS TO FATIGUE TONE UNDER CONDITIONS OF
MENTAL ARITHMETIC AND REVERIE kbS-IT837
MENTAL ARITHMETICt LONG DIVISIDNI THRESHOLD
DETERMINATION AND REVERIE EFFECTS ON TEMPORARY
THRESHOLD SHIFT ON AUDITORY FATIGUE
AbS-ZSB56
NEURAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEMv RELATIONSHIP TO BINAURAL LOCALIZATION OF
SOUNDS EXPLORED BY ELECTROPHYSIOLDGICAL EXPERIMENT
ON CATS A65-30589
ACOUSTIC CLICKS PRESENTED THROUGH EARPHONES TO
TWO EARS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS TO STUDY ELECTRICAL
RESPONSE ACTIVITY OF SINGLE NERVE CELLS IN
ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY NUCLEUS
A65-32660
SPIKE DISCHARGE PATTERNS OF SPONTANEOUS AND
CONTINUOUSLY STIMULATED ACTIVITY IN COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS A65-3293B
ELECTROMYOGRAM OF LIMB AS INDICATOR OF RESPONSE TO
AUDITORY STIMULI A65-BO196
SOMAESTHETIC AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI EFFECT ON
THRESHOLD OF FUSION OF PAIRED LIGHT FLASHES IN
HUMAN SUBJECTS A65-B0335
LOCATION OF ORIGIN OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI IN RATS AND DOGS
A65-BO591
LOCUS OF AUDITORY REACTION TIME CHANGE WITH SETT
MOTIVATION, AND AGE MEASURED BY ELECTRDMYDGRAM
A65-80631
AUDITORY EVOKED RESPONSES AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STAGES OF SLEEP
AbS-BO63B
EVOKED POTENTIALS TO SOUND AND OTHER STIMULI IN
MAN A65-80639
CHARACTER OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO COMBINED
ACOUSTIC AND VISUAL STIMULI IN DOGS
A65-80699
CHARACTERISTICS OF EVOKED POTENTIALS DURING
EXTINCTION OF ORIENTING RESPONSE IN DOGS
A65-80700
INHIBITION IN SYSTEMS OF VISUAL CORTEX NEURONS BY
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI IN RABBITS
A65-80703
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL POTENTIALS EVOKED BY COMBINED
STIMULI OF TWO MODALITIES AbS-B0711
INFLUENCE OF VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CAT AND MAN
A65-SO77b
PERCEPTION AND NEURAL REPRESENTATION OF
SIMULTANEOUS DICHOTIC PURE TONE STIMULI IN CAT,
GUINEA PIGt AND MONKEY AbS-BO78T
EXTRANEOUS STIMULATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
OF VERTICALITY - FAILURE TO REPLICATE
A65--80855
SUPPRESSION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX VISUAL NEURONS BY
AUDITORY STIMULUS A65-BO986
BINAURAL SUMMATION OF THERMAL NOISES OF EQUAL AND
UNEQUAL POWER IN EACH EAR A65-81106
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE TO VARIOUS PURE
TONE STIMULI A65-BX239
PULSE-TONE AND PULSE-PULSE STIMULI PRESENTED IN
DIFFERENT POSITIONS IN SPACE AS RELATED TO
DIRECTION OF PERCEPTION A65-B1377
ACOUSTICALLY EVOKED RESPONSE TO CESSATION OF
STIMULUS A65-81_16
LOUDNESS CHANGE OF PURE TONES WITH CONTRALATERAL
NOISE STIMULATION A65-BI62B
EFFECTS OF INDUCED MUSCLE TENSION AND AUDITORY
STIMULATION ON TACHISTOSCOPIC PERCEPTION
Ab5-B1567
INHIBITION OF INDUCED ACTIVITY /LIGHT STIMULUS/ OF
NEURONS OF OPTIC ZONE DURING ACTION OF SOUND
STIMULUS A65-81626
SHORT-LATENCY HUMAN MUSCLE AND BRAIN EVOKED
RESPONSES TO CLICKS A65-81635
EFFECTS OF AUDITORY AND OPTICAL STIMULI
DISCONTINUANCE ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN CATS.
A65-817|3
TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT AFTER MONAURAL AND
BINAURAL EXPOSURE TO HIGH INTENSITY STIMULI
A65-BI742
NEUROLOGIC ADAPTATIONSI AUDIOGENIC RESPONSESs
GROWTH PATTERNs AND HEMATOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS IN
MICE EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
A65-81948
ACOUSTIC FACILITATION OF VISUAL DETECTION
A65-BZO35
SLOW CORTICAL RESPONSE EVOKED BY ACOUSTIC STIMULI
A65-BZ134
STIMULUS CODING IN THE AUDITORY.NERVE AND COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS IN CATS A65-82135
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE AS INFLUENCED BY DELAY
AND MODE OF PRESENTATION OF EXTRA CUES.
A65-B2221
STIMULUS CODING REFLECTED BY VARYING DISCHARGE
PATTERNS IN SUBDIVISIONS OF COCHLEAR NUCLEUS OF
CAT DURING ACOUSTICAL STIMULATION
AbS-BZ268
RESPIRATORY VARIATIONs COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC_ AND
ENDOLYMPHATIC DC POTENTIAL OF GUINEA PIG DURING
ANOXIAv OBSTRUCTION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO STRIA
VASCULARISt AND SOUND STIMULATION
A65-B2269
STIMULUS INTENSITY CHANGES AS RELATED TO TONE AND
REACTION TIME IN DTERMINING AUDITORY NEUTRAL
LESIONS AbS-B22TO
JUDGMENT OF LOUDNESS OF TRIANGULAR TRANSIENTS AND
WHITE NOISE AS AFFECTED BY REPETITION RATE
A65-82295
RELIABILITY OF HIGH-FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
MEASUREMENT AbS-B2296
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE AND CLICKS AS
ACOUSTIC REFLEX STIMULI PRIOR TO EXPOSURE TO
IMPUSE NOISE A65-BZ297
COCHLEAR POTENTIAL OF ADULT GUINEA PIG DURING
SOUND STIMULATION AND HYPOTHERMIA
AbS-BZ306
A-39
AUDITORYTASK SUBJECTINDEX
COCHLEARPOTENTIALS OF GUINEA PIG FOLLOWING SOUND
STIMULATION SHOWING AUDITORY FATIGUE
A65-82308
STIMULUS PRESENTATION AND METHOD OF SCORING IN
SHORT TERM MEMORY EXPERIMENTS A65-82349
CORRELATION BETWEEN STIMULUS AND RESPONSE
SEQUENCES DERIVED FROM OBSERVER PERFORMANCE
AND FEEDBACK INFORMATION - SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
NASA-TM-X-51737 N65-22198
VARIATION IN VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULATION
EFFECTS ON GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY
TR-12 N65-22966
MODEL OF PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM - CASE STUDY
IN NEURAL MODELING
NASA-CR-58094 N65-35219
AUDITORY TASK
SEQUENTIAL ERROR IN TIME-SHARING MONITORING TASK
A65-80707
SINGLE CHANNEL HYPOTHESIS A65-80850
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION - EFFECT ON LEARNING
COMPLEX AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TASK
A65-80852
VISUAL FEEDBACK EFFECT ON NOISE-SIGNAL DETECTION
IN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TASK
A65-80881
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE WITH A QUALITATIVE SHIFT IN
REINFORCERS DURING AUDITORY TASK
A65-81617
CONTROL DATA ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY VIGILANCE_
WARNING LIGHT MONITORINGv AND PROBABILITY
MONITORING TASKS AS FUNCTION OF WORKLOAD
AMRL-TR-65-22 N65-2TO92
AUTOKINESIS
ELECTROPHYSIDLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INTERACTION
BETWEEN TASK DEMANDS AND REDUCED SENSORY INPUT
A65-80520
ORIENTATION ACCURACY IN VISUALLY HOMOGENEOUS
ENVIRONMENT AS FUNCTION OF STIMULUS AND VISUAL
FIELD SIZE A65-80570
AUTDKINETIC NOTION AND SPACE LOCALIZATIDN IN
RELATION TO AUDITORY PERCEPTION
A65-81318
POSTURAL AUTDKINET1C EFFECT RELATED TO SUGGESTION
AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO NOTION SICKNESS
A65-81448
CORRELATION OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL AUTOKINETIC
EFFECTS A65-BI55T
INFLUENCE OF REPEATED EXPERIENCE ON LATENCY AND
EXTENT OF AUTOKINETIC MOVEMENT A65-81750
RELATION BETWEEN SCORE ON STIMULUS VARIATION SCORE
AND AUTOKINETIC MOVEMENT A65-B1935
TARGET AND VISUAL FIELD SIZE EFFECT ON ORIENTATION
ACCURACY IN ENVIRONMENT DEVOID OF DETAIL
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-13 N65-I0260
COMPARISON OF AUTOKINETIC MOVEMENT PERCEIVED BY
NORMAL PERSONS AND DEAF SUBJECTS WITH BILATERAL
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-67520 N65-36432
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
SA CYBERNETICS
COMPARISON OF LIMITS OF MAN AND AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS
IN PERFORMING FUNCTIONS IN PHOTOGRAMMETRY
A65-12932
UTILIZATION OF MAN AS PART OF AUTOMATICt REMOTELY
CONTROLLED AND DIRECTLY MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
SYSTEMS
SAE PAPER 650Bll A65-34697
AUTOMATIC MAINTENANCE OF DEFINITE RANGE OF CARBON
DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS CHAMBERS
A65-BO942
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF CHLORELLA CULTURE FOR OXYGEN
REGENERATION SYSTEM
FTD-TT-64-247/I&2 N65-18227
COMPATIBILITY OF MANUAL FLYING WITH AUTOMATIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BY FORCED WHEEL STEERING -
PILOT FACTORS PROGRAM
REPT.-I-64 N65-21258
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE -
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORYv TEMPERATURE CONTROLt
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM_ HORMONE DYNAMICSt
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION
NASA-CR-219 N65-23813
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO BURN SHOCK AND
CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE AND RECOVERY
AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES N65-24890
CYBERNETICS FOR CONTROL OF PHYSICAL TRAINING
JPRS-30756 N65-26966
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
NONDESTRUCTIVE MEDICAL AND BIOLOGIC NUCLEAR
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER-COUPLED AUTOMATIC
SYSTEM, NOTING FEASIBILITY OF OPERATION
A65-I6425
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREW PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE, AND TO
DEVELOP DIGITAL TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSINGt
DISPLAYINGt AND ANALYZING DATA
LMSC-6-65-65-15 N65-24710
DATA ACQUISITION AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM FOR NORMATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE TAPE LIBRARY N65-28768
BIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE - AUTOMATIC
DEVICE - MONITORING DIGITAL COMPUTER -
INFORMATION MEASURING SYSTEMS - SPACE BIOLOGY
JPRS-31679 N65-31522
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT
OF BIDELECTRIC POTENTIALS N65-I6730
AUTOMATION
PRODUCTION AUTONATIONt INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICSt AND
CYBERNETICS
FTD-MT-64-IB8 N65-11099
AUTOMATION PROBLEMS IN BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-2T7B5 N65-12785
FEASIBILITY OF AUTOMATING SENSORIMDTOR SKILL
TRAINING_ AND USE OF CDC 160-A COMPUTER TO
TEACH PSYCHOMOTOR TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-1517-1 N65-31206
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED ON-JOB TRAINING
ESD-TDR-64-234_ VOL. III N65-31242
PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGN AND USE OF INFORMATION
SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED ON-THE JOB TRAINING
ESD-TDR-64-234t VOL. Vv FINAL N65-31249
AUTOMATON
SPECIFIC FEATURES OF TARGET APPROACH IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS CONSIDERING DESIGN OF AUTOMATA WITH
SIMILAR PERFORMANCES, USING OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY
A65-23787
REGULATION OF CELLULAR NETABOLISMt DETERMINISM IN
BIOLOGY, AND DIALECTIC RELATION OF AUTOMATON AND
LIFE N65-26222
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NONLINEAR AUTONOMIC CONTROL PROCESSES IN RETINA
AND IMPLICATIONS TO ADAPTIVE CONTROL PROCESSES
AbS-34985
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS TO STUDY AUTONOMIC CONTROL OF
A-40
SUBJECTINDEX BACTERIA
HUMANRESPIRATORYSYSTEM A65-369BT
RELATIONSHIPBETWEENLECTRICALACTIVITYOF
RESPIRATORY MUSCLES AND BRAIN CENTER CONTROLLING
INSPIRATION AND EXPIRATION A65-80012
ROLE OF CENTRAL AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEMS IN
MECHANISM OF ULTRASONIC ACTION ON GASTROINTESTINAL
ABSORPTION PROCESS AS RELATED TO DRUG EFFECT
A65-80069
AUTONOMIC CORRELATES OF ELECTRICAL
EXCITABILITY OF EYE A65-BO250
ELECTRODERNOGRAM DURING SLEEP RELATED TO
APPEARANCE OF RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-BO§TI
CAROTID CHEMORECEPTOR ROLE IN RESPIRATORY RESPONSE
TO ISOLATED CHANGES OF BLOOD CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSION AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
A65-80606
RESPIRATION OF CAT WITH SEVERED SINUS NERVES AT
CONSTANT ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND AS A FUNCTION OF
CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURE A65-80607
RESPIRATION AT CONSTANT LOW ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND
EFFECT OF STEPWISE CHANGES OF ARTERIAL PRESSURE
BEFORE AND AFTER CUTTING OF SINUS NERVES IN CAT
A65-80608
PHYSIOLOGY OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CEREBELLUM A65--B0646
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDE ON CERTAIN PHYSIOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONS CONTROLLED BY AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN ANIMALS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND AIR
A65-BO66T
ROLE OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REGULATING
PULMONARY TONUS AND TOLERANCE TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE AND
HISTAMINE A65-80651
AUTONOMIC REACTIONS OBSERVED IN CATS DURING
VERONIQUE ROCKET FLIGHT A65-80916
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AND RESPIRATORY
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AND
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-B1ZT7
THERMDREGULATION IN DOG DURING INTERNAL COOLING
AFTER SECTION OR COLD BLOCKADE OF VAGAL NERVES
A65-B1351
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS INFLUENCE ON HEART OF
HYPOTHERMIC HIBERNATOR, EUROPEAN HEDGEHOG,
ERINACEUS EUROPEUS A65-B1663
EFFECT OF SOME AUTONOMIC DRUGS ON GROUND SQUIRREL,
CITELLUS TRIDECENLINEATUS, DURING HIBERNATING
CYCLE Ab5-B1467
CARDIOVASCULAR SYMPATHETIC TONE AND STRESS
RESPONSE RELATED TO PERSONALITY PATTERNS AND
EXERCISE HABITS - POTENTIAL CARDIAC RISK AND
SCREENING TEST A65-81599
NOISE EFFECT ON HUMAN PARTICULARLY CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTION AND NERVOUS SYSTEM A65-B1616
CONSISTENCY AND TEST - RETEST RELIABILITY OF
SPONTANEOUS AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
/ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE/ AND EYE MOVEMENT
A65-81658
EFFECT OF CERVICAL SYMPATHECTOMY IN RATS ON
POSTERIOR PITUITARY OXYTOXIC ACTIVITY CHANGES
EVOKED BY PHYSICAL EXHAUSTION A65-81923
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCES ON SMOOTH MUSCLES OF SMALL
INTESTINE AND BLOOD VESSELS AFTER TRANSECTION OF
AUTONOMIC NERVES AND SPINAL CORD
N65-13677
AUTONOMIC RESILIENCY, SUBJECTIVE SYMPTDMATOLOGY,
AND BIOLOGICAL STRESS OF SUBMARINE ENVIRDNMENT -
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM MECHANISMS
HR-63-13 N65-35295
AUTOPSY
AUTOPSY STUDIES OF CHILDREN LIVING AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AND CHANGE IN STRUCTURE OF PULMONARY
ARTERIES AND RENAL GLONERUL] A65-80558
IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS OF MASS CASUALTIES IN
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-81518
PROBLEMS OF IDENTIFICATION OF BODIES DURING
AUTOPSY OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A65-81586
AUTORADIOGRAPHY
SENSITIVITY OF VARIOUS ORGANS TO HYPOXIA -
HISTOAUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF PROTEIN METABOLISM
IN VARIOUS ORGANS IN MOUSE A65-80111
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS OF THE EXDCRINE PANCREAS DURING
HYPOXIA IN MICE - HISTOAUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY IN
MOUSE A65-80114
AVIATION
S AERONAUTICS
S CIVIL AVIATION
S CONNERCIAL AVIATION
AZO COMPOUND
EFFECT OF 5 PHENYL-2 IRINO-k DXY-DXAZOLIDINE ON
IMPROVING RAPIDITY AND REGULARITY OF MOTOR
RESPONSE TO VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
AVIATION PERSONNEL A65-32793
AGO AIRCRAFT
S A- 6 AIRCRAFT
B
BACILLUS
CONTAMINATION AND VIABILITY OF SPORES OF
BACTERIUM, BACILLUS SUBTILISt IN ROCKET
PROPELLANTS - STERILIZING PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS
RDCKET FUELS A65-80506
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC AND
RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN BACILLUS
1SS-64148 N65-23306
GROWTH RESPONSE OF BACILLUS CEREUS AND SUBTILIS
CELLS SUBJECTED TO MODIFIED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
WITH FREEZE CYCLES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS
NASA--CR-62829 N65-26294
INTERACTION BETWEEN DNA AND RNA OF BACILLUS
STEAROTHERMOPHILUS
1SS-6414¥ N65-29209
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT FREEZE CYCLES ON BACILLUS
CEREUS AND BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED
MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-64577 N65-32032
BACK INJURY
BACKACHE IN AIRPLANE AND HELICOPTER FLYING
PERSONNEL RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS, INCREASING
AGE, AND POSTURE AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY
A65-8181B
BACKGROUND NOISE
PERCEIVED NOISINESS OF COMPLEX SOUNDS CONSISTING
OF STEADY-STATE PURE TONE IMBEDDED IN RANDOM NOISE
BACKGROUND A65-29976
BACTERIA
SA ACTINONYCETES
SA BACILLUS
SA CLOSTRIDIUM
SA HYDROGENONONAS
SA SALMONELLA
SA SERRATIA
SA SPORE
SA VIRUS
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL AND GROWTH ON
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLOPHYLLDIDES IN AMMONIA
METHANE HYDROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES
A65-23486
A-61
BACTERIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX
INERT MONO- AND POLYOISPERSEO AEROSOLS TO TEST
EFFICIENCY OF AIRBORNE BACTERIA SAMPLERS
A65-30140
MICROBIDLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND STONE
METEORITES, NOTING ABILITY OF BACTERIA TO
PENETRATE INTO CENTRAL REGIONS A65-30687
AIRBORNE BACTERIA COLLECTION BY SIMPLE DYNAMIC
SAMPLERS AND THEIR RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES
A65-32795
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VOSIOK V AND Vl SPACE
FLIGHT EXPOSURES MEASURED BY RATIO OF INDUCED AND
SPONTANEOUS PHAGOPRODUCTION IN EXPOSED LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA A65-35819
INHIBITION OF BACTERIAL, STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS,
SARCINA LUTEA, AND ESCHERICHIA COLT, GROWTH
IN HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS A65-80429
GROWTH OF HUMAN PATHOGENIC BACTERIA AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN A65-80725
GROWTH RATES OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MICROORGANISMS
UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS IN LABORATORY CULTURES
AbS-B0754
BIOSYNTHESIS OF NICOTINIC ACID IN STREPTOMYCETES,
ALGAE, AND YEAST A65-80878
NATURE AND ROLE OF BACTERIAL CONTAMINANTS IN MASS
CULTURES OF THERMDPHILIC CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-BT286
COMPARISON OF AIRBORNE BACTERIA SAMPLERS BY MEANS
OF INERT MONO- AND POLYDISPERSED AEROSOLS
A65-BI444
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALL AND
FEMALE MICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIA, COLD STRESS, AND
ETHANOLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIA,
PROTEUS MIRABILIS ANO STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S. AUREUS A65-8159B
ANIMAL STUDIES ON PURIFICATION PROCEDURES TO
ELIMINATE BACTERIAL CONTAMINATION
AD-444390 N65-10012
BACTERIAL REVERTANTS PRODUCED BY DECAY OF TRITIUM
COMPOUNDS N65-10115
CULTURE TECHNIQUE, DISTRIBUTION, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF
METHANE-OXIDIZING BACTERIA, BIOCHEMISTRY OF
METHANE OXIDATIDNT AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS IN
PETROLEUM, POWER GENERATION, AND PRODUCTION
BM-IC-B246 N65-13393
BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH LYSOGENIC BACTERIA
TO DETERMINE GENETIC EFFECIS OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS N65-13682
BACTERIAL DISSEMINATION, REDUCTION OF
CONTAMINATION ON SURFACES, AND GERMICIDAL
ACTIVITY OF ETHYLENE OXIDE
NASA-CR-STI48 NbS-18gI5
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA CULTURING AND ISDLATIDN, AND
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE
TRACT
NASA-CR-57BI2 N65-21309
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA ISOLATION AND METABOLIC
STUDIES FOR NUTRITION IN DIGESIIVE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62108 N65-21390
VIABILIFY OF DIPFHERIA BACTERIA IN WATER AND
SALIVA - EFFLCFS OF EVAPORATION, PARTICLE SIZE,
AND TEMPLRATURL
JPRS-29840 N65-22121
BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BACTERIAL COUNTS IN
A_UATIC LNVIRONMLNTS N65-23991
RESISTANCE OF BACILRIAL ENUDSPORES TO UNFAVORABLE
ENVIRONMENT - [ULERANCE OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT
N65-23997
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
A-42
DETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION OF LUMINESCENT
BACTERIA N65-25030
SURVIVAL TIME OF DIPHTHERIA BACTERIA IN AEROSOLS
JPRS-30503 N65-26034
PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA - DISTRIBUTION, ROLE IN
NATURE_ ISOLATION, CULTIVATION, MORPHOLOGY, CELL
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION, PIGMENTATION, PHYSIOLOGY,
INITIAL PHOTOSYNTHETIC STAGES, AND TAXONOMY
TT-AEC-TR-6203 N65-28817
BACTERIA DISSEMINATION REDUCTION, ETHYLENE OXIDE
GERMICIDAL ACTIVITY, AND BACTERIA CONTAMINATION
REDUCTION ON SURFACES
NASA-CR-63895 N65-29171
GROWTH OF ALGAE IN SEWAGE WATER - SOIL BACTERIA
GROWTH STIMULATION BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
FTD-TT-65-6611&2 N65-31421
GROWTH OF NITROGEN-FIXING BACTERIA AND OTHER SOIL
MICROORGANISMS AFFECTED BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
N65-31422
ELECTRON TRANSFER DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS, SPECTRUM
OF GREEN BACTERIA, ION CONCENTRATION RELATING TO
SNAIL MEMBRANES, ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE
FIBER, AND PARAMECIUM MOVEMENT
JPRS-31282 N65-32658
DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM OF GREEN BACTERIA
CHLOROPSEUDOMONAS ETHYLICUM FOR DETECTION OF
BACTERIOVIRIDINE CONVERSIONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32660
D NA SIUDY FOR EVOLUTION AND SPECIES SPECIFICITY
DE PHOTOSYNTHESIZING AUTOTROPHIC BACTERIA
NASA-TT-F-316 N65-32973
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT INDUCED ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA COLT K-12 - PHAGE
PRODUCTION INDUCED IN BACTERIUM AFTER EXPOSURE
[0 IONIZING RADIATION N65-34943
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
LYSOGENIC BACTERIA ABOARD VOSTOK V AND VI
SPACECRAFTS N65-34944
BACTERIOLOGY
WOLF IRAP DEVICE DETERMINING GROWTH OF
MICROORGANISMS BY MEASURING INTENSITY OF LIGHT
SCATTERED BY ORGANISMS A65-10/31
HYDROGENASE ENZYME PROPERTY STUDY IN ORDER TO
ELUCIDAFE PROCESS OF SULFATE REDUCTION IN COLEMAN
ORGANISM A65-1751g
CIIEMICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN URINE DISTILLATION TO
MAKE PURE DRINKING WATER, INCLUDING PRETREATMENT
CHEMICALS SELECTION AND BACTERIA CONTROL IN
PRODUCT
ASML PAPER 65-AV-24 A65-22959
PORPHYRIN PIGMENTS FORMED BY GREEN SULFUR BACTERIA
DETERMINED FOR INVESTIGATING STRUCTURE AND TRACIS
OF BACTERIOVIRIDIN BIOSYNTHESIS
A65-27775
LXTRACELLULAR PRODUCTS OF HYDROGENOMONAS
EUFROPHA, USING PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY AND
RADIUAUTOGRAPHY WITH CARBON 14 A65-31725
RLPEAILD FREEZING AND THAWING OF CULTURES OF
LSCHERICHIA COLI GROWN IN MINIMAL MEDIUM AND
FROZEN WITHOUT CARBON SOURCE Ab5-32937
VUSIOK Ill AND IV SPACE FLIGHT RADIATION
IXPOSURE EFFECT ON PHAGOPRODUCTION OF E. COLT
K-12 /LAMBDA/ SUSPENSIONS AbS-3581B
BACIERIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN TWO-MAN SPACECRAFI
CABIN SIMULATOR N65-14455
_ACILRIOLOGICAL POTABILITY OF WATER CONDENSATES
;ROM HLAI EXCHANGES OF PRESSURIZED SUITS
bAN-FOR-64-66 N65-16299
SUBJECT INDEX BED REST
DRY BACTERIAL SPORE RADIATION SENSITIVITY STUDY
FOR DETERMINATION OF INTRACELLULAR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS DURING IRRADIATION N65-23456
BACTERIOPHAGE
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - CHEMICAL MUTAGENESIS IN
BACTERIOPHAGE AND GENETIC REGULATION OF PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-2BIB7 N65-14164
USE OF FREE PHAGE AND SYSTEM PHAGE-BACTERIUM IN
STUDYING BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29606 NbS-215TO
X-RAY EFFECT ON INTRACELLULAR BACTERIOPHAGE
PRODUCTIVITY N65-23454
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETID RESONANCE OBSERVATION
OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHAGES
N65-24616
BAG
S CONTAINER
BALANCE
SA ACI_BASE BALANCE
SA HEAT BALANCE
SA WATER BALANCE
BALANCE AND HEARING INTERPRETED IN VIEW OF ANATOMY
OF LABYRINTH A65-82138
ELECTROLYTE BALANCE STUDIES ON RATS MAINTAINED IN
METABOLISM CAGES - BODY FLUID VOLUME AND
ELECTROLYTE DERANGEMENTS BY FASTING IN COLD
NASA-CR-62298 N65-22131
BALLISTIC MISSILE
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE PATTERNS, STRESS
RECOVERABILITY, AND PREDICTION OF ADJUSTMENT TO
PROLONGED SUBMERGENCE ABOARD BALLISTIC MISSILE
SUBMARINE
REPT.-416 N65-18BT6
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAMS OF TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
SUBJECTS AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-B0655
MODEL APERIODIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH AND
DESCRIPTION OF APERIODIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM OF
HEALTHY INDIVIDUAL A65-BI290
OPERATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM BY DIGITAL COMPUTER AND
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
NSAM-915 N65-36249
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
BALLISTOCARDIDGRAPHID STUDY OF PHYSICAL
CONDITIONING EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
A65-80205
ULTRALOW FREQUENCY DISPLACEMENT INVESTIGATION OF
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NASA-TT-F-269 N65-I382T
DYNAMICS OF CARDIAL INSUFFICIENCY IN MITRAL'HEART
DISEASE ACCORDING TO DATA FROM VENOUS
CATHETERIZATION, PUNCTURE OF CARDIAC CAVITIES
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
N65-25672
ULTRASENSITIVE MOMENTUM TRANSDUCER USED AS
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH FOR MEASURING HEART BEAT
OF AVIAN EMBRYOS
NASA-TM-X-5¢O41 N65-25972
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7021 N65-35520
BALLOON FLIGHT
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON FLIGHTS AND
DURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
AND X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-B1232
LOW LEVEL BALLOON PILOT TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION
FLIGHTS
REPT.--I282-R N65-15TO9
BALLOON-BORNE PROBES LAUNCHED TO DETERMINE
EXISTENCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISMS AT HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-23999
BAND PASS FILTER
COMPRESSION OF MEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALYZE
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF BRAIN WAVE ACTIVITY,
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS FILTERS
A65-24193
BARANY CHAIR
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND OPTOKINETIC STIMULATION
ON POTENTIAL FREQUENCY DF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A6S-BI353
MODIFICATIONS OF BARANY APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE
FOR EVOKING OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS
A65-81612
BARANY CHAIR TEST OF LABYRINTH FUNCTION AS
CRITERION FOR PILOT SELECTION A65--81808
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
S ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
BARORECEPTOR
ROLE OF ARTERIAL CHEMORECEPTORS AND BARORECEPTORS
IN CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA IN RABBITS
A65-B2274
BAROTRAURA
BAROSCOPIC TRAUMA OF EAR WITH REFERENCE TO
MECHANISMe CLINICAL SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT
A65-2IZ_I
SINUSITIS INCIDENCE IN AVIATORS AS RELATED TO AGE
AND BAROTRAUMA EXPOSURE A65-B2371
BARREL
S CONTAINER
BAT
SOME ASPECTS OF WATER BALANCE IN HIBERNATING BAT,
MYOTIS LUCIFUGUS. A65-81464
BAYESIAN STATISTICS
BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS SELECTION IN MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS PERFORMING THREAT DIAGNOSES WITH SUBJECT
CONTROL
AMRL-TR-64-95 N65-12132
INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCE AND INPUT INFORMATION
FIDELITY ON POSTERIOR PROBABILITY ESTIMATION IN
SIMULATED THREAT-DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
AMRL-TR-65-25 N65-27188
BEAM
S PARTICLE BEAM
S PROTON BEAM
S RADAR BEAM
BED REST
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON TOLERANCE OF
TRANSVERSE AND HEADWARD ACCELERATION, NOTING HEART
BEATS AND VISION A65-16555
PROLONGED BED REST USED TO SIMULATE PHYSIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT FOR DETERMINING
DECONDITIONING REQUIREMENTS
AIAA PAPER 65-281 A65-22169
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES IN MAN WITHOUT AND WITH
ANTIGRAVITY SUIT AFTER FOUR WEEKS OF ABSOLUTE BED
REST IN RELATION TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80145
TOLERANCE TO TRANSVERSE AND HEADWARD
ACCELERATION AFTER PROLONGED BED REST
A65-80379
PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HYOROXYCORTICOSTEROIO AS
AFFECTED BY BED REST AND ISOMETRIC EXERCISE
A65-81294
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF MAN ON
BED REST WHILE FASTING A65-BZ213
A-_3
BEHAVIOR SUBJECTINDEX
ELECTRODERNAL RESPONSE IN NORMAL MEN AND THOSE
WITH CIRCULATORY DISTURBANCES INFLUENCED BY
BEDREST AND EXERCISE A65-82214
PULMONARY FUNCTION IN SITTING OR HORIZONTAL
POSITION DURING BED REST A65-82312
PLASMA VOLUME, ERYTHROCYTES, HEART RATE, POSTURAL
INTOLERANCE AND ENDURANCE OF MAN DURING FOUR WEEKS
BED REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-82367
STATUS OF ANTICOAGULATING MECHANISMS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF PROLONGED BED REST
N65-13770
LITERATURE REVIEW ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
BED REST
NASA-CR-171 N65-17876
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
IN HEALTHY MALE HUMANS N65-18377
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
NASA-CR-172 N65-18500
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA COLLECTED
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-174 NBS-IBSOl
VARIABILITY OF VITAL SIGNS AND CIRCULATORY
DYNAMICS DURING BED REST - HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-I79 N65-18502
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY FUNCTIONS
N65-18587
BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
MEASUREMENTS IN TILT-TABLE TESTS, AND BEDSIDE
MONITORING DURING BEOREST
NASA-CR-173 N65-20471
EFFECT OF BED REST ON BLOOD VOLUME, URINARY
VOLUME, AND URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION
NASA-CR-[B[ N65-20473
BED REST EFFECT ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - BONE MASS AND CALCIUM
BALANCE
NASA-CR-182 N65-20474
EFFECT OF SHORT AND LONG TERM BED REST ON
CARDIOVASCULAR TOLERANCE TO PASSIVE TILT
NASA-CR-178 N65-ZIX59
BED REST EFFECT ON PLASMA LEVELS AND URINARY
EXCRETION OF HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS
NASA-CR-184 N65-21738
INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY FOR CLINICAL
INVESTIGATIONS APPLIED TO EFFECT OF BED REST AND
EXERCISE ON CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES
Nb5-ZBT63
COMPUTER DESIGN FOR ANALYZING EFFECTS OF BED
REST ON CARDIAC DYNAMICS AND DISCUSSION OF
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION N65-ZB769
SKELETAL MINERAL LOSSES IN YOUNG ADULT HUMANS AND
MONKEYS RESULTING FROM IMMOBILIZATION
NASA-CR-63993 N65-29373
PREVENTING CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIDNING OF
BEDREST BY PERIODIC FLACK MANEUVERS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
NASA-CR-176 N65-29820
EFFECT OF BEDREST ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION - NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENT
NASA-CR-[75 N65-33542
BEHAVIOR
SA CONDITIONED RESPONSE
SA GROUP BEHAVIOR
SA HIBERNATION
SA HUMAN BEHAVIOR
SA LEARNING
SA TRAINING
AROUSAL AVOIDANCE REACTIONS, RETINAL RESPONSE, AND
ADAPTATION OF RAT IN RESPONSE TO IONIZING
RADIATION A65-BOO55
BEHAVIORAL BIOPHYSICS - ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
AND RELATION TD BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS
A65-81206
CHRONOLOGY OF TWO WEEKS FALLOUT SHELTER
CONFINEMENT A65-B2097
AVOIDANCE RESPONSE TO VARIOUS HYPOXIC ATMOSPHERES
AND REVERSAL BEHAVIOR IN WHITE MICE
A65-B2209
BEHAVIOR AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CATS
EXPOSED TO UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
AMRL-TDR-66-T2 N65-12045
COMPLEX ANIMAL BEHAVIOR UNDER FULL ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL - NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF
BEHAVIOR
NASA-CR-53475 N65-15373
OPERANT CONDITIONING APPARATUS FOR ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
STUDY N65-16614
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH WITH ANIMALS IN MANNED SPACE
LABORATORY
ARL-TR-64-17 N65-17750
APPLICATION OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES TO RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT
IMU-35BO N65-18294
EFFECT OF MASSIVE DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION UPON
CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
N65-22304
PROCEDURAL CONSTRAINT AND TASK PERFORMANCE -
ORGANISM BEHAVIOR, DECISION MAKING, AND TESTING
ESD-TR-64-663 N65-22466
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH FACILITY AND PROGRAM FOR
COMPLEX REPERTOIRES UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
NASA-CR-62606 NbS-23283
HUMAN FACTOR STUDIES FOR CONTROL AND EVALUATION OF
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER FIELD WORKING
CONDITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
IOO-I?O74 N65-25435
SPECIFIC CHARACTER OF BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
INCLUDING SYSTEM CHANGES, INTERRELATIONSHIPS,
BEHAVIOR, AND DEVELOPMENT
JPRS-30737 N65-27OZ5
STATISTICAL LIMITS ON COMPUTER-DEFINED EEG
PATTERNS RELATED TO BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
N65-28764
COMPLEX BEHAVIORAL REPERTOIRES UNDER CONTINUOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RELATED TO BIOSATELLITE
PROGRAMS WITH ANIMALS NbS-28770
CONCEPTS AND INDICATORS IN STUDIES OF BEHAVIOR
UNDER STRESS - LOGIC
AD-61080B N65-28803
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL BEHAVIOR IN ASTRONAUT
PARACHUTISTS DURING TRAINING
FTD-TT-65-437/I N65-29160
BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVED IN
SEQUENTIAL TRANSPORT OF ELECTRONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32659
EFFECT OF CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD ON BEHAVIOR OF
PARAMECIUM CAUOATUM N65-32664
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN BEHAVIOR OF LIVE
ORGANISMS N65-B4752
BENZENE POISONING
SCREENING TEST FOR URINARY EXCRETION OF PHENOL BY
MEN EXPOSED TO BENZENE VAPOR A65-80611
A-44
SUBJECT INDEX BIBLIOGRAPHY
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF
PHENOL IN URINE AS CHECK ON BENZENE EXPOSURE
A65-B0993
ADRENAL CORTEX FUNCTION IN SUBJECTS WITH BENZENE
POISONING A65-82195
BERYLLIUM
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY - VANADIUM SMELTING,
BERYLLIUM LEVEL IN BIOLOGICAL MEDEA, AND
CONCENTRATIONS OF TOXIC SUBSTANCE IN AIR
JPRS-2T2B2 N65-10036
BETA RADIATION
MODIFICATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE IN KIDNEY CELL
CULTURE BY FRACTIONATION OF DOSEt ANOXIA, AND
CHENICAL PROTECTORS IN RELATION TO LINEAR ENERGY
TRANSFER A65-BOIB2
ASPECTS OF INJURY AND TREATMENT OF TOTAL-BODY
IRRADIATION IN NAN A65-80167
IONIZING EFFECT OF BETA PARTICLES ON RATE OF
GROWTH OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA IN CULTURE MEDIA
CONTAINING LARGE AMOUNTS OF RADIOACTIVE CARBON
A65--822_2
EVALUATIONS OF PLASTIC BADGES CONTAINING BETA,
GAMMA, AND NUCLEAR TRACK FILM FOR USE IN
PLUTONIUM CHEMISTRY PLANT
RFP-451 N65-13333
CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS
OF BETA-RADIOACTIVE GAS IN AIR OF WORK PREMISES
AND IN ATMOSPHERE N65-26392
BETA RADIATION PENETRATION DETERMINATION OF
STRONTIUM 90-YTTRIUM 90 IN VARYING CUTANEOUS
THICKNESSES
REPT.-155 N65-31OT6
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SMALL RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES
FROM ATMOSPHERIC DEBRIS
LA-3365-MS NBS-3235T
BIBLIOGRAPHY
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY CONTAINING 11T ITEMS
A65-80246
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY- SELECTION OF T6 ITEMS
FROM PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX, NO. 13, 1906
A65-BO56T
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND CYCLES IN ANIMAL
ORGANISMS - A BIBLIOGRAPHY A65-BOTBb
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY SELECTED FROM
PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX, NO. 16t 19OT
A65-81664
LIST OF REFERENCES ON PERCEPTION FROM
PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX, NO. 25, 190B.
A65-81660
SELECTION OF 116 ITEMS ON PERCEPTION FROM
PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX 1909 A65-B2362
MOTOR SKILLS BIBLIOGRAPHY A65-B2366
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-70111061 NbS-IO22B
MANUAL CONTROL METHODOLOGY - STUDY WITH ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-CR-125 N65-11019
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-T011/01/ NB5-11057
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY - HUMAN SCIENCES IN
INDUSTRY N65-13117
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7011/05/ NbB-I382g
HUMAN ENGINEERING - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
N65-13955
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FATIGUE, MALINGERING,
NYSTAGHUS, DRUGS, AND FORENSIC SCIENCE
FAA-AM-6_-16 N65-15308
HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING - BIBLIOGRAPHY
RI+-339B-H N65-15537
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-SP-7OlS, PT. I N65-1659B
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - CONTINUING
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-TOll/06/ N65-IT879
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011/08/ N65-19038
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE-AND BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-TOI1/OT/ N65-I9271
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN INDUSTRY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY Nb5-19805
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS ON EXISTENCE AND
DETECTION OF LIFE OUTSIDE EARTH BIOSPHERE,
ORIGIN OF LIFE, METEORITIC LIFE STUDIES, AND
CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS - EXOBIOLOGY
STL-gqgO-bT37-KU-OOO N65-19836
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AI'P-b4-20 Nb5-20372
EFFECTS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON PRODUCT AND
SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
RH-3398-J N65-20726
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIATION
ABSORPTION ON ANIMALS, FLIGHT MEDICINE,
PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHIATRY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND HUMAN
PATHOLOGY N65-212OZ
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, HUMAN ENGINEERING, AND MAN
IN SPACE - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE
ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY
NASA-CR-199 N65-21226
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR 1962 AND 1963
NASA-CR-bZIZT N65-21624
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AVIATION MEDICINE FROM BEGINNING
TO YEAR 1950 NBB-2IT35
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON GAMMA RADIATION IN
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TID--3580 N65-22098
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CETACEA LITERATURE
NAVNEPS-B665 N65-22386
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7OI1/Og/ NbB-ZZ614
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-T011/lO/ Nb5-22615
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIVING
TISSUES AND ORGANISMS
AEO-C-06-16 N65-22866
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX TO LITERATURE ON AEROSPACE
MEDICINE AND BIOASTRONAUTICS PUBLISHED IN
U.S.S.R.t 1962-1966
NASA-TT-F-2TO Nb5--22968
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES ON
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND
ANIMALS
TID-3910, SUPPL. 3 Nb5-Z3596
SPEECH PRODUCTION, TRANSMISSION_ AND ANALYSIS -
INSTRUMENTATION, NASAL CAVITY STRUCTURES,
ACOUSTICS, SPEECH SPECTRUM, DEAFNESS AIDS, AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS
STL-QPSR-4/1964 N65-23850
A-45
BICARBONATE SUBJECT INDEX
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
TID-3535, SUPPL. I N65-24262
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING
PSYCHOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-312 N65-24370
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TECHNIQUES AND
INSTRUMENTS FOR RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPLS
TID-3512, SUPPL. l N65-25023
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORS,
PHOTORECEPTORS, CHEMORECEPTORS, THERMORECEPTORS,
AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD SENSORS
NASA-CR-63145 N65-25270
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AVIATION MEDICINE
TRANSLATIONS
AM-65-17 N65-26955
COMPILATION OF ABSTRACTS ON SPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY, SPACE PHYSIOLOGY, AND SPACE VEHICLE
ECOLOGY - LIFE SUPPORT SCIENCES
ATD-P-64-66 N65-27748
VERTEBRAL INJURIES SUSTAINED FROM AIRCRAFT
EJECTION - PROPOSED DESIGN TO DETERMINE DYNAMIC
STRENGTH OF ISOLATED VERTEBRA, AND ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EJECTION-RELATED INJURIES
TI-65-041 N65-28352
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL_ AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS OF AIR AND INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT UPON MAN
NASA-SP-TOII/II/ N65-29648
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7OII/E3/ N65-30951
AEROSOLS, BIOLOGICAL PATHOGENS, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOVIET OPEN
LITERATURE PRIOR TO 31 DECEMBER 1962
ATD-B-65-43 N65-32709
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7OlI/14/ N65-33830
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
MICROWAVES
ATD-P-65-68 N65-34204
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON USE OF SWINE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL RESEARCH
BNWL-II5 N65-36703
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SYSTEMS ENGZNEERING, PHYSICAL
ANTHROPOLOGY, HUMAN ENGINEERING, INSTRUMENTATION
AND SIMULATION, AND TRAINING AND LEARNING
AD-464531 N65-35343
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTORS AND
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-67336 N65-35409
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7021 N65-35520
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - CONTINUING
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH INDEXES
NASA-SP-70II/15/ N65-B6894
BICARBONATE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IN VIVO BLOOD BUFFER CURVE IN
DOGS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND IN VITRO BUFFER
CURVE Ab5-BIg02
BILIRUBIN
2-MERCAPTOBENZOTHIAZOL EFFECT ON MOUSE AND
BILIRUBIN SOLUTION EXPOSED TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-B0824
UPTAKE AND EXCRETION OF CRYSTALLINE AND SERUM
BILIRUBIN IN ISOLATED RABBIT LIVERS DURING HYPOXIC
AND OXYGENATED CONDITIONS A65-8[415
BINAURAL HEARING
VARIATIONS IN BINAURAL-MASKED THRESHOLD OF 5OO-CPS
A-4b
TONE MASKED BY RANDOM NOISE AS FUNCTION OF
SIMULTANEOUS SHIFTS IN INTERAURAL AMPLITUDE RATIO
AND TIME DELAY OF TONE A65-29975
NEURAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, RELATIONSHIP TO BINAURAL LOCALIZATION OF
SOUNDS EXPLORED BY ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
ON CAIS A65-30589
ACOUSTIC CLICKS PRESENTED THROUGH EARPHONES TO
TWO EARS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS TO STUDY ELECTRICAL
RESPONSE ACTIVITY OF SINGLE NERVE CELLS IN
ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY NUCLEUS
A65-32660
BINAURAL SUMMATION OF THERMAL NOISES OF EQUAL AND
UNEQUAL POWER IN EACH EAR A65-81104
TIME INTENSITY RELATIONS IN BINAURAL UNMASKING-
INIERAURAL AMPLITUDE, THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS AND
LATERALIZATION A65-81741
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION IN NOISE IMPROVED BY
BINAURAL HEARING A65-82133
TWO INVESTIGATIONS IN BINAURAL INTERACTIONS
CONCERNED WITH DETECTABILITY AS FUNCTION OF
INTERNAURAL INTENSITY DIFFERENCES
IRACOR-65-I81-U N65-28194
BINOCULAR RIVALRY
BINOCULAR RIVALRY AND STEREOPSIS EXPLAINED
ON BASIS OF BINOCULAR CYCLOPEAN FIELD
A65-80245
RETINAL LOCUS IN TACHISTOSCOPIC
BINOCULAR COLOR RIVALRY
TEMPORAL PARAMETERS OF BINOCULAR RIVALRY
A65-80254
A65-80406
BINOCULAR RIVALRY RATE AS FUNCTION OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL AND VERBAL INTELLIGENCE
A65-80566
BINOCULAR BRIGHTNESS AVERAGING AND CONTOUR
INFORMATION A65-80861
BINOCULAR RIVALRY AND CONTRAST AT CONTOURS
A65-B2083
NATURE OF EFFECTIVE BINOCULAR DISPARITIES FOR
DEPTH PERCEPTION A65-82258
BINOCULAR VISION
TRANSIENT WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITY
AND BINOCULAR DEPTH PERCEPTION IN HUMANS
A65-22908
DESTRUCIION OF STEREOPSIS - THREE THEORIES OF
STEREOPSIS AbS-BOO25
BINOCULAR RIVALRY AND STEREOPSIS EXPLAINED
ON BASIS OF BINOCULAR CYCLOPEAN FIELD
A65-80245
DEPTH DISCRIMINATION FOR INTERMITTENT
STIMULI VIEWED BINOCULARLY MONOCULARLY
AND WITH ALTERNATING EYES AbS-BO249
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF UNITY OF
BINOCULAR VISION A65-BO38g
BINOCULAR FUSION NOT AFFECTED BY OBSERVER
INTERPRETATION OF STIMULUS A65-BOCB6
BINOCULAR MASKING INDUCED BY MOVING OBJECT IN PART
OF EITHER OF TWO BINOCULAR FIELDS
AbS-8L407
PHASE DIFFERENCE FUNCTION IN BINOCULAR CRITICAL
FLICKER FREQUENCY A65-81411
MORPHOLOGICAL BASIS AND PHYSIOLOGY OF BINOCULAR
VISION A65-81421
SIZE CONSTANCY WITH BINOCULAR AND MONOCULAR
VIEWING. A65-82175
SUBJECT INDEX BI OASTRONAUTI CS
NATURE OF EFFECTIVE BINOCULAR DISPARITIES FOR
DEPTH PERCEPTION A65-82258
EFFECT OF VERTICAL ACCOMMODATION AND MOIRE EFFECT
IN BINOCULAR VISION A65-82266
DEPTH PERCEPTION INFLUENCED BY RELATIVE HEIGHT ON
PICTURE PLANE A65-82338
PERFORMANCE TIMES ON SIMPLE REMOTE HANDLING TASK
UNDER DIRECT BINOCULAR AND MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TDR-64-68 N65-I3993
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRITICAL FLICKER
FREQUENCY OF TWO IDENTICAL INTERMITTENT TARGETS,
BINOCULARLY SUPERIMPOSED, AND PHASE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TARGETS N65-2721T
BIOASTRONAUTICS
SA AEROSPACE MEDICINE
TABLE OF MAIN AREAS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
ORBITAL FLIGHTS FROM APRIL 1961 TO JUNE 1963
AbS-IOBB3
BIOASTRONAUTICS AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE RESEARCH
APPLICATIONS IN MANNED SPACE PROGRAMS AND IN
EARTH ENVIRONMENT A65-14524
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG BIOMETEOROLOGY,
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGINEERING, MEDICINE AND
PSYCHOTECHNICS A65-19770
PROBLEM OF OXYGEN SUPPLY ON SPACE FLIGHTS
REQUIRING PHOTOSYNTHESIS SOLUTION
A65-21342
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL IN AEROSPACE
ENVIRONMENT DETERMINED FROM HIGH ALTITUDE ROCKET
AND BALLOON STUDIES A65-23840
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALYZE
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF BRAIN WAVE ACTIVITY,
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS FILTERS
A65-24193
CLINICAL OBSERVATION OF REACTION OF CREW OF
SOVIET THREE-MAN SPACE FLIGHT ABOARD VOSKHOD
NOTING VESTIBULAR EFFECTS A65-28331
ECDPHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS CONCERNED WITH BEHAVIOR
AND REACTIONS OF LIVE ORGANISMS EXPOSED TO SPACE
CONDITIONS A65-29945
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM ON
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH AT FLORENCE IN
MAY 1964 A65-306TI
RADIATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED SPACE
FLIGHTS INVESTIGATED, USING TISSUE-EQUIVALENT
IONIZATION CHAMBERS A65-30674
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND NELN_OPHYSIOLOGY OF
PRIMATES, RADIATION HAZARD, BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS STUDIED VIA SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
A65-30690
SPACE RADIATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ANGULAR
VELOCITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN BEINGS, NOTING TERMINAL
PHASE CONDITIONS A65-33280
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO SPACE FLIGHT CONSIDERING
HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT, COSTS, EFFECT OF GRAVITY,
WEIGHTLESSNESS, ACCELERATION, PSYCHOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS, ETC A6S-3514B
BOOK ON VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE ENVIROI_ENT
INCLUDING ASTRONAUTS AND COSMONAUTS EXPERIENCES,
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE INFLUENCE, VISUAL DISPLAYS
FOR SPACE SYSTEMSt ETC AB5-354BO
PROGRAM OF VISUAL EXPERIMENTS FOR ORBITAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES INCLUDING GEMINI AND APOLLO TEST
SCHEDULE FOR EVALUATION OF HUMAN VISION IN SPACE
A65-35495
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE FLIGHT AND EFFECT
ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES A65-35496
SPACE BIOLOGY IN THE SOVIET UNION
FTD-TT-64-604/I_3_4 N65-10288
BIOASTRONAUTICS AND SPACE MEDICINE
NASA--TT-F-9155 N65-11306
PERDGNATHUS INVESTIGATED AS EXPERIMENTAL ORGANISM
FOR SPACE BIOLOGY RESEARCH
NASA-CR-59706 N65-12413
CHRONIC WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION IN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
HQARSC-TDR-64-I N65-I3216
BIOSCIENCE EXPERIMENTS IN SPACE
AMD-TR-64-10 N65--15262
SOVIET BIOSCIENCE IN SPACE - BIOASTRONAUTICS
AMD-TR-64-16 N65-15269
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE BIOASTRDNAUTICAL
HUMAN FACTOR ANALYSIS
NASA-SP-3O06 N65-15594
ABSTRACTS ON SOVIET BIDASTRONAUTICS AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY - RADIATION, GRAVITYt VIBRATION,
ACCELERATION, ATMOSPHERE, ECOLOGY, SELECTION,
TRAINING, MEDICAL MONITORING, AND BIOTELEMETRY
ATD-P-65-4 N65-I6653
TRANSFER OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TO BIOMEDICINE
NASA-CR-60635 N65-16932
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ON ANIMALS, PLANTS,
MICROORGANISMS AND BIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES DURI/_[;
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-3O5 N65-17465
PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - SPEED
AND ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, BIOSPHERE, FOOD
SUPPLY, HUMAN FACTORS, COSMIC RADIATION
FTD-MT-63-200 N65-XB427
BIDASTRDNAUTICS - PREPARATIONS FOR SPACE FLIGHTS,
WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN
MEDICOBIOLOGY
JPRS-29069 N65-IB784
SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTIC AND MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
LITERATURE SURVEY
ATD-P-65-14 N65-19785
SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTICS RESEARCH AND MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PROGRAM N65-22655
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX TO LITERATURE ON AEROSPACE
MEDICINE AND BIOASTRONAUTICS PUBLISHED IN
U.S.S.R., 1962-1966
NASA-TT-F-270 N65-ZZ96B
INVESTIGATION OF PEROGNATHUS AS EXPERIMENTAL
ORGANISM FOR RESEARCH IN SPACE BIOLOGY -
REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES, BREEDING AND REARING IN
CAPIIVIIY
NASA-CR-62556 NbS-Z3002
SENSORY ACTIVITY ASPECTS APPLIED TO PROBLENS IN
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9426 N65-27712
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS OF AIR AND INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT UPON MAN
NASA-SP-701111II N65-zg648
CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-TOll/12/ N65-29649
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011/13/ N65-30951
BIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE - AUTOMATIC
DEVICE - MONITORING DIGITAL C[_MPUTER -
INFORMATION MEASURING SYSTEMS - S_oACE BIOLOGY
JPRS-31679 N65-31522
PROBLEMS OF VOSKtiOD II SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS AND BIOASTRONAUTICS, AND FUTURE GOALS OF
A-BT
BIOCHEMICALFUECELL SUBJECTINDEX
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM N65-32679
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011/16/ N65-33830
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL GENERATED BY MICROBIOLOGIC
METABOLIC ACTIVITY WITHIN CLOSED WASTE DEGRADATION
WATER RECOVERY UNIT A65-3_676
HYDROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AND NATURAL
PRODUCTS BY MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL
CELL
REPT.-IO NbS-Z_96_
BIOCHEMISTRY
SA PHYSIDCHEMISTRY
CYTOSINE, ADENINE, GUANINE, THYMINE AND URACIL
DETECTION IN CORE SAMPLES FROM EXPERIMENTAL
MOHOLE A65-13171
MODIFIED PHYCOERYTHRIN SEPARATION FROM
PORPHYRIDIUM CRUENTUM TREATED WITH
P-CHLOROMERCURIBENZOATE AND INTERACTION WITH
GLUTATHIONE A65-135_7
APPROACHES TO DIRECT AND INDIRECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE IDENTIFICATION CONCENTRATING ON
MICROORGANISMS AND NOTING ROLE OF CARBON
A65-ZZT71
ASSIMILATION OF ENERGY FROM INORGANIC SOURCES IN
AUTOTROPHIC FORMS OF LIFE SUCH AS NITROBACTER
WINOGRADSKYI BUCH A65-25261
CHEMICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL FACTORS UNDERLYING
PERCEPTION OF COLOR AND COLOR BLINDNESS
A65-26943
ORGANIC COMPOUND FORMATION EXPERIMENTATION TO TEST
ORIGINATION OF LIVING CELLS WITH TERRESTRIAL TYPE
BIOCHEMISTRY A65-27097
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS AND
COMPOUNDS SUITABLE FOR PROLONGED BIOMOLECULAR
EVOLUTION AND CHEMICAL SELECTION ON NONTERRESTRIAL
TYPE PLANET A65-27098
PDRPHYRIN PIGMENTS FORMED BY GREEN SULFUR BACTERIA
DETERMINED FOR INVESTIGATING STRUCTURE AND TRACTS
OF BACTERIOVIRIDIN BIOSYNTHESIS
A6S-27775
COMPLEX CHEMICAL SPECIES AND THERMODYNAMIC
EQUILIBRIA IN PREBIOLOGICAL ATMOSPHERES
A65-30593
PREBIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICALLY SIGNIFICANT MOLECULES FROM
ELEMENTS OF PRIMORDIAL ATMOSPHERE
A65-31368
HYBRIDIZATION OF LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE IN VITRO AND
IN LIVE ORGANISMS A65-32616
FATTY-ACID SYNTHESIS IN YEAST PREPARATIONS SHOWING
HOW THESE PREPARATIONS ARE AFFECTED BY
INTERMEDIATES OF OXIDATIVE AND FERMENTATIVE
METABOLISM OF GLUCOSE A65-33702
REACTIVITY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID / DNA/ WITH
ANTIBODY SHOWING THAT SALMON SPERM DNA REACTS
WITH ANTIPURINOYL ANTIBODY WITH OR WITHOUT HEAT
DENATURATION A65-33947
BIOCHEMICAL ALTERATIONS OCCURRING DURING
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF SKIN FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
TO ULTRAVIOLET RAYS A65-BO056
MODEL FOR BIOCHEMICAL ORIGIN OF LIFE - FIRST
ORGANISM AbS-BO¢66
CHEMICAL BASIS OF CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION IN MAN AS
AFFECTED BY LIGHT A65-BOT98
ORGAN OF CORTI- HISIOPHYSIOLOGY AND
HISTOCHEMISTRY A65-81622
A-48
REPORT ON STUDIES WITH GROUND HOG, MARMOTA
MONAX - BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF BLOOD AND BROWN FAT
A65-8I_ST
PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS PROBLEMS
FTD-TT-63-1219/162 N65-1203Z
CULTURE TECHNIQUE, DISTRIBUTION, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF
METHANE-OXIDIZING BACTERIA, BIOCHEMISTRY OF
METHANE OXIDATION_ AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS IN
PETROLEUM_ POWER GENERATION, AND PRODUCTION
BM-IC-B266 N65-13393
BIOCHEMISTRY AND RADIATION IMMUNOLOGY
JPRS-ZBO16 N65-15666
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CHLORELLA FOR
APPLICATION IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-60396 N65-15801
BIOCHEMISTRY AND CHEMOTHERAPY OF NERVOUS AND
PSYCHIC DISEASES
JPRS-Z852T N65-15872
RADIOISOTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55529 N65-16276
RADIOISOTDPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE OF MICROORGANISMS
FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55535 N65-16_78
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION - GULLIVER III
MODEL
NASA-CR-56ZI_ N65-16697
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ORGANISMS AS COMPONENTS OF CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS - BIOCHEMISTRY OF ALGAE
NASA-CR-55554 N65-16812
REORGANIZATION OF CELL CHEMISTRY DURING HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17811
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF HYPOXIA ADAPTATION
TO HIGH MOUNTAINS N65-17812
CELLULAR MODEL OF CYBERNETIC SYSTEM BASED ON
MORPHOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND
FUNCTION
JPRS-28976 N65-17986
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF PROTEINOIDS - AMINO ACIDS
N65-18596
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN BIOCHEMICAL
SERUMS FOLLOWING RESTRAINT
ARL-TR-66-1Z N65-20895
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS THROUGH BIOCHEMISTRY,
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-29292 N65-21236
NORMAL NUCLEAR BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES AND ANALYSIS
OF NUCLEAR RADIATION DAMAGE N65-23662
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS_
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RADIOBIOLOGY, GENETICS,
EXTERNAL RADIATION TOXICITY, AND METABOLISM
OF FISSION PRODUCTS
ANL-6971 N65-Z4249
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCES IN
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL DR BODY TEMPERATURES
AAL-TDR-66-20 N65-25256
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES IN BLOOD PLASMA AND
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN, URIC
ACID, AND CREATININE
LF-Z2 N65-25292
BIDCHEMICALS USED IN CARBON DIOXIDE SEPARATION
IN AEROSPACE VEHICLE ATMOSPHERE REGENERATIUN
PROCESSES
QTR-3 N65-25572
SUBJECT iNDEX BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
BIOCHEMISTRY DATA ACQUISITION RELATING TO EFFECTS
OF CATARACTOGENIC METHODS
SAM-TDR-64-Lq N65-26243
RADIOACTIVITY AND HYDROTHERNAL PROCESSES IN
PROTOBIOCHEMISTRY - ABIOGENESIS
NASA-CR-63560 N65-2T062
TRANSFORMATION OF AMINO-ACYL-S- RNA INTO
DIPEPTIDYL-S- RNA BY MEANS OF WATER SOLUBLE
CARBDDIIMIDE
NASA-TT-F--9468 Nb5-27726
MASS CULTIVATION OF BACTERIA - ASTERONONAS
GRACILIS ARTARI
JPRS-30995 N65-28134
QUANTITATIVE MICRO-COMPLEMENT FIXATION FOR
DETECTION OF SMALl DIFFERENCES IN PROTEIN
STRUCTURE
NASA-CR-58660 N65-2965Z
CYTOCHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
NEURO_IAL NUCLEIC ACIDS - ACUTE CHANGES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CAUSED BY IRRADIATION
TID-ZI640 N65-30175
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN CATS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERMIA
AD-Ab865T N65-31516
CHEMICAL TRANSMISSION OF NEURAL EXCITATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-31577 N65-31520
BIOCHEMISTRY, RADIOBIDLOGY_ PHARMACOLOGY,
TOXICOLOGY, NUCLEAR MEDICINE_ BIOPHYSICSt AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PUBLICATIONS
UCLA-I2-561 N65-3IT98
CELLULAR AND BIOCHEMICAL RADIOBIOLOGY
EUR-Z2OI.F N65-31915
BIOCHEMISTRY OF ERYTHROCYTES
AD-6ITSI8 N65-35942
BIOCONTROL SYSTEM
SA MUSCULAR SYSTEM
SA RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
REGULATION AND CONTROL IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
MODELING BODY BY DYNAMIC NETWORKS
A65-15863
SPECIFIC FEATURES OF TARGET APPROACH IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS CONSIDERING DESIGN OF AUTOMATA WITH
SIMILAR PERFORMANCES, USING OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY
AbS-23787
MAN AS ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER IN HIGH PERFORMANCE
VEHICLES COVERING GENERAL CONTROL PATTERNS AND
CHARACTERISTICS AND COUPLED MULTILOOP SYSTEMS AND
LIMITS A65-34986
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS TO STUDY AUTONOMIC CONTROL OF
HUMAN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM A65-3_987
MAMMALIAN MICROCIRCULATION MODEL FOR ADAPTIVE
CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH REGULATES METABOLIC OXYGEN
FLOW TO SKELETAL MUSCLES A65-3498B
BIOCONTROL SYSTEMS - MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
HUMAN MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM THROUGH COMPUTER
SIMULATION AND SERVOANALYSIS
NASA-CR-[gD N65-[9261
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND MODELING OF SENSITIVE
F_EMENTS FOLLOWING STIMULATION IN VARIOUS
_'LOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS N65-23364
I;_TEF_N_L HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE -
_U]OMATIC CONTROL THEORY, TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
CAF{C'IOVASCULAR SYSTEM_ HORMONE DYNAMICS,
AND _E_AVIORAL ORGANIZATION
NASA-Crt--_19 N65-23813
BIOCOURIER P_O,IECT
SA LIFE _CI[!NCE
BIOCOURIER-TELENETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR TELEMETRY
SYSTEM FOR HANDLING AND EVALUATING ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA FROM REMOTE FIELD
BIOSENSING TRANSDUCERS
SANiTR-65-i N65-336TB
BIODYNANICS
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC MECHANICAL REACTION TO VARIOUS
MECHANICAL FORCE ENVIRONMENTS A65-15537
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC MECHANICAL REACTION TO VARIOUS
MECHANICAL FORCE ENVIRONMENTS A65-IT996
SPACE BIOLOGY OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS - BIODYNANICS
N65-20324
BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
RESPONSES OF CELLS IN DORSOLATERAL TRACT OF CAT TO
PERIPHERAL CUTANEOUS UNMYELINATED FIBERS
A65-ZZ352
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL IN PLANT ORGANS
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL
POSITION A65-26779
SOMESTHETIC POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT OF RATS AND CATS
ONBDARD ROCKETS EMPHASIZING SENSOR EMPLACEMENT,
ANIMAL TRAINING AND RADIO TRANSMISSION
A65-26600
MUSCULAR BIOCURRENT DISTRIBUTION DEPENDENCE ON
VARIATIONS IN RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OCCASIONED BY
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-30482
ACTION POTENTIAL RECORDED, USING REAL-TIME AND ON-
LINE SORTING OF NEUROELECTRIC ACTION POTENTIALS
AbS-30843
MODAL DIFFERENTIATIONS OF ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES BY
VARIATION OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE OF NEURONS
A65-31019
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF ASTRONAUTICS AND SOME
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A65-80438
VESTIBULAR EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RESPONSE TO
SIINULATION OF AMPULLAR NERVE ANALYZED IN
ANESTHETIZED CAT AbS-BO463
EVOKED POTENTIAL IN VISUAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING
WAKING, AROUSAL, SLOW WAVE SLEEP, AND FAST WAVE
SLEEP A65-80616
AUDITORY EVOKED RESPONSES AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STAGES OF SLEEP
A65-BO63B
EVOKED POTENTIALS TO SOUND AND OTHER STIMULI IN
MAN A65-80639
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF HUMAN VISUAL CORTEX
AbS-BO640
VISUAl EVOKED RESPONSES IN HUMAN CEREBRAL CORTEX
AB5-B064I
PHOTICALLY EVOKED OCCIPITAL AND VERTEX WAVES
DURING SLEEP IN NAN A65-8066Z
ARTIFICIAL SYNTHESIS OF EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES
TO LIGHT FLASH A65-806_3
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE IN RELATION TO BRAIN ALPHA
CYCLE AND CARDIAC AROUSAL CYCLE
A65-80644
EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO VISUAL PERCEPTION
AND OCULOMOTOR REACTION TIMES IN MAN
A65-BO645
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TACTILE PERCEPTION THRESHOLD
AND POTENTIALS EVOKED IN SOMATO-SENSITIVE CEREBRAL
CCRTEX A6S-BO734
CORTICAL AND OCULAR ELECTRICAL RESPONSES TO
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION IN NAN
A65-80773
A-69
BIOELECTRICITY SUBJECTINDEX
RELATIONS BETWEEN ELECTRORETINOGRAMS AND OCCIPITAL
POTENTIALS ELICITED BY FLICKERING STIMULI
A65-BOT74
ELECTRICAL RESPONSES OF RETINA AND OPTIC CORTEX OF
MAN TO COLOR FLICKER STIMULI A65-80775
VISUAL EVOKED RETINAL AND OCCIPITAL POTENTIALS
WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING NEUROELECTRIC
ACTIVITY Ab5-BOT83
VESTIBULAR RESPONSES IN MIDBRAIN_ THALAMUS, AND
BASAL GANGLIA IN CATS A65-80839
COCHLEAR MICRDPHONICS MEASUREMENTS IN EXPERIMENTAL
ANIMALS AND IN MAN A65-81052
INHIBITION OF NONSPECIFIC SENSORY POTENTIALS IN
CAT FOLLOWING STRIOPALLIDAL AND CAPSULAR
STIMULATION A65-81303
DC RESTING POTENTIALS OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY
ELECTRIC AND THERMIC STIMULATION OF EFFERENT
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND ADMINISTRATION OF STRYCHNINE
A65-81379
ACOUSTICALLY EVOKED RESPONSE TO CESSATION OF
STIMULUS A65-81416
VESTIBULAR RESPONSE TO SOUND - SINGLE UNIT
RECORDING FROM VESTIBULAR NERVE IN FENESTRATED
DEAF MICE A65-81537
EFFECTS OF ROTATORY LABYRINTHINE STIMULATION ON
BIOELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF PARAFLOCCULUS AND OTHER
CEREBELLAR LOBES IN CATS 665-81544
MODIFICATIONS OF CONTINUING AMPULLAR POTENTIALS
INDUCED BY STIMULAIION OF EFFERENT VESTIBULAR
SYSTEM A65-81615
EVOKED POTENTIALS OF AUDITORY SYSTEM - COCHLEA AND
CEREBRAL CORTEX A65-BI672
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE RESPONSE
COMPUTATION BASED ON APERIODIC STIMULI
A65-BI690
SYNCHRONIZATION OF INITIAL AFFERENT FLOW IN VISUAL
SYSTEM IN CAT A65-81705
EFFECT OF ATTENTION ON EVOKED RESPONSES IN
CLASSICAL AUDITORY PATHWAY IN CAFS
A65-81706
SIMULTANEOUS EVALUATION OF QUANTITATIVE WAVE
PATTERNS AND MEAN AMPLITUDE OF BRAIN POTENTIAL BY
COMBINED DATA A65-81881
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGES IN ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
OF FOREARM MUSCLES AND ACRAL VASOMOTOR REACTION
EVOKED BY DEEP INSPIRATION A65-81993
AUDIOMETRIC ASPECTS AND MULTISENSORY
POWER-FUNCTIONS OF ELECTRONICALLY AVERAGED SLOW
EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES IN MAN
A65-B2136
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR EFFERENT SYSTEM
AS RELATED TO NERVE ACIIVITY AND DC RESTING
POTENTIAL A65-BZI40
NERVE CONDUCTION, MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIAL AND
CONTRACTION, AND HABITUAIION OF SUBJECT DURING
IMMERSION UF HAND AND ARM IN IO DEC C. WAIER
A65-B2160
MINIATURE BIOPOTENTIAL IELEMEIRY SYSTEM
A65-82204
STUDY OF SUBCORTICAL POTENTIALS IN HUMAN PATIfNTS
WIIH IMPLANTED ELECTRODES A65--822,,6
STIMULUS CODING REFIECIED BY VARYING DISCHARGE
PATTERNS IN SUBDIVISIONS OF COCHLEAR NUCLEUS OI
CAT DURING ACOUSTICAL STIMULATION
A65-822@8
RESPIRATORY VARIATIONv COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC. AND
A-50
ENDOLYMPHATIC DC POTENTIAL OF GUINEA PIG DURING
ANOXIA, OBSTRUCTION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO STRIA
VASCULARIS, AND SOUND STIMULATION
A65-82269
COCHLEAR POTENTIAL OF ADULT GUINEA PIG DURING
SOUND STIMULATION AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-82306
COCHLEAR POTENTIALS OF GUINEA PIG FOLLOWING SOUND
STIMULATION SHOWING AUDITORY FATIGUE
A65-B230B
ORIGIN OF RETINAL GANGLION CELL FIRING RATE IN
EYES OF CATS DURING LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION.
A65-B2353
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSICOCHEMICAL BASES OF BIOELECTRIC
POTENTIALS
JPRS-319ll N65-33430
BIOELECTRICITY
AUTOMATIC EDITING TECHNIQUES FOR DISCRIMINATING
IELEMETERED BIOELECTRIC SIGNALS FROM SURROUNDING
NOISE A65-I0547
ELECTRICAL MODEL OF HUMAN HEART, USING FOUR
CURRENT-DIPOLE GENERATOR TO SIMULATE BODY SURFACE
POTENTIALS A65-I0735
FETAL CARDIAC ELECTRICAL AXIS OF VENIRICULAR
ACTIVITY BASED ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS
A65-10736
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS TOOL FOR DETERMINING WHICH
CURRENT PRODUCES EFFECTIVE ANESTHESIA
A65-I0737
LONG-TERM ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH AND IMPEDANCE
PNEUMOGRAPH ELECTRODE SYSIEM COMPOSED OF SILVER,
SILVER CHLORIDE AND NONIRRIEATING PASTE
A65-2194/
AMPLITUDE CHANGES OF EVOKED POTENTIALS AT INFERIOR
CGLLICULUS OF CAT DURING ACOUSTIC HABITUATION
A65-80197
INTERACTION BETWEEN EVOKED POTbNTIAL AND
BACKGROUND BIOEI_ECTRIC FIELD OF RABBIT CEREBRAL
CORTEX A65-80702
OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS UNITARY DISCHARGE IN GUINEA PIG
FOLLOWING CALORIC STIMULATION OF LABYRINTH
A65--81313
SPONTANLOUS EIECTRICIT_ DE BRAIN IN HIBERNATORS
/PRAIRIE DOG AND GROUND SQUIRREL/ AND
NONHIBERNATDRS /CAT AND GUINEA PIG/ DURING
HYPOFHt. RMIA A65-81315
SHORT-LATENCY HUMAN MUSCLE AND BRAIN EVOKED
RESPONSES TO CLICKS A65-BI635
INTERVAL ANALYSIS OF CELL DISCHARGE IN SPONTANEOUS
AND I)PTICALLY MOOUIATED ACTIVITY IN OPIIC IGACT,
GENICUEATE BODY, AND CORTEX OF CAT
A65-BZ_S5
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF EiECTROCARDIO_RAN DAIA TO
DETECI CHANGES IN HUMAN MYOCARDIuM BI_ELECTRIC
ACTIVITY DUE TO 14YPOXIA N65-1362g
BIOELFCTRI£ ACTIVIIY OF DIFFERENT PARTS OF BRAIN
DURING PRUI_JNGED ACCELERATIONS IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-13(_o]
ANIMAL STUDIES ON CHANGES IN BIiNL_CIRIC ACTIVIT'
OF BRAIN DURING BRI_F PERIODS OF WFIGHTLESSNFSL
AND ACCELERATION STRESS N65 ,_,,a
BIOELELIRIC APPARATUS
JPRS-2Z 112 N:_ _ - i b/_ 9
AUTOMATIC FREQLJENCY ANAI. YSIS AND MEASURE_N_
OF 810LL{CIRIC POFENTIALS N',_, _u7_O
CEREBRAL COR!EX BIOELPCTRIC ACTIVIIY !.. _OIE
HYPOXIA N65-1176/
SUBJECT INDEX BIOINSTRUffiENTATION
BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS AS PRIMARY POWER SOURCE -
STUDY OF ELECTRODE MATERIALS AND LOCUS IN
VARIOUS LABORATORY ANIMALS
NASA-CR-609S5 N65-17947
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY - BIOELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
PERFUSION PUMP FOR ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
JPRS-29836 N65-22120
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDINGS FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY DF BRAIN IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
FTD-TT-bS-3B8ZIE2 N65-26142
BIOENGINEERING
SA HUMAN ENGINEERING
ENGINEERS ROLE IN REGARD TO BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
NOTING TREND IN EDUCATION A65-33501
BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM - HUMAN_ ANIMAL AND
PLANT RESEARCH FOR SPACE EXPLORATION
AD-450BIB N65-166OL
INTERACTING FIELDS OF BIOLOGY AND ENGINEERING -
BIONICS AND BIOENGINEERING N65-16602
BIOENGINEERING - SPACECRAFT ACCELERATION
SIMULATION BY HUMAN CENTRIFUGE N65-16603
BIOENGINEERING - FOUR DIPOLE MODEL FOR HUMAN HEART
N65-L6615
BIONICS - SCIENCE APPLYING BIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE TO
SOLUTION OF ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
JPRS-29090 N65-18408
BIOGENESIS
SA ABIOGENESIS
EXPERIMENTAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID AND PROTEIN
TO TEST BIOCHEMICAL EVOLUTIONARY HYPOTHESIS
A65-14529
LIFE ORIGIN THEORIES EMPHASIZING AMINO ACIDS
COMMON TO PROTEIN AND MODULATION OF PROTEIN INTO
PRIMITIVE CELLS A65-16244
POSSIBLE BIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF ISOPRENOID ALKANES
FOUND IN SEDIMENTS 30 MILLION AND 2-1/2 BILLION
YEARS OLD A65-23841
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIFE PRIOR TO TWO BILLION
YEARS AGO IN PRESENCE OF WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD,
NOTING POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENT BY SOLAR WIND
A65-23842
MARTIAN LIFE DEPENDS ON CHEMOGENYv BIOGENYv
CDGNOGENYt SIMILARITY AND DISSIMILARITY TO EARTH
AND PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT
A65-28200
ORGANIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXTRACTED FROM ORGUEIL
METEORITE AS RELATED TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
A65-BOO80
EVIDENCE OF TERRESTRIAL BIOGENIC CONTAMINATION OF
ORGUEIL METEORITE SAMPLE NO. 9619 AS RELATED TO
VALIDITY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE FOUND IN OTHER
SAMPLES A65-8008I
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BODIES INCLUDING EVIDENCE FOR AND AGAINST
BIOGENESIS AND ABIOGENESIS A65-80097
ORIGIN OF LIFE AS PROBLEM OF FORMATION OF
MACROMOLECULES A65-B0297
ORGANIZED ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION T0 SIZE
IN DRGUEIL METEORITE SUGGESTING PRIMITIVE
LIFE INDIGENOUS TO METEORITES A65-BO444
ORIGINS OF PREBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND OF THEIR
MOLECULAR MATRICES - CONFERENCE
k65-BO465
APPLICATION OF PROBABILITY THEORY TO SPECULATIONS
ON ORIGIN OF LIFE A65-80468
_ISTORY OF BIOGENETIC AND ABIOGENETIC THEDRIES
A65-80470
SIGNIFICANCE AND STATUS OF EXOBIOLOGY /STUDY OF
tXIRATERRESTRIAL LIFE/ IN RELATION TO ORIGIN OF
LIFE A65-BOSOB
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON DECOMPOSITION AND
PRESERVATION DF PURINE AND PYRIMIDINE BASES
A65-80630
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN SEDIMENT OVER TWO
BILLION YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL OR
ABIDLOGICAL DRIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES
A65-81233
EFFECT OF EVOLUTION OF EARTH ATMOSPHERE ON
PRESENCE OF BIOSPHERE ON EARTH A65-81451
PROBABILITIES CONCERNING ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF
LIFE A65-BI73B
BIOINSTRUNENTATION
SECOND NATIONAL BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM AT ALBUQUERQUE IN
MAY 1964 A65-105_3
EYE MOVEMENT RECORDER FOR STUDYING VISUAL
ILLUSIONS OF ROTATION A65-10545
RADIO TRANSDUCERS AND IMPLANT TECHNIQUES FOR
RECORDING BIOELECTRICAL DATA, FORCE AND
DISPLACEMENT A65-I0546
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING SYSTEM FOR
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL T0 REDUCE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESS A65-10697
ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM
AT U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY DN MAY ¢ TD 5_
I964 A65-I0722
BIOPHYSICAL MONITORING OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
UNDER REAL AND SIMULATED FLIGHT CONDITIONS
A65-10725
INSTRUMENTATION FOR EVALUATING ANIMAL RESPONSE TO
STIMULI IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT BY OPERANT
CONDITIONING METHOD A65-10734
BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION USING SQUEGGING
OSCILLATOR FOR LOW POWER DIGITAL TELEMETRY
A&5-1OT41
DYNAMIC BIOASTRONAUTICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
BIOCHEMICAL, BIODYNAMIC AND PSYCHOMOTOR SYSTEMS
ISA PAPER 16.1-3-64 A65-III84
GEMINI BIDINSTRUMENTATIDN SYSTEM FOR PHYSICAL EXAM
IN FLIGHT A65-21499
ELECTRODE AND CANNULAE IMPLANTATION IN HORSESHOE
CRABS TO RECORD OPTIC NERVE_ HEART AND ABDOMINAL
GANGLIA ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY A65-22674
X-L5 PROGRAM BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS INCLUDING
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRY, PRESSURE SUIT
DEVELOPMENT, PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA OBTAINED AND PILOT
PERFORMANCE Ab5-226BB
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION
SYSTEMS FOR USE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON
TEST PILOTS IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AND SPACE
FLIGHT SIMULATORS A65-23199
ARTERIAL AND ACOUSTIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
TAKEN WHILE PILOTING JET FIGHTER AIRCRAFT,
EMPHASIZING SOURCES OF ERROR A65-24077
PORTABLE BIOMEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT IDENTIFY CHANGES IN AROUSAL
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER FLIGHT STRESSES
INCLUDING SKIN RESPONSE, EEG AND BLOOD PRESSURE
A65-2420I
TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR / TELUS/ FOR
MONITORING ELECTRICAL OR ELECTROMAGNETIC OUTPUTS
FROM FIELD SENSING INSTRUMENTS A65-24202
A-S[
BIOLOGICAL CELL SUBJECT INDEX
NICROELECTRONIC TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO BIOLOGICAL
INSTRUMENTATION WITH ATTENTION TO NEUROCIRCUITS
A65-26447
ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
ACQUISITION BY BIOINSTRUMENTATION DEVICESt NOTING
PULSED DOPPLER TRANSDUCERS FOR BLOOD FLOW
MEASUREMENTS A65-33281
BIOINSTRUMENTION DEVELOPMENT FOR MONITORING
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT
A65-36047
INSTRUMENTATION FOR BIOMEDICAL TESTS USEFUL TO AIR
FORCE MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY PROGRAM IN
MEASURING SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A65-80549
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRIC METHODS FOR
MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN MAN AND
ANIMALS A65-BIO4B
BIOINSTRUMENTATION FOR PLANETARY LANDING SPACE
CAPSULE N65-16609
BIOINSTRUMENTATION FOR BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS OF PLANETARY SURFACE N65-16610
BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
MEASUREMENTS IN TILT-TABLE TESTS, AND BEDSIDE
MONITORING DURING BEDREST
NASA-CR-173 N65-2047I
BIOCOURIER-TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR TELEMETRY
SYSTEM FOR HANDLING AND EVALUATING ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA FROM REMOTE FIELD
BIOSENSING TRANSDUCERS
SAM-TR-65-1 N65-33678
BIOINSTRUMENTATION FOR AEROSPACE MEDICINE -
CARDIOPHONEt VECTORCARDIDSCOPEt INTERCOM FOR
BAROMETRIC CHAMBER TESTSt ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
SIMULATOR, AND ELECTRON VOLTAGE STABILIZER
FTD-TT-64-1089/182 N65-33752
BIOLOGICAL CELL
SA CHROMOSOME
SA CYTOGENESIS
SA CYTOLOGY
SA ERYTHROCYTE
SA MITOCHONDRIA
SA NUCLEUS
CYTOKINETIC RESPONSES OF MONOLAYERS DF EPITHELIAL
CELLS TO PROTON IRRADIATION AT DIFFERENT DOSAGE
LEVELS A65-14BO4
CELL AGING AS DECLINE IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY DUE TO
ENZYME SYSTEM DEGRADATION AND MALNUTRITIDNw OVER-
CROWDING AND DISEASE IN MULTICELLULAR SYSTEMS
A65-18287
REPAIR OF UV DAMAGED DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
CULTURED MAMMALIAN CELLS CONTAINING BROMURACIL
DEOXYRIBOSIDE A65-18398
LIFE CYCLE MEASUREMENT OF TISSUE CELLS USING
LABELED RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES, DISCUSSING DIURNAL
VARIATIONS AND AGENTS RESPONSIBLE
A65-29012
MODIFICATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE IN KIDNEY CELL
CULTURE BY FRACTIONATION OF DOSE, ANOXIA, AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTORS IN RELATION TO LINEAR ENERGY
TRANSFER A65-80162
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN
CELLULAR RESPONSES CORRELATED TO
ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES A65-80224
INTRACELLULAR OXIDATION-REDUCTION STATE IN RAT
BRAIN A65-B0360
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CELL RESPIRATION OF MOUSE
AS RELATED TO TISSUE TYPE AND AGE AND FIELD
STRENGTH AND TEMPERATURE A65-80426
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF CONTINUOUSLY INCREASING
HYPOXIC LEVEL IN RAT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
A-52
JUXTAGLOMERULAR CELLS OF KIDNEY
A65-80559
OXYGENATION OF TISSUE CELL A65-81512
POISONING OF CELLULAR REACTIONS BY OXYGEN
A65-81513
MORPHOLOGY AND POLARIZATION OF HAIR CELLS OF
VESTIBULAR END ORGAN A65-81721
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND ENDOGENOUS RESPIRATION IN
CELLS FROM THE VESTIBULAR NUCLEUS IN RABBITS
A65-82070
GRAVITATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON UNICELLULAR
ORGANISMS AND MICROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR
OBSERVING LIVING CELLS
NASA-CR-SIT99 N65-15368
VAN SLYKES BUFFER VALUES FOR CHLORELLA CELL
SECRETIONS INTO SURROUNDING MEDIUM
N65-15803
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF THERMAL PROTEINOID
NICRDSPHERES - BIOLOGICAL CELL MODEL
NASA-CR-52674 N65-16983
LOW PRESSURE EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ULTRASTRUCTURE
AND CYTOCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-55179 N65-17055
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON GROWTH RATEr
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY_ ANn CELL COMPOSITION -
CYTOGENESIS
NASA-CR-55188 N65-1TO6 Q
REORGANIZATION OF CELL CHEMISTRY DURING HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17811
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF CELLS IN BLOOD AT HIGH
ALTITUDES N65-17828
RADIATION EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL CELLS AND WHOLE
ORGANISMS
FTD-TT-62-355/182&4 N6S-21540
INITIAL CHEMICAL DAMAGE DUE TO RADIANT ENERGY
ABSORPTION IN CELLULAR STRUCTURES
N65-23451
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES IN
IRRADIATED BIOLOGICAL CELLS N65-23457
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI INVESTIGATION AND
X-IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SYNTHESIS IN ANIMAL CELLS N65-23458
X-RAY AND AMINO ACID ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA
SYNTHESIS AND ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN IN LIVER CELLS
N65-23459
INITIAL STAGES OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO BIOLOGICAL
CELLS AND GENETIC MATERIALS AND PREVEATIVE
METHODS N65-23465
HEAVY ACCELERATED ION EFFECT ON ENZYMES AND YEAST
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR MODIFICATION
N65-23466
ISOLATION, RADIOCHEMICAL PURIFICATION, COUNTING_
AND CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AND STRONTIUM B9
CONTENT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS
AERE-AM-I01 N65-25163
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT IN ANIMAL TISSUE AND
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AND
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE
JPRS-30443 N65-25425
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING ORGANISMS AND
RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN INDIVIDUAL CELLS
JPRS-30541 N65-25430
COMPILATION OF REPORTS ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHTy
GENETICS_ AND CYTOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL CELL
JPRS-30944 N65-28286
SUBJECTINDEX BIOLOGICALEFFECT
THERMAL MOLECULAR NOTION OF LIVING PROTOPLASM -
ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTATION NbS-Z8289
CELLULAR AND BIOCHEMICAL RADIOBIOLDGY
EUR-22OloF N65-31915
NICOTINAMIDE EFFECT ON X-RAY IRRADIATED
SUSPENSION CULTURES OF RAT BONE NARROM CELLS
EUR-ZBI5.E N65-32144
INTERNEURONAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONAL
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOLOGICAL NERVE
CELLS
SAR-7 N65-32793
RADIATION DAMAGE AND RECOVERY IN MAMMALIAN ORGANS
BNL-8669 NGS-3286Z
LITERATURE SURVEY IN CHEMICAL BIONICS - BIOLOGICAL
LIVING CELL AS CHEMICAL UNIT
JPRS-32016 N65-33203
EFFECTS OF VIBRATIONS ON CHROMOSOMES/CELLS FROM
VARIOUS ORGANISMS
NASA-CR-66662 N4_5-33252
RELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS TO PHOSPHATE
BONDS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID -
STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
JPRS-32016 N65-36653
LETHAL, MUTAGENIC_ AND CYTOGENETIC EFFECTS OF FAST
CHARGED PARTICLES ON VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL CELLS
NbS-345BZ
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
SA PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT
SA PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
BIOLOGICAL CHANGES DUE TO MICRONAVE ABSORPTIONt
EXAMINING ENERGY LOSSES DUE TO ION CONDUCTIVITY
AND DIELECTRIC LOSSES DUE TO POLARIZATION
RELAXATION IN MATER MOLECULES A65-Z993B
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF RADIATION HAZARDS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS TO NOON FROM SOVIET
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND DATA A65-33036
RADAR NAVES AS OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH HAZARD FOR
RADAR PERSONNEL A65-80058
PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT PRODUCED BY RADIO NAVES OF DIFFERENT BANDS
A65-80065
LEAD POISONING - CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY AND
METABOLISM OF ERYTHROCYTE DF HUMAN
A65-B0360
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OXYGEN -- A REVIEW
A65-80365
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-BO409
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND CONTROL
OF RADIATION HAZARDS A65-81091
INTERACTION OF LASER RADIATION NITH BODY TISSUES
A65-BI092
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION AND
PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON MICE
N65-10065
RADIATION HAZARDS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN INDUSTRY AND
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
JPRS-2TO32 N65-10120
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
PRODUCED BY RADIO WAVES IN INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
N65-10122
ADRENALINE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF BLOOD OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
FTD-TT-63-II70/l&2 N6S-IIT60
SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
JPRS-Z7563 N65-lZ870
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRAOEVCEN-IH-15 N65-14941
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
MAMMALS IN GASEOUS TEST CHAMBER
NASA-CR-5165T N65-1TO56
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SPIALL
ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM-OXYGEN GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-CR-53563 N65-17057
PHOTON IRRADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING TISSUE
NASA-CR-52679 N65-17289
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ON ANIMALSt PLANTS,
MICROORGANISMS AND BIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES DURING
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-305 N65-17665
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ANIMAL AND HUI_N NERVOUS
SYSTEMS N65-18886
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF MAN
AND SMALL ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM -
OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-STkT7 N65-19871
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
FTO-TT-66-BQB/LGZ N65-2ZO6T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STRENUOUS WORK AND SWEATING
ON BLOOD AND TISSUE
NASA-TT-F-9338 N65-2367B
REDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF FLIGHT CONDITIONS
AND TRAINING - GRAVITY LOAD, NEIGHTLESSNESS,
FLIGHT SIMULATION
JPRS-29999 N65-2_861
METHODS FOR RAPID AND ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF
AIR POLLUTION AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MAN
JPRS-30261 N65-26938
CONTENT OF CHLORDBENZOL IN AIR AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN
N65-Z6939
EFFECT OF SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE UPON FLIERS
FTD-TT-65-Z5911 N65-Z5856
HEALTH AND SAFETY BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN MOVEMENT
AND ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AFTER
RADIATION EXPOSURE
PG-64TICC/ N65-25935
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE TRAVEL AND ENVIRONMENT
N65-26228
ECOPHYSIOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT AND TRAVEL N65-26229
SPECIFIC CHARACTER OF BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
INCLUDING SYSTEM CHANGES, INTERRELATIONSHIPS,
BEHAVIOR, AND DEVELOPMENT
JPRS-3OT3T N6§-27025
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATIONt RADIATION!
ANO SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-ZTI36
DISCUSSION OF INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY PROBLEMS,
SAFETY, HYGIENE, AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
N65-Z8298
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL,
PHYS|OLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS OF AIR AND iNTERPLANETARY FLIGHT UPON MAN
NASA-SP-7011/11/ N65-29648
CELLULAR AND BIOCHEMICAL RADIOBIDLOGY
EUR-Z201.F N65-31915
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SMALL RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES
A-53
BIOLOGICAL MODEL SUBJECT INDEX
FROM ATMOSPHERIC DEBRIS
LA-3365-MS N65-32357
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
LIFE ACTIVITIES AND TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-31954 N65-33071
MARINE BIOLOGICAL SOUND PRESENT IN TAPE RECORDINGS
OBTAINED FROM SHALLOW AND DEEP HYDROPHONES
NEL-1290 N65-33374
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
MICROWAVES
ATD-P-65-68 N65-34204
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTONS AND NEUTRONS IN
LARGE ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34583
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES ON SMALL ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
NbS-34585
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY IONS - RADIATION
EFFECTS IN ANIMALS AND MAN N65-34586
QUALITY FACTORS FOR DEGRADED PROTON SPECTRA FROM
RATIO OF DOSE EQUIVALENT TO ABSORBED DOSE -
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS IN SKIN
N65-34605
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN GERMINATION AND
SPROUTING OF SEEDS OF HIGHER PLANT LIFE
N65-3494I
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON CHROMOSOMES OF HIGHER
PLANTS - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS N65-34942
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
LYSOGENIC BACTERIA ABOARD VOSTOK V AND VI
SPACECRAFTS N65-34944
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION - NEUTRON
DOSIMETRY AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-31822 N65-35016
CORRELATION BETWEEN LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER AND
ABSORBED RADIATION DOSE, AND RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVENESS IN YEAST
NASA-CR-67239 N65-35107
SENSITIVITY OF MITOSIS TO MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-350 N65-35828
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN ANIMALS AND IN SOME
FLUIDS
ATD-T-65-S6 N65-35916
BIOLOGICAL MODEL
THEORETICAL BASES, ANALYTICAL RELATIONSHIPS AND
PROGRAMMING METHODS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL OF
HUMAN BIOTHERMAL SYSTEM
AIAA PAPER 65-500 AbS-2966B
SIMPLE THEORETICAL MODELS FOR MAGNETIC
INTERACTIONS WITH BIOLOGICAL UNITS
A65-80411
MODEL FOR BIOCHEMICAL ORIGIN OF LIFE - FIRST
ORGANISM A65-80466
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEOSIDES AND PULYNUCLEOTIDES WITH
METAPHOSPHATE ESTERS - BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF VIRUS-
LIKE SYSTEM A65-80482
PHYSIOCHEMICAL INTERPRETATION OF LIFE FUNCTIONS
USING PERFORMING MODELS - ELEMENFS OF BIOLOGICAL
THERMODYNAMICS
JPRS-28949 N65-17978
MATHEMATICS, BIONICS, BIOPHYSICS, AND CYBERNETICS
FOR DEVELOHMENI OF BIOLOGICAL MODELS
JPRS-30II7 N65-24064
RESTRICIIONS ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS NECESSARY
TO USE DYNAMIC MODELING TO DESCRIBE BIOLOGICAL
A-54
SYSTEMS
JPRS-31663 N65-31712
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM
SA ACTIVITY CYCLE /BIOL/
SA DIURNAL RHYTHM
SA PERIODICITY /BIOL/
HUMAN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AND ENTRAINMENT IN SPACE
FLIGHT, NOTING DIURNAL RHYTHM EFFECT ON SENSORY
AND MOTOR PERFORMANCE A65-14577
REGULATION AND CONTROL IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
MODELING BODY BY DYNAMIC NETWORKS
A65-15863
ANIMAL TEMPERATURE SENSING FOR STUDYING EFFECT OF
PROLONGED ORBITAL FLIGHT ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF
POCKET MICE A65-19519
EFFECT OF ISOLATION FROM EXTERNAL TIME CUES ON
HUMAN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS SUCH AS BODY TEMPERATURE,
SLEEPING PERIOD, PASSAGE OF TIME ESTIMATION AND
URINE EXCRETION A&5-26527
TEMPERATURE AND PRECONDITIONING EFFECT ON
PHOTOPERIODIC RESPONSE OF PHARBITIS NILw STRAIN
VIOLET SHORT-DAY PLANT A65-30650
TIME ESTIMATION - PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ANATOMICAL
BASES A65-80053
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS IN PLANTS, VERTEBRATES, AND
INVERTEBRATES A65-80128
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE IN RELATION TO BRAIN ALPHA
CYCLE AND CARDIAC AROUSAL CYCLE
A65-80644
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND CYCLES IN ANIMAL
ORGANISMS - A BIBLIOGRAPHY A65-BO746
CONTINUOUS TELEMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL
RHYTHMS IN UNRESTRAINED ARCTIC GROUND SQUIRRELS
ICITELLUS PARRYI/ A65-81459
LUNAR RHYTHM ANALOGIES IN VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN MAN AND INVERTEBRATES
A65-81890
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS IN POCKET MICE
NASA-CR-50597 N65-16436
MECHANISM OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND
AND SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
OSCILLATIONS - ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS OF
STRUCIURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-3OB60 N65-28700
BIOLOGY /GEN/
SA ANATOMY
SA BOTANY
SA ECOLOGY
SA GENETICS
SA MEDICINE IGEN/
SA MICROBIOLOGY
SA PHYSIOLOGY
SA RADIOBIOLOGY
SA ZOOLOGY
SYSTEMS OF BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY AS APPLIED TO
BEHAVIORAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
A65-80011
ALGAE AND MAN - ECOLOGICAL, MEDICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
AND INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS A65-80374
MECHANISM FOR EXPLAINING DIRECT CHEMICAL EFFECT
OF MAGNETIC FIELDS IN LIVING SYSTEMS
A65-80414
MASSIVE DOSE RADIATION OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON-BEAM
IN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS ON MAMMALS
A65-80539
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS - VESTIBULAR EFFECT ON
SPACE ORIENTATION OF MAN
NASA-CR-5944I N65-10363
SUBJECT INDEX BIOMECHANICS
CHRONIC WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION IN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
HQARSC-TDR-66-L N65-132L6
BIO-LIKE STRUCTURES FORMED IN DISTILLED WATER
AND ON AGAR GEL IN ELECTRIC FIELD
NASA-TT--F-9239 N65-15057
BIOSCIENCE EXPERIMENTS IN SPACE
AMD'-TR-(_e---]O N65-15262
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE REFERENCE INFORMATION AND
DATA HANDBOOK
AMRL-TR-64-100 N65-15790
INTERACTING FIELDS OF BIOLOGY AND ENGINEERING -
BIONICS AND BIOENGINEERING N65-I6602
BIOINSTRI_MENTATION FOR BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS OF PLANETARY SURFACE N65-16610
SPACE BIOSCIENCES INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
DIRECTORY FOR FACILITATING EXCHANGE OF DATA_
IDEAS, AND INFORMATION
NASA-CR-53419 N65-16826
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - CONTINUING
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-70IZ/061 NbS-178T9
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR 1962 AND 1963
NASA-CR-6212T N65-21424
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON GAMMA RADIATION IN
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TID-3580 N65-2209B
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY WITH RADIO COMMUNICATION LINK
BETWEEN INFORMATION SOURCE AND INSTRUMENT FOR
RECORDING BIOLOGICAL DATA DURING MOVEMENT AND
ACTIVITY
FTD-MT-66-416 N65-22425
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-7011/091 N65-22614
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-SP-T011/IO/ N65-22615
NATURE OF LIFE, RELATION BETWEEN BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MATTER, AND PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, AND CYBERNETICS ROLE AND
METHODS IN EXPLORING LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-29864 N65-23144
PROCEEDINGS OF ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CONFERENCE
NASA-CR-62786 N65-23980
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATURE, DENSITY
AND ACCOMPANYING FIELD OF RADIATION AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N65-23981
BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BACTERIAL COUNTS IN
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS N65-23991
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION OF MICROORGANISMS USING
SMALL BIOLOGICAL SAMPLER IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
N65-24000
SELECTED ARTICLES ON EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE
JPRS-29980 N65-24227
ARCTIC MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE
N65-24301
2D-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION
AND BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS N65-24892
CYBERNETICS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND THEORY OF
PERCEPTION
JPRS-30523 N65-26221
REGULATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISM, DETERMINISM IN
BIOLOGY, AND DIALECTIC RELATION OF AUTOMATON AND
LIFE Nb5-26222
DISTRIBUTION, KINETICS OF ACCUMULATION, AND MODES
DF EXCRETION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN VARIOUS
ORGANS N65-26393
PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY AND BORDERLINE MEDICINE WITH
EMPHASIS ON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS
BEYER
FTD-TT-64-636/l_2 N65-28101
APPLICATION OF CYBERNETICS TO FIELD OF BIOLOGY
JPRS-31029 N65-29063
BIOLOGICAL FATIGUE IN AIR SAFETY
AH-65--13 N65-29792
NUCLEAR ENERGY APPLICATION TO BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES - SYMPOSIUM N65-29BB3
RADIATION BIOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS WITH FRESH
WATER ORGANISMS - CYBERNETICS N65-30265
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS
NASA-CR-6433T N65-30839
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
NASA-CR-6SOT2 N65-30921
LITERATURE SURVEY IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, GENETICS,
AND STRESS
JPRS-31599 N65-31535
BIOLOGICAL APPLICATION OF TELEMETRY TECHNIQUES -
BIOTELEMETRY
NASA-SP-5023 N65-34001
APPLICATION OF TELEMETRY SYSTEMS TO BIOLOGICAL
STUDY DUE TO MICROMINIATURIZATION
N65-34006
BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS OF AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER MARK I - STUDY OF MAN
RATING SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA
AEDC-TR-6S-LTgt VOL. II N65-34279
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON USE OF SWINE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL RESEARCH
BNWL-115 N65-36703
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - CONTINUING
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH INDEXES
NASA-SP-TOI1/15/ N65-36894
BIOLUMINESCENCE
BIOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS IN
MACROMOLECULES, NUCLEIC ACID MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE, BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION IN
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
JPRS-30097 N65-25027
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
DETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION OF LUMINESCENT
BACTERIA N65-25030
BIOMECHANICS
BIDMECHANICAL METHODS FOR DETERMINING HUMAN BODY
RESPONSE TO DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
A65-10544
HUMAN LOCOMOTION IN SUBGRAVITY STUDIED, USING
SIMULATION MODELS AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
MECHANICS A65-16224
DISCREPANCY BETWEEN HIGH SPEEDS ATTAINED BY
DOLPHINS AND THEIR MUSCLE POWER
AbS-18443
MECHANOELECTRICAL AND BIOMECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF
CONTROL OF HUMAN UPPER LIMB MUSCLES
Ab5-Z0495
VIBRATION TRANSMISSION TO HUMAN BODY AT DIFFERENT
HACKRESI INCLINATIONS A6S-BO1T6
INTRODUCTION TO BIOMECHANICS OF BODY BEHAVIOR
A65-81032
BIOMECHANICAL STUDY OF MAN EXPOSED TO LOW
A-55
BIOMETRICS SUBJECT INDEX
FREQUENCY VIBRATIONS A65-81364
LUNAR RHYTHM ANALOGIES IN VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN MAN AND INVERTEBRATES
A65-BI890
COMPRESSIBILITY OR MECHANICAL STIFFNESS OF HUMAN
LOWER LIMBS UNDER STATIC LOAOS AND DEFORMATION
OF LIMB STRUCTURE
DTNB-1810 N65-1T039
BIOMECHANICS OF CORNEA - APPLICATION TO
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
NASA-CR-A7160 N65-36661
BIONETRICS
SA REGRESSION ANALYSIS
INSTRUMENTAL METHODS OF INVESTIGATION AND
OBSERVATIONS OF SPACECREW DURING EARTH ORBIT
JPRS-29521 N65-20836
BIONICS
SA CYBERNETICS
BIONICS_ SOLUTION OF ENGINEERING PROBLEMS BY
APPLICATION OF FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLES DERIVED FROM
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS A65-26166
BIONICS - BASIC PROBLEMS AND TECHNOLOGY
JPRS-27635 N65-12055
BIONICS EXTENDED BEYOND CONTEMPORY SPECIES TO
INCLUDE EXTINCT ANIMALS - ANIMAL ANALOGIES FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS N65-I6513
INTERACTING FIELDS OF BIOLOGY AND ENGINEERING -
BIONICS AND BIOENGINEERING N65-16602
BIONICS - SCIENCE APPLYING BIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE TO
SOLUTION OF ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
JPRS-29090 N65-18608
ORIENTATION AND NAVIGATION MECHANISMS IN ANIMALS
UNDER VARYING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS - BIONIC
STUDIES
JPRS-29757 N65-2ZII3
ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN BIDTECHNOLOGYt HUMAN ANALOGS
AND BIONICS - HUMAN ANALOG OF VISUAL SENSOR
PROVIDED INFORMATION ON MECHANISMS AND PROCESSES
CARRIED OUT IN HUMAN EYE
NASA-CR-66177 N65-31050
LITERATURE SURVEY IN CHEMICAL BIONICS - BIOLOGICAL
LIVING CELL AS CHEMICAL UNIT
JPRS-32014 N65-33203
BIOPHYSICS
SA RADIOBIOLOGY
HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR
CORRELATIVE STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ULTRASTRUCTURE
A65-18695
PHYSIOLOGICAL TEMPERATURE-CONTROL MECHANISM OF
HUMAN BODY LOCATED IN FRONT SECTION OF
HYPDTHALAMUS A65-25075
VERIFICATION OF ORGANISM SURVIVAL / ARTEMIA CYSTS/
AT TEMPERATURES NEAR ABSOLUTE ZERO, SHOWING THAT
INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR LIVING SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION IS STORED IN ATOM CONFIGURATION
A65-31004
NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS AND BIOPHYSICAL LAW
DESCRIBING LOSS A65-B0817
BIOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY AND INTERACTION WITH
RADIOFREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE ENERGY
A65-81090
PHYSICS OF EAR AND HEARING A65-81166
BEHAVIORAL BIOPHYSICS - ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
AND RELATION TO BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS
A65-BI206
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AND LIFE PROCESSES
A-56
A65-81394
CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON
GENETICS. CELL MUTATION, AND MUTAGENIC NATURE OF
TRITIUM DECAY
NASA-CR-59196 N65-10112
AUTOMATION PROBLEMS IN BIOPHYSICS
JPRS-2TTB5 N65-12?B5
HUMAN VISUAL ANALYZER AND ELECTRONIC MODEL OF
HEART - BIOPHYSICS AND PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-28234 N65-1674T
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS THROUGH BIOCHEMISTRY.
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-29292 N65-21236
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS,
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RADIOBIOLOGYt GENETICS.
EXTERNAL RADIATION TOXICITY, AND METABOLISM
DF FISSION PRODUCTS
ANL-6971 N65-24269
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS, GROWTH, AND
DIVISIONS
NASA-CR-62925 N65-24575
BIOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS IN
MACROMOLECULES, NUCLEIC ACID MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE, BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION IN
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
JPRS-30097 N65-25027
RAOIOLOGICAL PHYSICS_ BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIOBIOLOGY
NYO-2TAO-2 N65-28021
ELECTROGRAPHIC FORMATS TO MEET BIOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS - RELATIONSHIP AMONG
BIOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEM, RESEARCH
WORKER, AND DATA HANDLING AND INTERPRETATION
N65-2BT55
BONE AND TISSUE VIBRATOR ASSEMBLY FOR HEARING BY
CONDUCTION AND FOR MECHANICAL POINT IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-65-11 N65-30036
BIOCHEMISTRY, RADIOBIOLOGYt PHARMACOLOGY,
TDXICOLDGYt NUCLEAR MEDICINE, BIOPHYSICS, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PUBLICATIONS
UCLA-12-541 N65-31798
ARTICLES ON BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH - MITOGENETIC
RADIATION, STRUCTURE OF PIGEON UTRICLE, ION
TRANSPORT IN RAT-CORTEX SECTIONS, AND
BIOELECTRICAL PHENOMENA IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-32209 N65-35150
DATA AND THEORIES PERTAINING TO MITOGENETIC
RADIATION BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH N65-35151
BIOREGENERATION
HUMAN URINE AND URINARY NITROGEN COMPOUNDS USED TO
SUPPORT GROWTH OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC ALGAL SYSTEM
A65-11401
PARTIALLY REGENERATIVE AND BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS EMPHASIZING SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONTROL AND FOOD PRODUCTION AB5-IT930
BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, METABOLISM,
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
N65-18570
ZERO GRAVITY EFFECT ON REGENERATION AND NORMAL
GROWTH OF TOBACCO STEM SEGMENTS
NASA-CR-59238 N65-32090
BIOSATELLITE
NASA AND USAF PROGRAMS IN SPACE BIOLOGY,
INCLUDING BIOSATELLITES, TO STUDY ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS ON VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-28616
NASA BIDSATELLITE PROGRAM TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICAL,
EVOLUTIONARY AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS, RADIATION AND REMOVAL FROM EARTH
ROTATION A65-30692
PROPOSED BIOSATELLITE UTILIZING OPOSSUM FETUSES
SUBJECTINDEX BLOOD
FOR STUDYING WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS
A65-80666
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
OF PLANTS - PLANT DATA FOR USE IN BIOSATELLITES
NASA-CR-5365T N65-20981
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF
PLANTS FOR USE IN BIOSATELLITE
NASA-CR-62TOT NbS-23T42
COMPLEX BEHAVIORAL REPERTOIRES UNDER CONTINUOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RELATED TO BIOSATELLITE
PROGRAMS WITH ANIMALS NbS-287TO
BIOSATELLITE PERFORNANCE SIMULATIONS RELATED TO
CHANGES IN PRIMATE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
NbS-ZBTT1
CEREBRAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, AND BEHAVIORAL
PERFORMANCE OF MONKEY IN SPACE - BIOSATELLITE
PROGRAM NbS-28TT2
BIOSENSOR
S BIOINSTRUNENTATION
BIOSINULATION
SA ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
DEEP SPACE VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM USING EAR-
BRAIN ANALOG A65-17486
CHAMBER AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT USED TO SIMULATE
MARTIAN CONDITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS A65-25099
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SENSORY
DEPRIVATION, PARTICULARLY FOR SPACE TRAVEL
A65-29100
SIMULATION OF CLOSED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS SUITABLE
FOR SPACE FLIGHT A65-29103
BIOTECHNOLOGY
LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS OF FUTURE SPACE SYSTEMS
AND VARIABLE EXPENDABLES_ CONSIDERING WORKER
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS A65-14230
INCREASED STIMULATION LIMITATIONS IN SENSORY
IMPOVERISHED ENVIRONMENTt DISCUSSING OPTIMUM LEVEL
OF AROUSAL FOR WORKING EFFICIENCY
A65-ZbT28
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS IN UPPER EXTREMITY
PROSTHETICS, SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL, HUMAN
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING SYSTEMS, AND
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES
REPTo-65-14 N65-26006
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY IN SPACE
JPRS-30152 N65-26348
ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN BIOTECHNOLOGYI HUHAN ANALOGS
AND BIONICS -HUNAN ANALOG OF VISUAL SENSOR
PROVIDED INFORMATION ON MECHANISMS AND PROCESSES
CARRIED OUT IN HUNAN EVE
NASA-CR-b61TT N65--31050
PSYCHOMOTOR TEST METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICABILITY
FOR PERFORNANCE PROGNOSES
DLR-FB-6._--2T N65-33289
VISUAL SEARCH EXPERIMENTS - ACUITY, RESPONSE TIME,
AND NOISE PERSISTENCE - BIOTECHNOLOGY
NAVWEPS-8731 N6S-34683
VISUAL TARGET DETECTION - DEVELOPMENT OF AIR TO
GROUND DETECTION/IDENTIFICATION MODEL -
BIOTECHNOLOGY
HSR-RR-65/4-DT N65-35430
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTENS FOR SUPPDRTING LIFE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS - CONSTRUCTION
PROBLEMS
NASA-TT-F-9590 NbS-35TB4
BIOTIN
TISSUE AND BLOOD SATURATION NITH BIOTIN IN
RELATION TO CHARACTER OF MUSCULAR WORK
A65-81963
BIPROPELLANT
CORNUCOPIA, STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION, POTABLE
WATER, METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
ATMOSPHERE, AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
A65-80163
BIRD
SA CHICKEN
SA PIGEON
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
BIRD, FISH_ AND MAMMAL A65-80424
MECHANISMS FOR NAVIGATION OF NIGRATING BIRDS
POSSIBLY APPLICABLE TO GUIDANCE OF MISSILES
A65-80433
DESIGN AND IMPLANTA110N OF SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN NILD BIRDS
A65-81051
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF SELF-SELECTED REST AND
ACTIVITY IN CANARY AND EFFECT OF NONOANINE OXIDASE
INHIBITORS AND ENFORCED DARK PERIODS
A65-82064
WEIGHT LOSS AND HATCHABILITY OF FERTILE EGGS FROM
DONESTIC FOWL AND JAPANESE QUAIL EXPOSED TO
ACCELERATIVE FORCE A65-821_9
AEROECOLOGICAL STUDY OF ALBATROSS FLIGHT
N65-1ZSZ8
EXPERIMENTS ON PERCEPTION OF ULTRALDN FREQUENCY
WAVES BY BIRDS
NRC-TT-IIbZ N65-28590
EFFECTS OF RADAR BEAN ON MIGRATORY BIRDS - EFFECT
OF ULTRASHORT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES ON
BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS
NRC-TT-1161 N65-28815
BLACK BODY RADIATION
BLACK BODY AND THERMAL RADIATION FROM NUCLEAR
WEAPONS IN RELATION TO FLASH BLINDNESS
A65-26169
BLACKOUT
SA SYNCOPE
RESISTANCE CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY_ PARTICULARLY IN
LOWER EXTREMITIES AS RESULT OF G LOADS
A65-81112
PROBLEMS OF BLACKOUT DURING AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
AbS-B18Z5
BLAST
HEARING DANAGE IN PILOTS DUE TO BLAST TRAUMA
A65-BOIBT
MECHANISM OF BLAST INJURY TO EAR
A65-81201
BLINDNESS
SA FLASH BLINDNESS
SA VISION
SONAR SYSTEM OF BLIND PERSONS - SIZE
DISCRIMINATION A65-81155
BLOOD
EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS AND VIBRATION ON DIELECTRIC
AND OSMOTIC PROPERTIES AND CATION BALANCE OF MttOLE
BLOOD AND ERYTHROCYTES A65-21941
INTENSITY AND DURATION OF BENDS PAINS DETERMINED
BY SIMULATED ORBITING LABORATORY FLIGHTS OF
VARIOUS DURATION INVOLVING ANALYSES OF NITROGEN
DISSOLVED IN BLOOD A65-24074
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF
BLOOD A65-24296
A-ST
BLOODCONTD SUBJECT INDEX
HYPOTHERMIC REDUCTION OF AMMONIA RELEASE INTO
CIRCULATION BY KIDNEY OF FASTING DOG SUBSEQUENTLY
TESTED WITH PROTEIN A65-80177
INCREASE OF WHOLE BLOOD LACTIC ACID CONCENTRATION
IN HUMANS DURING EXERCISE AS PREDICTED FROM PH
AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION A65-80[98
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY AND CAPILLARY
BLOOD VOLUME IN NORMAL AND ANEMIC DOG
A65-80313
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS EFFECT DR INJURY EFFECT ON
BETA-LIPOPROTEIN CONTENT DE BLOOD SERUM AND
VARIOUS ORGANS IN RATS A65-80394
SLEEP INDUCING HUMORAL SUBSTANCE IN DIALYSATE OF
SLEEPING DONOR A65-80454
ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION AS AFFECTED BY
LIPEMIA AND HEPARIN AB5-BOBOB
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID TURNOVER IN DOG DURING
EXERCISE AS RELATED TD PHYSICAL CONDITION AND
BLOOD LACTATE A65-BOBBO
CHANGES IN RESPIRATION DURING ACCLIMATIZATION IN
INTERIOR OF ANTARCTICA A65-BO709
IMPEDANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CORTICAL AND
SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY BLOOD
CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-80860
SURVIVAL, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, RESPIRATION, AND
BLOOD CHANGES OF TURTLE, PSEUDEMYS
SCRIPTA-ELEGANS, EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES
A65-80897
BLOOD CHANGES, HEART FUNCTION AND PULMONARY
RESPONSE TO ALTITUDE IN ACCLIMATIZED MEN
A65-BOg74
CHANGES IN BLOOD SEROTONIN CONTENT CAUSED BY
IONIZING RADIATION AND VIBRATION DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, IN VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-80979
ETHANOL DISAPPEARANCE FROM ARTERIAL BLOOD OF DOG
AS AFFECTED BY HYPOTHERMIAv HEXAMETHONIUM, AND
EPINEPHRINE A65-81025
BODY WEIGHTS, ORGAN WEIGHTS, AND BLOOD AND
PITUITARY ACTH CONCENTRATIONS IN RAT AS AFFECTED
BY HYPOXIA A65-81026
CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF ARTERIAL BLOOD OF
UNANESTHETIZED ANIMALS A65-81152
INFLUENCE OF SEASONAL VARIATION, DIET_ AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON SERUM LIPIDS IN YOUNG MEN IN
ANTARCTICA A65-81308
LEVELS OF PROTEINS, LIPOPROTEINS, GLYCOPROTEINS IN
SERUM, AND OF SIALIC ACID AND UREA OF ATHLETE
DURING AND FOLLOWING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
A65-81352
APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING BLOOD SAMPLES FROM
SUBJECIS DURING CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION
A65-81443
REPORT ON STUDIES WITH GROUND HOG, MARMOTA
MONAX - BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS UF BLOOD AND BROWN FAT
A65-81457
RELATIVE VISCOSITY AND OTHER FUNCTIONS OF BLOOD OF
HIBERNAEING AND ACTIVE ARCIIC GROUND SQUIRRELS,
CITELLUS UNDULATUS A65-81461
CARBUN DIOXIDE, UXYGEN, AND PH ELECTRODES FOR
ARTERIAL BLOOD ANALYSIS A65-81492
MIXED VENOUS CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION DETERMINED BY
CARBUN DIOXIDE REBREATHING METHOD - INFLUENCE OF
REBREATHING TIME Ab5-BI508
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVIIY OF DOGS TO HEAT STRESS
AND MUSCULAR EXERCISE A65-81603
METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF BLOOD DEHYDRASE
ACIIVIIY IN LEAD POISONING A65-81621
POLAROGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN CONTENT AND
CAPACITY IN BLOOD SAMPLE A65-81637
COMPARISON OF BLOOD SERUM TOTAL LIPID LEVEL
DURING COLD EXPOSURE IN HIBERNATING AND
NON-HIBERNATING RODENTS A65-81707
PROLONGED CENTRIFOGATION EFFECT ON GROWTHv ORGANS,
AND BLOOD OF RAT. A65-81746
BLOOD VOLUME, ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE, AND EXERCISE
AS AFFECTED BY CHAIR REST IN NORMAL GRAVITATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT A65-B1771
BLOOD PHOSPHORUS, POTASSIUM, AND SODIUM DURING
HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS A65-81795
ERYTHROCYTE AND LEUKOCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE OF
IIALIAN AIR FORCE PILOT CANDIDATES EXPOSED TO
ANOXIA A65-81796
HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA EFFECTS ON ELECTROLYTE
CONCENTRATION IN GASTRIC JUICE AND BLOOD SERUM IN
DOG A65-BI797
PH CONDITIONS IN BLOOD DURING HYPOXIA AND
HYPOIHERMIA IN DOG A65-BI839
LACTIC ACID LEVELS IN BLOOD OF DOGS DURING
HYPOXIA, HYPEROXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-81843
INTRAPUtMONARY EXCHANGE OF STABLE OXYGEN 18
ISOTOPE INJECTED INTRAVENOUSLY IN MAN
A65-BI892
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IN VlVO BLOOD BUFFER CURVE IN
DOGS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND IN VITRO BUFFER
CURVE A65-SL902
NEUROLOGIC ADAPTATIONS, AUDIOGENIC RESPONSESv
GROWTH PATTERN, AND HEMATOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS IN
MICE EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
A65-81948
DEGREE OF ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION BY BLOOD SERUM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL
HYPOIHERMIA IN ALBINO RATS A65-8204B
RATE OF CHANGE OF CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION IN
ARTERIAL AND JUGULAR VEIN BLOOD AND CISTERNAL
CEREBRDSPINAL FLUID DURING BREATHING AIR MIXTURE
CONTAINING 5 PERCENT CARBON DIOXIDE IN HUMAN
PATIENTS A65-82073
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN COLD AND WARM ADAPTED
RABBITS EXPOSED TO PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRECOOLING A65-82146
EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF CYSTAMINE ON
PANCYTOPENIC SYNDROME IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
IN DUGS A65-82182
EFFECT OF ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY RADIATION IN FORMED
ELEMENTS OF BLOOD IN MEN A05-82185
WEIGHT_ TEMPERATURE_ AND HEMATOLOGIC CHANGES OF
DOG DURING EXPOSURE TO TWO LEVELS OF PULSED
MICROWAVES A65-B2364
INFLUENCE OF BLOODLETTING ON BONE MARROW FUNCTION
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-27293 N65-10306
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS REGULATION OF BLOOD SUGAR
LEVEL N65-[3660
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECT ON GAS COMPOSITION OF
ANIMAL BLOOD AFTER LUNG REMOVAL
N65-17782
COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CHRONIC OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN BLOOD CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
NbS-17791
CHANGE IN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION AND BLOOD ALKALI
A-58
SUBJECTINDEX BLOOD CIRCULATION
RESERVES AS INDEX OF HYPOXIA IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
PATIENTS N65-I7801
CHEMICAL CHANGES IN BLOOD SUBSTANCES OF ANIMALS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT NBS-ITB26
SPACE FLIGHT AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL BLOOD SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION= VASCULAR
REACTION TO CORIOLIS ACCELERATIDNt AND EFFECT
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-29156 N65-19665
EFFECT OF BED REST ON BLOOD VOLUNEt URINARY
VDLUMEe AND URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION
NASA-CR-I81 N65-20673
BLOOD OXYGEN CHANGES INDUCED BY FORWARD
ACCELERATION
AMRL-TR-66-132 N65-21039
INTRACELLULAR SUBSTANCES IN BLOOD LEUKOCYTES,
AND BONE MARROW OF RABBITS EXPOSED TD RADIATION
N65-21211
OXYGEN, CARBON DIOXIDE! NITROGEN, AND OTHER BLOOD
GASES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - HISTORICAL
REVIEW
BNL-8_r8 Nb5-Z3230
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STRENUOUS WORK AND SWEATING
ON BLOOD AND TISSUE
NASA-TT--F-9338 N65-2367B
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODIFIED
VAN SLYKE APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING SMALL
VOLUMES OF NITROGEN IN DISSOLVED BLOOD
SAM--TR-6.5--6 N65-23841
OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD
SAM-TR-66-B9 N65-26592
PLATELET SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOLLOWING X-RAY
EXPOSURE OF STAINED BLOOD FILMS
UR-663 N65-2_622
PATHI_LOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND EXPERIMENTAL
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION_ AND OXYGEN STARVATION
JPRS-30015 N65-ZS025
EXCITATION STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
REFLECTED IN MACROSTRUCTURE OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD
SERUM PROTEINS - ELECTROKINETICS
NbS-Z5615
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC EVALUATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE
TO HEMOGLOBIN IN RAT AND PIGEON BLOOD
N65-26380
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN WALLS OF LARGE AND SMALL
BLOOD VESSELS UPON EXPOSURE TO IONIZING
RADIATION N65-2639k
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BLOOD ALCOHOL, POSITIONAL
ALCOHOL NYSTAGMUSt AND POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM .
NASA--CR-63623 N65-26609
CLEARANCE OF CARBON, SALMONELLA THYPHIMURIUNw
AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS FROM HOUSE BLOOD
AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE - DILUTION COUNT AND
RADIOACTIVE TRACING MEASUREMENTS
AAL-TDR-66.--16 N65-27531
IN VIVO AND IN VITRO EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINE AND
I*I-DIMETHYL HYORAZINE ON BLOOD SERUM AND
LIVER TISSUE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
AHRL-TR-65--19 N65-27575
CHANGES IN RADIOACTIVITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
VESSELS FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION
OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
JPRS-3IO07 N65-Z8223
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON BLOOD AND HEMOPOIETIC
ORGANS OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-31047 NbS-2835T
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION BY ULTRASONIC WAVES ON
MORPHOLOGICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICOCHEMICAL
A-59
PROPERTIES OF ANIMAL BLOOD N65-28701
ULTRA-ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS OF BLOOD IN HEALTHY
ANIMALS AND ANIMALS WITH RADIATION SICKNESS
N65-28704
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON REPRODUCTION,
COMPOSITION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD, REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28706
NEUROMDRPHOLOGICAL CHANGES AND PERIPHERAL BLOOD
EFFECTS IN DOGS AND ANIMALS DURING
ELECTRONARCOSIS
JPRS-31OI8 N65-2880B
EFFECT OF DIETETIC MEASURES ON OSMOTIC BALANCE
OF BLOOD IN NORMAL PERSONS
NASA-TT-F--9439 NbS-29726
DETERMINATION OF HYDRAZINE AND 1-METHYL HYDRAZINE
IN BLOOD SERUM - TOXICOLOGY
AMRL-TDR-6_-24 N65-31866
BLOOD ALBUMIN STUDY BY ELECTROPHORESIS IN CHRONIC
MOUTH DISEASES
FTD-TT-65-530/l_4 N65-33755
BLOOD REGENERATION AFTER BLOOD LOSS IN ANIMALS
ACCLIMATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE - EFFECT OF HYPOXIA
IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HEMORRHAGING
JPRS-31T81 N65-35017
GEMINI IIl EXPERIMENT ON SYNERGISTIC EFFECT OF
ZERO GRAVITY AND RADIATION ON HUMAN WHITE BLOW
CELLS N65-36114
BLOOD CIRCULATION
SA BRAIN CIRCULATION
SA CAPILLARY CIRCULATION
SA CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
SA CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
SA CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
SA CORONARY CIRCULATION
SA OCULAR CIRCULATION
SA PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
PORTABLE INSTRUMENT THAT MEASURES TOTAL TIME HEART
BEATS IN 24-HOUR INTERVAL APPLIED TO STUDY OF
CLINICAL CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
A65-22906
BLOOD DISPLACEMENT UNDER G FORCES APPLIED
LONGITUDINALLY TO HUMAN BODY MEASURED_ USING
ELECTRIC IMPEDANCE CHANGES IN LOWER EXTREMITIES
A65-2641T
FLUID METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION DURING AND AFTER
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-26744
PULMONARY AND FEMORAL ARTERIAL BLOOD OXYGEN
SATURATION DECREASE DUE TO PULMONARY ARTERIAL-
VENOUS SHUNTING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS SUBJECT TO
FORWARD ACCELERATION A65-29057
EOSINOPHIL LEVELS IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD AFTER STATIC
AND DYNAMIC WORKLOADS A65-80002
ALVEOLAR HYPOXIA EFFECT ON PULMONARY VASCULAR
RESISTANCE OF DOG A65-BOOST
CARBON DIOXIDE AND PULMONARY VENTILATION IN
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF DOG A65-BOO71
OXYGEN EFFECT AT HIGH AMBIENT PRESSURE ON BLOOD
FLOW AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF KIDNEY IN DOG
BREATHING 100 PERCENT OXYGEN A65-80072
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON BLOOD CIRCULATION AND
SECONDARY PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE IN MAN
AbS-80088
ROLE OF SKIN AND MUSCLE VESSELS OF HEATED AND
COOLED SUBJECTS IN FOREARM BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE
TO NOREPINEPHRINE A65-BO180
LIMB CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO
HYPOCAPNIA IN ANESTHETIZED
DOG AS AFFECTED BY PHENOXYBENZANINE
BLOODCIRCULATIONCONTD SUBJECT INDEX
A65-80227
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO CIRCULATION,
CARDIOPULMONARY ADAPTATION, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
RESPONSE A65-80235
DIGITAL BLOOD FLOW DURING COLD WATER IMMERSION OF
HAND A65-80302
BLOOD POTASSIUM, PHDSPHORUS, LACTIC ACID LEVELS,
AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC EFFECTS OF HYPOCAPNIA IN
DOG DURING EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATION
A65-BOST8
ROLE OF DIMINISHED OXYGEN TENSION IN FUNCTIONAL
HYPEREMIA OF SKELETAL MUSCLE OF DOG
A6S-8061O
BLOOD FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND PRESSURE-FLOW
RELATIONS OF WHOLE DOG LUNG A65-80664
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CEREBRAL CORTEX, HYPOTHALAMUS
AND MEDULLA OBLONG_TA IN REGULATING BLOOD PRESSURE
IN CATS A65-8076I
CARBON DIDXlDE EFFECT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW IN
SUBJECTS WITH UNILATERAL INTERNAL CAROTID
OBSTRUCTION A65-81027
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE,
BLOOD LACTATE, AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCISING IN HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-8II35
RESPIRATORY, CIRCULATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES IN
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81229
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABILITY OF
BLOOD-EYE BARRIER AND REFRACTIVE MEDIA ON EYE IN
RABBITS A65-81289
EVALUATION OF LOCAL ISCHEMIAt GENERAL ANOXIA, AND
VASODILATDRS IN REACTIVE HYPEREMIA IN DOGS
A65-81450
SMALL BLOOD VESSELS AND ORIGIN OF PHAGOCYTES IN
RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX FOLLOWING HEAVY PARTICLE
IRRADIATION A65-81453
ANTIGEN DISAPPEARANCE FROM BLOOD IN GROUND
SQUIRRELS, CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEATUS, IN
HIBERNATION FOR I4, 28 AND 56 DAYS
A65-81462
RESPONSE MECHANISM IN DOGS OF CIRCULATION AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO HYPOXIA
A65-81502
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SWEATING, CUTANEOUS BLOOD
FLOW, AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN WORK
A65-8163I
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FOUR METHODS OF STUDYING
CUTANEOUS BLOOD CIRCULATION A65-81633
EFFECT OF DRY HEAT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
IN MAN A65-81691
VENOUS ADMIXTURE AND SIZE OF MORPHOLOGICAL SHUNTS
DURING MODERATE EXERCISE A65-81695
EFFECT OF BODY POSTURE ON BLOOD COMPOSITION AND
CIRCULATION A65-BI718
NATURE AND CAUSE OF HYPEREMIA AND OTHER
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81720
STROKE VOLUME IN CONSCIOUS DOG AS AFFECTED BY
RESPIRATION, POSTURE, AND VASCULAR OCCLUSION
MEASURED WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
A65-81899
FOREARM EXERCISE EFFECT ON CAPACITANCE VESSELS
A65-BIg09
CARDIOVASCULAR AND SWEATING RESPONSES TO WATER
INGESTION IN DEHYDRATING SUBJECTS IN HEAT CHAMBER
A65-81910
COCHLEAR OXYGEN TENSION AND BLOOD FLOW AS AFFECTED
BY ADMINISTRATION OF PURE OXYGEN, 8 PER CENT
CARBON DIOXIDE, AND EPINEPHRINE
A65-BZOI7
AIR CONDITIONING AND HUMAN COMFORT AS RELATED TO
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE, SWEATING, BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND BODY HEAT REGULATION
A65-82031
RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION IN
DOG DURING CHANGE FROM SUPINE TO ERECT POSITION
AND WATER IMMERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION A65-82115
TIME DERIVATIVE OF PRESSURE RELATED TO
INSTANTANEOUS AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN DOG
A65-82147
RECORDED CHANGES OF THORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN
MAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
A65-82220
RESPIRATORY VARIATION, COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC, AND
ENDOLYMPHATIC DC POTENTIAL OF GUINEA PIG DURING
ANOXIA, OBSTRUCTION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO STRIA
VASCULARIS, AND SOUND STIMULATION
A65-82269
ROLE OF ARTERIAL CHEMORECEPTORS AND BARDRECEPTORS
IN CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA IN RABBITS
A65-82274
MEOICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF CIRCULATION, NERVOUS,
AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS IN HEALTHY AND DISEASED
HUMANS AND ANIMALS
JPRS-27178 N65-10212
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ACCUMULATED RADIATION
DOSE IN BLOOD DIVERTED THROUGH SHUNT
D1-82-0362 N65-10964
ADRENALINE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF BLOOD OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
FTD-TT-63-IITOZI&2 N65-II760
FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF BLOOD CIRCULATION AND
USE IN SELECTING AND TRAINING FLYING PERSONNEL
N65-I3652
EFFECTS OF RESPIRATION WITH HIGH PRESSURE IN
LUNGS ON BLOOD FLOW RATE N65-13686
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION STRESS ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
N65-13702
EFFECT OF MUSCULAR EFFORT REDUCTION AND LACK OF
HYDROSTATIC BLOOD PRESSURE ON HUMAN BLOOD
CIRCULATION N65-1373T
REACTION OF BLOOD SYSTEM OF DOG TO REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE N65-13740
APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC OSCILLATOR PRINCIPLES TO
BLOOD CIRCULATION CYCLE EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY
SURFACE TEMPERATURE REGULATION
NASA-CR-59990 N65-13861
BIOLOGICAL SERIES IN DYNAMICS OF BLOOD CIRCULATION
AND EMOTIONAL STRESS ON COSMONAUTS DURING SPACE
FLIGHTS
FTD-TT-64-53_II_284 N65-14526
DYNAMICS OF BLOOD CIRCULATION PARAMETERS OF
CEREBRAL VASCULAR SYSTEM DURING LONGITUDINAL
GRAVITATIONAL LOADS N65-14527
CHANGES IN TEMPORAL AND ORBITAL CIRCULATION IN
PATIENTS WITH LESIONS OF CAROTID AND VERTEBRAL
ARTERIES OF HEAD - PLETHYSMOGRAM AND
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAM DATA
NASA-TT-F-295 N65-16593
CEREBRAL CORTEX BLOOD CIRCULATION, TETANUS TOXIN
EFFECT ON NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION, SKIN
A-CO
SUBJECT INDEX BLOOD PRESSURE
TRANSPLANTy BIOCHENICAL INDEXESt AND RECORDING
BY RADIO OF PULSE NAVE DIFFUSION SPEED
JPRS-28Sk9 N65-17722
SIGNIFICANCE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
MECHANISM OF RESPIRATION AND BLOOD CIRCULATION
IN HYPOX|A NbS-17TT6
OBSTRUCTION IN BLOOD CIRCULATION OF HEART TISSUE
IN HYPERTENSION OF ARTERY NbS-1TT8T
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE TO BLOOD CIRCULATION
OBSTRUCTION BY HEART TISSUE NbS-1TT8B
COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CHRONIC OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN BLOOD CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
N65-1TTgl
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY - BIOELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
PERFUSIDN PUMP FOR ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
JPRS-29836 N65-22120
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICSt ARTIFICIAL BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND 20-CATHODE NULTIPDLAROGRAPH
JPRS-30605 N65-26889
BODY AND BLOOD TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN PATIENTS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
EITH MODERATE HYPOTHERMIA Nb5-2_891
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN MICE AND RATS TRACED FDR
DETERMINING INFLUENCE OF ANT|RADIATION DRUGS
ON DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL RED AND HEHOGLOBIN
IN ORGANS N65-26390
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF HYDRODYNAMICS OF ARTERIAL
SYSTEM AND OBSERVATIONS OF MAMMALIAN
MICROCIRCULATION
NASA-CR-bT225 N65-35105
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RETINAL BLOOD SUPPLY FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE STUDIES
NASA-TT-F-9596 NbS-36753
CEREBRAL ANEMIA AND BLOOD CONGESTION PRODUCED BY
VERTICAL POSITION DR GYRATION - BLOOD
CIRCULATION
NASA-TT-F-gTI5 NbS-36759
BLOOD COAGULATION
BLOOD CLOTTING IN HUMANS AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN COLD ENVIRONMENT A65-81161
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TELEMETRIC SYSTEM FOR NEASUREHENT OF BLOOD FLOW
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TO DETERMINE CARDIAC OUTPUT
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BLOOD PLASMA
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LACTATE AND PYRUVATE GRADIENTS BETWEEN RED BLOOD
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EXERCISE A65-81086
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A65-BI66T
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A65-BI79B
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HEART FUNCTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN
IMMUNO-SYMPATHETIC RAT DURING COLD EXPOSURE
ABS-BI945
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ACCLIMATIZATION AND BODY AND SKIN TEMPERATURES OF
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A65-82162
TENPERATURE REGULATION IN YOUNG WONEN
A65-82163
WEIGHTw TENPERATURE_ AND HEMATOLOGIC CHANGES OF
DOG DURING EXPOSURE TO TWO LEVELS OF PULSED
MICROWAVES A65-82364
BODY TEMPERATURE, WEIGHT, AND HEMATOLOGICAL
INDICESy AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF LOWER BODY A65-82365
APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC OSCILLATOR PRINCIPLES TO
BLOOD CIRCULATION CYCLE EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY
SURFACE TEMPERATURE REGULATION
NASA-CR-59990 N65-I3861
BODY-CHARACTERISTICS EFFECT ON HUMAN TEMPERATURE
RESPONSES TO HIGH ALTITUDE COLD
AD-622588 N65-15129
BODY AND BLOOD TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN PATIENTS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ARTIFICIAL BLOO0 CIRCULATION
WITH MODERATE HYPOTHERMIA N65-24891
INTEGRAL HEAT SINK MATERIAL SPACE SUIT FOR
BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL
NASA-CR-63399 N65-26418
COLD WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR SURVIVAL
AND REVIEW OF BODY HEAT CONTROL SYSTEM
N65-29768
SUPERCOOLING MAMMALS AND RESTORING THEN TO NORMAL
BODY TEMPERATURE WITHOUT ALTERING NORMAL
PHYSIOLOGY
FTD-TT-bS-74/IE2 N65-30689
ELEVATION DF INTERNAL BODY TEMPERATURES DURING
TRANSIENT HEAT LOADS AND AT THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
REPTo-I N65-333_2
BODY TEMPERATURE REGULATION
PHYSIOLOGICAL TEMPERATURE-CONTROL MECHANISM OF
HUHAN BODY LOCATED IN FRONT SECTION OF
HYPOTHALAMUS A65-250T5
MODIFICATION OF THERMOREGULATORY RESPONSES TO COLD
AND VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE BY HYPNOSIS
A65-80066
SKIN AND CORE TEMPERATURES CHANGES
RELATED TO THERNOREGULATION IN NAN
A65-80273
NEW PHYSIOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR SETTING LIMITS FOR
MEN AT WORK IN HOT CONDITIONS A65-80274
PHYSICAL INSULATION OF HEALTHY
MEN AND WOMEN OVER 60 YEARS A65-80275
RECTUMv.LOWER ESOPHAGUS_ AND TYMPANUM
TEMPERATURES AS INDICES OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
OF SUBJECTS DURING REST AND WORK UNDER HOT AND
COLD ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
A65-80276
SODIUM SALICYLATE EFFECT ON PATTERN OF HUMAN
ACCLIMATIZATION TO WORK IN HEAT
A6S-BO304
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS INDUCED BY LOCAL
COOLING WITHIN VERTEBRAL CANAL A65-80322
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS AS FUNCTION OF
LOCAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN VERTEBRAL CANAL
A65-80323
ROLE OF MUSCULAR CONTRACTIONS IN CHEMICAL
THERMOREGULATION IN ALBINO RATS UNDER HYPOXIC
CONDITIONS A65-80603
ASSESSMENT, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF HEAT STRESS
A65-80635
EXERCISE HYPERTHERMIA AND THERMOREGULATION IN MAN
A65-80691
CARDIOVASCULAR, THERMOREGULATORY_ ACCLIMATIZAT!ONt
AND TOLERANCE RESPONSES OF HUMAN MALE AND FEMALE
TO HOT ENVIRONMENTS A6S-B0962
THERMOREGULATION IN DOG DURING INTERNAL COOLING
AFTER SECTION OR COLD BLOCKADE OF VAGAL NERVES
A65-81351
THERMAL MANIKIN FOR SIMULATION OF ASTRONAUT
THERMOREGULATION SYSTEM AND SPACE SUIT DESIGN
A65-81388
THERMOGENIC FUNCTION OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE OF
RAT EXPOSED TO COLD A65-8167I
RELATION BETWEEN TORPOR CYCLE AND HEAT EXCHANGE IN
CALIFORNIA POCKET MOUSE, PEROGNATHUS CALIFORNICUS
A65-81680
THYROID GLAND RESPONSE TO HYPOTHERMIA OF HEAT LOSS
CENTER IN HYPOTHALAMUS A65-81769
INITIATION OF SWEATING IN MAN AFTER ABRUPT RISE 1N
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A65-81912
AIR CONDITIONING AND HUMAN COMFORT AS RELATED TO
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE_ SWEATINGp BLOOD
CIRCULATIONv AND BODY HEAT REGULATION
A65~82031
IENPERATURE REGULATION IN COLD AND WARM ADAPTED
RABBITS EXPOSED TO PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRECOOLING A65-82146
CRITICAL BODY TEMPERATURE FOR INSTRUMENTAL
RESPONSE ACQUISITION OF RATS COOLED TO VARIOUS
LEVELS A65-82L61
EFFECTS OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE AND EXTREMES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE ON THERMOREGULATORY
FUNCTIONS OF BRAIN AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
ANIMALS N65-13633
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HYPOXIA AND CHEMICAL
THERMOREGULATION N65-13688
DEGREE OF PRESSURE EXERTED BY THERNOREGULATORY
MECHANISMS OF BODY IN ORDER TO FORESTALL SERIOUS
DISORDERS CAUSED BY OVERHEATING OR SUPERCOOLING
N65-13721
APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC OSCILLATOR PRINCIPLES TO
BLOOD CIRCULATION CYCLE EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY
SURFACE TEMPERATURE REGULATION
NASA-CR-59990 N65-13861
THERMOREGULATORY PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSE MECHANISMS
AND MOLECULAR ENERGY TRANSFORMATION OF HUMAN
60DY
NASA-CR-52183 N65-16487
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE -
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORYt TEMPERATURE CONTROL_
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMt HORMONE DYNAMICSt
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION
NASA-CR-219 N65-23813
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE IN MAN, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
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BODY WEIGHT
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BODY WEIGHT AND SURFACE AREA A65-16562
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECT ON WEIGHT, TOTAL
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FAT OF HAMSTERS A65-80096
OXYGEN COST OF WORK PERFORMED IN DIFFERENT
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GRAVITY A65-80386
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BY HYPOXIA A65-BI026
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HEAT AND COLD A65:81604
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AND COLD EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO CATECHOLAMINES
A65-81622
RESPONSE TIME, FOOD INTAKE, AND BODY WEIGHT OF
RATS ON TWO FOOD-REINFORCED SCHEDULES AS AFFECTED
BY ACCELERATION A65-BZ2OT
WEIGHTt TEMPERATUREt AND HEMATOLOGIC CHANGES OF
DOG DURING EXPOSURE TO TWO LEVELS OF PULSED
MICROWAVES ABS-82366
BODY TEMPERATURE_ WEIGHT, AND HEMATOLOGICAL
INDICES, AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF LONER BODY A65-BZ365
PHYSIOLOGICAL NORMS IN INOIAN ADULTS - DATA ON
TOTAL BODY WEIGHT AND WEIGHTS OF BODY ORGANS
AEET/HP/TH-21 N65-31022
CONTINUOUS ELECTRICAL STRAIN GAUGE RECORDING
INSTRUMENT FOR CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY WEIGHT
DURING ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
ANRL-TR-65-23 N65-36136
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SA SKELETON
MECHANICAL FORCE EFFECT ON PHOSPHORUS 32 RELEASE
FROM SACRIFICED MALE RAT FEMURS IN VITRO
A65-16559
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RAT TO REDUCED BAROMETRIC
PRESSURE A65-BLI74
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS SKELETAL BONE AND
BONE MARROW IN DOGS A6S-BI6TS
COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF AUOIONETRIC BONE CONDUCTION
AS INDICATOR OF HEARING IMPAIRNENT
A6S-BI506
IMPORTANCE OF OSTEOARTICULAR DISEASE IN AVIATION
MEDICINE A65-81829
BONE-CONDUCTED TONES MASKED BY AIR-CONDUCTED NOISE
A65-82023
INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH RECORDED WITH FOUR
TRANSDUCERS AT VARIOUS HEAD AND THROAT POSITIONS
A65-82298
SOUND TRANSMISSION IN HUMAN EAR AND
NON-DTOSCLEROTIC OSSICLE FIXATION
A65-82309
CALCIUM ACCRETION AND BONE FORMATION IN DOGS
N65-I8088
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY OF BONE
AND CARTILAGE NbS-1B090
BED REST EFFECT ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - BONE MASS AND CALCIUM
BALANCE
NASA-CR-IB2 NbS-20474
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION AND AGE ON EXTENT
OF BONE RADIOSENSITIVITY IN GROMING ANIMALS
N65-26396
STRONTIUM 90 IN HUMAN BONE - RADIATION HAZARD
EVALUATION
REPT.-IO N65-Z98bO
THEORETICALLY CALCULATED VALUES OF IONIZATION
INTERACTION FOR PROTONS IN VARIOUS MATERIALS AND
COtCPARISON WITH VALUES OF TISSUE AND BONE
AFWL-TR-65-3 N65-29926
BONE AND TISSUE VIBRATOR ASSEMBLY FOR HEARING BY
CONDUCTION AND FOR MECHANICAL POINT IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-65-11 N65-30036
BONE DEMINERALIZATION STUDIES OF GENINI IV
CREW USING RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITOMETRY
N65-36106
STRONTIUM 90 AND NATURAL STRONTIUM IN BONES AND
DIETS OF CHILDREN N65-36616
BONE MARROW
SA LEUKEMIA
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON SUCCESS OF SECOND HOMOLOGOUS
GRAFT OF BONE MARROW IN PREVIOUSLY IRRADIATED AND
GRAFTED MICE AbS-12885
ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULATING FACTOR / ESF/ EFFECT ON
HUMAN SYNOVIAL MEMBRANE AND MONOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
CELL GROWTH IN VITRO AbS-Ik60T
RADIATION PROTECTION EFFECTS OF ANT AND 5-- MOT AS
FUNCTION OF MARROW CELLS IN NICE
A65-26896
VIBRATION EFFECT AT FREQUENCIES OF 35 AND 70 CPS
ON BONE MARROW CELL DIVISION OF MICE
A65-32303
COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING
RADIATION ON ANAPHASE IN MITOSIS OF BONE HARROW
CELLS IN HOUSE A65-80063
COMBINED ACTION OF X-RAY RADIATION AND VIBRATION
ON BONE NARROW CELL MITOSIS OF MOUSE
A65-80535
INCORPORATION OF IRON 59 INTO HUMAN BONE MARROW
CELLS, IN VITRO, UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH ALTITUDE
HYPOXIA A65-B0835
EFFECT OF LOW-FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND X-RAYS ON
MITOSIS OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MICE
A65-BOg22
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVERy SPLEEN, AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-81265
_FFECT OF PROTECTORS ON BONE MARROW REGENERATION
AFTER IRRADIATION BY SUBLETHAL DOSES OF
X-RADIAI10N A65-BI551
REGENERATION OF BONE MARROW AFTER IRRADIATION BY
600 MEV PROTONS AND X-RAY IN ALBINO MICE
A65-816ZT
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSFUSION OF BONE MARROW IN
ASCORBIC ACID SOLUTION IN RADIATION SICKNESS IN
RABBITS A65-B2030
EFFECT OF VIBRATION ON MITOSIS IN BONE MARROW
CELLS IN MICE AbS-8207B
INFLUENCE OF BLOODLETTING ON BONE NARROW FUNCTION
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-2TZ93 N65-10306
CEOXYRIBONUCLEIC SYNTHETIC ACTIVITY AND CHROMOSOME
KLPLICATION IN CAT BONE MARROW CELLS
A-b5
BORONCOMPOUND SUBJECTINDEX
USNRDL-TR-779 N65-11959
COMBINED EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATIDN AND
X-RAYS ON MAMMALIAN BONE MARROW CELLS
N65-15446
OSTEOLATHYR1SM IN NICE AND INHIBITION OF ENDOSTEAL
BONE REACTION IN ESTROGEN TREATED NICE BY AMINO
ACETONITRILE N65-1B089
THIDL PRETREATMENT AND BONE NARROW TRANSPLANT
EFFECT IN REDUCING TOXICITY OF ACUTE LETHAL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MONKEYS
N65-I8387
NYSTAGMUS IN RABBITSv IONIZING RADIATION OF
HYPOTHALAMUSt MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATION, BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATS, AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-20139
INTRACELLULAR SUBSTANCES IN BLOOD LEUKOCYTES,
AND BONE MARROW OF RABBITS EXPOSED TO RADIATION
N65-21211
PREVENTION OF INFECTIONS AND HEMORRHAGIC
MANIFESTATIONS FOLLDWING SEVERE RADIATION
DAMAGE TO BONE NARROW AND LYNPHATIC STRUCTURES
N65-25661
SHIFT IN DISTRIBUTION OF BODY NITROGEN IN
IRRADIATED NICE WITH HOMOLOGOUS MARROW GRAFTS
N65-25662
RAPID DEPRESSION OF DNA SYNTHESIS IN RAT SPLEEN
AND BONE NARROW AFTER TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION -
VITRO ASSAY SYSTEM
SAM-TR-65-14 N65-26260
COMBINED EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION AND X-RAYS
ON NUCLEI OF BONE NARROW CELLS IN MAMMALS
N65-31388
NICOTINANIDE EFFECT ON X-RAY IRRADIATED
SUSPENSION CULTURES OF RAT BONE MARROW CELLS
EUR-2415.E N65-32144
EFFECT OF AMINOETHYLISOTHIURDNIUM BROMIDE
HYDROBROMIDE ANTIRADIATION DRUG ON GLUCOSE
OXIDATION BY RAT SPLEEN AND BONE MARROW
SUSPENSIONS
SAM-TR-65-2g N65-34260
BORON COMPOUND
BORON COMPOUNDS TOXIC EFFECTS ON PLANTSt ANIMALS
AND HUMAN BEINGS A65-26163
BOTANY
PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY AND BORDERLINE MEDICINE WITH
EMPHASIS ON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS
BEYER
FTD-TT-64-636/I&2 NbS-2BIOI
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER AT
MASS CULTIVATION TO INVESTIGATE LIGHT FACTOR ON
SYNTHESIS AND MULTIPLICATION OF SPECIES
N65-28102
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER
GROWN IN OPEN TANKS N65-2BI03
SURVEY OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC
MATERIAL STUDIES
NASA-CR-66418 N65-31053
SURVIVAL OF WINTER ANNUALS IN GROUND CONTAMINATED
WITH NUCLEAR RADIATION
UCLA-12-555 N65-32824
CHELATED IRON AND ZINC EFFECTS ON ROUGH LEMON AND
TRIFOLIATE ORANGE SEEDLINGS GROWN IN CALCAREOUS
AND NDNCALCAREOUS SOIL
TID-20741 N65-34316
TISSUE GROWTH OF HIGHER PLANTS IN CONTINUOUS
LIQUID CULIURE - USE IN NUTRITIONAL EXPERIMENT
WITH WEANLING MICE
AMRL-TR-65-101 N65-34492
A-66
BOUNDARY
S INTERFACE
BRADYKININ
HUMAN BLOOD BRADYKININ CONTENT AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE 665-81084
BRAIN
SA CEREBELLUM
SA CEREBRAL CORTEX
SA CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
SA ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
SA HYPOTHALANUS
SA INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
BRAIN MATURATION CORRELATION WITH ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS NEASURED BY ELECTROSHOCK
SEIZURES IN RATS A65-16782
QUANTITATIVE DATA ACQUISITION ON ANATOMY OF MEDIAL
AND LATERAL MAMMILLARY NUCLEI AND RELATED
STRUCTURES OF ASSOCIATED NEUROANATOMIC COMPLEX OF
CAT BRAIN, NOTING ULTRASONIC LESIONS
Ab5-30738
ROLE OF HYPOTHALAMUS ON ERYTHROPDIETIC RESPONSE TO
HYPOXIA IN RABBIT AbS-BOO39
LOCALIZATION OF OPTICAL ILLUSION OF SET IN BRAIN
A65-BOO44
SENSITIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER AND SENSORY
REACTIONS IN NAN UNDER CONDITIONS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-BOO89
POLAROGRAPHY APPLIED TO DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN UNDER HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING
CONDITIONS AbS-BOOgO
INTRACELLULAR OXIDATION-REDUCTION STATE IN RAT
BRAIN A65-80360
CEREBRAL BLOOD SUPPLY AND CEREBRAL OXIDATIVE
METABOLISM k65-B036]
MECHANISM OF RECIPROCAL ACTION OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS IN CATS A65-BO437
SLEEP INDUCING HUMORAL SUBSTANCE IN DIALYSATE OF
SLEEPING DONOR Ab5-B0454
EAR-BRAIN ANALOG EMPLOYED FOR REAL-TIME VOICE
COMMUNICATION IN MANNED DEEP SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80528
RESPONSE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS TO IONIZING
RADIATION AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION IN RABBITS
A65-80536
LOCATION OF ORIGIN OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI IN RATS AND DOGS
A65-8059[
CORRELATION OF DIENCEPHALIC AND BULBOVESTIBULAR
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREAS Ab5-BOb8B
CHARACTERISTICS OF EVOKED POTENTIALS DURING
EXTINCTION OF ORIENTING RESPONSE IN DOGS
A65-BOTOO
COOLING EFFECT ON SDMATO SENSORY CORTEX CENTERS
AND ON POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN CATS TO ELECTRIC
STIMULATION TRANSMITTED BY THALAMUS NUCLEUS
A65-80720
UPTAKE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP IN PHOSPHOLIPID
SYNTHESIS IN BRAIN AND LIVER OF RATS DURING
HYPOXIA AND POST-HYPOXIC STATE A65-80721
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CEREBRAL CORTEXt HYPOTHALAMUS
AND MEDULLA OBLONGATA IN REGULATING BLOOD PRESSURE
IN CATS A65-BO761
RELATIONS BETWEEN ELECTRORETINOGRANS AND OCCIPITAL
POTENTIALS ELICITED BY FLICKERING STIMULI
A65-80774
VISUAL EVOKED RETINAL AND OCCIPITAL POTENTIALS
WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING NEUROELECTRIC
SUBJECT INDEX BRAIN
ACTIVITY A65-BOTB3
INTELLIGENCEv PERCEPTUAL INTEGRATION, AND MINOR
HEMISPHERE SYNDROME A65-BOBOT
CEREBRAL CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN MAN
A65-80816
VESTIBULAR RESPONSES IN MIDBRAIN, THALAMUS, AND
BASAL GANGLIA IN CATS A65-BO839
IMPEDANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CORTICAL AND
SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY BLOOD
CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-80860
IMPAIRED RECOVERY FROM HYPOTHERMIA INDUCED BY
HYPOXIA IN GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
TRIDECEMLINEATUS, AFTER HYPOTHALAMIC LESIONS
A65-80871
BEHAVIORAL ACTIVATION IN RABBIT AFTER INJECTION OF
DIALYSATE OBTAINED DURING STIMULATION OF MIDBRAIN
RETICULAR SYSTEM A65-BOBT7
INTEROCEPTIVE AFFERENT EFFECT UPON VOMITING CENTER
EXCITATION DURING MOTION SICKNESS WITH AND WITHOUT
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AbS-B0879
DEGREE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP TURNOVER IN PHOSPHOLIPID
FRACTIONS OF RAT BRAIN TISSUE IN HYPOXIA AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE AbS-BO92B
BRAIN TELESTIMULATOR WITH SOLAR CELL POWER SUPPLY
USED ON PRIMATES A65-81156
SIMPLE MICROMANIPULATOR FOR INSERTION OF
ELECTRUDES INTO BRAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
665--81279
RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN LATERAL GENICULATE
NUCLEUS IDIENCEPHALDNI OF CAT TO MOVING VISUAL
PATTERNS A65-B1302
INHIBITION OF NONSPECIFIC SENSORY POTENTIALS IN
CAT FOLLOWING STRIDPALLIDAL AND CAPSULAR
STIMULATION AbS-BI303
SPONTANEOUS ELECTRICITY OF BRAIN IN HIBERNATORS
/PRAIRIE DOG AND GROUND SQUIRREL/ AND
NONHIBERNATORS /CAT AND GUINEA PIG/ DURING
HYPOTHERMIA A65-81315
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC MILD HYPOXIA
A65-B1322
AMMONIA-GLUTAMIC ACID-GLUTAMINE SYSTEM OF RAT
BRAIN IN COMBINED EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA AND
ELEVATED OXYGEN TENSION A65-BI362
TRANSCALLOSAL, EXTRACALLDSAL, AND
GENICULO-CORTICAL RESPONSES OF CAT TO ELECTRIC
SHOCK DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-B1380
BRAIN METABOLISM AND RESISTANCE OF HIBERNATOR
ICITELLUS CITELLUSl AND RAT TO DIFFERENT ANOXIC
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING CARDIAC ARREST IN DEEP
HYPOTHERMIA A65-81456
EFFECTS OF ROTATORY LABYRINTHINE STIMULATION ON
BIOELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF PARAFLOCCULUS AND OTHER
CEREBELLAR LOBES IN CATS A65-B156_
SHORT-LATENCY HUMAN MUSCLE AND BRAIN EVOKED
RESPONSES TO CLICKS A65-B1635
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTIONS OF
NEMBUTAL_ HEXONIUM AND ALYNAMINE ON DISTURBANCES
OF RESPIRATION AND HEART RATE CAUSED BY X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF CEREBELLUM IN DOGS
A65-81673
EFFECT OF DRY HEAT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
IN MAN A65-81691
CEREBRAL VASCULAR LESION IN CARBON DISULFIDE
POISONING - CASE HISTORY AbS-BI693
EFFECT OF OXYGEN INTOXICATION ON VARIOUS AREAS OF
BRAIN IN CATS A65-81875
SIMULTANEOUS EVALUATION OF QUANTITATIVE WAVE
PATTERNS AND MEAN AMPLITUDE OF BRAIN POTENTIAL BY
COMBINED DATA A65-BI881
AUDIOVISUAL INTERACTION AND ITS CORRELATION WITH
CORTICAL STIMULATION IN LATERAL THALAMUS
AbS-BI926
WHOLE BRAIN COBALT 60 GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECT ON
CONDITIONED STIMULUS CORTICAL AROUSAL IN BURRO
A65-820_1
LITERATURE REVIEW OF STUDIES ON EXPERIMENTAL
CONTROL OF DREAMING A65-82045
CHANGES IN CATS OF TACTILE EVOKED POTENTIALS IN
BRAIN DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-B2050
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RAT BRAIN AFTER ANOXIC ISCHEMIA
A65-B2052
OXYGEN CUNSUNPTION AND ENDOGENOUS RESPIRATION IN
CELLS FROM THE VESTIBULAR NUCLEUS IN RABBITS
A65-BZOTO
AUDIDMETRIC ASPECTS AND MULTISENSORY
POWER-FUNCTIONS OF ELECTRONICALLY AVERAGED SLOW
EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES IN MAN
A65-82136
NYSTAGMIC RESPONSES TO ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
CIENCEPHALIC CENTERS AND TO ROTATORY STIMULATION
OF VESTIBULAR RECEPTORS IN RABBIT
A65-82139
POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN VARIOUS CORTICAL STRUCTURES
DURING FORMATION OF FOOD CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
ACOUSTIC AND PHOTIC STIMULI IN DOGS
A65-B2226
STUDY OF SUBCORTICAL POTENTIALS IN HUMAN PATIENTS
WITH IMPLANTED ELECTRODES A65-82266
EXPECTANCY WAVE IN BRAIN 'MECHANISMS AND PERCEPTION
A65-82255
ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF
CEREBRAL AND MESDDIENCEPHALIC NYSTAGMDGENIC
CENIERS IN RABBITS WITH INJURY AND ELECTRIC
STIMULATION A65-B2356
INTERVAL ANALYSIS OF CELL DISCHARGE IN SPONTANEOUS
AND OPTICALLY MODULATED ACTIVITY IN OPTIC TRACT,
GENICULATE BODY, AND CORTEX OF CAT
AbS-BZ355
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AMOUNTS OF
TOCDPHEROL A/WD EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TO BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION A65-82358
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND MECHANISMS OF BRAIN ACTIVITY
JPRS-27947 N65-I339B
EFFECTS OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE AND EXTREMES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE ON THERMOREGULATORY
FUNCTIONS OF BRAIN AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
ANIMALS N65-13633
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF DIFFERENT PARTS OF BRAIN
DURING PROLONGED ACCELERATIONS IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-13661
ANIMAL STUDIES ON CHANGES IN BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
AND ACCELERATION STRESS N65-13699
OXYGEN TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES OF DOGS AFTER
EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATIONS UNDER AIR AND OXYGEN
BREATHING CONDITIONS N65-13705
VIBRATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON ACIDIFYING
PROCESSES IN BRAIN TISSUES OF RATS
Nb5-I3730
A-6T
BRAINCIRCULATION SUBJECTINDEX
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH - INSTRUMENT FOR RECURCING
ELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN N65-15723
ELECTROENCEPHALOSCOPE - INTRUMENT FOR OBSERVING
ELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN ON CATHODE RAY TUBE
N65-15725
OXYGEN STARVATION AND ACCELERATION EFFECT ON
CONTENT OF GLUTAMIC AND GAMMA-AMINDBUTYRIC ACIDS
IN BRAIN TISSUE
JPRS-28630 N65-16136
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON PROPAGATION DE STIMULI IN
RESPIRATORY FORMATIONS OF BRAIN
N65-L7766
OXYGEN PRESSURE IN DOG BRAIN TISSUE DURING GAS
MIXTURE RESPIRATION - HYPOXIA N65-17769
MATURE ORGAN{SM ADAPTATION TO HYPDXIA AND BRAIN
IMPORTANCE IN PROCESS Nb5-IT774
LIPID AND CARBOHYDRATE RENEWAL IN BRAIN AND LIVER
IN HYPOXIA N65-17814
OXYGENATION OF BRAIN TISSUES DURING AIR AND
OXYGEN RESPIRATION WITH ADMIXTURE DF CARBON
DIOXIDE
FTO-TT-64-634/I&2&4 N65-19139
PULSATING LIGHT SOURCE EFFECT ON ELECTRIC ACTIVITY
DF BRAIN
RSIC-298 N65-20526
STEROID ANTIHISTAMINIC THERAPY IN EXPERIMENTAL
CEREBRAL EDEMA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-64-56 N65-22075
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY DF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN, LOCALIZATION OF
CONDITIONED INHIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS, AND
MOOELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-3OOO? N65-24230
ELECTROCHEMICAL ACTIVITY OF HUMAN BRAIN AT
CELLULAR LEVEL - MEMORY
JPRS-3O6?6 N65-25BT2
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDINGS FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
FTD-TT-65-BB8/I&2 N65-26142
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF MODEL OF
GLOBAL FUNCTION USING SIMPLE SIMULTANEITY -
BRAIN FUNCTION STUDIES WITH EEG
N65-28767
CEREBRAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, AND BEHAVIORAL
PERFORMANCE OF MONKEY IN SPACE - BIOSATELLITE
PROGRAM N65-28772
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF VISUAL DATA PROCESSING OF
HUMAN BRAIN ON IBM 1620 AND IBM TOg4 DIGITAL
COMPUTERS
GGC/EE/65-10 N65-3519T
BRAIN CIRCULATION
SURVIVAL TIME DF CONTROL AND PRE-EXPOSED RATS IN
ANOXIA DETERMINED FROM ATP LACTATE AND PYRUVATE
CONCENTRATION IN BRAIN TISSUE A65-17482
CHLORPROMAZINE / CPZ/, PRUTOTYPE PHENOTHIAZINE
TRANQUILIZER, AFFECTS MEMBRANE FUNCTION WHEREVER
IT ACCUMULATES IN BODY IN SUFFICIENT CONCENTRATION
A65-31007
LINIAR ACCELERATION EFFECTS DN CEREBRAL PRESSURE
AND PLETHORA IN VARIUUS MAMMALS
AbS-BOOB6
CEREBRAL BLOOD SUPPLY AND CEREBRAL OXIDATIV_
METABOLISM A65-8036_
SECONDARY VENTILATORY RESPONSE TC tX[RCIS[ AS
MODIFIED BY PURE OXYGEN, AMMONIUM CHLHRIUE,
AMINOPHYLLINE AND SODIUM BICARBONATE, COHPUUNDS
WHICH ALTER CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
A65-80614
A-68
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF BRAIN DURING CIRCULATORY HYPOXIA
AND BRAIN CIRCULATION A65-81338
CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW DURING CHANGES IN BODY
POSITION IN DOGS A65-81858
hUMAN CEREBROVASCULAR RESPONSE TIME TO ELEVATION
DE ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION BY CARBON
CIOXIDE INHALATIUN A65-81957
CEREBRAL CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM OF NORMAL AND
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-82164
BRAIN INJURY
URAIN DISORDERS AND LEVELS OF AMINO
ACIDS UE RAT DURING ANOXIA A65-B0230
DAMAGE UF LUNG AND BRAIN OF DOG AS RELATED TO
CURATION AND EXTENT OF DECOMPRESSION
A65-81731
ADRENOCORTICAL _NSUFFICIENCY AND HYPLRFUNCIION
RESISTANC_ TO CARBUN MONOXIDE POISUNINO
JPRS-30295 N65-24690
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGICAL,
EXPERIMLNTAL, DEVELOPMENTAL, AND COMPARATIVE
PSYCHOLOGY - STUDIES ON BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR,
PERCEPTION, COORDINATION, AND LEARNING
NASA-CR-58831 N65-32115
BRAIN STEM
HYPERCAPNIC EFFECT GN NORMAL AND STIMULATED
PUTLNTIALS OF INTACT AND ISOLATED CEREBRAL CORTEX
IN RABBITS A65-80441
VESTIBULAR EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RESPUNSE TO
STIMULATION OF AMPULLAR NERVE AN&t.YZ_D IN
ANESTHETIZED CAT A65-B0463
THERMOSTAT DF ORGANISM AND ITS SEITING IN RABBIT
A65-80912
CENTRENCEPHALIC THEORY AND INTERHEMIbPHERIC
TRANSFER OF VISUAL HABITS AGS-B2ZI6
STIMULUS CODING REFLECTED BY VARYING DISCHARGE
PATTERNS IN SUBDIVISIONS OF COCHLEAR NUCLEUS UF
CAT DURING ACOUSTICAL STIMULATION
A65-BZ26B
BREATHING
S AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
S EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
S HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
S LIQUID BREATHING
S OXYGEN BREATHING
S PRESSURE BREATHING
S RESPIRATION
BREATHING MODE
BREATHING MECHANICS - COMPLIANCE AND RESISTANCE
IN NORMAL LUNG AND THORAX A65-8018_
DEEP DIVING AND DECOMPRESSION TIME IN RELATION TO
_REATHING MIXTURES WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF
ARGON, HELIUM, OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
AB5-B2159
RESPIRATORY VARIATION, COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC, ANO
ENDOLYMPHATIC DC POTENTIAL OF GUINEA PIG DURING
ANOXIA, OBSTRUCTION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO STRIA
VASCUtARIS, AND SOUND STIMULATION
A65-BZZ6q
BRIGHTNESS
SA LUMINESCENCE
AITLNUAEION CHARACTERISTICS OF VISUAL SYSTEM
DIIIRMINED BY MEASURING FLICKER THRESHOLD,
BRIGHTNESS, AND PUPILLOMOTOR EFFECT OF MODULATED
LIDHT A65-BO770
LIGHTNISS PERCEPTION RELATED TO PERCEPTION OE
SPATIAL POSITION A65-80793
CONTOUR EFFECT ON SIMULTANEOUS BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST
AbS-B0853
SUBJECT]NOEX CALCULUS/BIOL/
BINOCULAR BRIGHTNESS AVERAGING AND CONTOUR
INFORMATION A65-BOB61
REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF LUMINANCEe EXPOSURE
DURATION AND TASK COMPLEXITY A65-BI062
THRESHOLD CONTRAST AND BRIGHTNESS TO ENSURE
VISIBILITY OF OBJECTS AT NIGHT AND DURING DAY
N65-13644
BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
STIMULUS INTENSITY AND PHOTICALLY EVOKED CEREBRAL
RESPONSE AS POSSIBLE OBJECTIVE INDEX OF BRIGHTNESS
PERCEPTION FOR MAN A65-26831
BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLD AS AFFECTED BY
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON TWO LEVELS OF ACCELERATION
A65-BO96B
NEGATIVE FLASHESt POSITIVE FLASHESv AND FLICKER
EXAMINED BY INCREMENT THRESHOLD TECHNIQUE
ABS-BlO16
EVOKED POTENTIALS AND CORRELATED JUDGMENTS OF
BRIGHTNESS AS FUNCTIONS OF INTERFLASH INTERVALS
A65-BII58
BRIGHTNESS CONSTANCY UNDER GRADIENT OF
ILLUMINATION A65-8143B
BACKGROUND REFLECTANCE AND CATEGORY-SCALING OF
GRAY PAPERS A65-B1580
VALIDATION OF SUBJECTIVE SCALES FOR LOUDNESS AND
BRIGHTNESS BY MEANS OF CROSS MODALITY MATCHING
A65-BISBI
BINOCULAR RIVALRY AND CONTRAST AT CONTOURS
A6S-B2083
CENTRENCEPHALIC THEORY AND INTERHEMISPHERIC
TRANSFER OF VISUAL HABITS A65-B2216
PULSE-TO-CYCLE FRACTION AND CRITICAL FLICKER
FUSION A65-82260
BRIGHTNESS ENHANCEMENT RELATED TO FLICKER FUSION
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PARALYSIS OF ARM IN ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING A65-80287
FIBRINOLYSIS IN CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
IN ANIMALS A65-80288
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OF ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-80289
HYPOTHERMIA IN TREATMENT OF ACUTE CARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING A65-80290
BEHAVIOR OF ERYTHROCVTIC GLUTATHIONE AND
GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE IN SUBJECTS
EXPOSED TO CHRONIC INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE
A65-80291
ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM IN CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING IN DOGS A65-B0292
HEMODYNAMIC VARIATIONS IN ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING IN DOGS A65-B0294
MECHANISM OF TOXIC ACTION OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND
OXYGEN TREATMENT A65-80295
NERVOUS AND VISUAL ABNORMALITIES DUE TO CARBON
DIOXIDE POISONING TREATED WITH ETHCPROPAZINE
A65-80822
DIAGNOSTIC METHODS USED IN CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING - COMPARATIVE STUDY A65-81401
OXYGEN BREATHING AS THERAPY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING A6S-B1511
DISTURBANCE IN CARBON METABOLISM IN EXPERIMENTAL
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING IN RABBITS
A65-B2183
EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIDE BREATHING ON CELLULAR
STRUCTURE AND TISSUES OF LUNGS IN RATS
A65-B2ZT2
ADRENOCORTICAL INSUFFICIENCY AND HYPERFUNCTION
RESISTANCE TO CARBON MONOXIDE POISONIEK;
JPRS-30295 N65-24690
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING ON RATS - PERMISSIBLE DAILY
CONCENTRATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR
N65-28295
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
HEPATOTOXICITY OF RAT FROM HYDRAZINE AND
ItL-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE /UDMH/ AS TO THAT OF CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE A65-81529
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATEv ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATEt AND
ADENOSINE MONOPHOSPHATE IN NORMAL AND CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE DAMAGED LIVERS OF MICE
A6S-80326
CASE HISTORY OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
MANIFESTING AS KIDNEY DISEASE A65-82034
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE DUE
TO CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
A65-82303
CARBON 16
EXTRACELLULAR PRODUCTS OF HYDROGENOMONAS
EUTROPHA, USING PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY AND
RADIOAUTOGRAPHY WITH CARBON 16 A6S-31725
IONIZING EFFECT OF BETA PARTICLES ON RATE OF
GROWTH OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA IN CULTURE MEDIA
CEJCTAINING LARGE AMOUNTS OF RADIOACTIVE CARBON
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF ALGAE USING CARBON 14 DETECTION
OF FIXATION AND CARBON DIOXIDE EVOLUIIONt MEDIUM
CEVELOPMENTI AND TESTS OF SOIL AND SOIL ISOLATES
NASA-CR-6O709 N65-16815
CARBOHYDRATE INFLUENCE ON CARBON 14 ABSORPTION BY
CHLORELLA IN LIGHT AND DARK
REPT.-135 N65-23301
_EASUREMENT OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF RESPIRED
CARBON-14 DIOXIDE AS METHOD OF HEALTH PHYSICS
CONTROL OF RADIOLOGICAL HAZARD
RCC-R-1TB N65-33014
CARBONACEOUS METEORITE
PETROLOGICAL AND COMPOSITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS IN
VARIOUS TYPES OF METEORITES AbB-BO373
ABIOGENIC FORMATION OF CARBON COMPOUNDS IN
ORGUEIL, COLD BDKKEVELDy AND MURRAY CARBONACEOUS
CHONDRITES SUGGESTED BY MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-82013
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT SIMULATED
ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
AD-451065 N65-11421
USE OF ENZYMEt CARBONIC ANHYDRASE_ FOR CARBON
DIOXIDE CONTROL IN SPACECRAFT
QTR-I N65-Z6316
CARBONYL
ASYMMETRIC HYDROGENATION OF CARBONYL COMPOUNDS
A65-B0472
CARBOXYLIC ACID
PURIFICATION OF ENTEROTOXIN B BY CARBOXYLIC ACID
RESINS CHROMATOGRAPHY N65-22299
CARDIOGRAM
SA BALLISTOCARDIOGRAN
SA ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
SA MAGNETOCARDIOGRAM
A-73
CARDIOGRAPHY SUBJECT INDEX
SA PHDNOCAROIOGRAM
SA VECTORCARDIOGRAM
SA VIBROCARDIOGRAM
MAGNETIC FIELD ASSOCIATED WITH CELLULAR ELECTRICAL
PHENOMENA IN CARDIAC TISSUE A65-10724
CARDIOGRAPHY
SA BALLISTOCARDIDGRAPHY
SA ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
SA PHDNOCARDIOGRAPHY
PRECORDIAL VIBRATIONS FROM LEFT PARASTERNAL AREA
IN DOGS COMPARED WITH HEART PRESSURE CURVES FOR
ASSESSING VIBRDCARDIOGRAM ACCURACY IN DETERMINING
HEMODYNAMIC EVENTS DURATION A65-ZZ329
HEMODYNAMIC INDEXES OBTAINED BY
MECHANOCARDIOGRAPHIC METHOD N65-I376[
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONING DN HUMAN BEHAVIOR
BEFORE AND AFTER SUFFERING MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
AM-64-2 N65-16161
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH HEART FUNCTION IN MAN AND DOGS
NASA-CR-57145 N65-18490
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL
HEART FUNCTIONS IN FLIGHTS OF VDSIOK V AND
VOSTOK VI SPACECRAFTS BY SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHIC
DATA N65-23626
BIOINSTRUMENTATIDN FOR AEROSPACE MEDICINE -
CARDIOPHONE, VECTORCARDIOSCOPE, INTERCOM FOR
BAROMETRIC CHAMBER TESTS, ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
SIMULATOR, AND ELECTRON VOLTAGE STABILIZER
FTD-TT-64-IOBg/I&2 N65-33752
CARDIOLOGY
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM
AND SPACECREW REACTION STUDIED BY PHYSICIAN ON
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT AND SEISMOCARDIOLOGICAL
DATA
JPRS-29795 N65-23422
CARDIOLOGY - CLINICO-INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF MITRAL DISEASE
JPRS-30490 N65-25669
DYNAMICS OF CARDIAL INSUFFICIENCY IN MITRAL HEART
DISEASE ACCORDING TO DATA FROM VENOUS
CATHETERIZATION, PUNCTURE OF CARDIAC CAVITIES
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
N65-25672
RELATION OF LENGTH OF CARDIAC CYCLE PHASES AND
RATE OF PRESSURE CHANGE IN RIGHT AND LEFT
VENTRICLES
NASA-TT-F-9384 N65-27686
DATA SYNTHESIS OF ELECTROCARDIOLOGICAL METHODS
NASA-IT-F-9459 N65-33951
CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
SA BLOOD CIRCULATION
SA HEARI
SA LUNG
CARDIOPULMONARY RESPONSES AND CIRCULATORY EFFECTS
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHTS INTO DEFICIENT
AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT AbS-1252T
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON INTRATHORACIC
PRESSURE AND CARDIOPULMONARY FUNCTIONS IN DOGS
WITH REFERENCE TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-2653I
CARDIORESPIRATORY HYGIENE IN FLIGHT
A65-BI820
EVALUATION OF TREADMILL AND GRADATIONAL STEP TEST
FOR ASSESSING CARDIORESPIRATORY CAPACITY
AM-64-3 N65-16215
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA FROM DECREASE IN ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE ON ANIMAL CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
AFTER LUNG SURGERY N6S-I7783
CARDIAC AND VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO BICYCLE
ERGOMETER TEST
NASA-CR-177 N65-20472
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N65-25026
OXYGEN CARDIAL-ENERGY EQUILIBRIUM IN ABSENCE OF
GRAVITY
NASA-TT-F-9562 N65-33B06
CARDIOTACHOMETRY
PULMONARY BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES OVER CARDIAC CYCLE
MEASURED BY OBSERVING CHANGES IN INTRATHORACIC
IMPEDANCES A65-I0727
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
SA ARTERY
SA BLOOD CIRCULATION
SA CAPILLARY
SA HEART
AERONAUTICAL APPLICATION OF RESPIRATORY AND
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION TESTS
A65-12883
MYOCARDIUM AUTOMATISM CHANGES UNDER PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS ASSOCIATED WITH VAGUS NERVE TONUS
AMPLIFICATION A65-1339T
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE DURING MAXIMUM
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF FLYING CADETS
A65-20986
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM, ASCERTAINING MECHANISM AND CAUSES OF
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION A65-23461
HUMAN BODY EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUET EFFECTS ON
TILT TABLE TOLERANCE TAKEN AFTER 6 HOURS OF WATER
IMMERSION A65-2407B
WATER IMMERSION EXPERIMENT WITH MALES CHECKING
CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONING, PLASMA VOLUME,
HEMOGLOBIN, OSMOLARITY, FLUID INTAKE, BODY WEIGHT,
ETC AbS-Z4OT9
E KG AND BLOOD PRESSURE STUDIES IN MILITARY JET
PILOTS BEFORE AND AFTER FLIGHT A65-30139
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND NEUROPHYSIDLOGY OF
PRIMATES, RADIATION HAZARD, BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS STUDIED VIA SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
A65-30690
CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF HEART RATE BY MEANS OF
PULSE RECORDER ATTACHED TO ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
A65-80008
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES MEDIATED BY
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM TO ICE-COLD SHOWERS
A65-80075
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES IN MAN WITHOUT AND WITH
ANTIGRAVITY SUIT AFTER FOUR WEEKS OF ABSOLUTE BED
REST IN RELATION TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80145
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTIONS IN DOG
DURING ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF SPUTNIK Ill, IV, AND V
SATELLITES A65-BOI50
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH
A65-80202
VASCULAR TONE CHANGES OF VEINS IN
EXTREMITIES DURING SUPINE EXERCISE
Ab5-80271
USE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST FOR HYPOXIA
ACCOMMODATION AND ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE
IN AIRCREW A65-80319
VALIDITY OF CRAMPTON TEST IN APPRAISAL OF
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFICIENCY OF INDIVIDUAL
ENGAGED IN STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80320
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SUBJECTINDEX CARDIOVASCULARYSTEM
HEART MINUTE VOLUME AS QUADRATIC FUNCTION OF
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN NORMAL MEN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A65-80_03
STROKE VOLUME AND CARDIAC OUTPUT AFTER SMOKING IN
POSTPRANDIAL AND IN FASTING STATE IN RELATION TO
GLUCOSE INTAKE A65-80_T
RESPONSE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO COLD-BLOCK OF
VAGUS TRUNK A65-80602
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE IN RELATION TO BRAIN ALPHA
CYCLE AND CARDIAC AROUSAL CYCLE
A65-BOb66
TRANSISTOR DEVICE FOR REMOTE RECORDING OF HEART
RATE AND RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS AbS-BOT14
MICROWAVE RADIATION OF RAT AND EFFECT OF
PYRIDOXINE AND PYRIDOXAL ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE
A65-BOT56
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DURATION OF CARDIAC CYCLE AND
VENTRICULAR EXCITATION TIME IN NORMAL SUBJECTS AS
COMPUTED BY NALLER-BAZETT EQUATION
A65-80764
BREATHING OF PRESSURE OXYGENATED NORMAL SALINE IN
DOGS A65-80826
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH
TEMPERATURES IN MAN AbS-BO86B
NICOTINE AND CHOLESTEROL EFFECTS ON SWIMMING
PERFORMANCE, BODY WEIGHT, MORTALITY, AND
ATHEROMATOSIS IN RATS A65-80936
CARDIOVASCULAR_ THERMOREGULATORYt ACCLIMATIZATION,
AND TOLERANCE RESPONSES OF HUMAN MALE AND FEMALE
TO HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-80962
EFFECT OF EXTREMITY CUFF TOURNIQUETS ON TILT TABLE
TOLERANCE AFTER WATER IMMERSION
A65-81065
CHANGES IN BIOELECTRIC CEREBRAL ACTIVITY AND
CERTAIN VEGETATIVE VASCULAR REACTIONS RESULTING
FROM ACTION OF NOISE A65-81191
DAILY RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-81198
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENTS OF HEART
FUNCTIONS AND RESPIRATION A65-B120B
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART
RATE IN EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION IN
PILOT CANADIDATES AbS-BI264
MODEL APERIODIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH AND
DESCRIPTION OF APERIODIC BALLISTDCARDIOGRAM OF
HEALTHY INDIVIDUAL A65-81290
ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION DF
CARDIOVASCULAR AND OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
AbS-8135T
CIRCULATORY AND VENTILATORY RESPONSES TO
POSTPRANDIAL EXERCISE A65-BI361
CLINICAL SYNDROMES IN HUMANS UNDER EFFECTS OF
DIFFERENT RADIO-FREQUENCY BANDS
A65-B1371
OBJECTIVE REPRESENTATION OF STRESS IMPOSED IN
CIRCULATORY FUNCTION TESTS A65-BI493
RESPONSE MECHANISM IN DOGS OF CIRCULATION AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO HYPOXIA
A65-81502
GRAVITY EFFECT ON MAN - HISTORICAL REVIEW
A65-81588
CARDIOVASCULAR SYMPATHETIC TONE AND STRESS
RESPONSE RELATED TO PERSONALITY PATTERNS AND
EXERCISE HABITS - POTENTIAL CARDIAC RISK AND
SCREENING TEST A65-81599
CIRCULATORY DYNAMICS AND BLOOD PRESSURE DURING
COLD PRESSOR TEST A65-81600
CARDIOPULMONARY EFFECTS OF CONTINUOUS PRESSURE
BREATHING IN HYPOTHERMIC DOGS A65-BI6OB
NOISE EFFECT ON HUMAN PARTICULARLY CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTION AND NERVOUS SYSTEM A65-81614
RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY CHANGES AFTER
EXPERIMENTAL FAT EMBOLISM IN DOGS
A65-816BB
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF ANOXIA AND INFLUENCE OF
NEW BETA ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR BLOCKING DRUGv
MJI999t IN DOGS A65-8171_
PROBLEMS INHERENT IN PURPOSES OF INITIAL
CARDIOVASCULAR EXAMINATION OF AVIATION PERSONNEL
A65-8177_
WEIGHTLESSNESS SUGGESTED AS THERAPY FOR CARDIAC
INSUFFICIENCY A65-B1869
COMPARATIVE SPIRO-ERGDMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS ON
ATHLETES A65-81865
STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSKHOD I
SPACECRAFT AbS-BI962
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE DURING EXPOSURE OF
LONER BODY IN SUPINE POSITION TO NEGATIVE
PRESSURE. A65-82253
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AFTER
EXPOSURE TO HYPODYNAMIA N65-13653
CHANGES IN CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS SYSTEMS
AFIER EXPOSURE TO AIR STREAM AT SUPERSONIC SPEED
N65-13703
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AS INDEX OF NERVOUS,
EMOTIONAL, AND PHYSICAL STRAIN OF PERSONNEL ON
LONG FLIGHTS WITH COMPLEX MISSION
N65-13709
CARDIOVASCULAR REACTION DURING PARACHUTE TRAINING,
VIBRATION EXPOSURE, AND PROLONGED CONFINEMENT
AND ISOLATION AS MEASURE OF EFFICIENCY AND
ENDURANCE OF MAN FOR SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING
N65-13712
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTION OF MONKEYS
TO CHEST-BACK ACCELERATIONS Nb5-1371B
CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTIONS AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE N65-13723
MEASUREMENT OF AORIIC, LEFT AND RIGHT VENTRICULAR,
PULMONARY CAPILLARY AND ARTERIAL PRESSURES,
HEART RATE, CARDIAC AND STROKE INDEX, AND OTHER
HEMODYNAMIC DATA ON MACACA MONKEYS
AMRL-TDR-64-69 N65-13994
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM UNDER EXPOSURE TO CONTINUOUS
NOISE
T-6II-R N65-15577
HYPOXIA DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM IN CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM DISEASE N65-17799
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
AND CELL DEATH IN MUSCLE TISSUE OF HEART IN DOGS
N65-17836
CHANGES IN INDICES OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RESPIRATION OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS UNDER
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
N65-1TB37
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
IN HEALTHY MALE HUMANS N65-IB37T
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN PULMONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OF DOGS
NADC-ML-6613 N65-1BB81
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CAROTID SINUS REFLEX SUBJECT INDEX
BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
MEASUREMENTS IN TILT-TABLE TESTS, AND BEDSIDE
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DICHROMATIC EARPIECE DENSITOMETRY FOR DETERMINING
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LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO REVERSE DEATH - USE OF
SMALL ARTIFICIAL HEART PUMP IN DOGS
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INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE -
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORY, TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, HORMONE DYNAMICS,
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION
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DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS -
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL MEDICINE
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DIURNAL RHYTHM OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT Nb5-26919
RELATION OF LENGTH OF CARDIAC CYCLE PHASES AND
RATE OF PRESSURE CHANGE IN RIGHT AND LEFT
VENTRICLES
NASA-TT-F-9384 N65-27686
MICROWAVE RADIATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AND
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ANALYSIS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM USING COMPUTER
METHODS - SYMPOSIUM
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INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY FOR CLINICAL
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COMPUTER DESIGN FOR ANALYZING EFFECTS OF BED
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BIOSATELLITE PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS RELATED TO
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CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
N65-28771
CEREBRAL, CARDIOVASCULAR, AND BEHAVIORAL
PERFORMANCE OF MONKEY IN SPACE - BIOSATELLITE
PROGRAM N65-28772
ELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BRACHIAL AND OTHER
HUMAN AND CANINE ARTERIES ANALYZED BY NONLINEAR
MEMBRANE THEORY
NASA-DR-63917 N65-29149
PREVENTING CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONING OF
BEDREST BY PERIODIC FLACK MANEUVERS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
NASA-CR-176 N65-29820
CARDIOVASCULAR AND PSYCHOGALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE MONITORING DEVICES - ELECTRONIC
MICROINSTRUMENTAFION IN DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-64-gO N65-30496
HEART RATE MONITORING AND ANALYSIS DURING SPACE
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SAM-TR-65-26 N65-31620
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT ON SPACECRAFT VOSKHOD
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PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
G FORCES - REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF ORBITAL FLIGHT - SPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-3195B N65-34775
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT IN VOSKHOD I SPACECRAFT
N65-34777
EVALUATION OF GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDITION OF
GEMINI IV FLIGHT CREW WITH INCREASING TIME
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - RESPONSE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO CALIBRATED WORKLOAD
N65-36104
CORRELATION OF ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
ACTIVITY OF CARDIAC CYCLE USING ELECTRO- AND
PHONOCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA FROM GEMINI IV CREW
MEMBERS N65-36105
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RETINAL BLOOD SUPPLY FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE STUDIES
NASA-TT-F-9594 N65-36753
CAROTID SINUS REFLEX
CAROTID SINUS BARORECEPTOR REFLEX EFFECTS UPON
MYOCARDIAL CONTRACTILITY A65-80391
TWO CHEMORECEPTOR MECHANISMS OF CAROTID SINUS
REFLEX - HYPOXIA N65-17785
CARRIER ROCKET
S LAUNCH VEHICLE
CARTOGRAPHY
INFLUENCE OF CARTOGRAPHIC VARIABLES ON GEOGRAPHIC
ORIENTATION PERFORMANCE OF PILOTS OF LIGHT
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
TR-751-3 N65-16105
CASCADE
DETERMINATION OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF
PARTICULATE MATERIAL DURING OPERATION ROLLER
COASTER INCLUDING PERFORMANCE OF CASCADE
IMPACTORS AND FITTING OF DISTRIBUTIONS
AWRE-O-20/65 N65-28885
CASE HISTORY
PULMONARY ATELECTASIS IN JET PILOT CAUSED BY HIGH
G-FORCES= ANTI-G-SUIT, AND BREATHING OF PURE
OXYGEN A65-80034
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS TREATED WITH COMPRESSION
A65-BO146
DEPERSONALIZATION SYNDROME AS THREAT TO
EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACEMEN AND SUBMARINERS
A65-80222
CLINICAL AND THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF 200 CASES OF
KEROSENE POISONING A65-B0531
CASE HISTORY OF PILOT HAVING SYNCOPE DURING
INSTRUMENT FLYING A65-80551
CASE HISTORIES OF APPARENT CHEMICAL BURNS AFTER
HANDLING MAGNETRON TUBE IN RADAR SET
Ab5-BOTB9
ETHYLENE GLYCOL POISONING - CLINICAL, PATHOLOGIC,
AND TOXICOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS A65-80820
CASE HISTORIES OF INJURIES PRODUCED BY SEAT BELTS
A65-BII8T
SUDDEN HEARING LOSS- TREATMENT AND CASE HISTORIES
_65-81431
TOOTHACHE PROVOKED BY LOWERED BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
DURING FLIGHT- CASE HISTORIES OF FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81435
CASE HISTORY OF AEROEMBOLISM TREATED BY
HYPOTHERMIA A65-81523
SUBJECT INDEX CAT
CEREBRAL VASCULAR LESION IN CARBON DISULFIDE
POISONING - CASE HISTORY A65-BI693
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS OF PILOT WITH
ARTERIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK TAKEN DURING PHYSICAL
EXAMINATIONS OVER TWENTY-YEAR PERIOD
A65-BITT2
LATENT CORONARY INEFFICIENCY IN MIDDLE AGED PILOT
REVEALED BY ELECTROCARDIOGRAM TAKEN AFTER PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A6S-8IT82
CASE HISTORIES OF DYSPNEA OF NEUROTIC ORIGIN IN
PILOTS A65-81822
CASE HISTORY OF CLINICAL HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION
WITH SEVERE OXYGEN TOXICITY A6S-8186B
CASE HISTORY OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
MANIFESTING AS KIDNEY DISEASE A65-BZ03_
CASE OF ACUTE HEPATIC NECROSIS POSSIBLY DUE TO
TRICHLOROETHYLENE INTOXICATION A65-82096
CAT
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF
RESPIRATORY MUSCLES AND BRAIN CENTER CONTROLLING
INSPIRATION AND EXPIRATION A65-80012
PACINIAN CORPUSCLE OF INTESTINE AND MESENTERY OF
CAT AS AFFECTED BY ACOUSTIC WAVES
A65-80152
EVOKED RESPONSES FROM EYE AND VISUAL PATHWAYS IN
HYPOTHERMIC CAT MEASURED BY ELECTRORETINOGRAM
A65-BOISS
HEADI EYEt BODY, AND LIMB MOVEMENTS OF CAT AND
MONKEY CAUSED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL NERVE A65-80156
EVOKED RESPONSE LATENCY OF CAT AS FUNCTION OF
STIMULUS RISE TIME IN AUDITORY CORTEX
A6S-BOI95
AMPLITUDE CHANGES OF EVOKED POTENTIALS AT INFERIOR
COLLICULUS OF CAT DURING ACOUSTIC HABITUATION
A65-80197
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO SUDDEN COOLING OF SKIN
IN MAN AND DECEREBRATE CAT A65-B0303
MECHANISM OF RECIPROCAL ACTION OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS IN CATS AbS-B0437
VESTIBULAR EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RESPONSE TO
STIMULATION OF AMPULLAR NERVE ANALYZED IN
ANESTHETIZED CAT A65-B0463
CAROTID CHEMORECEPTOR ROLE IN RESPIRATORY RESPONSE
TO ISOLATED CHANGES OF BLOOD CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSION AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
A65-80606
RESPIRATION OF CAT WITH SEVERED SINUS NERVES AT
CONSTANT ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND AS A FUNCTION OF
CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURE ABS-BO60T
RESPIRATION AT CONSTANT LOW ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND
EFFECT OF STEPWISE CHANGES OF ARTERIAL PRESSURE
BEFORE AND AFTER CUTTING OF SINUS NERVES IN CAT
A65-80608
EVOKED POTENTIAL IN VISUAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING
WAKING, AROUSAL, SLOW WAVE SLEEPy AND FAST WAVE
SLEEP A65-BO616
ACTION OF CEREBELLUM ON POTENTIALS EVOKED IN
VISUAL CENTERS OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN CATS
AbS-B0652
COOLING EFFECT ON SOMATO SENSORY CORTEX CENTERS
AND ON POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN CATS TO ELECTRIC
STIMULATION TRANSMITTED BY THALAMUS NUCLEUS
Ab5-80720
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CEREBRAL CORTEX, HYPOTHALARUS
AND MEDULLA OBLONGATA IN REGULATING BLOOD PRESSURE
IN CATS A65-80761
INFLUENCE OF VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CAT AND NAN
A65-80776
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIC CHENOCEPTOR
STIMULATION OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY CENTRAL AND
PERIPHERAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
A65-80786
VESTIBULAR RESPONSES IN MIDBRAIN_ THALANUSt AND
BASAL GANGLIA IN CATS A65-BO839
CUTANEOUS NERVEt ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY IN
RESPONSE TO TEMPERATURE CHANGES OF CAT SKIN
AbS-80BS9
IMPEDANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CORTICAL AND
SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY BLOOD
CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-80860
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA FROM EXPERIMENTS WITH
CATS IN THE VERONIQUE ROCKET IN OCTOBER 1963
AbS-BO875
HABITUATION TO HEAT AND COLD IN CAT AT SPINAL CORD
LEVEL A65-BO913
AUTONOMIC REACTIONS OBSERVED IN CATS DURING
VERONIGUE ROCKET FLIGHT A65-B0916
AUDITORY INPUT IN CATS DURING WAKEFULNESS,
SYNCHRONIZED SLEEPt AND DESYNCHRONIZED SLEEP
AbS-BO965
AUDITORY INPUT CHANGES DURING AROUSAL IN CAT WITH
IENOTOMIZED MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES A65-80946
RESPIRATORY AND BLOOD PRESSURE RESPONSES OF CAT
TO ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF PERIPHERAL AFFERENT
NERVES A65-81026
DISTORTION PROCESSES IN COCHLEAR-MICROPHONIC
RESPONSE UNDER NORMAL AND ABNORMAL PHYSIOLOGIC
CONDITIONS A6S-B1076
HYPOXIA DURING DECOMPRESSION AND EFFECT ON
CATECHOLAMINE CONTENT OF HYPOTHALAMUS IN CATS
A65-81085
PARADOXICAL SLEEP AND RELATION TO DEPRIVATION IN
CAT A65-81157
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE IN POSITIONAL ALCOHOL
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A65-BllT8
_ECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS IN RABBIT AND CAT
SKIN A65-B1278
RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN LATERAL GENICULATE
NUCLEUS IDIENCEPHALONI OF CAT TO MOVING VISUAL
PATTERNS AbS-BI302
INHIBITION OF NONSPECIFIC SENSORY POTENTIALS IN
CAT FOLLOWING STRIOPALLIDAL AND CAPSULAR
STIMULATION A65-B1303
DC RESTING POTENTIALS OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY
ELECTRIC AND THERNIC STIMULATION OF EFFERENT
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND ADMINISTRATION OF STRYCHNINE
A65-BI379
TRANSCALLDSALI EXTRACALLOSALv AND
GENICULO-CORTICAL RESPONSES OF CAT TO ELECTRIC
SHOCK DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-BI3BO
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN CATS SIMILAR TO
OCULAR MUSCLE MOVEMENT DURING RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
IN SLEEP AbS-BI483
VISUAL EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSE IN CAT
AbS-BI533
STEADY POTENTIAL SHIFTS IN CAT DURING AROUSAL AND
DEEP SLEEP A65-81534
REPEATED VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
DOES NOT HABITUATE HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS IN CAT
A-7T
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY SUBJECT INDEX
465-81536
FORMATION AND FLOW OF COCHLEAR FLUIDS-STUDIES WITH
RADIOACTIVE POTASSIUM 42 A65-81543
EFFECTS OF ROTATORY LABYRINTHINE STIMULATION ON
BIOELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF PARAFLOCCULUS AND OTHER
CEREBELLAR LOBES IN CATS A65-81544
EVOKED PDTENTIALS OF AUDITORY SYSTEM - COCHLEA AND
CEREBRAL CORTEX A65-81672
SYNCHRONIZATION OF INITIAL AFFERENT FLOW IN VISUAL
SYSTEM IN CAT A65-BIT05
EFFECT OF ATTENTION ON EVOKED RESPONSES IN
CLASSICAL AUDITORY PATHWAY IN CATS
A65-81706
EFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON PARADOXICAL PHASE
OF SLEEP IN CATS ABS-BITLO
EFFECTS OF AUDITORY AND OPTICAL STIMULI
DISCONTINUANCE ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN CATS.
A65-B1713
MORPHOLOGY OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI AND RELATION TO
SPINAL CORD AND CEREBELLUM IN CATS
A65-BI725
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR INTRACELLULAR EVENT
RECOGNITION A65-81756
EFFECT OF OXYGEN INTOXICATION ON VARIOUS AREAS OF
BRAIN IN CATS A65-81875
AUDIOVISUAL INTERACTION AND ITS CORRELATION WITH
CORTICAL STIMULATION IN LATERAL THALAMUS
A65-81926
CEREBRAL CORTICAL TEMPERATURE OF CAT DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS AND IN AROUSAL A65-81930
CENTRIFUGAL OPTIC NERVE RESPONSES EVOKED BY
AUDITORY AND SOMATIC STIMULATION IN CATS
A65-8193I
AUDITORY ACTIVITY IN UNCROSSED CENTRIFUGAL
COCHLEAR FIBERS IN CAT A65-82043
CHANGES IN CATS OF TACTILE EVOKED POTENTIALS IN
BRAIN DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-82050
SUPRASPINAL CONTROL OF INTESTINO - INTESTINAL
INHIBITORY REFLEX IN CATS A65-82065
COMPETITION BETWEEN METABOLIC VASODILATION DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND NEUROGENIC VASOCONSTRICTION
IN SKELETAL MUSCLE IN CAT A65-82066
POTASSIUM ION AS VASDDILATOR DURING MUSCULAR
EXERCISE IN CATS. A65-82067
NATURE AND CAUSE OF MUSCULAR HYPEREMIA DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN CATS A65-82069
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN ACOUSTIC PATHWAY DURING
SLEEP-WAKE CYCLE IN CATS A65-82072
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CALORIC STIMULI ON CATS -
PROBLEMS OF ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE
A65-82119
RELATIONSHIP OF EXTERNAL AUDITORY CANAL, MIDDLE
EAR, AND INNER EAR TO BONE CONDUCTION IN CATS
A65-82129
STIMULUS CODING IN THE AUDITORY.NERVE AND COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS IN CATS A65-B2135
CEREBRAL CORTEX AND VESTIBULAR NUCLEI OF CAT AS
AFFECTED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION.
A65-82141
CORTICAL CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN OF CAT AT HIGH
PRESSURES OF ARGON, NITROGEN, HELIUM, AND OXYGEN
A65-82156
VIGILANCE AND LATENCY LEVEL OF CORTICAL SOMATIC
RESPONSES TO PERIPHERAL AND CENTRAL STIMULI IN
CATS A65-82222
STIMULUS CODING REFLECTED BY VARYING DISCHARGE
PATTERNS IN SUBDIVISIONS OF COCHLEAR NUCLEUS OF
CAT DURING ACOUSTICAL STIMULATION
AB5-82268
EFFECT OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL
PRESSURE IN RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS ON INTRAOCULAR
TENSION IN DOGS AND CATS A65-8227L
EFFECT OF SENSORY STIMULI ON SINGLE UNIT ACTIVITY
IN POSTERIOR HYPDTHALAMUS IN CATS
A65-82275
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF VISUAL CORTEX DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS IN CATS A65-82276
POSSIBLE REVERSIBLE CHANGES IN VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS OF CAT FOLLOWING ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION
A65-B2290
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAMINE,
CHLORPROMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
DERIVATIVE A65-82300
ACETYCLHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
CF COCHLEA AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF CAT
A65-82307
SUPRASPINAL INFLUENCES AND CHANGES IN RECURRENT
DISCHARGES OF ALPHA MOTONEURONS DURING SLEEP IN
CAT A65-82352
ORIGIN OF RETINAL GANGLION CELL FIRING RATE IN
EYES OF CATS DURING LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION.
A65-B2353
INTERVAL ANALYSIS OF CELL DISCHARGE IN SPONTANEOUS
AND OPTICALLY MODULATED ACTIVITY IN OPTIC TRACT,
GENICULATE BODY, AND CORTEX OF CAT
A65-82355
RESPONSE OF CAT TO STIMULATION IN OLFACTORY TRACT
OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
REPT.-B4-L N65-14471
BILATERAL CALORIC HABITUATION ON NYSTAGMUS
RESPONSES ON CAT
AM-64-14 N65-15346
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN CATS
CURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERMIA
AD-468457 N65-31514
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
ON HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS IN CAT
REPT.-620 N65-36664
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
RECOVERY OF USABLE OXYGEN FROM WASTE CARBON
DIOXIDE ON SPACECRAFT BY CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION
FOLLOWED BY ELECTROLYSIS A65-15625
MULTIENZYME SYSTEM FOR CATALYZING MULTISTAGE
OXIDATIVE DECARBOXYLATION OF PYRUVATE IN
ESCHERICHIA COLT A65-16854
PHOSPHORDCLASTIC REACTION CATALYZED BY CLOSTRIDIUM
NIGRIFICANS, THERMOPHILIC SULPHATE-REDUCING
BACTERIUM A65-L7522
CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF GLUCOSE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION BY THERMAL PROTENOIDS A65-25243
MICROORGANISM DETECTION IN SOILS BY ESTIMATING
CONCENTRATION OF INTRACELLULAR CATALASE, ENZYME IN
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DECOMPOSITION
A65-26285
CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF GLUCOSE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION BY THERMAL PROTEINOIDS
NASA-CR-60569 N65-16319
A-78
SUBJECTINDEX CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CATECHOLAMINE
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES MEDIATED BY
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM TO ICE-COLD SHOWERS
A65-BOOT5
VIBRATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND ITS CATECHOLAMINE MEDIATORS IN RATS
A65-80233
HISTOLOGICAL AND HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
SUPRARENAL GLANO_ IN RATS AFTER PERIOD OF TRAINING
A65--80834
HYPDXIA DURING DECOMPRESSION AND EFFECT ON
CATECHOLAMINE CONTENT OF HYPOTHALAMUS IN CATS
A6S-OlOB5
CATECHOLANINE AND COLD EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF RAT HEART
A65-BI383
CATECHOLAMINES IN PLASMA AND URINE AT HIGH
ALTITUDE A65-81606
SURVIVAL, INJURY, AND BODY TEMPERATURE AND WEIGHT
OF COLD ACCLIMATED RAT DURING HIND-LIMB ISCHEMIA
AND COLD EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO CATECHOLAMINES
A65-81622
INTERINDIV_;'_AL DIFFERENCES IN CATECHOLAMINE
EXCRETION DURING STRESS A65-81883
HEART FUNCTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN
IMMUNO-SYNPATHETIO RAT DURING COLD EXPOSURE
A65-81945
PLASMA CATECHOLAMINES OF NATIVE RESIDENTS AND
NEWCOMERS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY FASTING
AND INSULIN A65-8216B
UPTAKE OF CATECHOLAMINES BY HEART CF RABBITS
TREATED WITH SEGONTIN, A NEW AMINE DRUG
A65-82238
CATHODE RAY TUBE
ELECTROENCEPHALOSCOPE - INTRUMENT FOR OBSERVING
ELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN DN CATHODE RAY TUBE
N65-15725
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICS, ARTIFICIAL BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND 20-CATHODE MULTIPCLAROGRAPH
JPRS-30405 N65-24889
2D-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION
AND BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS ,¢65-24892
APPARENT MOVEMENT PHENOMENA ON CATHODE RAY TUBE
DISPLAYS
NASA-CR-67527 N65-36429
CATION
CESIUM IONS DO NOT PASS MEMBRANE OF GIANT AXDN
A65-14831
CELL
S BIOLOGICAL CELL
S ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL
S SOLAR CELL
CELLULOSE
CELLULOSE DERIVATIVES TO ISOLATE ANTIBODIES FROM
SERUM A65-26273
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SOMESTHETIC POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT OF RATS AND CATS
ONBOARD ROCKETS EMPHASIZING SENSOR EMPLACEMENT,
ANIMAL TRAINING AND RADIO TRANSMISSION
A65-26600
ANIMAL TESTS FOR EFFECTS OF ACCELERATIONt
VIBRATION AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXIDATION
METABOLISM IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND MITOSIS
IN HEMOPOIETIC TISSUES A65-29946
NEURAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, RELATIONSHIP TO BINAURAL LOCALIZATION OF
SOUNDS EXPLORED BY EtFCTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
CN CATS A65-30589
ROLE OF CENTRAL AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEMS IN
MECHANISM OF ULTRASONIC ACTION ON GASTROINTESTINAL
ABSORPTION PROCESS AS RELATED TO DRUG EFFECT
A65-BOO49
VIBRATION hrFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND ITS CATECHOLAMINE MEDIATORS IN RATS
A65-B0233
ACTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR- VISUALLY EVOKED CORTICAL
POTENTIALS IN MAN AS INDICATORS OF ACTIVATION
LEVEL A65-BOZ60
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
BIRD, FISH, AND MAMMAL A65-80424
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STATE
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN MAN RELATED TO TRAINING
A65-80436
REACTION OF AUTONOMIC CENTERS OF HYPCTHALAMUS AND
CEREBELLUM TO IONIZING RADIATION
A65--80650
EPENDENCE OF RESPONSE OF INDIVIDUAL NEURONS OF
RABBIT LATERAL GENICULATE BODY ON THE INTENSITY
_F LIGHT STIMULUS A65-80701
_i_ITIVITY OF RABBIT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
CONTINUOUS ULTRAHIGH-FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD A65-BOBO1
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF SUCCINIC OXYDASE IN
MITOCHONDRIA IN NEURONS OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM A65-80B12
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF HEAT EXPOSURE
A65-BUgll
FOCUSED AND UNFOCUSED CRYSTAL LASER RADIATION
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RODENTS ANb
PRIMATE A65-81099
METABOLISM AND PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST
TOXICITY OF OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A65-81149
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE RESPONSE
COMPUTATION BASED ON APERIODIC STIMULI
A65-81690
CENTRAL REGULATION OF THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM -
ROTATIONAL STIMULATION AND EYE MOVEMENTS
A6S-B2137
COMBINED EFFECT OF HOT CLIMATE AND ULTRA HIGH
FREQUENCY RADIATION ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
WORKING PERSONNEL ENGAGED ON ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
PROJECTS A6S-B2184
DIAGNOSIS OF DISTURBANCES OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER HEAD TRAUMA
A65-82190
CONCENTRATION OF HYDROGEN FLUORIDE IN AMBIENT
ATMOSPHERE WHICH CAUSES DISTURBANCE IN CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ALBINO RATS A65-BZZ63
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF
DREAM CYCLES A65-B2322
RADIATION HAZARDS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN INDUSTRY AND
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
JPRS-27032 N65-10120
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
PRODUCED BY RADIO WAVES IN INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
N65-10122
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON ASTRONAUT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN VOSTOK III AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-13627
EFFECTS OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE AND EXTREMES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE ON THERMOREGULATORY
EUNCIIONS OF BRAIN AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
A-T9
CENTRALNERVOUSSY TEMDEPRESSANT SUBJECTINDEX
ANIMALS N65-13633
CHANGES IN CAPACITY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FOR ACQUIRING SKILLS DURING PILOT TRAINING
N65-13679
IONIZING IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF CATS AND RATSt AND ON NEURONS AND
NEUROGLIA IN TISSUE CULTURE - X-RAY IRRADIATION
NASA-CR-52231 N65-[7068
ENERGY INDICES TO STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN HYPOXIA N65-17770
SIGNIFICANCE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
MECHANISM OF RESPIRATION AND BLOOD CIRCULATION
IN HYPOXIA N65-17776
CHANGES IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AT MOUNTAIN
ALTITUDES N65-17820
RADIATION INJURIES AND RESTORATIVE PROCESSES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF MAMMALS
JPRS-29288 N65-19665
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLAND IN
PATIENTS SUFFERING VIBRATION SICKNESS
FTO-TT-64-96211 N65-22642
EFFECT OF AGE, CONTINUOUS SOUND, AND PHGTIC
STIMULI ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRITIONAL
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSIS, AND ROLE OF CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS N65-23445
INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD -
STANDARDIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA, EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM_ ARSENIC POISONING, AND
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT IN AIR
JPRS-29981 N65-2377b
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN BODY SYSTEMS FROM OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-30576 N65-25431
EXCITATION STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
REFLECTED IN MACROSTRUCTURE OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD
SERUM PROTEINS - ELECTROKINETICS
N65-25615
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATION, VIBRATION,
AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM AND
FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-g425 N65-27711
ANALYSIS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM USING COMPUTER
METHODS - SYMPOSIUM
NASA-SP-72 N65-28750
VISUALLY-EVOKED POTENTIALS IN MAN RECORDED
TRANSCRANIALLY FOR NORMAL PATIENTS AND THOSE
SUFFERING FROM CEREBRAL DISEASES - CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM N65-28751
BIOSATELLITE PERFURMANCE SIMULATIONS RELATED TO
CHANGES IN PRIMATE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
N65-2BT7I
CYTOCHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
NEUROGLIAL NUCLEIC ACIDS - ACUTE CHANGES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CAUSED BY IRRADIATION
TID-21440 N65-30175
CHEMICAL TRANSMISSION OF NEURAL EXCITATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-315/7 N65-31520
THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF WFAKy LOW FREQUENCY
IMPULSI CURRENI ON CLNIRA[ NLRVOUS SYS|IM
JPRS-31837 N6b-323HO
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT
SA AHOBARBITAL
SA MEPROBAMATE
SA PENTO_ARBITAL SODIUM
SA PROCHLORPERAZINE
A-80
SA PRQMETHAZINE
SA SECDBARBITAL
NEW PHENOTHIAZINE TRANQUILIZERt FLUPHENAZINE -
EFFECTS ON REACTION TIME AND TOTAL RESPONSE
TIME A65-BOI18
NERVOUS AND VISUAL ABNORMALITIES DUE TO CARBON
DIOXIDE POISONING TREATED WITH ETHOPROPAZINE
A65-80822
5 PHENYL-2 IMINO-4 OXY-OXAZOLIDINE EFFECTS ON
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81995
ANALYSIS OF VISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE COMPONENTS
OF MOTOR SKILL USING NITROUS OXIDE
A65-82112
NITROUS OXIDE EFFECT ON CARD SORTING TASK UNDER
TWO CODING CONDITIONS A65-82113
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAMINE,
CHLORPROMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
CERIVATIVE A65-82300
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANT
SA ATROPINE
SA EPINEPHRINE
SA METHAMPHETAMINE
SA METRAZOL
SA NOREPINEPHRINE
SA STRYCHNINE
DRUG-INDUCED FATIGUE DECREMENT IN AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL A65-81573
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DEGREES OF HYPOXIA ON
SENSITIVITY TO EPILEPTOGENIC AGENT AND ON MOTOR
UNIT FUNCTION OF BRAIN IN RATS A65-BI87T
AMPHETAMINE AND PYROVALERONE HYDROCHLORIDE EFFECT
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A65-B2198
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAMINE,
CHLORPROMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
DERIVATIVE A65-82300
CENTRIFUGAL STRAIN
SHORT-TERM CENTRIFUGATION STRESS EFFECTS ON LIVER
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN MICE
A65-18202
RAT ELECTROCARDIOGRAM DURING HIGH CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION STRESS N65-16629
CENTRIFUGE
SA HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN SIMULATED GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS,
INVESTIGATING RODENTS AND SMALL PRIMATES IN
CENTRIFUGES A65-30049
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING OF OVERLOAD CENTRIFUG_
FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE
FTD-TT-64-TOIl&2 N65-16798
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS OF MONKEYS
UNDER INFLUENCE OF VIBRATIONS AND CENTRIFUGING
NASA-CR-65018 N65-32718
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF SMALL ANIMAL
CENTRIFUGE FOR CARRYING OUT EXPOSURES TO
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
SAM-TR-65-23 N65-33738
CENTRIPETAL FORCE
CENIRIPETAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON NYSTAGMUS FOR
VARIOUS ORIENTATIUNS RELATIVE TO ROTATION CENTER,
NOTING OTOLITH MODULATION OF SENSORY INPUT FROM
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS A65-2408t
ADDITIONAL EFFECT OF CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION ON
NYSIAGMUS IN HUMANS ALREADY EXPOSED TO ANGULAR
ACCELERATION AbS-BIOb8
SUBJECT INDEX CEREBRAL CORTEX
REGULAR CHANGES OF CANINE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
UNDER CUMULATIVE SLOW CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION
FTD-MT-63-17g NG5-I1618
LOWER-LEG RESTRAINT AGAINST CENTRIPETAL FORCE -
BINDING DEVICE USED IN YAW AND TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
AMRL-TR-64-144 N65-21399
CEREBELLUM
LOCALIZATION OF NONTRANQUILIZER PHENOTHIAZINE IN
DOG CEREBELLUM AND ASSOCIATED AREAS
A65-33023
PHYSIOLOGY OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CEREBELLUM A65-80646
ACTION OF CEREBELLUM ON POTENTIALS EVOKED IN
VISUAL CENTERS OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN OATS
A65-BO652
MORPHOLOGY OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI AND RELATION TO
SPINAL CORD AND CEREBELLUM IN CATS
A65-81725
CEREBRAL CORTEX
MYELINATED FIBER DEGENERATION AND REGENERATION IN
CEREBRAL AND CEREBELLAR CORTEX DAMAGED BY k8 MEV
ALPHA PARTICLE RADIATION A65-21945
MEASURING OF P 02 IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RATS WITH
TECHNIQUES BASED ON OXYGEN ELECTRODE THEORY
A65-32794
EVOKED RESPONSE LATENCY OF CAT AS FUNCTION OF
STIMULUS RISE TIME IN AUDITORY CORTEX
A65-BOI95
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF UNITY OF
BINOCULAR VISION A65-80389
HYPERCAPNIC EFFECT ON NORMAL AND STIMULATED
POTENTIALS OF INTACT AND ISOLATED CEREBRAL CORTEX
IN RABBITS A65-B0441
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY - THEORETICAL
INTERPRETATION OF VARIOUS QUALITATIVE AND
QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS A65-80459
AUDITORY EVOKED RESPONSES AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STAGES OF SLEEP
A65-BO63B
EVOKED POTENTIALS TO SUUND AND OTHER STIMULI IN
MAN AbS-B0639
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF HUMAN VISUAL CORTEX
A65-B0640
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSES IN HUMAN CEREBRAL CORTEX
AbS-B0641
PHOTICALLY EVOKED OCCIPITAL AND VERTEX WAVES
DURING SLEEP IN MAN A65-B0642
ARTIFICIAL SYNTHESIS OF EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES
TO LIGHT FLASH AbS--BO643
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE IN RELATION TO BRAIN ALPHA
CYCLE AND CARDIAC AROUSAL CYCLE
AbS-B0644
EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RELATI_3N TO VISUAL PERCEPTION
AND OCULOMOTOR REACTION TIMES IN MAN
A65-80645
ACTION OF CEREBELLUM ON POTENTIALS EVOKED IN
VISUAL CENTERS OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN CATS
A65-80652
INTERACTION BETWEEN EVOKED POTENTIAL AND
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC FIELD OF RABBIT CEREBRAL
CORfEX AbS-BO702
I_IBITION IN SYSTEMS OF VISUAL CORTEX NEURONS BY
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI IN RABBITS
A65-80703
CH?_CFS IN CEREBRAL POTENTIALS EVOKED BY COMBINED
STIMULI OF TWO MODALITIES A65-B0711
EFFECT OF ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ON ELECTRIC POTENTIALS OF ISOLATED AREA OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX IN RABBIT A65-BO713
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TACTILE PERCEPTION THRESHOLD
AND POTENTIALS EVOKED IN SOMATO-SENSITIVE CEREBRAL
CORTEX A65-BOT34
CORTICAL AND OCULAR ELECTRICAL RESPONSES TO
IINF[ERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION IN MAN
A65-BO773
ELECTRICAL RESPONSES OF RETINA AND OPTIC CORTEX OF
MAN TO COLOR FLICKER STIMULI A65-BOT75
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION ON OCCIPITO-CORTICAL
RESPONSES TO LIGHTFLASHES IN MAN
A65-80777
EYE NYSTAGMUS ELICITED BY STIMULATION OF
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREA OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN RABBIT
A65-BO944
SUPPRESSION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX VISUAL NEURONS BY
AUDITORY STIMULUS A65-BOgB6
INCREASE IN CAPILLARIES OF CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT
IN CHRONIC ANOXIA A65-8099B
CARBON DIOXIDE EFFECT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW IN
SUBJECTS WITH UNILATERAL INTERNAL CAROTID
CBSTRUCTION A65-81027
EVOKED RESPONSES OF VISUAL CORTEX- SPECTRAL
SENSITIVITY OF HUMANS A65-81184
LINEARIZATION OF EVOKED RESPONSES OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX TO SINE WAVE-MODULATED LIGHT BY NOISE
A65-BI346
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT AGES IN RESPONSE TO
RHYTHMICAL LIGHT FLASHES A65-81354
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE OF ONE EYEBALL TO ULTRASOUND ON
CEREBRAL VISUAL CENTERS IN RABBIT
A65-8146g
SMALL BLOOD VESSELS AND ORIGIN OF PHAGOCYTES IN
RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX FOLLOWING HEAVY PARTICLE
IRRADIATION Ab5-BI653
INVERSION OF PHOTIC EVOKED POTENTIALS IN VISUAL
CORTEX OF CONSCIOUS RABBITS AAS-BI485
PREPYRIFORM ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
IN RAT DURING EXPOSURE TO HIGH ALTITUDE
A65-81495
VISUAL EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSE IN CAT
A65-81533
INHIBITION OF INDUCED ACTIVITY /LIGHT STIMULUS/ OF
NEURONS OF OPTIC ZONE DURING ACTION OF SOUND
SIINULUS A65-BI626
EVOKED POTENTIALS OF AUDITORY SYSTEM - COCHLEA AND
CEREBRAL CORTEX AbS-81672
CEREBRAL CORTICAL TEMPERATURE OF CAT DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS AND IN AROUSAL A65-81930
INFLUENCE OF FLASH INTENSITY UPON VISUAL EVOKED
RESPONSE IN HUMAN CORTEX AbS-B1991
EVOKED CORTICAL POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO
PUPILLARY DIAMETER IN RAT AbS-B2OTI
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN ACOUSTIC PATHWAY DURING
SLEEP-WAKE CYCLE IN CATS Ab5-B2072
CEREBRAL CORTEX AND VESTIBULAR NUCLEI OF CAT AS
AFFECTED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION.
A65-BZ141
CORTICAL CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN OF CAT AT HIGH
PRESSURES OF ARGON, NITROGEN, HELIUM, AND OXYGEN
A-B1
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID SUBJECT INDEX
A&5-82156
EVOKED NON-SPECIFIC RESPONSES OF SENSORY-MOTOR
CEREBRAL CORTEX TO NONOIFFERENTIATED AND
UNCONDITIONED STIMULI IN MAN Ab5-8220B
VIGILANCE AND LATENCY LEVEL OF CORTICAL SOMATIC
RESPONSES TO PERIPHERAL AND CENTRAL STIMULI IN
CATS A65-82222
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF VISUAL CORTEX DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS IN CATS A65-82276
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAMINE,
CHLORPROMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
DERIVATIVE A65-82300
DICHOTIC LISTENING AND RECALL AS RELATED TO
CEREBRAL DOMINANCE A65-82310
SENSORY, MOTOR, CORTICAL, SUBCORTICAL AND
MORPHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENERGY
REPT.-64-OI N65-12840
EFFECT OF CHANGE IN GAS MIXTURE ON BIOPCTENTIALS
OF AUDITORY AREA OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN ANIMALS
AND ON FUNCTION OF ACOUSTIC ANALYZER IN MAN
N65-I3648
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX DF DOGS
FOLLOWING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
N65-13736
RESPONSE OF CAT TO STIMULATION IN OLFACTORY TRACT
OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
REPT.-64-1 N65-1447I
ORIGIN OF CEREBRAL CORTEX RHYTHMICITY AND ANALYSIS
OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM N65-16728
CEREBRAL CORTEX BLOOD CIRCULATION, TETANUS TOXIN
EFFECT ON NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION, SKIN
TRANSPLANT, BIOCHEMICAL INDEXES, AND RECORDING
BY RADIO OF PULSE WAVE DIFFUSION SPEED
JPRS-28549 N65-I7722
CEREBRAL CORTEX BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY IN ACUTE
HYPOXIA N65-I7767
OXIDASE METABOLISM ENZYMES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX AND
SPINAL CORD IN HYPOXIA ACCLIMATED RATS
N65-I7813
CORTICAL COMPUTING UNIT IN HUMAN VISUAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION - DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL
GE/EEI64-22 N65-26347
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT DN VENOUS BLOOD FLOW
IN CEREBRAL VEINS OF RABBITS N65-31377
VIBRATION EFFECT ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUE OF RATS NB5-31386
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CEREBRAL CORRELATION MODEL
OF INFORMATION TRANSACTIONS, AND INFORMATION
STORAGE
NASA-CR-b4570 Nb5-32027
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TD IONIZING RADIATION
NASA-TM-X-51592 N65-35317
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
RESPIRATION AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH IN
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS IN MAN
A65-81905
RATE DF CHANGE OF CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION IN
ARTERIAL AND JUGULAR VEIN BLOOD AND CISTERNAL
CEREBR{JSPINAL FLUID DURING BREATHING AIR MIXTURE
CONTAINING b PERCENT CARBON DIOXIDE IN HUMAN
PATIENIS A65-B2073
CEREBRUM
SOME ASPECTS OF CEREBRAL ENZYME ACTIVITY IN COURSE
OF DEEP HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS A65-81619
VISUALLY-EVOKED POTENTIALS IN MAN RECORDED
TRANSCRANIALLY FOR NORMAL PATIENTS AND THOSE
SUFFERING FROM CEREBRAL DISEASES - CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM N65-28751
CONCEPTS OF CEREBRAL ORGANIZATION ARISING FROM
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
RELATED TO PROBLEMS OF EEG WAVE PROCESS ORIGIN
N65-28756
INTRAVENOUS HYPERTONIC UREA AS THERAPY FOR
ALLEVIATING EFFECTS OF CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE AND
EDEMA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-64-18 N65-30745
CEREBRUM RHEOGRAPHY - DIAGNOSTIC POSSIBILITIES IN
CLINICAL PRACTICE
NASA-TT-F-?497 N65-33261
CERENKOV EFFECT
DETERMINATION OF ENERGY ABSORBED IN WATER FROM
RELATIVISTIC COSMIC RAY PARTICLES USING CERENKOV
EFFECT A65-80758
CESIUM ION
CESIUM IONS DD NOT PASS MEMBRANE OF GIANT AXON
A65-14831
CESIUM 134
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FOR ACCELERATING ELIMINATION OF
CESIUM I34 FROM ANIMALS
JPRS-27544 N65-I[249
ABSORPTION AND RETENTION OF INGESTED RADIOACTIVE
CESIUM AND STRONTIUM IN MAN FROM SIMULATED AND
REAL PARTICULATE FALLOUT
ACRH-I02 N65-IB845
CESIUM 137
PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTAMINATION BY STRONTIUM 89, STRONTIUM 90,
AND CESIUM 137 - RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
KEPT.-7 Nb5-25882
RADIATION EFFECTS DUE TO INTERNALLY DEPOSITED
STRONTIUM 89, STRONTIUM 90, AND CESIUM I37
Nb5-28341
CF-IO4 AIRCRAFT
S F-TO4 AIRCRAFT
CHAMBER PRESSURE
PROLONGED STAY IN PRESSURIZED CHAMBER IN
PREPARATION FOR SPACE FLIGHT - LABORATORY
EXPERIMENTS N65-I8785
CHARACTERISTICS
S PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
CHARCOAL
ABILITY OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIOE, POTASSIUM
HYDRUXIDE, AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO
SUSTAIN LIFE OF RAT AND MAN IN CLOSED LCOLUGICAL
SYSTEM A65-SI2bI
CHARGE TRANSFER
PROPERTIES OF CHARGE CARRIERS IN ELFCTRICAL
CONDUCEIVITY OF SOLID STATE PR[)IEINS
AD-614440 N65-25850
CHARGED PARTICLE
SA ALPHA PART]CLE
SA ELECTRON
SA ION
SA PROTON
LETHAL, MUTAGENIC, AND CYTOGENETIC EFFECTS OF FAST
CHARGED PARTICLES ON VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL CELLS
N65-34582
CHART
GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION IN AIRCRAFT PILOTS -
CHARI SCALE AND PILOT PERFORMANCE
IR-ZSI-4 N65--34537
CHELATE COMPOUND
CHELATION WITH ALKALINE EARTH METALS, CHELATL
COMPOUNDS IN RADIOELEMENT REMOVAL THERAPYt
AND SEARCH FOR STRONTIUM 90 AND PLUTONIUM 239
A-82
SUBJECTINDEX CHEMICAL REACTION
REMOVAL AGENTS
AWRE-O-6165 N65-Z8883
CHELATED IRON AND ZINC EFFECTS ON ROUGH LEMON AND
TRIFOLIATE ORANGE SEEDLINGS GROWN IN CALCAREOUS
AND NONCALCAREOUS SOIL
TlO-20?61 N65-36316
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
SA ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
NONDESTRUCTIVE MEOICAL AND BIOLOGIC NUCLEAR
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER-COUPLED AUTOMATIC
SYSTEM, NOTING FEASIBILITY OF OPERATION
A65-I6425
BIOINSTRUMENTATION FOR BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS OF PLANETARY SURFACE N65-16610
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF IODIDE ACTIVATION IN
BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS
KR-80 N65-30572
CHEMICAL BOND
ROLE OF DISULFIDE AND THIOLESTER BONDS BETWEEN
PROTECTING AGENT AND TISSUE PROTEIN IN RADIATION
PROTECTION OF MICE TREATED WITH
BIS/2-GUANIDDETHYLI DISULFIDE /GED/
A65-80169
MECHANISM FOR EXPLAiNiNG DIRECT CHEMICAL EFFECT
OF MAGNETIC FIELDS IN LIVING SYSTEMS
A65-80616
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
PROBLEMS REGARDING CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHYSICAL PROPERTY OF VENUS ATMOSPHERE
A65-80868
MARS ATMOSPHERE PROBLEMS RELATED TO CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION AND PHYSICAL PROPERTY
A65-80869
CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF TERRESTRIAL AND CYTHEREAN
ATMOSPHERES A65-80890
PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY AND BORDERLINE MEDICINE WITH
EMPHASIS ON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES OF CHLDRELLA VULGARIS
BEYER
FTO-TT-64-636/I&2 N65-28101
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CHLDRELLA VULGARIS BEYER
GROWN IN OPEN TANKS N65-28103
CHEMICAL COMPOUND
SA ORGANIC COMPOUND
ELEVATION OF THERMOSTABILITY THRESHOLD BY VARIOUS
FACTORS IN _BINO MICE A65-80796
EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY AND VARIOUS CHEMICAL
COMPUUNDS ON FLOWERING OF LEMNA PERPUSILLA
A65-80939
AN1NAL STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION AFFORDED
BY CYSTEANINE AND OTHER CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
EUR-I835.F N65-13804
RADIATION EFFECT ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF NANNALIAN
TISSUEt RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL
CONPOUNDSv AND GAMMA IRRADIATION INFLUENCE ON
LIFESPAN
AD-610947 N65-19211
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ON
RADIATION LETHALITY IN MICE N65-19Z[6
DOSAGE TO MORTALITY RELATION FOR SEVERAL RADIATION
PROTECTION CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR MICE
N65-19215
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR PROTECTION FROM LETHAL
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADiATiON - HEALTH PHYSICS
UCLA-I2-S51 NbS-2LBZ3
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS AND SCREENING FOR
RADIATION PROTECTIVE COMPOUNDS OF LIVING CELLS -
BIODOSIMETRY N65-22288
SYNTHESIS OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS WITH IODINE 131
AND APPLICATIONS IN STUDY OF METABOLIC PROCESSES
REPT.-163 N65-2330T
RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS IN
MAMMALS NB_-Z366B
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS
PROTECTION OF MAN
JPRS-31369 N65-Z9879
AEROSOLS, BIOLOGICAL PATHDGENS, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOVIET OPEN
LITERATURE PRIOR TO 31 DECEMBER 1962
ATD--B-65-_3 NBP-32709
CHEMICAl. EFFECT
ROLE OF OXYGEN IN PHENOMENA OF CHEMICAL
PROTECTION AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION
A65-80367
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY, TEMPERATURE,
HUMIDITY, CHEMICAL EFFECTS, GUARD CELL ACTION_
AND MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
N65-Z39_I
CHROMOSOMAL MUTATION IN HORSE BEAN - INTERACTION
BETWEEN PRIMARY EFFECTS OF RADIATION AND
CHEMICAL MUTAGENS N65--Z5612
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL PROCESSING EOUIPMENT BEHAVIOR IN REDUCED
GRAVITATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF MOON
A6S-IOT63
CHEMICAL KINETICS
ROTATIONAL DIFFUSION IN MAGNETIC FIELD AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL GROWTH AND METABOLIC PROCESSES
A65-B0413
CHEMICAL PROPERTY
EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS AND VIBRATION ON DIELECTRIC
AND OSMOTIC PROPERTIES AND CATION BALANCE OF WHOLE
BLOOD AND ERYTHROCYTES A65--219_1
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON DECOMPOSITION AND
PRESERVATION OF PURINE AND PYRIMIDINE BASES
A65-B0630
GAMMA-RAYS AND VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES
A6S-80927
CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF REGULATION OF
RESPIRATION A6S-B2019
GENERAL PROPERTIES AND DISTRIBUTION OF NUCLEOSIDE
IRIPHOSPHATASES IN CRUDE EXTRACTS OF ESCHERICHIA
COLI
NASA--CR-5910zt NbS-Z9387
EXALOACETATE PROTECTION OF CITRATE CONDENSING
ENZYME FROM PALMITYL- CO A
UCRL--7896 N65-35526
CHEMICAL REACTION
SA DECOMPOSITION
SA DEHYDRATION
SA DEHYDROGENATIDN
SA DISSOCIATION
SA ELECTROLYSIS
SA HILL REACTION
SA HYDROGENATION
SA HYDROLYSIS
SA ION EXCHANGE
SA IONIC REACTION
SA OXIDATION
SA PHDTOCHENICAL REACTION
SA POLYMERIZATION
SA SYNTHESIS
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON URACIL CARBON 16
INCORPORATION INTO ESCHERICHIA COLT CELLS IN
CILUTE SUSPENSION AbS-IB2Z6
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION SUGGESTED VIA
CUANTITATIVE FLUORESCENT NUCLEIC ACID-ACRIDINE
ORANGE REACTION A65-30679
A-83
CHEMICALSTERILIZATION SUBJECTINDEX
REACTIVITY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID / DNA/ WITH
ANTIBODY SHOWING THAT SALMON SPERM DNA REACTS
WITH ANTIPURINOYL ANTIBODY WITH OR WITHOUT HEAT
DENATURATION A65-3394T
RANDOM POLYMERS AS A MATRIX FOR CHEMICAL
EVOLUTION - EXAMPLE OF MELANIN A65-80467
ENERGY SOURCES AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN
PREBIOLOGICAL ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
A65-BO473
CHEMICAL PATHWAYS OF THE PRIMARY DEVELOPMENT OF
METABOLISM AND ARTIFICIAL MODELING OF DEVELOPMENT
IN COACERVATE DROPS A65-80484
DRY BACTERIAL SPORE RADIATION SENSITIVITY STUDY
FOR DETERMINATION OF INTRACELLULAR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS DURING IRRADIATION N65-23456
BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVED IN
SEQUENTIAL TRANSPORT OF ELECTRONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32659
CHEMICAL STERILIZATION
CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN URINE DISTILLATION TO
MAKE PURE DRINKING WATER, INCLUDING PRETREATMENT
CHEMICALS SELECTION AND BACTERIA CONTROL IN
PRODUCT
ASME PAPER 65-AV-24 A65-22959
CHEMICAL WARFARE
CHEMICAL, BACTERIAL, AND RADIATION PROTECTION BY
GAS MASKS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
FTD-TT-66-gg8/I£2 N65-20024
CHEMISTRY /GEM/
SA ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
SA BIOCHEMISTRY
SA ELECTROCHEMISTRY
SA GEOCHEMISTRY
SA NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
SA ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
SA PHOTOCHEMISTRY
SA PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
SA PHYSIOCHEMISTRY
SA POLYMER CHEMISTRY
SA RADIOCHEMISTRY
MORPHOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF MICROSPHERES DERIVED
FROM PROTEINOID A65-80485
NATURE OF LIFE, RELATION BETWEEN BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MATTER, AND PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, AND CYBERNETICS ROLE AND
METHODS IN EXPLORING LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-29864 N65-23164
CHEMORECEPTOR
CAROTID CHEMORECEPTOR ROLE IN RESPIRATORY RESPONSE
TO ISOLATED CHANGES OF BLOOD CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSION AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
AbS-BObO6
RESPIRATION OF CAT WITH SEVERED SINUS NERVES AT
CONSTANT ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND AS A FUNCTION OF
CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURE A6S-BO60T
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO HYPDXIC CHEMOCEPTOR
STIMULATION OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY CENTRAL AND
PERIPHERAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
A65-8OT86
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LUNGS AND THORAX AND
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF RESPIRATION
A65-82020
ROLE OF ARTERIAL CHEMORECEPTORS AND BARORECEPTORS
IN CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA IN RABBITS
A65-B2274
TWO CHEMORECEPTOR MECHANISMS OF CAROTID SINUS
REFLEX - HYPOXIA N65-IT785
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CHEMORECEPTORS OF FEMORAL
ARTERY IN DOGS N65-17786
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORS,
PHOTORECEPTORS, CHEMORECEPTORSt THERMORECEPTORS,
AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD SENSORS
NASA-CR-63145 N65-25270
CHEMOTHERAPY
BIOCHEMISTRY AND CHEMOTHERAPY OF NERVOUS AND
PSYCHIC DISEASES
JPRS-28527 N65-15BT2
CHICKEN
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
ON SKIN, DIGESTIVE, CIRCULATORY, AND
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF CHICKEN
A65-80383
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-80724
EFFECT OF AIR NITROGEN REPLACEMENT BY HELIUM ON
CHICK EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND METABOLISM
A65-BO752
FOOD CONSUMPTION, BODY WEIGHT, BODY COMPOSITIONt
AND ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN COCKS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HEAT AND COLD A65-81604
GROWTH RATE, FOOD INTAKE_ RESPIRATORY RATEr
ERYTHROCYTE_ HEMOGLOBIN, AND HEMATOCRIT LEVELS,
AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF YOUNG CHICKENS
BREATHING NEARLY PURE OXYGEN A65-B2154
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN AVIAN EGGS SUBJECTED TO
ACCELERATIVE FORCE A65-82155
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN HELIUM-
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-56876 N65-22195
CHILD
ANATOMICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CHILDREN BORN AND RAISED IN HIGH ALTITUDE
ENVIRONMENT N65-17759
SIGNIFICANCE OF HYPOXEMIA IN CHILD PATHOLOGY
N65-17762
STRONTIUM 90 AND NATURAL STRONTIUM IN BONES AND
DIETS OF CHILDREN N65-36616
CHIMPANZEE
IMPACT STRESS IN CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO G
FORCES FROM 54 TO IBO AS MEASURED BY SERUM LACTIC
DEHYDROGENASE AND LOH ISOENZYME ANALYSIS
A65-229II
POSITIVE ACCELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
IMMERSED IN WATER A65-80727
REACTION TIME OF PREADOLESCENT CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TR-64-IO N65-10466
HIGH ACCELERATION FORCES ON CHIMPANZEES IMMERSED
IN WATER TO TEST PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
NADC-MA-6139 NbS-I555B
CECELERATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMAL SUBJECTS -
CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO HIGH G FORCE ON ROCKET
SLED AND EFFECT OF VARIOUS DECELERATION FACTORS
CN HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAPS
A0-609412 N65-19676
HIGH G-FORCE DECELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
ON ROCKET SLED N65-19677
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN BIOCHEMICAL
SERUMS FOLLOWING RESTRAINT
ARL-TR-64-I2 N65-20895
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO RESTRAINT BY MEASURING
HEMATOLOGIC ALTERATIONS
ARL-TR-64-13 N65-20896
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO RESTRAINT BY MEASURING
URINE ALTERATIONS
ARL-TR-64-L4 N65-20897
HYPERTHERMIA EFFECT ON PROTEIN METABOLISM IN VIRUS
INFECTION AND CONTROLLED FEVER IN CHIMPANZEES
N65-22761
A-86
SUBJECTINDEX CHLORELLA
MUSCULAR ANATOMY AND STRENGTH COMPARED IN
CHIMPANZEE AND HUMAN
ARL-TR-BS-6 N65-26129
CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF CHIMPANZEE COLONY
SAN-TDR-66-65 N65--36515
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON
CHIMPANZEE SUBJECTED TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION TO
NEAR VACUUM AND SUBSEQUENT RECOMPRESSION -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-OR-329 N65-36768
EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEE PERFORMANCE AFTER BEING
SUBJECTED TO DECOMPRESSION TO NEAR VACUUM
FOLLOWED BY RECOMPRESSION -- AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36769
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS RECORDED FROM CHIMPANZEES
BEFOREv OURINGI AND AFTER RAPID DECOMPRESSION
TO NEAR VACUUM - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36770
SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPLANTING CHRONIC
CORTICAL LEADS IN CHIMPANZEE FOR
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS -- AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N65-36771
INSTRUMENTATION FOR DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER AND
OTHER EQUIPMENT USED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
OF CHIMPANZEE - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-3677Z
CHINA
AERONAUTICAL TRAINING AND MILDEW PREVENTION IN
CHINA
JPRS-2TS06 N65-12183
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNIST CHINA -
FIELD THEORY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-29661 NbS-Z3371
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS, SECONDARY
ELECTRON, ENTOMOLOGY_ SCHISTOSOMIASIS
PREVENTION, AND DRUG TREATMENT
JPRS-30299 N65-26887
CHLORELLA
SPACECRAFT OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM REACTION BETWEEN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND CHLORELLA CULTIVATED FROM
FERMENTED EXCRETA A65-16382
ELECTROLYZED DAILY OUTPUT /HUMAN FECES AND URINE
TREATED ELECTROCHEMICALLY/ USED AS GROWTH MEDIUM
FOR CHLORELLA 71105 AbS-22770
PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE EXPERIMENT USING
DWARF MOUSE AND ILLUMINATED SUSPENSION OF
CHLORELLA ELLIPSOIDEA A65-31005
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
PRINGSH. 82 WITH VARIOUS FORMS OF NITROGEN
SOURCES, OBSERVING GROWTH Ab5-3256T
TEMPERATURE AND LIGHT INTENSITY EFFECTS ON CELL
DIVISION IN SYNCHRONIZED SUSPENSIONS OF HIGH
TEMPERATURE STRAIN CHLORELLA 7-11-05
A65-32939
OXYGEN LACK EFFECT ON INDUCTIVE PHASE
OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC CARBON DIOXIOE ABSORPTION
IN CHLORELLA VULGARIS AbS-BO317
BIOSYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS IN GREEN ALGA,
CHLORELLA VULGARIS A65-80346
CULTURE TECHNIQUE AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN
USING ALGAE FOR PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE
AB5-80378
SYNTHETIC ACTIVITY DURING NONSYNCHBONIZEO GROWTH
CHLORELLAt SEPARATED INTO AGE GROUPS BY FRACTIONAL
CENTRIFUGATION A65-80505
VARIATIONS IN NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS CONTENT IN
MEDIUM UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS CF INTENSIVE
CULTIVATION OF DIFFERENT CHLORELLA SPECIES
A65-80596
FORMATION OF INTERMEDIARY COMPOUNDS OF AMINO ACIDS
CURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-8059T
CONTROLLED BIOSYNTHESIS OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
CHLORELLA A6S-8059B
ASSIMILATION OF NITRATE AND AMMONIUM NITROGEN BY
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA PRINGSHEIM 82T
A65-80599
FLUORIDE EFFECT ON GROWTH AND METABOLISM OF ALGAE,
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A65-80618
EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION GROWTH AND
MUTATION RATE IN VARIOUS SPECIES OF CHLORELLA
A65-8065B
CHEMICAL PROTECTION OF CHLORELLA FROM ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION Ab5-80659
METABOLIC ROLES OF INORGANIC POLYPHCSPHATES IN
CHLORELLA CELLS A65-80706
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS CHLORELLA STRAINS BY
USE OF EXPONENTIAL FORMULA A65-80803
SYNTHESIS OF PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING MACROMOLECULES
DURING SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLDRELLA
PYRENOIDDSA, 7-II-05 RELATED TO NUCLEIC ACIDS
A65-80810
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY IN SMALL AND LARGE CELLS
OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA, 7-11-05
A65-80811
NITROGEN METABOLISM DURING SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF
ALGA, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A65-B0880
ISOLATION OF DNA-RNA COMPLEX FROM CHLORELLA CELLS
ABS-B0933
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND PROTEIN IN
CONNECTION WITH CHLOROPLAST FORMATION IN GREEN
ALGAt CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES AbS-BO937
EFFECT OF ACTINOMYCIN AND ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS ON
GREENING OF GLUCOSE-BLEACHED AND ETIOLATED ALGAL
CELLS A65-80938
CHANGES IN MINERAL CONCENTRATION IN NUTRIENT
HEDIUN DURING GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
A65-80940
BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF GROWTH CYCLE OF
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE OF THERHOPHYLIC ALGA,
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A65-80961
QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN QUINONE COMPOSITION OF
CHLGRELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
OF GROWTH A65-81196
HETEROTROPHIC GROWTH, CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
PRODUCTION OF XANTHOPHYLLS BY CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-81285
NATURE AND ROLE OF BACTERIAL CONTAMINANTS IN MASS
CULTURES OF THERNOPHILIC CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
ABS-BI286
CHLOROPHYLLS SEPARATED BY PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY
FROM CHLORELLA VULGARIS EXTRACTS
A65-81323
PRODUCTION OF THIAMINE, RIBOFLAVIN, FOLIO ACID AND
BIOTIN BY CHLORELLA VULGARIS AND CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-81339
GAS EXCHANGE IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA - TIME,
LIGHT AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A65-81590
EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE ON PROCESS OF CHLOROPLAST
DEVELOPMENT IN CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES
A65-81660
KINETICS OF OXYGEN PRODUCTION DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA PYRENO1DOSA
A65-81677
A-85
CHLORINE COMPOUND SUBJECT INDEX
CHEMICAL INHIBITION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC CARBON
REDUCTION CYCLE IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-81762
KINETICS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC FLUORESCENCE INDUCTION
RELATED TO OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-B[763
IMPORTANCE OF BLUE LIGHT FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN
CHLORELLA VULGARIS A65-81891
EFFECT OF AERATION ON COEFFICIENT OF SPECTRAL
ABSORPTION IN SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA SP.
A65-81938
PROTEIN LEVEL OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
71105, AS AFFECTED BY LIMITED NITRATE CONDITIONS
AND LIGHT A65-81976
INDUCTION OF NITRITE REOUCTASE IN SYNCHRONIZED
CULTURES OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENGIDOSA, AS
CORRELATED WITH DNA SYNTHESIS AND LIFE CYCLE
PERIOD. A65-82051
IONIZING EFFECT OF BETA PARTICLES ON RATE OF
GROWTH OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA IN CULTURE MEDIA
CONTAINING LARGE AMOUNTS OF RADIOACTIVE CARBON
A65-82242
EFFECTS OF ILLUMINATION CHARACTERISTICS ON MITOSIS
IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA CULTURES
A65-82317
NATURALLY OCCURING SIEROLS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS,
C. ELLIPSOIDEA, AND C. SACCHAROPHILD
A65-82346
DEGRADATION AND FORMATION OF SULFOLIPID OCCURING
CONCURRENTLY WITH DEGENERATING AND REGENERATING
CHLOROPLASTS OF CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES
A65-82347
EFFECT OF MITOMYCIN C ON PROCESSES OF GREENING AND
DIVISION OF GLUCOSE BLEACHED CELLS OF CHLORELLA
PROTOTHECOIDES A65-82348
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CHLORELLA FOR
APPLICATION IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-60396 N65-15801
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA CELL DEVELOPMENT
AND AGING N65-[5802
VAN SLYKES BUFFER VALUES FOR CHLORELLA CELL
SECRETIONS INTO SURROUNDING MEDIUM
N65-15803
ANALYTIC CHEMISTRY AND DETERMINATION OF STEROLS IN
SIX SPECIES OF CHLORELLA N65-ISBO4
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN MARINE SPECIES OF CHLORELLA
N65-15805
BUFFERING OF ALGAE - CELL DIVISION OF CHLORELLA
N65-16814
CHLORELLAGROWTH AND CULTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF
ALGAL FLAGELLATES FOR MASS CULTURE
SAM-TDR-64-63 N65-16880
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF CHLORELLA CULTURE FOR OXYGEN
REGENERATION SYSTEM
FTD-TT-64-24711_2 N65-18227
GLUCOSE INFLUENCE ON PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN
CHLORELLA N65-21073
CARBOHYDRAFE INFLUENCE ON CARBON 14 ABSORPTION BY
CHLORELLA IN LIGHT AND DARK
REPT.-135 N65-23301
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE IODINE 131 BY
CHLORELLA VULGARIS
REPT.-132 N65-23645
WATER SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS CULTURE
IRRADIATED FOR DETERMINING RADIOSENSITIVITY
DF CELLS TO VARYING X-RAY DOSES
A-B6
N65-26388
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOLOGICAL AGE OF ALGAE AND
THEIR DISTRIBUTION I CHLORELLA, RHODOPHYTA, AND
PHAEOPHYTAI - ALGAE AS POSSIBLE FOOD FOR
ASTRONAUTS AND FOR AIR PURIFICATION
FTD-TT-64-73111_2 N65-27857
PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY AND BORDERLINE MEDICINE WITH
EMPHASIS ON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS
_EYER
FTD-TT-64-63611&2 N65-28101
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER AT
MASS CULTIVATION TO INVESTIGATE LIGHT FACTOR ON
SYNTHESIS AND MULTIPLICATION OF SPECIES
N65-28102
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER
GROWN IN OPEN TANKS N65-28103
WORK CAPACITY, PHYSICAL REACTIONS OF MAN, AND
NOISE NORMALIZATION IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
CURING SPACE FLIGHTS, AND CHLORELLA CULTURES AS
LINK IN ECOSYSTEM - ABSTRACTS
NASA-TT-F-9536 N65-32876
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CHLORELLA AS PHOTOSYNTHESIS LINK IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9592 N65-35786
CHLORINE COMPOUND
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAMPHETAMINE, TRIPELENNAMINE,
PROMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-80141
CHLDROBENZENE
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL IN AIR AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN
N65-24939
CHLOROPHYLL
EFFECT OF ACTINOMYCIN AND ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS ON
OREENING OF GLUCOSE-BLEACHED AND ETIGLATED ALGAL
CELLS A65-80938
CHLOROPHYLLS SEPARATED BY PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY
FROM CHLORELLA VULGARIS EXTRACTS
A65-81323
CHLOROPLAST
INCORPORATION OF 5-BROMOURACIL AND PLASTID
MUTATION DURING REPLICATION OF PLASTID
DETERMINANTS IN PRESENCE OF 5-BROMOURACIL AND
SULPHANILAMIDE A65-31389
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND PROTEIN IN
CONNECTION WITH CHLOROPLAST FORMATION IN GREEN
ALGA, CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES A65-80937
EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE ON PROCESS OF CHLOROPLAST
DEVELOPMENT IN CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES
A65-81640
DEGRADATION AND FORMATION OF SULFOLIPID OCCURING
CONCURRENTLY WITH DEGENERATING AND REGENERATING
CHLOROPLASTS OF CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES
A65-B2347
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY ON SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS - STORAGE STABILITY, LIGHT ABSORPTION,
USE OF DIGITONIN FOR PREPARATION OF FRAGMENTS
NASA-CR-52090 N65-ICg84
CHLOROPLAST LIPIDS, PHOTO INHIBITION,
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT, OXYGEN
EXCHANGE IN CHLOROPLAST REACTIONS, AND ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATE IN RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS
NASA-CR-53601 N65-17070
PHENYLENE DIAMINE AS ELECTRON DONOR AND EFFECT OF
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC
REACTIONS IN ISOLATED CHLOROPLASTS
AFCRL-65-550 N65-34185
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY OF SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS FROM SPINACH
SUBJECT INDEX CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
NASA-CR-6T3T6 N65-35580
CHLORPRONAZINE
CHLORPROMAZINE / CPZ/v PROTOTYPE PHENOTHIAZINE
TRANQUILIZERt AFFECTS MEMBRANE FUNCTION WHEREVER
IT ACCUMULATES IN BODY IN SUFFICIENT CONCENTRATION
AbS-3IOOT
AIR TRANSPORT OF PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS- COMPARISON
OF CHLOROPROMAZINE, PROCLORPERAZINEt AND
AMOBARBITAL FOR IN-FLIGHT MANAGEMENT
A65-80130
HYPOXIA SURVIVAL OF RATS IMPROVED BY HYPERGLYCEMIA
BUT LOWERED BY INSULIN AND CHLORPROMAZINE
A65-80587
AUDITORY VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE INFLUENCED BY
D-AMPHETAMINE, BENACIYZINE, AND CHLORPROMAZINE
A65-81756
PREVENTION OF HYPERTENSION CAUSED BY INDUCED
KIDNEY ISCHEMIA AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES IN DOG
AbS-81gBB
CHOLESTEROL
NICOTINE AND CHOLESTEROL EFFECTS ON SWIMMING
PERFORMANCE, BODY WEIGHI_ MORTALITYT AND
ATHEROMATOSIS IN RATS A65-80936
CHOLINE
SA ACETYLCHOLINE
PANCREATIC SECRETION AFTER EXPOSURE TO HYPOTHERMIA
AND ADMINISTRATION OF SECRETIN AND CARBAMINOYL
CHOLINE IN RAT A65-81736
CHROMATOGRAPHY
SA GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
SA PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY
SA THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF FREE AMINO ACIDS ON
HUMAN FINGERS AS CONTAMINATION FACTOR IN
RICROANALYSIS OF SUCH ACIDS ON METEORITES
A65-3_670
BOUND AND FREE CORTICOSTEROID IN PLASMA OF TWO
SUBSPECIES OF DEER MICE, PEROMYSCUS MANICULATUS,
AFTER EXPOSURE TO LOW AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
IDENTIFIED THROUGH CHROMATOGRAPHY
A65-80511
PURIFICATION OF ENTEROTO/IN B BY CARBOXYLIC ACID
RESINS CHROMATOGRAPHY N65-Z2Zg9
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF DEOXYRIBnNUCLEIC AND
RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN BACILLUS
ISS-66/48 N65-23306
CHROMIUM BORIDE
TOXIC EFFECTS OF CHROMIUM CARBIDE AND BORIDE OUST
ON WHITE RATS N65-11460
CHROMIUM CARBIDE
TOXIC EFFECTS OF CHROMIUM CARBIDE AND BORIDE DUST
ON WHITE RATS N65-11660
CHROMOSOME
SA BIOLOGICAL CELL
SA GENETICS
PECULIARITIES OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BETA-MERCAPTGETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN LIVER CELLS OF MAMMALS
IRRADIATED WITH GAMMA-RAYS A65-81190
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN SPACECRAFTS
VOSTOK-5 AND VDSTDK-6 ON CHROMOSOMES OF
PRIMARY ROOTS IN EMBRYO OF SEEDS OF SOME HIGHER
PLANTS Ab5-81596
EFFECT OF GAMMA-RAYS AND 660 MEV ENERGY PROTONS ON
CHROMOSOMES OF PLANT SEEDS A65-81601
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC SYNTHETIC ACTIVITY AND CHROMOSOME
REPLICATION IN CAT BONE MARROW CELLS
USNRDL-TR-T79 N65-11959
CHROMOSOMAL MUTATION IN HORSE BEAN - INTERACTION
BETWEEN PRIMARY EFFECTS OF RADIATION AND
CHEMICAL MUTAGENS N65--25612
GENETIC RECOMBINATION RESULTING FROM INTERACTION
BETWEEN FRAGMENT AND ANNULAR CHROMOSOMES IN
ESCHERICHIA COLI K-t2 STRAINS
N65-25613
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN RELATION TO HUMIDITY
OF SEEDS AND IRRADIATIDN INTENSITY
N65-25616
SCHEMATIC VIEW OF ORIGIN OF LIFE - SEQUENCE
PROPAGATION AND TRANSCRIPTION, DUAL
IRANSCRIPTION, CHROMOSOME-MESSENGER, METABOLISM,
AND PROTOPLASM
UCRL-|4254 N65-31001
CHROMOSOMAL DISEASES ANALYZED FOR INVESTIGATING
GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION - HEREDITY
JPRS-31635 N65-31211
EFFECTS OF VIBRATIONS ON CHROMOSOMES/CELLS FROM
VARIOUS ORGANISMS
NASA-OR-64642 N65-33252
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON CHROMOSOMES OF HIGHER
PLANTS - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS N65-349_2
CINEMATOGRAPHY
MOTION PICTURE RECORDING OF OPTOKINETIC AND
VESIIBULAR NYSTAGMUS AbS-800_l
MEASUREMENT OF ERYTHROCYTE FLOW RATE IN
CAPILLARIES OF RABBIT LUNG USING
CINEMATOGRAPHIC METHODS AbS-B0312
FILTERS FOR ROENTGENOGRAPHY, ANGIOGRAPHYt AND
CINEMATOGRAPHY TO DETERMINE RELATION BETWEEN
IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND FILTRATION OF PRIMARY
BEAM N65-26805
CINNARIZINE
CUPULOMETRY AS INVESTIGATIVE TOOL AND INFLUENCE OF
CINNARIZINE ON LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION
A65-81045
CIRCUIT
SA LOGIC CIRCUIT
SA SWITCHING CIRCUIT
SA TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
ELECTROMECHANICAL CIRCUIT INPUT UNIT FOR IBM 026
PRINTING CARD PUNCH APPARATUS
tSS-64/39 N65-19607
CIRCULATION
S BLOOD CIRCULATION
S PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
SA ARTERY
SA BLOOD CIRCULATION
SA CAPILLARY
SA VEIN
CARDICPULMONARY RESPONSES AND CIRCULATORY EFFECTS
CURING HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHTS INTO DEFICIENT
AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT AbS-IZ527
FOUR WEEKS BED REST EFFECT ON CIRCULATORY
FUNCTIONS IN MAN A65-14236
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON CIRCULATORY FUNCTIONS
FOR VARIOUS ACTIVITY LEVELS DETERMINED FROM SPACE
SIMULATOR_ BED REST AND MANNED FLIGHT STUDIES
A65-14528
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AND INCIDENCE OF
NEUROCIRCULATDRY COLLAPSE AND TREATMENT BY USAF
MEDICAL TEAM A65-34200
REFLEX CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY RESPONSES TO
HYPOXIA - A REVIEW A65-B0356
COMPARISON OF CHRONIC HYPOXIA OF ALTITUDE AND THAT
PRODUCED BY RIGHT TO LEFT CIRCULATORY SHUNTS
A65-B0359
A-ST
CIVILAVIATION SUBJECTINDEX
PATHOLOGICALEFFECTSOFACCELERATIONSTRESS
ON SKIN_ DIGESTIVE1 CIRCULATORYt AND
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF CHICKEN
A65-80383
PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSES OF NAN EXPOSED TO COLD
INVOLVING NERVOUSt CIRCULATORY_ AND ENDOCRINE
SYSTEMS A65-80491
CIRCULATORY TIME AND HEART MINUTE VOLUME IN
HEALTHY YOUNG MEN DURING PHYSICAL STRESS
A65-80694
DEGREE OF RESPONSE OF VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS TO VIBRATION STRESS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-BIT01
EFFECT OF DIGITOXIN /GLYCOSIDE OF DIGITALIS
PURPUREA/ ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF RATS TO
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION A65-81866
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF WHOLE-BODY
VIBRATION IN ANESTHETIZED DOG AS AFFECTED BY
CURARE AND RESERPINE A65-82148
ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE IN NORMAL MEN AND THOSE
WITH CIRCULATORY DISTURBANCES INFLUENCED BY
BEDREST AND EXERCISE A65-82214
QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF CIRCULATION OF CALF
MUSCULARTURE IN MAN A65-82229
MECHANISMS OF CONTROL OF CEREBRAL CIRCULATION AND
ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
NASA-CR-50682 N65-16430
VARIABILITY OF VITAL SIGNS AND CIRCULATORY
DYNAMICS DURING BED REST - HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-179 N65-18502
CHANGES IN RADIOACTIVITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
VESSELS FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION
OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
JPRS-31007 N65-28223
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS MODELS OF
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
HDL-TR-I244 N65-28236
CIVIL AVIATION
SA AIR TRANSPORTATION
TEST PILOT VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING
APPLIED 10 CURRENT COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS,
DISCUSSING FLIGHT DECK DISPLAYS, CONTROLS AND
HANDLING QUALITIES A65-14227
DPTHALMOLOGIST APPROVAL OF CONTACT LENSES BY
PILOTS IF PROPERLY FITTED A65-18434
SAFETY FACTORS AND ADVANTAGES INVOLVED IN CONTACT
LENS UTILIZATION BY COMMERCIAL AND AIRLINE PILOTS
A65-24097
HANDBOOK OF AVIATION STATISTICS
A65-80532
OPINIONS OF JAPANESE FLYING PERSONNEL CONCERNING
PREVENTION OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-80552
CIVIL AVIATION AND USE OF CONTACT LENSES
A65-805BO
NASOSINUSAL ALLERGY IN CIVIL AVIATION FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A65-BO873
PHYSICAL FITNESS AND PILOT SELECTION IN CIVIL
AVIATION A65-81370
LEGAL ASPECTS AND PATHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS DURING
INVESTIGATION OF COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT IN
EQUATORIAL AFRICA A65-81517
LEGAL ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS OF MILITARY
AND CIVIL AVIATION USEFUL TO PATHOLOGISTS
A65-B1540
PILOT TRAINEE SELECTION PROGRAM OF IRISH
A-88
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES A65-81779
HEARING PROBLEMS IN PERSONNEL OF SABENA AIRLINES
FROM 1958 TO 1962 A65-81780
MEDICAL SERVICE FOR SOVIET CIVIL AVIATION
N65-13634
SURVIVAL_ SEARCHt AND RESCUE OPERATION
TRAINING TECHNIQUES FOR GENERAL AVIATION
PILOTS AND AIRCRAFT OWNERS N65-29753
CLEAN ROOM
SA ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
COMPATIBILITY OF STERILIZATION AND CCNTAMINATION
CONTROL WITH APPLICATION TO SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY_
EMPHASIZING CONCENTRATION OF MICROBIOLOGICAL
PARTICLES UNDER PRESENT CLEAN ROOM AND WORK
STATION CONDITIONS A65-35114
MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION OF CLEAN ROOMS
NASA-CR-60184 N65-15148
MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN LAMINAR DOWN-FLOW CLEAN
ROOM
SC-RR-65-47 N65-19646
CLIMATE
CLOTHING FUNCTION IN ALTERING HEAT LOSS FROM SKIN
IN HOT, TEMPERATE, AND COLD CLIMATES
A65-80501
REACTION AND PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE CAPACITY OF MAN
AS AFFECTED BY CLIMATE A65-80502
CLIMATIC CONTROL OF OUTDOOR AND INDOOR
ENVIRONMENTS FOR SURVIVAL, COMFORT, AND THERAPY
A65-80503
CONTROLLED-CLIMATE CHAMBER USED TO DETERMINE
EFFECT OF VARYING CLIMATIC FACTORS ON DISEASES AND
ABNORMAL CONDITIONS A65-B0506
THERMAL COMFORT STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE RELATED
TO CLIMATE A65-80902
SOME EXTERNAL /CLIMATIC/ AND INTERNAL /ENDOCRINE/
FACTORS IN RELATION TO PRODUCTION OF HIBERNATION
IN RODENTS A65-81465
CLIMATIC EFFECTS ON CHRONIC MICROWAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-312BO N65-29246
HUMAN ACCLIMATIZATION TO HOT CLIMATE CONDITIONS -
MEDICAL RESEARCH
JPRS-31463 N65-317IT
EFFECT OF CLIMATIC FACTORS ON ACCLIMATIZATION TO
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
JPRS-31761 N65-32377
CLIMATOLOGY
MEDICAL CLIMATOLOGY - ASPECTS OF PHYSIOLOGY_
NUTRITION AND BIOLOGY AbS-8054B
CLINICAL MEDICINE
BIOECOLOGICAL AND BIOMEDICAL MONITORING FOR DESIGN
GF HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUTS IN
SPACE A65-26746
MECHANISM AND MANAGEMENT OF HYPERVENTILATION
SYNDROMES A65-80_08
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STATIC AND
EARTH MAGNETIC FIELDS AS RELATED TO LIVING TISSUE
AND CLINICAL APPLICATION A65-80434
CLINICAL AND THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF 200 CASES OF
KEROSENE POISONING A65-80531
SIMULTANEOUS CARDIDSCOPIC SCAN AND
VECTORCARDIDGRAPHIC RECORDING IN MAN
A65-80604
DEVICE WITH CONSTANT PRESSURE MASK FOR CONTROLLED
RESPIRATION IN INTACT ANIMALS A65-B0765
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF TELEMETERING METHOD OF
SUBJECTINDEX CLOSEDECOLOGICALSYSTEM
PHYSIOLOGICALDAT A65--81193
INTERHOSPITAL PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM AS
RELATED TO TELEMETRY A65-BL286
MONITORED PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AT BEDSIDE IN
HOSPITAL TRANSMITTED BY TELEMETRY
A65-81312
CLINICAL, BIOCHENICAL_ AND PSYCHCPHYSIOLOGIC
RESPONSE OF AVIATOR DURING ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
EXPOSURE WHILE IN FLIGHT TRAINING
A65-BX73Z
RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES FOR CLINICAL RADIOGRAPHY
REPT.-5 N65--13532
EFFECT OF VARIOUS RADIO FREQUENCIES ON CLINICAL
SYNDROMES - MEDICINE
JPRS-Z9694 N65-ZI573
MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS BY
COMPUTER, GAS EXCHANGE DURING RADIATION
SICKNESSt AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC
ENVIRONMENT
JPRSI29788 N6,5-2ZTZ8
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF LUNG DISEASES BY COMPUTER -
CYBERNETICS N65-ZZTZ9
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM
AND SPACECREW REACTION STUDIED BY PHYSICIAN ON
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT AND SEISMOCARDIOLOGICAL
DATA
JPRS-29795 N65-23422
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT WITH PHYSICIAN IN
SPACECREW N65-Z3423
SCINTILLATION COUNTER USE IN DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT
THYROID TUMORS
REPT.-IZ9 N65-Z3T29
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE
STOMACH DISORDERS, ADRENAL CORTEX CONDITION IN
CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC DISORDER, AND
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS
JPRS-30182 N65-2_065
DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS -
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL MEDICINE
JPRS-3OZB8 N65-24635
ROLE OF GENETICS IN HUMAN PATHOLOGY - CLINICAL
MEDICINE
JPRS-30306 N65-Z463T
RADIATION MEDICINE - USE OF RADIATION IN CLINICAL
DIAGNOSIS, RADIATION INJURY, DETECTING
RADIOACTIVITY, AND RADIOSENSITIVITY
ORINS-k9 N65-2565T
ELECTRONIC PARTICLE ANALYZER TO DETERMINE RED
BLOOD CELL VOLUME AS AID IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
N65-25660
CARDIOLOGY - CLINICO-INSTRUNENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF MITRAL DISEASE
JPRS-30490 N65-25669
CLINICO-INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CONTRACTILE
FUNCTION OF HEART Nb5-Z56TO
USE OF ISOTOPES IN CLINICAL, PREVENTIVE, AND
GENERAL MEDICINE N65-ZT609
INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY FOR CLINICAL
INVESTIGATIONS APPLIED TO EFFECT OF BED REST AND
EXERCISE ON CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES
N65-2BTb3
CEREBRUM RHEOGRAPHY - DIAGNOSTIC POSSIBILITIES IN
CLINICAL PRACTICE
NASA-TT-F-9697 N65-33261
BIOLOGICAL APPLICATION OF TELEMETRY TECHNIQUES -
BIOTELENETRY
NASA-SP-5OZ3 N65-36001
USE OF TELEMETRY IN INTENSIVE-CARE WARDS
N65-3_002
DIAGNOSTIC MONITORING IN OFFICE PROCEDURES -
BIOTELEMETRY N65-_004
APPLICATION OF TELEMETRY SYSTEMS TO BIOLOGICAL
STUDY DUE TO MICROMINIATURIZATIDN
N65-34006
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
MOBILE REMOTE HANDLING UNIT POSITIONED UNDER
AUGMENTED TELEVISION CONDITIONS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING FOR REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEMS
AHRL-TR-65-6 N65-ZT091
REMOTE PILOT-CONTROLLED VISUAL DOCKING OF TWO
SPACE VEHICLES ON RENDEZVOUS DOCKING SIMULATOR
kitH CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
NASA-TN-D-3044 N65-35517
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
SA OXYGEN PRODUCTION
SA SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
SA SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
SPACECRAFT OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM REACTION BETWEEN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND CHLORELLA CULTIVATED FROM
FERMENTED EXCRETA Ab5--l_382
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE OF GERMFREE RATS IN
CLOSED ENVIRONMENT, NOTING KIDNEY DAMAGE EFFECTS
AbS--L4383
PARTIALLY REGENERATIVE AND BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS EHPHASIZING SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONTROL AND FOOD PRODUCTION A65-17930
ELECTROLYZED DAILY OUTPUT /HUMAN FECES AND URINE
TREATED ELECTROCHENICALLYI USED AS GROWTH MEDIUM
FOR CHLORELLA 71105 AbS-227TO
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER
RECOVERY OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM CARBON DIOXIDE ANO
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A65-23920
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
MISSIONS PRESENTING SYNTHETIC CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM A65-31672
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM FOR EXTENDED MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS, NOTING NICRQTERELLA AND
ALGATRON SYSTEMS A65-33150
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL GENERATED BY NICROBIOLOGIC
METABOLIC ACTIVITY WITHIN CLOSED WASTE DEGRADATION
WATER RECOVERY UNIT A65-34476
EFFICIENCY AND STABILITY OF COMPLEX CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM OPERATING ON SOLAR ENERGY AND
WITH INTERNAL FEEDBACKS EVALUATED FROM
THERMODYNAMIC AND KINETIC VIEWPOINTS
A65-36236
EXPERIMENTAL EXPOSURE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO CLOSED
ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM FOR SIMULATION OF SPACE CAPSULE
CONDITIONS AbS-B0930
AUTOMATIC MAINTENANCE OF DEFINITE RANGE OF CARBON
DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION IN PttOTOSYNTHESIS CHAMBERS
AbS-BO962
PROBLEMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL IN CLOSED SPACE
VEHICLE Ab5--BL038
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OF CLOSED SPACE IN NUCLEAR
SUBMARINE A65-81039
ABILITY OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDE, POTASSIUM
HYDROXIDE, AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO
SUSTAIN LIFE OF RAT AND NAN IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM A65-81251
CULTURE TECHNIQUE FOR ALGAE GROWTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY TURBULENT FLOW ACHIEVING
LIGHT-DARK SEQUENCE A65-81872
INVESTIGATION OF GAS EXCHANGE IN PLANTS 1N CLOSED
A-89
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
SYSTEM WITH HELP OF CARBON 14 IN CARBON DIOXIDE
A65-81924
STRESS FACTORS FOUND IN 120 DAY SEALED CHAMBER
TESTS
JPRS-28490 N65-15355
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CHLORELLA FOR
APPLICATION IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-603g6 N65-15801
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ORGANISMS AS COMPONENTS OF CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS - BIOCHEMISTRY DF ALGAE
NASA-CR-55556 N65-16812
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-OR-55131 N65-170T2
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-CR-6OBg2 N65-1786T
WASTE MANAGEMENT FOR CLOSED ENVIRONMENTS - PROCESS
CONTROL, COLLECTION, TRANSPORT, AND TREATMENT
N65-18577
SIMULATION OF CLOSED ATMOSPHERES FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-33631
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR SUPPORTING LIFE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS - CONSTRUCTION
PROBLEMS
NASA-TT-E-9590 N65-35784
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CHLORELLA AS PHOTOSYNTHESIS LINK IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-g592 Nb5-35786
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION DF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT IN CLOSED LOOP
CONTROL SYSTEM 665-25202
CLOSTRIDIUN
PHOSPHOROCLASTIC REACTION CATALYZED BY CLOSTRIOIUN
NIGRIFICANS_ THERMOPHILIC SULPHATE-REDUCING
BACTERIUM A65-17522
CLOTHING
SA FLIGHT CLOTHING
SA HELMET
SA PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
SA SHOE
CLOTHING FUNCTION IN ALTERING HEAT LOSS FROM SKIN
IN HOTt TEMPERATE, AND COLD CLIMATES
A65-BOSO1
HOT-WIRE MICROANEMOMETER OF AIR MOVEMENTS
INSIDE CLOTHING A65-81921
CLUSTER
CLUSTERING IN FREE RECALL AS FUNCTION OF BLOCK
AND RANDOM PRESENTATION, VARIABLE EXPOSURE
TIMES, AND LISTS OF HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY
ASSOCIATES OF CATEGORY NAMES
TR-3 N65-36307
COBALT 60
WHOLE BRAIN COBALT 60 GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECT ON
CONDITIONED STIMULUS CORTICAL AROUSAL IN BURRO
A65-B2041
LIVER REGENERATION DETERMINATION IN WHITE MICE
AFTER BRIEF AND CHRONIC COBALT 60 IRRADIATION
FTD-TT-64-230/I&286 N65-IO265
RADIATION RESISTANCE IN POCKET MICE AND SURVIVAL
AFTER COBALT 60 RADIATION
NASA-CR-603Ig N65-15378
RADIOLYSIS OF DEXTRAN DERIVED BLOOD PLASMA
SUBSTITUTE AND COBALT 60 EFFECT ON MUSCLE
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE AND INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
JPRS-29183 N65-20828
LOW DOSE COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
A-?O
DF SHELLFISH FOR EXTENDING STORAGE LIFE
fiR0-626 N65-22081
CHANGE OF TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL
YEAST THROUGH COBALT 60 IRRADIATION
SOAE-BL-12/I966 N65-22964
COBALT-60 USED TO OBTAIN EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS/OR
CDSIMETRY IN AIR AND DEPTH DOSES IN MASONITE
PHANTOM FOR RADIATION EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING
SHEEP
USNRDL-TR-B42 N65-30503
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF COBALT 60
GAMMA RADIATION AND X-RAYS ON CARTILAGE OF
YOUNG RABBIT LARYNX
ANL-TRANS-I21 N65-32833
COCHLEA
CELLULAR PATTERN OF NEUROEPITHELIUN IN ORGAN OF
CORTI EMPHASIZING SENSORY CELLS, NEURAL STRUCTURE
AND FLUID SPACES 665-256/H5
COMPARISON OF SELECTED FEATURES OF ELECTRIC
RESPONSES RECORDED FROM UNITS IN AUDITORY NERVE
AND COCHLEAR NUCLEUS A65-31724
SPIKE DISCHARGE PATTERNS OF SPONTANEOUS AND
CONTINUOUSLY STIMULATED ACTIVITY IN COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS Ab5-32938
COCHLEAR MICROPHONICS MEASUREMENTS IN EXPERIMENTAL
ANIMALS AND IN MAN A65-81052
DISTORTION PROCESSES IN COCHLEAR-MICROPHONIC
RESPONSE UNDER NORMAL AND ABNORMAL PHYSIOLOGIC
CONDITIONS A65-BIOT6
ORGAN OF CORTI- HISTOPHYSIOLOGY AND
HISIDCHEMISTRY A65-BI422
$_DRPHOLOGY OF SENSORY CELLS IN ORGAN OF CORTI OF
MAN A65-81503
FORMATION AND FLOW OF COCHLEAR FLUIDS-STUDIES WITH
RADIOACTIVE POTASSIUM 42 A65-81543
EVOKED POTENTIALS OF AUDITORY SYSTEM - COCHLEA AND
CEREBRAL CORTEX A65-81672
COCHLEAR OXYGEN TENSION AND BLOOD FLOW AS AFFECTED
BY ADMINISTRATION OF PURE OXYGEN, 8 PER CENT
CARBON DIOXIDE, AND EPINEPHRINE
A65-8201T
DIFFERENCES IN METABOLISM OF INDIVIDUAL TURNS OF
COCHLEA A65-B2130
SIGNIFICANCE OF OLIVO-COCHLEAR BUNDLE FOR
ADAPTATION MECHANISM OF INNER EAR
A65-82131
STIMULUS CODING IN THE AUDITORY.NERVE AND COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS IN CATS A65-82135
STIMULUS CODING REFLECTED BY VARYING DISCHARGE
PATTERNS IN SUBDIVISIONS OF COCHLEAR NUCLEUS OF
CAT DURING ACOUSTICAL STIMULATION
A65-82268
STIMULUS INTENSITY CHANGES AS RELATED TO TONE AND
REACTION TIME IN DTERMINING AUDITORY NEUTRAL
LESIONS 665-82270
COCHLEAR POTENTIAL OF ADULT GUINEA PIG DURING
SOUND STIMULATION AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-B2306
ACETYOLHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF COCHLEA AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF CAT
A65-82307
COCHLEAR POTENTIALS OF GUINEA PIG FOLLOWING SOUND
STIMULATION SHOWING AUDITORY FATIGUE
A65-82308
ELECTRONIC ANALOG ARTIFICIAL EAR MODEL SIMULATION
FOR COMPLEX SOUND CLASSIFICATION AND THEORY OF
HEARING - ANALOG COCHLEA
SUBJECTINOEX COLDWEATHER TESTING
NOLTR-66-191 N65-22496
ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY OF COCHLEAS IN MAMMALS
NASA-CR-BTST3 N65-36596
COCKPIT
SA AIRCRAFT CABIN
PILOT COCKPIT DISPLAY DESIGN AND VIEWING SYSTEM
AGARD-Bql N65-ZTT30
COCKPIT SIMULATOR
PILOTED MOTION SIMULATOR STUDY OF GUST INDUCED
AND MANEUVERING ACCELERATION STRESS ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE IN LOW LEVEL MISSION
NASA-TM-X-S1768 N65-21756
CODE
SA GENETIC CODE
SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING CODE FOR SPACECRAFT
GEOMETRY N65-34636
COOING
SA ENCOOING
SA PROGRAMMING
DISPLAY-CONTROL RELATIONSHIP, ABILITY TO SEE WHAT
ONE IS DOING AND PHASE OF TRAINING INTERACTIONS
IN SENSDRIMOTOR TASK A65-B0337
AURAL CODING AND CLASSIFICATION IN SHORT-TERM
MEMORY A65-81932
STIMULUS CODING IN THE AUDITORY.NERVE AND COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS IN CATS A65-B2135
STIMULUS CODING REFLECTED BY VARYING DISCHARGE
PATTERNS IN SUBDIVISIONS OF COCHLEAR NUCLEUS OF
CAT DURING ACOUSTICAL STIMULATION
ABS-B226B
VERBAL CODING AND DISPLAY CODING IN ACQUISITION
AND RETENTION OF TRACKING SKILL
A65-BZ293
CODING SYSTEM
MASKING OF CUTANEOUS SENSATIONS IN MULTIPLE
STIMULUS PRESENTATIONS A65-80563
COEFFICIENT
S ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
S HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
COGNITION
SA RECOGNITION
SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND COGNITIVE DISORDER
A65-81060
FIELD INDEPENDENCE-DEPENDENCE AND SUSCEPTIBILITY
TO DISTRACTION A65-81564
COGNITIVE AND PERCEPTUAL DISTURBANCES IN
SHORT-TERM SENSORY DEPRIVATION AS FUNCTION OF
DIFFERENTIAL EXPECTANCY LEVELS A65-BI665
FRAMEWORK FOR REPRESENTING AND INVESTIGATING
FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF COGNITION
A65-B2040
HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON CONTINGENT DISCRIMINATION
TASK A6S-B2336
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECT ON WEIGHT, TOTAL
PROTEIN CONTENT, AND ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF BROWN
FAT OF HAMSTERS A65-BOO96
SKIN THERMOREGULATIDN DURING COLD EXPOSURE IN
HUMAN ORGANISMS PREVIOUSLY ADAPTED TO COLD
A65-B0546
EFFECT OF RESERPINE ON RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE,
ARTERIAL PRESSURE, AND HEART RATE IN COLD
ACCLIMATED RAT A6S-BO934
THERMOREGULATION AND COLD ACCLIMATIZATION IN
GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEAIUS
A65-Bl137
THERMOREGULATION AND COLD ACCLIMATIZATION IN
HAMSTER, MESOCRICETUS AURATUS A65-81138
PHYSICAL FITNESS, FAT CONTENT, BLOOD PRESSURE,
RECTAL AND SKIN TEMPERATURE, AND TOUCH SENSATION
OF MEN WORKING IN ANTARCTIC AbS-BII40
RESPONSES OF COLD- AND WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE AND BODY COOLING
A65-81299
THYROID SECRETION RATE AND FECAL ELIMINATION IN
COLD ACCLIMATED RAT A65-B1605
SURVIVAL, INJURY, AND BODY TEMPERATURE AND WEIGHT
OF COLD ACCLIMATED RAT DURING HIND-LIMB ISCHEMIA
AND COLD EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO CATECHOLAMINES
A65-81622
TEMPERATURE REGULATII)NTN COLD AND WARM ADAPTED
RABBITS EXPOSED TO PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRECOOLING Ab5-B2166
ACCLIMATIZATION AND BODY AND SKIN TEMPERATURES OF
YOUNG AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL MEN AND WOMEN SLEEPING
DUTSIOE IN COLD ENVIRONMENT WITH LITTLE PROTECTION
AbS-BZlb2
HEART AND LIVER TISSUE LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE
VARIATION DE RAT DURING ADAPTATION TO COLD
AbS-B2192
EDDY-CHARACTERISTICS EFFECT ON HUMAN TEMPERATURE
RESPONSES TO HIGH ALTITUDE COLD
AD-6225BB N65-15129
HUMAN ACCLIMATIZATION TO HOT CLIMATE CONDITIONS -
MEDICAL RESEARCH
JPRS-31463 N65-31717
COLD TOLERANCE /BlOL/
VERIFICATION OF ORGANISM SURVIVAL / ARTEMIA CYSTS/
AT TEMPERATURES NEAR ABSOLUTE ZERO, SHOWING THAT
INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR LIVING SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION IS STORED IN ATOM CONFIGURATION
A65-31004
REPEATED FREEZING AND THAWING OF CULTURES OF
ESCHERICHIA COLI GROWN IN MINIMAL MEDIUM AND
FROZEN WITHOUT CARBON SOURCE A65-32937
INHALATION OF COLD DRY AIR AND WELL TOLERANCE BY
HUMAN A65-80106
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FREEZING INJURY IN RATS AND
HAMSTERS - COLD TOLERANCE
AAL-TDR-63-30 N65-18972
COLD LAND SURVIVAL CAPABILITIES OF AIR FORCE
PILOTS WEARING FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALTITUDE
FLYING OUTFIT
AAL-TDR-64-23 N65-Z40BZ
PROTEIN DEPLETION AND REPLETION TECHNIQUES USED ON
RATS EXPOSED TO WARM AND COLD CONDITIONS
AAL-TDR-64-15 N65-24593
STABILITY OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AND CHANGES IN
CXIDATION PROCESSES DURING CHILLING IN HUMANS
ADAPTED AND NOT ADAPTED TO COLD
N65-24940
HISTOCHEMICAL RESPONSES OF GUINEA PIG TISSUES TO
CCLC
AAL-TDR-64-9 N65-35630
COLD WEATHER
COLD WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR SURVIVAL
A_D REVIEW OF BODY HEAT CONTROL SYSTEM
N65-2976B
COLD WEATHER TESTING
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCES IN
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL OR BODY TEMPERATURES
AAL-TDR-64-20 N65-25256
A-91
COLLECTOR SUBJECT INDEX
COLLEGTOR
AUTOMATIC ZONAL SCRAPER AND SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR
RADIOASSAY OF THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAM
N65-2566B
SELF POSITIONING DEVICE FOR COLLECTION OF PAROTID
FLUID FROM ISOLATED HUMAN SUBJECTS
SAM-TDR-66-B N65-336TT
COLLOID
SA ELECTROPHORESIS
BIOCOLLOIDAL MATTER IN ATMOSPHERE
N65-23987
COLOR PERCEPTION
HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM IN TERMS OF OPTICS AND ENERGY
PULSES, DETAILING COLOR VISION A65-12631
CHEMICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL FACTORS UNDERLYING
PERCEPTION OF COLOR AND COLOR BLINDNESS
A65-26943
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITY, MUSCLE
BALANCE, STEROSCOPIC VISION, TACHISTOSCOPIC
PERCEPTION AND COLOR VISION A65-29058
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CURVES OF LIGHT RECEIVERS
DETERMINED, USING ADDITION CURVES FOR NORMAL
TRICHROMATES A65-30OT6
VISIBLE LIGHT PROPAGATION IN CONES OF HUMAN
RETINAw USING ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL
RESPONSE A65-32883
HUMAN EYE PHYSIOLOGY WITH RESPECT TO SENSITIVITY
AND PERCEPTION FOR ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION
A65-32922
MONOCULAR DISCRIMINATION BY TRAINED GOLDFISH OF
DIFFERENT PATTERNS AND COLORS, SHOWING
INTERHEMISPHERIC COLOR INFORMATION TRANSFER MORE
EFFECTIVE THAN PATTERN A65-35588
ACHROMATIC AXIS OF EYE DETERMINED WITH RESPECT TO
CENTER OF PUPIL A65-36154
SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST INVOLVING LUMINANCE
AND PURITY ALTERATION OF GANZFELD
A65-B0260
RETINAL LOCUS IN TACHISTOSCOPIC
BINOCULAR COLOR RIVALRY A65-80256
COLOR VISION- FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATION
OF COLOR PERCEPTION, CLINICAL DIAGNOSTIC
TESTS, GENETICS_ AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
A65-80269
DERMAL LIGHT SENSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TO COLOR
EXPLORED WITH 80 SUBJECTS A65-80572
COLOR PERCEPTION REVIEWED WITH RESPECT TO
PHYSICAL, PSYCHOPHYSICALt AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
VARIABLES A65-B0612
PHASE SHIFT EFFECT ON PERCEPTION OF ALTERNATING
COLORED STIMULI A65-80769
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM RESPONSE TO SLOW
FLICKERING LIGHT STIMULUS AS RELATED TO COLOR
VISION AND EYE DISEASE A65-80778
MISUSE OF RED LIGHT AS A RUNNING LIGHT ON
AUTOMOBILES AND EFFECT ON VISION
A65-80867
COLOR DISCRIMINATION AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE TIME
A65-8]017
COLOR PERCEPTION IN HUMAN BY CUTANEOUS MEANS
A65-BI230
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TIME ON INDUCED COLOR
A65-81620
COLOR VISION OF FLYING PERSONNEL TESTED BY
CHROMATOSCOPE TEST METHOD A65-BIgT5
A-92
FDVEAL AND PARAFOVEAL COLOR VISION
A65-82264
CHROMATIC INDUCTION IN HUMAN EYE BY PULSATING
BLACK AND WHITE FLASHES A65-82265
ADAPTATIDN OF HUMANS TO COLORED SPLIT-FIELD
GLASSES A65-82283
VISUAL PERCEPTION - ADAPTATION TO ARTIFICIAL
CHRDMATIC DISTORTIDNS AND NATURAL VISUAL DEFECTS
REPT.-I N65-12731
HISREGISTRATION IN COLOR ADDITIVE DISPLAYS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
RADC-TDR-64-688 N65-17906
EFFECT OF PROTECTIVE FILTERS AND LENSES ON COLOR
JUDGMENT BY HUMANS
NASA-CR-63766 N65-27956
COLOR PERCEPTION IN BEES AND OTHER INSECTS
JPRS-3ITI3 N65-3Z011
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL PERCEPTION IN COMPARISON WITH
PHOTODETECTORS_ QUANTUM ASPECTS, AND PROBLEMS OF
COLOR PERCEPTION
AD-611401 N65-33479
COLOR DISCRIMINATION WITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
FTR-I N65-34419
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR VISION- FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATION
OF COLOR PERCEPTION, CLINICAL DIAGNOSTIC
TESTSI GENETICS, AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
A65-8OZ69
COMMAND MODULE
SA SERVICE MODULE
VARIOUS OPERATIONAL AND FLIGHT ASPECTS DF APOLLO
PROGRAM AND COMPONENT MODULES A65-81355
COMMAND SYSTEM
ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEMS.
A65-82008
COMMERCIAL AVIATION
MEDICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF COMMERCIAL
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT A65-80123
TEST PILOT VIEW OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING AS
RELATED TO COMMERCIAL SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DESIGN
A65-80134
RESPONSE TO CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AS CRITERION
IN COMMERCIAL PILOT SELECTION A65-BI297
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE
FACILITATING SURVIVAL OF OCCUPANTS OF DITCHED
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT A65-BI375
IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS OF MASS CASUALTIES IN
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-81518
JET TRANSPORT USE EFFECT ON AIRLINE LANDING
ACCIDENTS A65-82000
COMMUNICATION
SA ELECTROCUTANEOUS COMMUNICATION
SA INTERPLANETARY COMMUNICATION
SA RAOIO COMMUNICATION
SA SPACE COMMUNICATION
SA TELECOMMUNICATION
SA TELEMETRY
SA VOICE COMMUNICATION
SA WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION
POSSIBILITY OF COMMUNICATION WITH EXTRATERRESTRIAL
CIVILIZATIONS BY RADIO METHODS A65-80825
FUNDAMENTAL TASKS AND CONCEPTS FOR TRAINING
PERSONNEL IN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
AMRL-TR-64-85 N65-I896_
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESS,
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISM, PERCEPTION_ AND
SUBJECT INDEX COMPUTER I_ETHO0
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION NITH
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
JPRS-30563 N65-25516
INTRA-CREN COMMUNICATIONS IN B-52 AND KC-135
AIRCRAFT DURING PEACETIME TRAINING FLIGHTS AS
FUNCTIONS OF CREW EXPERIENCE AND SELECTED
MISSION SEGMENTS
AMRL-TR-65-18 N65-30156
BASIC STUDIES ON TACTILE PERCEPTION AND
COMMUNICATION - PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTSt
INSTRUMENTATIONe ANO EQUIPMENT
NASA-CR-322 NBS-3bT66
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
EAR-BRAIN ANALOG EMPLOYED FOR REAL-TIME VOICE
COMMUNICATION IN MANNED DEEP SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80528
MASKING OF CUTANEOUS SENSATIONS IN MULTIPLE
STINULUS PRESENTATIONS A65-80563
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMMUNICATION BETNEEN LIVING
ORGANISMS
FTD-TT-62-192311G2 N65-18283
COI_qUNICATIONS DEVICE
PILOT OXYGEN MASK _ITH TACTILE TRANSDUCER
PROVIDING MARNING SIGNALS FROM MIRELESS
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM A65-11396
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMFORT TOLERANCE OF MODEL
HELMETS
CLO-I720 NbS-lq423
COMPASS
SUN-COMPASS ORIENTATION BY PARROT FISHES! SCARUS
GUACAMAIA AND S. LOELESTIUS AbS-80815
COMPENSATION
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING RISK OF HEARING DAMAGE
A65-81393
DECOMPENSATION AND COMPENSATION OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM IN HUMAN HYPOXIA N65-17780
HYPOXIA AND COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CONGENITAL
HEART DEFECTS OF BLUE AND PALLID TYPES
NBS-17789
COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CHRONIC OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN BLOOD CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
NbS-17791
COMPENSATORY TRACKING
DISPLAY INTEGRATION LEVEL ANO COMPENSATORY
TRACKING PERFORMANCE A65-80565
COMPENSATORY TRACKING AND AUDITORY DISTRACTION BY
NOISE A65-80573
CONTROL-DISPLAY COMPATIBILITY AND MONITORING CUES
IN MULTIPLE TASK PERFORMANCE A65-81563
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN VERTICAL ORIENTATION IN ROD
AND FRAME TEST AND IN COMPENSATION TRACKING TASK
Ab5-81650
COMPONENT ANO TOTAL TASK RELATIONS AT OIFFERENT
STAGES OF LEARNING COMPLEX TRACKING TASK
A65-81661
HUMAN ENGINEERING RESEARCH OF PURSUIT AND
COMPENSATORY TRACKING BEHAVIOR AbS-B1760
VISUAL FEEDBACK DISPLAY EFFECT ON PATTERN OF FINE
MOVEMENT IN COMPENSATORY TRACKING TASK
A65--82081
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO STUDIES OF
TRACKING BEHAVIOR A65-82085
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO HUMAN TRACKING
BEHAVIOR -AODITIONAL EXPLANATION
AbS-82086
PURSUIT AND COMPENSATORY TRACKING PERFORMANCE
WHILE VARYING TASK MODEt CONTROL-DISPLAY
DISPLACEMENT FUNCTION, AND TARGET VELOCITY
A65-823bL
COMPONENT RELIABILITY
RELIABILITY OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS USING GENERIC
FAILURE RATES FOR COMPONENTS
SAE PAPER 912G Ab5-1290S
COMPOSITION
S ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
S BODY COMPOSITION /BIOL/
S CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
S GAS COMPOSITION
S LUNAR COMPOSITION
S METEORITIC COMPOSITION
S MATER CONTENT
COMPOUND
S CHEMICAL COMPOUND
COMPRESSIBILITY
COMPRESSIBILITY OR MECHANICAL STIFFNESS OF HUMAN
LI_ER LIMBS UNDER STATIC LOADS AND DEFORMATION
OF LIMB STRUCTURE
DTNB-L8LO N65-17039
COMPUTATION
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE RESPO_ISE
COMPUTATION BASED ON APERIODIC STIMULI
A65-81690
COMPUTER
SA ANALOG COMPUTER
SA CONTROL SIMULATOR
SA DATA PROCESSING
SA DATA TRANSMISSION
SA DIGITAL COMPUTER
SA IBM 1620 COMPUTER
SA |NFORNATION RETRIEVAL
ARTIFACT PROBLEM IN TELEMETRY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
VARIABLES AND MEEO FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS
A65-81056
NASA PROGRAM TO DEVELOP IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL
MONITORING NITH COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR HANDLING
DATA A65-81336
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESS,
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISM, PERCEPTION, AND
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION MITH
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
JPRS-30563 Nb5-25516
COMPUTER OESIGN
ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMAND CONTROL SYSTEMS.
A65-82OOB
COMPUTER DESIGN FOR ANALYZING EFFECTS OF BEO
REST ON CARDIAC DYNAMICS AND DISCUSSION OF
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION N65-28769
CQRPUTER METHOD
RADAR TARGET TRACKING PERFORMANCE FOR PLAN
POSITION INDICATOR DISPLAY AND AUTOMATIC COMPUTER
A65-11895
MEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA TREATED MATHEMATICALLY BY
COMPUTER-TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM IN BRAIN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE A65-Lb_bT
ACTION POTENTIAL RECORDED, USING REAL-TIME AND ON-
LINE SORTING OF NEUROELECTRIC ACTION POTENTIALS
A65-30_3
HUMAN OPERATOR ROLE IN PERFORMING INFORMATION
PROCESSING TASK AT CONSOLEt EXAMINING HUMAN ANOIOR
CONSOLE MEMORY AbS-35678
METHOD FOR COMPUTER RECOGNITION OF INTRACELLULARLY
RECORDED NEURONAL EVENTS AbS-BIT55
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR INTRACELLULAR EVENT
RECOGNITION AbS-81756
RESOLUTION AND STABILITY IN SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN NAN A65-8227B
COMPUTER CALCULATIONS FOR INTERPRETATION OF
A-93
COMPUTERPROGRAM SUBJECTINDEX
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AND VECTORCARDIOGRAM RESULTS
FROM EXERCISE TESTS ON AVIATORS
REPT.-3 N65-15277
CYBERNETIC MACHINES IN MEDICINE - ELECTRONIC
COMPUTERS FOR DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES
JPRS-29799 N65-22115
COMPUTER METHOD FOR NEUROPHYSIDLDGICAL RESEARCH
P-3057 N65-27906
ANALYSIS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM USING COMPUTER
METHODS - SYMPOSIUM
NASA-SP-72 N65-28750
HUMAN-AIDED COMPUTER LINGUISTIC METHOD FOR
ANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGICAL DATA N65-28760
MULTICHANNEL TOPOSCOPE AS COMPUTER INTERFACE
IN STUDY OF LEG N65-28765
FEASIBILIIY OF AUTOMATING SENSORIMDTOR SKILL
TRAINING, AND USE OF CDC IbO-A COMPUTER TO
TEACH PSYCHOMOTOR TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-[517-[ N65-31206
COMPUTER PROGRAM
SA CODE
SA DATA PROCESSING
SA FORTRAN
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA COLLECTED
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-174 N65-18501
MONTE CARLO COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF
ENERGY DEPOSITION FROM HIGH INCIDENT NUCLEONS
AS FUNCTION OF TISSUE SLAB DEPTH
NASA-CR-63754 N65-27877
STATISTICAL LIMITS ON COMPUTER-DEFINED LEG
PATTERNS RELATED TO BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
N65-28764
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF THEORETICAL MODEL OF
LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE IF POPULATION
OF RESPONDENTS CAN BE DIVIDED INTO FINITE NUMBER
OF GROUPS OR CLASSES - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
NASA-CR-b387D N65-28868
CYBERNETIC AND COMPUTER TECHNIQUES SIMULATING
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS - INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
JPRS-31062 N65-29350
CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL FOR GENESIS AND ANALYSIS
OF SENTENCES INCLUDING HUMAN EMOTIONAL AND
MEMORY CHARACTERISTICS N65-29351
TIME-LINE MEDICAL DATA COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TN-O-2695 N65-33350
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
SA REDUNDANCY ENCODING
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL FOR
LINGUISTIC TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS
RADC-TDR-64-200 N65-16009
MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS BY
COMPUTER, GAS EXCHANGE DURING RADIATION
SICKNESS, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC
ENVIRONMENI
JPRS-29788 N65-22728
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF LUNG DISEASES BY COMPUTER -
CYBERNETICS N65-22729
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES TO MONITOR FETUS
DURING LABOR AND DELIVERY USING FETAL
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS N65-28753
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OF HEART-RATE PATTERNS
INCLUDING BASE HEART RATE AND RESPIRATORY AND
NONRESPIRAIORY HEART-RATE REFLEX ACIIVITY
N65-2876I
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA USING LEG FROM
NORMATIVE LIBRARY N65-28766
COMPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS OF BRAIN ELECTRICAL
ACTIVITY INCLUDING BACKGROUND LEG AhD REACTION
TIME, PERIOD ANALYSIS, EVOKED POTENTIALS, AND
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGED POTENTIALS
N65-28777
COMPUTER SIMULATION
SA ANALOG SIMULATION
SA DIGITAL SIMULATION
THEORETICAL BASES, ANALYTICAL RELATIUNSHIPS AND
PROGRAMMING METHODS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL OF
HUMAN BIOTHERMAL SYSTEM
AIAA PAPER 65-500 A65-29668
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM BY ANALOG COMPUTER
AD-606521 N65-12246
BIOCONTROL SYSTEMS - MATHEMAIICAL MODELS FOR
HUMAN MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM THROUGH COMPUTER
SIMULATION AND SERVOANALYSIS
NASA-CR-I90 N65-19261
CORTICAL COMPUTING UNIT IN HUMAN VISUAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION - DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL
GE/EE/64-22 N65-26347
THEORIES FOR RELATING STRUCTURE TO BEHAVIOR IN
PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM - COMPUTER SIMULATION
REPT.-13 N65-27793
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF VISUAL DATA PROCESSING OF
HUMAN BRAIN ON IBM 1620 AND IBM 7094 DIGITAL
COMPUTERS
GGCIEE/65-10 N65-35197
CONCENIRATION
S CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
MAN-MACHINE RELATIONSHIP - SUPERSONIC CONCORDE
AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS N65-28456
CONDENSATION
RANDOM PDLYCONDENSATION OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
RELAFION TO POLYMERIZATION AND ABIOGENESIS
A65-80480
THERMAL PDLYCONDENSATION OF FREE AMINO ACIDS WITH
POLYPHOSPHORIC ACID A65-80481
THERMAL CONDENSATION OF CYTIDYLIC ACID IN PRESENCE
OF POLYPHOSPHORIC ACID A65-80483
GXALOACETATE PROTECTION OF CITRATE CONDENSING
ENZYME FROM PALMITYL- CO A
UCRL-7896 N65-35526
CDNDITIONED RESPONSE
SA BEHAVIOR
SA LEARNING
SA REFLEX
INSTRUMENTATION FOR EVALUATING ANIMAL RESPONSE TO
STIMULI IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT BY OPERANT
CONDITIONING METHOD A65-10734
MICROWAVE IRRAO[ATION EFFECT ON BREEDING,
PERIPHERAL BLOOD COMPOSITION, CONDITIONED REFLEX
ACTIVITY AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS OF
WHITE MICE A65-20935
HUMAN HEART RATE CONDITIONING WITH NOISE AS
UNCONDITIONED STIMULUS A65-80094
SIGNAL APPEARANCE PROBABILITY AND EFFECT ON
PROCESS OF ITS DETECTION DURING VISUAL TASK
A65-80104
ROTATIONAL TRAINING EFFECT ON MOTOR CONDITIONED
REFLEXES IN RAT A65-80105
DISINHIBITION IN GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
A-94
SUBJECTINDEX CONFERENCE
CONDITIONINGASFUNCTIONOF NUMBER OF
TRIALS AND TEMPORAL LOCATION OF NOVEL STIMULUS
A65-80241
DECREASED BODY TEMPERATURE AND EFFECT
ON CONDITIONED REFLEXES IN RATS
A65-80328
LOCATION OF ORIGIN OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI IN RATS AND DOGS
A65-BO591
CHARACTER OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO COMBINED
ACOUSTIC AND VISUAL STIMULI IN DOGS
A65-80699
CONDITIONING OF HUMAN VESTIBULAR SWAY RESPONSE
A65-81011
EFFECT OF RADIATION ON AUDITION AND CONDITIONED
RESPONSES IN SPANISH GOAT A65-BISTO
WHOLE BRAIN COBALT 60 GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECT ON
CONDITIONED STIMULUS CORTICAL AROUSAL IN BURRO
665-82041
CRITICAL BODY TEMPERATURE FOR INSTRUMENTAL
RESPONSE ACQUISITION OF RATS COOLED TO VARIOUS
LEVELS A65-82161
EVOKED NON-SPECIFIC RESPONSES OF SENSORY-MOTOR
CEREBRAL CORTEX TO NDNDIFFERENTIATED AND
UNCONDITIONED STIMULI IN MAN A65-82205
CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
/MEG/ OF MANy AND CHANGES IN MEG AND CUTANEOUS
GALVANIC REACTION DURING FORMATION OF
CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-27677 N65-11516
USE OF CHAIN CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEX METHODS ON
ANIMALS FOR STUDYING EFFECTS OF LONG EXPOSURE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
N65-13678
CONDITIONED REFLEX AND MODERN NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-306 N65-14946
OPERANT CONDITIONING APPARATUS FOR ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
STUDY N65-16614
TIMING BEHAVIOR AND STIMULUS TRAINING ON TWO MALE
ALBINO RATS
NASA-CR-53693 N65-17052
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CONDITIONED RESPONSES OF
FISH N65-17754
DIFFERENTIATED INHIBITION LIMITS BY GRADUAL
INCREASE IN PHYSICAL STRENGTH OF INHIBITORY
STIMULATION USING SALIVARY ALIMENTARY
CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-2946I N65-2OB3Z
PERIODICITY OF CONDITIONAL FUGITIVE REFLEX -
CYBERNETICS N65-21091
PHYSIOLOGY - PERFECTION OF MOTOR AND INTEROCEPTIVE
ANALYZER BY CONDITIONED REFLEX METHOD IN MAN
DURING ACUTE HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
FTD-TT-62-1903/l&2&4 N65-22061
EFFECT OF MASSIVE DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION UPON
CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
N65-22304
PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR FREE RESPONDING
AFOSR-65-OZBB N65-22808
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND
DRUG ACTION ON BRAINy LOCALIZATION OF
CONDITIONED INHIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS, AND
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-3OO07 N65-24230
INSOLATION RESEARCH ON CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE OF ANIMALS AND RESPIRATION
IN HUMAN BODY
JPRS-30527 NbS-Z7425
INFLUENCE OF INSOLATION OF COLLAR ZONE ON
CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY AND ARTERIAL
PRESSURE OF ANIMALS N65-27426
AUTOMATED LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR STUOY OF
ANIMAL CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-30962 N65-ZBI33
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCITATI ON IN
TOPOGRAPHICALLY DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS DURING
CONDITIONED REFLEX CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY GAS
EXCHANGE N65-31041
INHIBITION OF CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX NEURONS INDUCED BY LIGHT AND
SOUND STIMULI
JPRS-3166T N65-3153I
CONDUCTION
COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF AUDIOMETRIC BONE CONDUCTION
AS INDICATOR OF HEARING IMPAIRMENT
A65-81504
CONE
ROD-CONE INDEPENDENCE IN AFTER-FLASH EFFECT
A65-80804
SPECIFICITY OF CONE INTERACTION IN AFTER-FLASH
EFFECT A65-80805
CONFERENCE
SECOND NATIONAL BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM AT ALBUQUERQUE IN
MAY 1964 A65-10543
ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM
AT U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY ON MAY 4 TO 5_
1966 A65-1OT2Z
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM ON
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH AT FLORENCE IN
MAY 1964 A65-3067I
OXYGEN IN THE ANIMAL ORGANISM - A SYMPOSIUM
A65-80355
GRIGINS OF PREBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND OF THEIR
MOLECULAR MATRICES - CONFERENCE
A65-BO465
PACAF MEDICAL CONFERENCE 1964, INCLUDING AEROSPACE
_EDICAL PROBLEMS OF FLYING PERSONNEL- HEARING,
MOTION SICKNESS, AERODONTALGIA AND PERSONNEL
TRAINING A65-BI430
SOVIET AEROSPACE MEDICINE CONFERENCE ON EFFECTS OF
FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
EF HUMANS AND ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-Z28 N65-13626
BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM - HUMAN, ANIMAL AND
PLANT RESEARCH FOR SPACE EXPLORATION
AD-450818 N65-16601
NUTRITION IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - CONFERENCE
NASA-SP-TO N65-18566
CONFERENCE ON PREDECISIONAL PROCESSES IN DECISION
MAKING - ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT DECISION THEORY
ADEQUACY IN DEALING WITH HUMAN DECISION MAKING
BEHAVIOR
AMRL-TDR-64-TT N65-22475
PROCEEDINGS OF ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CONFERENCE
NASA-CR-62786 Nb5-239BO
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRYt BIOPHYSICSy
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RADIOBIOLOGY, GENETICS,
EXTERNAL RADIATION TOXICITY, AND METABOLISM
OF FISSION PRODUCTS
ANL-697I N65-24249
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AND LONGEVITYy
CYBERNETICS_ X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT, AND
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - SCIENTIFIC
CONFERENCE REPORTS
JPRS-30099 N65_24BT5
SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE - POLAROGRAPHIC
A-95
CONFIGURATION SUBJECT INDEX
DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN METABOLISM IN TISSUES
N65-2487B
CONFERENCE ON AEROIONIZATION IN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
JPRS-30442 N65-2545T
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN
SPACE - MEDICINE, PROLONGED EXPOSURE TD PURE
OXYGEN, RADIATION SAFETY, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS,
AND MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM RELIABILITY
N65-27419
CONFERENCE ON LATE RADIATION EFFECTS, DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN LIVING SYSTEMS, ANO AGING PROCESSES
WASH-E059 N65-27468
MATHEMATICAL METHODS APPLIED TO AVIATION AND SPACE
MEDICINE - SUMMARY OF REPORTS GIVEN AT
CONFERENCE
NASA-IT-F-374 N65-33364
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSICOCHEMICAL BASES OF BIOELECTRIC
POTENTIALS
JPRS-31971 N65-33430
RELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIGNS TO PHOSPHATE
BONDS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID -
STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
JPRS-32016 N65-34453
CONFIGURATION
S AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
CONFINEMENT
CHRONOLOGY OF TWO WEEKS FALLOUT SHELTER
CONFINEMENT A65-82097
EFFECTS OF REPEATED CONFINEMENT ON PERFORMANCE OF
MEN IN TEMPERATE ENVIRONMENT
TM-11-64 N65-14407
REPRODUCTION OF MICE IN CONFINEMENT
NASA-CR-64315 N65-30847
CONGENITAL ANOMALY
HYPOXIA AND COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CONGENITAL
HEART DEFECTS OF BLUE AND PALLID TYPES
N65-17789
BASAL METABOLISM AND EXTERNAL RESPIRATION IN
CHRONIC ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA RESULTING FROM
CONGENITAL HEART DEFECTS N65-17794
LETHAL RADIATION DAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA COLT FOR
DETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
FROM X-RAY DOSES N65-23463
CONGESTION
CEREBRAL ANEMIA AND BLOOD CONGESTION PRODUCED BY
VERTICAL POSITION OR GYRATION - BLOOD
CIRCULATION
NASA-TT-F-9715 N65-36759
CONNECTIVE TISSUE
REACTIVITY OF ADIPOSE TISSUE TO EPINEPHRINE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE IN RATS
ADAPTED TO TUMBLING TRAUMA A65-80331
CONSTRUCTION
SA AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
SA SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF SMALL ANIMAL
CENTRIFUGE FOR CARRYING OUT EXPOSURES TO
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
SAM-TR-65-23 N65-33738
CONTACT LENS
OPTHALMOLOGIST APPROVAL OF CONTACT LENSES BY
PILOTS IF PROPERLY FITTED A65-18434
SAFETY FACTORS AND ADVANTAGES INVOLVED IN CONTACT
LENS UTILIZATION BY COMMERCIAL AND AIRLINE PILOTS
A65-24097
CONTACT LENS WEAR IN PILOTS - COMPARISON OF
PLASTIC CORNEAL LENS WITH NEW GEL-LENS UNDER
SIMULATED ALTITUDE AB§-BOI53
A-96
CIVIL AVIATION AND USE OF CONTACT LENSES
A65-80580
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECORDING OF ROTATIONAL EYE
MOVEMENTS BY NEW CONTACT-LENS TECHNIQUE
A65-81050
MEASUREMENT OF EYE MOVEMENT USING MAGNETIC
INDUCTION IN CONTACT LENS COIL A65-81061
USE OF CONTACT LENSES BY FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81786
CONTAINER
SA PACKAGING
FOOD FOR NUCLEAR SHIELDING, THERMAL PROTECTIONv
STRUCTURES, CONTAINERS, FIBERS, CLOTHING, AND
BALLAST N65-18600
CONTAMINANT
AIR FORCE RESEARCH ON TOXICITY OF MATERIALS
POSSIBLY CONTAMINATING SPACE CABINS
A65-81161
CONTAMINATION
SA DECONTAMINATION
SA FUEL CONTAMINATION
SA RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
SA SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF FREE AMINO ACIDS ON
HUMAN FINGERS AS CONTAMINATION FACTOR IN
MICROANALYSIS OF SUCH ACIDS ON METEORITES
A65-34670
CONTAMINATION AND VIABILITY OF SPORES OF
BACTERIUM_ BACILLUS SUBTILIS, IN ROCKET
PROPELLANTS - STERILIZING PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS
ROCKET FUELS A65-80506
LIFE-FORMS IN METEORITES AND THE PROBLEM OF
TERRESTRIAL CONTAMINATION - A STUDY IN METHODOLOGY
A65-81241
NATURE AND ROLE OF BACTERIAL CONTAMINANTS IN MASS
CULTURES OF THERMOPHILIC CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-81286
MARS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS SUGGESTING BIOLOGICAL
POSSIBILITIES AND LIFE DETECTION EQUIPMENT TO
PREVENT CONTAMINATION A65-82218
MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION OF CLEAN ROOMS
NASA-CR-60184 N65-15148
BACTERIAL DISSEMINATION, REDUCTION OF
CONTAMINATION ON SURFACES, AND GERMICIDAL
ACTIVITY OF ETHYLENE OXIDE
NASA-CR-57148 N65-18915
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS ON EXISTENCE AND
DETECTION OF LIFE OUTSIDE EARTH BIOSPHERE,
ORIGIN OF LIFE, METEORITIC LIFE STUDIES, AND
CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS - EXOBIOLOGY
STL-999O-6737-KU-O00 N65-19834
CONTAMINATION OF ENVIRONMENT BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
AND ASSESSING RISK OF INDUCTION OF MALIGNANCES
BY RADIATION IN MAN N65-26618
PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIOES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTAMINATION BY STRONTIUM 89, STRONTIUM 90,
AND CESIUM 137 - RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
REPT.-T N65-25882
BACTERIA DISSEMINATION REDUCTION, ETHYLENE OXIDE
GERMICIDAL ACIIVITY_ AND BACTERIA CONTAMINATION
REDUCTION ON SURFACES
NASA-CR-63895 N65-29171
CONTRACTION
SA CONVULSION
SA CRAMP
CLINICO-INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATION DF CONTRACTILE
FUNCTION OF HEART Nb5-Z56TO
SUBJECTINDEX CONVERSION
CONTROLS ADAPTIVECONTROLS AIRCRAFTCONTROLS APPROACHCONTROL
S ATTITUDE CONTROL
S AUTOMATIC CONTROL
S DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
S DYNAMIC CONTROL
S ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
S FLIGHT CONTROL
S GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
S HELICOPTER CONTROL
S LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
S MANUAL CONTROL
S MISSILE CONTROL
S NUMERICAL CONTROL
S OPTIMAL CONTROL
S QUALITY CONTROL
S REGULATION
S REMOTE CONTROL
S SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL
S SPACECRAFT CONTROL
S STABILITY ANO CONTROL
S TEMPERATURE CONTROL
S THRUST CONTROL
S VISUAL CONTROL
CONTROL DEVICE
CHARACTERISTICS OF SWITCH ACTUATORS FOR
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FOR SPACECRAFT USEw
NOTING RESPONSE TIME AND ERROR A65-35673
COMPATIBLE AND INCOMPATIBLE DISPLAY-CONTROL
DEVICES FOR TESTING MEMORY RETENTION
REPT.-OZB55-I-F N65-12653
VARIATIONS IN TRANSFER FUNCTION OF HUMAN PILOTS
IN SIMULATED SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM TASKS DUE
TO VARIOUS NONLINEARITIES [NTROOUCED INTO PILOT
CONTROL SYSTEM
NASA-TN-D-2569 N65-16119
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING TO DETERMINE
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR WITH CONTROL
DEVICE
JPRS-31376 Nb5-29832
CONTROL PANEL
CONTROL/DISPLAY ASSOLIATION STEREOTYPE
DETERMINATION WHEN CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS ARE
ARRANGED ON TNO-OIMENSIONAL SURFACE
A65-31103
SUBSTITUTION OF GREEN-COLORED ZINC SULFIDE FOR
RELATIVELY HIGH RADIOACTIVE LUMINOUS SUBSTANCES
USED ON INSTRUMENT PANELS N65--13666
CONTROL SIMULATOR
SA CONPUTER
SA FLIGHT SIMULATOR
NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SIMULATION PORTION OF
OVERALL MANNED SPACE CABIN TEST PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-277 AbS-2216T
RELIABILITY OF NAN IN MAN-MACHINE SPACECRAFT
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-29966
TRANSFER OF TRAINING BETNEEN SPACE-ORIENTED AND
BODY-ORIENTED CONTROL TASKS AbS-BOTO8
CONTROL STABILITY
HUMAN PILOT CONTROLLABILITY LIMIT OF UNSTABLE
SECOND ORDER SYSTEM AND RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTION
AS DETERMINED FROM SIMULATOR AND'FLIGHT TESTS
A65-25323
CONTROL SYSTEM
SA ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
SA BIOCONTROL SYSTEM
SA FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
DETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION THEORY FOR
DETERMINING TIME-VARYING DYNAMICS OF HUMAN
OPERATOR ENGAGEO IN TRACKING TASKS
A65-22033
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT IN CLOSED LOOP
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-25202
SENSORY AND MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM OF RETINAL IMAGE
AND DISTURBANCE DURING FLIGHT A65-81069
LABORATORY CONTROL OF FROZEN FOOD USED ONBOARD
FLIGHTS OF SABENA AIRLINES A65-BXT90
HUMAN DYNANIC SPACE ORIENTATION USING CONTROL
THEORY TECHNIQUES -- HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-ST292 N65-19689
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS TASK
USING DIFFERENT THRUST CONTROL SYSTEMS
LMSC-6-65-65-1 N65-Z0398
BIAXIAL MIXED-DYNAMICS TRACKING TASK - MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-62251 NBS-ZI766
ALGORITHNS FOR SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEMS
HHICH INFLUENCE FUNCTIONING OF INTERNAL ORGANS
JPRS-30216 N65"-26351
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SOLUT[ON OF FLIGHT
CONTROL PROBLEM NbS-ZS051
FIRST GENERATION MANNED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
STL-9990-b39T-RU-000 Nb5-27158
INVESTIGATIVE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR DATA
PROCESSING IN SPACE BIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9514 NbS-29760
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS - SENSORY MOTOR
CONTROL - PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN OPERATORS OF
TRACKING SYSTEMS - MYOELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
REPT.-65-31 N65-34133
DYNAMICS OF HUMAN PILOT IN CONTROL SYSTEM -
QUASI-LINEAR OPERATOR MODELS
AFFDL-TR-65-15 N65-36518
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS STUDY
NASA-CR-b6578 Nb5-36633
SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE COMPOSED OF TECHNIQUES IN
FIELD OF FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN, RELIABILITYm
AND HUMAN FACTORS YIELDING PRACTICAL APPROACH
FOR DESIGN OF INTEGRATED PILOT-CONTROLLER SYSTEM
RTO-TDR-63-6092 NbS-36726
CONTROL VALVE
UNOERMATER PRESSURE-CONPENSATED_ BREATHING CONTROL
VALVES FOR PROLONGED WATER IMMERSION
AMRL-TR-66-130 N65-19153
CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S F-lO6 AIRCRAFT
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION, DISCUSSING ENGINEERING
AND HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS IN ACHIEVING
STERILIZATION TEMPERATURE OF ENTRY AND LANDING
VEHICLES
AIAA PAPER 65-627 AbS-ZqBT7
CONVERGENCE
CONVERGENCE AS CUE TO PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
AbS-BIBB2
CONVERSION
SA DATA CONVERSION
SA ENERGY CONVERSION
DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM OF GREEN BACTERIA
CHLOROPSEUDONONAS ETHYLICUM FOR DETECTION OF
BACTERIOVIRIDINE CONVERSIONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 1465-32660
CALCULATED TISSUE CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION
FACTORS FOR NUCLEONS BELOW 600 ME V ENERGY
N65-36596
A-gT
CONVULSION SUBJECTINDEX
SECONDARY PARTICLE CONTRIBUTION TO RADIATION DOSE
FROM MONOENERGETIC PROTON BEAMS ANC VALIDITY OF
CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
N65-34597
CONVULSION
SA CONTRACTION
SA EPILEPSY
ELECTROCONVULSIVE RESPONSES OF RATS TO CONVULSANT
/STRYCHNINE AND METRAZOL/ AND ANTICONVULSANT
/ACETAZDLAMIDE AND DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN/ DRUGS DURING
HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION A65-80225
CONVULSIONS IN PILOT FOLLOWING DRUG WITHDRAWAL
A65-80387
SPINAL CORD CONVULSIONS IN DEVELOPING RAT AT HIGH
ALTITUDE 112,470 FT., 3t800 M./
A65-81587
COOLING
SA ABLATION
SA CRYOGENICS
SA LIQUID COOLING
SA SUPERCOOLING
TREATMENT OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID BURNS BY COOLING
AND DRUGS A65-BII86
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN COLD AND WARM ADAPTED
RABBITS EXPOSED TO PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRECOOLING AGS-B2146
COOLING SYSTEM
SA VENTILATION
EVALUATION OF PRESSURE SUIT COOLING SYSTEMS IN
HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-82124
HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISM FOR COOLING HUMAN BODY IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS AND EXTRAVEHICULAR PRESSURIZED
SUITS
NASA-CR-216 N65-23171
COPPER
COPPER PROTEINS AND OXYGEN - CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF COPPER ENZYMES
FSU-2690-21 N65-34320
CORIOLIS EFFECT
CORIOLIS EFFECT ON HUMAN SUBJECTS ACCELERATED IN
MODIFIED TOENNIES SEAT A65-I2884
PILOT PERCEPTION MEASUREMENTS OF ILLUSORY MOTION
AND POSITION IN SPACE WHILE UNDERGOING
SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUES OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A65-18429
MOTION SICKNESS RESISTANCE INDUCED BY REPEATED
CORIOLIS STIMULATION AS INDICATED BY AUTONOMIC
REACTION DATA AND ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAMS
A65-24080
BODY REACTIONS TO PROLONGED CORIDLIS ACCELERATION
A65-B0397
RESPONSE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS TO IONIZING
RADIATION AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION IN RABBITS
A65-80536
EFFECT OF CORIDLIS ACCELERATION DN HUMAN BLOOD
VESSEL TONUS A65-80981
PREVENTION OF MOTION SICKNESS BY REPEATED EXPOSURE
TO CORIOLIS STIMULATION AGS-BI067
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND VISION
A65-81200
MOTION SICKNESS- LABYRINTH FUNCTION, NYSTAGMUS
AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION A65-BI434
ADAPTATION OF HUMANS TO PROLONGED ACTION OF
CORIDLIS ACCELERATION A65-81937
SPACE FLIGHT AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL BLOOD SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION, VASCULAR
A-98
REACTION TO CORIOLIS ACCELERATION, AND EFFECT
CF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-29IS6 N65-19645
RESISTANCE INDUCTION TO MOTION SICKNESS BY
REPEATED EXPOSURE TO CORIOLIS STIMULATION
SAM-TR-64-87 N65-2Z076
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUE OF CORIOLIS
ACCELERAIION ON PILOT OF FLIGHT SIMULATOR -
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION DF ILLUSORY MOTION AND
POSITION IN SPACE
NASA-TM-X-SI7S5 N65-23710
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS
ACCELERATIONS N65-2692I
EFFECT OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON HUMANS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30927 N65-28174
CORNEA
BIOMECHANICS OF CORNEA - APPLICATION TO
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
NASA-CR-67160 N65-34461
CORONARY CIRCULATION
CORONARY FLOW DECREASE IN RESPONSE TO HYPOCAPNIA
INDUCED BY HYPERVENTILATION IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS
A65-16553
EXERCISE EFFECTS ON CORONARY AND PULMONARY
CIRCULATIONS OF 30 HUMAN SUBJECTS WITH CORONARY
SINUS CATHETERIZATION A65-31346
CARDIAC SUPPLY OF SUBSTRATES IN HUMAN AT REST,
CURING PHYSICAL WORK, AND DURING RECOVERY
AGS-B045I
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURES, PHI STANDARD
BICARBONATE AND BASE EXCESS IN HUMAN CORONARY
VENOUS BLOOD AT REST, DURING, AND AFTER PHYSICAL
WORK A65-80452
OXIDATIVE METABOLISM OF HUMAN HEART AT REST AND IN
DIFFERENT WORK CG_NDITIONS A65-80453
HYPERCAPNIC EFFECT ON HEART BLODD SUPPLY UNDER
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS IN DOGS
Ab5-BOTE6
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW OF
DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
A6S-B[17S
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLOOD FLOW FROM RUBIDIUM-86
CLEARANCE IN DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON
CIOXIDE, AND VASOACTIVE DRUGS A65-81176
HYPOXIA AND EXERCISE INFLUENCE ON CORONARY AND
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN SCLEROTIC AND NORMAL
SUBJECTS AGS-BIG68
LATENT CORONARY INEFFICIENCY IN MIDDLE AGED PILOT
REVEALED BY ELECTROCARDIOGRAM TAKEN AFTER PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A65-BI782
PRESSURE RECEPTOR REFLEXES AFFECTING CORONARY
BLOOD FLOW
AMRL-TR-64-94 N65-19148
PHARMACOLOGICAL AGENT EFFECTS ON CORONARY
CIRCULATION
NASA-TT-F-336 N65-31146
CORRELATION
S ANGULAR CORRELATION
S STATISTICAL CORRELATION
CORRELATION FUNCTION
CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
 LEG/ OF MAN, AND CHANGES IN LEG AND CUTANEOUS
GALVANIC REACTION DURING FORMATION OF
CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-27bI7 NGS-IISI6
REFINEMENT DF GUTTMAN CORRELATION MATRIX TD
DBIAIN NONLINEAR REGRESSION SCORES - PSYCHOLOGY
AD-609676 N65-29152
SUBJECT INDEX CREATIVITY
CLUSTERING IN FREE RECALL AS FUNCTION OF BLOCK
AND RANDOM PRESENTATION, VARIABLE EXPOSURE
TIMES, AND LISTS OF HIGH AND LOg FREQUENCY
ASSOCIATES OF CATEGORY NAMES
TR-3 N65-36307
CORTI ORGAN
S COCHLEA
CORTICOSTEROID
SA ALDOSTERONE
COLD EFFECT ON CORTICOSIEROID ACTION ON THYROID
GLAND FUNCTION IN RATS A65-BO712
DAILY ADRENAL RHYTHM IN EQUATORIAL AMERINDIANS
MEASURED BY URINARY HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS
A65-B1553
PIGMENT INTERFERENCE IN CORTICDSTEROID
MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN BODY DURING TOTAL
STARVATION
SAM-TDR-64-58 N65-11422
DYNAMICS OF CORTICOSTEROID EXCRETICN BY FLYING
PERSONNEL FOLLOWING ACTIVITY INVOLVING STRESS
N65-13641
SALIVA STUDIES OF PAROTID FLUID STEROID RESPONSES
TO CDRTICOTROPIN DOSES IN YOUNG ADULT MALES -
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
SAM-TDR-63-3D N65-25204
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
ADRENALINE ACTIVITY UNDER EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS, AND 17-OXYCORTICOSTERDID CONTENT IN
BLOOD OF PATIENTS WITH VIBRATICN SICKNESS
JPRS-30845 N65-27030
COSMIC RADIATION
ASTRONAUT BODY POINT DOSAGES OF RADIATION FROM
SOLAR FLARES UNDER DIFFERENT SHIELDING CONDITIONS
A65-13764
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN SKINv PRIMARILY
TOPOGRAPHICAL LOCALIZATION AND HISTOLOGICAL
CHANGES Ab5-14574
SOLAR AND COSMIC RAY EFFECTS ON PROGENY YIELDS IN
FRUIT FLY DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER SUBJECTED TO
MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT A65-I735L
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION IN
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH - MOON TRAJECTORY
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE
A65-25098
VOSTOK V AND Vl BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONCERNING COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANT SEEOSt CELLS AND FRUIT
FLIES A65-30689
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON
REPRODUCTION IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER AND
HEREDITARY STRUCTURE OF TRAOESCANTIA PALUDOSA
A65-30691
CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL
INSULT AFTER EXPERIMENTAL EXPOSURE TC HEAVY
PARTICLE AND RADIATION EXPOSURE SIMILAR TO
POSSIBLE CONDITIONS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80439
DETERMINATION OF ENERGY ABSORBED IN WATER FROM
RELATIVISTIC COSMIC RAY PARTICLES USING CERENKOV
EFFECT A65-BO75B
TISSUE DOSE CF COSMIC RADIATION RECEIVED BY
ASTRONAUTS BYKOVSKII AND NIKOLAEVA-TERESHKOVA
DURING THEIR COMBINED ORBITAL FLIGHT
AbS-8t387
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION AND
PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON MICE
N65-10065
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF COSMIC RADIATION FOUND
ON EARTH-MOON FLIGHT PATH
NASA-TT-F-ZT9 N65-1190B
REACTIVITY STATE OF ANIMAL ORGANISM SUBJECTED TO
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, COSMIC
RADIATION, AND PHYSICAL LOAD IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-16404
EIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DANGER FROM COSMIC
RADIATION DURING MANNED LUNAR SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-28288
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF COSMIC RADIATION FOR
EARTH TO MOON MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-g45B N65-32265
COSMIC RAY
INSTALLATION OF BIO-UNITS IN VOSTOK Ill AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF
COSMIC RADIATION AND FLIGHT FACTORS ON
BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS AND MEASURE RADIATION DOSE
N65-24488
COSMOLOGY
COSMOLOGY - ORIGIN OF LIFE
NASA-TM-X-51TS3 N65-21478
COSMONAUT
S ASTRONAUT
COST ESTIMATE
SYSTEMS DESIGN COSTS AND CONSIDERATIONS AS
FUNCTION OF MAINTAINING SPACE CREW PHYSICAL
FITNESS A65-81966
COUNTERMEASURE
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF POST-BLAST NUCLEAR
RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL COUNTERMEASURES
RELATIVE TO VARIOUS POST-ATTACK CONDITIONS
GTC-54-63-64 N65-33623
CRAMP
HEAT CRAMPS IN BRITISH GUIANA SUBJECTS DURING
PHYSICAL WORK AS RELATED TO SWEATING AND DRINKING
WATER OF LOW SALT CONTENT A65-80955
MUSCLE CRAMPS INVESTIGATED IN EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD
AVIATION CADETS AND RELATION TO JOINT TRAUMA
ABS-8097B
CRANIUM
SA 1NTRACRANIAL CAVITY
PASSAGE OF AUDIBLE ULTRASONIC VIBRATIONS THRO_H
HUMAN SKULL BONES A65-B0802
RESONANCE FREQUENCIES OF THE HUMAN SKULL -
AUDIOMETRIC EFFECTS AND PROTECTION
AbS-B2143
DIAGNOSIS OF DISTURBANCES OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER HEAD TRAUMA
A65-BZIO0
CRASH
DYNAMIC CRASH TESTS OF FIXED-WING AND ROTARY-WING
AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO SEAT DESIGN
A65-81833
CRASH INJURY
SURVIVAL AND INJURY IN UNITED STATES AIR CARRIER
WATER ACCIDENTS PERTAINING TO CREW TRAINING AND
EQUIPMENT A65-81542
TOLERANCES OF HUMAN FACE TO CRASH IMPACT
AM-65-20 NbS-34678
CREATININE
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES IN BLOOD PLASMA AND
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGENI URIC
ACID_ AND CREATININE
LF--22 N65-25292
CREATIVITY
WIT CORRELATED WITH CREATIVITY, DEFENSIVENESS, AND
LEADERSHIP AbSIBII26
DIVERSITY OF PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES AND
CREATIVITY OF AIR FORCE OFFICERS
A65-81245
A-99
CREW SUBJECT INDEX
CREW
S AIRCREW
S ASTRONAUT
S FLYING PERSONNEL
S GROUND CREW
S PILOT
S SPACECREW
CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
MULTISTAGE CRYOGENIC TRAPPING SYSTEM FOR TRACE
CONTAMINANT STUDIES IN SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES
A65-81971
CRYOGENICS
SA COOLING
EFFECT OF FREEZE PRESERVATION AND THAWING OF
RHESUS MONKEY ERYTHROCYTES - CRYOGENICS
AD-465702 N65-27526
CULTURE IDIOt/
GROWTH OF HUMAN PATHOGENIC BACTERIA AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN A65-80725
CULTURES OF ANAEROBIC ORGANISMS OF HUMAN WASTE
NASA-CR-52232 N65-16432
VIRUS GROWTH IN SERUM-FREE SUSPENSION ANIMAL CELL
CULTURES N65-22311
WATER SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS CULTURE
IRRADIATED FOR DETERMINING RADIOSENS[TIVITY
OF CELLS TO VARYING X-RAY DOSES
N65-26388
MASS CULTIVATION OF BACTERIA - ASTEROMONAS
GRAC[LIS ARTARI
JPRS-3ogg5 N65-28134
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CHLORELLA AS PHOTOSYNTHESIS LINK IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-TT--F-9592 N65-35786
CULTURE TECHNIQUE
PRIOR PHOTOREACTIVATION AND GROWTH CONDITIONS
EFFECT ON EARLY THYMINELESS DEATH OF ESCHERICHIA
COil B3 EXPOSED TO UV RADIATION
A65-21948
MICROBIAL CONTAMINANTS EVALUATION FOR STERILITY IN
INTERIORS OF SPACECRAFT, NOTING CULTURING
TECHNIQUE A65-25418
BACTERIA-FREE CULTURES OF ANABAENA FLOS-AQUAE
A-37 OBTAINED BY TECHNIQUE OF POSITIVE OPERATOR
BIAS A65-31653
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
PRINGSH. B2 WITH VARIOUS FORMS OF NITROGEN
SOURCES, OBSERVING GROWTH A65-32567
REPEATED FREEZING AND THAWING OF CULTURES OF
ESCHERICHIA COLI GROWN IN MINIMAL MEDIUM AND
FROZEN WITHOUT CARBON SOURCE A65-32937
STEADY-STATE AND SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENO[DOSA A65-80015
CONTINUOUS CULTURE APPARATUS FOR BACTERIUM,
HYDROGENOMONAS EUTROPHA, AS FOOD AND UTILIZATION
OF HYDROGEN PRODUCED BY ELECTRDSIS OF
WATER IN CLOSED-CYCLE SPACE SYSTEM
A65-BOOg9
CULTURING OF ALGAE - PROBLEMS OF GROWTH AND
CULTURE TECHNIQUE A65-8037b
CULTURE TECHNIQUE AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN
USING ALGAE FOR PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE
A65-BO31B
VARIATIONS IN NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS CONTENT IN
MEDIUM UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF INTENSIVE
CULTIVATION OF DIFFERENT CHLORELLA SPECIES
A65-80596
PILOT PLANT AND TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING LARGE
CROPS OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE A65-80600
INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF VARIOUS SPECIES OF
PROTOCOCCAL ALGAE AND THEIR BACTERICIDAL EFFECT IN
JCINT CULTIVATION AbS-BOGB9
GROWTH RATES OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MICROORGANISMS
UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS IN LABORATORY CULTURES
A65-80754
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS CHLORELLA STRAINS BY
USE OF EXPONENTIAL FORMULA A65-B0803
CHANGES IN MINERAL CONCENTRATION IN NUTRIENT
MEDIUM DURING GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
A65-80940
BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF GROWTH CYCLE OF
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE OF THERMOPHYLIC ALGA,
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA AbS-B0941
ALGAL CULTURE TECHNIQUE AND PHYTOPLANKTON ECOLOGY
A65-BII63
CULTURE TECHNIQUE FOR ALGAE GROWTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY TURBULENT FLOW ACHIEVING
LIGHT-DARK SEQUENCE A65-81872
EFFECT OF AERATION ON COEFFICIENT OF SPECTRAL
ABSORPTION IN SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA SP-
A65-81938
PROTEIN LEVEL OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
71105, AS AFFECTED BY LIMITED NITRATE CONDITIONS
AND LIGHT A65-81976
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR MASS ASSAYS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF UNICELLUAR ALGAE
A65-82095
EFFECTS OF ILLUMINATION CHARACTERZSTICS ON MITOSIS
IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA CULTURE_
A65-82317
CULTURE TECHNIQUEv DISTRIBUTION, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF
METHANE-OXIDIZING BACTERIA, BIDCHEMISFRY OF
METHANE OXIDATION, AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS IN
PETROLEUM, POWER GENERATION, AND PRODUCTION
BM-IC-8246 N65-13393
ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN MICROORGANISM CULTURE
DN LARGE SCALE N65-16628
CULTURE MEDIUM FOR SURVIVAL AND REPRUDUCTION OF
EAPHNIA WATER FLEA IN SEVEN DAY SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-56112 N65-17053
RECLAMATION OF NUTRITIONAL ORGANIC MATERIAL
FROM WASTE WATER - ALGAE CULTURING
SERL-64-6 N65-19655
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA CULTURING AND ISOLATION, AND
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE
TRACT
NASA-CR-57812 N65-21309
CULTURING TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION OF VIABLE
MICRUORGANISM INOCULATED INTO SOLID MATERIALS
NASA-CR-b2g80 N65-24899
CUPULONETRY
CUPULOMETRY AS INVESTIGATIVE TOOL AND INFLUENCE OF
CINNARIZINE ON LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION
A65-81045
CURRENT
S ELECTRIC CURRENT
S ION CURRENT
CUSHION
FLOTATION PROPERTY OF POLYETHER FOAM AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER SEAT CUSHIONS N65-29/55
CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION
CHANG1 OF CUTANEOUS SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND PAIN
AFIER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO UNPAITERNEU LIGHT -
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-BO024
THRESHOLD INTENSITIES OF THERMAL RADIATION
EVOKING WARMTH SENSATIONS ON FOREHEAD OF MALE
ANt; FEMALE SUBJECTS Ao5-BOO2g
A-IO0
SUBJECT INDEX CYBERNETICS
MASKING OF CUTANEOUS SENSATIONS IN MULTIPLE
STIMULUS PRESENTATIONS A65-B0563
DERMAL LIGHT SENSITIVITY NITH RESPECT TO COLOR
EXPLORED NITH BO SUBJECTS A6S-80572
EFFECT OF AREA STIMULATED AND DURATION OF THERMAL
STIMULUS OF CUTANEOUS RECEPTORS ON OPTICAL SENSORY
NEURON FUNCTION A65-BOTX8
CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION IN HUMAN SUBJECTS OF COLOR
AND PATTERNS BY PHOTIC STIMULATION
A6._r--BOTgT
CHEMICAL OASIS OF CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION IN MAN AS
AFFECTED BY LIGHT A65-BOTg8
CUTANEOUS NERVE, ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY IN
RESPONSE TO TEMPERATURE CHANGES OF CAT SKIN
A65-80859
PHYSICAL FITNESS, FAT CONTENT, BLOOD PRESSURE,
RECTAL AND SKIN TEMPERATURE, AND TOUCH SENSATION
OF MEN NORKING IN ANTARCTIC A65-81160
COLOR PERCEPTION IN HUMAN BY CUTANEOUS MEANS
A65-81230
CUTANEOUS DISCRIMINATION OF MULTIPLE VIBRATORY
STIMULI OF VARYING PATTERNS A65-BI3T6
VIBROTACTILE THRESHOLD OF HUMAN SKIN
A65-81961
VIBROTACTILE THRESHOLDS AS FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF
PULSES IN HUMAN SKIN A65-B2286
PERIPHERAL MECHANISMS OF SKIN TEMPERATURE
PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-56192 N65-16629
CYANOGEN
RADIATION PROTECTING ACTION OF CYANOGEN COMPOUNDS
NASA-TT-F-9259 N65-1833T
CYBERNETICS
SA BIONICS
SA HUMAN ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION AUTOMATION_ INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS_ AND
CYBERNETICS
FTD-MT-66-188 N65-11099
PROGNOSES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE9 ORGANIZATION
AND LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN FUNCTION, AND TOTALITY
IN LIGHT OF CYBERNETICS - PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLENS
IN SCIENCE
JPRS-28029 N65-13509
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY - PROBLEMS IN
CYBERNETICS
JPRS-27792 N65-16578
HUMAN VISION DESCRIBED AS MECHANICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM - CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATION THEORY
FTD-TT-66-60I/I N65-1TIT3
CYBERNETICS - PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIOLOGY
JPRS-22816 N65-1T310
FEEDBACK-DELAY EFFECT ON ABILITY TO PERFORM
SELF-PACED MANUAL TASKS - CYBERNETICS
NASA-TN-O-2665 NBS-17329
CELLULAR MODEL OF CYBERNETIC SYSTEM BASED ON
MORPHOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND
FUNCTION
JPRS-2B9T6 N65-17986
METHODS, FUNCTIONAL NATURE, AND DIALECTICS OF
FUNCTION AND STRUCTURE IN CYBERNETIC MODELING
JPRS-29053 N65-18365
NEUROCYBERNETICS - ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
JPRS-2926T N65-2009B
REGULATION OF VITAL FUNCTIONS AND CYBERNETICS -
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
JPRS-29330 N65-ZDlOO
PERIODICITY OF CONDITIONAL FUGITIVE REFLEX -
CYBERNETICS N65-21091
COLLECTIVE MONOGRAPH OF U.S.S.R. RESEARCH IN
CYBERNETICS COVERING PHILOSOPHICAL. BIOLOGICALy
PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS
JPRS-29766 N65-21882
CYBERNETIC MACHINES IN MEDICINE - ELECTRONIC
COMPUTERS FOR DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES
JPRS-29799 N65-22115
CYBERNETICS OF HUMAN FACTORS IN SPACE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
NASA-TN-X--SIT35 N65-22190
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF LUNG DISEASES BY COMPUTER -
CYBERNETICS N65-Z2729
NATURE OF LIFE_ RELATION BETNEEN BIOLOGICAL.
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MATTER, AND PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, AND CYBERNETICS ROLE AND
METHODS IN EXPLORING LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-ZqB66 N65-23166
MATHEMATICSt BIONICSv BIOPHYSICSv AND CYBERNETICS
FOR DEVELOPNENT OF BIOLOGICAL MODELS
JPRS-3OITT N65-Zk06_
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AND LONGEVITYI
CYBERNETICS, X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT, AND
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - SCIENTIFIC
CONFERENCE REPORTS
JPRS-30099 N6S-Zk875
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE IN MAN. AND ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THERMOREGULATIDN - STUDIES
USING LAWS OF CYBERNETICS N65-26876
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICSv ARTIFICIAL BLOOD
CIRCULATIONt AND 20-CATHODE NULTIPOLAROGRAPH
JPRS-30405 N65-2_889
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO 6URN SHOCK AND
CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE AND RECOVERY
AUTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES N65-24890
CYBERNETICS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND THEORY OF
PERCEPTION
JPRS-30523 N65-26221
REGULATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISM. DETERMINISM IN
BIOLOGY. AND DIALECTIC RELATION OF AUTOMATON AND
LIFE N65-ZBZ22
NEUROCYBERNETICS APPLIED TO MEDICINE, EDUCATION v
PSYCHOLOGY_ AND THEORY OF PERCEPTION
N65-Z6223
CYBERNETICS FOR CONTROL OF PHYSICAL TRAINING
JPRS-30756 N65-26966
CYBERNETICS, ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, HUMAN THINKING, AND
MACHINE DEVELOPMENT
JPRS-31126 N65-Z8732
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS AND
DEVICES - RESEARCH ON DATA CODING AND
CONVERSION WITH AID OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS
JPRS-31260 N65-29010
APPLICATION OF CYBERNETICS TO FIELD OF BIOLOGY
JPRS-31029 N65-29063
CYOERNETIC AND COMPUTER TECHNIQUES SIMULATING
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS - INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
JPRS-31062 N65-29350
RADIATION BIOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS WITH FRESH
WATER ORGANISMS - CYBERNETICS N65-30265
CYBERNETIC PRINCIPLES IN EDUCATION AND ECONOMICS
JPRS-31238 N65-30278
PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEMS -CLASSIFICATIONt
CYBERNETIC INTERPRETATION OF RECOGNITION
PROCESSw ALGORITHMS, _ND PROBABILITY PROCEDURES,
AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF SOLUTION
A-I01
CYCLE SUBJECTINDEX
JPRS-31440 N65-30682
PROCEDURES FOR CYBERNETICS WITH APPLICATIONS TO
MEDICAL SCIENCE
JPRS-31712 N65-3185T
EVOLUTION IN LIGHT OF CYBERNETICS J CONTROL
PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS N65-32561
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND PROBABILITY THEORY OF
CYBERNETIC COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-31926 N65-32762
DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION ACQUISITION PROBLEMS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
CYBERNETICS
NASA-TT-F-9588 N65-35783
CYCLE
S ACTIVITY CYCLE IBIOL/
S REGENERATIVE CYCLE
S STRESS CYCLE
S WORK-REST CYCLE
CYCLIC HYDROCARBON
ALIPHATIC AND CYCLIC HYDROCARBON ASSIMILATION
BY MICROORGANISMS'
JPRS-32055 N65-33204
CYSTEAMINE
RECOVERY RATE AND DOSE-REDUCTION FACTOR IN
CYSTEAMINE-TREATED MOUSE AFTER FRACTIONATED
X-IRRADIATION A65-80171
CYSTEAMINE AND AET IISDTHIURONIUM/ EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE OF MOUSE
A65-80325
RADIATION PROTECTION OF SKIN OF GUINEA PIG WITH
CYSTEAMINE A65-8035I
CYSTEAMINE PROTECTION OF HAIR LOSS AFTER LOCAL
IRRADIATION IN RAT A65-BO733
PROTECTION OF LYMPHDCYTES IN THYMUS OF
X-IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE
A65-BI235
ANIMAL STUDIES DN RADIATION PROTECTION AFFORDED
BY CYSTEAMINE AND OTHER CHEMICAL CGMPOUNDS
EUR-1835oF N65-13804
CYTIDYLIC ACID
THERMAL CONDENSATION OF CYTIDYLIC ACID IN PRESENCE
OF POLYPHOSPHORIC ACID A65-B0483
CYTOCHROME
CODING TRIPLETS IN EVOLUTION OF HEMOGLOBIN AND
CYTOCHROMES C GENES A65-80488
ACTIVITY OF CYTOCHROME OXIDASE IN GRGANS DF RATS
ADAPTED TO HIGHER AND LOWER TEMPERATURES
FTD-TT-64-444/I&2 N65-15963
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA CF AMINO ACIDS,
DIPEPTIDES, AND TRIPEPTIOES AT FREQUENCY OF IO0
MC - RIBONUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE,
LYSOZYME, AND CYTOCHROME C SPECTRA
NASA-DR-58662 N65-29650
CYTOGENESIS
SA BIOLOGICAL CELL
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON
REPRODUCTION IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER AND
HEREDITARY STRUCTURE OF TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA
ACS-3OCgl
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON GROWTH RATE,
CONVERSION EFFICIENCYt AND CELL COMPOSITION -
CYTDGENESIS
NASA-CR-5518B N65-I7069
LETHAL, MUTAGENIC, AND CYTOGENETIC EFFECTS OF FAST
CHARGED PARTICLES ON VARIOUS BIOLOGICAl CELLS
N65-34582
CYTOLOGY
ENZYMATIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF NATURAL ISOLATED
A-I02
ACTIVE ESCHERICHIA COLT POLYSOMES FOR AMINO ACID
INCORPORATION A65-18029
MECHANICAL VIBRATION EFFECT ON MITOSIS OF
NEOPLASTIC ASCITIC CELLS INJECTED INTO MICE
A65-25550
CELLULAR PATTERN OF NEUROEPITHELIUM IN ORGAN OF
CORTI EMPHASIZING SENSORY CELLS, NEURAL STRUCTURE
AND FLUID SPACES A65-25646
LIFE CYCLE MEASUREMENT OF TISSUE CELLS USING
LABELED RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES, DISCUSSING DIURNAL
VARIATIONS AND AGENTS RESPONSIBLE
A65-29012
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS EVIDENCED BY HEPATIC,
RENAL AND PULMONARY MITOCHONDRIAL SWELLING AND
THYROID RESPONSE VARIATIONS A65-29066
VOSTOK V AND Vl SPACE FLIGHT EXPOSURE EFFECT ON
VARIATION IN NUMBER OF CELLS WITH CHROMOSOME
ALTERATIONS IN EMBRYONIC ROOTS OF HIGHER PLANTS
A65-35817
MICROBIOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL DATA FROM VOSTOK
TYPE SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-28I N65-12219
LOW PRESSURE EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ULTRASTRUCTURE
AND CYTOCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-55179 N65-1T055
ANTIRAOIATION AND ANTINEOPLASTIC COMPOUNDS RELATED
TO PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS - CYTOTOXIC EFFECTS
AND RADIATION PROTECTION
NASA-CR-62133 N65-21422
COMPILATION OF REPORTS ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
GENETICS, AND CYTOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL CELL
JPRS-30944 N65-28286
EFFECTS OF LOW PRESSURES ON CELLULAR
ULTRASTRUCTURE AND CYTOCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-64097 N65-30474
CONTROL PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS - CYTOLOGY
AND SEX FACTOR DETERMINATION AND CONTROL
N65-32560
RELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS TO PHOSPHATE
BONDS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID -
STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
JPRS-32016 N65-34453
D
DAMAGE
SA IMPACT DAMAGE
DAMAGE RISK CRITERION AND CONTOURS BASED ON
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY HEARING LOSS DATA
A65-80992
BODY TISSUE DAMAGE IN DOGS CAUSED BY SINUSOIDAL
VIBRATION STRESS
AMRL-TDR-64-58 N65-10467
HYPOXIA AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC HEART DAMAGE
N65-1/T92
HYPOXIC AND MUSCLE TENSION SHIFT CHARACTERISTICS
USED IN DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT DF
DAMAGED ENDOCARDIUM N65-I7796
DARK ADAPTION
CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY AND DARK
ADAPTATION AFTER SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A65-BOO85
EFFECT OF DARK ADAPTATION OF OPTIC AFFERENT SYSTEM
ON THERMORECEPTORS OF HUMAN SKIN
A65-80TI5
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM AS AFFECTED BY SLOW
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION A65-80779
OBTAINING ELECTRORETINOGRAMS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS
i
SUBJECT INDEX DATA REDUCTION
OF ADAPTATION USING PORTABLE ELECTRCCARDIOGRAPH
AND XENON FLASH UNIT A&5-80782
ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS IN DARK ADAPTED
HUMAN EYE A65-80784
DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
IN RABBITS ADAPTED TO DARKNESS A65-BI943
ABSOLUTE JUDGMENTS OF LIGHT INTENSITY WITH EYE
HELD IN CONSTANT STATE OF DARK ADAPTION
AMRL-TR-bk-IB3 N65-14002
DATA
S INFORMATION
S SAMPLED DATA
DATA ACQUISITION
QUANTITATIVE DATA ACQUISITION ON ANATOMY OF MEDIAL
AND LATERAL MAMMILLARY NUCLEI AND RELATED
STRUCTURES OF ASSOCIATED NEUROANATONIC COMPLEX OF
CAT BRAIN, NOTING ULTRASONIC LESIONS
A65-30738
ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
ACQUISITION BY BIOINSTRUMENTATIDN DEVICES, NOTING
PULSED DOPPLER TRANSDUCERS FOR BLOOD FLOW
MEASUREMENTS A65-33281
PHYSIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION COLLECTION IN
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT AND DATA HANDLING
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS A65-36232
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA PROCESSING AND DATA
ACQUISITION
JPRS-27337 N65-10037
BIOCHEMISTRY DATA ACQUISITION RELATING TO EFFECTS
OF CATARACTOGENIC METHODS
SAM-TDR-64-1g N65-26243
DATA ACQUISITION AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM FUR NORMATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE TAPE LIBRARY N65-2876B
INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AND DATA ACQUISITION
DETAILS OF NORMATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE LIBRARY N65-28776
TECHNIQUE FOR COLLECTINGt STORINGe AND ANALYZING
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA - STRAIGHTFORWARD CORRELATION
OF PSYCHOMOTOR WITH PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
NAVTRADEVCEN-I444-1 N65-33459
DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION ACQUISITION PROBLEMS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
CYBERNETICS
NASA-TT-F-gSBB N65-35783
DATA ANALYSIS
TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION PRESENTATION
TECHNIQUES USING PAPER AND PENCIL TEST TO SIMULATE
EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS A65-18290
SYSTEM MANNING REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION DESIRED
PRIOR TO BECOMING AVAILABLE UNDER PERSONNEL
SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT A65-I8292
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREW PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE, AND TO
DEVELOP DIGITAL TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING_
DISPLAYING, AND ANALYZING DATA
LMSC-(_-6_65-15 Nb5-24TIO
HUMAN-AIDED COMPUTER LINGUISTIC METHOD FOR
ANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGICAL DATA N65-28760
TECHNIQUE FOR COLLECTING, STORING, AND ANALYZING
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA - STRAIGHTFORWARD CORRELATION
OF PSYCHOMOTOR WITH PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
NAVTRADEVCEN-I444-1 N65-33459
DATA CONVERSION
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS AND
DEVICES - RESEARCH ON DATA CODING AND
CONVERSION WITH AID OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS
JPRS-31240 N65-29010
ROLE OF SEXES IN TRANSMISSION AND CONVERSION
OF GENETIC INFORMATION N65-32583
DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR / TELUSI FOR
MONITORING ELECTRICAL OR ELECTROMAGNETIC OUTPUTS
FROM FIELD SENSING INSTRUMENTS A65-24202
ELECTROGRAPHIC FORMATS TO MEET BIOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS - RELATIONSHIP AMONG
BIOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEM, RESEARCH
WORKER, AND DATA HANDLING AND INTERPRETATION
N65-28755
BIOCOURIER-TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR TELEMETRY
SYSTEM FOR HANDLING AND EVALUATING ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA FROM REMOTE FIELD
BIOSENSING TRANSDUCERS
SAM-TR-65-1 N65-33678
AUTOMATED HUMAN FACTOR TASK DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
NASA-CR-67080 N&5-33972
DATA PROCESSING
SA AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
SA COMPUTER PROGRAM
SA INFORMATION
SA INFORMATION PROCESSING
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA TREATED MATHEMATICALLY BY
COMPUTER-TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM IN BRAIN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE A65-16467
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY AND PROCESSING OF MEDICAL,
ZOOLOGICAL AND BIOASTRONAUTICAL DATA
A65-81314
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA PROCESSING AND DATA
ACQUISITION
JPRS-27337 N65-10037
VALIDATION OF SENSORt TRANSMITTER, AND DATA
PROCESSING FUNCTIONS IN HUMAN BIDTELEMETRY
AMRL-TR-64-124 N65-17230
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA COLLECTED
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
NASA-OR-174 N65-18501
TOPOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF DATA PROCESSING RELATED
TO ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF BRAIN
N65-28754
DATA PROCESSING OF EEG AND MULTIPLE PERIPHERAL
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS WITH SPECIAL
PURPOSE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION UNIT
N65--28759
INVESTIGATIVE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR DATA
PROCESSING IN SPACE BIOLOGY
NASA-IT-F-9514 N65-29740
TIME-LINE MEDICAL DATA COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TN-D-2695 N65-33350
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF VISUAL DATA PROCESSING OF
HUMAN BRAIN ON IBM 1620 AND IBM 7094 DIGITAL
COMPUTERS
GGCIEE/bS-IO N65-35197
EPERATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
BALLISIOCARDIOGRAM BY DIGITAL COMPUTER AND
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
NSAM-915 N65-36249
DATA RECORDER
OATA RECORDINGS TO ORGANIZE NORMATIVE
ELECTRDENCEPHALDGRAPHIC REFERENCE LIBRARY
N65-28775
DATA RECORDING
BIOPHYSICAL DATA RECORDING BY MINIATURE ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT N65-16605
DATA REDUCTION
COMPRESSION OF LEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALYZE
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF BRAIN WAVE ACTIVITYv
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS FILTERS
A-103
DATASTORAGE SUBJECTINDEX
A65-24Z93
BIOMEDICAL DATA COMPRESSION BY POLYNOMIAL CURVE
FITTING AND CYCLE-TO-CYCLE REDUNDANCY REDUCTION,
NOTING EKG AND EEG APPLICATION
A65-24203
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIOVASCULAR DATA
COLLECTION DURING FLIGHTS, INSTANT ANALYSIS AND
REDUCTION OF DATAt AND PATTERN AND CORRELATION
ANALYSIS N65-2BT5T
DATA STORAGE
SA MEMORY STORAGE UNIT
TECHNIQUE FOR COLLECTINGt STORING, AND ANALYZING
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA - STRAIGHTFORWARD CORRELATION
OF PSYCHOMOTOR WITH PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
NAVTRADEVCEN-1464-1 N65-33459
DATA TRANSMISSION
SA COMPUTER
SA REDUNDANCY ENCODING
CONSTRAINTS ON LIFE DETECTION SYSTEM ON MARS
CONSIDERING DATA TRANSMISSION LIMITATION, LOW
SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD, LANDING IMPACT AND
CONTAMINATION A65-10729
DEEP SPACE VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM USING EAR-
BRAIN ANALOG A65-17486
TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION PRESENTATION
TECHNIQUES USING PAPER AND PENCIL TEST TO SIMULATE
EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS A65-18290
DISPLAY EVALUATIVE INDEX / DEI/ TECHNIQUE FOR
EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS EVALUATION FROM INFORMATION
TRANSFER POINT OF VIEW A65-18291
TRANSMISSION OF BIOMEDICAL DATA OBTAINED IN
SIMULATION STUDIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE, USING
SOLID STATE AMPLIFIERS A65-24200
VOSTOK SATELLITE PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DURING
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTt CONSIDERING BIOLOGICAL
CONTROL AND INFORMATION TRANSMISSION TO EARTH AND
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS BY CODING
A65-32301
CHECK-READING ACCURACY AND QUANTITATIVE
INFORMATION COMBINED IN SPACE-SAVING DISPLAY
A65-80343
PROBLEMS IN DATA TRANSMISSION BY TELEMETRY OF
BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION COLLECTED IN EXPERIMENTS
WITH 50-FT. HUMAN CENTRIFUGE A65-81356
MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION IN INFORMATION DISPLAY AND
PROCESSING
ESD-TDR-64-609 N65-11774
TELEMETRY SYSTEMS FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
TRANSMISSION N65-12735
TRANSMISSION OF MEDICAL INFORMATION OVER TELEMETRY
CHANNELS OF LIMITED CAPACITY N65-I3640
SPACE BIOSCIENCES INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
DIRECTORY FOR FACILITATING EXCHANGE OF DATA,
IDEAS, AND INFORMATION
NASA-CR-5341g Nb5-I6826
ROLE OF SEXES IN TRANSMISSION AND CONVERSION
OF GENETIC INFORMATION N65-32583
S DIRECT CURRENT /DC/
AFNESS
SA HEARING LOSS
OCCUPATIONAL DEAFNESS IN VARIOUS TYPES OF
MECHANICS WORKING ON JET AIRCRAFT BASES
A65-80125
SURGERY IN CASES OF OTOSCLEROTIC DEAFNESS IN
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-B0217
SPEECH PRODUCTION, TRANSMISSION, AND ANALYSIS -
INSTRUMENTATION, NASAL CAVITY STRUCTURES,
ACOUSTICS, SPEECH SPECTRUM, DEAFNESS AIDS, AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS
STL-QPSR-4/1964 N65-23850
DEATH
SYMPTOMS, DISEASE, AND DEATH AS AFFECTED BY
WEATHER A65-80496
HORMONE ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA CLINICAL DEATH
N65-17803
DURATION OF CLINICAL DEATH AND HYPOXIA
N65-ITB06
OECABORANE
METHYLENE BLUE IN TREATMENT OF DECABORANE TOXICITY
IN RABBIT A65-81034
MONKEY PERFORMANCE FOLLOWING INJECTION OF
DECABORANE
AMRL-TDR-66-74 N65-IO26B
TOXIC EFFECTS OF PENTABORANE AND DECABORANE
ON ANIMALS - COMPARISON WITH RESERPINE
AMRL-TR-65-49 N65-30346
DECAY
SA DEGRADATION
SA RADIOACTIVE DECAY
BACTERIAL REVERTANTS PRODUCED BY DECAY OF TRITIUM
COMPOUNDS N65-10115
DECELERATION
SA IMPACT DECELERATION
ABRUPT DECELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL
SUBJECTS IN REFERENCE TO APOLLO CAPSULE PARACHUTE
LANDING IMPACT Ab5-10732
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RATS ASSOCIATED WITH ORGAN
CAMAGE CAUSED BY TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS OF LARGE
FORCE AND SHORT DURATION AbS-BIB37
DECELERATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMAL SUBJECTS -
CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO HIGH G FORCE ON ROCKET
SLED AND EFFECT OF VARIOUS DECELERATION FACTORS
ON HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAPS
AD-609412 N65-19676
HIGH G-FORCE DECELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
ON ROCKET SLED N65-1967T
ABRUPT DECELERATION OF HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAP -
EFFECT ON MOTION AND POSITION, AND SAFETY
PROBLEMS OF HIGH G FORCE NbS-IgBT8
DECISION
MULTIPLE-CHOICE DECISION BEHAVIOR INFLUENCED BY
TWO DIFFERENT PAYOFF FUNCTIONS A65-80516
bASES FOR PREFERENCES AMONG THREE-OUTCOME BETS
A65-80792
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
VIGILANCE STUDIES- A REVIEW A65-BI036
PROBLEM SOLVING ON STOCHASTIC PROCESS - MONITORING
CF COMPUTER SOLUTIONS BY MAN A65-B1225
EXPECTED VALUE AND RESPONSE UNCERTAINTY IN
MULTIPLE CHOICE DECISION BEHAVIOR
A65-8198A
DOGMATISM AS DEFENSE MECHANISM INTERFERING WITH
PROCESSING OF PREDECISIONAL INFORMATION
A65-82294
MODIFIABILITY OF DECISIONS MADE IN CHANGING
ENVIRONMENTS - HUMAN BEHAVIOR
ESD-TR-b4-b5T N65-1TOOT
PREDICTING DECISION MAKING BEHAVIOR FROM
PERSONALITY AND COGNITIVE VARIABLES
ESD-TDR-66-b19 N65-17012
PSYCHOLOGY - EFFECTS OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE IN MAKING
A-104.
SUBJECTINDEX DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
DECISIONS - MEASUREMENT OF CONFIDENCE AND TRUST
USING GROUP BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
ESD-TDR-65-299 N65-36557
DECISION THEORY
SA STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
VIGILANCE DEFINED AS PROBABILITY OF DETECTING
SIGNALS WHICH ARE WEAK AND RELATIVELY RARE IN
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A65-3548_
THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTABILITY AND
DEFERRED DECISION THEORY A65-81424
SEEKING INFORMATION TO REDUCE RISK OF DECISIONS
A65-B15TB
TIME SHARING AND VIGILANCE ANALYSED IN VIEW OF
SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY A65-BI657
DECISION-MAKING SKILLS AND BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT BY
TRAINING PROCEDURES
NAVTRADEVCEN-1329-I N65-I0522
HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN CRITERIA - OPERATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY, CONTROL AND DISPLAY,
DECISION MAKING, ANTHROPOMETRY, CLOTHING, AND
MAINTAINABILITY
NASA-CR-60855 N65-17511
DECISION PROCESS, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
SYSTEMS USED IN LIE DETECTION - INTERPRETATION
OF POLYGRAPHIC DATA
RADC-TDR-64-101 N65-19993
PROCEDURAL CONSTRAINT AND TASK PERFORMANCE -
ORGANISM BEHAVIOR, DECISION MAKING, AND TESTING
ESD-TR-64-663 N65-22466
CONFERENCE ON PREDECISIONAL PROCESSES IN DECISION
MAKING - ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT DECISION THEORY
ADEQUACY IN DEALING WITH HUMAN DECISION MAKING
BEHAVIOR
AMRL-TDR-64-T7 N65-22475
NUMBER OF TERMINAL ACTS AND PRIOR INFORMATION
EFFECTS ON SEQUENTIAL INFORMATION SEEKING -
DECISION THEORY
ESD-TOR-64-606 N65-26121
INFORMATION - INDEXING APPROACH TO PREDICT
DECISION ADEQUACY IN ANTISUBMARINE AND
ANTIAIRCRAFT WARFARE
REPT.-567-R-2 N65-28334
STRESS AND OVERLOAD EFFECTS ON GROUP DECISION
MAKING AND COMMUNICATION PATTERNS - PARTICIPANT
FUNCTIONING AS SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEM
QTSR-I N65-30512
DECOMPOSITION
SA ABLATION
SA DEGENERATION
SA DEGRADATION
SA DISSOCIATION
SA ELECTROLYSIS
SA HYDROLYSIS
DECOMPOSITION OF POLYESTER FIBERS BY HYDROLYSIS
AND AMMONOLYSIS N65-23936
DECOMPRESSION
SA EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
DECOMPRESSION EFFECTS ON VOLUME AND CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION OF FLATUS PRODUCED IN MAN
A65-10744
DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER TEST IN
OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A65-80915
EFFECT OF VARIABLE RATES OF DECOMPRESSION FROM
8,000 TO 45t000 FEET A65-81072
UNCONSCIOUS RECOVERY AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN AbS-B1730
DAMAGE OF LUNG AND BRAIN OF DOG AS RELATED TO
DURATION AND EXTENT OF DECOMPRESSION
A65-81731
DEEP DIVING AND DECOMPRESSION TIME IN RELATION TO
BREATHING MIXTURES WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF
ARGON, HELIUM, OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
AbS-B2159
FLATUS CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION AT DECOMPRESSION
N65-16626
RAPID DECOMPRESSION OF PRIMATES TO NEAR VACUUM
CONDITIONS FOR RECOVERY OF ABILITY TO PERFORM
COMPLEX TASKS PRIOR TO DECOMPRESSION
SAM-TDR-66-_2 N65-16878
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION OF VACUUM
DECOMPRESSION TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL AND
AND RECOVERY PROBABILITY - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-TM-X-51669 N65-24039
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON
CHIMPANZEE SUBJECTED TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION TO
NEAR VACUUM AND SUBSEQUENT RECDMPRESSION -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-329 NbS-3676B
EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEE PERFORMANCE AFTER BEING
SUBJECTED TO DECOMPRESSION TO NEAR VACUUM
FOLLOWED BY RECOMPRESSIDN - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36769
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS RECORDED FROM CHIMPANZEES
BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER RAPID DECOMPRESSION
TO NEAR VACUUM - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36770
INSTRUMENTATION FOR DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER AND
OTHER EQUIPMENT USED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
OF CHIMPANZEE - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36772
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
ALTITUDE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS TREATED WITH
COMPRESSION TO 2-6 ATMOSPHERES ABSOLUTE,
CONSIDERING BUBBLE EMBOLUS HYPOTHESIS
A65-14238
LEARNING SET PERFORMANCE OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS AFTER
RAPID DECOMPRESSION TO VACUUM, NOTING PHYSICAL
EFFECT A65-16554
INTENSITY AND DURATION OF BENDS PAINS DETERMINED
BY SIMULATED ORBITING LABORATORY FLIGHTS OF
VARIOUS DURATION INVOLVING ANALYSES OF NITROGEN
DISSOLVED IN BLOOD A65-24OT4
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION FROM BOOO TO
45,000 FT AT RATES DF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR PILOTS
AND FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTS, EXAMINING OXYGEN MASK
ROLE A65-24075
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AND INCIDENCE OF
NEUROCIRCULATORY COLLAPSE AND TREATMENT BY USAF
MEDICAL TEAM A65-34200
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS TREATED WITH COMPRESSION
A65-BO146
FAT EMBOLISM IN FATAL DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN
T-33 AIRCRAFT A65-80149
DISSOLVED NITROGEN AND BENDS IN OXYGEN-NITROGEN
MIXTURES DURING EXERCISE IN STIMULATED SPACE FLIGH
A65-BIOT1
ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
BODY LIPIDS IN RATS A65-BI585
EFFECT OF COMPRESSION ON COMPOSITION AND
ABSORPTION OF TISSUE GAS POCKETS IN RATS
A65-81907
TEAM APPROACH TO MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN AIRMEN
A65-82033
A-lOS
DECONTAMINATION SUBJECT INDEX
HAZARD OF BENDS FOLLOWING RAPID DECOMPRESSION
AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN-NITROGEN
CABIN ATMOSPHERE N65-14452
DECONTAMINATION
SA CONTAMINATION
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
TID-3535, SUPPL. i N65-24262
ELECTRON STERILIZATION OF CONTAMINATED FOOD -
RADIOBIOLOGY AND DECONTAMINATION
FD-6 N65-25641
PURIFICATION OF WATER CONTAMINATED WITH
BOTULINUS TOXIN BY MEANS OF ION-EXCHANGE
POLYMERS N65-28296
DEATH RATES OF MICROORGANISMS DEPOSITED ON
SURFACES OF STAINLESS STEEL AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS BY HANDLING AND AERIAL FALLOUT -
DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-67267 N65-35116
DEFECT
S SPEECH DEFECT
DEGASSING
DEGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AND
SUPPLIES FOR SPACE CABIN USE INCLUDING EMPIRICAL
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE A65-23617
DEGENERATION
SA DECOMPOSITION
CONFERENCE ON LATE RADIATION EFFECTS, DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN LIVING SYSTEMS, AND AGING PROCESSES
WASH-lOS9 N65-27468
DEGRADATION
SA DECAY
SA DECOMPOSITION
RECOGNITION VALUES UNDER VARYING LEVELS OF IMAGE
DEGRADATION
ESD-TDR-64-666 N65-18963
PHYSIOCHEMICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES
AD-661006 N65-26318
DEHYDRATION ',
CUTANEOUS CIRCULATION DURIN_DEHYDRATION_ AND HEAT
STRESS A65-80677
VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION IN MAN AND EFFECTS OF HEAT,
COLD, EXERCISE, AND WATER DEPLETION
A65-81634
CARDIOVASCULAR AND SWEATING RESPONSES TO WATER
INGESTION IN DEHYDRATING SUBJECTS IN HEAT CHAMBER
A65-81910
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO POSITIVE ACCELERATION AS
AFFECTED BY DEHYDRATION DURING HEAT STRESS
A65-82116
PHYSIOLOGY OF THIRST AND DRINKING - DEHYDRATION
LAG IN MAN AND RAT
NASA-TM-X-51938 N65-294TI
DEHYDROGENATION
SA HYDROGENATION
HYBRIDIZATION OF LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE IN VITRO AND
IN LIVE ORGANISMS AbB-32614
HYPOXIC HYPOXEMIA EFFECT ON GLUTAMIC-OXALOACETIC-
TRANSAMINASF AND LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY OF
MYOCARDIUM OF RAT A65-80154
EFFECT OF DIET ON HEXOSEMONOPHOSPHATE
DEHYDRUGENASE AND MALIC DEHYDRUGENASE IN RATS
AAL-TOR-64-13 N65-18974
DELTA DART
S F-IO6 AIRCRAFT
DENSITOMETER
DICHROMATIC EARPIECE DENSITOMETRY FOR DETERMINING
CARDIAC OUTPUT - PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEX
AMRL-TR-64-134 N65-21398
DENTISTRY
STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN TEETH OF RATS RESULTING
FROM WHOLE BODY FISSION NEUTRON IRRADIATION
SAM-TR-b5-8 N65-26241
AGING EFFECT ON PROTECTIVE POTENCY OF STANNDUS
FLUORIDE SOLUTION - DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-65-15 N65-26618
CARDIOVASCULAR AND PSYCHOGALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE MONITORING DEVICES - ELECTRONIC
MICROINSTRUMENTATION IN DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-64-90 N65-30496
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IDNAI
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON DNA TRANSCRIPTION
IN ESCHERICHIA COLT CELLS AND RNA MESSENGER
DECAY A65-I0633
REPAIR OF UV DAMAGED DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
CULTURED MAMMALIAN CELLS CONTAINING BROMURACIL
DEDXYRIBOSIDE ABB-18B98
RADIO WAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS A65-20937
PRIOR PHOTOREACTIVAIION AND GROWTH CONDITIONS
EFFECT ON EARLY THYMINELESS DEATH OF ESCHERICHIA
COLI B3 EXPOSED TO UV RADIATION
A65-21948
FREE RADICALS INDUCED BY X-RAY IRRADIATION
IDENTIFIED IN SOLID DNA BY STUDY OF VARIATIONS OF
ELECTRONIPARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRUM OF
DEGRADED DNA AAB-27950
LIFE CYCLE MEASUREMENT OF TISSUE CELLS USING
LABELED RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES, DISCUSSING DIURNAL
VARIATIONS AND AGENTS RESPONSIBLE
A65-29012
INCORPORATION OF 5-BROMOURACIL AND PLASTID
MUTATION DURING REPLICATION OF PLASTID
DETERMINANTS IN PRESENCE OF 5-BROMOURACIL AND
SULPHANILAMIDE A65-31389
REACTIVITY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID / DNA/ WITH
ANTIBODY SHOWING THAT SALMON SPERM DNA REACTS
WITH ANTIPURINOYL ANTIBODY WITH OR WITHOUT HEAT
DENATURATION AbB-3394T
INDUCTION OF NITRITE REDUCTASE IN SYNCHRONIZED
CULTURES OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA, AS
CORRELATED WITH DNA SYNTHESIS AND LIFE CYCLE
PERIOD. A65-B2051
EFFECT OF HYPEROXYGENATIDN ON ACTIVITY OF
SUCCINATE DEHYDROGENASE, ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASE,
SH-GROUPS, AND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-82325
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC SYNTHETIC ACTIVITY AND CHROMOSOME
REPLICATION IN CAT BONE MARROW CELLS
USNRDL-TR-779 N65-I1959
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC AND
RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN BACILLUS
1SS-64/48 N65-23306
RADIATION DAMAGE AND EFFECTS IN INTRACELLULAR
COMPONENTS, DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS,
IONIZING RADIATION, AND RADIATION PROTECTION
FTD-TT-B4-515ZI&2 N65-23450
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI INVESTIGATION AND
X-IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SYNTHESIS IN ANIMAL CELLS NAB-2345B
X-RAY AND AMINO ACID ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA
SYNTHESIS AND ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN IN LIVER CELLS
N65-23459
A-106
SUBJECT INDEX DETECTION
EFFECT OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES ON MITOSIS AND
CAPACITY TO INTENSIFY DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
SYNTHESIS AFTER RADIATION N65-23661
RAPID DEPRESSION OF DNA SYNTHESIS IN RAT SPLEEN
AND BONE MARROW AFTER TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION -
VITRO ASSAY SYSTEM
SAM-TR-AS-14 N65-26240
INTERACTION BETWEEN DNA AND RNA OF BACILLUS
STEAROTHERMOPHILUS
ISS-6616T N65-29ZO9
DEPERSONALIZATION
DEPERSONALIZATION SYNDROME AS THREAT TO
EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACEMEN AND SUBMARINERS
A65-80222
DEPRIVATION
S CONFINEMENT
S SENSORY DEPRIVATION
S SLEEP DEPRIVATION
S STARVATION
DEPTH MEASUREMENT
EFFECT OF WIDE X-RAY BEAM AND FINITE PHANTOM
THICKNESS ON 1000 KPV X-RAY DEPTH DOSE
UR-667 N65-29886
DEPTH PERCEPTION
SA STEREOSCOPIC VISION
TRANSIENT WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITY
AND BINOCULAR DEPTH PERCEPTION IN HUMANS
A65-2290B
BINOCULAR RIVALRY AND STEREOPSIS EXPLAINED
ON BASIS OF BINOCULAR CYCLOPEAN FIELD
A65-B0265
DEPTH DISCRIMINATION FOR INTERMITTENT
STIMULI VIEWED BINOCULARLY MONOCULARLY
AND WITH ALTERNATING EYES A65-80249
STEREOSCOPIC TELEVISION PURSUIT TRACKING WITH
COMPARISON OF AIDED AND DIRECT TRACKING SYSTEMS
A65-B0345
STEREOKINERADIOGRAPHY - PERCEPTICN OF MOTION AND
DEPTH IN RELATION TO PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION
A65-80634
BEHAVIORAL BASIS OF PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
AND EXPLANATION OF SIZE ILLUSIONS
A65-BI404
PERCEPTUAL INVARIANCE IN KINETIC DEPTH EFFECT
A65-BI663
CONVERGENCE AS CUE TO PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
A65-B1882
EQUIDISTANCE TENDENCY IN DEPTH PERCEPTION AND ITS
APPLICATION TO MOON ILLUSION AND OTHER VISUAL
PROBLEMS A65-82039
SIZE CUES AND ADJACENCY PRINCIPLE IN PERCEPTION OF
RELATIVE DEPTH Ab5-8205T
NATURE OF EFFECTIVE BINOCULAR DISPARITIES FOR
DEPTH PERCEPTION A65-B225B
RELATIVE SIZE CUE EFFECT ON PERCEIVED RELATIVE
DISTANCE A65-8226Z
DEPTH PERCEPTION INFLUENCED BY RELATIVE HEIGHT ON
PICTURE PLANE A65-82338
RELATION BETWEEN PERCEIVED SIZEv RETINAL SIZE, AND
DEPTH PERCEPTION
AM-b6-13 N65-16185
PROBLEMS IN VISION DEPTH PERCEPTION TO INVESTIGATE
IN MOON ILLUSION - EQUIDISTANCE TENDENCY AND
CONSEQUENCES
AM--65--II N65-33981
HUMAN VISION AND DEPTH PERCEPTION AGAINST
SIMULATED SPACE BACKGROUND
NASA-TN-_2845 N65-34500
DESCENT
TIME FACTOR IN RETAINING CONSCIOUSNESS DURING
RAPID EMERGENCY DESCENT TO LOWER ALTITUDE
N65-13689
DESERT
BODY TEMPERATURE, HEART RATE AND SWEATING RATE IN
RESPONSE TO HEAT STRESS IN ARABS AND CAUCASIANS
ABS-8006T
HEART RATE AND CENTRAL TEMPERATURE OF SUBJECTS
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE ALTERNATELY DURING
DAY AND NIGHT IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT
A65-80907
HEAT CAPACITY IN MEN IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT
Ab5-B09IO
SODIUM AND POTASSIUM LOSSES THROUGH SWEATING
DURING WORK IN SAHARA BY ACCLIMATIZED EUROPEANS
AND NATIVES A65-80959
ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF VARIOUS NOMADIC
RACIAL GROUPS LIVING IN SAHARA A65-80964
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM CHANGES AND AUDITORY AND
VISUAL REACTION TIMES AFTER LIVING IN DESERT
A65-80965
COMPARATIVE HUMAN BEHAVIOR OF DIFFERENT SIZE
GROUPS OF ADULTS IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT UNDER
VARYING LIVING CONDITIONS A65-B0966
EFFECTS FROM CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO LOW LEVEL
IONIZING RADIATION ON DESERT ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
UCLA-12-532 N65-10313
DESERT ADAPTATION
BLOOD-TYPING ROLE IN STUDYING ARID ZONE
POPULATIONS A65-B0906
HEAT TRANSFER IN MEN ADAPTED TO LIVING IN DESERT
A65-80908
HORMONE AND ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM AS AFFECTED BY
HOT_ DRY, DESERT ENVIRONMENT A65-8096I
DESIGN
S AIRCRAFT DESIGN
S COMPUTER DESIGN
S EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
S SPACECRAFT DESIGN
S STRUCTURAL DESIGN
S SYSTENS DESIGN
DETECTION
SA AIRCRAFT DETECTION
POTASSIUM PALLADO SULFITE METHOD FOR CARBON
MONOXIDE DETECTION A65-81275
ADAPTIVE PATTERN RECOGNITION AND DETECTIONt AND
ANALYTICAL PROBLEMS INHERENT TO PERCEPTRONS
AD-608IST N65-I5664
SENSORY ORGANS IN ANIMAL SYSTEMS - ANALOGY FOR
MANNADE DETECTION DEVICES
NASA-DR-60636 N65-160ZB
DETECTION OF RATE CHANGES IN PERIODIC PROCESSES
CSL-R-Z35 N65-19410
TELL-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-I OPERATING ON
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AND RADIOPROBE FOR
DETECTING FOREIGN BODIES
JPRS-29954 N65-Z3446
RADIOPROBE FOR DETECTION OF FOREIGN BODIES
N6S-2344B
LIGHTING IN DISPLAYS WITH SUPERIMPOSED FIELDS
AT LOW LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION - SUPERIORITY
OF WHITE LIGHT OVER RED LIGHT DISPLAY IN
DETECTION-RECOGNITION AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AD-613344 NbS-Z5675
GUANTITATIVE MICRO-COMPLEMENT FIXATION FOR
A-IOT
DETECTOR SUBJECTINDEX
DETECTION OF SMALL DIFFERENCES IN PROTEIN
STRUCTURE
NASA-CR-58660 N65-29652
VARIABLES AFFECTING DETECTION, IDENTIFICATIDN, AND
INTERPRETATION OF TARGETS ON REMOTE SENSOR
DISPLAYS IN MANNED SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
N65-33554
DETECTOR
SA INDICATOR
SA LIFE DETECTOR
SA PARTICLE DETECTOR
SA PHOTODETECTOR
SA RADIATION DETECTOR
SA SIGNAL DETECTOR
CAPACITANCE DETECTOR FOR MEASUREMENT OF TYMPANIC
MEMBRANE DISPLACEMENT - ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-64-116 N65-19152
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR IBM 1620 COMPUTER TO
CALCULATE ISDRESPONSE AND VOLUME RESPONSE OF
DETECTOR-COLLIMATOR SYSTEM N65-25664
DETONATION
ROLLER COASTER OPERATION - PLUTONIUM UPTAKE BY
ANIMALS EXPOSED TO NDNNUCLEAR DETONATION OF
PLUTONIUM-BEARING WEAPON SIMULANT
UR-665 N65-28325
DEVICE
S COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE
S CONTROL DEVICE
S ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICE
S INSTRUMENT
S SAFETY DEVICE
S SAMPLING DEVICE
S SCANNING DEVICE
S SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
S SOLID STATE DEVICE
S STORAGE DEVICE
DIAGNOSIS
SA FUNCTION TEST
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY IN DIAGNOSIS OF EPILEPSY IN
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-80121
VENTRICULAR REPOLARIZATION DISORDERS OF UNKNOWN
ORIGIN IN FLYING PERSONNEL - DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS
A65-80124
DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT OF HUMAN RADIATION
INJURY AFTER WHOLE-BODY EXPOSURE WITH PROGNOSIS
FOR LEUKEMIA A65-80165
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS - REVIEW OF PROGRESS SINCE 1941
AND APPLICATION TO AVIATION MEDICINE
A65-80404
EFFECT OF BODY BUILD ON QRS VOLTAGE OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN NORMAL MEN AND SIGNIFICANCE
IN DIAGNOSIS OF LEFT VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY
A65-80632
RADIOLDGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SPINAL LESIONS IN JET
PILOTS A65-80919
DIAGNOSTIC METHODS USED IN CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING - COMPARATIVE STUDY A65-81401
VESTIBULAR THRESHOLD TESTS - DIAGNOSTIC VALUE AND
RELATION TO NYSTAGMUS A65-BI724
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL DISORDERS
OF HEARING DUE TO NOISE HAZARDS
ADS-BIg29
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE USING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS
OF EPILEPTICS FOLLOWING SLEEP DEPRIVATION,
HYPERVENTILATION, AND PHOTIC STIMULATION
A65-82032
DIAGNOSIS OF DISTURBANCES OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER HEAD TRAUMA
A65-82190
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE DUE
TO CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
A65-82305
DIAGNOSIS AND MEDICAL OPINION OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
AFFLICTED WITH ATHEROSCLEROSIS N65-13733
HYPDXIC AND MUSCLE TENSION SHIFT CHARACTERISTICS
USED IN DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF
DAMAGED ENDOCARDIUM N65-17796
AUTOMATIC DIAGNOSIS OF DEGREE OF HYPOXIA
N65-17845
RADIOISOTOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF EYE TUMORS, RADIATION
INJURY DURING IRRADIATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF
HEAD, AND RADIORESISTANCE AT VARIOUS STAGES OF
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-29410 N65-20599
MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS BY
COMPUTER, GAS EXCHANGE DURING RADIATION
SICKNESS, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-29788 N65-22728
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF LUNG DISEASES BY COMPUTER -
CYBERNETICS N65-22729
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE
STOMACH DISORDERS, ADRENAL CORTEX CONDITION IN
CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC OISORDER, AND
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS
JPRS-30182 N65-24065
RADIATION MEDICINE - USE OF RADIATION IN CLINICAL
GIAGNDSIS, RADIATION INJURY, DETECTING
RADIOACTIVITY, AND RADIOSENSITIVITY
CRINS-49 N65-25657
RADIOLOGY, IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY, AND
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN U.S.S.R.
JPRS-31300 N65-30215
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE IN U.S.S.R.
N65-30221
DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY WITH RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN
U.S.S.R. N65-30222
FLUOROSCOPY DEVELOPMENT IN U.S.S.R. FOR DIAGNOSIS
OF DISEASE N65-30223
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND PROBABILITY THEORY OF
CYBERNETIC COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-31926 N65-32762
DIAL
CHECK-READING ACCURACY AS FUNCTION OF POINTER
ALIGNMENT, PATTERNING, AND VIEWING ANGLE
A65-BD342
CHECK-READING ACCURACY AND QUANTITATIVE
INFORMATION COMBINED IN SPACE-SAVING DISPLAY
A65-80343
DIAPHRAGM
RESPIRATORY MECHANICS AND DIAPHRAGM
ELECTROMYDGRAMS OF ANESTHETIZED DOG IN STUDY OF
RESPONSES TO THREE LEVELS OF AIRFLOW RESISTANCE
TC INSPIRATION A65-80315
DIAPHRAGM ACTIVITY AND THDRACOABDOMINAL MECHANICS
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
AMRLITR-64-141 N65-30345
DIELECTRICS
EFFECT OF GAMMA RADIATION AND VIBRATION ON
DIELECTRIC AND OSMOTIC PROPERTIESv AND CATION
BALANCE OF ERYTHROCYTES
FTD-TT-65-58511&2&4 N65-34868
DIESEL ENGINE
EYE AND PULMONARY FUNCTION AS AFFECTED BY DIESEL
EXHAUST GASES Ab5-B0828
DIET
SA CALORIC REQUIREMENT
SA FOOD
SA NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENT
A-lOB
SUBJECTINDEX DIGITALINTEGRATOR
SASPACEFLIGHTFEEDINGSASTARVATION
LIQUID CHEMICAL DIETS PROVIDE ADEQUATE NUTRITION
AND MINIMAL FECAL ELIMINATION FOR MAN IN SPACE
A65-18B12
NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION OF PRECOOKED DEHYDRATED
DIET FOR HUMANS, DISCUSSING GASTROINTESTINAL
STRESS A65-19866
DIET SURVEY OF QUECHUA INDIANS AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN
PERUVIAN ANDES A65--80669
URIC ACID BALANCE AS AFFECTED BY STARVATION, NIGH
FAT DIETS, AND KETONE INFUSIONS
Ab5--80515
DRUG, ALCOHOL, AND TOBACCO CONSUMPTION AND DIET
SURVEY OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL A65-BOB96
SODIUM REQUIREMENTS AND DIET IN ISRAEL UNDER
CONDITIONS OF WORK IN HOT CLIMATE
A65-BO95T
NUTRITION, DIET, AND METABOLISM IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18572
DEHYDRATED, LIQUIOI AND FROZEN FOODS IN DIET FOR
SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION Nb5-I8583
DIET AND NUTRITION EFFECT ON GASTROINTESTINAL
SYSTEM AND BOWEL MOTILITY N65-18585
FORMULA DIETS - WEIGHT CONTROL, PEPTIC ULCER,
INFANT, AND DIETS FOR METABULIC STUDIES
N65-18599
EFFECT OF DIET ON HEXOSENONOPHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE AND MALIC OEHYDROGENASE IN RATS
AAL-TDR-64-13 N65-I8974
EFFECT OF DIET ON RAT EXCRETION OF TRITIUM
RADIUACTIVITY FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF
TRITIUM-LABELLED PYRIDDXINE HYDROCHLORIDE
AAL-TR-64-29 N65-25344
EFFECT OF DIETETIC MEASURES ON OSMOTIC BALANCE
OF BLOOD IN NORMAL PERSONS
NASA-TT-F-9439 N65-29726
STRONTIUM 90 AND NATURAL STRONTIUM IN BONES AND
DIETS OF CHILDREN N65-36616
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS MODELS OF
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
HDL-TR-I244 N65-28Z36
RESTRICTIONS ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS NECESSARY
TO USE DYNAMIC MODELING TO DESCRIBE BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS
JPRS-31663 N65-31712
DIFFRACTION GRATING
EDGE EFFECTS OF MOVEMENT OF GRATING BEHIND FIXED
APERTURE LEADS TO SPURIOUS ESTIMATES OF OPTICAL
RESOLUTION IN INSECTS AND MAN A65-36092
DIFFRACTION PATTERN
DIFFRACTION AND VISUAL ACUITY OF INSECTS
A65-36091
DIFFUSION
SA GASEOUS DIFFUSION
SA MOLECULAR DIFFUSION
SA OSMOSIS
SA SPECIES DIFFUSION
MEASUREMENT OF LUNG DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN
CYCLICALLY AND CONTINUOUSLY VENTILATED CLOSED
SYSTEMS A65-80309
MEASURING LUNG DIFFUSION CAPACITY USING
REBREATHING METHOD IN SUBJECTS WITH NONUNIFORM
VENTILATION A65-BO310
ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE FIBER AND PROTOPLASM
DIFFUSION PROCESSES DURING EXCITATION OF NERVE
N65-32662
DIGESTIVE SYSTEN
SA GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
SA INTESllNE
SA STOMACH
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
ON SKIN, DIGESTIVE_ CIRCULATORY, AND
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF CHICKEN
AbS-80383
HIGH-FREQUENCY MICROWAVES EFFECT ON ABSORPTION IN
STOMACH AND INTESTINE IN DOGS A65-B0710
WATER-SALT METABOLISM OF DOGS IN HOT CLIMATE IN
RELATION TO FEEDING AbS-BOQT6
MECHANISMS OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL
CHANGES IN THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM ASSOCIATEO WITH
FLIGHT STRESS A65-BI831
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF CIRCULATION, NERVOUS,
AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS IN HEALTHY AND DISEASED
HUMANS AND ANIMALS
JPRS-2TIT8 N65-10212
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA CULTURING AND ISOLATION, AND
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE
TRACT
NASA-CR-STBI2 N65-21309
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA ISOLATION AND METABOLIC
STUDIES FOR NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62108 N65-21390
DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS -
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL MEDICINE
JPRS-302B8 N65-24435
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
N6S-248TT
DIGITAL COMPUTER
SA ANALOG COMPUTER
DIGITAL COMPUTER FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERCEPTION
OF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS DISPLAYED TACTUALLY
A65-24147
VISUAL EVOKED RETINAL AND OCCIPITAL POTENTIALS
WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING NEUROELECTRIC
ACTIVITY A65-80783
CBJECTIVE EVALUATION BY DIGITAL COMPUTERS OF
HYPOXIC STRESS REACTIONS IN NAN AND OF METHODS
USED AbS-Blq6T
FLOATING POINT AND FIXED POINT NUNBER DISPLAY
TRAINING FOR ONBOARD DIGITAL COMPUTER USE IN
AIRBORNE AND SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-TN-D-2634 N65-15615
CORTICAL COMPUTING UNIT IN HUMAN VISUAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION - DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL
GEIEEI66-22 N65-26347
SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR NEURDPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
ACQUISITION IN CONTEXT OF ON-LINE DIGITAL
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING N65-28762
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS AND
_EVICES - RESEARCH ON DATA CODING AND
CONVERSION WITH AID OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS
JPRS-31260 N65-29010
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF VISUAL DATA PROCESSING OF
HUMAN BRAIN ON IBM 1620 AND IBM 7094 DIGITAL
COMPUTERS
GGC/EE/65-10 N65-35197
OPERATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM BY DIGITAL COMPUTER AND
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
NSAM-915 N65-36249
DIGITAL INTEGRATOR
DIGITAL INTEGRATOR FOR ON-LINE PULMONARY
A-109
DIGITALSIMULATION SUBJECT INDEX
COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS A65-81154
DIGITAL SIMULATION
ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR AND OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
AbS-8135T
DIGITALIS
AURICULAR FIBRILLATION IN YOUNG MAN - EFFECTS OF
EXERCISE, DIGITALIS, ATROPINE, AND RESTORATION
OF NORMAL RHYTHM A65-80210
EFFECT OF DIGITOXIN /GLYCOSIDE OF DIGITALIS
PURPUREAI ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF RATS TO
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION A65-81866
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
ATMOSPHERE MOVEMENT AND DIFFUSION OF RESPIRED GAS
IN WEIGHTLESS MANNED SPACE ENCLOSUREt BASED ON
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL THEORY
A65-1983g
DIMERCAPROL
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS WITH
OIMERCAPROL A65-BII50
DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
EMERGENCY EXPOSURE LIMITS FOR DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE,
NITROGEN DIOXIDE, AND TRICHLOROETHANE USEFUL AS
GUIDE FOR INDUSTRIAL HYGIENISTS
A65-80619
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF
HYDRAZINE AND It I-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE IN MONKEY AND
RAT A65-81215
HEPATOTOXICITY DF RAT FROM HYDRAZINE AND
ltI-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE /UDMH/ AS TO THAT OF CARBON
TETRACHLORIOE A65-81529
RENAL FUNCTION OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYDRAZINE,
METHYLHYDRAZINEt AND DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE
A65-BIT33
BEHAVIOR AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CATS
EXPOSED TO UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
AMRL-TDR-64-72 N65-120_5
IN VIVO AND IN VITRO EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINE AND
ItI-DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE ON BLOOD SERUM AND
LIVER TISSUE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
AMRL-TR-65-19 N65-27575
DIPHENYL HYDANTOIN
ELECTROCONVULSIVE RESPONSES OF RATS TO CONVULSANT
/STRYCHNINE AND METRAZOL/ AND ANTICONVULSANT
/ACETAZOLAMIDE AND DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN/ DRUGS DURING
HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION A65-80225
DIPHTHERIA
VIABILITY OF DIPTHERIA BACTERIA IN WATER AND
SALIVA - EFFECTS OF EVAPORATION, PARTICLE SIZE,
AND TEMPERATURE
JPRS-29840 N65-22121
SURVIVAL TIME OF DIPHTHERIA BACTERIA IN AEROSOLS
JPRS-30503 N65-26034
DIRECT CURRENT lOCI
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT MILLIVOLTMETER
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT AMPLIFIER AND
COMPACT SILICON STABILITRDN CONVERTERS
JPRS-30557 N65-25541
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
DEVELOPING LATERAL STABILITY AND DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL HANDLING QUALITIES IN LANDING APPROACH
CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT
NASA-CR-239 N65-27946
DISCRIMINATION
SA BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
SA SENSORY DISCRIMINATION
SA SPEECH DISCRIMINATION
SA TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
SA TIME DISCRIMINATION
SA VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY
CONTOUR EFFECT ON SIMULTANEOUS BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST
A-110
A65-80853
BINOCULAR BRIGHTNESS AVERAGING AND CONTOUR
INFORMATION A65-80861
JUDGMENT OF LOUDNESS OF TRIANGULAR TRANSIENTS AND
WHITE NOISE AS AFFECTED BY REPETITION RATE
A65-82295
DECISION THEORETIC AND EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF
PROBABILISTIC DISCRIMINATION LEARNING SITUATIONS
ESD-TDR-64-192 N65-25943
COLOR DISCRIMINATION WITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
FTR-I N65-34419
DISEASE
SA ACIDOSIS
SA ALKALOSIS
SA ALLERGY
SA ANEMIA
SA ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
SA ASTHMA
SA DIPHTHERIA
SA EPILEPSY
SA EYE DISEASE
SA HEART DISEASE
SA INFECTION
SA INSOMNIA
SA KIDNEY DISEASE
SA LEUKEMIA
SA RESPIRATORY DISEASE
SA SCHIZOPHRENIA
SA VIRUS
IONIZATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIR IONS
AND USE IN TREATMENT OF DISEASE, BURNS, AND WOUNDS
AAS-BO494
SYMPTOMS, DISEASE, AND DEATH AS AFFECTED BY
WEATHER A65-80496
CONTROLLED-CLIMATE CHAMBER USED TO DETERMINE
EFFECT OF VARYING CLIMATIC FACTORS ON DISEASES AND
ABNORMAL CONDITIONS A65-80504
HUMAN HEALTH AND DISEASE AS RELATED TO
ENVIRONMENT A65-BO956
CARBON DIOXIDE EFFECT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW IN
SUBJECTS WITH UNILATERAL INTERNAL CAROTID
OBSTRUCTION A65-8102T
DISEASE TRANSMISSION BY AIRCRAFT
A65-BI584
SICKNESSES AND PHYSICAL FITNESS OF AVIATION
PERSONNEL AbS-BI781
IMPORTANCE OF OSTEOARTICULAR DISEASE IN AVIATION
MEDICINE A65-81829
PULMONARY MECHANICS IN ALTITUDE CHAMBER IN NORMAL
AND OBSTRUCTIVE LUNG DISEASED PATIENTS
A65-81973
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF H-RESPONSE IN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL
EXPOSED TO PHOTIC STIMULATION AS RELATED TO
MIGRAINE A65-81974
BIUCHEMISTRY AND CHEMOTHERAPY OF NERVOUS AND
PSYCHIC DISEASES
JPRS-28527 N65-15872
HYPOXIA IN PATHOLOGY OF LIVER DISEASES
N65-17BO2
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
JPRS-28951 N65-18027
MORPHOLOGY OF EXPERIMENTAL CHOLERA PATHOGENESIS IN
INFANT RABBITS - HUMAN DISEASE N65-22294
DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS -
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL MEDICINE
JPRS-302B8 N65-24435
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE IN U.S°S*R.
SUBJECT INDEX DIURNAL RHYTHM
N65-30221
FLUOROSCOPY DEVELOPMENT IN U.S.S.R. FOR DIAGNOSIS
OF DISEASE N65-30223
CHROMOSOMAL DISEASES ANALYZED FOR INVESTIGATING
GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION - HEREDITY
JPRS-31635 N65-31ZI1
BLOOD ALBUMIN STUDY BY ELECTROPHORESIS IN CHRONIC
MOUTH DISEASES
FTD-TT-6S-530/lg6 N65-33755
DISPLACEMENT
MEAN LEVER DISPLACEMENT AND DURATION OF RATS UNDER
VARIABLE RATIO REINFORCEMENT RESPONSES
NADC-ML-6409 N65-10409
EFFECT OF EAR DISPLACEMENT ON AUDITORY PERCEPTION
OF LOCATION
AFOSR-64-O?38 N65-1115T
TOTAL ADAPTIDN TO PRISMATIC DISPLACEMENT WITHOUT
SELF PRODUCED MOVEMENTS
NASA-CR-586Og N65-29386
DISPLAY
S DIAL
S VISUAL DISPLAY
DISPLAY SYSTEM
SA IMAGE
INDUCED RETINAL AFTER-IMAGES EMPLOYED AS MEANS OF
INCREASING DISPLAY EXPOSURE TIME IN SINGLE GLIMPSE
SITUATIONS A65-10536
CLASSIFICATION DIAGRAM FOR VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS
OF MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A65-10541
TEST PILOT VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING
APPLIED TO CURRENT COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS,
DISCUSSING FLIGHT DECK DISPLAYS, CONTROLS AND
HANDLING QUALITIES A65-I622T
BLIND FLYING REQUIREMENTS INDICATE NEED FOR
IMPROVED INSTRUMENT DISPLAYS A65-16441
FLIGHT INDICATOR FUNDAMENTALS IN TERMS OF CONTROL
THEORY AND MAN-MACHINE INTEGRATION
A65-21156
MINIMUM ATTENTION DISPLAY TECHNIQUE PERMITS
MAXIMUM TRANSFER DF GUIDANCE INFORMATION TO
OBSERVER WITHOUT EXCESSIVE SENSORY COMMITMENT TO
DISPLAY A65-35171
CHECK-READING ACCURACY AS FUNCTION OF POINTER
ALIGNMENT, PATTERNING, AND VIEWING ANGLE
AbS-BO342
CHECK-READING ACCURACY AND QUANTITATIVE
INFORMATION COMBINED IN SPACE-SAVING DISPLAY
A65--80343
STEREOSCOPIC TELEVISION PURSUIT TRACKING WITH
COMPARISON OF AIDED AND DIRECT TRACKING SYSTEMS
A65-B0345
INFORMATION PROCESSING FROM BRIEF VISUAL DISPLAYS
ASSESSED DN BASIS OF PROBABILISTIC MODEL BY NEW
DETECTION METHDD A65-BO390
DISPLAY INTEGRATION LEVEL AND COMPENSATORY
TRACKING PERFORMANCE A65-BO565
BINARY PURE-TONE AUDITORY DISPLAYS EVALUATED
A65-B1125
MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION IN INFORMATION DISPLAY AND
PROCESSING
ESD-TDR-64-609 N65-11774
COMPATIBLE AND INCOMPATIBLE DISPLAY-CONTROL
DEVICES FOR TESTING MEMORY RETENTION
REPT.-O2855-I-F N65-I2653
POLARIZATION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR SIDE-LOOKING
RADAR TARGET DETECTION
AMRL-TR-64-B2 N65-13995
FLOATING POINT AND FIXED POINT NUMBER DISPLAY
TRAINING FOR ONBOARC DIGITAL COMPUTER USE IN
AIRBORNE AND SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-TN-D-2636 N65-15615
MISREGISTRATION IN COLOR ADDITIVE DISPLAYS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
RADC-TDR-64-4BB N65-17906
ANALYSIS OF PICTORIAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS
REPT.-ZT32.01123 N65-19322
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TIME AND INTENSITY ON FORM
IDENTIFICATION -- DISPLAY SYSTEMS
RADO-TR-65-16 N65-22252
LIGHTING IN DISPLAYS WITH SUPERIMPOSED FIELDS
AT LOW LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION - SUPERIORITY
OF WHITE LIGHT OVER RED LIGHT DISPLAY IN
DETECTION-RECOGNITION AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AD-613344 N65-25675
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECT OF LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT - PILOT TASK LOADING, FUNCTION
ALLOCATION, DISPLAY SYSTEMS, AND PILOT SELECTION
AD-660918 N65-27205
ACCURACY OF ALTITUDE AND GROUND SPEED
DETERMINATIONS USING CONTACT ANALOG SIMULATOR
DISPLAY SYSTEM
D228-421-015 N65-30936
DISSOCIATION
SA ELECTROLYSIS
POLAROGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT AND
EXPRESSION OF OXYHEMOGLOBIN DISSOCIATION CURVES
SAM-TR-66-75 N65-23589
DISTANCE PERCEPTION
S DEPTH PERCEPTION
DISTILLATION
CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN URINE DISTILLATION TO
MAKE PURE DRINKING WATER, INCLUDING PRETREATMENT
CHEMICALS SELECTION AND BACTERIA CDNTRDL IN
PRODUCT
ASME PAPER 65-AV-26 A65-22959
DISTRIBUTION
S FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
S NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
S PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
S PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
S RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
S SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
S SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
S VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
DIURESIS
FLUID METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION DURING AND AFTER
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-26744
PHARMACOLOGICAL INFLUENCE OF KIDNEY DIURESIS
NASA-TT-F-9340 N65-22622
DIURNAL RHYTHM
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND NEURDPHYSIOLOGY OF
PRIMATES, RADIATION HAZARD, BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS STUDIED VIA SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
A65-30690
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS DURING AND AFTER THREE MONTHS IN
SOLITUDE UNDERGROUND A65-BOI90
DALLY PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND ACTIVITY CYCLE
RECORDED BY RADIO CAPSULES OF GROUND SQUIRRELS
AND CARNIVORES EXPOSED TO EXTREME CHANGES IN
ARCTIC DAYLIGHT A65-BO26B
DIURNAL CYCLE OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY OF VARIDUS ORGAN
TISSUES AFTER MECHANICAL INSULT IN RODENTS
A65-80395
SLEEP INDUCING HUMDRAL SUBSTANCE IN DIALYSATE OF
SLEEPING DONOR A65-BO454
A-Ill
DIURNAL VARIATION SUBJECT INDEX
ELECTRODERMOGRAM DURING SLEEP RELATED TO
APPEARANCE OF RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-80571
CONTROL OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHM IN SEROTONIN CONTENT
OF RAT PINEAL GLAND A65-80654
DAILY RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-81198
DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA_
INCLUDING ACTIVITY AND REST TIMEr OF HIBERNATING
ANIMALS AS RELATED TO BODY TEMPERATURE
A65-81469
DAILY ADRENAL RHYTHM IN EQUATORIAL AMERINDIANS
MEASURED BY URINARY HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS
A65-81553
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF MAN ON
BED REST WHILE FASTING A65-82213
DREAM CYCLES IN HUMAN AND ANIMAL SLEEP
A65-82256
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF
DREAM CYCLES A65-82322
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT N65-26919
DIURNAL VARIATION
HEART RATE AND CENTRAL TEMPERATURE OF SUBJECTS
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE ALTERNATELY DURING
DAY AND NIGHT IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT
A65-80907
DIURNAL AND SEASONAL METABOLIC CHANGES IN
ACID-BASE BALANCE OF BLOOD FROM HUMAN SUBJECTS
LIVING IN HOT CLIMATE A65-80960
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY OF BONE
AND CARTILAGE N65-1B090
ONA
S DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID /DNA/
DOCKING
REMOTE PILOT-CONTROLLED VISUAL DOCKING OF TWO
SPACE VEHICLES ON RENDEZVOUS DOCKING SIMULATOR
WITH CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
NASA-TN-D-3044 N65-35517
OOG
PRECORDIAL VIBRATIONS FROM LEFT PARASTERNAL AREA
IN DOGS COMPARED WITH HEART PRESSURE CURVES FOR
ASSESSING VIBROCARDIOGRAM ACCURACY IN DETERMINING
HEMODYNAHIC EVENTS DURATION A65-22329
ALVEOLAR HYPOXIA EFFECT ON PULMONARY VASCULAR
RESISTANCE OF DOG A65-BO057
LUNG FUNCTION OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYPOTHERMIA
A65-80059
CROSS-CIRCULATION TECHNIQUE IN DOG IN STUDYING
VENTILATORY RESPONSES TO ALVEOLAR CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSION A65-80070
CARBON DIOXIDE AND PULMONARY VENTILATION IN
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF DOG A65-80071
OXYGEN EFFECT AT HIGH AMBIENT PRESSURE ON BLOOD
FLOW AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF KIDNEY IN DOG
BREATHING 100 PERCENT OXYGEN A65-BOO72
CHLORALDSE AND PENTOBARBITAL EFFECT ON HEART RATE
RESPONSE OF DOG TO CARBON DIOXIDE
A65-BOO76
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTIONS IN DOG
DURING ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF SPUTNIK Ill, IVt AND V
SATELLITES A65-80150
SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION OF DOGS IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES AS AFFECTED BY WATER IMMERSION ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS A65-80175
PULMONARY VASCULAR RESPONSES OF DOG TO HYPOXIA AND
A-If2
MODIFICATION BY PHARMACOLOGIC SYMPATHECTOMY
A65-80176
HYPOTHERMIC REDUCTION OF AMMONIA RELEASE INTO
CIRCULATION BY KIDNEY OF FASTING DOG SUBSEQUENTLY
TESTED WITH PROTEIN A65-BOI77
HYPOTHERMIA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON PROTEIN
METABOLISM AND ENZYME ACTIVITY OF DOG HEART
_USCLE A65-80178
PULMONARY VASCULAR CHANGES IN DOGS PLACED IN
ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL CHAMBER WITH TEN PERCENT
OXYGEN A65-BOI81
LIMB CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO
HYPOCAPNIA IN ANESTHETIZED
DOG AS AFFECTED BY PHENOXYBENZAMINE
A65-80227
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN PERFUSED LUNGS OF DOGS
AS AFFECTED BY HIGH INTRA-ALVEOLAR OXYGEN TENSION
A65-80228
HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES DURING ACUTE
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING IN DOGS
A65-80277
ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM IN CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING IN DOGS A65-80292
CARBON MONOXIDE ELIMINATION IN VARIOUS CONDITIONS
OF RESUSCITATION IN DOGS A65-80293
HEMODYNAMIC VARIATIONS IN ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE
PCISONING IN DOGS A65-80294
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY AND CAPILLARY
BLOOD VOLUME IN NORMAL AND ANEMIC DOG
A65-B0313
RESPIRATORY MECHANICS AND DIAPHRAGM
ELECTROMYOGRAMS OF ANESTHETIZED DOG IN STUDY OF
RESPONSES TO THREE LEVELS OF AIRFLOW RESISTANCE
TO INSPIRATION A65-80315
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS INDUCED BY LOCAL
COOLING WITHIN VERTEBRAL CANAL A65-80322
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS AS FUNCTION OF
LOCAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN VERTEBRAL CANAL
A65-80323
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND RENAL FUNCTION - POSSIBLE
INJURY TO KIDNEY AFTER SEVEREr PROLONGED EXERCISE
A65-B0352
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND SODIUM REABSORPTION IN DOG
KIDNEY A65-80362
REFLEX CHANGES OF RESPIRATION AND PULMONARY GAS
EXCHANGE DURING EXPOSURE OF MAN AND DOG TO HIGH G
A65-80369
BLOOD POTASSIUM_ PHOSPHORUSt LACTIC ACID LEVELSI
AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC EFFECTS OF HYPDCAPNIA IN
DOG DURING EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATION
A65-BOSTB
RESPONSE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO COLD-BLOCK OF
VAGUS TRUNK A65-B0602
ROLE OF DIMINISHED OXYGEN TENSION IN FUNCTIONAL
HYPEREMIA OF SKELETAL MUSCLE OF DOG
ABS-B0610
BLOOD FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND PRESSURE-FLOW
RELATIONS OF WHOLE DOG LUNG A65-B0664
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID TURNOVER IN DOG DURING
EXERCISE AS RELATED TO PHYSICAL CONDITION AND
BLOOD LACTATE A65-80680
TELEMETERING HYPOTHALAMIC TEMPERATURES OF
UNRESTRAINED DOG EXPOSED TO COLD, NEUTRAL, AND HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-80682
CHARACTER OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO COMBINED
ACOUSTIC AND VISUAL STIMULI IN DOGS
SUBJECT INDEX DOG
A65-80699
CHARACTERISTICS OF EVOKED POTENTIALS DURING
EXTINCTION OF ORIENTING RESPONSE IN DOGS
A65-8OTOO
OXIDATIVE ENZYMES IN TISSUES OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN HOT
ENVIRONMENT A65-80705
HIGH-FREQUENCY MICROWAVES EFFECT ON ABSORPTION IN
STOMACH AND INTESTINE IN DOGS A65-80710
HYPERCAPNIC EFFECT ON HEART BLOOD SUPPLY UNDER
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS IN DOGS
A65-80T16
TRYPTOPHAN AND PYRIOOXINE /VITAMIN B6/
REQUIREMENTS UNDER NERVOUS STRESS IN DOGS
A65-80723
CHARACTER OF HOMEOSTATIC RESPONSE DURING HYPDXIC
HYPOXIA IN DOG AT DIFFERENT GROWTH PERIODS AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80795
ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO
STEPWISE ELEVATIONS OF ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSIONS AbS-B0823
BREATHING OF PRESSURE OXYGENATED NORMAL SALINE IN
DOGS A65-BO826
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL
IN DOGS A65-80833
INTEROCEPTIVE AFFERENT EFFECT UPON VOMITING CENTER
EXCITATION DURING MOTION SICKNESS WITH AND WITHOUT
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS A65-80879
VENTILATORY REACTIONS IN AWAKE DOG SUBJECTED TO
MODERATE HYPERCAPNIA IN NORMOXIC OR SLIGHTLY
HYPOXIC ATMOSPHERE A65-BOgI7
WATER-SALT METABOLISM OF DOGS IN HOT CLIMATE IN
RELATION TO FEEDING A65-BO976
ETHANOL DISAPPEARANCE FROM ARTERIAL BLOOD OF DOG
AS AFFECTED BY HYPOTHERMIA, HEXAMETHONIUM, AND
EPINEPHRINE A65-BlO25
INITIAL HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO MILD EXERCISE IN
TRAINED DOGS A65-8114_
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON MYOCARDIAL METABOLISM AND
FUNCTION IN DOGS A65-81172
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW OF
DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
A65-BIIT5
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLGOD FLOW FROM RUBIDIUN-B6
CLEARANCE IN DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON
DIOXIDEt AND VASOACTIVE DRUGS A65-BIIT6
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AND RESPIRATORY
ATRIDVENTRICULAR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AND
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-81277
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF BRAIN DURING CIRCULATORY HYPOXIA
AND BRAIN CIRCULATION AbS-B1338
THERMOREGULATION IN DOG DURING INTERNAL COOLING
AFTER SECTION DR COLD BLOCKADE OF VAGAL NERVES
A65-BI351
EVALUATION OF LOCAL ISCHEMIA, GENERAL ANOXIA, AND
VASODILATORS IN REACTIVE HYPEREMIA IN DOGS
A65-81_50
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECTS SKELETAL BONE AND
BONE MARROW IN DOGS A65-81675
RESPONSE MECHANISM IN DOGS OF CIRCULATION AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO HYPOXIA
AbS-B,1502
BLUOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVITY OF DOGS TO HEAT STRESS
AND MUSCULAR EXERCISE AbS-B1603
CARGIOPULMONARY EFFECTS OF CONTINUOUS PRESSURE
BREATHING IN HYPOTHERNIC DOGS A65-81608
SOME ASPECTS OF CEREBRAL ENZYME ACTIVITY IN COURSE
OF DEEP HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS A65-81619
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTIONS OF
NEMBUTALt HEXONIUM AND ALYNAMINE ON DISTURBANCES
OF RESPIRATION AND HEART RATE CAUSED BY X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF CEREBELLUM IN DOGS
A65-81673
RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY CHANGES AFTER
EXPERIMENTAL FAT EMBOLISM IN DOGS
A65-81688
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOODS AND VITAMINS AGAINST
RADIATION EFFECT IN DOGS AND RATS
AbS-B1T02
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS OF ANOXIA AND INFLUENCE OF
NEW BETA ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR BLOCKING DRUG,
MJ1999t IN DOGS A65-81714
UNCONSCIOUS RECOVERY AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN A65-B1730
GARAGE OF LUNG AND BRAIN OF DOG AS RELATED TO
DURATION AND EXTENT OF DECOMPRESSION
A65-81731
RENAL FUNCTION OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYDRAZINE,
METHYLHYDRAZINE_ AND DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE
A65-81733
ANEMIC AND HYPOXIC HYPOXIA EFFECT ON METABOLISM
AND ON EXCESS LACTATE IN DOG A65-81747
RESISTANCE TO HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-81794
BLOOD PHOSPHORUSt POTASSIUM, AND SODIUM DURING
HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS A65-B1795
HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERNIA EFFECTS ON ELECTROLYTE
CONCENTRATION IN GASTRIC JUICE AND BLOOD SERUM IN
DOG A65-81797
STUDY OF BLOOD IONOGRAM DURING HYPDXIA AND
HYPOTHERMIA IN DOG A65-81799
PHOSPHORUS AND PHOSPHATASES IN HYPOXIC HYPOTHERMIA
IN DOGS A65-81800
ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM IN HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS
A65-81803
VENTILATION AND OXYGEN TRANSPORT IN HYPOTHERMIC
DOGS A65-8180_
CARBON DIOXIDE TRANSPORT DURING HYPOTHERMIA IN
COOS A65-B1B06
CETERMINATIDN OF TRANSAMINASES IN EXPERIMENTAL
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-81838
PH CONDITIONS IN BLOOD DURING HYPOXIA AND
HYPOTHERNIA IN DOG A65-81839
GLUTATHIONEMIA - BLOOD LEVELS OF GLUTATHIONE
DURING OXYGEN BREATHING, HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA
IN DOGS A65-BI8_O
EVALUATION OF HEPATIC FUNCTION TESTS IN
EXPERIMENTAL HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-BIB_2
LACTIC ACID LEVELS IN BLOOD OF DOGS DURING
HYPOXIA, HYPEROXIA AND HYPOTHERNIA
A65-81843
HEMODYNANIC RESPONSE IN DOGS TO CHRONIC
DISCONTINUOUS HYPOXIA A65-BI844
CARDIAC REFLEX RESPONSE OF DOG DURING HYPOXIA AND
ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SINUS AND PNEUNDGASTRIC
NERVES A6S-8184T
CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW DURING CHANGES IN BODY
A-1L3
DOGCONTD SUBJECT INDEX
POSITION IN DOGS A65-81858
EFFECT OF HYPOXIA ON SIZE OF ERYTHROCYTES IN DOGS
A65-81874
GAS EXCHANGE IN DOG LUNG AS INFLUENCED BY
TRANSPULMONARY PRESSURE ANALYZED IN TERMS OF MODEL
A65-81893
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE EXCHANGE RESPONSE TO
BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES IN DOG LUNG AS RELATED TD
BLOOD FLOW A65-81894
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE DURING
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-81895
STROKE VOLUME IN CONSCIOUS DOG AS AFFECTED BY
RESPIRAIIONT POSTUREr AND VASCULAR OCCLUSION
MEASURED WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
A65-81899
INCREASE OF ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
A65-81901
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IN VIVO BLOOD BUFFER CURVE IN
DOGS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND IN VITRO BUFFER
CURVE A65-81902
PREVENTION OF HYPERTENSION CAUSED BY INDUCED
KIDNEY ISCHEMIA AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES IN DOG
A65-8IgB8
INTRAVASCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS BY CATHETER
TIP BLOOD TRANSDUCER DURING VIBRATIONAL STRESS IN
DOGS A65-82092
RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION IN
DOG DURING CHANGE FROM SUPINE TO ERECT POSITION
AND WATER IMMERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION A65-82115
INFLUENCE OF INSPIRED ALVEOLAR NITROGEN
CONCENTRATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURE UPON RATE
OF GAS ABSORPTION FROM CLOSED AREA OF LUNG IN DOG
A65-82121
TIME DERIVATIVE OF PRESSURE RELATED TO
INSTANTANEOUS AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN DOG
A65-82147
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF WHOLE-BODY
VIBRATION IN ANESTHETIZED DOG AS AFFECTED BY
CURARE AND RESERPINE A65-82148
FIBRINDLYTIC ACTIVITY OF EXERCISING DOG PRIOR TO
AND AFTER ACCLIMATIZATION IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-82167
EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF CYSTAMINE ON
PANCYTOPENIC SYNDROME IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
IN DOGS A65-82182
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDE AND ACCELERATION STRESS ON
MYOCARDIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS
A65-82186
POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN VARIOUS CORTICAL STRUCTURES
DURING FORMATION OF FOOD CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
ACOUSTIC AND PHOTIC STIMULI IN DOGS
A65-82226
NERVOUS SYSTEM DAMAGE CAUSED BY EXPOSURE TO HIGH
ENERGY PROTONS IN DOGS A65-82241
EFFECT OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL
PRESSURE IN RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS ON INTRAOCULAR
TENSION IN DOGS AND CATS A65-8227I
PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE AFTER HEMORRHAGE DURING
INTFRMITTENT POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING IN DOGS
A65-82323
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYIES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHOLIN£STERASE A65-82360
WEIGHTy TEMPERATURE, AND HEMATOLOGIC CHANGES OF
DOG DURING EXPOSURE TO TWO LEVELS _F PULSED
A-II4
MICROWAVES A65-82364
BODY TISSUE DAMAGE IN DOGS CAUSED BY SINUSOIDAL
VIBRATION STRESS
AMRL-TDR-64-58 N65-10467
APPARATUS WITH PLETHYSMOGRAPH TO MONITOR
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN CANINE RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM
tF-16 N65-I1573
REGULAR CHANGES OF CANINE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
UNDER CUMULATIVE SLOW CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION
FTD-MT-63-179 N65-11618
DOG SPLEEN RESPONSE TO LATERAL ACCELERATION
N65-I3637
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON TOLERANCE OF ACUTE
HYPOXIA IN DOGS AT HIGH ALTITUDE
N65-13704
OXYGEN TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES OF DOGS AFTER
EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATIONS UNDER AIR AND OXYGEN
BREATHING CONDITIONS Nb5-13705
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LABYRINTH OF DOGS EXPOSED
TO ACCELERATIONS OF VARYING INTENSITY, DURATIONt
AND DIRECTION N65-13706
CHANGES IN DOG PANCREAS FOLLOWING SINGLE LATERAL
ACCELERATION N65-13710
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN DOG LUNGS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
LATERAL ACCELERATIONS IN BACK-CHEST DIRECTION
N65-13715
INJURIES TO VASCULAR SYSTEM AND DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN RENAL TUBULES AS MORPHOLOGICAL
CHANGES IN DOG KIDNEY HISTOLOGY CAUSED BY
LATERAL ACCELERATIONS N65-13716
VASCULAR CHANGES AND CHANGES IN HEPATIC CELLS AND
BILE DUCT CELLS OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL
ACCELERATIONS N65-13719
CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RABBITS AND
DOGS CAUSED BY EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
N65-13722
CHANGES IN LYMPH NODES OF DOGS FOLLOWING SPACE
FLIGHT Nb5-13735
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF DOGS
F_LLOWING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
N65-13736
REACTION OF BLOOD SYSTEM OF DOG TO REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE N65-13740
REFLEX REACTIONS OF DOG TO BREATHING UNDER
INCREASED INTRAPULMONARY PRESSURE
N65-13741
CHANGES OF INTERNAL ORGANS IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO
ROTATION NbS-13744
PATHOMORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN DOGS AND MONKEYS
SUBJECTED TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS
N65-13745
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS IN DOGS DURING EXPOSURE TO
ALTITUDE FACTORS N65-I3751
PLEURAL PRESSURES AI DORSAL AND VENTRAL SITES IN
THORAX OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS N65-17306
HEART DISTURBANCES IN YOUNG DOGS IN HYPOXIA
Nb5-17760
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CHEMORECEPTORS OF FEMORAL
ARFERY IN DOGS N65-17786
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON DOGS WITH LIVER CONDITIONS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17827
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
AND CELL DEATH IN MUSCLE TISSUE OF HEART IN DOGS
Nb5-17836
SUBJECTINDEX DOSINETRY
HYPOXIA IN DEVELOPMENT AND COURSE OF EXPERIMENTAL
EPILEPTIC SEIZURES IN DOGS AND RATS
N65-17841
CALCIUM ACCRETION AND BONE FORMATION IN DOGS
N65-18088
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN PULNONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OF DOGS
NADC-ML-6413 N65-188BI
HOMEOSTATIC REACTION OF DOGS AT VARIOUS AGES
DURING HYPOXIC HYPOXIA
JPRS-28921 N65-19810
NYSTAGMUS IN RABBITS, IONIZING RADIATION OF
HYPOTHALANUSv MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATION, BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATS, AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-Z92SD N65-Z0139
ANESTHESIA INDUCED BY ELECTRIC CURRENT - VARIOUS
METHODS AND THEIR USE ON DOGS AND HUMANS
JPRS-Z9435 N65-ZOB35
TRAUMA AND HEMOLYSIS INFLUENCE ON HEMORRHAGIC
SHOCK IN DOGS N65-22763
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ERYTHRDCYTE VOLUMES IN
NORMAL ACUTELY BLED DOGS
UR-662 N65-23105
RESPONSES OF COLD AND WARM ADAPTED DOGS TO INFUSED
NORADRENALINE AND ACUTE BODY COOLING -
CALORIGENIC EFFECTS OF NORADRENALIN
AAL-TR-64-21 N65-Z4080
INFECTION OF DOGS WITH LIVE ECHO 6 VIRUS FOR
TESTING ANTISERUM
LF-Z5 N65-25448
DOG RECOVERY FROM RADIATION SICKNESS - STATE OF
MYELOPOIESIS IN DOGS UNDER REPEATED IONIZING
RADIATION N65-26389
APOMORPHINE ADMINISTERED TO LABYRINTHECTOMIZED
DOGS FOR DETERMINING ROLE OF EXTRALABYRINTHINE
INFLUENCES IN PATHOGENESIS OF MOTION SICKNESS
JPRS-30843 N65-ZTII5
VITAMIN METABOLISM OF DOGS FED ON IRRADIATED MEAT
N65-ZTZ6B
CARBON DIOXIDE RESPONSE, EFFECTS OF SEDATION ON
CARBON DIOXIDE SENSITIVITY, AND PRESENCE OF
HYPOXIC DRIVE COMPONENT IN RESTING VENTILATION
OF TRAINED DOGS
AHRL-TR-66"-I65 N6S-Z7837
ELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BRACHIAL AND OTHER
HUMAN AND CANINE ARTERIES ANALYZED BY NONLINEAR
MEMBRANE THEORY
NASA-CR-63917 N65-Z9149
HEPARIN EFFECT ON LACTIC ACID PRODUCTION IN DOGS
DURING HYPOXIA - ANIMAL STUDY
SAM-TR-66-T8 N65-34068
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON WORK CAPACITY, REPRODUCTIVE
CAPACITY, AND LONGEVITY OF BEAGLE DOGS
UCD--47Z-111 N65-3432_
BLOOD REGENERATION AFTER BLOOD LOSS IN ANIMALS
ACCLIMATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE - EFFECT OF HYPOXIA
IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HEMORRHAGING
JPRS-31781 N65-35017
EFFECT OF STIMULUS ON RATE OF WATER FLOW FROM
STOMACH TO INTESTINES - ANIMAL STUDY OF DOGS
NASA-TT-F-9391 N65-35780
DOLPHIN
DISCREPANCY BETWEEN HIGH SPEEDS ATTAINED BY
DOLPHINS AND THEIR MUSCLE POWER
A65-18443
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CETACEA LITERATURE
NAVWEPS-8645 N65-22386
hYDROPHONE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUND SIGNALS
EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERMINING SONIC
PRESSURE AT POINT OF EMISSION AND AT POINT OF
RECEPTION
JPRS-30466 N65-25426
DOSAGE
SA RADIATION DOSE
DOSAGE TO MORTALITY RELATION FOR SEVERAL RADIATION
PROTECTION CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR MICE
N65-19215
INTRAPERITONEAL INOCULATION OF NICE WITH SUBLETHAL
DOSAGES OF VIRUSES NBS-22312
INSTALLATION OF BID-UNITS IN VOSTOK Ill AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF
COSMIC RADIATION AND FLIGHT FACTORS ON
BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS AND MEASURE RADIATION DOSE
N65-Z4qBB
EFFECT OF WIDE X-RAY BEAN AND FINITE PHANTOM
THICKNESS ON lOOO KPV X-RAY DEPTH DOSE
UR-667 NbS-Z9866
RADIOBIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF DOSE DISTRIBUTION FROM
SOLAR FLARE RADIATION - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34584
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION - DOSE
LIMITS FOR CREW PROTECTION N65-34591
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION -
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR DOSE REDUCTION
N65-34594
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROTON DOSE RATES IN TISSUE
SPHERES AND SLABS N65-34611
ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF PROTON DOSE RATES BEHIND
SPHERICAL MULTILAYER SHIELDING FOR CALCULATION
OF BODY, SKIN, DEPTH, AND LOCAL PROTON DOSAGE
N65-34629
CALCULATION OF PROTON PENETRATION AND DOSE RATES
FOR TISSUE, ALUMINUM, AND OTHER SHIELDING
MATERIALS N65-34630
DOSIMETER
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTED BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE A65-21951
EVALUATIONS OF PLASTIC BADGES CONTAINING BETA,
GAMMA, AND NUCLEAR TRACK FILM FOR USE IN
PLUTONIUM CHEMISTRY PLANT
RFP-65I N65-13333
MINIATURE DOSIMETER FOR APOLLO PROJECT ASTRONAUTS
NASA-CR-65IST N65-36441
DOSINETRY
ASTRONAUT BODY POINT DOSAGES OF RADIATION FROM
SOLAR FLARES UNDER DIFFERENT SHIELDING CONDITIONS
A65-13766
SPACE RADIOBIDLOGY TRAINING AND OPERATIONS TO
MINIMIZE ASTRONAUT RADIATION DOSE
A65-14832
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE IRRADIATION ON
ANIMALS, DISCUSSING DOSIMETRY PROBLEMS OF
MICROWAVE FIELD AND HEATING PATTERNS
A65-ZOg34
DDSIMETRY, SAFETY, AND RADIATION SHIELDING FOR
NEUTRON SOURCES - POLONIUM AND RADIUM
JPRS-2¥625 N65-1ZO74
PROTECTION, SOURCES, AND DOSIMETRY OF RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION IN HUMAN BODY AND ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-27535 N65-12626
RADIATION EFFECT AND DOSIMETRY STUDIES
HN-83605 N65-12939
BETA AND GAMMA DOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF
RADIOIODINE ISOTOPE DOSAGE TO THYROID
A-If5
DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT SUBJECT INDEX
UCRL-I2692 N65-2_727
THERMDLUMINESCENT DOSIMETRY USED TO MEASURE
TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION N65-25665
ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE -
DOSIMETRY AND NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY
AECL-2239 N65-2766T
MEASUREMENT OF DOSE ABSORBED IN VARIOUS ORGANS
AS FUNCTION OF EXTERNAL GAMMA RAY EXPOSURE
AECL-2240 N65-2747I
THERMAL EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON ANIMALS AND PROBLEMS
OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY FIELD DDSIMETRY
NbS-28705
RADIOLOGYI IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRYt AND
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN U.S.S.R.
JPRS-313DO N65-30215
IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY RESEARCH AND DEVICE
DEVELOPMENT N65-30217
DOSIMETRY AND RADIATION THERAPY IN U.S,S.R.
N65-30220
COBALT-60 USED TO OBTAIN EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS/OR
DOSIMETRY IN AIR AND DEPTH DOSES IN MASONITE
PHANTOM FOR RADIATION EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING
SHEEP
USNRDL-TR-862 N65-30503
PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
NASA-CR-65071 N65-30920
QUALITY FACTORS FOR DEGRADED PROTON SPECTRA FROM
RATIO OF DOSE EQUIVALENT TO ABSORBED DOSE -
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS IN SKIN
N65-34605
APPLICATION OF GENERALIZED CONCEPT OF DOSIMETRY TO
SPACE RADIATION - HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
N65-3460T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION - NEUTRON
DOSIMETRY AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-31822 N65-35016
DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S A- 4 AIRCRAFT
DROSOPHILA
SOLAR AND COSMIC RAY EFFECTS ON PROGENY YIELDS IN
FRUIT FLY DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER SUBJECTED TO
MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT A65-IT351
VIBRATIONt ACCELERATION AND GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT
ON APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN RUDIMENTARY
CELLS OF DROSOPHILA 665-32302
NEGATIVE ATMOSPHERIC ION EFFECT ON MUTATION RATE
IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 665-80188
SURVIVAL OF ANIMALSt INCLUDING MICE AND FRUIT FLYt
DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER_ IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF
160TOOO OERSTEDS A65-80425
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON FRUIT FLV_ DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER_ AND S-37 MOUSE TUMOR CELLS
A65-80462
APPEARANCE DF DONINANT LETHALS IN DROSOPHILA
DURING EXPOSURE TO VIBRATIONt ACCELERATION AND
GAMMA-RADIATION A65-82077
SPACE FLIGHT MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA
NELANOGASTER DURING FLIGHT ON VOSTOK Ill AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-26490
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN NICEr RATSt
SEEDSt AND DRDSPHILA MELANOGASTER
N65-31039
X-RADIATION EXPOSURE OF DROSOPHILA MELANDGASTER
EGGS
REPT.-352I N65-36707
A-116
DRUG
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
ADRENERGICS
ALKALOID
AMINOPHYLLINE
AMMONIUM CHLORIDE
ANESTHETICS
ANTIADRENERGICS
ANTIBACTERIALS
ANTIBIOTICS
ANTIRADIATION DRUG
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANT
SA DIMERCAPROL
SA DOSAGE
SA HEPARIN
SA HEXANETHONIUM
SA NOTION SICKNESS DRUG
SA PHARMACOLOGY
SA SODIUM AMYTAL
SA TRANQUILIZER
BIOLOGIC SPECIMENS ANALYZED FOR PRESENCE OF
THERAPEUTIC CONCENTRATIONS OF BASIC DRUGS_ USING
GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHYt CHEMICAL TESTS7 ETC
665-29067
EFFECT OF 5 PHENYL-2 IMINO-4 OXY-OXAZOLIDINE ON
IMPROVING RAPIDITY AND REGULARITY OF MOTOR
RESPONSE TO VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
AVIATION PERSONNEL A65-32793
PHARMACEUTICALS AND ADMINISTRATIVE MEANS FOR
EFFECTING PERFORMANCE CHANGES IN ASTRONAUTS UNDER
FLIGHT STRESSES A65-33278
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED
MOTION SICKNESSt FATIGUE AND SENSORY DEGRADATION
COUNTERACTED BY VARIOUS DRUGS A65-33279
ROLE OF CENTRAL AND AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEMS IN
NECHANISM OF ULTRASONIC ACTION ON GASTROINTESTINAL
ABSORPTION PROCESS AS RELATED TO DRUG EFFECT
A65-80069
RETINITIS FROM OVEREXPOSURE TO SOLAR
ECLIPSE- VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND TREATMENT
A65-80267
DRUGS AND PLACEBOS - EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON
PERFORMANCE AND MOOD UNDER AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE
AND CHLORAL HYDRATE WITH YOUNG ADULT HALE
A65-80448
HIGH-ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA AND TREATMENT WITH
PURE OXYGEN AND VARIOUS DRUGS A65-80809
DRUGt ALCOHOLv AND TOBACCO CONSUMPTION AND DIET
SURVEY OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL 665-80896
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLOOD FLOW FROM RUBIDIUM-86
CLEARANCE IN DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN_ CARBON
DIOXIDE, AND VASOACTIVE DRUGS A65-81176
TREATMENT OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID BURNS BY COOLING
AND DRUGS A65-8IIB6
EFFECT OF DRUGS AND HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
ON EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMONITIS IN RATS
665-8L202
PROBLEN OF SLEEP DURING NIGHT FLYING- VIGILANCEy
ACCIDENTS AND DRUGS A65-8L646
EFFECT OF SOME AUTONOMIC DRUGS DN GROUND SQUIRRELt
CITELLUS TRIOECEMLINEATUSv DURING HIBERNATING
CYCLE 665-81667
PHARMACOLOGICAL SUPPORT BY USING DRUGS FOR MAN DN
LONG SPACE FLIGHTS 665-81630
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION AND
PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON MICE
N65-10065
USE OF DRUGS TO INCREASE BODILY RESISTANCE TO
FLIGHT ACCELERATIONS IN AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT
N65-13654
INOOLE AND HYDRAZINE DRUG DERIVATIVES TO INCREASE
SUBJECT INOEX EAR
RESISTANCE TO OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
N65-13669
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC DANGERS AND RADiATiON
PROTECTIVE DRUGS TO PREVENT HEREDITARY ANOMALIES
NbS-13683
PHYSIDLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
OF ANIMALS - NEUROPHYSIOLGGY
JPRS-28619 N65-15065
LIMITATIONS ON HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO LONG TERN
SPACE FLIGHTS AND APPLICABILITY OF ARTIFICIAL
ORGANSt DRUGS, AND HYPOTHERMIA DURING FLIGHTS
NASA-CR-602¥3 N65-15187
ANNQTATEO BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FATIGUE, MALINGERINGv
NYSTAGtqUS, DRUGS, ANO FORENSIC SCIENCE
FAA-AH-66--16 Nb5-15308
METHODS OF EVALUATING ANALGESIC EFFECT OF DRUGS
FTD-TT-64-55/L&2 Nb5-19187
SURVEY OF DRUGS FOR PROTECTION FROM IONIZING
RADIATION NbS-Z0138
TOTAL DRUG DOSAGE AND EXPOSURE TIME RATE EFFECTS
IN X-RAY PROTECTION STUDY
UCLA-12-54T N65-21538
ELECTROPHYSIOLDGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN, LOCALIZATION OF
CONDITIONED INHIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS, AND
MODELING FUNCTIONS DF NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-30007 Nb5-26230
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCES IN
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL OR BODY TEMPERATURES
AAL-TDR-64-20 N65-25254
REDUCTION OF LEAD POISONING SYMPTOMS IN NORKERS BY
REACTION OF SULFUR IN SATAL DRUG CONTAINING
GARLIC AND LEAO PONDER
JPRS-3OB63 NbS-ZTO3T
CHANGE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO G FORCES AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF
VARIOUS DRUGS NbS-36TT6
DRY HEAT
DRY HEAT STERILiZATiON OF NATURALLY CONTAMINATED
METAL SURFACES
NASA-CR-52899 N65-17290
STERILIZATION OF SPACE PROBES USING DRY HEAT
NASA-CR-60875 NbS-IT509
DRY HEAT EFFECT ON MICROBIAL SPORES TO DEVELOP
STERILIZATION SYSTEM IN TREATMENT OF COMPONENT
CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT
NASA-CR-191 NbS-lBZ05
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION OF MICROORGANISMS ON GLASS
SURFACES AT 100 DEG C
NASA-CR-63665 N65-2T51T
DUMMY
THERMAL MANIKIN FOR SIMULATION OF ASTRONAUT
THERMOREGULATION SYSTEM ANO SPACE SUIT DESIGN
A65-81388
DYE
SA METHYLENE BLUE
ACRIDINE ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO DETERMINE
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS
N65-25029
HEALTH HAZARDS OF SMOKE DYES IN CURRENT USE
PA-TM-16T6 N65-34680
DYNA-SOAR SPACE GLIDER
S X-20 AIRCRAFT
DYNAMIC CONTROL
REGULATION AND CONTROL ANALYSIS OF SOME INTERNAL
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
NASA-DR-66661 N65-33251
DYNAMIC MODEL
DYNAMIC MODEL TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATION
NASA-TN-D-Z645 N65-19903
RESTRICTIONS ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS NECESSARY
TO USE DYNAMIC MODELING TO DESCRIBE BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS
JPRS-31663 N65-3171Z
DYNAMIC PROPERTY
_YNANIC PROPERTIES AND MODELING OF SENSITIVE
ELEMENTS FOLLONING STIMULATION IN VARIOUS
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS NbS-23364
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL -
DYNAMIC RESPONSE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
BONE AND MUSCLE TISSUE UNDER VARYING VELOCITY
IMPACT
NASA-CR-624_O N65--22653
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNANIC RESPONSE -
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORY, TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, HORMONE DYNAMICS,
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION
NASA-CR-219 N65-23813
DYNAMICS
SA BIODYNAMIC5
SA KINEMATICS
SA KINETICS
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHIC EFFORTS OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN ADAPTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
NbS-lTb45
BIAXiAL NIXED--OYNAHICS TRACKING TASK - MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-62251 N65-ZLTb6
DYNANOMETER
VARIATIONS IN STRENGTH OF MUSCLES DURING MOVEMENT
USING DYNAMOMETER MEASURING DEVICE
NASA-TT-F-9339 NbS-ZT676
E
EAR
SA ARTIFICIAL EAR
SA AUDITORY PERCEPTION
SA AUDITORY SENSATION AREA
SA RIDDLE EAR
SA VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
BAROSCOPIC TRAUMA OF EAR NITH REFERENCE TO
MECHANISN, CLINICAL SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT
A65-21261
SENSORY HAIR STRUCTURE LOCATED IN GRAVITY
RECEPTORS IN UTRICLE ANO SACCULE OF SQUIRREL
MONKEY AND GUINEA PIG A65-25239
CELLULAR PATTERN OF NEUROEPITHELIUM IN ORGAN OF
CORT| EMPHASIZING SENSORY CELLS, NEURAL STRUCTURE
AND FLUID SPACES A65-25666
FUNCTIONAL ANATOHY AND MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF
VESTIBULAR AND LATERAL LINE ORGANS OF EOUILIBRIUfl,
NOTING HAIR CELL A65-25667
EAR-BRAIN ANALOG EMPLOYED FOR REAL-TIME VOICE
CONNUNICATION IN MANNED DEEP SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80528
PHYSICS OF EAR AND HEARING A65-81164
MECHANISM OF BLAST INJURY TO EAR
A65-81201
SDUNO DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENT IN VICINITY OF HUMAN
EAR FOR POSITIONING MICROPHONE A65--81369
RELATIONSHIP OF EXTERNAL AUDITORY CANAL, NIODLE
EAR, AND INNER EAR TO BONE CONDUCTION IN CATS
A65-82129
A-lIT
EARPROTECTOR SUBJECT INDEX
RESPIRATORY VARIATION, COCHLEAR MICROPHONIC, AND
ENDOLYMPHATIC DC POTENTIAL OF GUINEA PIG DURING
ANOXIA, OBSTRUCTION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO STRIA
VASCULARIS, AND SOUND STIMULATION
A65-82269
EFFECT OF EAR DISPLACEMENT ON AUDITORY PERCEPTION
OF LOCATION
AFDSR-64-O93B N65-1115T
MECHANISM AND PROBLEMS OF BINAURAL INTERACTION -
ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY
TRACOR-64-199-U N65-15031
LATERALIZATION OF SOUNDS AT UNSTIMULATED EAR
OPPOSITE TO NOISE-ADAPTED EAR
TR-24 N65-19521
ANATOMICAL STUDY OF HORIZONTAL SERIAL SECTIONS OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY INNER EAR
NASA-CR-57931 N65-2133B
DICHROMATIC EARPIECE OENSITDMETRY FOR DETERMINING
CARDIAC OUTPUT - PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEX
AMRL-TR-64-134 N65-21398
AUDITORY PERCEPTION - ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS
WITHIN INNER EAR
AFOSR-65-O040 N65-28205
EAR PROTECTOR
AUDITORY THRESHOLD IN RECRUITS BEFORE AND AFTER
FIRING WEAPONS AS RELATED TO USE OF EAR PROTECTORS
A65-80172
HEARING-LOSS TREND CURVES AND DAMAGE-RISK
CRITERION IN DIESEL-ENGINE ROOM PERSONNEL
A65-80882
EAR PROTECTORS - USEFULNESS AND LIMITATIONS
WITH VARIOUS NOISES A65-81109
TESTING AND EVALUATING HEARING PROTECTORS
A65-81130
PERSONAL EAR PROTECTION IN NOISE EXPOSURE
A65-81345
HEARING PROTECTION METHODS IN NETHERLANDS AIR
FORCE A65-82054
RESONANCE FREQUENCIES OF THE HUMAN SKULL -
AUDIOMETRIC EFFECTS AND PROTECTION
A65-B2143
NOISE ATTENUATING HELMET FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING
LAUNCHING
AD-4609gO N65-34383
EARDRUM
PULMONARY ATELECTASIS IN JET PILOT CAUSED BY HIGH
G-FORCES, ANTI-G-SUIT, AND BREATHING OF PURE
OXYGEN A65-80034
EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROBLEMS AT ISOLATED EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM STATIONS AND REMOTE INSTALLATIONS
AD-61563[ N65-33388
EARTH
SA GROUND
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BODIES INCLUDING EVIDENCE FOR AND AGAINST
BIOGENESIS AND ABIOGENESIS A65-80097
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY OF ABSORBED RADIATION
FROM NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL GEORADIATION BELTS
REGISTERED BY SOVIET SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS DURING
FLIGHTS IN 1960 TO lg63 A65-80856
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND OTHER CELESTIAL
BODIES AND STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY MAN DURING
SPACE TRAVEL A65-80949
LIFE FORMS ON OTHER PLANETS PROBABLY SIMILAR TO
THOSE ON EARTH AB5-BI219
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE STUDIES AS RELATED TO
A-liB
EVOLuIION OF LIFE, METEORITES, LIFE-DETECTION
DEVICES, MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, AND MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-81851
JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGNING LIFE DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES BASED ON
KNOWLEDGE OF LIFE ON EARTH AND ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL A65-B2217
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY EXAMINATION OF ORGUEIL
METEORITE **ORGANIZED ELEMENTS** WITH
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS RESEMBLING CELLS OR
ORGANISMS OF EARTH ORIGIN A65-82366
_IBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS ON EXISTENCE AND
DETECTION OF LIFE OUTSIDE EARTH BIOSPHERE,
ORIGIN OF LIFE, METEORITIC LIFE STUDIES, AND
CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS - EXOBIOLOGY
STL-9990-673T-KU-OOO N65-19834
EARTH ATMOSPHERE
SA LOWER ATMOSPHERE
SA TROPOSPHERE
EVOLUTION OF THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE EARTH AND
PLANETS A65-80370
THERMAL SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS FROM
HYPOTHETICALLY PRIMITIVE TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE
A65-80475
CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF TERRESTRIAL AND CYTHEREAN
ATMOSPHERES A65-80890
EFFECT OF EVOLUTION OF EARTH ATMOSPHERE ON
PRESENCE OF BIOSPHERE ON EARTH A65-81451
EARTH CORE
EVOLUTION OF LIFE IN RELATION TO DEVELOPMENT OF
EARTH CORE A65-81234
EARTH-MOON TRAJECTORY
eIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION IN
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH - MOON TRAJECTORY
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE
A65-25098
EARTH ORBIT
INSTRUMENTAL METHODS OF INVESTIGATION AND
OBSERVATIONS OF SPACECREW DURING EARTH ORBIT
JPRS-29521 N65-20834
EARTH SURFACE
INTERSTELLAR MATTER DEPOSITED ON EARTH SURFACE
AS RELATED TO PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE
A65-81967
TRANSPORT OF POLLEN, SPORES, AND OTHER MICROSCOPIC
PARTICULATES OF PLANT ORIGIN IN ATMOSPHERE NEAR
EARTH SURFACE N65-23992
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SA CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
BIOECOLOGICAL AND BIOMEDICAL MONITORING FOR DESIGN
OF HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUTS IN
SPACE A65-26746
EXTRACELLULAR PRODUCTS OF HYDROGENOMONAS
EUTROPHA, USING PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY AND
RADIOAUTOGRAPHY WITH CARBON 14 A65-31725
LIMITING FACTORS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC YIELD IN ALGAE
GROWN UNDER NATURAL ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
A65-B0377
PROBLEMS IN SPACE ECOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9545 N65-33958
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING WEIGHT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS N65-34620
ECOLOGY
ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS CONCERNED WITH BEHAVIOR
AND REACTIONS OF LIVE ORGANISMS EXPOSED TD SPACE
CONDITIONS A65-29945
ALGAE AND MAN - ECOLOGICAL, MEDICALt BIOLOGICAL,
AND INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS A65-80374
SUBJECT INDEX ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
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SKIN-CONDUCTANCE, ALPHA-ACTIVITY, AND VIGILANCE
A65-81582
CONSISTENCY AND TEST - RETEST RELIABILITY OF
SPONTANEOUS AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
IELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE/ AND EYE MOVEMENT
A6S-8165B
HUMAN ECCRINE SWEAT GLAND ACTIVITY AND PALMAR
ELECTRICAL SKIN RESISTANCE A65-81911
ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE IN NORMAL MEN AND THOSE
WITH CIRCULATORY DISTURBANCES INFLUENCED BY
BEDREST AND EXERCISE A65-B2214
HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE CHANGES WITH TEMPORARY CONNECTION
BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN
RINESTHETIC AND PHOTIC STIMULATION PAIRING
FTD-TT-65-434/182 N65-30015
CARDIOVASCULAR AND PSYCHOGALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE MONITORING DEVICES - ELECTRONIC
MICROINSTRDNENTATION IN DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-64-go N65-30496
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IEEGI
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF BRAIN WAVE GENERATORS AS
MULTIPLE STATISTICAL TIME SERIES
A65-21484
CHANGE IN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND SKIN GALVANIC
RESPONSE IN COURSE OF TEMPORARY CONNECTION
FORMATION BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYSERS IN
MAN DURING PHOTIC AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE STIMULATION
A65-80103
MUSCLE TONUS IN HUMAN DURING SLEEP AND DREAMING
RELATED TO EYE MOVEMENT RECORDED ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM A65-BO15T
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM CHANGES IN CHEMICAL
FACTORY WORKERS FOLLOWING CARBON DISULFIDE
POISONING AS RELATED TO TIME SINCE
LAST EXPOSURE AND AGE A65-B0229
PRIMARY CORTICAL RESPONSE OF SOMATOSENSORY
AREA IN RATS DURING PROLONGED HYPOXIA
A6S-BO232
ACTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR-- VISUALLY EVOKED CORTICAL
POTENTIALS IN MAN AS INDICATORS OF ACTIVATION
LEVEL A65-80260
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN MICE IN
WAKE-SlEEP CYCLE A65-80329
BODY TEMPERATURE CHANGES AND EFFECT ON
THETA RHYTHM IN RAT HIPPOCAMPUS
A65-80330
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND METABOLIC RESPONSE TO
HYPERVENTILATION IN NORMAL AND ANXIOUS HUMANS
A65-BO4OT
HYPERCAPNIC EFFECT ON NORMAL AND STIMULATED
POTENTIALS OF INTACT AND ISOLATED CEREBRAL CORTEX
IN RABBITS A65-B0441
A-123
POSSIBLE INJURY FROM UHF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CORTEX IN RABBITS
A65-80442
HYPOXIC EFFECT ON HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE A65-B0550
AUDITORY EVOKED RESPONSES AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STAGES OF SLEEP
AAS-BO63B
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSES IN HUMAN CEREBRAL CORTEX
A65-B0641
ACTION OF CEREBELLUM ON POTENTIALS EVOKED IN
VISUAL CENTERS OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN CATS
A65-80652
ELECTROGRAPHIC STUDY OF VOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS IN MAN
A65-8069T
CORRELATION OF SPECIFIC AND NONSPECIFIC RESPONSES
TO LIGHT REVEALED IN HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-80698
CHARACTERISTICS OF EVOKED POTENTIALS DURING
EXTINCTION OF ORIENTING RESPONSE IN DOGS
A65-80TOO
INTERACTION BETWEEN EVOKED POTENTIAL AND
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC FIELD OF RABBIT CEREBRAL
CORTEX A65-80T02
INHIBITION IN SYSTEMS OF VISUAL CORTEX NEURONS BY
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI IN RABBITS
A65-BOT03
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL POTENTIALS EVOKED BY COMBINED
STIMULI OF TWO MOOALITIES A65-BOTll
EFFECT OF ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ON ELECTRIC POTENTIALS OF ISOLATED AREA OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX IN RABBIT A65-8OTI3
HYPERCAPNIC EFFECT ON HEART BLOOD SUPPLY UNDER
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS IN DOGS
A65-80716
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC RESPONSE DURING
STIMULATION WITH FLICKERING LIGHT IN HUMANS
A65-BO772
INFLUENCE OF VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CAT AND MAN
A65-BOT76
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION AND SUPPRESSION ON FLICKER
ELECTRORETINOGRAM AS RELATED TO FLICKERING
RESPONSE OF OCCIPITAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-BOT81
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN PERSONS
ISOLATED FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME
A65-80858
SELECTIVE ATTENTIVENESS AND CORTICAL EVOKED
RESPONSES IN MAN TO VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI
A65-80870
ELEDTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA FROM EXPERIMENTS WITH
CATS IN THE VERONIQUE ROCKET IN OCTOBER 1963
A65-BO875
BEHAVIORAL ACTIVATION IN RABBIT AFTER INJECTION OF
DIALYSATE OBTAINED DURING STIMULATION OF NIDBRAIN
RETICULAR SYSTEM A65-80877
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM CHANGES AND AUDITORY AND
VISUAL REACTION TIMES AFTER LIVING IN DESERT
A65-B0965
DESIGN AND IMPLANTATION OF SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN WILD BIRDS
A65-81051
ELECTRQENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES DURING
HYPERVENTILATION IN MAN A65-81080
PARADOXICAL SLEEP AND RELATION TO DEPRIVATION IN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM /EEG /CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
CAT A65-81157
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES DURING INDUCED
HYPERVENTILATION IN PILOTS A65-81165
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF TELEMETERING METHOD OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA A65-81193
RESPIRATION, ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE_ BLOOD
PRESSUREt ELECTROCARDIOGRAMy AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS
A65-81283
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND OPTOKINETIC STIMULATION
ON POTENTIAL FREQUENCY OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-81353
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT AGES IN RESPONSE TO
RHYTHMICAL LIGHT FLASHES Ab5-81354
ELECTRDENCEPHALOGRAPHIC ACTIVITY OF FRONTAL
CORTEX_ DORSAL HIPPOCAMPUS, AND MESENCEPHALIC
RETICULAR FORMATION OF RAT DURING PARADOXICAL AND
SLOW WAVE SLEEP A65-BI381
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC RESPONSES TO ANOXIA IN CARP
/CYPRINUS CARPIO L./ SIMILAR TO THOSE IN MAMMAL
A65-81384
DETERMINATION OF MOBILITY OF NERVOUS PROCESSES BY
PHOTIC STIMULATION BY STUDY OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A65-81454
DEPENDENCE OF PERCEPTION OF PHOTIC SIGNALS ON
INTERVALS BETWEEN THEM AND AFTER EFFECT ON
ELECTROMYOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
ADS-B1455
STUDIES ON VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE - U_E OF 0.06
DEGREE RED TARGET FOR EVALUATION OF FOVEAL
FUNCTION A65-81532
STEADY POTENTIAL SHIFTS IN CAT DURING AROUSAL AND
DEEP SLEEP A65-BI534
SKIN-CONDUCTANCE, ALPHA-ACTIVITY, AND VIGILANCE
A65-81582
EFFECT OF VISUAL STIMULI ON DREAM CONTENT DURING
SLEEP A65-81653
DIFFERENTIAL CORTICAL HABITUATION WITH STIMULATION
OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL RETINA
A65-BI656
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND PULSE RATE OF RABBIT AS
AFFECTED BY OXYGEN BREATHING FOLLOWING HYPOXIA
A65-B1666
EFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON PARADOXICAL PHASE
OF SLEEP IN CATS A65-81710
EFFECTS OF AUDITORY AND OPTICAL STIMULI
DISCONTINUANCE ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN CATS.
ACS-BIT13
EVALUATION OF PILOT PERFORMANCE BY INFLIGHT
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM STUDY OF STRESS TOLERANCE
A65-81777
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN AVIATION MEDICINE -
RECOGNITION OF EPILEPTIC WAVE PATTERNS
A65-BI784
UTILIZING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN AEROSPACE
MEDICINE A65-81788
CORTICAL ACTIVITY OF RAT DURING VARIOUS STAGES
OF ROCKET FLIGHT A65-BI84B
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC RESPONSES AND NYSTAGMUS
AFTER ROTATORY STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A65-81850
PRESENESCENT ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES
IN NORMAL SUBJECTS A65-81860
EFFECT OF OXYGEN INTOXICATION ON VARIOUS AREAS OF
DRAIN IN CATS AbS-81BT5
CETERMINATION OF CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
BY ELECTRORETINOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
RESPONSE TO WHITE LIGHT FLASHES IN RABBITS
A65-81944
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF H-RESPONSE IN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL
EXPOSED TO PHOTIC STIMULATION AS RELATED TO
MIGRAINE A65-81974
MENTAL ACTIVITY IN HYPNAGOGIC PERIOD AT SLEEP
ONSET RELATED TO ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY PATTERN
A65-82003
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE USING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS
OF EPILEPTICS FOLLOWING SLEEP DEPRIVATIONt
HYPERVENTILATIONt AND PHOTIC STIMULATION
A65-82032
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF HUMAN SUBJECTS AS AFFECTED
BY ACUTE INCREASE IN INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
A65-82042
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF HUMAN SUBJECTS UNDER
RESTING CONDITIONS AND DURING REPETITIVE PHOTIC
STIMULATION A65-82063
SLOW CORTICAL RESPONSE EVOKED BY ACOUSTIC STIMULI
Ab5-B2134
CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN HUMAN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DURING DEVELOPMENT OF
RHYTHMIC MOTOR STEREOTYPY A65-82206
POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN VARIOUS CORTICAL STRUCTURES
DURING FORMATION OF FOOD CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
ACOUSTIC AND PHOTIC STIMULI IN DOGS
A65-82226
EXPECTANCY WAVE IN BRAIN MECHANISMS AND PERCEPTION
A65-B2255
EFFECT OF SENSORY STIMULI ON SINGLE UNIT ACTIVITY
IN POSTERIOR HYPOTHALAMUS IN CATS
A65-B2275
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF VISUAL CORTEX DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS IN CATS Ab5-B2276
RELATIONSHIP OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM BACKGROUND
RHYTHMS TO PHOTIC EVOKED RESPONSES IN MAN
A65-82277
RESOLUTION AND STABILITY IN SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN MAN A65-82278
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAMINE,
CHLORPROMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
CERIVATIVE A65-82300
STATISTICAL MODEL OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
JPRS-27324 N65-10036
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA PROCESSING AND DATA
ACQUISITION
JPRS-27337 N65-10037
CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
/EEG/ OF MANy AND CHANGES IN EEG AND CUTANEOUS
GALVANIC REACTION DURING FORMATION OF
CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-2TCT7 N65-II516
DIAGNOSIS OF CHANGES IN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TO
ESTABLISH HUMAN RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA FOR
LONG PERIOD OF TIME N65-13731
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDINGS FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
FTD-TT-65-38B/L&2 N65-26142
CONCEPTS OF CEREBRAL ORGANIZATION ARISING FROM
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
A-124
SUBJECTINDEX ELECTROLYTE
RELATEDTOPROBLEMSOF EEG WAVE PROCESS ORIGIN
N65-28756
DATA PROCESSING OF MEG AND MULTIPLE PERIPHERAL
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS WITH SPECIAL
PURPOSE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION UNIT
N65-28T59
STATISTICAL LIMITS ON COMPUTER-DEFINED MEG
PATTERNS RELATED TO BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
NbS-ZBT66
NULTICHANNEL TOPOSCOPE AS COMPUTER INTERFACE
IN STUDY OF EEG NOS-28Tb5
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF
NEURDPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA USING EEG FROM
NORMATIVE LIBRARY N65-28Tb6
DATA ACQUISITION AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM FOR NORMATIVE ELECTRDENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE TAPE LIBRARY NbS-Z876B
PERFORMANCE TASKS PRODUCING FATIGUE IN MAN AND
OTHER PRIMATES AND USE OF EEG AS FATIGUE
INDICATOR DETERMINED FROM PARTIAL SPACE CABIN
SIMULATION NbS-28TT3
RELATIONSHIP OF DIFFERENT STAGES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMSt AND
ELECTROMYOGRAHS STUDIEO BY EVOKED MYOGRAPHY
ELICITED BY NERVE STIMULATION IN MONKEYS
N65-2BTT6
INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AI_D DATA ACQUISITION
DETAILS OF NORMATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE LIBRARY NbS-28TT6
COHPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS OF BRAIN ELECTRICAL
ACTIVITY INCLUDING BACKGROUND EEG AND REACTION
TINEt PERIOD ANALYSIS_ EVOKED POTENTIALS, AND
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGED POTENTIALS
N65-28TTT
ELECTRDENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS OF HONKEYS
UNDER INFLUENCE OF VIBRATIONS AND CENTRIFUGING
NASA-CR-65018 NbS-32718
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY FOR DETERMINING COMPETENCY
OF MAN DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TM-X-STOOO N65-36628
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS TOOL FOR DETERMINING NHICH
CURRENT PRODUCES EFFECTIVE ANESTHESIA
Ab5-1073T
PSYCHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FLYING PERSONNEL
STUDIED BY PSYCHOPHYSIDLOGICAL AND ELECTRO-
ENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TESTS AbS-108TO
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALYZE
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF BRAIN NAVE ACTIVITY,
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS FILTERS
A65-Z6193
PORTABLE BIONEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT IDENTIFY CHANGES IN AROUSAL
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER FLIGHT STRESSES
INCLUDING SKIN RESPONSE, MEG AND BLOOD PRESSURE
A65-24201
ELECTROCORTICAL ACTIVITY IN RATS AND CATS DURING
PERIODS OF MEIGHTLESSNESS IN AIRCRAFT AND ROCKETS
A65-26338
CORTICAL AND SUBCORTICAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
STUDIES IN CHIMPANZEE IN DIFFERING SLEEP STAGES
A65-27066
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY IN DIAGNOSIS OF EPILEPSY IN
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-80121
EFFECT OF VARIABLE RATES OF DECOMPRESSION FRON
8,000 TO 45,000 FEET A65-81OT2
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
OF COMBAT PILOT UNIT A65-81811
CORRELATION OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC FINDINGS
AND PERSONALITY IN PERSONNEL SELECTION
A65-81812
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS CORRELATING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY MITH PERSONALITY FOR
SELECTING PERSONNEL A65-81813
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF PERFORMANCE
OF PERSONNEL DURING LONG FLIGHTS
N65-13756
NEUROLOGY - SPINAL CORD REFLEX ACTIVITY_ RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA_ AND RADIATION
EFFECTS ON HUMAN MEG
FTD-TT-66-Z6TIl£2 N65-I66TO
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH - INSTRUMENT FOR RECORDING
ELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN NbS-15723
ELECFROENCEPHALOGRAPHY NbS-1ST2_
ELECTROENCEPHALOSCOPE - INTRUMENT FOR OBSERVING
ELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN ON CATHODE RAY TUBE
NbS--15725
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DURING ELECTROANESTHESIA
N65-1661T
ORIGIN OF CEREBRAL CORTEX RHYTHMICITY AND ANALYSIS
OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM N65-16728
EFFECT OF HABITUATIONt ATTENTIONm AND CONDITIONING
ON EVOKED SENSORY RESPONSES AND EEG ACTIVITY
IN MAN
AFOSR-66-18_l NbS-I6TSZ
DATA RECORDINGS TO ORGANIZE NORMATIVE
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC REFERENCE LIBRARY
NbS-2BTT5
INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AND DATA ACQUISITION
DETAILS OF NORNATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE LIBRARY NbS-28TT6
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH SIGNAL CONDITIONERS
NASA-CR-65099 N65-31185
ELECTRDENCEPHALDGRAPHY ELECTRODES FOR IN-FLIGHT
MONITORING
SAN-TR-65-18 N65-36266
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY FOR DETERMINING COMPETENCY
OF NAN DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TN-X-STO00 N05-36628
SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPLANTING CHRONIC
CORTICAL LEADS IN CHIMPANZEE FOR
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC MEASURENENTS- AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N65-36TT1
ELECTROKINETICS
EXCITATION STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
REFLECTED IN MACROSTRUCTURE OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD
SERUM PROTEINS - ELECTROKINETICS
N65-25615
ELECTROLYSIS
ELECTROLYZED DAILY OUTPUT /HUMAN FECES AND URINE
TREATED ELECTROCHEMICALLY/ USED AS GRONTH MEDIUM
FOR CHLORELLA 71105 A65-Z2TTO
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE
MATER FROM URINE, MASH MATER AND HUMIDITY
CONOENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS
ASNE PAPER 65-AV-16 A65-23226
ZERO GRAVITY ELECTROLYSIS CELL FOR CONTROL OF
SPACE VEHICLE CABIN ATMOSPHERES
N65-18381
PHYSIOCHEMICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES
A0-461006 NbS-Z6318
ELECTROLYTE
SA CATION
BLOOD POTASSIUN_ PHOSPtiORUSe LACTIC ACID LEVELSt
A-125
ELECTROLYTEMETABOLISM SUBJECTINDEX
AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC EFFECTS OF HYPOCAPNIA IN
DOG DURING EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATION
A65-80578
PHYSIOLOGICAL FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION
FOR SELECTED BODY COMPARTMENTS OF YOUNG HUMAN
MALE - MATHEMATICAL MODEL
RM-4347-PR Nb5-2303T
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND METABOLIC RESPCNSE TO
HYPERVENTILATIDN IN NORMAL AND ANXIOUS HUMANS
A65-B0407
PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS CAUSED BY HEAT
ACS-B0636
INFANT AND ADULT WATER CONSUMPTION AND ELECTROLYTE
METABOLISM IN HOT DRY REGION AS AFFECTED BY
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY A65-80952
DYNAMIC CHANGES IN SWEAT ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION
INDUCED BY HEAT STRESS AS [NDICAIICN OF
ACCLIMATIZATION AND ALDOSTERONE ACTIVITY
A65-80958
SDOIUM AND POTASSIUM LOSSES THROUGH SWEATING
DURING WORK IN SAHARA BY ACCLIMATIZED EUROPEANS
AND NATIVES AbS-8095g
HORMONE AND ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM AS AFFECTED BY
HOT, DRY, DESERT ENVIRONMENT A65-80961
WATER-SALT METABOLISM OF DOGS IN HOT CLIMATE IN
RELATION TO FEEDING Ab5-80976
OXYGEN TENSION EFFECT ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, NA22
EFFLUX, AND CONTRACTILITY OF MUSCLES OF FROG
A65-81022
WATER IMMERSION EFFECT ON HUMANS - PLASMA VOLUME
AND ELECTROLYTE CHANGES A65-81066
RED CELL AND PLASMA SODIUM AND POTASSIUM CHANGES
IN SAN DIEGO POCKET MOUSE, PEROGNATHUS FALLAX,
DURING HIBERNATION A65-81681
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING I2-HOUR
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT FLIGHT A65-B1729
FLUCTUATION OF URINE ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION AND ITS
RELATION TO RADIATION SICKNESS AND MORTALITY OF
MULTIPLE IRRADIATED MICE A6S-8174B
"BLOOD PHOSPHORUS, POTASSIUM, AND SODIUM DURING
HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS A65-8ITgS
HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA EFFECTS ON ELECTROLYTE
CONCENTRATION IN GASTRIC JUICE AND BLOOD SERUM IN
DOG A65-81797
STUDY DE BLOOD IONOGRAM DURING HYPOXIA AND
HYPOTHERMIA IN DOG A65-81799
EFFECT OF R_y$1CAt EXERCISE ON URINARY EXCRETION
OF ELECTROLYTES IN HUMANS A65-81941
ELECTROLYTE BALANCE STUDIES ON RATS MAINTAINED IN
METABOLISM CAGES - BODY FLUID VOLUME AND
ELECTROLYTE DERANGEMENTS BY FASTING IN COLD
NASA-CR-CZ2gB N65-22131
ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
BIOLOGICAL CHANGES DUE TO MICROWAVE ABSORPTION,
EXAMINING ENERGY LOSSES DUE TO ICN CONDUCTIVITY
AND DIELECIRIC LOSSES DUE TO POLARIZATION
RELAXATION IN WATER MOLECULES A65-29938
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
EXCITATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISM IN SPLEEN AND
LIVER OF MICE SUBJECTED TO HE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD A65-26302
POSSIBLE INJURY FROM UHF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CORTEX IN RABBITS
A65-804_2
EFFECT OF ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC /
FIELD ON ELECTRIC POTENTIALS OF ISOLATED AREA OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX IN RABBIT A65-80713
SENSITIVITY OF RABBIT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
CGNTINUOUS ULTRAHIGH-FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD A65-B0801
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
FTO-TT-64-898/I&2 N65-22067
THERMAL EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON ANIMALS AND PROBLEMS
CF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY FIELD DOSIMETRY
N65-28705
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON REPRODUCTION,
COMPOSITION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD, REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28706
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ON ACTIVITY OF POLYNUCLEOTIDE AND
METABOLISM OF NUCLEIC ACID - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28700
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN ANIMALS AND IN SOME
FLUIDS
AID-T-65-56 N65-35916
ELECTROMAGNETIC INSTRUMENT
STROKE VOLUME IN CONSCIOUS DOG AS AFFECTED BY
RESPIRATION, POSTURE, AND VASCULAR OCCLUSION
MEASURED WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
A65-BI899
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LIVING
CRGANISMS
FTD-TT-62-1923/I&2 N65-18283
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
SA ALPHA RADIATION
SA BETA RADIATION
PAPERS ON BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND AND UHF
ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS A65-20933
BEHAVIORAL BIOPHYSICS - ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
AND RELATION TO BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS
A65-81206
CLINICAL SYNDROMES IN HUMANS UNDER EFFECTS OF
DIFFERENT RADIO-FREQUENCY BANDS
A65-81371
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AND LIFE PROCESSES
A65-BI394
COMBINEDEFFECT OF HOT CLIMATE AND ULTRA HIGH
FRECUENCY RADIATION ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
WORKING PERSONNEL ENGAGED ON ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
PROJECTS A65-82[84
EFFECT OF ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY RADIATION IN FORMED
ELEMENTS OF BLOOD IN MEN A65-B2185
SENgORY, MOTOR, CORTICAL, SUBCORTICAL AND
MORPHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENERGY
REPT.-64-OI N65-12840
PROSPECTIVE USES OF CONVERTING INVISIBLE AREAS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM TO VISIBLE SPECTRUM
RANGE
JPRS-29212 N65-20096
EFFECT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONS ON LIVING
ORGANISMS
JPRS-31501 N65-31004
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
RADAR WAVES AS OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH HAZARD FOR
RADAR PERSONNEL A65-80058
MECHANISM OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND
AND SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
_SCILLATIONS - ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS OF
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGY
A-126
SUBJECT INDEX ELECTRDNARCOSIS
JPRS-3OB60 N65-28TO0
EFFECTS OF RADAR BEAN ON MIGRATORY BIRDS - EFFECT
OF ULTRASHORT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES ON
BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS
NRC-TT-II6L N65--28815
ELECTRONECHANICAL DEVICE
ELECTROHECHANICAL CIRCUIT INPUT UNIT FOR IBM 026
PRINTING CARD PUNCH APPARATUS
I55-66/39 N65-19607
ELECTROMYOGRAN
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF
RESPIRATORY MUSCLES AND BRAIN CENTER CONTROLLING
INSPIRATION AND EXPIRATION A65-BOO12
ELECTROMYOGRAM OF LIMB AS INDICATOR OF RESPONSE TO
AUDITORY STIMULI A65-80196
RESPIRATORY MECHANICS AND DIAPHRAGM
ELECTROMYOGRAMS OF ANESTHETIZED DOG IN STUDY OF
RESPONSES TO THREE LEVELS OF AIRFLOW RESISTANCE
TO INSPIRATION A65-BO315
LOCUS OF AUDITORY REACTION TIME CHANGE WITH SETv
MOTIVATION, AND AGE MEASURED BY ELECTROMYOGRAN
A6S-B0631
STUDY OF TREMOR IN HUMAN POSTURE MECHANISM
A65-BOT69
CALCULATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TREMOR BASED ON WORK
OF MOTOR UNITS IN NAN A65-BOT50
QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP OF MOTOR UNITS WORK IN
SUSTAINED POSTURE IN HUMANS A65-80753
RELATIONSHIP OF DISCHARGE TIME IN MOTOR NEURONS OF
MUSCLES ANTAGONISTS IN HUMANS BY ANALYSIS OF EMG
A65-B0760
PROGRESS IN TELEMETERING MUSCLE POTENTIALS AND
RESPIRATORY DATA A65-81056
DEPENDENCE OF PERCEPTION OF PHOTIC SIGNALS ON
INTERVALS BETWEEN THEM AND AFTER EFFECT ON
ELECTROMYOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-81455
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN CATS SIMILAR TO
OCULAR MUSCLE MOVEMENT DURING RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
IN SLEEP A6S-81683
ACTIVITY IN PASSIVE ARM INFLUENCING MOTOR OVERFLOW
FROM ACTIVE ARM A65-81575
EFFECT OF PROPRIOCEPTIVE STIMULATION ON HUMAN
MUSCLE ACTION BASED ON ELECTRDMYDGRAPHIC STUDIES
A65-81878
ADVANTAGE OF ONE-LEAD ELECTROMYOGRAN AS
DEMONSTRATED IN MAN AND FROG A65-8IB80
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ELECTRODE DESIGNED FOR
IDENTIFICATION OF RECORDING SITES
A65-81922
ELECTROMYOGRAPH FOR RECORDING OF ELECTRICAL
MUSCLE DISCHARGE N65-IST20
ELECTRDMYOGRAPHY - METHOD FOR STUDYING NORMAL AND
PATHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONAL STATES OF
NEUROPHYSIOLDGY N65-16729
BIOTECHNDLOGICAL PROJECTS IN UPPER EXTREMITY
PRDSTHETICS, SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL_ HUMAN
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING SYSTEMSI AND
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES
REPT.-6S-I_ N65-2_00_
RELATIONSHIP OF DIFFERENT STAGES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS, AND
ELECTROMYOGRAMS STUDIED BY EVOKED MYOGRAPHY
ELICITED BY NERVE STIMULATION IN MONKEYS
N65-28774
ELECTRON
SA HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON
BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVED IN
SEQUENTIAL TRANSPORT OF ELECTRONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32659
ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
INTEGRATED RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN SPACE
MOCECULAR BIOLOGY - ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
LABORATORY COMPLETION AND CORRELATED RESEARCH
WITH ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
NASA-CR-62879 N65-26676
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
INTEGRATED RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN SPACE
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
LABORATORY COMPLETION AND CORRELATED RESEARCH
WITH ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
NASA-CR-62879 N65-2_6T_
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDY OF PIGEON UTRICLE
N65-35152
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR
CORRELATIVE STUDIES OF BIOLOGICA4. ULTRASTRUCTURE
A65-18695
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
HONKEYS IN DIFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HIGH LEVELS OF GRAVITDINERTIAL FORCE
A65-81291
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF THERMAL PROTEINOID
MICROSPHERES - BIOLOGICAL CELL MODEL
NASA-CR-526T_ N65-16983
LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR STUDYING
GLYCOGEN IN NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TM-X-51761 N65-Z2189
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON OPTICS IN
EXOBIOLOGY
NILSA-CR-62956 N65-2_993
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO IDNIZING RADIATION
NASA-TM-X-51592 N65-35317
METHODS TO AID IN MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS BY
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY - ARTIFICIAL CLATHRATES,
DECOMPOSITION, EPITAXYt AND SULFUR SENSITIZATION
CA-3389-HS N65-36223
ELECTRON SPECTRUM
EFFECT OF IONIZED RADIATIDN ON ROTARY RESONANCE
WAVE SPECTRA DF ELECTRONS - RADIATIVE PROTECTIVE
MECHANISM OF CYSTEINE N65-32652
ELECTRON TRANSFER
CHLOROPLAST LIPIDS, PHOTO INHIBITION,
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT_ OXYGEN
EXCHANGE IN CHLOROPLAST REACTIONS, AND ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATE IN RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS
NASA-CR-53601 N65-I7070
MODEL OF PHOTOSYNTHESIZING SYSTEMS BASED ON
ELECTRON TRANSFER CONCEPT N65-20395
ELECTRON TRANSFER DURING PHDTDSYNTHESIS_ SPECTRUM
CF GREEN BACTERIAv ION CONCENTRATION RELATING TO
SNAIL MEMBRANES, ELECTRICAL MODEL DF NERVE
FIBER, AND PARAMECIUM MOVEMENT
JPRS-31282 N65-3265B
ELECTRONARCOSIS
ELECTRDNARCOSIS N65-15721
NEUROMORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES AND PERIPHERAL BLOOD
EFFECTS IN DOGS AND ANIMALS DURING
ELECTRCNARCOSIS
JPRS-3101B N65-28B08
THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF WEAK, LOW FREQUENCY
IMPULSE CURRENT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-31837 N65-32380
iNTERFERENCE CURRENTS FOR ELECTRONARCOSIS IN
SURGICAL OPERATIONS
NASA-TT-F-9566 N65-32756
A-127
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SUBJECT INDEX
ELECTROTHERAPY OF INSOMNIA - ELECTRICAL SLEEPING
MACHINE
NASA-TT-F-gT43 N65-36895
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
SA NINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
FLICKER PROBLEMS AS RELATED TO PHYSICSt
ELECTRONICSt CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGYt
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY_ VISUAL SYSTEMt AND PSYCHOLOGY
A65-BOTBT
GUIDED MISSILE FUNDAMENTALS - TECHNICAL TRAINING
MANUAL FOR ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL
AFM-52-31 N65-12490
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR ELECTRICAL STUDY OF HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-28225 N65-14261
BIDELECTRIC APPARATUS
JPRS-2TII2 N65-15719
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY - BIOELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
PERFUSION PUMP FOR ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
JPRS-29836 N65-22120
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT MILLIVOLTMETER
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT AMPLIFIER AND
COMPACT SILICON STABILITRON CONVERTERS
JPRS-3055T N65-25541
ELECTRONIC PARTICLE ANALYZER TO DETERMINE RED
BLOOD CELL VOLUME AS AID IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
N65-25660
RADIATION EFFECTS THRESHOLDS OF ELECTRONIC
EQUIPHENT AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS - HETALSt
POLYMERSw CERAMICS_ SEMICONDUCTDRSt AND ELECTRIC
COMPONENTS N65-34587
ELECTROTHERAPY OF INSOMNIA - ELECTRICAL SLEEPING
MACHINE
NASA-TT-F-gT63 N65-36895
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTING
EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL HEADSET IN HIGH
INTENSITY NOISE FIELD
AD-663731 N65-35296
ELECTRONIC MODULE
HYDROLYSIS UNDER SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS
USING HYDROGEN DIFFUSION CATHODE TO REMEDY
CURRENT-BLOCKING EFFECT OF GAS BETWEEN ELECTRODES
RICE PREPRINT 47F A65-15394
ELECTRONIC RECORDING INSTRUMENT
DEVICE FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF HUMAN MOTOR
AND SPEECH RESPONSE PARAMETERS
JPRS-29057 N65-19401
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE
STOMACH DISORDERS_ ADRENAL CORTEX CONDITION IN
CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC DISORDERt AND
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS
JPRS-30182 N65-24065
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
DEATH RATES OF MICROORGANISMS DEPOSITED ON
SURFACES OF STAINLESS STEEL AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS BY HANDLING AND AERIAL FALLOUT -
DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-6726T N65-35116
ELECTRONIC SWITCH
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE OF ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCHES
T5-1187/3111 N65-34302
ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCER
SA ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCER
RADIO TRANSDUCERS AND IMPLANT TECHNIQUES FOR
RECORDING BIOELECTRICAL DATA_ FORCE AND
DISPLACEMENT A65-10546
BEOCOURIER-TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR TELEMETRY
SYSTEM FOR HANDLING AND EVALUATING ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTROHAGNETIC DATA FROM REMOTE FIELD
A-128
BIOSENSING TRANSDUCERS
SAM-TR-65-I N65-336TB
ELECTRONICS
SA MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
SA HICROELECTRONICS
SA RADIO ELECTRONICS
PRODUCTION AUTOMATIONt INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICSt AND
CYBERNETICS
FTD-MT-64-188 N65-11099
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS -
IDENTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ORDNANCE RADAR REPAIR COURSE
HUIRRRO-RR-IS N65-IT6IB
FUNDAMENTAL TASKS AND CONCEPTS FOR TRAINING
PERSONNEL IN ELECTRONIC COMMONICATIONS
AMRL-TR-64-85 N65-18966
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY
NYSTAGNUS AND VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN RABBIT
DURING ROTATION A65-80033
MOTION PICTURE RECORDING OF OPTOKINETIC AND
VESTIBULAR NYSTAGHUS A65-80041
PHOTOELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY AND PHOTOELECTRO-
OCULOGRAPHY A65-81049
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CALORIC STIMULI ON CATS -
PROBLEMS OF ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE
A65-B2119
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHIC STUDY OF VESTIBULAR
FUNCTION A65-82321
ELECTROPHORESIS
SA COLLOID
ELECTROPHORESIS - DISPLACEMENT OF PARTICLES IN
COARSE SUSPENSIONS UNDER INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL
ELECTRIC FIELD N65-15722
IRRADIATED FOODS IDENTIFICATION - ELECTROPHORESIS,
OXIDATION-REOUCTIONt POLAROGRAPHYt COLORIMETRYt
FICROSCOPY, MICROBIOLOGY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, AND
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
EUR-Z402.F N65-29855
BLOOD ALBUMIN STUDY BY ELECTROPHORESIS IN CHRONIC
MOUTH DISEASES
FTD-TT-65-530/I&4 N65-33755
CUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF ANTIGEN
CONCENTRATION BY RELATING INMUNOELECTROPHORETIC
PRECIPITIN ARC POSITION TO ANTIGEN AND ANTIBODY
ORIGINS
SAM-TR-64-92 NbS-344[T
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AS TOOL FOR DETERMINING WHICH
CURRENT PRODUCES EFFECTIVE ANESTHESIA
A65-IO73T
LOCALt SEGMENTAL AND SUPRASPINAL INTERACTION WITH
CORSOLATERAL SPINAL CUTANEOUS AFFERENT SYSTEMt
EXAMINING ELECTRIC STIMULATION EFFECTS
A65-16311
MECHANOELECTRICAL AND BIOHECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF
CONTROL OF I-RJHAN UPPER LIMB MUSCLES
A65-20495
RESPONSES OF CELLS IN DORSOLATERAL TRACT OF CAT TO
PERIPHERAL CUTANEOUS UNMYELINATED FIBERS
A65-22352
ELECTRODE AND CANNULAE IMPLANTATION IN HORSESHOE
CRABS TO RECORD OPTIC NERVE, HEART AND ABDOMINAL
GANGLIA ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY Ab5-22674
MUSCULAR BIOCURRENT DISTRIBUTION DEPENDENCE ON
VARIATIONS IN RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OCCASIONED BY
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-30482
NEURAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS
SUBJECT I I_DEX EMBRYO
SYSTEMt RELATIONSHIP TO BINAURAL LOCALIZATION OF
SOUNDS EXPLORED BY ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
ON CATS A65-30589
ACTION POTENTIAL RECORDED, USING REAL-TIME AND ON-
LINE SORTING OF NEUROELECTRIC ACTION POTENTIALS
A65-30843
NODAL DIFFERENTIATIONS OF ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES BY
VARIATION OF PART|/ML OXYGEN PRESSURE OF NEURONS
A65-31019
ACOUSTIC CLICKS PRESENTED THROUGH EARPHONES TO
TWO EARS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS TO STUDY ELECTRICAL
RESPONSE ACTIVITY OF SINGLE NERVE CELLS IN
ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY NUCLEUS
_ A65-32660
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS PERFORMED ONBOARD
VOSKHO0 I NOTING APPARATUS RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH, ELECTROOEULOGRAMv
DYNAMOGRAM AND NOTION COORDINATION IN MRITING OF
ASTRONAUTS A65-36966
CUTANEOUS NERVEv ELECTROPHVS|OLOGICAL ACTIVITY IN
RESPONSE TO TEMPERATURE CHANGES OF CAT SKIN
A65-BO859
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NATURE OF
STANDING IN MAN
JPRS-2TB61 NG5-12874
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ON ACTIVITY OF AUDITORY
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ANESTHETIZED ANIMALS DURING
LEARNING AND DIFFERENT STAGES OF SLEEP AND
ALERTNESS
AFOSR-66-0966 N05-13205
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-286BT NbS-IbTZ6
ELECTROPHYSIDLOGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND
DRUG ACTION ON BRAINt LOCALIZATION OF
CONDITIONED INHIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS, AND
MOOELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-3OOOT Nb5-26230
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF MODEL OF
GLOBAL FUNCTION USING SIMPLE SIMULTANEITY -
BRAIN FUNCTION STUDIES NITH EEG
N65-2BTbT
ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAPHY
NHOLE BODY PLETHYSMOGRAPHY
FPRC/MEMO--ZO4 N65-1289T
ELECTRORET|NOGRAN
ELECTRORETINOGRAM OF UNANESTHETIZED RABBITS AT _
HIGH ALTITUDE IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER
IO-G STRESS STUDIED BY AANO B _AVES EVOKED BY
STROBOSCOPIC FLASH AbS-3136T
EVOKED RESPONSES FROM EYE AND VISUAL PATHNAYS IN
HYPOTHERMIC CAT MEASURED BY ELECTRORETINOGRAN
A65-80155
HUMAN RETINA POTENTIALS INDUCED BY ELECTRIC
CURRENT A65-BOTBB
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FLICKER ELECTRORETINOGRAH
COMPONENTS ANO FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
A65-80171
RELATIONS BETMEEN ELECTRORETINOGRAMS AND OCCIPITAL
POTENTIALS ELICITED BY FLICKERING STIMULI
A65-80TT6
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAH RESPONSE TD SLOM
FLICKERING LIGHT STINULUS AS RELATED TO COLOR
VISION AND EYE DISEASE AbS-8OTTB
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAH AS AFFECTED BY SLOM
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION AbS-80TT9
EFFERENT INHIBITION OF SINGLE ELECTRORETINDGRAM
RESPONSES OF CONTRALATERAL EYE IN NAN
AbS-BOT80
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION AND SUPPRESSION ON FLICKER
ELECTRORETINOGRAM AS RELATED TO FLICKERING
RESPONSE OF OCCIPITAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-BOTB1
OBTAINING ELECTRORETINOGRAMS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF ADAPTATION USING PORTABLE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
AND XENON FLASH UNIT A6.5-80782
ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS IN DARK ADAPTED
HUMAN EYE A65--8OT86
EVOKED RESPONSES OF VISUAL CORTEX- SPECTRAL
SENSITIVITY OF HUMANS A65-B1184
CONE ACTIVITY IN LIGHT-INDUCED DC RESPONSE OF
MONKEY RETINA A65-81494
VISUAL EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSE IN CAT
A65-BI533
ELECTRORETINOGRAM OF RABBIT RESPONSE TO LIGHT
FLASH DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION IN LOM
PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER GRAVITATIONAL STRESS
A65-BIBb9
SYNCHRONIZATION OF INITIAL AFFERENT FLOM IN VISUAL
SYSTEM IN CAT AbS-BIT05
DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
BY ELECTRORETINOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
RESPONSE TO NHITE LIGHT FLASHES IN RABBITS
A65---BI964
ELECTRORETINOGRAHS CHARACTERISTIC OF VARIOUS AREAS
OF RETINA AND USE OF TECHNIQUE AS FUNCTION TEST
AbS-BZOT5
COMPARATIVE NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISION - RETINAL
ADAPTATION, TRANSFER PROPERTIES, BIOLOGICAL
NCISEt AND ELECTRORETINOGRANS
AFOSR-65-O039 N65-'214_9
ANALOG POMER SPECTRAL DENSITY ANALYSIS OF
ELECTRORETINOGRAM DATA
NASA-CR-66330 N65-30840
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
DETECTION AND STUDY OF MICROBIAL POPULATION IN
UPPER ATMOSPHERE - SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
SAMPLING NITH ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
N65-23986
ELEMENT
S TRACE ELEMENT
EMBOLISM
AIR EMBOLISM IN MICE AFTER EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
AND POSSIBLE PREVENTION AbS-B[OT8
CASE HISTORY OF AEROEMBOLISM TREATED BY
HYPOTHERMIA A65-BIS23
RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATORY CHANGES AFTER
EXPERIMENTAL FAT EMBOLISM IN DOGS
AbS-B1688
EHBOLISM AND PAROXYSMAL AURICULAR FIBRILLATION
NASA-TT-F-8552 NbS-181T8
EMBRYO
SA FETUS
SA UTERUS
LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON VERTEBRATE EMBRYOS
N65-16626
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROHTH IN HELIUM-
CXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-56876 N65-22195
ULTRASENSITIVE MOMENTUM TRANSDUCER USED AS
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH FOR MEASURING HEART BEAT
GF AVIAN EMBRYOS
NASA-TN-X-54041 N65-25972
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON INSECT EMBRYO -
C_CKROACHt BLABERUS CRANIIFER
TID-ZI87T N65-36506
A-129
EMBRYOLOGY SUBJECTINDEX
EMBRYOLOGY
METABOLIC RATE RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY AND X-RAY
SENSITIVITY OF CHICK EMBRYOS INCUBATED IN AIR OR
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-22902
VERIFICATION OF ORGANISM SURVIVAL I ARTEMIA CYSTS/
AT TEMPERATURES NEAR ABSOLUTE ZERO, SHOWING THAI
INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR LIVING SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION IS STORED IN ATOM CONFIGURATION
A65-31004
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-80724
EFFECT OF AIR NITROGEN REPLACEMENT BY HELIUM ON
CHICK EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND METABOLISM
A65-BO752
WEIGHT LOSS AND HATCHABILITY OF FERTILE EGGS FROM
DOMESTIC FOWL AND JAPANESE QUAIL EXPOSED TO
ACCELERATIVE FORCE A65-B2149
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN AVIAN EGGS SUBJECTED TO
ACCELERATIVE FORCE A65-82155
EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
SA PRESSURE BREATHING
EMERGENCY BREATHING AND SUIT PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
FOR CREW USE IN AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EVALUATOR
AMRL-TR-64-60 N65-12995
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS GOVERNING DESIGN OF
AUTOMATIC RESPIRATORS
HDL-TM-64-23 N65-19416
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM
SURVIVAL AND INJURY IN UNITED STATES AIR CARRIER
WATER ACCIDENTS PERTAINING TO CREW TRAINING AND
EQUIPMENT A65-81542
EMOTIONAL FACTOR
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL REACTION DF RUSSIAN
COSMONAUTS DURING PARACHUTE JUMP TRAINING
A65-80045
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC STUDIES OF PULMONARY VENTILATION
IN VARIOUS EMOTIONAL STATES, EXERCISE, AND SLEEP
A65-80401
DRUGS AND PLACEBOS - EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON
PERFORMANCE AND MOOD UNDER AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE
AND CHLORAL HYDRATE WITH YOUNG ADULT MALE
A65-BO44B
AWARENESS DURING FLIGHT AND SENSORY INPUT,
EMOTIONAL DISORDER, AND FATIGUE AS RELATED TO
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-81295
EMOTIONAL FACTORS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF
ASTRONAUTS DURING PARACHUTE JUMP TRAINING
JPRS-27819 N65-12662
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AS INDEX OF NERVOUS,
EMOTIONALt AND PHYSICAL STRAIN OF PERSONNEL ON
LONG FLIGHTS WITH COMPLEX MISSION
N65-13709
BIOLOGICAL SERIES IN DYNAMICS OF BLOOD CIRCULATION
AND EMOTIONAL STRESS ON COSMONAUTS DURING SPACE
FLIGHTS
FTD-IT-64-534/1&2_4 N65-14526
EMOTIONAL STRESS OF COSMONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
N65-14528
PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL TRAINING OF SOVIET
COSMONAUTS
JPRS-31250 N65-29011
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL BEHAVIOR IN ASTRONAUT
PARACHUTISTS DURING TRAINING
FTD-TT-65-437/1 N65-29160
CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL FOR GENESIS AND ANALYSIS
OF SENTENCES INCLUDING HUMAN EMOTIONAL AND
MEMORY CHARACTERISTICS N65-29351
ENCODING
SA CODING
SA REDUNDANCY ENCODING
ENCODING IN PERCEPTUAL /VISUAL/ SERIAL POSITION
EFFECT
AD-609101 N65-14083
MECHANISM FOR ENCODING, PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF
PERCEPTUAL CONFORMATION IN PROBLEM SOLVING
AD-463786 N65-28999
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
SA ADRENAL GLAND
SA HORMONE
SA OVARY
SA PANCREAS
SA PINEAL GLAND
SA PITUITARY GLAND
SA TESTIS
SA THYMUS
SA THYROID
PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSES OF MAN EXPOSED TO COLD
INVOLVING NERVOUS, CIRCULATORY, AND ENDOCRINE
SYSTEMS A65-80491
SOME EXTERNAL /CLIMATIC/ AND INTERNAL /ENDOCRINE/
FACTORS IN RELATION TO PRODUCTION OF HIBERNATION
IN RODENTS A65-81465
SIMULTANEOUS STUDY OF THYROID, GDNADS, AND ADRENAL
FUNCTION IN AGING MEN FDR ASSESSING PHYSIOLOGICAL
AGE OF INDIVIDUAL A65-81862
EVALUATING P H CHANGES IN UTERUS OF FEMALE
REPRODUCTIVE TRACT DURING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM FOR
CORRELATION TO NEURAL AND ENDOCRINE ACTIVITIES
NASA-TM-X-51875 N65-33711
ENDOCRINOLOGY
NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - PATHOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
PHARMACOLOGY, ENDOCRINOLOGY WITH GENERAL
CLINICAL AND BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
NASA-CR-62354 N65-22165
ENERGY
SA ACTIVATION ENERGY
SA ELECTRIC ENERGY
SA HEAT
SA MOLECULAR ENERGY
SA NUCLEAR ENERGY
SA RADIANT ENERGY
SA THERMAL ENERGY
FOOD INTAKE AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN SUBJECTS
ENGAGED IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-B0318
ENERGY FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DESCRIBED AS
ENERGY ACCUMULATION IN HIGH ENERGY BONDS
NASA-TT-F-3O8 N65-14948
ENERGY INDICES TO STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN HYPOXIA N65-17770
OXYGEN CARDIAL-ENERGY EQUILIBRIUM IN ABSENCE OF
GRAVITY
NASA-TT-F-9562 NbS-33B06
ENERGY CONVERSION
SA HEAT GENERATION
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON GROWTH RATE,
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY, AND CELL COMPOSITION -
CYTOGENESIS
NASA-CR-55188 N65-17069
ENERGY DISSIPATION
ENERGY DISSIPATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TISSUE FOR
IONIZING RADIATION - LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
SPECTRUM OF HETEROGENEOUS PROTON BEAM
NASA-CR-SIB26 NbS-16483
ENERGY DISSIPATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TISSUE FOR
IONIZING RADIATION IN SPACE
NASA-CR-50471 NbS-16484
ENERGY LOSS
bIOLOGICAL CHANGES DUE TO MICROWAVE ABSORPTION,
A-130
SUBJECT INDEX ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
EXAMINING ENERGY LOSSES DUE TO ION CONDUCTIVITY
AND DIELECTRIC LOSSES DUE TO POLARIZATION
RELAXATION IN WATER MOLECULES A65-29938
ENERGY COST AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF ALTERNATING
POSITIVE ANO NEGATIVE WORK A65-81507
IONIZING RADIATION WITH DIFFERENT LINEAR ENERGY
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN
KIDNEY CELLS N65-23464
ENERGY REQUIREMENT
SA METABOLISM
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF MEN WORKING AND LIVING IN
EXTREME HEAT A65-809TO
ENERGY METABOLISM IN DOGS AND RATS DURING
IRREVERSIBLE HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK
AB-467957 N65-36174
ENERGY SOURCE
CORNUCOPIA, STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION_ POTABLE
WATER, METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
ATMOSPHERE, AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
665-80143
ENERGY SOURCES AND CHENICAL REACTIONS IN
PREBIOLOGICAL ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
A65-B0473
ANIMAL FOOD FOR ENERGY SUPPLY AND HEAT PRODUCTION
IN ASTRONAUT NUTRITION N65-18592
ENERGY TRANSFER
SA LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER /LET/
SA MASS TRANSFER
COOPERATION BETWEEN AND PLANT CONTROL OF ENERGY
FLUX IN TWO LIGHT REACTIONS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS
A65-17812
AUDITORY PERCEPTION - ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS
WITHIN INNER EAR
AFOSR-65-O040 N65-28205
ENGINE
S DIESEL ENGINE
ENGINEERING /GIN/
SA BIOENGINEERING
SA CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
SA HUMAN ENGINEERING
SA MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
SA PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
SA STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
SA SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
INTERACTING FIELDS OF BIOLOGY AND ENGINEERING -
BIONICS AND BIOENGINEERING N65-16602
ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN MICROORGANISM CULTURE
ON LARGE SCALE N65-1662B
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING
PSYCHOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-312 N65-24370
SUPPLY OF TRAINED PERSONNEL FOR ENGINEERING AND
SCIENCE
NASA-CR-27953 N65-27953
SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEERINGv CATASTROPHIC FAILURE
ANALYSISy DESIGN HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RELATED
TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES N65-29770
ENVIRONMENT
SA EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
SA LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
SA LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
SA PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT
SA ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SA SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
SA THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
PERSONALITY STRUCTURE, GROUP COMPENSATION, AND
GROUP FUNCTIONING IN RELATION TO OUTSIDE FACTORS
A65-80742
SURVIVAL_ PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, RESPIRATIONv AND
BLOOD CHANGES OF TURTLE, PSEUDEMYS
SCRIPTA-ELEGANS, EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES
A65-BOBgT
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ILLUMINATION ON ESTROUS
CYCLES OF RODENTS A65-BI867
EFFECTS OF GROUP, ENVIRONMENT_ AND WEATHER
VARIABLES ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR
AD-607810 N65-14420
POSTNUCLEAR ATTACK ENVIRONMENT SURVIVABILITY TEST
IN MINUTENAN MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
SAM-TDR-64-62 Nb5-IT43B
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATUREv DENSITY
AND ACCOMPANYING FIELD OF RADIATION AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N65-Z3981
REMOTE SENSING FROM MANNED ORBITAL SPACECRAFT FOR
MEASURING CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT AT SEA SURFACE - MARINE BIOLOGY
N65-30381
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION -
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS N65-34593
AUTONOMIC RESILIENCY, SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMATOLOGY,
AND BIOLOGICAL STRESS OF SUBMARINE ENVIRONMENT -
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM MECHANISMS
MR-63-13 N65-35295
ENVIRONMENT MODEL
THERMAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN NUDE MAN AND HOT
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBED BY THEORETICAL MODEL
A65-81227
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SA SPACE SIMULATION
HUMAN LOCOMOTION IN SUBGRAVITY STUOIED_ USING
SIMULATION MODELS AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
_ECHANICS A65-I4224
FLUID METABOLISM AND CIRCULATION DURING AND AFTER
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-26744
RESPONSE OF MICROORGANISM TO SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGATED, USING CULTURE
COLLECTIONS AND SOIL SAMPLES Ab5-30676
ATMOSPHERES CAPABLE OF PRODUCING ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
CISCUSSED, STUDYING ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS IN MARS
SIMULATOR A65-30683
STAR SIZE AND INTENSITY_ SKY LUMINANCE AND FIELD
HETEROGENEITY EFFECTS ON PERCEIVED REALISM OF
PROJECTED STAR FIELD FOR SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SIMULATION A65-35493
HUMAN REACTIONS IN PRESSURIZED CABIN IN SIMULATED
SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND IN ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-27286 N65-10035
INERT GAS IN ARTIFICIAL ENVIRONMENT TO PREVENT
PULMONARY DISTURBANCES
NASA-TT-F-925B N65-16641
LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
WITH SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SIMULATION
SH--47691 N65-ITgT7
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION OF VACUUM
DECOMPRESSION TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL AND
AND RECOVERY PROBABILITY - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-TM-X-51669 N65-24039
EFFECTS OF DISCONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT ON RATS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE
NASA-CR-63790 N65-28346
A-13I
ENVIRONMENTALCHAMBER SUBJECT INDEX
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT FREEZE CYCLES ON BACILLUS
CEREUS AND BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED
MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-64577 N65-32032
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
CHAMBER AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT USED TO SIMULATE
MARTIAN CONDITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS A65-25099
PULMONARY VASCULAR CHANGES IN DOGS PLACED IN
ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL CHAMBER WITH TEN PERCENT
OXYGEN A65-80181
CONTROLLED-CLIMATE CHAMBER USED TD DETERMINE
EFFECT OF VARYING CLIMATIC FACTORS ON DISEASES AND
ABNORMAL CONDITIONS A65-80504
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER FOR LONG-TERM STUDIES OF
CHRONIC HYPOXIA IN SMALL ANIMALS
A65-80683
EVOLUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER DESIGN
A65-80808
DEHYDRATION EFFECTS ON ECCRINE SWEATING OF
SUBJECTS EXERCISING IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A65-80899
SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL ANIMALS TO
LOW-PRESSURE HIGH-OXYGEN ENVIRONMENTS
A65-81609
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER FOR STUDYING PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA OF HYPERCAPNIA AND HYPOXIA IN ANIMALS
AND MAN ACS-BI636
HUMAN ISOLATION CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS WITH REDUCED
SENSORY STIMULATION
JPRS-28929 N65-17304
PROLONGED STAY IN PRESSURIZED CHAMBER IN
PREPARATION FOR SPACE FLIGHT - LABORATORY
EXPERIMENTS N65-18785
BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS OF AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER MARK I - STUDY OF MAN
RATING SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA
AEDC-TR-65-179, VOL. IT N65-34279
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SA CLEAN ROOM
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR THERMAL ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR TASKS A65-10695
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING SYSTEM FOR
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL TO REDUCE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESS A65-10697
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN MANNED SPACECRAFTT
DETAILING ENVIRONMENT CONTROL AND hATER AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT A65-_2545
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION FOR
MANNED SPACE STATION
SAE PAPER 912C A65-L2gOg
LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROVIDING
ATMOSPHERE AND THERMAL CONTROLt RADIATION
PROTECTION AND WATER AND WASTE RECOVERY
A65-13099
OXYGEN EFFECT ON RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE
EXPOSED TO IONIZING DOSES IN CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT A65-I4225
CORNUCOPIA TWO-GAS ATMOSPHERE USING STORABLE
ROCKET BIPRDPELLANFS FUR LIFE SUPPORT, INCLUDING
ATMOSPHERE AND CONTAMINANT CONTROL
A65-I4234
SPACECRAFT CABIN CONSIDERING PRFSSURE_ TYPES DF
ATMOSPHERE AND FIRE HAZARDS FROM FLAMMABLE
MATERIAL A65-14BO6
BOSCH PROCESS CLOSED CYCLE OXYGEN PRODUCTION UNIT
FOR SPACE APPLICATION
AICE PREPRINT 47A A65-I5398
INTERPLANETARY MISSION LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
EXAMINING CREW REQUIREMENTS, CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONDITIONING, WATER MANAGEMENT, TEMPERATURE
CONTROL AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION
ASME PAPER 65-AV-33 A65-22954
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER
RECOVERY OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM CARBON DIOXIDE AND
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A65-23920
MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY OF STERILE SPACE VEHICLES
A65-30032
REGENERATIVE CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM
DESIGN USED IN SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR TEST PROGRAM
FOR OPTIMIZING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-3447B
CLIMATIC CONTROL OF OUTDOOR AND INDOOR
ENVIRONMENTS FOR SURVIVALv COMFORT, AND THERAPY
A65-80503
EMERGENCY EXPOSURE LIMITS FOR DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE,
NITROGEN DIOXIDE, AND TRICHLORDETHANE USEFUL AS
GUIDE FOR INDUSTRIAL HYGIENISTS
A65-806i9
PROBLEMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL IN CLOSED SPACE
VEHICLE A65-BI038
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OF CLOSED SPACE IN NUCLEAR
SUBMARINE A65-BIO39
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM Cl_ BASIC
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN SPACE
A65-8154g
COMPLEX ANIMAL BEHAVIOR UNDER FULL ENVIRONMENIAL
CONTROL - NEUROPHYSIDLOGICAL COF_RfiLAIES OF
@EHAVIOR
NASA-CR-53475 N65-I5373
CULTURE MEDIUM FOR SURVIVAl AND REPROOHCTION OF
DAPHNIA WATER FLEA IN SEVEN DAY SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-56LI2 N65-17053
HUMAN FACTOR CRITERIA, ENVIRONMENTAl CONTROL,
AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR SHELTER
NASA-CR-6OgO9 N65-17603
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH FACILITY AND PROGRAM FOR
COMPLEX REPERTOIRES UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
NASA-CR-62606 N65-23283
VIABILITY OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO
NATURAL CONDITIONS N65-23998
FIRST GENERATION MANNED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
STL-g990-6397-RU-O00 N65-27158
COMPLEX BEHAVIORAL REPERTOIRES UNDER CONTINUOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTRDL RELATED TO BIOSATELLITE
PROGRAMS WITH ANIMALS N65-28170
ENVIRONMENTAL INDEX
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL INDEX FOR EVALUATION OF
INFLUENCE OF WORK AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS ON
THERMOREGULATION IN MAN A65-80903
ENVIRONMENTAL INDICES AND THERMOREGULATION IN MAN
A65-80905
NATURAL BACKGROUND AND RADIATION LEVELS
ATTRIBUTABLE TO LABORATORY OPERATIONS DURING
1963
_NL-9151T-376/ N65-34205
ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
LABORATORY SIMULATION EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE
EFFECT OF TARGET TYPE AND GROUND SPEED ON
AIR-TO-GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION
I5-99013111 N65-29239
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
CONSIDERATION FDR ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH IN HUMAN
FACTORS A65-8_39I
A-L32
SUBJECT INOEX ENZYME ACTIVITY
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY - SPACE
FLIGHT AND SUBMARINE MEDICINE
JPRS-ZTTB7 N65-1341T
SPACE RELATED BIOLOGY INCLUDING EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT STUDIES - ANNUAL REPORT, JUNE 1q65
NASA-CR-66060 N65-ZQT73
ENVIRO_ENTAL TEMPERATURE
ROLE OF SKIN AND MUSCLE VESSELS OF HEATED AND
COOLED SUBJECTS IN FOREARM BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE
TO NOREPINEPHRINE A65-80180
TELEMETERING HYPOTHALANIC TEMPERATURES OF
UNRESTRAINED DOG EXPOSED TO COLD, NEUTRALI AND HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-80682
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT
ANTHROP_METRIC CHARACTERISTICS TO PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN TEMPERATE AND TROPIC ENVIRONMENTS
A65-B0901
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY IN HOT
ARID CONDITIONS A65-BO954
NITROGEN METABOLISM AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN MAN
UNDER COMBINED RESTRICTION OF FOOD AND WATER
DURING EXERCISE IN AIR CONDITIONED ROOM
A65-80969
TEMPERATURE EFFECT OF DEOXYGENATION RATE OF HUMAN
RED CELLS A65-81906
HEART RATE, VENTILATION, AND OXYGEN CONSU_TION OF
HUNAN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE,
AIR VELOCITY, AND EXERCISE A65-BIDI6
AIR CONDITIONING AND HUMAN COMFORT AS RELATED TO
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE, SWEATING, BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND BODY HEAT REGULATION
A65-B2031
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
SA MATERIAL TESTING
VENTILATION EFFICIENCY OF APOLLO PROTOTYPE SPACE
SUIT DETERMINING NEAT BALANCE AND MASS FLOW RATES
FROM MANNED CHAIqBER TESTING A65-10831
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN SIMULATED GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS,
INVESTIGATING RODENTS AND SMALL PRIMATES IN
CENTRIFUGES Ab5-30069
AEROSPACE OPHTHALMOLOGY - HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON VISION IN FLIGHT
N65-136_3
OBSERVATIONS AND TESTING OF COSMONAUTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL
ABOARD VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
JPRS-299II N65-23053
ANTIEXPOSURE SUIT ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING - COVERALL
FLIGHT SUIT FOR PROTECTION FROM COLD DURING
IMMERSION IN WATER
TAC-TR-63-31/D/ N65-2756T
CHANGE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO G FORCES AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF
VARIOUS DRUGS N65-36"rT6
INSTRUMENTATION FOR DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER AND
OTHER EQUIPMENT USED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
OF CHIMPANZEE -- AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36T72
ENZYME
SA CARBONIC ANHYDRASE
SA OXIDASE
SA PEPSIN
MICROORGANISM DETECTION IN SOILS BY ESTIMATING
CONCENTRATION OF INTRACELLULAR CATALASE, ENZYME IN
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DECOMPDSITIDN
A65-26285
EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON TYROSINASE ACTIVITY
IN HUMAN SKIN A65-8[098
GUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN QUINDNE COMPOSITION OF
CHLORELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
GF GROWTH A65-8119_
PI'_SPHORUS AND PHOSPHATASES IN HYPOXIC HYPOTHERMIA
IN DOGS A65-B1800
CIRCADIAN RHYTI-_ OF SELF-SELECTED REST AND
ACTIVITY IN CANARY AND EFFECT OF MDNOAMINE OXIDASE
INHIBITORS AND ENFORCED DARK PERIODS
A65-820¢4
SOIL PHOSPHATASE AND LEUCYL AMINOPEPTIDASE
ACTIVITY MEASURED BY FLUORESCENT ASSAY
NASA-OR-SOD19 N65-16278
EFFECT OF X-IRRADIATION ON COENZYME A LEVELS IN
LIVERS OF MICE N65-19212
INFLUENCE OF X-IRRADIATION ON DEVELOPMENT OF
CETOXlFICATION SYSTEM FOR PHOSPHOROTHIOATES IN
RAT LIVERS N65-19213
TETRATHIONATE EFFECT ON STABILITY AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE
TRIOSEPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASES
NASA-CR-56251 N65-19962
LACTIC DEHYDROGENASES _ND PROTEIN INMUNOCHEMICALS
IN VERTEBRATE EVOLUTION - IRRADIATION OF NUCLEIC
ACIDS
NASA-CR-63Z_t6 N65-25590
METAL-CONTAINING ENZYME DAMAGE AS EVIDENCE OF
BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF PENETRATING RADIATION
T-413-R N65-27930
STRUCTURE OF PYRUVATE DEHYOROGENASE COMPLEX OF
ESCHERICHIA COLI
NASA-CR-589BO N65-29_16
ENZYME INDUCTION AND CORTISONE PROTECTION IN
ENDOTOXIN-POISONED MICE
AAL-TDR-66-8 N65-30826
MASSIVE DOSE EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND
COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION ON BLOOD SERUM ENZYME
LEVELS OF WHOLE BODY IRRADIATED PRIMATES
SAM-TR-65-22 N65-33679
COPPER PROTEINS AND OXYGEN - CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF COPPER ENZYMES
FSU-2690-21 N65-36320
ENZYME ACTIVITY
MULTIENZYME SYSTEM FOR CATALYZING MULTISTAGE
OXIDATIVE DECARBOXYLATIDN OF PYRUVATE IN
ESCHERICHIA COLI A65-16856
HYDROGENASE ENZYME PROPERTY STUDY IN ORDER TO
ELUCIDATE PROCESS OF SULFATE REDUCTION IN COLEMAN
ORGANISM A65-ITSI9
PHOSPHOROCLASTIC REACTION CATALYZED BY CLOSTRIDIUM
NIGRIFICANSt THERMOPHILIC SULPHATE-REDUCING
BACTERIUM A65-17522
ENZYMATIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF NATURAL ISOLATED
ACTIVE ESCHERICHIA COLT POLYSOMES FOR AMINO ACID
INCORPORATION A65-I8029
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE
SPECTRA OF RIBOMUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE
AND LYSOZYNE A65-18031
RIBONUCLEASE DIGEST OF AMINOACYL-S RNA IN
INCOMPLETE PEPTIDE CHAIN LIBERATION BY AMINO ACID-
NUCLEOTIDE FRAGMENTS ATTACHMENT TO C-TERMINAL
AbS-IB042
CELL AGING AS DECLINE IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY DUE TO
ENZYME SYSTEM DEGRADATION AND MALNUTRITION, OVER-
CROWDING AND DISEASE IN MULTICELLULAR SYSTEMS
A65-18287
RADIO WAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS A65-20937
A-133
ENZYMEACTIVITYCONTD SUBJECTINDEX
IMPACT STRESS IN CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO G
FORCES FROM 54 TO 180 AS MEASURED BY SERUM LACTIC
DEHYDROGENASE AND LDH ISOENZYME ANALYSIS
ACS-22gll
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED STRESS IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS AND ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN LEVELS
A65-2509T
HYBRIDIZATION OF LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE IN VITRO AND
IN LIVE ORGANISMS A65-32614
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF
GERMINATION IN CARROT, MUSTARD, TOMATO, ONION AND
CUCUMBER SEEDS AND WHEAT GRAINS
A65-35816
ENZYME ACTIVITY AFTER CONTROLLED EXERCISE
A65-80022
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECT ON WEIGHT, TOTAL
PROTEIN CONTENT, AND ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF BROWN
FAT DF HAMSTERS A65-80og6
HYPOXIC HYPOXEMIA EFFECT ON GLUTAMIC-OXALDACETIC-
TRANSAMINASE AND LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY OF
MYOCARDIUM OF RAT A65-8015 _
HYPOTHERMIA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON PROTEIN
METABOLISM AND ENZYME ACTIVITY OF DOG HEART
MUSCLE A65-80178
PHVSICAL EXERCISE AND FAT INTAKE IN
RELATION TO SERUM LIPIDS AND ENZYMES
A65-80221
BEHAVIOR OF ERYTHROCYTIC GLUTATHIONE AND
GLUCOSE-G-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE IN SUBJECTS
EXPOSED TO CHRONIC INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE
AG5-80291
TRYPSIN ACTIVITY, ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION, AND -SH
GROUP RELEASE UPON EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET
IRRADIATION AND MAGNETIC FIELD A65-B0430
MAGNETIC EFFECT ON ENZYME ACTIVITY OF TRYPSIN
FOLLOWING PARTIAL INHIBITION WITH EGG WHITE,
AUTOLYSIS, SOYBEAN, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, AND
DIISOPROPYLPHOSPHOROFLUORIDATE A65-80431
CHANGES OF SERUM GLUTAMIC OXALOACETIC TRANSAMINASE
ASSESSED BY SPECTROPHOTOMETRY FOLLOWING EXERCISE
IN SUBJECTS WITH AND WITHOUT HEART DISEASE
A65-BO57T
CHANGES OF SERUM GLUTAMIC-OXALDACETIC TRANSAMINASE
AND SERUM LACTIC OEHYDROGENASE DURING PHYSICAL
EXERTION A65-BO62I
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT ON AMINOCAPRDIC ACID
AND PANCREATIC TRYPSIN INHIBITOR IN RAT EXPOSED TO
X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-80622
OXIDATIVE ENZYMES IN TISSUES OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN HOT
ENVIRONMENT A65-BO705
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF SUCCINIC OXYDASE IN
MITOCHONDRIA IN NEURONS DF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM A65-80812
HISTOCHEMICAL DEMONSTRATION OF
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF VESTIBULAR BONES OF GUINEA PIGS
A65-B1044
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN SKIN AFTER
LASER IRRADIATION IN PIGS A65-8IOg6
CHANGES IN GASTRIC HISTIDINE DECARBOXYLASE
ACTIVITY DURING FASTING AND FEEDING IN RAIS
A65-BI21T
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASE, ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE,
AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE-CREATINE
TRANSPHOSPHORYLASE ACTIVITY OF HEART AND SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
TRIDECEMLINEATUS, IN COLD ENVIRONMENT DURING
A-134
HIBERNATION AND AROUSAL A6S-8ISO0
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVITY OF DOGS TO HEAT STRESS
AND MUSCULAR EXERCISE A65-81603
SOME ASPECTS OF CEREBRAL ENZYME ACTIVITY IN COURSE
OF DEEP HYPOTHERMIA IN DOGS A65-8L619
METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF BLOOD DEHYDRASE
ACTIVITY IN LEAD POISONING A65-81621
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RATS ASSOCIATED WITH ORGAN
DAMAGE CAUSED BY TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS OF LARGE
FORCE AND SHORT DURATION A65-BIB37
DETERMINATION OF TRANSAMINASES IN EXPERIMENTAL
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-81838
PEROXIDASE, ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE, POLYSACCHARIDE,
AND MITOCHONDRIA OF RABBIT LEUKOCYTE AS AFFECTED
BY ANOXIA IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A65-8184I
DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY OF TISSUES DURING EXPOSURE
TD IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL HYPOTHERMIA IN
ALBINO RATS Ab5-B2027
INDUCTION OF NITRITE REDUCTASE IN SYNCHRONIZED
CULTURES OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA, AS
CORRELATED WITH DNA SYNTHESIS AND LIFE CYCLE
PERIOD. A65-82051
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RAT BRAIN AFTER ANOXIC ISCHEMIA
A65-82052
ENZYME ACTIVITY INDICATING LIVER CHANGES DUE TO
ALCOHOL INGESTION AbS-B2098
FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF EXERCISING DOG PRIOR TO
AND AFTER ACCLIMATIZATION IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-82167
DECREASE IN SKELETAL MUSCLES AND ENZYME ACTIVITY
INCREASE AFTER COLD EXPOSURE IN RATS
A65-82178
HEART AND LIVER TISSUE LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE
VARIATION OF RAT DURING ADAPTATION TO COLD
A65-82192
ACETYCLHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF COCHLEA AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF CAT
A65-B2307
EFFECT OF HYPEROXYGENATION ON ACTIVITY OF
SUCCINATE DEHYDROGENASE, ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASE,
SH-GRDUPS, AND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-82325
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AMOUNTS OF
TOCOPHEROL AND EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TO BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION A65-82358
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYTES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE A65-82360
CORTISONE INFLUENCE ON GLYCONEOGENESIS, ENDOTOXIN
LETHALITY, AND TRYPTOPHAN PYRROLASE INDUCTION IN
COLD-EXPOSED MICE
AAL-TDR-64-5 N65-19289
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON VAGAL INHIBITION OF
ISOLATED FROG HEART AND CATALYTIC ENZYME
ACTIVITY OF ACETYLCHOLINE
UCRL-12389 N65-I9461
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN TERRESTRIAL SOIL RELATIVE TO
EXPLORATION OF MARTIAN SURFACE
NASA-CR-57585 N65-20625
HEAVY ACCELERATED 1ON EFFECT ON ENZYMES AND YEAST
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR MODIFICATION
N65-23466
IN VIVO AND IN VITRO EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINE AND
I,I-DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE ON BLOOD SERUM AND
_UbJt_! INUEX ERYTHROCYTE
LIVER TISSUE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
AMRL-TR-65-I9 N65-27575
OXALOACETATE PROTECTION OF CITRATE CONDENSING
ENZYME FROM PALMITYL- CO A
UCRLI7896 N65-35526
EPILEPSY
SA CONVULSION
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY IN DIAGNOSIS OF EPILEPSY IN
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-BOI21
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN AVIATION MEDICINE -
RECOGNITION DF EPILEPTIC WAVE PATTERNS
AGS-81784
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE USING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS
OF EPILEPTICS FOLLOWING SLEEP DEPRIVATIONt
HYPERVENTILATION, AND PHOTIC STIMULATION
A65-82032
HYPOXIA IN DEVELOPMENT AND COURSE OF EXPERIMENTAL
EPILEPTIC SEIZURES IN DOGS AND RATS
N65-17841
EPINEPHRINE
URINARY EXCRETION OF EPINEPHRINE AND
NOREPINEPHRINE IN MEN LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A65-80113
URINARY CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION CONSTANCY IN MAN
A65-80252
REACTIVITY OF ADIPOSE TISSUE TO EPINEPHRINE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE IN RATS
ADAPTED TO TUMBLING TRAUMA A65-8033I
ETHANOL DISAPPEARANCE FROM ARTERIAL BLOOD OF DOG
AS AFFECTED BY HYPOTHERMIA, HEXAMETHONIUM, AND
EPINEPHRINE A65-81025
BLOCKAGE IN RATS OF EPINEPHRINE-INDUCED
HYPERGLYCEMIA DURING EXPOSURE TO SIMULATED
ALTITUDES A65-81674
COCHLEAR DXYGEN TENSION AND BLOOD FLOW AS AFFECTED
BY ADMINISTRATION OF PURE OXYGEN, 8 PER CENT
CARBON DIOXIDEt AND EPINEPHRINE
A65-82017
RELATION BETWEEN SIGNAL DETECTION PERFORMANCE AND
ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE CONCENTRATION IN
HUMAN PLASMA DURING VIGILANCE TASK
TR-TSO-5 N65-11250
EQUATION
S DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
S NONLINEAR EQUATION
EQUILIBRIUM
SA STABILIZATION
SA THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
PHYSIOPATHOLOGY OF EQUILIBRIUM IN THE AVIATOR
A65-BO12T
MECHANISM OF RECIPROCAL ACTION OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS IN CATS A65-80437
EQUILIBRIUM AND WALKING CHANGES OBSERVED IN
REVOLVING SPACE STATION SIMULATOR
A65-BO947
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION ON
POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM IN VESTIBULAR NORMAL AND
DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-63799 N65-28350
QUANTITATIVE ATAXIA TEST BATTERY TO ASSESS
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE AND POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM
UNDER ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS AND OTHER STRESSES
NASA-CR-63B03 N65-28540
EFFECT OF TOTAL VERTICAL VIBRATION ON FUNCTIONAL
STATE OF EQUILIBRIUM ORGAN IN GUINEA PIG
N65-31380
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION AT
I0 RPM ON POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM IN VESTIBULAR
NORMAL AND VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-67122 N65-36440
EQUIPMENT
S AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
S AUDIO EQUIPMENT
S CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
S ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTING
S HEATING EQUIPMENT
S LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
S MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
S POSITIONING EQUIPMENT
S TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
S TRAINING EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
USE OF ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA IN AIR FORCE PROGRAM
A65-82010
OXYGEN BREATHING MASKS SELECTION_ FIT, AND
APPLICATION - EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
N65-29752
ERGONOMICS
S BIOTEOHN_OGY
ERROR
SA PILOT ERROR
SA RANDOM ERROR
EFFECTS OF STEP SIZES ON ERROR RATES IN LINEAR
PROGRAMMING
NAVTRADEVCEN-1208-1 N65-10230
STRATEGY FOR SAMPLING FROM BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMIZING DECISION-MAKERS GAIN WITHOUT REGARD
TO ERROR PROBABILITIES - DERIVATION OF BETA
BINOMIAL PROBABILITY FUNCTION
ESD-TDR-64-605 N65-26109
ERROR FUNCTION
EFFECTS OF PERFORMANCE SCORING CRITERIA ON
COMPENSATORY TRACKING BEHAVIOR A6S-354T6
ERROR SIGNAL
EXPERIMENT SHOWING RETINAL BLUR OPERATING AS EVEN-
ERROR SIGNAL UNDER RESTRICTED MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITIONS A65-ZZO3T
ERYTHROCYTE
ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULATING FACTOR I ESF/ EFFECT ON
HUMAN SYNDVIAL MEMBRANE AND MDNOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
CELL GROWTH IN VITRO 665-14607
EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS AND VIBRATION ON DIELECTRIC
AND OSMOTIC PROPERTIES AND CATION BALANCE OF WHOLE
BLOOD AND ERYTHROCYTES A65-21941
ADENOSINE-5-MONOPHOSPHORIC ACID EFFECT ON
ERYTHROCYTE SURVIVAL IN LEAD OR PHENYLHYDRAZINE
POISONED RABBITS A65-80003
LACTATE AND PYRUVATE GRADIENTS BETWEEN RED BLOOD
CELLS AND PLASMA OF GUINEA PIG DURING ASPHYXIA
A65-80073
BEHAVIOR OF ERYTHROCYTIC GLUTATHIONE AND
GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE IN SUBJECTS
EXPOSED TO CHRONIC INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE
A65-B0291
MEASUREMENT OF ERYTHROCYTE FLOW RATE IN
CAPILLARIES OF RABBIT LUNG USING
CINEMATOGRAPHIC METHODS 665-80312
LEAD POISONING - CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY AND
METABOLISM OF ERYTHROCYTE OF HUMAN
A65-80340
AGGLUTINATION OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES EXPOSED TO
MAGNETIC FIELDS DETERMINED BY VISUAL INSPECTION
AND COULTER COUNTER A65-80627
DEGREE OF FRAGILITY OF GUINEA PIG PERIPHERAL BLOOD
ERYTHROCYTES AFTER LETHAL DOSE OF GAMMA-RADIATION
A65-80537
USE OF RADIOMIMETIC FOR TESTING POSSIBLE USE OF
A-135
ESCAPE SUBJECT INDEX
THIAZOLIDINE COMPOUNDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
RADIATION DAMAGE TO TISSUE CELLS
A65-80542
ERYTHROCYTE FRAGILITY AND BLOOD REACTIONS IN RATS
ADAPTED TO HYPOXIA A65-80590
REACTION RATE OF CARBON DIOXIDE WITH HUMAN RED
BLOOD CELLS AS AFFECTED BY ACETAZOLAMIDE
A65-80731
GLUCOSE PERMEABILITY OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AS
AFFECTED BY INHALATION OF ANESTHETICS, OXYGEN, AND
CARBON DIOXIDE A65-B0818
GAMMA-RAYS AND VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES
A65-8092T
HIBERNATION AND TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON AGING ON
RED BLOOD CELLS IN HAMSTER A65-81498
ERYTHROCYTE AND LEUKOCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE OF
ITALIAN AIR FORCE PILOT CANDIDATES EXPOSED TO
ANOXIA A65-81796
EFFECT OF HYPOXIA ON SIZE OF ERYTHRDCYTES IN DOGS
A65-81874
TEMPERATURE EFFECT OF DEOXYGENATION RATE OF HUMAN
RED CELLS A65-BI906
EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION ON DIAMETER OF
ERYTHROCYTES IN RATS A65-BI956
SECONDARY POLYCYTHEMIA IN ADOLESCENTS OF BOTH
SEXES LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE A65-81964
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYTES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHDLINESTERASE A65-82360
PLASMA VOLUMEv ERYTHROCYTES, HEART RATEr POSTURAL
INTOLERANCE AND ENDURANCE OF MAN DURING FOUR WEEKS
BED REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-B236T
PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYTES DURING
HEATING, AND IRRADIATED ANIMAL SPLEEN TISSUE
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
JPRS-28782 N65-17025
ACUTE HYPOXIA INFLUENCE ON ACID RESISTANCE OF
ERYTHOCYTES OF DOGS N65-17761
COUPLED ION EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND SODIUM SALTS
BETWEEN HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AND BLOOD PLASMA AT
VARIOUS OXYGEN PRESSURES Nb5-17816
CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYTE COUNTy PULSE RATE, AND
BLOOD PRESSURE ON ASCENT TO HIGHER ALTITUDE
AFTER PRIOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
NCS-17829
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ERYTHRDCYTE VOLUMES IN
NORMAL ACUTELY BLED DOGS
UR-662 N65-23105
ELECTRONIC PARTICLE ANALYZER TO DETERMINE RED
BLOOD CELL VOLUME AS AID IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
N65-25660
EFFECT OF FREEZE PRESERVATION AND THAWING OF
RHESUS MONKEY ERYTHROCYTES - CRYOGENICS
AD-465702 N65-Z7526
EFFECT OF GAMMA RADIATION AND VIBRATION ON
DIELECTRIC AND OSMOTIC PROPERTIES, AND CATION
BALANCE OF ERYTHROCYTES
FTD-TT-65-SBS/IC286 N65-36868
BIOCHEMISTRY OF ERYTHROCYTES
AD-617518 N65-35942
ESCAPE
MECHANICAL AID FOR RAPID AIRCREW EXIT AND NEED FOR
AEROSPACE MEDICAL SPECIALIST WITH DIVING ABILITY
FOR DITCHING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
AbS-BI520
HIGH SPEED AND HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT ESCAPE BY
EJECTION SEAT - AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
RAREFACTION EFFECTS
FTD-TT-65-Z6011_2 NCS-22667
ESCAPE CAPSULE
HUMAN ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE AS
RELATED TO COCKPIT DESIGN, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT,
ESCAPE SYSTEMS, MEDICAL MONITORING, AND SELECTION
AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES A65-80138
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT - SURVIVAL_ SEARCH, AND RESCUE -
ESCAPE, PARACHUTESt AND EQUIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
N65-29750
LOCATION AND RETRIEVAL CONCEPTS FOR REENTRY CREW
ESCAPE SYSTEMS N65-29759
ESCHERICHIA
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON DNA TRANSCRIPTION
IN ESCHERICHIA COLI CELLS AND RNA MESSENGER
DECAY A65-10633
NULTIENZYME SYSTEM FOR CATALYIEING MULTISTAGE
OXIDATIVE DECARBOXYCATION OF PYRUVATE IN
ESCHERICHIA COLT A65-16854
ENZYMATIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF NATURAL ISOLATED
ACTIVE ESCHERICHIA COLT POLYSDMES FOR AMINO ACID
INCORPORATION A65-18029
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON URACIL CARBON 14
INCORPORATION INTO ESCHERICHIA COLI CELLS IN
DILUTE SUSPENSION A65-18224
PRIOR PHOTOREACTIVATION AND GROWTH CONDITIONS
EFFECT ON EARLY THYMINELESS DEATH OF ESCHERICHIA
COLT B3 EXPOSED TO UV RADIATION
A65-21948
STUDIES OF PHAGE PRODUCTION IN ESCHERICHIA COLT
INDUCED DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSTOK-3 AND
VDSTOK-6 A6S-BI620
STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS ON LYSOGENIC BACTERIA IN EXPERIMENTS IN
SOVIET SPACECRAFT VOSTOK-5 AND VDSTOK-6
A65-81624
GENETIC VARIATION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PROTECTION
BY CYSTEINE AGAINST GAMMA RADIATION IN ESCHERICHIA
COLl A65-BZ320
LETHAL RADIATION DAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA COLT FOR
DETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
FROM X-RAY DOSES N65-23463
GENETIC RECOMBINATION RESULTING FROM INTERACTION
BETWEEN FRAGMENT AND ANNULAR CHROMOSOMES IN
ESCHERICHIA COLI K-12 STRAINS
N65-25613
DIFFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RNA AND PROTEIN IN
RIBOSOMAL FRACTIONS OF ESCHERICHIA COLT
NASA-CR-59068 N65-2938B
STRUCTURE OF PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE COMPLEX OF
ESCHERICHIA COLI
NASA-CR-SBgBO N65-29416
FATE OF SPECIFIC RIBONUCLEOSIDE TRIPHOSPHATASES
PURIFICATION AND RECONSTITUTION OF RIBOSOMAL
SYSTEM OF ESCHERICHIA COLI
NASA-CR-59029 N65-29485
ESTER
SA POLYESTER
ROLE OF DISULFIDE AND THIOLESTER BONDS BETWEEN
PROTECTING AGENT AND TISSUE PROTEIN IN RADIATION
PROTECTION DF MICE TREATED WITH
BISI2-GUANIDOETHYL/ DISULFIDE IGEO/
A65-BOI69
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEGSIDES AND POLYNUCLEOTIDES WITH
METAPHOSPHATE ESTERS - BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF VIRUS-
LIKE SYSTEM A65-80482
A-136
$_Jt_i INU_ EXCITATION
ETHANOL
S ETHYL ALCOHOL
ETHYL ALCOHOL
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ETHANOL, PENTOBARBITALt
AMPHETAMINE, AND CAFFEINE EFFECTS ON MOTOR AND
INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE A65-BOI59
EFFECT OF DEXTRO-ANPHETANINE, ETHANOL, AND DEXTRO-
AMPHETAMINE--ETHANOL COMBINATIONS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE WITH DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK STRESS
A65-80161
SMALL DOSES OF ETHANOL AND EFFECT ON DISTANCE
PERCEPTION IN HUMANS A65-80605
EFFECT OF ALCOHOL ON PILOT PERFORMANCE
A65-BI102
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE IN POSITIONAL ALCOHOL
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A65-BllTB
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE MICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIA, COLD STRESS, AND
ETHANOLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIA,
PROTEUS MIRABILIS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S. AUREUS A65-815gB
ALCOHOL EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS WITH
PARTICULAR RESPECT TO OCULOMOTOR REGULATORY
FUNCTION, AS APPLIED TO BEHAVIOR IN TRAFFIC
AAS-8IT22
ALCOHOL EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS - CAUSES
AND DIAGNOSIS BY NYSTAGMUS DURING INTOXICATION
A65-B1723
ETHYL ALCOHOL EFFECT ON GLARE THRESHOLDS DURING
DARK ADAPTATION IN DRINKERS AND NONDRINKERS
A65-82089
ENZYME ACTIVITY INDICATING LIVER CHANGES DUE TO
ALCOHOL INGESTION A65-82098
ETHYLENE
SA TRICHLOROETHYLENE
ETHYLENE GLYCOL POISONING - CLINICAL, PATHOLOGIC,
AND TOXICOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS AAS-BOB20
ETHYLENE COMPOUND
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER OF MICE INHALING
TRICHLOROETHYLENE AND TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
A65-B2299
ETHYLENE OXIDE
BACTERIAL DISSEMINATION, REDUCTION OF
CONTAMINATION ON SURFACES, AND GERMICIDAL
ACTIVITY OF ETHYLENE OXIDE
NASA-CR-5716B N65-18915
BACTERIA DISSEMINATION REDUCTION, ETHYLENE OXIDE
GERMICIDAL ACTIVITY, AND BACTERIA CONTAMINATION
REDUCTION ON SURFACES
NASA-CR-63895 N65-291T1
ETIOLOGY
ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOPATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WITH
ETIOPATHOGENIC INTERPRETATION - REVIEW
A65-80218
PROBLEMS OF BLACKOUT DURING AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
A65-8IB25
AEROUONTALGIA - ETIOPATHOGENIC INTERPRETATION
A65-B1827
EUSTACHIAN TUBE
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE WITH
VARIOUS FUNCTION TESTS A65-82357
EVACUATION
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION, ORGANIZATION, PROBLEMS,
AND CURRENT DOCTRINE A65-BOT44
HUMAN FACTORS OF RAPID EMERGENCY EVACUATIUN OF
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT DURING ACCIDENTS
AM-65-7 N65-18409
SELF-LUMINOUS LIGHT SOURCE DESIGNED AS AID FOR
EVACUATING AIRCRAFT AND BOARDING LIFE RAFT
N65-ZgT56
EVOLUTION
SA ORIGIN
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIFE PRIOR TO TWO BILLION
YEARS AGO IN PRESENCE OF WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD,
NOTING POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENT BY SOLAR WIND
A65-23862
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BODIES INCLUDING EVIDENCE FOR AND AGAINST
BIOGENESIS AND ABIOGENESIS A65-8009T
EVOLUTION OF THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE EARTH AND
PLANETS A65-BO3TO
PROJECTING BACKWARD FROM THE PRESENT STAGE OF
EVOLUTION OF BIOSYNTHESIS - INFORMATION TRANSFER
WITHOUT NUCLEIC ACIDS A65-B0479
CODING TRIPLETS IN EVOLUTION OF HEMOGLOBIN AND
CYTOCHROMES C GENES A65-80488
ROLE OF LIGHT IN EVOLUTION - TRANSITION FROM ONE
CUANTUN TO TWO QUANTA MECHANISM
A65-80689
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES AND
OCEANS A65-BOBB9
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND OTHER CELESTIAL
BODIES AND STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY MAN DURING
SPACE TRAVEL A65-80949
LIFE FORMS ON OTHER PLANETS PROBABLY SIMILAR TO
THOSE ON EARTH A65-B121g
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN SEDIMENT OVER TWO
BILLION YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL OR
ABIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES
A65-B1233
EVOLUTION OF LIFE IN RELATION TO DEVELOPMENT OF
EARTH CORE Ab5-B1234
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AND ORIGIN OF LIFE - REVIEW
A65-81260
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING POSSIBILITY
OF ORIGIN AND EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON JUPITER
AbS-BIZB7
EFFECT OF EVOLUTION OF EARTH ATMOSPHERE ON
PRESENCE OF BIOSPHERE ON EARTH 665-81451
PROBABILITIES CONCERNING ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF
LIFE A65-BI738
LACTIC DEHYDROGENASES AND PROTEIN IMMUNOCHEMICALS
IN VERTEBRATE EVOLUTION - IRRADIATION OF NUCLEIC
ACIDS
NASA-CR-63246 N65-25590
EVOLUTION IN LIGHT OF CYBERNETICS - CONTROL
PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS N65-32561
O NA STUDY FOR EVOLUTION AND SPECIES SPECIFICITY
OF PHOTOSYNTHESIZING AUTOTROPHIC BACTERIA
NASA-TT-F-316 N65-32973
EXCHANGE
S GAS EXCHANGE
S ION EXCHANGE
EXCITATION
SA IONIZATION
TRANSCALLOSAL, EXTRACALLOSAL, AND
GENICULO-CORTICAL RESPONSES OF CAT TO ELECTRIC
SHOCK DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-81380
PROPAGATION OF EXCITATION IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURES OF HOMOGENEOUS EXCITED TISSUE
N65-27244
A-IJT
EXCRETION SUBJECTINDEX
HUMAN BLACK BOX - DATA OBTAINED WITH EXTERNAL
EXCITATION AND FROM HUMAN AS SOURCE, AND
NATURAL BEHAVIOR IN ENGINEERING TERMS
N65-31241
CHEMICAL TRANSMISSION OF NEURAL EXCITATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-31577 N65-31520
ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE FIBER AND PROTOPLASM
DIFFUSION PROCESSES DURING EXCITATION OF NERVE
N65-32662
EXCRETION
SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION OF DOGS IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES AS AFFECTED BY WATER IMMERSION ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS Ab5-8OL75
RENAL EXCRETION AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION OF HIGH
ALTITUDE NATIVES WITH AND WITHOUT CHRONIC MOUNTAIN
SICKNESS A65-80298
PULMONARY RETENTION AND EXCRETION OF MERCURY
VAPORS IN MAN A65-80684
PULMONARY RETENTION AND EXCRETION OF MERCURY
VAPORS IN MAN A65-81625
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING 12-HOUR
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT FLIGHT A65-BI729
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON URINARY EXCRETION
OF ELECTROLYTES IN HUMANS A65-81941
RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION IN
DOG DURING CHANGE FROM SUPINE TO ERECT POSITION
AND WATER IMMERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION A65-82115
DYNAMICS OF CDRTICOSTEROID EXCRETION BY FLYING
PERSONNEL FOLLOWING ACTIVITY INVOLVING STRESS
N65-13641
EXCRETION OF STEROID HORMONES WITH URINE DURING
LONG NIGHT FLIGHTS BY AIRCRAFT CREWS
N65-13676
EFFECT OF BED REST ON BLOOD VOLUME, URINARY
VOLUMEy AND URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION
NASA-CR-IBI N65-20473
BED REST EFFECT ON PLASMA LEVELS AND URINARY
EXCRETION OF HYDROXYCDRTICOSTEROIDS
NASA-DR-184 N65-21738
URINE EXCRETION IN ANIMALS - DEPENDENCE OF
DIURESIS ON SALT CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENT, FREE
CARBON DIOXIDE, AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
IN DRINKING WATER
NASA-TT-F-9337 N65-23793
DISTRIBUTION, KINETICS OF ACCUMULATION, AND MODES
OF EXCRETION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN VARIOUS
ORGANS Nb5-26393
MOOD, MOTILITY, AND IT-HYDROXYCORTICOID
EXCRETION IN CYCLIC MANIC-DEPRESSIVE PATIENT
NASA-CR-63785 N65-28097
GRAPHIC RECORDING OF SECRETORY AND EXCRETORY
PROCESSES USING PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL RECORDING
ELEMENT
JPRS-31269 Nb5-29182
MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED TO EXAMINE
PHYSICOCHEMICAL HYPOTHESES THAT EXPLAIN WAYS
IN WHICH HUMAN BODY CONTROLS FLUID AND
ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION - RENAL EXCRETION
RM-4609-PR Nb5-3II99
COMPARISON OF CALCIUM AND IODINE EXCRETION
IN ARM AND TOTAL BODY SWEAT OF HUMANS
REPT.-282 N65-34517
EXHAUST GAS
EYE AND PULMONARY FUNCTION AS AFFECTED BY DIESEL
EXHAUST GASES A65-BOB28
AIR SAMPLES OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE, HYDRAZINE, AND
UDMH COMPONENTS OF TITAN II EXHAUST GASES AND
PERSONNEL SAFETY A65-B2239
EXOBIOLOGY
S BIOASTRONAUTICS
S EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
EXPECTANCY HYPOTHESIS
REACTION TIME TO SECOND OF TWO STIMULI AS FUNCTION
OF INTERSTIMULUS INTERVAL A65-80851
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORY PERIOD IN BISENSORY
TRACKING TASK A65-8228B
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION PRESENTATION
TECHNIQUES USING PAPER AND PENCIL TEST TO SIMULATE
EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS A65-18290
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF ASTRONAUTICS AND SOME
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A65-BO43B
INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS NEEDED
TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS
A65-80582
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN FACET DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
A65-BI670
JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGNING LIFE DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES BASED ON
KNOWLEDGE OF LIFE ON EARTH AND ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL A65-82217
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
NASA-CR-I72 N65-18500
EXPIRATION
BODY POSITION EFFECT ON END EXPIRATORY PLEURAL
PRESSURES IN DOGS MEASURED AT VENTRAL AND DORSAL
THORACIC REGIONS
AMRL-TR-64-133 N65-22476
EXPIRED AIR
SA ALVEOLAR AIR
TEMPERATURE OF EXPIRED AIR IN COLD ENVIRONMENT
A65-80109
FACTORS INFLUENCING CONCENTRATION OF EXPIRED
NITROGEN AFTER BREATHING OXYGEN
A65-80311
EXPLORATION
S LUNAR EXPLORATION
S PLANETARY EXPLORATION
S SPACE EXPLORATION
EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE
MEASUREMENT OF METEOROID ENVIRONMENT FROM EXPLORER
XVl SATELLITE A65-80399
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOPATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WITH
ITIOPATHOGENIC INTERPRETATION - REVIEW
A65-BO21B
AIR EMBOLISM IN MICE AFTER EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
AND POSSIBLE PREVENTION Ab5-BIO7B
GAS BUBBLE FORMATION IN ORGANISMS IN EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION A65-BI272
CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RABBITS AND
COGS CAUSED BY EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
Nb5-13722
EXPLOSIVE GAS
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT IN ANIMAL TISSUE AND
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AND
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE
JPRS-30443 N65-25425
EXPOSURE
SA RADIATION EXPOSURE
A-138
SUBJECT INDEX EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM CHANGES IN CHEMICAL
FACTORY WORKERS FOLLOWING CARBDN DISULFIDE
POISONING AS RELATED TO TIME SINCE
LAST EXPOSURE AND AGE A65-80229
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO CONDITIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE ON HUMAN BODY
NASA-TT-F-276 N65-11045
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
MAMMALS IN GASEOUS TEST CHAMBER
NASA-CR-SI65I N65-1TO56
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM-CXYGEN GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-CR-53563 N65-IT05¥
MEASUREMENT OF DOSE ABSORBED IN VARIOUS ORGANS
AS FUNCTION OF EXTERNAL GAMMA RAY EXPOSURE
AECL-2240 N65-2747I
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF POST-BLAST NUCLEAR
RADIATION EXPOSURE CONIROL COUNTERMEASURES
RELATIVE TO VARIOUS POST-ATTACK CONDITIONS
GTC-54-63-66 N65-33623
EXTRACTION
SA HYDROLYSIS
SA SEPARATION
HILL REACTID_ ACTIVITY OF SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS FROM SPINACH
NASA-CR-67374 N6B-35580
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
MENTAL TELEPATHY AS MEANS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION
FTD-TT-65-366/184 N65-30448
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
SA LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
SA PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SEED GERMINATION OF COMMON PLANT SPECIES IN
RAREFIED NITROGEN ATMOSPHERES SIMULATING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT A65-32416
LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD ENCLOSURE FABRICATION FOR
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT
AMRL-MEMO-M-57 N65-I1277
ECOLOGICAL COMPLEX IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL BASE
ENVIRONMENT - HYDROPONICSt PHYSIOCHEMICALv AND
ALGAE SYSTEMS
P-3OO9 N65-I6517
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ON ANIMALS, PLANTS,
MICROORGANISMS AND BIOLOGICAL SUBSIRATES DURING
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-3O5 N65-17465
HUMAN HANDLING7 ASSEMBLY, AND MAINTENANCE OF
ORBITING SPACE STATIONS IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT - PROPOSED PROGRAM AND EVALUATION
AMRL-TR-64-98 N65-23082
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
SA LIFE DETECTOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE, REVIEWING EVIDENCE IN
METEORITE AND EXAMINING MEANING OF MARKINGS ON
MARS A65-IOT2B
CONSTRAINTS ON LIFE DETECTION SYSTEM ON MARS
CONSIDERING DATA TRANSMISSION LIMITATIONI LOW
SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD, LANDING IMPACT AND
CONTAMINATION A65-10729
WOLF TRAP DEVICE DETERMINING GROWTH OF
MICROORGANISMS BY MEASURING INTENSITY OF LIGHT
SCATTERED BY ORGANISMS A65-I0731
EXPERIMENTAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID AND PROTEIN
TO TEST BIOCHEMICAL EVOLUTIONARY HYPOTHESIS
A65-I4529
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION PROGRAM USING GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-15153
SUGGESTED EXPERIMENTS IN SEARCH FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE IN SOLAR SYSTEM
A65-16032
EXTRATERRESTRIAL STUDY DF ATMOSPHEREt SOIL AND
POSSIBLE ORGANIC MATTER BY COMPACT SPECTROSCOPIC
AND TELEVISION INSTRUMENT PACKAGE FOR TELEMETRY
A65-16557
INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS TO DETECT LIFE ON OTHER
PLANETS A65-I6817
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE CONSIDERING MOON AS
HOSPITAL, MOONSHIPS TO MARS AND VENUSt DETECTING
AND COMMUNICATING WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS, ETC
A65-18236
AUTOMATED BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY FOR DETECTION
AND CLASSIFICATION OF LIFE ON MARS
A65-19518
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG BIOMETEOROLDGY,
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGINEERING, MEDICINE AND
PSYCHOFECHNICS A65-19770
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION PROGRAM USING GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-22137
APPROACHES TO DIRECT AND INDIRECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE IDENTIFICATION CONCENTRATING ON
MICROORGANISMS AND NOTING ROLE OF CARBON
A65-2277I
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL AND GROWTH ON
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLDPHYLLOIDES IN AMMONIA
METHANE HYDROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES
A65-23486
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION ON MARS USING
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT EQUIPPED FOR AUTOMATIC
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL TESTS A65-26739
MARTIAN LIFE DEPENDS ON CHEMOGENYT BIOGENY,
COGNOGENY, SIMILARITY AND DISSIMILARITY TO EARTH
AND PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT
A65-28200
AGUEOUS AND NONAQUEOUS SOLUTIONS, TEMPERATURE
LIMITS, GAS HYDRATE FORMATION AND CONNECTION WITH
ORIGIN OF LIFE A65-29013
ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS CONCERNED WITH BEHAVIOR
AND REACTIONS OF LIVE ORGANISMS EXPOSED TO SPACE
CONDITIONS A65-29945
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM ON
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH AT FLORENCE IN
MAY 1964 A65-3067I
PREVENTION OF BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION ON
EXIRATERRESIRIAL BODIES A65-30675
RESPONSE OF MICROORGANISM TO SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGATED, USING CULTURE
COLLECTIONS AND SOIL SAMPLES A65-30676
EPTICAL ACTIVITY IN UV REGION OF SPECTRUM
DEVELOPED, USING OPTICAL ROTATION TO DETECT
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE A65-3067B
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION SUGGESTED VIA
CUANTITATIVE FLUORESCENT NUCLEIC ACID-ACRIDINE
ORANGE REACTION A65-30679
RESULTS FROM FIELD TESTS OF GULLIVER AND
DIOGENES EXPERIMENTS FOR DETECTING LIFE IN SEVERE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS A65-306BI
_ARTIAN CONDITIONS SIMULATED FROM ASTROPHYSICAL
DATA FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
A65-30682
LINONITE ENVIRONMENT MAY PROVIDE ECOLOGICAL BASIS
FOR RESPIRATORY AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC MARTIAN
ORGANISMS A65-30684
A-139
EXTRATERRESTRIALRADIATION SUBJECT INDEX
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EFFECTS ON MICROORGANISMS
Ab5-30685
MINIMUM FREE LIVING REPLICATING SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS A65-30686
ORGANIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXTRACTED FROM ORGUEIL
METEORITE AS RELATED TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
A65-80080
EVIDENCE OF TERRESTRIAL BIOGENIC CONTAMINATION OF
ORGUEIL METEORITE SAMPLE NO. 9419 AS RELATED TO
VALIDITY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE FOUND IN OTHER
SAMPLES A65-80081
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BODIES INCLUDING EVIDENCE FOR AND AGAINST
BIOGENESIS AND ABIOGENESIS A65-80097
ORGANIZED ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION TO SIZE
IN ORGUEIL METEORITE SUGGESTING PRIMITIVE
LIFE INDIGENOUS TO METEORITES A65-80444
SIGNIFICANCE AND STATUS OF EXOBIOLOGY /STUDY OF
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE/ IN RELATICN TO ORIGIN OF
LIFE A65-80508
POSSIBILITY OF COMMUNICATION WITH EXTRATERRESTRIAL
CIVILIZATIONS BY RADIO METHODS A65-80825
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND OTHER CELESTIAL
BODIES AND STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY MAN DURING
SPACE TRAVEL A65-80949
SOME FORMS OF LIFE FOUND ON EARTH WHICH CAN
SURVIVE CONDITIONS THOUGHT TO EXIST ON MARS
A65-BIOI3
CHARACTERISTICS OF MARS AND POSSIBILITY GF
EXISTENCE OF LIFE A65-810IB
MARS COLOR CHANGES EXPLAINED ON BASIS OF PHYSICAL
MODEL A65-81159
LIFE FORMS ON OTHER PLANETS PROBABLY SIMILAR TO
THOSE ON EARTH A65-81219
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN SEDIMENT OVER TWO
BILLION YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO BIEEGGICAL CR
ABIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES
A65-81233
LIFE-FORMS IN METEORITES AND THE PROBLEM OF
TERRESTRIAL CONTAMINATION - A STUDY IN METHODOLOGY
A65-81241
DETECTING LIFE IN OTHER SOLAR SYSTEMS
A65-81263
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING POSSIBILITY
OF ORIGIN AND EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON JUPITER
A65-81287
SUBSURFACE MARINE BIOSPHERE ON MARS
A65-81583
PHYSICAL BASIS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION
AND USE ON MARS A65-81737
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE STUDIES AS RELATED TO
EVOLUTION OF LIFE, METEORITES, LIFE-DETECTION
DEVICES, MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, AND MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-81851
LIFE-DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENTS IN
CARRYING OUI BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION ON MARS
A65-81927
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE, ULTRA-INTELLIGENT MACHINES
AND SPACE EXPLORATION A65-82208
JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGNING LIFE DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES BASED ON
KNOWLEDGE UF LIFE ON EARTH AND ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL A65-82217
MARS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS SUGGESTING BIOLOGICAL
POSSIBILITIES AND LIFE DETECTION EQUIPMENT TO
PREVENT CONTAMINATION A65-82218
NASA PROGRAM FOR BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS AS
SUGGESTED BY NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES SPACE
SCIENCE BOARD A65-82219
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY EXAMINATION OF ORGUEIL
METEORITE **ORGANIZED ELEMENTS*_ WITH
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS RESEMBLING CELLS OR
ORGANISMS OF EARTH ORIGIN A65-82366
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTORS
NASA-SP-56 N65-12268
RADIOISOTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55529 N65-16276
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION -
MULTIVATOR
NASA-CR-SIO96 N65-16328
RADIOISOTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE OF MICROORGANISMS
FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55535 N65-16478
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION - GULLIVER Ill
MODEL
NASA-CR-56214 N65-16497
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-SP-TOIS, PT. I N65-I6598
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE IN SOLAR SYSTEM
N65-16608
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS ON EXISTENCE AND
DETECTION OF LIFE OUTSIDE EARTH BIOSPHERE,
CRIGIN OF LIFE, METEORITIC LIFE STUDIES, AND
CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS - EXOBIOLOGY
STL-9990-b737-KU-OO0 N65-19834
MARS BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
NASA-CR-57724 N65-20753
EXISTENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE BASED ON DATA
FROM ASTRONOMY, GEOCHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY
JPRS-29591 N65-23321
SPACE RELATED BIOLOGY INCLUDING EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT STUDIES - ANNUAL REPORT, JUNE 1965
NASA-CR-64060 N65-29773
ANALYSIS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION
PROBLEM
NASA-SP-75 N65-3422T
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION
S SPACE RADIATION
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION
SA ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION
THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM OF APOLLO MISSICN
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT SPACE SUIT INCLUDING
GAS LOOP, WATER FEED RATE AND LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
A65-23618
EMERGENCY RETRIEVAL OF EXTRAVEHICULAR ASTRONAUT
USING LIGHTWEIGHT TETHERLINE AND ANCHOR MASS FOR
ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER A65-35637
GEMINI PROGRAM - ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY DURING FLIGHT, RENDEZVOUS,
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AND REENTRY
A65-BI28D
LUNAR EXPLORATION SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION A65-81392
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION
A65-81403
HUMAN PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE IN EXTRAVEHICULAR
SPACE OPERATIONS N65-16613
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY IN SPACE
A-140
SUBJECTINDEX EYEDISEASE
JPRS-30152 N65-24348
HUMAN FACTORS RELATED TO REMOTE HANDLING OF
GROUND SUPPORT FOR NUCLEAR POWERED SYSTEMS AND
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE OPERATIONS
AMRL-TR-64-122 N65-27891
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION OF VOSKHOD II MANNED
SPACECRAFT - COSMONAUT REPORT DURING PRESS
CONFERENCE NOS-Z828T
EYE
SA CORNEA
SA INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE
SA OCULAR CIRCULATION
SA RETINA
SA VISION
HUMAN CHORIORETINAL BURNS FROM HIGH ALTITUDE
NUCLEAR DETONATIONS A65-14240
PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF DOGS TO HIGH OXYGEN
ENVIRONMENT RESULTING IN RETINAL DETACHMENT AND
OTHER SEVERE OCULAR DAMAGE A65-14385
COMBINED EFFECTS OF OXYGEN TOXICITY AND HIGH
GRAVITY STRESSES ON RETINAL DAMAGE IN ANIMALS
A65-14386
HUMAN EYE PHYSIOLOGY WITH RESPECT TO SENSITIVITY
AND PERCEPTION FOR ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION
A65-32922
EDGE EFFECTS OF MOVEMENT OF GRATING BEHIND FIXED
APERTURE LEADS TO SPURIOUS ESTIMATES OF OPTICAL
RESOLUTION IN INSECTS AND MAN A65-36092
ACHROMATIC AXIS OF EYE DETERMINED WITH RESPECT TO
CENTER OF PUPIL A65-36154
CORNEAL NEOVASCULARIZATION OF GUINEA PIG IN
PRESSURE CHAMBER SUPPLIED WITH TO0 PERCENT OXYGEN
AT UP TO TWO ATMOSPHERES A65-BO052
AUTONOMIC CORRELATES OF ELECTRICAL
EXCITABILITY OF EYE A65-B0250
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS IN SKIN AND EYE AND HEAT
EFFECTS OF SUNLIGHT ON HUMAN BODY
AbS-B0492
CHANGES IN EYE DURING EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
ENVIRONMENTS A65-BObO5
HUMAN RETINA POTENTIALS INDUCED BY ELECTRIC
CURRENT A65-80748
CORTICAL AND OCULAR ELECTRICAL RESPONSES TO
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION IN MAN
A65-BOTT3
EYE AND PULMONARY FUNCTION AS AFFECTED BY DIESEL
EXHAUST GASES A65-80828
FUNDUSCDPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF
CHORIORETINAL INJURY AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE TIME
BY LASER AND LIGHT COAGULATOR IN RABBITS
A65-81093
OPHTHALNOLDGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES IN RABBIT
EYES INDUCED BY ULTRASOUND A65-812£6
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABILITY OF
BLOOD-EYE BARRIER AND REFRACTIVE MEDIA ON EYE IN
RABBITS A65-81289
SPECTRAL TRANSMITTANCE OF VISIBLE LIGHT BY LIVING
HUMAN EYE A65-81612
MORPHOLOGICAL BASIS AND PHYSIOLOGY OF BINOCULAR
VISION A65-81421
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE OF ONE EYEBALL TO ULTRASOUND ON
CEREBRAL VISUAL CENTERS IN RABBIT
A65-B1649
HYPOTHERMIA EFFECT ON EYE - CLINICAL,
BACTERIOLOGICAL, PATHOLOGICAL AND ANATOMICAL
FINDINGS Ab5-BI726
OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT IN AQUEOUS
HUMOR AND LENS OF EYE OF ANIMAL - NEW TEST METHOD
A65-BIT27
VISUAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFECT ON EYE UNDER
CONDITIONS OF VIBRATION OF HUMAN SUBJECT OR OF
VISUAL OBJECT A65-BIB87
FOVEAL AND PARAFOVEAL COLOR VISION
A65-B2264
ABSOLUTE JUDGMENTS OF LIGHT INTENSITY WITH EYE
HELD IN CONSTANT STATE OF DARK ADAPTION
AMRL-TR-64-103 N65-16002
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY TO DETECT CATARACTS IN HUMAN EYE
CAUSED BY MICROWAVE RADIATION
RADC-TDR-64-273 N65-1_007
COUNTERROLLING OF HUMAN EYE - NYSTAGNUS RESPONSE
TO HEAD TILT AND BODY ROTATION
GE/EE/66-B N65-16436
RADIOLOGY - EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION ON EYESv
EXPOSURE OF MICE TO GAMMA RADIATION, AND
LEUKOCYTE AND BONE MARROW CHANGES IN RABBITS
EXPOSED TO RADIATION
FTD-TT-64-T46/I_2 N65-2120B
EFFECTS ON EYES OF NEAR-MAXIMUM DOSAGES OF GAMMA
AND NEUTRON RADIATION - OPHTHALMOLOGY
N65-21209
ACCURATE PUPIL SIZE MEASUREMENT USING TELEVISION
CAMERA AND CALIBRATED MONITOR
CRDL-TM-2-3 N65-22392
OPTOMOTOR RESPONSE, OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF COMPOUND
EYES, AND CYCLIC DISCHARGE OF MOTOR FIBERS AS
FUNCTION OF LIGHT INTENSITY - STUDY OF MILKWEED
BUG, LIXUS, AND TENEBRIO
AFOSR-65-O042 N65-ZT?33
MUTUALLY INHIBITORY TRANSIENT RETINAL
REACTIONS - PHYSIOLOGY N65-29348
ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY_ HUMAN ANALOGS
AND BIONICS - HUMAN ANALOG OF VISUAL SENSOR
PROVIDED INFORMATION ON MECHANISMS AND PROCESSES
CARRIED OUT IN HUMAN EYE
NASA-CR-6417T N65-31050
SUBJECT INDEX TO LITERATURE SURVEY DEALING WITH
RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN EYE
TIO-3912/INDEX/ N65-31958
EIOMECHANICS OF CORNEA - APPLICATION TO
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
NASA-CR-67160 N65-34461
EYE DISEASE
SA BLINDNESS
SA GLAUCOMA
OCULAR PARALYSES AND FITNESS OF FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-80108
RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DISEASE AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION ' A65-80757
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM RESPONSE TO SLOW
FLICKERING LIGHT STIMULUS AS RELATED TO COLOR
VISION AND EYE DISEASE A65-80778
INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBILITY OF RADAR INDUCED
CATARACT AbS-81OT3
AGE FACTOR AS RELATED TO INDUCTION OF CATARACTS BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION IN RABBIT AbS-8203T
CATARACT INCIDENCE IN ARMY AND AIR FORCE RADAR
WORKERS OF VARIOUS AGES Ab5-BZO38
MICROWAVE CATARACTOGENESIS IN YOUNG RABBITS AS
RELATED TO RADIATION INTENSITY AND EXPOSURE TIME
A65-82061
RADIOISOTOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF EYE TUMORS_ RADIATION
INJURY DURING IRRADIATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF
A-161
EYEDOMINANCE SUBJECT INDEX
HEAD, AND RADIORESISTANCE AT VARIOUS STAGES OF
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-29410 N65-20599
EYE DOMINANCE
TEMPORAL PARAMETERS OF BINOCULAR RIVALRY
A65-80406
RIGHT-LEFT RETINAL DIFFERENCES IN TACHISTOSCOPIC
IDENTIFICATION RESOLVED AS DUE TO READING HABIT
A65-80569
EYE EXAMINATION
THRESHOLD CONTRAST SENSITIVITY AS FUNCTION OF
SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF HUMAN EYE FOR SQUARE-WAVE
GRATING A65-32834
VISIBLE LIGHT PROPAGATION IN CONES OF HUMAN
RETINA, USING ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL
RESPONSE A65-32883
COLOR VISION- FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATION
OF COLOR PERCEPTION, CLINICAL DIAGNOSTIC
TESTSt GENETICS, AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
A65-80269
EYE MOVEMENT
EYE MOVEMENT RECORDER FOR STUDYING VISUAL
ILLUSIONS OF ROTATION A65-10545
EVOKED RESPONSES IN RELATION TO OCULOMOTOR
REACTION TIMES AND VISUAL PERCEPTION IN MAN
A65-16466
EXPERIMENT SHOWING RETINAL BLUR OPERATING AS EVEN-
ERROR SIGNAL UNDER RESTRICTED MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITIONS A65-22037
OCULOMOTOR CONTROL DISTURBANCE AND RETINAL IMAGE
STABILIZATION DURING FLIGHT CONSIDERING VISUAL
TRACKING AND VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS
A65-24082
PILOT EYE FIXATIONS WHILE FLYING MANEUVERS WITH
BOTH VERTICAL MOVING TAPE INSTRUMENTS AND ROUND
DIAL INSTRUMENT A65-3OLO3
METHODS FOR MEASURING AND REGISTERING EYE TREMOR
A65-80046
INTRINSIC EYE MOVEMENT NOISE DURING VISUAL TASK
A65-80048
HEAD, EYE, BODY, AND LIMB MOVEMENTS OF CAT AND
MONKEY CAUSED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL NERVE A65-80156
MUSCLE TONUS IN HUMAN DURING SLEEP AND DREAMING
RELATED TO EYE MOVEMENT RECORDED ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM A65-80157
EYE MOVEMENT PATTERNS AS FUNCTION
OF PREVIDUS TACHISTOSCOPIC PRACTICE
A65-8O247
FOVEAL AND PARAFOVEAL STIMULI EFFECT IN ELICITING
FUSION MOVEMENTS IN LIGHT ADAPTED EYES
A65-BO50g
RIGHT-LEFT RETINAL DIFFERENCES IN TACHISTOSCOPIC
IDENTIFICATION RESOLVED AS DUE TO READING HABIT
A65-80569
EYE MOVEMENTS MEASURED DURING MICHOTTE LAUNCHING
EVENT A65-BO594
EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO VISUAL PERCEPTION
AND OCULOMOTOR REACTION TIMES IN MAN
A65-80645
REDUCING OR STUPPING INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS AS
RELATED TO RETINAL IMAGE A65-8066I
EYE-MOVEMENT PATTERNS IN SCANNING NUMERICAL
DISPLAYS RELATED TO INFORMATION PROCESSING
A65-81007
EYE DYNAMICS STUDIED BY MEANS OF
PIEZO-ACCELEROMETER A65-81014
A-142
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECORDING OF ROTATIONAL EYE
MOVEMENTS BY NEW CONTACT-LENS TECHNIQUE
A65-81050
MEASURING MOVEMENTS OF RETINAL IMAGE WITH RESPECT
TO RETINA A65-81058
MEASUREMENT OF EYE MOVEMENT USING MAGNETIC
INOUCTION IN CONTACT LENS COIL A65-8106I
EYE AND OTOLITHS A65-81113
ESTIMATION OF LIGHT STIMULATOR POSITION RELATED TO
EYE MOVEMENT A65-81195
EYE MOVEMENTS DURING OBSERVATION OF MOVING OBJECT
A65-81196
UCULOMOTOR ACTIVITY DISTURBANCES REGISTERED IN
SOVIET ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A65-81199
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATED TO VISUAL
ILLUSIONS A65-81218
NEW METHOD OF RECORDING EYE MOVEMENT -
PHOTONYSTAGMOGRAM A65-BI242
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN CATS SIMILAR TO
OCULAR MUSCLE MOVEMENT DURING RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
IN SLEEP A65-81483
ROLE OF CORNEO-CONJUNCTIVAL SENSITIVITY IN
AWARENESS OF EYE MOVEMENT DURING VESTIBULAR
NYSTAGMUS A65-81506
CONSISTENCY AND TEST - RETEST RELIABILITY OF
SPONTANEOUS AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY
/ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE/ AND EYE MOVEMENT
A65-81658
SPATIAL AND DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF VISUAL FIXATION
RELATED TO HEAD AND EYE MOVEMENT AND VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS A65-81694
ALCOHOL EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS WITH
PARTICULAR RESPECT TO OCULOMOTOR REGULATORY
FUNCTION, AS APPLIED TO BEHAVIOR IN TRAFFIC
A65-81722
EYE LID MOVEMENT EFFECT UPON ELECTRG-OCULOGRAPHIC
RECORDING OF VERTICAL EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-BIgC9
CEPRIVATION OF DREAMING SLEEP BY TWO METHODS
RESULTING IN COMPENSATORY RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
Ab5-B2024
CENTRAL REGULATION OF THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM -
ROTATIONAL STIMULATION AND EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-82137
EFFECT OF TARGET SIZE, LUMINANCE, AND COLOR ON
MONOCULAR FIXATION A65-82202
ACCURACY OF LOCALIZATION OF TARGET IN SPACE WITH
VARIED EFFERENT INPUT A65-82215
DREAM AND THINKING REPORTS FOLLOWING AROUSAL FROM
RAPID EYE MOVEMENT SLEEP A65-82223
CORTICAL CONTROL OF EYE MOVEMENTS AND VISUAL
THRESHOLD
AD-453155 N65-18000
RATE OF NYSTAGMIC FAST COMPONENT PRODUCED BY
RHYTHMIC ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF AMPULLAR
RECEPTOR N65-20140
SLOW AND RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS IN RABBITS DUE TO
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION DURING ROTATION
JPRS-29571 N65-21363
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DATA OF EYE ACTIVITY
DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT N65-26920
VISUAL ILLUSIONS RELATED TO INVOLUNTARY EYE
MOVEMENT
NASA-OR-63651 N65-27513
SUBJECT INDEX FATIGUE /BIOL/
BIOPHYSICS STUDY INCLUDING EYE TRACKING SYSTEM AND
STIMULATED EYE MOVEMENT
JPRS-30575 N65-2809_
EVALUATION OF LIGHT STIMULATOR POSITION AND
MOVEMENTS OF EYES USING HUMAN SUBJECTS
N65-2B095
INFORMATION ON TYPES OF EYE MOVEMENT IN EYE
TRACKING SYSTEM STUDY N65-28096
VISUAL SEARCH - EYE FIXATIONS AS DETERMINED BY
INSTRUCTED TARGET CHARACTERISTICS
T-tZ5 N65-36786
EYE PROTECTION
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTED BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE A65-21951
OETERMINATION OF ATTENUATING FILTERS REQUIRED FOR
EYE PROTECTION AGAINST LASER RADIATION
A65-22614
PILOTS ABILITY TO OPERATE A4D ELF FLASH
BLINDNESS THERMAL PROTECTIVE SYSTEM WITHIN LIMITS
OF SAFETY A65-26170
FLASH BLINDNESS AND EYE INJURY FROM EXPOSURE TO
ILLUMINATION AND RADIATION FROM SUN AND ATOMIC
BLASTS TOGETHER WITH PROTECTIVE MEASURES
AbS-B21BB
EFFECTIVENESS OF SIMPLE EYE PATCH FOR EYE
PROTECTION AGAINST FLASH BLINDNESS AND
DESIRABILITY OF USING LARGE NUMBERS OF OBSERVERS
IN FLASH BLINDNESS RESEARCH
NADC-ML-632b Nb5-27862
EYE PROTECTION AND VISUAL RECOVERY AFTER FLASH
LUMINANCES
SAM-TR-65-I? N65-33_05
F
F-lOb AIRCRAFT
HEART RATE OF TEST PILOTS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
AIRCRAFT AS AFFECTED BY RISK TAKING AND MISSION
RESPONSIBILITY A65-81293
F-t06 AIRCRAFT
RELIABLE ZERO SPEED, ZERO ALTITUDE EJECTION SEAT
FOR F-106 JET AIRCRAFT N65-29761
FABRIC
PROPERTIES OF TEXTILES USED FOR THERMAL RADIATION
PROTECTION
IS-t32 N65-31974
FACE
TOLERANCES OF HUMAN FACE TO CRASH IMPACT
AM--6_2O N65-34678
FACTOR
S AGE FACTOR
S EMOTIONAL FACTOR
S HUMAN FACTOR
S PH FACTOR
S PHYSICAL FACTOR
S PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR
S PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOR
S RACE FACTOR
S SAFETY FACTOR
S SEX FACTOR
S SOCIAL FACTOR
S TIME FACTOR
S VIEW FACTOR
FACTOR ANALYSIS
GENERAL ANXIETY EFFECT AS INDEX OF LABILITY ON
PERFORMANCE OF PSYCHOMOTOR TASKS USING TAYLOR
MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE - FACTOR ANALYSIS
AbS-BO021
VISUAL OBSERVATION AND FACTOR ANALYSIS OF
OBJECTIVE ELECTRICAL VESTIBULOGRAMS
AbS-B0261
COMPONENT AND TOTAL TASK RELATIONS AT DIFFERENT
STAGES OF LEARNING COMPLEX TRACKING TASK
AbS-B166Z
DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTS
FROM FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS A65-81913
FACTORS INFLUENCING HUMAN RESPONSE TO AIRCRAFT
NOISE - MASKING OF SPEECH AND VARIABILITY OF
SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENTS
FAA-ADS-42 N65-33435
FAILURE
SA SYSTEM FAILURE
BOUNDS ON DISTRIBUTION WITH DECREASING FAILURE
RATE DERIVED MATHEMATICALLY AND APPLIED TO
SEMICONDUCTOR AND CANCER PROBLEMS - LIFE
SURVIVAL TEST
CRC-64-32/RRI N65-24362
SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN FACTOR IN PHYSICS
OF FAILURE N65-30316
FALLOUT
SA RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT
DEATH RATES OF MICROORGANISMS DEPOSITED ON
SURFACES OF STAINLESS STEEL AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS BY HANDLING AND AERIAL FALLOUT -
DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-bT26T N65-35116
FAST NEUTRON
FAST NEUTRON ACTION ON HUMAN CELL NUCLEUS DURING
MITOSIS, IN TISSUE CULTURES Ab5-80540
DEAMINATION OF ADENINE IN DNA MOLECULE AFTER
HYDRATION OF PEA SEEDS EXPOSED TO FAST-NEUTRON
IRRADIATION AbS-82IBO
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF FAST NEUTRONS
FOR STUDYING IRRADIATION DAMAGE OF CELLS
N65-26381
FAT
S ADIPOSE TISSUE
FATIGUE /BIOL/
MENTAL TASK EFFECT ON AUDITORY FATIGUEt EXPOSING
SUB_IECTS TO FATIGUE TONE UNDER CONDITIONS OF
MENTAL ARITHMETIC AND REVERIE AbS-1TB37
EFFECT OF FATIGUE ON AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
A65-23930
FLIGHT FATIGUE AS RELATED TO VISUAL PROBLEMS AND
FLIGHT SAFETY A65-80028
DISTURBANCE IN DAILY ROUTINE AND EFFECT ON
PROFESSIONAL WORKING CAPACITY OF MAN
AbS-BOO47
SEAT COMFORT DETERMINED BY COMPARATIVE RECORDING
OF SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT AND INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY
DF INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS A65-80173
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY INFLUENCED BY REPEATED
MEASUREMENT AND INTERVAL BETWEEN SESSIONS
AbS-BO_56
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY OF MAN AND ITS DIMINUTION
BY HEAT STRESS A6S-B0906
DRUG-INDUCED FATIGUE DECREMENT IN AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL Ab5-BI573
HEARING LOSS AND AUDITORY FATIGUE IN INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS EXPOSED TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF NOISE-CAUSES
AND PROGRESS A65-BI678
ELASTIC COMPONENT AND COURSE OF FATIGUE IN
DENERVATED MUSCLE OF RAT Ab5-81709
INFLUENCE OF LOCAL FATIGUE ON SPEED AND ACCURACY
IN MOTOR LEARNING Ab5-B1759
COORDINATION OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES
DURING PHYSIOLOGICAL WORK AbS-BIB53
A-163
FATIGUETEST SUBJECTINDEX
EFFECT OF CERVICAL SYMPATHECTOMY IN RATS ON
POSTERIOR PITUITARY OXYTOXIC ACTIVITY CHANGES
EVOKED BY PHYSICAL EXHAUSTION A65-BI923
COCHLEAR POTENTIALS OF GUINEA PIG FOLLOWING SOUND
STIMULATION SHOWING AUDITORY FATIGUE
A65-82308
AUDITORY FATIGUE PRODUCED BY HIGH INTENSITY
ACOUSTIC IMPULSES
REPTo-IISB N65-14366
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FATIGUE_ MALINGERING,
NYSTAGMUS, DRUGS, AND FORENSIC SCIENCE
FAA-AM-6_-I6 N65-15308
CARBOHYDRATES EFFECTS ON HUMAN BODY UNDER STRESS
AND FATIGUE - NUTRITION N65-18595
PERFORMANCE TASKS PRODUCING FATIGUE IN MAN AND
OTHER PRIMATES AND USE OF EEG AS FATIGUE
INDICATOR DETERMINED FROM PARTIAL SPACE CABIN
SIMULATION N65-28773
BIOLOGICAL FATIGUE IN AIR SAFETY
AM-b5-13 N&5-29792
PILOT FATIGUE - INTERCONTINENTAL JET FLIGHT
BETWEEN OKLAHOMA CITY AND TOKYO
AM-65-16 N65-34020
FATIGUE TEST
FATIGUE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCE AFTER 24 HOUR
SIMULATED TRANSPORT FLIGHT
SAM-TR-65-16 N65-26570
FATTY ACID
FATTY-ACID SYNTHESIS IN YEAST PREPARATIONS SHOWING
HOW THESE PREPARATIONS ARE AFFECTED BY
INTERMEDIATES OF OXIDATIVE AND FERMENTATIVE
METABOLISM OF GLUCOSE A65-33702
FREE FATTY ACID LEVELS IN PLASMA IN ATHLETES AFTER
EXTREME PHYSICAL STRESS A65-80186
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF ETHYL PALMITATE,
OLIVE OIL AND OTHER VEGETABLE OILS IN MOUSE
A65-B0844
FAULT MECHANICS
FAULT ISOLATION/CORRECTION TEXT AND
TROUBLESHOOTING DIAGRAMS FOR SAGE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIANS
ESO-TR-A4-66_ N65-[g35L
FEAR OF FLYING
TRAVELING PREFERENCEt FLYING EXPERIENCE AND SEX
DIFFERENCES RELATED TO DETAILS EXPRESSED IN
AIRCRAFT DRAWINGS A65-8045B
FEAR IN MILITARY AVIATOR A65-81824
FECES
THYROID SECRETION RATE AND FECAL ELIMINATION IN
COLD ACCLIMATED RAT A65-81605
AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC MICROFLORA OF HUMAN FECES
USING SPACE-TYPE DIETS
AMRL-TR-64-107 N65-14829
FEEDBACK
SA DEGENERATION
SA REGENERATION
TIME ESTIMATION- METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATION
OF POSITIVE FEEDBACK TECHNIQUE A65-80257
DELAYED FEEDBACK SELF-TRACKING AND RECORDING
INSTRUMENT AbS-BOT40
AFTEREFFECTS OF DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK ON
SPEECH. A65-BI566
FEEDBACK-DELAY EFFECT ON ABILITY TO PERFORM
SELF-PACED MANUAL TASKS - CYBERNETICS
NASA-TN-O-2665 N65-17329
FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL MECHANISM IN HUMAN
SPEECH SYSTEM MODEL MADE TO STUTTER, CONSIDERING
EAR AS CAUSE OF INSTABILITY A65-IO73B
HUMAN SPEECH MODEL FOR FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
N65-166IB
FERTILIZATION
POST FERTILIZATION RECOVERY PROCESS FOR IRRADIATED
EGGS AND SPERM OF SEA URCHIN N65-i8082
FETUS
SA EMBRYO
ELECTRICAL AXIS OF FETAL HEART N65-16616
SKIN GRAFT REJECTION IN FETUS OF SHEEP
N65-22306
EFFECT OF DOSAGE, MATERNAL AGE AT CONCEPTION, AND
GESTATIONAL AGE ON RETENTION OF STRONTIUM 90 BY
FETAL AND NEWBORN RATS
UR-661 N65-22992
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES TO MONITOR FETUS
DURING LABOR AND DELIVERY USING FETAL
ELECTRUCARDIOGRAMS NAS-2BTS3
FIBER
SA GLASS FIBER
ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE FIBER AND PROTOPLASM
DIFFUSION PROCESSES DURING EXCITATION OF NERVE
N65-32662
FIBER OPTICS
OPTOMOTOR RESPONSE, OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF COMPOUND
EYES, AND CYCLIC DISCHARGE OF MOTOR FIBERS AS
FUNCTION OF LIGHT INTENSITY - STUDY OF MILKWEED
BUG, LIXUS, AND TENEBRIO
AF_SR-65-O042 N65-27933
FIBERGLASS
S GLASS FIBER
FIBRILLATION
AURICULAR FIBRILLATION IN YOUNG MAN - EFFECTS OF
EXERCISE, DIGITALIS, ATROPINE, AND RESTORATION
OF NORMAL RHYTHM A65-B0210
EMBOLISM AND PAROXYSMAL AURICULAR FIBRILLATION
NASA-TT-F-B552 N65-1817B
FIBRIN
FIBRINOLYSIS IN CARBON MONOXIOE POISONING
IN ANIMALS AbS-BO28B
FIBRINOGEN
EFFECT OF ULTRASOUND ON FIBRINOGEN IN HUMAN PLASMA
AbS-8137B
FIBRINGLYTIC ACTIVITY OF EXERCISING DOG PRIOR TO
AND AFTER ACCLIMATIZATION IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-82167
FIELD
S ELECTRIC FIELD
S ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
S GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
S GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
S MAGNETIC FIELD
S POTENTIAL FIELD
S STAR FIELD
S VISUAL FIELD
FIELO THEORY
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNIST CHINA -
FIELD THEORY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRYt AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-29641 Nb5-Z337I
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
PILOT PROFICIENCY DURING SIMULATED MISSION OF HIGH
PERFORMANCE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT AS INFLUENCED BY
SECOBARBITAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE A65-81734
FIGHTER BOMBER AIRCRAFT
FIGHTER BOMBER AIRCRAFT PROBLEMS OF COMBAT
EFFECTIVENESS_ PILOT EFFICIENCY, FLIGHT SAFETY,
PILOT COMFORT, AND SURVIVAL A65-80133
A-144
SUBJECTINDEX FLICKERFUSIONFREQUENCY
FEGURALAFTEREFFECTPARADOXICAlEFFECTOFHOMOGENEOUSLIGHT
STIMULATION ON FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT
A65-80093
GAMMA MOVEMENT- APPARENT MOVEMENT IN
FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS EXPERIMENTS
A65-80255
CONTRAST HYPOTHESIS OF FIGURAL AFTER-EFFECTS
A65-80737
MOVEMENT AFTEREFFECTS AND FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS
A65-BIOIO
TWO DIFFERENT AFTER-EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO VISUAL
TILTS A65-81662
ANALYSIS OF SATIATION-FATIGUE MECHANISM OF F1GURAL
AFTER-EFFECTS A65-B225T
FILM
SA PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM
PLATELET SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOLLOWING X-RAY
EXPOSURE OF STAINED BLOOD FILES
UR--663 N65-24622
FILTRATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPACTION AND BIOLOGICAL
FILTRATION AEROSOL COLLECTION MECHANISMS IN
STRATOSPHERE N65-23985
CALCULATION OF ABSORBED DOSES OF L_NG WAVE X-RAYS
AND RELATION BETWEEN IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND
FILTRATION OF PRIMARY BEAM
JPRS-30672 N65-26B03
FILTERS FOR ROENTGENOGRAPHY, ANGIOGRAPHY_ AND
CINEMATOGRAPHY TO DETERMINE RELATION BETWEEN
IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND FILTRATION OF PRIMARY
BEAM N65-26805
FIRE PREVENTION
SPACECRAFT CABIN CONSIDERING PRESSURE, TYPES OF
ATMOSPHERE AND FIRE HAZARDS FROM FLAMMABLE
MATERIAL A65-14806
FISH
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
BIRDv FISH, AND MAMMAL ADS-B0624
SUN-COMPASS ORIENTATION BY PARROT FISHES, SCARUS
GUACAMAIA AND S. LOELESTIUS Ab5-BOBI5
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC RESPONSES TO ANOXIA IN CARP
/CYPRINUS CARPIC t./ SIMILAR TC THOSE IN MAMMAL
A65-81384
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CONDITIONED RESPONSES OF
FISH N65-17754
IRRADIATION PASTEURIZATION FOR PRESERVATION OF
FRESH WATER FISH AND INLAND FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
CO0-1ZB3-12 N65-19822
STEROID INDUCED OVULATION IN FISH - ANIMAL STUDY
NbS-2058B
RESEARCH ON RADIOPASIEURIZATION OF FISH - OPTIMUM
DOSE AND ACCEPTANCE LEVELS, SUITABILITY OF
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, CHANGES IN
FLAVOR AND ODOR FROM IRRADIATION AND STORAGE
TID-216OO N65-22094
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS DF SONAR
PULSE CHARACTERISTICS EF FISH AND MARINE MAMMALS
LR-18525 N65-23152
RADIATION EFFECTS ON FISH LIPIDS - RANCIDITY,
SPOILAGE, COLORt AND NATURAL FLAVOR LOSS
T10-21605 N65-24236
FISSION PRODUCT
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD, INHALATICN, OR
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
AHSB/S/-R-66 N65-25154
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS -
RADIOIDDINE PRODUCED BY ATOMIC EXPLOSION
AEC-TR-6550 N&5-ZTTTI
FITNESS
S FLIGHT FITNESS
S PHYSICAL FITNESS
FLAGELLATA
GROWTH AND CULTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHLORELLA
ALGAL FLAGELLATES FOR MASS CULTURE
SAM-TDR-64-63 N65-16880
FLASH
EFFECT OF WARNING INTERVAL VARIABILITY ON LATENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY BLINK RESPONSE TO INTENSE VISUAL
STIMULATION A65-BOlgl
ROD-CONE INDEPENDENCE IN AFTER-FLASH EFFECT
A65-80804
SPECIFICITY OF CONE INTERACTION IN AFTER-FLASH
EFFECT Ab5-B0805
FLASH BLINDNESS
SA VISION
BLACK BODY AND THERMAL RADIATION FROM NUCLEAR
WEAPONS IN RELATION TO FLASH BLINDNESS
AbS-26169
PILOTS ABILITY TO OPERATE A4D ELF FLASH
BLINDNESS THERMAL PROTECTIVE SYSTEM WITHIN LIMITS
DF SAFETY A65-26170
CLASH _LINDNESS AS FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH
SPECIFICITY A65-BI095
A4D AIRCRAFT FLASH BLINDNESS PROTECTIVE SYSTEM-
SAFE OPERATION TIME AS AFFECTED BY SIZE OF
SUBJECTS PERFORMING TRACKING PROBLEM UNDER
ACCELERATION STRESS A65-81373
FLASH BLINDNESS AND EYE INJURY FROM EXPOSURE TO
ILLUMINATION AND RADIATION FROM SUN AND ATOMIC
BLASTS TOGETHER WITH PROTECTIVE MEASURES
Ab5-8218B
FLASH BLINDNESS DUE TO RADIATION FROM NUCLEAR
EXPLOSION
NADC-ML-6412 N65-15710
EFFECTIVENESS OF SIMPLE EYE PATCH FOR EYE
PROTECTION AGAINST FLASH BLINDNESS AND
DESIRABILITY OF USING LARGE NUMBERS OF OBSERVERS
IN FLASH BLINDNESS RESEARCH
NADC-ML-6326 N65-27862
FLASH TUBE
LIGHT FLASH PROPORTION DETERMINATION DETECTED BY
SUBJECTS AS FUNCTION OF TWO FLASH GROUPINGS AND
TWO LEVELS OF FLASH INTENSITY A65-I8293
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
FLICKER PROBLEMS AS RELATED TO PHYSICS,
ELECTRONICS, CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY,
ELECTROPHYSIDLOGY, VISUAL SYSTEMt AND PSYCHOLOGY
Ab5-BOT67
NONLINEAR AND SPATIAL EFFECTS IN PERCEPTION OF
FLICKER Ab5-BOT6B
ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF VISUAL SYSTEM
DETERMINED BY MEASURING FLICKER THRESHOLD,
BRIGHTNESS, AND PUPILLOMOTOR EFFECT DF MODULATED
LIGHT A65-80770
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FLICKER ELECTRORETINOGRAM
COMPONENTS AND FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
A65-80771
ELECTRGENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE DURING
STIMULATION WITH FLICKERING LIGHT IN HUMANS
AbS-BO772
NEGATIVE FLASHESt POSITIVE FLASHES_ AND FLICKER
EXAMINED BY INCREMENT THRESHOLD TECHNIQUE
A-165
FLIGHT SUBJECT INDEX
A65-81016
EVOKED POTENTIALS AND CORRELATED JUDGMENTS OF
BRIGHTNESS AS FUNCTIONS OF INTERFLASH INTERVALS
A65-81158
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION EFFECT ON CRITICAL
FUSION FREQUENCY A65-81224
PHASE DIFFERENCE FUNCTION IN BINOCULAR CRITICAL
FLICKER FREQUENCY A65-814II
VARIABILITY IN FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY RELATED
TO COGNITIVE CONTROL AND ATTENTION
A65-81758
DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
IN RABBITS ADAPTED TO DARKNESS A65-81943
DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
BY ELECTRORETINOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
RESPONSE TU WHITE LIGHT FLASHES IN RABBITS
A65-81944
SENSITIVITY OF RETINAL BLIND-SPOT REGION TO
STIMULATION BY FLICKER A65-B2047
PULSE-TO-CYCLE FRACTION AND CRITICAL FLICKER
FUSION A65-82260
BRIGHTNESS ENHANCEMENT RELATED TO FLICKER FUSION
FREQUENCY AND AS FUNCTION OF OBSERVATIONAL
TECHNIQUE A65-82263
FOVEAL FLICKER FUSION USING MOVING STIMULUS
A65-82333
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRITICAL FLICKER
FREQUENCY OF TWO IDENTICAL INTERMITTENT TARGETS,
BINOCULARLY SUPERIMPOSED, AND PHASE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TARGETS N65-27217
EFFECTS OF NONCONTIGUOUS INDUCING FIELDS UPON
RETINAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
AD-618697 N65-34895
FLIGHT
S BALLOON FLIGHT
S HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
S INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
S JET FLIGHT
S LUNAR FLIGHT
S PARABOLIC FLIGHT
S PREFLIGHT OPERATION
S ROCKET FLIGHT
S SPACE FLIGHT
S SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
Ft
FL
IGHT CHARACTERISTICS
SA AIR SPEED
AEROECOLOGICAL STUDY OF ALBATROSS FLIGHT
N65-12528
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT FLIGHT PROFILES AND TASK
COMPLEXITIES FOR OPERATIONAL CREWS
NASA-CR-J4b N65-14449
IGHT CLOTHING
SA PRESSURIZED SUIT
SA PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS FOR SANITIZING AND
DEODCRIZING RUBBERIZED FLIGHT CLOTHING AND USE
OF NONIONIC DETERGENTS FOR RENDERING SYNTHETIC
MATERIALS ANTISTATIC
NAEC-AML-205O N65-1B031
FLIGHT CREW UNIFORMS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION
AD-453922 N65-[B468
PRESSURIZED SUIT AND AIRCRAFT CABIN FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION - ARTIFICIAL INCREASE
OF AIR PRESSURE
FTD-IT-65-25B/162 N65-25341
OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION OF HGU-ISIP
FLYING HELMET FOR AIRCREW
TAC-TR-63-3I/H/ N65-27637
A-166
FLIGHT CONOITICW_
SOVIET AEROSPACE MEDICINE CONFERENCE ON EFFECTS OF
FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-228 N65-13626
RESPONSE OF ANIMALS AND METHODS TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TO FLIGHT CONDITIONS
N65-13767
SIGNIFICANCE OF PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
TONE FOR INCREASING RESISTANCE TO FLIGHT
CONDITIONS N65-13774
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF MAN TO ACCELERATIONS
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
NASA-TT-F-9597 N65-36756
FLIGHT CONTROL
SA ATTITUDE CONTROL
SA IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
SA MANEUVER
HUMAN FUNCTION IN COMPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
A65-28291
FLIGHT CONTROL AND NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
N65-13743
COMPATIBILITY OF MANUAL FLYING WITH AUTOMATIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BY FORCED WHEEL STEERING -
PILOT FACTORS PROGRAM
REPT.-1-64 N65-21258
FEASIBILITY OF MANNED PARTICIPATION IN CONTROL
GF LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA-TN-D-Z807 N65-23166
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF FLIGHT
CONTROL PROBLEM N65-25051
SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE COMPOSED OF TECHNIQUES IN
FIELD OF FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN, RELIABILITY,
AND HUMAN FACTORS YIELDING PRACTICAL APPROACH
FOR DESIGN OF INTEGRATED PILOT-CONTROLLER SYSTEM
RTD-TOR-63-4092 N65-36724
FLIGHT DUTY
CURRENT UNITED STATES POLICY ON GLAUCOMA AFFECTING
PERSONNEL AND FLIGHT DUTY ACS-BIgSO
FLIGHT FATIGUE
AWARENESS DURING FLIGHT AND SENSORY INPUT,
EMOTIONAL DISORDER, AND FATIGUE AS RELATED TO
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT SAFETY
AbS-BI295
FATIGUE IN AIRCREW REFLECTED IN CIRCULATORY
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS FLIGHTS
A65-81296
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF FLIGHT FATIGUE
N65-13672
FLIGHT FITNESS
USE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST FOR HYPOXIA
ACCOMMODATION AND ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE
IN AIRCREW A65-80319
DIABETES DETECTION METHODS IN AERDMEDICAL
EXAMINATIONS A65-81110
DIAGNOSTIC BATTERY OF INDICES OF PULMONARY
FUNCTION PROPOSED FOR PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF
PILOTS A65-81488
HEART ANOMALIES REVEALED BY TESTS DURING PERSONNEL
SELECTION AND EXAMINATION A65-8182t
FLIGHT PERSONNEL AFFLICTED WITH STOMACH, DUODENAL,
AND GASTROINTESIlNAL DISEASES - PERSONNEL
SELECTION N65-13732
CIAGNOS1S AND MEDICAL OPINION OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
AFFLICTED WITH ATHEROSCLEROSIS N65-13113
FLIGHT HAZARD
BIOLOGICAL STRESSES AND HAZARDS IN MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT
SUBJECTINDEX FLIGHTSIMULATOR
NASA-CR-59405 N65-10065
FLIGHTINSTRUNENT
TEST PILOT VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING
APPLIED TO CURRENT COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS,
DISCUSSING FLIGHT DECK DISPLAYS, CONTROLS AND
HANDLING QUALITIES A65-1422T
PREDICTIVE INFORMATION INSTRUMENTATION AS AID TO
JET AIRCRAFT TAKEOFFS A65-15434
FLIGHT INDICATOR FUNDAMENTALS IN TERMS OF CONTROL
THEORY AND NAN-MACHINE INTEGRATION
A65-2LIS6
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETER RESEARCH AND
INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT PHASES OF LUNG RANGE
PROGRAM FOR IN-FLIGHT MONITORING IN FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT Ab5-26166
FULL IFR FLIGHT DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR ROTARY WING OR
VERTICAL LIFT AIRCRAFT A65-31823
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUMENT
FLYING N65-13673
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS BY
PILOT N65-13694
PILOT ERRURS IN INSTRUMENT FLYING
N65-13748
PERCEPTUAL WORK LOAD COMPARISON IN FLIGHT BY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES / IFR/ USING STANDARD
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND CONTACT ANALOG VERTICAL
VISUAL DISPLAY
D228-421-019 N65-19440
FLIGHT PLAN
IN FLIGHT CREW ACTIVITIES COVERING DETAILED
FLIGHT PLAN, ACTIVITIES AND PROCEDURES, CHECKLISTS
AND SUMMARY A65-12574
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DETERMINATION DURING STRENUOUS
FLYING PROGRAM AT VARIOUS O FORCES
A65-24073
FLIGHT SAFETY
SAFETY FACTORS AND ADVANTAGES INVOLVED IN CONTACT
LENS UIILIZATIDN BY COMMERCIAL AND AIRLINE PILOTS
A65-Z409T
FLIGHT FATIGUE AS RELATED TO VISUAL PROBLEMS AND
FLIGHT SAFETY AbS-BO028
FIGHTER BOMBER AIRCRAFT PROBLEMS OF COMBAT
EFFECTIVENESS, PILOT EFFICIENCY, FLIGHT SAFETY,
PILOT COMFORT_ AND SURVIVAL A65-BOI33
OCULAR MOTILITY PROBLEMS IN FLYING PERSONNEL
RELATING TO SAFETY Ab5-8OI4B
HUMAN FACTORS IN CAUSE-UNDETERMINED AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS AND MEASURES FOR IMPROVING FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-80726
AWARENESS DURING FLIGHT AND SENSORY INPUTv
EMOTIONAL DISORDER, AND FATIGUE AS RELATED TO
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-BI295
INCREASING RESISTANCE FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS IN FLIGHT
N65-13646
SUPERSONIC AIR COMMERCE IN U.S., WESTERN EUROPE
AND U.S.S.R. - TECHNICAL PRDBLEMS_ ECONOMY, AND
FLIGHT SAFETY
FTD-TT-66-463/182 N65-14026
FLIGHT SIMULATION
BIOPHYSICAL MONITORING OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
UNDER REAL AND SIMULATED FLIGHT CONDITIONS
A65-10725
EXPERIMENTAL INDUCTION OF SOME SENSATIONS
CORRESPONDING TO FLIGHT ILLUSIONS CF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS A65-12882
HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY EMPHASIZING TRANSFER OF
TRAINING AND TACTICAL DECISION MAKING
A65-E352T
OPTIMAL CONTROL OF HUMAN CENTRIFUGE USED TO
SIMULATE SUDDEN ACCELERATION CHANGES_ EMPLOYING
COMBINED VARIATIONAL CALCULUS AND PHASE PLANE
ANALYSIS A65-14963
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED 500 FT ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
WITH ATTENTION TO TFX TYPE AIRCRAFT
A65-18628
PILOT PERCEPTION MEASUREMENTS OF ILLUSORY MOTION
AND POSITION IN SPACE WHILE UNDERGOING
SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUES OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A65-18429
INTENSITY AND DURATION OF BENDS PAINS DETERMINED
BY SIMULATED ORBITING LABORATORY FLIGHTS OF
VARIOUS DURATION INVOLVING ANALYSES OF NITROGEN
CISSOLVED IN BLOOD A65-24074
TRANSMISSION OF BIOMEDICAL DATA OBTAINED IN
SIMULATION STUDIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE, USING
SOLID STATE AMPLIFIERS A65-24200
DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF REGENERABLE LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM COMPATIBLE WITH ZERO-G, EMPLOYING PHYSICAL
CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR SUSTAINING CREW DURING
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
ASNE PAPER 65-AV-25 A65-24391
VISUAL AND MOTION SIMULATION TECHNIQUES APPLIED IN
SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH A65-29092
SIMULATION EQUIPMENT APPLICATION TO TRAINING OF
AIRLINE GROUND AND FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-3046B
PREMISSION CREW CONDITIONING AND FLIGHT
SIMULATION, DETERMINING EFFECT OF SECOBARBITAL
IAKEN NIGHT BEFORE AND D-AMPHETAMINE TAKEN DURING
MISSION A65-32636
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED LOW-ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
A65-BO533
TRAINING OF AIR FORCE PILOTS DURING SIMULATION OF
APOllO FLIGHT A65-81389
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING 12-HOUR
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT FLIGHT A65-81729
PILOT PROFICIENCY DURING SIMULATED MISSION OF HIGH
PERFORMANCE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT AS INFLUENCED BY
SECOBARBITAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE A65-81734
BIOENGINEERING - SPACECRAFT ACCELERATION
SIMULATION BY HUMAN CENTRIFUGE N65-16603
SECOBARBITAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE EFFECTS ON PILOTING
PERFORMANCE DURING SIMULATED TACTICAL AIR
MISSION N65-IB379
NAVIGATION AND EMERGENCY TASK LOADING EFFECT
ON PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT SIMULATION
USATRECOM-TR-64-69 N65-Z4254
FLIGHT CONDITION SIMULATION FOR PRECISION.
TRAINING OF PILOTS N6S-24863
EFFECT OF SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE UPON FLIERS
FTD-TT-65-259/I N65-ZSBS6
PILOT-VEHICLE SYSTEM SIMULATION FOR LOW ALTITUDE
HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
NASA-TN-D-2793 N65-25925
FATIGUE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCE AFTER 24 HOUR
SIMULATED TRANSPORT FLIGHT
SAM-TR-65-16 N65-26570
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN
CONTROL SITUATIONS LIMITED TO USE OF VISUAL
A-147
FLIGHT STRESS SUBJECT INDEX
VESTIBULAR SENSING OF MOTION A65-22032
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR SELECTING AND TRAINING
ASTRONAUTS, EMPHASIZING SIMULATION OF VARIOUS
SITUATIONAL STRESSORS A65-23460
HUMAN PILOT CONTROLLABILITY LIMIT OF UNSTABLE
SECOND ORDER SYSTEM AND RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTION
AS DETERMINED FROM SIMULATOR AND FLIGHT TESTS
A65-25323
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN SIMULATED GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS,
INVESTIGATING RODENTS AND SMALL PRIMATES IN
CENTRIFUGES A65-30049
SIMULATOR AND FLIGHT TEST COMPARISON OF PILOT
PERFORMANCE TO DETERMINE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
REQUIREMENTS
ICAS PAPER 64-554 665-30943
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS ON PILOTS OPERATING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR
AM-64-L8 N65-I5209
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUE OF CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION ON PILOT OF FLIGHT SIMULATOR -
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION OF ILLUSORY MOTION AND
POSITION IN SPACE
NASA-TM-X-SI755 N65-23TIO
TRAINING OF PILOTS IN MATCHED PAIRS USING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR IN CARRIER LANDING MANEUVER UNDER
KINETIC AND STATIC CONDITIONS
NAVTRADEVCEN-1432-I-SI N65-35542
FLIGHT STRESS
SA SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
PORTABLE BIOMEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT IDENTIFY CHANGES IN AROUSAL
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER FLIGHT STRESSES
INCLUDING SKIN RESPONSE, LEG AND BLOOD PRESSURE
A65-24201
SENSORY AND MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM OF RETINAL IMAGE
AND DISTURBANCE DURING FLIGHT AAS-BI069
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
VARIOUS FLIGHT STRESS SITUATIONS
A65-81292
FLIGHT STRESS AND SAFETY- AIDS TO PILOT
PERFORMANCE A65-81309
MYOPIA IN PILOTS AS RESULT OF PROLONGED FLIGHT
DUTY A65-81826
MECHANISMS OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL
CHANGES IN THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM ASSOCIATED WITH
FLIGHT STRESS A65-81831
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIOVASCULAR DATA
COLLECTION DURING FLIGHTS, INSTANT ANALYSIS AND
REDUCTION OF DATA, AND PATTERN AND CORRELATION
ANALYSIS N65-28757
PDSTFLIGHT URINARY DETERMINATIONS USED FOR
EVALUATING FLIGHT STRESS IN PILOTS IN RELATION
TO FLYING PROFICIENCY
SAM-TR-64-88 N65-3178T
FLIGHT SURGEON
FLIGHT SURGEONS MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
A65-80236
FLIGHT TEST
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF ASTRONAUTICS AND SOME
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A65-80438
ASSESSMENT OF FLYING SKILL BY FLIGHT TEST
A65-81367
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTING OF ASTRONAUTS UNDER
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
IN ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-9593 N65-36752
FLIGHT TIME
FATIGUE IN AIRCREW REFLECTED IN CIRCULATORY
A-148
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS FLIGHTS
AbS-81296
MODIFIED REMOTE SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR USE IN
RESPIRATORY GAS ANALYSIS WITH TIME-OF-FLIGHT
MASS SPECTROMETER
AMRL-TR-64-84 N65-12974
FLIGHT TRAINING
APOLLO SPACECREW TRAINING GAINING FROM ACTUAL AND
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIENCE THROUGH PROJECTS
MERCURY AND GEMINI
AIAA PAPER 65-274 A65-22105
COMMON KNOWLEDGE CONCEPT PERMITTING COCKPIT CREW
MEMBERS SAME KNOWLEDGE LEVEL REGARDING AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS AND NORMAL/ABNORMAL SYSTEMS OPERATION
A65-22175
FLIGHT SURGEON ROLE IN FLIGHT TRAINING -
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS A65-80019
FLIGHT AND PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR AIRCREWS
665-80892
PILOT RELIABILITY AND SKILL RETENTION FOR SPACE
FLIGHT MISSIONS A65-81305
MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY FACTORS IN TRAINING AND
MENTAL STRESS OF STUDENT PILOTS
A65-81328
PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE IN EARLY STAGES OF
FLIGHT TRAINING A65-B1331
CLINICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC
RESPONSE OF AVIATOR DURING ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
EXPOSURE WHILE IN FLIGHT TRAINING
A65-81732
PAST HISTORY OF MOTION SICKNESS AND ATTRITION FROM
FLIGHT TRAINING A65-82128
SMALL VISUAL ACUITY DEFECT IN RELATIONSHIP TO
COMPLETION OF FLIGHT TRAINING AND IN OPERATIONAL
FLYING
REPT.-2 N65-11096
FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF BLOOD CIRCULATION AND
USE IN SELECTING AND TRAINING FLYING PERSONNEL
N65-13652
SELECTION OF INDIVIDUALS FOR FLIGHT TRAINING
N65-13674
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN SENSITIVITY TO
HYPOCAPNIA AND USE OF HYPERVENTILATION IN
SELECTION OF CANDIDATES FOR FLIGHT TRAINING
N65-I3720
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY IN MAN - SELECTION AND
TRAINING OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL N65-13753
AERIAL GUNNERY, LOW LEVEL FLIGHT, AND NAVIGATION
TRAINING FOR HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
N65-1573B
FLIGHT TRAINING PERSONNEL ATTRITION RATES
BUMED-40 N65-17242
OPERATOR TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR AIR CUSHION
VEHICLES
NAVTRADEVCEN-I557-1 N65-23085
MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF FLIGHT CONDITIONS
AND TRAINING - GRAVITY LOAD, WEIGHTLESSNESS,
FLIGHT SIMULATION
JPRS-29999 N65-24861
CEVELOPMENT OF MOTION SICKNESS QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF FLIGHT TRAINING STUDENTS
SUSCEPTIBLE TO MOTION SICKNESS
NSAM-916 N65-25215
INTRA-CREW COMMUNICATIONS IN B-52 AND KC-L35
AIRCRAFT DURING PEACETIME TRAINING FLIGHTS AS
FUNCTIONS OF CREW EXPERIENCE AND SELECTED
MISSION SEGMENTS
AMRL-TR-65-I8 N65-30156
SUBJECT INDEX FLYING PERSONNEL
AVIATION MEDICINE MANUAL FOR PERSONNEL TRAINING
NASA-TT-F-8603 N65-33950
PERFORMANCE IN PRE-FLIGHT WATER SURVIVAL COURSE AS
PREDICTOR OF SUCCESS IN FLIGHT TRAINING
AD-619302 N65-35199
MOTION SICKNESS AND ATTRITION FROM FLIGHT TRAINING
NSAM--932 N65-36226
FLOTATION SYSTEM
FLOTATION PROPERTY OF POLYETHER FOAM AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER SEAT CUSHIONS N65-29755
FLOW
S BLOOD FLOg
S HARTNANN FLOg
S LAMINAR FlOg
S LIQUID FLOW
S TURBULENT FLOg
S MATER FLOW
FLOW NETER
BLOOD FLOW MEASURED BY ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
TO DETERMINE CARDIAC OUTPUT
NASA-CR-5BgB5 N65-32091
FLOW VELOCITY
BLOOD FLOW RATE AND OXIDATION INTENSITY IN HIGH
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT ACCLIMATIZATION
N65-17821
FLUID
SA BODY FLUID
SA CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
SA GAS
SA HYDRAULIC FLUID
FORMATION AND FLOg OF COCHLEAR FLUIDS-STUDIES WITH
RADIOACTIVE POTASSIUN 62 A65-81563
FLUID FLOg
S LIQUID FLOg
FLUORESCENCE
SA PHOSPHOR
SA SELF-LUMINOUS BODY
SA X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
KINETICS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC FLUORESCENCE INDUCTION
RELATED TO OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CHLDRELLA
PYRENOIDDSA A65-81T63
SOIL PHOSPHATASE AND LEUCYL ANINOPEPTIDASE
ACTIVITY MEASURED BY FLUORESCENT ASSAY
NASA-CR-SO91g Nb5-16278
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY IN RADIDBIDLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES IN
IRRADIATED BIOLOGICAL CELLS NbS-2365T
FLUORESCENT EMISSION
GEL FILTRATION AND CHROMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR
ANALYSES OF FLUORESCENT PRODUCTS IN URINE OF
IRRADIATED RATS
NSL-65-23-1 N65-36281
FLUORIDE
SA HYDROGEN FLUORIDE
FLUORIDE EFFECT ON GROWTH AND METABOLISM OF ALGAEt
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA AbS-8061B
FLUORINE COMPOUND
AGING EFFECT ON PROTECTIVE POTENCY OF STANNOUS
FLUORIDE SOLUTION - DENTISTRY
SAH-TR-65-15 N65-26618
FLUORO COMPOUND
INCREASED RADIOSENSITIVITY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DUE
TO DOSE OF MDNDFLUORDACETATE A65-30OTT
FLUOROSCOPY
ROENTGEN VIDEO EQUIPMENT STUDIES OF HEART AND
LUNG DURING POSITIVE ACCELERATION - FLUOROSCOPY
NASA-CR-ST958 N65-21326
FLUOROSCOPY DEVELOPMENT IN U.S.SoR. FOR DIAGNOSIS
OF DISEASE N65-30223
FLUX DENSITY
RADIATION POWER FLUX DENSITY OF RADAR ANTENNAS
EEASURED FOR EVALUATING WORKING CONDITIONS OF
AIRPORT RADAR INSTALLATIONS
FTO-TT-bS-365/L86 N65-32289
FLYING
SA FEAR OF FLYING
SA HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING
SA HIGH SPEED FLYING
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO MANNED AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT AND PILOT CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICAL AND
ENGINEERING PERSONNEL IN SPACECRAFT DESIGN
A65-8013T
PHYSIOLOGY OF FLYING NbS-26733
FLYING PERSONNEL
SA ASTRONAUT
SA ORBITAL _ORKER
SA PILOT
FLIGHT FATIGUE AS RELATED TO VISUAL PROBLEMS AND
FLIGHT SAFETY A65-80028
INSTANTANEOUS HEART ACCELERATION DURING X-15
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT A65-BOO82
OCULAR PARALYSES AND FITNESS OF FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-80108
SPEECH DURING PRESSURE BREATHING AND SUGGESTION
FOR RETAINING FLYING PERSONNEL AbS-BO112
LEUCOCYTES AND BLOOD EXAMINATION IN FLYING
PERSONNEL AbS-80115
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY IN DIAGNOSIS OF EPILEPSY IN
FLYING PERSONNEL Ab5-80121
VENTRICULAR REPOLARIZATION DISORDERS OF UNKNOWN
ORIGIN IN FL%]NG PERSONNEL - DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS
A65-80126
PROBLEMS POSED BY ATYPICAL VENTRICULAR
REPOLARIZATION DURING SELECTION AND CONTROL OF
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-80126
EVALUATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE IN AVIATION
PERSONNEL Ab5-8O16T
OCULAR MOTILITY PROBLEMS IN FLYING PERSONNEL
RELATING TO SAFETY A65-80168
SURGERY IN CASES OF OTOSCLEROTIC DEAFNESS IN
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-BO21T
USE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST FOR HYPOXIA
ACCOMMODATION AND ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE
IN AIRCREW AbS-BO319
TUBERCULOSIS IN FLYING PERSONNEL OF POLISH AIR
FORCE - FACTORS IN DEVELOPMENT AND TREATMENT
AbS-B0665
HANDBOOK OF AVIATION STATISTICS
A65--80532
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED LOg-ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
A65-80533
OPINIONS OF JAPANESE FLYING PERSONNEL CONCERNING
PREVENTION OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
AbS-B0552
CIVIL AVIATION AND USE OF CONTACT LENSES
A65-B0580
FIVE-YEAR HISTORY OF SAILPLANE ACCIDENTS AND
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS OF GLIDER PILOTS
AbS-80730
NASOSINUSAL ALLERGY IN CIVIL AVIATION FLIGHT
PERSONNEL AbS-BOBT3
DRUG, ALCOHOL, AND TOBACCO CONSUMPTION AND DIET
SURVEY OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL A65-BOB96
A - 169
FLYINGQUALITY SUBJECTINDEX
DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER TEST IN
OTORHINOLARYNGOLDGICAL EVALUATION OF FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A65-80915
PACAF MEDICAL CONFERENCE I964, INCLUDING AEROSPACE
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF FLYING PERSONNEL- HEARING,
MOTION SICKNESS, AERODONTALGIA AND PERSONNEL
TRAINING A65-81430
TOOTHACHE PROVOKED BY LOWERED BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
DURING FLIGHT- CASE HISTORIES OF FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81435
TOOTHACHES DURING AIRCRAFT FLIGHT- BAROTRAUMA AND
PREDISPOSING FACTORS PRODUCING PAIN
A65-BI637
MEASUREMENT OF FAT CONTENT OF REPUBLIC OF KOREA
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-81489
MECHANICAL AID FOR RAPID AIRCREW EXIT AND NEED FOR
AEROSPACE MEDICAL SPECIALIST WITH DIVING ABILITY
FOR DITCHING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-81520
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS OF PILOT WITH
ARTERIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK TAKEN DURING PHYSICAL
EXAMINATIONS OVER TWENTY-YEAR PERIOD
A65-81772
HEARING LOSS IN FLYING PERSONNEL AND ITS RELATIONS
TO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT A65-BIT83
USE OF CONTACT LENSES BY FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81786
AUDIOMETRIC FINDINGS OF HEARING LOSS SUFFERED BY
PILOTS, FLIGHT MECHANICS, AND RADIO OPERATORS IN
LINE OF DUTY A65-81809
INJURY IN FLYING PERSONNEL OF SPINAL COLUMN FROM
AVIATION SERVICE A65-81816
BACKACHE IN AIRPLANE AND HELICOPTER FLYING
PERSONNEL RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS, INCREASING
AGE, AND POSTURE AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY
A65-81BI8
AUDITORY SIGNAL EXPOSURE TIME IMPORTANCE IN USING
AUDIOMETRY IN SELECTING FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81830
CURRENT UNITED STATES POLICY ON GLAUCOMA AFFECTING
PERSONNEL AND FLIGHT DUTY A65-81950
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF H-RESPONSE IN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL
EXPOSED TO PHOTIC STIMULATION AS RELATED TO
MIGRAINE A65-81974
COLOR VISION OF FLYING PERSONNEL TESTED BY
CHROMATOSCOPE TEST METHOD A65-81975
5 PHENYL-2 IMINO-4 OXY-OXAZCLIDINE EFFECTS ON
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81995
TEAM APPROACH TO MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN AIRMEN
A65-82033
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF NAVAL AVIATOR TRAINEES
FROM VARIOUS PROCUREMENT SOURCES AS RELATED TO
DURATION OF TRAINING SYLLABUS A65-82117
POSTURE, TOWER TRAINING, AND AGE OF FLYING
PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO COMPRESSION FRACTURES OF
SPINE DURING EJECTION A65-82125
TESIING DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF AIRCREW BREATHING
EQUIPMENT A65-82362
SINUSIIIS INCIDENCE IN AVIATORS AS RELATED TO AGE
AND BARDTRAUMA EXPOSURE A65-82371
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY FOR FLYING PERSONNEL
FTD-MT-64-L77 N65-II758
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
A-15O
N65-13650
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY OF OBESITY IN FLIGHT PERSONNEL
N65-13651
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUMENT
FLYING N65-13673
TESTING HEARING BY USING SPEECH AUDIOMETRY
TO DETERMINE WORD GROUP PERCEPTION IN FITNESS
EXAMINAIIONS OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
N65-13707
CHANGES IN VECTORCARDIOGRAM OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
IN EARLY STAGES OF HYPERTENSION
N65-13724
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM CHANGES IN FLIGHT PERSONNEL
AFTER PROLONGED NONSTOP FLIGHTS IN TURBOPROP
AIRCRAFT N65-13725
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF PERFORMANCE
OF PERSONNEL DURING LONG FLIGHTS
N65-I3756
INVESTIGATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR, NEUROLOGICAL,
PULMONARY, VISION, AUDITORY, AND BIOCHEMICAL
SYSTEMS FOR STUDY OF AGING IN AVIATION PERSONNEL
AM-66-1 N65-15169
FLIGHT CREW UNIFORMS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION
AD-453922 N65-18468
HELMETS, EARPHONES, AND MICROPHONES FOR FLYING
PERSONNEL
AD-461367 N65-26948
AVIATION MEDICINE MANUAL FOR PERSONNEL TRAINING
NASA-TT-F-8403 N65-33950
FLYING QUALITY
POSTFLIGHT URINARY DETERMINATIONS USED FOR
EVALUATING FLIGHT STRESS IN PILOTS IN RELATION
TO FLYING PROFICIENCY
SAM-TR-64-88 N65-31787
FOCUS
ABSORBED DOSES OF LONG WAVE X-RAY RADIATION BY
VOLTAGE PRODUCTION, GEOMETRIC CONDITIONS,
GUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS,
DISTRIBUTION IN ADJACENT TISSUE, AND FOCUS DOSE
N65-26806
FOOD
SA DIET
SA FROZEN FOOD
SA NUTRITION
SA SPACE FLIGHT FEEOING
SA SPACE FOOD
CONTINUOUS CULTURE APPARATUS FOR BACTERIUM,
HYOROGENOMONAS EUTRDPHA_ AS FOOD AND UTILIZATION
OF HYDROGEN PRODUCED BY ELECTROSIS OF
WATER IN CLOSED-CYCLE SPACE SYSTEM
A65-8009g
SYNTHETIC FOOD PRODUCED FROM CULTURE OF
MICROORGANISMS ON KEROSENE A65-81396
DEVELOPMENT OF DEHYDRATED MEAT AND FISH SALADS FOR
MILITARY AND SPACE USE A65-81556
SENSORY STIMULATION AS RELATED TO NUTRITION AND
FOOD - APPETITE FACTOR N65-18584
GAS FORMATION AND EXPULSION FOLLOWING INGESTION OF
CERTAIN FOODS NbS-I858B
FOOD FOR NUCLEAR SHIELDING, THERMAL PROTECTION,
STRUCTURES, CONTAINERS, FIBERS, CLOTHING, AND
BALLAST N65-18600
IRRADIATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES TO EXTEND
SHELF LIFE
UCD-34PBO-2 NbS-1899g
ENVIRONMENTAL AND FOOD CHAIN RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION LEVEL DETERMINATION
EUR-2IO7.F N65-21181
SUBJECT INDEX FREEZING
LOW DOSE COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
OF SHELLFISH FOR EXTENDING STORAGE LIFE
GR0-626 N65-2208[
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOOD AND VITAMINS IN RADIATION
INJURIES TO ORGANISM N65-24942
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRESERVATION OF FOOD BY
IRRADIATION - RADIATION STERILIZATIONt
PASTEURIZATION, AND DISINFECTION
TID-21431 N65-25873
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
OF SELECTED PRODUCE COMMODITIES
TIO-2162B N65-25879
PASTEURIZATION OF FRUITS BY IRRADIATION FOR
REDUCING SPOILAGE AND EXTENDING MARKET LIFE -
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
TID-217IO N65-27607
RELATIONSHIP'BETWEEN GEOLOGICAL AGE OF ALGAE AND
THEIR DISTRIBUTION / CHLORELLA, RHODOPHYTA, AND
PHAEOPHYTA/ - ALGAE AS POSSIBLE FOOD FOR
ASTRONAUTS AND FOR AIR PURIFICATION
FTD-TT-64-73111_2 N65-2TB57
IRRADIATED FOODS IDENTIFICATION - ELECTRDPHDRESISI
OXIDATION-REDUCTIONt POLAROGRAPHY, COLORIMETRY,
MICROSCOPY, MICROBIOLOGY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, AND
SPECTRDPHOTDMETRY
EUR-2402.F N65-29855
STRONTIUM 90 CONTENT OF FOOD SAMPLES IN INDIA
AEET-AM-40 N65-30902
FOOD INTAKE
EFFECT OF SHORT-TERM AND LONG--TERM FOOD
DEPRIVATION ON BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL, FOOD INTAKE AND
CONDITIONING IN RABBITS WITH MEDIAL HYPOTHALANIC
LESIONS A6S-B0653
PREVENTING VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION DURING PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY IN HOT ENVIRONMENT AND RELATION TO
APPETITE AND BODY TEMPERATURE A65-80900
NITROGEN METABOLISM AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN MAN
UNDER COMBINED RESTRICTION OF FOOD AND WATER
DURING EXERCISE IN AIR CONDITIONED ROOM
A65-BO969
INFLUENCE OF SEASONAL VARIATION_ DIET, AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON SERUM LIPIDS IN YbUNG MEN IN
ANTARCTICA A65-81308
CIRCULATORY AND VENT{LATDRY RESPONSES TO
POSTPRANDIAL EXERCISE A65-8136{
RADIATION EFFECT ON FOOD SATIATION IN RHESUS
MONKEY A6S-BI566
FOOD CONSUMPTIONy BODY WEIGHT_ BODY COMPOSITIONt
AND ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN COCKS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HEAT AND COLD A65-81604
RESPONSE TIMEr FOOD INTAKE, AND BODY WEIGHT OF
RATS ON TWO FOOD-REINFORCED SCHEDULES AS AFFECTED
BY ACCELERATION A65-82207
FORECASTING
S PREDICTION THEORY
FORM PERCEPTION
OBSERVER JUDGMENT OF HOMOGENEOUS WHII_ FORMS,
SLANT AND SHAPE UNDER REDUCED MONOCULAR VIEWING
AND AT VARIOUS DEGREES GEOMETRIC SLANT
A6S-22466
RECEIVER-OPERATING-CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FOR
RECOGNITION OF VISUAL PATTERNS A65-B0614
BINOCULAR BRIGHTNESS AVERAGING AND CONTOUR
INFORMATION A65-BOB61
INTERACTION OF FORM AND EXPOSURE TIME IN
PERCEPTION OF SLANT A65-BIO04
PERCEPTION OF CONTOURS IN CENTRAL FDVEA IN NAN
A65-81079
VISUAL PATTERN DISCRIMINATION AS FUNCTION OF
SPATIAL DISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPOSURE
DURATION A6S-B1166
ROLE OF APPARENT SLANT IN SHAPE JUDGMENTS
A65-81341
RECOGNITION MEMORY FOR RANDOM SHAPES AS FUNCTION
DF COMPLEXITY, ASSOCIATION VALUE, AND DELAY
A65-81342
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION OF SHAPE BY HUMANS - MATRIX
FIGURES AND MINIMAL AREA CHANGES
A65-81410
RETINAL LOCATION OF INTERNAL PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM
NOISE AND REDUNDANCY IN SIMULTANEOUS INPUTS IN
FCRM IDENTIFICATION A6S-BI525
VISUAL PATTERN DISCRIMINABILITY AS FUNCTION OF
FIGURE COMPLEXITY A65-BI664
PERCEPTION OF DEVIATIONS IN REPETITIVE PATTERNS
A65-81982
PRIMACY OF FORM CRITERION IN PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENTS
A65-81985
PATTERN PERCEPTION USING STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A65-B2104
PATTERN PREFERENCE AS FUNCTION OF PATTERN
INFORMATION A65-822B?
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TIME AND INTENSITY ON FORM
IDENTIFICATION - DISPLAY SYSTEMS
RADC-TR-65-16 N6S-ZZ252
FURTRAN
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR IBM I620 COMPUTER TO
CALCULATE ISORESPONSE AND VOLUME RESPONSE OF
DEIECIDR-COLLIMATOR SYSTEM N65-25664
FOURIER TRANSF_N
HUMAN VISUAL SENSE ANALYZED IN TERMS OF SAMPLING
OPERATION RESTRICTED TO BLACK AND WHITE,
NDNSTEREOSCOPIC PHDTOPIC VISIONt GIVING RETINA
MOOEL A65-35344
FRACTIONATION
MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF FRACTIONING
COEFFICIENTS AND BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS
JPRS-3OSOO N65-2545B
FREE FALL
SA WEIGHTLESSNESS
FREE FALLS SURVIVED BY HUMANS IMPACTING WATER
ENVIRONMENTS UNDER HIGH VELOCITY
N65-29760
FREE RADICAL
FREE RADICALS INDUCED BY X-RAY IRRADIATION
IDENTIFIED IN SOLID DNA BY STUDY OF VARIATIONS OF
ELECTRDNIPARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRUM OF
DEGRADED DNA AbS-27950
DEPENDENCE OF RADIOSENSITIZING EFFECT OF OXYGEN ON
CXYGEN CONCENTRATION AND FREE RADICAL LIFETIME
N65-26383
FREEZING
REPEATED FREEZING AND THAWING OF CULTURES DF
ESCHERICHIA COLI GROWN IN MINIMAL MEDIUM AND
FROZEN WITHOUT CARBON SOURCE A65-32937
MODE OF ICE FORMATION IN FREEZING OF FROG TISSUE
AAL-TDR-63-26 N65-12189
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FREEZING INJURY IN RATS AND
HAMSTERS - COLD TOLERANCE
AAL-TDR-63-30 N65-I8972
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT FREEZE CYCLES ON BACILLUS
CEREUS AND BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED
BARIIAN ENVIRONMENI
NASA-CR-64577 N65-32032
A-151
FREON SUBJECT INDEX
FREON
TOXICITY OF DISPERSING AGENTS USED IN AEROSOLS
A65-80545
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON HUMANS AND ANIMALSv
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WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON PROLONGED MANNED
SPACEFLIGHT A65-10639
DEVELOPMENT OF PRESSURE SUIT FROM HALOANE TO
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE SUITt NOTING SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT AND ADVANCED CONCEPTS
A65-12566
GEMINI FLIGHT MEDICAL PROGRAM TO PREPARE
ASTRONAUTS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY IN ORBIT
A65-20260
GEMINI BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR PHYSICAL EXAM
IN FLIGHT A65-21699
INSTRUMENTATION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
CONTROL OF SPACE SUIT AND SIMULATOR CABIN FOR
ASTRONAUT TRAINING IN SPACE MISSION SIMULATORS
A65-2792T
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA RECORDING OF MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PROGRAM BASED ON PROJECT MERCURY AND
GEMINI MISSIONS A65-31105
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF GEMINI AND APOLLO PROJECTS
A65-BO86T
GT-6 CREW EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SPACESUIT
A65-81162
GEMINI PROGRAM - ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY DURING FLIGHTt RENDEZVOUSt
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AND REENTRY
A65-B1280
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON BASIC
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN SPACE
665-81569
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS FOR APOLLO AND
GEMINI PROJECTS
NASA-TN-D-2506 N65-16651
PREPARATION, HANDLING_ AND STORAGE OF FOOD FOR
MERCURYt GEMINI_ AND APOLLO SPACE PROJECTS
N65-18576
SPACE FEEDING CONCEPT FOR GEMINI AND APOLLO
PROJECTS AS DEVELOPED IN MERCURY PROJECT
NASA-TM-X-51697 N65-21673
GEMINI SPACECRAFT
SPACE FLIGHTS OF RUSSIAN ASTRONAUTS BELIAEV AND
LEONOV AND AMERICAN ASTRONAUTS GRISSOM AND YOUNG
A65-81665
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN PILOTING MODIFIED GEMINI
SPACECRAFT DURING TERMINATION OF RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
LMSC-6-62-64-13 N65-11016
EVALUATION OF GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDITION OF
GEMINI IV FLIGHT CREW WITH INCREASING TIME
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - RESPONSE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO CALIBRATED WORKLOAD
N65-36104
CORRELATION OF ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
ACTIVITY OF CARDIAC CYCLE USING ELECTRO- AND
PHONOCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA FROM GEMINI IV CREW
MEMBERS N65-36105
BONE DEMINERALIZATION STUDIES OF GEMINI IV
CREW USING RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITOMETRY
N65-36106
GEMINI III EXPERIMENT ON SYNERGISTIC EFFECT OF
ZERO GRAVITY AND RADIATION ON HUMAN WHITE BLOOD
CELLS N65-36116
GENERATION
SA HEAT GENERATION
BODY TEMPERATURE AND HEAT GENERATION DURING RADIAL
ACCELERATION STRESS IN RAT A65-80050
GENERATOR
SA VOLTAGE GENERATOR
SOLID CHEMICAL AIR GENERATOR FOR PRODUCING
BREATHABLE AND OXYGEN ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE -
SPACE APPLICATION
AG-I N65-IO26T
GENETIC CODE
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON GENETIC CODE OF MOUSE
A65-80615
RECOGNITION OF HEREDITARY ORDER IN PRIMITIVE
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS, HEREDITARY TRANSFER IN
COPOLYMERS A65-80687
CODING TRIPLETS IN EVOLUTION OF HEMOGLOBIN AND
CYIOCHROMES C GENES A65-80688
PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS FROM GENETIC CODING TO
SYNTHESIS OF PROTEIN IN RIBOSOMES AND RIBOSOMAL
STRUCTURE N6S-25726
ROLE OF SEXES IN TRANSMISSION AND CONVERSION
OF GENETIC INFORMATION N65-32583
GENETICS
SA CHROMOSOME
SA CYTOCHROME
SA MUTATION
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON ONA TRANSCRIPTION
IN ESCHERICHIA COLI CELLS AND RNA MESSENGER
DECAY A6fi-I0633
SOMATIC AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF INTENSE OR CHRONIC
IONIZING RADIATION DURING HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHTS A65-L20BI
VOSTOK V AND VI BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONCERNING COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANT SEEDS, CELLS AND FRUIT
FLIES A65-30689
GENETIC EFFECT OF LOW RADIATION DOSES AND PROBLEMS
OF CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTION A65-80656
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF CYSTEINE AND S_
2-AMINO-ETHYLISOTHIURONIUMBROMIDE-HYDROBROMIDE ON
RADIATION-INDUCED LETHAL MUTATION IN MOUSE
A65-80865
APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN DROSOPHILA
DURING EXPOSURE TO VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND
GAMMA-RADIATION A65-8ZOTT
GENETIC VARIATION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PROTECTION
BY CYSTEINE AGAINST GAMMA RADIATION IN ESCHERICHIA
COLI A65-82320
GENETIC CROSSOVER IN DROSOPHILA MALES UNDER
INFLUENCE OF VIBRATION, ACCELERATION_ AND GAMMA
RADIATION N65-10066
CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON
GENETICS_ CELL MUTATIONv AND MUTAGENIC NATURE OF
A-IS6
SUBJFCT INOFX GLAND
TRITIUM DECAY
NASA-CR-59196 N65-1OlIZ
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
TRANSCRIPTION N65-10113
BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH LYSOGENIC BACTERIA
TO DETERMINE GENETIC EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS N65-13682
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC DANGERS AND RADIATION
PROTECTIVE DRUGS TO PREVENT HEREDITARY ANOMALIES
N65-13683
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - CHEMICAL NUTAGENESIS IN
BACTERIOPHAGE AND GENETIC REGULATION OF PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-ZBIBT NbS-161b6
INITIAL STAGES OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO BIOLOGICAL
CELLS AND GENETIC MATERIALS AND PREVENTIVE
METHODS N65-23465
ROLE OF GENETICS IN HUMAN PATHOLOGY - CLINICAL
MEDICINE
JPRS-3O3O6 N65-26_3T
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICRDSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING FLIGHT ON
VOSTOK |I1 AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-24489
SOVIET RESEARCH IN GENETICS, PHYSIOLOGY, AND
RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-30685 NbS-25611
GENETIC RECOMBINATION RESULTING FRCM INTERACTION
BETHEEN FRAGMENT AND ANNULAR CHROMOSOMES IN
ESCHERICHIA COLI K-IZ STRAINS
N65-Z5613
COMPILATION OF REPORTS ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
GENETICS, AND CYTOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL CELL
JPRS-30964 NbS-282Bb
GENETIC ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO RADIATION AND
PRACTICAL USE OF MUTAGENS NbS-ZB290
MOLECULAR GENETICS AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON
HEREDITY
FTD-TT-63-1216/I_2 N65-29131
CHROMOSOMAL DISEASES ANALYZED FOR INVESTIGATING
GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION - HEREDITY
JPRS-31635 N65-31211
LITERATURE SURVEY IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGYt GENETICSI
AND STRESS
JPRS-31599 Nb5-31535
ANIMAL AND PLANT GENETICS - INDUCED MUTATION
PROCESSES
JPRS-31514 N65-31536
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DETERMINING
COMBINATIVE CAPABILITIES RELATED TO GENETICS
JPRS-31830 N65-32760
GEOCHEMISTRY
CYTOSINE, ADENINE, GUANINE, THYMINE ANO URACIL
DETECTION IN CORE SAMPLES FROM EXPERIMENTAL
MOHOLE AbS-131TI
AMINO ACIDS AND UREA IN METEORITES - GEOCHEMICAL
AND ABIOGENETIC ASPECTS AbS-806TI
EXISTENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE BASED ON DATA
FROM ASTRONOMY, GEOCHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY
JPRS-29591 N65-233ZI
GEOELECTRICITY
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL IN PLANT ORGANS
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL
POSITION AbS-26TT9
GEOGRAPHY
SA ANTARCTICA
SA ARCTIC
GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION IN AIRCRAFT PILOTS -
CHART SCALE AND PILOT PERFORNANCE
TR-751-6 NbS-3653T
GEOLOGY
SA GEOCHEMISTRY
SA LUNAR GEOLOGY
SA MINERAL
POSSIBLE BIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF ISOPRENOID ALKANES
FCAJND IN SEDIMENTS 30 MILLION AND 2-1Z2 BILLION
YEARS OLD A65-23861
DESIGN STUDY OF LUNAR EXPLORATION HAND TOOLS FOR
LUNAR GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM -
FIRST QUARTERLY DESIGN REPORT
NASA-CR-65092 N65-31179
GEOHAGNETIC EFFECT
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIFE PRIOR TO TMO BILLION
YEARS AGO IN PRESENCE OF WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD,
NOTING POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENT BY SOLAR HIND
A65-Z3862
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STATIC _ND
EARTH MAGNETIC FIELDS AS RELATED TO LIVING TISSUE
AND CLINICAL APPLICATION A65-80636
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
PHYSICAL PROPERTY OF MAGNETIC AND GEOMAGNETIC
FIELDS AND RESPONSES OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN
A65-80410
ORIENTATION OF PLANARIANS AND SNAILS TO ARTIFICIAL
MAGNETIC FIELDS APPROXIMATING MAGNETIC FIELD OF
EARTH A65-B0432
MECHANISMS FOR NAVIGATION OF MIGRATING BIRDS
POSSIBLY APPLICABLE TO GUIDANCE OF MISSILES
A65-80433
GEOTROPISM
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL IN PLANT ORGANS
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL
POSITION AbS-24TT9
INOOLE-ACETIC ACIO-'2- C-16 MOVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT
OF GEOTROPIC CURVATURE IN BRANCHES AND IMMATURE
PLANTS FROM CLONE OF COLEUS BLUMEI, BENTHt
STUDIED BY RADIOASSAY A65-31319
GERMINATION
SEED GERMINATION OF CORMON PLANT SPECIES IN
RAREFIED NITROGEN ATMOSPHERES SIMULATING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT A65-32416
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF
GERMINATION IN CARROT, MUSTARD, TOMATO, ONION AND
CUCUMBER SEEDS AND NHEAT GRAINS
A65-35BI6
INHIBITION OF SEED GERMINATION IN VARIOUS
ANGIOSPERMS OVERCOME BY RADIATION AND CHEMICAL
STIMULUS A65-80354
EFFECT OF SONIC NAVES ON RATE OF GERMINATION OF
POLLEN OF PLANT TRANOESCANT|A PALUOOSA
A65-81939
GERONTOLOGY
SA AGING
CELL AGING AS DECLINE IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY DUE TO
ENZYME SYSTEM DEGRADATION AND MALNUTRITION_ OVER-
CRONOING AND DISEASE IN MULTICELLULAR SYSTEMS
AbS-1828T
GESTALT THEORY
ONTOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ENTITIES NITH RESPECT
TO EFFECT ON LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF MIND -
PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION FOR PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY - GESTALT THEORY
NASA-CR-63609 N65-27388
GLAND
SA ADRENAL GLAND
SA ENOOCRINE SYSTEM
SA OVARY
SA PANCREAS
A-157
GLARE SUBJECTINDEX
SAPAROTIDSAPINEALGLANDSAPITUITARYGLANDSATESTISSATHYMUS
SA THYROID
GALVANI_ SKIN RESPONSE - THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
OF SKIN RESISTANCE AND SKIN CONDUCTANCE RELATED
TO SWEAT GLAND A65-80005
CHANGES IN SEBACEOUS GLAND FUNCTION OF INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS USING ACETONE, GASOLINE AND WHITE SPIRIT
A65-81372
GLARE
TOBACCO EFFECT ON DETECTION TIME AND RECOVERY TIME
AFTER GLARE A65-BIB84
ETHYL ALCOHOL EFFECT ON GLARE THRESHOLDS DURING
DARK ADAPTATION IN DRINKERS AND NONDRINKERS
A65-82089
GLASS FIBER
MICROORGANISM RESISTIVITY TO THERMAL INACTIVATION
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS FIBERS AND MEMBRANE FILTERS
NASA-CRy63198 N65-25401
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM.DURING
INHALATION OF FUMES EMANATING FROM SPECIMENS
OF FIBER GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC
Nb5-28293
GLAUCOMA
PHYSICAL EXERCISE EFFECT ON INTRAOCULAR TENSION AS
RELATED TO OPEN ANGLE GLAUCOMA A65-BO385
CURRENT UNITED STATES POLICY ON GLAUCOMA AFFECTING
PERSONNEL AND FLIGHT DUTY A65-81950
GLOBULIN
SA FIBRINOGEN
BIOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS IN
MACROMOLECULES, NUCLEIC ACID MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE, BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION IN
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
JPRS-30097 N65-25027
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL
TRANSITIONS IN MACRDMOLECULES N65-25028
GLUCOSE
EFFECT OF LARGE DOSE OF RESERPINE GIVEN
INTRAPERITONEALLY ON INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF D-
GLUCOSE /IN VITRO/ IN HAMSTERS A65-17372
IN VITRO STUDY OF D-GLUCOSE INTESTINAL ABSORPTION
IN ACTIVE AND HIBERNATING, IRRADIATED AND
NONIRRADIATED GROUND SQUIRREL A65-20020
CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF GLUCOSE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION BY THERMAL PROTENOIDS A65-25243
FATTY-ACID SYNTHESIS IN YEAST PREPARATIONS SHOWING
HOW THESE PREPARATIONS ARE AFFECTED BY
INTERMEDIATES OF OXIDATIVE AND FERMENTATIVE
METABOLISM OF GLUCOSE A65-33702
STROKE VOLUME AND CARDIAC OUTPUT AFTER SMOKING IN
POSTPRANDIAL AND IN FASTING STATE IN RELATION TO
GLUCOSE INTAKE A65-80447
GLUCOSE PERMEABILITY OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AS
AFFECTED BY INHALATION OF ANESTHETICS, OXYGEN, AND
CARBON DIOXIDE A65-BO81B
EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE ON PROCESS OF CHLOROPLAST
DEVELOPMENT IN CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES
A65-BI660
CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF GLUCOSE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION BY THERMAL PROTEINOIDS
NASA-CR-CO569 N65-I6319
GLUCOSE INFLUENCE ON PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN
CHLORELLA N65-2IOT3
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
A-158
DETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION OF LUMINESCENT
BACTERIA N65-25030
EFFECT OF AMINOETHYLISOTHIURONIUM BROMIDE
HYDROBRDMIDE ANTIRADIATION DRUG ON GLUCOSE
OXIOATION BY RAT SPLEEN AND BONE MARROW
SUSPENSIONS
SAM-TR-65-29 N65-34260
GLYCOGEN
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION
STRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCED LIVER
GLYCOGENESIS DUE TO ADRENOCORTICAL ACTIVITY
A65-23416
LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR STUDYING
GLYCOGEN IN NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TM-X-SI741 NCS-22IB9
GLYCOL
ETHYLENE GLYCOL POISONING - CLINICALT PATHOLOGIC,
AND TOXICOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS A65-80820
GLYCOLYSIS
SURVIVAL TIME OF CONTROL AND PRE-EXPOSED RATS IN
ANOXIA DETERMINED FROM ATP LACTATE AND PYRUVATE
CONCENTRATION IN BRAIN TISSUE A65-17482
ANAEROBIC GLYCOLYSIS AS PATHWAY FOR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN PANCREAS DURING HYPOXIA IN MOUSE
A65-80122
GOAL THEORY
GOAL DIFFICULTY EFFECT ON LEVEL OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
ONR-RM-I35 N65-19626
GOAT
EFFECT OF RADIATION ON AUDITION AND CONDITIONED
RESPONSES IN SPANISH GOAT A65-81570
THYROID GLAND RESPONSE TO HYPOTHERMIA OF HEAT LOSS
CENTER IN HYPOTHALAMUS A65-81769
GOLD
IRON-GOLD PAIR OF ELECTRODES IN CLINICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS TO REGISTER TISSUE
OXYGEN TENSION
JPRS-30818 N65-27028
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
SA LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
SA WEIGHTLESSNESS
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON MAN WITH DATA FROM
VOSKHOD FLIGHTS A65-25551
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN SIMULATED GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS,
INVESTIGATING RODENTS AND SMALL PRIMATES IN
CENTRIFUGES A65-30049
CHRONIC WEIGHTLESSNESSSIMULATION IN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH, PREDICTING EFFECTS ON MAN FROM VARIOUS
TYPES OF SIMULATION A65-30059
G FORCE EFFECT ON RECTAL TEMPERATURES OF RATS
A65-31345
ELECTRORETINOGRAM OF UNANESTHETIZED RABBITS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER
IO-G STRESS STUDIED BY A AND B WAVES EVOKED BY
STROBOSCOPIC FLASH A65-31347
HUMAN LOCOMOTION IN SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY AND
SURFACE A65-32792
CHANGES IN LIVER LIPID METABOLISM OF RATS
SUBJECTED TO HIGH-G ENVIRONMENT OBTAINED BY
CENTRIFUGING OVER LONG TIME PERIODS
A65-3352T
INCREASED AND ZERO GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISION
FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A'65-35485
VARIATIONS OF MOTOR RESPONSES TO GRAVITATIONAL
STIMULI CAUSED BY CHANGES OF SENSORY PERCEPTION
IN PIGEONS A65-80215
SUBJECT INDEX GROUND SPEED
OXYGEN COST OF WORK PERFORMED IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES WHEN BODY WEIGHT IS NOT LIFTED AGAINST
GRAVITY A65-BO384
EFFECT OF GRAVITY EMPTYING WITH VARIOUS TEST MEALS
AND POSTURES A65-81246
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON ORGANISMS
N65-13692
ROLE OF GRAVITY IN LIFE OF ORGANISMS AND EVOLUTION
OF ANIMALS - PROBABLE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-13713
DYNAMICS OF BLOOD CIRCULATION PARAMETERS OF
CEREBRAL VASCULAR SYSTEM DURING LONGITUDINAL
GRAVITATIONAL LOADS N65-1652T
GRAVITATIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON ARTERIAL WALL
JPRS-28676 N65-15353
GRAVITATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON UNICELLULAR
ORGANISMS AND MICROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR
OBSERVING LIVING CELLS
NASA-CR-SITg9 N65-15368
GROWTH HORMONE EFFECT ON PLANT DEVELOPMENT IN
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
NASA-CR-53405 N65-15369
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PLANTS AND GRAVITY EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-Z8605 N65-15676
EXPOSURE OF NORMAL AND DEAF PERSONS WITH BILATERAL
VESTIBULAR DEFECTS TO CENTRIPETAL FORCE ON HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE AND EXPOSURE TO ZERO GRAVITY AND
SUBGRAVITY STATES
NASA-CR-51786 N65-16431
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN PULMONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OF DOGS
NADC-NL-6413 N65-18881
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS AFTER HIGH LEVEL GRAVITATIONAL AND
INERTIAL FORCE EXPOSURE
NASA-CR-57276 N65-19692
HUMAN ENGINEERING - EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN
GRAVITATIONAL FORCES ON HUMAN MOTOR SYSTEM
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES N65-22T23
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, AND EFFECTS OF AGEt SOUNDt AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ROLE OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS
JPRS-29666 N65-234-43
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON HIGHER ORDER NERVOUS SYSTEM
ACTIVITY OF DOGS DURING SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
N65-23446
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
AND WEIGHTLESSNESS - VOSKHOD I AND VOSKHOD
II FLIGHTS N65-26230
RADIATION AND GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON WASPS AND
SHRIMP - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-CR-6382g N65-2853B
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF GRAVITATION AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON RUSSIAN COSMONAUTS -
DISCUSSION
NASA-TT-F-3T6 N65-29623
PROLONGED ACCELERATION AND GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
EFFECT ON GROWTH OF ORGANISM AND VITAL
ACTIVITY OF SYSTEMS - PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
N65-313TB
OXYGEN CARDIAL-ENERGY EQUILIBRIUM IN ABSENCE OF
GRAVITY
NASA-TT-F-g56Z N65-33806
MAGNITUDE OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCEr INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE IN EGOCENTRIC VISUAL LOCALIZATION OF
HORIZONTAL-SPACE PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-67538 N65-36426
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ALTERED GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
NASA-TT-F-2T8 N65-11021
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF SMALL ANIMAL
CENTRIFUGE FOR CARRYING OUT EXPOSURES TO
GRAVITATIONAL FIELO
SAM-TR-65-23 N65-3373B
GRAVITY
SA ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
SA SUBGRAVITY
SA ZERO GRAVITY
HUMAN POSTURE AND MUSCULAR SYSTEM IN RELATION TO
GRAVITY A65-BOVBT
ROENTGEN STUDIES IN MAN OF RELATIONSHIP OF UNEQUAL
PULMONARY VENTILATION TO GRAVITY, AND POSTURE
A65-81101
LOSS OF CONTROL OF JET TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT WHILE
PILOT RELIES ON GRAVITY VECTOR FOR ORIENTATION
INFORMATION AbS-BE72B
BLOOD VOLUMEt ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE, AND EXERCISE
AS AFFECTED BY CHAIR REST IN NORMAL GRAVITATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT A65-81TT1
GRAVITY LABYRINTH ORIENTATION INFLUENCE ON
RESPONSES FROM STIMULATION OF HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
NASA-CR-59568 N65-11396
EFFECTS OF GRAVITATION IN FORMATION OF FUNCTION
OF ORGANISM N65-15679
GRAVITY-INERTIAL FORCE ENVIRONMENT OF MAN IN SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-CR-56358 N65-16433
ABSTRACTS ON SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTICS AND
EIOTECHNOLOGY - RADIATION, GRAVITY, VIBRATION,
ACCELERATIONt ATMOSPHERE, ECOLOGY, SELECTION,
TRAINING, MEDICAL MONITORINGv AND BIOTELEMETRY
ATD-P-6S-6 N65-16653
SURFACE REACTION FORCES ON MAN WALKING UNDER
REDUCED GRAVITY
MECH/GA-64-1 N65-20613
hUMAN SENSOR RESPONSE TO GRAVITY LOAD AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS - MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
N65-2_862
GRAVITY CENTER
INFLUENCE OF PRESSURIZED SUIT ON GRAVITY CENTERS
AND INERTIA MOMENTS OF HUMAN BODY
NA-64-SZT N65-15788
APOLLO PROJECT - KINESTHETIC EFFECTS DE ASTRONAUT
_OVEMENTS ON CENTER OF GRAVITY OF LUNAR FLIGHT
VEHICLE
NASA-CR-blOT9 N65-29966
GREENLAND
STRONTIUM 90 RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT MEASUREMENT IN
PRECIPITATION, SOILv SEA WATER, VEGETATIONv
ANIMALSt AND DRINKING WATER IN GREENLAND
RISO-87 NbS-IB476
GROUND
SA EARTH
PROBABILITY OF VISUAL DETECTION OF RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFT BY GROUND OBSERVERS
RIq--6562-PR N65-3596T
GROUND CREW
OCCUPATIONAL DEAFNESS IN VARIOUS TYPES OF
MECHANICS WORKING ON JET AIRCRAFT BASES
A65-80125
GROUND SPEED
SA AIR SPEED
SA VELOCITY
ACCURACY OF ALTITUDE AND GROUND SPEED
A-159
GROUNDSUPPORTSYSTEM SUBJECTINDEX
DETERMINATIONSUS NGCONTACTNALOGSIMULATORDISPLAYS STEM
O22B-421-O15 N65-30934
GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM
HUMAN FACTORS RELATED TO REMOTE HANDLING OF
GROUND SUPPORT FOR NUCLEAR POWERED SYSTEMS AND
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE OPERATIONS
ANRL-TR-64-122 N65-27891
GROUP BEHAVIOR
PERSONALITY STRUCTURE, GROUP COMPENSATION, AND
GROUP FUNCTIONING IN RELATION TO OUTSIDE FACTORS
A65-80742
COMPARATIVE HUMAN BEHAVIOR OF DIFFERENT SIZE
GROUPS OF ADULTS IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT UNDER
VARYING LIVING CONDITIONS A65-80966
LEADERSHIP MODEL PROPOSED WHICH IS BASED ON
GROUP-TASK SITUATION A65-81083
WIT CORRELATED WITH CREATIVITY, DEFENSIVENESS, AND
LEADERSHIP A65-81126
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ADAPTATION TO LIFE ON
ANTARCTIC STATIONS A65-81236
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OF GROUPS EXPERIMENTALLY
CONFINED IN FALLOUT SHELTER A65-81659
SELECTION STRATEGIES IN CONCEPT ATTAINMENT AS
FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF PERSONS AND STIMULUS DISPLAY
A65-82058
FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUP BEHAVIORAL
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OPEN AND CLOSED GROUPS
A65-82060
TEAM-TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS AS FUNCTION OF TASK
COMPLEXITY, ORGANIZATION AND SKILL IN SIMULATED
RADAR CONTROLLED AERIAL INTERCEPT TASK
A65-82173
HUMAN BEHAVIOR STUDY ON SOCIAL STRUCTURE CHANGE IN
SMALL ISOLATED GROUPS
REPT.-64-24 N65-22949
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF THEORETICAL MODEL OF
LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE IF POPULATION
OF RESPONDENTS CAN BE DIVIDED INTO FINITE NUMBER
OF GROUPS OR CLASSES - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
NASA-CR-63870 N65-28868
PSYCHOLOGY - EFFECTS OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE IN MAKING
DECISIONS - MEASUREMENT OF CONFIDENCE AND TRUST
USING GROUP BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
ESD-TOR-65-299 N65-34557
GROUP THEORY
PROBABILITY - GROUP TESTING TO CLASSIFY RANDOM
SAMPLE OF KNOWN UNITS INTO GOOD AND DEFECTIVE
CATEGORIES
0RC-65-4 N65-26585
GROWTH
SA BIOTIN
STEADY-STATE AND SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-80015
CULTURING OF ALGAE - PROBLEMS OF GROWTH AND
CULTURE TECHNIQUE A65-80376
ROTATIONAL DIFFUSION IN MAGNETIC FIELD AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL GROWTH AND METABOLIC PROCESSES
A65-80413
GROWTH RATE OF MICE OF DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO
HOMOGENEOUS AND INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80416
GROWTH RATE AND MAGNETIC MAGNETOTROPIC RESPONSE OF
PLANTS EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80422
BARLEY SEED, HORDEUM DISTRICHUMt GROWTH RATE AS
AFFECTED BY MAGNETIC FIELDS A65-80423
INHIBITION OF BACTERIA, SERRATIA MARCESCENS AND
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS, IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF HIGH
PARAMAGNETIC STRENGTH A65-80428
INHIBITION OF BACTERIAL, STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS,
SARCINA LUTEA, AND ESCHERICHIA COLT, GROWTH
IN HOMOGENEDUS MAGNETIC FIELDS A65-BO429
SYNTHETIC ACTIVITY DURING NONSYNCHRONIZED GROWTH
CHLORELLA, SEPARATED INTO AGE GROUPS BY FRACTIONAL
CENTRIFUGATION A65-80505
VARIATIONS IN NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS CONTENT 1N
MEDIUM UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF INTENSIVE
CULTIVATION OF DIFFERENT CHLORELLA SPECIES
A65-80596
FLUORIDE EFFECT ON GROWTH AND METABOLISM OF ALGAE,
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A65-BO61B
EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION GROWTH AND
MUTATION RATE IN VARIOUS SPECIES OF CHLORELLA
A65-80658
INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF VARIOUS SPECIES OF
PRDTOCOCCAL ALGAE AND THEIR BACTERICIDAL EFFECT IN
JOINT CULTIVATION A65-80689
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-BO724
GROWTH OF HUMAN PATHOGENIC BACTERIA AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN A65-80725
GROWTH RATES OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MICROORGANISMS
UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS IN LABORATORY CULTURES
A65-80754
EFFECT OF NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS UPON GROWTH AND
ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN UPTAKE IN BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
A65-80766
CHARACTER OF HOMEOSTATIC RESPONSE DURING HYPDXIC
HYPOXIA IN DOG AT DIFFERENT GROWTH PERIODS AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80795
CONPARAIIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS CHLORELLA STRAINS BY
USE OF EXPONENTIAL FORMULA A65-80803
SYNTHESIS OF PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING MACROMOLECULES
DURING SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA, 7-II-05 RELATED TO NUCLEIC ACIDS
A65-80810
EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY AND VARIOUS CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS ON FLOWERING OF LEP#NA PERPUSILLA
A65-80939
CHANGES IN MINERAL CONCENTRATION IN NUTRIENT
MEDIUM DURING GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
A65-80940
BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF GROWTH CYCLE OF
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE OF THERMOPHYLIC ALGA,
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A65-80941
QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN QUINONE COMPOSITION OF
CHLURELLA HYDRDGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
OF GROWTH A65-81194
EFFECT OF NATURAL IONIZING RADIATION ON
GROWTH OF PROTOZOAN, PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM
A65-81254
HETEROTROPHIC GROWTH, CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
PRODUCFION OF XANTHOPHYLLS BY CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-81285
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING POSSIBILITY
OF ORIGIN AND EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON JUPITER
A65-B1287
CULTIVATION AND GROWTH OF GREEN PLANKTONIC ALGAE
GN SEWAGE A65-81386
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTOR ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN GERMINATION OF SEED IN SOME HIGHER
PLANTS ABOARD VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
A-L60
SUBJECT INDEX GUINEA PIG
A65-81595
PROLONGED CENTRIFUGATION EFFECT ON GROWTH, ORGANS,
AND BLOOD OF RAT. A65-BIT66
CULTURE TECHNIQUE FOR ALGAE GROWTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY TURBULENT FLOg ACHIEVING
LIGHT-DARK SEQUENCE A65-B18T2
DEVELOPMENT OF PYROGENIC MECHANISM RELATED TO
HEAT REGULATION IN GtIOMING RABBITS AND GUINEA
PIGS A65-B1879
EFFECTS OF SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE ON GROWTH RATE
OF ALBINO GUINEA PIGS A65-BlqlT
NEUROLOGIC ADAPTATIONS, AUDIOC_NIC RESPONSES,
GROWTH PATTERNv AND HEMATOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS IN
NICE EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
A65-BI94B
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR MASS ASSAYS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF ONICELLUAR ALGAE
A65-BZ095
GROWTH RATEr FOOD INTAKE, RESPIRATORY RATE,
ERYTHROCYTE, HEMOGLOBIN, AND HEMATOCRIT LEVELS,
AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF YOUNG CHICKENS
BREAZHING NEARLY PURE OXYGEN AbS-B2156
IONIZI_ EFFECT OF BETA PARTICLES ON RATE OF
GROWTH OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA IN CULTURE MEDIA
CONTAINING LARGE AMOUNTS OF RADIOACTIVE CARBON
A65-82262
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON ANIMAL GROWTH
N65-13662
GROt4,1"H AND LIFE SUPPORT OF ANIMALS IN HELIUM-
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE N65-13649
GROWTH HORMONE EFFECT ON PLANT DEVELOPMENT IN
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
NASA-CR-53405 N65-15369
ANT|RRDIATION AND ANTI NEDPLASTIC COMPOUNDS RELATED
TO PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS - CYTDTOXIC EFFECTS
AND RADIATION PROTECTT()M
NASA-DR-b2133 N65-21422
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GRONTH IN HELIUM--
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-SbBT6 Nb5-22195
VIRUS GRONTH IN SERUM-FREE SUSPENSION ANIMAL CELL
CULTURES NbS-Z2311
GRONTH RESPONSE OF BACILLUS CEREUS AND SUBTILIS
CELLS SUBJECTED TO MODIFIED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
WITH FREEZE CYCLES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS
NASA-OR-b2829 N65-Z4296
PHYSICS QF CELLULAR SI_NTHESIS_ GROWTH, AND
DIVISIONS
NASA-CR-62925 NOS-26575
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION AND AGE ON EXTENT
OF BONE RADTOSENSITIVITY IN GROWING ANIMALS
NbS-2639b
GROWTH OF ALGAE IN SENAGE HATER - SOIL BACTERIA
GROWTH STIMULATION BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
FTO-TT-65-Bb/I&2 Nb5-31421
GROWTH OF NITROGEN-FIXING BACTERIA AND OTHER SGIL
MICROORGANISMS AFFECTED BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
N65-31622
ALGAE GROHTH IN CITY SEWAGE MATER - EXPERIMENTS
N65-31623
ZERO GRAVITY EFFECT ON REGENERATION AND NORMAL
GROWTH OF TOBACCO STEM SEGMENTS
NASA'-CR-59238 N65-32090
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE, X-RAY IRRADIATION, AND
ELEVATED GRAVITY ON MHEAT SEEDLING GROMTH
NASA-CR-303 NbS-32676
GUANIDINE
P_SSIBLE ROLE OF DICYANOIAMIDE /CYANOGOANIDINE/ IN
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS DURING CHEMICAL EVOLUTION
AbS-BOT63
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF MANUALLY GUIDED AND
CONTROLLED REENTRY VEHICLES
NASA--DR-331 NbS-36773
GUIDANCE SYSTEM
SOVIET SPACE PROGRAM - GUIDANCE SYSTEMS, HUMAN
FACTOR IN SPACE FLIGHT, PRESSURE SUITS AND SPACE
CABIN, SPACECRAFT DESIGN, BIOASTRUNAUTICS,
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT, AND COMMUNICATIONS
ATD---P-65-11 N65-20926
GUIDED MISSILE
GUIDED MISSILE FUNDAMENTALS - TECHNICAL TRAINING
MANUAL FOR ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL
AFM-52-31 NbS-12490
GUINEA PIG
SENSORY HAIR STRUCTURE LOCATED IN GRAVITY
RECEPTORS IN UTRICLE AND SACCULE OF SQUIRREL
MONKEY AND GUINEA PIG AbS-ZSZ39
CORNEAL NEOVASCULARIZATION OF GUINEA PIG IN
PRESSURE CHAMBER SUPPLIED NITH 100 PERCENT OXYGEN
AT UP TO TWO ATMOSPHERES A65-BO052
LACTATE AND PYRUVATE GRADIENTS BETWEEN RED BLOOD
CELLS ANO PLASMA OF GUINEA PIG DURING ASPHYXIA
A65-80073
RADIATION PROTECTION OF SKIN OF GUINEA PIG WITH
GYSTEAMINE A65-80351
DEGREE OF FRAGILITY OF GUINEA PIG PERIPHERAL BLOOD
ERYTHROCYTES AFTER LETHAL DOSE OF GAMNA-RAOIATION
A65-80S37
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM RESPONSE IN GUINEA PIG TO
BREATHING IOOZ OXYGEN AT I ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE
A65--80554
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF SUCCINIC OXYDASE IN
MITOCHONDRIA IN NEURONS OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM A65-BOBI2
HISTOCHEMICAL DEMONSTRATION OF
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF VESTIBULAR BONES OF GUINEA PIGS
A65--810_
DISTORTION PROCESSES IN CDCHLEAR-MICROPHONIC
RESPONSE UNDER NORMAL AND ABNORMAL PHYSIOLOGIC
CONDITIONS A65-81076
THORACIC DUCT LYMPH AND LYMPHOCYTES DURING PRINARY
HYPOXIA AND REBOUND A65-811TI
UEULONOTOR NUCLEUS UNITARY DISCHARGE IN GUINEA PIG
FOLLOWING CALORIC STIMULATION OF LABYRINTH
AbS-B1313
DEVELOPMENT OF PYROGENIC HECHANISM RELATED TO
HEAT REGULATION IN GROWING RABBITS AND GUINEA
PIGS A65-81879
EFFECTS OF SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE ON GROWTH RATE
OF ALBINO GUINEA PIGS A65-8191T
EFFECT OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON MUSCULAR ACTION
DF SMALL INTESTINE IN GUINEA PIGS
A65-81990
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF SKIN IN GUINEA PIGS AFTER
EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL
HYPOTHERMIA A65-82049
DIFFERENCES IN METABOLISM OF INDIVIDUAL TURNS OF
COCHLEA A65-82130
SIGNIFICANCE OF OLIVO-COCHLEAR BUNDLE FOR
ADAPTATION MECHANISM OF INNER EAR
A65-82131
RESPIRATORY VARIATION, COCHLEAR HICROPHONICt AND
A-161
GULLIVERPROGRAM SUBJECTINDEX
ENDOLYMPHATIC DC POTENTIAL OF GUINEA PIG DURING
ANOXIA, OBSTRUCTION OF BLOOD SUPPLY TO STRIA
VASCULARIS, AND SOUND STIMULATION
A65-82269
COCHLEAR POTENTIAL OF ADULT GUINEA PIG DURING
SOUND STIMULATION AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-82306
COCHLEAR POTENTIALS OF GUINEA PIG FOLLOWING SOUND
STIMULATION SHOWING AUDITORY FATIGUE
A65-82308
DISTRIBUTION STUDIES IN GUINEA PIGS AND RATS,
FOLLOWING INTRAPULMONARY INJECTIONS OF STABLE
RARE EARTH CITRATES AND OXALATES
C00-1170-3 N65-24619
EFFECT OF LETHAL DOSAGES OF X-RAYS ON ATP
CONTENT IN LIVER AND PHOSPHOPROTEIN EXCHANGE
IN GUINEA PIGS
FTD-TT-64-116311 N65-29119
EFFECT OF TOTAL VERTICAL VIBRATION ON FUNCTIONAL
STATE OF EQUILIBRIUM ORGAN IN GUINEA PIG
N65-31380
COMBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATIDN AND ACUTE
IRRADIATION ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN GUINEA
PIGS N65-31382
EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION ON MOTOR DEFENSE
REFLEX IN GUINEA PIG N65-31384
HISTOCHEMICAL RESPONSES OF GUINEA PIG TISSUES TO
COLD
AAL-TDR-64-9 N65-35630
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON MUSCULAR TONUS
IN SMALL INTESTINE OF GUINEA PIG
NAS-35892
GULLIVER PROGRAM
RESULTS FROM FIELD TESTS OF GULLIVER AND
DIOGENES EXPERIMENTS FOR DETECTING LIFE IN SEVERE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS A65-30681
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECIION - GULLIVER Ill
MODEL
NASA-CR-56214 N65-16497
GUN
TRAINING INSTRUCTION OF ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY
OF M-I CARBINE
AMRL-TDR-64-gO N65-11899
GUNNERY TRAINING
AERIAL GUNNERY, LOW LEVEL FLIGHT, AND NAVIGATION
TRAINING FOR HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
N65-1573B
GUSTATORY PERCEPTION
PROLONGED INHALATION OF OXYGEN AND EFFECT ON HUMAN
TASTE SENSATION AND RELATION TO HIGH ALTITUDE
FLYING 665-B0396
GYNECOLOGY
VIBRATION EFFECT AND INCIDENCE OF GYNECOLOGIC
COMPLAINTS IN FEMALE VEHICLE OPERATORS
A65-80446
GYRATION
SA ROTATION
CEREBRAL ANEMIA AND BLOOD CONGESTION PRODUCED BY
VERTICAL POSITION OR GYRATION - BLOOD
CIRCULATION
NASA-TT-F-gTI5 N65-36759
H
HABITABILITY
SA SHELTER
PHYSICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
HABITABILITY PROBLEMS OF PROLONGED SPACE MISSIONS
A65-Z6740
HABITUATION TO HEAT AND COLD IN CAT AT SPINAL CORD
LEVEL A65-80913
SOME FORMS OF LIFE FOUND ON EARTH WHICH CAN
SURVIVE CONDITIONS THOUGHT TO EXIST ON MARS
A65-81013
POWER FOR FLUID CIRCULATION AT VARIOUS PRESSURE
DROPS AND FLOW RATES FROM ISENTROPIC EXPANSION
OF HABITABLE GASES - MANNED SPACECRAFT
APPLICATION
AMRL-TR-65-26 N65-30853
HABITUATION
NERVE CONDUCTIONt MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIAL AND
CONTRACTION, AND HABITUATION OF SUBJECT DURING
IMMERSION OF HAND AND ARM IN I0 BEG C. WATER
665-82160
HALLUCINATION
SENSORY DEPRIVATION HALLUCINATIONS AND OTHER SLEEP
BEHAVIOR AS FUNCTION OF BODY POSITION, METHOD OF
REPORT, AND ANXIETY A65-80561
HALLUCINOGEN
DEPERSONALIZATION SYNDROME AS THREAT TO
EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACEMEN AND SUBMARINERS
665-80222
HAMSTER
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECT ON WEIGHT, TOTAL
PROTEIN CONTENT, AND ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF BROWN
FAT OF HAMSTERS 665-80096
TOLERANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF HYPDTHERMIC
HAMSTER TO 840 G ACCELERATION A65-80583
X-RAY AND ULTRAVIOLET SENSITIVITY OF SYNCHRONIZED
CHINESE HAMSTER CELLS AT VARIOUS STAGES OF CELL
CYCLE 665-B0617
IHERMOREGULATION AND COLD ACCLIMATIZATION IN
HAMSTER, MESOCRICETUS AURATUS A65-BII3B
HIBERNATION AND TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON AGING ON
RED BLOOD CELLS IN HAMSTER A65-BI498
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FREEZING INJURY IN RATS AND
HAMSTERS - COLD TOLERANCE
AAL-TDR-63-30 N65-18972
HAND
CENTRAL BODY AND TRUNK SKIN TEMPERATURE EFFECT
ON REFLEX VASODILATATION IN HAND
665-80189
AGE AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN PALMAR SWEAT PRINT
A65-81405
HAND MOTION STUDIED WITH RESPECT OF ACCELERATION
AND VELOCITY OF LIMB A65-BI65I
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATION AND HAND MOTION RESPONSE
MEASUREMENT DURING RESTRAINT AND EXPOSURE TO
VIBRATIONS WITH VARYING PEAK AND ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ACCELERATIONS AND FREQUENCIES A65-B236B
HANDBOOK
HILNOBOOK FOR PHYSICIANS FOR MANAGEMENT OF
DISASTERS INCLUDING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-81182
HANDEDNESS
S LATERALITY
HANDLING
SA DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
HANDLING OF NUTRITION-WASTE COMPLEX IN MANNED
SPACE EXPLORATION N65-18567
PREPARATION, HANDLING, AND STORAGE OF FOOD FOR
MERCURY, GEMINI, AND APOLLO SPACE PROJECTS
N65-18574
hANDLING AND STORAGE OF FOOD AND WASTE ON MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18576
HEALTH ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM HANDLING - RADIATION
A-162
SUBJECT INDEX HEARING
HAZARDS, CONTROL, CONTAINMENT, MDNITORINGt AND
EHERGENCY PROCEDURES
AERE-L-151 N65-25164
SAFETY AND HEALTH ASPECTS IN INDUSTRIAL HANDLING
OF THORIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS
AEC-TR-6536/REV.I N65-26596
MOBILE REMOTE HANDLING UNIT POSITIONED UNDER
AUGMENTED TELEVISION CONDITIONS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING FOR REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-65-6 N65-27091
HUMAN FACTORS RELATED TO REMOTE HANDLING OF
GROUND SUPPORT FOR NUCLEAR POWERED SYSTEMS AND
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE OPERATIONS
ANRL-TR-66-122 N65-27891
IONIZING RADIATION SOURCE HANDLING REGULATIONS IN
YUGOSLAVIA
JPRS-31993 N65-341OZ
HANDLING QUALITY
DEVELOPING LATERAL STABILITY AND DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL HANDLING QUALITIES IN LANDING APPROACH
CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT
NASA-CR-239 N65-27946
RESCUE TECHNIQUES USING STANDARD STOKES LITTER
DESCRIBED FOR HANDLING INJURED PERSONS IN
WATER N6S-29754
HANDWRITING
WRITING MOTION COORDINATION IN SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS FROM SOVIET ASTRONAUT LOGBOOKS
A65-18373
STUDY OF MOVEMENT COORDINATION IN HANDWRITING
DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-80984
HARTMANN FLOW
BLOOD FLOW CONSIDERED AS HARTMANN FLOW FOR
INHIBITION BY MAGNETIC FIELD
JPRS-30635 N65-25876
HAZARD
SA AIRCRAFT HAZARD
SA FLIGHT HAZARD
SA METEOROID HAZARD
SA NOISE HAZARD
SA OPERATIONAL HAZARD
SA RADIATION HAZARD
SA SAFETY
SA TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND CONTROL
OF RADIATION HAZARDS A65-81091
PARACHUTING HAZARDS AND INJURIES
A65-8123B
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS OF MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-81792
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - REVIEW OF PROBLEMS OF SENSOR
DEPRIVATION, ADAPTATION AND PHYSICAL HAZARDS
AbS-B1832
PHYSICAL BARRIERS AND LIMITATIONS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION A65-B1834
SONIC BOOM - STRUCTURAL STABILITY AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
AbS-B1997
SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEERING, CATASTROPHIC FAILURE
ANALYSIS, DESIGN HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RELATED
TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES N65-29770
HEAD
SA FACE
HEAD INJURIES AND TREATMENT AT CAPE KENNEDY
MISSILE BASE A65-82079
NURSING CARE IN CASES OF HEAD INJURY DF PERSONNEL
AT CAPE KENNEDY MISSILE RANGE A65-BZOBO
INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH RECORDED WITH FOUR
TRANSDUCERS AT VARIOUS HEAD AND THROAT POSITIONS
A65-82298
CHANGES IN TEMPORAL AND ORBITAL CIRCULATION IN
PATIENTS WITH LESIONS OF CAROTID AND VERTEBRAL
ARTERIES OF HEAD - PLETHYSMOGRAM AND
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAM DATA
NASA-TT-F-295 N65-16593
HEAD MOVEMENT
RETINAL IMAGE FIXATION DURING NORMAL BODY AND HEAD
MOVEMENT, EMPHASIZING NEUROMUSCULAR OUTPUTS TO
EYE-IN-SKULL AND SKULL-ON-BODY SPATIAL PLATFORMS
A65-Z69TB
HEAD, EYE, BODY, AND LIMB MOVEMENTS OF CAT AND
MONKEY CAUSED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL NERVE A65-80156
UTRICULAR FUNCTION STUDIED EXPERIMENTALLY
IN RABBITS BY INDUCING ACTION POTENTIAL OF
UTRICULAR NERVE WITH LINEAR ACCELERATION
A65-80334
SPATIAL AND DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF VISUAL FIXATION
RELATED TO HEAD AND EYE MOVEMENT AND VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS A65--81694
ACCURACY OF LOCALIZATION OF TARGET IN SPACE WITH
VARIED EFFERENT INPUT Ab5-B2215
HEALTH
SA HYGIENE
SA SANITATION
HUMAN HEALTH AND DISEASE AS RELATED TO
ENVIRONMENT A65--BO956
SELF-REPORTED STRESS-RELATED SYMPTOMS AMONG AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS AS INFLUENCED BY
CCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE A65-B2122
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM FOR SPACE OPERATION AT
_ERRIT ISLAND LAUNCH AREA AT CAPE KENNEDY
A65-82197
HEALTH CHEMISTRY PROCEDURES FOR RADIOISOTOPE
SAFETY
UCRL-IITOO N65-12830
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR PROTECTION FROM LETHAL
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION - HEALTH PHYSICS
UCLA-12-551 NB5-21BZ3
INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD -
STANDARDIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA, EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, ARSENIC POISONING, AND
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT IN AIR
JPRS-299BI N65-23776
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD, INHALATION, OR
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
AHSBIS/-R-64 N65-25154
HEALTH AND SAFETY BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN MOVEMENT
AND ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AFTER
RADIATION EXPOSURE
PG-647/CC/ N65-25935
SAFETY AND HEALTH ASPECTS IN INDUSTRIAL HANDLING
GF THORIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS
AEC-TR-65361REV.Z N65-26596
HEALTH HAZARDS OF SMOKE DYES IN CURRENT USE
PA-TN-1674 NbS-346BO
HEARING
SA BINAURAL HEARING
SA SOUND LOCALIZATION
SOUND TRANSMISSION IN HUMAN EAR - INFLUENCE OF
SIAPEDIUS AND TENSOR TYMPANI MUSCLES
A65-80035
SOUND LOCALIZATION IN FREE FIELD AND INTERAURAL
THRESHOLD DIFFERENCES A65-80037
A-163
HEARINGLOSS SUBJECT INDEX
ABNORMAL AUDITORY ADAPTATION WITH USE OF AMPLITUDE
MODULATED TONES A65-80914
SHIFTS IN AIR-CONDUCTION THRESHOLDS IN HUMANS
PRODUCED BY PULSED AND CONTINUOUS CONTRALATERAL
MASKING A65-81074
DISTORTION PROCESSES IN COCHLEAR-MICROPHONIC
RESPONSE UNDER NORMAL AND ABNORMAL PHYSIOLOGIC
CONDITIONS A65-81076
PHYSICS OF EAR AND HEARING A65-81164
RELATIONSHIPS FOR TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFTS
PRODUCED BY THREE DIFFERENT NOISE SOURCES
A65-81617
MASKING NOISES - SOUND LEVEL AND BANDWIDTH AND
SIGNIFICANCE IN AUDIOMETRY A65-81770
SPEECH ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS AND PERCEPTION OF SPEECH
AND PHYSIOLOGY OF HEARING A65-81773
AUDIOVISUAL INTERACTION AND ITS CORRELATION WITH
CORTICAL STIMULATION IN LATERAL THALAMUS
A65-81926
BALANCE AND HEARING INTERPRETED IN VIEW OF ANATOMY
OF LABYRINTH A65-82138
TESTING HEARING BY USING SPEECH AUDIOMETRY
TO DETERMINE WORD GROUP PERCEPTION IN FITNESS
EXAMINATIONS OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
N65-13707
HEARING SENSATIONS IN AMPLITUDE MODULATED RADIO
FREQUENCY FIELDS
GE/EE/64-11 N65-16662
TRANSDERMAL HEARING SYSTEM USING MODULATED
ELECTRICAL CARRIER SIGNALS TO STIMULATE SOUND
PERCEPTION
ER-O038 N65-20959
ANIMAL STUDY OF HEARING SENSITIVITY AND PATTERNS
N65-22296
BONE AND TISSUE VIBRATOR ASSEMBLY FOR HEARING BY
CONDUCTION AND FOR MECHANICAL POINT IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-65-11 N65-30036
AUDIOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT -
AUDITORY FUNCTION OF IMPAIRED HEARING
AD-465819 N65-30534
AUDITORY FREQUENCY THRESHOLD COMPARISONS OF HUMANS
AND PRE-ADOLESCENT CHIMPANZEES
NASA-CR-67297 N65-35104
HEARING LOSS
SA DEAFNESS
AUDITORY THRESHOLD IN RECRUITS BEFORE AND AFTER
FIRING WEAPONS AS RELATED TO USE OF EAR PROTECTORS
A65-80172
HEARING DAMAGE IN PILOTS DUE TO BLAST TRAUMA
A65-80187
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT HEARING LOSS DURING
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO NOISE A65-80660
NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS AND BIOPHYSICAL LAW
DESCRIBING LOSS A65-80817
PREDICTING HEARING LOSS FROM NOISE-INDUCED
TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT A65-BO83B
HEARING-LOSS TREND CURVES AND DAMAGE-RISK
CRITERION IN DIESEL-ENGINE ROOM PERSONNEL
A65-80882
DAMAGE RISK CRITERION AND CONTOURS BASED ON
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY HEARING tOSS DATA
Ab5-80992
PHONEMIC COMPLETION AND SOCIAL EVALUATION OF
HEARING LOSS A65-81116
A-164
ASSESSMENT OF HEARING DEFECTS OF SUBJECTS WORKING
IN NOISY ENVIRONMENTS IN FINLAND
A65-81214
STATISTICAL STUDY OF HEARING LOSS WITH AGE AND
MATHEMATICAL FORMULA DESCRIBING VARIATION IN
AUDITORY SENSITIVITY A65-B1221
HEARING LOSS DUE TO EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRIAL NOISE
A65-81258
HEARING LOSS AT 1000-2000 C.P.S. AS RELATED TO
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY PREDICTION
A65-81337
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING RISK OF HEARING DAMAGE
A6S-81393
SUDDEN HEARING LOSS- TREATMENT AND CASE HISTORIES
A65-81431
PROGRAM FOR HEARING CONSERVATION- HAZARDOUS NOISE
EXPOSURE IN PERSONNEL AT NAHA AF BASE, OKINAWA
A65-81432
COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF AUDIOMETRIC BONE CONDUCTION
AS INDICATOR OF HEARING IMPAIRMENT
A65-81504
HEARING LOSS AND AUDITORY FATIGUE IN INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS EXPOSED TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF NOISE-CAUSES
AND PROGRESS A65-BIbTB
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF NOISE HAZARD AND HEARING tOSS
IN INDUSTRIAL PLANTS A65-81687
TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT AFTER MONAURAL AND
BINAURAL EXPOSURE TO HIGH INTENSITY STIMULI
A65-81742
HEARING LOSS IN FLYING PERSONNEL _0 IT_ RELATIONS
TO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT A65-81783
AUDIOMETRIC FINDINGS OF HEARING LOSS SUFFERED BY
PILOTS, FLIGHT MECHANICS, AND RADIO !]PERATORS IN
LINE OF DUTY A&5-BIBO9
HEARING LOSSt SPEECH DISRUPTION, AND PERFORMANCE
CAPACITY LOSS IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO NOISE
A65-81871
CIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL DISORDERS
OF HEARING DUE TO NOISE HAZARDS
A65-B1929
TOLERANCE THRESHOLD FOR ACOUSTICAL STIMULI
A65-82251
STIMULUS INTENSITY CHANGES AS RELATED TO TONE AND
REACTION TIME IN DTERMINING AUDITORY NEUTRAL
LESIONS A65-B2270
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE AND CLICKS AS
ACOUSTIC REFLEX STIMULI PRIOR TO EXPOSURE TO
IMPUSE NOISE A65-82297
ACOUSTIC REFLEX OF INFANTRYMEN EXPOSED TO WHITE
NOISE A65-82311
CHANGES IN AUDITORY APPARATUS FROM LONG TERM NOISE
EXPOSURE IN INDUSTRIAL WORKERS A65-82315
SPEECH PRODUCTION, TRANSMISSION, AND ANALYSIS -
INSTRUMENTATION, NASAL CAVII'Y STRUCTURES,
ACOUSTICS, SPEECH SPECTRUM, DEAFNESS AIDS, AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS
STL-QPSR-4/I964 N65-23850
HEART
SA CARDIOGRAPHY
SA CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
HYPOXIC HYPOXEMIA EFFECT ON GLUTAMIC-OXALOACETIC-
TRANSAMINASE AND LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY OF
MYOCARDIUM OF RAT A65-80154
AURICULAR FIBRILLATION IN YOUNG MAN - EFFECTS OF
EXERCISE, DIGITALIS, ATROPINE, AND RESTORATION
OF NORMAL RHYTHM A65-B0210
SI)BJECT INDEX HEART DISEASE
TENPORARY CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY INDUCED BY HYPOXIA
OURING HIGH ALTITUDE SINULATION
A65-80663
CARDIAC SUPPLY OF SU6STRATES IN HUMAN AT RESTt
DURING PHYSICAL NORK_ AND DURING RECOVERY
A65-80651
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURESv PH: STANDARD
BICARBONATE AND BASE EXCESS IN HUMAN CORONARY
VENOUS BLOOD AT REST, DURINGt AND AFTER PHYSICAL
WORK A65-BO652
OXIDATIVE METABOLISM OF HUMAN HEART AT REST AND IN
DIFFERENT WORK CONDITIONS A65-80653
MYOCANDIAL LTPIDS OF RAT FDLLONING INTENSE
MUSCULAR WORK A65-80513
DIFFERENCES IN CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY OF RAT DURING
EXERCISE AND HYPOXIA A65-80990
SIGNIFICANCE OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC PATTERN FOR
ASSESSMENT OF DEGREE AND TYPE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR
HYPERTROPHY CORRELATION OF HEMODYNAMIC STATE TO
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AT REST AND DURING WORK
A65-81108
CATECHOLANINE AND COLD EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON
LIPI_LYTIC ACTIVITY OF RAT HEART
A65-BI383
EFFECT OF PERSANTIN /PYRINIDINE/ ON ULTRASTRUCTURE
OF RAT MYOCARDIUM AFTER OVERDOSE AND DURING
EXPOSURE TO HYPOBARIC PRESSURE A65-8169T
FORNULAS TO ESTIMATE CARDIO-RESPIRATORY FUNCTION
OF HUMAN SUBJECT DURING EXERCISE
A65-81865
EFFECT OF HiGH ALTITUDE AND ACCELERATION STRESS ON
MYOCARDIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS
A65-82186
PULMONARY ARTERY MUSCLE MASS ANO VENTRICULAR
CARDIAC SIZE OF MICE DURING NYPOXIA AS AFFECTED BY
METHYL DOPA A65-BZ191
HEART AND LIVER TISSUE LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE
VARIATION OF RAT DUllING ADAPTATION TO COLD
A65-82192
UPTAKE OF CATECHOLAMINES BY HEART OF RABBITS
TREATED WITH SEGONTINt A NEW AMINE DRUG
AbS-B2238
ALTERED CARDIAC MUSCLE TISSUE RETENTION OF
EXOGENOUS NORADRENAL1NE PRODUCED BY STRESS IN
YOUNG RABBITS A65-82316
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF HEART DURING RESPIRATION AT
EXCESS PRESSURE N65-13656
VECTDRELECTROCARDIDGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR
DETERMINING HEART POSITION DURING VIBRATION
GE/EE/66-23 N65-16613
HUNANVISUAL ANALYZER AND ELECTRONIC MODEL OF
HEART - BIOPHYSICS AND PSYCHOILOGY
JPRS-Z8236 N65-1676T
INFLUENCE OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
AUTOMATISM OF CARDIAC MUSCLE AND ASSOCIATED
AMPLIFICATION OF TONUS OF VAGUS NERVE
N65-15665
BIOENGINEERING - FOUR DIPOLE MODEL FOR HUMAN HEART
N65-16615
ELECTRICAL AXIS OF FETAL HEART N65-16616
HEART DISTURBANCES IN YOUNG DOGS IN HYPOXIA
N65-1TT60
AGE FACTOR IN REACTION OF HEART TO HYPOXIA
N65-17764
OBSTRUCTION IN BLOOD CIRCULATION OF HEART TISSUE
IN HYPERTENSION OF ARTERY N65-1778T
HENODYNAMIC RESPONSE TO BLOOD CIRCULATION
OBSTRUCTION BY HEART TISSUE N65-1TTB8
flYPOXIA AND COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CONGENITAL
HEART DEFECTS OF BLUE AND PALLID TYPES
NbS-1TT89
HYPOX|A AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC HEART DANAGE
N65-1TT92
BASAL METABOLISM AND EXTERNAL RESPIRATION IN
CHRONIC ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA RESULTING FROM
CONGENITAL HEART DEFECTS N65-17794
OXYGEN SUPPLY FOR PATIENTS NITH HEART VALVE
DEFECTS IN WOUNTAIN CLIMATE ENVIRDNNENT
NbS-17834
NOUNTAIN CLIMATE EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCIILAR SYSTEM
AND CELL DEATH IN MUSCLE TISSUE OF HEART IN DOGS
N65-17836
MAGNETIC FIEI. D EFFECT ON VAGAL INHIBITION OF
ISOLATED FROG HEART AND CATALYTIC ENZYME
ACTIVITY OF ACETYLCHOLINE
UCRL-12389 N65-194bI
CUNICO-INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CONTRACTILE
FUNCTION OF HEART N65-Z56TO
BLOOD FLOW MEASURED BY ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW NETER
TO DETERNINE CARDIAC OUTPUT
NASA-CR-SBDBS N65-32091
HEART DISEASE
SA FIBRILLATION
VENTRICULAR REPOLARIZATION DISORDERS OF UNKNOWN
ORIGIN IN FLYING PERSONNEL - DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS
AbS-80IZ6
PROBLEMS POSED BY ATYPICAL VENTRICULAR
REPOLARIZATION DURING SELECTION AND CONTROL OF
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-80126
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND LOW ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE DURING
ANTARCTIC DAYS AND NIGHTS AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-B0263
CARDIAC FUNCTION DURING EXERCISE AS RELATED TO
DISEASE A65-B0555
MYOCARDIAL ISCHEHIA AFTER EXERCISE IN MAN - TEST
FOR DETECTING POTENTIAL CORONARY HEART DISEASE
A65-BO55T
CHANGES OF SERUM GLUTAMIC OXALOACETIC TRANSAMINASE
ASSESSED BY SPECTROPHOTOMETRY FOLLOWING EXERCISE
IN SUBJECTS WITH AND WITHOUT HEART DISEASE
A65-80577
TELEMETRIC SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE
MYOCARDIAL INFRACTION AbS-BO58B
EFFECT OF BODY BUILD ON Q_S VOLTAGE OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN NORMAL MEN AND SIGNIFICANCE
IN DIAGNOSIS OF LEFT VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY
AbS-BO632
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION ASSESSMENT BASED ON
CALCULATION OF RATIO BETWEEN MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE
AND HEART VOLUME A65-80693
MONITORED EXERCISE - TOLERANCE TESTING IN CORONARY
DISEASE A65-B1550
EYPOXIA AND EXERCISE INFLUENCE ON CORONARY AND
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN SCLEROTIC AND NORMAL
SUBJECTS A6§-B1668
WEIGHTLESSNESS SUGGESTED AS THERAPY FOR CARDIAC
INSUFFICIENCY A65-81869
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AND ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE IN
AIRCRAFT PILOT SELECTION AND AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-82351
A-16S
HEARTFUNCTION SUBJECTINDEX
PATHOGENESIS OF ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA IN RHEUMATIC
HEART DISEASE N65-17793
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY OCCURING IN HUMANS SUFFERING
CARDIAC VALVE DISEASE - MITRAL DISEASE
N65-17797
HYPOXIA DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM IN CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM DISEASE N65-17799
EMBOLISM AND PAROXYSMAL AURICULAR FIBRILLATION
NASA-TT-F-8552 N65-18178
CARDIOLOGY - CLINICO-INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF MITRAL DISEASE
JPRS-30490 N65-25669
DYNAMICS OF CARDIAL INSUFFICIENCY IN MITRAL HEART
DISEASE ACCORDING TO DATA FROM VENOUS
CATHETERIZATION, PUNCTURE OF CARDIAC CAVITIES
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
N65-25672
HEART FUNCTION
SA MUSCULAR FUNCTION
ELECTRICAL MODEL OF HUMAN HEARTy USING FOUR
CURRENT-DIPOLE GENERATOR TO SIMULATE BODY SURFACE
POTENTIALS A65-I0735
FETAL CARDIAC ELECTRICAL AXIS OF VENTRICULAR
ACTIVITY BASED ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS
A65-10736
MYOCARDIUM AUTOMATISM CHANGES UNDER PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS ASSOCIATED WITH VAGUS NERVE TONUS
AMPLIFICATION A65-I3397
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON CIRCULATORY FUNCTIONS
FOR VARIOUS ACTIVITY LEVELS DETERMINED FROM SPACE
SIMULATOR, BED REST AND MANNED FLIGHT STUDIES
A65-I4528
PRECORDIAL VIBRATIONS FROM LEFT PARASTERNAL AREA
IN DOGS COMPARED WITH HEART PRESSURE CURVES FOR
ASSESSING VIBROCARDIDGRAM ACCURACY IN DETERMINING
HEMOOYNAMIC EVENTS DURATION A65-22329
WOLFF- PARXINSON- WHITE I WPW/ CARDIAC SYNDROME
SYMPTOMS AND EFFECTS AND RELATION TO AIRCRAFT
PILOT CAPABILITY A65-30350
HEART RATE USE FOR EVALUATING CARDIAC STRAIN
DURING TRAINING IN WOMEN A65-80074
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF PHYSICAL
CONDITIONING EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
A65-80205
STRENGTH OF HEART AND EFFECT OF AGING
A65-B0206
CARDIAC PERFORMANCE IN RELATION TO BLOOD VOLUME
A65-80207
HEART FUNCTION UNDER HYPOXIA AT HIGH ALTITUDE AND
RELATED PROBLEMS OF BLOOD AND PULMONARY RESPONSE
A65-80208
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO CIRCULATION,
CAROIOPULMONARY ADAPTATION, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
RESPONSE A65-80235
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND LOW ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE DURING
ANTARCTIC DAYS AND NIGHTS AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80263
CAROTID SINUS BARORECEPTOR REFLEX EFFECTS UPON
MYOCARDIAL CONTRACTILITY A65-80391
CARDIAC FUNCTION DURING EXERCISE AS RELATED TO
DISEASE A65-80555
ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF VARIOUS CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTION TEST A65-B0556
SIMULTANEOUS CARDIOSCOPIC SCAN AND
VECTORCAROIOGRAPHIC RECORDING IN MAN
A65-80604
EFFECT OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON DURATION OF
CARDIAC CYCLE DURING SPACE FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK 5 AND
VOSTOK 6 A65-80921
BLOOD CHANGES, HEART FUNCTION AND PULMONARY
RESPONSE TO ALTITUDE IN ACCLIMATIZED MEN
AbS-BO974
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON MYOCARDIAL METABOLISM AND
FUNCTION IN DOGS AbS-BlI72
CARDIAC METABOLISM AND FUNCTION IN HYPOTHERMIC
GROUND SQUIRREL AND RAT A65-81173
CARDIOVASCULAR AND HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-81204
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON HEART RATE AND OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION DURING WORK-REST CYCLE
AG5-81363
NORMAL VALUES OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE - RELATIONSHIP OF PULSE RATE AND
STROKE VOLUME TO CARDIAC MINUTE VOLUME IN NORMAL
MALE ADULTS Ab5-81689
HEART ANOMALIES REVEALED BY TESTS DURING PERSONNEL
SELECTION AND EXAMINATION A65-8L821
STROKE VOLUME IN CONSCIOUS DOG AS AFFECTED BY
RESPIRATION, POSTURE, AND VASCULAR OCCLUSION
MEASURED WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
A65-8189g
HEART FUNCTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN
IMMUNO-SYMPATHETIC RAT DURING COLD EXPOSURE
A65-81945
CLEARANCE OF INULIN AND PARA-AMINOHIPPURIC ACID,
CARDIAC OUTPUT, OXYGEN UPTAKE, AND BLOOD PRESSURE
OF SUBJECTS DURING PROLONGED SUPINE EXERCISE AT
OIFFERENT LOADS A65-82165
MEASURING CARDIAC OUTPUT OF EXERCISING SUBJECTS
WITH SMALL, LIGHTWEIGHT PRECORDIAL COUNTER FOR
II25 ALBUMEN A65-82171
HEART RATE CORRELATION WITH EJECTION TIME IN
NORMAL INDIVIDUAL A65-82210
PULSE RATE EFFECT ON CONTRACTION PHASES OF HEART
IN MAN AT DIFFERENT AGES A65-82212
FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY OF HEART IN EXPERIMENTAL
HYPOKALEMIA IN MAN A65-82228
CARDIAC OUTPUT AND STROKE VOLUME OF EXERCISING
HUMAN SUBJECTS AS AFFECTED BY ISOPROTERENOL
A65-82250
HEART RATE AND ATRIOVENTRICULAR CONDUCTION AT
REST AND UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE,
ISOPROTERENOLt AND ATROPINE A65-82254
HEART RATE, OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, BLOOD VOLUMEy AND
HEMOGLOBIN LEVEL OF OLD MEN DURING TREADMILL
EXERCISE A65-82302
CARDIAC OUTPUT DURING REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
IN MAN RELATED TO DIFFERENT TEST METHODS
A65-82324
EFFECT OF SUPINE EXERCISE ON LEFT VENTRICULAR
VOLUME AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN MAN
A65-82326
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON ANIMAL MUSCULAR HEART
FUNCTION N65-I6625
CHANGES IN ARTERY PRESSURE_ HEART RHYTHM, AND
RESPIRATION WITH NORMAL AND DEPRESSED THYROID
GLAND FUNCTIONING IN MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
N65-17825
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH HEART FUNCTION IN MAN AND DOGS
NASA-CR-57145 N65-I8490
A-166
SUBJECT INDEX HEART RATE
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO REVERSE DEATH - USE OF
SMALL ARTIFICIAL HEART PUMP IN DOGS
N65-22733
CLINICDPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION DF CONTRACTIONAL
HEART FUNCTIONS IN FLIGHTS OF VDSTOK V AND
VOSTOK VI SPACECRAFTS BY SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHIC
DATA N65-23424
HEART MINUTE VOLUME
PULMONARY BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES OVER CARDIAC CYCLE
MEASURED BY OBSERVING CHANGES IN INTRATHORACIC
IMPEDANCES A65-I0727
CIRCULATORY TIME AND HEART MINUTE VOLUME IN
HEALTHY YOUNG MEN DURING PHYSICAL STRESS
A65-80694
HEART MINUTE VOLUME DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE AS
INFLUENCED BY BODY SURFACE AREA AND AGE
A65-81348
HEART RATE
ACCELERATION STRESS EFFECTS ON RATS HEART RATE,
USING ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS A65-10745
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE DURING MAXIMUM
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF FLYING CADETS
665-20984
PORTABLE INSTRUMENT THAT MEASURES TOTAL TIME HEART
BEATS IN 24-HOUR INTERVAL APPLIED TO STUDY OF
CLINICAL CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
A65-22906
PHYSICAL RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR MISSION AS
FACTORS IN MODULATING HEART RATE IN TEST PILOTS
A65-2616T
HUMIDITY AS FACTOR IN ASSESSING THERMAL STRESS
IMPOSED ON MEN WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT, NOTING
HEART RATE 665-28377
BODY TEMPERATURE, HEART RATE AND SWEATING RATE IN
RESPONSE TO HEAT STRESS IN ARABS AND CAUCASIANS
A65-8006T
HEART RATEr BODY TEMPERATURE, AND SWEAT RATE
RESPONSES TO HEAT OF AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES AND
CAUCASIANS A65-800_B
CHLORALOSE AND PENTOBARBITAL EFFECT ON HEART RATE
RESPONSE OF DOG TO CARBON DIOXIDE
A65-BOOT6
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, HEART RATE, VENTILATION, BODY
TEMPERATURE AS AFFECTED BY ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
EXERCISE A65-80077
INSTANTANEOUS HEART ACCELERATION DURING X-15
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT AB5-80082
HUMAN HEART RATE CONDITIONING WITH NOISE AS
UNCONDITIONED STIMULUS 665-80096
ELECTRDPHYSICLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INTERACTION
BETWEEN TASK DEMANDS AND REDUCED SENSORY INPUT
665-80520
CARDIAC RATE AS FUNCTION OF CHANGES IN RESPIRATION
IN MAN 665-B0625
HEART RATE AND CENTRAL TEMPERATURE OF SUBJECTS
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE ALTERNATELY DURING
DAY AND NIGHT IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT
A65--80907
EFFECT OF RESERPINE ON RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE,
ARTERIAL PRESSURE, AND HEART RATE IN COLD
ACCLIMATED RAT A65-80934
HEART RATE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER INTAKEt
PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM, AND SODIUM CHLORIDE
A65-80999
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE,
BLOOD LACTATE, AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCISING IN HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-81135
WORK CAPACITY IN YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN AS RELATED TO
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN UPTAKE A65-81142
CXYGEN UPTAKE AND HEART RATE OF MIDDLE-AGED MEN
CURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-81143
HEART RATE RESPONSE TO HELD LUNG VOLUME IN
INSPIRATORY AND EXPIRATORY POSITIONS
A65-81145
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART
RATE IN EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION IN
PilOT CANADIDATES A65-81266
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
VARIOUS FLIGHT STRESS SITUATIONS
A65-81292
HEART RATE OF TEST PILOTS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
AIRCRAFT AS AFFECTED BY RISK TAKING AND MISSION
RESPONSIBILITY 665-81293
FATIGUE IN AIRCREW REFLECTED IN CIRCULATORY
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS FLIGHTS
665-81296
MONITORING OF PILOT HEART RATE BY MULTI-CHANNEL
TELEMETRY DURING JET FLIGHT 665-81436
HEART RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES IN JET
PILOTS 665-B1462
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTIONS OF
NEMBUTAL, HEXONIUM AND ALYNAMINE ON DISTURBANCES
OF RESPIRATION AND HEART RATE CAUSED BY X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF CEREBELLUM IN DOGS
665-81673
STRESS SYNDROME RELATED TO ACHIEVEMENT
MOTIVATION - RELATIONSHIPS WITH AGE AND SERUM
CHOLESTEROL 665-81753
HIBERNATION IN HEDGEHOG, ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS - CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY PATTERN TO
GRADUALLY DECREASING OR INCREASING AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE 665-81765
CARDIAC REFLEX RESPONSE OF DOG DURING HYPOXIA AND
ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SINUS AND PNEUMOGASTRIC
NERVES A65-B1847
COORDINATION OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES
DURING PHYSIOLOGICAL WORK A65-81853
CARDIOVASCULAR AND SWEATING RESPONSES TO WATER
INGESTION IN DEHYDRATING SUBJECTS IN HEAT CHAMBER
A65-BlglO
HEART RATE, VENTILATION, AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF
HUMAN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE,
AIR VELOCITY, AND EXERCISE A65-81914
HEART RATE CORRELATION WITH EJECTION TIME IN
NORMAL INDIVIDUAL A65-82210
PLASMA VOLUME, ERYTHROCYTES, HEART RATE, POSTURAL
INTOLERANCE AND ENDURANCE OF MAN DURING FOUR WEEKS
BED REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE 665-82367
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE EFFECTS ON HEART RATE, BLOOD
PRESSURE, AND NET OXYGEN COST
NASA-DR-59419 N65-10119
METABOLIC AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN HEART RATE
DURING PROLONGED HYPOTHERMIA
AAL-TDR-64-4 NbS-IIBgO
EFFECT OF VERY HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD ON HEART RATE
AND CELL DIVISION IN MAN AND ANIMAL
NASA-CR-52453 N65-16486
PHYSICAL FITNESS METHODS FOR CIVIL AND MILITARY
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES DURING EXERCISE,
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISE, SENSITIVITY IO ILLNESS
NSAM-890 N65-24810
MODIFIED TWO CHANNEL, INK SCRIBING
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH WITH ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENT
A-tAT
HEAT SUBJECT INDEX
FOR RECORDING ELECTRO-OSCILLOGRAMS
N65-25673
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OF HEART-RATE PATTERNS
INCLUDING BASE HEART RATE AND RESPIRATORY AND
NONRESPIRATORY HEART-RATE REFLEX ACTIVITY
N65-2876I
HEART RATE MONITORING AND ANALYSIS DURING SPACE
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SAM-TR-65-26 N65-31620
DURATION OF ELECTRIC SYSTOLE IN HUMAN HEART RATE
NASA-TT-F-264 N65-34507
HEAT
SA DRY HEAT
BODY TEMPERATURE AND HEAT GENERATION DURING RADIAL
ACCELERATION STRESS IN RAT A65-80050
MICROORGANISM RESISTIVITY TO THERMAL INACTIVATION
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS FIBERS AND MEMBRANE FILTERS
NASA-CR-63198 N65-25401
HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
SA THERMAL COMFORT
BODY TEMPERATURE, HEART RATE AND SWEATING RATE IN
RESPONSE TO HEAT STRESS IN ARABS AND CAUCASIANS
A65-BOO6T
HEART RATE, BODY TENPERATURE_ AND SWEAT RATE
RESPONSES TO HEAT OF AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES AND
CAUCASIANS A65-BOO6B
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES FACILITATING HEAT
ACCLIMATIZATION A65-B0490
PHYSICAL EFFORT AS MAIN CAUSE OF HEAT STROKE IN
ACCLIMATIZED, SWEATING MEN WITH INTACT HEAT
DISSIPATION MECHANISM A65-BO898
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT
ANTHROPOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS TO PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN TEMPERATE AND TROPIC ENVIRONMENTS
A65-80901
DYNAMIC CHANGES IN SWEAT ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION
INDUCED BY HEAT STRESS AS INDICATION OF
ACCLIMATIZATION AND ALDOSTERONE ACTIVITY
A65-BOg5B
CARDIOVASCULAR, THERMOREGULATORY, ACCLIMATIZATION_
AND TOLERANCE RESPONSES OF HUMAN MALE AND FEMALE
TO HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-80962
SALT REQUIREMENTS OF ACCLIMATIZED PEOPLE
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN TROPICS
A65-80968
RESPONSES OF COLD- AND WARN-ADAPTED DOGS TO
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE AND BODY COOLING
AbS-BI299
ACCLIMATIZATION OF OLDER MEN TO WORK IN HEAT
A65-81602
RADIANT HEATING OF BODY IN ACCLIMATIZED AND
UNACCLIMATIZED SUBJECTS - SWEATING AND SKIN
TEMPERATURE IN BODY REGIONS HEATED BY INFRARED
A65-BI692
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN COLD AND WARM ADAPTED
RABBITS EXPOSED TO PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRECOOLING A65-B2166
HEAT BALANCE
LIQUID COOLED SPACE SUIT FOR METABOLIC HEAT
BALANCING DURING LUNAR EXPLORATION
A65-10693
VENTILATION EFFICIENCY OF APOLLO PROTOTYPE SPACE
SUIT DETERMINING HEAT BALANCE AND MASS FLOW RATES
FROM MANNED CHAMBER TESTING Ab5-IOB31
HEAT CAPACITY
RADIATION LOAD BY DIRECT SUN RADIATION AND
SCATTERED SKY RADIATION ON INSTRUMENTS IMITATING
A-168
PHYSIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BODY
A65-80909
HEAT CAPACITY IN MEN IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT
A65-80910
HEAT DISSIPATION
THERMAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN NUDE MAN AND HOT
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBED BY THEORETICAL MODEL
A65-BI22T
HEAT EFFECT
SA ABLATION
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS IN SKIN AND EYE AND HEAT
EFFECTS OF SUNLIGHT ON HUMAN BODY
A65-80492
ELEVATION OF INTERNAL BODY TEMPERATURES DURING
TRANSIENT HEAT LOADS AND AT THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
REPT.-1 N65-33362
HEAT EXCHANGER
THREE-MAN SPACESUIT.VENTILATOR CONSISTING OF HEAT
EXCHANGER AND HERMETIC COMPRESSOR
A65-15605
METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN HEAT EXCHANGE IN
COMPLEX RADIANT ENVIRONMENT A65-81063
BACTERIOLOGICAL POTABILITY OF WATER CONDENSATES
FROM HEAT EXCHANGES OF PRESSURIZED SUITS
SAM-TDR-64-66 N65-16299
HEAT GAIN
SOLAR HEAT GAIN OF CLOTHED HUMAN BODY IN HIMALAYA
COMPARED TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTS A6S-BO975
HEAT GENERATION
METABOLISM AND HEAl PRODUCTION OF BROWN FAT IN
MAMMALS A65-81743
HEAT SHIELD
SA RADIATION SHIELDING
SA THERMAL PROTECTION
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND MEANS OF PROTECTION AGAINST
SOLAR RADIATION A65-80967
HEAT SINK
INTEGRAL HEAT SINK MATERIAL SPACE SUIT FOR
BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL
NASA-CR-63399 Nb5-2641B
HEAT SOURCE
ANIMAL FOOD FOR ENERGY SUPPLY AND HEAT PRODUCTION
IN ASTRONAUT NUTRITION N65-18592
HEAT STROKE
PHYSICAL EFFORT AS MAIN CAUSE OF HEAT STROKE IN
ACCLIMATIZED, SWEATING MEN WITH INTACT HEAT
DISSIPATION MECHANISM A65-BOB98
HEAT TOLERANCE
HEAT AND NOISE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCE,
PHYSIOLOGY AND SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF COMFORT AND
PERFORMANCE A65-29990
HEAT TOLERANCE OF MEN WORKING IN HOT, HUMID
ENVIRONMENT A65-80305
ASSESSMENT, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF HEAT STRESS
A65-80635
SAFE EXPOSURE OF EXERCISING OR RESTING MEN DURING
SEVERE HEAT EXPOSURE A65-BObT9
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGULATION IN MOIST HEAT BY YOUNG
AMERICAN NEGRO AND WHITE MALES A65-B0690
CARDIOVASCULAR, THERMOREGULATORY, ACCLIMATIZATION,
AND TOLERANCE RESPONSES OF HUMAN MALE AND FEMALE
TO HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-80962
IOLERANCE OF YOUNG MEN FOR WORK IN HEAT AS
AFFECTED BY STRENUOUS TRAINING DURING WINTER
A65-81134
THERMAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN NUDE MAN AND HOT
SUBJECT INDEX HEHATGFGiETEC 3¥STER
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBED BY THEORETICAL MODEL
A65-8122T
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVITY OF DOGS TO HEAT STRESS
AND MUSCULAR EXERCISE A65-81603
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND TOLERANCE TO THERMAL STRESS
DURING VARIOUS EXPOSURE DURATIONS
A65-82123
HEAT TRANSFER
SA CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
SA THERMAL RADIATION
HEAT ABSORBING CAPABILITIES OF ENVIRUNMENTt
EXPRESSED AS HEAT LOSS RANGE OVER WHICH MAN CAN
ACCOMMODATE HIMSELF THROUGH SKIN TEMPERATURE AND
SWEAT RATE Ab5-ZB3T8
METHOD OF CALCULATING TOTAL HEAT
LOSS IN HOMOIOTHERMIC ORGANISM A65-80231
HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISM FOR CODLING HUMAN BODY IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS AND EXTRAVEHICULAR PRESSURIZED
SUITS
NASA-DR-216 NbS-231TI
HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS IN COLD PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
COMPARED IN TERMS OF RELATIVE FLOW AND PUMPING
POWER REQUIREMENTS
AIDE PREPRINT 54C A65-15253
HEATING
SA RADIANT HEATING
SA RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING
TEMPERATURE OF HUMAN BODY DURING RAPID ALTERNATE
HEATING AND COOLING
AMRL-TR-64-131 N65-19154
HEATING EQUIPRENT
HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS FOR WARMING ANIMALS IN
STATE OF HYPOTHERMIA
JPRS-30998 N65-28140
HEAVY ION
HEAVY ACCELERATED ION EFFECT ON ENZYMES AND YEAST
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR MODIFICATION
N65-23466
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY IONS - RADIATION
EFFECTS IN ANIMALS AND MAN N65-34586
HEAVY NUCLEUS
TISSUE DOSAGES FROM ALPHA PARTICLES AND HEAVY
NUCLEI IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEAMS IN SPACE
NASA-CR-b499T N65-33865
HELICOPTER
MEDICAL SUPERVISION OF INJURED DURING TRANSPORT BY
HELICOPTER A65-81613
HELICOPTER ROTOR-BLADE INJURIES AND MEANS OF
PREVENTION A65-81623
SPINAL PAIN REACTION IN PILOTS AFTER MANY FLIGHT
HOURS IN HELICOPTERS A65-81819
AERIAL GUNNERY, LOW LEVEL FLIGHT, AND NAVIGATION
TRAINING FOR HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
N65-15738
HELICOPTER CONTROL
FULL IFR FLIGHT DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR ROTARY WING OR
VERTICAL LIFT AIRCRAFT A65-31823
HELIOS
S SUN
HELIPORT
AIRPORT-HELIPORT MARKING AND LIGHTING - HUMAN
FACTORS
RD-6_-96 N65-10648
HELIUM
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-80724
EFFECT OF AIR NITROGEN REPLACEMENT BY HELIUM ON
CHICK EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND METABOLISM
Ab5-BOT5Z
DEEP DIVING AND DECOMPRESSION TIME IN RELATION TO
BREATHING MIXTURES WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF
ARGON, HELIUM, OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
A65-BZ159
HELIUM SUBSTITUTION FOR NITROGEN IN SPACECRAFT
CABINS N65-E3675
BIULOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM-OXYGEN GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-DR-53563 NbS-1T057
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN HELIUM-
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
NASA-DR-56876 N65-22195
HELMET
IMPACT TESTING OF HELMETS BY SWINGAWAY AND ANVIL
METHODS TO DETERMINE CAPABILITY TO ABSORB MULTIPLE
BLOWS A65-11395
PLETHYSMOGRAPHIC STUDY OF OXYGEN MASKS AND HELMETS
OF PRESSURIZED SUITS A65-B0120
LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD ENCLOSURE FABRICATION FOR
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT
AMRL-MEMO-M-S7 N65-112TT
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMFORT TOLERANCE OF MODEL
HELMETS
CLD-I7ZO N65-19423
HELMETS, EARPHONES, AND MICROPHONES FOR FLYING
PERSONNEL
AD-661367 N65-26948
OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION OF HGU-15/P
FLYING HELMET FOR AIRCREW
TAC-TR-63-31/H/ N65-ZT637
NOISE ATTENUATING HELMET FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING
LAUNCHING
AD--460990 N65-34383
HEMATUCRIT
SECONDARY POLYCYTHEMIA IN ADOLESCENTS OF BOTH
SEXES LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE A65-BI964
HEMAIOLOGY
SA BLOOD
LEUCOCYTES AND BLOOD EXAMINATION IN FLYING
PERSONNEL A65-B0115
BLOOD-TYPING ROLE IN STUDYING ARID ZONE
POPULATIONS 665-80904
GROWTH RATE, FOOD INTAKEv RESPIRATORY RATEr
ERYTHROCYTE, HEMOGLOBIN, AND HEMATOCRIT LEVELS_
AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF YOUNG CHICKENS
BREATHING NEARLY PURE OXYGEN A65-B2154
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO RESTRAINT BY MEASURING
HEMATOLOGIC ALTERATIONS
ARL-TR-64-13 N65-20896
HEMATOLOGIC RESPONSES TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
IN HUMAN BEING N65-25659
HEMATOLOGICAL VALUES OF NEW MEXICO BREED SHEEP
UNDER KNOWN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
AFWL-TR-65-109 N65-34165
HENATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
ROLE OF HYPOTHALAMUS ON ERYTHROPOIETIC RESPONSE TO
HYPOXIA IN RABBIT A65-80039
REPRODUCTIVE AND HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEMS OF HUMANS
AS AFFECTED BY ACCIDENTAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
A65-80755
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RAT TO REDUCED BAROMETRIC
PRESSURE A65-81174
A-169
HENODYNAHICRESPONSE SUBJECTINDEX
QUANTITATION OF ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULUS PRODUCED
BY HYPOXIA IN PLETHORIC MOUSE DURING ALTITUDE
SIMULATION A65-81535
TRANSPLANTS OF HEMOPDIETIC TISSUE AS
RADIOPROTECTIVE MECHANISM IN RABBITS
A65-BI676
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DAMAGE TO HEMDPOIETIC SYSTEM
AND PARTICULATE COMPONENTS OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD BY
HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN RATS
A65-82179
BODY TEMPERATUREt WEIGHT, AND HEMATOLOGICAL
INDICES_ AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF LOWER BODY A65-82365
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE
SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION OF DOGS IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES AS AFFECTED BY WATER IMMERSION ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS A65-BOI75
HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES DURING ACUTE
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING IN DOGS
A65-80277
HEMODYNAMIC VARIATIONS IN ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING IN DOGS A65-80294
INCREASING AGE EFFECT ON DISTRIBUTION OF
PERIPHERAL AND REGIONAL FLOW IN MAN
A65-B0814
HEMDDYNAMIC RESPONSE OF LOWER EXTREMITIES TO
EXERCISE A65-BLL27
INITIAL HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO MILD EXERCISE IN
TRAINED DOGS A65-BII64
BLOOD HISTAMINE AND HISTIDINE DURING HEMODYNANIC
CHANGES OF MEN EXPOSED TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE A65-8118I
CARDIOVASCULAR AND HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-BI204
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE IN DOGS TO CHRONIC
DISCONTINUOUS HYPOXIA A65-BIB44
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES AND RESPIRATION DURING
ACCELERATIONS N65-13659
HEMODYNAMIC INDEXES OBTAINED BY
MECHANOCARDIOGRAPHIC METHOD N65-13761
MEASUREMENT OF AORTIC, LEFT AND RIGHT VENTRICULAR,
PULMONARY CAPILLARY AND ARTERIAL PRESSURESt
HEART RATE_ CARDIAC AND STROKE INDEXy AND OTHER
HEMODYNAMIC DATA ON MACACA MONKEYS
AMRL-TDR-64-69 N65-I3994
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE TO BLOOD CIRCULATION
OBSTRUCTION BY HEART TISSUE N65-17788
HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES IN HUMAN BLOOD DURING POLAR
WINTER
FTD-TT-64-2851I N65-I9194
HEMODYNAMIC EVALUATION OF PRIMATES BEFOREv
OURING_ AND AFTER LONG PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
IN EARTH-ORBITING SATELLITE N65-2875B
HEMOGLOBIN
SA OXYHEMOGLOBIN
DEMONSTRATION OF NEOHEMOGLOBIN IN RAT DURING
HYPOXIC POLYCYTHEMIA AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE
A65-BO116
KINETICS OF REACTION DE HUMAN
HEMOGLOBIN WITH CARBON MONOXIDE
A65-BO279
CODING TRIPLETS IN EVOLUTION OF HEMOGLOBIN AND
CYTOCHROMES C GENES A65-80488
ROLE OF AMINDPHENONES IN RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECTION
HEMOGLOBIN IN RATS A65-80538
A-X70
ERYTHROCYTE FRAGILITY AND BLOOD REACTIONS IN RATS
ADAPTED TO HYPOXIA A65-80590
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY RELATED TO PULSE RATE AND
TOTAL HEMOGLOBIN, IN MIDDLE-AGED AND AGED MEN
A65-80696
FORMATION OF METHEMOGLOBIN IN RABBITS AFTER
INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF CHEMICAL RADIOPRDTECTORS
A65-81267
SECONDARY POLYCYTHEMIA IN ADOLESCENTS OF BOTH
SEXES LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE A65-81964
OXYGEN-FIXING PROPERTIES OF BLOOD HEMOGLOBIN
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17815
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC EVALUATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE
TO HEMOGLOBIN IN RAT AND PIGEON BLOOD
N65-26380
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN MICE AND RATS TRACED FOR
DETERMINING INFLUENCE OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
ON DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL RED AND HEMOGLOBIN
IN ORGANS N65-26390
HEMOLYSIS
EFFECTS OF HYPEROXIA ON ERYTHROCYTES IN VIVO-
HEMOLYSIS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO
OXYGEN UNDER HIGH PRESSURE A65-81129
TISSUE HEMOLYSINS AS INDICATORS OF PROPHYLACTIC
VALUE OF RADIOPROTECTION - STUDY OF LIVERS FROM
IRRADIATED RATS
JPRS-28981 N65-17890
TRAUMA AND HEMOLYSIS INFLUENCE ON HEMORRHAGIC
SHOCK IN DOGS N65-22763
HEMORRHAGE
TRAUMA AND HEMOLYSIS INFLUENCE ON HEMORRHAGIC
SHOCK IN DOGS Nb5-22763
INTRAVENOUS HYPERTONIC UREA AS THERAPY FOR
ALLEVIATING EFFECTS OF CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE AND
EDEMA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-64-18 N65-30745
HEPARIN
HEPARIN EFFECT ON LACTIC ACID PRODUCTION IN DOGS
DURING HYPOXIA - ANIMAL STUDY
SAM-TR-64-TB N65-34068
HERMETIC SEAL
hIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUITS AND HERMETICALLY
SEALED CABINS FOR STRATOSPHERIC FLIGHTS
ATD-P-65-13 N65-19784
HEXAMETHONIUM
ETHANOL DISAPPEARANCE FROM ARTERIAL BLOOD OF DOG
AS AFFECTED BY HYPOTHERMIA, HEXAMETHDNIUM_ AND
EPINEPHRINE A65-81025
HIBERNATION
IN VITRO STUDY OF D-GLUCOSE INTESTINAL ABSORPTION
IN ACTIVE AND HIBERNATING, IRRADIATED AND
NDNIRRADIATED GROUND SQUIRREL A65-20020
CORE TEMPERATURE INFLUENCE UPON DURATION OF
HIBERNATION OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
LATERALIS A65-81139
BRAIN METABOLISM AND RESISTANCE OF HIBERNATOR
/CITELLUS CITELLUS/ AND RAT TO DIFFERENT ANOXIC
CONDITIONST INCLUDING CARDIAC ARREST IN DEEP
HYPOTHERMIA A65-81456
REPORT ON STUDIES WITH GROUND HOG, MARMOTA
MONAX - BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF BLOOD AND BROWN FAT
A6S-B14S7
CHANGES IN REGIONAL BLOOD FLOW AND BLOOD VOLUME
DURING AROUSAL FROM HIBERNATION IN GROUND
SQUIRREL, CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEAIUS
A65-BI458
TRANSFER OF INCREASED TOLERANCE TO LOW BODY
SUBJECT INDEX HIGH ALTITUDE
TEMPERATURES IN GUINEA PIGS_ DOGS AND RABBITS BY
HETEROLOGOUS TRANSPLANTATIDN DF BROWN FAT AND
INFUSION OF PLASMA FROM HIBERNATING GROUNDHOGS
A6S-BI660
RELATIVE VISCOSITY AND OTHER FUNCTIONS OF BLOOD OF
HIBERNATING AND ACTIVE ARCTIC GRCUND SQUIRRELS,
CITELLUS UNDULATUS A65-81461
ANTIGEN DISAPPEARANCE FROM BLOOD IN GROUND
SQUIRRELS, CITELLUS TR1DECEMLINEATUS, IN
HIBERNATION FOR 14t 28 AND 56 DAYS
A65-B1662
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS INFLUENCE ON HEART OF
HYPOTHERMIC HIBERNATOR, EUROPEAN HEDGEHOGt
ERINACEUS EUROPEUS A65-B1463
SOME ASPECTS OF WATER BALANCE IN HIBERNATING BATv
MYOTIS LUCIFUGUS. A65-81464
SOME EXTERNAL /CLIMATIC/ AND INTERNAL /ENDOCRINE/
FACTORS IN RELATION TO PRODUCTION OF HIBERNATION
IN RODENTS A65-81465
STATE OF WATER IN TISSUES OF HIBERNATORS
A65-BI466
EFFECT OF SOME AUTONOMIC DRUGS ON GROUND SQUIRREL,
CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEATUSt DURING HIBERNATING
CYCLE A6S-BI467
EXPERIMENTAL HYPDTHERMIA AND BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE
IN RAT RELATED TO HIBERNATION A65-B1468
DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENAL
INCLUDING ACFIVITY AND REST TIMEr DE HIBERNATING
ANIMALS AS RELATED TO BODY TEMPERATURE
A65-81469
TOLERANCE OF GROUND SQUIRRELS ICITELLUS LATERALIS
AND C. SPILDSOMA/ FOR WATER DEPRIVATION DURING
HIBERNATION A65-B1670
THYROID GLAND ACTIVITY IN HEDGEHOG ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS DURING HIBERNATION A65-BI472
INFLUENCE OF HIBERNATION AND INTERMITTENT
HYPOTHERMIA ON FORMATION OF IMMUNE HEMAGGUTININS
IN GROUND SQUIRREL, CIIELLUS CITELLUS
A65-81497
HIBERNATION AND TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON AGING ON
RED BLOOD CELLS IN HAMSTER AbB-B149B
AROUSAL AND BRAIN TEMPERATURES OF THREE SPECIES
ICITELLUS- LATERALIS, TRIDECEMLINEATUS, BEECHEYI/
OF GROUND SQUIRRELS HIBERNATING IN COLD
ENVIRONMENT A65-81499
ADENOSINE TRIPHDSPHATASEt ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE,
AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE-CREATINE
TRANSPHOSPHORYLASE ACTIVITY OF HEART AND SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
TRIDECEMLINEATUS, IN COLD ENVIRONMENT DURING
HIBERNATION AND AROUSAL A65-81500
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE AND HIBERNATION ON THYROID
ACTIVITY AND IODINE 131 METABOLISM IN MESOCRICETUS
AURATUS AbS-B159_
RED CELL AND PLASMA SODIUM AND POTASSIUM CHANGES
IN SAN DIEGO POCKET HOUSE, PEROGNATHUS FALLAXt
DURING HIBERNATION A65-81681
COMPARISON OF BLOOD SERUM TOTAL LIPID LEVEL
DURING COLD EXPOSURE IN HIBERNATING AND
NON-HIBERNATING RODENTS A65-81707
HIBERNATION DF HEDGEHOGt ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS - PERIODICITY OF HIBERNATION OF
UNDISTURBED ANIMALS DURING WINTER AT CONSTANT
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE A65-BI76_
HIBERNATION IN HEDGEHOG, ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS - CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY PATTERN TO
GRADUALLY DECREASING OR INCREASING AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-81765
BLOOD PICTURE STUDY OF ALASKAN GROUND SQUIRREL
DURING HIBERNATION AND INDUCED HYPOTHERMIA
AAL-TDR-63-21 N65-10255
PI_SIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE
RADIATION ON HIBERNATORS
NASA-CR-BO546 N6S-1TOSB
TRITON HIBERNATION IN FROST ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TT-F-9162 N65-18336
HIGH ALTITUDE
URINARY EXCRETION OF EPINEPHRINE AND
NOREPINEPHRINE IN MEN LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE
A65-80113
THERMAL PROTECTION DURING PARACHUTE JUMP FROM HIGH
ALTITUDE Ab5-80119
HEART FUNCTION UNDER HYPOXIA AT HIGH ALTITUDE AND
RELATED PROBLEMS OF BLOOD AND PULMONARY RESPONSE
A6S-BO20B
DIET SURVEY OF QUECHUA INDIANS AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN
PERUVIAN ANDES Ab5-80449
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HIGH
ALTITUDE EXPOSURE A65-80493
PATHOLOGIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECT ON MAN EXPOSED
TO HIGH ALTITUDE A65-BO499
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDE ON CERTAIN PHYSIOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONS CONTROLLED BY AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN ANIMALS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND AIR
A65-80647
HIGH-ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA AND TREATMENT WITH
PURE OXYGEN AND VARIOUS DRUGS A65-BOB09
EFFECT OF ALTITUDE IHYPOXIAI ON CORONARY ARTERY
SIZE IN RATS AbB-BL629
SPINAL CORD CONVULSIONS IN DEVELOPING RAT AT HIGH
ALTITUDE 112,670 FT.v 3t800 M.I
A65-BI587
CATECHOLAMINES IN PLASMA AND URINE AT HIGH
ALTITUDE A65-81606
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDES ON PULMONARY CARBON
DIOXIDE PARTIAL PRESSURE AbS-81876
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DEGREES OF HYPOXIA ON
SENSITIVITY TO EPILEPTOGENIC AGENT AND ON MOTOR
UNIT FUNCTION OF BRAIN IN RATS A65-81877
INCREASE OF ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
A6S-BI901
PREVENTION OF HYPERTENSION CAUSED BY INDUCED
KIDNEY ISCHEMIA AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES IN DOG
AbB-BIgBB
PERFORMANCE AND RUNNING TIME OF ATHLETES AT
ALTITUDE AND SEA LEVEL A65-82144
PLASMA CATECHOLAMINES OF NATIVE RESIDENTS AND
NEWCOMERS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY FASTING
AND INSULIN A65-8216B
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC OBSERVATION OF RESIDENTS
LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE AbB-B2252
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON OCULAR REFRACTION AND
VISUAL ACUITY OF PILOTS
NASA-TT-F-9153 N65-11305
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON TOLERANCE OF ACUTE
HYPDXIA IN DOGS AT HIGH ALTITUDE
N65-13T04
HIGH ALTITUDE LOW OPENING /HALO/ PARACHUTE
TECHNIQUES
TAC-TR-63-XB N65-16669
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTERED AT
HIGH ALTITUDE - PATIENT REACTION, HYPOXIA_
A-1TI
HIGHALTITUDEBREATHING SUBJECTINDEX
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATION, AND APNEA
JPRS-30577 NB5-25459
EFFECT OF SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE UPON FLIERS
FTD-TT-65-25911 N65-25856
COMMERCIAL MODEL GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR
PHYSIOLOGIC GAS ANALYSIS AT HIGH ALTITUDE
SAM-TR-65-2 N65-26617
HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
ELECTRDRETINOGRAM OF UNANESTHETIZED RABBITS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER
IO-G STRESS STUDIED BY A AND B WAVES EVOKED BY
STROBOSCOPIC FLASH A65-31347
FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LOW PULMONARY DIFFUSING
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE AT SEA LEVEL AND HIGH
ALTITUDE Ab5-Bl185
LUNG MEMBRANE DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR CARBON
MONOXIDE IN HIGH ALTITUDE NATIVES COMPARED WITH
SEA LEVEL NATIVES
AD-4B3IIO N65-33244
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT
HIGH ALTITUDE RADIATION EFFECTS ON MILITARY AND
CIVILIAN PILOTS MEDICALLY ASSESSED FOR SST
FLIGHTS A65-29068
HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEMS OF CONCORD /SUPERSONIC,
HIGH-ALTITUDE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT/
A65-82370
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND HIGH ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17745
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY OF HIGH MOUNTAIN HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17752
ANATOMICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CHILDREN BORN AND RAISED IN HIGH ALTITUDE
ENVIRONMENT N65-I7759
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF HYPCXIA ADAPTATION
IO HIGH MOUNTAINS N65-17812
MECHANISMS USED BY ORGANISMS TO ADAPT TO HIGH
ALTITUDE CONDITIONS N65-17818
ACCLIMATIZATION TO LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, DRY
AIRy INTENSE SOLAR RADIATION, AND HIGH AMBIENT
AIR TEMPERATURE OF MOUNTAINS N65-IT819
CHANGES IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AT MOUNTAIN
ALTITUDES NBS-17820
BLOOD FLOW RATE AND OXIDATION INTENSITY IN HIGH
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT ACCLIMATIZATION
N65-17821
HIGH MOUNTAIN FACTORS ON REFLEX RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN RENAL AND SALIVARY FUNCTION
N65-17822
URINE SECRETION FUNCTION OF KIDNEYS UNDER HIGH
MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS N65-17823
CHEMICAL CHANGES IN BLOOD SUBSTANCES OF ANIMALS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17824
CHANGES IN ARTERY PRESSURE, HEART RHYTHM, AND
RESPIRATION WITH NORMAL AND DEPRESSED THYROID
GLAND FUNCTIONING IN MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
N65-ITB25
VITAMIN INFLUENCE ON ADRENAL GLANDS OF MAN IN
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17826
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON DOGS WITH LIVER CONDITIONS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-11B27
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF CELLS IN BLOOD AT HIGH
ALTITUDES NB5-17828
CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYIE COUNT, PULSE RATE, AND
BLOOD PRESSURE ON ASCENT TO HIGHER ALTITUDE
AFTER PRIOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
NB5-1TB29
A-172
INFLUENCE OF MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ON PULMONARY
FUNCTION IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PATIENTS
N65-17830
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY ON PATIENTS WITH
BRONCHIAL ASTHMA N65-17831
PATIENT TREATMENT FOR BRONCHIAL ASTHMA BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-17832
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY IN HYPERTENSION IN DOGS
N65-17833
OXYGEN SUPPLY FOR PATIENTS WITH HEART VALVE
DEFECTS IN MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ENVIRONMENT
N65-17834
BLOOD PRESSURE NDRMS FOR NATIVE MOUNTAIN
INHABITANTS N65-IT835
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
AND CELL DEATH IN MUSCLE TISSUE OF HEART IN DOGS
N65-17836
CHANGES IN INDICES OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RESPIRATION OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS UNDER
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
N65-17837
HIGH MOUNTAIN PSYCHOTHERAPY OF MENTAL PATIENTS
N65-17838
TREATMENT OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS BY RESIDENCE
IN HIGH MOUNTAINS NBS-IZB39
COURSE OF PSYCHOMOTOR AND MANIC DEPRESSIVE
PSYCHOSIS UNDER HIGH MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
NBS-IT840
PRESSURIZED SUIT FOR HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-TI-F-925T NBS-18180
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUITS AND HERMETICALLY
SEALED CABINS FOR STRATOSPHERIC FLIGHTS
AID-P-B5-13 NB5-19784
RUSSIAN STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
HIGH MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENTS - APPLICATIONS TO
AVIATION MEDICINE N65-21733
EFFECT OF CLIMATIC FACTORS ON ACCLIMATIZATION TO
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
JPRS-317BI N65-32377
HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING
CARDIOPULMONARY RESPONSES AND CIRCULAIORY EFFECTS
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHTS INTO DEFICIENT
AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT A65-12527
POLAROGRAPHY APPLIED TO DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN UNDER HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING
CONDITIONS A65-.BOO90
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO CIRCULATION,
CARDIOPULMONARY ADAPTATION, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
RESPONSE AB5-80235
PROLONGED INHALATION OF OXYGEN AND EFFECT ON HUMAN
IASTE SENSATION AND RELATION TO HIGH ALTITUDE
FLYING A65-80396
DEVELOPMENT AND HISTORY OF PRESSURE SUIT FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE FLYING AB5-80624
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING FLIGHT OF MODERATE G
LOAD AT HIGH ALTITUDE AA5-810(O
SOVIET HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUIT DEVELOPMENT
FROM 1934-1955 A65-819/2
HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEMS OF CONCURD /SUPERSUN[C,
HIGH-ALTITUDE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT/
A65-82370
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUITS AND HERMETICALLY
SEALED CABINS FOR STRATOSPEIERIC FLIGHTS
AID-P-B5-13 N65-I9784
SUBJECT INDEX HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
NIGH ALTITUDE TESTING
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND TOLERANCE IN CLOSED SELF-
SUSTAINING INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM USING
BOEING HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER AS TEST BED
NASA-CR-136 NBS-L20T6
BODY-CHARACTERISTICS EFFECT ON HUMAN TEMPERATURE
RESPONSES TO HIGH ALTITUDE COLD
AD-622588 N65-LSI29
HIGH ENERGY
RADIATION REACTIONS AND CHEMICAL PROTECTION OF
ANIMALS EXPOSED TO HiGH ENERGY PROTONS
1465-13781
RADIO61OLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN PROTECTION,
PREVENTIONt ANO THERAPY OF HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
INJURY
DI/HP/39 NbS-14173
HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON
FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES ON HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
SHIELDING BY VARIOUS METALS A65-80101
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDSt SECONDARY
ELECTRONe ENTOMOLOGY, SCHISTOSOMIASIS
PREVENT]ONe AND DRUG TREATMENT
JPRS-30299 N65-26BBT
HIGH FREQUENCY
HIGH-FREQUENCY MICROWAVES EFFECT ON ABSORPTION IN
STOMACH AND INTESTINE IN DOGS A65-80710
RELIABILITY OF HIGH-FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
MEASUREMENT A65--82296
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
FTD-TT-66-BQBIl¢Z NbS-Z2067
HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS FUR WARMING ANIMALS IN
STATE OF HYPOTHERHIA
JPRS--30998 N65-28160
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN ANIMALS AND IN SOME
FLUIDS
ATD-T-65-56 N65-35916
HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY ANALYSER
OF HUMAN TO DETERMINE THRESHOLD VALUE FOR
LIFE-SUPPORT NOISE IN MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-9596 NbS-36755
HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
COMBINED EFFECTS OF OXYGEN TOXICITY AND HIGH
GRAVITY STRESSES ON RETINAL DAMAGE IN ANIMALS
A65-16386
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH
GRAVITY ON MAN A65-29102
PROLONGED CENTRIFUGATION EFFECT ON GROMTHe ORGANS,
AND BLOOD OF RAT. Ab5-81766
HIGH GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF MAN
R65-33630
HIGH PONER
REENTRY OF FRAGMENTS OF HIGH POWER DENSITY NUCLEAR
ROCKET REACTOR N65-10875
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
CONVULSIONS CAUSED BY HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN / OHP/
AND RELATIONSHIP TO PARALYSIS A65-16233
GROWTH OF HUMAN PATHOGENIC BACTERIA AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN AbS-8OT25
EFFECT OF COMPRESSION ON COMPOSITION AND
ABSORPTION OF TISSUE GAS POCKETS IN RATS
A65-8190T
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AMOUNTS OF
TOCUPHEROL AND EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TO BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION A65-B2358
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYTES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE AbS-823bO
HYPEROXlA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON RADIATION
LETHALITY, AND EFFECT OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN ON SURVIVAL OF MICE, RATS,
AND RABBITS N65-1921T
HIGH SPEED FLYING
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED LOW-ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
A65-B0533
NAVIGATION AND EMERGENCY TASK LOADING EFFECT
ON PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT SIMULATION
USATRECOM--TR-66--69 N65-24254
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECT OF LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT - PILOT TASK LOADING, FUNCTION
ALLOCATION, DISPLAY SYSTEMSe AND PILOT SELECTION
AD-660918 Nb5-2TZO5
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM - HIGH SPEED FLIGHT OF MANNED
AIRCRAFT AT LOW ALTITUDE N65-2865_
HIGH TEMPERATURE
THERMAL SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS FROM
HYPOTHETICALLY PRIMITIVE TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE
A65-BO475
THERMAL POLYCONDENSATION OF FREE AMINO ACIDS WITH
POLYPHOSPHORIC ACID A65-80681
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
SA THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE OF GERMFREE RATS IN
CLOSED ENVIRONMENTt NOTING KIDNEY DAMAGE EFFECTS
A65-14383
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN RATS FORCED TO SHIM IN HOTe COLD,
AND THERHUNEUTRAL WATER A65-BOOT8
INFLUENCE OF HIGH TEMPERATURE ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF MUSCLE IN RABBIT
A65-80Z36
ASCORBIC ACID METABOLISM OF ALBINO
RATS AND GUINEA PIGS EXPOSED TO
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
AS AFFECTED BY VITAMIN P A65-B0265
NEW PHYSIOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR SETTING LIMITS FOR
MEN AT WORK IN HOT CONDITIONS AbS-BO274
RECTUMt LOWER ESOPHAGUSe AND TYMPANUM
TEMPERATURES AS INDICES OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
OF SUBJECTS DURING REST AND WORK UNDER HOT AND
COLD ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
A65-BO276
SODIUM SALICYLATE EFFECT ON PATTERN OF HUMAN
ACCLIMATIZATION TO WORK IN HEAT
A65-B0304
HEAT TOLERANCE OF HEN WORKING IN HOT, HUMID
ENVIRONMENT A65-80305
PHYSICAL WORK PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS A65-803ZI
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS INDUCED BY LOCAL
COOLING WITHIN VERTEBRAL CANAL A65-8032Z
SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND COLD OF SUMMER AND WINTER
PREFERRERS REFLECTED THROUGH BLOOD PRESSURE
AND SKIN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
A65-80350
INITIAL STIMULATING EFFECT OF WARMTH UPON VISUAL
AND AUDITORY PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY
A6S-BO381
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES FACILITATING HEAT
ACCLIMATIZATION A65-B0490
PATHOLOGIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HEAT
A-IT3
HIGHTEMPERATUREENVIRONMENTCONTD SUBJECT INDEX
EXPOSURE IN MAN A65-80_97
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN HOT AND COLD
ENVIRONMENTS AS RELATED TO AGE A65-80500
TIME COURSE OF DECLINE IN SWEATING PRODUCED BY
IMMERSION IN WARM WATER A65-B0510
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES AS RELATED TO PERSONALITY
TRAITS OF YOUNG MEN PERFORMING IN HIGH AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE AbS-BO547
PERIPHERAL VISUAL ATTENTION TASK PERFORMANCE OF
TWO AGE GROUPS IN HOT CONDITIONS
A65-80629
PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS CAUSED BY HEAT
A65-80636
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HEAT STRESS
A65-80637
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN PERMANENT
INHABITANTS OF HOT AREAS DURING DAILY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF HYDRATION
Ab5-80662
OVERHYDRATIDN EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
OF NAN TO WORK IN HOT ENVIRONMENTS
A65-80675
TOLERANCE OF HOTw WET ENVIRONMENTS BY RESTING MEN
A65-B0676
CUTANEOUS CIRCULATION DURING DEHYDRATION AND HEAT
STRESS A65-80677
ORAL/RECTAL TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES DURING WORK
AND HEAT STRESS A65-80678
SAFE EXPOSURE OF EXERCISING OR RESTING MEN DURING
SEVERE HEAT EXPOSURE A65-BO679
OXIDATIVE ENZYMES IN TISSUES OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN HOT
ENVIRONMENT A65-BOTO5
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH
TEMPERATURES IN MAN A65-80848
EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE ON UROPEPSIN CONTENT IN
MAN A65-BO849
PREVENTING VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION DURING PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY IN HOT ENVIRONMENT AND RELATION TO
APPETITE AND BODY TEMPERATURE A65-80900
BLOOD-TYPING ROLE IN STUDYING ARID ZONE
POPULATIONS A65-BO906
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY OF MAN AND ITS DIMINUTION
BY HEAT STRESS A65-80906
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF HEAT EXPOSURE
A65-BO911
HABITUATION TO HEAT AND COLD IN CAT AT SPINAL CORD
LEVEL A65-80913
INFANT AND ADULT WATER CONSUMPTION AND ELECTROLYTE
METABOLISM IN HOT DRY REGION AS AFFECTED BY
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY A65-80952
HEAT CRAMPS IN BRITISH GUIANA SUBJECTS DURING
PHYSICAL WORK AS RELATED TO SWEATING AND DRINKING
WATER OF LOW SALT CONTENT A65-80955
SODIUM REQUIREMENTS AND DIET IN ISRAEL UNDER
CONDITIONS OF WORK IN HOT CLIMATE
A65-BOgST
DYNAMIC CHANGES IN SWEAT ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION
INDUCED BY HEAT STRESS AS INDICATION OF
ACCLIMATIZATION AND ALDOSTERDNE ACTIVITY
A65-BO95B
DIURNAL AND SEASONAL METABOLIC CHANGES IN
ACID-BASE BALANCE OF BLOOD FROM HUMAN SUBJECTS
LIVING IN HOT CLIMATE A65-80960
HORMONE AND ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM AS AFFECTED BY
HOT, DRYt DESERT ENVIRONMENT _ A65-80961
CARDIOVASCULARt THERMOREGULATDRY, ACCLIMATIZATIONy
AND TOLERANCE RESPONSES OF HUMAN MALE AND FEMALE
TO HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-80962
ACID-BASE BALANCE CHANGE AFTER EXPOSURE TO HOT,
ARID CONDITIONS RELATED TO HYPERVENTILATION
A65-80963
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF MEN WORKING AND LIVING IN
EXTREME HEAT A65-809TO
ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF INDIAN SUBJECTS
ACCLIMATIZED TO HOT AND COLD CLIMATES
A65-809TI
THERMAL COMFORT STANDARDS INFLUENCED BY GROUP
DIFFERENCES Ab5-BO972
BLOOD LACTIC ACID IN BENGALI MALES LIVING IN
TROPICAL CLIMATE - EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-B0973
WATER-SALT METABOLISM OF DOGS IN HOT CLIMATE IN
RELATION TO FEEDING A65-BO976
INTAKE OF WATERy SODIUM CHLORIDEy AND SODIUM
BICARBONATE IN RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER
DEPRIVATION AND THERMAL STRESS A65-BIOOO
METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN HEAT EXCHANGE IN
COMPLEX RADIANT ENVIRONMENT A65-81063
IHERMOREGULATION AND HYPOTHALAMUS IN MAN IN HOT
AND COLD ENVIRONMENTS A65-81082
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-81132
SUDDMOTOR AND VASOMOTOR RESPONSES TO CHANGING
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A65-BIL33
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOWy OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE,
BLOOD LACTATEw AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCISING IN HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-81135
q
BLOOD HISTAMINE AND HISTIDINE DURING HEMODYNAMIC
CHANGES OF MEN EXPOSED TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE A65-81181
THERMAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN NUDE MAN AND HOT
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIBED BY THEORETICAL MODEL
A65-81227
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON HEART RATE AND OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION DURING WORK-REST CYCLE
A65-81363
TECHNIQUE USING MONKEY FOR MEASURING
ACCEPTABILITY OF AIR MOVEMENT AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
A65-81476
FOOD CONSUMPTIONv BODY WEIGHTy BODY COMPOSITIONt
AND ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN COCKS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HEAT AND COLD A65-8160_
VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION IN MAN AND EFFECTS OF HEATy
COLDv EXERCISEy AND WATER DEPLETION
A6S-81634
EFFECT OF DRY HEAT ON CEREBRAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
IN MAN A65-BI69L
CARDIOVASCULAR AND SWEATING RESPONSES TO WATER
INGESTION IN DEHYDRATING SUBJECTS IN HEAT CHAMBER
A65-B1910
INITIATION OF SWEATING IN MAN AFTER ABRUPT RISE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE AbS-8IgL2
SKIN TEMPERATURE AND CUTANEOUS PAIN DURING PARTIAL
WARM WATER IMMERSION A65-81916
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO POSITIVE ACCELERATION AS
AFFECTED BY DEHYDRATION DURING HEAT STRESS
A-17A.
SUBJECT INDEX HISTORY
A65-82116
EVALUATION OF PRESSURE SUIT CODLING SYSTEMS IN
HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-82124
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN YOUNG WOMEN
A65-82163
FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF EXERCISING DOG PRIOR TO
AND AFTER ACCLIMATIZATION IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-8216T
COMBINED EFFECT OF HOT CLIMATE AND ULTRA HIGH
FREQUENCY RADIATION ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF
WORKING PERSONNEL ENGAGED ON ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
PROJECTS A65-B2184
HILL REACTION
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY ON SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS - STORAGE STABILITY, LIGHI ABSORPTION,
USE OF DIGITONIN FOR PREPARATION OF FRAGMENTS
NASA-CR-52090 N65-16984
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY OF SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS FROM SPINACH
NASA-CR-67374 NB5-355BO
HIMALAYA
SOLAR HEAT GAIN OF CLOTHED HUMAN BODY IN HIMALAYA
COMPARED TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTS A65-BOgT5
HISTAMINE
ROLE OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REGULATING
PULMONARY TONUS AND TOLERANCE TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE AND
HISTAMINE A65-B0651
EFFECT OF ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY ON SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE CONTENT OF BLOOD AND BRAIN AND SMALL
INTESTINE IN RABBITS FOLLOWING X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-BO71T
BLOOD HISTAMINE AND HISTIDINE DURING HEMODYNAMIC
CHANGES OF MEN EXPOSED TO HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE A65-81181
HISTAMINE DIHIDROCHLORIDE AND HISTAMINE
DIPHOSPHATE PROTECTIVE EFFECTS ON RAT AGAINST
WHOLE BODY IONIZING IRRADIATION
A65-BI889
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON LEVEL OF HISTAMINE
IN TISSUE AND EARLY RADIATION DAMAGE TO
HISTOHEMATIC BARRIERS
FTD-TT-64-644/1 N65-11100
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON HISTAMINE LEVELS IN
RATS
FTD-TT-64-202/182 N65-121T1
ANTICHOLINERGICS, ANTIHISTAMINES, AND
TRANQUILIZERS AS EFFECTIVE ANTIMOTION AND MOTION
SICKNESS DRUGS
AD-611394 N65-22889
NEURDHUMQRAL REGULATION OF MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NERVOUS AND HUMORAL
PROCESSES - INJECTIONS OF SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE
JPRS-31968 N65-3342g
HISTOLOGY
SKIN AND MUSCLE LESIONS IN RATS DUE TO PROLONGED
ACCELERATION STRESSES A65-10862
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN SKIN, PRIMARILY
TOPOGRAPHICAL LOCALIZATION AND HISTOLOGICAL
CHANGES A65-Ik574
CYTOKINETIC RESPONSES OF MONOLAYERS OF EPITHELIAL
CELLS TO PROTON IRRADIATION AT DIFFERENT DOSAGE
LEVELS A65-14B04
HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF ORGANS OF MICE IRRADIATED
WITH CO 60 AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-20985
LIFE CYCLE MEASUREMENT OF TISSUE CELLS USING
LABELED RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES, DISCUSSING DIURNAL
VARIATIONS AND AGENTS RESPONSIBLE
A65-29012
HISTOLOGICAL AND HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
SUPRARENAL GLANDS IN RATS AFTER PERIOD OF TRAINING
A65-BOB34
OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES IN RABBIT
EYES INDUCED BY ULTRASOUND A65-81216
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER, SPLEEN, AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-81265
ORGAN OF CORTI- HISTOPHYSIOLOGY AND
HISTOCHEMISTRY A65-81622
EFFECT OF COLD AND RESTRICTION OF MOVEMENT ON MAST
CELLS AND NETACHROMASIA OF RAT SKIN
A65-8159T
REDUCTASE ACTIVITY AND SULFHYDRYLS IN
DEHYDROGENASE HISTOCHEMISTRY OF HUMAN GINGIVA
SAM--TDR-64-4B N65-|2007
VASCULAR CHANGES AND CHANGES IN HEPATIC CELLS AND
BILE DUCT CELLS OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL
ACCELERATIONS N6S-I3TI9
HISTDCHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF CHANGES IN
_ISTRIBUTION OF EFFECT OF SUCCINIC
GEHYDROGENASE, CARBOANHYDRASE, ATP AND
SULFHYDRYL GROUPS OF INNER ORGANS IN HYPOXIA
N65-1375B
INFLAMMATORY AND DEGENERATIVE LESIONS IN
APPARENTLY NORMAL SQUIRREl MONKEYS
NASA-CR-60193 N65-15E39
COMPARATIVE HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF REINFORCED AREA
OF SACCULAR MEMBRANE IN MAMMALS
NASA-CR-BO3B9 N65-19746
CISTRIBUTION OF ICE IN FROZEN INTERNAL ORGANS,
LIMBS, AND SKIN OF FROGS AND MICE
AAL-TDR-63-28 N65-27561
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL AND MITOCHONDRIAL INVESTIGATION
OF EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON ALBINO MALE RATS
UR-666 N65-29243
HISTOCHEMICAL RESPONSES OF GUINEA PIG TISSUES TO
COLD
AAL-TDR-64-9 N65-35630
ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY OF COCHLEAS IN MAMMALS
NASA-CR-67573 N65-36594
HISTORY
HISTORY OF BIOGENETIC AND ABIOGENETIC THEORIES
A65-80470
HISTORY AND POPULAR ACCOUNT OF DEVELOPMENT AND
OPERATIONS OF APOLLO PROJECT A65-80584
DEVELOPMENT AND HISTORY OF PRESSURE SUIT FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE FLYING A65-80624
FIVE-YEAR HISTORY OF SAILPLANE ACCIDENTS AND
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS OF GLIDER PILOTS
A65-BOT30
EVOLUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER DESIGN
A65-80BOB
AGOSTINO GEMELLI, PIONEER OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL
STUDIES IN ITALY A65-80924
CONTRIBUTION OF AGOSTIND GEMELLI TO PROGRESS OF
GENERAL AND AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY
A65-80925
AVIATION MEDICINE AND RESEARCH IN FIELD OF
OTORHINOLARYNGOLDGY IN WORK OF AGOSTINO GEMELLI
A65-80926
WILEY POST- HISTORICAL FIRST TEST OF HIGH
ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUITS IN UNITED STATES
A-175
HOMEOSTASIS SUBJECTINDEX
A65-81399
HISTORYOF SPANISH CONTRIBUTIONS TO AVIATION ANO
SPACE MEDICINE A65-81828
HISTORICAL REVIEW AND CURRENT PROBLEMS IN
MONITORING HEALTH OF ASTRONAUTS
A65-81835
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE STUDIES AS RELATED TO
EVOLUTION OF LIFE, METEORITES, LIFE-DETECTION
DEVICES, MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, AND NAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-81B51
DEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET FLIGHTSUIT AND SPACESUIT
A65-81959
SOVIET HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUIT DEVELOPMENT
FROM 1936-1955 A65-81972
PAST HISTORY OF MOTION SICKNESS AND ATTRITION FROM
FLIGHT TRAINING A65-82128
HOMEOSTASIS
CHARACTER OF HOMEOSTATIC RESPONSE DURING HYPOXIC
HYPOXIA IN DOG AT DIFFERENT GROWTH PERIODS AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE AbS-BOT95
HOMEOSTATIC REACTION OF DOGS AT VARIOUS AGES
DURING HYPOXIC HYPOXIA
JPRS-2892I N65-19810
HORMONE
SA AORENOCORTICOTROPIN /ACTH/
SA ALDOSTERONE
SA BRADYKININ
SA INSULIN
VASCULAR REACTIVITY OF DOGS TO NEUROHORMONES IN
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION BY IMMERSION
METHOD, EXAMINING EFFECT ON BLOOD PRESSURE
A65-2674T
INDOLE-ACETIC ACID-2- C-14 MOVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT
OF GEOTROPIC CURVATURE IN BRANCHES AND IMMATURE
PLANTS FROM CLONE OF COLEUS BLUMEI, BENTH,
STUDIED BY RADIDASSAY A65-31319
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAMPHETAMINE, TR1PELENNAMINE,
PROMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-80141
PANCREATIC SECRETION AFTER EXPOSURE TO HYPOTHERMIA
AND ADMINISTRATION OF SECREIIN AND CARBAMINDYL
CHOLINE IN RAT A65-81736
EXCRETION OF STEROID HORMONES WITH URINE DURING
LONG NIGHT FLIGHTS BY AIRCRAFT CREWS
N65-13676
GROWTH HORMONE EFFECT ON PLANT DEVELOPMENT IN
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
NASA-CR-53_05 N65-I5369
HORMONE ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA CLINICAL DEATH
NCS-17B03
HORMONE METABOLISM
BOUND AND FREE CORTICOSTEROID IN PLASMA OF TWO
SUBSPECIES OF DEER MICE, PEROMYSCUS MANICULATUS,
AFTER EXPOSURE TO LOW AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
IDENTIFIED THROUGH CHROMATOGRAPHY
A65-B051I
HORMONE AND ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM AS AFFECTED BY
HOTt DRY, DESERT ENVIRONMENT A65-80961
PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HYOROXYCORTICOSTEROID AS
AFFECTED BY BED REST AND ISOMETRIC EXERCISE
A65-81294
ENDOCRINE AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING I2-HDUR
SIMULATED AIRCRAFT FLIGHT A65-81729
PLASMA CATECHOLAMINES OF NATIVE RESIDENTS AND
NEWCOMERS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY FASTING
AND INSULIN A65-82168
A-I76
HUMAN
CHEMICAL BASIS OF CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION IN MAN AS
AFFECTED BY LIGHT A65-80798
CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN HUMAN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DURING DEVELOPMENT OF
RHYTHMIC MOTOR STEREOTYPY A65-B2206
STRONTIUM 90 IN HUMAN BONE - RADIATION HAZARD
EVALUATION
REPT.-IO N65-29860
PHYSIOLOGICAL NORMS IN INDIAN ADULTS - DATA ON
TOTAL BODY WEIGHT AND WEIGHTS OF BODY ORGANS
AEETIHPITH-21 N65-31022
HUMAN ACCLIMATIZATION TO HOT CLIMATE CONDITIONS -
MEDICAL RESEARCH
JPRS-31463 N65-31717
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF VISUAL DATA PROCESSING OF
HUMAN BRAIN ON IBM 1620 AND IBM T094 DIGITAL
COMPUTERS
GGC/EE/65-IO N65-35197
GEMINI Ill EXPERIMENT ON SYNERGISTIC EFFECT OF
ZERO GRAVITY AND RADIATION ON HUMAN WHITE BLOOD
CELLS N65-36114
HUNAN BEHAVIOR
SA PERSONALITY
CONTINUOUS PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
APPLIED TO SYNTHESIS OF MODEL OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN SIMPLE TWO-AXIS MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-35474
THEORY FOR OPTIMAL DETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION
OF TIME-VARYING HUMAN OPERATORS ENGAGED IN
TRACKING TASK A65-35475
HUMAN OPERATOR ROLE IN PERFORMING INFORMATION
PROCESSING TASK AT CONSOLE, EXAMINING HUMAN AND/OR
CONSOLE MEMORY A65-35478
BODY REACTIONS TO PROLONGED CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A65-B0397
MULTIPLE-CHOICE DECISION BEHAVIOR INFLUENCED BY
TWO DIFFERENT PAYOFF FUNCTIONS A65-80514
BASES FOR PREFERENCES AMONG THREE-OUTCOME BETS
A65-80792
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
SONIC BOOM A65-81062
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS OF STRESS IN
HUMANS A65-81207
EXPECTED VALUE AND RESPONSE UNCERTAINTY IN
MULTIPLE CHOICE DECISION BEHAVIOR
A65-BIg84
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND TOLERANCE IN CLOSED SELF-
SUSTAINING INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM USING
BOEING HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER AS TEST BED
NASA-CR-I34 N65-I2076
INTERACTION OF VERBAL SIGNAL WITH DIRECT SIGNAL
ANALYZED FOR SIMPLE AND COMPLICATED REACTIONS
AND RELATEO TO REACTION TIME IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR
JPRS-27879 N65-127TO
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN SPACE VEHICLE
JPRS-27880 N65-12875
EFFECT OF LIMITED MOBILITY ON BODY DURING SPACE
FLIGHT - MOTOR BEHAVIOR, MENTAL STATE, PHYSICAL
FUNCTIONS, AND WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-13663
PROBLEMS OF HUMAN PERSONALITY IN AERONAUTICS,
AVIATION, AND ASTRONAUTICS N65-13746
EFFECTS OF GROUP, ENVIRONMENT, AND WEATHER
VARIABLES ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR
AD-6078IO N65-14420
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONING ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR
3UUJLL||ND[X HUMAN BOOY
BEFORE AND AFTER SUFFERING MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
AM-66-2 N65-16161
NATURAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS IN HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY
FTD-TT-66-6511 N65-1628T
MODIFIABILITY OF DECISIONS MADE IN CHANGING
ENVIRONMENTS - HUMAN BEHAVIOR
ESD-TR-64-657 N65-17007
DIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL
STIMULUS VARIABLES INFLUENCING BEHAVIOR
VARIANCE - PSYCHOLOGY
AD-602369 N65-21854
HUMAN VISUAL PERCEPTION AND VISUAL BEHAVIOR
RESPONSES TO STIMULI
AD--455490 N65-21897
NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - PATHOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
PHARMACOLOGY, ENDOCRINOLOGY WITH GENERAL
CLINICAL AND BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
NASA-CR-62354 N65-22165
CONFERENCE ON PREDECISIONAL PROCESSES IN DECISION
MAKING - ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT DECISION THEORY
ADEQUACY IN DEALING WITH HUMAN DECISION MAKING
BEHAVIOR
AMRL-TDR-66-77 N65-22675
HUMAN BEHAVIOR STUDY ON SOCIAL STRUCTURE CHANGE IN
SMALL ISOLATED GROUPS
REPT.-64-24 N65-22969
FIELD BEHAVIOR AND PRE-EXPEDITIDN PERSONALITY
ASSESSMENT RESULTS, CRITERION VARIABLES, AND
ASSESSMENT CORRELATES OF 1963 AMERICAN MOUNT
EVEREST EXPEDITION
TR-I N65-25905
INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCE AND INPUT INFORMATION
FIDELITY ON POSTERIOR PROBABILITY ESTIMATION IN
SIMULATED THREAT-DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
AMRL-TR-65-25 N65-2TIBB
REFLEX SKIN POTENTIAL REACTIONS IN MAN UNDER
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
N65-29032
HUMAN RESTRAINT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FOR
ACCELERATION RESEARCH
NASA-TM-X-54TBO N65-29431
OBSERVATION AND CATEGORIZING AND RATING OF COPING
DEVICES FOR USE IN AIRCREW SELECTION
AD-617745 N65-3009B
INTRA-CREW COMMUNICATIONS IN B-52 AND KC-135
AIRCRAFT DURING PEACETIME TRAINING FLIGHTS AS
FUNCTIONS OF CREW EXPERIENCE AND SELECTED
MISSION SEGMENTS
AMRL-TR-65-18 N65-30156
STRESS AND OVERLOAD EFFECTS ON GROUP DECISION
MAKING AND COMMUNICATION PATTERNS - PARTICIPANT
FUNCTIONING AS SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEM
QTSR-I N65-30512
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND OTHER MACROMOLECULES
IN COMPLEX BEHAVIOR, LEARNING, AND MEMORY
AD-616622 N65-30631
HUMAN BLACK BOX - DATA OBTAINED WITH EXTERNAL
EXCITATION AND FROM HUMAN AS SOURCEt AND
NATURAL BEHAVIOR IN ENGINEERING TERMS
N65-3126I
REWARD MOTIVATION IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR -
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
TR-1 N65-31969
TNVESTIGATION OF PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF VISION
C;URING INVOLUNTARY SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF NORMAL STEADY FIXATION
AD-617409 N65-33012
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTION ORIENTATION
AHO C(]MPENSATORY TASK PERFORMANCE
RM-2_J N65-36206
h_JNAg BODY
SA ANATOMY
SA LIMB
SA SttOULDER
BIOMECHANICAL METHODS FOR DETERMINING HUMAN BODY
RESPONSE TO DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
A65-10544
ORIENTATION MECHANISMS IN HUMAN BODY COVERING
EYE, NECK, VESTIBULAR APPARATUSt VISCERAL
PROPRIOCEPTORSt GRAVITY PRESSURE AND LOCAL
RECEPTORS A65-11398
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN SKIN, PRIMARILY
TOPOGRAPHICAL LOCALIZATION AND HISTOLOGICAL
CHANGES A65-14576
REGULATION AND CONTROL IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
MODELING BODY BY DYNAMIC NETWORKS
A6S-1SB63
HUMAN BODY AS RADIOMETER AND NULL-POINT SENSOR OF
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITY, DESCRIBING HEAT
EXCHANGE QUANTITATIVELY IN COMPLEX RADIANT
ENVIRONMENT A65-24076
PHYSIOLOGICAL TEMPERATURE-CONTROL MECHANISM OF
HURAN BODY LOCATED IN FRONT SECTION OF
HYPOTHALAMUS A65-ZBOT5
MATHEMATICAL MODEL DE HUMAN BODY PREDICTING ITS
INERTIAL PROPERTIES IN ANY FIXED BODY POSITION,
INCLUDING LOCATION OF MASS CENTER
AIAA PAPER 65-498 A65-30202
WATER IMNERSION EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY IN
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION, NOTING THORACIC
PRESSURE GRADIENT A65-30349
EXERCISE EFFECTS ON CORDNARY AND PULMONARY
CIRCULATIONS OF 30 HUMAN SUBJECTS WIIH CORONARY
SINUS CATHETERIZATION A65-31346
NICROVIBRATION OF HUMAN BODY EXPLAINED BY
RESONANCE THEORY A65-80200
MICROVIBRATION OF HUMAN BODY A65-B0201
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON SURFACE OF HUMAN BODY.
I. EVALUATION IN LYING AND SITTING POSITIONS USING
BED OF SPRINGS AND NAILS A65-81310
BIOMECHANICAL STUDY OF MAN EXPOSED TO LOW
FREQUENCY VIBRATIONS AbB-BI364
GRAVITY EFFECT ON MAN - HISTORICAL REVIEW
A65-B1SB8
BODILY ACTIVITY AND PERCEPTUAL ACTIVITY
A65-8165Z
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN BODY DURING SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-275 N65-10641
ALTERATIONS IN RED BLOOD CORPUSCLES FROM CHRONIC
ACTION ON HUMAN ORGANISM OF SMALL DOSES OF
IONIZING RADIATION
FTD-TT-63-TB6/I N65-10982
REACTIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON MOTOR SYSTEM OF
HUMANS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-27591 N65-10989
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO CONDITIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE ON HUMAN BODY
NASA-TT-F-276 N65-11065
PIGMENT INTERFERENCE IN CORTICDSTEROIO
MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN BODY DURING TOTAL
STARVATION
SAN-TDR-64-B8 N65-I1622
SITTING INACTIVITY, EXERCISEr AND SUPINE EFFECTS
ON CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM OF HUMAN BODY
AT PROLONGED BED REST
AMRL-TDR-66-61 N65-12131
A-1TT
HUMANBODYCONTD SUBJECTINDEX
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PREDICTING INERTIAL
PROPERTIES OF HUMAN BODY
GA/PHYS/64-3 N65-12133
RADIATION HAZARD TO MAN FROM IODINE 131
UR-653 N65-12340
PROTECTION, SOURCES, AND DOSIMETRY OF RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION IN HUMAN BODY AND ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-27535 N65-12626
RADIATION DOSAGE FOR HUMAN ORGANS AND TISSUES
N65-12628
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN STABLE ELEMENTS OF
HUMAN BODY AND ENVIRONMENT N65-12629
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NATURE OF
STANDING IN MAN
JPRS-2784I N65-12874
SOVIET AEROSPACE MEDICINE CONFERENCE ON EFFECTS OF
FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-22B N65-13626
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON ASTRONAUT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN VOSTOK liT AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-13627
RESPIRATORY CHANGES IN SICK AND HEALTHY HUMANS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF HYPOXIA N65-13628
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAM DATA TO
DETECT CHANGES IN HUMAN MYOCARDIUM BIOELECTRIC
ACTIVITY DUE TO HYPOXIA N65-I3629
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-I3630
EFFECT OF CHANGE IN GAS MIXTURE ON BIOPOTENTIALS
OF AUDITORY AREA OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN ANIMALS
AND ON FUNCTION OF ACOUSTIC ANALYZER IN MAN
N65-1364B
EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON
MAN IN PRESSURIZED CABIN OF PASSENGER PLANE
N65-13665
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN MAN DURING PROLONGED
ISOLATION N65-13667
EFFECT OF HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS ON
MAN SUBJECTED TO VARYING SPACE ENVIRONMENTS FOR
PROLONGED PERIODS N65-13681
PHYSICAL FITNESS OF MAN UNDER PROLONGED CONDITIONS
OF LIMITED MOTOR ACTIVITY N65-13693
SENSORY DEPRIVATIONS IN HUMAN BEINGS EXPOSED
TO WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-13700
DEGREE OF PRESSURE EXERTED BY THERMOREGULATORY
MECHANISMS OF BODY IN ORDER TO FORESTALL SERIOUS
DISORDERS CAUSED BY OVERHEATING OR SUPERCOOLING
N65-13721
EFFECT OF MUSCULAR EFFORT REDUCTION AND LACK OF
HYDROSTATIC BLOOD PRESSURE ON HUMAN BLOOD
CIRCULATION N65-13737
EFFECT OF PRESSURE SUIT VENTILATING AIRFLOW ON
HUMAN WATER REQUIREMENTS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN
ATMOSPHERE N65-14454
NEURODYNAMICS OF HUMAN AUDITORY SYSTEM
JPRS-28308 N65-14748
AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC MICROFLORA OF HUMAN FECES
USING SPACE-TYPE DIETS
AMRL-TR-64-107 N65-14829
STRONTIUM 85 AND STRONTIUM 90 IN HUMAN BODY -
BIOPHYSICS AND NUCLEAR MEDICINE
UCLA-12-538 N65-I4988
PERSONAL HYGIENE OF ASTRONAUT - FUNCTION OF HUMAN
SKIN AND ITS INFLUENCE ON VITAL PROCESSES
N65-15173
EFFECTS OF GRAVITATION IN FORMATION OF FUNCTION
CF ORGANISM N65-15679
INFLUENCE OF PRESSURIZED SUIT ON GRAVITY CENTERS
AND INERTIA MOMENTS OF HUMAN BODY
NA-64-527 N65-15788
RADIATION EFFECTS IN MAN AND ANIMAL ORGANISM
HW-B3613 N65-15860
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON HUMANS AND ANIMALS,
OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD VIBRATION DAMAGE TO TISSUES,
VIBRATION ABSORBERS FOR WORKER PROTECTION, AND
FREON GAS TOXICOLOGY
JPRS-28721 N65-16207
GRAVITY-INERTIAL FORGE ENVIRONMENT OF MAN IN SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-CR-56358 N65-16433
EFFECT OF VERY HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD ON HEART RATE
AND CELL DIVISION IN MAN AND ANIMAL
NASA-CR-52453 N65-16486
THERMOREGULATORY PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSE MECHANISMS
AND MOLECULAR ENERGY TRANSFORMATION OF HUMAN
BODY
NASA-CR-52183 N65-16487
BIOENGINEERING - FOUR DIPOLE MODEL FOR HUMAN HEART
N65-16615
SAMPLING THEORY FOR HUMAN VISUAL SENSE
NASA-CR-60618 N65-16657
PHYSIOLOGICAL SHIFTS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AT VERY LOW
TEMPERATURES, LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES, AND
POLAR NIGHT IN CENTRAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA
FTD-TT-64-286II&2 N65-17OB3
GAS EXCHANGE THROUGH HUMAN SKIN AND ITS IMPORTANCE
TO HUMAN BODY
JPRS-28923 N65-17303
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA IN NAN AND ANIMALS
FTD-TT-b4-87BII&2 N65-17751
AGE AS FACTOR IN HUMAN ADAPTION TO HYPOXIA
N65-IT75B
AGE FACTOR IN REACTION OF HEART TO HYPOXIA
Nb5-IT764
EARLY INDICATOR OF ADAPTIVE MUSCLE TISSUE REACTION
TO HYPOXIA IN AGING HUMANS N65-17765
ADULT HUMAN ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17775
DECOMPENSATION AND COMPENSATION OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM IN HUMAN HYPGXIA NB5-17780
ROLE OF SKIN RESPIRATION IN PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE
COMPENSATION FOR HYPOXIA IN MAN
N65-17781
REGIONAL OXYGEN DEFICIENCY IN HUMANS WITH HYPBXIA
N65-17784
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY OCCURING IN HUMANS SUFFERING
CARDIAC VALVE DISEASE - MITRAL DISEASE
N65-17797
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY AS HYPOXIA INDEX DURING EARLY
STAGES OF HYPERTENSION IN HUMANS
Nb5-17798
IONIC SHIFTS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS DURING HYPOXIA
CAUSED BY LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, ACCELERATION,
AND VIBRATION N65-17809
VITAMIN INFLUENCE ON ADRENAL GLANDS OF MAN IN
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT Nb5-17826
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSIEH
IN HEALTHY MALE HUMANS N65-1837(
HUMAN NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS N65-I8581
A-178
SUBJECT INDEX HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
HUMAN INTESTINAL FLORA - MICROORGANISMS
N65-18586
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY FUNCTIONS
N65-185BT
CARBOHYDRATES EFFECTS ON HUMAN BODY UNDER STRESS
AND FATIGUE - NUTRITION N65-18595
NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS OF MAN UNDER SIMULATED
STRESS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT N65-18601
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ANIMAL AND HUMAN NERVOUS
SYSTEMS N65-18886
TEMPERATURE OF HUMAN BODY DURING RAPID ALTERNATE
HEATING AND COOLING
AMRL-TR-66-131 N65-19156
DIVER SUIT FOR MEASURING GAS EXCHANGE THROUGH
HUMAN SKIN SURFACE
JPRS-29162 N65-19326
RADIOSENSITIVITY OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN LYMPHOCYTES
DETERMINED FROM IRRADIATED SAMPLES
JPRS-29282 N65-19472
SPACE FLIGHT AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL BLOOD SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION, VASCULAR
REACTION TO CORIOLIS ACCELERATIONt AND EFFECT
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-ZgIS6 NEP-I9645
EFFECT OF INDUSTRIAL NOISES ON HUMAN ORGANISMt AND
SANITARY PROTECTION OF AIR
JPRS-29216 N65-19666
TRANSFER FUNCTION THROUGH HUMAN SKIN
AD-61128L N65-ZO121
BONDING OF METAL IONS TO NUCLEIC ACIDS FROM
HUMAN SPLEEN
SGAE-BL-16 N65-zOlgB
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECT
ON HUMAN ORGANISMS
JPRS-29633 N65-20829
ANESTHESIA INDUCED BY ELECTRIC CURRENT - VARIOUS
METHODS AND THEIR USE ON DOGS AND HUMANS
JPRS-29635 N65-20835
GAMMA RAY SPECTROSCOPY OF NAN - LONG TERN EFFECTS
OF RADIUM DEPOSITION, MEASURING TECHNIQUES,
RADIUM DISTRIBUTION AND RETENTION, AND CESIUM
AND POTASSIUM ACCUMULATION
ANL-6839 N65-21241
MORPHOLOGY OF EXPERIMENTAL CHOLERA PATHDGENESIS IN
INFANT RABBITS - HUMAN DISEASE N65-ZZ296
PHYSIOLOGICAL FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION
FOR SELECTED BODY COMPARTMENTS OF YOUNG HUMAN
MALE - MATHEMAIICAL MODEL
RM-4347-PR N65-23037
HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISM FOR COOLING HUMAN BODY IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS AND EXTRAVEHICULAR PRESSURIZED
SUITS
NASA-CR-216 N65-23|TL
OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD
SAM-TR-66-89 N65-2_592
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE - EXOBIOLOGY!
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY, HUMAN PHYSICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS N65-26915
STABILITY OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AND CHANGES IN
OXIDATION PROCESSES DURING CHILLING IN HUMANS
ADAPTED AND NOT ADAPTED TO COLD
N65-24960
INCREASING STABILITY OF HUMAN UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS
THROUGH PHYSICAL TRAINING N65-25602
HEMATOLOGIC RESPONSES TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
IN HUMAN BEING N65-25659
RADIOSENSITIVITY IN MAN - THERAPEUTIC AND
ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE N65-25667
MUSCULAR ANATOMY AND STRENGTH COMPARED IN
CHIMPANZEE AND HUMAN
ARL-TR-65-4 N65-26129
CORTICAL COMPUTING UNIT IN HUMAN VISUAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION - DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL
GE/EE/64-22 N65-26347
INSOLATION RESEARCH ON CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE OF ANIMALS AND RESPIRATION
IN HUMAN BODY
JPRS-3052T N65-Z7425
INSOLATION INFLUENCE ON RESPIRATION IN HUMAN BODY
N65-ZT427
VARIATIONS IN STRENGTH OF MUSCLES DURING MOVEMENT
USING DYNAMOMETER MEASURING DEVICE
NASA-TT-F-9339 N65-ZT676
MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED TO EXAMINE
PHYSICOCHEMICAL HYPOTHESES THAT EXPLAIN WAYS
IN WHICH HUMAN BODY CONTROLS FLUID AND
ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION - RENAL EXCRETION
RM-k609-PR N65-31199
REGULATION AND CONTROL ANALYSIS OF SOME INTERNAL
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
NASA-CR-64641 N65-33251
CONTINUOUS ELECTRICAL STRAIN GAUGE RECORDING
INSTRUMENT FOR CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY WEIGHT
DURING ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
ANRL-TR-65-23 N65-3_134
DURATION OF ELECTRIC SYSTOLE IN HUMAN HEART RATE
NASA-TT-F-Z66 N65-3650T
COMPARISON OF CALCIUM AND IODINE EXCRETION
IN ARM AND TOTAL BODY SWEAT OF HUMANS
REPT.-282 N6S-34SIT
HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
SIMULATION OF ACCELERATION STRESS ENCOUNTERED IN
MANNED SPACECRAFT DURING LAUNCHI RECOVERY AND
ABORT MANEUVERS A65-I0723
CORIOLIS EFFECT ON HUMAN SUBJECTS ACCELERATED IN
HODIEIED TOENNIES SEAT A65-1ZBB4
ARTICULATING CENTRIFUGE MODEL FOR GENERATING G-
TIME PROFILES WITH VARIABLE ONSET-DWELL-DECAY
RATES
ASNE PAPER 64-WA/HUF-T A6S-1385_
OPTIMAL CONTROL OF HUMAN CENTRIFUGE USED TO
SIMULATE SUDDEN ACCELERATION CHANGESt EMPLOYING
COMBINED VARIATIONAL CALCULUS AND PHASE PLANE
ANALYSIS A65-14963
TRANSMISSION OF BIOMEDICAL DATA OBTAINED IN
SIMULATION STUDIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE, USING
SOLID STATE AMPLIFIERS A65-2_200
AMPULLAR STIMULATION AND RESPONSES IN HUMAN BEINGS
WITH EMPHASIS ON STIMULATIONS FROM ANGULAR AND
RECTILINEAR MOTIONS A65-Z5668
VISUAL AND NOTION SIMULATION TECHNIQUES APPLIED IN
SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH A65-29092
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF NAN TO EFFECT OF
OVERLOAD DURING SPACE FLIGHT COMPARED TO RESULTS
OF LABORATORY /CENTRIFUGE/ TESTS
A65-Zk967
BODY REACTIONS TO PROLONGED CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A65-80397
PROBLEMS IN DATA TRANSMISSION BY TELEMETRY OF
BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION COLLECTED IN EXPERIMENTS
WITH 50-FT. HUMAN CENTRIFUGE A65-81356
APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING BLOOD SAMPLES FROM
SUBJECTS DURING CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION
A65-81463
A-1T9
HUMANE GINEERING SUBJECTINDEX
EXPOSUREOFNORMALANDEAFPERSONSWITH BILATERAL
VESTIBULAR DEFECTS TO CENTRIPETAL FORCE ON HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE AND EXPOSURE TO ZERO GRAVITY AND
SUBGRAVITY STATES
NASA-CR-51786 N65-[6431
BIOENGINEERING - SPACECRAFT ACCELERATION
SIMULATION BY HUMAN CENTRIFUGE N65-16603
PREPARATION FOR HUMAN SPACE FLIGHT USING HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE
JPRS-30817 N65-26960
EVALUATION OF ANTIMDTION SICKNESS DRUGS IN SLOW
MOTION ROOM MOUNTED ON HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
NASA-CR-63800 N65-28539
HUMAN ENGINEERING
SA ANTHROPOMETRY
SA CYBERNETICS
SA MAN-MACHINE sYsTEM
CREW WORK STATION SIMULATORS DESIGN AND EVALUATION
A65-10700
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM RESEARCH FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY NAVY AND MARINE
PERSONNEL A65-ZIT87
LIGHT ATTACK AND FIGHTER BOMBER PILOTS PROBLEMS
CONCERNING PILOT CONFORT_ EFFICIENCY AND SURVIVAL,
FLIGHT SAFETY AND COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
A65-14226
TEST PILOT VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING
APPLIED TO CURRENT COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS,
DISCUSSING FLIGHT DECK DISPLAYS, CONTROLS ANO
HANDLING DUALITIES A65-14227
DYNA SOAR AND SIMILAR PROGRAMS LIFE SCIENCE
REQUIREMENTS, DISCUSSING X-20 COCKPIT DESIGN,
PILOT PRESSURE SUITS, MEDICAL MONITORING, PILOT
SELECTION AND EVALUATION A65-16228
AEROSPACE MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIONS IN M-2 LIFTING BODY RESEARCH
VEHICLE, DISCUSSING PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, ESCAPE
AND MEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEMS A65-1_229
MANNED ORBITAL AND LUNAR BASE HABITABILITY
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE, NUTRITION,
HYGIENE, GRAVITATION AND WORK-REST CYCLE
A65-23642
CUSHIONED CONTOUR COUCH TRANSMITTING MINIMUM
DISCOMFORT TO PILOT DURING ACCELERATION,
VIBRATION AND/OR SHOCK A65-30013
CONTROL/DISPLAY ASSOCIATION STEREOTYPE
DETERMINATION WHEN CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS ARE
ARRANGED ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE
A65-31103
HUMAN TRACKING ABILITY FOR RECTANGULAR WAVES ON
DISPLAY USING HAND OR FOOT A65-31346
UTILIZATION OF MAN AS PART OF AUTOMATIC, REMOTELY
CONTROLLED AND DIRECTLY MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
SYSTEMS
SAE PAPER 650811 A65-3469T
CHARACTERISTICS OF SWITCH ACTUATORS FOR
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FOR SPACECRAFT USE,
NOTING RESPONSE TIME AND ERROR A65-35473
TEST PILOT VIEW OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING AS
RELATED TO COMMERCIAL SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DESIGN
A65-80136
EARLY PILOT PARTICIPATION WITH HUMAN ENGINEERING
AND MEDICAL PERSONNEL IN DESIGN OF X-20 AIRCRAFT
IN DYNA-SOAR PROGRAM A65-BOI35
AEROSPACE MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIONS IN M-2 LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLE
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS A65-80136
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO MANNED AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT AND PILOT CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICAL AND
ENGINEERING PERSONNEL IN SPACECRAFT DESIGN
A65-80137
HUMAN ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE AS
RELATED TO COCKPIT DESIGNt PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENTt
ESCAPE SYSTEMSv MEDICAL MONITORING, AND SELECTION
AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES A65-BO138
SEAT COMFORT DETERMINED BY COMPARATIVE RECORDING
OF SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT AND INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS A65-BOI73
VIBRATION TRANSMISSION TO HUMAN BODY AT DIFFERENT
BACKREST INCLINATIONS AbS-B0174
CHECK-READING ACCURACY AS FUNCTION OF POINTER
ALIGNMENT, PATTERNING, AND VIEWING ANGLE
A65-B0342
CHECK-READING ACCURACY AND QUANTITATIVE
INFORMATION COMBINED IN SPACE-SAVING DISPLAY
A65-80343
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF ASTRONAUTICS AND SOME
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A65-80638
LIFT REACTION TIME AND TOPOGRAPHIC COMPATIBILITY
OF THE STIMULUS-RESPONSE FIELD A65-BO51B
EAR-BRAIN ANALOG EMPLOYED FOR REAL-TIME VOICE
COI4MUNICATION IN MANNED DEEP SPACE FLIGHT
A65-8052B
MASKING OF CUTANEOUS SENSATIONS IN MULTIPLE
STIMULUS PRESENTATIONS A65-80563
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING A65-81060
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT A65-81103
HUMAN ENGINEERING GUIDE FOR EQUIPMENT DESIGNERS
A65-811TO
CONTROL-DISPLAY COMPATIBILITY AND MONITORING CUES
IN MULTIPLE TASK PERFORMANCE A65-81563
SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR IN BIMANUAL OPERATION OF
CONTROLS A65-81572
HUMAN ENGINEERING RESEARCH OF PURSUIT AND
COMPENSATORY TRACKING BEH'AVIOR A65-81760
COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND DIGITAL TIME
DISPLAYS A65-82006
ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGIST IN HUMAN FACTOR
ENGINEERING AS RELATED TO SPACE PROGRAM
A65-B2007
ANTHROPOLOGY AND MODERN TECHNOLOGY
A65-820[1
INTERMITTENT ILLUMINATION EFFECTS ON PERCEPTUAL
MOTOR PERFORMANCE A65-B2292
TRANSFER OF TRAINING BETWEEN QUICKENED AND
UNQUICKENED DISPLAYS. A65-82329
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATION AND HAND MOTION RESPONSE
MEASUREMENT DURING RESTRAINT AND EXPOSURE TO
VIBRATIONS WITH VARYING PEAK AND ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ACCELERATIONS AND FREQUENCIES A65-8236B
ANTHROPOMETRIC STUDIES - GRASPING-REACH CAPABILITY
AS GUIDE TO EQUIPMENT DESIGN
ANRL-TDR-64-S9 N65-11895
HUMAN ENGINEERING - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
N65-13955
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN DESIGN OF TEACHING MACHINES
ESO-TDR-64-454 N65-14525
HUMAN SPEECH MODEL FOR FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
N65-16618
HUMAN ENGINEERING FOR PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS
AD-608798 N65-16793
A-leO
SUBJECTINDEX HUMAN FACTOR
ANAJ.YTIC APPROACH TO HUMAN ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
AND PREDICTION OF SYSTEM MAINTAINABILITY FOR
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-66-115 N65-1T138
HLIJHAJM ENGINEIS_ING DESIGN CRITERIA - OPERATIONAL
ENVIROI_RENTt SAFETYt CONTROL AND DISPLAYt
DECISION MAKINGt ANTHRDPOMETRY, CLDTHINGt AND
MAINTAINABILITY
NASA-CR-60855 N65-ITSII
MISREGISTRATION IN COLOR ADDITIVE DISPLAYS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
RADC-TDII-66-68B NbS-IT906
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
NASA-OR-IT2 N65-18500
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA COLLECTED
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
NASA-OR-IT6 NbS-L85OL
VARIABILITY OF VITAL SIGNS AND CIRCULATORY
DYNAMICS DURING BED REST - HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-OR-IT9 NbS-LB502
BODY MEASUREMENT DATA FOR HUMAN PERSONNEL IN
ARCTIC CLOTHING - HUMAN ENGINEERING
EPT-2 N65-19006
HUMAN DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION USING CONTROL
THEORY TECHNIQUES - HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-OR-ST292 N65'19689
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN INDUSTRY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY N65-19805
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, HUMAN ENGINEERINGt AND MAN
IN SPACE - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE
ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY
NASA-OR-L99 N65-21226
COMPATIBILITY OF MANUAL FLYING WITH AUTOMATIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BY FORCED WHEEL STEERING -
PILOT FACTORS PROGRAM
REPT.-I-b6 N65-2125B
MARKOV CHAIN MODEL ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE PROCESSES
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-65-3 N65-22677
HUMAN ENGINEERING - EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN
GRAVITATIONAL FORCES ON HUMAN MOTOR SYSTEM
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES N65-22723
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN SYSTEMS DESIGN
N65--23960
PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS COMPARED FOR MOBILITY ON
BASIS OF TIME TAKEN FOR INITIATION OF ACTION BY
SUBJECT - HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-66"-I26 N65-26360
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING
PSYCHOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-312 N65-26370
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF FLIGHT
CONTROL PROBLEM N65-25051
HUMAN ENGINEERING - PILOT PERFORMANCE NECESSARY
FOR ALL-WEATHER LANDING
AD-612726 N65-26118
MOBILE REMOTE HANDLING UNIT POSITIONED UNDER
AUGMENTED TELEVISION CONDITIONS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING FOR REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEMS
ANRL-TR-65-6 N65-2TO91
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECT OF LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT - PILOT TASK LOADING, FUNCTION
ALLOCATION, DISPLAY SYSTEMSw ANO PILOT SELECTION
AD-660918 NbS-ZTZ05
HUMAN ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR PILOT FACTORS
PROGRAM - TECHNICAL DIRECTIDNt FURNISHING,
INSTALLATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT,
INSTRUMENT FLYING PROCEDUR_St AND DATA ANALYSIS
AO-616Tb5 Nb5-30630
HUMAN BLACK BOX -- DATA OBTAINED WITH EXTERNAL
EXCITATION AND FROM HUMAN AS SOURCEv AND
NATURAL BEHAVIOR IN ENGINEERING TERMS
N65-31241
DYNAMICS OF HUMAN PILOT IN CONTROL SYSTEM -
QUASI-LINEAR OPERATOR MODELS
AFFOL-TR-65-15 N65-36518
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, PHYSICAL
ANTHROPOLOGYt HUMAN ENGINEERING, INSTRUMENTATION
AND SIMULATIONv AND TRAINING AND LEARNING
AD-666531 N65-35363
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTORS AND
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-BT33b N65-35409
HUMAN FACTOR
SPACE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY LOSS OF
WORKER EFFICIENCY IN REDUCED TRACTION AND PRESSURE
SUITED ENVIRONMENTS
ASME PAPER 64-WAIHUF-2 A65-13_22
SYSTEM MANNING REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION DESIRED
PRIOR TO BECOMING AVAILABLE UNDER PERSONNEL
SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT A65-18292
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND TECHNICAL FACTORS FOR
ORBITAL MAINTENANCE AND TASK PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT A65-IgB62
CIGITAL COMPUTER FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERCEPTION
GF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS DISPLAYED TAOTUALLY
A65-ZB14T
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER PROGRAM TO UPGRADE
SPACE VEHICLE RELIABILITY BY MOTIVATING PERSONNEL
TO REDUCE MISTAKES AND MALFUNCTION OF EQUIPMENT
A65-31576
MINIMIZATION OF HUMAN ERRORS EFFECT ON SYSTEM
SAFETY BY TREATING MAN AS SUBSYSTEM WITHIN GIVEN
SYSTEM A65-31588
MEDICAL INVESTIGATION OF HUMAN FACTORS IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS A65-36003
LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS DERIVED FROM VARIATIONS
IN OPERATOR OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
A65-80139
CHOICE REACTION TIME IN TASK INVOLVING DECISION ON
COMBINATION OF VISUAL INFORMATION FROM TWO
DIFFERENT SOURCES A65-80338
HUMAN FACTORS IN CAUSE-UNDETERMINED AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENTS AND MEASURES FOR IMPROVING FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-80726
INDIVIDUAL HUMAN PATTERNS OF REACTION TIME
RESPONSES A65-80862
PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MEASURES OF
HUMAN CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE A65-81003
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING A65-81060
AIRPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFERS CHALLENGE TO
COMMUNITY PHYSICIAN A65-81298
CONSIDERATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH IN HUMAN
FACTORS A65-81391
HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEMS OF CONCORD /SUPERSONICv
HIGH-ALTITUDE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT/
A65-82370
AIRPORT-HELIPORT MARKING AND LIGHTING - HUMAN
FACTORS
RD-66-96 N65-10668
HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING - BIBLIOGRAPHY
RH-339B-H N65-15537
GUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE BIOASTRONAUTICAL
A-Igl
HUMANFACTORLABORATORY SUBJECTINDEX
HUMANFACTORANALYSISNASA-SP-3006 N65-I5594
BIOENGINEERINGSYMPOSIUM- HU AN,A IMALNDPLANTRESEARCHFORSPACEEXPLORATIONAD-450818 N65-16601
HUMANF CTOR CRITERIAt ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL,
AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR SHELTER
NASA-CR-60909 N65-IT603
HUMAN FACTORS OF RAPID EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT DURING ACCIDENTS
AN-65-7 N65-18409
HUMAN FACTORS STUDY FOR DESIGN OF HANDHELD SEXTANT
DR0-64-133 N65-18678
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN FACTORS IN ALASKA
AND OTHER POLAR REGIONS
AAL-TDR-64-28 N65-199TO
SOVIET SPACE PROGRAM - GUIDANCE SYSTEMS, HUMAN
FACTOR IN SPACE FLIGHTw PRESSURE SUITS AND SPACE
CABINt SPACECRAFT DESIGN, BIOASTRONAUTICS,
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT, AND COMMUNICATIONS
ATD-P-65-11 N65-20926
CYBERNETICS OF HUMAN FACTORS IN SPACE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
NASA-TM-X-51735 N65-22190
HUMAN FACTOR STUDIES FOR CONTROL AND EVALUATION OF
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER FIELD WORKING
CONDITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
IDO-I7OT4 N65-25435
HUMAN FACTORS RELATED TO REMOTE HANDLING OF
GROUND SUPPORT FOR NUCLEAR PDWERED SYSTEMS AND
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE OPERATIONS
AMRL-TR-64-I22 N65-2789I
HUMAN-AIDED COMPUTER LINGUISTIC METHOD FOR
ANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGICAL DATA N65-28760
SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN FACTOR IN PHYSICS
OF FAILURE N65-30316
AUTOMATED HUMAN FACTOR TASK DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
NASA-CR-67080 N65-33972
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTORS AND
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-67336 N65-35409
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM - HUMAN MONITORING TASKS IN
AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT OF SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-CR-67371 N65-35577
SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE COMPOSED OF TECHNIQUES IN
FIELD OF FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN, RELIABILITY,
AND HUMAN FACTORS YIELDING PRACTICAL APPROACH
FOR DESIGN OF INTEGRATED PILOT-CONTROLLER SYSTEM
RTD-TDR-63-4092 N65-36724
HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY ANALYSER
OF HUMAN TO DETERMINE THRESHOLD VALUE FOR
LIFE-SUPPORT NOISE IN MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-gS96 N65-36755
HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY
HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY EMPHASIZING TRANSFER OF
TRAINING AND TACTICAL DECISION MAKING
A65-I352T
HUMAN PATHOLOGY
HUMAN CHORIORETINAL BURNS FROM HIGH ALTIEUDE
NUCLEAR DETONATIONS A65-14240
ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULATING FACTOR I ESFI EFFECT ON
HUMAN SYNOVIAL MEMBRANE AND MONOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
CELL GROWTH IN VITRO A65-14607
MANS ADAPTATION TO WEIGHTLESSNESSt NOTING
ASTRONAUT VULNERABILITY AND REQUIREMENT OF MEDICAL
CARE IN SPACE A65-35107
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIATION
ABSORPTION DN ANIMALS, FLIGHT MEDICINE,
PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHIATRYt PHYSIOLOGY, AND HUMAN
PATHOLOGY N65-21202
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON ORIGIN
AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN LEUKEMIA AND PATHOLOGY
JPRS-30161 N65-24315
DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS -
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL MEDICINE
JPRS-302BB N65-24435
ROLE OF GENETICS IN HUMAN PATHOLOGY - CLINICAL
MEDICINE
JPRS-30306 N65-24637
MECHANISM OF HUMAN ANTIBODY FORMATION
BNL-gI2/T-3741 N65-3399I
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
SA ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
SA OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
INCREASED OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND REDUCED OUTPUT
CAPABILITY EXPERIENCED BY PERSONNEL WORKING IN
REDUCED TRACTION ENVIRONMENT A65-I0535
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE IS LIMITED BY TOLERANCE
FOR WHOLE BODY VIBRATION A65-10537
PERIPHERAL VISUAL ACUITY RELATION TO TIME REQUIRED
TO LOCATE TARGET IN STATIC STRUCTURED DISPLAY
A65-I0538
MULTIMAN TEAM PERFORMANCE FOR VISUAL MONITORING
TASK A65-10539
OPERATING RULE FLEXIBILITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS A65-IO54Z
MONITORING TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A65-I0694
COMPARISON OF LIMITS OF MAN AND AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS
IN PERFORMING FUNCTIONS IN PHOTOGRAMMETRY
A65-I2932
FEASIBILITY OF WEARABLE EXOSKELETAL STRUCTURE FOR
STUDYING MOTION AND PERFORMANCE OF WEARER AT WORK
TASKS
ASME PAPER 64-WA/HUF-3 A65-13421
HUMAN LOCOMOTION IN SUBGRAVITY STUDIEDt USING
SIMULATION MODELS AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
MECHANICS A65-14224
TRANSIENT PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY VARIATION ON
TEMPERATURE INCREASEr NOTING AROUSAL LEVEL
A65-I6558
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING EXERCISE WITHOUT BODY
LIFTING AGAINST GRAVITY, NOTING CORRELATION WITH
BODY WEIGHT AND SURFACE AREA A65-16562
EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON WIRING TASK
ACCOMPLISHMENT, SPECIFICALLY NONSENSE WIRING IBM
CONTROL PANEL A65-I8289
LIGHT FLASH PROPORTION DETERMINATION DETECTED BY
SUBJECTS AS FUNCTION OF TWO FLASH GROUPINGS AND
TWO LEVELS OF FLASH INTENSITY A6S-IB293
FULL-SCALE WEARABLE NONPOWERED EXOSKELETAL
STRUCTURE /MAN AMPLIFIER/ FABRICATION AND TESTING
TO DETERMINE EFFECT ON WORK TASK PERFORMANCE
A65-19149
OBSERVER JUDGMENT OF HOMOGENEOUS WHITE FORMS,
SLANT AND SHAPE UNDER REDUCED MONOCULAR VIEWING
AND AT VARIOUS DEGREES GEOMETRIC SLANT
A65-22466
MOTION BEHAVIOR OF UNSUITED AND PRESSURE-SUITED
SUBJECTS WHILE LUNGING, EGRESSING AND LANDING
DURING WEIGHTLESS AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS
A65-24072
HUMAN BODY EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUET EFFECTS ON
A-182
SUBJECT |NOEX HUMAN PERFORMANCE
TILT TABLE TOLERANCE TAKEN AFTER b HOURS OF MATER
IMMERSION A65-24OT8
MATER IMMERSION EXPERIMENT WITH MALES CHECKING
CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONINGt PLASMA VOLUME1
HENOGLOBINt DSMDLARITYw FLUID INTAKEt BODY NEIGHTt
ETC A65-24079
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING
READ-INt STORAGEt DECISION MAKING AND READ-OUT
SUBSYSTEMS A65-25180
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT IN CLOSED LOOP
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-25202
HORSEPONER OUTPUT OF HUMAN BEINGS AS FUNCTION OF
HEARTBEATS IN MECHANICAL CRANKING
A65-25265
HUMAN FUNCTION IN COMPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
A65-28291
ORIENTATION AND ROTATION OF HUMAN BODY UNDER
MEIGHTLESS CONDITIONS IN FREE SPACE
A65-29680
TRACTIONLESS EXPERIMENTAL METHOD PROVIDING
MEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION ALTHOUGH LIMITED TO
ROTATION ABOUT SINGLE AXIS A65-30016
VIGILANCE FOR AUDITORY INTENSITY CHANGES AS
FUNCTION OF PRELIMINARY FEEDBACK AND CONFIDENCE
LEVEL A65-30099
RESPONSE STRENGTH AND DURATION OF SUBNAXINAL
HOLDING ENDURANCE FOR MEASUREMENTS AT ZO BODY
POSITIONS A65-30102
SHIP-BASED RADAR AND ASPECTS OF HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS RELATING
TO RAOAR CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE
A65-30136
HUMAN SENSORY SYSTEM AOAPTABILITY TO SPACESHIP
ENVIRONMENT FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING
AbS-31239
HUMAN LOCOMOTION ]M SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY AND
SURFACE A6S-32792
EFFECT OF 5 PHENYL-2 IMINC--40XY-OXAZOLIDINE ON
IMPROVING RAPIDITY AND REGULARITY OF MOTOR
RESPONSE TO VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
AVIATION PERSONNEL A65-32793
HUMAN EYE PHYSIOLOGY NITH RESPECT TO SENSITIVITY
AND PERCEPTION FOR ASTRONOMICAL I_BSERVATION
A65-3292Z
MULTIPLICATIVE PROBABILITY MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR
PREDICTING HUMAN RELIABILITY IN MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEHt USING PROBABILITY TREE AbS-346TT
IDENTIFICATION AND ELIMINATION OF SOURCES OF
HUMAN-INDUCED EQUIPMENT FAILURES IN COMPLEX
SYSTEMSe CONSIDERING PROBABILITY OF ERROR
A65-366T8
FIELD MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN MAN-
MACHINE SYSTEMS, NOTING LIMITATION UPON EVALUATDR
A65-34679
INDIVIDUAL AND SITUATIONAL VARIABLES AFFECTING
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AbS-36680
HUMAN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN CURRENT
BALLISTIC MISSILE TEST PROGRAN_ NOTING
MINUTEMAN PROGRAM A65-34681
METHODOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN
MEASURING HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN NAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-36682
NAN AS ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER IN HIGH PERFORMANCE
VEHICLES COVERING GENERAL CONTROL PATTERNS AND
CHARACTERISTICS AND COUPLED MULTILOOP SYSTEMS AND
LIMITS A65-34986
HUNkN ADAPTABILITY TO, SPACE FLIGHT CONSIDERING
HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTt COSTS, EFFECT OF GRAVITYv
MEIGHTLESSNESSt ACCELERATIONt PSYCHOLOGICAL
PRUBLENSt ETC A65-3514B
BEHAVIORAL TEST FOR DISTINGUISHING BETNEEN
PERCEPTUAL JUDGHENT MECHANISMS OF HUMANS AND
MACHINES A65-35479
VISUAL DISTANCE ESTIMATION IN SPACE USING ANGULAR
SUBTENSEt ILLUMINANCE AND LUMINANCE OF CELESTIAL
AND ORBITAL BODIES A65-35481
VIGILANCE DEFINED AS PROBABILITY OF DETECTING
SIGNALS MHICH ARE NEAR AND RELATIVELY RARE IN
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A65-35_86
MEPROBAMATE EFFECT ON VISUAL DETECTION IN MAN
RELATED TO TIME AND DOSAGE AbS-BO001
CIRCADIAN RHYTHHS DURING AND AFTER THREE MONTHS IN
SOLITUDE UNOERGROUND A65-80190
EVALUATION AND PREDICTION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS
IN MEN OF DIFFERENT AGES USING MODIFIED
APPARATUS OF HARVARD STEP TEST A65-80209
PHYSICAL MORK PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AbS-80321
TASK COMPLEXITY AND PRACTICE - EFFECTS
ON PERFORMANCE AFTER LOSS OF SLEEP
A65-BO34L
ORUGS AND PLACEBOS - EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON
PERFORMANCE AND MOOD UNDER AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE
AND CHLORAL HYORATE WITH YOUNG ADULT MALE
A65-80448
SINGLE CHANNEL HYPOTHESIS A65-80850
SKILLS INVOLVED IN READING METERS DURING
SUPERVISION OF AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
A65-80886
COMPARISON OF ERROR IN FIVE SORTING PROCEDURES FOR
ORDINAL RANKING AbS-B166T
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN INDUSTRY A65-81487
INFLUENCE OF RELEVANT BUT UNUSED CUE IN TRAINING
UPON TRANSFER FUNCTION
AMRL-TDR-66-81 N65-10269
HUHAN PERFORMANCE IN PILOTING MODIFIED GEMINI
SPACECRAFT DURING TERMINATION OF RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
lMSC-b-62-b_r-13 N65-11016
RELATION BETWEEN SIGNAL DETECTION PERFORMANCE AND
ADRENALINE AND NORADRENAL[NE CONCENTRATION IN
HUMAN PLASMA DURING VIGILANCE TASK
TR-TSO-5 N65-11250
SURVEY ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE
FLIGHT
AD-606B02 N65-11686
REACTION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE TO COMPLEX
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS EXISTING IN SPACECRAFT
CABIN
NASA-TT-F-273 N65-11874
EMERGING ROLE OF ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY IN SYSTEMS
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT - HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-64-88 N65-12996
HUMAN PERFORMANCE WHILE EXERCISING IN ARTIFICIAL
ATMOSPHERE UNDER PRESSURE EQUIVALENT TO 200 FEET
OF SEA WATER
REPT.-619 N65-13111
FACTORS INFLUENCING JUDGMENT OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE - PSYCHOLOGY
TR-6 N65-13512
EFFICIENCY OF MAN EXPOSED TO RADIAL ACCELERATION
AND BREATHING OXYGEN AT EXCESS PRESSURE
N65-13638
A-183
HUMANPERFORMANCECO TD SUBJECTINDEX
AEROSPACEOPHTHALMOLOGY- HUMANPERFORMANCEANDENVIRONMENTALEFFECTSON VISION IN FLIGHT
N65-13643
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION
ILLUSIONS IN PERSONS SUBJECTED TD VISUAL STIMULI
N65-13645
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF FLIGHT FATIGUE
N65-I3672
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUMENT
FLYING N65-13673
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING PROLONGED S,AY IN LOW
PRESSURE CHAMBER NbS-L3687
IMPROVEMENT OF PERCEPTION OF PARAMETERS CONTROLLED
BY HUMAN OPERATOR N65-I3749
VIBRATION EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
ANRL-TR-64-83 N65-13996
SPEED AND ACCURACY OF TARGET RECOGNITION BY
NAVIGATORS USING SIDE-LOOKING RADAR DURING
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
AMRL-TR-64-101 N65-14001
EFFECTS OF REPEATED CONFINEMENT ON PERFORMANCE OF
MEN IN TEMPERATE ENVIRONMENT
TM-11-64 N65-14407
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PURE
OXYGEN CABIN ATMOSPHERE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
N65-14456
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN ACROBATIC ACTIVITY -
CONSIDERATIONS IN TEACHING AND TRAINING
EXERCISES
JPRS-28276 N65-14710
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 1N SIMULATOR TRAINING
ENVIRONMENT
NAVTRADEVCEN-1449-1 N65-14797
PHYSIO-MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON
HUMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
R-63 N65-15039
LIMITATIONS ON HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO LONG TERM
SPACE FLIGHTS AND APPLICABILITY OF ARTIFICIAL
ORGANS, DRUGS, AND HYPOTHERMIA DURING FLIGHTS
NASA-CR-60273 N65-15187
HUMAN PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE IN EXTRAVEHICULAR
SPACE OPERATIONS N65-16613
OPTIMAL CHARACTERIZATION THEORY OF TIME VARIATION
DYNAMICS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION OR REACTION TIME
OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-170 N65-tT326
HUMAN LOCOMOTION UNDER CONDITIONS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-183TB
VIBRATIONAL TESTING OF HUMANS FOR WHOLE BODY
VIBRATION EFFECT ON VISUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-5 N65-18852
VIBRATION TESTING OF HUMANS FOR WHOLE BODY
VERTICAL VIBRATION EFFECT ON TRACKING
PERFORMANCE
03-3512-6 N65-18853
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS - HUMAN TRACKING,
SENSORY MOTOR CONTROL, AND MYOELECTRIC CONTROL
REPT.-64-30 N65-18929
TRAINING FOR CROSS-CULTURAL CONTACT AND
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTION SKILLS
AMRL-TR-64-109 N65-19OIT
TRACKING PERFORMANCE AS FUNCTION OF EXPONENTIAL
DELAY AND LEARNING - HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-64-104 N65-19149
BRANCHING EVALUATION IN LINEAR TRAINING PROGRAM -
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-64-10B N65-19150
A-184
DEVICE FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF HUMAN MOTOR
AND SPEECH RESPONSE PARAMETERS
JPRS-29057 Nb5-194OL
BIOGRAPHICAL CORRELATES OF MILITARY PERFORMANCE
PREDICTION AT LARGE ANTARCTIC STATION
REPT.-64-22 Nb5-L9567 .
GOAL DIFFICULTY EFFECT ON LEVEL OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
ONR-RM-135 N65-19626
SAMPLED DATA PURSUIT HAND TRACKING MODEL FOR HUMAN
OPERATOR
NASA-CR-57221 N65-19749
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANICAL EFFECT OF ACCELERATIONS
ON HUMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
R-63 N65-20565
EFFECTS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON PRODUCT AND
SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
RH-339B-J Nb5-Z0726
PILOTED MOTION SIMULATOR STUDY OF GUST INDUCED
AND MANEUVERING ACCELERATION STRESS ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE IN LOW LEVEL MISSION
NASA-TM-X-51748 N65-21756
HUMAN HANDLINGt ASSEMBLY, AND MAINTENANCE OF
ORBITING SPACE STATIONS IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT - PROPOSED PROGRAM AND EVALUATION
AMRL-TR-64-98 N65-23082
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE -
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORY, TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, HORMONE OYNAMICSt
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION
NASA-CR-219 N65-23BI3
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS IN UPPER EXTREMITY
PROSTHETICS, SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL, HUMAN
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING SYSTEMS, AND
ELECFROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES
REPT.-65-14 N65-24004
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESS_
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISM, PERCEPTION, AND
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
JPRS-30543 N65-25514
CCNTROL DATA ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY VIGILANCE,
WARNING LIGHT MONITORING, AND PROBABILITY
MONITORING TASKS AS FUNCTION OF WORKLOAD
AMRL-TR-65-22 N65-27092
HUMAN RELIABILITY IN SPACECRAFT CONTROL
NASA-TT-F-9428 NbS-2TT14
BIOPHYSICS STUDY INCLUDING EYE TRACKING SYSTEM AND
STIMULATED EYE MOVEMENT
JPRS-30575 N65-28094
INFORMATION ON TYPES OF EYE MOVEMENT IN EYE
TRACKING SYSTEM STUDY Nb5-2B096
EFFECT OF NOISE LEVEL ON WORKING PERFORMANCE
OF HUMANS N65-2829T
ANALYTIC STUDIES IN LEARNING AND MEMORY OF SKILLED
PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-63837 N65-28853
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING TO DETERMINE
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR WITH CONTROL
DEVICE
JPRS-31374 N65-29832
MAN-MACHINE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
NASA-CR-64106 N65-30469
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TT-F-355 N65-30730
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED ON MAN WEARING PRESSURE SUIT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTSt DECREMENTS IN
NOBILITY AND DEXTERITY, AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN
SUBJECT INDEX HUHAN REACTION
PERFORMANCE
LNSC-6-62-6k'19 N65-31557
HUMAN WORK CAPACITY DURING PERIODS OF PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-31665 N65-31TI5
MOTION SENSORS OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM IN HUMAN
DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION AND MANUAL VEH]CLE
CONTROL
NASA-CR-665_5 N65-32033
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES PERMITTING ASSESSMENT OF
POTENTIAL MOTIVATION ABILITY OF SUBJECTS IN
EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
STRESS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
ANRL-TR-65-39 NbS-3292B
HIGH GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE CAPABILIT|ES OF MAN
N65-33630
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS - SENSORY MOTOR
CONTROL - PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN OPERATORS OF
TRACKING SYSTEMS - MYOELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
REPTo-bS-31 N65-36133
HUMAN VISION AND DEPTH PERCEPTION AGAINST
SIMULATED SPACE BACKGROUND
NASA-TN-D-Z865 N65-36500
PERFORMANCE IN PRE-FLIGHT WATER SURV]VAL COURSE AS
PREOICTOR OF SUCCESS IN FLIGHT TRAINING
AD--619302 N65-35199
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION AT
lO APE ON POSTURAL EGUILIBR|UM IN VESTIBULAR
NORMAL AND VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-B7122 N65-36660
HUMAN REACTION
EVOKED RESPONSES IN RELATION TO OCULOHOTOR
REACTION TIMES AND VISUAL PERCEPTION IN MAN
A65-16666
HUMAN EFFICIENCIES COMPARISION IN USE OF VERBAL
AND MOTOR REACTIONS TO VARIOUS CODED SIGNALS
A65-18333
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOM. EXAMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND
PROPERTY DAMAGE AbS-Z40TI
AMPULLAR STIMULAT]ON AND RESPONSES IN HUMAN BEINGS
WITH EMPHASIS ON STIMULATIONS FROM ANGULAR AND
RECTILINEAR MOTIONS A65--25668
EFFECT OF ISOLATION FROM EXTERNAL TIME CUES ON
HUMAN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS SUCH AS BODY TEI_PERATURE.
SLEEPING PERIOD. PASSAGE OF TIME ESTIMATION AND
URINE EXCRETION AbS-2652T
HUMIDITY AS FACTOR IN ASSESSING THERMAL STRESS
IMPOSED ON MEN WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT_ NOTING
HEART RATE AbS-ZB3TT
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SENSORY
DEPRIVATION, PARTICULARLY FOR SPACE TRAVEL
A65-29100
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH
GRAVITY ON MAN A65-29102
EFFECTIVENESS OF MONOCHROMATIC RADIATIONS IN
ENSURING LEVEL OF ACUTENESS OF DISCRIMINATION AND
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY AbS-3OOT8
HELICOPTER VIBRATION EFFECT ON PILOT ACCURACY IN
POSITIONING TASK AbS-32986
HUMAN REACTIONS IN PRESSURIZED CABIN IN SIMULATED
SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND IN ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-2TZB6 N65-10035
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO RADIAL
ACCELERATION N65-13639
DYNAMICS OF CORTICOSTERDID EXCRETION BY FLYING
PERSONNEL FOLLOWING ACTIVITY INVOLVING STRESS
N65-136_1
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ATMOSPHERE
WITH LOW CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS ON HUMAN
BEINGS AND ANIMALS N65-13686
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND MOTOR REACTIONS IN
RAN DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-13685
TIME FACTOR IN RETAINING CONSCIOUSNESS DURING
RAPID EMERGENCY DESCENT TO LONER ALTITUDE
N65-13689
DIAGNOSIS OF CHANGES IN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TO
ESTABLISH HONAN RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA FOR
LONG PERIOD OF TIME N65-13731
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF HONAN REACTION
TO RANDOM VIBRATION
AMRL--TR-66-91 N65-13999
SUBJECTIVE REACTION OF HUMAN MALES TO VIBRATION
D3-6_7_ N65-16350
EFFECT OF SEQUENTIAL EXPOS_E TO ACCELERATION AND
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT OF SPACE CABIN ON HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTION
NAEC-ACEL-698 NbS-I665T
HUMAN ISOLATION CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS WITH REDUCED
SENSORY STIMULATION
JPRS-28929 NbS-IT304
SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS TO SONIC BOONS AND HUNAN
ADAPTATION OR REACTION
NASA-DR-187 N65-1TB7T
DECELERATION EFFECTS ON HAM AND ANIMAL SUBJECTS -
CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO HIGH G FORCE ON ROCKET
SLED AND EFFECT OF VARIOUS DECELERATION FACTORS
ON HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAPS
AD-609612 N65-19676
ABRUPT DECELERATION OF HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAP -
EFFECT ON MOTION AND POSITION. AND SAFETY
PROBLEMS OF HIGH G FORCE NbS-19678
WEIGHTLESSNESS - CONDITIONS. SENSATIONS, HUMAN
REACTIONS_ PHYSIOLOGYy AND PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-29763 NbS-21Tll
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC ENV]RONHENT
N65-22731
ATTENTION THEORY AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS OF
HUMAN ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE THO SENSORY EVENTS
SUCCESSIVELY AND SENSORY CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
INFLUENCE ON REACTION TIME
NASA-CR-196 Nb5-23170
HUMAN SENSOR RESPONSE TO GRAVITY LOAD AND
NEIGHTLESSNESS- MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
N65-26862
WIDEBANO FREQUENCY TEST SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING
AUDITORY PERCEPTION IN HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-5 NbS-Zb23T
EVALUATION OF LIGHT STIMULATOR POSITION AND
MOVEMENTS OF EYES USING HUMAN SUBJECTS
N65-ZBO95
CYBERNETICS. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR. HUMAN THINKING. AND
MACHINE DEVELOPMENT
JPRS-31126 NbS-2873Z
HUTUALLY ]NHIBITORY TRANSIENT RETINAL
REACTIONS - PHYSIOLOGY N65-293_8
EFFECT OF DIETETIC MEASURES ON OSMOTIC BALANCE
OF BLOOD IN NORMAL PERSONS
NASA-TT-F-9639 N65-29726
FACTORS INFLUENCING HUMAN RESPONSE TO AIRCRAFT
NOISE - MASKING OF SPEECH AND VARIABILITY OF
SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENTS
FAA-ADS-62 N65-33635
A-IB5
HUMANTOLERANCE SUBJECTINDEX
RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF STORM CONDITIONS AT SEA UPON
POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM FUNCTIONING OF VESTIBULAR
NORMAL AND VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-OR-64935 N65-33855
HUMAN TOLERANCE
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING SYSTEM FOR
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL TO REDUCE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESS A65-I0697
ABRUPT DECELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL
SUBJECTS IN REFERENCE TO APOLLO CAPSULE PARACHUTE
LANDING IMPACT A65-10732
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MAN TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT, OUTLINING REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO
SUPPORT LIFE A65-12543
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND TOLERANCE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN LANDING IMPACTS IN ALL BODY
POSITIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS A65-14223
FOUR WEEKS BED REST EFFECT ON CIRCULATORY
FUNCTIONS IN MAN A65-I4236
HUMAN AND CHIMPANZEE TOLERANCE TESTS TO ROCKET
SLED DECELERATION, IMPACT AND WINDBLAST RELEVANT
TO SPACE FLIGHT A65-14BOB
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC MECHANICAL REACTION TO VARIOUS
MECHANICAL FORCE ENVIRONMENTS A65-15537
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON TOLERANCE OF
TRANSVERSE AND HEADWARD ACCELERATION, NOTING HEART
BEATS AND VISION A65-16555
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC MECHANICAL REACTION TO VARIOUS
MECHANICAL FORCE ENVIRONMENTS A65-17996
NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION OF PRECOOKED DEHYDRATED
DIET FOR HUMANS, DISCUSSING GASTROINTESTINAL
STRESS A65-19846
BIOLOGICAL STRESSES OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT IN
LIMITING FLIGHT DURATION, NOTING ISOLATION EFFECT
A65-21025
EFFECT OF FATIGUE ON AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
A65-Z3930
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAD
MOTIONS IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENI
A65-24447
HUMAN SUBJECTIVE REACTION TO WHOLE BODY VIBRATION
A65-25991
INCREASED STIMULATION LIMITATIONS IN SENSORY
IMPOVERISHED ENVIRONMENT, DISCUSSING OPTIMUM LEVEL
OF AROUSAL FOR WORKING EFFICIENCY
A65-26728
PHYSICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
HABITABILITY PROBLEMS OF PROLONGED SPACE MISSIONS
A65-26760
INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL_ BEHAVIORAL
AND SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS TO STRESS
A65-26743
WATER VAPOR CONTENT FOR HUMAN COMFORT AND THERMAL
BALANCE IN SEALED CABINS AND PRESSURE SUITS
A65-28379
HEAT AND NOISE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCE,
PHYSIOLOGY AND SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF COMFORT AND
PERFORMANCE A65-29990
CHRONIC WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION IN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCHt PREDICTING EFFECTS ON MAN FROM VARIOUS
TYPES OF SIMULATION A65-30059
EFFECTIVE RESIDUAL DOSE CONCEPT OF LETHAL
RADIATION TO HUMAN AND SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING
AIAA PAPER 65-697 A65-30195
PSYCHOLOGY OF MOON FLIGHT - HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SPA
FLIGHT STRESS AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A65-81611
A-186
LOW FREQUENCY AND INFRASONIC NOISE EFFECTS ON MAN
A65-81946
CHEMICAL PROPHYLAXIS EFFECTS ON RADIATION
RESISTANCE AND TOLERANCE IN HUMAN AND ANIMALS
JPRS-27227 N65-I0039
NOISE LEVEL EFFECTS ON HUMAN HEARING SENSITIVITY
JPRS-27559 N65-I1933
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND TOLERANCE IN CLOSED SELF-
SUSTAINING INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM USING
BOEING HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER AS TEST BED
NASA-OR-136 N65-12076
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING OF OVERLOAD CENTRIFUGE
FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE
FTD-TT-66-TO/I&2 N65-16798
HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES IN HUMAN BLOOD DURING POLAR
WINTER
FID-TT-64-285/I N65-19196
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF MAN
AND SMALL ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM -
OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-57477 N65-19871
DYNAMIC MODEL TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATION
NASA-TN-D-2645 N65-19903
AUTOSUGGESTION EXPERIMENTS, AND EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AND AFTER SPACE
FLIGHT
JPRS-30083 N65-24736
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AND
AFTER SPACE FLIGHT N65-24737
METHODS FOR RAPID AND ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF
AIR POLLUTION AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MAN
JPRS-30261 Nb5-24938
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL IN AIR AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN
N65-24939
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND HUMAN TOLERANCE RESTRICTIONS
TO RADIATION
ORNL-3B2O Nb5-25582
INCREASING STABILITY OF HUMAN UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS
THROUGH PHYSICAL TRAINING N65-25602
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO PROLONGED ACCELERATION
AMRL-TR-65-36 N65-27334
SENSORY REARRANGEMENT AND VESTIBULAR HABITUATION
IN HUMANS SUBJECTED TO CONTINUOUS ROTATION
NASA-CR-63865 N65-28872
FREE FALLS SURVIVED BY HUMANS IMPACTING WATER
ENVIRONMENTS UNDER HIGH VELOCITY
N65-29760
TOLERANCES OF HUMAN FACE TO CRASH IMPACT
AM-65-20 N65-3467B
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RETINAL BLOOD SUPPLY FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE STUDIES
NASA-TT-F-9594 N65-36753
HUMAN WASTE
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER, USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-10696
DECOMPRESSION EFFECTS ON VOLUME AND CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION OF FLATUS PRODUCED IN MAN
A65-10744
HUMAN URINE AND URINARY NITROGEN COMPOUNDS USED TO
SUPPORT GROWTH OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC ALGAL SYSTEM
A65-11AOI
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL
PRESSURES IN HUMAN LUNG, VENOUS BLOOD AND
REBREATHING BAG A65-14157
SU_dE_! IRIJLX HYDROGEN
WATER RECOVERY FROM HUMAN WASTES AND HYDROX FUEL
CELLS DURING LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT
A65-14380
SPACECRAFT OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM REACTION BETWEEN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND CHLORELLA CULTIVATED FROM
FERMENTED EXCRETA A65-14382
HUMAN WASTE PRODUCTS WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEMS
RENDERING SPACE CREW INDEPENDENT OF STORED WATER
REQUIREMENTS
AICE PREPRINT 54A A65-1539T
ELECTROLYTIC METHOD TO DESTROY MIXTURE OF URINE
AND FECES 665-21695
SPACECRAFT MATERIAL TOXIC EFFECTS ON MAN AND GREEN
PLANTS AND BIOLOGICAL PRODUCT EFFECTS ON MATERIALS
ABS-22752
ELECTROLYZED DAILY OUTPUT /HUMAN FECES AND URINE
TREATED ELECTROCHEMICALLY/ USED AS GROWTH MEDIUM
FOR CHLORELLA 71105 ABS-Z2770
CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN URINE DISTILLATION TO
MAKE PURE DRINKING WATERt INCLUDING PRETREATMENT
CHEMICALS SELECTION AND BACTERIA CONTROL IN
PRODUCT
ASNE PAPER 65-AV-26 665-22959
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE
WATER FROM URINEt WASH WATER AND HUMIDITY
CONOENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS
ASME PAPER 65-AV-16 A65-23224
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER
RECOVERY OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM CARBON DIOXIDE AND
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A65-Z3920
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER, USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-33554
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL GENERATED BY MICROBIOLOGIC
METABOLIC ACTIVITY WITHIN CLOSED WASTE DEGRADATION
WATER RECOVERY UNIT 665-34474
CULTURES OF ANAEROBIC ORGANISMS OF HUMAN WASTE
NASA-CR-52232 N65-16432
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA ISOLATION AND METABOLIC
STUDIES FOR NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62108 N65-21390
PHYSIOCHEMICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES
AD-461006 N65-26318
SELF POSITIONING DEVICE FOR COLLECIION OF PAROTID
FLUID FRDM ISOLATED HUMAN SUBJECTS
SAM-TDR-66-B N65-3367T
HUMIDITY
SA MATER VAPOR
HUMIDITY AS FACTOR IN ASSESSING THERMAL STRESS
IMPOSED ON MEN WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT, NOTING
HEART RATE A65-28377
HEAT TOLERANCE OF MEN WORKING IN HOT, HUMID
ENVIRONMENT A65-80305
TOLERANCE OF HOT, WET ENVIRONMENTS BY RESTING MEN
A65-80676
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGULATION IN MOIST HEAT BY YOUNG
AMERICAN NEGRO AND WHITE MALES A65-B0690
PROLONGED MECHANICAL VENTILATION FACTORS AFFECTING
DELIVERED OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS AND RELATIVE
A65-81402
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN RELATION TO HUMIDITY
OF SEEDS AND IRRADIATION INTENSITY
N65-25614
HYDRAULIC FLUIO
SA OIL
IGNITION CHARACTERISTICS OF FIVE DIFFUSION-PUMP
FLUIDS IN PURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES AT LOW PRESSURES
IN COMBUSTION-BOMB EXPERIMENTS A65-34083
HYORAZINE
SA DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
SA METHYL HYDRAZINE
ADENOSINE-5-MONOPHOSPHORIC ACID EFFECT ON
ERYTHROCYTE SURVIVAL IN LEAD OR PHENYLHYDRAZINE
POISONED RABBITS A65-BO003
HYDRAZINE AND DERIVATIONS AFFECTING CARBON DIOXIDE
RESPIRATORY PATTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC
SUBSTRATES IN RATS 665-B1131
HEPATOTOXICITY OF RAT FROM HYDRAZINE AND
I,I-OIMETHYLHYDRAZINE /UDMH/ AS TO THAT OF CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE A65-81529
USE OF PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE IN ACUTE HYDRAZINE
AND UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYORAZINE IAEROZINE-SO/
INTOXICATION IN MAN 665-81712
RENAL FUNCTION OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYDRAZINE,
HETHYLHYDRAZINE, AND DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE
665-B1733
NONESTERIFIEO FATTY ACID FLUX AND TRIGLYCERIDE
SECRETION IN HYDRAZINE-INOUCED FATTY LIVER IN RATS
665-82088
HYDRAZINE METABOLISM STUDY ON RATS USING TOXIC AND
LETHAL DOSES OF NMH AND UDMH WITH C-14 TRACER
AMRL-TR-66-111 N65--19151
EFFECT OF HYDRAZINES ON METABOLISM OF CERTAIN
AMINES AND AMINO ACIDS
AMRL-TR-64-113 NbS-2441T
IN VIVO AND IN VITRO EFFECTS OF HYORAZINE AND
I,I-DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE ON BLOOD SERUM AND
LIVER TISSUE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
ANRL-TR-65-19 N65-27575
CETERMINATION OF HYDRAZINE AND 1-METHYL HYDRAZINE
IN BLOOD SERUM - TOXICOLOGY
AMRL--TDR-64-26 N65-31866
HYDROCARBON
SA CYCLIC HYDROCARBON
HYDROCARBONS OF TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES AND ORGUEIL
METEORITE ANALYZED, SHOWING THAT ALKANES ARE BEST
INDICATORS OF FORMER LIFE ON EARTH
665-30688
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN SEDIMENT OVER TWO
BILLION YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL OR
ABIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES
A65-81233
MICROBIAL OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBON GASES
AD-609207 N6S-IB2T9
HYDROCARBON FUEL
MYGOBACTERIAL GROWTH ON PETROLEUM AND OIL PRODUCTS
JPRS-31360 N65-29790
HYDROCARBON POISONING
SA BENZENE POISONING
ABSORPTION OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE,
TRICHLOROETHYLENE_ TETRACHLDROETHYLENEt METHYL
CHLORIDE, AND TRICHLOROETHANE THROUGH HUMAN SKIN
ANALYZED BY INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
665-B0219
HYDROFLUORIC ACID
TREATMENT OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID BURNS BY COOLING
AND DRUGS A65-81186
HYDROGEN
SA TRITIUM
HYDROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AND NATURAL
PRODUCTS BY MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL
CELL
REPTo-lO N65-24964
A-IBT
HYDROGENBOND SUBJECTINDEX
HYDROGENBOND
MELTING POINT CURVES FOR DETERMINING EFFECTS OF
IONIZING RADIATION ON SYSTEMS OF HYDROGEN BONDS
IN DNA MACROMOLECULE N65-26379
HYDROGEN FLUORIDE
CONCENTRATION OF HYDROGEN FLUORIDE IN AMBIENT
ATMOSPHERE WHICH CAUSES DISTURBANCE IN CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ALBINO RATS A65-B2263
HYDROGEN ION
URINE EXCRETION IN ANIMALS - DEPENDENCE OF
DIURESIS ON SALT CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENT, FREE
CARBON DIDXIDE_ AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
IN DRINKING HATER
NASA-TT-F-9337 N65-23793
CARBON DIOXIDEv OXYGEN_ AND HYDROGEN ION
INTERACTION AND INDEPENDENT EFFECTS ON
BREATHING - RESPIRATION STIMULANTS IN ARTERIAL
BLOOD
SAM-TR-66-96 N65-26262
HYDROGEN SULFIDE
OCCUPATIONAL POISONING WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE AND
CARBON DIOXIDE A65-81205
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT IN ANIMAL TISSUE AND
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AND
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE
JPRS-30643 N65-25625
HYDROGENATION
SA DEHYDROGENATION
ASYMMETRIC HYDROGENATION OF CARBONYL COMPOUNDS
A65-BOAT2
QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN QUINONE COMPOSITION OF
CHLORELLA HYOROGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
OF GROWTH A65-81194
HYDROGENONONAS
CONTINUOUS CULTURE APPARATUS FOR BACTERIUMt
HYDROGENOMONAS EUTROPHAt AS FOOD AND UTILIZATION
OF HYDROGEN PRODUCED BY ELECTROSIS OF
HATER IN CLOSED-CYCLE SPACE SYSTEM
A65-80099
HYDROLYSIS
SA EXTRACTION
HYDROLYSIS UNDER SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS
USING HYDROGEN DIFFUSION CATHODE TO REMEDY
CURRENT-BLOCKING EFFECT OF GAS BETWEEN ELECTRODES
A1CE PREPRINT 4TF A65-15396
DECOMPOSITION OF POLYESTER FIBERS BY HYDROLYSIS
AND ANMONOLYSIS N65-23936
HYDROPHONE
HYDRDPHDNE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUND SIGNALS
EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERMINING SONIC
PRESSURE AT POINT OF EMISSION AND AT POINT OF
RECEPTION
JPRS-30666 N65-25626
MARINE BIOLOGICAL SOUND PRESENT IN TAPE RECORDINGS
OBTAINED FROM SHALLOW AND DEEP HYDROPHDNES
NEL-I290 N65-33376
HYDROPONICS
ECOLOGICAL COMPLEX IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL BASE
ENVIRONMENT - HYDROPONICSt PHYSlOCHEMICALt AND
ALGAE SYSTEMS
P-3009 N65-16517
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
EFFECT OF MUSCULAR EFFORT REDUCTION AND LACK OF
HYDROSTATIC BLOOD PRESSURE ON HUMAN BLOOD
CIRCULATION N65-L3737
HYOROTHERNAL CRYSTAL GROWTH
RADIOACTIVITY AND HYDROTHERMAL PROCESSES IN
PROTOBiOCHEMISTRY - ABIOGENESIS
NASA-CR-63560 N65-2T062
HYDROX FUEL CELL
HATER RECOVERY FROM HUMAN WASTES AND HYDRDX FUEL
A-188
CELLS DURING LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT
A65-16380
HYGIENE
SA HEALTH
SA SANITATION
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE SUPPORT IN MISSILE PROGRAM
THROUGH ELIMINATING HEALTH HAZARDS
A65-80620
FACTS ABOUT LEAD POISONING AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
A65-81545
CARDIORESPIRATORY HYGIENE IN FLIGHT
A65-81820
OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE PROBLEMS IN OPERATING
MECHANICAL TOOLS - VIBRATION DISEASE AND HEARING
DISORDERS N65-10121
INDUSTRIAL SAFETYt HYGIENEt AND SANITATION STUDIES
JPRS-27200 N65-11659
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY SENSOR FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
HYGIENIC PARAMETER RECORDING DURING U.S.S.R.
SPACEFLIGHTS N65-12733
HYGIENIC HAZARDS OF AIR POLLUTION FROM AERIAL
INSECTICIDE SPRAYING N65-13635
LABOR HYGIENE AND OCCUPATIONAL PATHOLOGY IN WORK
WITH ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION N65-I3729
SPACE FLIGHT PHYSIDLOGY_ PSYCHOLOGYt AND
PERSONAL HYGIENE
JPRS-28183 N65-15171
PERSONAL HYGIENE OF ASTRONAUT - FUNCTION OF HUMAN
SKIN AND ITS INFLUENCE ON VITAL PROCESSES
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BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN'PRESSURE CHAMBER
A65-81266
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHNIA AND RESPIRATORY
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AND
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A6S-8127T
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC MILD HYPOXIA
A65-81322
PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF HYPOXIA-STRESS
TOLERANCE AbS-B1333
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF BRAIN DURING CIRCULATORY HYPOXIA
AND BRAIN CIRCULATION A65-81338
HYPEROXIC EFFECT ON RESPIRATION IN NORMAL MEN AND
PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HYPDXENIA
A65-81366
CLINICAL STUDY OF ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS-
HYPOXIA AND POSSIBLE PROPHYLAXSIS WITH POTASSIUM
A65-81398
UPTAKE AND EXCRETION OF CRYSTALLINE AND SERUM
BILIRUBIN IN ISOLATED RABBIT LIVERS DURING HYPOXIC
AND OXYGENATED CONDITIONS A65-81615
EFFECT OF ALTITUDE /HYPOXIA/ ON CORONARYARTERY
SIZE IN RATS A65-BL_29
HYPOXIC EFFECTS ON RESPIRATION AND PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN RAT TISSUES A65-81_73
RESPONSE MECHANISM IN DOGS OF CIRCULATION AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO HYPOX1A
A65-81502
QUANTITATION OF ERYTHROPDIETIC STIMULUS PRODUCED
BY HYPOXIA IN PLETHORIC MOUSE DURING ALTITUDE
SIMULATION A65-81535
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE MICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIA, COLD STRESS, AND
ETHANOLIC INTOXICATION kS AFFECTED BY BACTERIA,
PROTEUS MIRABILIS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S. AUREUS AbS-B1598
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER FOR STUDYING PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA OF HYPERCAPNIA AND HYPOXIA IN ANIMALS
AND NAN A65-81636
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND PULSE RATE OF RABBIT AS
AFFECTED BY OXYGEN BREATHING FOLLOWING HYPOXIA
AbS-BI666
HYPOXIA AND EXERCISE INFLUENCE ON CORONARY AND
A-192
SUBJECTINDEX HYPOXiACONTD
PULMONARYCIRCULATION IN SCLEROTIC AND NORMAL
SUBJECTS A65-BI668
ANEMIC AND HYPOXIC HYPOXIA EFFECT ON METABOLISM
AND ON EXCESS LACTATE IN DOG A65-BITBT
HYPOXiA IN ONE LUNG AND EFFECT ON DISTRIBUTION OF
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AND VENTILATION
A65-81757
RESISTANCE TO HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERNIA
A65-B1794
HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERM|A EFFECTS ON ELECTROLYTE
CONCENTRATION IN GASTRIC JUICE AND BLOOD SERUM IN
DOG A65-BITOT
RESISTANCE TO HYPOXIA - BLOOD SUGARt AND BODY
TEMPERATURE IN NAN DURING STARVATION
A65-BITq8
STUDY OF BLOOD ]ONOGRAN DURING HYPOXIA AND
HYPOTHERMIA IN DOG Abp-r81T99
PHOSPHORUS AND PHOSPHATASES IN HYPOXIC HYPOTHERHIA
IN OGGS A65-81800
DETERMINATION OF TRANSANINASES IN EXPERIMENTAL
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-BE83B
PH CONDITIONS iN BLOOD DURING HYPOXIA AND
HYPOTFtlERMIA IN DOG A65-81839
GLUTATHIONEM[A - BLOOD LEVELS OF GLUTATHiONE
DURING OXYGEN BREATHII_w HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA
IN DOGS A65-81840
EVALUATION OF HEPATIC FUNCTION TESTS IN
EXPERItqENTAL HYPOXiA IN DOGS A65-81862
LACTIC ACID LEVELS iN BLOOD_HF DOGS DURING
HYPOXIA, HYPEROXIA AND HYPOTHERNiA
Ab5-81863
HEMOOYNAMiC RESPONSE IN DOGS TO CHRONIC
DISCONTINUOUS HYPOXIA Ab5-81866
GLUTATHIONEMIAN iNDEX OF HYPOJ(IA USED IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION A65-81866
CARDIAC REFLEX RESPONSE OF DOG DURING HYPDXIA AND
ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SINUS AND PNEUMOGASTRIC
NERVES A65-81867
EFFECT OF HYPOXIA ON SIZE OF ERYTHROCYTES IN DOGS
AbS-818T6
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DEGREES OF HYPOXIA ON
SENSITIVITY TO EPILEPTOGENIC AGENT AND ON MOTOR
UNIT FUNCTION OF BRAIN IN RATS k65-818TT
I
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE DURING
HYPOXiA IN DOGS A65-81895
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION BY DIGITAL COMPUTERS OF
HYPOJ([C STRESS REACTIONS IN RAN AND OF METHOOS
USED AbS-B194T
INFLUENCE OF BREATHING CARBON DIOXIDE ON HYPOXIC
CHANI;ES AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING PSYCHOMOTOR
TASK PERFORMANCE WiTH OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
A65-81968
PULNONARY ARTERY MUSCLE MASS AND VENTRICULAR
CARDIAC SIZE OF NICE DURING HYPOXIA AS AFFECTED BY
METHYL DOPA A65-82191
AVOIOANCE RESPONSE TO VARIOUS HYPDXIC ATMOSPHERES
AND REVERSAL BEHAVIOR IN NHITE MICE
A65-82209
PULMONARY VASCULAR CHANGES OF HUMAN INFANT, DOG,
AND CALF WITH UNILATERAL HYPOXiA
A65-82232
ROLE OF ARTERIAL CHEMORECEPTORS AND BARDRECEPTORS
IN CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA IN RABBITS
A65-82274
NYSTAGNUS INDUCED BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION AS
AFFECTED BY HYPOXIA A65-8Z369
RESPIRATDRY CHANGES IN S|CK AND HEALTHY HUMANS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF HYPOXIA N65-136"ZB
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAM DATA TO
DETECT CHANGES IN HUMAN MYOCARDIUM BIOELECTRIC
ACTIVITY DUE TO HYPOXIA N65-13629
RESPIRATION AND GAS EXCHANGE IN ACUTE HYPOXIC TEST
N65-1366T
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HYPOXIA AND CHEMICAL
THERHOREGULATION N65-13688
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERNIA ON TOLERANCE OF ACUTE
HYPOXiA iN DOGS AT HiGH ALTITUDE
N65-13T04
DIAGNOSIS OF CHANGES IN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM TO
ESTABLISH HUMAN RESISTANCE TO ACUTE HYPOXIA FOR
LONG PERIOD OF TIME N65-13731
HISTOCHENICAL EXAMINATION OF CHANGES IN
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFECT OF SUCCINIC
DEHYDROGENASE_ CARBOANHYDRASEt ATP AND
SULFHYDRYL GROUPS OF INNER ORGANS IN HYPOXIA
N65-13758
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND HIGH ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION NbS-17745
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA IN MAN AND ANIMALS
FTO--TT-66-BTB/lg2 N6S-ITT51
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY OF HIGH MOUNTAIN HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-1TT52
LONER VERTEBRATES ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
NbS-1TT53
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CONDITIONED RESPONSES OF
FISH N65-17754
RACER ELECTROCARDIOGRAM UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS
AND IN HYPOXIA NbS-17755
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF ANIMAL
HENATOGENETIC FUNCTIONS UNDER HIGH MOUNTAIN
CLIMATE CONDITIONS - HYPOXIA N65-1TTS6
AGE AS FACTOR IN ORGANISM REACTION TO HYPOXIA
NbS-1TTST
AGE AS FACTOR IN HUMAN ADAPTION TO HYPOXIA
N65-1TT58
_EART OISTURBANCES IN YOUNG DOGS 1N HYPDXIA
N65-17TbO
ACUTE HYPOXIA INFLUENCE ON ACID RESISTANCE OF
ERYTHOCYTES OF DOGS N6S-ITT61
SIGNIFICANCE OF HYPOXENIA IN CHILD PATHOLOGY
N65-17762
REACTION OF AGING ORGANISM TO ACUTE HYPOXIA
N65-1TT63
AGE FACTOR IN REACTION OF HEART TO HYPOXIA
N65-1TT66
EARLY INDICATOR OF ADAPTIVE MUSCLE TISSUE REACTION
TO HYPOXIA IN AGING HUMANS N65-17765
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA DN PROPAGATION OF STIMULI IN
RESPIRATORY FORMATIONS OF BRAIN
N65-17766
CEREBRAL CORTEX BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY IN ACUTE
HYPOXIA N65-1TT6T
POLAROGRAPHY IN STUDY OF TISSUE HYPOXIA IN LIVING
ERGANISN N65-17768
OXYGEN PRESSURE IN DOG BRAIN TISSUE DURING GAS
MIXTURE RESPIRATION - HYPOXIA NbS-ITT69
A-193
HYPOXIA CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
ENERGY INDICES TO STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN HYPOXIA N65-I7770
ASPHYXIA INFLUENCE ON ELECTROCORTICAL EFFECTS OF
ACETYLCHOLINE - HYPOXIA N65-I777I
ADAPTIVE COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS OF ORGANISM IN
HYPOXIA N65-17773
MATURE ORGANISM ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND BRAIN
IMPORTANCE IN PROCESS N65-I7774
ADULT HUMAN ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17775
SIGNIFICANCE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
MECHANISM OF RESPIRATION AND BLOOD CIRCULATION
IN HYPOXIA N65-17776
NARCOTICS INFLUENCE ON ORGANISM RESISTANCE TO
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA AND NARCOSIS
N65-17777
REFLEX MECHANISM OF PERIODIC RESPIRATION IN
HYPOXIA NG5-IT778
GAS EXCHANGE REGULATION IN HYPOXEMIA
N65-I7779
DECOMPENSATION AND COMPENSATION OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM IN HUMAN HYPOXIA N65-17780
ROLE OF SKIN RESPIRATION IN PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE
COMPENSATION FOR HYPOXIA IN MAN
N65-1778I
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA FROM DECREASE IN ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE ON ANIMAL CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
AFTER LUNG SURGERY N65-I7783
REGIONAL OXYGEN DEFICIENCY IN HUMANS WITH HYPOXIA
N65-I7784
TWO CHEMORECEPTOR MECHANISMS OF CAROTID SINUS
REFLEX - tIYPOXIA N65-I7785
INFLUENCE OF HYPDXIA ON CHEMORECEPTORS OF FEMORAL
ARTERY IN DOGS N65-I7786
HYPDXIA AND COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CONGENITAL
HEART DEFECTS OF BLUE AND PALLID TYPES
N65-I7789
HYPOXIA, MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN VASCULAR TISSUE
STRUCTURES, AND AUTDALLERGY IN PATHOLOGY
N65-17790
COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CHRONIC OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN BLOOD CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
N65-17791
HYPOXIA AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC HEART DAMAGE
N65-I7792
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA IN PATIENTS WITH HYPERTONIA
OR HYPERTENSION N65-IT795
HYPOXIC AND MUSCLE TENSION SHIFT CHARACTERISTICS
USED IN DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF
DAMAGED ENDOCARDIUM N65-17796
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY AS HYPOXIA INDEX DURING EARLY
STAGES OF HYPERTENSION IN HUMANS
N65-17798
HYPOXIA DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM IN CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM DISEASE N65-17799
DISRUPTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE INTERCHANGE IN
CHRONIC HYPOXIA, PATHOGENESIS_ AND PATIENT
TREATMENT N65-17800
CHANGE IN EXTERNAL RESPIRAIION AND BLOOD ALKALI
RESERVES AS INDEX OF HYPOXIA IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
PATIENTS N65-17801
HYPOXIA IN PATHOLOGY OF LIVER DISEASES
N65-17802
A-Ig6
HORMONE ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA CLINICAL DEATH
N65-17803
CURATION OF CLINICAL DEATH AND HYPOXIA
N65-I7804
HYPOXIA IN UNCOMPENSATED SKIN LOSS FROM BURN
INJURY N65-17805
ANIMAL RESISTANCE TO TOXICITY OF EXCESS OXYGEN BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA N65-17BO6
IONIC SHIFTS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS DURING HYPOXIA
CAUSED BY LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, ACCELERATION,
AND VIBRATION N65-17809
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO HYPOXIA IN ACUTE RADIATION
SICKNESS N65-ITBIO
REORGANIZATION OF CELL CHEMISTRY DURING HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17811
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF HYPOXIA ADAPTATION
TO HIGH MOUNTAINS N65-17BI2
GXIDASE METABOLISM ENZYMES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX AND
SPINAL CORD IN HYPOXIA ACCLIMATED RATS
NbS-17BI3
LIPID AND CARBOHYDRATE RENEWAL IN BRAIN AND LIVER
IN HYPOXIA N65-17814
OXYGEN-FIXING PROPERTIES OF BLOOD HEMOGLOBIN
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17815
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA BY MAN AND ANIMALS
Nb5-IT817
CHEMICAL CHANGES IN BLOOD SUBSTANCES OF ANIMALS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17824
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON DOGS WITH LIVER CONDITIONS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17827
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF CELLS IN BLOOD AT HIGH
ALTITUDES NbS-17828
HYPOXIA IN DEVELOPMENT AND COURSE OF EXPERIMENTAL
EPILEPTIC SEIZURES IN DOGS AND RATS
N65-17841
HYPOXIA SIGNIFICANCE IN INSULIN THERAPY AS APPLIED
TO SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS N65-17842
OXIDATION METABOLISM DISTURBANCE DISTINCT FROM
HYPOXIA Nb5-17843
DEGREE OF HYPOXIA OR OXYGEN DEFICIENCY PROBLEM
N65-1TB44
AUTOMATIC DIAGNOSIS OF DEGREE OF HYPOXIA
N65-IT845
HYPEROXIA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON RADIATION
LETHALITY, AND EFFECT OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN ON SURVIVAL OF MICE, RATS,
AND RABBITS N65-19217
HOMEOSTATIC REACTION OF DOGS AT VARIOUS AGES
CURING HYPOXIC HYPOXIA
JPRS-28921 N65-19810
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY DUE TO GAS EXCHANGE DISTURBANCE
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS N65-22730
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTERED AT
HIGH ALTITUDE - PATIENT REACTION, HYPOXIA,
RESPIRATIDN_ CIRCULATION, AND APNEA
JPRS-30577 N65-25459
CARBON DIOXIDE RESPONSE, EFFECTS OF SEDATION ON
CARBON DIOXIDE SENSITIVITY, AND PRESENCE OF
HYPOXIC DRIVE COMPONENT IN RESTING VENTILATION
CF TRAINED DOGS
AMRL-TR-64-145 N65-27837
HEPARIN EFFECT ON LACTIC ACIO PRODUCTION IN DOGS
DURING HYPOXIA - ANIMAL STUDY
SUBJECT INDEX IMAGERY
SAM-TR-66-TB N65-34068
BLOOD REGENERATION AFTER BLOOD LOSS IN ANIMALS
ACCLIMATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE - EFFECT OF HYPOXIA
IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HEMORRHAGING
JPRS-31781 N65-350[T
HYPOXIA INDUCED BY SUSTAINED FORWARD ACCELERATION
WHILE BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
NASA-TM-X-5[B69 N65-35Z62
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON
CHIMPANZEE SUBJECTED TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION TO
NEAR VACUUM AND SUBSEQUENT RECONPRESSION -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-329 N65-3676B
EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEE PERFORMANCE AFTER BEING
SUBJECTED TO DECOMPRESSION TO NEAR VACUUM
FOLLOWED BY RECOMPRESSION - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36769
IBM 1620 COMPUTER
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR IBM 1620 COMPUTER TO
CALCULATE ISORESPONSE AND VOLUME RESPONSE OF
DETECTOR-COLLIMATOR SYSTEM N65-25664
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF VISUAL DATA PROCESSING OF
HUMAN BRAIN ON IBM 1620 AND IBM 7094 DIGITAL
COMPUTERS
GGCIEEI65-10 N65-35197
ICE
DISTRIBUTION OF ICE IN FROZEN INTERNAL ORGANS,
LIMBS, AND SKIN OF FROGS AND MICE
AAL-TDR-63-28 N65-27561
ICE FORMATION
TIME FACTOR INIIIATING FREEZING AND ICE
PENETRATION AND FORMATION IN MOUSE LIMB TISSUE
AAL-TOR-63-27 N65-17910
INJURY CAUSED BY FORMATION OF ICE IN ISOLATED
MUSCLES OF RATS
AAL-TDR-63-39 N65-189TI
IDENTIFICATION
TECHNIQUES OF IDENTIFICATION APPLIED TO 81
EXTREMELY FRAGMENTED AIRCRAFT FATALITIES
A65-81231
IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS OF MASS CASUALTIES IN
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-81518
PROBLEMS OF IDENTIFICATION OF BODIES DURING
AUTOPSY OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A65-BI586
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ELECTRODE DESIGNED FOR
IDENTIFICATION OF RECORDING SITES
A65-BlgZZ
FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING PERSONS BY ANALYZING
ACCELERATION AND PEN-PAPER CONTACT PATTERNS
GENERATED DURING SIGNATURE PROCESS
SID-65-Z4 N65-30559
RECOVERY OF TRACE ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS IN
SEALAB I ATMOSPHERE, SEPARATION WITH GAS
CHROMATOGRAPH, AND IDENTIFICATION
N65-31484
VARIABLES AFFECTING DETECTION, IDENTIFICATION, AND
INTERPRETATION OF TARGETS ON REMOTE SENSOR
DISPLAYS IN MANNED SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
N65-33554
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF POST-BLAST NUCLEAR
RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL COUNTERMEASURES
RELATIVE TO VARIOUS POST-ATTACK CONDITIONS
GTC-54-63-64 N65-33623
iFR
S INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULE I1FRI
IGNITION TEMPERATURE
S SPONTANEOUS IGNITION TEMPERATURE
ILLUNINANCE
BRIGHTNESS CONSTANCY UNDER GRADIENT OF
ILLUMINATION A65-B163B
ILLUMINATION
UNIFORMLY ILLUMINATED SURFACE LUMINOSITY
FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO CORPUSCULAR NATURE OF LIGHT AS
VIEWED BY HUMAN OBSERVOR 665-18424
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ILLUMINATION ON ESTROUS
CYCLES OF RODENTS A65-BIB67
IMPORTANCE OF BLUE LIGHT FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN
CHILORELLA VULGARIS 665-81891
FLASH BLINDNESS AND EYE INJURY FROM EXPOSURE TO
ILLUMINATION AND RADIATION FROM SUN AND ATOMIC
BLASTS TOGETHER WITH PROTECTIVE MEASURES
A65-82188
INTERMITTENT ILLUMINATION EFFECTS ON PERCEPTUAL
MOTOR PERFORMANCE A65-82292
EFFECTS OF ILLUMINATION CHARACTERISTICS ON MITOSIS
IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA CULTURES
A65-82317
LIGHTING IN DISPLAYS WITH SUPERIMPOSED FIELDS
AT LOW LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION - SUPERIORITY
OF WHITE LIGHT OVER RED LIGHT DISPLAY IN
DETECTION-RECOGNITION AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AD-613344 N65-25675
ILLUSION
SA MOON ILLUSION
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY CONTAINING 117 ITEMS
A65-BO246
SPIRAL AFTEREFFECT - EFFECT OF ROTATION SPEED_
EXPOSURE TIME, AND DISTANCE A65-8051T
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND VISION
A65-BIZOO
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATED TO VISUAL
ILLUSIONS A65-BI21B
SPATIAL ORIENTATION EFFECT ON POGENDORFF ILLUSION
A65-BI316
BEHAVIORAL BASIS OF PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
AND EXPLANATION OF SIZE ILLUSIONS
665-81404
NON-ADDITIVITY OF PERCEIVED DISTANCE WITH
MUELLER-LYER FIGURE A65-B164B
PERCEPTION OF ILLUSIONS AS CONSTANCY PHENOMENON
A65-B2105
STIMULUS DIMENSIONS OF ROTATING SPIRALS
A65-B2231
VISUAL ILLUSIONS RELATED TO INVOLUNTARY EYE
MOVEMENT
NASA-CR-63651 N65-27513
IMAGE
SA AFTERIMAGE
SA RETINAL IMAGE
RECOGNITION VALUES UNDER VARYING LEVELS OF IMAGE
DEGRADATION
ESD-TDR-64-666 N65-IB963
IMAGE INTENSIFIER
SA LASER
SOLID STATE IMAGE INTENSIFIER PANELS WITH IMPROVED
CHARACTERISTICS
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1440-I N65-31622
IMAGERY
SA ILLUSION
A-195
IMMERSION SUBJECT INDEX
SENSORY DEPRIVATIONe PERSONALITY FACTORS, AND
EXPERIENCE OF VISUAL IMAGERY A65-B0516
SENSORY DEPRIVATION HALLUCINATIONS AND OTHER SLEEP
BEHAVIOR AS FUNCTION OF BODY POSITION, METHOD OF
REPORT, AND ANXIETY A65-80561
VISUAL IMAGERY PRODUCED BY RHYTHMIC PHOTIC
STIMULATION - PERSONALITY CORRELATES AND
PHENOMENOEOGY 665-B0866
COGNITIVE AND PERCEPTUAL DISTURBANCES IN
SHORT-TERM SENSORY DEPRIVATION AS FUNCTION OF
DIFFERENTIAL EXPECTANCY LEVELS A65-81665
MENTAL ACTIVITY IN HYPNAGOGIC PERIOD AT SLEEP
ONSET RELATED TO EL_CTROENCEPHALDGRAPHY PATTERN
A65-82003
GRADUAL AROUSAL FROM SLEEP - A DETERMINANT OF
THINKING RATHER THAN DREAMING REPORTS
665-82046
DISTURBANCES IN FALSE IMAGES IN NEUROSES AND
PSEUDONEUROSES
FTD-TT-64-521I&2 N65-I864T
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETER PERFORMANCE STUDIES FOR
INVESTIGATION OF IMAGE QUALITY, PRESENTATION OF
COMPARATIVE-COVER, TRAINING TECHNIQUES, TEMPORAL
ASPECTS OF IMAGERY AND CONTENT
RADC-TDR-64-326 Nb5-23083
ENHANCING QUALITY OF IMAGERY INVESTIGATED USING
STANDARD TEST PATTERNS AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
AMRL-TR-b5-2B N65-30632
IMMERSION
HUMAN BODY EXTREMITY CUFF-TOURNIQUET EFFECTS ON
TILT TABLE TOLERANCE TAKEN AFTER 6 HOURS OF WATER
IMMERSION A65-24078
SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION OF DOGS IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES AS AFFECTED BY WATER IMMERSION ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS 665-80175
TIME COURSE OF DECLINE IN SWEATING PRODUCED BY
IMMERSION IN WARM WATER A65-80510
POSITIVE ACCELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
IMMERSED IN WATER 665-B0727
UNDERWATER SWIMMING AND EFFECT ON RESPIRATION
DURING BREATHHOLDING A65-80745
EFFECT OF EXTREMITY CUFF TOURNIQUETS ON TILT TABLE
TOLERANCE AFTER WATER IMMERSION
A65-81065
WATER IMMERSION EFFECT ON HUMANS - PLASMA VOLUME
AND ELECTROLYTE CHANGES 665-81066
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED BY
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID RESPONSES TO TILTING
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION A65-81136
INTRAPULMONARY PRESSURE OF BREATHHOLDING SUBJECTS
LYING AND SITTING IN AIR AND WATER
A65-82158
IMMERSION EFFECT ON MEAN INTRAPULMONARY PRESSURE
FPRC/I220 N65-I2843
UNDERWATER PRESSURE-COMPENSATED, BREATHING CONTROL
VALVES FOR PROLONGED WATER IMMERSION
AMRL-TR-64-130 N65-I9153
IMMUNITY
INFLUENCE OF HIBERNATION AND INTERMITTENT
HYPOTHERMIA ON FORMATION OF IMMUNE HEMAGGUTININS
IN GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS CITELLUS
665-81497
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND OTHER STRESSES IN
SPACE FLIGHT ON PATHOGENICITY AND IMMUNITY
NASA-CR-63282 N65-26065
IMMUNOLOGY
SA ALLERGY
A-I96
IMMUNOADSORBENT SYNTHESIS FOR ISOLATING PURINE-
SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES FROM BLOOD SERUM
A65-25911
GENERAL IMMUNOLOGICAL RESPONSE AND DISEASE
INCIDENCE IN WORKERS EXPOSED TO CARBON DISULFIDE
FUMES. A65-82244
BIOCHEMISTRY AND RADIATION IMMUNOLOGY
JPRS-28016 N65-15666
RADIATION IMMUNOLOGY N65-I5667
TETRATHIONATE EFFECT ON STABILITY AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE
TRIOSEPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASES
NASA-CR-5625I N65-19962
LACTIC DEHYDROGENASES AND PROTEIN IMMUNOCHEMICALS
IN VERTEBRATE EVOLUTION - IRRADIATION OF NUCLEIC
ACIDS
NASA-CR-63246 N65-25590
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON IMMUNITY IN RATS
N65-28299
GUANTITATIVE MICRO-COMPLEMENT FIXATION FOR
DETECTION OF SMALL DIFFERENCES IN PROTEIN
STRUCTURE
NASA-CR-SBA60 N65-29652
GUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF ANTIGEN
CONCENTRATION BY RELATING IMMUNOELECTROPHORETIC
PRECIPITIN ARC POSITION TO ANTIGEN AND ANTIBODY
ORIGINS
SAM-TR-64-92 N65-344IT
IMPACT
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SIMULAEED SPACE CABIN
LANDING IMPACT VECTOR ON HUMAN II_ DIFFERENT
PDSIURAL POSITIONS A65-80129
IMPACT ACCELERATION
FLUID FILLED LIMIT STRETCH DEVICE DESIGN FOR
PROTECTION AGAINST IMPACT ACCELERATION
A65-II399
RELATIONSHIP OF BODY ORIENTATION IN ACCELERATED
IMPACT TO LIMITS OF TOLERANCE, INJURY, AND
FATALITY N65-I6612
IMPACT DAMAGE
SA METEOR HAZARD
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF HARD LANDING EFFECT ON
LAND OR WATER ON ANIMAL ORGANISM
Ab5-BO_40
RELATIONSHIP OF BODY ORIENTATION IN ACCELERATED
IMPACT TO LIMITS OF TOLERANCE, INJURY, AND
FATALITY N65-16612
IMPACT DECELERATION
HUMAN AND CHIMPANZEE TOLERANCE TESTS to ROCKET
SLED DECELERATION, IMPACT AND WINDBLAST RELEVANT
TO SPACE FLIGHT A65-14808
IMPACT LOAD
STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL -
CYNAMIG RESPONSE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
BONE AND MUSCLE TISSUE UNDER VARYING VELOCITY
IMPACT
NASA-CR-62460 N65-22653
IMPACT TEST
IMPACT TESTING OF HELMETS BY SWINGAWAY AND ANVIL
METHODS TO DETERMINE CAPABILITY TO ABSORB MULTIPLE
BLOWS A65-I1395
IMPACT TOLERANCE
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND TOLERANCE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN LANDING IMPACTS IN ALL BODY
POSITIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS A65-L4223
HUMAN AND CHIMPANZEE TOLERANCE TESTS TO ROCKET
SLED DECELERATION, IMPACT AND WINDBLAST RELEVANT
TO SPACE FLIGHT A65-14808
IMPACT STRESS IN CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO G
SUBJECT INDEX INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
FORCES FROM 54 TO 180 AS MEASURED BY SERUM LACTIC
DEHYDROGENASE AND LDH ISOENZYME ANALYSIS
A6S-Z2911
LANDING IMPACT G FORCE INFLUENCE ON ANIMAL
ORGANISM N65-16405
RELATIONSHIP OF BODY ORIENTATION IN ACCELERATED
I_PADT TO LIMITS OF TOLERANCE, INJURY1 AND
FATALITY N65-16612
TOLERANCES OF HUMAN FACE TO CRASH IMPACT
AM-65-20 N65-36678
IMPACTOR
DETERMINATION OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF
PARTICULATE MATERIAL DUR|NG OPERATION ROLLER
COASTER INCLUDING PERFORMANCE OF CASCADE
IMPACTORS AND FITTING OF DISTRIBUTIONS
AWRE-O-ZO/6_ N65-28885
IMPEDANCE
SA ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
SA RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE
ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE OF HUMAN EAR AND NEW
ARTIFICIAL EAR WITH NEW RECORDING DEVICE
A65-80763
INPEOANCE MEASUREMENT
BLOOD DISPLACEMENT UNDER G FORCES APPLIED
LONGITUDINALLY TO HUMAN BODY MEASURED, USING
ELECTRIC IMPEDANCE CHANGES IN LONER EXTREMITIES
A65-26417
IMPEDANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CORTICAL AND
SUBCORTICAL STRUCTURES OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY BLOGD
CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS AND HYPOTHERMIA
A65-BOO_O
IMPLANTATION
RADIO TRANSDUCERS AND IMPLANT TECHNIQUES FOR
RECORDING BIOELECTRICAL DATAt FORCE AND
DISPLACEMENT A65-10546
PROGRESS REPORT ON RADIO TELEMETRY FROM INSIDE
BODY A65-81057
SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPLANTING CHRONIC
CORTICAL LEADS IN CHIMPANZEE FOR
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N65-36771
IMPULSE
'THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF WEAK, LOW FREQUENCY
IMPULSE CURRENT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-31837 N65-32380
IMPuLsE NOISE
PRO_LEMS OF MEASURING IMPULSE NOISE INTENSITY FROM
VARIOUS WEAPON SYSTEMS A65-81682
HIGH INTENSITY IMPULSE NOISE FROM ORDNANCE
AND TECHNIQUES FOR ATTENUATION AT PERSONNEL
POSITIONS
TN-4-64 N65-14344
IN--FLIGHT NONITDRING
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY IN_TRUNENTATIBN
SYSTEMS FOR USE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON
TEST PILOTS IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT ANO SPACE
FLIGHT SIMULATORS A65-23199
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETER RESEARCH AND
INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT PHASES OF LONG RANGE
PROGRAM FOR IN-FLIGHT MONITORING IN FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT AbS-26166
RESPIRATIONI ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE, BLOOD
PRESSURE, ELECTROCARDIOGRAM_ AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS
A65-BIZB3
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
VARIOUS FLIGHT STRESS SITUATIONS
A65-BL292
NASA PROGRAM TO DEVELOP IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL
MONITORING WITH COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR HANDLING
DATA k65-B1336
hEART RATE MONITORING AND ANALYSIS DURING SPACE
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SAM-TR-65-26 N65-31620
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY ELECTRODES FOR IN-FLIGHT
MONITORING
SAM-TR-bS-IB N65-3;266
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
MAGNITUDE OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCEr INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE IN EC, OCENTRIC VISUAL LOCALIZATION OF
HORIZONTAL-SPACE PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-67538 N65-36626
INDEX
S ENVIRONMENTAL INDEX
S PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX
INDIA
STRONTIUM 90 CONTENT OF FOOD SAMPLES IN INDIA
AEET-AM-60 N65-30902
P_YSIDLOGICAL NORMS IN INDIAN ADULTS - DATA ON
IGIAL BODY WEIGHT AND WEIGHTS OF BODY ORGANS
AEET/HP/TH-21 N65-31022
INDICATOR
SA DETECTOR
CONCEPTS AND INDICATORS IN STUDIES OF BEHAVIOR
UNDER STRESS - LOGIC
AD-blOBOB N6_-28803
INDOLE
INDOLE-ACETIC ACID-2- C-14 MOVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT
CF GEDTRDPIC CURVATURE IN BRANCHES AND IMMATURE
PLANTS FROM CLONE OF COLEUS BLUMEI, BENTH,
STUDIED BY RADIOASSAY A65-31319
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT PRODUCED BY RADIO WAVES OF DIFFERENT BANDS
A65-80065
LEAD EXCRETION AND HEALTH OF ANTIKNOCK BLENDERS
A65-81682
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY - VANADIUM SMELTINGv
BERYLLIUM LEVEL IN BIOLOGICAL MEDIA, AND
CONCENTRATIONS OF TOXIC SUBSTANCE IN AIR
JPRS-2T2B2 N65-10036
RADIATION HAZARDS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN INDUSTRY AND
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSIANCES
JPRS-27032 NbS-IOIZO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
PRODUCED BY RADIO WAVES IN INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
N65-10122
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY, HYGIENE_ AND SANITATION STUDIES
JPRS-27200 N65-11_59
PROCEDURESt DEVICES, AND EQUIPMENT FOR HAZARD
CONTROL - INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HYGIENE
SC-P..R-64-562 NbS-lb66B
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
JPRS-28951 N65-18OZT
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL
OUST STANDARDIZATION PROBLEM
JPRS-2?6?3 NbS-ZIST2
INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD -
STANDARDIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIA_ EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, ARSENIC POISONING, AND
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT IN AIR
JPRS-29981 N65-23T76
RDENTGENOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY IN INDUSTRY AND
MEDICINE
JPRS-30622 N65-Z6391
CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS
A-19T
INDUSTRY SUBJECTINDEX
OF BETA-RADIOACTIVE GAS IN AIR OF WORK PREMISES
AND IN ATMOSPHERE N65-26392
SAFETY AND HEALTH ASPECTS IN INDUSTRIAL HANDLING
OF THORIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS
AEC-TR-6536/REVo/ N65-26596
DISCUSSION OF INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY PROBLEMS,
SAFETY, HYGIENE, AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
N65-28298
INDUSTRY
OZONE TOXICOLOGY- REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND
INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE I954-L964
A65-81397
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN INDUSTRY A65-81487
FACTS ABOUT LEAD POISONING AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
A65-81545
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF NOISE HAZARD AND HEARING LOSS
IN INDUSTRIAL PLANTS A65-81687
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN INDUSTRY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY N65-19B05
CONSTANT PERIODICITY INTERMITTENT NOISE AND RANDOM
PERIODICITY EFFECTS ON TASK PERFORMANCE IN
INDUSTRY
AD-611788 N65-22678
TOXICITY OF PETROLEUM AEROSOL AND ALIPHATIC AMINES
IN INDUSTRY
JPRS-29913 N65-23145
CONFERENCE ON AEROIONIZATION IN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
JPRS-30442 N65-2545T
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS IN INDUSTRY AND PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS
JPRS-30486 N65-25722
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS - THEORETICAL AND
INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS, AND ADVANTAGES OVER CHEMICAL
SYNTHESIS N65-25723
MtCHANIZATION PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
N65-30279
INERT GAS
S RARE GAS
INERTIA
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PREDICTING INERTIAL
PROPERTIES OF HUMAN BODY
GA/PHYSI64-3 N65-12133
INERTIA MOMENT
SA ANGULAR MOMENTUM
INFLUENCE OF PRESSURIZED SUIT ON GRAVITY CENTERS
AND INERTIA MOMENTS OF HUMAN BODY
NA-64-527 N65-15788
INERTIAL FORCE
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY PREDICTING ITS
INERTIAL PROPERTIES IN ANY FIXED BODY POSITION,
INCLUDING LOCATION OF MASS CENTER
AIAA PAPER 65-498 A65-30202
GRAVITY-INERTIAL FORCE ENVIRONMENT OF MAN IN SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-CR-56358 N65-16433
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS AFTER HIGH LEVEL GRAVITATIONAL AND
INERTIAL FORCE EXPOSURE
NASA-CR-57274 N65-I9692
MAGNITUDE OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCE, INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE IN EGOCENTRIC VISUAL LOCALIZATION OF
HORIZONTAL-SPACE PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-67538 N65-36426
INFECTION
SA AIRBORNE INFECTION
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE MICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIA, COLD STRESS, AND
EIHANOLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIA,
PROTEUS MIRABILIS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S° AUREUS A65-81598
INFECTION OF DOGS WITH LIVE ECHO 6 VIRUS FOR
TESTING ANTISERUM
LF-25 N65-2544B
GRAM-NEGATIVE INFECTIONS AND FUNGI IN PATIENTS
EXPOSED TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
N65-25658
PREVENTION OF INFECTIONS AND HEMORRHAGIC
MANIFESTATIONS FOLLOWING SEVERE RADIATION
DAMAGE TO BONE MARROW AND LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
N65-25661
INFLATION
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION AND FUNCTIONAL ATELECTASIS
AND HYPERINFLATION
AD-450346 N65-14761
INFORMATION
ORGANISM REACTION TO INFORMATIONAL CHARA'CTERISTIC
OF STIMULUS N65-13750
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE REFERENCE INFORMATION AND
_ATA HANDBOOK
AMRL-TR-64-100 N65-IST90
SPACE BIOSCIENCES INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
DIRECTORY FOR FACILITATING EXCHANGE OF DATAt
IOEAS_ AND INFORMATION
NASA-CR-53419 N65-16826
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED ON-JOB TRAINING
ESD-TDR-64-234, VOL. III N65-31242
ROLE DE SEXES IN TRANSMISSION AND CONVERSION
OF GENETIC INFORMATION N65-32583
INFORMATION PROCESSING
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING
READ-IN, STORAGE, DECISION MAKING AND READ-OUT
SUBSYSTEMS A65-25180
NEURAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, RELATIONSHIP TO BINAURAL LOCALIZATION OF
SOUNDS EXPLORED BY ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
ON CATS A65-30589
HUMAN OPERATOR ROLE IN PERFORMING INFORMATION
PROCESSING TASK AT CONSOLEv EXAMINING HUMAN AND/OR
CONSOLE MEMORY A65-35478
MONOCULAR DISCRIMINATION BY TRAINED GOLDFISH OF
DIFFERENT PATTERNS AND COLORS, SHOWING
INTERHEMISPHERIC COLOR INFORMATION TRANSFER MORE
EFFECTIVE THAN PATTERN A65-35588
SINGLE CHANNEL HYPOTHESIS A65-80850
CHOICE REACTIONS TO TACTUAL STIMULATION WITH
COMPATIBLE AND INCOMPATIBLE INSTRUCTIONS
A65-80863
SKILLS INVOLVED IN READING METERS DURING
SUPERVISION OF AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
A65-80886
EYE-MOVEMENT PATTERNS IN SCANNING NUMERICAL
DISPLAYS RELATED TO INFORMATION PROCESSING
A65-81007
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING Ab5-BI060
DIFFICULTY IN DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN RELEVANT AND
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION RELATED TO AGE
A65-81122
DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK EFFECT ON MORSE CODE
TRANSMISSION BY SKILLED OPERATORS
A65-8LI67
SEEKING INFORMATION TO REDUCE RISK OF DECISIONS
A65-81578
A-198
__I_m_JEC T .T._._E .v. [ NrlALAT l UN
TIME SHARING AND BODY POSITIONAL DEMANDS-EFFECTS
ON CUTANEOUS INFORMATION PROCESSING
A65-81645
ISOLATION EFFECT IN VISUAL PATTERN PERCEPTION
SIMILAR TO EFFECT IN SERIAL LEARNING
A65-BIT51
SHORT-TERM MENORY UNDER WORK-LOAD STRESS
A65-BIDT9
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO MEMORY AND
THOUGHT IN HUMAN INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE
A65-82110
ACOUSTIC FACTORS VERSUS LANGUAGE FACTORS IN
SHORT-TERM MEMORY A65-82280
PATTERN PREFERENCE AS FUNCTION OF PATTERN
INFORMATION A65-8228T
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORY PERIOD IN BISENSDRY
TRACKING TASK A65-82288
SCANNING RATE FOR MULTIPLE TARGETS
A65-B2339
RELATION OF REACTION TIME TO INFORMATION
TRANSMISSION WITH UNEQUALLY LIKELY ALTERNATIVES
A65-82340
STORAGE OF TIME INFORMATION IN STUDY OF REACTION
TIME TO PERIODIC STIMULI IMPAIRED BY SIMULTANEOUS
PERFORMANCE OF SECOND TASK A65-B2361
INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY FOR CLINICAL
INVESTIGATIDNS APPLIED TO EFFECT OF BED REST AND
EXERCISE ON CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES
N65-28763
MECHANISM FOR ENCODING_ PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF
PERCEPTUAL CONFORMATION IN PROBLEM SOLVING
AD-463TB6 N65-28999
PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGN AND USE OF INFORMATION
SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED ON-THE JOB TRAINING
ESD-TDR-66-234w VOL. V, FINAL N65-31269
INFORMATION PROCESSING PROPERTIES OF RETINA IN
FROG
AMRL-TR-65-26 N65-32303
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
HUMAN OPERATOR ROLE IN PERFORMING INFORMATION
PROCESSING TASK AT CONSOLE, EXAMINING HUMAN AND/DR
CGNSOLE MEMORY A65-356T8
READERSHIP SURVEY ON UTILIZATION OF ABSTRACTS OF
CURRENT LITERATURE SECTION OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A65-80388
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL FOR
LINGUISTIC TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS
RADC-TDR-66-200 N65-16009
CYBERNETIC AND COMPUTER TECHNIQUES SIMULATING
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS -- INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
JPRS-31062 N65-29350
CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL FOR GENESIS AND ANALYSIS
OF SENTENCES INCLUDING HUMAN EMOTIONAL AND
MEMORY CHARACTERISTICS N65-29351
[NFORNATION THEORY
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH SUBJECTIVE
INFORMATIONv DEFINED AS AMOUNT OF INFORMATION IN
JUDGMENTS OF NUMBER AND FREQUENCY OF EVENTS
A65-18288
INFORMATION REDUCTION IN ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL
TASKS A65-80193
INFORMATION THEORY AND FUNDAMENTAL CONSTRAINTS TD
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF ANIMALS BY TWO KINDS OF
NEURAL NOISE A65-82062
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO STUDIES OF
TRACKING BEHAVIOR A65-82OB5
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO HUMAN TRACKING
BEHAVIOR - ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION
Ab5-82086
INFORMATION FLOW MODEL OF ORGANIZATION OF MOTOR
ACTIVITY A65-82196
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO NEURAL NETS AND
MOTOR AND VISUAL NERVOUS SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-66-80 N65-11898
HUMAN VISION DESCRIBED AS MECHANICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM - CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATION THEORY
ETD-TT-66-60111 N65-171T3
INFORMATION - INDEXING APPROACH TO PREDICT
DECISION ADEQUACY IN ANTISUBMARINE AND
ANTIAIRCRAFT WARFARE
REPT.-567-R-2 N65-28336
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CEREBRAL CORRELATION MODEL
OF INFORMATION TRANSACTIONSv AND INFORMATION
STORAGE
NASA-CR-66§TO N65-3202T
INFRARED RADIATION
RADIANT HEATING OF BODY IN ACCLIMATIZED AND
UNACCLIMATIZED SUBJECTS - SWEATING AND SKIN
TEMPERATURE IN BODY REGIONS HEATED BY INFRARED
A65-81692
SPATIAL SUMMATION OF PAIN FOR LARGE BODY AREAS
USING HIGH INTENSITY INFRARED RADIATION
_ASA-1568 N65-29159
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
ABSORPTION OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE,
TRICHLOROETHYLENE, TETRACHLOROETHYLENE, METHYL
CHLORIDEt AND TRICHLOROETHANE THROUGH HUMAN SKIN
ANALYZED BY INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
A65-BO219
INFRARED SPECTRUM
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF YOUNG LEAVES OF PLANTS IN
IR REGION OF SPECTRUM A65-20083
INGESTION
ABSORPTION AND RETENTION OF INGESTED RADIOACTIVE
CESIUM AND STRONTIUM IN MAN FROM SIMULATED AND
REAL PARTICULATE FALLOUT
ACRH-102 N65-13865
PLACEBO INGESTION EFFECTS ON SIGNAL DETECTION
PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TASK
TR-750-3 N65-15T28
GAS FORMATION AND EXPULSION FOLLOWING INGESTION OF
CERTAIN FOODS N65-18588
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUDt INHALATIONe OR
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
AHSB/S/-R-64 N65-25154
EFFECTS OF CONTINUED STRONTIUM 90 INGESTION DURING
GROWTH PERIOD OF BEAGLEAND ITS RELATION TO
RADIUM 226 TOXICITY
UCD-672-112 N65-32350
INHABITANT
SA MOUNTAIN INHABITANT
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN PERMANENT
INHABITANTS OF HOT AREAS DURING DAILY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF HYDRATION
A65-80662
INHALATION
CONTINUOUS HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION INHALATION
EFFECTS AT STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ON
VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-18631
INHALATION OF COLD DRY AIR AND WELL TOLERANCE BY
HUMAN A65-80106
_UANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF VASOCONSTRICTION DURING
DEEP INSPIRATION A6S-BITI6
A-199
INHIBITION SUBJECT INDEX
HUMAN CEREBROVASCULAR RESPONSE TIME TO ELEVATION
OF ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION BY CARBON
DIOXIDE INHALATION A65-B195T
INFLUENCE OF BREATHING CARBON DIOXIDE ON HYPOXIC
CHANGES AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING PSYCHOMOTOR
TASK PERFORMANCE WITH OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
A65-B196B
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD, INHALATION, DR
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
AHSB/S/-R-64 N6S-Z5154
INHIBITION
INHIBITION OF BACTERIA, SERRATIA MARCESCENS AND
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS, IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF HIGH
PARAMAGNETIC STRENGTH A65-80428
INHIBITION OF BACTERIAL, STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUSj
SARCINA LUTEA, AND ESCHERICHIA COLII GROWTH
IN HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS A65-80629
EFFERENT INHIBITION OF SINGLE ELECTRGRETINOGRAM
RESPONSES OF CONTRALATERAL EYE IN MAN
A65-8OT80
VISIBLE LIGHT PHOTOTDXICITY AND PHOTQALLERGY
Ab5-B1089
CHEMICAL INHIBITION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC CARBON
REDUCTION CYCLE IN CHLORELLA PYRENDIDOSA
A65-B1762
SUPRASPINAL CONTROL OF INTESTINO - INTESTINAL
INHIBITORY REFLEX IN CATS 665-82065
INHIBITION AND TIME AND SPATIAL PATTERNS OF NEURAL
ACTIVITY IN SENSORY PERCEPTION 665-82267
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AMOUNTS OF
TOCOPHEROL AND EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TO BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESIERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION A65-B2358
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYTES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE A65-82360
INHIBITION OF OPERATING ABILITY BY TRAINING ON
RELATED COMPLEX DEVICE AND RETURN TO ORIGINAL
DEVICE - INHIBITION TEST USING DESK CALCULATORS
TR-I1 N65-16700
OSTEOLATHYRISM IN NICE AND INHIBITION OF ENDOSTEAL
BONE REACTION IN ESTROGEN TREATED MICE BY AMINO
ACETONITRILE N65-18089
DIFFERENTIATED INHIBITION LIMITS BY GRADUAL
INCREASE IN PHYSICAL STRENGTH OF INHIBITORY
STIMULATION USING SALIVARY ALIMENTARY
CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-29461 N65-20832
DISINHIBITION OF SUPRALININAL INHIBITION BY
EXTERNAL STIMULI
JPRS-29460 N65-21092
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN, LOCALIZATION OF
CONDITIONED INHIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS, AND
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-30007 N65-24230
INHIBITION OF CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX NEURONS INDUCED BY LIGHT AND
SOUND STIMULI
JPRS-3166T N65-31531
INHIBITOR
MAGNETIC EFFECT ON ENZYME ACTIVITY OF TRYPSIN
FOLLOWING PARTIAL INHIBITION WITH EGG WHITE,
AUTOLYSIS, SOYBEAN, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, AND
DIISOPROPYLPHOSPHOROFLUORIDATE A65-80431
INCREASE OF ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
A65-BI90I
A-200
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON INHIBITORY
ACTION OF CALYX-LIKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON IN
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF RABBIT MEDULLA
N6S-23373
INJURY
SA BACK INJURY
SA BRAIN INJURY
SA BURN INJURY
SA CRASH INJURY
SA EJECTION INJURY
SA HEAT STROKE
SA NOISE INJURY
SA PARACHUTING INJURY
SA PATIENT
RETINITIS FROM OVEREXPOSURE TD SOLAR
ECLIPSE- VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND TREATMENT
A65-B0267
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE OF DRIVERS AND RISK OF
ACCIDENTS 665-80367
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND RENAL FUNCTION - POSSIBLE
INJURY TO KIDNEY AFTER SEVERE, PROLONGED EXERCISE
A65-80352
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS EFFECT OR INJURY EFFECT ON
BETA-LIPOPROTEIN CONTENT OF BLOOD SERUM AND
_VARIOUS ORGANS IN RATS A65-80394
DIURNAL CYCLE OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY OF VARIOUS ORGAN
TISSUES AFTER MECHANICAL INSULT IN RODENTS
A65-BO395
CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL
INSULT AFTER EXPERIMENTAL EXPOSURE TO HEAVY
PARTICLE AND RADIATION EXPOSURE SIMILAR TO
POSSIBLE CONDITIONS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80439
POSSIBLE INJURY FROM UHF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CORTEX IN RABBITS
A65-80442
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF EXTREME COLD
DURING TOTAL BODY COOLING AND LOCAL COLD INJURY IN
MAN A65-80498
DEGREE OF FRAGILITY OF GUINEA PIG PERIPHERAL BLOOD
ERYTHROCYTES AFTER LETHAL DOSE OF GAMMA-RADIATION
A65-B053_
SAFETY HAZARDS OF MICROWAVE RADIATION - BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES
A65-B0788
INTELLIGENCE_ PERCEPTUAL INTEGRATION, AND MINOR
HEMISPHERE SYNDROME A65-80807
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
SONIC BOOM A65-81062
FUNDUSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF
CHORIORETINAL INJURY AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE TIME
BY LASER AND LIGHT COAGULATOR IN RABBITS
A65-81093
DERMATDLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS OF LASER RADIATION IN
HUMANS A65-BIOgT
FOCUSED AND UNFOCUSED CRYSTAL LASER RADIATION
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RODENTS AND
PRIMATE A65-81099
CASE HISTORIES OF INJURIES PRODUCED BY SEAT BELTS
A65-81187
MECHANISM OF BLAST INJURY TO EAR
A65-81201
SURVIVAL, INJURY, AND BODY TEMPERATURE AND WEIGHT
OF COLD ACCLIMATED RAT DURING HIND-LIMB ISCHEMIA
AND COLD EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO CATECHOLAMINES
A65-81622
HELICOPTER ROTOR-BLADE INJURIES AND MEANS OF
PREVENTION A65-BI623
SUBJECTINDEX INSTRUNENTATION
NATURE AND BIOPHYSICAL EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND
A65-81735
INJURY IN FLYING PERSONNEL OF SPINAL COLUMN FROM
AVIATION SERVICE A65-8181b
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RATS ASSOCIATED WITH ORGAN
DAMAGE CAUSED BY TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS OF LARGE
FORCE AND SHORT DURATION A65-BIB3T
HEAD INJURIES AND TREATMENT AT CAPE KENNEDY
MISSILE BASE A65-B2079
NURSING CARE IN CASES OF HEAD INJURY OF PERSONNEL
AT CAPE KENNEDY MISSILE RANGE A65-82080
NERVOUS SYSTEM DAMAGE CAUSED BY EXPOSURE TO HIGH
ENERGY PROTONS IN DOGS AbS-B2261
ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF
CEREBRAL AND MESODIENCEPHALIC NYSTAGM_ENIC
CENTERS IN RABBITS WITH INJURY AND ELECTRIC
STIMULATION A65-82354
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYTES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE A65-B2360
INJURY CAUSED BY FORMATION OF ICE IN ISOLATED
MUSCLES OF RATS
AAL-TOR-63-39 N65-IBgT1
RADIATION INJURIES AND RESTORATIVE PROCESSES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF MAMMALS
JPRS-29288 N65-19665
INORGANIC COMPOUND
TOXICITYv PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF POISONING BY
VARIOUS ORGANIC AND INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
A65-81019
INPUT
ELECTROMECHANICAL CIRCUIT INPUT UNIT FOR IBM OZ4
PRINTING CARD PUNCH APPARATUS
ISS-64139 N65-1960T
INSECT
SA DROSOPHILA
DIFFRACTION AND VISUAL ACUITY OF INSECTS
A65-36091
IRRADIATION OF BEETLES FOR MEASURING OXYGEN EFFECT
ON RADIATION AT VARIOUS RADIATION DOSE RATES
N65-26386
COLOR PERCEPTION IN BEES AND OTHER INSECTS
JPRS-31713 N65-32011
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON INSECT EMBRYO -
COCKROACHt BLABERUS CRANIIFER
TID--218T7 N65-36506
INSECTICIDE
HYGIENIC HAZARDS OF AIR POLLUTION FROM AERIAL
INSECTICIDE SPRAYING N65-13635
INSOLATION
INSOLATION RESEARCH ON CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE OF ANIMALS AND RESPIRATION
IN HUMAN BODY
JPRS-30527 N65-27425
INFLUENCE OF INSOLATION OF COLLAR ZONE ON
CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY AND ARTERIAL
PRESSURE OF ANIMALS N65-27626
INSOLATION INFLUENCE ON RESPIRATION IN HUMAN BODY
N65-ZT427
INSOMNIA
ELECTROTHERAPY OF INSOMNIA - ELECTRICAL SLEEPING
MACHINE
NASA-TT-F-9763 N65-36895
INSTRUCTION
SA TEACHING MACHINE
EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON WIRING TASK
ACCOMPLISHMENTt SPECIFICALLY NONSENSE WIRING IBM
CONTROL PANEL A65-18289
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND TEACHING MACHINES
0AR-66-10 N65-10496
ROLE OF PROGRAI_ED INSTRUCTION IN TRAINING AND
EDUCATION SYSTEMS
ANRL-TR-66-89 N65-11082
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND LOW ALTITUDE AERIAL
OBSERVATION
HUMRRO-RR-Ik N65-17468
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE TECHNIQUES FOR INDIVIDUALIZED
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-bS-T8 N65-30119
INSTRUMENT
ELECTRONECHANICAL APPARATUS FOR ONE OR TWO
DIMENSIONAL PURSUIT TRACKING AND SENSORY FEEDBACK
AbS-B2363
INSTRUMENT FOR RECORDING PULSE WAVES AND BLOOD
PRESSURE IN ANIMALS
FTD-TT-63-1176/I_2 N65-11900
SUBSTITUTION OF GREEN-COLORED ZINC SULFIDE FOR
RELATIVELY HIGH RADIOACTIVE LUMINOUS SUBSTANCES
USED ON INSTRUMENT PANELS N65-13666
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUMENT
FLYING NbS-13673
INSIRUMENT FLIGHT RULE /IFR/
PERCEPTUAL WDRK LOAD COMPARISON IN FLIGHT BY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES / IFR/ USING STANDARD
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND CONTACT ANALOG VERTICAL
VISUAL DISPLAY
0228--621-019 N 65-19_10
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
BLIND FLYING REQUIREMENTS INDICATE NEED FOR
IMPROVED INSTRUMENT DISPLAYS A65-16661
HUMAN ENGINEERING - PILOT PERFORMANCE NECESSARY
FOR ALL-WEATHER LANDING
AD-612726 N65-2611B
INSTRUMENTATION
SA AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
SA BIOINSTRUMENTATION
SA MICROINSTRUNENTATIDN
SA SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS NEEDED
TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS
A65-8058Z
NEW FORMS OF INSTRUMENTATION AND PRESENTATION OF
INFORMATION AIRCRAFT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
A65-81213
HUMAN RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FROM
ULTRASONIC DEVICES A65-81250
APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING BLOOD SAMPLES FROM
SUBJECTS DURING CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION
A65-81443
SPACECRAFTt MISSIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR SPACE
PROBES AND INTERPLANETARY EXPLORATION
A65-B2064
FLIGHT CONTROL AND NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
N6S-I3763
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION -
MULTIVATOR
NASA-CR-51096 N65-16328
ESTABLISHMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES AND
INSTRUMENTATION FOR AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF
HEMODYNAMIC AND METABOLIC PARAMETERS DURING
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-63915 N65-2916T
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICSv RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS,
RADIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS
A-201
INSTRUMENTATIONPRDGRAM SUBJECTINDEX
TECHNOLOGY, AND INSTRUMENTATION
BNWL-36 N65-33022
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, PHYSICAL
ANTHROPOLOGY, HUMAN ENGINEERING, INSTRUMENTATION
AND SIMULATION, AND TRAINING AND LEARNING
AD-464531 N65-35343
BASIC STUDIES ON TACTILE PERCEPTION AND
COMMUNICATION - PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS,
INSTRUMENTATION, AND EQUIPMENT
NASA-CR-322 N65-36764
INSTRUMENTATION FOR DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER AND
OTHER EQUIPMENT USED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
OF CHIMPANZEE - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36772
INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
DYNAMIC BIOASTRONAUTICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
BIOCHEMICAL, BIODYNAMIC AND PSYCHOMOTOR SYSTEMS
ISA PAPER 16.1-3-64 A65-11184
ELECTROGRAPHIC FORMATS T8 MEET BIOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS - RELATIONSHIP AMONG
BIOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEM, RESEARCH
WORKER, AND DATA HANDLING AND INTERPRETATION
Nb5-28755
INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AND DATA ACQUISITION
DETAILS OF NORMATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE LIBRARY N65-28776
INSULIN
PLASMA CATECHOLAMINES OF NATIVE RESIDENTS AND
NEWCOMERS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY FASTING
AND INSULIN A65-8216B
HYPOXIA SIGNIFICANCE IN INSULIN THERAPY AS APPLIED
TO SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS N65-17842
INTEGRATOR
SA DIGITAL INTEGRATOR
ANALOG COMPUTER AS AREA INTEGRATOR FOR
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
REPT.-1 N65-1021B
INTELLIGENCE
SA ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
BINOCULAR RIVALRY RATE AS FUNCTION OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL AND VERBAL INTELLIGENCE
A65-B0566
INTELLIGENCE, PERCEPTUAL INTEGRATION, AND MINOR
HEMISPHERE SYNDROME A65-80807
INTERCEPTION
TEAM TRAINING IN SIMULATED RADAR-CONTROL
INTERCEPTION TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-1327-1 N65-16173
INTERFACE
SA GAS-SOLID INTERFACE
MULTICHANNEL TOPOSCOPE AS COMPUTER INTERFACE
IN STUDY OF EEG N65-28765
INTERFERENCE
PIGMENT INTERFERENCE IN CORTICOSTEROID
MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN BODY DURING TOTAL
STARVATION
SAM-TDR-64-58 N65-11422
INTERMITTENCY HYPOTHESIS
REACTION TIME TU SECOND OF TWO STIMULI AS FUNCTION
OF INTERSTIMULUS INTERVAL AbS-BOBSI
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
INTERNATIONAL SIANDARD REFERENCE ZERO FOR
PURL-TONE AUDIOMETRY A65-81484
PROBLEMS ARISING IN INVESTIGATIONS OF FOREIGN
AIRLINE DISASTERS A65-81519
ROLE OF U S AIR FORCE IN INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE
A65-BI/15
A-202
INTERNATIONAL LAW
INTERNATIONAL LAW REGARDING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-81516
LEGAL ASPECTS AND PATHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS DURING
INVESTIGATION OF COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT IN
EQUATORIAL AFRICA A65-81517
PROBLEMS ARISING IN INVESTIGATIONS OF FOREIGN
AIRLINE DISASTERS A65-81519
INTERPLANETARY COMMUNICATION
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE CONSIDERING MOON AS
_OSPITAL, MOONSHIPS TO MARS AND VENUS, DETECTING
AND COMMUNICATING WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS, ETC
A65-18236
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
INFERPLANETARY MISSION LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
EXAMINING CREW REQUIREMENTS, CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONDITIONING, WATER MANAGEMENT, TEMPERATURE
CONTROL AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION
ASME PAPER 65-AV-33 A65-22954
VOSTOK SATELLITE PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DURING
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT, CONSIDERING BIOLOGICAL
CONTROL AND INFORMATION TRANSMISSION TO EARTH AND
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS BY CODING
A65-32301
INIERPLANETARY VOYAGES - REASONS FOR AND NECESSITY
GF MANNED INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
A65-8029b
MEDICAL SUPPORT OF PROLONGED INTERPLANETARY
MISSIONS AbS-BO932
SPACECRAFT, MISSIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR SPACE
PROBES AND INTERPLANETARY EXPLORATION
A65-82064
WLIGHTLESSNESS THEDRY FOR LUNAR AND INTERPLANETARY
FLIGHTS NbS-L8786
CLINICOPHYSIOLDGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM
AND SPACECR.EW REACTION STUDIED BY PHYSICIAN ON
INIERPLANEEARY FLIGHT AND SEISMOCARDIOLOGICAL
DATA ,
JPRS-_9795 N65-23422
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT WITH PHYSICIAN IN
SPACECREW N65-23423
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE CABIN ENVIRONMENT FOR
_XTENDED SOLAR SYSTEM TRAVEL
FTD-TT-65-T2/I&2 N65-27586
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS OF AIR AND INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT UPON MAN
NASA-SP-7011/II/ NbS-29bflB
INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
CREW MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING
PROTOTYPE OF INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
LONG RANGE SPACE FLIGHT
SAE PAPER 90BC AbS-L2BI7
ECOLOGY AND THERMAL INACTIVATION OF MICROBES IN
AND ON INTERPLANETARY SPACE VEHICLE COMPONENTS -
MICROBIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES FOR DISINTEGRATING
SOLIDS TO SMALL PARTICLES
NASA-CR-64834 N65-33537
INTERSTELLAR MATERIAL
INTERSTELLAR MATTER DEPOSITED ON EARTH SURFACE
AS RELATED TO PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE
INTESTINE
SA ABDOMEN
SA DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
SA GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
SA ULCER
A65-81967
EFFECT OF LARGE DOSE OF RESERPINE GIVEN
INTRAPERITONEALLY ON INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF D-
GLUCOSE /IN VITRO/ IN HAMSTERS A65-17372
SUBJECT INDEX IONIZATION
IN VITRO STUDY OF D-GLUCOSE INTESTINAL ABSORPTION
IN ACTIVE AND HIBERNATINGt IRRADIATED AND
NONIRRADIATED GROUND SQUIRREL A65-2OOZO
INCREASE OF PERIODIC ACID SCH1FF REAGENT
POSITIVE GRANULES IN FOOD DEPRIVED MOUSE
INTESTINAL EPITHELIUM DURING GLUCOSE ABSORPTION
A65-BOOI3
PACINIAN CORPUSCLE OF INTESTINE AND MESENTERY OF
CAT AS AFFECTED BY ACOUSTIC WAVES
A65-80152
REDUCTION OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO INTESTINAL MUCOUS
MEMBRANE OF RAT BY LOCAL HYPOXIA INDUCED BY
NOREPINEPHRINE AND SODIUM SULFITE
A65-80827
INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF CALCIUM IN ADULT AND
ELDERLY SUBJECTS ABS-B154B
SUPRASPINAL CONTROL OF INTESTINO - INTESTINAL
INHIBITORY REFLEX IN CATS A65-82065
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCES ON SMOOTH MUSCLES OF SMALL
INTESTINE AND BLOOD VESSELS AFTER TRANSECTION OF
AUTONOMIC NERVES AND SPINAL CORD
N65-13677
EFFECT OF STIMULUS ON RATE OF WATER FLOW FROM
STOMACH TO INTESTINES - ANIMAL STUDY OF DOGS
NASA-TT-F-9391 N65-35780
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON MUSCULAR TONUS
IN SMALL INTESTINE OF GUINEA PIG
N65-35892
INTRACRANIAL CAVITY
VISUALLY-EVOKED POTENTIALS IN NAN RECORDED
TRANSCRANIALLY FOR NORMAL PATIENTS AND THOSE
SUFFERING FROM CEREBRAL DISEASES - CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM N65-ZBTSI
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
LINEAR ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CEREBRAL PRESSURE
AND PLETHORA IN VARIOUS MAMMALS
A65-BOO86
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF HUMAN SUBJECTS AS AFFECTED
BY ACUTE INCREASE IN INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
A65-B2062
INTRAOCUEAR PRESSURE
PHYSICAL EXERCISE EFFECT ON INTRAOCULAR TENSION AS
RELATED TO OPEN ANGLE GLAUCOMA A65-BO385
EFFECT OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL
PRESSURE IN RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS ON INTRAOCULAR
TENSION IN DOGS AND CATS A65-82271
RELATION BETWEEN SYSTEMIC BLOOD PRESSURE AND
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE
JPRS-ZO756 N65-22112
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE AND
EXTERNAL PRESSURE IN RABBITS
FTD-TT-65-30711_2&4 N65-30927
BIOMECHANICS OF CORNEA - APPLICATION TO
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
NASA-CR-6TI60 N65-3446I
IODIDE
SA SODIUM IODIDE
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF IODIDE ACTIVATION IN
BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS
KR-BO N65-30572
IODINE 125
MEASURING CARDIAC OUTPUT OF EXERCISING SUBJECTS
WITH SMALL, LIGHTWEIGHT PRECORDIAL COUNTER FOR
I125 ALBUNEN AbS-82171
IODINE 131
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE AND HIBERNATION ON THYROID
ACTIVITY AND IODINE I3I METABOLISM IN MESOCRICETUS
AURAIUS A65-BI594
RADIATION HAZARD TO MAN FROM IODINE I3I
UR-653 N65-IZ340
HALF-LIFE OF FALLOUT RADIONUCLIDE EFFECT ON
PLANTS - IODINE I31
UCRL-12388 N65-2L933
SYNTHESIS OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS WITH IODINE 131
AND APPLICATIONS IN STUDY OF METABOLIC PROCESSES
REPT.-143 N65-23307
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE IODINE 131 BY
CHLORELLA VULGARIS
REPT.-I32 N65-23665
BETA AND GAMMA DOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF
RADIOIODINE ISOTOPE DOSAGE TO THYROID
UCRL-12692 N65-24TZ7
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS -
RADIOIODINE PRODUCED BY ATOMIC EXPLOSION
AEC-TR-6550 N65-277T[
STANDARDIZATION OF COLLIMATION EQUIPMENT FOR
MEASURING THYROID ABSORPTION OF IODINE 131
REPT.-I48 N65-36615
ION
SA CESIUM ION
SA FREE RADICAL
NEGATIVE ATMOSPHERIC ION EFFECT ON MUTATION RATE
IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER A65-BO188
EFFECT OF POTASSIUM ION CONCENTRATION ON
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEURON MEMBRANES
CF GRAPE SNAIL N65-32661
EIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY IONS - RADIATION
EFFECTS IN ANIMALS AND MAN NbS-34586
ION CURRENT
ELECTROCHEMICAL CONCENTRATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE
FROM CLOSED ATMOSPHERE BY CARBONATION CELL
TRANSFER OF GAS IONS BETWEEN ELECTRODES
AlOE PREPRINT 54F A65-15396
ION DENSITY
EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION,
RATE OF ION FORMATION, AND DISAPPEARANCE
CONSTANT FOR SANITARY-HYGIENE CHARACTERIZATION
OF ATMOSPHERIC PURITY
JPRS-30842 N65-27066
IDN EXCHANGE
COUPLED ION EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND SODIUM SALTS
BETWEEN HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AND BLOOD PLASMA AT
VARIOUS OXYGEN PRESSURES N65-17BI6
PURIFICATION OF WATER CONTAMINATED WITH
BGTULINUS TOXIN BY MEANS OF ION-EXCHANGE
POLYMERS N65-28296
ION EXCHANGE NERBRANE
CESIUM IONS DO NOT PASS MEMBRANE OF GIANT AXON
A65-14831
ION PUMP
DETERMINATION OF RENEWAL RATE OF PHOSPHOPROTEIN
PHOSPHORUS IN RAT CORTEX BY MEANS OF ION PUMP
N65-35153
IONIC REACTION
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS WITH
aTTENTION TO EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS AND
INSTRUMENTATION A65-18432
IONIZATION
SA ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
SA EXCITATION
PROPHYLACTIC EFFECT OF AEROIONIZATIGN IN ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS A65-BOBOO
CONFERENCE ON AEROIONIZATION IN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
JPRS-30442 N65-25457
THEOREIICALLY CALCULATED VALUES OF IONIZATION
A-203
IONIZATION CHAMBER SUBJECT INDEX
INTERACTION FOR PROTONS IN VARIOUS MATERIALS AND
COMPARISON WITH VALUES OF TISSUE AND BONE
AFWL-TR-65-3 N65-29924
RELATIVE MERITS OF STOCHASTIC AND NONSTATISTICAL
METHODS OF COMPUTING PRIMARY IONIZATION DOSES -
RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS N65-34633
IONIZATION CHAMBER
RADIATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED SPACE
FLIGHTS INVESTIGATED, USING TISSUE-EQUIVALENT
IONIZATION CHAMBERS A65-30674
IONIZED GAS
BENCH-STEPPING PERFORMANCES OF MALES AND FEMALES
AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING IONIZED AIR
AbS-B2018
IONIZING RADIATION
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON DNA TRANSCRIPTION
IN ESCHERICHIA COLT CELLS AND RNA MESSENGER
DECAY A65-10633
OXYGEN EFFECT ON RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE
EXPOSED TO IONIZING DOSES IN CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT A65-14225
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON URACIL CARBON 14
INCORPORATION INTO ESCHERICHIA COLI CELLS IN
DILUTE SUSPENSION A65-18224
AEROSPACE MEDICINE REPORT ON RADIATION BIOLOGY
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS IN MANNED
SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
A65-18633
MYELINATED FIBER DEGENERATION AND REGENERATION IN
CEREBRAL AND CEREBELLAR CORTEX DAMAGED BY 48 MEV
ALPHA PARTICLE RADIATION A65-21945
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION IN
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH - MOON TRAJECTORY
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE
A65-25098
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND EXTENT DF PROTECTION
AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION GIVEN BY ALCOHOLS TO
BACTERIA, SALMONELLA TYPHIMURIUM LT2
A65-80042
COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING
RADIATION ON ANAPHASE IN MITOSIS OF BONE MARROW
CELLS IN MOUSE A65-BO043
AROUSAL AVOIDANCE REACTIONS, RETINAL RESPONSE, AND
ADAPTATION OF RAT IN RESPONSE TO IONIZING
RADIATION A65-80055
RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE AS AFFECTED BY
EXERCISE AND OXYGEN BREATHING A65-80132
MODIFICATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE IN KIDNEY CELL
CULTURE BY FRACTIONATION OF DOSE, ANOXIAv AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTORS IN RELATION TO LINEAR ENERGY
TRANSFER A65-80162
ASPECTS OF INJURY AND TREATMENT OF TOTAL-BODY
IRRADIATION IN MAN A65-80167
INHIBITION OF SEED GERMINATION IN VARIOUS
ANGIOSPERMS OVERCOME BY RADIATION AND CHEMICAL
STIMULUS A65-80354
RESPONSE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS TO IONIZING
RADIATION AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION IN RABBITS
A65-80536
PHYSIOLOGY OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CEREBELLUM A65-80646
ROLE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM IN KIDNEY REACTION TO SMALL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION A65-80648
RECOVERY OF SOMATIC AND VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS LOST
AFIER EXPOSURE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
IONIZING RADIATION AND EFFECT OF SODIUM BROMIDE
AND AMYTAL A65-BO649
REACTION OF AUIONOMIC CENTERS OF HYPOTHALAMUS AND
CEREBELLUM TO IONIZING RADIATION
A65-80650
REDUCTION OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO INTESTINAL MUCOUS
MEMBRANE OF RAT BY LOCAL HYPOXIA INDUCED BY
NOREPINEPHRINE AND SODIUM SULFITE
A65-80827
BIOPHYSICS OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
VARIOUS TYPES OF RADIATION A65-80841
IONIZING RADIATION STRESS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT, AND HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
A65-80842
CHANGES IN BLOOD SEROTONIN CONTENT CAUSED BY
IONIZING RADIATION AND VIBRATION DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, IN VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-80979
DEGREE OF ACCELERATION TOLERANCE IN MICE AFTER
IRRADIATION A65-80985
PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION PROTECTION
A65-81047
EFFECT OF NATURAL IONIZING RADIATION ON
GROWTH OF PROTOZOAN, PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM
A65-BI254
BLOOD SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN IN EVALUATING
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS
CURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-81325
SMALL BLOOD VESSELS AND ORIGIN OF PHAGOCYTES IN
RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX FOLLOWING HEAVY PARTICLE
IRRADIATION A65-BI_53
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF 660 MEV PROTONS AND CObO
GAMMA RAYS ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF TESTIS IN
MICE AND RATS A65-81674
DISTRIBUTION OF PSEUDDUREA AS RESULT OF VARIOUS
MODES OF INTRODUCTION, DOSES AND CONDITIONS OF
IRRADIATION IN MICE A65-BIB75
COMPARATIVE RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
MERCAPTO- AND INOOLYLALKYLAMINES IN WHITE MICE
EXPOSED TO GAMMA RADIATION OR IRRADIATION BY
PROTONS OF 120-660 MEV ENERGY A65-81989
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON SEEDS OF SPINDLE
TREE /EVOKYMUS EUROPAEAI CARRIED ON BOARD OF
SPACECRAFT VOSTOK-5 A65-81999
DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY OF TISSUES DURING EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL HYPOTHERMIA IN
ALBINO RATS A65-82027
CHANGES IN TISSUE VITAMIN CONTENT DURING EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION AND HYPOTHERMIA IN RATS
ADS-B2028
DEGREE OF ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION BY BLOOD SERUM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL
HYPOTHERMIA IN ALBINO RATS Ab5-8204B
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF SKIN IN GUINEA PIGS AFTER
EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL
HYPOTHERMIA Ab5-'B2049
CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON
GENETICS, CELL MUTATION, AND MUTAGENIC NATURE OF
TRITIUM DECAY
NASA-CR-59196 N65-IOII2
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
TRANSCRIPTION N65-I0113
CHEMICAL ANTIRADIAIION PROTECTION AND HYGIENIC
STANOARDIZATION OF IONIZING RADIATION
N65-10125
EFFECTS FROM CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO LOW LEVEL
IONIZING RADIATION ON DESERT ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
UCLA-12-532 Nb5-I0313
ALTERATIONS IN RED BLOOD CORPUSCLES FROM CHRONIC
ACTION ON HUMAN ORGANISM OF SMALL DOSES OF
IONIZING RADIATION
A-204
SUBJECTINDEX IONIZING RADIATION
FTO-'-TT-63-784/1 N65-10982
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON LEVEL OF HISTAMINE
IN TISSUE AND EARLY RADIATION DAMAGE TO
HISTDHEMATIC BARRIERS
FTD-TT-66---646/1 N65-11100
EFFECT OF IONIZING IRRADIATION ON VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS NbS-I375T
CHANGES ARISING IN PLANTS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
IONIZING RADIATION NbS-15678
ENERGY DISSIPATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TISSUE FOR
IONIZING RADIATION - LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
SPECTRUM OF HETEROGENEOUS PROTON BEAN
NASA-CR-51826 N65-16483
ENERGY DISSIPATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TISSUE FOR
IONIZING RADIATION IN SPACE
NASA-CR-50671 N05-16486
IONIZING IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF CATS AND RATS, AND ON NEURONS AND
NEUROGLIA IN TISSUE CULTURE - X-RAY IRRADIATION
NASA-CR-52231 N65-1706B
IONIZING RADIATION FOR FOOD PRESERVATION -
PASTEURIZATION
CONF-641002 N65-18321
THIOL PRETREATHENT AND BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
EFFECT IN REDUCING TOXICITY OF ACUTE LETHAL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MONKEYS
N65-18387
IONIZING RADIATION IN SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT FLIGHTS
NASA-TM-X-56122 N65-IBgZI
SPACE FLIGHT AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL BLOOD SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION, VASCULAR
REACTION TO CORIOLIS ACCELERATION, AND EFFECT
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-ZgL56 N65-19645
SURVEY OF DRUGS FOR PROTECTION FROM IONIZING
RADIATION N65-20138
NYSTAGMUS IN RABBITS, IONIZING RADIATION OF
HYPOTHALAMUS, MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATION, BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATS, AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-20139
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON NEUROSECRETION OF
NUCLEI IN HYPOTHALAMIC AREA OF RABBITS
NbS-ZOI41
USE OF FREE PHAGE AND SYSTEM PHAGE-BACTERIUM IN
STUDYING BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29606 N65-ZISTO
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR PROTECTION FROM LETHAL
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION - HEALTH PHYSICS
UCLA-IZ-551 N65-21823
EFFECT OF MASSIVE DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION UPON
CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
Nb5-22304
REPARATIVE REGENERATION OF VARIOUS TISSUES OF
ANIMALS UNDER EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29904 N65-23052
RADIATION DAMAGE AND EFFECTS IN INTRACELLULAR
COMPONENTS, DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS,
IONIZING RADIATION, AND RADIATION PROTECTION
FTD-TT-66-515/IE2 N65-Z3650
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS N65-23655
IONIZING RADIATION WITH DIFFERENT LINEAR ENERGY
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN
KIDNEY CELLS N65-2346_
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE IN NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR
SYSTEMS TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-2346T
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON ORIGIN
AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN LEUKEMIA AND PATHOLOGY
JPRS-30161 N65-26315
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING ORGANISMS AND
RADIOBIOLDGICAL PROCESSES IN INDIVIDUAL CELLS
JPRS-30541 N65-25430
RADIATION PROTECTION AND GENETICS, AND RECOVERY
PROCESSES DURING POST-RADIATION PERIOD -
RADIOBIOLOGY SURVEY OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
ANIMALS, INSECTS, AND YEAST CELLS
AEC-TR-6606 NbS-26378
MELTING POINT CURVES FOR DETERMINING EFFECTS OF
IONIZING RADIATION ON SYSTEMS OF HYDROGEN BONDS
IN DNA MACRONOLECULE N65-Z6379
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS MEASURED FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
SUBMICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF STRIATED FROG
MUSCLES N65-263BZ
DOG RECOVERY FROM RADIATION SICKNESS - STATE OF
MYELOPDIESIS IN DOGS UNDER REPEATED IONIZING
RADIATION N65-Z6389
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN WALLS OF LARGE AND SMALL
BLOOD VESSELS UPON EXPOSURE TO IONIZING
RADIATION N65-2639_
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION AND AGE ON EXTENT
OF BONE RADIOSENSITIVITY IN GROWING ANIMALS
N65-26396
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATION, VIBRATION,
AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM AND
FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9625 N65-27711
RADIOLOGY, IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY, AND
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN U.S.S.R.
JPRS-31300 N65-30215
IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY RESEARCH AND DEVICE
DEVELOPMENT N65-3021T
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON NAN AND ANIMALS -
RADIOBIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY N65-3021B
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY - COMBINED EFFECT OF IONIZING
RADIATIONt RADIAL ACCELERATION, VERTICAL
VIBRATION, AND PROLONGED ACCELERATION ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE IN ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-354 N65-31375
MECHANISM OF MAMMALIAN ORGANISM RESPONSE TO
COMBINED EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION AND
NOMRADIATION FACTORS N65-31376
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON FUNCTIONAL STATE
OF SPINAL REFLEX ARC N65-31383
EFFECT OF IONIZED RADIATION ON ROTARY RESONANCE
WAVE SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS - RADIATIVE PROTECTIVE
MECHANISM OF CYSTEINE N65-32652
IONIZING RADIATION SOURCE HANDLING REGULATIONS IN
YUGOSLAVIA
JPRS-31993 N65-3_IOZ
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
INVESTIGATED BY CALORIC AND ROTATION TESTS USING
SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-32151 N65-34676
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT INDUCED ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA COLI K-I2 - PHAGE
PRODUCTION INDUCED IN BACTERIUM AFTER EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-36963
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION
NASA-TM-X-5159Z N65-35317
TOLERABLE DOSAGES OF IONIZING RADIATION FOR CREW
MEMBERS OF SPACECRAFTS
NASA-TT-F-9589 N65-35526
A-205
IRON SUBJECT INDEX
IRON
IRON THERAPY IN ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
Ab5-80284
INCORPORATION OF IRON 5g INTO HUMAN BONE MARROW
CELLS, IN VITRO, UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH ALTITUDE
HYPOXIA Ab5-BO835
IRON-GOLD PAIR OF ELECTRODES IN CLINICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS TO REGISTER TISSUE
OXYGEN TENSION
JPRS-30818 Nb5-27028
CORROSION OF CAST IRON PIPES AS ELECTROBIOCHEMICAL
PROCESS IN ANAEROBIC SOIL
FD3-3957/T-166-/ N65-32693
CHELATED IRON AND ZINC EFFECTS ON ROUGH LEMON AND
TRIFOLIATE ORANGE SEEDLINGS GROWN IN CALCAREOUS
AND NONCALCAREDUS SOIL
T10-20741 N65-34316
IRON METEORITE
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND STONE
METEORITES, NOTING ABILITY OF BACTERIA TO
PENETRATE INTO CENTRAL REGIONS A65-3068T
IRON OXIDE
LIMONITE ENVIRONMENT MAY PROVIDE ECOLOGICAL BASIS
FOR RESPIRATORY AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC MARTIAN
ORGANISMS A65-306B_
IRRADIATION
SA PROTON IRRADIATION
SA X-RAY IRRADIATION
LIVER REGENERATION DETERMINATION IN WHITE MICE
AFTER BRIEF AND CHRONIC COBALT 60 IRRADIATION
FTD-TT-64-230/I&2£4 N65-I0285
ANIMAL STUDIES ON RADIATION EFFECTS, IRRADIATION
EXPOSURE, AND USE DE THERAPEUTIC COMPOUNDS AS
PROTECTIVE AGENTS AGAINST INJURY
AD-607952 N65-II098
PHYSICO-CHEM[CAL CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYTES DURING
HEATING, AND IRRADIAIED ANIMAL SPLEEN TISSUE
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
JPRS-28782 N65-17025
POST FERTILIZATION RECOVERY PROCESS FOR IRRADIATED
EGGS AND SPERM OF SEA URCHIN Nb5-18082
IRRADIATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES TO EXTEND
SHELF LIFE
UCD-34P80-2 N65-18999
RAOIDSENSITIVITY OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN LYMPHOCYTES
DETERMINED FROM IRRADIATED SAMPLES
JPRS-29282 N65-19472
IRRADIATION PASTEURIZATION FOR PRESERVATION OF
FRESH WATER FISH AND INLAND FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
C00-L283-[2 N65-19822
ELECTRIC RESISTANCE AND AUTOLYSIS OF SPLEEN TISSUE
OF IRRADIATED ANIMALS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-20133
RESEARCH ON RADIOPASTEURIZATION OF FISH - OPTIMUM
DOSE AND ACCEPFANCE LEVELS, SUITABILITY OF
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, CHANGES IN
FLAVOR AND ODOR FROM IRRADIATION AND STORAGE
TID-216OO N65-22094
CHANGE OF TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL
YEAST THROUGH COBALT 60 IRRADIATION
SGAE-BL-I2/Ig64 N65-22964
FORMULAS AND NOMOGRAMS FOR DETERMINING CDNSUMPFION
OF AIR AND FREQUENCY OF AIR EXCHANGE IN
IRRADIATION CHAMBERS N65-2494|
GRAM-NEGATIVE INFECTIONS AND FUNGI IN PATIENTS
EXPOSED TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
N65-2565B
THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETRY USED TO MEASURE
A-206
TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION N65-25665
WHOLE-BODY IRRADIATION SCANNER SYSTEM USING
THICK SODIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION DETECTOR
N65-25666
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRESERVATION OF FOOD BY
IRRADIATION - RADIATION STERILIZATIONT
PASTEURIZATION, AND DISINFECTION
TID-21431 N65-25873
RAPID DEPRESSION OF DNA SYNTHESIS IN RAT SPLEEN
ANO BONF MARROW AFTER TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION -
VITRO ASSAY SYSTEM
SAM-TR-65-[4 N65-26240
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF FAST NEUTRONS
FOR STUDYING IRRADIATION DAMAGE OF CELLS
N65-26381
TIME-EFFECT CURVES FOR IRRADIATION OF DORMANT PEA
SEEDS WITH VARIOUS MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR
CETERMINING AMOUNT OF DAMAGE N65-26385
REALIZATION PERIOD FOR POTENTIAL RADIATION DAMAGE
IN DIPLOID YEAST CELLS NbS-Z6387
CALCULATION OF ABSORBED DOSES OF LONG WAVE X-RAYS
AND RELATION BETWEEN IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND
FILTRATION OF PRIMARY BEAM
JPRS-30672 N65-26803
FILTERS FOR ROENTGENOGRAPHY, ANGIOGRAPHY, AND
CINEMATOGRAPHY TO DETERMINE RELATION BETWEEN
IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND FILTRATION OF PRIMARY
BEAM N65-26BO5
PASTEURIZATION OF FRUITS BY IRRADIATION FOR
REDUCING SPOILAGE ANO EXTENDING MARKET LIFE -
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
tlO-2l?IO N65-27bO7
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION BY ULTRASONIC WAVES ON
MORPHOLOGICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICDCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF ANIMAL BLOOD N65-28701
MECHANISM OF CHANGES IN NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION -
ANIMAL STUDY N&5-28702
CLIMATIC EFFECTS ON CHRONIC MICROWAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-31280 Nb5-29246
IRRADIATED FOODS IDENTIFICATION - ELECTRDPHORESIS,
OXIDATION-REDUCTION, POLARDGRAPHY, COLORIMETRY,
MICROSCOPY, MICROBIOLOGY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, AND
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
EUR-2602.F N65-29855
CYTOCHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
NEUROGLIAL NUCLEIC ACIDS - ACUTE CHANGES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CAUSED BY IRRADIATION
TID-21440 N65-30175
COBALT-6O USED TO OBTAIN EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS/OR
COSIMETRY IN AIR AND DEPTH DOSES IN MASONITE
PHANTOM FOR RADIATION EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING
SHEEP
USNROL-TR-842 N65-30503
EFFECT ON MONKEYS IRRADIATED WITH 2 ME V X-RAYS
SAM-TR-65-g N65-30887
EFFECT OF RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON
PROTRACTED AFTERGLOW OF IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF
SERUM ALBUMIN N65-31040
EFFECT OF PENETRATING RADIATION ON VESTIBULAR
FUNCTIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM ORGAN AFTER ACUTE
WHOLE-BODY GAMMA IRRADIATION N65-31381
COMBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND ACUTE
IRRADIATION ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN GUINEA
PIGS Nb5-31382
MECHANISM OF COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND
IRRADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUES OF RATS N65-31387
SUBJECT INDEX KIDNEY
ISCHENIA
EVALUATION OF LOCAL ISCHEMIA, GENERAL ANOXIA, AND
VASOOILATORS IN REACTIVE HYPEREMIA IN DOGS
A65-BIBSO
SURVIVAL, INJURY, AND BODY TEMPERATURE AND WEIGHT
OF COLD ACCLIMATED RAT DURING HIND-LIMB ISCHEMIA
AND COLD EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO CATECHOLAMINES
A65-B162Z
PREVENTION OF HYPERTENSION CAUSED BY INDUCED
KIDNEY ISCHENIA AT VARIOUS ALTITUDES IN DOG
A65-81988
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RAT BRAIN AFTER ANOXIC ISCHEMIA
A65-82052
ISOLATION
SA SOCIAL ISOLATION
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS DURING AND AFTER THREE MONTHS IN
SOLITUDE UNDERGROUND A65-BoIgo
COMPARATIVE HUMAN BEHAVIOR OF DIFFERENT SIZE
GROUPS OF ADULTS IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT UNDER
VARYING LIVING CONDITIONS A65-80966
SOME BEHAVIORAL FACTORS AFFECTING ASTRONAUTS
A65-BI253
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN MAN DURING PROLONGED
ISOLATION N65-I3667
HUMAN ISOLATION CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS WITH REDUCED
SENSORY STIMULATION
JPRS-ZBg29 N65-17304
CHANGES OF HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND VEGETATIVE
REACTIONS DURING LONG EXPOSURE TO RELATIVE
ADYNAMIA AND ISOLATION
FTD-TT-66-63511&2&4 N65-I9197 -'
ISOTOPE
SA RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE
SA TRITIUM
THORIUM DAUGHTER ISOTOPE ACTIVITIES IN THOROTRAST
PATIENTS N65-IB087
ITALY
TUBERCULOSIS IN ITALIAN AIR FORCE PERSONNEL -
MEDICO-LEGAL SURVEY A65-80214
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL CAUSES FOR
DISQUALIFICATION OF PILOT CANDIDATES IN THE
ITALIAN AIR FORCE A65-80216
J
JET AIRCRAFT
PREDICTIVE INFORMATION INSTRUMENTATION AS AID TO
JET AIRCRAFT TAKEOFFS A65-I5_34
OCCUPATIONAL DEAFNESS IN VARIOUS TYPES OF
MECHANICS WORKING ON JET AIRCRAFT BASES
A65-BOI25
LOSS OF CONTROL OF JET TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT WHILE
PILOT RELIES ON GRAVITY VECTOR FOR ORIENTATION
INFORMATION A65-BIT2B
PROBLEMS OF NOISE HAZARD DURING SPACE FLIGHT AND
IN JET PLANES ABS-BI925
JET TRANSPORT USE EFFECT ON AIRLINE LANDING
ACCIDENTS Ab5-B2000
RELIABLE ZERO SPEED, ZERO ALTITUDE EJECTION SEAT
FOR F-IO6 JET AIRCRAFT N65-29761
JET EXHAUST
SIMULATED ROCKET JET EXHAUST EFFECT ON STABILITY
AND CONTROL OF RESEARCH AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
NASA-TM-X-127 N65-28135
JET FLIGHT
PILOT FATIGUE - INTERCONTINENTAL JET FLIGHT
BETWEF_ qKLAHOMA CITY AND TOKYO
AM-65--16 N65-34020
JET FUEL
ISOLATION OF MICROORGANISMS, CAPABLE OF UTILIZING
JP-6 JET-FUEL AS SOLE CARBON SOURCE, FROM FUEL
STORAGE TANKS A6S-B2096
JET NOISE
PERCEIVED NOISINESS OF COMPLEX SOUNDS CONSISTING
OF STEADY-STATE PURE TONE IMBEDDED IN RANDOM NOISE
BACKGROUND A65-29976
JOINT IBIOL/
SA BONE
MUSCLE CRAMPS INVESTIGATED IN EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD
AVIATION CADETS AND RELATION TO JOINT TRAUMA
A65-BOgTB
IMPORTANCE OF OSTEOARTICULAR DISEASE IN AVIATION
MEDICINE A65-81829
JUNCTION DIODE
SILICON DIODE CIRCUIT FOR ASSESSING THERMAL
ENVIRONMENT BY CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF WET
BULB GLOBE THERMOMETER I WBGT/ INDEX
A65-21485
JUPITER /PLANET/
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING POSSIBILITY
OF ORIGIN AND EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON JUPITER
A65-BIZBT
JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL AND GROWTH ON
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLDPHYLLOIDES IN AMMONIA
METHANE HYDROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES
A65-Z3486
K
KEROSENE
SA PETROLEUM
SYNTHETIC FOOD PRODUCED FROM CULTURE OF
MICROORGANISMS ON KEROSENE A65-81396
KEROSENE POISONING
CLINICAL AND THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF 200 CASES OF
KEROSENE POISONING A65-80531
EFFECT OF DRUGS AND HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
UN EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMCNITIS IN RATS
A65-81202
KETONE
VARIATION OF PLASMA KETONES AND FREE FATTY
ACIDS DURING ACUTE COLD EXPOSURE IN MAN
A65-B0301
URIC ACID BALANCE AS AFFECTED BY STARVATION, HIGH
EAT DIETS, AND KETONE INFUSIONS
A65-80515
KETONE BODY AND FREE FATTY ACID LEVELS IN BLOOD
PLASMA DURING EARLY PERIOD OF STARVATION IN MAN
A65-B2249
KIDNEY
SA RENAL FUNCTION
SA URINE
OXYGEN EFFECT AT HIGH AMBIENT PRESSURE ON BLOOD
FLOW AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF KIDNEY IN DOG
BREATHING tO0 PERCENT OXYGEN AB5-BOOT2
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CELL RESPIRATION OF MOUSE
AS RELATED TO TISSUE TYPE AND AGE AND FIELD
STRENGTH AND TEMPERATURE A65-B0426
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF CONTINUOUSLY INCREASING
HYPCXIC LEVEL IN RAT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
JUXTAGLOMERULAR CELLS OF KIDNEY
A6S-B0559
ROLE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM IN KIDNEY REACTION TO SMALL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION A65-BO64B
A-207
KIDNEYDISEASE
RENALB OODFLOWANDSODIUMANDHATERXCRETIONINDOGDURINGCHANGEFROMSUPINETOERECTPOSITIONANDWATER IMMERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION A65-BZLI5
RENAL INJURY AND SURVIVAL OF RATt RABBITy AND DOG
GIVEN VARIOUS DOSES OF POTASSIUM NIDBATE AND
NIOBIUM PENTACHLORIDE WITH AND WITHOUT ASCDRBIC
ACID A65-B21TT
ABSCDPALEFFECTS OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON
COMPENSATORY HYPERTROPHY OF RAT KIDNEY
USNRDL-TR-783 N65-11665
INJURIES TO VASCULAR SYSTEM AND DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN RENAL TUBULES AS NORPHDLOGICAL
CHANGES IN DOG KIDNEY HISTOLOGY CAUSED BY
LATERAL ACCELERATIONS N65-13716
URINE SECRETION FUNCTION OF KIDNEYS UNDER HIGH
MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS N65-17823
PHARMACOLOGICAL INFLUENCE OF KIDNEY DIURESIS
NASA-TT-F-9340 N65-22622
KIDNEY DISEASE
CASE HISTORY OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
MANIFESTING AS KIDNEY DISEASE A65-B2034
ANIMAL STUDIES ON EDEMA IN RELATION TO KIDNEY
DISEASE
NASA-TT-F-924T N65-I6304
KINEMATICS
SA BODY KINEMATICS
CONTROL OF BODY MOVEMENTS BY SPINAL CORD
A65-80830
STUDY OF COMPLEX MOVEMENTS IN HIGHLY ORGANIZED
MAMMAL SYSTEMS A65-BOB31
BODY MOVEMENTS AND NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION IN
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80920
KINESTHESIS
BODY TILT AND EFFECT ON TACTILE AND KINESTHETIC
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY A65-80OlB
MODIFICATION IN VISUAL AND KINESTHETIC
AFTEREFFECT DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A65-80084
STUDY OF MOVEMENT COORDINATION IN HANDWRITING
DURING SPACE FLIGHT AbS-BO984
ACCURACY OF ACTIVE AND POSITIVE POSITIONING OF LEG
ON BASIS OF KINESTHETIC CUES A65-BI992
APOLLO PROJECT - KINESTHETIC EFFECTS OF ASTRONAUT
MOVEMENTS ON CENTER OF GRAVITY OF LUNAR FLIGHT
VEHICLE
NASA-CR-61079 N65-29966
HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE CHANGES WITH TEMPORARY CONNECTION
BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN
RINESTHETIC AND PHOTIC STIMULATION PAIRING
FTD-TT-65-436/I&2 N65-30015
KINETICS
SA CHEMICAL KINETICS
SA ELECTROKINETICS
KINETICS OF REACTION OF HUMAN
HEMOGLOBIN WITH CARBON MONOXIDE
A65-80279
KINETIC MODELS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
N65-1662T
DISTRIBUTIONI KINETICS OF ACCUMULAIION, AND MODES
OF EXCRETION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN VARIOUS
ORGANS N65-26393
SUBJECT INDEX
L
LABORATORY
SA ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
SA HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY
SA MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /NOL/
SA MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY /NORL/
SA SPACE LABORATORY
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESEARCH
REPORTS ON LABORATORY ANIMAL STUDIES
ANL-6906 N65-11931
EVALUATION OF RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION CONDITIONS
IN ISOTOPE LABORATORIES IN POLAND
CLOR-34 N65-22501
NATURAL BACKGROUND AND RADIATION LEVELS
ATTRIBUTABLE TO LABORATORY OPERATIONS DURING
1963
BNL-915/T-376/ N65-34205
LABORATORY APPARATUS
EMERGENCY BREATHING AND SUIT PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
FOR CREW USE IN AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EVALUATOR
AMRL-TR-64-60 N65-12995
AUTOMATED LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR STUDY OF
ANIMAL CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-30962 N65-28133
LABYRINTH
ACCELERATION REGISTOGRAPHY - A NEW METHOD OF
EXAMINATIONS CONCERNED WITH THE LABYRINTHINE
RIGHTING REFLEX A65-BI347
NOTION SICKNESS- LABYRINTH FUNCTION, NYSTAGMUS
AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION A65-81434
EFFECTS OF ROTATORY LABYRINTHINE STIMULATIDN ON
BIOELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF PARAFLOCCULUS AND OTHER
CEREBELLAR LOBES IN CATS A65-81544
MODIFICATIONS OF CONTINUING AMPULLAR POTENTIALS
INDUCED BY STIMULATION OF EFFERENT VESTIBULAR
SYSTEM A65-81615
BARANY CHAIR TEST OF LABYRINTH FUNCTION AS
CRITERION FOR PILOT SELECTION AbS-BI808
BALANCE AND HEARING INTERPRETED IN VIEW OF ANATOMY
CF LABYRINTH A65-82138
GRAVITY LABYRINTH ORIENTATION INFLUENCE ON
RESPONSES FROM STIMULATION OF HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
NASA-CR-59548 N65-11396
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LABYRINTH OF DOGS EXPOSED
TG ACCELERATIONS OF VARYING INTENSITY, DURATION,
AND DIRECTION Nb5-13706
COMPARISON OF AUTOKINEIIC MOVEMENT PERCEIVED BY
NCRMAL PERSONS AND DEAF SUBJECTS WITH BILATERAL
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-b75ZO N65-36432
LABYRINTHECTOMY
APOMORPHINE ADMINISTERED TO LABYRINTHECTOMIZED
COGS FOR DETERMINING ROLE OF EXTRALABYRINTHINE
INFLUENCES IN PATHOGENESIS OF MOTION SICKNESS
JPRS-30843 NbS-Z7115
LACTATE
LACTATE AND PYRUVATE GRADIENTS BETWEEN RED BLOOD
CELLS AND PLASMA OF GUINEA PIG DURING ASPHYXIA
A65-80073
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID TURNOVER IN DOG DURING
EXERCISE AS RELATED TO PHYSICAL CONDITION AND
BLOOD LACTATE A65-B0680
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOWt OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE,
BLOOD LACTATE_ AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCISING IN HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A6S-BII3S
ANEMIC AND HYPOXIC HYPOXIA EFFECT ON METABOLISM
AND ON EXCESS LACTATE IN DOG AbS-BI747
A-208
SUBJECT INDEX LAUNCHING FACILITY
RESPIRATORY OXYGEN DEBT AND RELATION TO EXCESS
LACTATE IN NAN WITH PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65--81906
EXCESS LACTATE CONCEPT AND OXYGEN DEBT OF EXERCISE
A65-82166
LACTIC ACID
INCREASE OF WHOLE BLOOD LACTIC ACID CONCENTRATION
IN HUMANS DURING EXERCISE AS PREDICTED FROM PH
AND CARBON DIOXIOE TENSION A65-B0198
BLOOD POTASSIUM, PHOSPHORUS, LACTIC ACID LEVELS_
AND ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC EFFECTS OF HYPOCAPNIA IN
DOG DURING EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATION
A65-805TB
BLOOD LACTIC ACID IN BENGALI MALES LIVING IN
TROPICAL CLIMATE - EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80QT3
LACTIC ACID LEVELS IN BLOOD OF DOGS DURING
HYPDXIA, HYPEROXIA AND HYPOTHERNIA
AbS-BIB63
HEPARIN EFFECT ON LACTIC ACID PRODUCTION IN DOGS
DURING HYPOXIA - ANIMAL STUDY
SAN-TR-66-TB N65-3_OBB
LAMINAR FLOg
MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN LAMINAR DOWN-FLOW CLEAN
ROOM
SC-RR-6§-BT N65-19666
LAND
S EARTH
S GROUND
LANDING
SA AIRCRAFT LANDING
SA APPROACH AND LANDING
SA LUNAR LANDING
SA PLANETARY LANDING
SA SOFT LANDING
SA MATER LANDING
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF HARD LANDING EFFECT ON
LAND OR WATER ON ANIMAL ORGANISM
A65-80640
LANDING LOAD
LANDING IMPACT G FORCE INFLUENCE ON ANIMAL
ORGANISM N65-16605
LANDING SIMULATION
ABRUPT DECELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL
SUBJECTS IN REFERENCE TO APOLLO CAPSULE PARACHUTE
LANDING IMPACT A65-10732
COMMERCIAL PILOT ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN
LEVEL AND DESCENDING FLIGHT BY LOOKING AT TV
SCREEN SIMULATING VISUAL APPROACH AND LANDING
A65-26616
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
LANDING IMPACT VECTOR ON HUMAN IN DIFFERENT
POSTURAL POSITIONS A65-80129
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR STUOY OF PILOT ABILITY TO
PERFORM SOFT LUNAR LANDING WITH SIMPLIFIED
GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE
NASA-TN-D-2993 N65-35060
TRAINING OF PILOTS IN MATCHED PAIRS USING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR IN CARRIER LANDING MANEUVER UNDER
KINETIC AND STATIC CONDITIONS
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1432-1-S1 N65-35542
LANDING SYSTEM
SA INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
INFORMATION VALUE OF VARIOUS PATTERNS OF LANDING
STRIP LIGHTS A65-81111
L_NGUAGE
SA SPEECH
:ELATIONSHIP OF SYNTACTIC LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR TO
CPAMMAR AND SEMANTICS OF WORD ASSOCIATION
RAOC-TOR-66-166 N65-15779
LARYNX
X-RAY THERAPY OF SKIN_ LUNG, STDMACHt AND LARYNX
CANCER IN U.S.S.R. N65-30219
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF COBALT 60
GAMMA RADIATION AND X-RAYS ON CARTILAGE OF
YOUNG RABBIT LARYNX
ANL-TRANS-12L N65-32833
LASER
SA PULSED LASER
SA RUBY LASER
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND CONTROL
OF RADIATION HAZARDS A65-BI091
INTERACTION OF LASER RADIATION WITH BOOY TISSUES
A65-81092
FUNOUSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF
CHORIORETINAL INJURY AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE TI HE
BY LASER AND LIGHT COAGULATOR IN RABBITS
A65-BlO93
ANALYSIS OF FACTORS OF LASER RADIATION PRODUCING
RETINAL DAMAGE BY THERMAL INJURY
A65-8109_
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN SKIN AFTER
LASER IRRADIATION IN PIGS A65-81096
DERMATOLOGIC MANIFESTATIONS OF LASER RADIATION IN
HUMANS A65-B109T
EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON TYROSINASE ACTIVITY
IN HUMAN SKIN A65-81098
FOCUSED AND UNFOCUSEO CRYSTAL LASER RADIATION
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RODENTS AND
PRIMATE A65-81099
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-IS N65-14961
LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON VERTEBRATE EMBRYOS
N65-16624
LASER OUTPUT
SAFETY THRESHOLDS CALCULATED FOR AMOUNT OF LASER
RADIATION HUMAN EYE CAN ABSORB A65-1239T
DETERMINATION OF ATTENUATING FILTERS REQUIRED FOR
EYE PROTECTION AGAINST LASER RADIATION
A65-22614
LASV
S LOW ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLE /LASV/
LATERAL STABILITY
DEVELOPING LATERAL STABILITY AND DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL HANDLING QUALITIES IN LANDING APPROACH
CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT
NASA-CR-239 N65-27946
LATERALITY
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE RELATED TO
CONTROL-DISPLAY CDMPATIBILITY_ HANDEDNESSt SEX AND
PROBABILITY A65-82111
LATITUDE
LIMITATIONS OF SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCIES WITH RESPECT TO ABSORPTION FOR RADIO
SIGNAL TRACKING AT VARIOUS LATITUDES
N65-Z2877
LAUNCH VEHICLE
FEASIBILITY OF MANNED PARTICIPATION IN CONTROL
0F LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA-TN-D-ZBOT N65-23166
GEMINI LAUNCH VEHICLE PILOT SAFETY PROGRAM
NASA-TN-X-S6T16 N65-31008
LAUNCHING FACILITY
POSTNUCLEAR ATTACK ENVIRONMENT SURVIVABILITY TEST
IN MINUTEMAN MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
A-209
LAN SUBJECT INDEX
SAN-TDR-64-62 N65-17438
LAW
S INTERNATIONAL LAW
S REGULATION
S NEBER-FECHNER LAW
LEAD
ADENOSINE-5-MONOPHOSPHORIC ACID EFFECT ON
ERYTHROCYTE SURVIVAL IN LEAD OR PHENYLHYDRAZINE
POISONED RABBITS A65-80003
LEAD POISONING
LEAD POISONING - CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY AND
METABOLISM OF ERYTHROCYTE OF HUMAN
A65-80340
BLOOD CDAGULATION PROCESS IN EXPERIMENTAL LEAD
POISONING OF RABBITS A65-81255
BEHAVIOR OF BLOOD PLATELETS DURING EXPERIMENTAL
LEAD POISONING IN RABBITS A65-81256
LEAD EXCRETION AND HEALTH OF ANTIKNOCK BLENDERS
A65-81482
FACTS ABOUT LEAD POISONING AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
A65-81545
METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF BLOOD DEHYDRASE
ACTIVITY IN LEAD POISONING AbS-BI621
TETRAETHYL LEAD TOXIC EFFECTS ON WATER BALANCE
A65"81745
REDUCTION OF LEAD POISONING SYMPTOMS IN WORKERS BY
REACTION OF SULFUR IN SATAL DRUG CONTAINING
GARLIC AND LEAD POWDER
JPRS-30863 N65-27037
LEADERSHIP
DECISION-MAKING SUCCESS RELATED TO LEADERSHIP IN
SMALL GROUPS - MATHEMATICAL APPROACH
A65-80790
LEADERSHIP MODEL PROPOSED WHICH IS BASED ON
GROUP-TASK SITUATION A65-81083
WIT CORRELATED WITH CREATIVITY, DEFENSIVENESS, AND
LEADERSHIP A65-BII26
CROSS GROUP STABILITY OF PEER RATINGS OF
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL A65-81589
LEARNING
SA CONDITIONED RESPONSE
SA MACHINE LEARNING
SA MEMORY
SA TRAINING
LEARNING SET PERFORMANCE OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS AFTER
RAPID DECOMPRESSION TO VACUUM, NOTING PHYSICAL
EFFECT A65-16554
ADVANCED STATE OF SOVIET TRAINING THEORIES
INDICATED BY SIMULATION DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED IN THEIR MANNED SPACE PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-276 Ab5-22260
HUMAN HEART RATE CONDITIONING WITH NOISE AS
UNCONDITIONED STIMULUS ACS-BO094
POWER FUNCTIONS APPLIED TO PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
LEARNING A65-80244
AGE AND SEX PARAMETERS IN HUMAN PSYCHOMOTOR
LEARNING A65-80262
SIGNAL DETECTABILITY IN VIGILANCE TASK AS FUNCTION
OF TRUE AND/OR FALSE KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
A65-80300
REACTION TIME DF FINGER AS FUNCTION OF RESPONSE
ALIERNAIIVES IN TWO-CHOICE REACTION TIME TASK
A65-BO615
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION - EFFECT ON LEARNING
COMPLEX AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TASK
A65-80852
LEARNING AND RETENTION IN ESTIMATION OF SHORT TIME
INTERVALS A65-81006
SPECIFIC MOTOR RESPONSE DURING SLEEP TO
SLEEP-ADMINISTERED MEANINGFUL SUGGESTION
AbS-BIOI2
REACTION TIME DECREASE WITH KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
A65-81106
KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS IN TIME ESTIMATING TASK
A65-81319
THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTABILITY AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL
LEARNING AbS-B1427
COMPONENT AND TOTAL TASK RELATIONS AT DIFFERENT
STAGES OF LEARNING COMPLEX TRACKING TASK
AbS-B1661
ISOLATION EFFECT IN VISUAL PATTERN PERCEPTION
SIMILAR TO EFFECT IN SERIAL LEARNING
A65-81751
INFLUENCE OF LOCAL FATIGUE ON SPEED AND ACCURACY
IN MOTOR LEARNING A65-B1759
EFFECT OF AGE UPON SPEED OF CONCEPT ATTAINMENT
A65-81864
EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE LEARNING EFFICIENCY IN RATS
A65-81940
TIME PERCEPTION STUDIED BY ELABORATION OF
CONOITIDNEO REFLEX TO GIVEN TIME INTERVAL
ABS-BIgSI
TASK PREDICTABILITY IN ORGANIZATION, ACQUISITION,
AND RETENTION OF TRACKING SKILL
A65-82055
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE, REMINISCENCE,
INHIBIIION, AND CONSOLIDATION A65-B2107
REMINISCENCE - THREE FACTORTHEORY
A65-82108
AGE EFFECT ON SHORT-TERM STORAGE MEMORY AND SERIAL
ROTE LEARNING Ab5-82109
MENIAL PERFORMANCE RELATED TO LEVEL OF AROUSAL
A65-B226I
VERBAL CODING AND DISPLAY CODING IN ACQUISITION
AND RETENTION OF TRACKING SKILL
A65-82293
JUDGMENT OF LOUDNESS OF TRIANGULAR TRANSIENTS AND
WHITE NOISE AS AFFECTED BY REPETITION RATE
A65-82295
DICHOTIC LISTENING AND RECALL AS RELATED TO
CEREBRAL DOMINANCE A65-82310
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ON ACTIVITY OF AUDITORY
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ANESTHETIZED ANIMALS DURING
LEARNING AND DIFFERENT STAGES OF SLEEP AND
ALERTNESS
AFOSR-64-0966 N65-13205
PROGRAMMED LEARNING IMPROVED BY REVISED COPY
FORMAT - SELF-EVALUATION RESPONSE, TYPOGRAPHICAL
EMPHASIZING, AND TERSE AND DISCURSIVE TEXT
AIR-C28-7/b3-TR N65-15959
TRACKING PERFORMANCE AS FUNCTION OF EXPONENTIAL
DELAY AND LEARNING - HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-64-I04 N65-19149
OECISION THEORETIC AND EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF
PRDBABILISTIC DISCRIMINATION LEARNING SITUATIONS
ESD-IDR-64-192 NbS-ZS943
RCLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND OTHER MACROMOLECULES
IN COMPLEX BEHAVIOR, LEARNING, AND MEMORY
A-21O
SUBJECTINDEX LIFEDETECTOR
AD==616622 N65-3063[
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGICAL,
EXPERIMENTALt DEVELOPMENTAL, AND COMPARATIVE
PSYCHOLOGY - STUDIES ON BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR,
PERCEPTION, COORDINATION, AND LEARNING
NASA-CR-58831 N65-32115
CLUSTERING IN FREE RECALL AS FUNCTION OF BLOCK
AND RANDOM PRESENTATION, VARIABLE EXPOSURE
TIMES, AND LISTS OF HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY
ASSOCIATES OF CATEGORY NAMES
TR-3 N65-36307
LEARNING SYSTEM
LEARNING PROCESS IN SELF-ADAPTIVE CONTROLS FOR
LARGE-SCALE PROCESSES A65-35004
LEARNING SET FORMATION IN PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-66-116 N65-19602
REPETITION AND SPACED REVIEW EFFECT IN PROGRAMMED
INSTRUCTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
AMRL-TR-64-I28 N65-21048
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MODELING OF HUMAN
MENTAL PROCESS AND LEARNING SYSTEM
JPRS-30156 N65-2423L
ANALYTIC STUDIES IN LEARNING AND MEMORY OF SKILLED
PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-63837 N65-28853
LEG
RECORDED CHANGES OF THORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN
NAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
A65-B2220
QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF CIRCULATION OF CALF
MUSCULARTURE IN MAN A65-82229
LOWER-LEG RESTRAINT AGAINST CENTRIPETAL FORCE -
BINDING DEVICE USED IN YAW AND TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
AMRL-TR-64-166 N65-21399
LEGIBILITY
VIEWING-ANGLE AND SYMBOL-SIZE EFFECT ON TIME TO
RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR WORDS
W-OTOO4 N65-17144
LEM
S LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE ILEMI
LENS DESIGN
EFFECT OF PROTECTIVE FILTERS AND LENSES ON COLOR
JUDGMENT BY HUMANS
NASA-CR-63766 N65-27956
LET
S LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER /LET/
LEUKEMIA
ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULATING FACTOR I ESFI EFFECT ON
HUMAN SYNOVIAL MEMBRANE AND NONOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
CELL GROWTH IN VITRO ABS-I460T
DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT OF HUMAN RADIATION
INJURY AFTER WHOLE-BODY EXPOSURE WITH PROGNOSIS
FOR LEUKEMIA A65-BOI65
EFFECT OF St 2,-AMINO-ETHYLISOTHIURDNIUM ON IMMUNE
MECHANISM OF X-IRRADIATED NICE DOSED WITH LEUKEMIA
CELLS A65-80170
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON ORIGIN
AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN LEUKEMIA AND PATHOLOGY
JPRS-30161 N65-24315
lEUKOCYTE
EOSINOPHIL LEVELS IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD AFTER STATIC
AND DYNAMIC WORKLOADS A65-80002
LEUCOCYTES AND BLOOD EXAMINATION IN FLYING
PERSONNEL A65-BOIL5
LYMPHOCYTOPENIA AND ADAPTATION AFTER TUMBLING
TRAUMA IN RAT A65-80332
CIRCULATING LEUKOCYTE NUMBER CHANGES OF YOUNG AND
OLD FEMALE MICE EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
AbS-804lB
LIFESPAN INCREASE OF TUMOR-BEARING MICE THROUGH
PRETREATMENT IN MAGNETIC FIELDS PRODUCING
LEUKOCYTOSIS A65-BO420
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES IN THYMUS GF
X-IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE
A65-BI235
SMALL BLOOD VESSELS AND ORIGIN OF PHAGOCYTES IN
RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX FOLLOWING HEAVY PARTICLE
IRRADIATION A65-81453
ERYTHROCYTE AND LEUKOCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE OF
ITALIAN AIR FORCE PILOT CANDIDATES EXPOSED TO
ANOXIA A65-81796
PEROXIDASE_ ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE! POLYSACCHARIDE,
AND MITOCHONDRIA OF RABBIT LEUKOCYTE AS AFFECTED
BY ANOXIA IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A65-BIB41
RADIOSENSITIVITY OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN LYNPHOCYTES
DETERMINED FROM IRRADIATED SAMPLES
JPRS-29282 N65-19472
INTRACELLULAR SUBSTANCES IN BLOOD LEUKOCYTES,
AND BONE MARROW OF RABBITS EXPOSED TO RADIATION
N65-21211
LIFE
SA ABIOGENESIS
SA BIOGENESIS
SA EVOLUTION
SA EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
ANABIOTIC LIFE PROCESSES APPLIED TO EXTENDED SPACE
FLIGHTS
JPRS-27540 N65-ILZ64
COSMOLOGY - ORIGIN OF LIFE
NASA-TM-X-SI7S3 N65-21478
REGULATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISM, DETERMINISM IN
BIOLOGY, AND DIALECTIC RELATION OF AUTOMATON AND
LIFE N65-26222
SCHEMATIC VIEW OF ORIGIN OF LIFE - SEQUENCE
PROPAGATION AND TRANSCRIPTION, DUAL
IRANSCRIPTION, CHROMOSOME-MESSENGER, METABOLISM,
AND PROTOPLASM
UCRL-14254 N65-31001
LIFE DETECTOR
CONSTRAINTS ON LIFE DETECTION SYSTEM ON MARS
CONSIDERING DATA TRANSMISSION LIMITATION, LOW
SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD, LANDING IMPACT AND
CONTAMINATION A65-10729
WOLF TRAP DEVICE DETERMINING GROWTH OF
MICROORGANISMS BY MEASURING INTENSITY OF LIGHT
SCATTERED BY ORGANISMS A65-10731
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION PROGRAM USING GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-15153
SUGGESTED EXPERIMENTS IN SEARCH FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE IN SOLAR SYSTEM
A65-16032
EXTRATERRESTRIAL STUDY OF ATMOSPHEREt SOIL AND
POSSIBLE ORGANIC MATTER BY COMPACT SPECTROSCOPIC
AND TELEVISION INSTRUMENT PACKAGE FOR TELEMETRY
A65-16557
INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS TO DETECT LIFE ON OTHER
PLANETS A65-16817
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE CONSIDERING MOON AS
HOSPITAL, MOONSHIPS TO MARS AND VENUS, DETECTING
AND COMMUNICATING WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS, ETC
A65-18236
AUTOMATED BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY FOR DETECTION
AND CLASSIFICATION OF LIFE ON MARS
A-21I
LIFE RAFT SUBJECT INDEX
665-19518
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION PROGRAM USING GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-2213T
MICROORGANISM DETECTION IN SOILS BY ESTIMATING
CONCENTRATION OF INTRACELLULAR CATALASE, ENZYME IN
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DECOMPOSITION
665-26285
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION ON MARS USING
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT EQUIPPED FOR AUTOMATIC
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL TESTS 665-26739
MARTIAN LIFE DEPENDS ON CHEMOGENY, BIOGENYt
COGNOGENY, SIMILARITY AND DISSIMILARITY TO EARTH
AND PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT
A65-28200
OPTICAL ACTIVITY IN UV REGION OF SPECTRUM
DEVELOPED7 USING OPTICAL ROTATION TO DETECT
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE A65-30678
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION SUGGESTED VIA
QUANTITATIVE FLUORESCENT NUCLEIC ACID-ACRIDINE
ORANGE REACTION 665-30679
POSSIBILITY OF COMMUNICATION WITH EXTRATERRESTRIAL
CIVILIZATIONS BY RADIO METHODS A65-BOB25
DETECTING LIFE IN OTHER SOLAR SYSTEMS
A65-81263
PHYSICAL BASIS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION
AND USE ON MARS A65-8173T
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE STUDIES AS RELATED TO
EVOLUTION OF LIFE, METEORITES, LIFE-DETECTION
DEVICES, MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, AND MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-81851
LIFE-DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENTS IN
CARRYING OUT BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION ON MARS
A65-8192T
SPACECRAFT, MISSIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR SPACE
PROBES AND INTERPLANETARY EXPLORATION
665-82064
JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGNING LIFE DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES BASED ON
KNOWLEDGE OF LIFE ON EARTH AND ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL A65-82217
MARS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS SUGGESTING BIOLOGICAL
POSSIBILITIES AND LIFE DETECTION EQUIPMENT TO
PREVENT CONTAMINATION A65-B221B
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTORS
NASA-SP-56 N65-I2268
MICROORGANISM MEASUREMENT IN WOLF TRAP BY
LIGHT SCATTERING METER - LIFE DETECTOR
N65-1661I
ANALYSIS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION
PROBLEM
NASA-SP-75 N65-34227
LIFE RAFT
S RAFT
LIFE SCIENCE
SA BIOCOURIER PROJECT
APPROACHES TO DIRECT AND INDIRECT EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE IDENTIFICATION CONCENTRATING ON
MICROORGANISMS AND NOTING ROLE OF CARBON
A65-227TI
ORGANIC COMPOUND FORMATION EXPERIMENTATION TO TEST
ORIGINATION OF LIVING CELLS WITH TERRESTRIAL TYPE
BIOCHEMISTRy A65-27097
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS AND
COMPOUNDS SUITABLE FOR PROLONGED BIOMOLECULAR
EVOLUTION AND CHEMICAL SELECTION ON NONTERRESTRIAL
TYPE PLANET A65-2709B
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SPACE sCIENCE SYMPOSIUM ON
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH AT FLORENCE IN
MAY I964 A65-306T1
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EFFECTS ON MICROORGANISMS
A65-30685
MINIMUM FREE LIVING REPLICATING SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS A65-30686
PHYSIOCHEMICAL INTERPRETATION OF LIFE FUNCTIONS
USING PERFORMING MODELS - ELEMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL
THERMODYNAMICS
JPRS-28949 N65-17978
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LIVING
ORGANISMS
FTD-TT-62-1923/l&2 N65-18283
NARKOV CHAIN MODEL ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE PROCESSES
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-65-3 N65-22477
NATURE OF LIFE_ RELATION BETWEEN BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MATTER, AND PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, AND CYBERNETICS ROLE AND
METHODS IN EXPLORING LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-29864 N65-23144
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
LIFE ACTIVITIES AND TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-31954 N65-33071
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
SA CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
SA PRESSURIZED CABIN
SA PRESSURIZED SUIT
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER, USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-I069(
OXYGEN RECOVERY FROM METABOLIC CARBON DIOXIDE FOR
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT A65-1069_
CHEMICAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT BEHAVIOR IN REDUCED
GRAVITATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF MOON
A65-1076_
DYNAMIC BIOASTRONAUTICAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
BIOCHEMICAL, BIODYNAMIC AND PSYCHOMOTOR SYSTEMS
ISA PAPER I6.1-3-64 A65-1118 _
GAS TIGHT ONE-PIECE SUIT WITH PORTABLE LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM DESIGNED TO PROTECT PERSONNEL
AGAINST TOXICITY OF PROPELLANTS
A65-1140(
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MAINTAINING MULTIPLE CREW:
IN ORBITAL AND EXPLORATORY MISSIONS FOR PERIODS Ut
TO ONE YEAR A65-II66;
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM RESEARCH FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY NAVY AND MARINE
PERSONNEL A65-1178
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN MANNED SPACECRAFT,
DETAILING ENVIRONMENT CONTROL AND WATER AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT A65-1254
CREW MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING
PROTOTYPE OF INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
LONG RANGE SPACE FLIGHT
SAE PAPER 908C A65-1281
RELIABILITY OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS USING GENERIC
FAILURE RATES FOR COMPONENTS
SAE PAPER 912G 665-1290
LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROVIDING
ATMOSPHERE AND THERMAL CONTROL, RADIATION
PROTECTION AND WATER AND WASTE RECOVERY
665-1309
DYNA SOAR AND SIMILAR PROGRAMS LIFE SCIENCE
REQUIREMENTS, DISCUSSING X-20 COCKPIT DESIGN,
PILOT PRESSURE SUITSv MEDICAL MONITORING, PILOT
SELECTION AND EVALUATION A65-1422
A-212
SU6Jt(.IINDEX L|FE SUPPORT SYSTEM
LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS OF FUTURE SPACE SYSTEMS
AND VARIABLE EXPENOABLESt CONSIDERING WORKER
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS A65-16230
CORNUCOPIA TWO-GAS ATMOSPHERE USING STORABLE
ROCKET BIPROPELLANTS FOR LIFE SUPPORT, INCLUDING
ATMOSPHERE AND CONTAMINANT CONTROL
A65-14236
MOON SUIT DESCRIBING COOLING SYSTEM, MATERIAL AND
LIFE SUPPORT BACKPACK A65-15100
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION USES
DESIGN TRADEUFF OF REDUCTION IN SIZE MITH LOSS OF
VERSATILITY
AICE PREPRINT 56E A65-1522T
RECOVERY OF USABLE OXYGEN FROM WASTE CARBON
DIOXIDE ON SPACECRAFT BY CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION
FOLLONED BY ELECTROLYSIS A65-15625
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS CAUSED BY MAN, MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES AND DETECTION AND CONTROL FOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM A65-1562B
MATER RECLAMATION FROM CABIN-AIR DEHUMIDIFICATION
CONDENSATE AND MASH MATER BY MULTIFILTER SYSTEMS
A65-16560
APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT DESCRIBING
PRESSURE SUIT FOR LUNAR SURFACE USE
NYAS PAPER TP 6_-01 A65-17201
PARTIALLY REGENERATIVE AND BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS EMPHASIZING SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONTROL AND FOOD PRODUCTION A65-17930
ATMOSPHERE MOVEMENT AND DIFFUSION OF RESPIRED GAS
IN WEIGHTLESS MANNED SPACE ENCLOSURE, BASED ON
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL THECRY
A65-19839
INTERPLANETARY MISSION LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
EXAMINING CREW REQUIREMENTSt CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONDITIONING, MATER MANAGEMENTt TEMPERATURE
CONTROL AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION
ASME PAPER 65-AV-33 A65-22956
APOLLO SPACE SUIT OESIGN INCLUDING PERSONAL
LIQUID COOLING FOR CONDITIONING AND REPLENISHING
ATMOSPHERE INSIDE SPACE SUIT
ASNE PAPER 65-AV-65 A65-26390
DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF REGENERABLE LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM COMPATIBLE MITH ZERO-G, EMPLOYING PHYSICAL
CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR SUSTAINING CREM OURING
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
ASNE PAPER 65-AV-25 A65-26391
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT, THERMAL CONTROL
AND MATER AND POWER PROOUCTION
AIAA PAPER 66-213 A65-2_66
SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR AND TESTING OF INTEGRATED
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS WITH CREM
ASME PAPER 65-AV-19 A65-25030
METTING AND NONMETTING SURFACES TO CONTROL MATER
AND GAS PHASES IN LIFE-SUPPORT EQUIPMENT IN LONG
ENVIRONMENT, NOTING HUMIDITY CONTROL, LIQUID WASTE
COLLECTION, DISTILLATION AND MANAGEMENT OF WATER
AND OXYGEN SUPPLIES A65-28630
SIMULATION OF CLOSED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS SUITABLE
FOR SPACE FLIGHT A65-29103
TMO-GAS REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
PRESSURE, THERMAL ANO HUMIDITY CONTROL, MATER
RECLAMATION, ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION, CARBON
DIOXIOE AND TRACE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL
AIAA PAPER 65-501 A65-29661
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND HYGIENIC REQUIREMENT OF LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS OF VOSTOK AND VOSKHOD SPACE
SHIPS A65-29962
MANNED SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR TESTS TO EVALUATE
ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE
AIAA PAPER 65-502 A65-30218
PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE EXPERIMENT USING
DWARF MOUSE AND ILLUMINATED SUSPENSION OF
CHLORELLA ELLIPSOIDEA A65-31005
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
MISSIONS PRESENTING SYNTHETIC CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM A65-31672
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM FOR EXTENDED MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS, NOTING MICROTERELLA AND
ALGATRON SYSTEMS A65-33150
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR MATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND MASH MATER, USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-33556
SPACECRAFT CABIN ENVIRONMENT CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERE
AND TEMPERATURE, DESCRIBING OXYGEN REGENERATION
SYSTEM USING ZEOLITE BEDS AND SILICA GEL
A65-33615
COMPARISON BETWEEN UoSo AND U.S°S°Ro LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS USED IN SPACE FLIGHTS NOTING
PHYSICAL LAYOUT, RADIATION SHIELDINGT GROUND
SIMULATIONt DIETARY CHANGES, ETC
AbS-36675
NORMALIZATION OF NOISE PRODUCED BY LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS IN SPACESHIP CABINS DURING PROLONGED
FLIGHTS A65-35Z55
EFFICIENCY AND STABILITY OF COMPLEX CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM OPERATING ON SOLAR ENERGY AND
MITH INTERNAL FEEDBACKS EVALUATED FROM
THERMODYNAMIC AND KINETIC VIEMPOINTS
A65-36236
CONTINUOUS CULTURE APPARATUS FOR BACTERIUM,
HYDROGENOHONAS EUTROPHA, AS FOOD AND UTILIZATION
OF HYDROGEN PRODUCED BY ELECTROSIS OF
MATER 1N CLOSED-CYCLE SPACE SYSTEM
A65-80099
LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS DERIVED FROM VARIATIONS
IN OPERATOR OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
A65-80139
LIFE SUPPORT FOR LUNAR BASE OPERATIONS
A65-80530
MEDICAL SUPPORT OF PROLONGED INTERPLANETARY
MISSIONS A65-80932
ABILITY OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIOE, POTASSIUM
HYDROXIDE, AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO
SUSTAIN LIFE OF RAT AND MAN IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM A65-81251
GEMINI PROGRAM - ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY DURING FLIGHT, RENDEZVOUS,
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AND REENTRY
A65-B1280
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
OPERATIONS A65-B1306
PSYCHOLOGY OF MOON FLIGHT - HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SPA
FLIGHT STRESS AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A65-81611
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN SPACE MISSIONS
A65-81856
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND TOLERANCE IN CLOSED SELF-
SUSTAINING iNTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM USING
BOEING HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER AS TEST BED
NASA-CR-136 NbS-120T6
EMERGENCY BREATHING AND SUIT PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
FOR CREM USE IN AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EVALUATOR
AMRL-TR-66-60 NbS-IZ995
GROMTH ANO LIFE SUPPORT OF ANIMALS IN HELIUM-
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE N65-13669
A-ZX3
LIFESPAN SUBJECTINDEX
HUMAN FACTOR CRITERIA, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL,
AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR SHELTER
NASA-CR-6OgOg N65-17603
LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
WITH SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SIMULATION
SM-47691 N65-17977
BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, METABOLISM,
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
N65-18570
INTEGRATION AND MECHANICS OF WASTE COLLECTION AND
PROCESSES FOR SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N65-18589
BIOASTRONAUTICS - PREPARATIONS FOR SPACE FLIGHTS,
WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN
MEDICOBIDLOGY
JPRS-29069 N65-18784
MEDICOBIOLOGICAL SUPPORT OF PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-I878T
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMFORT TOLERANCE OF MODEL
HELMETS
CLD-1720 N65-19423
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO REVERSE DEATH - USE OF
SMALL ARTIFICIAL HEART PUMP IN DOGS
N65-22733
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN
SPACE - MEDICINE, PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO PURE
OXYGEN, RADIATION SAFETY, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS,
AND MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM RELIABILITY
N65-27419
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR VOSTDK AND VOSKHOD
MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-g424 N65-27710
COMPILATION OF ABSTRACTS ON SPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY, SPACE PHYSIOLOGY, AND SPACE VEHICLE
ECOLOGY - LIFE SUPPORT SCIENCES
6TD-P-64-66 N65-2774B
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED ON MAN WEARING PRESSURE SUIT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, DECREMENTS IN
MOBILITY AND DEXTERITY, AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
LMSC-6-62-64-1g N65-3155T
PROBLEMS OF VOSKHOD IT SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS AND BIOASTRONAUTICS, AND FUTURE GOALS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM N65-32679
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING WEIGHT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS N65-34620
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR SUPPORTING LIFE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS - CONSTRUCTION
PROBLEMS
NASA-TT-F-9590 N65-35784
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CHLORELLA AS PHOTOSYNTHESIS LINK IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9592 N65-35?B6
LIFESPAN
INDUCTION OF NITRITE REDUCTASE IN SYNCHRONIZED
CULTURES OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA, AS
CORRELATED WITH DNA SYNTHESIS AND LIFE CYCLE
PERIOD. A65-82051
RADIATION EFFECT ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF MAMMALIAN
TISSUE, RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS, AND GAMMA IRRADIATION INFLUENCE ON
LIFESPAN
AD-610947 N65-192II
LIFETIME
CORRELATION OF RADIATION DISEASE DATA IN MICE WITH
LIFE EXPECTANCY AFTER GAMMA IRRADIATION - DOSAGE
RANGE DIFFERENCE DUE TO INDIVIDUAL
N65-21210
A-214
DEPENDENCE OF RADIOSENSITIZING EFFECT OF OXYGEN ON
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AND FREE RADICAL LIFETIME
N65-263B3
LIGHT
SA AIRPORT LIGHT
SA FLASH
SA GLARE
SA LUMINESCENCE
SA SUNLIGHT
SA ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
SA XENON LIGHT
ROLE OF LIGHT IN EVOLUTION - TRANSITION FROM ONE
QUANTUM TO TWO QUANTA MECHANISM
A65-80689
VISIBLE LIGHT PHOTOTOXICITY AND PHOTOALLERGY
A65-BI089
FLASH BLINDNESS AS FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH
SPECIFICITY A65-81095
INFLUENCE OF LIGHT TO DARK RATIO ON DIURNAL CYCLE
CF LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY IN RABBIT
A65-81107
GAS EXCHANGE IN CHLORELLA PYRENDIDOSA - TIME,
LIGHT AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A65-81590
LIGHT EFFECT ON PINEAL GLAND, SUBCDMMISSURAL ORGAN
AND GLOMERULAR ZONE OF ADRENALS OF WHITE RAT
A65-81592
PROTEIN LEVEL OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
III05, AS AFFECTED BY LIMITED NITRATE CONDITIONS
AND LIGHT 665-81976
EFFECT OF TARGET SIZEt LUMINANCEt AND COLOR ON
MONOCULAR FIXATION A65-82202
INTERVAL ANALYSIS OF CELL DISCHARGE IN SPONTANEOUS
AND OPTICALLY MODULATED ACTIVITY IN OPTIC TRACT,
GENICULATE BODY, AND CORTEX OF CAT
A65-82355
INVESTIGATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EFFECT UPON VISUAL
DETECTION OF LIGHT SIGNAL
ESD-TR-64-557 N65-21144
INHIBITION OF CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX NEURONS INDUCED BY LIGHT AND
SOUND STIMULI
JPRS-31667 N65-31531
LIGHT ABSORPTION
COOPERATION BETWEEN AND PLANT CONTROL OF ENERGY
FLUX IN TWO LIGHT REACTIONS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS
A65-17812
TEMPERATURE AND LIGHT INTENSITY EFFECTS ON CELL
DIVISION IN SYNCHRONIZED SUSPENSIONS OF HIGH
IEMPERATURE STRAIN CHLORELLA T-ll-O5
665-32939
EFFECT OF AERATION ON COEFFICIENT OF SPECTRAL
ABSORPTION IN SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA SP.
665-81938
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY ON SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS - STORAGE STABILITY, LIGHT ABSORPTION,
USE OF DIGITONIN FOR PREPARATION OF FRAGMENTS
NASA-CR-52090 N65-16984
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY OF SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS FROM SPINACH
NASA-CR-67374 N65-35580
LIGHT ADAPTATION
VISIBLE LIGHT PROPAGATION IN CONES OF HUMAN
RETINA, USING ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL
RESPONSE 665-32883
STEADY STATE RESPONSE OF PUPIL TO RETINAL
ILLUMINATION IN OBSERVER LACKING FUNCTIONING RODS
665-35587
FDVEAL AND PARAFOVEAL STIMULI EFFECT IN ELICITING
SUBJECT INDEX LIMB
FUSION MOVEMENTS IN LIGHT ADAPTED EYES
A65-80509
VITAMIN A SYNTHESIS DURING LIGHT ADAPTATION OF
RETINA BY INTERACTION OF VISUAL CELL OUTER
SEGMENTS AND RETINAL MICROSOMES
A65-BOSBS
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM AS AFFECTED BY SLOg
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION ABS-8OTT9
OBTAINING ELECTRORETINOGRANS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF ADAPTATION USING PORTABLE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
AND XENON FLASH UNIT A65-8OTB2
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY IN TEST FIELD WITH BRIGHT
SURROUND A65-81619
ORIGIN OF RETINAL GANGLION CELL FIRING RATE IN
EYES OF CATS DURING LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION.
A65-82353
POSITIVE AFTERIMAGE AND MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT AND
DARK ADAPTATION
AD-610733 N65-27798
LIGHT DURATION
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BITER AT
MASS CULTIVATION TO INVESTIGATE LIGHT FACTOR ON
SYNTHESIS AND MULTIPLICATION OF SPECIES
N65-28102
LIGHT ENISSION
RELATIVE MAXIMUM IN DECAY OF LONG-TERM DELAYED
LIGHT EMISSION FROM PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS OF
ALGAE AND HIGHER PLANTS A65-80866
LIGHT INTENSITY
SA BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
SA LUMINOUS INTENSITY
LIGHT FLASH PROPORTION DETERMINATION DETECTED BY
SUBJECTS AS FUNCTION OF TWO FLASH GROUPINGS AND
TWO LEVELS OF FLASH INTENSITY A65-18293
UNIFORHLY ILLUMINATED SURFACE LUMINOSITY
FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO CORPUSCULAR NATURE OF LIGHT AS
VIEWED BY HUMAN OBSERVOR A65-18426
BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST OF VISUAL FIELD
A65-80685
EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY AND VARIOUS CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS ON FLOWERING OF LEflNA PERPUSILLA
A65-80939
APPARATUS FOR LUMINANCE-THRESHOLD DETERMINATION IN
ANIMALS A65-81618
CULTURE TECHNIQUE FOR ALGAE GROWTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY TURBULENT FLOg ACHIEVING
LIGHT-DARK SEQUENCE A6S-B1872
INFLUENCE OF FLASH INTENSITY UPON VISUAL EVOKED
RESPONSE IN HUMAN CORTEX A65-BI991
ABSOLUTE JUDGMENTS OF LIGHT INTENSITY WITH EYE
HELD IN CONSTANT STATE OF DARK ADAPTION
AMRL-TR-64-103 N65-16002
CONTIGUOUS UNIOCULAR OR SEPARATE BINOCULAR
LUMINOUS INTENSITY PERCEPTION OF LIGHT FLASHES
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH--16 N65-1607k
LIGHT SCATTERING METER
MICROORGANISM MEASUREMENT IN WOLF TRAP BY
LIGHT SCATTERING METER - LIFE DETECTOR
N65-16611
LIGHT SOURCE
FOCUSED AND STRAY LIGHT DISTRIBUTION ON RETINA
PRODUCED BY POINT SOURCE A65-18219
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE AND
ZINC SULFIDE PHOSPHOR AS SAFETY DEVICE TO PROVIDE
VISUAL GUIDANCE DURING NIGHT DITCHING
A65-26172
TRITIUM SELF-LU_:NOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE
FACILITATING SURVIVAL OF OCCUPANTS OF DITCHED
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT A65-81375
PULSATING LIGHT SOURCE EFFECT ON ELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN
RSIC-298 N65-20526
SELF-LUMINOUS LIGHT SOURCE DESIGNED AS AID FOR
EVACUATING AIRCRAFT AND BOARDING LIFE RAFT
N65-29T56
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
SA FIBER OPTICS
SA ILLUMINATION
SA REFRACTION
SA VISIBILITY
SPECTRAL TRANSMITTANCE OF VISIBLE LIGHT BY LIVING
HUMAN EYE A65-81_12
LIGHT NOTION PROCEDURE FOR VIEWING RETINAL CONES
NASA-CR-58190 N65-33714
LIGHTING
PHYSICAL WORK PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS A65-80321
SUBSTITUTION OF GREEN-COLORED ZINC SULFIDE FOR
RELATIVELY HIGH RADIOACTIVE LUMINOUS SUBSTANCES
USED ON INSTRUMENT PANELS N65-13664
LIGHTING IN DISPLAYS WITH SUPERIMPOSED FIELDS
AT LOW LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION - SUPERIORITY
OF WHITE LIGHT OVER RED LIGHT DISPLAY IN
DETECTION-RECOGNITION AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AD-613346 N65-25675
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS OF GENERAL CREW STATIONS FOR
MANNED SPACECRAFT AbS-3568T
SHARED SPECTRUM DISPLAY ENHANCEMENT - LIGHTING
TECHNIQUE
FR-65-10-30 N65-19352
LIGHTWEIGHT
LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD ENCLOSURE FABRICATION FOR
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT
AMRL-MEMD-M-S7 N65-1121T
LIMB
SA PROSTHETICS
HEAD, EYEt BOOYt AND LIMB MOVEMENTS OF CAT AND
MONKEY CAUSED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL NERVE A65-80156
LIMB CIRCULATORY RES_NSE TO
HYPOCAPNIA IN ANESTHETIZED
DOG AS AFFECTED BY PHENOXYBENZAMINE
A65-B0227
FOREARM POSITION VARIATION EFFECT ON ELBOW
FLECTION DURING CHINNING EXERCISE
A65-80521
REACTION TIME FOR TASKS INVOLVING ARM AND LEG
MOVEMENTS A65-80522
REACTION TIME AND SPEED OF MOVEMENT OF SUPPORTED
LIMB AS AFFECTED BY MUSCULAR STRETCH, TENSIONt AND
RELAXATION A65-B0526
FOREARM EXERCISE EFFECT ON CAPACITANCE VESSELS
A65-B1909
NERVE CONDUCTION, MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIAL ANO
CGNTRACTIONt AND HABITUATION OF SUBJECT DURING
IMMERSION OF HAND AND ARM IN 10 DIG C. WATER
A65-82160
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE DURING EXPOSURE OF
LOWER BODY IN SUPINE POSITION TO NEGATIVE
PRESSURE. A65-82253
DISTRIBUTION OF ICE IN FROZEN INTERNAL ORGANS,
LIMBS, AND SKIN OF FROGS AND MICE
AAL-TDR-b3-2B N65-ZT561
A-215
LINE SUBJECT INDEX
LINE
S SIGHT LINE
S TETHERLINE
LINEAR ACCELERATOR
EFFECT OF CHANGING RESULTANT LINEAR ACCELERATION
RELATIVE TO HUMAN SUBJECT ON NYSTAGMUS GENERATED
BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-SgSE5 NES-114OT
LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER /LET/
MODIFICATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE IN KIDNEY CELL
CULTURE BY FRACTIONATION OF DOSE, ANOXIA, AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTORS IN RELATION TO LINEAR ENERGY
TRANSFER A65-80162
BIOPHYSICS OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
VARIOUS TYPES OF RADIATION A65-80841
ENERGY DISSIPATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TISSUE FOR
IONIZING RADIATION - LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
SPECTRUM OF HETEROGENEOUS PROTON BEAM
NASA-CR-51826 NbS-lb483
CORRELATION BETWEEN LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER AND
ABSORBED RADIATION DOSE, AND RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVENESS IN YEAST
NASA-CR-67239 N65-35107
LINEAR PROGRANNING
EFFECTS OF STEP SIZES ON ERROR RATES IN LINEAR
PROGRAMMING
NAVTRADEVCEN-12O8-1 N65-10230
LIPID
SA ADIPOSE TISSUE
URIC ACID BALANCE AS AFFECTED BY STARVATIONt HIGH
FAT DIETSt AND KETONE INFUSIONS
A65-80515
DEGRADATION AND FORMATION OF SULFDLIPID OCCURING
CONCURRENTLY WITH DEGENERATING AND REGENERATING
CHLOROPLASTS OF CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES
A65-B234T
CHLOROPLAST LIPIDS, PHOTO INHIBITION,
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPDRTt OXYGEN
EXCHANGE IN CHLOROPLAST REACTIDNSw AND ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATE IN RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS
NASA-CR-53601 N65-17070
LIPID AND CARBOHYDRATE RENEWAL IN BRAIN AND LIVER
IN HYPOXIA N65-17814
RADIATION EFFECTS ON FISH LIPIDS - RANCIDITY,
SPOILAGE, COLOR, AND NATURAL FLAVOR LOSS
TID-214O5 N65-24236
ACETATE CONVERSION TO LIPIDS AND CARBON DIOXIDE
BY EXPOSURE OF RAT LIVER TO ACCELERATION STRESS
NASA-TM-X-51940 N65-29450
LIPID METABOLISM
CHANGES IN LIVER LIPID METABOLISM OF RATS
SUBJECTED TO HIGH-G ENVIRONMENT OBTAINED BY
CENTRIFUGING OVER LONG TIME PERIODS
A65-33527
FATTY-ACID SYNTHESIS IN YEAST PREPARATIONS SHOWING
HOW THESE PREPARATIONS ARE AFFECTED BY
INTERMEDIATES OF OXIDATIVE AND FERMENTATIVE
METABOLISM OF GLUCOSE AbS-33T02
ENDURANCE EXERCISE EFFECT DN SERUM LIPIDS OF
MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-80206
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND FAT INTAKE IN
RELATION TO SERUM LIPIDS AND ENZYMES
A65-B0221
VARIATION OF PLASMA KETONES AND FREE FATTY
ACIDS DURING ACUTE COLD EXPOSURE IN MAN
AbS-B0301
MYOCARDIAL LIPIDS OF RAT FOLLOWING INTENSE
MUSCULAR WORK A65-B0513
ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION AS AFFECTED BY
LIPEMIA AND HEPARIN A65-80668
UPTAKE DF PHOSPHATE GROUP IN PHOSPHOLIPID
SYNTHESIS IN BRAIN AND LIVER OF RATS DURING
HYPOXIA AND POST-HYPOXIC STATE A65-80721
DEGREE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP TURNOVER IN PHOSPHDLIPID
FRACTIONS OF RAT BRAIN TISSUE IN HYPOXIA AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80928
CONVERSION OF ACETATE TO LIPIDS AND C02 BY RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
AAS-81OZ3
EFFECT OF FASTING IN RAT FOR 26 HOURS ON LIPID
METABOLISM OF HEART AND PLASMA A65-81128
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED BY
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID RESPONSES TO TILTING
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION A65-81136
RESTRAINT AND EFFECT ON FREE FATTY ACID
MOBILIZATION IN RATS A65-81183
INFLUENCE OF SEASONAL VARIATIONt DIETe AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON SERUM LIPIDS IN YOUNG MEN IN
ANTARCTICA A65-81308
LEVELS OF PROTEINS, LIPOPROTEINS, GLYCOPROTEINS IN
SERUM, AND OF SIALIC ACID AND UREA OF ATHLETE
DURING AND FOLLOWING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
A65-81352
CATECHOLAMINE AND COLD EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF RAT HEART
A65-81383
PATTERNS OF FAT MOBILIZATION IN FIELD-DEPENDENT
AND FIELD-INDEPENDENT SUBJECTS A65-81406
CDMPARISON OF BLOOD SERUM TOTAL LIPID LEVEL
CURING COLD EXPOSURE IN HIBERNATING AND
NON-HIBERNATING RODENTS A65-81707
STRESS SYNDROME RELATED TO ACHIEVEMENT
MOTIVATION - RELATIONSHIPS WITH AGE AND SERUM
CHOLESTEROL AAS-BITS3
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACID FLUX AND TRIGLYCERIDE
SECRETION IN HYDRAZINE-INDUCED FATTY LIVER IN RATS
A65-82088
PLASMA FREE OLEIC AND PALMITIC ACID LEVELS OF
HUMAN SUBJECT DURING FASTING AND EXERCISE
A65-82189
EFFECT OF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN MEDIA ON
AMOUNT OF PROTEIN, CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPIDS
PRODUCED BY SOME GREEN ALGAE A65-8224B
KETONE BODY AND FREE FATTY ACID LEVELS IN BLOOD
PLASMA DURING EARLY PERIOD OF STARVATION IN MAN
A65-82249
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AMOUNTS OF
TOCDPHERDL AND EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TO BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION A65-8235B
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYTES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE A65-82360
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID CHANGES IN MAN FASTING
DURING ACUTE COLD EXPOSURE AND NICOTINIC ACID
INGESTION A65-B2363
ALGAE PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN LIPID FRACTIONS
UNDER NORMAL AND HETEROIROPHIC CONDITIONS
N65-2107k
RADIATION EFFECT ON LIPID COMPLEXES AND ON LIPID
METABOLISM IN CELL N65-23460
LIQUID BREATHING
BREATHING OF PRESSURE OXYGENATED NORMAL SALINE IN
DOGS AbS-80826
A-216
SUBJECTINDEX LOCKHEEDMILITARYAIRCRAFT
LIQUIDCOOLING
LIQUID COOLED SPACE SUIT FOR METABOLIC HEAT
BALANCING DURING LUNAR EXPLORATION
A65-10693
HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS IN COLD PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
COMPARED IN TERMS OF RELATIVE FLOW AND PUMPING
PONER REQUIREMENTS
AICE PREPRINT SAC Ab5-15253
APOLLO SPACE SUIT DESIGN INCLUDING PERSONAL
LIQUID COOLING FOR CONDITIONING AND REPLENISHING
ATMOSPHERE INSIDE SPACE SUIT
ASHE PAPER 65"-AV-65 A65-26390
LIQUID FLOW
SA WATER FLOW
POWER FOR FLUID CIRCULATION AT VARIOUS PRESSURE
DROPS AND FLOE RATES FROM ISENTROPIC EXPANSION
OF HABITABLE GASES - NANNEO SPACECRAFT
APPLICATION
AMRL-TR-65-26 N65-30853
LIQUID INJECTION
COMBINED RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL INHALATION AND
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS INJECTION
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY
FUNCTION EVALUATION
UCLA-12-556 N65-26272
LIQUID OXYGEN /LOXl
IONIZING-FLAME GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY AND THERMISTOR
SENSOR DETERMINE POLLUTANTS IN AVIATION LIQUIO
OXYGEN A65-30138
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF
POLLUTANTS IN LIQUID OXYGEN USED IN AVIATION
AbS-81679
LIQUIO PROPELLANT
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT, THERMAL CONTROL
AND WATER AND POWER PRODUCTION
AIAA PAPER 66-213 A65-2_666
CONTAMINATION AND VIABILITY OF SPORES OF
BACTERIUMt BACILLUS SUBTILISt IN ROCKET
PROPELLANTS - STERILIZING PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS
ROCKET FUELS A65-80506
LITHOSPHERE
S EARTH SURFACE
LIVER
SHORT-TERM CENTRIFUGATION STRESS EFFECTS ON LIVER
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN MICE
A65-LB202
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE, ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE, AND
ADENOSINE MONOPHOSPHATE IN NORMAL AND CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE DAMAGED LIVERS OF NICE
A65-80326
UPTAKE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP IN PHOSPHOLIPIO
SYNTHESIS IN BRAIN AND LIVER OF RATS DURING
HYPOXIA ANO POST-HYPDXIC STATE AbS-BOT21
CONVERSION OF ACETATE TO LIPIOS AND C02 BY RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
A65-81023
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATEr
BLOOD LACTATE_ AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCISING IN HOT
ENVIRONMENTS AbS-BI135
PECULIARITIES OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN LIVER CELLS OF MAMMALS
IRRADIATED WITH GAMMA-RAYS A65-81190
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER_ SPLEENt AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
NARROW A65-BI265
UPTAKE AND EXCRETION OF CRYSTALLINE AND SERUM
BILIRUBIN IN ISOLATED RABBIT LIVERS DURING HYPOXIC
AND OXYGENATED CONDITIONS A65-81_15
HEPATOTOXICITY OF RAT FROM HYDRAZINE AND
ItI-DIMETHYLHYORAZINE /UDMH/ AS TO THAT OF CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE A65-81529
EVALUATION OF HEPATIC FUNCTION TESTS IN
EXPERIMENTAL HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-81862
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACID FLUX AND TRIGLYCERIDE
SECRETION IN HYDRAZINE-INDUCED FATTY LIVER IN RATS
A65-B20B8
CASE OF ACUTE HEPATIC NECROSIS POSSIBLY DUE TO
TRICHLOROETHYLENE INTOXICATION A65-B2096
ENZYME ACTIVITY INDICATING LIVER CHANGES DUE TO
ALCOHOL INGESTION A65-82098
HEART AND LIVER TISSUE LACTIC DEHYDRUGENASE
VARIATION OF RAT DURING ADAPTATION TO COLD
A65-82192
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER OF NICE INHALING
TRICHLORDETHYLENE AND TETRACHLOROETHYLENE
A65-82299
LIVER REGENERATION DETERMINATION IN WHITE MICE
AFTER BRIEF AND CHRONIC COBALT 60 IRRADIATION
FTD-TT-66-230/IE286 N65-10285
VASCULAR CHANGES AND CHANGES IN HEPATIC CELLS AND
BILE DUCT CELLS OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO LATERAL
ACCELERATIONS N65-13TI9
HYPOXIA IN PATHOLOGY OF LIVER DISEASES
N65-1TB02
LIPID AND CARBOHYDRATE RENEWAL IN BRAIN AND LIVER
IN HYPOXIA N65-17816
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON DOGS WITH LIVER CONDITIONS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-1TB2T
TISSUE HEMOLYSINS AS INDICATORS OF PROPHYLACTIC
VALUE OF RAOIOPRDTECTION - STUDY OF LIVERS FROM
IRRADIATED RATS
JPRS-289B1 N65-17890
NYSTAGMUS IN RABBITS, IONIZING RADIATION OF
HYPOTHALAMUSt MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATION, BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATS, ANC EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-20139
CAILY RHYTHM OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN REGENERATING
LIVER DURING ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS
NbS-ZO162
LOCALIZATION AND MECHANISM OF RAT LIVER PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS BY ALKALI METALS AND AMMONIUM IONS
NASA-TM-X-SLTBB N65-21_TT
IN VIVO AND IN VITRO EFFECTS OF HYDRAZINE AND
[,]-DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE ON BLOOD SERUM AND
LIVER TISSUE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
AMRL-TR-65-19 N6SI27575
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
OF ORGANISM TO CARBON MONOXIDEt METHANE, AND
THEIR COMBINATIONS - MINING SAFETY
N65-Z8292
LOCALIZATION
SA SOUND LOCALIZATION
LOW LEVEL_ DIAGNOSTIC LEVEL AND HIGH LEVEL
COUNTERS FOR DETECTING AND LOCALIZING
RADIOACTIVITY IN PATIENTS NbS-Z5663
MAGNITUDE OF GRAVITOINERTI_t FORCE, INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE IN EGOCENTRIC VISUAL LOCALIZATION OF
HORIZONTAL-SPACE PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-6753B N6_-36426
LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S F-106 AIRCRAFT
S T--33 AIRCRAFT
A-21T
LOCOMOTION SUBJECT INDEX
LOCOMOTION
SA ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION
HUMAN LOCONOTION AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS UNDER
SUBGRAVITY CONDITIONS - ANALYSIS BASED ON PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS A65-80131
MECHANICS OF NALKINGt RUNNING AND JUMPING ON MOON
A65-81739
LOCOMOTION OF HUMANS UNDER SIMULATED LUNAR SURFACE
AND GRAVITATIONAL CONDITIONS A65-81996
HUMAN LOCOMOTION UNDER CONDITIONS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-18378
LOGIC
ONTOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ENTITIES WITH RESPECT
TO EFFECT ON LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF MIND -
PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION FOR PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY - GESTALT THEORY
NASA-DR-63609 N65-27388
CONCEPTS AND INDICATORS IN STUDIES OF BEHAVIOR
UNDER STRESS - LOGIC
AD-610808 N65-28803
LOGIC CIRCUIT
SA NEURAL NET
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM SIGNAL AS LOGIC CIRCUIT
ACTUATOR FOR NUMERICAL BLOODPRESSURE INDICATOR
N65-16606
LOGISTICS
SA MAINTENANCE
SA SPACE LOGISTICS
LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS DERIVED FROM VARIATIONS
IN OPERATOR OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
A65-80139
LONG PERIOD EFFECT
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MAINTAINING MULTIPLE CREWS
IN ORBITAL AND EXPLORATORY MISSIONS FOR PERIODS UP
TO ONE YEAR A65-I1642
MEOICOBIGLOGICAL SUPPORT OF PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18787
LONG NAVE RADIATION
ABSORBED DOSES OF LONG WAVE X-RAY RADIATION BY
VOLTAGE PRODUCTION_ GEOMETRIC CONDITIONSt
QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICSt
DISTRIBUTION IN ADJACENT TISSUE, AND FOCUS DOSE
N65-Z6804
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
THEORY AND SIMULATION OF PILOTED LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL IN CARRIER APPROACH
STI-TR-130-1 N65-26994
LOSS
S ENERGY LOSS
S HEARING LOSS
S WASTE
LOW ALTITUDE
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED LOW-ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
A65-80533
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND LOW ALTITUDE AERIAL
OBSERVATION
HUMRRO-RR-14 N65-17468
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECT OF LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT - PILOT TASK LOADINGt FUNCTION
ALLOCATION, DISPLAY SYSTEMSt AND PILOT SELECTION
AD-460918 N65-27205
LOW ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLE /LASV/
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED 500 FT ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
WITH ATTENTION TO TFX IYPE AIRCRAFT
A65-18428
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM - HIGH SPEED FLIGHT OF MANNED
AIRCRAFT AT LOW ALTITUDE N65-28454
A-21B
LOW FREQUENCY
ULTRALOW FREQUENCY DISPLACEMENT INVESTIGATION OF
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NASA-TT-F-269 Nb5-13827
THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF WEAK, LOW FREQUENCY
IMPULSE CURRENT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-31837 N65-323BO
LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
PILOTED MOTION SIMULATOR STUDY OF GUST INDUCED
AND MANEUVERING ACCELERATION STRESS ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE IN Log LEVEL MISSION
NASA-TM-X-S174B N65-21756
LOW OPENING PARACHUTE
HIGH ALTITUDE LOW OPENING /HALO/ PARACHUTE
TECHNIQUES
TAC-TR-63-18 N65-16669
LOW PRESSURE
CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTIONS AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE N65-13723
LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER
INFLUENCE OF INDOLYLALKYLAMINES AND OTHER
COMPOUNDS ON ABILITY OF MICE TO TOLERATE LOW
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN PRESSURE CHAMBER
A65-81266
ELECTRORETINOGRAM OF RABBIT RESPONSE TO LIGHT
FLASH DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION IN LOW
PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER GRAVITATIONAL STRESS
A65-81669
EFFECT OF PROLONGED INHALATION OF PURE OXYGEN IN
RATS IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER A65-81671
EFFECT OF PERSANTIN IPYRIMIDINE/ ON ULTRASTRUCTURE
OF RAT MYOCARDIUM AFTER OVERDOSE AND DURING
EXPOSURE TO HYPOBARIC PRESSURE A65-81697
HUMAN PERFORMANCE DURING PROLONGED STAY IN LOW
PRESSURE CHAMBER N65-13687
EFFECTS OF LOW PRESSURES ON CELLULAR
ULTRASTRUCTURE AND CYTOCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-64097 N65-304T4
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
VERIFICATION OF ORGANISM SURVIVAL / ARTEMIA CYSTS/
AT TEMPERATURES NEAR ABSOLUTE ZEROt SHOWING THAT
INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR LIVING SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION IS STORED IN ATOM CONFIGURATION
A65-31004
THERMAL RADIATION OF SKIN AS FUNCTION OF
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION AND COOLING IN MAN
A65-BO007
MODIFICATION OF THERMOREGULATORY RESPONSES TO COLD
AND VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE BY HYPNOSIS
A65-80066
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES MEDIATED BY
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM TO ICE-COLD SHOWERS
A65-BOOT5
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN RATS FORCED TO SWIM IN HOTt COLD,
AND THERMONEUTRAL WATER A65-80078
OXYGEN CONSUMPTIONv BODY TEMPERATUREt AND
SHIVERING AS AFFECTED BY COLD EXPOSURE WITH AND
WITHOUT VOLUNTARY HYPERVENTILATION
A65-80083
THERMORECEPTOR RESPONSE OF MONKEY AS AFFECTED BY
MODERATE CHANGE IN CUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE
A65-80102
INHALATION OF COLD DRY AIR AND WELL TOLERANCE BY
HUMAN A65-BOI06
TEMPERATURE OF EXPIRED AIR IN COLD ENVIRONMENT
A65-BO109
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND LOW ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE DURING
SUBJECT INDEX LOX
ANTARCTIC DAYS AND NIGHTS AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80263
PHYSICAL INSULATION OF HEALTHY
MEN AND WOMEN OVER 60 YEARS A65-BO275
RECTUN. LOWER ESOPHAGUS. AND TYMPANUM
TEMPERATURES AS INDICES OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
OF SUBJECTS DURING REST AND WORK UNDER HOT AND
COLD ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
A65-BO276
VARIATION OF PLASMA KETONES AND FREE FATTY
ACIDS DURING ACUTE COLD EXPOSURE IN NAN
A65-80301
DIGITAL BLOOD FLOE DURING COLD WATER IMMERSION OF
HAND A65-B0302
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO SUDDEN CODLING OF SKIN
IN MAN AND DECEREBRATE CAT A65-80303
PHYSICAL WORK PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS Ab5-80321
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS INDUCED BY LOCAL
COOLING WITHIN VERTEBRAL CANAL A65-80322
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS AS FUNCTION OF
LOCAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN VERTEBRAL CANAL
A65-80323
SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND COLD OF SUMMER AND WINTER
PREFERRERS REFLECTED THROUGH BLOOD PRESSURE
AND SKIN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
A65-80350
PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSES OF MAN EXPOSED TO COLD
INVOLVING NERVOUS, CIRCULATORY, AND ENDOCRINE
SYSTEMS A65-80691
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF EXTREME COLD
DURING TOTAL BODY COOLING AND LOCAL COLD INJURY IN
MAN AbS-BO69B
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN HOT AND COLD
ENVIRONMENTS AS RELATED TO AGE A65-80500
BOUND AND FREE CORTICOSTEROID IN PLASMA OF TWO
SUBSPECIES OF DEER MICE, PEROMYSCUS NANICULATUS,
AFTER EXPOSURE TO LOW AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
IDENTIFIED THROUGH CHROMATOGRAPHY
AbS-BOSI1
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF CHILLING ON BODY
THERMOREGULATORY MECHANISM A65-80544
SKIN THERMOREGULATION DURING COLD EXPOSURE IN
HUMAN ORGANISMS PREVIOUSLY ADAPTED TO COLD
A65-80546
COLD EFFECT ON CORTICOSTEROID ACTION ON THYROID
GLAND FUNCTION IN RATS A65-BOTI2
COOLING EFFECT ON S_,ATQ SENSORY CORTEX CENTERS
AND ON POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN CATS TO ELECTRIC
STIMULATION TRANSMITTED BY THALAMUS NUCLEUS
A65-80720
HABITUATION TO HEAT AND COLD IN CAT AT SPINAL CORD
LEVEL A65-80913
ANTHROPOHETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF INDIAN SUBJECTS
ACCLIMATIZED TO HOT AND COLD CLIMATES
A65-80971
THERMAL COMFORT STANDARDS INFLUENCED BY GROUP
DIFFERENCES A65-BOgT2
THERMOREGULATIDN AND HYPOTHALAMUS IN NAN IN HOT
AND COLD ENVIRONMENTS A65-81082
SUDOHOTOR AND VASOMOTOR RESPONSES TO CHANGING
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE AbS-BlI33
TOLERANCE OF YOUNG HEN FOR WORK IN HEAT AS
AFFECTED BY STRENUOUS TRAINING DURING WINTER
/ AbS-BII36
BLOUD CLOTTING IN HUHANS AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN COLD ENVIRONMF _" Ab5-81141
COLD AND RAIN EFFECTS ON VIGILANCE OF LOOKOUTS
A65-81222
RESPONSES OF COLD- AND WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE AWq BODY COOLING
A65-81299
CATECHOLAMINE AND COLD EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF RAT HEART
A65-81383
THERHOGENIC FUNCTION OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE OF
RAT EXPOSED TO COLD AbS-816TI
AROUSAL AND BRAIN TEMPERATURES OF THREE SPECIES
/CITELLUS- LATERAL1S. TRIDECENLINEATUS, BEECHEYII
OF GROUND SQUIRRELS HIBERNATING IN COLD
ENVIRONMENT AbS-B1699
C
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASEt ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE.
AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE-CREATINE
TRANSPHOSPHORYLASE ACTIVITY OF HEART AND SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF GROUNO SQUIRREL. CITELLUS
TRIDECEHLIHEATUSv IN COLD ENVIRONMENT DURING
HIBERNATION AND AROUSAL A65-BISO0
EFFECT OF COLD AND RESTRICTION DE MOVEMENT ON MAST
CELLS AND METACHRONASIA OF RAT SKIN
A65-8159T
PULNONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE NICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIA. COLD STRESS. AND
ETHANOLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIA.
PROTEUS MIRABILES AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S. AUREUS A65-8159B
FOOD CONSUNPTIONe BODY WEIGHT, BODY COMPOSITION.
AND ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN COCKS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HEAT AND COLD AbS-B1606
VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION IN NAN AND EFFECTS OF HEAT.
COLO. EXERCISE. AND WATER DEPLETION
A65-81634
HEART FUNCTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN
IRMUNO-SYNPATHETIC RAT DURING COLD EXPOSURE
A65-81965
ADAPTATION OF DOMESTIC RICE TO COLD ENVIRONMENT
Ab5-82103
NERVE CONDUCTION. MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIAL AND
CONTRACTION, AND HABITUATION OF SUBJECT DURING
IMMERSION OF HAND AND ARM IN 10 DEG Co WATER
A65-82160
CRITICAL BODY TEMPERATURE FOR INSTRUMENTAL
RESPONSE ACQUISITION OF RATS COOLED TO VARIOUS
LEVELS A65-82161
DECREASE IN SKELETAL MUSCLES AND ENZYME ACTIVITY
INCREASE AFTER COLD EXPOSURE IN RATS
A65-B21TB
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID CHANGES IN MAN FASTING
CURING ACUTE COLD EXPOSURE AND NICOTINIC ACID
INGESTION AbS-B23b_
TRITON HIBERNATION IN FROST ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TT-F-9162 N65-18336
COLD TEST EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA
PROGRAM MERCURY SURVIVAL KIT
AAL-TDR-66-26 N65-24083
LONER ATMOSPHERE
TRANSPORT OF POLLENt SPORES. AND OTHER MICROSCOPIC
PARTICULATES OF PLANT ORIGIN IN ATMOSPHERE NEAR
EARTH SURFACE N65-23992
LONER ATMOSPHERE SAMPLING FOR VIABLE AIRBORNE
MICROORGANISMS OUTDOORS AND INDOORS
N65-23996
LOX J
S LIQUID OXYGEN ILOX/
A-219
LUMINESCENCE SUBJECT INDEX
LUMINESCENCE
SA BIOLUMINESCENCE
SA FLUORESCENCE
SA LIGHT
SA SELF-LUMINOUS BODY
SA THERMDLUMINESCENCE
ACRIDINE ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO DETERMINE
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS
N65-25029
EYE PROTECTION AND VISUAL RECOVERY AFTER FLASH
LUMINANCES
SAM-TR-65-12 N65-33_05
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
CONTIGUOUS UNIOCULAR OR SEPARATE BINOCULAR
LUMINOUS INTENSITY PERCEPTION OF LIGHT FLASHES
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-I6 N65-18076
LUNAR BASE
LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROVIDING
ATMOSPHERE AND THERMAL CONTROL_ RADIATION
PROTECTION AND MATER AND HASTE RECOVERY
A65-13099
LIFE SUPPORT FOR LUNAR BASE OPERATIONS
A65-80530
HUMAN FACTOR CRITERIAt ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLt
AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR SHELTER
NASA-CR-6OgOQ N65-17603
LUNAR COMPOSITION
OXYGEN EXTRACTION FROM LUNAR METALLIC SILICATES BY
REDUCTION WITH METHANE IN CYCLIC CHEMICAL PROCESS
A65-36269
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
HUMAN LOCOMOTION IN SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY AND
SURFACE A65-32792
ASTRDPHYSICALv CLIMATOLDGICALe AND BIOLOGICAL
ASPECTS AND HISTORY FUTURE PROSPECTS DF LUNAR
EXPLORATION A65-80887
LUNAR EXCURSION NODULE ILEM!
VARIOUS OPERATIONAL AND FLIGHT ASPECTS OF APOLLO
PROGRAM AND COMPONENT MODULES 665-81355
LUNAR EXPLORATION
LIQUID COOLED SPACE SUIT FOR METABOLIC HEAT
BALANCING DURING LUNAR EXPLORATION
A65-I0693
ASTROPHYSICALe CLIMATOLOGICALt AND BIOLOGICAL
ASPECTS AND HISTORY FUTURE PROSPECTS OF LUNAR
EXPLORATION A65-8088T
WATER GENERATION IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - LUNAR
EXPLORATION N65-I8582
LUNAR FLIGHT
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF RADIATION HAZARDS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS TO MOON FROM SOVIET
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND DATA 665-33034
WEIGHTLESSNESS THEORY FOR LUNAR AND INTERPLANETARY
FLIGHTS N65-I8786
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DANGER FROM COSMIC
RADIATION DURING MANNED LUNAR SPACE FLIGHTS
NAS-28288
APOLLO PROJECT - KINESTHETIC EFFECTS OF ASTRONAUT
MOVEMENTS ON CENTER OF GRAVITY OF LUNAR FLIGHT
VEHICLE
NASA-CR-6IOT9 N65-29966
LUNAR GEOLOGY
SA SELENOGRAPHY
LUNAR WATER EXTRACTION PROCESSES AND TYPES OF
DEPOSITIONS A65-3627I
LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
CHEMICAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT BEHAVIOR IN REDUCED
GRAVITATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF MOON
A65-10763
MGTION BEHAVIOR OF UNSUITED AND PRESSURE-SUITED
SUBJECTS WHILE LUNGINGt EGRESSING AND LANDING
DURING WEIGHTLESS AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS
A65-24072
LUNAR LANDING
SA SOFT LANDING
INVESTIGATION OF VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR LANDING
SPACECRAFT ON MOON AND SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVING
RENDEZVOUS WITH COMMAND MODULE IN ORBIT
A65-35494
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR STUDY OF PILOT ABILITY TO
PERFORM SOFT LUNAR LANDING WITH SIMPLIFIED
GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE
NASA-TN-D-2993 N65-35060
LUNAR PHASE
LUNAR RHYTHM ANALOGIES IN VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN MAN AND INVERTEBRATES
A65-BI890
LUNAR PROGRAM
LUNAR MISSIONS AND EXPLORATION - TECHNICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS A65-80529
LUNAR SURFACE
SA SELENOGRAPHY
LOCOMOTION OF HUMANS UNDER SIMULATED LUNAR SURFACE
AND GRAVITATIONAL CONDITIONS A65-81994
DESIGN STUDY OF LUNAR EXPLORATION HAND TOOLS FOR
LUNAR GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM -
FIRST QUARTERLY DESIGN REPORT
NASA-CR-65092 N65-31179
LUNG
SA ALVEOLAR AIR
SA PULMONARY CIRCULATION
SA PULMONARY FUNCTION
CGRRELATION BETWEEN PULMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE AND
LEVEL OF ALTITUDE A65-80016
PULMONARY ATELECTASIS IN JET PILOT CAUSED BY HIGH
G-FORCES_ ANTI-G-SUITt AND BREATHING OF PURE
CXYGEN A65-80034
CROSS-CIRCULATION TECHNIQUE IN DOG IN STUDYING
VENTILATDRY RESPONSES TO ALVEOLAR CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSION A65-800T0
BREATHING MECHANICS - COMPLIANCE AND RESISTANCE
IN NORMAL LUNG AND THORAX A65-BOIB4
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN PERFUSED LUNGS OF DOGS
AS AFFECTED BY HIGH INTRA-ALVEOLAR OXYGEN TENSION
A65-B0228
MEASUREMENT OF LUNG DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN
CYCLICALLY AND CONTINUOUSLY VENTILATED CLOSED
SYSTEMS A65-80309
MEASURING LUNG DIFFUSION CAPACITY USING
REBREATHING METHOD IN SUBJECTS WITH NONUNIFORM
VENTILATION A65-80310
MEASUREMENT OF ERYTHROCYTE FLOW RATE IN
CAPILLARIES OF RABBIT LUNG USING
CINEMATOGRAPHIC METHODS A65-80312
AUTOPSY STUDIES OF CHILDREN LIVING AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AND CHANGE IN STRUCTURE OF PULMONARY
ARTERIES AND RENAL GLOMERULI A65-B0558
BLOOD FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND PRESSURE-FLOW
RELATIONS OF WHOLE DOG LUNG A65-80664
HIGH-ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA AND TREATMENT WITH
PURE OXYGEN AND VARIOUS DRUGS A65-80B09
METABOLISM AND PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST
TOXICITY OF OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A65-811_9
HIGH-ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA IN MOUNTAIN
INHABITANTS - CLINICAL STUDY 665-81591
A-220
SUGJ_-CT;_k_EX MAGNETIC FIELD
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE NiCE SUBJECTED TO HYPOX]At COLD STRESSt AND
ETHANOLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIAt
PROTEUS MIRABILIS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS REBUS AND
S. AUREUS A65-81598
PULMONARY RETENTION AND EXCRETION OF MERCURY
VAPORS IN MAN A65-81625
EFFECT OF RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY ON PULMONARY
MECHANICS A65-BITO8
HIGH ALTITUDE PULMONARY HYPERTENSION IN PERMANENT
AND NEH INHABITANTS OF MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT
A65--81764
EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
ON PULMONARY SURFACTANT IN MAMMALS
A65-81898
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LUNGS AND THORAX AND
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF RESPIRATION
A65-82020
ALTERATION OF SURFACTANT SUBSTANCE IN LUNG IN
OXYGEN POISONING IN RABBITS A65-82100
ALTERED SURFACE TENSION OF RABBIT AND RAT LUNG
EXTRACTS AND LUNG MECHANICS. A65-B215T
PULMONARY ARTERY MUSCLE MASS AND VENTRICULAR
CARDIAC SIZE OF NICE DURING HYPOXIA AS AFFECTED BY
METHYL DOPA A65-82191
PULMONARY VASCULAR CHANGES OF HUMAN INFANTe OOGt
AND CALF WITH UNILATERAL HYPOXIA
A65-82232
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN DOG LUNGS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
LATERAL ACCELERATIONS IN BACK-CHEST DIRECTION
NbS-13TI5
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECT ON GAS COMPOSITION OF
ANIMAL BLOOD AFTER LUNG RENOVAL
NGS-1TT82
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA FROM DECREASE IN ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE ON ANIMAL CARDIORESP|RATORY SYSTEM
AFTER LUNG SURGERY N65-1TT83
DISTRIBUTION STUDIES IN GUINEA PIGS AND RATS,
FOLLOMING INTRAPULMUNARY INJECTIONS OF STABLE
RARE EARTH CITRATES AND OXALATES
CO0-11TO-3 N65-26619
X-RAY THERAPY OF SKIN, LUNG, STOMACH, AND LARYNX
CANCER IN U.SoSoR. N65-30219
BLOOD FLON MEASURED BY ELECTROMAGNETIC FLON METER
TO DETERMINE CARDIAC OUTPUT
NASA-CR-S8985 N65-32091
LUNG MEMBRANE DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR CARBON
MONOXIDE IN HIGH ALTITUDE NATIVES COMPARED NITH
SEA LEVEL NATIVES
AD-663110 N65-33266
LUNG MORPHOLOGY
EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIDE BREATHING ON CELLULAR
STRUCTURE AND TISSUES OF LUNGS IN RATS
A65-B2272
LYMPH
THORACIC DUCT LYMPH AND LYMPHOCYTES DURING PRIMARY
HYPOXIA AND REBOUND A65-BI1TI
CHANGES IN LYMPH NODES OF DOGS FOLLOMING SPACE
FLIGHT N65-13T35
M
M-- 2 LIFTING BODY
AEROSPACE MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIONS IN M-2 LIFTING BODY RESEARCH
VEHICLE, DISCUSSING PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, ESCAPE
AND MEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEMS A65-16229
AEROSPACE MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIUNS IN fl-2 LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLE
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS A65-80136
MACHINE
S TEACHING MACHINE
MACHINE LEARNING
INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE-ASSISTS TO OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE - SIGNAL DETECTION AND TASK
COMPLEXITY
A0"-605713 NbS-25TTO
MACHINE RECOGNITION
BEHAVIORAL TEST FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN
PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENT MECHANISMS OF HUMANS AND
MACHINES AbS-35479
INCREASING RELIABILITY OF MACHINE PERCEPTION OF
VOCAL SOUNOS BY INTRODUCING REPEATED DEMAND
FTO-TT-bS-lOB/lg2 N65-30149
NACROHOLECULE
CRIGIN OF LIFE AS PROBLEM OF FORMATION OF
MACROMOLECULES A65-8029T
SYNTHESIS OF PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING NACROMOLECULES
DURING SYNCHRONOUS GROMTH OF CHLDRELLA
PYRENOIDOSA, 7-11-05 RELATED TO NUCLEIC ACIDS
A65-80810
DETECTION OF MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM EFFECTS IN
MACROHOLECULES OF BIOLOGICAL INTEREST MITH
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
NASA-CR-60122 N65-14B03
BIOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS IN
MACROMOLECULES, NUCLEIC ACID MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE, BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION IN
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
JPRS-3OOOT NbS-2502T
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL
TRANSITIONS IN MACROMOLECULES N65-25028
MELTING POINT CURVES FOR DETERMINING EFFECTS OF
IONIZING RADIATION ON SYSTEMS OF HYDROGEN BONDS
IN ONA MACROMOLECULE N65-26379
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND OTHER MACROMOLECULES
IN COMPLEX BEHAVIOR, LEARNINGt AND MEMORY
AD-6166Z2 N65-30631
MAGNESIUM
RAOIOBIOLOGY - METABOLISM OF MAGNESIUM IN RATS,
ERYTHROPOIESISw HEMOLYTIC EFFECTS OF STEROIDS,
BIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNUCLEOTIDES!
SYNTHESIS OF TRACERSt AND INSTRUMENTATION
ACRH-2Z NbS-1562T
MAGNESIUM COMPOUND
EFFECT OF SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS OF MAGNESIUM
SULFATE SOLUTION ON DEGREE OF STRONTIUM 90
ABSORPTION IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
AbS-B2181
MAGNETIC EFFECT
MECHANISM FOR EXPLAINING DIRECT CHEMICAL EFFECT
QF MAGNETIC FIELDS IN LIVING SYSTEMS
A65-80414
SUSTAINED LOW MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON VISION -
TEN DAY TEST ON FOUR MALE VOLUNTEERS
NASA-CR-Sb35b NBS-IbBB5
MAGNETIC FIELD
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-B0609
PHYSICAL PROPERTY OF MAGNETIC AND GEOMAGNETIC
FIELDS AND RESPONSES OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN
A65-80610
SIMPLE THEORETICAL MODELS FOR MAGNETIC
INTERACTIONS MITH BIOLOGICAL UNITS
A65-80611
OVERCOMING DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
EXPOSURES TO MAGNETIC FIELDS BY PERIODICALLY
CHANGING POSITIONS OF ASTRONAUTS AND USING
A-221
MAGNETICFIELDINTENSITY SUBJECTINDEX
INHOMOGENEOUS FIELDS TO ELIMINATE DISCOMFORT
CAUSED BY WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-80412
RO/ATIONAL DIFFUSION IN MAGNETIC FIELD AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL GROWTH AND METABOLIC PROCESSES
A65-80413
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON GENETIC CODE OF MOUSE
o 665-80415
GROWTH RATE OF MICE OF DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO
HOMOGENEOUS AND INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-B0416
REJECTION OF TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN MICE OF BOTH
SEXES EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80617
CIRCULATING LEUKOCYTE NUMBER CHANGES OF YOUNG AND
OLD FEMALE MICE EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80418
REDUCTION OF X-RAY IRRADIATION MORTALITY OF MICE
THROUGH MAGNETIC FIELD PRETREATMENT
A65-80419
LIPESPAN INCREASE OF TUMOR-BEARING MICE THROUGH
PRETREAT_ENT IN MAGNETIC FIELDS PRODUCING
LEUKOCYTOSIS A65-80420
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON WOUND HEALING AND TISSUE
REGENERATION IN MOUSE A65-80421
BARLEY SEED, HORDEUM DISTRICHUM, GROWTH RATE AS
AFFECTED BY MAGNETIC FIELDS A65-80423
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
BIRD, FISH, AND MAMMAL A65-80424
SURVIVAL OF ANIMALS, INCLUDING MICE AND FRUIT FLY,
DROSPHILA MELANDGASTER, IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF
140,000 OERSTEDS 665-80425
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CELL RESPIRATION OF MOUSE
AS RELATED TO TISSUE TYPE AND AGE AND FIELD
STRENGTH AND TEMPERATURE A65-80426
AGGLUTINATION OF HUMAN ERYTHRDCYTES EXPOSED TO
MAGNETIC FIELDS DETERMINED BY VISUAL INSPECTION
AND COULTER COUNTER A65-80427
INHIBITION OF BACTERIA, SERRATIA MARCESCENS AND
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS, IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF HIGH
PARAMAGNETIC STRENGTH A65-80428
INHIBITION OF BACTERIAL, STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS,
SARCINA LUTEA, AND ESCHERICHIA COLI, GROWTH
IN HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS A65-80429
TRYPSIN ACTIVITY, ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION, AND -SH
GROUP RELEASE UPON EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET
IRRADIATION AND MAGNETIC FIELD A65-B0430
MAGNETIC EFFECT ON ENZYME ACTIVITY OF TRYPSIN
FOLLOWING PARTIAL INHIBITION WITH EGG WHITE,
AUTOLYSIS, SOYBEAN, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, AND
DIISOPROPYLPHOSPHDROFLUORIDATE A65-8043I
BIBLIDGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STATIC AND
EARTH MAGNETIC FIELDS AS RELATED TO LIVING TISSUE
AND CL_LNICAL APPLICATION A65-80434
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON FRUIT FLY, DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER, AND S-37 MOUSE TUMOR CELLS
A65-80462
MEASUREMENT OF EYE MOVEMENT USING MAGNETIC
INDUCTION IN CONTACT LENS COIL A65-8106I
EFFECT OF HIGH INTENSITY MAGNETIC FIELDS ON
RESPIRATION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN ALGAE
NRL-AI53 N65-1069T
EFFECT OF VERY HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD ON HEART RATE
AND CELL DIVISION IN MAN AND ANIMAL
NASA-CR-52453 N65-I6486
BLOOD FLOW CONSIDERED AS HARTMANN FLOW FOR
INHIBITION BY MAGNETIC FIELD
A-222
JPRS-30635 N65-25876
EFFECT OF CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD ON BEHAVIOR OF
PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM N65-32664
MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY
EVOLUTION OF LIFE IN RELATION TO DEVELOPMENT OF
EARTH CORE A65-81234
MAGNETIC S_SCEPTIBILITY
DETECTION OF MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM EFFECTS IN
MACROMOLECULES OF BIOLOGICAL INTEREST WITH
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
NASA-DR-60122 N65-14BO3
MAGNETOCARDIOGRAM
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AND
NAGNETOCARDIDGRAM N65-16604
NAGNETOTAXIS
ORIENTATION OF PLANARIANS AND SNAILS TO ARTIFICIAL
MAGNETIC FIELDS APPROXIMATING MAGNETIC FIELD OF
EARTH A65-B0432
MAGNETOTROPISM
GROWTH RATE AND MAGNETIC MAGNETDTROPIC RESPONSE OF
PLANTS EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80422
MAGNETRON
CASE HISTORIES OF APPARENT CHEMICAL BURNS AFTER
HANDLING MAGNETRON TUBE IN RADAR SET
A65-BO789
MAINTENANCE
SA SPACE MAINTENANCE
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS -
IDENTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ORDNANCE RADAR REPAIR COURSE
HUMRRO-RR-I5 N65-I7618
FAULT ISOLATION/CORRECTION TEXT AND
TROUBLESHOOTING DIAGRAMS FOR SAGE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIANS
ESD-TR-64-664 N65-19351
MAMMAL
SA BAT
SA CAT
SA CHIMPANZEE
SA DOG
SA DOLPHIN
SA GOAT
SA MONKEY
SA RABBIT
SA RODENT
SA WHALE
LOW OXYGEN AND HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
EXPERIENCED BY MAMMALIAN FETUS WITHIN AND BENEATH
EARTH ATMOSPHERE PARALLELED TO MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-26437
MAMMALIAN MICROCIRCULATION MODEL FOR ADAPTIVE
CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH REGULATES METABOLIC OXYGEN
FLOW TO SKELETAL MUSCLES A65-34988
PROBLEMS IN ESTIMATING RECOVERY FROM RADIATION
INJURY IN MAMMAL 665-80163
ASCORBIC ACID METABOLISM OF ALBINO
RATS AND GUINEA PIGS EXPOSED TO
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
AS AFFECTED BY VITAMIN P A65-80265
DAILY PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND ACTIVITY CYCLE
RECORDED BY RADIO CAPSULES OF GROUND SQUIRRELS
AND CARNIVORES EXPOSED TO EXTREME CHANGES IN
ARCTIC DAYLIGHT A65-BO26B
TELEMETRIC DEVICES FOR STUDY AND CONTROL OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING SOVIET
SPACE MISSIONS A65-80333
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM I_
BIRD_ FISH, AND MAMMAL A65-80424
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF HARD LANDING EFFECT ON
SUBJECT [NOEX MAN
LAND OR WATER ON ANIMAL ORGANISM
A65-BOZe60
MASSIVE DOSE RADIATION OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON-BEAM
IN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS QN MAMMALS
A65-B0539
TOXIC SIGNS AND NORPHOLOGIC CHANGES IN ORGANS AND
TISSUES OF NICE, RATS, GUINEA PIGS, DOGS, ANO
MONKEYS BREATHING RELATIVELY PURE OXYGEN
A65-80581
TOXICITY OF SYNTHETIC, ETHYLATED AND SOME AVIATION
GASOLINES A65-BOSB9
4
LOCATION OF ORIGIN OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI IN RATS AND DOGS
A65-80591
TELEMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR RECORDING
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN RACE HORSE
A65-80609
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF
MOTOR NERVES OF DOG AND CAT LUNGS AND RESPONSE OF
AIRWAY SMOOTH MUSCLE A65-BO66T
DEVICE WITH CONSTANT PRESSURE MASK FOR CONTROLLED
RESPIRATION IN INTACT ANIMALS A6S-BOT6S
PERCEPTION AND NEURAL REPRESENTATION OF
SIMULTANEOUS DICHOTIC PURE TONE STIMULI IN CATI
GUINEA PIG, AND MONKEY A65-BOTBT
STUDY OF COMPLEX MOVEMENTS IN HIGHLY ORGANIZED
MAMMAL SYSTEMS A65-80831
CHANGES IN BLOOD SERDTONIN CONTENT CAUSED BY
IONIZING RADIATION AND VIBRATION DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, IN VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-80979
CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF ARTERIAL BLOOD OF
UNANESTHETIZED ANIMALS A65-B1152
PECULIARITIES OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BETA-MERCAPTOETHYLAHINE DURING FORMATION OF
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN LIVER CELLS OF MAMMALS
IRRAOIATEO WITH GAMMA-RAYS A65-BIIqO
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF
HYDRAZINE AND I, I-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE IN MONKEY AND
RAT AbS-BI215
ABILITY OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDE, POTASSIUM
HYDROXIDE, AND ACTIVATEO CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO
SUSTAIN LIFE OF RAT AND MAN IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM A65-81251
SPONTANEOUS ELECTRICITY OF BRAIN IN HIBERNATORS
IPRAIRIE DOG AND GROUND SQUIRREL/ AND
NONHIBERNATORS /CAT AND GUINEA PEG/ DURING
HYPOTHERMIA A6S-B1315
BLOOD SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN IN EVALUATING
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-BI325
TELEMETRIC SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD FLOg
AND PRESSURE IN UNRESTRAINED ANIMALS
AbS-B1358
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC RESPONSES TO ANOXIA IN CARP
/CYPRINUS CARPIO L./ SIMILAR TO THOSE IN MAMMAL
A65-81384
DETERMINATION OF NOBILITY OF NERVOUS PROCESSES BY
PHOTIC STIMULATION BY STUDY OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A65-B1656
TRANSFER OF INCREASED TOLERANCE TO LOW BODY
TEMPERATURES IN GUINEA PIGS_ DOGS AND RABBITS BY
HETEROLOGOUS TRANSPLANTATION OF BROWN FAT AND
INFUSION OF PLASMA FROM HIBERNATING GROUNDHOGS
A6S-BE460
NATURE AND CAUSE OF HYPEREMIA AND OTHER
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-BIT20
METABOLISM AND HEAT PRODUCTION OF BROWN FAT IN
MAMMALS AbS-B1743
EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
DN PULMONARY SURFACTANT IN MAMMALS
A65-BIB98
WHOLE BRAIN COBALT 60 GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECT ON
CONDITIONED STIMULUS CORTICAL AROUSAL IN BURRO
A6S-B2041
CENTRAL REGULATION OF THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM -
ROTATIONAL STIMULATION AND EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-B213T
ALTERED SURFACE TENSION OF RABBIT AND RAT LUNG
EXTRACTS AND LUNG MECHANICS. A65-BZIST
RENAL INJURY AND SURVIVAL OF RATe RABBIT, AND DOG
GIVEN VARIOUS DOSES OF POTASSIUM NIOBATE AND
NIOBIUM PENTACHLORIDE WITH AND WITHOUT ASCORBIC
ACID A65-B21TT
PULMONARY VASCULAR CHANGES OF HUMAN INFANT, DOG,
AND CALF WITH UNILATERAL HYPOXIA
A65-82232
DREAM CYCLES IN HUMAN AND ANIMAL SLEEP
AbS-B2256
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR RECORDING SKIN RESISTANCE IN MAN
AND RAT Ab5-B23ZT
COMBINED EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND
X-RAYS ON MAMMALIAN BONE MARROW CELLS
N65-15666
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SHALL
MAMMALS IN GASEOUS TEST CHAMBER
NASA-CR-516S7 N6§-lTO56
RADIATION INJURIES AND RESTORATIVE PROCESSES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF MAMMALS
JPRS-29288 N65-19665
COMPARATIVE HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF REINFORCED AREA
GF SACCULAR MEMBRANE IN MAMMALS
NASA-CR-60389 N65-19746
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS OF SONAR
PULSE CHARACTERISTICS OF FISH AND MARINE MAMMALS
LR-L8525 N65-23152
SUPERCOOLING MAMMALS AND RESTORING THEM TO NORMAL
BODY TEMPERATURE WITHOUT ALTERING NORMAL
PHYSIOLOGY
ETD-TT-6S-T6/]£2 N65-30689
MECHANISM OF MAMMALIAN ORGANISM RESPONSE TO
COMBINED EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION AND
NONRAOIATION FACTORS N65-31376
COMBINED EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION AND X-RAYS
ON NUCLEI OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MAMHALS
N65-31388
SUBJECT INDEX TO LITERATURE SURVEY DEALING WITH
RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN EYE
TID-3912/INDEX/ N65-31958
RADIATION DAMAGE AND RECOVERY IN MAMMALIAN ORGANS
BNL-8669 NbS-32862
RATHEMATICAL MODELING OF HYDRODYNAMICS OF ARTERIAL
SYSTEM AND OBSERVATIONS OF MAMMALIAN
MICROCIRCULATION
NASA-CR-67225 N65-35105
ANATONY AND HISTOLOGY OF COCHLEAS IN MAMMALS
RASA-CR-6Tfi/3 NbS-36596
MAN
EOSINOPHIL REACTION TO OCULAR LIGHT STIMULI
REASURED IN MAN AND MOUSE A65-80196
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE OF MAN TO HYPOXIA
A65-BO]ST
OXYGEN STORAGE IN MAN A65-80368
A-223
MAN--MACHINE SYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
REFLEX CHANGES OF RESPIRATION AND PULMONARY GAS
EXCHANGE DURING EXPOSURE OF MAN AND DOG TO HIGH G
A65-80369
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS
PROTECTION OF MAN
JPRS-31349 N65-29879
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED ON MAN HEARING PRESSURE SUIT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, DECREMENTS IN
MOBILITY AND DEXTERITY_ AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
LNSC-6-62-64-19 N65-3155T
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY FOR OETERMINING COMPETENCY
OF MAN DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TM-X-57000 N65-34428
B_OLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY IONS - RADIATION
'EFFECTS IN ANIMALS AND MAN N65-34586
NAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
SA HUMAN ENGINEERING
SA HUMAN FACTOR
CLASSIFICATION DIAGRAM FOR VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS
OF MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A65-10541
OPERATING RULE FLEXIBILITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE IN TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SYSTEMS A65-10542
MAN AS SUBSYSTEM IN RELIABILITY DETERMINATION OF
AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
A65-16364
SYSTEM MANNING REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION DESIRED
PRIOR TO BECOMING AVAILABLE UNDER PERSONNEL
SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT A65-18292
FULL-SCALE WEARABLE NDNPOWERED EXOSKELETAL
STRUCTURE /MAN AMPLIFIER/ FABRICATION AND TESTING
TO DETERMINE EFFECT ON WORK TASK PERFORMANCE
A65-19149
FLIGHT INDICATOR FUNOAMENTALS IN TERMS OF CONTROL
THEORY AND MAN-MACHINE INTEGRATION
A65-21156
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING
READ-IN, STORAGE, DECISION MAKING AND READ-OUT
SUBSYSTEMS A65-25180
HUMAN FUNCTION IN COMPLEX FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
A65-28291
RELIABILITY OF MAN IN MAN-MACHINE SPACECRAFT
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-29944
MULTIPLICATIVE PROBABILITY MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR
PREDICTING HUMAN RELIABILITY IN NAN-MACHINE
SYSTEM, USING PROBABILITY TREE A65-34677
IDENTIFICATION AND ELIMINATION OF SOURCES OF
HUMAN-INDUCED EQUIPMENT FAILURES IN COMPLEX
SYSTEMS, CONSIDERING PROBABILITY OF ERROR
A65-34678
FIELD MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN MAN-
MACHINE SYSTEMS, NOTING LIMITATION UPON EVALUATOR
A65-34679
METHODOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN
MEASURING HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-36682
UTILIZATION OF MAN AS PART OF AUTOMATIC, REMOTELY
CONTROLLED AND DIRECTLY MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
SYSTEMS
SAE PAPER 650811 A65-34697
MINIMUM ATTENTION DISPLAY TECHNIQUE PERMITS
MAXIMUM TRANSFER OF GUIDANCE INFORMATION TO
OBSERVER WITHOUT EXCESSIVE SENSORY COMMITMENT TO
OISPLAY A65-3517I
HUMAN OPERATOR ROLE IN PERFORMING INFORMATION
PROCESSING TASK AT CONSOLE, EXAMINING HUMAN AND/DR
CONSOLE MEMORY A65-354TB
A-226
SKILLS INVOLVED IN READING METERS DURING
SUPERVISION OF AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
A65-80886
NAN-MACHINE PROBLEMS RELATED TO FLYING VERTICAL
TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT A65-81037
PROBLEM SOLVING ON STOCHASTIC PROCESS - MONITORING
OF COMPUTER SOLUTIONS BY MAN A65-81225
VISUAL PRESENTATION OF AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
A65-81334
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS IN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND
AVIATION MEDICINE A65-82319
NAN-MACHINE INTERACTION IN INFORMATION DISPLAY AND
_ROCESSING
ESO-TDR-64-609 N65-11774
MAN-COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR TARGET DISCRIMINATION
PROBLEM SOLVING
AD-607520 N65-11817
BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS SELECTION IN MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS PERFORMING THREAT DIAGNOSES WITH SUBJECT
CONTROL
AMRL-TR-64-D5 N65-12132
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF OPERATOR RELIABILITY IN
NAN-MACHINE SYSTEM N65-I369T
FEEDBACK-DELAY EFFECT ON ABILITY TO PERFORM
SELF-PACED MANUAL TASKS - CYBERNETICS
NASA-TN-D-2665 N65-17329
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN SYSTEMS DESIGN
N65-23960
PATH OPTIMIZATION FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED
REMOTE MANIPULATOR - MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62878 N65-25002
SIMULATION_ MODELSt AND GAMES AS ANALOGIES
MEASUREMENT CRITERIA IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
SIMULATION
NASA-CR-257 N65-27397
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN
SPACE - MEDICINE, PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO PURE
OXYGENt RADIATION SAFETY_ LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS,
AND MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM RELIABILITY
N65-27419
MAN-MACHINE ANTHROPOMECHANIC SYNERGY DEPENDENCE
UPON COMMUNICATION N65-28651
ADAPTATION OF MAN TO MACHINE - PROTECTIVE DEVICES
FOR CREW AND SIMULATORS FOR AEROSPACE TRAINING
NEAR OR ON GROUND Nb5-ZB452
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM - HIGH SPEED FLIGHT OF MANNED
AIRCRAFT AT LOW ALTITUDE N65-28456
MAN-MACHINE PROBLEMS IN VTOL AIRCRAFT -
TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS N65-28455
MAN-MACHINE RELATIONSHIP - SUPERSONIC CONCORDE
AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS N65-28656
HUMAN-AIOED COMPUTER LINGUISTIC METHOD FOR
ANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGICAL DATA N65-Z8760
MAN-MACHINE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
NASA-CR-64106 N65-30_69
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTORS AND
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-bT336 N65-35409
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM - HUMAN MONITORING TASKS IN
AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT OF SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-CR-bT371 N65-35577
MANAGEMENT
SA PERSONNEL
SA PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
SUBJECTINDEX MANNEDSPACEFLIGHT
HEARING LOSS IN FLYING PERSONNEL AND ITS RELATIONS
TO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT A65-BITB3
MECHANIZATION PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
N65-30279
SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN FACTOR IN PHYSICS
OF FAILURE N65-30316
CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF CHIMPANZEE COLONY
SAM-TDR-64-65 N65-36515
MANEUVER
SA FLIGHT CONTROL
SA SELF-MANEUVERING UNIT
SA SPACE RENDEZVOUS MANEUVER
SA VALSALVA MANEUVER
TRAINING OF PILOTS IN MATCHED PAIRS USING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR IN CARRIER LANDING MANEUVER UNDER
KINETIC AND STATIC CONDITIONS
NAVTRADEVCEN-1632-I-S1 N65-35562
MANNED AIRCRAFT
SA X-15 AIRCRAFT
MAHACHINE SYSTEM - HIGH SPEED FLIGHT OF MANNED
AIRCRAFT AT LO_ ALTITUDE N65-28656
MANNED ORBITAL LABORAT_Y /ROL/
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MDL/
CONSIDERING MISSION DURATION IN ORBITt PHYSICAL
CAPABILITIES, LIFE SUPPORT AND NEIGHTLESSNESS
AbS-18575
INSTRUMENTATION FOR BIOMEDICAL TESTS USEFUL TO AIR ,.
FORCE MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY PROGRAM IN
MEASURING SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A65-80569
APOLLO PROGRAM AND MANNED ORBITING SPACE STATIONS
A65-81281
MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH lABORATORY /MORL/
APOLLO PROGRAM AND MANNEO ORBITING SPACE STATIONS
A65-81281
MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION FOR
MANNED SPACE STATION
SAE PAPER 912C A65-12909
CRE_ PERFORMANCE INTEGRATION INTO OPTIMUM-
RELIABILITY DESIGN OF MANNED SPACE STATION •
Ab5-ZZTOA
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SA SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
OPTIMIZATION LOGISTICS PLANNING FOR IN FLIGHT
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-10560
GEMINI MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR DETERMINING
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON PROLONGED MANNED
SPACEFLIGHT A65-10639
ASTRONAUT PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
A65-XOT33
CORNUCOPIA TMO-GAS ATMOSPHERE USING STORABLE
ROCKET BIPROPELLANTS FOR LIFE SUPPORT_ INCLUDING
ATMOSPHERE AND CONTAMINANT CONTROL
A65--16236
WATER RECOVERY FROM HUMAN HASTES AND HYDRDX FUEL
CELLS DURING LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT
A65-16380
BIOASTRONAUTICS ANO AEROSPACE MEDICINE RESEARCH
APPLICATIONS IN MANNED SPACE PROGRAMS AND IN
EARTH ENVIRONMENT A65-16526
NEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON CIRCULATORY FUNCTIONS
FOR VARIOUS ACTIVITY LEVELS DETERMINED FROM SPACE
SIMULATOR, BED REST AND MANNED FLIGHT STUDIES
A65-16528
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH ON ANIMAL ROLE AS PRECURSOR
FOR MAN IN SPACE A65-16B09
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION USES
CESIGN TRADEOFF OF REDUCTION IN SIZE NITH LOSS DF
VERSATILITY
RICE PREPRINT 56E AbS-15227
GEMINI FLIGHT MEDICAL PROGRAM TO PREPARE
ASTRONAUTS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY IN ORBIT
A65-Z0260
BIOLOGICAL STRESSES OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT IN
LIMITING FLIGHT DURATION, NOTING ISOLATION EFFECT
A65-21025
SPACECREW PHYSICAL EXERCISE REQUIREMENT EFFECTS ON
SYSTEM DESIGN AND MISSION -_JCCESS
A65-21208
GEMINI BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR PHYSICAL EXAM
IN FLIGHT A65-21699
INTEGRATED MISSION SIMULATION TECHNIQUE TESTS
PILOT RELIABILITY FOR SEVEN-DAY MANNED LUNAR
MISSION
AIAA PAPER 65-275 AbS-ZZI25
NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SIMULATION PORTION OF
OVERALL MANNED SPACE CABIN TEST PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-277 A65-2216T
LON OXYGEN AND HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
EXPERIENCED BY MAMMALIAN FETUS NITHIN AND pENEATH
EARTH ATMOSPHERE PARALLELED TO MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT Ab5-Zb_3T
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON [NTRATHORACIC
PRESSURE AND CARDIOPULNONARY FUNCTIONS IN DOGS
NITH REFERENCE TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-26531
BIOECOLOGICAL AND BIOMEDICAL MONITORING FOR DESIGN
OF HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUTS IN
SPACE A65-ZbT66
SIMULATION OF CLOSED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS SUITABLE
FOR SPACE FLIGHT A65-29103
SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION CONSIDERATION IN DESIGN
GF MANNED INTERPLANETARY SPACE VEHICLES
AIAA PAPER 65-503 A65-30216
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM ON
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH AT FLORENCE IN
NAY 1966 A65-30671
U° So AND U. SoS.R. DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
DF SPACE FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
A65-30672
RADIATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED SPACE
FLIGHTS INVESTIGATEDt USING TISSUE-EQUIVALENT
IONIZATION CHAMBERS AbS-306T6
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA RECORDING OF MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PROGRAM BASED ON PROJECT MERCURY AND
GEMINI MISSIONS A65--31105
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER PROGRAM TO UPGRADE
SPACE VEHICLE RELIABILITY BY MOTIVATING PERSONNEL
TO REDUCE MISTAKES AND MALFUNCTION OF EQUIPMENT
AbS-BIST4
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
MISSIONS PRESENTING SYNTHETIC CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM A65-31672
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF RADIATION HAZARDS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS TO MOON FROM SOVIET
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND DATA A65-33036
SPACE RADIATION, HEIGHTLESSNESS AND ANGULAR
VELOCITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN BEINGSt NOTING TERMINAL
PHASE CONDITIONS A65-33280
MANS ADAPTATION TO NEIGHTLESSNESSI NOTING
ASTRONAUT VULNERABILITY AND REQUIREMENT OF MEDICAL
CARE IN SPACE A65-3510T
A-225
MANNEDSPACEFLIGHTCONTD SUBJECT INDEX
VIGILANCE DEFINED AS PROBABILITY OF DETECTING
SIGNALS WHICH ARE WEAK AND RELATIVELY RARE IN
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A65-35484
INCREASED AND ZERO GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISION
FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-35485
VESTIBULAR SIMULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
FROM MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-35486
PHYSIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION COLLECTION IN
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT AND DATA HANDLING
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS A65-36232
MENTAL STRESS EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUT DURING SPACE
FLIGHT REFLECTED IN PULSE RATE A65-800BT
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO MANNED AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT AND PILOT CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICAL AND
ENGINEERING PERSONNEL IN SPACECRAFT DESIGN
A65-80137
LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS DERIVED FROM VARIATIONS
IN OPERATOR OUTPUT CH6RACTERISTICS
A65-80139
CORNUCOPIAt STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION, POTABLE
WATERt METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
ATMOSPHERE, AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
A65-80143
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES IN MAN WITHOUT AND WITH
ANTIGRAVITY SUIT AFTER FOUR WEEKS GF ABSOLUTE BED
REST IN RELATION TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80_45
INTERPLANETARY VOYAGES - REASONS FOR AND NECESSITY
OF MANNED INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
A65-80296
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ACCELERATION ON
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AND USE OF
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY DURING PROLONGED FLIGHTS
A65-80299
PROBLEM OF BLADDER CALCULUS FORMATION AND
DECREASED URINARY FLOW IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80353
OVERCOMING DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
EXPOSURES TO MAGNETIC FIELDS BY PERIODICALLY
CHANGING POSITIONS OF ASTRONAUTS AND USING
INHOMOGENEOUS FIELDS TO ELIMINATE DISCOMFORT
CAUSED BY WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-B0412
MECHANICAL, MEDICAL, AND MORAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-80435
EAR-BRAIN ANALOG EMPLOYED FOR REAL-TIME VOICE
COMMUNICATION IN MANNED DEEP SPACE FLIGHT
665-80528
HYPOXIA AS ANTI-PHYSICAL DECONDITIONING FACTOR FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-8057g
HISTORY AND POPULAR ACCOUNT OF DEVELOPMENT AND
OPERATIONS OF APOLLO PROJECT 665-80584
RADIATION SAFETY INFORMATION FOR USE IN
ESTABLISHING DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MANNED SPACE
SYSTEMS A65-80633
ROLE OF MAN IN EXPLORATION OF SFACE
665-80813
IONIZING RADIATION STRESS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
SUPERSONIC FLIGHTy AND HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
A65-80842
BODY MOVEMENIS AND NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION IN
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80920
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-80935
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND OTHER CELESTIAL
BODIES AND STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY MAN DURING
A-226
SPACE TRAVEL A65-80949
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN
ORGANISM 665-80980
STUDY OF MOVEMENT COORDINATION IN HANDWRITING
DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-80984
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT 665-81103
DAILY RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-8119B
OCULOMOTOR ACTIVITY DISTURBANCES REGISTERED IN
SOVIET ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A65-BIIg9
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND
TRAINING A65-81ZT6
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING FIRST SOVIET
SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS IN FLIGHT
A65-BI301
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
OPERATIONS A65-81306
BLOOD SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN IN EVALUATING
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT 665-81325
TISSUE DOSE OF COSMIC RADIATION RECEIVED BY
ASTRONAUTS BYKOVSKII AND NIKOLAEVA-TERESHKOVA
DURING THEIR COMBINED ORBITAL FLIGHT
A65-81387
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON BASIC
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN SPACE
A65-81549
CAPACITY OF MAN TO PERFORM WORK DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS OF SPACE FLIGHT Ab5-81554
PHARMACOLOGICAL SUPPORT BY USING DRUGS FOR MAN ON
LONG SPACE FLIGHTS A65-B1630
ULTIMATE GOALS FDR MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
A65-8163B
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS AND ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE IN
SPAC'_ TRAVEL A65-81791
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS OF MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-81792
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - REVIEW OF PROBLEMS OF SENSOR
DEPRIVATION, ADAPTATION AND PHYSICAL HAZARDS
A65-81832
PHYSICAL BARRIERS AND LIMITATIONS IN SPACE
EXPLORATION AbS-B1834
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE STUDIES AS RELATED TO
EVOLUTION OF LIFE, METEORITES, LIFE-DETECTION
DEVICES, MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, AND MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-81851
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN SPACE MISSIONS
A65-81854
PROBLEMS OF NOISE HAZARD DURING SPACE FLIGHT AND
IN JET PLANES 665-81925
REVIEW OF PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY OF
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT AS RELATED TO SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS A65-B2001
RECORDING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS, MEDICAL SUPPORT AND
BIOTELEMETRY A65-82076
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO MILITARY SPACE SYSTEMS
A65-8231B
EFFECTS OF MISCELLANEOUS WASTE ON MESOPHILIC
ACTIVATED SLUDGE DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, AND VOMITUS
SAM-TDR-64-41 N65-I0014
SUBJECT INDEX _ MANNED SPACE FLIGHT CONTD
BIOLOGICAL STRESSES AND HAZARDS IN MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-CR-59405 NbB-LO045
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN BODY DURING SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-275 N65-106_1
RADIATION DOSES MEASURED IN SOVIET MANNED ORBITAL
FLIGHTS
FTD'-TT-b3-1OlT/I N65-108TT
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
Nb5-13630
EVALUATING ASTRONAUT CONDITION AND ACTIVITY IN
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT--F-271 N05-13965
LIMITATIONS ON HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO LONG TERM
SPACE FLIGHTS AND APPLICABILITY OF ARTIFICIAL
ORGANS, DRUGS, AND HYPOTHERNIA DURING FLIGHTS
NASA-CR-602T3 NbB-1518T
TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED ORBITAL FLIGHT
SSD-TDR-64-213, V. 3, APP. I-B N65-15580
HUMAN PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE IN EXTRAVEHICULAR
SPACE OPERATIONS N65-16613
HUMAN ENGINEERING FOR PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS
A_608798 NbB-IbT93
PRESSURIZED SUIT FOR HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-925T N65-18180
FOOD, WATER, AND WASTE IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18569
NUTRITION, DIET, AND METABOLISM IN SPACE FLIGHT
NO5-18572
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT GOALS AND PHILOSOPHY
NbB-I8573
NUTRITION AND STRESSES OF SHORT TERM SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18575
HANDLING AND STORAGE OF FOOD AND WASTE ON MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18576
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NOB-I8578
PROTEINS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION
NbB-18579
MINERAL AND VITAMIN REQUIREMENTS FOR NUTRITION ON
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18580
HUMAN NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS FOR HATER IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18581
DEHYDRATED, LIQUID, AND FROZEN FOODS IN DIET FOR
SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION N65-18583
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AS REGENERATION SYSTEM FOR SPACE
FLIGHT N65-18591
PLANT SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUT NUTRITION IN SPACE
FLIGHT N6S-IBS93
ALGAE SYSTEMS FOR NUTRITION IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18596
BIOASTRDNAUTICS - PREPARATIONS FOR SPACE FLIGHTS_
WEIGHTLESSNESSv AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN
MEDICOBIOLOGY
JPRS-29069 N65-18784
PROLONGED STAY IN PRESSURIZED CHAMBER IN
PREPARATION FOR SPACE FLIGHT - LABORATORY
EXPERIMENTS N6S-18785
MEDICOBIOLDGICAL SUPPORT OF PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-187BT
SELECTION OF COMPATIBLE CREW FOR INTERPLANETARY
SPACE FLIGHT - PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-2921T N65-19560
SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTIC AND MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
LITERATURE SURVEY
ATD'-P-65-16 N65-19785
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
EP-1T N65-1996T
REGENERABLE SILVER OXIDE SYSTEM FOR CARBON DIOXIDE
REMOVAL FROM MANNED SPACE CAPSULE
AMRL-TR-6k-119 N65-20529
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, HUMAN ENGINEERING, AND MAN
1N SPACE - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE
ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY
NASA-'_R--199 N65-21226
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL PROGRESS ON WEIGHTLESSNESS
RESULTING FROM VOSKHOD MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-29800 N65-2ZI16
SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTICS RESEARCH AND MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PROGRAM N65-22655
MEDICINE AND OUTER SPACEr GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGYm
AND SPACE SUITS - U.S.S°Ro SPACE PROGRAM
JPRS-29998 NbB-23TTT
AEROSPACE MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PSYCI'E3PHYSIOLOGY - WEIGHTLESSNESSv SPACE
CABIN SIMULATOR, AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
AD-612636 N65-25895
COMPILATION OF REPORTS ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
GENETICS, AND CYTOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL CELL
JPRS-3094k NbB-Z8286
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DANGER FROM COSMIC
RADIATION DURING MANNED LUNAR SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-28288
X-lS PROGRAM AND MERCURY PROJECT MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT - ROLE OF PILOT OR ASTRONAUT
N65-28453
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
ECUIPHENT - SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE -
ESCAPE, PARACHUTES_ AND EQUIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
N65-29750
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
NASA-CR-65072 N65-30921
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF COSMIC RADIATION FOR
EARTH TO MOON MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-g458 N65-32265
PROBLEMS OF VOSKHOD II SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS AND BIOASTRONAUTICS_ AND FUTURE GOALS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM N65-32679
TIME-LINE MEDICAL DATA COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TN-D-2695 N65-33350
EFFECTS OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION ON SPACE TRAVEL -
SENSORY, PERCEPTUAL, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
N65-3362B
PHYSIOLOGICAl- FUNCTIONS IN LOW GRAVITY STATES -
MAJOR PROBLEMS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION ON
EARTH N65-33629
HIGH GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF MAN
N65-33630
SIMULATION OF CLOSED ATMOSPHERES FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-33631
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY FOR DETERMINING COMPETENCY
OF MAN DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TM-X-5TOOO N65-34428
RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A-22T
MANNEDSPACECRAFT SUBJECTINDEX
N65-36581
MANNED SPACECRAFT
SA APOLLO SPACECRAFT
SA GEMINI SPACECRAFT
SA UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
SA VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
MANNED SPACECRAFT OXYGEN REQUIRENENTS. CRYOGENIC
STORAGE, PRODUCTION AND TWO-GAS ATMOSPHERES
_ A65-14381
MECHANICAL TETHERING SYSTEM USING ANGULAR MOMENTUM
TO RETRIEVE ASTRONAUT SEPARATED FRCM SPACE VEHICLE
AIAA PAPER 64-393 A65-L4698
ATMOSPHERE MOVEMENT AND DIFFUSION OF RESPIRED GAS
IN WEIGHTLESS MANNED SPACE ENCLOSURE, BASED ON
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL THEORY
A65-19839
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE
WATER FROM URINE, WASH WATER AND HUMIDITY
CONDENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS
ASME PAPER 65-AV-16 A65-23226
MANNED ORBITAL AND LUNAR BASE HABITABILITY
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE, NUTRITION,
HYGIENE, GRAVITATION AND WORK-REST CYCLE
A65-23642
MANNED SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR TESTS TO EVALUATE
ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE
AIAA PAPER 65-502 A65-30218
UTILIZATION OF MAN AS PART OF AUTOMATIC, REMOTELY
CONTROLLED AND DIRECTLY MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
SYSTEMS
SAE PAPER 650811 A65-3469T
LIGHTING REQUIREMFNTS OF GENERAL CREW STATIONS FOR
MANNED SPACECRAFT A65-35487
MANNED SPACECRAFT FOR SURVEILLANCE AND
RECONNAISSANCE USING UNAIDED VISION AND
MAN-PERISCOPIC VISION A65-35489
VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN ACQUISITICN, HOMING AND
DOCKING PHASES OF SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
A65-354gI
PROBLEMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL IN CLOSED SPACE
VEHICLE A65-81038
RADIATION SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED FLIGHTS ON
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT N65-I3657
MEDICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCH DURING MANNED
FLIGHTS ABOARD VOSKHOD AND VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
N65-14599
BIOENGINEERING - SPACECRAFT ACCELERATION
SIMULATION BY HUMAN CENTRIFUGE N65-16603
TOXIC CONTAMINATION OF MANNED SPACECRAFT CABINS
LR-1T/44 N65-20120
REGENERABLE SILVER OXIDE SYSTEM FOR CARBON DIOXIDE
REMOVAL FROM MANNED SPACE CAPSULE
AMRL-TR-64-1Ig N65-2052g
RELATIONSHIP OF MAN TD TOTAl SYSTEM RELIABILITY
AND TECHNIQUES AND CONTROLS TO INSURE
SPACECRAFT MISSION SUCCESS - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
REPT.-566-M N65-23007
FIRST GENERATION MANNED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
STL-gggo-63gY-RU-O00 N65-27158
REMOIE SENSING FROM MANNED ORBITAL SPACECRAFT FOR
MEASURING CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT AT SEA SURFACE - MARINE BIOLOGY
N65-30381
POWER FOR FLUID CIRCULATION AT VARIOUS PRESSURE
DROPS AND FLOW RAFTS FROM ISENTRDPIC EXPANSION
OF HABITABLE GASES - MANNED SPACFCRAFT
A-228
APPLICATION
AMRL-TR-65-26 N65-30853
MANUAL CONTROL
SPACE VEHICLE MANUAL THREE-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL
USING VECTOR RETICLE OR CONTROL ACTION DISPLAY
A65-20953
CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN
CONTROL SITUATIONS LIMITED TO USE OF VISUAL
VESTIBULAR SENSING OF MOTION A65-22032
HUMAN TRACKING ABILITY FOR RECTANGULAR WAVES ON
DISPLAY USING HAND OR FOOT A65-31344
CONTINUOUS PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
APPLIED TO SYNTHESIS OF MODEL OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN SIMPLE TWO-AXIS MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-35476
MANUAL CONTROL METHODOLOGY - STUDY WITH ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-DR-125 N65-11019
ANTHROPOMETRIC STUDIES - GRASPING-REACH CAPABILITY
AS GUIDE TO EQUIPMENT DESIGN
AMRL-TOR-64-5g N65-11895
MANUAL-CONTROL SIMULATION STUDY OF NONLIFTING
VEHICLE DURING ORBIT, RETROROCKET FIRING, AND
REENTRY INTO EARTH ATMOSPHERE
NASA-TM-X-359 N65-12802
MANUAL CONTROL OF TWO-AXIS TRACKING
NASA-CR-60697 N65-16810
FEEDBACK-DELAY EFFECT ON ABILITY TO PERFORM
SELF-PACED MANUAL TASKS - CYBERNFFICS
NASA-TN-D-2665 N65-1732_
BIUCONTROL SYSTEMS - MATFIEMATICAI NO_)EI.S FOR
HUMAN MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM THR(3DGd IUMPUTER
SIMULATION AND SERVOANALYSIS
NASA-CR-I90 N65-19261
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, HUMAN ENGINEERING, AND MAN
IN SPACE - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE
ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY
NASA-CR-Igg N65-21226
COMPATIBILITY OF MANUAL FLYING WITH AUTOMAFIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BY FORCED WHEEL STEERING -
PILOT FACTORS PROGRAM
REPT.-I-64 N65-21258
FEASIBILITY OF MANNED PARTICIPATION IN CONTROL
OF LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA-TN-D-2807 N65-23166
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN
MANUAL CONTROl SYSTEMS STUDY
NASA-CR-64578 N65-Bbq33
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF MANUALLY GUIDED AND
CGNIROLLED REENTRY VEHICLES
NASA-DR-331 N65-36773
MARKOV CHAIN
MARKOV CHAIN STIMULUS SEQUENCE ROLL LEFECT UPON
SIGNAL DETECTION IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL FORCED
CHOICE TASK A65-L4150
DETECTION OF PURE TONE EMBEDDED IN NOISE - MARKOV
CHAINS OF SIGNALS
NASA-CR-5792B N65-21340
MARKOV CHAIN MOOEL ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE PROCESSLS
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-65-3 N65-22471
MARS /PLANET/
IIMONITE ENVIRONMENT MAY PROVIDE EC(JI.OGICAL BASIS
FOR RFSPIRATORY AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC MARTIAN
ORGANISMS A65-30684
SOME FORMS OF LIFE FOUND ON EARTH WHICH CAN
SURVIVE CONDITIONS IHOUGHI TO EXIST ON MARS
A65-81013
SUBJECTINOEX MASS BALANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF MARS AND POSSIBILITY OF
EXISTENCE OF LIFE A65-810[8
SUBSURFACE MARINE BIOSPHERE ON MARS
A65--81583
PROPOSED BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS BETWEEN
Z969 AND I973 A65-81683
PHYSICAL BASIS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION
AND USE ON MARS AbS-B1T3T
LIFE-DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENTS IN
CARRYING OUT BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION ON MARS
A65-BI927
JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGNIIWR_ LIFE DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES BASED ON
KNOWLEDGE OF LIFE ON EARTH AND ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS
OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL A65-BZZIT
NASA PROGRAM FOR BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS AS
SUGGESTED BY NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES SPACE
SCIENCE BOARD A65-B22L9
MARS BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PROCESS[NG
NASA-CR-STT26 N65-20753
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS
NASA-CR-6633T N65-30839
MARS ATMOSPHERE
MARTIAN CONDITIONS SIMULATED FROM ASTROPHYSICAL
DATA FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
A65-306BZ
MARS ATMOSPHERE PROBLEMS RELATED TO CHEMICAL
COMPOSIT]ON AND PHYSICAL PROPERTY
A65-80869
OBSERVATIONS OF WATER VAPOR ON MARS AND VENUS FROM
BALLOONS AND MOUNTAINS AbS-BOBDL
ABSORPTION INTENSITY OF CARBON DIOXIDE BANDS AND
MARTIAN CARBON DIOXIDE ABUNDANCE AND ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE AS BASE OF DESIGN FOR MARS ENTRY VEHICLE
A65-BZ273
MARS ENVIRONMENT
AUTOMATED BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY FOR DETECTION
AND CLASSIFICATION OF LIFE ON MARS
A6S-I95IB
LEVEL OF SPACECRAFT STERILITY REQUIRED TO AVOID
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MARS
A65-2422_
CHAMBER AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT USED TO SIMULATE
MARTIAN CONDITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS A65-25099
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION ON MARS USING
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT EQUIPPED FOR AUTOMATIC
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL TESTS AbS-26739
MARTIAN LIFE DEPENDS ON CHEMOGENYf BIOGENYv
COG4_GENYv SIMILARITY AND DISSIMILARITY TO EARTH
AND PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT
A65-28200
RESPONSE OF MICROORGANISM TO SIMULATED MARTIAN
ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGATED, USING CULTURE
COLLECTIONS AND SOil SAMPLES A65-30676
ATMOSPHERES CAPABLE OF PRODUCING ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
DISCUSSED, STUDYING ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS IN MARS
SIMULATOR A65-30683
MARS COLOR CHANGES EXPLAINED ON BASIS OF PHYSICAL
MODEL A65-81159
MARS ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS SUGGESTING BIOLOGICAL
POSSIBILITIES AND LIFE DETECTION EQUIPMENT TO
PREVENT CONTAMINATION A65-8221B
+GROWTH RESPONSE OF BACILLUS CEREUS AND SUBTILIS
CELLS SUBJECTED TO MODIFIED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
WITH FREEZE CYCLES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS
NASA-CR-62829 N65-2629_
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT FREEZE CYCLES ON BACILLUS
CEREUS AND BACILLUS SUBTILIS IN SIMULATED
MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-64577 N65-32032
MARS SPACECRAFT
ABSORPTION INTENSITY OF CARBON DIOXIDE BANDS AND
MARTIAN CARBON DIOXIDE ABUNDANCE AND ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE AS BASE OF DESIGN FOR MARS ENTRY VEHICLE
A65-B2273
MARS SURFACE
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE, REVIEWING EVIDENCE IN
METEORITE AND EXAMINING MEANING OF MARKINGS ON
MARS A65-IOT28
CONSTRAINTS ON LIFE DETECTION SYSTEM ON MARS
CONSIDERING DATA TRANSMISSION LIMITATION, LOW
SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD, LANDING IMPACT AND
CONTAMINATION A65-EOT29
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN TERRESTRIAL SOIL RELATIVE TO
EXPLORATION OF MARTIAN SURFACE
NASA-DR-ST585 N65-20625
MASK
SA OXYGEN MASK
CEV[CE WITH CONSTANT PRESSURE MASK FOR CONTROLLED
RESPIRATION IN INTACT ANIMALS A65-80T65
CHEMICAL, BACTERIAL, AND RADIATION PROTECTION BY
GAS MASKS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
FTD-TT-66-99B/I&2 N65-20026
MASKING
VARIATIONS IN BINAURAL--MASKED THRESHOLD OF SOO"-CPS
1ONE MASKED BY RANDOM NOISE AS FUNCTION OF
SIMULTANEOUS SHIFTS IN INTERAURAL AMPLITUDE RATIO
AND TIME DELAY OF TONE A65-29975
PERCEIVED NOISINESS OF COMPLEX SOUNDS CONSISTING
OF STEADY-STATE PURE TONE IMBEDDED IN RANDOM NOISE
BACKGROUND A65-29976
DIFFERENCE IN PROCESS OF MASKING WITH BRIGHT LIGHT
FLASH OR BY PATTERNS A65-BO796
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL VISUAL NASKIMG - MASKING BY
IMPULSE FLASHES A65-81015
FIGURE-GROUND CONTRAST AND CONTOUR ORIENTATION ON
FIGURAL MASKING A65-81639
TIME INTENSITY RELATIONS IN BINAURAL UNMASKING-
INTERAURAL AMPLITUDE, THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS AND
LATERALIZATION A65-8176I
MASKING NOISES - SOUND LEVEL AND BANDWIDTH AND
SIGNIFICANCE IN AUDIONETRY A65-BI7TO
FORCED-CHOICE METHOD FOR USE IN BACKWARD-MASKING
STUDIES WITH DISC-RING PATTERN A65-81960
BONE-CONDUCTED TONES MASKED BY AIR-CONDUCTED NOISE
A65-B2023
REINTERPRETATION OF ONE FORM OF BACKWARD AND
FORWARD MASKING IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
AbS-B2233
FORWARD AND BACKWARD MASKING IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
A6S-82285
U-SHAPED BACKWARD MASKING FUNCTION IN VISION WITH
VARIED MASKING RING SIZE A6S-B2286
CCNTRIBUTIDN OF PERCEPTUAL SEGREGATION TO
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STIMULUS SIMILARITY AND
BACKWARD MASKING. A65-82332
VISUAL MASKING USING VARIOUS TEST STIMULUS
PATTERNS
NASA-TM-X-SIgT8 N65-29381
MASS BALANCE
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY PREDICTING ITS
INERTIAL PROPERTIES IN ANY FIXED BODY POSITION_
INCLUDING LOCATION OF MASS CENTER
A-229
MASS FLOW RATE SUBJECT INDEX
AIAA PAPER 65-498 A65-30202
MASS FLOW RATE
VENTILATION EFFICIENCY OF APOLLO PROTOTYPE SPACE
SUIT DETERMINING HEAT BALANCE AND MASS FLOW RATES
FROM MANNED CHAMBER TESTING A65-1083I
MASS SPECTROMETER
SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF END-TIDAL
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN COMPARED WITH MASS
SPECTROMETER METHOD A65-80627
MODIFIED REMOTE SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR USE IN
RESPIRATORY GAS ANALYSIS WITH TIME-OF-FLIGHT
MASS SPECTROMETER
AMRL-TR-64-B4 N65-12974
MASS SPECTROMETRY
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION PROGRAM USING GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-15153
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION PROGRAM USING GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-22137
ABIOGENIC FORMATION OF CARBON COMPOUNDS IN
ORGUEILt. COLD BOKKEVELDT AND MURRAY CARBONACEOUS
CHONORITES SUGGESTED BY MASS SPECTROMETRY
A65-82013
MASS TRANSFER
SA ENERGY TRANSFER
ENGINEERING STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF WATER VAPOR MASS
TRANSFER IN SPACE SUIT
NASA-CR-63144 N65-25269
MATERIAL
S INTERSTELLAR MATERIAL
S ORGANIC MATERIAL
S PLASTIC MATERIAL
S RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
S STRUCTURAL MATERIAL
MATERIAL TESTING
SA ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
SA FAILURE
DEGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AND
SUPPLIES FOR SPACE CABIN USE INCLUDING EMPIRICAL
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE A65-23617
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF INPUT-OUTPUT BEHAVIOR
OF HUMAN OPERATOR ACTING AS ELEMENT IN CLOSED LOOP
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-25202
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY PREDICTING ITS
INERTIAL PROPERTIES IN ANY FIXED BODY POSITION,
INCLUDING LOCATION OF MASS CENTER
AIAA PAPER 65-498 A65-30202
CONTINUOUS PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
APPLIED TO SYNTHESIS OF MODEL OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN SIMPLE TWO-AXIS MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-35474
INFORMATION PROCESSING FROM BRIEF VISUAL DISPLAYS
ASSESSED ON BASIS OF PROBABILISTIC MODEL BY NEW
DETECTION METHOD A65-BO3gO
DECISION-MAKING SUCCESS RELATED TO LEADERSHIP IN
SMALL GROUPS - MATHEMATICAL APPROACH
A65-BOTgO
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF ROLE OF ANGULAR
ACCELERATION IN VESTIBULAR STIMULATION
A65-82306
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PREDICTING INERTIAL
PROPERTIES OF HUMAN BODY
GAIPHYS/64-3 N65-12133
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR STUDY OF RELATION BETWEEN
NEURAL PROCESSES OF EXCITATION AND INHIBITION
N65-14579
TECHNIQUES FOR PARAMETER DETERMINATION IN
A-230
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF HUMAN PILOT
NASA-CR-143 N65-14848
BIOCONTROL SYSTEMS - MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
HUMAN MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM THROUGH COMPUTER
SIMULATION AND SERVOANALYSIS
NASA-CR-190 N65-19261
PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR FREE RESPONDING
AFOSR-65-O2BB N65-22808
PHYSIOLOGICAL FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION
FOR SELECTED BODY COMPARTMENTS OF YOUNG HUMAN
MALE - MATHEMATICAL MODEL
RM-4347-PR N65-23037
IRRADIATION OF YEAST FOR TESTING MATHEMATICAL
MODEL FOR REMOVAL OF EFFECTIVE DOSE -
PHOTOREACTIVATION OF CELLS IRRADIATED BY
ULTRAVIOLET N65-26386
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS MODELS OF
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
HOL-TR-1244 N65-28236
MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED TO EXAMINE
PHYSICOCHEMICAL HYPOTHESES THAT EXPLAIN WAYS
IN WHICH HUMAN BODY CONTROLS FLUID AND
ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION - RENAL EXCRETION
RM-4609-PR N65-31199
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DETERMINING
COMBINATIVE CAPABILITIES RELATED TO GENETICS
JPRS-31830 N65-32760
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND PROBABILITY THEORY OF
CYBERNETIC COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-31926 N65-32762
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF HYDRODYNAMICS OF ARTERIAL
SYSTEM AND OBSERVATIONS OF MAMMALIAN
MICROCIRCULATION
NASA-CR-67225 N65-35105
OPERATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM BY DIGITAL COMPUTER AND
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
NSAN-915 N65-3624q
MATHEMATICS /GEN/
METHOD OF CALCULATING TOTAL HEAT
LOSS IN HOMOIOTHERMIC ORGANISM A65-80231
LIMITING FACTORS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC YIELD IN ALGAE
GROWN UNDER NATURAL ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
A65-BO37T
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS CHLORELLA STRAINS BY
USE OF EXPONENTIAL FORMULA A65-BOB03
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR PROOUCTION OF BURNS ON
RETINA OF EYE BY RADIATION - MATHEMATICAL
THEORY
FPRC/1222 N65-23616
MATHEMATICST BIONICS_ BIOPHYSICSt AND CYBERNETICS
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BIOLOGICAL MODELS
JPRS-3OITT N65-24064
BOUNDS ON DISTRIBUTION WITH DECREASING FAILURE
RATE DERIVED MATHEMATICALLY AND APPLIED TO
SEMICONDUCTOR AND CANCER PROBLEMS - LIFE
SURVIVAL TEST
ORC-64-32/RR/ N65-24362
MATHEMATICAL METHODS APPLIED TO AVIATION AND SPACE
MEDICINE - SUMMARY OF REPORTS GIVEN AT
CONFERENCE
NASA-TT-F-374 N65-33364
MATRIX ANALYSIS
REFINEMENT OF GUTTMAN CORRELATION MATRIX TO
OBTAIN NONLINEAR REGRESSION SCORES - PSYCHOLOGY
AD-609676 N65-29152
MEASUREMENT
S BODY MEASUREMENT IBIOLI
S DEPTH MEASUREMENT
S OOSIMETRY
SUBJECT INDEX MECHANICAL PROPERTY
S ELECTRIC MEASUREMENT
S FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
S IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
S NOISE MEASUREMENT
S OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
S PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
S PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
S PSYCHOMETRICS
S RADIATION MEASUREMENT
S SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
S SOUND MEASUREMENT
S SPECTROMETRY
S TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
MEASURING APPARATUS
METHODS FOR MEASURING AND REGISTERING EYE TREMOR
A65-BOO66
COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS FOR MEASURING AUDITORY
ADAPTATION BY MEANS OF BEKESY AUDIOMETER
A65-80199
EVALUATION AND PREDICTION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS
IN MEN OF DIFFERENT AGES USING MODIFIED
APPARATUS OF HARVARD STEP TEST A65-80209
APPARATUS FOR STUDYING TEMPERATUREe PRESSURE, AND
GASEOUS COMPOSITION OF SUBCUTANEOUS BULLAE FORMED
IN HIGH-ALTITUDE TISSUE EMPHYSEMA OF SMALL ANIMALS
A65-80266
METHOD FOR MEASURING RESPIRATORY COMPLIANCE IN
NORMAL HUMAN MALE A65-80308
MEASUREMENT OF LUNG DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN
CYCLICALLY AND CONTINUOUSLY VENTILATED CLOSED
SYSTEMS A6S-BO309
MEASURING LUNG DIFFUSION CAPACITY USING
REBREATHING METHOD IN SUBJECTS WITH NONUNIFORM
VENTILATION A65-80310
MEASUREMENT OF METEOROID ENVIRONMENT FROM EXPLORER
XVI SATELLITE AbS--B0399
AGGLUTINATION OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES EXPOSED TO
MAGNETIC FIELDS DETERMINED BY VISUAL INSPECTION
AND COULTER COUNTER AbS-8062T
SLIDE RULE FOR CALCULATING SINGLE-BREATH DIFFUSING
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE A65-B0512
APPARATUS FOR MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY
A65-80576
SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF END-TIDAL
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN COMPARED WITH MASS
SPECTROMETER METHOD A65-80627
RADIATION LOAD BY DIRECT SUN RADIATION AND
SCATTERED SKY RADIATION ON INSTRUMENTS IMITATING
PHYSIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BODY
A65-80909
DIGITAL INTEGRATOR FOR ON-LINE PULMONARY
COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS A65-81156
IMPEDANCE SYSTEM FOR MEASURING TIDAL VOLUME AND
VENTILATION OF SUBJECTS IN STANDING, SITTING, AND
SUPINE POSITIONS 665-81179
RAPID ESTIMATION OF PLASMA CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
FROM PH AND TOTAL CARBON DIOXIDE CONTENT
A65-BI282
CARBON DIOXIDE, OXYGEN, AND PH ELECTRODES FOR
ARTERIAL BLOOD ANALYSIS A65-81492
GRADATIONAL STEP TESTS FOR ASSESSING WORK CAPACITY
A65-81610
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FOUR METHODS OF STUDYING
CUTANEOUS BLOOD CIRCULATION A65-81633
PROBLEMS OF MEASURING IMPULSE NOISE INTENSITY FROM
VARIOUS WEAPON SYSTEMS A65-81682
MULTISTAGE CRYOGENIC TRAPPING SYSTEM FOR TRACE
CONTAMINANT STUDIES IN SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES
AAS-819T1
MEASUREMENT OF STEREOSCOPIC ACUITY AT DIFFERENT
OBSERVATION A65-B2289
MEASUREMENT OF MUSCLE OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING
STATIC INTERMITTENT AND DYNAMIC WORK BY OPEN
CIRCUIT METHOD A65-82316
DEVICE FOR MEASURING SIMULTANEOUS FLEXION STRENGTH
OF BOTH WRISTS A65-82335
NUCLEAR FAST RED METHOD FOR MEASURING CALCIUM IN
SERUM, PAROTID FLUID, AND URINE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-82359
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY EXAMINATION OF ORGUEIL
METEORITE ttDRGANIZED ELENENTStt WITH
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS RESEMBLING CELLS OR
ORGANISMS OF EARTH ORIGIN A65-B2366
TRANSDUCERS FOR ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT OF
MECHANICAL QUANTITIES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS
FTD--TT-63-1192/l&6 N65-XO284
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ON VOSTOK V
AND VOSTOK V I SPACECRAFT N65-12736
CARDIOLOGY - CLINICO-INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF MITRAL DISEASE
JPRS-30690 N65-25669
MODIFIED TWO CHANNELt INK SCRIBING
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH WITH ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENT
FOR RECORDING ELECTRO-OSCILLOGRAMS
N65-25673
ESTABLISHMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES AND
INSTRUMENTATION FOR AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF
HEMODYNANIC AND METABOLIC PARAMETERS DURING
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-63915 N65-29147
ELECTRONIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM FOR
MERCURY PROJECT
NASA-CR-6505T N65-29782
WEARABLEt WIRELESS OXIMETER WITH BLOOD PRESSURE
MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY
NASA-CR-64080 N65-)0480
BIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE - AUTOMATIC
DEVICE - MONITORING DIGITAL COMPUTER -
INFORMATION MEASURING SYSTEMS - SPACE BIOLOGY
JPRS-31bT9 N65-31522
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL, MEDICALt AND MORAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-80635
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING OF OVERLOAD CENTRIFUGE
FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE
ETD-TT-b4-TO/1&2 N65-16798
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC MECHANICAL REACTION TO VARIOUS
MECHANICAL FORCE ENVIRONMENTS A65-15537
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC MECHANICAL REACTION TO VARIOUS
MECHANICAL FORCE ENVIRONMENTS A65-1T?96
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN REACTION
TO RANDOM VIBRATION
A_RL-TR-64-gI N65-13999
MECHANICAL PROPERTY
SA ELASTICITY
SA FAILURE
SA PERMEABILITY
SA THERMAL STRESS
CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF REGULATION OF
RESPIRATION A65-82019
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LUNGS AND THORAX AND
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF RESPIRATION
A65-82020
MECHANICALSYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY OF BIOLOGICAL NATERIAL -
DYNAMIC RESPONSE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
BONE AND MUSCLE TISSUE UNDER VARYING VELOCITY
IMPACT
NASA-CR-62440 N65-22653
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
BIOMECHANICAL METHODS FOR DETERMINING HUMAN BODY
RESPONSE TO DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
A65-10546
MECHANICAL AID FOR RAPID AIRCREW EXIT AND NEED FOR
AEROSPACE MEDICAL SPECIALIST WITH DIVING ABILITY
FOR DITCHING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-81520
MECHANICS /GEN/
SA BIDMECHANICS
SA FAULT MECHANICS
SA KINETICS
EFFECT OF RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY ON PULMONARY
MECHANICS A65-81708
MECHANICS OF WALKING, RUNNING AND JUMPING ON MOON
A65-81739
MAN-MACHINE ANTHROPOMECHANIC SYNERGY DEPENDENCE
UPON COMMUNICATION N65-28451
MECHANISM
MECHANISM OF MAMMALIAN ORGANISM RESPONSE TO
COMBINED EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION AND
NONRADIATION FACTORS N65-313T6
MECHANISM OF COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND
IRRADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUES OF RATS N65-31387
MECHANIZATION
ANALOG COMPUTER MECHANIZATION OF HODGKIN- HUXLEY
EQUATIONS OF ACTION POTENTIALS FOR GIANT SQUID
AXONS
AD-608156 N65-1166T
MECHANIZATION PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
N65-30279
MECHANOGRAM
CONSTRUCTION OF DEVICE FOR RECORDING BLOOD
PRESSURE, PULSE, RESPIRATION, AND MECHANOGRAMS
ON OSCILLOGRAPHS
NASA-TT-F-9581 N65-35782
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
SECOND NATIONAL BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
INSTRUMENTATION SYMPOSIUM AT ALBUQUERQUE IN
MAY 1964 665-10563
ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM
AT U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY ON MAY 6 TO 5,
1966 A65-10722
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL MECHANISM IN HUMAN
SPEECH SYSTEM MODEL MADE TO STUTTERt CONSIDERING
EAR AS CAUSE OF INSTABILITY A65-10738
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETER RESEARCH AND
INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT PHASES OF LONG RANGE
PROGRAM FOR IN-FLIGHT MONITORING IN FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT A65-26166
ENGINEERS ROLE IN REGARD TO BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
NOTING TREND IN EDUCATION A65-3350I
PHYSIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION COLLECTION IN
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT AND DATA HANDLING
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS A65-36232
CYBERNETIC MACHINES IN MEDICINE - ELECTRONIC
COMPUTERS FOR DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES
JPRS-29799 N65-22115
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY - BIOELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
PERFUSIDN PUMP FOR ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
JPRS-29836 N65-22120
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE
A-232
STOMACH DISORDERS, ADRENAL CORTEX CONDITION IN
CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC DISORDER, AND
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS
JPRS-3OIB2 N65-26065
RADIO TELEMETRY IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30528 N65-25540
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
NASA-CR-66601 N65-3312B
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE INSTRUMENT THAT MEASURES TOTAL TIME HEART
BEATS IN 26-HOUR INTERVAL APPLIED TO STUDY OF
CLINICAL CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
A65-22904
ELECTROPHYSIDLOGICAL TESTS PERFORMED ONBOARD
VOSKHOD I NOTING APPARATUS RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH, ELECTROOCULOGRAM,
DYNAMOGRAM AND MOTION COORDINATION IN WRITING OF
ASTRONAUTS A65-34946
FLIGHT SURGEONS MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
A65-80236
ULTRASOUND AS MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
N65-32587
MEDICAL CONTROL EQUIPMENT ON VOSKHOD MANNED
SPACECRAFT - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-9591 N65-35785
MEDICAL PERSONNEL
SA FLIGHT SURGEON
SA PHYSICIAN
PATHOLOGISTS CONTRIBUTION TO AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION SHOULD BE AIMED AT SAVING FUTURE
LIVES AS WELL AS ESTABLISHING CAUSE OF DEATH
665-26000
EARLY PILDT PARTICIPATION WITH HUMAN ENGINEERING
AND MEDICAL PERSONNEL IN DESIGN OF X-20 AIRCRAFT
IN DYNA-SOAR PROGRAM A65-80135
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO MANNED AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT AND PILOT CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICAL AND
ENGINEERING PERSONNEL IN SPACECRAFT DESIGN
665-80137
MEDICAL SUPERVISION OF CREW MEMBERS AND BIOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENT DURING SOVIET THREE-MAN SPACE FLIGHT
IN VOSKHOD I SPACECRAFT A65-80983
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF AEROSPACE NURSING AND
EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF NURSES
A65-BI374
FLIGHT NURSE TRAINING FOR CONTINUOUS ORIENTATION
TO JOB RESPONSIBILITIES A65-B1490
LEGAL ASPECTS AND PATHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS DURING
INVESTIGATION OF COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT IN
EQUATORIAL AFRICA A65-81517
LEGAL ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS OF MILITARY
AND CIVIL AVIATION USEFUL TO PATHOLOGISTS
665-81560
PROBLEMS OF IDENTIFICATION OF BODIES DURING
AUTOPSY OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A65-81586
TEAM APPROACH TO MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN AIRMEN
A65-82033
OBSERVATIONS AND TESTING OF COSMONAUTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL
ABOARD VOSKHOO MANNED SPACECRAFT
N65-23053
JPRS-2991I
MEDICAL PHENOMENON
MECHANICAL, MEDICAL, AND MORAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO
Ab5-80435
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MEDICAL CLIMATOLOGY - ASPECTS OF pHYSIOLOGY,
SUBJECT INDEX MEMBRANE THEORY
NUTRITION AND BIOLOGY A65-BO548
MEDICAL MONITORING OF HEART RATE PATTERNS DURING
VARIOUS FLIGHT STRESS SITUATIONS
A65--BI292
NASA PROGRAM TO DEVELOP IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL
MONITORING WITH COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR HANDLING
DATA A65--81336
MEDICAL PROGRESS
CONTRIBUTIONS OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH TO
EVERYDAY LIFE A65-80623
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL PROGRESS ON WEIGHTLESSNESS
RESULTING FROM VOSKHDD MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-27800 Nb5-22116
HUMAN ACCLIMATIZATION TO HOT CLIMATE CONDITIONS -
MEDICAL RESEARCH
JPRS-31663 N65-31717
MEDICINE /GEN/
SA AEROSPACE MEDICINE
SA ANESTHESIOLOGY
SA CASE HISTORY
SA CLINICAL MEDICINE
SA DENTISTRY
SA GYNECOLOGY
SA HISTOLOGY
SA NEUROSCIENCE
SA RADIATION MEDICINE
SA RADIOLOGY
ALGAE AND MAN - ECOLOGICAL, MEDICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
AND INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS A65-BO374
RADIO TELEMETRIC STUDIES IN MEDICINE AND
PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-2T6OO NbS-12732
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY - SPACE
FLIGHT AND SUBMARINE MEDICINE
JPRS-2TTb7 N6S-I361T
MEDICAL SERVICE FOR SOVIET CIVIL AVIATION
N65-13634
TRANSMISSION OF MEDICAL INFORMATION OVER TELEMETRY
CHANNELS OF LIMITED CAPACITY N65-13640
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
N65-13650
ULTRASONICS IN MEDICINE
JPRS-28255 N65-16TO9
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE REFERENCE INFORMATION AND
DATA HANDBOOK
AMRL-TR-64-100 N65-15790
TRANSFER OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TO BIOMEDICINE
NASA-CR-60635 N65-16932
REGULATION OF VITAL FUNCTIONS AND CYBERNETICS -
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
JPRS-29330 N65-20100
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON GAMMA RADIATION IN
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TID-3580 N65-22098
OXYGEN, CARBON DIOXIDE, NITROGEN, AND OTHER BLOOD
GASES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - HISTORICAL
REVIEW
BNL-89B N65-23230
SELECTED ARTICLES ON EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE
JPRS-299BO N65-26227
ARCTIC MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE
N65-24301
NEUROCYBERNETICS APPLIED TO MEDICINE, EDUCATIUN_
PSYCHOLOGY, AND THEORY OF PERCEPTION
N65-26223
MEDICAL SURVEY OF PEOPLE OF RONGELAP IN MARSHALL
ISLANDS NINE AND TEN YEARS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
RADIATION FALLOUT
BNL-908/T-371/ N65-26295
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
NASA-CR-65072 N65-30921
PROCEDURES FOR CYBERNETICS WITH APPLICATIONS TO
MEDICAL SCIENCE
JPRS-3ITI2 N65-3185T
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND PROBABILITY THEORY OF
CYBERNETIC COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-31926 N65-32762
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON VOSKHOD AND
VOSKHOD II SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-9539 N65-33801
BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS OF AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER MARK I - STUDY OF MAN
RATING SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA
AEDC-TR-65-179, VOL. II N65-34279
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON USE OF SWINE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL RESEARCH
BNWL-II5 N65-34703
MELANIN
RANDOM POLYMERS AS A MATRIX FOR CHEMICAL
EVOLUTION - EXAMPLE OF MELANIN A65-BO66T
RADIOPRDTECTIVE ACTION OF MELANIN IN X-RAY
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN MICE A65-80563
MEMBRANE
SA DIAPHRAGM
SA EARDRUM
SA ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER, USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-10696
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER, USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-33554
GUANTITATIVE METHUD FOR STUDY OF MUCUS FLOW RATE
IN HUMAN NOSE A65-82068
RECOVERY OF POTABLE WATER FROM URINE BY MEMBRANE
PERMEATION
AMRL-TDR-64-73 N65-12040
PERMEABILITY IN GAS-MEMBRANE-GAS SEPARATION
SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-51103 N65-16326
COMPARATIVE HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF REINFORCED AREA
DE SACCULAR MEMBRANE IN MAMMALS
NASA-CR-603B9 N65-19766
MICROORGANISM RESISTIVITY TO THERMAL INACTIVATION
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS FIBERS AND MEMBRANE FILTERS
NASA-CR-63198 N65-25401
ELECTRON TRANSFER DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS, SPECTRUM
OF GREEN BACTERIA, ION CONCENTRATION RELATING TO
SNAIL MEMBRANES, ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE
FIBERI AND PARAMECIUM MOVEMENT
JPRS-312B2 NbS-3265B
EFFECT OF POTASSIUM ION CONCENTRATION ON
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEURON MEMBRANES
OF GRAPE SNAIL N65-32661
RELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS TO PHOSPHATE
eONDS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID -
STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
JPRS-32016 N65-34453
MEMBRANE ANALOGY
CESIUM IONS DO NOT PASS MEMBRANE OF GIANT AXON
A65-1_831
MEMBRANE THEORY
ELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BRACHIAL AND OTHER
A-233
MEMORY SUBJECTINDEX
HUMAN AND CANINE ARTERIES ANALYZED BY NONLINEAR
MEMBRANE THEORY
NASA-CR-63917 N65-29169
MEMORY
SA KINESTHESIS
SA LEARNING
SA PRACTICE
SA TRAINING
SHORT TERM MEMORY AND REACTION TIME - KEEPING
TRACK OF SEVERAl VARIABLES A65-80054
SHORT-TERM MEMORY AND RETROACTIVE INTERFERENCE IN
VISUAL PERCEPTION A65-80091
MEMORY FOR AURALLY AND VISUALLY PRESENTED MATERIAL
AS FUNCTION OF PRESENTATION RATE
A65-80519
SEQUENTIAL ERROR IN TIME-SHARING MONITORING TASK
A65-80707
RECALL OF VISUAL SYMBOLS RELATED TO DIFFERENTIAL
VALUE, MEMORY LOAD, AND EXPOSURE TIME
A65-80791
IMMEDIATE MEMORY FOR AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI
RELATED TO AGE A65-80864
AGE DIFFERENCES IN MEMORY FOR SIMULTANEOUS
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULATION
A65-80865
SPORT PARACHUTING AND HYPOXIA AS RELATED TO TIME
ESTIMATION, MEMORY, AND REACTION TIME
A65-80951
METHAMPHETAMINE AND PENTOBARBITAL ON RUNNING
MEMORY SPAN FOR DIGITS A65-81211
RECOGNITION MEMORY FOR RANDOM SHAPES AS FUNCTION
OF COMPLEXITY, ASSOCIATION VALUE, AND DELAY
A65-81342
AURAL CODING AND CLASSIFICATION IN SHORT-TERM
MEMORY A65-BI932
SHORT-TERM MEMORY UNOER WORK-LOAD STRESS
A65-81979
VISUAL FIELD AND LETTER SPAN A65-81983
SHORT-TERM, PERCEPTUAL-RECOGNITION MEMORY FOR
TACHISTOSCOPICALLY PRESENTED NONSENSE FORMS
A65-82056
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE, REMINISCENCE,
INHIBITION, AND CONSOLIDATION A65-82107
REMINISCENCE - THREE FACTOR THEORY
A65-82108
AGE EFFECT ON SHORT-TERM STORAGE MEMORY AND SERIAL
ROTE LEARNING A65-82109
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO MEMORY AND
THOUGHT IN HUMAN INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE
A65-B2110
NITROUS OXIDE EFFECT ON CARD SORTING TASK UNDER
TWO CODING CONDITIONS A65-82113
CENTRENCEPHALIC THEORY AND INTERHEMISPHERIC
TRANSFER OF VISUAL HABITS A65-82216
ACOUSTIC FACTORS VERSUS LANGUAGE FACTORS IN
SHORT-TERM MEMORY A65-82280
DICHOTIC LISTENING AND RECALL AS RELATED TO
CEREBRAL DOMINANCE A65-823[0
STIMULUS PRESENTATION AND METHOD OF SCORING IN
SHORT TERM MEMORY EXPERIMENTS A65-82349
SHORT-TERM MEMORY AS PREDICTOR OF TROUBLESHOOTING
SKILL
AMRL-MEMO-P-53 Nb5-11b3B
A-234
COMPATIBLE AND INCOMPATIBLE DISPLAY-CONTROL
DEVICES FOR TESTING MEMORY RETENTION
REPT.-O2855-I-F N65-12653
TYPES OF MEMORY IN ANIMALS - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-TT-F-304 N65-14945
ELECTROCHEMICAL ACTIVITY OF HUMAN BRAIN AT
CELLULAR LEVEL - MEMORY
JPRS-30676 N65-25872
INTERACTION OF LIMITED VARIABLES IN SEQUENTIAL
MEMORY TASKS WITH CHANGING INFORMATION AND
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN VERY SHORT-TERM MEMORY
AROD-5038-2 N65-30099
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND OTHER MACROMOLECULES
IN COMPLEX BEHAVIOR, LEARNING, AND MEMORY
A0-616622 N65-30631
MEMORY STORAGE UNIT
HUMAN OPERATOR ROLE IN PERFORMING INFORMATION
PROCESSING TASK AT CONSOLE, EXAMINING HUMAN AND/OR
CONSOLE MEMORY A65-3547B
SHORT TERM MEMORY USING RESPONSE VECTORS
EGUIVALENT TO OICHOTOMOUS SCORES
ESO-TR-64-678 N65-19353
CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL FOR GENESIS AND ANALYSIS
OF SENTENCES INCLUDING HUMAN EMOTIONAL AND
MEMORY CHARACTERISTICS N65-29351
MENIAL PERFORMANCE
SA PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
MENTAL ARITHMETIC, LONG DIVISION, THRESHOLD
DETERMINATION AND REVERIE EFFECTS ON TEMPORARY
THRESHOLD SHIFT ON AUDITORY FATIGUE
Ab5-25856
CRUGS AND JUDGEMENT - EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE AND
S_COBARBITAL ON SELF-EVALUATION
A65-80004
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ETHANOL_ PENTOBARBITAL,
AMPHETAMINE, AND CAFFEINE EFFECTS ON MOTOR AND
INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE A65-BO159
EXPERIMENTAL COMPOUND 84/F 1983 COMPARED WITH
D-AMPHETAMINE AND PLACEBO IN REGARD TO EFFECTS
CN MENTAL PERFORMANCE IN SLEEP DEPRIVATION
AND FATIGUE A65-BO160
EFFECT OF DEXTRO-AMPHETAMINE, ETHANOL, AND DEXTRO-
AMPHETAMINE-ETHANOL COMBINATIONS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE WITH DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK STRESS
A65-BOI61
PERFORMANCE ON COMPLEX INFORMATION-PROCESSING
TASK AS FUNCTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SET AND
CHOICE OF SUBJECTIVE CRITERION A65-80243
ACTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR- VISUALLY EVOKED CORTICAL
POTENTIALS IN MAN AS INDICATORS OF ACTIVATION
LEVEL Ab5-B0260
DISPLAY INTEGRATION LEVEL AND COMPENSATORY
IRACKING PERFORMANCE A65-80565
PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF NOISE EFFECT ON
MOTOR AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE A65-80692
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE EVOKED BY VERBAL COMMAND
A65-80829
MANUAL DEXTERITY AND ARITHMETIC CALCULATION
CAPACITY DURING REST AND EXERCISE IN HYPERBARIC
AIR AbS-BI203
AWARENESS DURING FLIGHT AND SENSORY INPUT,
EMOTIONAL DISORDER, AND FATIGUE AS RELATED TO
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-81295
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC MIlD HYPOXIA
A65-81322
MENTAL CAPACITY AS FUNCTION OF AGE /17-40 YEARS/
SUBJECT INDEX METABOLISM
IN GROUPS OF PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
A6S-BlJ95
AMPHETAMINE EFFECTS ON ANXIETY AND MENTAL AND
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE A65-81681
MENTAL PERFORMANCE AND TOLERANCE TO THERMAL STRESS
DURING VARIOUS EXPOSURE DURATIONS
A65-82123
HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON CONTINGENT DISCRIMINATION
TASK A65-82336
EFFECT OF MENTAL TASKS ON AUDITORY FATIGUE
AM-65-1 N65-IB546
ARTIFICAL GRAVITY AND MENTAL EXERCISE FOR CREW ON
LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-29211 N65-20095
MENTAL TELEPATHY AS MEANS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION
FTD-TT-65-366/]C4 IWI65-30448
MENTAL STRESS
SA ANXIETY
SA DEPERSONALIZATION
MENTAL TASK EFFECT ON AUDITORY FATIGUE, EXPOSING
SUBJECTS TO FATIGUE TONE UNDER CONDITIONS OF
MENTAL ARITHMETIC AND REVERIE A65-1TBJT
MENTAL STRESS EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUT DURING SPACE
FLIGHT REFLECTED IN PULSE RATE ABS-8008T
EFFECT OF DEXTRO-AMPHETAMINEv ETHANOL, AND DEXTRO-
AMPHETAMINE-ETHANOL COMBINATIONS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE WITH DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK STRESS
A65-80161
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON FREE AMINO ACIDS IN
BLOOD IN PILOTS A6S-80722
TRYPTOPHAN AND PYRIDOXINE /VITAMIN B6/
REQUIREMENTS UNDER NERVOUS STRESS IN DOGS
A65-80723
EXPLANATION OF MENTAL SYMPTOMS FOUND IN ACUTE
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-BIO81
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
REACTIVITY TO STRESS IN FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN
A6S-81Z4B
HEART RATE OF TEST PILOTS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
AIRCRAFT AS AFFECTED BY RISK TAKING AND MISSION
RESPONSIBILITY A65-81293
OBJECTIVE MEASURE OF MENTAL OVERLOADING- NEW
APPLICATIONS OF DOUBLE-TASK METHOD WITH REACTION
TIME AND PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
A65-81324
MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY FACTORS IN TRAINING AND
MENTAL STRESS OF STUDENT PILOTS
A65-BI32B
SHORT-TERM MEMORY UNDER WORK-LOAD STRESS
A65-81979
MEPROBbJMATE
MEPROBAMATE EFFECT ON VISUAL DETECTION IN MAN
RELATED TO TIME AND DOSAGE A65-BOOOl
SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE OF
MONKEY AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF MEPROBAMATE
A65-81440
NERCAPTO COMPOUND
SA DIMERCAPROL
ROLE OF DISULFIDE AND THIDLESTER BONDS BETWEEN
PROTECTING AGENT AND TISSUE PROTEIN IN RADIATION
PROTECTION OF MICE TREATED WITH
BISI2-GUANIOOETHYLI DISULFIDE /GEDI
A65-80169
TRYPSIN ACTIVITY, ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION, AND -SH
GROUP RELEASE UPON EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET
IRRADIATION AND MAGNETIC FIELD A65-80430
2-MERCAPTOBENZOTHIAZOL EFFECT ON MOUSE AND
BILIRUBIN SOLUTION EXPOSED TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-80824
ANTIRADIATION EFFECTS OF LONG CHAIN ALKYL
DERIVATIVES OF MERCAPTOETHYLGUANIDINE GIVEN MOUSE
EXPOSED TO LETHAL DOSES OF X-RADIATION
A65-81033
PECULIARITIES OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
BEIA-MERCAPTOETHYLAMINE DURING FORMATION OF
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN LIVER CELLS OF MAMMALS
IRRADIATED WITH GAMMA-RAYS A65-81190
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION IN RADIOBIDLOGICAL
STUDIES ON MICE, AND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND MERCAPTO COMPOUNDS -
X-RAY EXPOSURE N65-23374
EFFECT OF DIMERCAPTOPROPANOL ON TOXICITY OF OXYGEN
ON RATS AT SIX ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE
SAM-TR-6S-I1 N65-25203
MERCURY PROJECT
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS, EXAMINING PROJECT MERCURY
OBSERVATIONS A65-12544
OEVELOPMENT OF PRESSURE SUIT FROM HALDANE TO
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE SUIT, NOTING SUPPORT
_OUIPMENT AND ADVANCED CONCEPTS
A65-12546
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA RECORDING OF MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PROGRAM BASED ON PROJECT MERCURY AND
GEMINI MISSIONS A65-31105
SPACE FEEDING CONCEPT FOR GEMINI AND APOLLO
PROJECTS AS DEVELOPED IN MERCURY PROJECT
NASA-TM-X--5169T Nb5-21473
COLD TEST EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA
PROGRAM MERCURY SURVIVAL KIT
AAL--TDR-64-24 N65-24083
X-15 PROGRAM AND MERCURY PROJECT MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT - ROLE OF PILOT OR ASTRONAUT
N65-28453
HUMAN RESPONSES TO WEIGHTLESSNESS - ANALYSIS OF
ASTRONAUT BIOMEDICAL DATA FROM MERCURY PROJECT
FLIGHTS
NASA--TM-X-51935 N65-29487
MEDICAL ASPECTS OF PROJECT MERCURY INCLUDING
ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING, RESULTS OF
LABORATORY TESTS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA, AND
BIOMEDICAL PLANNING FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-SP-6003 N65-32394
MERCURY VAPOR
PULMONARY RETENTION AND EXCRETION OF MERCURY
VAPORS IN MAN A65-BO684
PULMONARY RETENTION AND EXCRETION OF MERCURY
VAPORS IN MAN A65-81625
METABOLIC WASTE
SA WASTE DISPOSAL
OXYGEN RECOVERY FROM METABOLIC CARBON DIOXIDE FOR
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT A6S-IOb98
METABOLISM
SA ADRENAL METABOLISM
SA ASCORBIC ACID METABOLISM
SA CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM
SA ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
SA ENERGY REQUIREMENT
SA ENZYME ACTIVITY
SA GLYCOLYSIS
SA HORMONE METABOLISM
SA LIPID METABOLISM
SA OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
SA OXYGEN METABOLISM
SA PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM
SA PHOSPHORYLATION
SA PHOTOSYNTHESIS
SA PROTEIN METABOLISM
A-235
METABOLISM CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
LIQUID COOLED SPACE SUIT FOR METABOLIC HEAT
BALANCING DURING LUNAR EXPLORATION
A65-10693
CELL AGING AS DECLINE IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY DUE TO
ENZYME SYSTEM DEGRADATION AND MALNUTRITION, OVER-
CROWDING AND DISEASE IN NULTICELLULAR SYSTEMS
Ab5-18287
METABOLIC RATE RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY AND X-RAY
SENSITIVITY OF CHICK EMBRYOS INCUBATED IN AIR OR
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-22902
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION
STRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCED LIVER
GLYCOGENESIS DUE TO ADRENOCORTICAL ACTIVITY
A65-23616
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS EVIDENCED BY HEPATIC,
RENAL AND PULMONARY MITOCHONORIAL SWELLING AND
THYROID RESPONSE VARIATIONS A65-29066
STEADY-STATE AND SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-80015
MECHANISM OF RAISED RESISTANCE TO HYPOXIA IN ACUTE
RAOIATION INJURY IN RAT A65-80100
INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON TREADMILL ON
METABOLISM OF ADIPOSE TISSUE IN RAT
A65-80182
SKIN AND CORE TEMPERATURES CHANGES
RELATED TO THERMOREGULATION IN MAN
A65-80273
PHYSICAL INSULATION OF HEALTHY
MEN AND WOMEN OVER 60 YEARS A65-80275
ADENOSINE FRIPHOSPHATE, ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE_ AND
ADENOSINE MONOPHOSPHATE IN NORMAL AND CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE DAMAGED LIVERS OF MICE
Ab5-BO326
LEAD POISONING - CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY AND
METABOLISM OF ERYTHROCYTE OF HUMAN
A65-BO340
OXYGEN IN THE ANIMAL ORGANISM - A SYMPOSIUM
A65-BO355
TOXIC ACTION OF OXYGEN ON METABOLISM AND ROLE OF
TRACE METALS A65-80366
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF ALGAE - ELEMENTS FOR
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND NORMAL METABOLISM
A65-80375
ROTATIONAL DIFFUSION IN MAGNETIC FIELD AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL GROWTH AND METABOLIC PROCESSES
A65-80413
CARDIAC SUPPLY OF SUBSTRAFES IN HUMAN AT REST,
DURING PHYSICAL WORK, AND DURING RECOVERY
A65-80451
OXIDATIVE METABOLISM OF HUMAN HEART AT REST AND IN
DIFFERENT WORK CONDITIONS A65-BO453
CHEMICAL PATHWAYS OF THE PRIMARY DEVELOPMENT OF
METABOLISM AND ARTIFICIAL MODELING OF DEVELOPMENT
IN COACERVATE DROPS A65-80484
SYNTHETIC ACTIVITY DURING NONSYNCHRONIZED GROWTH
CHLORELLA, SEPARATED INTO AGE GROUPS BY FRACTIONAL
CENTRIFUGATION A65-80505
VITAMIN A SYNTHESIS DURING LIGHT ADAPTATION OF
REIINA BY INTERACTION OF VISUAL CELL OUTER
SEGMENTS AND RETINAE MICROSOMES
A65-80585
FORMATION OF INTERMEDIARY COMPOUNDS OF AMINO ACIDS
DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-80597
SCREENING TEST FOR URINARY EXCRETION OF PHENOL BY
MEN EXPOSED TO BENZENE VAPOR A65-B061I
FLUORIDE EFFECT ON GROWTH AND METABOLISM OF ALGAE,
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA ACS-8OC1B
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND METABOLIC RATES IN HYPNOTIC
TRANCE AND SLEEP A65-80681
METABOLIC ROLES OF INORGANIC POLYPHOSPHATES IN
CHLORELLA CELLS AbS-BOTO4
EFFECT OF ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY ON SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE CONTENT OF BLOOD AND BRAIN AND SMALL
INTESTINE IN RABBITS FOLLOWING X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-80717
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON FREE AMINO ACIDS IN
BLOOD IN PILOTS A65-BO722
EFFECT OF AIR NITROGEN REPLACEMENT BY HELIUM ON
CHICK EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND METABOLISM
A65-80752
INCORPORATION DF IRON 59 INTO HUMAN BONE MARROW
CELLS, IN VITRO, UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH ALTITUDE
HYPOXIA A65-80835
NITROGEN METABOLISM DURING SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF
ALGA, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A65-80880
NITROGEN AND WEIGHT LOSSES DURING STARVATION IN
OBESITY A65-80989
HYDRAZINE AND DERIVATIONS AFFECTING CARBON DIOXIDE
RESPIRATORY PATTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC
SUBSTRATES IN RATS A65-BlI31
METABOLISM AND PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST
TOXICITY OF OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A65-81149
CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF CARBON-14 DIOXIDE AND
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION A65-81153
EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA ON MYOCARDIAL METABOLISM AND
FUNCTION IN DOGS A65-81172
CARDIAC METABOLISM AND FUNCTION IN HYPOTHERMIC
GROUND SQUIRREL AND RAT A65-81173
PHYSIOLOGY AND METABOLISM OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81220
RESPIRATORY, CIRCULATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES IN
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81229
AGE FACTOR IN RETENTION OF CALCIUM IN BLOOD PLASMA
A65-BI385
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC AND METABOLIC CHANGES DURING
MUSCULAR WORK IN NORMAL MEN A65-81400
UPTAKE AND EXCRETION OF CRYSTALLINE AND SERUM
BILIRUBIN IN ISOLATED RABBIT LIVERS DURING HYPOXIC
AND OXYGENATED CONDITIONS A65-814[5
BRAIN METABOLISM AND RESISTANCE OF HIBERNATOR
ICITELLUS CITELLUSI AND RAT TO DIFFERENT ANOXIC
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING CARDIAC ARREST IN DEEP
HYPOTHERMIA A65-81456
OXYGENATION OF TISSUE CELL A65-81512
BASAL METABOLIC RATE - NITROGEN ELIMINATION DURING
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING AND NOIE ON BODY SURFACE
AREA FORMULAS A65-BIbg6
BIOCHEMICAL DATA CORRELATION IN HARVARD STEP-UP
FUNCTION TEST AS INDICATIVE OF PHYSICAL FITNESS
AbS-BITI9
CLINICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND PSYCHOPHYSIULOGIC
RESPONSE OF AVIATOR DURING ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
EXPOSURE WHILE IN FLIGHT TRAINING
A65-81732
PANCREATIC SECRETION AFTER EXPOSURE TO HYPOTHERMIA
AND ADMINISTRATION OF SECRETIN ANO CARBAMINOYL
CHOLINE IN RAT ACS-BI736
A-236
SUBJECTINDEX METAL BONOING
METABOLISM AND HEAT PRODUCTION OF BROWN FAT IN
MAMMALS A65-B1T43
ANEMIC AND HYPOXIC HYPOXIA EFFECT ON METABOLISM
AND ON EXCESS LACTATE IN DOG A65-B1TAT
CHANGES IN OXIDATIVE PROCESSES AND ORGANIC ACID
EXCRETION RATE DURING ADAPTATION TO COLD IN MAN
AbS-81766
PHOSPHORUS AND PHDSPHATASES IN HYPOXIC HYPOTHERMIA
IN DOGS A65-81800
COMPARATIVE SPIRO-ERGOMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS ON
ATHLETES AbS-BIB65
UTILIZATION OF GLUTAMINE BY VARIOUS ALGAE
Ab5-81958
METABOLIC RATE OF SUBJECTS NEARING PRESSURIZED
SUITS EXERCISING IN HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER'
A65-B1965
DIFFERENCES IN METABOLISM OF INDIVIDUAL TURNS OF
COCHLEA A65-BZI30
CEREBRAL CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM OF NORMAL AND
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
AAS-8Z166
DISTURBANCE IN CARBON METABOLISM IN EXPERIMENTAL
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING IN RABBITS
A65-8Z183
FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY OF HEART IN EXPERIMENTAL
HYPOKALEMIA IN MAN A65-82228
METABOLIC AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN HEART RATE
DURING PROLONGED HYPDTHERMIA
AAL-TDR-64-4 N65-11890
SITTING INACTIVITY, EXERCISE, AND SUPINE EFFECTS
ON CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM OF HUMAN BODY
AT PROLONGED BED REST
AMRL-TDR-64-61 N65-IZI3I
EFFECT OF PARACHUTE JUMPING ON METABOLISM
OF PROTEINS AND VITAMINS N65-13762
METABOLISM CHANGES IN ASTRONAUTS BEFORE AND AFTER
SPACE FLIGHT N65-13765
METABOLISM OF ANIMALS IN OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
NASA-CR-6033B N65-15372
RADIOBIOLOGY - METABOLISM OF MAGNESIUM IN RATSt
ERYTHROPOIESIS, HEMOLYTIC EFFECTS OF STEROIDS,
BIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNUCLEOTIDES,
SYNTHESIS OF TRACERS, AND INSTRUMENTATION
ACRH-22 N65-15627
ANOXIA INFLUENCE ON METABOLISM OF SMOOTH MUSCLE
NbS-ITT72
BASAL METABOLISM AND EXTERNAL RESPIRATION IN
CHRONIC ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA RESULTING FROM
CONGENITAL HEART DEFECTS NbS-1TT96
OXIDATION METABOLISM DISTURBANCE DISTINCT FROM
HYPOXIA NBS-1TB43
TRITIUM LABELED PENTABORANE IN SMALL ANIMALS AND
EFFECTS ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM BY RATS
AMRIE-TR-64-112 N65-17909
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY OF BONE
AND CARTILAGE N65-18090
WATERI PROTEINt FATI AND CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM -
SPACE EXPLORATION N65-18568
NUTRITIONt DIET_ AND METABOLISM RESEARCH BY ARMY
MEDICAL SERVICE N65-185TI
NUTRITION, DIET, AND METABOLISM IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18572
HYDRAZINE METABOLISM STUDY ON RATS USING TOXIC AND
LETHAL DOSES OF MMH AND UDMH WITH C-16 TRACER
AMRL-TR--66-111 N65-19151
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA CULTURING AND ISOLATION, AND
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE
TRACT
NASA-CR-STBIZ N65-21309
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA ISOLATION AND METABOLIC
STUDIES FOR NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NASA-CR--62108 N65-21390
SYNTHESIS OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS WITH IODINE 131
AND APPLICATIONS IN STUDY OF METABOLIC PROCESSES
REPT.-163 N65-2330T
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIOES ON
METABOLISE OF MILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND
ANIMALS
TID-3910, SUPPL. 3 N65-Z3596
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE IODINE 131 BY
CHLORELLA VULGARIS
REPT.-132 N65-23645
EFFECT OF HYDRAZINES ON METABOLISM OF CERTAIN
AMINES AND AMINO ACIDS
AHRL-TR-64-II3 N65-24417
REGULATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISMt DETERMINISM IN
BIOLOGY, AND DIALECTIC RELATION OF AUTOMATON AND
LIFE N65-ZAZZZ
VITAMIN METABOLISM OF DOGS FED ON IRRADIATED MEAT
N65-ZT268
MECHANISM OF CHANGES IN NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION -
ANIMAL STUDY N65-ZBT02
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ON ACTIVITY OF POLYNUCLEOTIDE AN{)
METABOLISM OF NUCLEIC ACID - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-Z8T08
SCHEMATIC VIEW OF ORIGIN OF LIFE - SEQUENCE
PROPAGATION AND TRANSCRIPTION, DUAL
TRANSCRIPTION, CHROMOSOME--MESSENGER_ METABOLISM,
AND PROTOPLASM
UCRL-I4ZS4 N65-31001
INSTANTANEOUS VARIATIONS OF METABOLITE
CGNCENTRATION IN SYSTEM OF METABOLIC PROCESSES
IN CELLS
JPRS-31464 N65-31213
ENERGY METABOLISM IN DOGS AND RATS DURING
IRREVERSIBLE HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK
AD-AbT957 N65-36174
METAL
SA ALKALI METAL
SA BERYLLIUM
SA CALCIUM
SA COPPER
SA GOLD
SA MAGNESIUM
SA PALLADIUM
SA PLUTONIUM
SA POTASSIUM
SA RADIUM
SA RARE EARTH
SA SODIUM
SA STRONTIUM
SA THORIUM
SA VANADIUM
SA YTTRIUM
Sk ZINC
FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES ON HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
SHIELDING BY VARIOUS METALS A65-80101
TOXIC ACTION OF OXYGEN ON METABOLISM AND ROLE OF
TRACE METALS A65-80366
NETAL BONDING
BONDING OF METAL IONS TO NUCLEIC ACIDS FROM
HUMAN SPLEEN
SGAE-BL-14 N65-2OlgB
A-Z3T
METALSURFACE SUBJECTINDEX
METAL SURFACE
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION OF NATURALLY CONTAMINATED
METAL SURFACES
NASA-CR-52899 N65-17290
METEOR HAZARD
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT RELATED TO
SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH A65-81307
METEORITE
SA CARBONACEOUS METEORITE
SA IRON METEORITE
SA ORGUEIL METEORITE
SA STONY METEORITE
MOLECULAR MATRICES FOR LIVING SYSTEMS WITH THEORY
OF METEORITIC ORIGIN A65-80469
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN SEDIMENT OVER TWO
BILLION YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL OR
ABIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES
A65-81233
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE STUDIES AS RELATED TO
EVOLUTION OF LIFE, METEORITES, LIFE-DETECTION
DEVICES, MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, AND MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-81851
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS ON EXISTENCE AND
DETECTION OF LIFE OUTSIDE EARTH BIOSPHERE,
ORIGIN OF LIFE, METEORITIC LIFE STUDIES, AND
CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS - EXOBIOLOGY
STL-9990-6737-KU-OOO N65-19834
METEORITIC COMPOSITION
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND STONE
METEORITES, NOTING ABILITY OF BACTERIA TO
PENETRATE INTO CENTRAL REGIONS A65-30687
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF FREE AMING ACIDS ON
HUMAN FINGERS AS CONTAMINATION FACTOR IN
MICROANALYSIS OF SUCH ACIDS ON METEORITES
A65-34670
PETROLOGICAL AND COMPOSITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS IN
VARIOUS TYPES OF METEORITES A65-80373
ORGANIZED ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION TO SIZE
IN ORGUEIL METEORITE SUGGESTING PRIMITIVE
LIFE INDIGENOUS TO METEORITES A65-80444
AMINO ACIDS AND UREA IN METEORITES - GEOCHEMICAL
AND ABIOGENETIC ASPECTS A65-80471
LIFE-FORMS IN METEORITES AND THE PROBLEM OF
TERRESTRIAL CONTAMINATION - A STUDY IN METHODOLOGY
A65-81241
METEOROID HAZARD
MEASUREMENT OF METEOROID ENVIRONMENT FROM EXPLORER
XVl SATELLITE A65-80399
METEOROID PROTECTION
ASTRONAUT PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
A65-I0733
METER
S ACCELEROMETER
S ANEMOMETER
S DENSITOMETER
S DOSIMETER
S DYNAMOMETER
S FLOW METER
S INDICATOR
S LIGHT SCATTERING METER
S MEASURING APPARATUS
S VOLTMETER
METHAMPHETAMINE
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAMPHETAMINEI TRIPELENNAMINE,
PROMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-8014I
METHANE
CULTURE TECHNIQUE, DISTRIBUTION, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF
METHANE-OXIDIZING BACTERIA, BIOCHEMISTRY OF
METHANE OXIDATION, AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS IN
PETROLEUM, POWER GENERATION, AND PRODUCIION
A-238
BM-IC-8246 N65-13393
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS CAUSED BY ORGANOPHOSPHORUS
INSECTICIDES, CARBON MONOXIDE AND METHANE
tXPOSURE, AND INHALATION OF FIBERGLASS PLASTIC
FUMES
JPRS-30976 N65-28291
M_RPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
EF ORGANISM TO CARBON MONOXIDE, METHANE, AND
THEIR COMBINATIONS - MINING SAFETY
N65-28292
METHOD
S APPROXIMATION METHOD
S COMPUTER METHOD
S MONTE CARLO METHOD
S OPTICAL METHOD
S TEST METHOD
METHYL HYDRAZINE
RENAL FUNCTION OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYDRAZINE,
METHYLHYDRAZINEv AND DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE
Ab5-81733
HYDRAZINE METABOLISM STUDY ON RATS USING TOXIC AND
LETHAL DOSES OF MMH AND UDMH WITH C-14 TRACER
AMRL-TR-64-111 N65-19151
ACUTE TOXIC EFFECTS OF UDMH, MMH, AND SDMH
UPON MICE AND RATS
AMRL-TR-65-48 N65-31081
DETERMINATION OF HYDRAZINE AND I-METHYL HYDRAZINE
IN BLOOD SERUM - TOXICOLOGY
AMRL-TDR-64-24 N65-31864
METHYLENE BLUE
METHYLENE BLUE IN TREATMENT OF DECABDRANE TOXICITY
IN RABBIT A65-81034
METRAZOL
ELECTROCONVULSIVE RESPONSES OF RATS TO CONVULSANT
/STRYCHNINE AND METRAZOL/ AND ANTICONVULSANI
/ACEFAZOLAMIDE AND DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN/ DRUGS DURING
HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION Ab5-80225
MEXAMINE
RADIOPRDTECTIVE EFFICIENCY OF MEXAMINE
A65-81243
MIAZINE
S PYRIMIDINE
MICROANALYSIS
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF FREE AMINO ACIDS ON
HUMAN FINGERS AS CONTAMINATION FACTOR IN
MICROANALYSIS OF SUCH ACIDS ON METEORITES
A65-34670
METHODS TO AID IN MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS BY
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY - ARTIFICIAL CLATHRATES,
DECOMPOSITION, EPITAXY, AND SULFUR SENSITIZATION
LA-3389-MS N65-36223
MICROBE
S MICROORGANISM
MICROBIOLOGY
SA CULTURE TECHNIQUE
WOLF TRAP DEVICE DETERMINING GROWTH OF
MICROORGANISMS BY MEASURING INTENSITY OF LIGHT
SCATTERED BY ORGANISMS A65-10731
CHAMBER AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT USED TO SIMULATE
MARTIAN CONDITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS A65-25099
MARIIAN CONDITIONS SIMULATED FROM ASTROPHYSICAL
DATA FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
A65-30682
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND STONE
METEORITES, NOTING ABILITY OF BACTERIA TO
PENETRATE INTO CENTRAL REGIONS A65-30687
COMPATIBILITY OF STERILIZATION AND CONTAMINATION
CONTROL WITH APPLICATION TO SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY,
SUBJECTINDEX MICROORGANISM
EMPHASIZING CONCENTRATION OF MICROBIOLOGICAL
PARTICLES UNDER PRESENT CLEAN ROOM AND WORK
STATION CONDITIONS A65-351I_
MICROBIOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL DATA FROM VOSTOK
TYPE SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-ZBI N65-I22Ie
AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC MICRDFLDRA OF HUMAN FECES
USING SPACE-TYPE DIETS
AMRL-TR-64-IOT N65-I4829
MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION OF CLEAN ROOMS
NASA-CR-60186 N65-IS14B
DRY HEAT EFFECT ON MICROBIAL SPORES TO DEVELOP
STERILIZATION SYSTEM IN TREATMENT OF COMPONENT
CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT
NASA-CR-191 N65-18205
MICROBIAL OXIDATION DE HYDROCARBON GASES
AD-6092OT N65-18279
MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN LAMINAR DOWN-FLOW CLEAN
ROOM
SC-RR-65'-67 N65-19666
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS IN INDUSTRY AND PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS
JPRS-30_B6 N65-25722
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS - THEORETICAL AND
INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS, AND ADVANTAGES OVER CHEMICAL
SYNTHESIS N65-25723
PHYSIOCHEMICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES
AD-461006 N65-26318
ANTIBACTERIAL PROPERTIES OF TROPICAL AND
SUBTROPICAL FRUIT
JPRS-30497 N65-2T26T
ECOLOGY AND THERMAL INACTIVATION OF MICROBES IN
AND ON INTERPLANETARY SPACE VEHICLE COMPONENTS -
MICROBIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES FOR DISINTEGRATING
SOLIDS TO SMALL PARTICLES
NASA-CR--64834 N65-33537
RICROELECTRONICS
MICROELECTRONIC TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO BIOLOGICAL
INSTRUMENTATION WITH ATTENTION TO NEUROCIRCUITS
AAS-2644T
MICROINSTRUMENTATION
SIMPLE MICRDMANIPULATOR FOR INSERTION OF
ELECTRODES INTO BRAIN OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
A65-812Tg
CARDIOVASCULAR AND PSYCHOGALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE MONITORING DEVICES - ELECTRONIC
MICROINSTRUMENTATION IN DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-66-90 N65-30496
MICROORGANISM
SA ALGAE
SA BACTERIA
SA CULTURE ZBIOLI
SA FLAGELLATA
SA FUNGUS
SA PLANKTON
SA VIRUS
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL AND GROWTH ON
SPECIMENS OF EUPHORBIA XYLOPHYLLOIDES IN AMMONIA
METHANE HYDROGEN-RICH ATMOSPHERES
A6S-23486
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL IN AEROSPACE
ENVIRONMENT DETERMINED FROM HIGH ALTITUDE ROCKET
AND BALLOON STUDIES 665-23840
MICROORGANISM DETECTION IN SOILS BY ESTIMATING
CONCENTRATION OF INTRACELLULAR CATALASE, ENZYME IN
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DECOMPOSITION
665-26285
ULTRAHIGH VACUUM EFFECTS ON MICROORGANISMS
A65-30685
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON FLIGHTS AND
DURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
AND X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-B1232
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING POSSIBILITY
OF ORIGIN AND EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON JUPITER
665-81287
SYNTHETIC FOOD PRODUCED FROM CULTURE OF
MICROORGANISMS ON KEROSENE A65-81396
SAMPLING DEVICES FOR AIRBORNE MICROORGANISMS
A65-B2026
ISOLATION OF MICROORGANISMS, CAPABLE OF UTILIZING
JP-_ JET-FUEL AS SOLE CARBON SOURCE, FROM FUEL
STORAGE TANKS A65-82096
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY EXAMINATION OF ORGUEIL
METEORITE _ORGANIZED ELEMENTS*_ WITH
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS RESEMBLING CELLS OR
ORGANISMS OF EARTH ORIGIN A65-B2366
MICROORGANISMS AS INDICATORS OF SOLAR ACTIVITY AND
PRECURSORS OF SOLAR FLARES N65-13773
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - CHEMICAL NUTAGENESIS IN
BACTERIOPHAGE AND GENETIC REGULATION OF PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-28187 N65-I4166
CYTCPHYSIDLDGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS
CE MICROORGANISMS DURING RESTORATION FOLLOWING
RADIATION INJURY N65-I56TT
ABIDGENESIS OF PRIMARY MICROORGANISMS BY ELECTRIC
DISCHARGE
NASA-TT-F-9244 N65-I6303
SAMPLING AND IDENTIFICATION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISMS IN STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-53951 N65-16_93
MICROORGANISM MEASUREMENT IN WOLF TRAP BY
LIGHT SCATTERING METER - LIFE DETECTOR
N65-16611
ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN MICROORGANISM CULTURE
CN LARGE SCALE N65-16628
EXSISTENCE AND IDENTITY OF VIABLE MICROORGANISMS
IN STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-52518 N65-16979
HUMAN INTESTINAL FLORA - MICROORGANISMS
N65-18586
DETECTOR CELL CONCEPT FOR SIGNAL RESPONSE
EVALUATION FOR CULTURABLE EARTH MICROORGANISMS
INCLUDING NUTRIENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
NASA-CR-62003 N65-22616
CETECTIDN AND STUDY OF MICROBIAL POPULATION IN
UPPER ATMOSPHERE - SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
SAMPLING WITH ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
N65-23986
LOWER ATMOSPHERE SAMPLING FOR VIABLE AIRBORNE
MICROORGANISMS OUTDOORS AND INDOORS
N65-23996
BALLOON-BORNE PROBES LAUNCHED TO DETERMINE
EXISTENCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISMS AT HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-23999
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION OF MICROORGANISMS USING
SMALL BIOLOGICAL SAMPLER IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
N65-24000
GROWTH RESPONSE OF BACILLUS CEREUS AND SUBTILIS
CELLS SUBJECTED TO MODIFIED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT
WITH FREEZE CYCLES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS
NASA-CR-62829 N65-2_296
CULTURING TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISM INOCULATED INTO SOLID MATERIALS
A-239
MICROPARTICLE SUBJECT INDEX
NASA-CR-62980 N65-24899
HYDROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AND NATURAL
PRODUCTS BY MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL
CELL
REPT.-IO N65-24964
MICROORGANISM RESISTIVITY TO THERMAL INACTIVATION
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS FIBERS AND MEMBRANE FILTERS
NASA-CR-63198 N65-25401
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION OF MICROORGANISMS ON GLASS
SURFACES AT 100 DEG C
NASA-CR-63665 N65-27517
MYCOBACTERIAL GROWTH ON PETROLEUM AND OIL PRODUCTS
JPRS-31360 N65-29790
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
LIFE ACTIVITIES AND TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-3Ig56 N65-33071
ALIPHATIC AND CYCLIC HYDROCARBON ASSIMILATION
BY MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-32055 N65-33204
ECOLOGY AND THERMAL INACTIVATION OF MICROBES IN
AND ON INTERPLANETARY SPACE VEHICLE COMPONENTS -
MICROBIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES FOR DISINTEGRATING
SOLIDS TO SMALL PARTICLES
NASA-CR-64834 N65-33537
DEATH RATES OF MICROORGANISMS DEPOSITED ON
SURFACES OF STAINLESS STEEL AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS BY HANDLING AND AERIAL FALLOUT -
DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-AT26T N65-35116
ARTICLES ON BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH - MITOGENETIC
RADIATION, STRUCTURE OF PIGEON UTRICLE, ION
TRANSPORT IN RAT-CORTEX SECTIONS, AND
BIOELECTRICAL PHENOMENA IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-32209 N65-35150
ELECTRIC RESPONSE REACTIONS TO STIMULATION
OF OPALINA RANARUM N65-35154
NICROPARTICLE
AMINO ACIDS, PEPTIDESt AND ORGANIC SPHERULES
OBTAINED FROM PRIMITIVE EARTH GASES IN SPARKING
CHAMBER 665-80474
CHEMICAL PATtlWAYS OF THE PRIMARY DEVELOPMENT OF
METABOLISM AND ARTIFICIAL MODELING OF DEVELOPMENT
IN COACERVATE DROPS A65-80484
MORPHOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF MICROSPHERES DERIVED
FROM PROTEINOID A65-80485
REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS DEALING WITH DEVELOPMENT OF
MICROSPHERES FROM THERMAL PRDTEINOID
A65-80486
MICROPHONE
SOUND DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENT IN VICINITY OF HUMAN
EAR FOR POSITIONING MICROPHONE A65-B1349
HEL'METS, EARPHONES, AND MICROPHONES FOR FLYING
PERSONNEL
AD-461367 N65-26948
MICROSCOPY
SA ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
GRAVITATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON UNICELLULAR
ORGANISMS ANO MICROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR
OBSERVING LIVING CELLS
NASA-CR-51799 N65-15368
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES IN
IRRADIATED BIOLOGICAL CELLS N65-23457
MICROSTRUCTURE
METHODS TO AID IN MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS BY
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY - ARTIFICIAL CEATHRATES_
OECOMPOSITIDNt EPITAXY, AND SULFUR SENSITIZATION
LA-3389-MS N65-36223
MICROWAVE RADIATION
"PAPERS ON BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND AND UHF
ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS A65-20933
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE IRRADIATION ON
ANIMALSt DISCUSSING DOSIMETRY PROBLEMS OF
MICROWAVE FIELD AND HEATING PATTERNS
A65-20934
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON SKIN LESIONS OF
WHITE RATS AND RABBITS A65-20936
RADIO WAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS A65-20937
MICROWAVE HEATING IN MAN AND ANIMALS FOR VARIOUS
INTENSITIES AND EXPOSURE TIMES A65-29059
BIOLOGICAL CHANGES DUE TO MICROWAVE ABSORPTION,
EXAMINING ENERGY LOSSES DUE TO ION CONDUCTIVITY
AND DIELECTRIC LOSSES DUE TO POLARIZATION
RELAXATION IN WATER MOLECULES A65-29938
HIGH-FREQUENCY MICROWAVES EFFECT ON ABSORPTION IN
STOMACH AND INTESTINE IN DOGS 665-80710
MICROWAVE EFFECT ON NERVE FUNCTIONAL STATE IN
FROGS A65-80747
MICROWAVE RADIATION OF RAT AND EFFECT OF
PYRIDOXINE AND PYRIDOXAL ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE
A65-80756
SAFETY HAZARDS OF MICROWAVE RADIATION - BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES
A65-80788
BIOLDGICAL SENSITIVITY AND INTERACTION WITH
RADIOFREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE ENERGY
A65-81090
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF MICROWAVES OF SKIN IN
ALBINO RATS AND RABBITS A65-81699
EFFECT OF DIGITOXIN /GLYCOSIDE OF DIGITALIS
PURPUREA/ ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF RATS TO
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION A65-81866
AGE FACTOR AS RELATED TO INDUCTION OF CATARACTS BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION IN RABBIT A65-82037
CATARACT INCIDENCE IN ARMY AND AIR FORCE RADAR
WORKERS OF VARIOUS AGES A65-8203B
MICROWAVE CATARACTOGENESIS IN YOUNG RABBITS AS
RELATED TO RADIATION INTENSITY AND EXPOSURE TIME
A65-82061
WEIGHTt TEMPERATURE, AND HEMATOLOGIC CHANGES OF
DOG DURING EXPOSURE TO TWO LEVELS OF PULSED
MICROWAVES A65-B2364
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY TO DETECT CATARACTS IN HUMAN EYE
CAUSED BY MICROWAVE RADIATION
RADC-TDR-64-273 N65-14007
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ANIMAL AND HUMAN NERVOUS
SYSTEMS NBS-IBBB6
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON FUNCTIONAL
CONDITION OF NERVES N65-18889
MICROWAVE RADIATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AND
NERVOUS SYSTEM OF FROGS
ATD-T-65-39 N65-28123
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON BLOOD AND HEMOPOIETIC
ORGANS OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-31047 N65-28357
SKIN LESIONS ON WHITE RATS AND RABBITS CAUSED BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION N65-28707
CLIMATIC EFFECTS ON CHRONIC MICROWAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-31280 N65-29246
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
MICROWAVES
A-240
_uo_c_mLNUCA NITOCHONORIA
ATD-P-65-6B N65-34206
MICROWAVE SPECTRUM
MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY USED TO IDENTIFY
UNAMBIGUOUSLY CONTAMINANT TRACE GASES IN MIXTURE
AND INDICATE AMOUNT OF EACH
AICE PREPRINT 54D A65-15251
NICTURITION
S URINATION
MIDDLE EAR
STAPEDIUS MUSCLE REFLEX FUNCTION IN PROTECTION
AGAINST NOISE INJURY AND IN UNDERSTANDING OF
SPEECH A65-BO010
SOUND TRANSMISSION IN HUMAN EAR - INFLUENCE OF
STAPEDIUS AND TENSOR TYMPANI MUSCLES
A65-80035
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE REFLEXES ELICITED BY ACOUSTIC
AND NONACOUSTIC STIMULATION AbS-BO036
TENSOR TYMPANI REFLEX IN CAT TO CLICKS DURING
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AND AFTER ABLATION OF
AUDITORY CORTEX Ab5-BOB88
AUDITORY INPUT IN CATS DURING WAKEFULNESS,
SYNCHRONIZED SLEEP, AND DESYNCHRGNIZED SLEEP
A65-80945
AUDITORY INPUT CHANGES DURING AROUSAL IN CAT WITH
TENOTOMIZED MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES A65-B0946
COMPARISON OF VALSALVA MANEUVER AND FRENZEL
MANEUVER IN MIDDLE EAR VENTILATION
A65-81262
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN CATS SIMILAR TO
OCULAR MUSCLE MOVEMENT DURING RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
IN SLEEP A6S-81483
EFFECT OF TYMPANIC MUSCLE ACTIVITY ON MOVEMENT OF
EARDRUM, ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE AND COCHLEAR
MICROPHONICS A65-BIS05
STAPEDIUS REFLEX TO TONE STIMULI OF MEDIUM
LOUDNESS IN ALERT RABBIT A65-B2142
SOUND TRANSMISSION IN HUMAN EAR AND
NUN-UTOSCLEROTIC OSSICLE FIXATION
A65-82309
INTRA-AURAL REFLEX OF MIDDLE EAR TO
AUDIOFREQUENCY SOUND WITH DEFINED AMPLITUDE
GGC/EE/64-15 N65-12691
MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE
OVERPRESSURE IN MIDDLE EAR AS RELATED TO VERTIGO
OCCURRING IN DIVERS AND PREVENTIVE AND
THERAPEUTIC MEASURES A65-82012
MIGRATION
MECHANISMS FOR NAVIGATION OF MIGRATING BIRDS
POSSIBLY APPLICABLE TO GUIDANCE OF MISSILES
A65-80433
MILITARY AIRCRAFT
LIGHT ATTACK AND FIGHTER BOMBER PILOTS PROBLEMS
CONCERNING PILOT COMFORT, EFFICIENCY AND SURVIVAL,
FLIGHT SAFETY AND COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
A65-14226
MILITARY AVIATION
TUBERCULOSIS IN ITALIAN AIR FORCE PERSONNEL -
ME_ICO-LEGAL SURVEY A65-80214
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL CAUSES FOR
DISQUALIFICATION OF PILOT CANDIDATES IN THE
ITALIAN AIR FORCE A65-B0216
LEGAL ASPECIS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS OF MILITARY
AND CIVIL AVIATION USEFUL TO PATHOLOGISTS
A65-81560
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT LIABILITY IN MILITARY
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS A65-81541
MILITARY PSYCHIATRY
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROBLEMS AT ISOLATED EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM STATIONS AND REMOTE INSTALLATIONS
AD--61563I N65-333BB
MILITARY SPACECRAFT
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO MILITARY SPACE SYSTEMS
A65-82318
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN FACTORS 1N ALASKA
AND OTHER POLAR REGIONS
AAL--TDR-64-2B N65-19970
MINERAL
SA ROCK
SA SOIL
CHANGES IN MINERAL CONCENTRATION IN NUTRIENT
MEDIUM DURING GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
A65-80940
MINERAL AND VITAMIN REQUIREMENTS FOR NUTRITION ON
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18580
TRACE MINERAL LOSSES 1N SWEAT
REPT.-ZB4 N65-35035
MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
MINIATURE BIOPOTENTIAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM
A65-B2204
BIOPHYSICAL DATA RECORDING BY MINIATURE ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT N65-16605
MINIATURE DOSIMETER FUR APOLLO PROJECT ASTRONAUTS
NASA-CR-6515T N65-3664I
MINUTEMAN ICBN
POSTNUCLEAR ATTACK ENVIRONMENT SURVIVABILITY TEST
IN MINUTEMAN MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
SAM-TDR-64-62 N65-1743B
MISSILE
SA BALLISTIC MISSILE ,
SA GUIDED MISSILE
SA TITAN II ICBM
MECHANISMS FOR NAVIGATION OF MIGRATING BIRDS
POSSIBLY APPLICABLE TO GUIDANCE OF MISSILES
A65-80433
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE SUPPORT IN MISSILE PROGRAM
THROUGH ELIMINATING HEALTH HAZARDS
A65-BO620
MISSILE CONTROL
POSTNUCLEAR ATTACK ENVIRONMENT SURVIVABILITY TEST
IN MINUTEMAN MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
SAM-TDR-66-62 Nb5-IT438
MISSILE TEST
HUMAN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN CURRENT
BALLISTIC MISSILE TEST PROGRAM, NOTING
MINUTEMAN PROGRAM A65-34681
MISSION
S SPACE MISSION
MISSION PLANNING
SPACE MISSION SIMULATION SYSTEM DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES INCLUDING FOUR-MAN 30-
OAY MISSION SPACE CHAMBER EXPERIMENT
A65--23616
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF ASTRONAUTICS AND SOME
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Ab5-BO63B
MITOCHONDRIA
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS EVIDENCED BY HEPATIC,
RENAL AND PULMONARY MITOCHONDRIAL SWELLING AND
THYROID RESPONSE VARIATIONS A65-29066
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF SUCCINIC OXYDASE IN
MITOCHONDRIA IN NEURONS OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM A65-BOBI2
PEROXIDASE, ALKALINE PHUSPHATASE, POLYSACCHARIDE,
AND MITOCHONDRIA OF RABBIT LEUKOCYTE AS AFFECTED
A-261
MITOSIS SUBJECTINDEX
BY ANOXIA IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A65-81841
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL AND MITOCHONDRIA1 INVESTIGATION
OF EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON ALBINO MALE RATS
UR-666 N65-29243
MITOSIS
L F VERTICAL VIBRATION AND X-RAY EFFECTS ON
FREQUENCY OF DERANGED MITOSIS IN MEDULLA OSSIUM OF
MICE A65-I339B
ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULATING FACTOR I ESFI EFFECT ON
HUMAN SYNOVIAL MEMBRANE AND MONOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
CELL GROWTH IN VITRO A65-14607
MECHANICAL VIBRATION EFFECT ON MITOSIS OF
NEOPLASTIC ASCITIC CELLS INJECTED INTO MICE
A65-25550
ANIMAL TESTS FOR EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION,
VIBRATION AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXIDATION
METABOLISM IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND MITOSIS
IN HEMOPOIETIC TISSUES A65-29946
VIBRATION EFFECT AT FREQUENCIES OF 35 AND 70 CPS
ON BONE MARROW CELL DIVISION OF MICE
A65-32303
TEMPERATURE AND LIGHT INTENSITY EFFECTS ON CELL
DIVISION IN SYNCHRONIZED SUSPENSIONS OF HIGH
TEMPERATURE STRAIN CHLORELLA 7-11-05
A65-32939
COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING
RADIATION ON ANAPHASE IN MITOSIS OF BONE MARROW
CELLS IN MOUSE A65-80043
DIURNAL CYCLE OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY OF VARIOUS ORGAN
TISSUES AFTER MECHANICAL INSULT IN RODENTS
A65-80395
COMBINED ACTION OF X-RAY RADIATION AND VIBRATION
ON BONE MARROW CELL MITOSIS OF MOUSE
Ab5-BOS35
FAST NEUTRON ACTION ON HUMAN CELL NUCLEUS DURING
MITOSIS, IN TISSUE CULTURES A65-80540
X-RAY AND ULTRAVIOLET SENSITIVITY OF SYNCHRONIZED
CHINESE HAMSTER CELLS AT VARIOUS STAGES OF CELL
CYCLE A65-80617
MUTAGENIC AND ANTIMUTAGENIC ACTION OF
RADIOPROTECTIVE AMINO ACIDS IN PLANT DURING
MITOSIS AbS-B0657
DISTURBANCES IN MITOSIS IN MICROSPDRES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING VARIOUS PHASES OF
FLIGHT OF VOSTOK V SPACECRAFT A65-80719
AET /S, Z-AMINOETHYLISOTHIOUREA-DI-HBR/ AS
RADIDPROTECTIVE AGENT OF UNFERTILIZED EGG OF SEA
URCHIN, ARABACIA PUNCTULATA, EXPOSED IN GAMMA RAYS
A65-80741
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY IN SHALL AND LARGE CELLS
OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA, 7-11-05
A65-BO811
EFFECT OF LOW-FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND X-RAYS ON
MITOSIS OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MICE
A65-80922
EFFECT OF VIBRATION ON MITOSIS IN BONE MARROW
CELLS IN MICE A65-82078
EFFECTS OF ILLUMINATION CHARACTERISTICS ON MITOSIS
IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDDSA CULTURES
A65-82317
MITOSIS IN MICRDSPDRES AFTER FLIGHT ON VOSIOK
III AND VOSTUK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-13671
EFFECT OF VERY HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD ON HEART RATE
AND CELL DIVISION IN MAN AND ANIMAL
NASA-CR-52453 N65-16486
BUFFERING OF ALGAE - CELL DIVISION OF CHLORELLA
N65-I6BI4
NYSTAGMUS IN RABBITS, IONIZING RADIATION DF
HYPOTHALAMUS, MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATION, BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATS, AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-20139
DAILY RHYTHM OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN REGENERATING
LIVER DURING ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS
N65-20142
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS, GROWTH, AND
DIVISIONS
NASA-CR-62925 N65-24575
COMBINED EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION AND X-RAYS
ON NUCLEI OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MAMMALS
N65-31388
SENSITIVITY OF MITOSIS TO MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-350 N65-35828
MIXTURE
S GAS MIXTURE
MOBILITY
NDNEXTENSION LINES FOR IMPROVEMENT OF MOBILITY
IN FULL PRESSURE SUITS
AMRL-TR-64-118 N65-17139
PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS COMPARED FOR MOBILITY ON
BASIS OF TIME TAKEN FOR INITIATION OF ACTION BY
SUBJECT - HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-64-I26 N65-24360
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED ON MAN WEARING PRESSURE SUIT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, DECREMENTS IN
MOBILITY AND DEXTERITY, AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
LMSC-6-62-64-19 N65-31557
MODAL RESPONSE
MODAL DIFFERENTIATIONS OF ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES BY
VARIATION OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE OF NEURONS
A65-31019
MODE
S BREATHING MODE
MODEL
S
S
S
S
S
BIOLOGICAL MODEL
DUMMY
DYNAMIC MODEL
ENVIRONMENT MODEL
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
MODULATION
S AMPLITUDE MODULATION
S PULSE DURATION MODULATION /PDM/
MOISTURE
TIME-EFFECT CURVES FOR IRRADIATION OF DORMANT PEA
SEEDS WITH VARIOUS MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR
DETERMINING AMOUNT OF DAMAGE N65-26385
MOL
S MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOL/
MOLECULAR DIFFUSION
THERMAL MOLECULAR MOTION OF LIVING PROTOPLASM -
ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTATION N65-28289
MOLECULAR ENERGY
SA NUCLEAR ENERGY
THERMDREGULATORY PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSE MECHANISMS
AND MOLECULAR ENERGY TRANSFORMATION OF HUMAN
BODY
NASA-CR-52183 N65-16487
MOLECULAR PHYSICS
INTEGRATED RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN SPACE
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
LABORATORY COMPLETIDN AND CORRELATED RESEARCH
WITH ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
NASA-CR-62879 N65-24674
A-242
SUBJECT INDEX
MONKEY
NOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY USED TO IDENTIFY
UNAMBIGUOUSLY CONTAMINANT TRACE GASES IN MIXTURE
AND INDICATE AMOUNT OF EACH
AIDE PREPRINT 56D A65-1525I
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR
CORRELATIVE STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ULTRASTRUCTURE
A65-I8695
ORIGINS OF PREBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND OF THEIR
MOLECULAR MATRICES - CONFERENCE
A65-B0665
ACRIDINE ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO DETERMINE
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS
N6S-ZSOZ9
FEASIBILITY OF MODULAR DESIGN FOR AUDIOVISUAL
AUTOINSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT
AMRL-TR-65-79 N65-30136
MOLECULE
SA MACROMOLECULE
MOLECULAR MATRICES FOR LIVING SYSTEMS WITH THEORY
OF METEORITIC ORIGIN A65-BOA69
MONITOR
SA IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
BIOECOLOGICAL AND BIOMEDICAL MONITORING FOR DESIGN
OF HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUTS IN
SPACE A65-26746
SENSORY-FEEDBACK ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR IN
STEREOIELEVISED VISUAL FIELD A65-80344
SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF END-TIDAL
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN COMPARED WITH MASS
SPECTROMETER METHOD A65-80627
TRANSISTORIZED RADIATION MONITOR
A65-80759
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRIC METHODS FOR
MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN MAN AND
ANIMALS A6S-BlO4B
INDIRECT BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING
A65-BIO53
VALIDITY OF DATA GATHERED BY AUTOMATIC ACOUSTIC
BLOOD PRESSURE DEVICE A65-81064
EQUATIONS FOR MEASURING BLOOD FLOW BY EXTERNAL
MONITORING OF RADIOISOTOPES A65-81119
CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF CARBON-14 DIOXIDE AND
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION A65-81153
INTERHOSPITAL PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM AS
RELATED TO TELEMETRY A65-8]Z84
MONITORED PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AT BEDSIDE IN
HOSPITAL TRANSMITTED BY TELEMETRY
A65-81312
MONITORING OF PILOT HEART RATE BY MULTI-CHANNEl
TELEMETRY DURING JET FLIGHT A65-8[_36
MONITORED EXERCISE - TOLERANCE TESTING IN CORONARY
DISEASE A65-8[550
RECORDING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTSv MEDICAL SUPPORT AND
BIOTELEMETRY A65-82076
IMPROVEMENT OF PERSONNEL WORK PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS IN MILITARY MONITOR SYSTEMS
AD-609112 N65-18001
ACCURATE PUPIL SIZE MEASUREMENT USING TELEVISION
CAMERA AND CALIBRATED MONITOR
CRDL-TM-2-3 N65-22392
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREW PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE_ AND TO
DEVELOP DIGITAL TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING,
DISPLAYING, AND ANALYZING DATA
LMSC-6-65-65-15 N65-26710
CONTROL DATA ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY VIGILANCEt
wARNING LIGHT MONITORING_ AND PROBABILITY
MONITORING TASKS AS FUNCTION OF WORKLOAD
AMRL-TR-65-22 N65-27092
MONKEY
THERMORECEPTOR RESPONSE OF MONKEY AS AFFECTED BY
MODERATE CHANGE IN CUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE
A65-80102
HEAD_ EYEt BOOYt AND LIMB MOVEMENTS OF CAT AND
MONKEY CAUSED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL NERVE A65-80156
STRESS OF CAPTIVITY AND ADRENAL EXHAUSTION IN
MACACA NEMESTRINA A65-803OT
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS IN DIFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HIGH LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCE
A65-81291
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT AGES IN RESPONSE TO
RHYTHMICAL LIGHT FLASHES A65-81354
SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE OF
MONKEY AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF MEPROBAMATE
A65-BI4_O
TECHNIQUE USING MONKEY FOR MEASURING
ACCEPTABILITY OF AIR MOVEMENT AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
A65-BI676
CONE ACTIVITY IN LIGHT-INDUCED DC RESPONSE OF
MONKEY RETINA A65-81496
RADIATION EFFECT ON FOOD SATIATION IN RHESUS
MONKEY A65-81566
MONKEY PERFORMANCE FOLLOWING INJECTION OF
DECABORANE
AMRL-TDR-64-74 NbS-IO26B
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFICIENCY OF MACACUS MONKEY
AFTER CORTEX ABLATION
NASA-TT-F-9IT8 N65-1165I
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTION OF MONKEYS
IO CHEST-BACK ACCELERATIONS N65--13718
PATHOMORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN DOGS AND MONKEYS
SUBJECTED TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS
N65-I3745
MEASUREMENT OF AORTIC, LEFT AND RIGHT VENTRICULARt
PULMONARY CAPILLARY AND ARTERIAL PRESSURESt
HEART RATEr CARDIAC AND STROKE INDEX, AND OTHER
HENODYNAMIC DATA ON MACACA MONKEYS
AflRL-TDR-64-69 N65-13994
INFLAMMATORY AND DEGENERATIVE LESIONS IN
APPARENTLY NORMAL SQUIRREL MONKEYS
NASA-CR-60193 N65-LSI39
THIOL PRETREATMENT AND BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
EFFECT IN REDUCING TOXICITY OF ACUTE LETHAL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MONKEYS
N65-18367
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS AFTER HIGH LEVEL GRAVITATIONAL AND
INERTIAL FORCE EXPOSURE
NASA-CR-57274 N65-19692
ANATOMICAL STUDY OF HORIZONTAL SERIAL SECTIONS OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY INNER EAR
NASA-CR-ST931 N65-21338
STEROID ANTIHISTAMINIC THERAPY IN EXPERIMENTAL
CEREBRAL EDEMA IN MONKEYS
SA_-TDR-64-56 N65-22075
EFFECT OF MASSIVE DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION UPON
CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
A-243
MONOCHROMATICADIATION SUBJECTINDEX
N65-22304
EFFECT OF FREEZE PRESERVATION AND THAWING OF
RHESUS MONKEY ERYTHROCYTES - CRYOGENICS
AD-465702 N65-27526
STATISTICAL LIMITS ON COMPUTER-DEFINED EEG
PATTERNS RELATED TO BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
NbS-ZBT64
RELATIONSHIP OF DIFFERENT STAGES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS, AND
ELECTROMYOGRANS STUDIED BY EVOKED MYOGRAPHY
ELICITED BY NERVE STIMULATION IN NCNKEYS
N65-28774
INTRAVENOUS HYPERTONIC UREA AS THERAPY FOR
ALLEVIATING EFFECTS OF CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE AND
EDEMA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-64-18 N65-30745
EFFECT ON MONKEYS IRRADIATED WITH 2 NE V X-RAYS
SAM-TR-65-9 N65-30887
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS OF MONKEYS
UNDER INFLUENCE OF VIBRATIONS AND CENTRIFUGING
NASA-CR-65018 N65-32718
MUSCULOSKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY - MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE OF MONKEYS,
APESm AND HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-B N65-36722
MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION
EFFECTIVENESS OF MONOCHROMATIC RADIATIONS IN
ENSURING LEVEL OF ACUTENESS OF DISCRIMINATION AND
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY A65-3007B
COMBINED MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT WAVELENGTH EFFECTS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN ALGAE
AFOSR-6_-1650 N65-11325
MONOCULAR VISION
OBSERVER JUDGMENT OF HOMOGENEOUS WHITE FORMS,
SLANT AND SHAPE UNDER REDUCED MONOCULAR VIEWING
AND AT VARIOUS DEGREES GEOMETRIC SLANT
A65-22466
DEPTH DISCRIMINATION FOR INTERMITTENT
STIMULI VIEWED BINOCULARLY MONOCULARLY
AND WITH ALTERNATING EYES A65-802_9
COMPARISON OF SPATIAL DISCRIMINATION IN TEMPORAL
AND NASAL SECTORS OF MONOCULAR VISUAL FIELD
A65-81666
SIZE CONSTANCY WITH BINOCULAR AND MONOCULAR
VIEWING. A65-82175
PERFORMANCE TINES ON SIMPLE REMOTE HANDLING TASK
UNDER DIRECT BINOCULAR AND MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TDR-64-68 N65-13993
MONOMER
EFFECT OF DIET ON HEXOSEMONOPHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE AND NALIC DEHYDROGENASE IN RATS
AAL-TDR-64-13 N65-18974
MONTE CARLO METHOD
MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES IN COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
RADIOACTIVE SOURCE FOR SIMULATING FALLOUT GAMMA
RADIATION FIELDS
RRA-I_5 N65-22222
MONTE CARLO COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF
ENERGY DEPOSITION FROM HIGH INCIDENT NUCLEONS
AS FUNCTION OF TISSUE SLAB DEPTH
NASA-CR-6375_ NbS-27877
MOON
SA LUNAR BASE
SA LUNAR COMPOSITION
SA LUNAR ENVIRONNENT
SA LUNAR EXCURSION NODULE /LEN/
SA LUNAR EXPLORATION
SA LUNAR FLIGHT
SA LUNAR GEOLOGY
SA LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT
SA LUNAR LANDING
SA LUNAR PHASE
SA LUNAR PROGRAM
SA LUNAR SURFACE
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT RELATED TO
SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH AbS-8130T
MECHANICS OF WALKING_ RUNNING AND JUMPING ON MOON
A65-81739
MOON ILLUSION
MOON ILLUSION - VISUAL FACTORS AFFECTING APPARENT
SIZE A65-80324
EQUIOISTANCE TENDENCY IN DEPTH PERCEPTION AND ITS
APPLICATION TO MOON ILLUSION AND OTHER VISUAL
PROBLEMS A65-82039
PROBLEMS IN VISION DEPTH PERCEPTION TO INVESTIGATE
IN MOON ILLUSION - EQUIDISTANCE TENDENCY AND
CONSEQUENCES
AM-65-[[ NbS-33981
NORL
S MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY /NORL/
MORPHOLOGY
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN
CELLULAR RESPONSES CORRELATED TO
ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES A65-80224
MORPHOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF MICROSPHERES DERIVED
FROM PROTEINOID A6S-BO485
REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTS DEALING WITH DEVELOPMENT OF
MICROSPHERES FROM THERMAL PROTEINOID
A65-80686
AUTOPSY STUDIES OF CHILDREN LIVING AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AND CHANGE IN STRUCTURE OF PULMONARY
ARTERIES AND RENAL GLOMERULI Ab5-80558
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS IN DIFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO
hiGH LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCE
A65-81291
MORPHOLOGY OF SENSORY CELLS IN ORGAN OF CORTI OF
MAN A65-81503
DEVELOPMENT, GROSS MORPHOLOGY AND NORMAL ADULT
HISTOLOGY OF COCHLEAR AND VESTIBULAR AQUEDUCTS
A65-82132
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN AVIAN EGGS SUBJECTED TO
ACCELERATIVE FORCE A65-82155
SENSORY, MOTOR, CORTICAL, SUBCORTICAL AND
MORPHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENERGY
REPTo-64-OI N65-12840
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN NERVOUS SYSTEM OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO LATERAL ACCELERATIONS
N65-I3666
PATHOMORPHOLOGICAL VISCERAL CHANGES IN ANIMALS
AFTER ACCELERATION STRESS N65-13696
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LABYRINTH OF DOGS EXPOSED
TO ACCELERATIONS OF VARYING INTENSITYt DURATION,
AND DIRECTION N65-13706
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF DOGS
FOLLOWING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
Nb5-L37,36
PATHOMORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN DOGS AND MONKEYS
SUBJECTED TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS
N65-137_5
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN MARINE SPECIES OF CHLORELLA
N65-I5805
APPLICATIONS OF FISH MORPHOLOGY TO AIRCRAFT AND
SHIP OESIGN
A-2¢6
SUBJECTINDEX NOTION SICKNESS
JPRS-28910 N65-17692
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF CARDIAC INSUFFICIENCY DURING
ACTION OF HYDRAZINE DERIVATIVES
NbS-1TTBT
HYPOXIA, MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN VASCULAR TISSUE
STRUCTURESt AND AUTOALLERGY IN PATHOLOGY
Nb5-17790
CELLULAR MODEL OF CYBERNETIC SYSTEM BASED ON
MORPHOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STRUCTURE ANO
FUNCTION
JPRS-ZBDT6 NbS-1T986
MORPHOLOGY OF EXPERIMENTAL CHOLERA PATHOGENESIS IN
INFANT RABBITS - HUMAN DISEASE NbS-ZZ296
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN MALLS OF LARGE AND SMALL
BLOOD VESSELS UPON EXPOSURE TO IONIZING
RADIATION N65-26396
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
OF ORGANISM TO CARBON MONOXIDE! METHANE, AND
THEIR COMBINATIONS - MINING SAFETY
N65-2829Z
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION BY ULTRASONIC HAVES ON
MORPHOLOGICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICOCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF ANIMAL BLOOD NbS-28T01
EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND HAVES IN SMALL INTENSITIES
ON MORPHOLOGY OF WHITE RAT TESTES
N65-ZBT03
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON REPRODUCTION,
COMPOSITION OF PERIPHERAL BLOODt REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28706
HUMAN-AIDED COMPUTER LINGUISTIC METHOD FOR
ANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGICAL DATA N65-28T60
PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA - DISTRIBUTION, ROLE IN
NATUREm ISOLATION, CULTIVATIONt MORPHOLOGYv CELL
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONt PIGMENTATION, PHYSIOLOGY,
INITIAL PHOTOSYNTHETIC STAGESt AND TAXONOMY
TT-AEC-TR-6203 NbS-2881T
MUSCULOSKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY - MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE OF MONKEYS,
APES, AND HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-B NbS-36T22
MOSS
S MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION /MOSS/
MOTION
S ANGULAR NOTION
MOTION PERCEPTION
CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN
CONTROL SITUATIONS LIMITEO TO USE OF VISUAL
VESTIBULAR SENSING OF MOTION A65-22032
HUMAN SPACE PERCEPTION ANALYSIS SHOHING THAT
INTERPRETIVE SCALING OF VISUAL ANGLE IS KEY FACTOR
IN SIZE, DISTANCE AND MOTION ESTIMATION
A65-35365
APPARATUS FOR MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY
A65-80576
MOTION PERCEPTION AND CHANGING FORM STUDIED FROM
CONTINUOUS TRANSFORMATIONS OF SOLID ANGLE OF LIGHT
AT EYE A65-80595
STEREOKINERADIOGRAPHY - PERCEPTION OF MOTION AND
DEPTH IN RELATION TO PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION
A65-80636
MOVEMENT AFTEREFFECTS AND FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS
A65-81010
DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY OF 30 PILOTS RELATED TO
THEIR FLYING PERFORMANCE AbS-8111T
PERIPHERAL DYNAMIC VISION COMPARED MITH STATIC
VISUAL ACUITY A65-81118
AUTOKINETIC MOTION AND SPACE LOCALIZATION IN
RELATION TO AUDITORY PERCEPTION
A65-81318
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF MOVEMENT IN ABSENCE OF
EXTERNAL FRAME OF REFERENCE - TIME AND VELOCITY
FACTORS A65-BI57T
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATIC AND DYNAMIC VISUAL
ACUITY A65-81978
NOTION SENSORS OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM 1N HUMAN
DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION AND MANUAL VEHICLE
CONTROL
NASA-DR-66565 N65-32033
COMPARISON OF AUTOKINETIC MOVEMENT PERCEIVED BY
NORMAL PERSONS AND DEAF SUBJECTS WITH BILATERAL
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-67520 N65-36_32
MOTION SICKNESS
LONG TERM CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION INDUCED
SICKNESS IN LEGHORN CHICKENt NOTING REVERSIBILITY
A65--16561
MOTION SICKNESS RESISTANCE INDUCED BY REPEATED
CORIOLIS STIMULATION AS INDICATED BY AUTONOMIC
'REACTION DATA AND ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAMS
A65-26080
VISUAL ILLUSORY PHENONENAt MOTION SICKNESSt
SUSCEPTIBILITY_ BOOY ORIENTATION AND LOCOMOTION IN
NORMAL SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS MITH LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTS, NOTING SPACE FLIGHT IMPLICATIONS
A65-26TT3
INTEROCEPTIVE AFFERENT EFFECT UPON VOMITING _ENTER
EXCITATION DURING MOTION SICKNESS HITH AND HITHOUT
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AbS-80879
_DTION SICKNESS SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF LABYRINTHINE
CEFECTIVE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS DURING ZERO GRAVITY
MANEUVERS AbS--BO893
PREVENTION OF MOTION SICKNESS BY REPEATED EXPOSURE
TO CORIOLIS STIMULATION Ab5-81067
MOTION SICKNESS- LABYRINTH FUNCTIONt NYSTAGMUS
AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION A65-81636
PDSTURAL AUTOKINETIC EFFECT RELATED TO SUGGESTION
AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MOTION SICKNESS
A65-81648
VISUAL CONTROL OF HABITUATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN A65-81538
CONTROL OF VERTIGO AND POSSIBLE TREATMENT OF
MOTION SICKNESS WITH THIETHYLPERAZINE, A NEW
PHENOTHIAZINE A65-82036
PAST HISTORY OF NOTION SICKNESS AND ATTRITION FROM
FLIGHT TRAINING AbS-8212B
LATENT FORM OF MOTION SICKNESS IN HEALTHY MALES -
EFFECT ON VISUAL ANALYZER N65-13Tll
EFFECT OF OXYGEN STARVATION ON MOTION SICKNESS
N65-I3752
RESISTANCE INDUCTION TO MOTION SICKNESS BY J
REPEATED EXPOSURE TO CORIOLIS STIMULATION
SAN-TR-66-8T Nb§-ZZOT6
DEVELOPMENT OF MOTION SICKNESS QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF FLIGHT TRAINING STUDENTS
SUSCEPTIBLE TO NOTION SICKNESS
NSAM-916 N65-25215
A-2_.5
MOTIONSICKNESSDRUG SUBJECTINDEX
APOMORPHINE ADMINISTERED TO LABYRINTHECTOMIZED
DOGS FOR DETERMINING ROLE OF EXTRALABYRINTHINE
INFLUENCES IN PATHOGENESIS OF MOTION SICKNESS
JPRS-30843 N65-27115
SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR MOTION SICKNESS
SUPPRESSION IN PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-66639 N65-33256
MOTION SICKNESS UNDER CONDITIONS OF STRESS AND
ANXIETY - ROLE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
NASA-CR-6487g N65-3392L
MOTION SICKNESS AND ATTRITION FROM FLIGHT TRAINING
NSAM-932 N65-36226
VISUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON ADAPTATION TO
ROIATING ENVIRONMENT - MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES
NASA-CR-67537 N65-36431
MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES OF AVIATORS EXPOSED TO
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-67553 N65-36553
MOTION SICKNESS DRUG
ANTIMOTION SICKNESS DRUGS FROM 1954 TO 1964 NOTING
EFFECTIVENESS AND SIDE EFFECTS A65-16552
REVIEW OF ANTIMOTION SICKNESS DRUGS, INCLUDING
ANTICHOLINERGICS, ANTIHISTAMINES, TRANQUILIZERS,
AND MISCELLANEOUS GROUPe COVERING I954-I964
665-80380
KINETOSIN /A MIXTURE OF PROMETHAZINE, CAFFEINE,
AND EPHEDRINE/ AS A MOTION SICKNESS DRUG
665-81740
DRUGS FOR PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF
AIRSICKNESS N65-13636
EFFICACY OF PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATION IN
COMBATING MOTION SICKNESS OF AIR TRANSPORT
PASSENGERS N65-1377I
ANTICHOLINERGICS, ANTIHISTAMINES, AND
TRANQUILIZERS AS EFFECTIVE ANTIMOTION AND MOTION
SICKNESS DRUGS
AD-611394 N65-22889
EVALUATION OF ANTIMOTION SICKNESS DRUGS IN StOW
MOTION ROOM MOUNTED ON HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
NASA-CR-63800 N65-28539
MOTIVATION
SIMPLE AND DISJUNCTIVE REACTION TIME, RORSCHACH
DATA, ORIENTATION, COMMUNICATION, AND ROLE OF
MOTIVATION IN PROLONGED SLEEP DEPRIVATION
665-80020
MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIALS AS INDEX OF EFFORT
RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL ESTIMATE OF SUCCESS ON TASK
665-80092
LOCUS OF AUDITORY REACTION TIME CHANGE WITH SET,
MOTIVATION, AND AGE MEASURED BY ELECTROMYOGRAM
665-80631
BASES FOR PREFERENCES AMONG THREE-OUTCOME BETS
A65-80792
MOTIVATION ArID PERSONALITY FACTORS IN TRAINING AND
MENTAL STRESS OF STUDENT PILOTS
A65-81328
COGNITIVE AND PERCEPTUAL DISTURBANCES IN
SHORT-TERM SENSORY DEPRIVATION AS FUNCTION OF
DIFFERENTIAL EXPECTANCY LEVELS A65-BI665
IMPORTANCE OF TIME AND ITS SUBJECTIVE SPEED
A65-81752
STRESS SYNDROME RELATED TO ACHIEVEMENT
MOTIVAIIDN - RELATIONSHIPS WITH AGE AND SERUM
CHOLESTEROL A65-81753
MOTIVATION TOWARD FLYING IN PILOT CANDIDATES
RELATED TO TRAINING SUCCESS AND ADJUSTMENT
A65-81776
COMPETITIVE AND NONCOMPETITIVE PERFORMANCE IN
RELATION TO ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVE AND MANIFEST
ANXIETY A65-82176
DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTION TEST FOR MOTIVATIONAL
APTITUDE - PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-156 N65-15546
REWARD MOTIVATION IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR -
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
TR-I N65-31969
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES PERMITTING ASSESSMENT OF
POTENTIAL MOTIVATION ABILITY OF SUBJECTS IN
EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
STRESS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-65-39 N65-32928
MOTOR SYSTEM /BIOLI
EFFECT OF 5 PHENYL-2 IMINO-4 OXY-OXAZOLIDINE ON
IMPROVING RAPIDITY AND REGULARITY OF MOTOR
RESPONSE TO VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
AVIATION PERSONNEL A65-32793
VARIATIONS OF MOTOR RESPONSES TO GRAVITATIONAL
STIMULI CAUSED BY CHANGES OF SENSORY PERCEPTION
IN PIGEONS A65-80215
QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP OF MOTOR UNITS WORK IN
SUSTAINED POSTURE IN HUMANS A65-80753
EFFECT OF MUSCULAR STRESS OF DURATION OF DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS OF MOTOR REACTION OF LOWER EXTREMITIES
IN YOUNG ATHLETES A65-BI509
COMMENT ON SELF-INDUCED MOVEMENT AS DETERMINANT OF
SPATIAL ADAPTATION A65-81559
ACTIVITY IN PASSIVE ARM INFLUENCING MOTOR OVERFLOW
FROM ACTIVE ARM A65-81575
EFFECTS ON HAND-EYE COORDINATION OF TWO DIFFERENT
ARM MOTIONS DURING COMPENSATION FOR DISPLACED
VISION A65-BI647
PASSIVE TEST OF EYE-HAND COORDINATION WITH PRISM
DISPLACEMENT AND ADAPTATION MEASURED BY ERROR FROM
PRETEST TO POST TEST A65-81649
HAND MOTION STUDIED WITH RESPECT OF ACCELERATION
AND VELOCITY OF LIMB A65-8165I
THRESHOLDS IN AUDITION, BALANCE, KINESTHESIA,
PRESSURE, AND VISION RELATED TO MOTOR SKILL
A65-81686
INFORMATION FLOW MODEL OF ORGANIZATION OF MOTOR
ACTIVITY A65-B2196
CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN HUMAN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DURING DEVELOPMENT OF
RHYTHMIC MOTOR STEREOTYPY A65-82206
SUPRASPINAL INFLUENCES AND CHANGES IN RECURRENT
DISCHARGES OF ALPHA MOTONEURONS DURING SLEEP IN
CAT A65-82352
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATION AND HAND MOTION RESPONSE
MEASUREMENT DURING RESTRAINT AND EXPOSURE TO
VIBRATIONS WITH VARYING PEAK AND ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ACCELERATIONS AND FREQUENCIES A65-8236B
REACTIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON MOTOR SYSTEM OF
HUMANS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-2759I N65-IOgB9
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO NEURAL NETS AND
MOTOR AND VISUAL NERVOUS SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-64-80 N65-11898
SENSORY, MOTOR, CORTICAL, SUBCORTICAL AND
MORPHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENERGY
REPT.-64-O1 N65-12840
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND MOTOR REACTIONS IN
MAN DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-I3685
A-246
SUBJECTINDEX MOUSE
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS RESEARCH! SENSORY
MOTOR CDNTRDLt AND TRACKING SIMULATOR
DEVELOPMENT
REPT.-64-S8 N65-I5598
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETfCS - HUMAN TRACKINGv
SENSORY MOTOR CONTROLI AND NYOELECTRIC CONTROL
REPT.-64-30 N65-18929
DEVICE FOR SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF HUMAN MOTOR
AND SPEECH RESPONSE PARAMETERS
JPRS-3905T N65-19401
PHYSIOLOGY - PERFECTION OF MOTOR AND INTEROCEPTIVE
ANALYZER BY CONDITIONED REFLEX METHOD IN MAN
DURING ACUTE HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
FTD-TT-62-1903/l&284 N65-22061
HUMAN ENGINEERING - EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN
GRAVITATIONAL FORCES ON HUMAN MOTOR SYSTEM
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES N65-22723
HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ELECTRDDERMAL
RESPONSE CHANGES WITH TEMPORARY CONNECTION
BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN
RINESTHETIC AND PHOTIC STIMULATION PAIRING
FTD-TT-6S-4341I&Z N65-30015
EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION ON MOTOR DEFENSE
REFLEX IN GUINEA PIG N65-31384
MOUNTAIN INHABITANT
SA ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
CORRELATION BETWEEN PULMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE AND
LEVEL OF ALTITUDE A65-80016
RENAL EXCRETION AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION OF HIGH
ALTITUDE NATIVES WITH AND WITHOUT CHRONIC MOUNTAIN
SICKNESS A65-B0298
DIET SURVEY OF QUECHUA INDIANS AT HIGH ALTITUDE IN
PERUVIAN ANDES A65-80449
AUTOPSY STUDIES OF CHILDREN LIVING AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AND CHANGE IN STRUCTURE OF PULMONARY
ARTERIES AND RENAL GLOMERULI AbS-BOSS8
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ACCLIMATIZED MAN AT HIGH
ALTITUDE A65-BO670
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ACCLIMATIZED MAN AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING PURE OXYGEN
A65-B0671
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM IN PEOPLE LIVING IN
CHRONIC HYPOXIC STATE A65-B0995
HIGH-ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA IN MOUNTAIN
INHABITANTS - CLINICAL STUDY A65-BI59I
HIGH ALTITUDE PULMONARY HYPERTENSION IN PERMANENT
AND NEW INHABITANTS OF MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT
A65-B1764
RENAL FUNCTION IN HIGH-ALTITUDE NATIVES AND IN
NATIVES WITH CHRONIC MOUNTAIN SICKNESS
A65-81918
SECONDARY POLYCYTHEMIA IN ADOLESCENTS OF BOTH
SEXES LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE 665-81964
PLASMA CATECHOLAMINES OF NATIVE RESIDENTS AND
NEWCOMERS AT HIGH ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY FASTING
AND INSULIN A6S-BZI6B
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC OBSERVATION OF RESIDENTS
LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE A65-B2252
BLOOD PRESSURE NORMS FOR NATIVE MOUNTAIN
INHABITANTS N65-17835
MOUSE
CRITICAL ACCELERATION ENDURANCE INCREASE OF
IRRADIATED MICE, NOTING SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS
A65-I8374
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON BREEDING,
PERIPHERAL BLOOD COMPOSITION, CONDITIONED REFLEX
ACTIVITY AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS OF
WHITE NICE 665-20935
_ECHANICAL VIBRATION EFFECT ON MITOSIS OF
NEOPLASTIC ASCITIC CELLS INJECTED INTO MICE
A65-25550
INCREASE OF PERIODIC ACID SCHIFF REAGENT
PDSIIIVE GRANULES IN FOOD DEPRIVED MOUSE
INTESTINAL EPITHELIUM DURING GLUCOSE ABSORPTION
A65-B0013
COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING
RADIATION ON ANAPHASE IN MITOSIS OF BONE MARROw
CELLS IN MOUSE 665-80043
RADIATION PROTECTION BY SEVERAL DRUGS IN MOUSE
A65-80095
SENSITIVITY OF VARIOUS ORGANS TO HYPOXIA -
HISTOAUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF PROTEIN METABOLISM
IN VARIOUS ORGANS IN MOUSE ABS-80111
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS OF THE EXOCRINE PANCREAS DURING
HYPOXIA IN NICE -- HISTOAUTORAOIOGRAPHIC STUDY IN
POUSE A65-80114
ANAEROBIC GLYCOLYSIS AS PATHWAY FOR PROTEIN
SYNIHESIS IN PANCREAS DURING HYPOXIA IN MOUSE
A65-80122
RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE AS AFFECTED BY
EXERCISE AND OXYGEN BREATHING 665-80132
RADIATION RECOVERY OF MICE RECEIVING SINGLE DOSE
OF X-RAY IRRADIATION OR SPLIT-CONDITIONING DOSES
A65-B0164
ROLE OF DISULFIDE AND THIOLESTER BONDS BETWEEN
PROIECIING AGENT AND TISSUE PROTEIN IN RADIATION
PROTECTION OF MICE TREATED WITH
EISI2-GUANIDOETHYLI DISULFIDE IGEDI
A65-80169
EFFECT OF S, 2t-AMINO-ETHYLISOTHIURONIUN ON IMMUNE
_ECHANISM OF X-IRRADIATED MICE DOSED WITH LEUKEMIA
CELLS A65-80170
RECOVERY RATE AND DOSE-REDUCTION FACTOR IN
CYSTEAMINE-TREATED MOUSE AFTER FRACTIONATED
X-IRRADIATION A65-80171
EOSINOPHIL REACTION TO OCULAR LIGHT STIMULI
MEASURED IN MAN AND MOUSE 665-80194
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE, ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE, AND
ADENOSINE MDNOPHOSPHATE IN NORMAL AND CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE DAMAGED LIVERS OF MICE
665-80326
DECREASED BODY TEMPERATURE AND EFFECT
ON CONDITIONED REFLEXES IN RATS
A65-80328
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC CHANGES IN MICE IN
MAKE-SLEEP CYCLE A65-BOJZ9
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON GENETIC CODE OF MOUSE
A65-B0415
GROWTH RATE OF MICE OF DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TO
HCMOGENEOUS AND INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELDS
665-80416
REJECTION OF TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN MICE OF BOTH
SEXES EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-BO4IT
CIRCULATING LEUKOCYTE NUHBER CHANGES OF YOUNG AND
OLD FEMALE MICE EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80418
REDUCTION OF X-RAY IRRADIATION MORTALITY OF MICE
THROUGH MAGNETIC FIELD PRETREATMENT
665-80419
LIFESPAN INCREASE OF TUMOR-BEARING MICE THROUGH
PRETREATMENT IN MAGNETIC FIELDS PRODUCING
LEUKOCYTOSIS A65-B0420
A-24T
HOUSECDNTD SUBJECT INDEX
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON WOUND HEALING AND TISSUE
REGENERATION IN MOUSE A65-80421
SURVIVAL OF ANIMALS, INCLUDING MICE AND FRUIT FLY,
DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER_ IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF
14O_OOO OERSTEDS A65-B0425
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CELL RESPIRATION OF MOUSE
AS RELATED TO TISSUE TYPE AND AGE AND FIELD
STRENGTH AND TEMPERATURE A65-80426
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON FRUIT FLY, DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTERt AND S-37 MOUSE TUMOR CELLS
A65-80_62
BOUND AND FREE CORTICOSTEROID IN PLASMA OF TWO
SUBSPECIES OF DEER MICE, PEROMYSCUS MANICULATUS_
AFTER EXPOSURE TO LOW AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
IDENTIFIED THROUGH CHROMATOGRAPHY
A65-80511
COMBINED ACTION OF X-RAY RADIATION AND VIBRATION
ON BONE MARROW CELL MITOSIS OF MOUSE
A65-BO535
RAOIOPROTECTIVE ACTION OF MELANIN IN X-RAY
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN MICE A65-80543
ELEVATION OF THERMOSTABILITY THRESHOLD BY VARIOUS
FACTORS IN ALBINO MICE A65-B0796
2-MERCAPTOBENZOTHIAZOL EFFECT ON MOUSE AND
BILIRUBIN SOLUTION EXPOSED TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
AAS-8082_
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF ETHYL PALNITATE,
OLIVE OIL AND OTHER VEGETABLE OILS IN MOUSE
A65-80844
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF CYSTEINE AND St
2-AMINO-ETHYLISOTHIURONIUMBROHIDE-HYOROBROMIDE ON
RADIATION-INDUCED LETHAL MUTATION IN MOUSE
A65-80845
EFFECT OF LOW-FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND X-RAYS ON
MITOSIS OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MICE
A65-80922
DEGREE OF ACCELERATION TOLERANCE IN MICE AFTER
IRRADIATION A65-BO985
RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION OF CYSTEAMINE AND CYSTAMINE
IN X-IRRADIATION MICE A65-BIO29
ANTIRADIATION EFFECTS OF LONG CHAIN ALKYL
DERIVATIVES OF MERCAPTOETHYLGUANIDINE GIVEN MOUSE
EXPOSED TO LETHAL DOSES OF X-RADIATION
A65-81033
AIR EMBOLISM IN MICE AFTER EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
AND POSSIBLE PREVENTION A65-81078
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHETICS AGAINST
ANOXIA IN MICE AAS-BI209
INVESTIGATIONS INTO PROTECTIVE ACTION OF
ANESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA IN MICE
A65-B1210
RADIDPROTECTIVE EFFICIENCY OF MEXAMINE
A65-81263
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVERt SPLEENt AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-BI265
INFLUENCE OF INDOLYLALKYLAMINES AND OTHER
COMPOUNDS ON ABILITY OF MICE TO TOLERATE LOW
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN PRESSURE CHAMBER
A65-BIZ66
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION IN NICE
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER
DEPRIVATION AAS-BI28B
QUANTITATION OF ERYTHROPOIETIC STIMULUS PRODUCED
BY HYPOXIA IN PLETHORIC MOUSE DURING ALTITUDE
SIMULATION A65-81535
VESTIBULAR RESPONSE TO SOUND - SINGLE UNIT
RECORDING FROM VESTIBULAR NERVE IN FENESTRATED
OEAF MICE A65-BI537
EFFECT OF PROTECTORS ON BONE MARROW REGENERATION
AFTER IRRADIATION BY SUBLETHAL DOSES OF
X-RADIATION A65-81551
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE MICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIA9 COLD STRESS_ AND
ETHANDLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIA,
PROTEUS MIRABILIS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S. AUREUS A65-81598
REGENERATION OF BONE MARROW AFTER IRRADIATION BY
bOO MEV PROTONS AND X-RAY IN ALBINO MICE
A65-81627
DISTRIBUTION OF PSEUDOUREA AS RESULT OF VARIOUS
MODES OF INTRODUCTION, DOSES AND CONDITIONS OF
IRRADIATION IN MICE A65-81675
FLUCTUATION OF URINE ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION AND ITS
RELATION TO RADIATION SICKNESS AND MORTALITY OF
MULTIPLE IRRADIATED MICE A65-81748
NEUROLOGIC ADAPTATIONS, AUDIOGENIC RESPONSES_
GROWTH PATTERN, AND HEMATOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS IN
MICE EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
A65-819_8
COMPARATIVE RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
MERCAPTO- AND INDOLYLALKYLAMINES IN WHITE MICE
EXPOSED TO GAMMA RADIATION OR IRRADIATION BY
PROTONS OF 120-660 MEV ENERGY A65-81989
EFFECT OF VIBRATION ON MITOSIS IN BONE MARROW
CELLS IN MICE A65-BZOlB
ADAPTATION OF DOMESTIC MICE TO COLD ENVIRONMENT
AbS-B2[03
PULMONARY ARTERY MUSCLE MASS AND VENTRICULAR
CARDIAC SIZE OF MICE DURING HYPOXIA AS AFFECTED BY
METHYL DOPA A65-82191
AVOIDANCE RESPONSE TO VARIOUS HYPOXIC ATMOSPHERES
AND REVERSAL BEHAVIOR IN WHITE NICE
A65-82209
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AMOUNTS OF
TOCOPHEROL AND EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TD BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION A65-82358
LETHAL ACCUMULATION OF X-RAY IRRADIATION BY MICE
FROM FRACTIONATED EXPOSURE
USNRDL-TR-TB4 N65-11666
PEROGNATHUS INVESTIGATED AS EXPERIMENTAL ORGANISM
FOR SPACE BIOLOGY RESEARCH
NASA-CR-59706 N65-12413
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS IN POCKET NICE
NASA-CR-50597 N65-16_36
TIME FACTOR INITIATING FREEZING AND ICE
PENETRATION AND FORMATION IN MOUSE LIMB TISSUE
AAL-TOR-63-27 N65-17910
OSTEOLATHYRISM IN MICE AND INHIBITION OF ENDOSTEAL
BONE REACTION IN ESTROGEN TREATED MICE BY AMINO
ACETONITRILE N65-18089
DIFFERENT ROUTES OF CHALLENGE OF COXSACKIE B
VIRUS ON COLD STRESSED MICE
AAL-TDR-66-2 N65-18973
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ON
RADIATION LETHALITY IN MICE N65-19216
DOSAGE TO MORTALITY RELATION FOR SEVERAL RADIATION
PROTECTION CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR MICE
N65-19215
RELATION BETWEEN SPLEEN OXYGEN TENSION AND
RADIATION PROTECTION IN MICE N65-19216
CORTISONE INFLUENCE ON GLYCONEOGENESIS, ENDOTOXIN
A-268
SUBJECTINDEX MUSCLE
LETHALITY_AND TRYPTOPHAN PYRRDLASE INDUCTION IN
COLD-EXPOSED MICE
AAL-TDR-64-5 N65-19289
RADIOLOGY - EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION ON EYESt
EXPOSURE OF MICE TO GAMMA RADiATIONt AND
LEUKOCYTE AND BONE MARROW CHANGES IN RABBITS
EXPOSED TO RADIATION
FTD-TT-6_-766/l_2 N65-21208
CORRELATION OF RADIATION DISEASE DATA IN MICE WITH
LIFE EXPECTANCY AFTER GAMMA IRRADIATION - DOSAGE
RANGE DIFFERENCE DUE TO INDIVIDUAL
N65-21210
PROTECTION AGAINST X- AND GAMMA RADIATION IN
NICE PRETREATED WITH 2-AMINOETHYLISOTHIOURONIUH
BROMIDE HYDROBROMIDE PLUS S-HYDROXYTRYPTAMINE
CREATININE SULFATE AND IN NONTREATED MICE
UCLA-12-552 1465-21824
INTRAPERITONEAL INOCULATION OF MICE WITH SUBLETHAL
DOSAGES OF VIRUSES N65-22312
INVESTIGATION OF PEROGNATHUS AS EXPERIMENTAL
ORGANISM FOR RESEARCH IN SPACE BIOLOGY -
REPRODUCTIVE CYCLESt BREEDING AND REARING IN
CAPTIVITY
NASA-CR-b2556 N65-23002
SHIFT IN DISTRIBUTION OF BODY NITROGEN IN
IRRADIATED MICE WITH HOMOLOGOUS MARROW GRAFTS
N65-25662
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN MICE AND RATS TRACED FOR
DETERMINING INFLUENCE OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
ON DISTRiBUTiON OF NEUTRAL RED AND HEMOGLOBIN
IN ORGANS N65-26390
CLEARANCE OF CARBON! SALMONELLA THYPHIMURIUH!
AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS FROM MOUSE BLOOD
AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE - DILUTION COUNT AND
RADIOACTIVE TRACING MEASUREMENTS
AAL-TDR-66.--16 N65-2T531
DISTRIBUTION OF ICE IN FROZEN INTERNAL ORGANS,
LIMBS. AND SKIN OF FROGS AND MICE
AAL-TDR-63-28 NOS-2TS6I
ENZYME INDUCTION AND CORTISONE PROTECTION IN
ENDOTOXIN-POISONED MICE
AAL-TDR-66-B N65-30826
REPRODUCTION OF MICE IN CONFINEMENT
NASA-CR-6_315 N65-308_T
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN NICEr RATSe
SEEDSt AND DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER
N65-31039
MUSCLE
SA CRAMP
SA ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
SA MYOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
STAPEDIUS MUSCLE REFLEX FUNCTION IN PROTECTION
AGAINST NOISE INJURY AND IN UNDERSTANDING OF
SPEECH A65-80010
SOUND TRANSMISSION IN HUMAN EAR - INFLUENCE OF
STAPEDIUS AND TENSOR TYMPAN] MUSCLES
A65-80035
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE REFLEXES ELICITED BY ACOUSTIC
AND NONACOUSTIC STIMULATION A65-80036
MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIALS AS INDEX DF EFFORT
RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL ESTIMATE OF SUCCESS ON TASK
A65-80092
SEAT COMFORT DETERMINED BY COMPARATIVE RECORDING
OF SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT AND INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS AbS-BOIT3
ROLE OF SKIN AND MUSCLE VESSELS OF HEATED AND
COOLED SUBJECTS IN FOREARM BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE
TO NOREPINEPHRINE A65-BO180
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE AND ACTIVATION
LEVEL AS FUNCTION OF INTERMITTENT VISUAL
INPUT DISRUPTIONv FLICKER RATE, AND WORK TIME
A65-B0256
EXCITATION-DURATION CURVES AFTER ACUTE
OCCUPATIONAL CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-8027B
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INTERACTION
BETWEEN TASK DEMANDS AND REDUCED SENSORY INPUT
A65-80520
ROLE OF DIMINISHED OXYGEN TENSION IN FUNCTIONAL
HYPEREMIA OF SKELETAL MUSCLE OF DOG
A65-BO610
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATED TO VISUAL
ILLUSIONS A65-B1218
ACENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASE_ ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE,
AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE-CREATINE
TRANSPHOSPHORYLASE ACTIVITY OF HEART AND SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF GROUND SQUIRRELt CITELLUS
TRIDECEMIINEATUS, IN COLD ENVIRONMENT DURING
HIBERNATION AND AROUSAL AbS-B1500
EFFECT OF MUSCULAR STRESS OF DURATION OF DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS OF MOTOR REACTION OF LOWER EXTREMITIES
IN YOUNG ATHLETES A65-81509
SHORT-LATENCY HUMAN MUSCLE AND BRAIN EVOKED
RESPONSES TO CLICKS A65-81635
EYE LID MOVEMENT EFFECT UPON ELECTRO-OCUIOGRAPHIC
RECORDING OF VERTICAL EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-81969
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGES IN ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
OF FOREARM MUSCLES AND ACRAL VASOMOTOR REACTION
EVOKED BY DEEP INSPIRATION A65-B1993
kORK CAPACITY OF SYNERGIC MUSCULAR GROUP
A65-82005
COMPETITION BETWEEN METABOLIC VASODILATION DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND NEUROGENIC VASOCONSTRICTION
IN SKELETAL MUSCLE IN CAT A65-82066
NATURE AND CAUSE DF MUSCULAR HYPEREMIA DURING
PHYSICAl EXERCISE IN CATS A65-82069
STAPEDIUS REFLEX TD TONE STIMULI OF MEDIUM
1CAJDNESS IN ALERT RABBIT A65--82162
NERVE CDNDUCTION t MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIAL AND
CONTRACTIONv AND HABITUATION OF SUBJECT DURING
II_ERSION OF HAND AND ARM IN 10 DEG C. WATER
A65-82160
DECREASE IN SKELETAL MUSCLES AND ENZYME ACTIVITY
INCREASE AFTER COLD EXPOSURE IN RATS
A65-BZITB
_UANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF CIRCULATION OF CALF
MUSCULARTURE IN MAN A65-82229
INFLUENCE OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
AUTOMATISM OF CARDIAC MUSCLE AND ASSOCIATED
AMPLIFICATION OF TONUS OF VAGUS NERVE
N65-15665
ELECTROMYOGRAPH FOR RECORDING OF ELECTRICAL
MUSCLE DISCHARGE N65-15720
EARLY INDICATOR OF ADAPTIVE MUSCLE TISSUE REACTION
TO HYPDXIA IN AGING HUMANS N65-17765
ANOXIA INFLUENCE ON METABOLISM OF SMOOTH MUSCLE
N65-17TT2
HYPOXIC AND MUSCLE TENSION SHIFT CHARACTERISTICS
USED IN DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF
DAMAGED ENDOCARDIUM NOS-1TT96
INJURY CAUSED BY FORMATION OF ICE IN ISOLATED
MUSCLES OF RATS
AAL-TDR-63-39 N65-18971
A-2_9
MUSCULAR FATIGUE SUBJECT INDEX
TETRATHIONATE EFFECT ON STABILITY AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE
TRIOSEPHOSPHATE OEHYDROGENASES
NASA-CR-56251 N65-I9962
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS MEASURED FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
SUBMICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF STRIATED FROG
MUSCLES N65-26382
EFFECTS OF OXYGEN, NITROGEN, AND CARBON DIOXIDE
ON ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SMOOTH MUSCLE IN FROGS
JPRS-31013 N65-28142
NEUROHUMURAE REGULATION OF MUSCULAR _CTIVITY AND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NERVOUS AND HUMORAL
PROCESSES - INJECTIONS DF SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE
JPRS-31968 N65-33429
REGENERATION OF DAMAGED MUSCLE TISSUE - PHYSIOLOGY
N65-36I[7
MUSCULAR FATIGUE
FATIGUE AND WORK CAPACITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLE
AFTER PHYSICAL EXERCISE TRAINING IN OLD SUBJECTS
A65-80991
WORK PULSE RATE AS INDICATOR OF PERSISTING MUSCLE
FATIGUE IN HUMANS A65-81270
MUSCULAR FUNCTION
SA HEART FUNCTION
SA KINESTHESIS
SA SHIVERING
CONVULSIONS CAUSED BY HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN / OHP/
AND RELATIONSHIP TO PARALYSIS A65-14233
WRITING MOTION COORDINATION IN SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS FROM SOVIET ASTRONAUT LOGBOOKS
A65-18373
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE DURING MAXIMUM
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF FLYING CADETS
A65-2Og84
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITY, MUSCLE
BALANCE, STEROSCOPIC VISION, TACHISTOSCOPIC
PERCEPTION AND COL@R VISION A65-29058
MUSCULAR BIOCURRENT DISTRIBUTION DEPENDENCE ON
VARIATIONS IN RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OCCASIONED BY
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE 665-30482
EXERCISE EFFECTS ON CORONARY AND PULMONARY
CIRCULATIONS OF 30 HUMAN SUBJECTS WITH CORONARY
SINUS CATHETERIZATION A65-31346
LIMITS TO CORRECTION BY HYPERCAPNIA OF CERTAIN
EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA ON INTELLECTUAL AND MUSCULAR
ACTIVITY A65-36398
ROLE OF MUSCULAR CONTRACTIONS IN CHEMICAL
THERMOREGULATION IN ALBINO RATS UNDER HyPOXIC
CONDITIONS ; A65-80603
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN CATS SIMILAR TO
OCULAR MUSCLE MOVEMENT DURING RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
IN SLEEP A65-81483
EFFECT OF TYMPANIC MUSCLE ACTIVITY ON MOVEMENT OF
EARDRUM, ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE AND COCHLEAR
MICROPHONICS 665-81505
EFFECT OF MUSCULAR EFFORT REDUCTION AND LACK OF
HYDROSTATIC BLOOD PRESSURE ON HUMAN BLOOD
CIRCULATION N65-I3737
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON ANIMAL MUSCULAR HEART
FUNCTION Nb5-16625
BIOTECHNQLOGICAL PROJECTS IN UPPER EXTREMITY
PROSTHETICS, SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL, HUMAN
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING SYSTEMS, AND
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES
REPT.-65-14 N65-24004
CORRELATIONAL STUDY OF MYOPOTENTIAL RESPONSE ANO
FORCE OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION DURING VARYING
ACTIVITY DEMANDS
REPT.-2386 N65-25529
MUSCULAR STRENGTH
FULL-SCALE WEARABLE NONPOWERED EXOSKELETAL
STRUCTURE /MAN AMPLIFIER/ FABRICATION AND TESTING
TO DETERMINE EFFECT ON WORK TASK PERFORMANCE
A65-19149
RESPONSE STRENGTH AND DURATION OF SU_MAXIMAL
HOLDING ENDURANCE FOR MEASUREMENTS AT 20 BODY
POSITIONS A65-30102
PRE-TENSED AND FREE-ARM SPEED AS AFFLCTED BY
STRENGTH TRAINING A65-80525
MUSCULAR PERFORMANCE IN MALE ATHLETE UNDER
INFLUENCE OF TWO PSYCHOSTIMULANT DRUGS
A65-81228
RELATIVE MUSCLE STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE AFTER
ISOMETRIC AND DYNAMIC METHODS OF TRAINING
AbS-8126g
RATE OF INCREASE OF STRENGTH THROUGH ISOMETRIC
TRAINING AS FUNCTION OF INITIAL RE_TING LENGTH OF
MUSCLE IN MEN AND WOMEN A65-81271
DEVELOPMENT OF ISOMETRIC STRENGTH AT DIFFERENT
ANGLES WITHIN RANGE OF MOTION 665-81568
DEVICE FOR MEASURING SIMULTANEOUS FLEXION STRENGTH
OF BOTH WRISTS A65-B2335
MUSCULAR ANATOMY AND STRENGTH COMPARED IN
CHIMPANZEE AND HUMAN
ARL-TR-65-4 N65-26129
MONKEY, APE, AND HUMAN MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE - MUSCULAR-
SKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM OF ADULT
FEMALE CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TR-65-3 N65-27544
VARIATIONS IN STRENGTH OF MUSCLES DURING MOVEMENT
USING DYNAMOMETER MEASURING DEVICE
NASA-TT-F-9339 N65-27676
MUSCULOSKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY - MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE OF MONKEYS,
APES, AND HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-8 N65-36722
MUSCULAR SYSTEM
SA MOTOR SYSTEM IBIOLI
FEASIBILITY OF WEARABLE EXOSKELETAL STRUCTURE FOR
STUDYING MOTION AND PERFORMANCE OF WEARER AT WORK
TASKS
ASME PAPER 64-WA/HUF-3 A65-I342I
MECHANOELECTRICAL AND BIOMECHANICAL PRINCIPLES OF
CONTROL OF HUMAN UPPER LIMB MUSCLES
A65-20495
INTRINSIC EYE MOVEMENT NOISE DURING VISUAL TASK
665-80048
REACTION TIME FOR TASKS INVOLVING ARM AND LEG
MOVEMENTS A65-80522
EVOKED POTENTIALS TO SOUND AND OTHER STIMULI IN
MAN A65-B0639
INTRA-ARTERIAt BLOOD PRESSURE DURING EXERCISE WITH
DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS 665-B0673
STUDY OF TREMOR IN HUMAN POSTURE MECHANISM
A65-80749
CALCULATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TREMOR BASED ON WORK
OF MOTOR UNITS IN MAN 665-80750
VARIATIONS IN TREMOR FREQUENCY RANGE WITH TYPE OF
MOTOR UNIT WORK IN MAINTAINING POSTURE
665-80751
A-250
SUBJECT INDEX NASA PROGRAN
QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP OF MOTOR UNITS WORK IN
SUSTAINED POSTURE IN HUMANS A65-BO753
RELATIONSHIP OF DISCHARGE TIME IN MOTOR NEURONS OF
MUSCLES ANTAGONISTS IN HUMANS BY ANALYSIS OF EMG
A6S-8OT60
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTRAMUSCULAR TEMPERATURE AND
SINGLE AND POLYPHASIC POTENTIAL OF STRIATED MUSCLE
IN RABBITS A65-8OB32
KINETICS OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AT ONSET OF
MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN NAN ABP-BO884
HUMAN POSTURE AND MUSCULAR SYSTEM IN RELATION TO
GRAVITY A65-80987
ELASTIC COMPONENT AND COURSE OF FATIGUE IN
OENERVATED MUSCLE OF RAT AbS-BIT09
OXYBEN TENSION IN HUMAN MUSCLE DURING OXYGEN
BREATHING AT NATURAL HIGH ALTITUDES AND DURING
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-81873
EFFECT OF PROPRIOCEPTIVE STIMULATION ON HUMAN
MUSCLE ACTION BASED ON ELECTRUNYOGRAPHIC STUDIES
A65_B187B
ACCURACY OF ACTIVE AND POSITIVE POSITIONING OF LEG
ON BASIS OF KINESTHETIC CUES A6S-B1992
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN MAXIMAL SPEED OF
MUSCULAR CONTRACTION AND REACTION TIME
A65-82331
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCES ON SMOOTH MUSCLES OF SMALL
INTESTINE AND BLOOD VESSELS AFTER TRANSECTION OF
AUTONOMIC NERVES AND SPINAL CORD
N65-136TT
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE IN NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR
SYSTEMS TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-23467
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROTONS - EFFECT OF
RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON AFTERGLOW OF
IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF SERUM ALBUMIN - MUSCULAR
SYSTEM EXCITATION DISTRIBUTION
JPRS-3156T N65-31038
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCITATION IN
TOPOGRAPHICALLY DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS DURING
CONDITIONED REFLEX CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY GAS
EXCHANGE N65-31061
MUSCULAR TONUS
MUSCULAR TENSIONw TASK RESISTANCEt AND SPEED OF
RESPONSE A65-80060
MUSCLE TONUS IN HUMAN DURING SLEEP AND DREAMING
" RELATED TO EYE MOVEMENT RECORDED ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM A65-BO15T
REACTION TIME AND SPEED OF MOVEMENT OF SUPPORTED
LIMB AS AFFECTED BY MUSCULAR STRETCHt TENSIONv AND
RELAXATION A65-BO526
PRE-TENSED AND FREE-ARM SPEED AS AFFECTED BY
STRENGTH TRAINING A65-80525
OXYGEN TENSION EFFECT ON OXYGEN CONSUNPTIONv NA22
EFFLUXt AND CONTRACTILITY OF MUSCLES OF FROG
AbS-BLO22
EFFECTS OF INDUCED MUSCLE TENSION AND AUDITORY
STIMULATION ON TACHISTOSCGPIC PERCEPTION
A65-81567
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL RESPONSES OF X-RAY
IRRADIATED DOGS TO INDUCED MUSCULAR CONTRACTIONS
OF HIND LEGS IN VIVO
TID-20979, ADDEND. Nb5-30567
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON PHYSICAL
ENDURANCE OF IRRADIATED NICE AND RATS AFTER
ADRENAL GLAND REMOVAL, AND ON MUSCULAR T_US OF
GUINEA PIG INTESTINE
JPRS-319_3 N65-35890
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON MUSCULAR TDNUS
IN SMALL INTESTINE OF GUINEA PIG
N65-35892
IedTATION
SA CONGENITAL ANOMALY
SA GENETICS
INCORPORATION OF S-BRDMDURACIL AND PLASTID
MUTATION DURING REPLICATION OF PLASTID
DETERMINANTS IN PRESENCE OF 5-BROMOURACIL AND
SULPHANILAN1DE A65-3138g
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT
ON APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN RUDIMENTARY
CELLS OF DROSOPHILA A65-32302
NEGATIVE ATMOSPHERIC ION EFFECT ON MUTATION RATE
IN DROSUPHILA MELANOGASTER A65-8018B
MUTAGENIC AND ANTIMUTAGENIC ACTION OF
RADIOP_TECTIVE AMINO ACIDS IN PLANT DURING
HITOSIS A65-B0657
EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION GROWTH AND
MUTATION RATE IN VARIOUS SPECIES OF CHLORELLA
A6S-B0658
CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON
GENETICS, CELL MUTATION, AND MUTAGENIC NATURE OF
TRITIUM DECAY
NASA-CR-59196 N65-10112
PROTON TUNNELING AND OTHER MECHANISMS OF
MUTATION N65-10114
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - CHEMICAL MUTAGENESIS IN
BACTERIOPHAGE AND GENETIC REGULATION OF PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-2818T N65-14164
SPACE FLIGHT MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA
NELANOGASTER DURING FLIGHT ON VOSTOK III AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-24490
CHROMOSOMAL MUTATION IN HORSE BEAN - INTERACTION
BETWEEN PRIMARY EFFECTS OF RADIATION AND
CHEMICAL MUTAGENS N65-25612
GENETIC ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO RADIATION AND
PRACIICAL USE OF MUTAGENS NbS-28290
ANIMAL AND PLANT GENETICS - INDUCED MUTATION
PROCESSES
JPRS-31516 NbS-31536
LETHAL, HUTAGENIC, AND CYTOGENETIC EFFECTS OF FAST
CHARGED PARTICLES ON VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL CELLS
N65-34582
NYOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
EFFECT OF BODY BUILD ON QRS VOLTAGE OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN NORMAL MEN AND SIGNIFICANR;E
IN DIAGNOSIS OF LEFT VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY
A65-80632
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTRAMUSCULAR TEMPERATURE AND
SINGLE AND POLYPHASIC POTENTIAL OF STRIATED MUSCLE
IN RABBITS A65-80832
CORRELATIONAL STUDY OF MYOPOTENTIAL RESPONSE AND
FORCE OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION DURING VARYING
ACTIVITY DEMANDS
REPT.-2386 N65-25529
RYOPIA
MYOPIA IN PILOTS AS RESULT OF PROLONGED FLIGHT
DUTY AbS-81826
N
NARCOSIS
NARCOTICS INFLUENCE ON ORGANISM RESISTANCE TO
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA AND NARCOSIS
NbS-IT7TT
NASA PROGRAN
SA SPACE PROGRAM
A-251
NAVIGATION SUBJECTINDEX
NASANDUSAFPROGRAMSINSPACEBIOLOGYt
INCLUDING BIDSATELLITES, TO STUDY ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS ON VARIOUS ANIMALS 665-28616
NASA BIDSATELLITE PROGRAM TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICAL,
EVOLUTIONARY AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS, RADIATION AND REMOVAL FROM EARTH
ROTATION A65-30692
ROLE OF MAN IN EXPLORATION OF SPACE
A65-B0813
NASA PROGRAM TO DEVELOP IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL
MONITORING WITH COMPUTER TECHNIQUES FOR HANDLING
DATA A65-81336
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND OCCUPATIONS IN NASA SPACE
PROGRAM A65-81390
NASA PROGRAM FOR BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS AS
SUGGESTED BY NATIONAL ACADEMY GF SCIENCES SPACE
SCIENCE BOARD A65-82219
COLD TEST EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA
PROGRAM MERCURY SURVIVAL KIT
AAL-TDR-64-24 N65-24083
NAVIGATION
S RADAR NAVIGATION
S SPACE NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE
MECHANISMS FOR NAVIGATION OF MIGRATING BIRDS
POSSIBLY APPLICABLE TO GUIDANCE OF MISSILES
A65-B0433
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENT
FLIGHT CONTROL AND NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
N65-13743
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
S DEGENERATION
NEON
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC SYSTEM CAPABLE OF MEASURING
LOW LEVELS OF NEON AND CARBON MONOXIDE IN HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN IN PULMONARY DIFFUSING
CAPACITY DETERMINATIONS A65-82170
NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA BRAIN
SA CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA CEREBRAL CORTEX
SA CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
SA CEREBRUM
SA NEUROLOGY
SA NEURON
SA NEUROSCIENCE
SA PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA RECEPTOR
SA SPINAL CORD
SA SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
SA SYNAPSE
STEADY ARRIVAL OF CUTANEOUS IMPULSES AT SPINAL
CORD RESULTS IN STEADY DEPOLARIZATION OF PASSIVE
AFFERENT TERMINALS A65-16316
MYELINATED FIBER DEGENERATION AND REGENERATION IN
CEREBRAL AND CEREBELLAR CORTEX DAMAGED BY 48 MEV
ALPHA PARTICLE RADIATION A65-21945
RESPONSES OF CELLS IN DORSDLATERAL TRACT OF CAT TO
PERIPHERAL CUTANEOUS UNMYELINATED FIBERS
A65-22352
ELECTRODE AND CANNULAE IMPLANTATION IN HORSESHOE
CRABS TO RECORD OPTIC NERVE, HEART AND ABDOMINAL
GANGLIA ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY A65-22674
TRANSMISSION OF NERVE STIMULI IN MAN AND ANIMALS
INCLUDING STRUCTURE OF NEURONS A65-26142
INCREASED RADIOSENSITIVITY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DUE
TO DOSE OF MONOFLUOROACETATE A65-30077
COMPARISON OF SELECTED FEATURES OF ELECTRIC
RESPONSES RECORDED FROM UNITS IN AUDITORY NERVE
AND COCHLEAR NUCLEUS A65-31724
EXCITATION-DURATION CURVES AFTER ACUTE
OCCUPATIONAL CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-80278
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAMS OF TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
SUBJECTS AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-B0455
PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSES OF MAN EXPOSED TO COLD
INVOLVING NERVOUS, CIRCULATORY, AND ENDOCRINE
SYSTEMS A65-80491
STIMULATION OF SYMPATHETIC SYSTEM CONTROLLING
ADRENAL ACTIVITY BY SMALL DOSES OF ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION DURING PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT IN
CHILDREN 665-80592
RESPONSE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO COLD-BLOCK OF
VAGUS TRUNK A65-80602
ROLE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM IN KIDNEY REACTION TO SMALL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION A65-80648
RECOVERY OF SOMATIC AND VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS LOST
AFTER EXPOSURE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
IONIZING RADIATION AND EFFECT OF SODIUM BROMIDE
AND AMYTAL A65-B0649
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF
MOTOR NERVES OF DOG AND CAT LUNGS AND RESPONSE OF
AIRWAY SMOOTH MUSCLE A65-B0667
EFFECT OF DARK ADAPTATION OF OPTIC AFFERENT SYSTEM
GN THERMORECEPTORS OF HUMAN SKIN
A65-80715
EFFECT OF AREA STIMULATED AND DURATION OF THERMAL
STIMULUS OF CUTANEOUS RECEPTORS ON OPTICAL SENSORY
NEURON FUNCTION A65-8071B
MICROWAVE EFFECT ON NERVE FUNCTIONAL STATE IN
FROGS 665-80747
RELATIONSHIP OF DISCHARGE TIME IN MOTOR NEURONS OF
MUSCLES ANTAGONISTS IN HUMANS BY ANALYSIS OF EMG
A65-80760
NERVOUS AND VISUAL ABNORMALITIES DUE TO CARBON
DIOXIDE POISONING TREATED WITH ETHOPROPAZINE
A65-8082Z
BODY MOVEMENTS AND NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION IN
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80920
HISTOCHEMICAL DEMONSTRATION OF
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF VESTIBULAR BONES OF GUINEA PIGS
A65-81044
BEHAVIORAL BIOPHYSICS - ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
AND RELATION TO BEHAVIOR OF ORGANISMS
A65-B1206
INTERVENING NEURAL ACTIVITY IN VISUAL PERCEPTION -
HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCT 665-81244
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS IN RABBIT AND CAT
SKIN 665-81278
OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS UNITARY DISCHARGE IN GUINEA PIG
FOLLOWING CALORIC STIMULATION OF LABYRINTH
A65-81313
CLINICAL SYNDROMES IN HUMANS UNDER EFFECTS OF
DIFFERENT RADIO-FREQUENCY BANDS
A65-B1371
OC RESTING POTENTIALS OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY
A-252
SUBJECT INDEX NERVOUS SYSTEM
ELECTRIC AND THERMIC STIMULATION OF EFFERENT
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND ADMINISTRATION OF STRYCHNINE
A65-BI379
DETERMINATION OF MOBILITY OF NERVOUS PROCESSES BY
PHOTIC STIMULATION BY STUDY OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A65-81656
DEGREE OF RESPONSE OF VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS TO VIBRATION STRESS IN ALBINO RATS
AbS-BITOl
ELASTIC COMPONENT AND COURSE OF FATIGUE IN
DENERVATED MUSCLE OF RAT A65-B1TO9
CARDIAC REFLEX RESPONSE OF DOG DURING HYPOXIA AND
ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SINUS AND PNEUMGGASTRIC
NERVES A65-BIB6T
NEUROLOGIC ADAPTATIONSw AUDIOGENIC RESPONSES_
GROWTH PATTERN_ AND HEMATOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS IN
NICE EXPOSED TO ACCELERATION STRESS
AbS-819_B
AUDITORY ACTIVITY IN UNCROSSED CENTRIFUGAL
COCHLEAR FIBERS IN CAT A65-82063
COMPETITION BETWEEN METABOLIC VASODILATION DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND NEURUGENIC VASOCONSTRICTION
IN SKELETAL MUSCLE IN CAT A65-82066
SIGNIFICANCE OF OLIVO-COCHLEAR BUNDLE FOR
ADAPTATION MECHANISM OF INNER EAR
A65-B2131
STIMULUS CODING IN THE AUDITORY.NERVE AND COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS IN CATS A65-82135
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR EFFERENT SYSTEM
AS RELATED 10 NERVE ACTIVITY AND DC RESTING
POTENTIAL A65-B2140
NERVL CONOUCTIONt MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIAL AND
CONTRACTIONv AND HABITUATION OF SUBJECT DURING
IMMERSION OF HAND AND ARM IN lO DEG Co NATER
A65-82160
NERVOUS SYSTEM DAMAGE CAUSED BY EXPOSURE TO HIGH
ENERGY PROTONS IN DOGS AbS-BZZ_I
INHIBITION AND TIME AND SPATIAL PATTERNS OF NEURAL
ACTIVITY IN SENSORY PERCEPTION A65-8226T
STIMULUS INTENSITY CHANGES AS RELATED TO TONE AND
REACTION TIME IN DTERMINING AUDITORY NEUTRAL
LESIONS A65-822TO
ACETYCLHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF COCHLEA AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF CAT
A65-82307
ORIGIN OF RETINAE GANGLION CELL FIRING RATE IN
EYES OF CATS DURING LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION.
Ab5-82353
INTERVAL ANALYSIS OF CELL DISCHARGE IN SPONTANEOUS
AND OPTICALLY MODULATED ACTIVITY IN OPTIC TRACTt
GENICULATE BODYj AND CORTEX OF CAT
A65-82355
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF CIRCULATION, NERVOUS,
AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS IN HEALTHY AND DISEASED
HUMANS AND ANIMALS
JPRS-27178 N65-10212
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFICIENCY OF MACACUS MONKEY
AFTER CORTEX ABLATION
NASA-TT-F-91T8 Nb5-11_51
HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM AS CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
VOLUNTARY MUSCLES
FTD-HT-63-265 N65-11585
ADRENALINE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF BLOOD OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
FTO-TT-63-1170/I&2 N65-11760
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO NEURAL NETS AND
MOTOR AND VISUAL NERVOUS SYSTEMS
ARRL-TR-66-BO N65-1189B
SENSORYe MOTORv CORTICALv SUBCORTICAL AND
MORPHOLOGICAl. EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENERGY
REPTo-66-OI N65-12860
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND MECHANISMS OF BRAIN ACTIVITY
JPRS-27967 N65-I339B
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN NERVOUS SYSTEM OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO LATERAL ACCELERATIONS
N65-13666
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND MOTOR REACTIONS IN
MAN DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-13685
CHANGES IN CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS SYSTEMS
AFTER EXPOSURE TO AIR STREAM AT SUPERSONIC SPEED
N65-13TO3
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY IN MAN - SELECTION AND
TRAINING OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL N65-13T53
ROLE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REACTION OF ORGANISM TO
ACCELERATIONS N65-13T55
SIGNIFICANCE OF PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
TONE FOR INCREASING RESISTANCE TO FLIGHT
CONDITIONS N65-13T76
CHANGES IN NERVOUS SYSTEM IN VERTIGo AND AFTER
TERMINAL CONDITIONS
JPRS-281TT N6S-13863
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR STUDY OF RELATION BETWEEN
NEURAL PROCESSES OF EXCITATION AND INHIBITION
NbS-14579
BIOCHEMISTRY AND CHEMOTHERAPY OF NERVOUS AND
PSYCHIC DISEASES
JPRS-285ZT N65-158TZ
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-ZB687 N65-I6726
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ANIMAL AND HUMAN NERVOUS
SYSTEMS N65-18886
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON FUNCTIONAL
CONDITION OF NERVES N65-18889
CHANGES OF HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND VEGETATIVE
REACTIONS DURING LONG EXPOSURE TO RELATIVE
ADYNAMIA AND ISOLATION
FTD-TT-66-635/I_2_6 N65-19197
MECHANISMS OF TROPHIC FUNCTION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND ROLE IN NUTRITION REGULATION
JPRS-29303 N65-20099
LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR STUDYING
GLYCOGEN IN NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TM-X-SI761 N65-ZZI89
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, AND EFFECTS OF AGE_ SOUND, AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ROLE OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS
JPRS-29666 N65-23_3
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON HIGHER ORDER NERVOUS SYSTEM
ACTIVITY OF DOGS DURING SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
N65-Z3466
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE IN NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR
SYSTEMS TO IONIZING RADIATION NbS-Z366T
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND
DRUG ACTION ON BRAINy LOCALIZATION OF
CONDITIONED INHIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOSISv AND
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-3OOOT N65-2_230
MICROWAVE RADIATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR AND
NERVOUS SYSTEM OF FROGS
A-253
NEURALNET SUBJECTINDEX
ATD-T-65-39 N65-28123
RELATIONSHIP OF DIFFERENT STAGES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS, AND
ELECTRDMYOGRAMS STUDIED BY EVOKED MYOGRAPHY
ELICITED BY NERVE STIMULATION IN MONKEYS
N65-28774
TREATMEN_T OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS BY INDUCED
SLEEP NITH ELECTRICITY
JPRS-3136T N65-30711
EFFECT OF LOCAL AND TOTAL, SINGLE AND CHRONIC
VIBRATION ON STATE OF PERIPHERAL AND CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEMS N65-31379
INHIBITION OF CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX NEURONS INDUCED BY LIGHT AND
SOUND STIMULI
JPRS-31467 N65-31531
NEUROHUNORAL REGULATION OF MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NERVOUS AND HUMORAL
PROCESSES - INJECTIONS OF SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE
JPRS-3196B N65-33429
NEURAL NET
SA ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO NEURAL NETS AND
MOTOR AND VISUAL NERVDUS SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-64-80 N65-11898
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
NCS-24877
NEUROLOGY
NEUROLOGICAL FINDINGS AFTER PROLDNGED SLEEP
DEPRIVATION A65-81021
NEUROLOGY - SPINAL CORD REFLEX ACTIVITY, RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA, AND RADIATION
EFFECTS ON HUMAN EEG
FTD-TT-64-267/l&2 N65-14470
NEURON
SA RECEPTOR
NODAL DIFFERENTIATIONS OF ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES BY
VARIATION OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE OF NEURONS
A65-31019
METHOD FOR COMPUTER RECOGNITION OF INTRACELLULARLY
RECORDED NEURONAL EVENTS A65-81755
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR INTRACELLULAR EVENT
RECOGNITION A65-81756
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON INHIBITORY
ACTION OF CALYX-LIKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON IN
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF RABBIT MEDULLA
N65-23373
EFFECT OF POTASSIUM ION CONCENTRATION ON
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEURON MEMBRANES
OF GRAPE SNAIL N65-32661
INTERNEURONAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONAL
RESPON_ CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOLOGICAL NERVE
CELLS
SAR-T N65-32793
NEURON TRANSMISSION
TRANSMISSION OF NERVE STIMULI IN MAN AND ANIMALS
INCLUDING STRUCTURE OF NEURONS A65-26142
CHEMICAL TRANSMISSION OF NEURAL EXCITATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-3ISI7 N65-31520
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
SA PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
LOCAL, SEGMENTAL AND SUPRASPINAL INTERACTION WITH
DORSOLATERAL SPINAL CUTANEOUS AFFERENT SYSIEM,
EXAMINING ELECTRIC STIMULATION EFFECTS
A-254
A65-16311
PORTABLE BIOMEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT IDENTIFY CHANGES IN AROUSAL
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER FLIGHT STRESSES
INCLUDING SKIN RESPONSE, LEG AND BLOOD PRESSURE
A65-24201
VASCULA4_, REACTIVITY OF DOGS TO NEUROHORMONES IN
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION BY IMMERSION
METHOD) EXAMINING EFFECT ON BLOOD PRESSURE
-I A65-26747
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF
PRIMATES, RADIATION HAZARD, BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS STUDIED VIA SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
A65-30690
QUANTITATIVE DATA ACQUISITION ON ANATOMY OF MEDIAL
AND LATERAL MAMMILLARY NUCLEI AND RELATED
STRUCTURES OF ASSOCIATED NEUROANATOMIC COMPLEX OF
CAT BRAIN, NOTING ULTRASONIC LESIONS
A65-30738
ACTION POTENTIAL RECORDED, USING REAL-TIME AND ON-
LINE SORTING OF NEUROELECTRIC ACTION POTENTIALS
A65-30843
CHLORPROMAZINE / CPZ/, PROTOTYPE PHENOTHIAZINE
TRANQUILIZER, AFFECTS MEMBRANE FUNCTION WHEREVER
IT ACCUMULATES IN BODY IN SUFFICIENT CONCENTRATION
A65-31007
ACOUSTIC CLICKS PRESENTED THROUGH EARPHONES TO
TWO EARS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS TO STUDY ELECTRICAL
RESPONSE ACTIVITY OF SINGLE NERVE CELLS IN
ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY NUCLEUS
A65-32660
SPIKE DISCHARGE PATTERNS OF sPONTANEOUS AND
CONTINUOUSLY STIMULATED ACTIVITY IN COCHLEAR
NUCLEUS DF ANESTHETIZED CATS A65-32938
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AND INCIDENCE OF
NEUROCIRCULATORY COLLAPSE AND TREATMENT BY USAF
MEDICAL TEAM A65-34200
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS TO STUDY AUTONOMIC CONTROL OF
HUMAN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM A65-34987
MICROWAVE EFFECT ON NERVE FUNCTIONAL STATE IN
FROGS A65-80747
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF HEAT EXPOSURE
A65-BO911
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
VIGILANCE STUDIES- A REVIEW Ab5-B1036
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETIGN IN MICE
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER
DEPRIVATION A65-81288
BEHAVIUR AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CATS
EXPOSEU TO UNSYMMEIRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
AMRL-TDR-64-T2 Nbfi-12045
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY - PROBLEMS IN
CYBERNETICS
JPRS-27792 N65-I45TB
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF REGULATION,
INSPECTION, AND CONTROL N65-1458I
CONDIIIONED REFLEX AND MODERN NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-3O6 N65-14946
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS EFFECT ON EXTERNAL
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATION
NASA-TT-F-30? N65-I494T
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
GF ANIMALS - NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-2_419 N65-15045
COMPLEX ANIMAL BEHAVIOR UNDER FULL ENVIRONMENTAL •
CONIROL - NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELAIES OF
UEHAVIOR
NASA-CR-53475 NbS-153T3
SUBJECT INOEX NITROGEN
ELECTRONYOGRAPHY - METHDD FOR STUDYING NORMAL AND
PATHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONAL STATES OF
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY N65-16729
CORTICAL CONTROL OF EYE MOVEMENTS AND VISUAL
THRESHOLD
AD-k53155 N65-1BOOO
APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH TO
NEUROPHYSIDLOGICAL REHABILITATION
N65-18532
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON NEUROSECRETION OF
NUCLEI IN HYPOTHALAM1C AREA OF RABBITS
N65-20161
COMPARATIVE NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISION - RETINAL
ADAPTATION, TRANSFER PROPERTIES, BIOLOGICAL
NOISE, AND ELECTRORETiNOGRAMS
AFOSR-65-OG39 N65-21669
NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - PATHOLOGYw PHYSIOLOGY,
PHARMACOLOGYt ENDOCRINOLOGY NITH GENERAL
CLINICAL AND BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
NASA-CR-62356 N65-22165
NEURGPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EYE MOVEMENT iN
VISUAL CONTROL SYSTEM NITH DIFFERENTIATION OF
VERSION AND VERGENCE
NASA-CR-238 N65-25300
COMPUTER METHOD FOR NEUROPHYSIDLOGICAL RESEARCH
P-3OST N65-2T906
CONCEPTS OF CEREBRAL ORGANIZATION ARISING FROM
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
RELATEO TO PROBLEMS OF EEG NAVE PROCESS ORIGIN
N65-2B756
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIOVASCULAR DATA
COLLECTION DURING FLIGHTS, INSTANT ANALYSIS AND
REDUCTION OF DATAe AND PATTERN AND CORRELATION
ANALYSIS N65-2875T
SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR NEURDPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
ACQUISITION iN CONTEXT OF ON-LiNE DIGITAL
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING N65-28Tb2
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF
NEURUPHYSIOLDGICAL DATA USING EEG FROM
NORMATIVE LIBRARY N65-2BT66
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF NOBEL OF
GLOBAl FUNCTION USING SINPLE SiNULTANEITY -
BRAIN FUNCTION STUDIES gITH EEG
N65-2BT67
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CEREBRAL CORRELATION MODEL
OF INFORMATION TRANSACTIONSt AND INFORMATION
STORAGE
NASA-CR-6k570 N65-32027
EFFECTS OF NONCONTIGUOUS INDUCING FIELDS UPON
RETINAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
AD-6IB697 N65-34895
NEUROSCIENCE
NEURQDYNAMICS OF HUMAN AUDITORY SYSTEN
JPRS-28308 N65-16748
DISTURBANCES IN FALSE IMAGES IN NEUROSES AND
PSEUDONEUROSES
FTD-TT-b6-521192 N65-1866T
NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - PATHOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
PHARNACOLOGYt ENDOCRINOLOGY N[TH GENERAL
CLINICAL AND BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
NASA-CR-62356 N65-22165
NEUTRON
SA FAST NEUTRON
RADIATION EFFECT ON FOOD SATIATION IN RHESUS
MONKEY AbS-B1546
EFFECTS ON EYES OF NEAR-MAXIMUM DOSAGES OF GAMMA
AND NEUTRON RADIATION - OPHTHALMOLOGY
N65-21209
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTONS AND NEUTRONS IN
LARGE ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34583
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION - NEUTRON
DOSIMETRY AND RADIOBIOLUGY
JPRS-31822 N65-3501b
NEUTRON ACTIVATION
GAMMA DOSE RATES AND INTEGRATED DOSES ABOVE SOIL
RESULTING FROM NEUTRON ACTIVATION OF SOIL BY
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
UCRL-12339t VOL. I N65-22986
NEUTRON ACTIVATION NUCLIDES IN ROCK AND SOIL FROM
UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS - PLONSHARE
PROGRAM
UCRL-16269 Nb5-35020
NEUTRON SOURCE
DOSINETRYt SAFETY, AND RADIATION SHIELDING FOR
NEUTRON SOURCES - POLONIUM AND RAOIUM
JPRS-Z7625 NbS-12074
NEUTRON STAR
LACK OF HOMOLOGY iN OSCILLATION OF NEUTRON STARS
EXAMINING HIGHLY CONDENSED HATTER. PHYSICAL STATEt
NUCLEAR POTENTIALS AND PULSATING MODELS
A65-31029
NICOTINE
STROKE VOLUME AND CARDIAC OUTPUT AFTER SNOKING IN
POSTPRANDIAL AND IN FASTING STATE IN RELATION TO
GLUCOSE INTAKE A65-8046T
BIOSYNTHESIS OF NICOTINIC ACID IN STREPTONYCETESe
ALGAE, AND YEAST A65-BOBTB
NICOTINE AND CHOLESTEROL EFFECTS ON S_INMING
PERFORMANCE, BODY NEIGHT, MORTALITY, ANO
ATHEROMATOSIS IN RATS AbS-BOq36
DECREASE IN VISUAL ACUITY DURING NIGHT VISION DUE
TO SMOKING A65-81633
NICOTINANIDE EFFECT ON X-RAY IRRADIATED
SUSPENSION CULTURES OF RAT BONE NARRON CELLS
EUR-2415°E N65-32144
NIGHT VISION
NIGHT AIRCRAFT CARRIER LANDING ACCIDENTS
ATTRIBUTEO TO VISUAL ILLUSION INVOLVING
DVERESTIMATION OF ALTITUDE AbS-3010O
EFFECTS OF INCREASED ALTITUDE ON NIGHT VISION OF
PILOTS Ab5-36399
DECREASE IN VISUAL ACUITY DURING NIGHT VISION DUE
TO SMOKING A65-81633
EFFECTIVENESS OF THREE VISUAL CUES IN DETECTION OF
RATE OF CLOSURE NITH ANOTHER AUTOMOBILE AT NIGHT
OT[-64-I N65-12090
NIOBIUM COMPOUND
RENAL INJURY AND SURVIVAL OF RAT_ RABBITt AND DOG
GIVEN VARIOUS DOSES OF POTASSIUM NIOBATE AND
NIOBIUM PENTACHLORIDE WITH AND NITHOUT ASCORBIC
ACID AbS-B21TT
NITRATE
ASSIMILATION OF NITRATE AND AMMONIUM NITROGEN BY
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA PRINGSHEIM B2T
A65-80599
PROTEIN LEVEL OF ALGAEt CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
T11051 AS AFFECTED BY LINITED NITRATE CONDITIONS
AND LIGHT A65-BIgT6
NITRITE
INDUCTION OF NITRITE REDUCTASE IN SYNCHRONIZED
CULTURES OF ALGAE. CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA. AS
CORRELATED NITH DNA SYNTHESIS AND LIFE CYCLE
PEEIOD. AbS-BZOSL
NITROGEN
INTENSITY AND DURATION OF BENDS PAINS DETERNINED
BY SIMULATED ORBITING LABORATORY FLIGHTS OF
VARIOUS DURATION INVOLVING ANALYSES OF NITROGEN
A-255
NITROGENCOMPOUND SUBJECTINDEX
DKSSOLVEO IN BLOOD A65-24074
OXYGEN INHALATION IN PROLONGATION OF TIME OF
USEFUL CONSCIOUSNESS IN SUBSEQUENT NITROGEN
INHALATION BY RABBITS A65-31343
FACTORS INFLUENCING CONCENTRATION OF EXPIRED
NITROGEN AFTER BREATHING OXYGEN
A65-B0311
VARIATIONS IN NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS CONTENT IN
MEDIUM UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF INTENSIVE
CULTIVATION OF DIFFERENT CHLORELLA SPECIES
A65-80596
NITROGEN METABOLISM DURING SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF
ALGAj CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA A65-80880
N_TROGEN AND WEIGHT LOSSES DURING STARVATION IN
_'I3BESITY AbS-BODBg
BASAL METABOLIC RATE - NITROGEN ELIMINATION DURING
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING AND NOTE ON BODY SURFACE
AREA FORMULAS A65-81696
INFLUENCE OF INSPIRED ALVEOLAR NITROGEN
CONCENTRATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURE UPON RATE
OF GAS ABSORPTION FROM CLOSED AREA OF LUNG IN DOG
A65-8212I
CORTICAL CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN OF CAT AT HIGH
PRESSURES OF ARGON, NITROGtN, HELIUM, AND OXYGEN
Ab5-B2156
DEEP DIVING AND DECOMPRESSION TIME IN RELATION TO
BREATHING MIXTURES WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF
A_GON_ HELIUM_ OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
A65-82159
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT NITROGEN SOURCES ON AMINO ACID
AMOUNT IN GREEN ALGAL SCENEDESMUS QUADRICAUDA
A65-82187
EFFECT OF NITRUGENCONCENTRATION IN MEDIA ON
AMOUNT OF PROTEIN, CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPIDS
PRUDUCED BY SOML GREEN ALGAE A65-B2248
HELIUM SUBSTITUTION FOR NITROGEN IN SPACECRAFT
CABINS N65-I3675
OXYGEN, CARBUN DIOXIDE, NITROGEN, AND OTHER BLOOD
GASES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - HISTORICAL
REVItW
B_L-_g8 N65-23230
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODIFIED
VAN SLYKE APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING SMALL
VOLUMES OF NITROGEN IN DISSOLVED BLOOD
SAM-TR-65-6 N65-2384]
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES IN BLOOD PLASMA AND
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN, URIC
ACID_ AND CREATININE
LF-22 N65-25292
SHIFT IN DISTRIBUTION OF BODY NIIRCGtN IN
IRRADIATED MICE WITH HOMOLuGOUS MARROW GRAFTS
N65-25662
EFFECTS OF UXYGEN, NITROGEN, AND CARBON DIOXIDE
ON ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SMOOTH MUSCLE IN FROGS
JPRS-3IOI3 Nb5-28142
NITROGEN COMPOUND
SA PSEUDOUREA
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE CF CHLORELLA PYRfN_IDUSA
PRI_GSH. _2 WITH VARIOUS F(JRMS CF NITRU_EN
SOURCES, OBSfRVINU GROWTH A65-32567
ORGANIC NITRCGtN COMPOUNDS EXTRACTED FROM URGUEIL
MEIEuRIT_ AS RELATED IU IXIRAFERRESIRIAL LIE[
A65-80080
EFFECT OF NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS UPCN GROWTH AND
ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN UPTAKE IN BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
A65-80766
NITROGEN OXIDE
SEED GERMINATION OF COMMON PLANT SPECIES IN
RAREFIEO NITROGEN ATMOSPHERES SIMULATING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT A65-32416
NOBLE GAS
S RARE GAS
NOISE
SA AIRCRAFT NOISE
SA BACKGROUND NOISE
SA IMPULSE NOISE
SA JET NOISE
SA_RANDOM NOISE
SA SIGNAL NOISE
HUMAN HEART RATE CONDITIONING WITH NOISE AS
UNCUNDITIONED STIMULUS A65-80094
AUDITORY THRESHOLD 1N RECRUITS BEFORE AND AFTER
FIRING WEAPONS AS RELATED TO USE OF EAR PROTECTORS
A65-80172
HIGH-AND LOW-LEVEL SOUND EXPOSURES AND
RELATION TO AUDITORY FATIGUE AND ADAPTATION
A65-SO2TO
PHYSICAL WORK PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS A65-80321
COMPENSATORY TRACKING AND AUDITORY DISTRACTION BY
NOlSt A65-BO573
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT HEARING LOSS DURING
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO NOISE A65-80660
NOISE EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF ARITHMETIC TASK
A65-80739
NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS AND BIOPHYSICAL LAW
DESCRIBING LOSS A65-BOBI7
NOISE USED TO ELIMINATE ONE EAR FROM MASKING
EXPLRIMENTS A65-8IOT5
HUMAN RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FROM
ULTRASONIC DEVICES A65-B[250
HEARING LOSS AT 1000-2000 C.P.S. AS RELATED TO
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY PREDICTION
A65-81337
PSYCHOACOUSTICS- REACTION TIME TO CHANGES IN
INIENSITY OF WHITE NOISE RELATED TO SIGNAL
DETECTION A65-81343
RELATIONSHIPS FOR TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFTS
PRODUCED BY THREE DIFFERENT NOISE SOURCES
A6S-B141T
LOUDNESS CHANGE OF PURE TONES WITH CONTRALATERAL
NOISE STIMULATION A65-BI42B
INTENSE NOISE EFFECTS ON PROCESSING OF CUTANEOUS
INFORMATION OF VARYING COMPLEXITY
A65-815SB
HEARING LOSS AND AUDITORY FATIGUE IN INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS EXPOSED TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF NOISE-CAUSES
AND PROGRESS A6S-81678
MASKING NOISES - SOUND LEVEL AND BANDWIDTH AND
SIGNIFICANCE IN AUDIONETRY A65-BITTO
HEARING LOSS, SPEECH DISRUPTION, AND PERFORMANCE
CAPACITY LOSS IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO NOISE
A65-B18TI
EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE LEARNING EFFICIENCY IN RATS
A65-BI940
INFORMATION THEORY AND FUNDAMENTAL CGNSTRAINTS TO
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF ANIMALS BY TWO KINDS OF
NEURAL NOISE A65-B2062
NOISE AND VIBRATION EXPOSURE CRITERIA
A65-82093
EFFECT OF COMBINED ACTION OF NOISE AND VIBRATION
A-256
SUBJECT INOEX NOISE TOLERANCE
ON VIBRATION SENSITIVITY IN ADOLESCENTS
A65-82265
JUDGMENT OF LOUDNESS OF TRIANGULAR TRANSIENTS AND
WHITE NOISE AS AFFECTED BY REPETITION RATE
AbS-B2295
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF NHTTE NOISE AND CLICKS AS
ACOUSTIC REFLEX STIMULI PRIOR TO EXPOSURE TO
]NPUSE NOISE A65--B229T
ACOUSTIC REFLEX OF INFANTRYMEN EXPOSED TO NHITE
NOISE A65-82311
CHANGES IN AUDITORY APPARATUS FROM LUNG TERM NOISE
EXPOSURE IN INDUSTRIAL NORKERS A65-82315
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM UNDER EXPOSURE TO CONTINUOUS
NOISE
T-411-R N65-15577
LATERALIZATION OF SOUNDS AT UNSTIHULATED EAR
OPPOSITE TO NOISE-ADAPTED EAR
TR-26 N65-19521
CONSTANT PERIODICITY INTERMITTENT NOISE AND RANDOM
PERIODICITY EFFECTS ON TASK PERFORMANCE IN
INDUSTRY
AD-611TB8 NbS-Z2678
NORK CAPACITY, PHYSICAL REACTIONS OF MAN, AND
NOISE NORMALIZATION IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
DURING SPACE FLIGHTSt AND CHLORELLA CULTURES AS
LINK IN ECOSYSTEM - ABSTRACTS
NASA-TT-F-9536 NbS-32876
NOISE ATTENUATION
NORMALIZATION OF NOISE PRODUCED BY LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS IN SPACESHIP CABINS DURING PROLONGED
FLIGHTS A65-35255
STAPEDIUS MUSCLE REFLEX FUNCTION IN PROTECTION
AGAINST NOISE INJURY AND IN UNDERSTANDING OF
SPEECH AbS-8OOIO
PERSONAL EAR PROTECTION 1N NOISE EXPOSURE
A65-BI365
HIGH INTENSITY IMPULSE NOISE FROM ORDNANCE
AND TECHNIQUES FOR ATTENUATION AT PERSONNEL
POSITIONS
TN-k-64 N65-16366
NOISE ATTENUATING HELMET FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING
LAUNCHING
AD-460990 N65-34383
NOISE HAZARD
PREDICTING HEARING LOSS FROM NOISE-|NDUCEDbs-BO'_AB3_TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT
DAMAGE RISK CRITERION AND CONTOURS BASED ON
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY HEARING LOSS DATA
A65-80992
NEN PORTABLE ELECTRIC DEVICE FOR REGISTERING TOTAL
TIME OF INDIVIDUAL EXPOSURE TO SELECTED LEVEL OF
NOISE A65-B0996
NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON SEVEN TYPES OF SPORTS
AIRCRAFT AND NOISE PROPHYLAXIS A65-BIO8T
EAR PROTECTORS -- USEFULNESS AND LIMITATIONS
WITH VARIOUS NOISES A65-81109
CHANGES iN BIOELECTRIC CEREBRAL ACTIVITY AND
CERTAIN VEGETATIVE VASCULAR REACTIONS RESULTING
FROM ACTION OF NOISE A65-81191
PROGRAM FOR HEARING CONSERVATION- HAZARDOUS NOISE
EXPOSURE IN PERSONNEL AT NAHA AF EASE, DKINAMA
A65-81432
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF NOISE HAZARD AND HEARING LOSS
IN INDUSTRIAL PLANTS A65-B168T
EFFECT OF NOISE LEVEL ON NORK EFFICIENCY
A65-81703
PROBLEMS OF NOISE HAZARD DURING SPACE FLIGHT ANP
IN JET PLANES ABS-BI925
CIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL DISORDERS
OF HEARING DUE TO NOISE HAZARDS
AbS-BI929
NOISE INJURY
HEARING DAMAGE IN PILOTS DUE TO BLAST TRAUMA
A65-801BT
HEARING-LOSS TREND CURVES AND DAMAGE-RISK
CRITERION IN DIESEL-ENGINE ROOM PERSONNEL
A65-80882
ASSESSMENT OF HEARING DEFECTS OF SUBJECTS WORKING
IN NOISY ENVIRONMENTS IN FIN L@ND
A65-81216
STATISTICAL STUDY OF HEARING LOSS WITH AGE AND
MATHEMATICAL FORMULA DESCRIBING VARIATION IN
AUDITORY SENSITIVITY A65-81221
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING RISK OF HEARING DAMAGE
ABS-BI393
NOISE EFFECT ON HUMAN PARTICULARLY CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTION AND NERVOUS SYSTEM A65-81614
HEARING PROTECTION METHODS IN NETHERLANDS AIR
FORCE A65-82056
RESONANCE FREQUENCIES OF THE HUMAN SKULL -
AUOIONETRIC EFFECTS AND PROTECTION
_65-8Z1_3
NOISE INTENSITY
EQUATION ESTIMATING AURAL DETECTION DISTANCES
ASSOCIATED WITH GIVEN AERIAL VEHICLE NOISE LEVEL
AIAA PAPER 65-329 A65-32323
PSYCHOPHYSICAL MODEL OF LOUDNESS SUMMATION AC_SS
FREQUENCY A65--80613
PRUBLENS OF MEASURING IMPULSE NOISE INTENSITY FROM
VARIOUS WEAPON SYSTEMS A65-B1682
TWO INVESTIGATIONS IN BINAURAL INTERACTIONS
CONCERNED WITH DETECTABILITY AS FUNCTION OF
INTERNAURAL INTENSITY DIFFERENCES
TRACOR-65-1BI-U NbS-ZBI94
EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL HEADSET IN HIGH
INTENSITY NOISE FIELD
AD--663731 N65-35296
ElSE MEASUREMENT
NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON SEVEN TYPES OF SPORTS
AIRCRAFT AND NOISE PROPHYLAXIS Ab5-81087
NOISE PROPAGATION
BONE-CONDUCTED TONES MASKED BY AIR-CONDUCTED NOISE
A65-82023
NOISE REDUCTION
SA EAR PROTECTOR
EFFECT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE ON RAN AND NOISE CONTROL
MEASURES N65-13TTB
NOISE THRESHOLD
HEARING LOSS DUE TO EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRIAL NOISE
AbS-B125B
AUDITORY FREQUENCY THRESHOLD COMPARISONS OF Hla_IANS
AND PRE-ADOLESCENT CHIHPANZEES
NASA-CR-bT29T N65-35106
HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY ANALYSER
OF HUMAN TO DETERMINE THRESHOLD VALUE FOR
LIFE-SUPPORT NOISE IN MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-9596 NbS-36755
NOISE TOLERANCE
HEAT AND NOISE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCE,
PHYSIOLOGY AND SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF COMFORT AND
PERFORMANCE A65-29990
PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF NOISE EFFECT ON
A-25T
NOMOGRAPH SUBJECT INDEX
MOTOR AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE A65-80692
REDUCING ANNOYANCE FROM AIRCRAFT NOISE
A65-81212
NOISE STRESS- SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT OF LOUDNESS AND
NUISANCE COMPONENTS A65-B1350
TOLERANCE THRESHOLD FOR ACOUSTICAL STIMULI
665-82251
NOISE LEVEL EFFECTS ON HUMAN HEARING SENSITIVITY
JPRS-27559 N65-|Ig33
EFFECT OF NOISE LEVEL ON WORKING PERFORMANCE
OF HUMANS N65-28297
NOMOGRAPH
NOMOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION IN MAN DURING EXERCISE
665-81920
NDNLIFTING VEHICLE
MANUAL-CONTROL SIMULATION STUDY OF NONLIFTING
VEHICLE DURING ORBIT, RETROROCKET FIRING, AND
REENTRY INTO EARTH ATMOSPHERE
NASA-TM-X-35g N65-12802
NONLINEAR EQUATION
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS MODELS OF
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
HDL-TR-1244 N65-28236
NONLINEAR SYSTEM
NONLINEAR AUTONOMIC CONTROL PROCESSES IN RETINA
AND IMPLICATIONS TO ADAPTIVE CONTROL PROCESSES
665-36985
NDRADRENALINE
S NOREPINEPHRINE
NOREPINEPHRINE
URINARY EXCRETION UF EPINePHRInE A_O
NDREPINEPHRINE IN MEN LIVING AT HIGH ALTITUDE
665-80113
ROLE OF SKIN AND MUSCLE VESSELS OF HEATED AND
COOLED SUBJECTS IN FOREARM BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE
TO NOREPINEPHRINE A65-80180
URINARY CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION CONSTANCY IN MAN
A65-80252
RESPONSE OF RIGHT ATRIAL PRESSURE TO VALSALVA
MANEUVER AFTER INFUSION OF NOREPINEPHRINE
665-80663
RE_UCTIUN OF RADIATIOP_ DAMAGE TO INTESTINAL MUCOUS
MEMBRANE OF RAT BY LOCAL HYPOXIA INDUCED BY
NOREPINEPHRINE AND SODIUM SULFITE
A65-8082T
RESPCNSES OF COLD- AND WARM-ADAPTED DOGS TO
INFUSED NOREPINEPHRINE AND BODY COOLING
665-81299
ALTERED CARDIAC MUSCLE TISSUE RETENTION OF
EXOGENOUS NORADRENALINE PRUDUCED BY STRESS IN
YOUNG RABBITS A65-82316
RELATION BETWEEN SIGNAL DETECTION PERFORMANCE AND
ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE CONCENTRATION IN
HUMAN PLASMA DURING VIGILANCE TASK
TR-750-5 N65-11250
FOREARM VASCULAR RESISTANCE MEASURE OF
NOREPINEPHRINE DEPLETION WHICH MAY OCCUR DURING
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS
NADC-ML-651| N65-34467
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN REACTION TIMES TO
VISUAL STIMULUS A65-82337
PROPERTIES OF LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION AND
APPLICATION TO RADIATION PROTECTION
AERE-R-4736 N65-25647
NORTH AMERICAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S X-IS AIRCRAFT
NOSE
SA OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
CUANTITATIVE METHOD FOR STUDY OF MUCUS FLOW RATE
IN HUMAN NOSE A65-82068
NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
NCNDESTRUCTIVE MEDICAL AND BIOLOGIC NUCLEAR
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER-COUPLED AUTOMATIC
SYSTEM, NOTING FEASIBILITY OF OPERATION
665-16625
NUCLEAR EFFECT
STATUS OF INTRODUCED PLANT SPECIES AT NEVADA
NUCLEAR TEST SITE - ECOLOGY
UCLA-12-554 N65-24228
NUCLEAR EMULSION
EVALUATIONS OF PLASTIC BADGES CONTAINING BETA,
GAMMA, AND NUCLEAR TRACK FILM FOR USE IN
PLUTONIUM CHEMISTRY PLANT
RFP-45i N65-13333
NUCLEAR ENERGY
SAFETY HAZARDS USING NUCLEAR POKER FOR SPACE
VEHICLES A65-80527
NUCLEAR ENERGY APPLICATION TO BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES - SYMPOSIUM N65-29883
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
SA UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF AIRCRAFT OF U.S.S.
CARRItR ENTERPRISE IN MEDITERRANEAN FROM
FEBRUARY TO AUGUST 1963 A65-16564
FLASH BLINDNESS DUE TO RADIATION FROM NUCLEAR
tXPLOSION
NADC-ML-6412 N65-15710
CALCULATION OF RETINAL DOSE FROM VISIBLE RADIATION
OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
LA-3ZO4-MS N65-19331
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT - LITERATURE ON MATERIALS
PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
TID-3OBC, SUPPL. 2 N65-21442
GAMMA DOSE RATES AND INTEGRATED DOSES ABOVE SOIL
RESULTING FROM NEUTRON ACTIVATION OF SOIL BY
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
UCRL-12339, VOL. I N65-22984
MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF FRACTIONING
CCEEFICIENTS AND BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS
JPRS-3050O NBS-2565B
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS -
RADIOIODINE PRODUCED BY ATOMIC EXPLOSION
AEC-TR-6550 N65-ZTTT1
NUCLEAR INTERACTION
LACK OF HOMOLOGY IN OSCILLATION OF NEUTRON STARS
EXAMINING HIGHLY CONDENSED MATTER, PHYSICAL STATEt
NUCLEAR POTENTIALS AND PULSATING MODELS
ABS-3102g
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO ACIDS,
DIPEPTICES, AND TRIPEPTIDES AT FREQUENCY OF 100
MC - RIBONUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE,
LYSOZYME, AND CYTOCHRONE C SPECTRA
NASA-CR-58662 N65-29650
NUCLEAR POWER
HUMAN FACTORS RELATED TO REMOTE HANDLING OF
GROUND SUPPORT FOR NUCLEAR POWERED SYSTEMS AND
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE OPERATIONS
AMRL-TR-B6-122 NbS-27891
A-258
SUBJECT INDEX _i.iCLEU3
NUCLEAR RADIATION
SA GAMMA RADIATION
SA POST-BLAST NUCLEAR RADIATION
ORIENTATION ON NUCLEAR RADIATION, NUCLEAR SAFETY_
AND EMERGENCY MEASURES N65-15416
NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND RADIATION BIOLOGY
UCLA-12-541 N65-1799T
LETHAL RADIATION DAMAGE ON ESCHE_ICHIA COLT FOR
DETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
FROM X-RAY DOSES Nb5-23463
CONTAMINATION OF ENVIRONMENT BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
AND ASSESSING RISK OF INDUCTION OF MALIGNANCES
BY RADIATION IN MAN N65-24618
NUCLEAR RADIATION SAFETY STANDAROS IN SOVIET
UNION
JPRS-31646 N65-32010
SURVIVAL OF WINTER ANNUALS IN GROUND CONTAMINATED
WITH NUCLEAR RADIATION
UCLA-12-555 N65-32824
NUCLEAR REACTOR
S REACTOR
NUCLEAR ROCKET
REENTRY OF FRAGMENTS OF HIGH POWER DENSITY NUCLEAR
ROCKET REACTOR N65-10875
NUCLEAR SHIELDING
FOOD FOR NUCLEAR SHIELDING, THERMAL PROTECTION,
STRUCTURES, CONTAINERS, FIBERS, CLOTHING, AND
BALLAST NbS-1BbO0
NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OF CLOSED SPACE IN NUCLEAR
SUBMARINE A65-BIO39
NUCLEAR WEAPON
BLACK BODY AND THERMAL RADIATION FROM NUCLEAR
WEAPONS IN RELATION TO FLASH BLINDNESS
A65-26169
NUCLEIC ACID
SA CHROMOSOME
CYTOSINE, ADENINE, GUANINE, THYMINE AND URACIL
DETECTION IN CORE SAMPLES FROM EXPERIMENTAL
MOHOLE A65-131T1
EXPERIMENTAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID AND PROTEIN
TO TEST BIOCHEMICAL EVOLUTIONARY HYPOTHESIS
A65-14529
RADIO WAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS A65-20937
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION SUGGESTED VIA
QUANTITATIVE FLUORESCENT NUCLEIC ACID-ACRIDINE
ORANGE REACTION A65-30679
ABIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF SOME NUCLEIC ACID
CONSTITUENTS A65-80477
PROJECTING BACKWARD FROM THE PRESENT STAGE OF
EVOLUTION OF BIOSYNTHESIS - INFORMATION TRANSFER
WITHOUT NUCLEIC ACIDS A65-806T9
SYNTHESIS OF PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING MACROMOLECULES
DURING SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA, 7-I1-05 RELATED TO NUCLEIC ACIDS
A65-80BlO
ISOLATION OF DNA-RNA COMPLEX FROM CHLORELLA CELLS
A65-80933
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND PROTEIN IN
CONNECTION WITH CHLOROPLAST FORMATION IN GREEN
ALGA, CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES A65-BO937
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF CYSTEAMINE AND CYSTAMINE ON
OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION, DNA, RNA AND ATP
CONCENTRATION IN RADIATION-SENSITIVE TISSUES OF
RATS EXPOSED TO X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION
AbS-8176T
bCN_ING OF METAL IONS TO NUCLEIC ACIDS FROM
hUMAN SPLEEN
SGAL-BL-14 N65-2OlgB
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PROTEIN MOLECULES AND NUCLEIC
ACIDS IN SOLUTION AND ON INTERFACES
N65-23453
BIOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS IN
MACRbMULECULES, NUCLEIC ACID MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE, BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION IN
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
JPRS-30097 N65-25027
ACRIDINE ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO DETERMINE
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS
N65-25029
LACTIC DEHYDROGENASES AND PROTEIN IMMUNOCHEMICALS
IN VERIEBRATE EVOLUTION - IRRADIATION OF NUCLEIC
ACIOS
NASA-CR-63246 N65-25590
MECHANISM OF CHANGES IN NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION -
ANIMAL STUDY N65-2BTO2
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD GN ACTIVITY OF POLYNUCLEOTIDE AND
METABOLISM OF NUCLEIC ACID - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-2BTO8
CYtOCHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
NEUROGLIAL NUCLEIC ACIDS - ACUTE CHANGES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CAUSED BY IRRADIATION
TID-21440 N65-30175
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND OTHER MACROMOLECULES
IN COMPLEX BEHAVIOR, LEARNING, AND MEMORY
AD-616622 N65-30631
D NA STUDY FOR EVOLUTION AND SPECIES SPECIFICITY
OF PHOTOSYNTHESIZING AUTOTROPHIC BACTERIA
NASA-TT-F-316 N65-32973
NUCLEON
MONTE CARLO COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF
ENERGY DEPOSITION FROM HIGH INCIDENT NUCLEONS
AS FUNCTION OF TISSUE SLAB DEPTH
NASA-CR-63754 N65-27877
CALCULATED TISSUE CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION
FACTORS FOR NUCLEONS BELOW 400 ME V ENERGY
N65-_596
NUCLEOSIDE
SA RIBONUCLEIC ACID
PRIMORDIAL ULTRAVIOLET PRODUCTION OF NUCLEOSIDE
PHOSPHATES AND SIMILAR LABORATORY SYNTHESES
A65-BO476
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEOSIDES AND POLYNUCLEOTIDES WITH
METAPHOSPHATE ESTERS - BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF VIRUS-
LIKE SYSTEM AbS-BO482
GENERAL PROPERTIES AND DISTRIBUTION OF NUCLEOSIDE
TRIPHOSPHATASES IN CRUDE EXTRACTS OF ESCHERICHIA
C_LI
NASA-OR-59104 N65-2938T
NUCLEOTIDE
SA POLYNUCLEOTIDE
SA RIBONUCLEIC ACID
RADIO NAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS A65-2093T
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE, ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE, AND
ADENOSINE MONOPHOSPHATE IN NORMAL AND CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE DAMAGED LIVERS OF MICE
A65-80326
NUCLEUS
SA HEAVY NUCLEUS
A-259
NUCLIDE SUBJECTINDEX
FAST NEUTRON ACTION ON HUMAN CELL NUCLEUS DURING
MITOSISt IN TISSUE CULTURES 665-80540
MORPHOLOGY OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI AND RELATION TO
SPINAL CORD AND CEREBELLUM IN CATS
665-81725
NUCLIDE
NEUTRON ACTIVATION NUCLIDES IN ROCK AND SOIL FROM
UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS - PLOWSHARE
PROGRAM
UCRL-142_9' N65-35020
NUMERICAL CONTROL
PATH OPTIMIZATION FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED
REMOIE MANIPULATOR - MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62BI8 N65-25002
NUTRITION
SA DIET
SA FOOD
SA SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF ALGAE - ELEMENTS FOR
PHOTOSYNIHESIS AND NORMAL METABOLISM
A65-B0375
MEDICAL CLIMATOLOGY - ASPECTS DF PHYSIOLOGY,
NUTRITION AND BIOLOGY A65-80548
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOODS AND VITAMINS AGAINST
RADIATION EFFECT IN DOGS AND RATS
A65-81T02
EFFECT OF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN MEDIA ON
AMOUNT OF PROTEINv CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPIDS
PRODUCED BY SOME GREEN ALGAE A65-B224B
NUTRITION IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - CONFERENCE
NASA-SP-70 N65-IB566
HANDLING OF NUTRITION-WASTE COMPLEX IN MANNED
SPACE EXPLORATION N6S-IB567
WATER, PROTEIN, FAT, AND CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM -
SPACE EXPLORATION N65-I856B
NUTRITION, DIET, AND METABOLISM RESEARCH BY ARMY
MEDICAL SERVICE NbS-IB571
NUTRITION, DIET, AND METABOLISM IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18572
NUTRITION AND STRESSES OF SHORT TERM SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18575
PROTEINS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION
N65-18579
MINERAL AND VITAMIN REQUIREMENTS FOR NUTRITION ON
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18580
HUMAN NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS N6S-IB581
DEHYDRATEDv LIQUID, AND FROZEN FOODS IN DIET FOR
SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION N65-I8583
SENSORY STIMULATION AS RELATED TO NUTRITION AND
FOOD - APPETITE FACTOR N65-18584
DIET AND NUTRITION EFFECT ON GASTROINTESTINAL
SYSTEM AND BOWEL MOTILITY N65-18585
ANIMAL FOOD FOR ENERGY SUPPLY AND HEAT PRODUCTION
IN ASTRONAUT NUTRITION N65-18592
PLANT SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUT NUTRITION IN SPACE
FLIGHT N65-IB593
ALGAE SYSTEMS FOR NUIRITION IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18594
CARBOHYDRATES EFFECTS ON HUMAN BODY UNDER STRESS
AND FATIGUE - NUTRITION N65-18595
HIGH ENERGY NONFAT NUTRIENT SOURCES - ANIMAL_ STUDY
IN NUTRITION N65-18598
A-260
NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS OF MAN UNDER SIMULATED
SIIRFSS OF SPACe ENVIRONMENT N65-18601
LLECIRICAL AND THERMAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT AS
RLLATED TO NUTRITION AND WASTE N65-I8602
RECLAMATION OF NUTRITIONAL ORGANIC MATERIAL
FROM WASTE WATER - ALGAE CULTURING
SERE-64-6 N65-19655
MECHANISMS OF TROPHIC FUNCTION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND ROLE IN NUTRITION REGULATION
JPRS-29303 N65-20099
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA ISOLATION AND METABOLIC
STUDIES FOR NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62IO8 N65-21390
SIMULTANEOUS SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS AND
PROTEINOID PRODUCTION FOR NUTRITIONAL
INVESTIGATION
NASA-CR-56268 N65-22180
TISSUE GROWTH OF HIGHER PLANTS IN CONTINUOUS
LIQUID CULTURE - USE IN NUTRITIONAL EXPERIMENT
WITH WEANLING MICE
AMRL-TR-65-101 N65-34492
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENT
SA CALORIC REQUIREMENT
LIQUID CHEMICAL DIETS PROVIDE ADEQUATE NUTRITION
ANO MINIMAL FECAL ELIMINATION FOR MAN IN SPACE
A65-IBBI2
NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION OF PRECOOKED DEHYDRATED
DIET FOR HUMANSI DISCUSSING GASTROINTESTINAL
STRESS A65-I9846
FOOD INTAKE AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN SUBJECTS
ENGAGED IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE 665-80318
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN HOT AND CUED
ENVIRONMENTS AS RELATED TO AGE A65-B0500
CORRELATION OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC FINDINGS
AND PERSONALITY IN PERSONNEL SELECTION
665-81BI2
EFFECT OF BEDREST ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION - NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENT
NASA-CR-175 N65-33542
NYSTAGMUS
SA EYE MOVEMENT
CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON NYSTAGMUS FOR
VARIOUS ORIENTATIONS RELATIVE TO ROTATION CENTERv
NOTING OTOLITH MODULATION OF SENSORY INPUT FROM
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS A65-24081
CORTICAL AND SUBCORTICAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
STUDIES IN CHIMPANZEE IN DIFFERING SLEEP STAGES
A65-27064
MOTION PICTURE RECORDING OF OPTOKINETIC AND
VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS A65-80041
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAM AND
EVALUATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION
A65-80226
COMPARISON OF ROTATORY AND CALORIC TESTS FOR
DIAGNOSIS OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
665-80586
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN QUICK COMPONENT OF NYSTAGMUS
AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION
A65-80601
CORRELATION OF DIENCEPHALIC AND BULBOVESTIBULAR
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREAS A65-80688
EYE NYSTAGMUS ELICITED BY STIMULATION OF
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREA OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN RABBIT
A65-80944
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NYSTAGMUS QUICK COMPONENT AND
SUBJECT INDEX ON-LINE PROGR/_NNING
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS IN RABBITS
A65-BOOB2
ADDITIONAL EFFECT OF CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION ON
NYSTAGMUS IN HUMANS ALREADY EXPOSED TO ANGULAR
ACCELERATION ABS-B1068
NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY INTERMITTENT PHOTIC
STIMULATION OF RABBIT EYE k65-BIO86
ACCELERATION STRESS OF PITCH AND EFFECT ON
NYSTAGMUS A65-BIl16
NYSTAG_US GENERATED BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION
ALTERED BY CHANGING RESULTANT LINEAR
ACCELERATION A65-BIII5
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE IN POSITIONAL ALCOHOL
NYSTAGHUS OF CAT A65-811T8
OCULONOTOR ACTIVITY DISTURBANCES REGISTERED IN
SOVIET ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A65-BX199
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND VISION
A65-81200
MOTION SICKNESS- LABYRINTH FUNCTION, NYSTAGMUS
AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION A65-81636
ROLE OF CORNEO-CONJUNCTIVAL SENSITIVITY IN
AWARENESS OF EYE MOVEMENT DURING VESTIBULAR
NYSTAGMUS A65-81506
QUANTIFICATION OF HUMAN NYSTAGNIC RESPONSE TO
ANGULAR ACCELERATION - PREDICTION FORMULAE AND
NOMOGRAPH A65-81527
REPEATED VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
ODES NOT HABITUATE HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS IN CAT
A65--81536
VISUAL CONTROL OF HABITUATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN A65-8153B
MODIFICATIONS OF BARANY APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE
FOR EVOKING OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS
A65-81612
ALCOHOL EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS - CAUSES
AND DIAGNOSIS BY NYSTAGMUS DURING INTOXICATION
A65-BI723
VESTIBULAR THRESHOLD TESTS - DIAGNOSTIC VALUE AND
RELATION TO NYSTAGMUS A65-81726
VESTIBULAR CALORIC TEST CARRIED OUT WITH FOUR
SUBJECTS ON HUMAN CENTRIFUGE A65-81805
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSES AND NYSTAGMUS
AFTER ROTATORY STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A65-B1850
NYSTAGMIC RESPONSES TO ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
D1ENCEPHALIC CENTERS AND TO ROTATORY STIMULATION
OF VESTIBULAR RECEPTORS IN RABBIT
A65-82139
EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE ON NYSTAGMIC RESPONSE OF
RABBITS TO ROTATION-ACCELERATORY STIMULI
A65-B2196
RESPONSES OF VISUAL SYSTEM TO OPTOKINETIC STIMULI
IN RABBITS A65-82227
ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF
CEREBRAL AND MESDDIENCEPHALIC NYSTAGMOGENIC
CENTERS IN RABBITS WITH INJURY AND ELECTRIC
STIMULATION A65-82356
NYSTAGMUS INDUCED BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION AS
AFFECTED BY HYPOXIA A65-82369
EFFECT OF CHANGING RESULTANT LINEAR ACCELERATION
RELATIVE TO HUMAN SUBJECT ON NYSTAGNUS GENERATED
BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION
NASA-CR-Sq565 N65-I160T
C_ARACILRISTICS CF OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS AFTER
PROLONGED OPTOKINETIC STIMULATION
N6S-I369B
COUNTERROLLING OF HUMAN EYE - NYSTAGNUS RESPONSE
IC HEAD TILT AND BOEY ROTATION
GE/ELI66-8 N65-14436
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FATIGUE, MALINGERING_
NYSTAGMUS, DRUGS, AND FORENSIC SCIENCE
FAA-AM-64-16 NbS-1530B
BILATERAL CALORIC HABITUATION DN NYSTAGHUS
RESPONSES ON CAT
AM-64--I6 N65-153_6
NYSTAGMUS IN RABBITSw IONIZING RADIATION OF
HYPOTHALAMUS, MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATIONv BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATZON IN
RATS_ AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-2013g
RATE OF NYSTAGMIC FAST COMPONENT PRODUCED BY
RHYTHMICELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF AMPULLAR
RECEPTOR N65-201_0
SLOW AND RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS IN RABBITS DUE TO
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION DURING ROTATION
JPRS-295T1 N65-21363
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BLOOD ALCOHOLv POSITIONAL
ALCOHOL NYSTAGMUS, AND PDSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM
NASA-OR-63423 N65-26409
ADAPTATION TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION - VERTIGO
AND NYSTAGMUS AFTER REPEATED CLINICAL SIMULATION
AM-BS--I8 NbS-26956
ADAPTATION TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION -
NYSTAGMUS AND VERTIGO FOLLOWING HIGH VELOCITY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
AFF-65--24 N65-36303
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
ON HORIZONTAL NYSTAGNUS IN CAT
REPT.-620 N65-36666
0
OBSERVATION
S RADAR OBSERVATION
S VISUAL OBSERVATION
OCEAN
REMOTE SENSING FROM MANNED ORBITAL SPACECRAFT FOR
MEASURING CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT AT SEA SURFACE - MARINE BIOLOGY
N65-30381
OCEANOGRAPHY
SATELLITES AND HIGH FLYING AIRCRAFT TO STUDY
CETACEANS AND OTHER LARGE MARINE ANIMALS -
OCEANOGRAPHY N65-30369
OCULAR CIRCULATION
RELATION BETWEEN SYSTEMIC BLOOD PRESSURE AND
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE
JPRS-29756 N65-22112
OCULAR CONVERGENCE
OCULAR MOTILITY PROBLEMS IN FLYING PERSONNEL
RELATING TO SAFETY A65-8016B
OIL
SA FUEL OIL
SA PETROLEUM
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF ETHYL PALHITATE_
OLIVE OIL AND OTHER VEGETABLE OILS IN HOUSE
A65-BOB_6
OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
RESPONSEOF CAT TO STIMULATION IN OLFACTORY TRACT
OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
REPT.-6_-[ N65-16671
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING FOR ANALYSIS OF VISUAL
A-261
OPERATION SUBJECTINDEX
SYSTEMUSING SHOCK-DISPLAY SAMPLING SYSTEM
N65-28752
SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR NEUROPHYSIGLOGICAL DATA
ACQUISITION IN CONTEXT OF ON-LINE DIGITAL
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING N65-28762
OPERATION
S PREFLIGHT OPERATION
OPERATIONAL HAZARD
A4D AIRCRAFT FLASH BLINDNESS PROTECTIVE SYSTEM-
SAFE OPERATION TIME AS AFFECTED BY SIZE OF
SUBJECTS PERFORMING TRACKING PROBLEM UNDER
ACCELERATION STRESS A65-81373
OPERATIONAL PROBLEM
OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE PROBLEMS IN OPERATING
MECHANICAL TOOLS - VIBRATION DISEASE AND HEARING
DISORDERS N65-10121
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS DN APOLLO MISSION -
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR DOSE REDUCTION
N65-34594
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF MANUALLY GUIDED AND
CONTROLLED REENTRY VEHICLES
NASA-CR-331 N65-36773
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
AEROSPACE MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIONS IN M-2 LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLE
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS A65-80136
OPERATOR
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF OPERATOR RELIABILITY IN
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM N65-13697
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
SA ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
SA PILOT PERFORMANCE
DISPLAY EVALUATIVE INDEX / DEI/ TECHNIQUE FOR
EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS EVALUATION FROM INFORMATION
TRANSFER POINT OF VIEW A65-18291
DETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION THEORY FOR
DETERMINING TIME-_ARYING DYNAMICS DF HUMAN
OPERATOR ENGAGED IN TRACKING TASKS
A65-22033
CONTINUOUS PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
APPLIED TO SYNTHESIS OF MODEL OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN SIMPLE TWO-AXIS MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-35474
NEW FORMS OF INSTRUMENTATION AND PRESENTATION DF
INFORMATION AIRCRAFT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
A65-81213
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF PERFORMANCE
DF PERSONNEL DURING LONG FLIGHTS
N65-13756
RADAR TARGET DETECTION BY TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
OPERATORS
AD-455767 N65-16422
INHIBITION OF OPERATING ABILITY BY TRAINING ON
RELATED COMPLEX DEVICE AND RETURN TO ORIGINAL
DEVICE - INHIBITION TEST USING DESK CALCULATORS
TR-[I N65-I6700
INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE-ASSISTS TO OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE - SIGNAL DETECTION AND TASK
COMPLEXITY
AD-605713 N65-25770
EFFECT OF NOISE LEVEL DN WORKING PERFORMANCE
OF HUMANS Nb5-28297
UPPER EXTREMITY PRDSTHETICS - SENSORY MOTOR
CONTROL - PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN OPERATORS OF
TRACKING SYSTEMS - MYOELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
REPT.-65-31 N65-34133
DYNAMICS OF HUMAN PILOT IN CONTROL SYSTEM -
QUASI-LINEAR OPERATOR MODELS
AFFDL-TR-65-15 N65-34518
A-262
OPHTHALMOLOGY
OPHTHALMOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF VISUAL PROBLEMS
OF SPACE FLIGHT A65-14807
OPTHALMOLOGIST APPROVAL OF CONTACT LENSES BY
PILOTS IF PROPERLY FITTED A65-18434
AEROSPACE OPHTHALMOLOGY - HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON VISION IN FLIGHT
N65-13643
OPOSSUM
PROPOSED BIOSATELLITE UTILIZING OPOSSUM FETUSES
FUR STUDYING WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS
A65-80464
OPTICAL FILTER
SKIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO OPTICALLY FILTERED
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION, CONSIDERING SPECTRAL
CHARACTER AND ENERGY LEVEL A65-14231
CETERMINATION OF ATTENUATING FILTERS REQUIRED FOR
EYE PROTECTION AGAINST LASER RADIATION
A65-22614
SKIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSES TO OPTICALLY FILTERED
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION A65-BOI40
EFFECT OF PROTECTIVE FILTERS AND LENSES ON COLOR
JUDGMENT BY HUMANS
NASA-CR-63766 N65-27956
OPTICAL ILLUSION
EYE MOVEMENT RECORDER FOR STUDYING VISUAL
ILLUSIONS OF ROTATION A65-I0545
LOCALIZATION OF OPTICAL ILLUSION OF SET IN BRAIN
A65-BOO44
VISUAL PROBLEMS AND OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
A65-81423
DISTURBANCES IN FALSE IMAGES IN NEUROSES AND
PSEUDONEURDSES
FTD-TT-64-52/I&2 N65-18647
OPTICAL IMAGE
SA RETINAL IMAGE
HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM IN TERMS OF OPTICS AND ENERGY
PULSES_ DETAILING COLOR VISION A65-I2631
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
WOLF TRAP DEVICE DETERMINING GROWTH OF
MICROORGANISMS BY MEASURING INTENSITY OF LIGHT
SCATTERED BY ORGANISMS A65-I0731
FOCUSED AND STRAY LIGHT DISTRIBUTION ON RETINA
PRODUCED BY POINT SOURCE A65-18219
OPTICAL METHOD
OPTICAL ACTIVITY IN UV REGION OF SPECTRUM
DEVELOPED, USING OPTICAL ROTATION TO DETECT
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE A65-3067B
OPTICAL PROPERTY
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF YOUNG LEAVES OF PLANTS IN
IR REGION OF SPECTRUM A65-20083
SPECTRAL PECULIARITIES OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
SPECIES OF PLANTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE SEMIDESERT OF
EASTERN PAMIR A65-2OOB4
OPTOMOIOR RESPONSE_ OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF COMPOUND
EYES, AND CYCLIC DISCHARGE OF MOTOR FIBERS AS
FUNCTION OF LIGHT INTENSITY - STUDY OF MILKWEED
BUG, LIXUS, AND TENEBRIO
AFOSR-65-OO42 N65-27933
OPTICAL SENSOR
THRESHOLD CONTRAST SENSITIVITY AS FUNCTION OF
SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF HUMAN EYE FOR S_UARE-WAVE
GRATING A65-32834
OPTICS
SA DIFFRACTION PATTERN
SA FIBER OPTICS
SA FOCUS
_UgJECT I_D_X
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON OPTICS IN
EXOBIOLOGY
NASA-OR-62954 N65-26993
OPTIMAL CONTROL
OPTIMAL CONTROL OF HUMAN CENTRIFUGE USED TO
SIMULATE SUDDEN ACCELERATION CHANGES, EMPLOYING
COMBINED 'ARIATIONAL CALCULUS AND PHASE PLANE
ANALYSIS A65-[4963
SPECIFIC FEATURES OF TARGET APPROACH IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS CONSIDERING DESIGN OF AUTOMATA WITH
SIMILAR PERFORMANCESe USING OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY
A65-23TBT
OPTIMIZATION
THEORY FOR OPTIMAL DETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION
OF TIME-VARYING HUMAN OPERATORS ENGAGED IN
TRACKING TASK A65-35675
TERMINAL PHASE SPACE RENDEZVOUS CONTROL-DISPLAY
]PTINIZATION EXPERIMENTS
LNSO-6-62-66-15 N65-I2230
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHIC EFFORTS OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN ADAPTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
N65-17665
ORBITAL MOTION
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT ON SPACECRAFT VOSKHOD
JPRS-31913 N65-32344
ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY ASTRONAUT OF ANOTHER SPACE
VEHICLE FOR SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS PURPOSES
A6S-35683
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS TASK
USING DIFFERENT THRUST CONTROL SYSTEMS
LMSC-6-65-65-I N65-2039B
ORBITAL SHOT
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AREAS EXPLORED IN
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHTS BETWEEN APRIL
1961 AND JUNE 1963 A65-80450
ORBITAL SPACE STATION
SA MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATION ZMDSSI
HUMAN HANDLINGt ASSEMBLYv AND MAINTENANCE OF
• ORBITING SPACE STATIONS IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT - PROPOSED PROGRAM AND EVALUATION
ANRL-TR-66-g8 N05-23082
ORBITAL WORKER
MOTION BEHAVIOR OF UNSUITED AND PRESSURE-SUITED
SUBJECTS WHILE LUNGINGv EGRESSING AND LANDING
DURING WEIGHTLESS AND LUNAR GRAVITY CONDITIONS
A65-24072
ORBITING SATELLITE
HEMODYNAMIO EVALUATION OF PRIMATES BEFOREe
OURINGt AND AFTER LONG PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
IN EARTH-ORBITING SATELLITE N65-28758
ORDNANCE
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS -
IDENTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ORDNANCE RADAR REPAIR COURSE
HUNRRO-RR-15 N6_-IT618
ORE t
S MINERAL
ORGAN
INCREASING AGE EFFECT ON DISTRIBUTION OF
PERIPHERAL AND REGIONAL FLOW IN NAN
A65-80814
CHANGES IN RNA CONTENT IN TISSUES OF VARIOUS
ORGANS AND PROTEIN METABOLISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN RATS A65-80836
PROLONGED CENTRIFUGATION EFFECT ON GROWTH, ORGANS,
AND BLOOD OF RAT. A65-81766
EXPERIMENTAL USE OF STERILE HYDRELYSATES OF
ORGANIC COMPOUND
VARIOUS ORGANS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS AbS-818TO
ALGORITHMS FOR SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEMS
WHICH INFLUENCE FUNCTIONING OF INTERNAL ORGANS
JPRS-30214 N65-26351
_ISTRIBUTIONv KINETICS OF ACCUMULATION, AND NODES
OF EXCRETION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN VARIOUS
ORGANS N65-26393
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON BLOOD AND HEMOPOIETIC
ORGANS OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-31067 N65-2835T
EFFECT OF TOTAL VERTICAL VIBRATION ON FUNCTIONAL
STATE OF EQUILIBRIUM ORGAN IN GUINEA PIG
N65-31380
EFFECT OF PENETRATING RADIATION ON VESTIBULAR
FUNCTIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM ORGAN AFTER ACUTE
WHOLE-BODY GAMMA IRRADIATION N65-31381
ORGAN WEIGHT
BODY WEIGHTS, ORGAN WEIGHTS_ AND BLOOD AND
PITUITARY ACTH CONCENerRATIONS IN RAT AS AFFECTED
BY HYPOXIA A65-B1026
PHYSIOLOGICAL NORMS IN INDIAN ADULTS - DATA ON
TOTAL BODY WEIGHT AND WEIGHTS OF BODY ORGANS
AEET/HP/TH--Z1 N65-31022
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
EXPERIMENTAL SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACID AND PROTEIN
TO TEST BIOCHEMICAL EVOLUTIONARY HYPOTHESIS
A65-14529
INMUNOADSORBENT SYNTHESIS FOR ISOLATING PURINE-
SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES FROM BLOOD SERUM
A65-25911
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNIST CHINA -
FIELD THEORY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-29661 N65-233TI
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL
STUDIES ON NICEr AND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND NERCAPTO COMPOUNDS -
X-RAY EXPOSURE N65-23376
ORGANIC COMPOUND
SA AROMATIC COMPOUND
RADIATION PROTECTION EFFECTS OF AET AND 5- MOT AS
FUNCTION OF MARROW CELLS IN MICE
A65-Z6896
ORGANIC COMPOUND FORMATION EXPERIMENTATION TO TEST
ORIGINATION OF LIVING CELLS WITH TERRESTRIAL TYPE
BIOCHEMISTRY A65-2T097
ATMOSPHERES CAPABLE OF PRODUCING ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
OISCUSSEDt STUDYING ABIOGENIC SYNTHESIS IN MARS
SIMULATOR A65-30683
ADENOSINE-5-MONOPHOSPHORIC ACID EFFECT ON
ERYTHROCYTE SURVIVAL IN LEAD OR PHENYLHYDRAZINE
POISONED RABBITS A65-80003
ORGANIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXTRACTED FROM ORGUEIL
METEORITE AS RELATED TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
A65-80080
EVICENOE OF TERRESTRIAL BIOGENIO CONTAMINATION OF
GRGUEIL METEORITE SAMPLE NO. 9619 AS RELATED TO
VALIDITY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE FOUND IN OTHER
SAMPLES A65-80081
TOXICITY, PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF POISONING BY
VARIOUS ORGANIC AND INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
A65-81019
CHANGES IN SEBACEOUS GLAND FUNCTION OF INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS USING ACETONE_ GASOLINE AND WHITE SPIRIT
A65-BI372
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FOR ACCELERATING ELIMINATION OF
CESIUM 134 FROM ANIMALS
JPRS-27544 N65-II269
A-263
ORGANICMATERIAL SUBJECT INDEX
ORGANIC MATERIAL
ENERGY SOURCES AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN
PREBIOLOGICAL ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
A65-80473
CULTURES OF ANAEROBIC ORGANISMS OF HUMAN WASTE
NASA-OR-52232 N65-16432
RECLAMATION OF NUTRITIONAL ORGANIC MATERIAL
FROM WASTE WATER - ALGAE CULTURING
SERL-64-6 N65-19655
ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUND
HYGIENIC HAZARDS OF AIR POLLUTION FROM AERIAL
INSECTICIDE SPRAYING N65-13635
ORGANISM
SA ANIMAL STUDY
SA MICROORGANISM
SENSITIVITY OF VARIOUS ORGANS TO HYPGXIA -
HISTOAUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF PROTEIN METABOLISM
IN VARIOUS ORGANS IN MOUSE A65-80111
MODEL FOR BIOCHEMICAL ORIGIN OF LIFE - FIRST
ORGANISM 665-80466
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON ORGANISMS
N65-13692
ORGANISM REACTION TO INFORMATIONAL CHARACTERISTIC
OF STIMULUS N65-13750
PATTERNS IN PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION
ON ORGANISM N65-13756
ROLE OF NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REACTION OF ORGANISM TD
ACCELERATIONS N65-I3755
EFFECT OF REDUCED REACTIVITY OF ORGANISM ON
RESISTANCE TO EXTREME ACCELERATION AND RADIATION
N65-13760
RELATION OF LIVING ORGANISMS AND INERT MATTER
WITHIN BIOSPHERE - ECOLOGY N65-145BO
EFFECTS OF GRAVITATION IN FORMATION OF FUNCTION
OF ORGANISM N65-15679
AGE AS FACTOR IN ORGANISM REACTION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17757
REACTION OF AGING ORGANISM TO ACUTE HYPOXIA
N65-17763
POLAROGRAPHY IN STUDY OF TISSUE HYPDXIA IN LIVING
ORGANISM N65-17768
ADAPTIVE COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS OF ORGANISM IN
HYPOXIA N65-17773
MATURE ORGANISM ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND BRAIN
IMPORTANCE IN PROCESS N65-I7774
NARCOTICS INFLUENCE ON ORGANISM RESISTANCE TO
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA AND NARCOSIS
N65-ITT7T
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LIVING
ORGANISMS
FTD-TT-62-1923/l_2 N65-18283
RADIATION EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL CELLS AND WHOLE
ORGANISMS
FTD-TT-62-355/I_Zg4 N65-21540
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIVING
TISSUES AND ORGANISMS
AED-C-04-16 Nb5-2284_
AIR PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT
N65-23994
VIABILITY OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO
NATURAL CONDITIONS N65-2399B
RADIATION BIOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS WITH FRESH
WATER ORGANISMS - CYBERNETICS N65-30265
A-266
EFFECT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONS ON LIVING
ORGANISMS
JPRS-3150I N65-31004
MECHANISM OF MAMMALIAN ORGANISM RESPONSE TO
COMBINED EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION AND
NONRADIATION FACTORS N65-31376
PROLONGED ACCELERATION AND GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
EFFECT ON GROWTH OF ORGANISM AND VITAL
ACTIVITY OF SYSTEMS - PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
N65-31378
ORGANISM RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI AND
USE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TO STRESSES
JPRS-3IgO9 N65-32356
CONTROL PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS - CYTOLOGY
AND SEX FACTOR DETERMINATION AND CONTROL
N65-32560
EVOLUTION 1N LIGHT OF CYBERNETICS - CONTROL
PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS N65-32561
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN BEHAVIOR OF LIVE
ORGANISMS N65-34752
ORGUEIL METEORITE
HYDROCARBONS OF TERRESTRIAL SAMPLES AND ORGUEIL
METEORITE ANALYZED_ SHOWING THAT ALKANES ARE BEST
INDICATORS OF FORMER LIFE ON EARTH
665-3068B
ORGANIC NITROGEN COMPOUNDS EXTRACTED FROM ORGUEIL
METEORITE AS RELATED TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
665-80080
EVIDENCE OF TERRESTRIAL BIOGENIC CONTAMINATION OF
ORGUEIL METEORITE SAMPLE NO. 9419 AS RELATED TO
VALIDITY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE FOUND IN OTHER
SAMPLES A65-80081
ORGANIZED ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION IN RELATION TO SIZE
IN ORGUEIL METEORITE SUGGESTING PRIMITIVE
LIFE INDIGENOUS TO METEORITES A65-80444
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY EXAMINATION OF ORGUEIL
METEORITE **ORGANIZED ELEMENTS** WITH
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS RESEMBLING CELLS OR
ORGANISMS OF EARTH ORIGIN A65-82366
ORIENTATION
S SPACE ORIENTATION
S SPATIAL ORIENTATION
ORIGIN
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES AND
OCEANS A65-80889
PROCESSES OF ORIGIN OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
A65-81928
CELLULAR SECRETION AND ABSORPTION PROCESS OF
ENDOLYMPH IN VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF PIGEON
A65-82172
ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
FOUR WEEKS BED REST EFFECT ON CIRCULATORY
FUNCTIONS IN MAN A65-14236
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEMt ASCERTAINING MECHANISM AND CAUSES OF
ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION A65-23461
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES IN MAN WITHOUT AND WITH
ANTIGRAVITY SUIT AFTER FOUR WEEKS OF ABSOLUTE BED
REST IN RELATION TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80145
BLOOD VDLUME_ ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE_ AND EXERCISE
AS AFFECTED BY CHAIR REST IN NORMAL GRAVITATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT 665-81771
PLASMA VOLUME_ ERYTHROCYTESt HEART RATEr POSTURAL
INTOLERANCE AND ENDURANCE OF MAN DURING FOUR WEEKS
BED REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-82367
c ..... r ...... OXYGEN
OSCILLATION
SA PRESSURE OSCILLATION
SA VIBRATION
MECHANISM OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND
AND SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
OSCILLATIONS - ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS OF
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-30860 N65-28700
OSCILLOGRAPH
BLOOD FLOW TIME DETERMINATION BY OXYHENOGRAM
RECORDING ON OSCILLOGRAPH
JPRS-31093 N65-Z887B
CONSTRUCTION OF DEVICE FOR RECORDING BLOOD
PRESSUREe PULSE, RESPIRATION, AND MECHANDGRAMS
ON OSCILLOGRAPHS
NASA-TT-F-9581 N65-35782
OSMOSIS
EFFECT OF DIETETIC MEASURES ON OSMOTIC BALANCE
OF BLOOD IN NORMAL PERSONS
NASA-TT-F-9639 N65-29726
OTOLITH
FUNCTIONS OF OTOLITH ORGANS AND SEMICIRCULAR
CANALS IN WEIGHTLESS AND ROTATING SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-14526
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS AFTER HIGH LEVEL GRAVITATIONAL AND
INERTIAL FORCE EXPOSURE
NASA-CR-57274 N65-19692
OTOLOGY
BAROSCOPIC TRAUMA OF EAR WITH REFERENCE TO
MECHANISM, CLINICAL SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT
A65-21241
OVARY
STEROID INDUCED OVULATION IN FISH - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-ZO58B
OXALATE
HYPOXIC HYPOXENIA EFFECT ON GLUTAMIC-OXALDACETIC-
TRANSAMINASE AND LACTIC DEHYDRDGENASE ACTIVITY OF
MYOCARDIUM OF RAT A65-BOI54
OXALIC ACID
OXALOACETATE PROTECTION OF CITRATE CONDENSING
ENZYME FROM PALMITYL- CO A
UCRL-7896 N65-35526
OXIDASE
ACTIVITY OF CYTOCHRONE OXIDASE IN ORGANS OF RATS
ADAPTED TO HIGHER AND LOWER TEMPERATURES
FTD-TT-66-664/I[2 N65-15963
OXIDASE METABOLISM ENZYMES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX AND
SPINAL CORD IN HYPOXIA ACCLIMATED RATS
N65-17813
OXIDATION
PROBLEMS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS- OXIDATION REDUCTION
PROCESSES AND PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION CENTER
MECHANISMS A6S-8ZOI6
BLOOD FLOW RATE AND OXIDATION INTENSITY IN HIGH
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT ACCLIMATIZATION
N65-17821
OXIDATION METABOLISM DISTURBANCE DISTINCT FROM
HYPOXIA N65-17843
MICROBIAL OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBON GASES
AD-609207 N65-18279
STABILITY OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AND CHANGES IN
OXIDATION PROCESSES DURING CHILLING IN HUMANS
ADAPTED AND NOT ADAPTED TO COLD
Nb5-24940
EFFECT OF AMINOETHYLISOTHIURONIUN BROMIDE
HYDROBROMIDE ANTIRADIATION DRUG ON GLUCOSE
OXIDATION BY RAT SPLEEN AND BONE MARROW
SUSPENSIONS
SAM-TR-65-Zg N65-34260
OXYGEN
SA AIRCRAFT BREATHING APPARATUS
Sk HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
SA LIQUID OXYGEN /LOX/
SA OZONE
INHIBITION OF SEED GERMINATION IN VARIOUS
ANGIOSPERMS OVERCOME BY RADIATION AND CHEMICAL
STIMULUS A65-B0354
OXYGEN IN THE ANIMAL ORGANISM - A SYMPOSIUM
A65-80355
ROLE OF OXYGEN IN PHENOMENA OF CHEMICAL
PROTECTION AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION
A65-80367
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-80724
GLUCOSE PERMEABILITY OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AS
AFFECTED BY INHALATION OF ANESTHETICS, OXYGEN, AND
CARBON DIOXIDE A65-BOBIB
PROLONGED MECHANICAL VENTILATION FACTORS AFFECTING
DELIVERED OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS AND RELATIVE
A65-81402
OXYGENATION OF TISSUE CELL A65-81512
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE EXCHANGE RESPONSE TO
BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES IN DOG LUNG AS RELATED TO
ELGOD FLOW A65-BI896
COCHLEAR OXYGEN TENSION AND BLOOD FLOW AS AFFECTED
BY ADMINISTRATION OF PURE OXYGEN, 8 PER CENT
CARBON DIOXIDE, AND EPINEPHRINE
A65-BZO17
CORTICAL CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN OF CAT AT HIGH
PRESSURES OF ARGDNT NITROGEN, HELIUMv AND OXYGEN
A65-82156
DEEP DIVING AND DECOMPRESSION TIME IN RELATION TO
BREATHING MIXTURES WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS OF
ARGUNv HELIUM_ OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN
A65-B2159
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC SYSTEM CAPABLE DE MEASURING
L_W LEVELS OF NEON AND CARBON MONOXIDE IN HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN IN PULMONARY DIFFUSING
CAPACITY DETERMINATIONS A6S-821TO
OXYGEN PRESSURE IN COG BRAIN TISSUE DURING GAS
MIXTURE RESPIRATION - HYPOXIA N65-17769
OXYGEN USED IN REDUCTION OF ADVERSE EFFECTS OF
ELEVATED CARBDN DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN
RABBITS N65-17B07
OXYGEN-FIXING PROPERTIES OF BLOOD HEMOGLOBIN
CURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA
N6S-IT815
OXYGEN SUPPLY FOR PATIENTS WITH HEART VALVE
DEFECTS IN MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ENVIRONMENT
N65-1783_
OXYGENATION OF BRAIN TISSUES DURING AIR AND
OXYGEN RESPIRATION WITH ADMIXTURE OF CARBON
DIOXIDE
FTD-TT-64-634/I_266 N65-19139
BLOOD OXYGEN CHANGES INDUCED BY FORWARD
ACCELERATION
AMRL--TR-64-132 N65-21039
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN HELIUM-
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-56876 N65-22195
OXYGEN, CARBON DIOXIDE, NITROGEN, AND OTHER BLOOD
GASES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - HISTORICAL
REVIEW
BNL-89B N6S-Z3230
OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD
SAM-TR-64-8g N65-26592
A-265
OXYGEN APPARATUS SUBJECT INDEX
CARBON DIOXIDE, OXYGEN, AND HYDROGEN ION
INTERACTION AND INDEPENDENT EFFECTS ON
BREATHING - RESPIRATION STIMULANTS IN ARTERIAL
BLOOD
SAM-TR-64-94 N65-26242
DEPENDENCE OF RADIOSENSITIZING EFFECT OF OXYGEN ON
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AND FREE RADICAL LIFETIME
N65-26383
IRRADIATION OF BEETLES FOR MEASURING OXYGEN EFFECT
ON RADIATION AT VARIOUS RADIATION DOSE RATES
N65-26384
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO ARTIFICIAL
ATMOSPHERE OF PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED PRESSURE
NASA-TT-F-9427 N65-27713
EFFECTS OF DXYGEN_ NITROGEN, AND CARBON DIOXIDE
ON ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SMOOTH MUSCLE IN FROGS
JPRS-31013 NbB-28142
OXYGEN CARDIAL-ENERGY EQUILIBRIUM IN ABSENCE OF
GRAVITY
NASA-TT-F-9562 N6B-33806
COPPER PROTEINS AND OXYGEN - CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF COPPER ENZYMES
FSU-2690-21 N65-34320
OXYGEN APPARATUS
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCTION OF GAS MIXTURES DF
PRECISELY CDNTROLLED COMPOSITION FOR INSPIRATION
BY SMALL ANIMALS A65-8115Z
OXYGEN BREATHING
RECOVERY OF USABLE OXYGEN FROM WASTE CARBON
DIOXIDE ON SPACECRAFT BY CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION
FOLLOWED BY ELECTROLYSIS 665-15625
OXYGEN INHALATION IN PROLONGATION OF TIME OF
USEFUL CONSCIOUSNESS IN SUBSEQUENT NITROGEN
INHALATION BY RABBITS A65-31343
DYNAMIC TESTING OF AIRCRAFT OXYGEN BREATHING
SYSTEMS USING ELECTRICAL ANALOG
A65-36822
PULMONARY ATELECTASIS IN JET PILOT CAUSED BY HIGH
G-FORCES, ANTI-G-SUIT, AND BREATHING OF PURE
OXYGEN A65-B0034
CORNEAL NEOVASCULARIZATION OF GUINEA PIG IN
PRESSURE CHAMBER SUPPLIED WITH 100 PERCENT OXYGEN
AT UP TO TWO ATMOSPHERES 665-B0052
RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE AS AFFECTED BY
EXERCISE AND OXYGEN BREATHING A65-80132
FACTORS INFLUENCING CONCENTRATION OF EXPIRED
NITROGEN AFTER BREATHING OXYGEN
A65-80311
PROLONGED INHALATION OF OXYGEN AND EFFECT ON HUMAN
TASTE SENSATION AND RELATION TO HIGH ALTITUDE
FLYING 665-80396
RESPIRAIDRY SYSTEM RESPONSE IN GUINEA PIG TO
BREATHING I00% OXYGEN AT 1 ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE
A65-80554
TOXIC SIGNS AND MORPHOLOGIC CHANGES IN ORGANS AND
TISSUES OF MICE, RATS, GUINEA PIGS, DOGS, AND
MONKEYS BREATHING RELATIVELY PURE OXYGEN
A65-80581
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDE ON CERTAIN PHYSIOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONS CONTROLLED BY AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN ANIMALS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND AIR
A65-B0647
RATE OF RAT LUNG COLLAPSE AFTER AIRWAY OCCLUSION
WHILE BREATHING I00 PER CENI OXYGEN AT VARIOUS
AMBIENT PRESSURES A65-80669
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ACCLIMATIZED MAN AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING PURE OXYGEN
665-80671
SECONDARY VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO EXERCISE AS
MODIFIED BY PURE OXYGEN, AMMONIUM CHLORIDE,
AMINOPHYLLINE AND SODIUM BICARBONATE, COMPOUNDS
WHICH ALTER CEREBRAL BLDOD FLOW
A65-80674
RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DISEASE AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-80757
HIGH-ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA AND TREATMENT WITH
PURE OXYGEN AND VARIOUS DRUGS 665-B0809
EFFECTS OF HYPEROXIA ON ERYTHROCYTES IN VIVO-
hEMOLYSIS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AFTER EXPOSURE TO
OXYGEN UNDER HIGH PRESSURE 665-81129
EFFECT OF DRUGS AND HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
ON EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMONITIS IN RATS
665-B1202
CARDIOVASCULAR AND HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-B[204
OXYGEN BREATHING AS THERAPY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING 665-81511
SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL ANIMALS TD
LOW-PRESSURE HIGH-OXYGEN ENVIRONMENTS
A65-81609
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND PULSE RATE OF RABBIT AS
AFFECTED BY OXYGEN BREATHING FOLLOWING HYPOXIA
A65-B1666
EFFECT OF PROLONGED INHALATION OF PURE OXYGEN IN
RATS IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER A65-81671
BASAL METABOLIC RATE - NITROGEN ELIMINATION DURING
PURE OXYGEN BREATHING AND NOTE ON BODY SURFACE
AREA FORMULAS A65-81696
UNCONSCIOUS RECOVERY AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN A65-81730
GLUTATHIONEMIA - BLOOD LEVELS OF GLUTATHIONE
DURING OXYGEN BREATHING, HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA
IN DOGS A65-81840
OXYGEN TENSION IN HUMAN MUSCLE DURING OXYGEN
BREATHING AT NATURAL HIGH ALTITUDES AND DURING
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-BIB73
EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
ON PULMONARY SURFACTANT IN MAMMALS
A65-BLBgB
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IN VIVO BLOOD BUFFER CURVE IN
DOGS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND IN VITRO BUFFER
CURVE A65-81902
OXYGEN BREATHING AND RESPIRATION DURING
HYPOTHERMIA A65-82002
GROWTH RATE, FOOD INTAKEv RESPIRATORY RATE,
ERYTHROCYTE, HEMOGLOBIN, AND HEMATOCRIT LEVELS_
AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF YOUNG CHICKENS
BREATHING NEARLY PURE OXYGEN A65-B2154
RECORDED CHANGES OF THORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN
MAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
665-B2220
EFFECT OF HYPEROXYGENATIDN ON ACTIVITY OF
SUCCINATE DENYOROGENASEt ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASE,
SH-GROUPSt AND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-B2325
EFFICIENCY OF MAN EXPOSED TO RADIAL ACCELERATION
AND BREATHING OXYGEN AT EXCESS PRESSURE
NbS-I363B
PRESSURE CHAMBER ELEVATIDNS_ LOW OXYGEN BREATHING
MIXTURES, HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE BREATHING
MIXTURES, INCREASED PRESSURE IN GASTROINTESTINAL
TRACKw AND ACCELERATION EFFECT ON REFLEXES
N65-13TOB
A-266
SUBJECT iNDEX OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
METABOLISM OF ANIMALS IN OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
NASA-CR-60338 N65-15372
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT - SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE -
ESCAPE, PARACHUTES, AND EQUIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
N65-29750
HYPOXIA INDUCED BY SUSTAINED FORWARD ACCELERATION
WHILE BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
NASA-TM-X-S[669 N65-35262
OXYGEN COMPOUND
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
ADRENALINE ACTIVITY UNDER EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS, AND IT-OXYCDRTICOSTEROID CONTENT IN
BLOOD OF PATIENTS WITH VIBRATION SICKNESS
JPRS-3OB65 N65-ZTO30
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
INCREASED OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND REDUCED OUTPUT
CAPABILITY EXPERIENCED BY PERSONNEL WORKING IN
REDUCED TRACTION ENVIRONMENT A65-10535
LUNG VOLUME CHANGES OF EMPHYSEMA PATIENTS UPON
EXPOSURE TO SIMULATED ALTITUDE OF IB,OOO FT
AbS-1423T
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING EXERCISE WITHOUT BODY
LIFTING AGAINST GRAVITY, NOTING CORRELATION WITH
BODY WEIGHT AND SURFACE AREA A65-I656Z
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE DURING MAXIMUM
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF FLYING CADETS
A65-20984
PROBLEM OF OXYGEN SUPPLY ON SPACE FLIGHTS
REQUIRING PHOTOSYNTHESIS SOLUIION
A65-21362
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DETERMINATION DURING STRENUOUS
FLYING PROGRAM AT VARIOUS G FORCES
A65-ZBOT3
PULMONARY AND FEMORAL ARTERIAL BLOOD OXYGEN
SATURATION DECREASE DUE TO PULMONARY ARTERIAL-
VENOUS SHUNTING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS SUBJECT TO
FORWARD ACCELERATION A&5-29057
WHITE RAT RESPONSES TO PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
ATMOSPHERE OF PURE OXYGEN AT PRESSURE OF 198 TORR
A6S-2994T
OXYGEN EFFECT AT HIGH AMBIENT PRESSURE ON BLOOD
FLOW AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF KIDNEY IN DOG
BREATHING 100 PERCENT OXYGEN A65-BOOT2
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, HEART RATE, VENTILATION, BODY
TEMPERATURE AS AFFECTED BY ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
EXERCISE A65-80077
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN RATS FORCED TO SWIM IN HOT, COLD,
AND THERMONEUTRAL WATER A65-BO078
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, BODY TEMPERATURE, AND
SHIVERING AS AFFECTED BY COLD EXPOSURE WITH AND
WITHOUT VOLUNTARY HYPERVENTILATION
A65-80OB3
HUMAN NET OXYGEN COST IN HORIZONTAL AND GRADE
WALKING AND RUNNING ON TREADMILL
A65-BO272
LUNG VOLUME AND VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO AIRWAY
OBSTRUCTION DURING TREADMILL EXERCISE - RELATION
TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION A65-80316
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS AS FUNCTION OF
LOCAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN VERTEBRAL CANAL
A65-80323
CYSTEAMINE AND AET IISOTHIURONIUMI EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE OF MOUSE
A65-80325
OXYGEN COST OF BREATHING DURING RESPIRATION
AGAINST PRESSURE A65-8032T
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND SODIUM REABSORPTION IN DOG
KIDNEY AbS-8036Z
CEREBRAL BLOOD SUPPLY AND CEREBRAL OXIDATIVE
METABOLISM A65-80363
OXYGEN COST OF WORK PERFORMED IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES WHEN BODY WEIGHT IS NOT LIFTED AGAINST
GRAVITY A65-BO386
HEART MINUTE VOLUME AS QUADRATIC FUNCTION OF
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN NORMAL HEN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A65-80403
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, PULMONARY
VENTILATION, RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE RATIO, BODY
WEIGHT, AND SURFACE AREA OF OBESE SUBJECTS
A65-80666
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND METABOLIC RATES IN HYPNOTIC
TRANCE AND SLEEP A65-80681
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION ASSESSMENT BASED ON
CALCULATION OF RATIO BETWEEN MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE
AND HEART VOLUME A65-80693
PEAK OXYGEN INTAKE DURING PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM
FOR MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-80732
EFFECT OF NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS UPON GROWTH AND
ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN UPTAKE IN BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
A65-80766
KINETICS OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AT ONSET OF
MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN NAN A65-80BB_
OXYGEN TENSION EFFECT ON OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, NAZZ
EFFLUX, AND CONTRACTILITY OF MUSCLES OF FROG
A65-BlO2Z
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING FLIGHT OF MODERATE G
LOAD AT HIGH ALTITUDE A65-810TO
PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE /AEROBIC
CAPACITY/ DURING PHYSICAL WORK WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO RAOIOLOGICAL HEART AREA AND THORACIC
AREA A65-81120
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE,
BLOOD LACTATE, AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
UNACCLINATIZED MEN EXERCISING IN HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-81135
WCRK CAPACITY IN YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN AS RELATED TO
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN UPTAKE AbS-B1162
OXYGEN UPTAKE AND HEART RATE OF MIDDLE-AGED MEN
CURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-81143
CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF CARBON-16 DIGXIDE AND
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AbS-BlI53
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART
RATE IN EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION IN
PILOT CANADIDATES A65-81264
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN STANDING AND SUPINE
POSITIONS A65-BL273
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON HEART RATE AND OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION DURING WORK-REST CYCLE
A65-B1363
ENERGY COST AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF ALTERNATING
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE WORK A65-81507
STEP-TEST FOR INDUCING MAXIMAL WORK FOR
DETERMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION k65-B1552
CXYGEN CONSUMPTION, EHERMAL CONDUCTANCE, AND
IGRPOR IN CALIFORNIA POCKET MOUSE, PEROGNATHUS
CALIFORNICUS A65-81679
MATHEMATICAL EVALUATION OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND RECOVERY
A65-B17IT
A-26T
OXYGENDEFICIENCY SUBJECT INDEX
NOMOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION IN MAN DURING EXERCISE
A65-81920
INFLUENCE OF BREATHING CARBON DIOXIDE ON HYPOXIC
CHANGES AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING PSYCHOMOTOR
TASK PERFORMANCE WITH OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
A65-8196B
MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE IN MIDDLE-AGED MALES DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-82053
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND ENDOGENOUS RESPIRATION IN
CELLS FROM THE VESTIBULAR NUCLEUS IN RABBITS
A65-82D70
CLEARANCE OF INULIN AND PARA-AMINOHIPPURIC ACID,
CARDIAC OUTPUT, OXYGEN UPTAKE, AND BLOOD PRESSURE
OF SUBJECTS DURING PROLONGED SUPINE EXERCISE AT
DIFFERENT LOADS A65-82165
EXCESS LACTATE CONCEPT AND OXYGEN DEBT OF EXERCISE
A65-82166
MEASUREMENT OF MUSCLE OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING
STATIC INTERMITTENT AND DYNAMIC WORK BY OPEN
CIRCUIT METHOD A65-82314
EFFECT OF SUPINE EXERCISE ON LEFT VENTRICULAR
VOLUME AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN MAN
A65-82326
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE EFFECTS ON HEART RATE, BLOOD
PRESSURE, AND NET OXYGEN COST
NASA-CR-594Ig N65-10II9
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF HEART DURING RESPIRATION AT
EXCESS PRESSURE N65-13656
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON DIOXIDE ELIMINATION
IN RESPIRATION UNDER EXCESS PRESSURE
N65-ITBO8
PATHOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND EXPERIMENTAL
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION, AND OXYGEN SIARVATION
JPRS-30OI5 N65-25025
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT IN ANIMAL TISSUE AND
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AND
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE
JPRS-30443 N65-25_25
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
SA ANOXIA
SA HYPOXIA
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INDUCED SYMPTOMS IN AIRCRAFT
PERSONNEL AND PARACHUTE JUMPERS AT DIFFERENT
ALTITUDES A65-22759
MEASURING OF P 02 IN CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RATS WITH
TECHNIQUES BASED ON OXYGEN ELECTRODE THEORY
A65-32794
EFFECTS OF INCREASED ALTITUDE ON NIGHT VISION OF
PILOTS A65-36399
PULMONARY VASCULAR CHANGES IN DOGS PLACED IN
ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL CHAMBER WITH TEN PERCENT
OXYGEN A65-80IBI
OXYGEN LACK EFFECT ON INDUCTIVE PHASE
OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION
IN CHLDRELLA VULGARIS A65-80317
INDOLE AND HYDRAZINE DRUG DERIVATIVES TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TO OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
N65-13669
EFFECT OF OXYGEN STARVATION ON MOTION SICKNESS
N65-I3752
OXYGEN STARVATION AND ACCELERATION EFFECT ON
CONTENT OF GLUTAMIC AND GAMMA-AMINOBUTYRIC ACIDS
IN BRAIN TISSUE
JPRS-28630 N65-16136
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA IN MAN AND ANIMALS
A-26B
FTD-TT-64-87811&2 N65-17751
NARCOTICS INFLUENCE ON ORGANISM RESISTANCE TO
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA AND NARCOSIS
N65-17777
REGIONAL OXYGEN DEFICIENCY IN HUMANS WITH HYPOXIA
N65-17784
COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CHRONIC OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN BLOOD CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
N65-17791
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY OCCURING IN HUMANS SUFFERING
CARCIAC VALVE DISEASE - MITRAL DISEASE
N65-17797
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY AS HYPOXIA INDEX DURING EARLY
STAGES OF HYPERTENSION IN HUMANS
N65-17798
DEGREE OF HYPOXIA OR OXYGEN DEFICIENCY PROBLEM
N65-17844
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY DUE TO GAS EXCHANGE DISTURBANCE
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS N65-22730
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N65-25026
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN BODY SYSTEMS FROM OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-30576 N65-2543E
OXYGEN MASK
PilOT OXYGEN MASK WITH TACTILE TRANSDUCER
PROVIDING WARNING SIGNALS FROM WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION SYSTEP' A65-I1394
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION FROM 8000 [0
45,000 FT AT RATES OF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR PILOTS
AND FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTS, EXAMINING OXYGEN MASK
ROLE A65-24075
PLETHYSMOGRAPHIC STUDY OF OXYGEN MASKS _t_D HELMETS
OF PRESSURIZED SUITS A65-80120
OXYGEN BREATHING MASKS SELECTION, FIT, AND
APPLICATION - EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
N65-29752
OXYGEN METABOLISM
RESPIRATORY GASEOUS EXCHANGE UNDER HIGH OXYGEN
CONCENTRATION IN GUINEA PIGS, NOTING BODY WEIGHT
AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION A65-18842
ANIMAL TESTS FOR EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION,
VIBRATION AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXIDATION
METABOLISM IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND MITOSIS
IN HEMOPOIETIC TISSUES A65-29946
MAMMALIAN MICROCIRCULATION MODEL FOR ADAPTIVE
CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH REGULATES METABOLIC OXYGEN
FLOW TO SKELETAL MUSCLES A65-54gB8
FACTORS AFFECTING RATE OF OXYGEN EXCHANGE
BETWEEN CAPILLARY BLOOD AND TISSUES
A65--8036I
OXYGEN STORAGE IN MAN A65-BO368
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURES, PH, STANDARD
BICARBONATE AND BASE EXCESS IN HUMAN CORONARY
VENOUS BLOOD AT REST, DURING, AND AFTER PHYSICAL
WORK A65-80452
TEMPERATURE EFFECT OF OEOXYGENATIDN RATE OF HUMAN
RED CELLS A65-81906
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON GROWTH RATE,
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY, AND CELL COMPOSITION -
CYIOGENESIS
NASA-CR-5518B N65-17069
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AND LONGEVITY,
CYBERNEIICSw X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT, AND
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - SCIENTIFIC
CONFERENCE REPORTS
$',-m-JECT -'.-'_-'_ OXYGEN TENSION
JPRS-30099 N65-26875
SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE - POLAROGRAPHIO
DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN METABOLISM IN TISSUES
N65-24878
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATION, VIBRATION,
AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM AND
FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9625 N65-2TTll
VIBRATION EFFECT ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUE OF RATS N65-31386
MECHANISM OF COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND
IRRADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUES OF RATS N65-31387
OXYGEN PRODUCTION
SA HILL REACTION
OXYGEN RECOVERY FROM METABOLIC CARBON DIOXIDE FOR
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT A65-10698
LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROVIDING
ATMOSPHERE AND THERMAL CONTROL_ RADIATION
PROTECTION AND MATER AND HASTE RECOVERY
A65-13099
MANNED SPACECRAFT OXYGEN REQUIREMENTSv CRYOGENIC
STORAGE, PRODUCTION AND TMO-GAS ATMOSPHERES
A65-14381
SPACECRAFT OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM REACTION BETHEEN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND CHLORELLA CULTIVATED FROM
FERMENTED EXCRETA AbS-I438Z
OXYGEN REGENERATION FROM SOLID ELECTROLYTIC
REDUCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE FOR SPACE CABIN
ATMOSPHERE
AIDE PREPRINT BID A65-15366
BOSCH PROCESS CLOSED CYCLE OXYGEN PRODUCTION UNIT
FOR SPACE APPLICATION
AICE PREPRINT 6TA A65-15398
PARTIALLY REGENERATIVE AND BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS EMPHASIZING SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONTROL AND FOOD PRODUCTION A65-17930
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION AND CONTROL
PROBLEMS COVERING CARBON DIOXIDE_ NATER_ OXYGEN
CONCENTRATIONS AND TRACE CONTAMINATION
ASME PAPER 65"AV-67 A65-23656
CARBON DIOXIDE REDUCTION UNIT FOR CONTINUOUS HIGH
RATE OXYGEN REGENERATION IN ZERO GRAVITY
ENVIRONMENT A65-29060
SPACECRAFT CABIN ENVIRONMENT CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERE
AND TEMPERATURE, DESCRIBING OXYGEN REGENERATION
SYSTEM USING ZEOLITE BEDS AND SILICA GEL
A65-33615
OXYGEN EXTRACTION FROM LUNAR METALLIC SILICATES BY
REDUCTION NITH METHANE IN CYCLIC CHEMICAL PROCESS
A65-34269
CORNUCOPIA, STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION, POTABLE
NATERt METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
ATMOSPHERE_ AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
A65-80163
KINETICS OF OXYGEN PRODUCTION DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-BI6TT
KINETICS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC FLUORESCENCE INDUCTION
RELATED TO OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-81763
SOLID CHEMICAl AIR GENERATOR FOR PRODUCING
BREATHABLE AND OXYGEN ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE -
SPACE APPLICATION
AG-I N65-1026T
PRESSURE AS FACTOR IN ALGAE GROHTH - OXYGEN
PRODUCED BY PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF ALGAE
N65-11T1T
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN SPACE CABIN
ATMOSPHERE
NASA-OR-50295 N65-170TI
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-CR-55131 N65-ITO72
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-CR-60892 N65-1TB67
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF CHLORELLA CULTURE FOR OXYGEN
REGENERATION SYSTEM
FTD-TT-66-ZBT/I&2 N65-18227
OXYGEN RECOMBINATION
REGENERATION OF OXYGEN AND GAS EXCHANGE SYSTEMS
FOR SPACECRAFT A65-81793
OXYGEN SENSOR
ELECTRODE SIZE AND TISSUE OXYGEN TENSION
MEASUREMENT IN RATS EXPOSED TO AIR OR HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN A65-8116T
OXYGEN SYSTEM
OXYGEN FOR CIVIL AIRCREH FOLLONING LOSS OF CABIN
PRESSURIZATION
FPRC/MEMO-205 N65-12641
EFFICIENCY OF OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEMI IN CONTROLLING
RESPIRATION AT EXCESS PRESSURE N65-13680
OXYGEN TENSION
LOH OXYGEN AND HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
EXPERIENCED BY MAMMALIAN FETUS HITHIN AND BENEATH
EARTH ATMOSPHERE PARALLELED TO MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-2663T
POLAROGRAPHY APPLIED TO DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN UNDER HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING
CONDITIONS A65-BOO90
FULNONARY CIRCULATION IN PERFUSED LUNGS OF DOGS
AS AFFECTED BY HIGH INTRA-ALVEOLAR OXYGEN TENSION
A65-80228
GENERAL ADVERSE EFFECTS AND VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES OF OXYGEN AT HIGH TENSION - A REVIEN
A65-80364
CHANGES IN EYE DURING EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
ENVIRONMENTS AbS-BObO5
ROLE OF DIMINISHED OXYGEN TENSION IN FUNCTIONAL
HYPEREHIA OF SKELETAL MUSCLE OF DOG
A65--80610
SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF ENO-TIDAL
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN COMPARED HITH MASS
SPECTROMETER METHOD A65-80627
CONTROLLED FREQUENCY BREATHING DURING MUSCULAR
EXERCISE AS RELATED TO CHANGES IN ALVEOLAR GAS
TENSIONS A65-80672
OXYGEN TENSION EFFECT ON OXYGEN CONSUNPTIONt NA2Z
EFFLUXt AND CONTRACTILITY OF MUSCLES OF FROG
A65-81022
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOg OF
00G AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
A65-81175
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLOOD FLOW FROM RUBIDIUM-86
CLEARANCE IN DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGEN, CARBON
DIOXIOE, AND VASOACTIVE DRUGS A65-BIIT6
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF BRAIN DURING CIRCULATORY HYPOXIA
AND BRAIN CIRCULATION A65-81338
ANMQNIA-GLUTAMIC ACIO-GLUTANINE SYSTEM OF RAT
BRAIN IN COMBINED EFFECT OF HYPDTHERMIA AND
ELEVATED OXYGEN TENSION A65-81362
CARBON DIOXIDE, OXYGEN, AND PH ELECTRODES FOR
ARTERIAL BLOOD ANALYSIS A65-81492
A-269
OXYGENTOXICITY SUBJECT INDEX
POLARDGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN CONTENT AND
CAPACITY IN BLOOD SAMPLE A65-81637
OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT IN AQUEOUS
HUMOR AND LENS OF EYE OF ANIMAL - NEW TEST METHOD
A65-BI727
VENTILATION AND OXYGEN TRANSPORT IN HYPOTHERMIC
DOGS A65-81804
OXYGEN TENSION IN HUMAN MUSCLE DURING OXYGEN
BREATHING AT NATURAL HIGH ALTITUDES AND DURING
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-81873
INCREASE OF ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
A65-BI901
OXYGEN TENSION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES BY DIRECT
INTRODUCTION OF ELECTRODES INTO TISSUES IN RAT
A65-81996
COCHLEAR OXYGEN TENSION AND BLOOD FLOW AS AFFECTED
BY ADMINISTRATION OF PURE OXYGEN, 8 PER CENT
CARBON DIOXIDE, AND EPINEPHRINE
A65-82017
EFFECT OF OSCILLATING AND STEADY ALVEOLAR PARTIAL
PRESSURE OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE ON PULMONARY
VENTILATION A65-82074
EFFECT OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL
PRESSURE IN RETINAL BLOOD VESSELS ON INTRAOCULAR
TENSION IN DOGS AND CATS A65-82271
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AND HEART FUNCTION IN
RESPONSE TO ACID-BASE DISTURBANCES AND BLOOD GASES
A65-82301
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT SIMULATED
ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
AD-451065 N65-11421
OXYGEN TENSION IN BRAIN TISSUES OF DOGS AFTER
EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATIONS UNDER AIR AND OXYGEN
BREATHING CONDITIONS N65-13705
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON HUMANS EXPOSED TO
INCREASED OXYGEN TENSION IN SPACE CABIN AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE OF 27,000 FEET FOR 14 DAYS
N65-14453
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION AND FUNCTIONAL ATELECTASIS
AND HYPERINFLATION
AD-450346 N65-14761
RELATION BETWEEN SPLEEN OXYGEN TENSION AND
RADIATION PROTECTION IN MICE N65-19216
IRON-GOLD PAIR OF ELECTRODES IN CLINICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS TO REGISTER TISSUE
OXYGEN TENSION
JPRS-30818 N65-27028
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS ON OXYGEN TENSION IN
SPLEEN AND VENA CAVA OF MICE INJECTED WITH
SODIUM NITRATE TO STUDY RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION
SAM-TR-65-13 N65-30506
OXYGEN TOXICITY
OXYGEN EFFECT ON RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE
EXPOSED TO IONIZING DOSES IN CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT A65-14225
CONVULSIONS CAUSED BY HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN I OHP/
AND RELATIONSHIP TO PARALYSIS A65-14233
FATAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS IN MICE DURING LONG
EXPOSURE TO HIGHLY OXYGENATED ENVIRONMENT
A65-14384
PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF DOGS TO HIGH OXYGEN
ENVIRONMENT RESULTING IN RETINAL DETACHMENT AND
OTHER SEVERE OCULAR DAMAGE A65-14385
COMBINEO EFFECTS OF OXYGEN TOXICITY AND HIGH
GRAVITY STRESSES ON RETINAL DAMAGE IN ANIMALS
A65-14386
SPACECRAFT CABIN CONSIDERING PRESSURE, TYPES OF
ATMOSPHERE AND FIRE HAZARDS FROM FLAMMABLE
MATERIAL A65-14806
POST MORTEM LUNG TISSUE CHANGES IN MICE FROM
OXYGEN TOXICITY AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
A65-16563
CONTINUOUS HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION INHALATION
EFFECTS AT STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ON
VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-18431
TOXIC EFFECT IN RESPIRATORY TRACT AND NERVOUS
SYSTEM CAUSED BY BREATHING OXYGEN ENRICHED
ATMOSPHERE, DISCUSSING PULMONARY FUNCTION
A65-26745
OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS EVIDENCED BY HEPATIC,
RENAL AND PULMONARY MITOCHONDRIAL SWELLING AND
THYROID RESPONSE VARIATIONS A65-2g066
ACUTE AND CHRONIC EFFECTS IN RAT EXPOSED TO
OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE A65-80142
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OXYGEN - A REVIEW
A65-80365
TOXIC ACTION OF OXYGEN ON METABOLISM AND ROLE OF
TRACE METALS A65-80366
METABOLISM AND PROTECTION BY ANESTHESIA AGAINST
TOXICITY OF OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE
A65-81149
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS WITH
DIMERCAPROL A65-8LI50
POISONING OF CELLULAR REACTIONS BY OXYGEN
A65-81513
FACTORS INFLUENCING OXYGEN TOXICITY IN MAN AND
ANIMAL A65-81528
CASE HISTORY OF CLINICAL HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION
WITH SEVERE OXYGEN TOXICITY A65-81868
EFFECT OF OXYGEN INTOXICATION ON VARIOUS AREAS OF
BRAIN IN CATS A65-81875
ALTERATION OF SURFACTANT SUBSTANCE IN LUNG IN
OXYGEN POISONING IN RABBITS A65-B2100
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM-OXYGEN GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-CR-53543 N65-17057
ANIMAL RESISTANCE TO TOXICITY OF EXCESS OXYGEN BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA Nb5-17806
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF MAN
AND SMALL ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM -
OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-57477 N65-19871
EFFECT OF DIMERCAPTOPROPANOL ON TOXICITY OF OXYGEN
ON RATS AT SIX ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE
SAM-TR-65-11 N65-25203
EFFECTS OF DISCONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT ON RATS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE
NASA-CR-63790 NbS-28346
OXYGEN TREATMENT
ANOXIA AND TREATMENT IN ACCIDENTAL HYPOTHERMIA
A65-80009
DFCOMPRESSION SICKNESS TREATED WITH COMPRESSION
A65-80146
TREAINENT OF ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING WITH
PURE OXYGEN IN PRESSURE CHAMBER
A65-80282
MECHANISM OF TOXIC ACTION OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND
OXYGEN TREATMENT A65-80295
RISKS OF HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN THERAPY
A-270
_- PAKAR_ | UM
A65-81261
OXYGEN 18
INTRAPULHONARY EXCHANGE OF STABLE OXYGEN 18
ISOTOPE INJECTED INTRAVENOUSLY IN MAN
A65-81892
OXYHENOGLOBIN
POLAROGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT AND
EXPRESSION OF OXYHEMOGLOBIN DISSOCIATION CURVES
SAN-TR-66-75 NAP-23589
OZONE
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS EFFECT,
PARTICULARLY OZONE, ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
A65-35488
OZONE TOXICOLOGY- REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND
INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE 1954-1964
665-B1397
SUPERFICIAL RESPIRATION AND RESPIRATORY EDEMA
INDUCED IN RABBIT BY OZONE INHALATION
A65-82350
OZONOSPHERE
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE CONCENTRATION STRESSING
SAFEGUARDS NECESSARY FOR PROTECTION OF PASSENGERS
AND CREW DF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
A65-23773
P
PACKAGING
SA CONTAINER
RESEARCH ON RADIOPASTEURIZATION OF FISH - OPTIMUM
DOSE AND ACCEPTANCE LEVELS, SUITABILITY OF
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, CHANGES IN
FLAVOR AND ODOR FROM IRRADIATION AND STORAGE
TID-ZI6OO N65-22094
PAIN
SPINAL PAIN REACTION IN PILOTS AFTER MANY FLIGHT
HOURS IN HELICOPTERS A65-81819
PAIN SENSITIVITY
CHANGE OF CUTANEOUS SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND PAIN
AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO UNPATTERNED LIGHT -
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-B0024
SKIN TEMPERATURE AND CUTANEOUS PAIN DURING PARTIAL
WARM WATER IMMERSION A65-81916
SPATIAL SUMMATION OF PAIN FOR LARGE BODY AREAS
USING HIGH INTENSITY INFRARED RADIATION
DASA-156B N65-29159
PALLADIUM
POTASSIUM PALLADO SULFITE METHOD FOR CARBON
MONOXIDE DETECTION A65-B1275
PANCREAS
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS OF THE EXOCRINE PANCREAS DURING
HYPOXIA IN MICE - HISTGAUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY IN
MOUSE A65-80114
ANAEROBIC GLYCOLYSIS AS PATHWAY FOR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN PANCREAS DURING HYPOXIA IN MOUSE
A65-80122
GLYCINE INCORPORATION /IN VIVOI INTO PANCREATIC
CELL PROTEINS OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXIA
665-81177
PANCREATIC SECRETION AFTER EXPOSURE TO HYPOTHERMIA
AND ADMINISTRATION OF SECRETIN AND CARBAMINDYL
CHOLINE IN RAT A65-81736
CHANGES IN DOG PANCREAS FOLLOWING SINGLE LATERAL
ACCELERATION N65-13710
PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY
EXTRACELLULAR PRODUCTS OF HYDROGENDMONAS
EUTROPHA, USING PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY AND
RADIOAUTOGRAPHY WITH CARBON 14 665-31725
CHLOROPHYLLS SEPARATED BY PAPER CHROMATEGRAPHY
FROM CHLORELLA VULGARIS EXTRACTS
A65-81323
PARABOLIC FLIGHT
MOTION SICKNESS SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTIVE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS DURING ZERO GRAVITY
MANEUVERS A65-80893
TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS WITH PARABOLIC FLIGHT FOR
STATE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-B0923
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING PARABOLIC JET FLIGHT
A65-81192
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
CN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING
PARABOLIC FLIGHTS A65-B119T
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN
PARABOLIC FLIGHT NbS-2691B
PARACHUTE
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL REACTION OF RUSSIAN
COSMONAUTS DURING PARACHUTE JUMP TRAINING
A65-80045
THERMAl PROTECTION DURING PARACHUTE JUMP FROM HIGH
ALTITUDE A65-80119
EMOTIONAL FACTORS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF
ASIRONAUTS DURING PARACHUTE JUMP TRAINING
JPRS-Z7819 N65-12662
EFFECT OF PARACHUTE JUMPING ON METABOLISM
CF PROTEINS AND VITAMINS N65-13762
EFFECT OF PARACHUTE JUMPS ON PERSONS IN DIFFERENT
AGE GROUPS N6S-13776
PARACHUTING
SPORT PARACHUTING AND HYPOXIA AS RELATED TO TIME
ESTIMATIONt MEMORY, AND REACTION TIME
A65-80951
STEEPNESS OF APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE GRADIENTS IN
PARACHUTE JUMPING AS FUNCTION OF EXPERIENCE
A65-81616
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL BEHAVIOR IN ASTRONAUT
PARACHUIISTS DURING TRAINING
FTD-TT-65-437/I N65-29160
FEAR AND ENTHUSIASM IN SPORT PARACHUTING
AFOSR-65-1329 N65-35576
PARACHUTING INJURY
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY INDUCED SYMPTOMS IN AIRCRAFT
PERSONNEL AND PARACHUTE JUMPERS AT DIFFERENT
ALTITUDES A65-22759
PARACHUTING INJURY - ANALYSISt PREVENTION AND
TRAINING IN MILITARY PARACHUTING
665-B0223
SURVEY OF MILITARY SPORT PARACHUTING INJURIES AND
DEATHS AA5-BO950
PARACHUTING HAZARDS AND INJURIES
A6S-81238
RESCUE TECHNIQUES USING STANDARD STOKES LITTER
DESCRIBED FOR HANDLING INJURED PERSONS IN
WATER NAS-29754
PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
FREE RADICALS INDUCED BY X-RAY IRRADIATION
IDENTIFIED IN SOLID DNA BY STUDY OF VARIATIONS OF
ELECTRONIPARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRUM OF
DEGRADED DNA A65-27950
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OBSERVATION
DE RADIATION EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHAGES
N65-24616
PARAMECIUM
tFFECF OF NATURAL IONIZING RADIATION ON
GROWTH OF PROTOZOAN, PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM
A65-81254
A-271
PAROTID SUBJECTINDEX
ELECTRONT ANSFER DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS, SPECTRUM
OF GREEN BACTERIA, ION CONCENTRATION RELATING TO
SNAIL NEMBRANES_ ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE
FIBER, AND PARAMECIUM MOVEMENT
JPRS-31282 _ N65-32658
EFFECT OF CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD ON BEHAVIOR 0 K
PARAMECIUM CAUDATUN N65-32664
PAROTIO
NUCLEAR FAST RED METHOD FOR MEASURING CALCIUM IN
SERUM, PAROTlO FLUID, AND URINE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-82359
SALIVA STUDIES OF PAROTID FLUID STEROID RESPONSES
TO CORTICOTRDPIN DOSES IN YOUNG ADULT MALES -
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
SAM-TDR-63-30 N65-25206
SELF POSITIONING DEVICE FOR COLLECTION OF PARDTID
FLUID FROM ISOLATED HUMAN SUBJECTS
SAM-TDR-66-8 N65-33677
PARTIAL PRESSURE
LIMITS TO CORRECTION BY HYPERCAPNIA OF CERTAIN
EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA ON INTELLECTUAL AND MUSCULAR
ACTIVITY A65-36398
EFFECTS OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE AND EXTREMES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE ON THERMOREGULATORY
FUNCTIONS OF BRAIN AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
ANIMALS N65-13633
PARTICLE BEAM
SA PROTON BEAN
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEAMS BEHIND
VERY LOW SHIELDING - RADIATION PROTECTION OF
SPACE SUIT
NASA-CR-62IgB N65-21724
TISSUE DOSAGES FROM ALPHA PARTICLES AND HEAVY
NUCLEI IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEAMS IN SPACE
NASA-CR-64997 N65-33865
PARTICLE DETECTOR
NUCLEAR BIOMEDICINE SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
RADIOISOTOPE DETECTION IN IN-VIVG AND UPTAKE
STUDIES A65-16780
ELECTRONIC PARTICLE ANALYZER TO DETERMINE RED
BLOOD CELL VOLUME AS AID IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
N65-25660
PARTICLE NOTION
ELECTROPHORESIS - DISPLACEMENT OF PARTICLES IN
COARSE SUSPENSIONS UNDER INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL
ELECTRIC FIELD N65-15722
PARTICLE SIZE
DETERMINATION OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF
PARTICULATE MATERIAL DURING OPERATION ROLLER
COASTER INCLUDING PERFORMANCE OF CASCADE
IMPACTORS AND FITTING OF DISTRIBUTIONS
AWRE-O-20/65 N65-28885
PARTICULATE FILTER
AIRBORNE BACTERIA COLLECTION BY SIMPLE DYNAMIC
SAMPLERS AND THEIR RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES
A65-32795
PASSENGER
HUMAN FACTORS OF RAPID EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT DURING ACCIDENTS
AM-6S-7 N65-18609
PASTEURIZATION
IONIZING RADIATION FOR FOOD PRESERVATION -
PASTEURIZATION
CONF-6¢IO02 N65-I8321
IRRADIATION PASTEURIZATION FOR PRESERVATION OF
FRESH WATER FISH AND INLAND FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
C00-L283-12 N65-19822
LOW DOS_ COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
OF SHELLFISH FOR EXTENDING STORAGE LIFE
0R0-626 N65-2208I
RESEARCH ON RADIOPASTEURIZATION OF FISH - OPTIMUM
DOSE AND ACCEPTANCE LEVELS, SUITABILITY OF
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, CHANGES IN
FLAVOR AND ODOR FROM IRRADIATION AND STORAGE
TID-21600 N65-22094
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRESERVATION OF FOOD BY
IRRADIATION - RADIATION STERILIZATION,
PASTEURIZATION, AND DISINFECTION
TIO-2163I N65-25873
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
OF SELECTED PRODUCE COMMODITIES
TID-21628 N65-25879
PASTEURIZATION OF FRUITS BY IRRADIATION FOR
REDUCING SPOILAGE AND EXTENDING MARKET LIFE -
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
TID-217IO N65-27607
PATHOGEN
PATHOGEN-FREE FOOD PLANTS IN MICROCOSM - HIGH
INTENSITY LIGHT EFFECT ON PLANT GROWTH
NASA-CR-50170 N65-I706T
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND OTHER STRESSES IN
SPACE FLIGHT ON PATHOGENICITY AND IMMUNITY
NASA-CR-63282 N65-26065
AEROSOLS, BIOLOGICAL PATHOGENS, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOVIET OPEN
LITERATURE PRIOR TO 31 DECEMBER 1962
ATD-B-65-63 N65-32709
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT
MONITORING TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A65-10694
ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM
AT U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY ON MAY 4 TO 5,
1964 A65-IO72Z
ABRUPT DECELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL
SUBJECTS IN REFERENCE TO APOLLO CAPSULE PARACHUTE
LANDING IMPACT A65-I0732
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL MECHANISM IN HUMAN
SPEECH SYSTEM MODEL MADE TO STUTTER, CONSIDERING
EAR AS CAUSE OF INSTABILITY A65-I0738
DECOMPRESSION EFFECTS ON VOLUME AND CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION OF FLATUS PRODUCED IN MAN
A65-10744
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON SKIN LESIONS OF
WHITE RATS AND RABBITS A65-20936
TOXIC EFFECT IN RESPIRATORY TRACT AND NERVOUS
SYSTEM CAUSED BY BREATHING OXYGEN ENRICHED
ATMOSPHERE, DISCUSSING PULMONARY FUNCTION
A65-26745
LOCALIZATION OF NONTRANQU1LIZER PHENOTHIAZINE IN
DOG CEREBELLUM AND ASSOCIATED AREAS
A65-33023
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
ON SKIN, DIGESTIVE, CIRCULATORY, AND
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF CHICKEN
A65-80383
PATHOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF REPEATED DOSES OF
HYDRAZINE AND I, I-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE IN MONKEY AND
RAT A65-81215
EFFECTS OF ILLUSIONS OF ERROR, DREAMS, REFERENCE,
OVEREVALUATION, AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER
SOCIAL ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION -
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
JPRS-3OISB N65-24349
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N65-25026
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN BODY SYSTEMS FROM OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-30576 N65-25431
A-272
SUBJECTINDEX PATTERNRECOGNITION
PHYSIOLOGICALANDP THOLOGICALEFFECTSOFCARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING ON RATS - PERMISSIBLE DAILY
CONCENTRATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR
N65-28295
PATHOLOGY
SA DISEASE
SA HUMAN PATHOLOGY
SA RADIOPATHOLOGY
PATHOLOGISTS CONTRIBUTION TO AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION SHOULD BE AIMED AT SAVING FUTURE
LIVES AS WELL AS ESTABLISHING CAUSE OF DEATH
A65-26000
PHYSIOPATHOLOGY OF EQUILIBRIUM IN THE AVIATOR
A65-80127
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL CAUSES FOR
DISQUALiFiCATION OF PILOT CANDIDATES IN THE
ITALIAN AIR FORCE A65-80216
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HIGH
ALTITUDE EXPOSURE A65-80693
PATHOLOGIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HEAT
EXPOSURE IN MAN A65-8069T
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF EXTREME COLD
DURING TOTAL BODY COOLING AND LOCAL COLD INJURY IN
MAN A65-8049B
PATHOLOGIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECT CN MAN EXPOSED
TO HIGH ALTITUDE A65-80699
TOXIC SIGNS AND MORPHOLOGIC CHANGES IN ORGANS AND
TISSUES OF MICE, RATS, GUINEA PIGS, DOGS, AND
MONKEYS BREATHING RELATIVELY PURE OXYGEN
A65-BO581
CHANGES IN EYE DURING EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
ENVIRONMENTS A65-80605
POSITIVE ACCELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
IMMERSED IN WATER A65-80727
REPRODUCTIVE AND HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEMS OF HUMANS
AS AFFECTED BY ACCIDENTAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
A65-BOT55
TOXICITY, PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF POISONING BY
VARIOUS ORGANIC AND INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
A65-81019
LEGAL ASPECTS AND PATHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS DURING
INVESTIGATION OF COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT IN
EQUATORIAL AFRICA A65-81517
LEGAL ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS OF MILITARY
AND CIVIl AVIATION USEFUL TO PATHOLOGISTS
A65-B1540
LABOR HYGIENE AND OCCUPATIONAL PATHOLOGY IN WORK
WITH ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION N65-13729
INFLAMMATORY AND DEGENERATIVE LESIONS IN
APPARENTLY NORMAL SQUIRREL MONKEYS
NASA-CR-60193 N65-15139
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY - METHOD FOR STUDYING NORMAL AND
PATHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONAL STATES OF
NEURDPHYSIOLOGY N65-16729
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY
JPRS-28724 NCS-ITT44
SIGNIFICANCE OF HYPOXEMIA IN CHILD PATHOLOGY
N65-1TT62
HYPOXIA, MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN VASCULAR TISSUE
STRUCTURES, AND AUTOALLERGY IN PATHOLOGY
N65-17790
PATHOGENESIS OF ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA IN RHEUMATIC
HEART DISEASE N65-17793
_YPOXIA IN PATHOLOGY OF LIVER DISEASES
N65-17802
PATHOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICALt AND EXPERIMENTAL
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION, AND OXYGEN STARVATION
JPRS-30015 N65-25025
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM DURING
INHALATION OF FUMES EMANATING FROM SPECIMENS
CF FIBER GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC
N65-28293
HISTQPATHOLOGICAL AND RITOCHONDRIAL INVESTIGATION
OF EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON ALBINO MALE RATS
UR-66b N65-292_3
ICNIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMALS -
RADIOBIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY N65-30218
PATIENT
SA DISEASE
SA INJURY
MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS
A65-80371
AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS IN ROYAL AIR FORCE
WITH RESPIRATORY PARALYSIS A65-80953
MEDICAL SUPERVISION OF INJURED DURING TRANSPORT BY
HELICOPTER A65-81613
CHANGES IN TEMPORAL AND ORBITAL CIRCULATION IN
PATIENTS WITH LESIONS OF CAROTID AND VERTEBRAL
ARTERIES OF HEAD - PLETHYSNOGRAM AND
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAM DATA
NASA-TT-F-295 N65-16593
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA IN PATIENTS WITH HYPERTONIA
DR HYPERTENSION N65-IT795
EISRUPTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE INTERCHANGE IN
CHRONIC HYPOXIA, PATHOGENESIS, AND PATIENT
TREATMENT N65-IT800
INFLUENCE OF MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ON PULMONARY
FUNCTION IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PATIENTS
N65-17830
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY ON PATIENTS WITH
ERONCHIAL ASTHMA N65-IT831
PATIENT TREATMENT FOR BRONCHIAL ASTHMA BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-17832
OXYGEN SUPPLY FOR PATIENTS WITH HEART VALVE
DEFECTS IN MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ENVIRONMENT
N65-17836
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTERED AT
HIGH ALTITUDE - PATIENT REACTION, HYPOXIA,
RESPIRATION, CIRCULATION, AND APNEA
JPRS-305TT N65-25459
PATTERN
S DIFFRACTION PATTERN
PATTERN RECOGNITION
SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION BY EXPRESSING VOICE SIGNAL
AT ANALYZER OUTPUT IN TERNS OF FREQUENCY, TIME AND
AMPLITUDE A65-15666
DIGITAL COMPUTER FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERCEPTION
CF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS DISPLAYED TACTUALLY
A65-2414T
BEHAVIORAL TEST FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN
PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENT MECHANISMS GF HUMANS AND
MACHINES A65-35479
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION OF SHAPE BY HUMANS - MATRIX
FIGURES AND MINIMAL AREA CHANGES
A65-81410
PATTERN RECOGNITION IN RANDOM AND ORDERLY
PRESENTATION OF VISUAL SEQUENCES.
A65-81571
TIME SHARING AND BODY POSITIONAL DEMANDS-EFFECTS
ON CUTANEOUS INFORMATION PROCESSING
A-273
PDM SUBJECT INDEX
A65-81645
VISUAL PATTERN DISCRIMINABILITY AS FUNCTION OF
FIGURE COMPLEXITY A65-81664
ISOLATION EFFECT IN VISUAL PATTERN PERCEPTION
SIMILAR TO EFFECT IN SERIAL LEARNING
A65-81751
CENTRENCEPHALIC THEORY AND INTERHEMISPHERIC
TRANSFER OF VISUAL HABITS 665-82216
ADAPTIVE PATTERN RECOGNITION AND DETECTION, AND
ANALYTICAL PROBLEMS INHERENT TO PERCEPTRONS
AO-608157 N65-15664
SEPARATOR FUNCTION FOR SOLUTION OF PATTERN
RECOGNITION PROBLEMS N65-20394
PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEMS - CLASSIFICATION,
CYBERNETIC INTERPRETATION OF RECOGNITION
PROCESS, ALGORITHMS, AND PROBABILITY PROCEDURES,
AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF SCLUTION
JPRS-31440 N65-30682
SPEECH PERCEPTION THEORY AND APPLICATION OF THEORY
TO VOICE SOUND RECOGNITION PROBLEM
RAOC-TR-65-184 N65-34570
PDM
S PULSE DURATION MODULATION /PDM/
PELLET
ZERO GRAVITY FOOD PELLET DISPENSER FOR PRIMATES
IN LONG-TERM SPACE FLIGHT
ARL-TR-64-15 N65-11415
PENTABORANE
TRITIUM LABELED PENTABDRANE IN SMALL ANIMALS AND
EFFECTS ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM BY RATS
AMRL-TR-64-112 N65-17909
TOXIC EFFECTS OF PENTABORANE AND DECABORANE
ON ANIMALS - COMPARISON WITH RESERPINE
AMRL-TR-65-49 N65-30346
PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ETHANOL, PENTOBARBITAL,
AMPHETAMINE, AND CAFFEINE EFFECTS ON MOTOR AND
INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE A65-B0159
CONVULSIONS IN PILOT FOLLOWING DRUG WITHDRAWAL
A65-80387
HEART RATE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER INTAKE,
PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM, AND SODIUM CHLORIDE
A65-80999
PEPSIN
EFFECT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE ON UROPEPSIN CONTENT IN
MAN A65-80849
PEPTIDE
AMINO ACIDSe PEPTIDES, AND ORGANIC SPHERULES
OBTAINED FROM PRIMITIVE EARTH GASES IN SPARKING
CHAMBER A65-B0474
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS FROM AMINO ACIDS IN AQUEOUS
SOLUIION IRRADIATED WITH ULTRAVIOLET
A65-80762
GLUTATHIONEMIA - BLOOD LEVELS OF GLUTATHIONE
DURING OXYGEN BREATHING, HYPOXIA AND HYPOTHERNIA
IN DOGS A65-81840
GLUTATHIONEMIAM INDEX OF HYPOXIA USED IN AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENI INVESTIGATION A65-81846
SOIL PHOSPHATASE AND LEUCYL AMINDPEPTIDASE
ACTIVITY MEASUREO BY FLUORESCENT ASSAY
NASA-CR-SOglg NbS-Ib278
SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS AND POLYPEPIIDES
NASA-CR-53134 NbS-17054
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO ACIDS,
DIPEPTIDES, AND TRIPEPTIDES AT FREQUENCY OF I00
MC - RIBONUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE,
LYSOZYME, AND CYIOCHROME C SPECTRA
A-274
NASA-CR-58662 N65-29650
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF ACTINOMYCIN ANALOGS -
PREPARATION OF HETEROAROYL PEPTIDES
AR-3 N65-31233
PREPARATION OF LABELLED PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES
LUR-1845.F N65-36377
PERCEPTION
SA AUDITORY PERCEPTION
SA COLOR PERCEPTION
SA CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION
SA DEPTH PERCEPTION
SA EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
SA FORM PERCEPTION
SA GUSTATORY PERCEPTION
SA MOTION PERCEPTION
SA OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
SA RECOGNITION
SA SENSORY PERCEPTION
SA SIZE PERCEPTION
SA SLANT PERCEPTION
SA SPATIAL PERCEPTION
SA VERTICAL PERCEPTION
SA VIBRATION PERCEPTION
SA VISUAL PERCEPTION
APPARENT VERTICALITY- FUNDAMENTAL
VARIABLES OF SENSORY-TONIC
THEORY REINVESTIGATED A65-80239
POWER FUNCTIONS APPLIED TO PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
LEARNING A65-80244
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY CONTAINING I17 ITEMS
A65-80246
SELECTIVE STRATEGIES IN ASSIMILATION
OF SUCCESSIVELY PRESENTED SIGNALS
665-80339
INFORMATION PROCESSING FROM BRIEF VISUAL DISPLAYS
ASSESSED ON BASIS OF PROBABILISTIC MODEL BY NEW
DETECTION METHOD A65-B0390
PERCEPTUAL INTERFERENCE ASSESSED IN STUDY OF
BACKWARD MASKING FOR LETTERS A65-80564
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY- SELECTION OF 74 ITEMS
FROM PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX, NO. 13, 1906
A65-80567
MOTION ELEMENT SYNTHESIS REASSESSED
A65-8056B
IGNORING IRRELEVANT INFORMATION IN IDENTIFICATION
OF DESIGNATED SYMBOLS ON VISUAL DISPLAY
A65-80706
RECALL OF VISUAL SYMBOLS RELATED TO DIFFERENTIAL
VALUE, MEMORY LOAD, AND EXPOSURE TIME
A65-80791
INTELLIGENCE, PERCEPTUAL INTEGRATION, AND MINOR
HEMISPHERE SYNDROME A65-BOB07
MISUSE OF RED LIGHT AS A RUNNING LIGHT ON
AUIOMOBILES AND EFFECT ON VISION
A65-80867
ESTIMATION OF LIGHT STIMULATOR POSITION RELATED TO
EYE MOVEMENT A65-BI[95
GUESSING HABITS AS FUNCTION OF SUBLIMINAL
STIMULATION 665-81359
WEBER-FECHNER LAW AND DIFFERENTIAL SENSITIVITY IN
PERCEPIION OF TEMPORAL INTERVALS
A65-BI3&O
PATTERNS OF FAT MOBILIZATION IN FIELD-DEPENDENT
AND FIELD-INDEPENDENT SUBJECTS A65-81406
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY SELECTED FROM
PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX, NO. 14, 1907
A65-81644
LIST OF REFERENCES ON PERCEPTION FROM
SUBJECT INDEX PERIODICITY /BIOL/
PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX1 NO. 151 1908.
AbS-D[660
VARIABILITY IN FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY RELATED
TO COGNITIVE CONTROL AND ATTENTION
A65-81758
GRADED CONTRAST EFFECTS IN JUDGMENT OF LIFTED
WEIGHTS A65-81986
SHORT-TERMv PERCEPTUAL-RECOGNITION MEMORY FOR
TACHISTOSCOPICALLY PRESENTED NONSENSE FORMS
A65_B2056
SELECTION OF I16 ITEMS ON PERCEPTION FROM
PSYCHOLOGICAl INDEX 1909 A65-B2342
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUE OF CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION ON PILOT OF FLIGHT SIMULATOR -
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION OF ILLUSCRY NOTION AND
POSITION IN SPACE
NASA-TM-X-5]T55 N65-23710
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESSe
SPEECH FORMING NECHANISM_ PERCEPTIDNt AND
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
JPRS-30563 N65-25514
CYBERNETICS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND THEORY OF
PERCEPTION
JPRS-30523 N65-26221
NEUROCYBERNETICS APPLIED TO MEDICINEt EDUCATION,
PSYCHOLOGY, AND THEORY OF PERCEPTION
N65-26223
EXPERIMENTS ON PERCEPTION OF ULTRALDW FREQUENCY
WAVES BY BIRDS
NRC-TT-II62 N65-28590
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGICAL,
EXPERIMENTAL, DEVELOPMENTAL, AND COMPARATIVE
PSYCHOLOGY - STUDIES ON BRAIN AND BEHAVIORt
PERCEPTION, COORDINATIONt ANO LEARNING
NASA-CR-58831 N65-32115
EFFECT OF TRAINING ON ACCURACY OF ANGLE ESTIMATIDN
AND FEASIBILITY OF USING DIRECT PERCEPTUAL
ESTIMATION TO DETERMINE ANGLES DF DRIFT
TR-65-B N65-34684
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTION ORIENTATION
AND COHPENSATORY TASK PERFORMANCE
RM-260J N65-36206
BASIC STUDIES ON TACTILE PERCEPTION AND
COMMUNICATION - PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS,
INSTRUMENTATION, AND EQUIPMENT
NASA-CR-322 N65-36764
PERCEPTRON
ADAPTIVE PATTERN RECOGNITION AND DETECTION, AND
ANALYTICAL PROBLEMS INHERENT TO PERCEPTRONS
AD-6OBIST N65-15664
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION
S SENSORY DEPRIVATION
PERCEPTUAL SPEED
PILOT PERCEPTION MEASUREMENTS OF ILLUSORY MOTION
AND POSITION IN SPACE WHILE UNDERGOING
SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUES OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A65-18429
INTERMODAL DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTUAL
DELAY AND SPEED OF READING AND TAPPING
A65-DO259
EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO VISUAL PERCEPTION
AND OCULOMOTOR REACTION TIMES IN MAN
A65-BO665
INVESTIGATION OF PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF VISION
DURING INVOLUNTARY SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF NORMAL STEADY FIXATION
AD-6IT4Og N65-33012
PERFORMANCE
S ANIMAL PERFORMANCE
S ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
S HUMAN PERFORMANCE
S MENTAL PERFORMANCE
S OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
S PILOT PERFORNANCE
S PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION PRESENTATION
TECHNIQUES USING PAPER AND PENCIL TEST TO SIMULATE
EGUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS A65-18290
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE IN MULTICHANNEL MONITORING
A65-8034B
REACTION AND PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE CAPACITY OF MAN
AS AFFECTED BY CLIMATE A65-BO502
FOREARM POSITION VARIATION EFFECT ON ELBOW
FLECTION DURING CHINNING EXERCISE
A65-B052I
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED LOW-ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
A65-80533
FLYING STRESS IN RELATION TO FLYING PROFICIENCY OF
PILOTS A65-80534
PERIPHERAL VISUAL ATTENTION TASK PERFORMANCE OF
TWO AGE GROUPS IN HOT CONDITIONS
A65-80629
INCREASING SENSITIVITY OF MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE
A65-BO885
SIMPLIFICATION OF CLINICAL CALORIC TEST FOR
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION WITH REDUCTION IN PERFORMANCE
TIME A65-BIO_6
MEASURE OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ANTICIPATORY PHYSICAL
THREAT STRESS AS RELATED TO COLOR DISCRIMINATION
PERFORMANCE A65-82118
PERFORMANCE AND RUNNING TIME OF ATHLETES AT
ALTITUDE AND SEA LEVEL A65-82144
PURSUIT AND COMPENSATORY TRACKING PERFORMANCE
WHILE VARYING TASK MODE, CONTROL-DISPLAY
DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONt AND TARGET VELOCITY
A65-B2361
TESTING DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF AIRCREW BREATHING
EGUIPNENT A65-82362
PERFDRMANCE DECREMENT
HEARING LOSSt SPEECH DISRUPTION, AND PERFORMANCE
CAPACITY LOSS IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO NOISE
A6S-81871
PERIODIC PROCESS
DETECTION OF RATE CHANGES IN PERIODIC PROCESSES
CSL-R-235 N65-I9410
PERIODICITY
SA LONG PERIOD EFFECT
PERIODICITY OF CONDITIONAL FUGITIVE REFLEX -
CYBERNETICS N65-21091
CONSTANT PERIODICITY INTERMITTENT NOISE AND RANDOM
PERIODICITY EFFECTS ON TASK PERFORMANCE IN
INDUSTRY
AD--6II7B8 N65-22678
PERIODICITY IBIOL/
SA ACTIVITY CYCLE /BIOL/
VISUAL THRESHOLD VARIABILITY IN FEMALE SUBJECTS
OVER 50-DAY PERIOD A65-8045T
HIBERNATION OF HEDGEHOG_ ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS - PERIODICITY OF HIBERNATION OF
UNDISTURBED ANIMALS DURING WINTER AT CONSTANT
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE A65-81764
A-2T5
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION SUBJECT INDEX
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
TOPOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF THERMAL RADIATION
PROPERTIES OF HUMAN SKIN I;N VIVO
A65-BOOO6
THERMAL RADIATION OF SKIN AS FUNCTION OF
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION AND COOLING IN MAN
A65-80007
CUTANEOUS CIRCULATION DURING DEHYDRATION AND HEAT
STRESS A65-8067T
CHANGES IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS IRRADIATED IN
HYPOTHERMIC STATE A65-81247
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGES IN ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
OF FOREARM MUSCLES AND ACRAL VASOMOTOR REACTION
EVOKED BY DEEP INSPIRATION A65-B1993
CHANGES IN RADIOACTIVITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
VESSELS FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION
OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
JPRS-31007 N65-28223
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON REPRODUCTION_
COMPOSITION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD, REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28706
NORMAL STANDARDS OF SPHYGMOGRANt AND PULSE
WAVE VELOCITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD VESSELS
NASA-TT-F-9578 N65-36751
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
RESPIRATORY AND BLOOD PRESSURE RESPONSES OF CAT
TO ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF PERIPHERAL AFFERENT
NERVES A65-81024
CLINICAL DATA ON PATIENTS SUBJECTED TO VIBRATIONAL
FREQUENCIES INDICATING CHANGES IN PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM AND VESSELS N65-22643
MODEL OF PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM - CASE STUDY
IN NEURAL MODELING
NASA-CR-BBO94 N65-35219
PERMEABILITY
GLUCOSE PERMEABILITY OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AS
AFFECTED BY INHALATION OF ANESTHETICS, OXYGEN_ AND
CARBON DIOXIDE 665-8081B
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABILITY OF
BLOOD-EYE BARRIER AND REFRACTIVE MEDIA ON EYE IN
RABBITS A65-81289
PERMEABILITY IN GAS-MEMBRANE-GAS SEPARATION
SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-511O3 N65-16326
PEROXIDE
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL
STUDIES ON MICE, AND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND MERCAPTO COMPOUNDS -
X-RAY EXPOSURE N65-23374
PERSONALITY
SA APTITUDE
SA CREATIVITY
SA DEPERSONALIZATION
DRUGS AND JUDGEMENT - EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE AND
SECOBARBITAL ON SELF-EVALUATION
A65-80004
MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIALS AS INDEX OF EFFORT
RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL ESTIMATE OF SUCCESS ON TASK
A65-BO092
TRAINING-ENTRY AGE, INTELLECTUAL AND PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SPECIALIST RELATED TO PASS-FAIL DATA
A65-80166
NEURDPSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF UNITY OF
BINOCULAR VISION A65-80389
FIELD DEPENDENCE STABILITY AFTER ROTATION OF BODY
AS MEASURED BY ROD AND FRAME TEST
A65-80661
SENSORY DEPRIVATION, PERSONALITY FACTORS, AND
EXPERIENCE OF VISUAL IMAGERY A65-BOSI6
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES AS RELATED TO PERSONALITY
TRAITS OF YOUNG MEN PERFORMING IN HIGH AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-80547
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION TOLERANCE AND ADEQUACY OF
DEFENSES ON RORSCHACH PROTOCOL A65-B0562
TIME IMAGERY, INTROVERSION, AND FANTASIED
PREOCCUPATION IN SIMULATED ISOLATION
A65-B0576
VISUAL IMAGERY PRODUCED BY RHYTHMIC PHOTIC
STIMULATION - PERSONALITY CORRELATES AND
PHENOMENOLOGY A65-BOB66
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
REACTIVITY TO STRESS IN FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN
A65-81248
PERSONALITY, TIME ESTIMATION, AND TIME EXPERIENCE
A65-8131T
MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY FACTORS IN TRAINING AND
MENTAL STRESS OF STUDENT PILOTS
A65-B132B
PERSONALITY CHANGES AFTER SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND
THEIR PREDICTION FROM RORSCHACH PROTOCOLS
A65-B1452
KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS AND CAUTIOUSNESS IN SIGNAL
DETECTION A65-BI_91
FIELD INDEPENDENCE-DEPENDENCE AND SUSCEPTIBILITY
[0 DISTRACTION A65-BI566
CARDIOVASCULAR SYMPATHETIC TONE AND STRESS
RESPONSE RELATED TO PERSONALITY PATTERNS AND
EXERCISE HABITS - POTENTIAL CARDIAC RISK AND
SCREENING TEST A65-B1599
REACTIONS OF EXTROVERTS AND INTROVERTS TO SENSORY
DEPRIVATION A65-81654
IMPORTANCE OF TIME AND ITS SUBJECTIVE SPEED
A65-81752
CORRELATION OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC FINDINGS
AND PERSONALITY IN PERSONNEL SELECTION
A65-81812
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS CORRELATING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY WITH PERSONALITY FOR
SELECTING PERSONNEL A65-81813
INTERINOIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN CATECHOLAMINE
EXCRETION DURING STRESS 665-81883
RELATION BETWEEN SCORE ON STIMULUS VARIATION SCORE
AND AUTOKINETIC MOVEMENT A65-B1935
RORSCHACH CORRELATES OF TIME ESTIMATION
665-8208T
PERSONALITY AND INVERTED - U RELATION BETWEEN
PERFORMANCE AND AROUSAL A65-82114
COMPETITIVE AND NONCOMPETITIVE PERFORMANCE IN
RELATION TO ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVE AND MANIFEST
ANXIETY 665-82176
DOGMATISM AS DEFENSE MECHANISM INTERFERING WITH
PROCESSING OF PREDECISIONAL INFORMATION
A65-B2294
PROBLEMS OF HUMAN PERSONALITY IN AERONAUTICS,
AVIATIONw AND ASTRONAUTICS N65-13746
FIELD BEHAVIOR AND PRE-EXPEDITION PERSONALITY
ASSESSMENT RESULTS, CRITERION VARIABLES, AND
ASSESSMENT CORRELATES OF 1963 AMERICAN MOUNT
EVEREST EXPEDITION
TR-L N65-25905
PERSONNEL
SA ASTRONAUT
A-276
SUBJECT INOEX PERSONNEL SELECTION
SA FLYING PERSONNEL
SA NEOICAL PERSONNEL
SA PILOT
SA SPACECREM
RADAR NAVES AS OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH HAZARD FOR
RADAR PERSONNEL A65-80058
TUBERCULOSIS IN ITALIAN AIR FORCE PERSONNEL -
MEDICO-LEGAL SURVEY A65-80216
ROLE OF MAN IN EXPLORATION OF SPACE
A65-80813
FREQUENCY OF SHIFT ROTATION AT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
FACILITIES AND STRESS-RELATED SYMPTOMS
A65-80895
SURVEY OF MILITARY SPORT PARACHUTING INJURIES AND
DEATHS A65-80950
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AGAINST HEAT FOR NAVY
MECHANICS A65-81035
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND OCCUPATIONS IN NASA SPACE
PROGRAN A65-81390
PROGRAM FOR HEARING CONSERVATION- HAZAROOUS NOISE
EXPOSURE IN PERSONNEl AT NAHA AF BASE, OKINANA
A65--81632
HEARING PROBLEMS IN PERSONNEL OF SABENA AIRLINES
FROM 1958 TO 1962 AbS-81780
SICKNESSES AND PHYSICAL FITNESS OF AVIATION
PERSONNEL AbS-B1781
USAF NHOLE BOOY GAMMA SPECTROMETRY IN ASSESSMENT
QF RADIOACTIVITY IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIMENS A65-81970
CATARACT INCIDENCE IN ARRY AND AIR FORCE RADAR
NORKERS OF VARIOUS AGES A65--82038
SELF-REPORTED STRESS-RELATEO SYMPTOMS AMONG AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS AS INFLUENCED BY
OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE AbS-82122
AIR SANPLES OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE, HYDRAZINE, AND
UDMH COMPONENTS OF TITAN 11 EXHAUST GASES AND
PERSONNEL SAFETY A65--82239
NORKING CONDITIONS AROUND ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY
GENERATORS - PERSONNEL SAFETY N65-13739
HIGH INTENSITY IMPULSE NOISE FROM ORONANCE
AND TECHNIQUES FOR ATTENUATION AT PERSONNEL
POSITIONS
TN-6"-66 N65-16366
FLIGHT TRAINING PERSONNEL ATTRITION RATES
BUNED-60 N65-17262
IMPROVEMENT OF PERSONNEL WORK PERFORNANCE
CHARACTERISTICS IN MILITARY MONITOR SYSTEMS
AD-609112 N65-18001
PHYSICAL FITNESS METHODS FOR CIVIL AND MILITARY
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES DURING EXERCISE,
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISEr SENSITIVITY TO ILLNESS
NSAI_890 N65-26810
HUMAN FACTOR STUDI_S FOR CONTROL AND EVALUATION OF
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER FIELO WORKING
CONDITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
[OO-ITOT6 N65-25635
SUPPLY OF TRAINED PERSONNEL FOR ENGINEERING AND
SCIENCE
NASA-OR-Z7953 NbS-27953
FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING PERSONS BY ANALYZING
ACCELERATION AND PEN-PAPER CONTACT PATTERNS
GENERATED DURING SIGNATURE PROCESS
SID--65-26 N65-30559
PERSONNEL DOSINETRY SYSTEN FOR APOLLO
NASA-CR-65OT1 NbS-309ZO
PERSI_INEL SELECTION
SA PHYSICAL EXANINATEON
SA PILOT SELECTION
INTEGRATED MISSION SIMULATION TECHNIQUE TESTS
PILOT RELIABILITY FOR SEVEN-DAY MANNED LUNAR
MISSION
AIAA PAPER 65-275 A65-22125
TRAINING-ENTRY AGE, INTELLECTUAL ANO PERSONALITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SPECIALIST RELATED TO PASS-FAIL DATA
A65-80166
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - RELATION TO JOB REQUIRENENTS,
SELECTION AND TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS_ AND SPACE
FLIGHT STRESSES AbS-B0183
CEPERSONALIZATION SYNDROME AS THREAT TO
EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACEMEN AND SUBMARINERS
A65-80222
RESEARCH LITERATURE ON SELECTION INTERVIEN NHICH
HAS APPEARED SINCE 1969 A65-BOTB5
PERSONNEL TESTING- PRINCIPLES OF TESTING, VARIOUS
TESTS, AND APPLICATION TO SELECTION AND PLACEMENT
A65-81059
LEADERSHIP NODEL PROPOSED NHICH IS BASED ON
GROUP-TASK SITUATION A65-81083
DIVERSITY OF PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES AND
CREATIVITY OF AIR FORCE OFFICERS
A65-81265
PILOT RELIABILITY AND SKILL RETENTION FOR SPACE
FLIGHT MISSIONS A65-81305
PSYCHOMETRIC VALIDATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SELECTION
BATTERY OF AIR TRAFFIC AND FIGHTER CONTROL
OFFICERS AbS-B1332
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY- PERSONNEL SELECTION,
TRAINING, AND HUMAN FACTORS A65-BI366
VALIDATION OF CAREFULNESS TEST BATTERY USED IN
PERSONNEL SELECTION A65-81555
PROBLEMS INHERENT IN PURPOSES OF INITIAL
CARDIOVASCULAR EXAMINATION OF AVIATION PERSONNEL
AbS-81TT6
UTILIZING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN AEROSPACE
MEDICINE A65-81788
CORRELATION OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH|C FINOINGS
AND PERSONALITY IN PERSONNEL SELECTION
A65-81812
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS CORRELATING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY NITH PERSONALITY FOR
SELECTING PERSONNEL A65-81813
HEART ANOMALIES REVEALEO BY TESTS DURING PERSONNEL
SELECTION AND EXAMINATION A65--81821
AUDITORY SIGNAL EXPOSURE TIRE IMPORTANCE IN USING
AUDIONETRY IN SELECTING FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81830
SHORT-TERN NENORY AS PREOICTOR OF TROUBLESHOOTING
SKILL
ANRL-MENO-P-53 N65-11638
USE OF ANTICIPATING PROCESSES IN FLIGHT ACTIVITY
FOR SELECTION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL AND
CONTROL OF ACCIDENTS N65-13662
SELECTION OF INDIVIDUALS FOR FLIGHT TRAINING
NbS-13676
CARDIOVASCULAR REACTION DURING PARACHUTE TRAINING,
VIBRATION EXPOSUREt AND PROLONGEO CONFINEMENT
AND ISOLATION AS MEASURE OF EFFICIENCY AND
ENDURANCE OF NAN FOR SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING
N65-13TI2
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN SENSITIVITY TO
A-27T
PERSONNELSUBSYSTEM SUBJECTINDEX
HYPOCAPNIA AND USE OF HYPERVENTILATION IN
SELECTION OF CANDIDATES FOR FLIGHT TRAINING
N65-13720
SYSTEM OF ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING USING
VISUAL, MOTOR, AND INTEROCEPTIVE ANALYZERS, AND
OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
N6S-E3727
FLIGHT PERSONNEL AFFLICTED WITH STOMACH, DUODENAL,
AND GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASES - PERSONNEL
SELECTION N65-13732
PROBLEMS OF PERSONNEL SELECTION
N65-I3738
EFFECTIVENESS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SELECTION OF
AVIATION CADETS - PREDICTABILITY AND RELIABILITY
N65-13747
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY IN MAN - SELECTION AND
TRAINING OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL N65-I3753
METHODS OF SELECTING PERSONNEL BY VESTIBULAR
TESTS N65-13779
QUASI-THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF INTER-GROUP
COMPETITION - PSYCHOLOGY
TR-I9 N65-14061
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECT OF LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT - PILOT TASK LOADING, FUNCTION
ALLOCATION, DISPLAY SYSTEMS, AND PILOT SELECTION
AD-460gI8 N65-27205
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROBLEMS AT ISOLATED EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM STATIONS AND REMOTE INSTALLATIONS
AD-615631 N65-333BB
PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM
SYSTEM MANNING REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION DESIRED
PRIOR TO BECOMING AVAILABLE UNDER PERSONNEL
SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT A65-18292
MINIMIZATION OF HUMAN ERRORS EFFECT ON SYSTEM
SAFETY BY TREATING MAN AS SUBSYSTEM WITHIN GIVEN
SYSTEM A65-31588
PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR WEAPON SYSTEM
AMRL-TOR-64-65 N65-I1772
PERSPIRATION
S SWEATING
PETROLEUM
SA GASOLINE
SA KEROSENE
TOXICITY OF PETROLEUM AEROSOL AND ALIPHATIC AMINES
IN INDUSTRY
JPRS-29913 N65-23145
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT IN ANIMAL TISSUE AND
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AND
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE
JPRS-30443 N65-25425
MYCOBACTERIAL GROWTH ON PETROLEUM AND OIL PRODUCTS
JPRS-31360 N65-29790
PETROLOGY
SA ROCK
PETROLOGICAL AND COMPOSITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS IN
VARIOUS TYPES OF METEORITES A65-80373
PH
INCREASE OF WHOLE BLOOD LACTIC ACID CONCENTRATION
IN HUMANS DURING EXERCISE AS PREDICTED FROM PH
AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION A65-BOIgB
RAPID ESTIMATION OF PLASMA CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
FROM PH AND TOTAL CARBON DIOXIDE CONTENT
A65-81282
CARBON DIOXIDEt OXYGENw AND PH ELECTRODES FOR
ARTERIAL BLOOD ANALYSIS A65-81492
PH CONDITIONS IN BLOOD DURING HYPOXIA AND
HYPOTHERMIA IN DOG A65-8L839
EVALUATING P H CHANGES IN UTERUS OF FEMALE
REPRODUCTIVE TRACT DURING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM FOR
CORRELATION TO NEURAL AND ENDOCRINE ACTIVITIES
NASA-TM-X-51BT5 N65-337II
PH FACTOR
RESPIRATION AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH IN
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS IN MAN
A65-81905
PHARMACOLOGY
SA DRUG
SA TOXICOLOGY
ACETYLCHOLINE AND RELATED DRUGS ROLE IN
ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE A65-14232
CHLORPROMAZINE I CPZ/, PROTOTYPE PHENOTHIAZINE
TRANQUILIZER, AFFECTS MEMBRANE FUNCTION WHEREVER
IT ACCUMULATES IN BODY IN SUFFICIENT CONCENTRATION
A65-31007
PHARMACEUTICALS AND ADMINISTRATIVE MEANS FOR
EFFECTING PERFORMANCE CHANGES IN ASTRONAUTS UNDER
FLIGHT STRESSES A65-33278
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED
MOTION SICKNESS, FATIGUE AND SENSORY DEGRADATION
COUNTERACTED BY VARIOUS DRUGS A65-33279
ASPECTS OF PHARMACOLOGY OF VARIOUS RADIOPROTECTANT
CRUGS A65-80168
REPORT ON STUDIES WITH GROUND HOG, MARMOTA
MONAX - BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF BLOOD AND BROWN FAT
A65-81457
PHARMACOLOGICAL SUPPORT BY USING DRUGS FOR MAN ON
LONG SPACE FLIGHTS A65-81630
NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - PATHOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
PHARMACOLOGY_ ENDOCRINOLOGY WITH GENERAL
CLINICAL AND BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
NASA-CR-62354 N65-22165
PHARMACOLOGICAL INFLUENCE OF KIDNEY OIURESIS
NASA-IT-F-g340 N65-22622
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDINGS FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
FTD-TT-65-3BB/IE2 N65-26142
PHYTOPHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PLANT
PROTECTION AND APPLICATION OF PHYSIOCHEMICAL
ASPECTS IN CONDITIONING PROCESS
FTD-TT-64-IIZIlI&2&3_4 N65-28531
PHARMACOLOGICAL AGENT EFFECTS ON CORONARY
CIRCULATION
NASA-TT-F-336 N65-31146
BIOCHEMISTRY, RADIOBIOLOGY, PHARMACGLOGYt
TOXICOLOGY, NUCLEAR MEDICINEt BIOPHYSICSt AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PUBLICATIONS
UCLA-12-54E N6S-3ITgB
CRGANISM RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI AND
USE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TO STRESSES
JPRS-3L909 N65-32356
PHASE
S LUNAR PHASE
PHASE SHIFT
PHASE SHIFT EFFECT ON PERCEPTION OF ALTERNATINK_
COLORED STIMULI A65-B0769
PHENOL
SCREENING TEST FOR URINARY EXCRETION OF PHENOL BY
MEN EXPOSED TO BENZENE VAPOR A65-8061I
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF
PHENOL IN URINE AS CHECK ON BENZENE EXPOSURE
A65-80993
A-278
SUBJECT INDEX PHOTIC STIMULATION
PHENOMENON
S MEDICAL PHENOMENON
S PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENON
PHENDTHIAZINE
SA PROCHLORPERAZINE
SA PROMETHAZINE
CHLORPROMAZINE / CPZ/, PROTOTYPE PHENOTHIAZINE
TRANQUILIZERt AFFECTS MEMBRANE FUNCTION WHEREVER
IT ACCUMULATES IN BODY IN SUFFICIENT CONCENTRATION
A65-31007
LOCALIZATION OF NONTRANQUILIZER PHENOTHIAZINE IN
DOG CEREBELLUN AND ASSOCIATED AREAS
A65-33023
CONTROL OF VERTIGO AND POSSIBLE TREATMENT OF
NOTION SICKNESS WITH THIETHYLPERAZINE, A NEW
PHENOTHIAZINE A65-B2036
PHENYLALANINE
PULMONARY ARTERY MUSCLE MASS AND VENTRICULAR
CARDIAC SIZE OF MICE DURING HYPOXIA AS AFFECTED BY
METHYL DOPA A65-82191
PHENYLENE DIAMINE
PHENYLENE DIANINE AS ELECTRON DONOR AND EFFECT OF
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC
REACTIONS IN ISOLATED CHLOROPLASTS
AFCRL-65-550 N65-34185
PHILOSOPHY
PROGNOSES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE. ORGANIZATION
AND LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN FUNCTION, AND TOTALITY
IN LIGHT OF CYBERNETICS - PHILCSCPHICAL PROBLEMS
IN SCIENCE
JPRS-28029 N65-13509
CYBERNETICS - PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIOLOGY
JPRS-22816 N65-[7310
PHONOARTERIOGRAM
VALIDITY OF PHONOARTERIOGRAPHIC BLOOD PRESSURE
DURING REST AND EXERCISE A65-80079
PHONOCARDIOGRAM
BIOINSTRUNENTATION FOR AEROSPACE MEDICINE -
CARDIOPHONE_ VECTORCARDIOSCOPEI INTERCOM FOR
BAROMETRIC CHAMBER TESTSt ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
SIMULATOR_ AND ELECIRON VOLTAGE STABILIZER
FTD-TT-64-1069/l_2 N65-33752
PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
CORRELATION OF ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
ACTIVITY OF CARDIAC CYCLE USING ELECTRO- AND
PHONOCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA FROM GEMINI IV CREW
MEMBERS N65-36105
PHOSPHATE
SA ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE /ATP/
PRIMORDIAL ULTRAVIOLET PRODUCTION OF NUCLEOSIDE
PHOSPHATES AND SIMILAR LABORATORY SYNTHESES
A65-BO676
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEOSIDES AND PDLYNUCLEOTIDES WITH
METAPHOSPHATE ESTERS - BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF VIRUS-
LIKE SYSTEM A65-B0682
METABOLIC ROLES OFINORGANIC POLYPHOSPHATES IN
CHLORELLA CELLS A65-B0704
UPTAKE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP IN PHOSPHOLIPID
SYNTHESIS IN BRAIN AND LIVER OF RATS DURING
HYPOXIA AND POST-HYPOXIC STATE A65-BOTZl
DEGREE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP TURNOVER IN PHOSPHOLIPID
FRACTIONS OF RAT BRAIN TISSUE IN HYPOXIA AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80928
SOIL PHOSPHATASE AND LEUCYL AMINQPEPTIDASE
ACTIVITY MEASURED BY FLUORESCENT ASSAY
NASA-CR-50919 N65-I6278
EFFECT OF DIET ON HEXOSEMONOPHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE AND MALIC DEHYDROGENASE IN RATS
AAL-TDR-64-[3 N65-18974
PHOSPHOR
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE AND
ZINC SULFIDE PHOSPHOR AS SAFETY DEVICE TO PROVIDE
VISUAL GUIDANCE DURING NIGHT DITCHING
A65-26172
PHOSPHORIC ACID
THERMAL POLYCONDENSATID_I OF FREE AMINO ACIDS WITH
POLYPHOSPHORIC ACID A65-80481
THERMAL CONDENSATION OF CYTIDYLIC ACID IN PRESENCE
&F POLYPHOSPHORIC ACID A65-80483
POISONING FROM COMMERCIAL PREPARATIONS CONTAINING
PHOSPHORIC ACID ESTER BASE
JPRS-32360 N65-36205
PHOSPHORUS
VARIATIONS IN NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS CONTENT IN
MEDIUM UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF INTENSIVE
CULTIVATION OF DIFFERENT CHLORELLA SPECIES
A65-80596
PHOSPHORUS AND PHOSPHATASES IN HYPOXIC HYPOTHERMIA
IN DOGS A65-81800
RADIOLYSIS OF DEXTRAN DERIVED BLOOD PLASMA
SUBSTITUTE AND COBALT 60 EFFECT ON MUSCLE
ADENOSINE IRIPHOSPHATE AND INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
JPRS-ZglB3 N65-20828
DETERMINATION OF RENEWAL RATE OF PHOSPHOPROTEIN
PHOSPHORUS IN RAT CORTEX BY MEANS OF ION PUMP
N65-35153
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUND
INFLUENCE OF X-IRRADIATION ON DEVELOPMENT OF
DETOXIFICATION SYSTEM FOR PHOSPHOROTHIOATES IN
RAT LIVERS N65-19213
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM
SYNTHESIS OF PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING MACROMOLECULES
OURING SYNCHRONOUS GROWTH OF CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA, 7-II-05 RELATED TO NUCLEIC ACIDS
A65-80810
GLUCOSE INFLUENCE ON PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN
CHLORELLA N65-21073
ALGAE PHOSPHORUS NETABOLISM IN LIPID FRACTIONS
uNDER NORMAL AND HETEROTROPHIC CONDITIONS
N65-21074
PHOSPHORUS 32
MECHANICAL FORCE EFFECT ON PHOSPHORUS 32 RELEASE
FROM SACRIFICED MALE RAT FEMURS IN VITRO
A65-16559
PHDSPHORYLATION
ASSINILATION OF ENERGY FROM INORGANIC SOURCES IN
AUTOTROPHIC FORMS OF LIFE SUCH AS NITROBACTER
WINOGRADSKYI BUCH A65-25241
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF CYSTEAMINE AND CYSTAMINE ON
OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION, DNA, RNA AND ATP
CCNCENTRATION IN RADIATION-SENSITIVE TISSUES OF
RATS EXPOSED TO X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION
A65-B176T
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI INVESTIGATION AND
X-IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SYNTHESIS IN ANIMAL CELLS N65-23458
PHDTIC STIMULATION
STIMULUS INTENSITY AND PHOTICALLY EVOKED CEREBRAL
RESPONSE AS POSSIBLE OBJECTIVE INDEX OF BRIGHTNESS
PERCEPTION FOR MAN A65-24831
TEMPERATURE AND PRECONDITIONING EFFECT ON
PHOTOPERIODIC RESPONSE OF PHARBITIS NIL, STRAIN
VIOLET SHORT-DAY PLANT A65-30650
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE AND ACTIVATION
LEVEL AS FUNCTION OF INTERMITTENT VISUAL
INPUT DISRUPTIONt FLICKER RATEr AND WORK TIME
A65-80256
FLASH FREQUENCY WHEN BRIGHTNESS IS VARIED BY
MANIPULATION OF TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTIC
A-279
PHOTOCHEMICALREA TION SUBJECTINDEX
INTERNITTENCY A65-80460
CORRELATIONOF SPECIFIC AND NONSPECIFIC RESPONSES
TO LIGHT REVEALED IN HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
AbS-BO698
DIFFERENCE IN PROCESS OF MASKING WITH BRIGHT LIGHT
FLASH OR BY PATTERNS A65-80794
CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION IN HUMAN SUBJECTS OF COLOR
AND PATTERNS BY PHOTIC STIMULATION
A65-B0797
CHEMICAL BASIS OF CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION IN MAN AS
AFFECTED BY LIGHT A65-80798
VISUAL IMAGERY PRODUCED BY RHYTHMIC PHOTIC
STIMULATION - PERSONALITY CORRELATES AND
PHENOMENULuGY A65-80866
NYSTAGMUS _VDRED BY INTERMITTENT PHOTIC
STIMULATION OF RABBIT EYE A65-8[086
FLICKER PERIODICITY EFFECT CN PERFORMANCE AND
AROUSAL DURING ROTARY PURSUIT TASK
Ab5-81105
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION EFFECT ON CRITICAL
FUSION FREQUENCY A65-8[224
DETERMINATION OF MOBILITY OF NERVOUS PRCCESSES BY
PHOTIC STIMULATION BY STUDY OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A65-BI454
DEPENDENCE OF PERCEPTION OF PHBTIC SIGNALS ON
INTERVALS BETWEEN THEM AND AFTER EFFECT DN
ELECTROMYOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALCGRAM
A65-81455
INVERSION OF PHOTIC EVOKED POTENTIALS IN VISUAL
CORTEX OF CONSCIOUS RABBITS A65-BI485
CONE ACTIVITY IN LIGHT-INDUCED DC RESPONSE OF
MONKEY RETINA A65-81494
DIFFERENTIAL CORTICAL HABITUATION WITH STIMULATION
OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL RETINA
A65-BI656
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF H-RESPONSE IN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL
EXPOSED TO PhOIiC STIMULATION AS RELATEO TO
MIGRAINE A65-BI974
INFLUENCE OF FLASH INTENSITY UPON VISUAL EVOKED
RESPONSE IN HUMAN CORTEX A65-81991
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE USING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS
OF EPILEPTICS FOLLOWING SLEEP OEPRIVATICNt
HYPERVENTILAIION, AND PHOTIC STIMULATION
A65-B2032
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF HUMAN SUBJECTS UNDER
RESTING CONDITIONS AND DURING REPETITIVE PHOTIC
STIMULATION A65-82063
EVOKED CORTICAL POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO
PUPILLARY DIAMETER IN RAT A65-82071
CHROMATIC INDUCTION IN HUMAN EYE BY PULSATING
BLACK AND WHITE FLASHES A65-82265
RELATIONSHIP OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM BACKGROUND
RHYTHMS TO PHOTIC EVOKED RESPONSES IN MAN
A65-B2277
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, AND EFFECTS OF AGEt SOUNDt AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ROLE OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN PATMOGENESIS
JPRS-29666 N65-23643
EFFECT OF AGE, CONTINUOUS SOUND, AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRITIONAL
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSISt AND ROLE OF CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS N65-23445
HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE CHANGES WITH TEMPORARY CONNECTION
A-280
BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN
RINESTHETIC AND PHOTIC STIMULATION PAIRING
FTD-TT-65-434/I_2 N65-30015
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS IN SKIN AND EYE AND HEAT
EFFECTS OF SUNLIGHT ON HUMAN BODY
A65-80492
PHOTOCHEMICAL ORIGIN OF LIFE A65-81526
PROBLEMS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS- OXIDATION REDUCTION
PROCESSES AND PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION CENTER
_ECHANISMS A65-B2014
PHOTOCHEMISTRY
SURVEY OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC
MATERIAL STUDIES
NASA-CR-6441B N65-31053
PHOTODETECTOR
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL PERCEPTION IN COMPARISON WITH
PHOTODETECTORS, QUANTUM ASPECTSt AND PROBLEMS OF
CCLOR PERCEPTION
AD-6114Ol N65-33479
PHDTOGRAMMETRY
COMPARISON OF LIMITS OF MAN AND AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS
IN PERFORMING FUNCTIONS IN PHOTOGRAMMETRY
A65-12932
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION
STEREOKINERADIOGRAPHY - PERCEPTION OF MOTION AND
DEPTH IN RELATION TO PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION
A65-B0634
PHOFOGRAPH INTERPRETER PERFORMANCE STUDIES FOR
INVESTIGATION OF IMAGE QUALITY_ PRESENTATION OF
COMPARATIVE-COVER_ TRAINING TECHNIQUESt TEMPORAL
ASPECTS OF IMAGERY AND CONTENT
RADC-TLR-64-326 N65-23OB3
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE TECHNIQUES FOR INDIVIDUALIZED
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-65-78 N65-30119
PHOTOGRAPHY
SA AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
SA CDLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
SA RADIOGRAPHY
X-RAY FLUORESCENCEt X-RAY SCREENSt AND MATERIALS
E_R X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHY N65-30216
PHOTCLYSIS
SA HILL REACTION
hill REACTION ACTIVITY OF SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
eXTRACTS FROM SPINACH
NASA-CR-67374 N65-355BO
PHOTORECEPTOR
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CURVES OF LIGHT RECEIVERS
CETERMINFD, USING ACDITION CURVES FOR NORMAL
IRICHROMATES A65-30076
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORSt
PHUTORECEPTORSt CHEMORECEPTORSI THERMORECEPTORSt
A_D ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD SENSORS
NASA-CR-b3145 N65-25270
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
SA CHLOROPHYLL
SA METABOLISM
MODIFIED PHYCOERYTHRIN SEPARATION FROM
PORPHYRIDIUM CRUENTUM TREATED WITH
P-CHLOROMERCURIBENZOATE AND INTERACTION WIIH
GLUTATHIONE A65-13547
COOPERATION BETWEEN AND PLANT CONTROL OF ENERGY
FLUX IN TWO LIGHT REACTIONS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS
A65-17B12
CELL AGING AS DECLINE IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY DUE TO
ENZYME SYSTEM DEGRADATION AND MALNUTRITION, OVER-
CROWDING AND DISEASE IN MULTICELLULAR SYSTEMS
A65-18287
w| m_rT
......... "_^ PHOTOSYNTHESIS
PROBLEM OF OXYGEN SUPPLY ON SPACE FLIGHTS
REQUIRING PHOTOSYNTHESIS SOLUTION
A65-21342
ASSIMILATION OF ENERGY FROM INCRGANIC SOURCES IN
AUTOTROPHIC FORMS OF LIFE SUCH AS NIIROBACTER
WINOGRADSKYI BUCH A65-25261
PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE EXPERIMENT USING
DWARF MOUSE AND ILLUMINATED SUSPENSION OF
CHLORELLA ELLIPSO1OEA A65-31005
OXYGEN LACK EFFECT ON INDUCTIVE PHASE
OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION
IN CHLORELLA VULGARIS A65-B0317
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF ALGAE - ELEMENTS FOR
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND NORMAL METABOLISM
A65-80375
LIMITING FACTORS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC YIELD IN ALGAE
GROWN UNDER NATURAL ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
A65-BO3TT
CULTURE TECHNIQUE AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN
USING ALGAE FOR PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGE
A65-80378
ROLE OF LIGHT IN EVOLUTION - TRANSITION FROM ONE
GUANTUM TO TWO QUANTA MECHANISM
A65-B0489
FORMATION OF INTERMEDIARY COMPOUNDS OF AMINO ACIDS
DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-80597
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY IN SMALL AND LARGE CELLS
OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSAt 7-11-05
A65-80811
RELATIVE MAXIMUM IN DECAY OF LONG-TERN DELAYED
LIGHT EMISSION FROM PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS OF
ALGAE ANO HIGHER PLANTS A65-8OBS6
GAS EXCHANGE IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA - TIME,
LIGHT AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A65-BIS90
KINETICS OF OXYGEN PRODUCTION DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-81677
CHEMICAL INHIBITION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC CARBON
REDUCTION CYCLE IN CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
A65-81762
KINETICS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC FLUORESCENCE INDUCTION
RELATED TO OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-B1763
IMPORTANCE OF BLUE LIGHT FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN
CHLORELLA VULGARIS AbS-B1891
INVESTIGATION OF GAS EXCHANGE IN PLANTS IN CLOSED
SYSTEM MITE HELP OF CARBON 14 IN CARBON DIOXIDE
A65-B1924
PROBLEMS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS- OXIDATION REDUCTION
PRUCESSES AND PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION CENTER
MECHANISMS Ab5-82016
DEGRADATION AND FORMATION OF SULFOLIPID OCCURING
CONCURRENTLY WITH DEGENERATING AND REGENERATING
CHLOROPLASTS OF CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES
AbS-8234T
EFFECT OF MITOMYCIN C ON PROCESSES OF GREENING AND
DIVISION OF GLUCOSE BLEACHED CELLS OF CHLORELLA
PROTOTHECOIDES A65-82348
EFFECT OF HIGH INTENSITY MAGNETIC FIELDS ON
RESPIRATION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN ALGAE
NRL-6153 NbS-lO49T
COMBINED MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT WAVELENGTH EFFECTS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN ALGAE
AFOSR-64-165C N65-11325
PRESSURE AS FACTOR IN ALGAE GROWTH - OXYGEN
PRODUCED BY PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF ALGAE
N65-1171T
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA CELL DEVELOPMENT
AND AGING N65-15802
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ORGANISMS AS COMPONENTS OF CLOSED
2COLOGICAL SYSTEMS - BIOCHEMISTRY OF ALGAE
NASA-OR-55554 Nb5-16812
ACTIVITY VARIATIONS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MECHANISMS
IN GREEN PLANT CELLS N65-16813
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF ALGAE USING CARBON 14 DETECTION
OF FIXATION AND CARBON DIOXIDE EVOLUTION, MEDIUM
CEVELOPMENTt AND TESTS OF SOIL AND SOIL ISOLATES
NASA-CR-60709 N65-lbBI5
GAS EXCHANGE BETWEEN ILLUMINATED PLANT AND ANIMAL,
AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGER STUDY
SAN-TDR-64-SZ N65--16879
CELOROPLAST LIPIDSt PHOTO INHIBITIONt
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT_ OXYGEN
EXCHANGE IN CHLOROPLAST REACTIONSe AND ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATE IN RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS
NASA-CR-53601 N65-1TOTO
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AS REGENERATION SYSTEM FOR SPACE
FLIGHT N6S-IB591
MODEL OF PHOTOSYNTHESIZING SYSTEMS BASED ON
ELECTRON TRANSFER CONCEPT N65-20395
PHOTOSYNTHETIC MECHANISMS UNDER SUBOPTI HAL
CONCITIDNS
AFOSR-65-OO56 N65-20S66
PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTIONS DURING REGREENING OF
ALGA CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDI
AFCRL-64-342 N65-26455
PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY AND BORDERLINE MEDICINE WITH
EMtPHASIS ON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS
BEYER
FTD-TT-64-636/1_2 N65-ZBIO1
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER AT
MASS CULTIVATION TO INVESTIGATE LIGHI FACTOR ON
SYNTHESIS AND MULTIPLICATION OF SPECIES
N65-2BIO2
PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA - DISTRIBUTION, ROLE IN
NATURE, ISOLATIONv CULTIVATIONy MORPHOLOGY, CELL
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION, PIGMENTATION, PHYSIOLOGY,
INITIAL PHOTOSYNTHETIC STAGES, AND TAXONOMY
TT-&EC-TR-6203 N65-28817
SURVEY OF PHOTOSYNTEESIS AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC
MATERIAL STUDIES
NASA-OR-64418 N65-31053
ELECTRON TRANSFER DURING PHOTOSYNTHESISe SPECTRUM
OF GREEN BACTERIAe ION CONCENTRATION RELATING TO
SNAIL NEMBRANESt ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE
FIBER, AND PARAMECIUM MOVEMENT
JPRS-31ZB2 N65-32658
BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVED IN
SEQUENTIAL TRANSPORT OF ELECTRONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32659
CIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM OF GREEN BACTERIA
CHLOROPSEUDOMONAS ETHYLICUM FOR DETECTION OF
BACTERIOVIRIDINE CONVERSIONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32660
PEENYLENE DIAMINE AS ELECTRON DONOR AND EFFECT OF
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC
REACTIONS IN ISOLATED CHLOROPLASTS
AFCRL-65-550 N65-34185
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY OF SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS FROH SPINACH
NASA-CR-67374 N65-35580
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CHLORELLA AS PHOTOSYNTHESIS LINK IN CLOSED
A-2BI
PHDTDTROPISM SUBJECT INDEX
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-gSg2 N65-35786
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND VIRUS MULTIPLICATION IN LEAVES
OF BRASSICA CHINENSIS L INDUCED BY RIBDNUCLEIC
ACID
EUR-1648.F N65-36376
PHOTOTROPISM
LEAF MOVEMENT RECORDING SYSTEM USING STRAIN GAUGE
FOR TESTING LIGHT-DARK CYCLE EFFECTS IN CONNECTION
WITH PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF ORBITING CAPSULE
A65-3394B
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSICOCHEMICAL BASES OF BIOELECTRIC
POTENTIALS
JPRS-3197I N65-33430
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE
SA WORK CAPACITY
LOCAL MUSCULAR ENDURANCE AS AFFECTED BY RAISING
BODY TEMPERATURE THROUGH PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
A65-BO523
FATIGUE AND WORK CAPACITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLE
AFTER PHYSICAL EXERCISE TRAINING IN OLD SUBJECTS
A65-8099I
PHYSICAl FITNESS, FAT CONTENT, BLOOD PRESSURE,
RECTAL AND SKIN TEMPERATURE, AND TOUCH SENSATION
OF MEN WORKING IN ANTARCTIC A65-81140
WORK CAPACITY IN YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN AS RELATED TO
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN UPTAKE A65-81142
RELATIVE MUSCLE STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE AFTER
ISOMETRIC AND DYNAMIC METHODS OF TRAINING
A65-81269
BENCH-STEPPING PERFORMANCES OF MALES AND FEMALES
AS AFFECIED BY BREATHING IONIZED AIR
A65-82018
PLASMA VOLUME, ERYTHROCYTES, HEART RATE, POSTURAL
INTOLERANCE AND ENDURANCE OF MAN DURING FOUR WEEKS
BED REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-B236T
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL _DNDITIONI_G DN HUMAN BEHAVIOR
BEFORE AND AFTER SUFFERING MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
AM-64-2 N65-IAI6I
EVALUATION OF TREADMILL AND GRADATIONAL STEP TEST
FOR ASSESSING CARDIORESPIRATORY CAPACITY
AM-64-3 N65-I6215
EFFECTS OF ANTIR_IATION DRUGS ON PHYSICAL
ENDURANCE OF IRRADIATED MICE AND RATS AFTER
ADRENAL GLAND REMOVAL, AND ON MUSCULAR TDNUS OF
GUINEA PIG INTESTINE
JPRS-31933 N65-35890
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE DF NICE AND RATS AFTER ADRENAL
GLAND REMOVAL, ADMINISTRATION OF ANTIRADIATIDN
DRUGS, AND X-RAY IRRADIATION N65-35891
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
SA PERSONNEL SELECTION
FIVE-YEAR HISTORY OF SAILPLANE ACCIDENTS AND
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS OF GLIDER PILOTS
A65-80730
RESPONSE TO CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AS CRITERION
IN COMMERCIAL PILOT SELECTION A65-BI297
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS OF PILOT WITH
ARTERIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK TAKEN DURING PHYSICAL
EXAMINATIONS OVER TWENTY-YEAR PERIOD
A65-81772
PROBLEMS INHERENT IN PURPOSES OF INITIAL
CARDIOVASCULAR EXAMINATION OF AVIATION PERSONNEL
A65-BIT74
SCREENING AND SELECTION OF SPANISH PILOTS
A65-BI7TB
A-282
EVALUATION OF MEDICAL DATA OF PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
IN PILOT SELECTION A65-81810
PHYSICAl EXERCISE
SA MUSCULAR FATIGUE
SA WORK CAPACITY
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART RATE DURING MAXIMUM
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF FLYING CADETS
A65-20984
SPACECREW PHYSICAL EXERCISE REQUIREMENT EFFECTS ON
SYSTEM DESIGN AND MISSION SUCCESS
A65-21208
EXERCISE EFFECTS ON CORONARY AND PULMONARY
CIRCULATIONS OF 30 HUMAN SUBJECTS WITH CORONARY
SINUS CATHETERIZATION A65-31346
EOSINOPHIL LEVELS IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD AFTER STATIC
AND DYNAMIC WORKLOADS A65-80002
CONIINUOUS RECORDING OF HEART RATE BY MEANS OF
PULSE RECORDER ATTACHED TO ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
A65-80008
ENZYME ACTIVITY AFTER CONTROLLED EXERCISE
A65-BO022
CARBON DIOXIDE AND PULMONARY VENTILATION IN
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF DOG A65-80071
HEART RATE USE FOR EVALUATING CARDIAC STRAIN
DURING TRAINING IN WOMEN A65-BO074
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, HEART RATE, VENTILATION, BODY
TEMPERATURE AS AFFECTED BY ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
EXERCISE A65-80077
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN RATS FORCED TO SWIM IN HOT, COLD,
AND THERMONEUTRAL WATER A65-80078
VALIDITY OF PHONOARTERIOGRAPHIC BLOOD PRESSURE
DURING REST AND EXERCISE A65-80079
RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE AS AFFECTED BY
EXERCISE AND OXYGEN BREATHING A65-80132
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN MAN IN RELATION TO DEGREE
OF RESTRAINT AbS-BOI58
PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE WITH EMPHASIS ON ATHLETIC
PERFORMANCE AND TRAINING A65-80179
INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON TREADMILL ON
METABOLISM DF AD'IPOSE TISSUE IN RAT
Ab5-80182
FREE FATTY ACID LEVELS IN PLASMA IN ATHLETES AFTER
EXTREME PHYSICAL STRESS A65-80186
INCREASE OF WHOLE BLOOD LACTIC ACID CONCENTRATION
IN HUMANS DURING EXERCISE AS PREDICTED FROM PH
AND CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION A65-80198
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH
A65-80202
ENDURANCE EXERCISE EFFECT ON PHYSICAL WORK
CAPACITY AND ANTHRDPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
DE MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-80203
ENDURANCE EXERCISE EFFECT ON SERUM LIPIDS OF
MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-80204
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF PHYSICAL
CONDITIONING EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
A65-80205
AURICULAR FIBRILLATION IN YOUNG MAN - EFFECTS OF
EXERCISE, DIGITALIS, ATROPINE, AND RESTORATION
OF NORMAL RHYTHM A65-80210
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND FAT INTAKE IN
RELATION TO SERUM LIPIDS AND ENZYMES
A65-80221
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE IN VARIOUS ATHLETIC
EVENTS AS AFFECTED BY ALTITUDE /TODD FT./
ABS-BO238
ACTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR- VISUALLY EVOKED CORTICAL
POTENTIALS IN MAN AS INDICATORS OF ACTIVATION
LEVEL A65-80260
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSE TO LOW ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE AND LOW ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE DURING
ANTARCTIC DAYS AND NIGHTS AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80263
VASCULAR TONE CHANGES OF VEINS IN
EXTREMITIES DURING SUPINE EXERCISE
AGS-B027]
HUMAN NET OXYGEN COST IN HORIZONTAL AND GRADE
WALKING AND RUNNING ON TREADMILL
A65-80272
RECTUM, LOWER ESOPHAGUSt AND TYNPANUN
TEMPERATURES AS INDICES OF THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
OF SUBJECTS DURING REST AND WORK UNDER HOT AND
COLD ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
A6S-BO276
LUNG VOLUME AND VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO AIRWAY
OBSTRUCTION DURING TREADMILL EXERCISE - RELATION
TO OXYGEN CONSUMPIION A65-80316
FOOD INTAKE AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN SUBJECTS
ENGAGED IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE AGS-B0318
USE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST FOR HYPOXIA
ACCOMMODATION AND ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE
IN AIRCREW A65-803L9
VALIDITY OF CRAMPTON TEST IN APPRAISAL OF
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFICIENCY OF INDIVIDUAL
ENGAGED IN STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80320
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND RENAL FUNCTION - POSSIBLE
INJURY TO KIDNE_ AFTER SEVERE_ PROLONGED EXERCISE
A65-80352
AEROBIC WORK CAPACITY DURING EXERCISE
A65-80358
OXYGEN COST OF WORK PERFORMED IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES WHEN BODY WEIGHT IS NOT LIFTED AGAINST
GRAVITY ABS-80386
PHYSICAL EXERCISE EFFECT ON INTRADCULAR TENSION AS
RELATED TO OPEN ANGLE GLAUCOMA A65-80385
PSYCHDPHYSIOLOGIC STUDIES OF PULMONARY VENTILATION
IN VARIOUS EMOTIONAL STATES_ EXERCISE, AND SLEEP
A65-80401
HEART MINUTE VOLUME AS QUADRATIC FUNCTION OF
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN NORMAL MEN DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A65-B0403
IBALLISTOCARDIOGRAMS OF TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
SUBJECTS AT REST AND gURING EXERCISE
A65-80455
REACTION AND PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE CAPACITY _F NAN
AS AFFECTED BY CLIMATE A65-80502
MYOCARDIAL LIPIOS OF RAT FOLLOWING INTENSE
MUSCULAR WORK A65-80513
FOREARM POSITION VARIATION EFFECT _N ELBOW
FLECTION DURING CHINNING EXERCISE
A65-BO521
LOCAL MUSCULAR ENDURANCE AS AFFECTED BY RAISING
BODY TEMPERATURE THROUGH PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
A65-80523
PRE-TENSEO AND FREE-ARM SPEED AS AFFECTED By
STRENGTH TRAINING A65-B0525
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES AS RELATED TC PERSONALITY
TRAITS OF YOUNG MEN PERFORMING IN HIGH AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-80547
A-283
CARDIAC FUNCTION DURING EXERCISE AS RELATED TO
EISEASE A65-BOS55
MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA AFTER EXERCISE IN NAN - TEST
FOR DETECTING POTENTIAL CORONARY HEART DISEASE
A65-80557
CHANGES OF SERUM GLUTANIC OXALOACETIC TRANSANINASE
ASSESSED BY SPECTRDPHOTOMETRY FOLLOWING EXERCISE
IN SUBJECTS WITH AND WITHOUT HEART DISEASE
A65-B0577
CHANGES OF SERUM GLUTAMIC-OXALDACETIC TRANSAMINASE
AND SERUM LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE DURING PHYSICAL
EXERTION A65-80621
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN PERMANENT
INHABITANTS OF HOT AREAS DURING DALLY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF HYDRATION
A65-80662
CONTROLLED FREQUENCY BREATHING DURING MUSCULAR
EIERCISE AS RELATED TO CHANGES IN ALVEOLAR GAS
1ENSIONS A6S-B0672
INTRA-ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE DURING EXERCISE WITH
DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS A65-80673
SECONDARY VENTILATORY RESPONSE T_ EXERCISE AS
MGbIFIED BY PURE OXYGEN_ AMMONIUM CHLORIDE,
AHINOPHYLLINE AND SODIUM BICARBONATE, COMPOUNDS
WHICH ALIER CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
A65-B0674
EVERHYDRATION EFFECTS ON' PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
CF MAN TO WORK IN HOI ENVIRONMENTS
t A65-B0675
ORAL/RECTAL TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES DURING WORK
AND HEAT STRESS A65-B0678
SAFE EXPOSURE OF EXERCISING OR RESTING MEN DURING
SEVERE HEAT EXPOSORE A65-BO619
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID TURNOVER IN DOG DURING
EXERCISE AS RELATED TO PHYSICAL CONDITION AND
BLOOD LACTATE A65-80680
EXERCISE HYPERTHERNIA AND THERNOREGULATION IN MAN
A65-BO691
CIRCULAIORY IINE AND HEART MINUTE VOLUME IN
HEALTHY YOUNG MEN DURING PHYSICAL STRESS
A65-B0694
_AXIMAL AND SUBMAXIMAL ERGOMETRIC TESTS -
INTERPRETATION AND MODIFICATION ACCORDING TO AGE
AND TRAINING A65-B0695
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY RELATED TO PULSE RATE AND
TOTAL HEMOGLDBIN_ IN MIDDLE-AGED AND AGED MEN
A65-80696
EXIDATIVE ENZYMES IN TISSUES OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN HOT
ENVIRONMENT A65-80T05
STARVATION IN NORMAL OBESE SUBJECTS PERFORMING
ROUTINE DUTIES AND WALKING 2 MILES P_R DAY IN
RELATION TO SURVIVAL A65-80729
UNDERWATER SWIMMING AND EFFECT ON RESPIRATION
DURING BREATHHOLDING A65-80745
SIGNS OF COMPENSATORY VENTILATION, TACHYPNEA AND
hYPERPNEA, AS RELATED TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80819
MAXIMAL DIFFUSING CAPACITY OF LUNG FOR CARBON
MONOXIDE AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-B0821
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL
IN DOGS A65-80833
hISTOLOGICAL AND HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
SUPRARENAL GLANDS IN RATS AFTER PERIOD OF TRAINING
A65-B083_
PHYSICALEXERCISECONTD SUBJECTINDEX
CHANCES IN RNA CONTENT IN TISSUES OF VARIOUS
ORGANS AND PROTEIN METABOLISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN RATS A65-80836
KINETICS OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AT ONSET OF
MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN MAN A65-80884
FLIGHT AND PHYSICAL TRAINING FOR AIRCREWS
A65-80892
SURVIVAL, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, RESPIRATION, AND
BLOOD CHANGES OF TURTLEt PSEUDEMYS
SCRIPTA-ELEGANS, EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES
A65-8089T
PHYSICAL EFFORT AS MAIN CAUSE OF HEAT STROKE IN
ACCLIMATIZED, SWEATING MEN WITH INTACT HEAT
DISSIPATION MECHANISM ACS-BOBgB
DEHYDRATION EFFECTS ON ECCRINE SWEATING OF
SUBJECTS EXERCISING IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A65-80899
PREVENTING VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION DURING PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY IN HOT ENVIRONMENT AND RELATION TO
APPETITE AND BODY TEMPERATURE A65-80900
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT
ANTHROPOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS TO PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN TEMPERATE AND TROPIC ENVIRONMENTS
A65-80901
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL INDEX FOR EVALUATION OF
INFLUENCE OF WORK AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS ON
THERMOREGULATION IN MAN A65-80903
HEART RATE AND CENTRAL TEMPERATURE OF SUBJECTS
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE ALTERNATELY DURING
DAY AND NIGHT IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT
A65-80907
NICOTINE AND CHOLESTEROL EFFECTS ON SWIMMING
PERFORMANCE, BOOY WEIGHT, MORTALITY, AND
ATHEROMATOSIS IN RATS A65-80936
INFANT AND ADULT WATER CONSUMPTION AND ELECTROLYTE
METABOLISM IN HOT DRY REGION AS AFFECTED BY
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY A65-80952
HEAT CRAMPS IN BRITISH GUIANA SUBJECTS DURING
PHYSICAL WORK AS RELATED TO SWEATING AND DRINKING
WATER OF LOW SALT CONTENT A65-80955
SODIUM REQUIREMENTS AND DIET IN ISRAEL UNDER
CONDITIONS OF WORK IN HOT CLIMATE
A65-80957
SODIUM AND POTASSIUM LOSSES THROUGH SWEATING
DURING WORK IN SAHARA BY ACCLIMATIZED EUROPEANS
AND NATIVES A65-80959
SALT REQUIREMENTS OF ACCLIMATIZED PEOPLE
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN TROPICS
A65-BO96B
NITROGEN METABOLISM ANO BODY TEMPERATURE IN MAN
UNDER COMBINED RESTRICTION OF FOOD AND WATER
DURING EXERCISE IN AIR CONDITIONED ROOM
665-80969
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF MEN WORKING AND LIVING IN
EXTREME HEAT A65-80970
BLOOD LACTIC ACID IN BENGALI MALES LIVING IN
TROPICAL CLIMATE - EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-BOg73
DIFFERENCES IN CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY OF RAT DURING
EXERCISE AND HYPOXIA A65-80990
FATIGUE AND WORK CAPACITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLE
AFTER PHYSICAL EXERCISE TRAINING IN OLD SUBJECTS
Ab5-80991
DISSOLVED NITROGEN AND BENDS IN OXYGEN-NITROGEN
MIXTURES DURING EXERCISE IN STIMULATED SPACE FLIGH
A65-BLO7I
HUMAN BLOOD BRADYKININ CONTENT AT REST AND DURING
EXERCISE A65-81084
SIGNIFICANCE OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC PATTERN FOR
ASSESSMENT OF DEGREE AND TYPE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR
HYPERTROPHY CORRELATION OF HEMODYNAMIC STATE TO
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AT REST AND DURING WORK
A6S-BII08
PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE /AEROBIC
CAPACITY/ DURING PHYSICAL WORK WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO RAOIOLOGICAL HEART AREA AND THORACIC
AREA AbS-BIIZO
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE OF LOWER EXTREMITIES TO
EXERCISE A65-81127
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-81132
TOLERANCE OF YOUNG MEN FOR WORK IN HEAT AS
AFFECTED BY STRENUOUS TRAINING DURING WINTER
Ab5-81T34
HEPATIC BLOOD FLOW, OXYGEN INTAKE, HEART RATE,
BLOOD LACTATE, AND RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF
UNACCLIMATIZED MEN EXERCISING IN HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-81135
BLOOD CLOTTING IN HUMANS AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN COLD ENVIRONMENT A65-81141
OXYGEN UPTAKE AND HEART RATE OF MIDDLE-AGED MEN
CURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-8LI43
INITIAL HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO MILD EXERCISE IN
TRAINED DOGS A65-81144
MANUAL DEXTERITY AND ARITHMETIC CALCULATION
CAPACITY DURING REST AND EXERCISE IN HYPERBARIC
AIR A65-BI203
PHYSIOLOGY AND METABOLISM OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81220
MUSCULAR PERFORMANCE IN MALE ATHLETE UNDER
INFLUENCE OF TWO PSYCHOSTIMULANT DRUGS
A65-81228
RESPIRATORY, CIRCULATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES IN
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81229
COMPARISON OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS OF SUBJECTS
PERFORMING WORK AND TRAINED ATHLETES
A65-81257
RELATIVE MUSCLE STRENGTH AND ENOURANCE AFTER
ISOMETRIC AND DYNAMIC METHODS OF TRAINING
A65-8[269
WCRK PULSE RATE AS INDICATOR OF PERSISTING MUSCLE
FATIGUE IN HUMANS A65-BE2TO
RATE OF INCREASE OF STRENGTH THROUGH ISOMETRIC
TRAINING AS FUNCTION OF INITIAL RESTING LENGTH OF
MUSCLE IN MEN AND WOMEN AbS-812T1
PLASMA LEVELS OF 17-HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROID AS
AFFECTED BY BED REST AND ISOMETRIC EXERCISE
A65-BI294
INFLUENCE OF SEASONAL VARIATION, DIET, AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON SERUM LIPIDS IN YOUNG MEN IN
ANTARCTICA A65-81308
REPRODUCIBILITY OF STEADY STATE CARBON MONOXIDE
DIFFUSION CAPACIIY DATA DURING EXERCISE IN MAN
A65-81320
SIGNIFICANCE OF PULMONARY MEAN CAPILLARY CARBON
MONOXIDE BACK PRESSURE C[)RRECTIONS FUR REPEATED
MEASUREMENTS OF PULMUNARY CARBUN MONOXIDE
DIFFUSION CAPACITY CURING EXERCISE IN MAN
A65-BI321
HEART MINUTF VOLUME DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A5
INFLUENCED BY BODY SURFACE AREA ANO AGE
A65-81348
A-284
SUBJFCT [_EX PHYSICAL EXERCISE CONTD
LEVELS OF PROTEINSt LIPOPROTEINS, GLYCOPROTEINS IN
SERUMt AND OF SIALIC ACID AND UREA OF ATHLETE
DURING ANO FOLLOWING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
A65-81352
CIRCULATORY AND VENT|LATORY RESPONSES TO
POSTPRANDIAL EXERCISE AbS-B1361
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC ANO METABOLIC CHANGES DURING
MUSCULAR NORK IN NORMAL MEN A65-81600
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MINUTE VENTILATIONt PULMONARY
GAS DIFFUSION AND RESPIRATORY WORK MEASURED
SIMULTANEOUSLY DURING STANDARD EXERCISE TEST
A65-81613
MONITORED EXERCISE - TOLERANCE TESTING IN CORONARY
DISEASE AbS-B1550
DEVELOPMENT OF ISOMETRIC STRENGTH AT DIFFERENT
ANGLES NITHIN RANGE OF MOTION AbS-B1568
ACCLIMATIZATION OF OLDER MEN TO WORK IN HEAT
A65-81602
BLOOD SERUM ENZYME ACTIVITY OF DOGS TO HEAT STRESS
AND MUSCULAR EXERCISE Ab5-81603
ALTERATIONS IN PULMONARY MECHANICS HITH AIRNAY
OBSTRUCTION DURING REST AND EXERCISE
A65-81bOT
GRADATIONAL STEP TESTS FOR ASSESSING WORK CAPACITY
.A65-81610
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SNEATING, CUTANEOUS BLOOD
FLOW, AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN WORK
AbS-B1631
VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION IN NAN AND EFFECTS OF HEATt
COLO_ EXERCISE, ANO WATER DEPLETION
A65-81636
HYPOXIA AND EXERCISE INFLUENCE ON CORONARY AND
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN SCLEROTIC ANO MR_RNAL
SUBJECTS A65-81668
NORMAL VALUES OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION OURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE - RELATIONSHIP OF PULSE RATE AND
STROKE VOLUME TO CARDIAC MINUTE VOLUME IN NORMAL
MALE ADULTS AbS-81689
VENOUS ADMIXTURE AND SIZE OF MORPHOLOGICAL SHUNTS
DURING MODERATE EXERCISE AbS-BiS?5
MATHEMATICAL EVALUATION OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND RECOVERY
AbS-81TIT
NATURE AND CAUSE OF HYPEREMIA ANO OTHER
CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81T20
BLOOD VOLUME, ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE, AND EXERCISE
AS AFFECTED BY CHAIR REST IN NORMAL GRAVITATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT A65-BITT1
BACKACHE IN AIRPLANE AND HELICOPTER FLYING
PERSONNEL RESULTING-FROM ACCIOENTS, IMH_REASING
AGEe AND POSTURE AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY
A65-81818
FORMULAS TO ESTIMATE CAROIO-RESPIRATORY FUNCTION
OF HUMAN SUBJECT DURING EXERCISE
A65-81865
COORDINATION OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES
DURING PHYSIOLOGICAL NORK Ab5-81853
RESPIRATORY OXYGEN DEBT AND RELATION TO EXCESS
LACTATE IN MAN WITH PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81906
FOREARM EXERCISE EFFECT ON CAPACITANCE VESSELS
A65-81909
HEART RATE, VENTILATION, ANO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF
HUMAN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION UNOER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE,
AIR VELOCITY, ANO EXERCISE AbS-BI_16
ANABOLIC STEROID EFFECT ON PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF
YOUNG MEN A65-81919
NOMOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF MAXIMAL OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION IN MAN DURING EXERCISE
A65-81920
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON URINARY EXCRETION
DF ELECTROLYTES IN HUMANS A65-81961
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON BLOOD PLASMA LEVEL
OF 1T-HYOROXYCORTICOSTEROIOS IN MAN
A6S-B1955
METABOLIC RATE OF SUBJECTS HEARING PRESSURIZED
SUITS EXERCISING IN HIGH ALTITIJOE CHAI_ER
A65-81965
MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE IN MIDDLE-AGED MALES DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE Ab5-82053
CONPETITION BETNEEN METABOLIC VASOOILATION DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND NEUROGENIC VASOCONSTRICTION
IN SKELETAL MUSCLE IN CAT A65-82066
POTASSIUM ION AS VASOOILATOR OURING MUSCULAR
EXERCISE IN CATS. AbS-B20bT
MATURE AND CAUSE OF NUSCULAR HYPEREMIA DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN CATS A65-82069
S|NPLIFIEO TECHNIQUE FOR OFFICE EXERCISE
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY A65-82102
RENAL BLOOD FLON AND SODIUM AND MATER EXl;RETION IN
DOt; DURING CHANGE FROM SUPINE TO ERECT POSITION
AND WATER It_4ERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION Ab5-82115
PERFORMANCE AND RUNNING TINE OF ATHLETES AT
ALTITUOE AND SEA LEVEL A65-8214t6
PULMONARY COMPLIANCE AND NONELASTIC RESISTANI_E OF
HUMAN SUBJECT DURING TREADMILL EXERCISE
A65-82151
CEREBRAL CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM OF NORMAL ANO
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-82166
CLEARANCE OF INULIN AND PARA-AMINOHIPPURIC ACIO,
CARDIAC OUTPUT, OXYGEN UPTAKEt ANO BLOOD PRESSURE
CF SUBJECTS OURING PROLONGED SUPINE EXERCISE AT
_IFFERENT LOADS Ab5-82165
EXCESS LACTATE CONCEPT AND OXYGEN DEBT OF EXERCISE
AbS-8ZLb6
FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF EXERCISING DOG PRIOR TO
AND AFTER ACCLIMATIZATION IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-8216T
MEASURING CARDIAC OUTPUT OF EXERCISING SUBJECTS
WITH SMALL, L IGHTNEIGHT PRECOROIAL COUNTER FOR
1125 ALBUMEN AbS-821T1
PLASMA FREE OLEIC ANO PALNITIC ACIO LEVELS OF
HUMAN SUBJECT DURING FASTING AND EXERCISE
A65-82189
ELECTRODERNAL RESPONSE IN NORMAL MEN AND THOSE
WITH CIRCULATORY DISTURBANCES ]NFLUENCEO BY
BEOREST AND EXERCISE A65-82216
RECORDED CHANGES OF THORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLON IN
MAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
A65-82220
CARDIAC OUTPUT ANO STROKE VOLUME OF EXERCISING
HUMAN SUBJECTS AS AFFECTED BY ]SOPROTERENOL
A65-82250
HEART RATE AND ATRIOVENTRICULAR CONDUCTION AT
REST AND UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE,
]SOPROTERENOL, AND ATROPINE A65-B2256
A-28S
PHYSICALF CTOR SUBJECT INDEX
HEART RATE, OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, BLOOD VOLUME_ AND
HEMOGLOBIN LEVEL OF OLD MEN DURING TREADMILL
EXERCISE A65-82302
MEASUREMENT OF MUSCLE OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING
STATIC INTERMITIENT AND DYNAMIC WORK BY OPEN
CIRCUIT METHOD Ab5-82314
CARDIAC _UTPUT DURING REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
IN MAN RELATED TO DIFFERENT TEST METHODS
A65-82324
EFFECT OF SUPINE EXERCISE ON LEFT VENTRICULAR
VOLUME AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN MAN
A65-82326
PLASMA VOLUML, ERYTHROCYTES, HEART RATE, POSTURAL
INTOLERANCE AND ENDURANCE OF MAN DURING FOUR WEEKS
BED REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE AbS-B2367
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE EFFECTS ON HEART RATE, BLOOD
,PRESSURE, AND NET OXYGEN COST
NASA-CR-SQ41g N65-10119
SITTING INACTIVITY, E_RCISE, AND SUPINE EFFECTS
ON CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM GF HUMAN BODY
AT PROLONGED BED REST
AMRL-TDR-64-61 N65-12131
INDIVIDUAl DIFFERENCES IN ACROBATIC ACTIVITY -
CONSIDERATIONS IN TEACHING AND TRAINING
EXERCISES
JPRS-28276 N65-14710
COMPUTER CALCULATIONS FOR INTERPRETATION OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AND VECTORCARDEOGRAM RESULTS
FROM EXERCISL TESTS ON AVIATORS
REPI.-3 N65-15277
CARDIAC AND VENTILATGRY RESPONSE TO BICYCLE
tMGOMETER TEST
NASA-OR-IT7 N65-20472
EXERCISE STIMULATION IN WARM AND COLD
ENVIRONMENTS, SKIN TEMPERATURE, AND RESPIRATION
EFFECTS ON SWEATING RATE
AD-446902 N65-2187g
PHYSICAL FITNESS METHODS FOR CIVIL AND MILITARY
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES DURING EXERCISE,
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISE, SENSITIVITY TO ILLNESS
NSAM-890 N65-24810
PHYSICAL TRAINING TO MEET STRESSES IN FLIGHT AND
TO INCREASE STABILITY UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-3Olll N65-25600
PHYSICAL TRAINING TO MEET STRESSES IN FLIGHT
N65-25601
CYBERNETICS FUR CONTROL OF PHYSICAL TRAINING
JPRS-30754 N65-26966
PHYSICAL FACTOR
FLICKER PROBLEMS AS RELATEO TO PHYSICS,
ELECTRONICS, CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY,
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY_ VISUAL SYSTEM_ AND PSYCHOLOGY
A65-BO767
PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL TRAINING OF SDVIET
COSMON_JJTS
JPRS-31250 N65-2901I
PHYSICAL FITNESS
SA FLIGHT FITNESS
SA MUSCULAR STRENGTH
EVALUATION AND PREDICTION OF PHYSICAL FITNESS
IN MEN OF DIFFERENT AGES USING MODIFIED
APPARATUS OF HARVARD STEP TEST A65-80209
BALLISTOCARDIDGRAMS OF TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
SUBJECTS AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-B0455
HYPOXIA AS ANTI-PHYSICAL DECONOITIONING FACTOR FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-80579
PLASMA fREE FATTY ACID TURNOVER IN DOG DURING
EXERCISE AS RELATED TO PHYSICAL CONDITION AND
BLOOD LACTATE A65-80680
PEAK OXYGEN INTAKE DURING PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM
FOR MIDDLE-AGED MEN A65-80732
MUSCLE CRAMPS INVESTIGATED IN EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD
AVIATION CADETS ANO RELATION TO JOINT TRAUMA
A65-BOglB
PHYSICAL FITNESS AND PILOT SELECTION IN CIVIL
AVIAIIUN A65-81370
GRADATIONAL STEP TESTS FOR ASSESSING WORK CAPACITY
A65-81610
BIOCHEMICAL DATA CDR_£LATION IN HARVARD STEP-UP
FUNCTION TEST AS INDICATIVE OF PHYSICAL FITNESS
A65-BI719
SICKNESSES AND PHYSICAL FITNESS OF AVIATION
PERSONNEL A65-81781
HISTORICAL REVIEW AND CURRENT PROBLEMS IN
MONITORING HEALTH OF ASTRONAUTS
A65-BIB35
DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTS
FROM FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS AbS-BI913
SYSTEMS DESIGN COSTS AND CONSIDERATIONS AS
FUNCTIUN OF MAINTAINING SPACE CREW PHYSICAL
FITNESS A65-81966
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF NAVAL AVIATOR TRAINEES
FROM VARIOUS PROCUREMENT SOURCES AS RELATED TO
DURATION OF TRAINING SYLLABUS A65-82117
PHYSICAL FITNESS OF MAN UNDER PROLONGED CONDITIONS
GF LIMITED MOTOR ACTIVITY N65-13693
VALUE OF PHYSICAL FITNESS IN PRESERVING MENTAL,
MOTOR, AND AUTONOMIC STABILITY IN PREPARATION
AND EXECUTION OF EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-13¥14
PHYSICAL FITNESS METHODS FOR CIVIL AND MILITARY
PERSONNEL - HEART RATE CURVES DURING EXERCISE,
RECOVERY FROM EXERCISE, SENSITIVITY TO ILLNESS
NSAM-890 N65-24810
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING TO DETERMINE
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR WITH CONTROL
DEVICE
JPRS-31374 N65-29832
WORK CAPACITY, PHYSICAL REACTIONS OF MAN, AND
NOISE NORMALIZATION IN LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
DURING SPACE FLIGHTS, AND CHLORELLA CULTURES AS
LINK IN ECOSYSTEM - ABSTRACTS
NASA-TT-F-9536 NbS-32876
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTING OF ASTRONAUTS UNDER
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
IN ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-9593 N65-36752
PHYSICAL PROPERTY
PHYSICAL PROPERTY OF MAGNETIC AND GEOMAGNETIC
FIELDS AND RESPONSES OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN
A65-B04IO
PROBLEMS REGARDING CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHYSICAL PROPERTY OF VENUS ATMOSPHERE
A65-80868
MARS ATMOSPHERE PROBLEMS RELATED TO CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION AND PHYSICAL PROPERTY
A65-BO869
GAMMA-RAYS AND VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES
A65-80927
PHYSICAL WORK
PHYSICAL WORK PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS A65-80321
CARDIAC SUPPLY OF SUBSTRATES IN HUMAN AT REST,
A-286
SUBJECTINDEX PHYSIOLOGICALINDEX
DURINGPHYSICALWORK, AND DURING RECOVERY
A65-80651
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURESv PH, STANDARD
BICARBONATE AND BASE EXCESS IN HUMAN CORONARY
VENOUS BLOOD AT RESTv DURING, AND AFTER PHYSICAL
WORK A65-80452
OXIDATIVE METABOLISM OF HUMAN HEART AT REST AND IN
DIFFERENT WORK CONDITIONS A65-80453
INFLUENCE OF SUPINE POSTURE ON MECHANICAL WORK OF
BREATHING AbS-BI2T4
ENERGY COST AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTIWON OF ALTERNATING
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE WORK A65-815OT
STEP-TEST FOR INDUCING MAXIMAL WORK FOR
DETERMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION Ab5-B1552
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHIC EFFORTS OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN ADAPTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
N65-17645
PHYSICIAN
EVALUATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE IN AVIATION
PERSONNEL AbS--8016T
AIRPORT ACCIDENT EVALUATION OFFERS CHALLENGE TO
COMMUNITY PHYSICIAN A65-81298
PHYSICS /GEN/
SA BIOPHYSICS
SA ELECTRONICS
SA MOLECULAR PHYSICS
SA PSYCHOPHYSICS
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS THROUGH BIOCHEMISTRYt
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOPHYSICSv AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-29292 N65--21236
NATURE OF LIFEt RELATION BETWEEN BIOLOGICALv
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MATTER, AND PHYSICS,
CHEHISTRY_ BIOLOGYI AND CYBERNETICS ROLE AND
METHODS IN EXPLORING LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-29864 N65-23144
PHYSIOCHEMISTRY
SA BIOCHEMISTRY
ECOLOGICAL COMPLEX IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL BASE
ENVIRONMENT - HYDROPONICS, PHYSIOCHEMICAL, AND
ALGAE SYSTEMS
P-3009 NBS-165IT
PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHANGES IN ERYTHRCCYTES DURING
HEATING, AND IRRADIATED ANIMAL SPLEEN TISSUE
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
JPRS-28782 NbS-1T025
PHYSIOCHENICAL INTERPRETATION OF LIFE FUNCTIONS
USING PERFORMING MODELS - ELEMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL
THERMODYNAMICS
JPRS-28949 NbS-IT978
PHYTOPHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PLANT
PROTECTION AND APPLICATION OF PHYSIOCHEMICAL
ASPECTS IN CONDITIONING PROCESS
FTD-TT-64-112111_Z&3_6 NbS-ZB531
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION BY ULTRASONIC WAVES ON
MORPHOLOGICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICOCHERICAL
PROPERTIES OF ANIMAL BLOOD Nb5-Z8701
MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED TO EXAMINE
PHYSICOCHEHICAL HYPOTHESES THAT EXPLAIN WAYS
IN WHICH HUMAN BODY CONTROLS FLUID AND
ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION - RENAL EXCRETION
RM-4609-PR N65-31199
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANICAL EFFECT OF ACCELERATIONS
ON HUMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
R-63 N65-20565
HIGH GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF MAN
N65-33630
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSE
COHBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND RADIATION ON
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF MOTOR DEFENSE FLEXOR REFLEX
ARC N65-31385
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTOR
SHIP-BASED RADAR AND ASPECTS OF HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS RELATING
TO RADAR CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE
A65-30136
OISTURBANCE IN DAILY ROUTINE AND EFFECT ON
PROFESSIONAL WORKING CAPACITY OF NAN
A65-BOO4T
PHYSIDCHEMICAL INTERPRETATION OF LIFE FUNCTIONS
USING PERFORMING MODELS - ELEMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL
THERMODYNAMICS
JPRS-28969 N6S-1TDT8
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH HEART FUNCTION IN NAN AND DOGS
NASA-DR-ST165 Nb5-18690
PHYSIOLOGICAL COST OF DONNING FULL PRESSURE SUIT
UNDER SPACE AND TIME LIMITATIONS
NAEC-ACEL-527 NbS-Z1059
SENSORY ACTIVITY ASPECTS APPLIED TO PROBLEMS IN
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9426 N65-ZTT[2
PERCEPTION OF AUDITORY PATTERNS AS FUNCTION OF
INCIDENTAL VISUAL STIMULATION
TR-2I NbS-ZBI73
ESTABLISHMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES AND
INSTRUMENTATION FOR AUTONATIC MEASUREMENT OF
HEMODYNANIC AND METABOLIC PARAMETERS DURING
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-63915 NbS-Z9147
PHYSIOLOGY OF THIRST AND DRINKING - DEHYDRATION
LAG IN MAN AND RAT
NASA-TR-X-51938 NBS-294TI
ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SCHEMA OF
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT FOR DETERMINATION OF
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION LEVELS
CEA-R-2_13 N65-32989
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN LOW GRAVITY STATES -
MAJOR PROBLEMS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION ON
EARTH N65-33629
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEX
SAFETY THRESHOLDS CALCULATED FOR AMOUNT OF LASER
RADIATION HUMAN EYE CAN ABSORB A65-1239T
HEART RATE USE FOR EVALUATING CARDIAC STRAIN
DURING TRAINING IN WOMEN A65-80074
URINARY CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION CONSTANCY IN NAN
A65-80252
ACTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR- VISUALLY EVOKED CORTICAL
POTENTIALS IN MAN AS INDICATORS OF ACTIVATION
LEVEL A65-80260
USE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST FOR HYPOXIA
ACCOMMODATION AND ACCELERATION STRESS TOLERANCE
IN AIRCREW A65-80319
VALIDITY OF CRANPTON TEST IN APPRAISAL OF
CARDIOVASCULAR EFFICIENCY OF INDIVIDUAL
ENGAGED IN STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISE
AbS-B0320
ELECTROPHYSIDLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INTERACTION
BETWEEN TASK DEMANDS AND REDUCED SENSORY INPUT
A65-80520
VIGILANCE TASK PERFORMANCE AND INDICES OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL A65-80560
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH
IEMPERATURES IN MAN AbS-BOB68
BEHAVIORAL ACTIVATION IN RABBIT AFTER INJECTION OF
A-267
PHYSIOLOGICALPHENOMENON SUBJECTINDEX
DIALYSATEOBTAINEDDURINGSTIMULATION OF HIDBRAIN
RETICULAR SYSTEM A65-80877
RESISTANCE CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY, PARTICULARLY IN
LONER EXTREMITIES AS RESULT OF G LOADS
A65-81112
DAILY RHYTHM OF VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS OF SOVIET
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-81198
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
REACTIVITY TO STRESS IN FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN
A65-81268
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY AS PHYSIOLOGICAL
INDEX DETERMINED BY SPIROGRAPHIC METHOD USING
CARBON MONOXIDE AND HELIUM A65-81677
_'IAGNOSTIC BATTERY OF INDICES OF PULMONARY
• FUNCTION PROPOSED FOR PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF
PILOTS A65-81488
DICHROMATIC EARPIECE OENSITOMETRY FOR DETERMINING
CARDIAC OUTPUT - PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEX
AMRL-TR-66-136 N65-21398
EVALUATION OF GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDITION OF
GEMINI IV FLIGHT CREW WITH INCREASING TIME
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - RESPONSE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO CALIBRATED WORKLOAD
N65-36106
PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENON
SINULATION OF ACCELERATION STRESS ENCOUNTERED IN
MANNED SPACECRAFT DURING LAUNCH, RECOVERY AND
ABORT MANEUVERS Ab5-10723
MAGNETIC FIELD ASSOCIATED WITH CELLULAR ELECTRICAL
PHENOMENA IN CARDIAC TISSUE AbS-lOT2_
AERONAUTICAL APPLICATION OF RESPIRATORY AND
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION TESTS
A65-12883
CESIUM IONS DO NOT PAS,Tr"NEMBRANE OF GIANT AXON
A65-I6831
NEUROPHYSIDLOGICAL DATA TREATED MATHEMATICALLY BY
COMPUTER-TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM IN BRAIN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE A65-16667
DAILY PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND ACTIVITY CYCLE
RECORDED BY RADIO CAPSULES OF GROUND SQUIRRELS
AND CARNIVORES EXPOSED TO EXTREME CHANGES IN
ARCTIC DAYLIGHT A65-80268
PHYSIOLOGY OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUSSYSTEM AND
CEREBELLUN A65-80666
DIURNAL RHYTHMS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENONENAt
INCLUDING ACTIVITY AND REST TIME, OF HIBERNATING
ANIMALS AS RELATED TO BODY TEMPERATURE
A65-81669
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER FOR STUDYING PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA OF HYPERCAPNIA AND HYPOX1A IN ANIMALS
AND MAN A65-81636
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
SA BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
SA PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT
OPTIMIZATION LOGISTICS PLANNING FOR IN FLIGHT
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-10560
BIOMECHANICAL METHODS FOR DETERMINING HUMAN BODY
RESPONSE TO DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
A65-10566
MONITORING TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A65-10696
ANNUAL ROCKY NDUNTAIN BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM
AT U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY ON MAY 6 TO 5,
1964 A65-10722
ABRUPT DECELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL
SUBJECTS IN REFERENCE TO APOLLO CAPSULE PARACHUTE
LANDING IMPACT A65-10732
AUTOHATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL MECHANISM IN HUMAN
SPEECH SYSTEM MODEL MADE TO STUTTER, CONSIDERING
EAR AS CAUSE OF INSTABILITY A65-10738
DECOMPRESSION EFFECTS ON VOLUME AND CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION OF FLATUS PRODUCED IN MAN
A65-10744
CARBON DIOXIDE EXCRETION DURING CONTROLLED
ALVEOLAR HYPERVENTILATION TO SHOW CORRELATION OF
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC AND ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC
DISTURBANCES TO 1N FLIGHT DISTURBANCES
A65-11129
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM RESEARCH FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY NAVY AND MARINE
PERSONNEL A65-11787
SOMATIC AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF INTENSE OR CHRONIC
IONIZING RADIATION DURING HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHTS AbS-IZ081
CARD_OPULHONARY RESPONSES AND CIRCULATORY EFFECTS
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHTS INTO DEFICIENT
AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT A65-1252T
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MAN TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT, OUTLINING REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO
SUPPORT LIFE A65-125_3
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO PROLONGED
NEIGHTLESSNESS, EXAMINING PROJECT MERCURY
OBSERVATIONS A65-12564
MYOCARDIUH AUTOMATISM CHANGE_ UNDER PROLONGED
NEIGHTLESSNESS ASSOCIATED H|TH VAGUS NERVE TONUS
AMPLIFICATION A65-13397
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND TOLERANCE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN LANDING IMPACTS IN ALL BODY
POSITIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS A65-1_223
SKIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO OPTICALLY FILTERED
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION, CONSIDERING SPECTRAL
CHARACTER AND ENERGY LEVEL Ab5-16231
AVIATION PERSONNEL SYNCOPE EVALUATED, CONSIDERING
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AND HYPERSENSITIVE RESPONSES
A65-14239
HUMAN CHORIORETINAL BURNS FROM HIGH ALTITUDE
NUCLEAR DETONATIONS Ab5-16260
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE OF GERMFREE RATS IN
CLOSED ENVIRONMENT, NOTING KIDNEY DAMAGE EFFECTS
A65-14383
FATAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS IN MICE DURING LONG
EXPOSURE TO HIGHLY OXYGENATED ENVIRONMENT
A65-16386
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN SKIN, PRIHARILY
TOPOGRAPHICAL LOCALIZATION AND HISTOLOGICAL
CHANGES AbS-165T6
INERT GASES IN SPACECRAFT ATNOSPHERE, CONSIDERING
PHYSIOLOGICAL SUITABILITY AND ENGINEERING
CONSTRAINTS A65-16576
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON TOLERANCE OF
TRANSVERSE AND HEADNARD ACCELERATION, NOTING HEART
BEATS AND VISION A65-16555
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF THREE RUSSIAN
ASTRONAUTS TO WEIGHTLESS TRAINING FLIGHT ALONG
PARABOLIC CURVE A65-16618
EFFECT OF LARGE DOSE OF RESERPINE GIVEN
INTRAPERITONEALLY ON INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF D-
GLUCOSE /IN VITRO/ IN HAMSTERS A65-17372
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIHULATED 500 FT ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
NITH ATTENTION TO TFX TYPE AIRCRAFT
AbS-IB62B
A-28B
SUBJECT INDEX PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS WITH
ATTENTION TO EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS AND
INSTRUMENTATION A65-18432
PAPERS ON BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND AND UHF
ELECTROMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS A65-20933
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MICRONAVE IRRADIATION ON
ANIMALSt DISCUSSING OOSINETRY PROBLEMS OF
MICRONAVE FIELD AND HEATING PATTERNS
A65-20936
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON BREEDING,
PERIPHERAL BLOOD COMPOSITION_ CONDITIONED REFLEX
ACTIVITY AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS OF
WHITE NICE A65-20935
RADIO NAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS AbS-2093T
PROLONGED BED REST USED TO SIMULATE PHYSIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT FOR DETERMINING
DECONOITIONING REQUIREMENTS
AIAA PAPER 65-281 A65-22169
X-15 PROGRAM BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS INCLUDING
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRY, PRESSURE SUIT
DEVELOPMENT, PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA OBTAINED AND PILOT
PERFORMANCE AbS-226BB
OXYGENOEFICIENCY INDUCED SYMPTOMS IN AIRCRAFT
PERSONNEL AND PARACHUTE JUMPERS AT DIFFERENT
ALTITUDES A65-22759 _
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOMv EXAMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND
PROPERTY DAMAGE A65-24071
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED STRESS IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS AND ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN LEVELS
A65-zSOgT
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION IN
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH - MOON TRAJECTORY
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE
A65-25098
PHYSICAL RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR MISSION AS
FACTORS IN MODULATING HEART RATE IN TEST PILOTS
A65-2616T
EFFECT OF ISOLATION FROM EXTERNAL TIME CUES ON
HUMAN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS SUCH AS BODY TEMPERATURE,
SLEEPING PERIOD, PASSAGE OF TIME ESTIMATION AND
URINE EXCRETION .A65-26527
INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL, BEHAVIORAL
AND SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS TO STRESS
A65-26743
BIOLOGICAL CHANGES DUE TO MICROWAVE ABSORPTION,
EXAMINING ENERGY LOSSES DUE TO ION CONDUCTIVITY
AND DIELECTRIC LOSSES DUE TO POLARIZATION
RELAXATION IN WATER MOLECULES A65-29938
WHITE RAT RESPONSES TO PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
ATMOSPHERE OF PURE OXYGEN AT PRESSURE OF 198 TORR
A65-Z994T
WATER IMMERSION EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY IN
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION, NOTING THORACIC
PRESSURE GRADIENT A65-30349
HIGH ENERGY PROTONS EFFECT ONMICE AND RATS_
NOTING PROTECTIVE ACTIONS OF SOME COMPOUNDS
A65-30480
U. S. AND UoS. SoR. DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF SPACE FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
A65-30672
VOSTDK V AND VI BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONCERNING COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANT SEEDS, CELLS AND FRUIT
FLIES A65-30689
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND NEUROPHYSIDLOGY OF
PRIMATES, RADIATION HAZARD, BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS STUDIED VIA SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
A65-30690
h ASA BIOSATELLITE PROGRAM TO STUDY PHYSICLCGICAL_
EVOLUTIONARY AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS, RADIATION AND REMOVAl FROM EARTH
ROTATION A65-30692
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AN{)
ACCELERATION EXPERIENCED IN SPACE FLIGHT
A65-30693
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF MAN TO EFFECT OF
OVERLOAD DURING SPACE FLIGHT COMPAREO TO RESULTS
OF LABORATORY /CENTRIFUGE/ TESTS
A65-36947
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF
GERMINATION IN CARROT, MUSTARD, TOMATO, ONION AND
CUCUMBER SEEDS AND WHEAT GRAINS
A65-35816
BIOCHEMICAL ALTERATIONS OCCURRING DURING
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF SKIN FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
TC ULTRAVIOLET RAYS A65-BOO56
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES MEDIATED BY
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM TO ICE-COLD SHOWERS
A6_-BQO75
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON BLOOD CIRCULATION AND
SECONDARY PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE IN MAN \
AOS-BOOB8
NEW PHENOTHIAZINE TRANQUILIZER, FLUPHENAZINE -
EFFECTS ON REACTION TIME AND TOTAL RESPONSE
TIME A65-80118
PEOICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF COMMERCIAL
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT A65-BOI23
EVALUATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE IN AVIATION
PERSONNEL A65-BOI_7
HEART FUNCTION UNDER HYPOXIA AT HIGH ALTITUDE AND
RELATED PROBLEMS DF BLOOD AND PULMONARY RESPONSE
A65-8020B
ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOPATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
0F EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WITH
ETIOPAIHOGENIC INTERPRETATION - REVIEW
A65-B0218
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN
CELLULAR RESPONSES CORRELATED TO
ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES A65-BO224
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ELECTRDNYSTAGMOGRAM AND
EVALUAIION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION
AbS-BOZ26
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE OF MAN TO HYPDXIA
AbS-BO3ST
COMPARISON OF CHRONIC HYPOXIA OF ALTITUDE AND THAT
PRODUCED BY RIGHT TO LEFT CIRCULATORY SHUNTS
A65-B0359
GENERAL ADVERSE EFFECTS AND VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES OF OXYGEN AT HIGH TENSION - A REVIEW
A65-80364
PCSTERIOANTERIAL TRANSVERSE ACCELERAEION OF
MAXIMAL DURATION A65-80393
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS EFFECT OR INJURY EFFECT ON
BETA-LIPOPROTEIN CONTENT OF BLOOD SERUM AND
VARIOUS ORGANS IN RATS A65-80394
_0OY REACTIONS TO PROLONGED CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A65-80397
EFFECT OF INCLINED POSITIVE ACCELERATION ON
_UMAN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION A65-8039B
P_YSIOLOGICAL AND METABOLIC RESPONSE TO
HYPERVENTILATION IN NORMAL AND ANXIOUS HUMANS
A65-B0407
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PHYSIOLOGICALRESPONSECONTD SUBJECTINDEX
PHYSICALPROPERTYOFMAGNETICANO GEOMAGNETIC
FIELDS AND RESPONSES OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN
A65-80410
SIMPLE THEORETICAL MODELS FOR MAGNETIC
INTERACTIONS WITH BIOLOGICAL UNITS
A65-80411
OVERCOMING DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
EXPOSURES TO MAGNETIC FIELDS BY PERIODICALLY
CHANGING POSITIONS OF ASTRONAUTS AND USING
INHOMOGENEOUS FIELDS TO ELIMINATE DISCOMFORT
CAUSED BY WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-80412
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
BIRD, FISH, AND MAMMAL A65-80424
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF STATIC AND
EARTH MAGNETIC FIELDS AS RELATED TO LIVING TISSUE
AND CLINICAL APPLICATION A65-80434
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON FRUIT FLYe DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER, AND S-37 MOUSE TUMOR CELLS
A65-80462
PERFORMANCE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED LOW-ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
A65-80533
DEGREE OF FRAGILITY OF GUINEA PIG PERIPHERAL BLOOD
ERYTHROCYTES AFTER LETHAL DOSE OF GAMMA-RADIATION
A65-80537
RADIATION LOAD BY DIRECT SUN RADIATION AND
SCATTERED SKY RADIATION ON INSTRUMENTS IMITATING
PHYSIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BODY
A65-BOgO9
COMPARISON OF FREE-MOVING AND PRESSURE LEVERS IN
POSITIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM DURING PURSUIT TRACKING
TASK A65-80943
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN
ORGANISM A65-80980
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-81132
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA
A65-81180
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING
PARABOLIC FLIGHTS AAS-B1197
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING FIRST SOVIET
SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS IN FLIGHT
A65-81301
BLOOD SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN IN EVALUATING
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-81325
LINEARIZATION OF EVOKED RESPONSES OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX TO SINE WAVE-MODULATED LIGHT BY NOISE
A65-81346
CLINICAL SYNDROMES IN HUMANS UNDER EFFECTS OF
DIFFERENT RADIO-FREQUENCY BANDS
A65-8137I
CHANGES IN SEBACEOUS GLAND FUNCTION OF INDUSTRIAL
WORKERS USING ACETONE, GASOLINE AND WHITE SPIRIT
A65-B1372
FIRST COSMIC EXPEDITION- BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH ON
ASTRONAUT RESPONSE A65-8[486
TRANSDUCERS FOR ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT OF
MECHANICAL QUANTITIES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS
FTD-TT-63-II921IB4 N65-IO264
ACCELERATION INFLUENCE ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY
OF ANIMALS AND MAN - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-2TT N65-10303
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF HUMAN ORGANISM TO
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS AND MEANS OF RAISING
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SUCH FORCES
NASA-TT-F-274 N65-10315
REGULAR CHANGES OF CANINE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
UNDER CUMULATIVE SLOW CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION
FTD-NT-63-179 N65-11618
EMOTIONAL FACTORS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF
ASTRONAUTS DURING PARACHUTE JUMP TRAINING
JPRS-27819 N65-12662
INCREASING RESISTANCE FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS IN FLIGHT
N65-13646
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS IN WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-13777
HIGH ACCELERATION FORCES ON CHIMPANZEES IMMERSED
IN WATER TO TEST PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
NADC-MA-6139 N65-15558
VENTILATION OF IMPERMEABLE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
TO ALLEVIATE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HOT
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
AECL-2123 N65-15634
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY, COSMONAUT TRAINING, AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING OF OPERATOR FUNCTIONS
N65-16403
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE
RADIATION ON HIBERNATORS
NASA-CR-SO546 N65-17058
PHYSIOLOGICAL SHIFTS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AT VERY LOW
TEMPERATURES, LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES, AND
POLAR NIGHT IN CENTRAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA
FTD-TT-64-2861182 N65-ITOB3
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ON ANIMALS, PLANTS,
MICROORGANISMS AND BIOLOGICAL SUBSTRATES DURING
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-3O5 N65-17465
LITERATURE REVIEW ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
BED REST
NASA-CR-17[ N65-17876
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN PULMONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OF DOGS
NADC-ML-6413 N65-1888I
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS GOVERNING DESIGN OF
AUTOMATIC RESPIRATORS
HDL-TM-64-23 N65-19416
DECISION PROCESS_ AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
SYSTEMS USED IN LIE DETECTION - INTERPRETATION
OF POLYGRAPHIC DATA
RADC-TDR-64-IOI N65-19993
BED REST EFFECT ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - BONE MASS AND CALCIUM
BALANCE
NASA-CR-|82 N65-20474
MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS BY
COMPUTER, GAS EXCHANGE DURING RADIATION
SICKNESSv AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-29788 N65-2272B
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT
N65-22731
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
ENTEROTOXIN - ANIMAL STUDY N65-22747
RESPONSES OF COLD AND WARM ADAPTED DOGS TO INFUSED
NORADRENALINE AND ACUTE BODY COOLING -
CALORIGENIC EFFECTS OF NORADRENALIN
AAL-TR-b4-21 N65-24OBO
STABILITY OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AND CHANGES IN
OXIDATION PROCESSES DURING CHILLING IN HUMANS
ADAPTED AND NOT ADAPTED TO COLD
N65-24940
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SUBJECT INDEX : PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
AND WEIGHTLESSNESS - VOSKHOD I AND VOSKHOD
II FLIGHTS N65-Z6230
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SPACE FLIGHT - PARABOLIC
FLIGHT, CARDIOVASCULAR DIURNAL RHYTHM, EYE
ACTIVITY, AND EFFECTS OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION
JPRS-30859 N65-2691T
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNEss IN
PARABOLIC FLIGHT N65-2691B
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS
ACCELERATIONS N65-Z6921
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-3OB93 N65-27809
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE DE ANIMALS TO SPACE FLIGHT
FTD-MT-64-360 N65-ZB642
CARDIOVASCULAR AND PSYCHDGALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE MONITORING DEVICES - ELECTRONIC
MICROINSTRUMENTATION IN DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-64-90 N65-30496
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL RESPONSES OF X-RAY
IRRADIATED DOGS TO INDUCED MUSCULAR CONTRACTIONS
OF HIND LEGS IN VIVO
TID-20979, ADDEND. NbS-3056T
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY - COMBINED EFFECT OF IONIZING
RADIATION, RADIAL ACCELERATION, VERTICAL
VIBRATIONt AND PROLONGED ACCELERATION DN
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE IN ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-354 N65-31375
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN CATS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERNIA
AD-46845T N65-31514
RESPONSE OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS TO HIGH ACCELERATION
STRESSES
NASA-CR-236 N65-32926
INVESTIGATION OF PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF VISION
DURING INVOLUNTARY SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF NORMAL STEADY FIXATION
AD-617409 N65-33012
EFFECT OF BEDREST ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIDLOGICAL FUNCTION - NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENT
NASA-CR-175 N65-33542
MASSIVE DOSE EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND
COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION ON BLOOD SERUM ENZYME
LEVELS OF WHOLE BODY IRRADIATED PRIMATES
SAM-TR-65-22 Nb5-33679
TELESTIMULATDR SYSTEMS FOR OBSERVATION OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF SUBJECTS RECEIVING
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF BRAIN N65-34005
ADAPTATION TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION -
NYSTAGMUS AND VERTIGO FOLLOWING HIGH VELOCITY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
AM-65-24 N65-34303
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
G FORCES - REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF COSMDNAUTS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF ORBITAL FLIGHT - SPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-3195B NbS-34775
CHANGE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO G FORCES AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF
VARIOUS DRUGS N65-34776
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN GERMINATION AND
SPROUTING OF SEEDS OF HIGHER PLANT LIFE
N65-34941
CORRELATION OF ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
ACTIVITY OF CARDIAC CYCLE USING ELECTRO- AND
PHONOCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA FROM GEMINI IV CREW
MEMBERS N65-36105
BONE DEMINERALIZATION STUDIES OF GEMINI IV
CREW USING RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITOMEFRY
N65-36106
THRESHOLD CALORIC TEST ON NORMAL SUBJECTS -
RESPONSES TO HOT AND COLD CALORIC STIMULATION
NASA-CR-67539 N65-36425
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF MAN TO ACCELERATIONS
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
NASA-TT-F-9597 N65-36756
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY
RADIO TRANSDUCERS AND IMPLANT TECHNIQUES FOR
RECORDING BIOELECTRICAL DATAe FORCE AND
DISPLACEMENT A65-10546
AUTOMATIC EDITING TECHNIQUES FOR DISCRIMINATING
TELEMETERED BIOELECTRIC SIGNALS FROM SJRROUNDING
NOISE A65-10547
BIOPHYSICAL MONITORING OF EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
UNDER REAL AND SIMULATED FLIGHT CONDITIONS
A65-IOT25
BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION USING SQUEGGING
OSCILLATOR FOR LOW POWER DIGITAL TELEMETRY
A65-10741
GEMINI FLIGHT MEDICAL PROGRAM TO PREPARE
ASTRONAUTS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY IN ORBIT
A65-20240
GENINI BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR PHYSICAL EXAM
IN FLIGHT A65-21499
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION
SYSTEMS FOR USE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON
TEST PILOTS IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AND SPACE
FLIGHT SIMULATORS A65-23199
COMPRESSION OF LEG TELEMETERED DATA TO ANALYZE
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF BRAIN WAVE ACTIVITY_
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS FILTERS
A65-24193
TRANSMISSION OF BIOMEDICAL DATA OBTAINED IN
SIMULATION STUDIES WITH HUMAN CENTRIFUGE_ USING
SOLID STATE AMPLIFIERS A65-24200
PORTABLE BIOMEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM DETERMINES
RESPONSE PATTERNS THAT IDENTIFY CHANGES IN AROUSAL
OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM UNDER FLIGHT STRESSES
INCLUDING SKIN RESPONSE, LEG AND BLOOD PRESSURE
A65-24201
TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR / TELUS/ FOR
MCNIIORING ELECTRICAL OR ELECTROMAGNETIC OUTPUTS
FROM FIELD SENSING INSTRUMENTS A65-24202
_IOMEDICAL DATA COMPRESSION BY POLYNOMIAL CURVE
FITTING AND CYCLE-TO-CYCLE REDUNDANCY REDUCTION,
NOTING EKG AND EEG APPLICATION
A65-24203
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETER RESEARCH AND
INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT PHASES OF LONG RANGE
PROGRAM FOR IN-FLIGHT MONITORING IN FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT A65-26|66
MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF VOSKHOD SPACESHIP
COSMONAUTS, USING BIDTELEMETRIC SYSTEMS AND
CNBOARD INSTRUMENTS A65-29941
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA RECORDING OF MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PROGRAM BASED ON PROJECT MERCURY AND
GEMINI MISSIONS A65-31105
VOSTOK SATbLLITE PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DURING
JNIERPLANETARY FLIGHT_ CONSIDERING BIOLOGICAL
CGNIROL AND INFORMATION TRANSMISSION TO EARTH AND
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS BY CODING
A65-3230!
ASTRONAUT PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
ACQUISITION BY BIDINSTRUMENTATIDN D[VICES, NOTING
PULSED DOPPLER TRANSDUCERS FOR BLOOD FLOW
_EASUREMENTS A65-33281
A-291
PHYSIOLOGY SUBJECTINDEX
PHYSIOLOGICALOIAGNOSTICINFORMATION COLLECTION IN
PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT AND DATA HANDLING
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS A65-36232
SYSTEMS OF BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY AS APPLIED TO
BEHAVIORALw PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
A65-80011
DAILY PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND ACTIVITY CYCLE
RECORDED BY RAOIO CAPSULES OF GROUND SQUIRRELS
AND CARNIVORES EXPOSED TO EXTREME CHANGES IN
ARCTIC DAYLIGHT A65-80268
TELEMETRIC DEVICES FOR STUDY AND CONTROL OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS OURING SOVIET
SPACE MISSIONS A65-80333
TELEMETRIC SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE
MYOCARDIAL INFRACTION A65-BOSB8
TELEMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR RECORDING
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN RACE HORSE
A65-80609
TELEMETERING HYPOTHALAMIC TEMPERATURES OF
UNRESTRAINED DOG EXPOSED TO COLD, NEUTRAL, AND HOT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-80682
BIOTELEMETRY IN MEDICINE - DESCRIPTION OF NEW
TELEMETERED ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH 665-80840
MEDICAL SUPERVISION OF CREW MEMBERS AND BIOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENT DURING SOVIET THREE-MAN SPACE FLIGHT
IN VOSKHOD [ SPACECRAFT A65-80983
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRIC METHODS FOR
MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN MAN AND
ANIMALS A65-8104B
DESIGN AND IMPLANTATION OF SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN WILD BIRDS
A65-81051
ARTIFACT PROBLEM IN TELEMETRY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
VARIABLES AND NEED FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS
A65-81054
PROBLEM OF USING ELECTRODES WITH
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH RADIO CAPSULES
A65-81055
PROGRESS IN TELEMETERING MUSCLE POTENTIALS AND
RESPIRATORY DATA 665-B1056
PROGRESS REPORT ON RADIO TELEMETRY FROM INSIDE
BODY A65-81057
BRAIN TELESTIMULATOR WITH SOLAR CELL POWER SUPPLY
USED ON PRIMATES A65-81156
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF TELEMETERING METHOD OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA 665-81193
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENTS OF HEART
FUNCTIONS AND RESPIRATION A65-81208
INTERHOSPIIAL PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM AS
RELATED TO TELEMETRY A65-81284
TELUS- TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR FOR SPACE AND
TERRESTRIAL USE BY RECEIVING, STORING, AND SENDING
TELEMETERED DATA A65-BI311
MONITORED PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA AT BEDSIDE IN
HOSPITAL TRANSMITTED BY TELEMETRY
A65-81312
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY AND PROCESSING OF MEOICAL_
ZOOLOGICAL AND BIOASTRONAUTICAL DATA
665-81314
PROBLEMS IN DATA TRANSMISSION BY TELEMETRY OF
BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION COLLECTED IN EXPERIMENTS
WITH 50-FT. HUMAN CENTRIFUGE 665-81356
ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR AND OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
A65-BI357
A-292
TELEMETRIC SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF BLOOD FLOW
AND PRESSURE IN UNRESTRAINED ANIMALS
A65-81358
MONITORING OF PILOT HEART RATE BY MULTI-CHANNEL
TELEMETRY DURING JET FLIGHT A65-BI436
CCNTINUOUS TELEMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL
RHYTHMS IN UNRESTRAINED ARCTIC GROUND SQUIRRELS
/CITELLUS PARRY[/ A65-B1459
HISTURICAL REVIEW AND CURRENT PROBLEMS IN
MONIIORING HEALTH OF ASTRONAUTS
A65-81835
RECORDING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING
[NTLRPLANETARY FLIGHTS, MEDICAL SUPPORT AND
BIOTELEMETRY A65-82076
RADIO TELEMETRIC STUDIES IN MEDICINE AND
PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-27600 N65-12732
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY SENSOR FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
HYGIENIC PARAMETER RECORDING DURING U.S.S.R.
SPACEFLIGHTS N65-12733
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ON VOSTOK V
AND VOSTOK V I SPACECRAFT N65-IZT34
TELEMETRY SYSTEMS FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
TRANSMISSION N65-12735
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-13630
BIOPHYSICAL DATA RECORDING BY MINIATURE ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT N65-16605
PULSE DURATION MODULATION SYSTEM FOR LIFE SCIENCE
TELEMETRY N65-16622
VALIDATION OF SENSOR, TRANSMITTER, AND DATA
PROCESSING FUNCTIONS IN HUMAN BIOTELEMETRY
AMRL-TR-64-124 N65-17230
RADIO TELEMETRY IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30528 N65-25540
SOLID STATE ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTING INSTRUMENTS
FOR OBSERVING ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY AND MONITORING
_NVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
AD-61290B N65-26003
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DATA OF EYE ACTIVITY
DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT N65-26920
BIOCOURIER-TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR TELEMETRY
SYSTEM FOR HANDLING AND EVALUATING ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA FROM REMOTE FIELD
BIOSENSING TRANSDUCERS
SAM-TR-65-[ N65-33678
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY ELECTRODES FOR IN-FLIGHT
MONITORING
SAM-TR-C5-[8 N65-34266
PHYSIOLOGY
SA BODY COMPOSITION IBIOL/
SA ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
SA FLIGHT FATIGUE
SA GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
SA HOMEOSTASIS
SA HUMAN BODY
SA METABOLISM
SA NEUROLOGY
SA NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
SA PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SENSORY PHYSIOLOGY, VOLUME I
A65-25645
ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS CONCERNED WITH BEHAVIOR
AND REACTIONS OF LIVE ORGANISMS EXPOSED TO SPACE
CONDITIONS A65-29945
TIME ESTIMATION - PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ANATOMICAL
BASES A65-BOO53
PHYSIOLOGYCONTD SUBJECT INDEX
SYSTEM OF ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND TRAINING USING
VISUAL, MOTOR, AND INTEROCEPTIVE ANALYZERS, AND
OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
N65-13727
RHYTHM OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN LIMITED
NUBILITY DURING SPACE FLIGHT N65-13742
AVIATION PHYSIOLOGY N65-13759
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR ELECTRICAL STUDY OF HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-28225 N65-I426I
MEDICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND-BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON
VOSKHOD AND VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
JPRS-27925 N65-14598
MEDICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCH DURING MANNED
FLIGHTS ABOARD VOSKHOO AND VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
N65-14599
STUDIES IN MEDICINE AND PHYSIOLOGY DERIVED FROM
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT FLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-92OT N65-16607
ENERGY FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DESCRIBED AS
ENERGY ACCUMULATION IN HIGH ENERGY BONDS
NASA-TT-F-308 N65-14948
MECHANISM AND PROBLEMS OF BINAURAL INTERACTION -
ANATOMYt PHYSIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY
TRACOR-64-199-U N65-1503]
PHYSIO-MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON
HUMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
R-63 N65-15039
SPACE FLIGHT PHYSIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND
PERSONAL HYGIENE
JPRS-28183 N65-15171
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS ON PILOTS OPERATING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR
AN-66-18 N65-15209
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CHLORELLA FOR
APPLICATION IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-60396 N65-15801
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN MARINE SPECIES OF CHLORELLA
N65-15805
KINETIC MODELS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
N65-16627
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY
JPRS-28726 N65-17744
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY OF HIGH MOUNTAIN HYPDXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17752
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF ANIMAL
HEMATOGENETIC FUNCTIONS UNDER HIGH MOUNTAIN
CLIMATE CONDITIONS - HYPOXIA N65-17756
ANATOMICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CHILDREN BORN AND RAISED IN HIGH ALTITUDE
ENVIRONMENT N65-IT759
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF HYP_XIA ADAPTATION
TO HIGH MOUNTAINS NbS-17BI2
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
NASA-CR-IT2 N65-18500
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA COLLECTED
ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-174 N65-18501
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECT
ON HUMAN ORGANISMS
JPRS-29433 N65-20829
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS THROUGH BIOCHEMISTRY,
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-29292 N65-21236
WEIGHTLESSNESS - CONDITIONS, SENSATIONS, HUMAN
REACTIONS, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-29743 N65-21711
PHYSIOLOGY - PERFECTION OF MOTOR AND INTEROCEPTIVE
ANALYZER BY CONDITIONED REFLEX METHOD IN MAN
DURING ACUT_ HYPOXLHIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
FTD-TT-b2-19031162_4 N65-22061
PHYSIOLOGICAL FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION
FOR SELECTED BODY COMPARTMENTS OF YOUNG HUMAN
MALE - MATHEMATICAL MODEL
RM--434T-PR N65-23037
OXYGEN, CARBON DIOXIDE, NITROGEN, AND OTHER BLOOD
GASES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - HISTORICAL
R£VIEW
HNL-89B N65-23230
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNIST CHINA -
FIELD THEORY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-29641 N65-23371
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM
AND SPACECREW REACTION STUDIED BY PHYSICIAN ON
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT AND SEISMOCARDIOLOGICAL
_ATA
JPRS-29795 N65-23422
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL
HEART FUNCIIONS IN FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK V AND
VOSTOK VI SPACECRAFTS BY SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHIC
DATA N65-23426
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO MONITOR CREW PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE, AND TO
DEVELOP DIGITAL TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING,
DISPLAYING, AND ANALYZING DATA
LMSC-6-65-65--15 N65-24710
PHYSIOLOGY OF FLYING N65-24733
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AND LONGEVITY,
CYBERNETICS, X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTt AND
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - SCIENTIFIC
CONFERENCE REPORTS
JPRS-30099 N65-24875
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE IN MAN, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THERMOREGULATION - STUDIES
USING LAWS OF CYBERNETICS N65-24876
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO BURN SHOCK AND
CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE AND RECOVERY
AUTCMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES N65-24890
PATHOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND EXPERIMENTAl
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION, AND OXYGEN STARVATION
JPRS-30015 N65-25025
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF FLIGHT
CONTROL PROBLEM N65-25051
SALIVA STUDIES OF PAROTID FLUID STEROID RESPONSES
TC CORTICOTROPIN DOSES IN YOUNG ADULT MALES -
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
SAM-TDR-63-30 N65-25204
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD
SIRLSS FOR INTERPRtIATION OF DIFFERENCES IN
ACTIUM OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS
cNVIROi_McNIAL dR bODY TEMPERATURES
AAL-TDR-b4-20 N65-25254
$[VIET RESEARCH IN GENETICS, PHYS[LL_GY, AND
RADIOBiULUbY
JPRS-30485 No5-Z5611
vI_EDGICAL EFFECTS CF SPACE TRAVEL A_D ENVIRONMENT
N65-2622B
CCMPILAEION OF ABSTRACIS ON SPACE MECICINE AND
LIDLCGY, SPACE PHYSIOLOGY, A_D SPACE VEHICLE
tCULUGY - LiFL SUPPORT SCIENCES
AID-P-64-66 N65-2774B
A-2_4
SUBJECT INDEX PHYSIOLOGY CONTD
FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF PRESSURE BREATHING -
MEASUREMENT OF PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY
A65-80110
PHYSIOPATHOLOGY OF EQUILIBRIUH IN THE AVIATOR
A65-80127
EFFECT OF INCLINED POSITIVE ACCELERATION ON
HUMAN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION A65-80398
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STATE
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN MAN RELATED TO TRAINING
A65-80436
MECHANISM OF RECIPROCAL ACTION OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS IN CATS A65-8043T
CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL
INSULT AFTER EXPERIMENTAL EXPOSURE TO HEAVY
PARTICLE AND RADIATION EXPOSURE SIMILAR TO
POSSIBLE CONDITIONS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
665-B0439
TEMPORARY CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY INDUCED BY HYPOXIA
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION
A65-80443
PROPOSED BIOSATELLITE UTILIZING OPOSSUM FETUSES
FOR STUDYING WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS
A65-B0464
PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSES OF MAN EXPOSED TO COLD
INVOLVING NERVOUSt CIRCULATDRY_ AND ENDOCRINE
SYSTEMS A65-B0491
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HIGH
ALTITUDE EXPOSURE A65-80493
IONIZATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIR IONS
AND USE IN TREATMENT OF DISEASE_ BURNS_ AND WOUNDS
665-80494
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WIND ON MAN
A65-B0495
PATHOLOGIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HEAT
EXPOSURE IN MAN A65-BO69T
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF EXTREME COLD
DURING TOTAL BODY COOLING AND LOCAL COLD INJURY IN
MAN A6_-8049B
PATHOLOGIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECT ON NAN EXPOSED
TO HIGH ALTITUDE 665-80499
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF CHILLING ON BODY
THERMOREGULATORY MECHANISM A65-805_4
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF CONTINUOUSLY INCREASING
HYPOXIC LEVEL IN RAT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
JUXTAGLOMERULAR CELLS OF KIDNEY
665-80559
INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS NEEDED
TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC IONS
A65-B0582
TOXICITY OF SYNTHETICt ETHYLATED AND SOME AVIATION
GASOLINES A65-80589
STIMULATION OF SYMPATHETIC SYSTEM CONTROLLING
ADRENAL ACTIVITY BY SMALL DOSES OF ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION DURING PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT IN
CHILDREN A65-80592
PILOT PLANT ANO TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING LARGE
CROPS OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE A65-B0600
RESPONSE OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO COLD-BLOCK OF
VAGUS TRUNK 665-80602
ASSESSMENTe MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF HEAT SIRESS
665-B0635
PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS CAUSED BY HEAl
A65-B0636
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDE ON CERTAIN PHYSIOLUCICAL
FUNCTIONS CONTROLLED BY AUIONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
1N ANIMALS BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AND AIR
A65-80647
RECOVERY OF SOMATIC AND VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS LOST
AFTER EXPDSURE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
IONIZING RADIATION AND EFFECT OF SODIUM BROMIDE
AND ANYTAL A65-B0649
REACTION OF AUTONOMIC CENTERS OF HYPDTHALAMUS AND
CEREBELLUM TO IONIZING RADIATION
A65-80650
OVERHYDRATION EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
OF MAN TO WORK IN HOT ENVIRONMENTS
A65-80675
CORRELATION OF DIENCEPHALIC AND BULBOVESTIBULAR
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREAS A65-B0688
CORRELATION OF SPECIFIC AND NONSPECIFIC RESPONSES
TO LIGHT REVEALED IN HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
665-80698
CDOLING EFFECT ON SOMATO SENSORY CORTEX CENTERS
AND ON POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN CATS TO ELECTRIC
STIMULATIDN TRANSMITTED BY THALAMUS NUCLEUS
AAS-B0720
POSITIVE ACCELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
IMMERSED IN WATER A65-8072T
FLICKER PROBLEMS AS RELATED TO PHYSICS,
ELECTRONICSt CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY_
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY, VISUAL SYSTEMt AND PSYCHOLOGY
A65-80767
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF FLICKER ELECTRORETINOGRAM
COMPONENTS AND FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
A65-B0771
CHANGES IN PULMONARY VOLUME AND VENTILATION IN
HEALTHY AND SICK INDIVIDUALS DURING HYPOXIA AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80799
SENSITIVITY OF RABBIT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
CCNIINUOUS ULTRAHIGH-FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD A65-80801
PROBLEMS OF COORDINATION OF DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF ACCELERATION AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
A65-80931
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY IN HOT
ARID CONDITIONS A65-80954
HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION STRESS AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS DURING PARABOLIC JET FLIGHT
A6S-8E192
PHYSIOLOGY AND METABOLISM OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-81220
ORGAN OF CORTI- HISTOPHYSIOLOGY AND
HISTUCHEMISTRY 665-81422
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM BY ANALOG COMPUTER
AD-606521 N65-12246
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY - HUMAN SCIENCES IN
INOUSTRY N65-13117
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY - SPACE
FLIGHT AND SUBMARINE MEDICINE
JPRS-27767 N65-13417
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HYPOXIA AND CHEMICAL
THERMOREGULATION N65-13688
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF WORK OF AIRCREWS DURING IN-FLIGHT REFUELING
N6b-13717
CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RABBITS AND
DUGS CAUSED BY EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
Nbb-I3722
COSMIC PHYSIOLOGy AND ORGANIZATION OF EXPERIMENTS
IN FLIGHT OF MAN INTO COSMOS N65-13726
A-293
SUBJECTINDEX PILOT
THEORIES FOR RELATING STRUCTURE TO BEHAVIOR IN
PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM - COMPUTER SIMULATION
REPT.-I3 N65-27793
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS CAUSED BY ORGANDPHDSPHORUS
INSECTICIDES, CARBON MONOXIDE AND METHANE
EXPOSURE, AND INHALATION OF FIBERGLASS PLASTIC
FUMES
JPRS-30976 N65-28291
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING ON RATS - PERMISSIBLE DAILY
CONCENTRATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR
N65-28295
MECHANISM OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND
AND SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
OSCILLATIONS - ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS OF
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-30860 N65-2BTO0
PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIA - DISTRIBUTION, ROLE IN
NATURE, ISOLATION, CULTIVATION, MORPHOLOGY, CELL
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION, PIGMENTATION, PHYSIOLOGY,
INITIAL PHOTOSYNTHETIC STAGES_ AND TAXONOMY
TT-AEC-TR-6203 N65-28BI7
REFLEX SKIN POTENTIAL REACTIONS IN MAN UNDER
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
N65-29032
MUTUALLY INHIBITORY TRANSIENT RETINAL
REACTIONS - PHYSIOLOGY N65-29368
CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-T011112/ N65-29649
PREVENTING CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONING OF
BEDREST BY PERIODIC FLACK MANEUVERS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
NASA-OR-IT6 N65-29820
SPEECH PRODUCTION AND VOCAL TRACT CHARACTERISTICS
CORRELATED WITH SPEECH WAVE DATA AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
AFCRL-65-272 N65-30196
PHYSIOLOGICAL NORMS IN INDIAN ADULTS - DATA ON
TOTAL BODY WEIGHT AND WEIGHTS OF BODY ORGANS
AEET/HP/TH-21 N65-31022
PROLONGED ACCELERATION AND GRAVITATIONAL FORCES
EFFECT ON GROWTH OF ORGANISM AND VITAL
ACTIVITY OF SYSTEMS - PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
N65-313TB
CHEMICAL TRANSMISSION OF NEURAL EXCITATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CENIRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-31577 N65-31520
TECHNIQUE FOR COLLECTING, STJRING, AND ANALYZING
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA - STRAIGHTFORWARD CORRELATION
OF PSYCHOMOTOR WITH PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
NAVTRADEVCEN-1464-L N65-33459
EFFECTS OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION ON SPACE TRAVEL -
SENSORYw PERCEPTUALt AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
N65-3362B
PROBLEMS IN SPACE ECOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9545 N65-33958
RELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS TO PHOSPHATE
BONDS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHDRIC ACID -
STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
JPRS-32016 N65-34453
REGENERATION OF DAMAGED MUSCLE TISSUE - PHYSIOLOGY
N65-3611T
NUSCULOSKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY - MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE DF MONKEYS,
APES, AND HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-8 N65-36722
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON
CHIMPANZEE SUBJECTED TO RAPID DECOMPRESSION TO
NEAR VACUUM AND SUBSEQUENT RECOMPRESSION -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-OR-329 N6S-3676B
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS RECORDED FROM CHIMPANZEES
BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER RAPI_ DECOMPRESSION
TO NEAR VACUUM - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
N65-36770
PICTURE
SA DISPLAY SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF PICTORIAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS
-REPT.-2732.Ol/23 N65-19322
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL
GRAPHIC RECORDING OF SECRETORY AND EXCRETORY
PROCESSES USING PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL RECORDING
ELEMENT
JPRS-31269 N65-29182
PIG
SA GUINEA PIG
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN SKIN AFTER
LASER IRRADIATION IN PIGS A6S-BEO96
PIGEON
VARIATIONS OF MOTOR RESPONSES TO GRAVITATIONAL
STIMULI CAUSED BY CHANGES OF SENSORY PERCEPTION
IN PIGEONS A65-80215
ABILITY OF PIGEON TO DISCRIMINATE SOLAR
MOVEMENT AND RELATION TO ASTRONAVIGATION
A65-BO23T
CELLULAR SECRETION AND ABSORPTION PROCESS OF
ENDOLYMPH IN VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF PIGEON
A65-BZIT2
ARTICLES ON BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH - MITOGENETIC
RADIATION, STRUCTURE OF PIGEON UTRICLEt ION
TRANSPORT IN RAT-CORTEX SECTIONS, AND
BIOELECTRICAL PHENOMENA IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-32209 N65-35150
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDY OF PIGEON UTRICLE
N65-35152
PIGMENT
SA BILIRUBIN
SA MELANIN
HETEROTROPHIC GROWTHv CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
PRODUCTION OF XANTHOPHYLLS BY CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-81285
PIGMENT INTERFERENCE IN CORTICOSTERDID
MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN BODY DURING TOTAL
STARVATION
SAM-TDR-64-SB N65-11_22
PHOTOSYNTHETIC BACTERIN DISTRIBUTION, ROLE IN
NATURE, ISOLATION, CULTIVATION, MORPHOLOGY, CELL
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION, PIGMENTATION, PHYSIOLOGY,
INITIAL PHOTOSYNTHETIC STAGES, AND TAXONOMY
TT-AEC-TR-6203 N65-2681T
PILOT
SA ASTRONAUT
TEST PILOT VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING
APPLIED TO CURRENT COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS,
DISCUSSING FLIGHT DECK DISPLAYS, CONTROLS AND
HANDLING QUALITIES Ab5-L4227
PULMONARY ATELECTASIS IN JET PILOT CAUSED BY HIGH
G-FORCES, ANTI-G-SUIT, AND BREATHING OF PURE
OXYGEN A65-80034
PHYSIOPATHOLOGY OF EQUILIBRIUM IN THE AVIATOR
AbS-8OI2T
TEST PILOT VIEW DE AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING AS
RELATED TO COMMERCIAL SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DESIGN
A6S-BOI34
EARLY PILOT PARTICIPATION WITH HUMAN ENGINEERING
A-295
PILOTERROR SUBJECTINDEX
ANDMEDICALPERSONNELINDESIGNOF X-20 AIRCRAFT
IN OYNA-SOAR PROGRAM A65-80135
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO MANNED AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT AND PILOT CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICAL AND
ENGINEERING PERSONNEL IN SPACECRAFT DESIGN
A65-80137
CONTACT LENS WEAR IN PILOTS - COMPARISON OF
PLASTIC CORNEAL LENS WITH NEW GEL-LENS UNDER
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80153
HEARING DAMAGE IN PILOTS DUE TO BLAST TRAUMA
A65-80187
FLYING STRESS IN RELATION TO FLYING PROFICIENCY OF
PILOTS A65-80534
CASE HISTORY OF PILOT HAVING SYNCOPE DURING
INSTRUMENT FLYING AGS-BO551
EMOTIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON FREE AMINO ACIDS IN
BLOOD IN PILOTS A65-BO722
PROTECTION AGAINST ACCELERATIONS IN PILOTS WEARING
FLIGHT SUIT AND ANTI-G TROUSERS
AGS-BO8T4
RADIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SPINAL LESIONS IN JET
PILOTS A65-80919
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES DURING INDUCED
HYPERVENTILATION IN PILOTS A65-81165 /
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND HEART
RATE IN EVALUATION OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION IN
PILOT CANADIDATES AGS-B1264
PILOT RELIABILITY AND SKILL RETENTION FOR SPACE
FLIGHT MISSIONS A65-B1305
MONITORING OF PILOT HEART RATE BY MULTI-CHANNEL
TELEMETRY DURING JET FLIGHT A65-81436
HEART RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES IN JET
PILCIS A65-81442
LATENT CORONARY INEFFICIENCY IN MIDDLE AGED PILOT
REVEALED BY ELECTROCARDIOGRAM TAKEN AFTER PHYSICAL
EXERCISE A65-81782
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF SPANISH AIRLINE PILOTS
AbS-81785
VENTILATED CLOTHING AND UMBRELLA TO PROTECT
INTERCEPTOR PILOT ON ALERT FROM SOLAR RADIATION
A65-81789
ERYTHROCYTE AND LEUKOCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE OF
ITALIAN AIR FORCE PILOT CANDIDATES EXPOSED TO
ANOXIA A65-81796
SPINAL PAIN REACTION IN PILOTS AFTER MANY FLIGHT
HOURS IN HELICOPTERS A65-BIBI9
MYOPIA IN PILOTS AS RESULT OF PROLONGED FLIGHT
DUTY A65-81826
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON OCULAR REFRACTION AND
VISUAL ACUITY OF PILOTS
NASA-IT-F-9153 N65-11305
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS BY
PILOT N65-13694
EFFECT OF INTENSIVE ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS ON
VESTIBULAR REACTIONS OF AIRCRAFT PILOT
N65-13734
TECHNIQUES FOR PARAMETER DETERMINATION IN
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF HUMAN PILOT
NASA-CR-143 N65-14848
COLD LAND SURVIVAL CAPABILITIES OF AIR FORCE
PILOTS WEARING FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALTITUDE
FLYING OUTFIT
AAL-TDR-b4-23 N65-24082
GEMINI LAUNCH VEHICLE PILOT SAFETY PROGRAM
NASA-TM-X-56714 N65-31OOB
PILOT FATIGUE - INTERCONTINENTAL JET FLIGHT
BETWEEN OKLAHOMA CITY AND TOKYO
AM-65-16 N65-3_020
REMOTE PILOT-CONTROLLED VISUAL DOCKING OF TWO
SPACE VEHICLES ON RENDEZVOUS DOCKING SIMULATOR
WITH CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
NASA-TN-D-3044 N65-35517
SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE COMPOSED OF TECHNIQUES IN
FIELD OF FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN, RELIABILITYt
AND HUMAN FACTORS YIELDING PRACTICAL APPROACH
FOR DESIGN OF INTEGRATED PILOT-CONTROLLER SYSTEM
RTD-TDR-63-4092 N65-36724
PILOT ERROR
EXPERIMENTAL INDUCTION OF SOME SENSATIONS
CORRESPONDING TO FLIGHTILLUSIONS OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS A65-12882
HUMAN PILOT CONTROLLABILITY LIMIT OF UNSTABLE
SECOND ORDER SYSTEM AND RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTION
AS DETERMINED FROM SIMULATOR AND FLIGHT TESTS
A65-25323
THEORY FOR OPTIMAL DETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION
OF TIME-VARYING HUMAN OPERATORS ENGAGED IN
TRACKING TASK A65-35475
EFFECTS OF PERFORMANCE SCORING CRITERIA 'ON
COMPENSATORY TRACKING BEHAVIOR A65-35476
SAMPLED DATA PURSUIT HAND-TRACKING MODEL FOR HUMAN
OPERATOR A65-35477
PSYCHOLOGICAL MECHANISMS IN PILOT ERROR - ANXIETY
AND PILOT TRAINING A65-81326
FLIGHT ACCIDENT PREDICTION - REPORT ON TWO STUDIES
ON PILOT LIABILITY TO FLIGHT ACCIDENTS AND
POSSIBLE PILOT SELECTION A65-81327
LOSS OF CONTROL OF JET TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT WHILE
PILOT RELIES ON GRAVITY VECTOR FOR ORIENTATION
INFORMATION A65-81728
PILOT ERRORS IN INSTRUMENT FLYING
N65-I3748
PILOT PERFORMANCE
SA ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
LIGHT ATTACK AND FIGHTER BOMBER PILOTS PROBLEMS
CONCERNING PILOT COMFORT, EFFICIENCY AND SURVIVAL,
FLIGHT SAFETY AND COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
A65-14226
ATTENTION, PERCEPTIONv EMOTION AND JUDGEMENT IN
PILOT CAUSED AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-16372
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PERFORMANCE RESPONSES OF PILOTS
IN SIMULATED 500 FT ALTITUDE HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
WIIH ATTENTION TO TFX TYPE AIRCRAFT
A65-18428
PILOT PERCEPTION MEASUREMENTS OF ILLUSORY MOTION
AND POSITION IN SPACE WHILE UNDERGOING
SUPRATHRESHOLD VALUES OF CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
A65-18429
FLYING STRESS IN RELATION TO FLYING PROFICIENCY AS
DETERMINED BY POSTFLIGHT URINE ANALYSIS
AB5-18430
OPTHALMOLOGIST APPROVAL OF CONTACT LENSES BY
PILOTS IF PROPERLY FITTED A65-18434
X-15 PROGRAM BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS INCLUDING
BIDINSTRUMENTATION AND TELEMETRY, PRESSURE SUIT
GEVELOPMENT, PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA OBTAINED AND PILO1
PERFORMANCE A65-22688
AGE DEPENDENCE OF PILDI RESPONSE IN SIGNAL
SEQUENCE IDENTIFICATION BY APPROPRIAIE CONIRGL
OPERATION AT MAXIMUM SPEED AND MINIMUM ERROR
A65-22901
A-296
SUBdHECTIND X F;LGT _E;FC,;,_,_-"
ARTERIAL AND ACOUSTIC BLOOD PRESSURE NEASUREMENTS
TAKEN WHILE PILOTING JET FIGHTER AIRCRAFT,
EMPHASIZING SOURCES OF ERROR AbS-240TT
SAFETY FACTORS AND ADVANTAGES INVOLVED IN CONTACT
LENS UTILIZATION BY CONMERCIAL AND AIRLINE PILOTS
A65-26097
PHYSICAL RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR MISSION AS
FACTORS IN MODULATING HEART RATE IN TEST PILOTS
AbS-2616T
PILOTS ABILITY TO OPERATE 660 ELF FLASH
BLINDNESS THERMAL PROTECTIVE SYSTEM WITHIN LIMITS
OF SAFETY A65-2bLTO
COMMERCIAL PILOT ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN
LEVEL AND DESCENDING FLIGHT BY LOOKING AT TV
SCREEN SIMULATING VISUAL APPROACH AND LANDING
665-Z6616
HIGH ALTITUDE RADIATION EFFECTS ON MILITARY AND
CIVILIAN PILOTS MEDICALLY ASSESSED FOR SST
FLIGHTS 665-2906B
HEAT AND NOISE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCEt
PHYSIOLOGY AND SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF COMFORT AND
PERFORMANCE 665-29990
CUSHIONED CONTOUR COUCH TRANSMITTING MINIMUM
DISCOMFORT TO PILOT DURING ACCELERATION,
VIBRATION AND/OR SHOCK A65-30013
PILOT EYE FIXATIONS WHILE FLYING MANEUVERS WITH
BOTH VERTICAL MOVING TAPE INSTRUMENTS AND ROUND
DIAL INSTRUMENT A65-30103
E KG AND BLOOD PRESSURE STUDIES IN MILITARY JET
PILOTS BEFORE AND AFTER FLIGHT 665-30139
WOLFF- PARKINSON- WHITE / WPW/ CARDIAC SYNDROME
SYMPTOMS AND EFFECTS AND RELATION TO AIRCRAFT
PILOT CAPABILITY 665-30350
SIMULATOR AND FLIGHT TEST COMPARISON OF PILOT
PERFORMANCE TO DETERMINE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
REQUIREMENTS
ICAS PAPER 66-5.56 A65-30943
PRENISSION CREW CONDITIONING AND FLIGHT
SIMULATION, DETERMINING EFFECT OF SECOBAF_ITAL
TAKEN NIGHT BEFORE AND D-AMPHETAMINE TAKEN DURING
MISSION 665-32636
HELICOPTER VIBRATION EFFECT ON PILOT ACCURACY IN
POSITIONING TASK 665-32986
VIGILANCE DEFINED AS PROBABILITY OF DETECTING
SIGNALS WHICH ARE WEAK AND RELATIVELY RARE IN
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT A65-35486
INCREASED AND ZERO GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISION
FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-35685
VESTIBULAR SINULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
FROH MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-35686
EFFECTS OF INCREASED ALTITUDE ON NIGHT VISION OF
PILOTS A65-36399
FIGHTER BONBER AIRCRAFT PROBLEMS OF COMBAT
EFFECTIVENESS, PILOT EFFICIENCY, FLIGHT SAFETY,
PILOT COMFORT, AND SURVIVAL A65-80133
PILOT PERFORMANCE AS AFFECTED BY GUST-INDUCED AND
MANEUVERING ACCELERATION A65-80728
MAN-MACHINE PROBLEMS RELATED TO FLYING VERTICAL
TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 665-8103T
EFFECT OF ALCOHOL ON PILOT PERFORNANCE
665-81102
FLIGHT STRESS AND SAFETY- AIDS TO PILOT
PERFORMANCE A65-81309
ASSESSNENT OF FLYING SKILL BY FLIGHT TEST
A65-8136T
PILOT PROFICIENCY DURING SIMULATED MISSION OF HIGH
PERFORMANCE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT AS INFLUENCED BY
SECEBARBITAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE A65-81734
PILOT PERFORMANCE USING VISUAL DISPLAY FOR GUIDING
HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO
T_RRAIN
NASA-TN-D-182T N65-11043
PSYCHOLOGY OF PILOT PERFORMANCE IN INSTRUMENT
FLIGHT N65-13631
NtUROPSYCHIC TENSIONS IN PILOTS DURING AIRCRAFT
LANDINGS N65-13690
CLINICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY OF AGE FACTCR
IN FLIGHT PERFORMANCE OF PILOTS
N65-13691
PILOT ERRORS IN INSTRUMENT FLYING
NbS-1374H
INFLUENCE OF AGE-ASSOCIATED CHANGES IN _}LDER
FILCTS DURING RELEARNING OF AVIATION TECHNdLCbY
AND DURING PERFORMANCE N6S-I3712
PILOT PERFORMANCE TESTS TO ALIGN AIRCRAFT WITH
TARGET
ANRL-TR-66-BT NbS-1399B
VARIATIONS IN TRANSFER FUNCTION OF HUMAN PILOTS
IN SIMULATED SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM TASKS DUE
TO VARIOUS NONLINEARITIES INTRODUCED INTO PILOT
CONTROL SYSTEM
KASA-TN-D-Z569 N65-14119
PREDICTION OF TRACKING CAPABILITY OF HUMAN PILOT,
TRANSFLR FUNCTION TO DESCRIBE PILOT PERFORMANCE,
AND PROGRAMMING ON ANALOG COMPUTER
AC-603477 NbS-16282
INFLUENCE OF CARTOGRAPHIC VARIABLES ON GEOGRAPHIC
ORIENTATION PERFORMANCE OF PILOTS DF LIGHT
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
TR-T_I-3 N65-15105
SECOBARBITAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE EFFECTS ON PILOTING
PERFORMANCE DURING SIMULATED TACTICAL AIR
_ISSION N65-18379
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS TASK
USING DIFFERENT THRUST CONTROL SYSTEMS
LNSC-6-65-65-1 N65-2039B
COMPATIBILITY OF MANUAL FLYING WITH AUTOMATIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BY FDRCED WHEEL STEERING -
PILOT FACTORS PROGRAM
REPT.-I-66 N65-21258
NAVIGATION AND EMERGENCY TASK LOADING EFFECT
ON PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT SIMULATION
USATRECOM-TR-66-69 N65-26254
G-SUITS AND PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR INCREASING
ENDURANCE OF PILOTS
JPRS-30380 N65-26696
HUMAN ENGINEERING - PILOT PERFORMANCE NECESSARY
FOR ALL-WEATHER LANDING
AD'-612726 N65-26118
FATIGUE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCE AFTER 26 HOUR
SIMULATED TRANSPORT FLIGHT
SAM-TR-65-16 N65-265TO
HUMAN ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR PILOT FACTORS
PROGRAM - TECHNICAL DIRECTION, FURNISHINGe
INSTALLATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT,
INSTRUMENT FLYING PROCEDURES, AND DATA ANALYSIS
AD-616765 N65-30630
GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION IN AIRCRAFT PILOTS -
CHART SCALE AND PILOT PERFORMANCE
TR-TBI-6 NbB-3653T
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR STUDY OF PILOT ABILITY TO
PERFORM SOFT LUNAR LANDING WITH SIMPLIFIED
GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE
A-297
PILOTPLANT SUBJECTINDEX
NASA-TN-D-2993 N65-35060
PILOTPLANT
PILOT PLANT AND TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING LARGE
CROPS OF UNICELLULAR ALGAE A65-B0600
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR
MASS PRODUCTION ENGINEERING PILOT PLANT FACILITY
AND PROCESS MANUAL
TE-4OOO-IS-F N65-19005
PILOT SELECTION
AERONAUTICAL APPLICATION OF RESPIRATORY AND
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION TESTS
A65-12883
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS USED IN
SOVIET UNION FDR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND
TRAININGt NOTING SPACE FLIGHT RESULTS
A65-22928
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL CAUSES FOR
DISQUALIFICATION OF PILOT CANDIDATES IN THE
ITALIAN AIR FORCE 665-80216
PILOT SELECTION AND NAVAL AVIATION
665-81041
DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY OF 30 PILOTS RELATED TO
THEIR FLYING PERFORMANCE A65-81117
RESPONSE TO CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AS CRITERION
IN COMMERCIAL PILOT SELECTION A65-81297
FLIGHT ACCIDENT PREDICTION - REPORT ON TWO STUDIES
ON PILOT LIABILITY TO FLIGHT ACCIDENTS AND
POSSIBLE PILOT SELECTION A65-8132T
STUDIES IN PROGRESS ON VARIOUS ASPECTS OF CRITERIA
OF FLYING PROFICIENCY FOR PILOT TRAINING AND
SELECTION A65-81329
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION AND SELECTION OF PILOT
TRAINEES IN ROYAL DANISH AIR FORCE
A65-81330
PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE IN EARLY STAGES OF
FLIGHT TRAINING 665-81331
PSYCHIATRIC SELECTION OF FLYING PERSONNEL
665-81369
PHYSICAL FITNESS AND PILOT SELECTION IN CIVIL
AVIATION A65-81370
MOTIVATION TOWARD FLYING IN PILOT CANDIDATES
RELATED TO TRAINING SUCCESS AND ADJUSTMENT
A65-81776
EVALUATION OF PILOT PERFDRMANCE BY INFLIGHT
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM STUDY OF STRESS TOLERANCE
A65-81777
SCREENING AND SELECTION OF SPANISH PILOTS
A65-B1778
PILOT TRAINEE SELECTION PROGRAM OF IRISH
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES 665-81779
BARANY CHAIR TEST OF LABYRINTH FUNCTION AS
CRITERION FOR PILOT SELECTION A65-8]BOB
EVALUATION OF MEDICAL DATA OF PHYSICAl_ EXAMINATION
IN PILOT SELECTION A65-B18IO
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
OF COMBAT PILOT UNIT A65-818[1
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AND ISCHEMIC HEARI DISEASE IN
AIRCRAFT PILOT SELECTION AND AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
A65-82351
PILOT TRAINING
POSTGRADUATE OFFICER TRAINING FOR PILOT TRAINEES
665-80400
PSYCHOLOGICAL MECHANISMS IN PILOT ERROR - ANXIETY
AND PILOT TRAINING A65-B1326
STUDIES IN PROGRESS ON VARIOUS ASPECIS OF CRITERia
GF FLYING PROFICIENCY FOR PILOT TRAINING AND
SELECTION 665-81329
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY- PERSONNEL SELECTION,
TRAINING_ AND HUMAN FACTORS A65-81366
TRAINING OF AIR FORCE PILOTS DURING SIMULATION OF
APOLLO FLIGHT 665-81389
CHANGES IN CAPACITY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
FOR ACQUIRING SKILLS DURING PILOT TRAINING
N65-1367g
FLIGHT CONDITION SIMULATION FOR PRECISION
TRAINING OF PILOTS N65-24863
SURVIVAL, SEARCHt AND RESCUE OPERATION
TRAINING TECHNIQUES FOR GENERAL AVIATION
PILOTS AND AIRCRAFI OWNERS N65-29753
EFFECT OF KINETIC CUEING IN TRAINING PILOTS TO
MAKE CARRIER APPROACHES
NAVTRADEVCEN-I432-1 N65-31080
EFFECT OF TRAINING ON ACCURACY OF ANGLE ESTIMATION
AND FEASIBILITY OF USING DIRECT PERCEPTUAL
ESTIMATION TO DETERMINE ANGLES OF DRIFT
TR-65-B N65-34684
TRAINING OF PILOTS IN MATCHED PAIRS USING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR IN CARRIER LANDING MANEUVER UNDER
KINETIC AND STATIC CONDITIONS
NAVTRADEVCEN-1432-I-SI N65-35542
PILOTEO AIRCRAFT
PILOT-VEHICLE SYSTEM SIMULATION FOR LOW ALTITUDE
HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
NASA-TN-D-2793 NGb-25925
THEORY AND SIMULATION OF PILOTED LCNGITUDINAL
CCNTROL IN CARRIER APPROACH
STI-TR-130-I NbS-Zbgg4
GEOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION IN AIRCRAFT PILOTS -
CHARI SCALE AND PILOT PERFORMANCE
TR-75I-4 N65-34537
PINEAL GLAND
CONTROL OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHM IN S[ROTUNIN CONTENT
DF RAT PINEAL GLAND A65-B0654
LIGHT EFFECT ON PINEAL GLANDt SUBCOMMISSURAL ORGAN
AND GLOMERULAR ZONE OF ADRENALS OF WHITE RAT
665-81592
PIPE
CORROSION OF CAST IRON PIPES AS ELECTRUBIOCHEMICAL
PROCESS IN ANAEROBIC SOIL
FD3-39571T-I66-/ N65-32693
PITUITARY GLAND
HYPUTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION IN MICE
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER
DEPRIVAIION A65-812BB
EFFECT DF CERVICAL SYMPATHECTOMY IN RATS ON
POSTERIOR PITUITARY OXYTOXIC ACTIVITY CHANGES
EVUKEO BY PHYSICAL EXHAUSTION A65-81923
PLAN POSITION INDICATOR /PPI/
RADAR TARGET TRACKING PERFORMANCE FOR PLAN
POSIIION INDICATOR DISPLAY AND AUTOMATIC COMPUTER
A65-1EB95
PLANET
SA EARTH
SA JUPITER /PLANET/
SA MARS /PLANET/
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT RELATE[) TO
SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH 665-B1307
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
SA JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
SA MARS ATMOSPHERE
SA VENUS ATMOSPHERE
SEED GERMINATION OF COMMON PLANT SPECIES IN
A-298
SUBJECT INDEX PLANT /BIOL/
RAREFIED NITROGEN ATMOSPHERES SIMULATING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT A65-32416
EVOLUTION OF THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE EARTH AND
PLANETS A65-80370
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF PLANETARY ATNOSPHERES AND
OCEANS A65-80889
PROCESSES OF ORIGIN OF PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
A65-81928
PLANETARY ENTRY
SPACECRAFT STERILIZATIONt DISCUSSING ENGINEERING
AND HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS IN ACHIEVING
STERILIZATION TEMPERATURE DE ENTRY AND LANDING
VEHICLES
AIAA PAPER 65-627 AbS-293TT
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENT
SA MARS ENVIRONMENT
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS AND
COMPOUNDS SUITABLE FOR PROLONGED BIOflOLECULAR
EVOLUTION AND CHEMICAL SELECTION ON NDNTERRESTRIAL
TYPE PLANET A65-27098
PLANETARY EXPLORATION
EXTRATERRESTRIAL STUDY OF ATNOSPHEREv SOIL AND
POSSIBLE ORGANIC MATTER BY COMPACT SPECTROSCOPIC
AND TELEVISION INSTRUMENT PACKAGE FOR TELEMETRY
AbS-1655T
NASA PROGRAM FOR BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS AS
SUGGESTED BY NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES SPACE
SCIENCE BOARD A65-82219
BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS
NASA-CR-6433T N65-30839
PLANETARY LANDING
STERILIZATION CONTAINER DESIGN FOR HARD AND SOFT
PLANETARY LANDERS
AIAA PAPER 65-387 A65-3020T
BIOINSTRUMENTATION FOR PLANETARY LANDING SPACE
CAPSULE N65-16609
PLANETARY SURFACE
SUBSURFACE MARINE BIOSPHERE ON MARS
A65--B1583
BIOINSTRUNENTATION FOR BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS OF PLANETARY SURFACE N65-16610
PLANKTON
HARVESTING AND PROCESSING SEWAGE GROWN PLANKTONIC
ALGAE
SERL-64-B N65-12782
AIR PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT
N65-23994
PLANT /BIOL/
SA ALGAE
SA ANGIOSPERM
SA TRADESCANTIA
SA VASCULAR SYSTEM
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF YOUNG LEAVES OF PLANTS IN
IR REGION OF SPECTRUM A65-20083
SPECTRAL PECULIARITIES OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
SPECIES OF PLANTS ON HIGH ALTITUDE SEMIDESERT OF
EASTERN PANIR Ab5-2OOB4
TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL IN PLANT ORGANS
AFTER REORIENTATION FROM VERTICAL TO HORIZONTAL
POSITION A65-26TT9
TEMPERATURE AND PRECONDITIONING EFFECT ON
PHOTOPERIODIC RESPONSE OF PHARBITIS NIL, STRAIN
VIOLET SHORT-DAY PLANT A65-30650
INDOLE-ACETIC ACII_2- C-16 MOVEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT
OF GEOTROPIC CURVATURE IN BRANCHES AND IMMATURE
PLANTS FROM CLONE OF COLEUS BLUMEI, BENTH,
STUDIED BY RADIOASSAY A65-31319
SEED GERMINATION OF COMMON PLANT SPECIES IN
RAREFIED NITROGEN ATMOSPHERES SIMULATING
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT A65-32416
SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE OF CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
PRINGSH. 82 WITH VARIOUS FORMS OF NITROGEN
SOURCES, OBSERVING GROWTH A65-32567
LEAF MOVEMENT RECORDING SYSTEM USING STRAIN GAUGE
FOR TESTING LIGHT-DARK CYCLE EFFECTS IN CONNECTION
WITH PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF ORBITING CAPSULE
A65--33948
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF
GERMINATION IN CARROT, MUSTARD, TOMATO, ONION AND
CUCUMBER SEEDS AND WHEAT GRAINS
A65-35816
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS IN PLANTS, VERTEBRATES, AND
INVERTEBRATES A65-8012B
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAflPHETAMINE_ TRIPELENNAMINEt
PROMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-80161
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
AbS-B0409
GROWTH RATE AND MAGNETIC NAGNETOTROPIC RESPONSE OF
PLANTS EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80422
BARLEY SEED, I'K)RDEUM DISTRICHUMt GROWTH RATE AS
AFFECTED BY MAGNETIC FIELDS A65-B0423
MUTAGENIC AND ANTIMUTAGENIC ACTION OF
RADIOPROTECTIVE AMINO ACIDS IN PLANT DURING
MITOSIS A65-8065T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY RADIATION ON
SEEDS OF BARLEY AND LILIUM REGALE
A65-BOB43
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTOR ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN GERMINATION OF SEED IN SORE HIGHER
PLANTS ABOARD VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
A65-BI595
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN SPACECRAFTS
VOSIOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6 ON CHROMOSOMES DF
PRIMARY ROOTS IN EMBRYO OF SEEDS OF SOME HIGHER
PLANTS A65-B1596
EFFECT OF GAMMA-RAYS AND 660 REV ENERGY PROTONS ON
CHROMOSOMES OF PLANT SEEDS A65-81601
INVESTIGATION OF GAS EXCHANGE IN PLANTS IN CLOSED
SYSTEM WITH HELP OF CARBON 14 IN CARBON DIOXIDE
A65-81924
INTERSTELLAR MATTER DEPOSITED ON EARTH SURFACE
AS RELATED TO PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE
A65-81967
WATER FLUX FROM SOIL TO PLANT TO ATMOSPHERE_ SOIL
WATER MOVEMENT_ SOIL-WATER ENERGY RELATIONS,
INTERNAL WATER RELATIONS IN PLANT LEAVESt AND
LOWER LIMIT OF WATER AVAILABILITY TO PLANTS
RR-3T4 N65-14326
GROWTH HORMONE EFFECT ON PLANT DEVELOPMENT IN
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
NASA-CR-53405 N65-15369
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PLANTS AND GRAVITY EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-2BA05 N65-15676
CHANGES ARISING IN PLANTS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
IONIZING RADIATION N65-1567B
BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM - HUNANt ANIMAL AND
PLANT RESEARCH FOR SPACE EXPLORATION
AD--45081B N65-16601
ACTIVITY VARIATIONS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MECHANISMS
IN GREEN PLANT CELLS N65-16813
LOW PRESSURE EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ULTRASTRUCTURE
A-Z99
PLASMA SUBJECTINDEX
ANDCYTOCHEMXSTRYIN PLANTS
NASA-CR-55[T9 N65-17055
PATHOGEN-FREE FOOD PLANTS IN MICROCOSM - HIGH
INTENSITY LIGHT EFFECT ON PLANT GROWTH
NASA-CR-501TO N65-ITO6T
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN SPACE CABIN
ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-50295 N65-ITOTI
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-CR-SS131 N65-IT072
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-CR-60892 N65-17867
PLANT SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUT NUTRITION IN SPACE
FLIGHT N65-L8593
SOIL-PLANT TRACE ELEMENTSt AGRICULTURE, ELECTRIC
RESISTANCE OF IRRADIATED SPLEENt SALMON TROUT_
NITROUS AND CARBOHYDRATES IN PLANTS - SELECTED
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
JPRS-29112 N65-20132
SPACE BIOLOGY OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS - BIODYNAMICS
N65-20324
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
OF PLANTS - PLANT DATA FOR USE IN BIDSATELLITES
NASA-CR-53457 N65-2098Z
ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS BY AQUATIC
PLANTS
REPT.-138 N65-21186
ANTIRADIATION AND ANTINEDPLASTIC COMPOUNDS RELATED
TO PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS - CYTOTDXIC EFFECTS
AND RADIATION PROTECTION
NASA-CR-62133 N65-21422
HALF-LIFE OF FALLOUT RAOIONUCLIDE EFFECT ON
PLANTS - IODINE 131
UCRL-12388 N65-21933
818LIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES ON
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND
ANIMALS
TID-3910_ SUPPL. 3 N65-23596
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF
PLANTS FOR USE IN BIOSATELLITE
NASA-CR-62707 N65-23742
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY, TEMPERATURE,
HUMIDITYt CHEMICAL EFFECTSt GUARD CELL ACTION_
AND MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
N65-23941
TRANSPORT OF POLLEN, SPORES, AND OTHER MICROSCOPIC
PARTICULATES OF PLANT ORIGIN IN ATMOSPHERE NEAR
EARTH SURFACE N65-23992
LONG TERM ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLEN
N65-23993
STATUS OF INTRODUCED PLANT SPECIES AT NEVADA
NUCLEAR TEST SITE - ECOLOGY
UCLA-12-556 N65-24228
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER AT
MASS CULTIVATION TO INVESTIGATE LIGHT FACTOR ON
SYNTHESIS AND MULTIPLICATION OF SPECIES
N65-28102
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CHLORELLA VUIGARIS BEYER
GROWN IN OPEN TANKS N65-28103
PHYTOPHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PLANT
PROTECTION AND APPLICATION OF PHYSIOCHEM|CAL
ASPECTS IN CONDITIONING PROCESS
FTD-TT-6¢-1121/I[2_3_4 N65-28531
EFFECTS OF LOW PRESSURES ON CELLULAR
ULTRASTRUCTURE AND CYTOCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-6609T N65-304T_
_URVEY OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC
MATERIAL STUDIES
NASA-CR-64418 N65-31053
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE, X-RAY IRRADIATIDNt AND
ELEVATED GRAVITY ON WHEAT SEEDLING GROWTH
NASA-CR-3O3 N65-32674
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON CHROMOSOMES OF HIGHER
PLANTS - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS N65-34942
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND VIRUS MULTIPLICATION IN LEAVES
OF BRASSICA CHINENSIS L INDUCED BY RIBONUCLEIC
ACID
EUR-1648.F N65-36376
PLASMA
SA BLOOD PLASMA
TRANSFER OF INCREASED TOLERANCE TO LOW BODY
TEMPERATURES IN GUINEA PIGS, DOGS AND RABBITS BY
HETEROLOGOUS TRANSPLANTATION OF BROWN FAT AND
INFUSION OF PLASMA FROM HIBERNATING GROUNDHOGS
A65-81460
PLASMA WAVE
ATHEROSCLEROTIC DIAGNOSED BY DETERMINATION OF
SPEED DF PULSE WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH VESSELS
OF AORTA
NASA-IT-F-9569 N65-33809
PLASTIC
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS CAUSED BY DRGANOPHOSPHORUS
INSECTICIDES, CARBON MONOXIDE AND METHANE
EXPOSURE, AND INHALATION DF FIBERGLASS PLASTIC
FUMES
JPRS-309T6 N65-28291
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM DURING
INHALATION OF FUMES EMANATING FROM SPECIMENS
OF FIBER GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC
N65-28293
X-RAY ABSORPTION IN DOSE-EQUATED MATERIALS -
TABULATION OF ATTENUATION AND ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENTS FOR PLASTICS_ COMPOUNDS, AND
GASES VS MUSCLE AND BONE
WL-TR-64-134 N65-29998
PLASTIC MATERIAL
EVALUATIONS OF PLASTIC BADGES CONTAINING BETAt
GAMMAt AND NUCLEAR TRACK FILM FOR USE IN
PLUTONIUM CHEMISTRY PLANT
RFP-651 N65-13333
RESEARCH ON RADIOPASTEURIZATIDN OF FISH - OPTIMUM
DOSE AND ACCEPTANCE LEVELS, SUITABILITY OF
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGINGt CHANGES IN
FLAVOR AND ODOR FROM IRRADIATION AND STORAGE
TID-21600 N65-22094
PLATELET
BEHAVIOR OF BLOOD PLATELETS DURING EXPERIMENTAL
LEAD POISONING IN RABBITS A65-81256
PLATELET SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOLLOWING X-RAY
EXPOSURE OF STAINED BLOOD FILMS
UR-663 N65-24622
PLOWSHARE PROGRAM
NEUTRON ACTIVATION NUCLIDES IN ROCK AND SOIL FROM
UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS - PLOWSHARE
PROGRAM
UCRL-L4249 N65-35020
PLUTDN|UM
HEALTH ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM HANDLING - RADIATION
HAZARDS_ CONTROL, CONTAINMENTt MONITORING. AND
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
AERE-L-151 N65-25164
ROLLER COASTER OPERATION - PLUTONIUM UPTAKE BY
ANIMALS EXPOSED TO NONNUCLEAR DETONATION OF
PLUTONIUM-BEARING WEAPON SIMULANT
UR-B65 N65-28325
PLUTONIUM 239
CHELATION WITH ALKALINE EARTH NETALSv CHELATE
COMPOUNDS IN RADIOELEMENT REMOVAL THERAPYt
A-3OO
SUIJECTINOEX POLYMER
ANDSEARCHFORSTRONTIUM 90 AND PLUTONIUM 239
REMOVAL AGENTS
ANRE-O-6/65 N65-28883
PNEUf4OGRAPMY
LONG-TERM ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH AND IMPEDANCE
PNEUMOGRAPH ELECTRODE SYSTEM COMPOSED OF S|LVERt
SILVER CHLORIDE ANO NONIRRITATING PASTE
A65-ZIq4T
IMPEDANCE PNEUMOGRAPHY AS USEFUL ALTHOUGH INDIRECT
TECHNIQUE FOR RESPIRATORY VOLUME AND RATE
MEASUREHENT A65-34¢T6
POCKET NOUSE
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, THERMAL CONDUCTANCE, AND
TORPOR IN CALIFORNIA POCKET MOUSE! PEROGNATHUS
CALIFORNICUS A65-81679
RELATION BETWEEN TORPOR CYCLE AND HEAT EXCHANGE IN
CALIFORNIA POCKET MOUSE, PEROGNATHUS CALIFORNICUS
A65-81680
RED CELL AND PLASMA SODIUM AND POTASSIUH CHANGES
IN SAN DIEGO POCKET MOUSE, PEROGNATHUS FALLAX,
DURING HIBERNATION A65-BI6B1
RADIATION RESISTANCE IN POCKET MICE AND SURVIVAL
AFTER COBALT 60 RAO1ATION
NASA-OR-60319 N65-15378
POINT
S TRANSITION POINT
POISONING
SA BENZENE POISONING
SA CARBBM MONOXIDE POISONING
SA CARBON TETRACHLORIOE POISONING
SA HYDROCARBON POISONING
SA KEROSENE POISONING
SA LEAO POISONING
SA OXYGEN TOXICITY
ADENOSINE-5-NONOPHOSPHORIC ACID EFFECT ON
ERYTHRDCYTE SURVIVAL IN LEAD OR PHENYLHYORAZINE
POISONED RABBITS A65-80003
TOXICOLOGY OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
A65-BOIOT
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM CHANGES IN CHEMICAL
FACTORY WORKERS FOLLOWING CARBON DISULFIDE
POISONING AS RELATED TO TIME SINCE
LAST EXPOSURE AND AGE A65-B0229
ETHYLENE GLYCOL POISONING - CLINICAL, PATHOLOGIC,
AND TOXICOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS AbS-BOB20
TOXICITY, PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF POISONING BY
VARIOUS ORGANIC AND INORGANIC COHPOUNDS
Ab5-81019
OCCUPATIONAL POISONING WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE AND
CARBON DIOXIDE A65-81205
CEREBRAL VASCULAR LESION IN CARBON DISULFIDE
POISONING - CASE HISTORY A6S-B1693
USE OF PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE IN ACUTE HYDRAZINE
AND UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE IAEROZINE-501
INTOXICATION IN MAN A65--81712
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACID FLUX AND TRIGLYCERIDE
SECRETION IN HYDRAZINE-INDUCED FATTY LIVER IN RATS
AbS-B2OB8
CASE OF ACUTE HEPATIC NECROSIS POSSIBLY DUE TO
TRICHLOROETHYLENE INTOXICATION Ab5-82094
GENERAL IMMUNOLOGICAL RESPONSE AND DISEASE
INCIDENCE IN WORKERS EXPOSED TO CARBON DISULFIDE
FUMES. ABS-B2244
ENZYME INDUCTION AND CORTISONE PROTECTION IN
ENDOTOXIN-POISONED MICE
AAL-TDR-64-8 NbS-30826
POISONING FROM COMMERCIAL PREPARATIONS CONTAINING
PHOSPHORIC ACID ESTER BASE
JPRS-32340 N65-36205
POLAR REGION
PI-nfSIOILOGICAL SHIFTS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AT VERY LOW
TEHPERATURESt LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES, AND
POLAR NIGHT IN CENTRAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA
FTD-TT-b4-Z86/I_2 N65-17083
HEMOOYNARIC CHANGES IN HUMAN BLOOD DURING POLAR
WINTER
FTD-TT-64-28511 N65-19194
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN FACTORS IN ALASKA
AND OTHER POLAR REGIONS
AAL-TDR-64-28 N65-199TO
POLARIZATION
MORPHOLOGY AND POLARIZATION OF HAIR CELLS OF
VESTIBULAR END ORGAN ABB-81721
POLARIZATION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR SIDE-LOOKING
RADAR TARGET DETECTION
AMRL-TR-64-B2 N65-13995
POLAROGRAPHY
POLAROGRAPHY APPLIED TO DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN
TENSION IN BRAIN UNDER HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING
CONDITIONS A65-80090
POLAROGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN CONTENT AND
CAPACITY IN BLDOD SAMPLE AbS-8163T
POLAROGRAPHY IN STUDY OF TISSUE HYPOXIA IN LIVING
ORGANISM N65-1776B
POLAROGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT AND
EXPRESSION OF OXYHEMOGLOBIN DISSOCIATION CURVES
SAM-TR-64-75 N65-23589
SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE - POLAROGRAPHIC
DETERMINATION OF OXYGEN METABOLISM IN TISSUES
NbS-24BTB
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICS, ARTIFICIAL BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND 20-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH
JPRS-3060S NbS-24889
2D-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION
AND BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS N65-24892
IRRADIATED FOODS IDENTIFICATION - ELECTROPHORESIS,
CXIDATION-REDUCTION, POLAROGRAPHY, COLORIMETRY,
MICROSCOPY, MICROBIOLOGY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, AND
SPECIROPHOTOMETRY
EUR--2402.F NbS-29855
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS ON OXYGEN TENSION IN
SPLEEN AND VENA CAVA OF MICE INJECTED WITH
SDDIUH NITRATE TO STUDY RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION
SAM-TR-65-13 N65-30506
POLLUTION
SA AIR POLLUTION
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF
POLLUTANTS IN LIQUID OXYGEN USED IN AVIATION
A65-81479
C(_qTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL IN AIR AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN
Nb5-24939
POLYESTER
CECCMPOSITION OF POLYESTER FIBERS BY HYDROLYSIS
AND AMMONOLYSIS N65-23936
POLYMER
RADIO WAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS A65-20937
RANDOM POLYMERS AS A MATRIX FOR CHEMICAL
tVOLUTION - EXAMPLE OF MELANIN A6S-BO457
RECOGNITION OF HEREDITARY ORDER IN PRIMITIVE
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS, HEREDITARY TRANSFER IN
COPOLYMERS A65-80487
SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS AND POLYPEPTIDES
A-3O 1
POLYMER CHEMISTRY SUBJECT INDEX
NASA-CR-53134 N65-I7054
PURIFICATION OF WATER CONTAMINATED WITH
BOTULINUS TOXIN BY MEANS OF ION-EXCHANGE
POLYMERS N65-28296
RADIATION EFFECTS THRESHOLDS OF ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS - METALS,
POLYMERS, CERAMICS, SEMICONDUCTORS, AND ELECTRIC
COMPONENTS N65-34587
POLYMER CHEMISTRY
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL
TRANSITIONS IN MACROMOLECULES N65-2502B
POLYMER CHEMISTRY PROGRESS IN SURGERY USING
PDLYVINYL ALCOHOL PLASTICS
JPRS-30864 N65-27067
POLYMERIZATION
RANDOM POLYCONDENSATION OF CARBOHYDRATES IN
RELATION TO POLYMERIZATION AND ABIDGENESIS
A65-80480
POLYNUCLEOTIDE
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEOSIDES AND PDLYNUCLEOTIDES WITH
METAPHOSPHATE ESTERS - BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF VIRUS-
LIKE SYSTEM A65-80482
RADIOBIOLOGY - METABOLISM OF MAGNESIUM IN RATS,
ERYTHROPOIESIS, HEMOLYTIC EFFECTS OF STEROIDS,
BIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNUCLEOTIDES,
SYNTHESIS OF TRACERS, AND INSTRUMENTATION
ACRH-22 N65-I5627
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ON ACTIVITY OF POLYNUCLEOTIDE AND
METABOLISM OF NUCLEIC ACID - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28708
POLYSACCHARIDE
PEROXIDASEt ALKALINE PHOSPHATASET POLYSACCHARIDEt
AND MITOCHONDRIA OF RABBIT LEUKOCYTE AS AFFECTED
BY ANOXIA IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A65-81841
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL
POLYMER CHEMISTRY PROGRESS IN SURGERY USING
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL PLASTICS
JPRS-30864 N65-27067
POPULATION
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF THEORETICAL MODEL DF
LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE IF POPULATION
OF RESPONDENTS CAN BE DIVIDED INTO FINITE NUMBER
OF GROUPS OR CLASSES - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
NASA-CR-63870 N65-28868
PORPHYRIN
SA CHLOROPHYLL
SA HEMOGLOBIN
PORPHYRIN PIGMENTS FORMED BY GREEN SULFUR BACTERIA
DETERMINED FOR INVESTIGATING STRUCTURE AND TRACTS
OF BACTERIOVIRIDIN BIOSYNTHESIS
A65-27775
PROBABLE SYNTHESIS OF PORPHINE-LIKE SUBSTANCES
DURING CHEMICAL EVOLUTION A65-BO47B
POSITIONING
HELICOPTER VIBRATION EFFECT ON PILOT ACCURACY IN
POSITIONING TASK A65-32984
BODY POSITION EFFECT ON END EXPIRATORY PLEURAL
PRESSURES IN DOGS MEASURED AT VENTRAL AND DORSAL
THORACIC REGIONS
AMRL-TR-64-133 N65-22476
POSITIONING EQUIPMENT
COMPARISON OF FREE-MOVING AND PRESSURE LEVERS IN
POSITIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM DURING PURSUIT TRACKING
TASK A65-80943
POSITIVE FEEDBACK
S REGENERATION
POST-BLAST NUCLEAR RADIATION
POSTNUCLEAR ATTACK ENVIRONMENT SURVIVABILITY TEST
A-302
IN MINUTEMAN MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
SAN-TDR-64-62 N6_-17438
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF POST-BLAST NUCLEAR
RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL COUNTERMEASURES
RELATIVE TO VARIOUS POST-ATTACK CONDITIONS
GTC-54-63-64 N65-33623
POSIURE
SA ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
BODY TILT AND EFFECT ON TACTILE AND KINESTHETIC
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY A65-80018
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
LANDING IMPACT VECTOR ON HUMAN IN DIFFERENT
POSTURAL POSITIONS A65-80129
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES IN MAN WITHOUT AND WITH
ANTIGRAVITY SUIT AFTER FOUR WEEKS OF ABSOLUTE BED
REST IN RELATION TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80145
SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION OF DOGS IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES AS AFFECTED BY WATER IMMERSION ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS A65-80175
OXYGEN COST OF WORK PERFORMED IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES WHEN BODY WEIGHT IS NOT LIFTED AGAINST
GRAVITY A65-80384
OVERCOMING DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
EXPOSURES TO MAGNETIC FIELDS BY PERIODICALLY
CHANGING POSITIONS OF ASTRONAUTS AND USING
INHOMOGENEOUS FIELDS TO ELIMINATE DISCOMFORT
CAUSED BY WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-80412
FOREARM POSITION VARIATION EFFECT ON ELBOW
FLECTION DURING CHINNING EXERCISE
A65-BO521
SENSORY PERCEPTION AND SPATIAL ORIENTATION
CONCERNING BODY POSTURE IN SEALED CABIN
A65-80553
SENSORY DEPRIVATION HALLUCINATIONS AND OTHER SLEEP
BEHAVIOR AS FUNCTION OF BODY POSITION, METHOD OF
REPORT_ AND ANXIETY A65-80561
POSTURAL EFFECT ON VENTILATORY CONTROL IN MAN
A65-B0665
SIZE CONSTANCY AS DEPENDENT UPON ANGLE OF REGARD
AND SPATIAL DIRECTION OF STIMULUS OBJECT
A65-BO735
STUDY OF TREMOR IN HUMAN POSTURE MECHANISM
A65-80749
CALCULATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL TREMOR BASED ON WORK
OF MOTOR UNITS IN MAN A65-80750
VARIATIONS IN TREMOR FREQUENCY RANGE WITH TYPE OF
MOTOR UNIT WORK IN MAINTAINING POSTURE
A65-80751
QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP OF MOTOR UNITS WORK IN
SUSTAINED POSTURE IN HUMANS A65-80753
HUMAN POSTURE AND MUSCULAR SYSTEM IN RELATION TO
GRAVITY A65-80987
CONDITIONING OF HUMAN VESTIBULAR SWAY RESPONSE
A65-810LI
ROENTGEN STUDIES IN MAN OF RELATIONSHIP OF UNEQUAL
PULMONARY VENTILATION TO GRAVITY, AND POSTURE
A65-81101
EYE AND OTOLITHS A65-81113
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED BY
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID RESPONSES TO TILTING
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION A65-81[36
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE IN POSITIONAL ALCOHOL
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A65-81178
IMPEDANCE SYSTEM FOR MEASURING TIDAL VOLUME AND
SUBJECT INDEX POWER SUPPLY
VENTILATION OF SUBJECTS IN STANDING, SITTING, AND
SUPINE POSITIONS A65-81179
EFFECT OF GRAVITY EMPTYING WITH VARIOUS TEST MEALS
AND POSTURES A65-81246
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IN STANDING AND SUPINE
POSITIONS ABS-81273
iNFLUENCE OF SUPINE POSTURE ON MECHANICAL WORK OF
BREATHING A65-81274
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF OTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS IN DIFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HIGH LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCE
A65-81291
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON SURFACE OF HUMAN BODY.
I. EVALUATION IN LYING AND SITTING POSITIONS USING
BED OF SPRINGS AND NAILS A65-81310
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPRIDCEPTION IN LEFT
AND RIGHT ARMS A65-81409
TIME SHARING AND BODY POSITIONAL DEMANDS-EFFECTS
ON CUTANEOUS INFORMATION PROCESSING
A65-B1665
EFFECT OF BODY POSTURE ON BLOOD COMPOSITION AND
CIRCULATION A65-81718
BACKACHE IN AIRPLANE AND HELICOPTER FLYING
PERSONNEL RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS, INCREASING
AGE, AND POSTURE AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY
665-81818
CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW DURING CHANGES IN BODY
POSITION IN DOGS A65-8185B
STROKE VOLUME IN CONSCIOUS DOG AS AFFECTED dY
RESPIRATION, POSTURE, AND VASCULAR OCCLUSION
MEASURED WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
665-81899
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM ORS COMPLEX ELECTRICAL AXIS AS
AFFECTED BY POSTURE AND GASTRIC DILATION
A65-82101
RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION IN
DOG DURING CHANGE FROM SUPINE TO ERECT POSITION
AND WATER IMMERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION A65-82115
POSTUREr TOWER TRAINING, AND AGE OF FLYING
PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO COMPRESSION FRACTURES OF
SPINE DURING EJECTION 665-82125
PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW OF SUBJECTS IN SUPINE AND
SEATED POSITIONS EXPOSED TO VARIOUS INTENSITIES OF
POSITIVE ACCELERATION A65-BZ165
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ERECT HUMAN LUNG
A65-B2150
ANATOMICAL DEAD SPACE OF SUBJECTS IN SUPINE
POSITION DURING EXPOSURE TO FORWARD ACCELERATION
665-82153
INTRAPULNONARY PRESSURE OF flREATHHOLDING SUBJECTS
LYING AND SITTING IN AIR AND WATER
665-B2158
CLEARANCE OF INULIN AND PARA-AMINOHIPPURIC ACIDI
CARDIAC OUTPUT, OXYGEN UPTAKE, AND BLOOD PRESSURE
OF SUBJECTS DURING PROLONGED SUPINE EXERCISE AT
DIFFERENT LOADS A65-82165
RECORDED CHANGES OF THORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN
MAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
A65-B2220
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM RESPONSE DURING EXPOSURE OF
LOWER BODY IN SUPINE POSITION TO NEGATIVE
PRESSURE. A65-82253
PULMONARY FUNCTION IN SITTING OR HORIZONTAL
POSITION DURING BED REST A65-B2312
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION ON
PDSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM IN VESTIBULAR NORMAL AND
DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-63799 NbS-28350
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION AT
10 RPN ON POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM IN VESTIBULAR
NORMAL AND VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR_BT122 N65-36440
POTABLE MATER
THERMOELECTRIC SYSTEM FOR WATER RECLAMATION FROM
URINE
AMRL-TR-65-29 Nbs-zgbI5
POTASSIUM
CLINICAL STUDY OF ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS-
HYPOXIA AND POSSIBLE PROPHYLAXSIS WITH POTASSIUM
A65-BI39B
FORMATION AND FLOW OF COCHLEAR FLUIDS-STUDIES WITH
RADIOACTIVE POTASSIUM 42 A65-81543
POTASSIUM ION AS VASODILATOR DURING MUSCULAR
EXERCISE IN CATS. A65-82067
FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY OF HEART IN EXPERIMENTAL
HYPOKALEMIA IN MAN A65-B2228
EFFECT OF POTASSIUM ION CONCENTRATION ON
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEURON MEMBRANES
OF GRAPE SNAIL N65-32661
POTASSIUM COMPOUND
ABILITY OF POTASSIUM SUPEROXIDE, POTASSIUM
HYDROXIDE, AND ACTIVATED CHARCOAL SYSTEM TO
SUSTAIN LIFE OF RAT AND MAN IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM AbS-B1251
COUPLED ION EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND SODIUM SALTS
BETWEEN HUMAN ERYTHRDCYTES AND BLOOD PLASMA AT
VARIOUS OXYGEN PRESSURES NbB-1TB16
POTENTIAL
S ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
S MYOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
POTENTIAL FIELD
LACK OF HOMOLOGY IN OSCILLATION OF NEUTRON STARS
EXAMINING HIGHLY CONDENSED MATTER, PHYSICAL STATE,
NUCLEAR POTENTIALS AND PULSATING MODELS
A65-31029
POTENTIAL PROBLEM
COMPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS OF BRAIN ELECTRICAL
ACTIVITY INCLUDING BACKGROUND EEG AND REACTION
TIME, PERIOD ANALYSIS, EVOKED POTENTIALS, AND
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGED POTENTIALS
N65-2877T
POTENTIAL THEORY
ANALOG COMPUTER MECHANIZATION OF HODGKIN- HUXLEY
EQUATIONS OF ACTION POTENTIALS FOR GIANT SQUID
AXONS
A{)-608156 N65-1166T
POWER
S ENERGY
S NUCLEAR POWER
S STOPPING POWER
POWER DENSITY
REENTRY OF FRAGMENTS OF HIGH POWER DENSITY NUCLEAR
ROCKET REACTOR N6S-IOBTS
ANALOG POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ANALYSIS OF
ELECTRORETINOGRAM DATA
NASA-CR-66330 N65-30840
RADIATION POWER FLUX DENSITY OF RADAR ANTENNAS
MEASURED FOR EVALUATING WORKING CONDITIONS OF
AIRPORT RADAR INSTALLATIONS
FIO-TT-65-345/I&4 N65-32289
POWER SUPPLY
TELE-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-I OPERATING ON
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AND RADIDPRDBE FOR
DETECTING FOREIGN BODIES
JPRS-29956 N65-23446
A-303
PPI SUBJECTINOEX
TELE-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-I OPERATING ON
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY N65-2344T
POWER FOR FLUID CIRCULATIDN AT VARIOUS PRESSURE
DROPS AND FLOW RATES FROM ISENT_OPIC EXPANSION
OF HABITABLE GASES - MANNED SPACECRAFT
APPLICATION
AMRL-TR-65-26 N65-30853
PPI
S PLAN POSITION INDICATOR /PPI/
PRACTICE
SA MEMORY
SA TRAINING
TASK COMPLEXITY AND PRACTICE - EFFECTS
ON PERFORMANCE AFTER LOSS OF SLEEP
A65-80341
PERCEPTION DF VERTICALITY AS FUNCTION OF PRACTICEr
SETt SEX, AND FAMILIARITY WITH APPARATUS
A65-80626
BLINKING REFLEX AS INDICATOR OF DEGREE OF SKILL
ATTAINED IN PRACTICE OF VISUAL-MOTOR TASK
A65-82174
PRECIPITATION
STRONTIUM 90 RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT MEASUREMENT IN
PRECIPITATION, SOIL, SEA WATERt VEGETATIONt
ANIMALS, AND DRINKING WATER IN GREENLAND
RISO-87 N65-18474
PREDICTION THEORY
PREDICTING DECISION MAKING BEHAVIOR FROM
PERSONALITY AND COGNITIVE VARIABLES
ESD-TDR-64-619 N65-1TO12
INFORMATION - INDEXING APPROACH TO PREDICT
DECISION ADEQUACY IN ANTISUBMARINE AND
ANTIAIRCRAFT WARFARE
REPT.-567-R-2 N65-28334
PREDICTOR
PERFORMANCE IN PRE-FLIGHT MATER SURVIVAL COURSE AS
PREDICTOR OF SUCCESS IN FLIGHT TRAINING
AD-619302 N65-35199
PREFLIGHT OPERATION
PERFORMANCE IN PRE-FLIGHT MATER SURVIVAL COURSE AS
PREDICTOR OF SUCCESS IN FLIGHT TRAINING
AD-619302 N65-35199
PRESERVATION
SA FROZEN FOOD
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRESERVATION OF FOOD BY
IRRADIATION - RADIATION STERILIZATION_
PASTEURIZATION, AND DISINFECTION
TID-21431 N65-25873
PRESSURE
SA ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
SA BARDRECEPTOR
SA BLOOD PRESSURE
SA CHAMBER PRESSURE
SA HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
SA INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
SA INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE
SA MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE
SA PARTIAL PRESSURE
SA WATER PRESSURE
SA HIND PRESSURE
SIGNIFICANCE OF PULMONARY MEAN CAPILLARY CARBON
MONOXIDE BACK PRESSURE CORRECTIONS FOR REPEALED
MEASUREMENTS OF PULMONARY CARBON MONOXIDE
DIFFUSION CAPACITY DURING EXERCISE IN MAN
A&5-81321
INFLUENCE OF INSPIRED ALVEOLAR NITROGEN
CONCENTRATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURE UPON RATE
OF GAS ABSORPTION FROM CLOSED A_EA OF LUNG IN OOG
A65-82121
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSIEM RESPONSE DURING EXPOSURE OF
LOWER BODY IN SUPINE POSITION TO NEGATIVE
PRESSURE. A65-82253
ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N65-25026
PRESSURE APPARATUS
PREVENTING CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONING OF
BEDREST BY PERIODIC FLACK MANEUVERS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
NASA-CR-176 N65-29820
PRESSURE BREATHING
SA EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
CORNEAL NEOVASCULARIZATION OF GUINEA PIG IN
PRESSURE CHAMBER SUPPLIED WITH 100 PERCENT OXYGEN
AT UP TO TWO ATMOSPHERES A65-80052
FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF PRESSURE BREATHING -
MEASUREMENT OF PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY
A65-80110
SPEECH DURING PRESSURE BREATHING AND SUGGESTION
FOR RETAINING FLYING PERSONNEL A65-BOI12
ACUTE AND CHRONIC EFFECTS IN RAT EXPOSED TO
OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE A65-80142
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS TREATED WITH COMPRESSION
A65-80146
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM RESPONSE IN GUINEA PIG TO
BREATHING 1001 OXYGEN AT I ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE
A65-B0554
RATE OF RAT LUNG COLLAPSE AFTER AIRWAY OCCLUSION
WHILE BREATHING IO0 PER CENT OXYGEN AT VARIOUS
AMBIENT PRESSURES A65-BO66g
REIINAL VASCULAR RESPONSE TO HYPERBARIC
OXYGENATION A65-80883
CARDIOPULMONARY EFFECTS OF CONTINUOUS PRESSURE
BREATHING IN HYPOTHERMIC DOGS A65-81608
EFFECT OF BREATHING UNDER PRESSURE ON VISION IN
HUMAN SUBJECTS A65-81942
CORTICAL CARBON DIOXIDE AND OXYGEN OF CAT AT HIGH
PRESSURES OF ARGON, NITROGEN, HELIUM, AND OXYGEN
A65-82156
PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE AFTER HEMORRHAGE DURING
INTERMITTENT POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING IN DOGS
A65-82323
TESTING DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF AIRCREW BREATHING
EQUIPMENT A65-B2362
CXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON DIOXIDE ELIMINATION
IN RESPIRATION UNDER EXCESS PRESSURE
N65-1780B
DIAPHRAGM ACTIVITY AND THORACDABDOMINAL MECHANICS
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
AMRL-TR-64-141 N65-30345
HYPDXIA INDUCED BY SUSTAINED FORWARD ACCELERATION
WHILE BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
NASA-IN-X-51649 N65-35262
PRESSURE CHAMBER
TREATMENT OF ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING WITH
PURE OXYGEN IN PRESSURE CHAMBER
A65-B0282
ROLE DF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REGULATING
PULMONARY TDNUS AND TOLERANCE TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE ANO
HISTAMINE A65-80651
PRESSURE CHAMBER ELEVATIONS, LOW OXYGEN BREATHING
MIXTURES, HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE BREATHING
MIXTURES, INCREASED PRESSURE IN GASTROINTESTINAL
TRACK, AND ACCELERATION EFFECT ON REFLEXES
N05-13708
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON SURFACE OF HUMAN BODY.
A-304
........... ,.,. SU-'T
Io EVALUATION IN LYING AND SITTING POSITIONS USING
BED OF SPRINGS AND NAILS A65-81310
PRESSURE EFFECT
MODAL DIFFERENTIATIONS OF ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES BY
VARIATION OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE OF NEURONS
A65-31019
APPARATUS FOR STUDYING TEMPERATUREt PRESSURE, AND
GASEOUS COMPOSITION OF SUBCUTANEOUS BULLAE FORMED
IN HIGH-ALTITUDE TISSUE EMPHYSEMA OF SMALL ANIMALS
A65-80266
BLOOD FLOM DISTRIBUTION AND PRESSURE-FLOW
RELATIONS OF _qtOLE DOG LUNG Ab5-80666
RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DISEASE AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-8075T
MANUAL DEXTERITY AND ARITHMETIC CALCULATION
CAPACITY DURING REST AND EXERCISE IN HYPERBARIC
AIR A65-81203
CARDIOVASCULAR AND HENODYNAMTC RESPONSES TO
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-81206
RISKS OF HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN THERAPY
A65-81261
HUMAN PERFORMANCE MHILE EXERCISING IN ARTIFICIAL
ATMOSPHERE UNDER PRESSURE EQUIVALENT TO 200 FEET
OF SEA WATER
REPT.-619 NbS-13111
LOW PRESSURE EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ULTRASTRUCTURE
AND CYTDCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-55179 NbS-17055
PRESSURE RECEPTOR REFLEXES AFFECTING CDRDNARY
BLOOD FLOW
AMRL-TR-6,q,-96 N05-19168
EFFECTS OF INCREASING PRESSURE OF VARYING
DURATION ON RATS
1SL-2/66 N65-19833
RELATION OF LENGTH OF CARDIAC CYCLE PHASES AND
RATE OF PRESSURE CHANGE IN RIGHT AND LEFT
VENTRICLES
NASA-TT-F-9386 NbS-ZT686
EFFECT OF PROLUNGED EXPOSURE TO ARTIFICIAL
ATMOSPHERE OF PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED PRESSURE
NASA-TT-F-962T NbS-ZTTI3
RELATIONSHIP BETMEEN INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE AND
EXTERNAL PRESSURE IN RABBITS
FTD-TT-bS-3OT/l&2_6 N65-3092T
PRESSURE GRADIENT
WATER IMMERSION EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY IN
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION, NOTING THORACIC
PRESSURE GRADIENT A65-30369
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
SA IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT OF INTRABRONCHIAL PRESSURE IN MAN
A65-81632
BODY POSITION EFFECT ON END EXPIRATORY PLEURAL
PRESSURES IN OOGS MEASURED AT VENTRAL AND DORSAL
THORACIC REGIONS
AMRL-TR-66--133 NbS-22676
PRESSURE OSCILLATION
LACK OF HOMOLOGY IN OSCILLATION OF NEUTRON STARS
EXAMINING HIGHLY CONOENSEO MATTER, PHYSICAL STATE,
NUCLEAR POTENTIALS ANO PULSATING MODELS
A65-31029
PRESSURE NAVE
NORMAL STANDARDS OF SPHYGMOGRAM, AND PULSE
WAVE VELOCITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD VESSELS
NASA-TT-F-9578 N65-36751
PRESSURIZED CABIN
_IOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION FROM 8000 TO
65,000 FT AT RATES OF 5 TO 38 SEC ON FOUR PILOTS
AND FOUR PASSENGER SUBJECTS, EXAMINING OXYGEN MASK
ROLE AbS-26OT5
HUMAN REACTIONS IN PRESSURIZED CABIN IN SIMULATED
SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND IN ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS--ZT286 N65-10035
EFFECT OF LOW CONCENTRATIDNS OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON
RAN IN PRESSURIZED CABIN OF PASSENGER PLANE
N65-13665
HELIUM SUBSTITUTION FOR NITROGEN IN SPACECRAFT
CABINS NbS-'136T5
PRESSURIZED SUIT AND AIRCRAFT CABIN FUR HIGH
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION - ARTIFICIAL INCREASE
OF AIR PRESSURE
FTD--TT-65-25B/I&2 N65-25361
PRESSURIZED SUIT
MONITORING TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A65-10696
APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR NOBILITY UNIT DESCRIBING
PRESSURE SUIT FOR LUNAR SURFACE USE
NYAS PAPER TP 65-01 A65-17201
X-15 PROGRAM BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS INCLUDING
BIOINSTRUHENTATION AND TELEMETRY, PRESSURE SUIT
DEVELOPMENTt PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA OBTAINED AND PILOT
PERFORMANCE A65-ZZb8B
WATER VAPOR CONTENT FOR HUMAN COMFORT AND THERMAL
BALANCE IN SEALED CABINS AND PRESSURE SUITS
AbS-28379
PLETHYSMOGRAPHIC STUDY OF OXYGEN MASKS AND HELMETS
OF PRESSURIZED SUITS A65-80120
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES IN MAN WITHOUT AND NITH
ANTIGRAVITY SUIT AFTER FOUR WEEKS OF ABSOLUTE BED
REST IN RELATION TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
AbS-BO165
DEVELOPMENT AND HISTORY OF PRESSURE SUIT FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE FLYING A65-80626
PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF SUBJECTS WEARING
ANTI-G SUITS RELATED TO PULMONARY CAPILLARY
CIRCULATION AbS-BO8T2
PROTECTION AGAINST ACCELERATIONS IN PILOTS NEARING
FLIGHT SUIT AND ANTI-G TROUSERS
A65-80876
WILEY POST- HISTORICAL FIRST TEST OF HIGH
ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUITS IN UNITED STATES
A65-81399
SOVIET HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUIT DEVELOPMENT
FROM 1934-1955 AbS-819T2
EVALUATION OF PRESSURE SUIT COOLING SYSTEMS IN
HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-8Z126
EMERGENCY BREATHING AND SUIT PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
FOR CREM USE IN AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EVALUATDR
AMRL-TR-66-60 N65-12995
EFFECT OF PRESSURE SUIT VENTILATING AIRFLOW ON
HUN&N MATER REQUIREMENTS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN
ATMOSPHERE N65-16_5_
BACTERIOLOGICAL POTABILITY OF WATER CONDENSATES
FROM HEAT EXCHANGES OF PRESSURIZED SUITS
SAM-TDR-66-b6 NbS-IbZ??
NONEXTENSION LINES FOR IMPROVEMENT OF MOBILITY
IN FULL PRESSURE SUITS
AMRL-TR-b6-118 NbS-IT139
PRESSURIZED SUIT FOR HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA--TT-F-925T N65-18180
DIVER SUIT FUR MEASURING GAS EXCHANGE THROUGH
A-305
PREVENTION SUBJECTINDEX
HUMAN SKIN SURFACE
JPRS-291_2 N65-I9326
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUITS AND HERMETICALLY
SEALED CABINS FOR STRATOSPHERIC FLIGHTS
ATD-P-6S-13 N65-19784
PHYSIOLOGICAL COST OF DONNING FULL PRESSURE SUIT
UNDER SPACE AND TIME LIMITATIONS
NAEC-ACEL-527 N65-21059
COLD LAND SURVIVAL CAPABILITIES OF AIR FORCE
PILOTS WEARING FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALTITUDE
FLYING OUTFIT
AAL-TDR-64-23 N65-24082
PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS COMPARED FOR MOBILITY ON
BASIS OF TIME TAKEN FOR INITIATION OF ACTION BY
SUBJECT - HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-64-126 N65-24360
PRESSURIZED SUIT AND AIRCRAFT CABIN FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION - ARTIFICIAL INCREASE
OF AIR PRESSURE
FTO-TT-65-258II&2 N65-2534I
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED ON MAN WEARING PRESSURE SUIT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS_ DECREMENTS IN
MOBILITY AND DEXTERITY, AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
LMSC-6-62-64-19 N65-31557
COMPARATIVE ACOUSTICAL DATA FOR TRAINING MODEL
AND FLIGHT-READY MODEL OF DYNA- SOAR X-20A
FULL PRESSURE SUIT ASSEMBLIES
AMRL-TR-65-86 N65-31630
THERMAL EVALUATION OF FOOTGEAR ASSOCIATED WITH
FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING OUTFIT
AAL-TR-66-25 N65-33319
PREVENTION
S ACCIDENT PREVENTION
S FIRE PREVENTION
PRINCIPLE
S VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE
PRISM
TOTAL ADAPTION TO PRISMATIC DISPLACEMENT WITHOUT
SELF PRODUCED MOVEMENTS
NASA-CR-58609 N65-29386
PROBABILITY
PROBABILITIES CONCERNING ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF
LIFE A65-BI738
PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR FREE RESPONDING
AFOSR-65-0288 N65-22B08
DECISION THEORETIC AND EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF
PROBABILISTIC DISCRIMINATION LEARNING SITUATIONS
ESD-TDR-64-192 N65-25943
PROBABILITY - GROUP TESTING TO CLASSIFY RANDOM
SAMPLE OF KNOWN UNITS INTO GOOD AND DEFECTIVE
CATEGORIES
0RC-65-_ N65-26585
INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCE ANO INPUT INFORMATION
FIDELITY ON POSTERIOR PROBABILITY ESTIMATION IN
SIMULATED THREAT-DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
AMRL-TR-65-25 N65-27188
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ACCUMULATED RADIATION
DOSE IN BLOOD DIVERTED THROUGH SHUNT
D1-82-0362 N65-10964
STRATEGY FOR SAMPLING FROM BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMIZING DECISION-MAKERS GAIN WITHOUT REGARD
TO ERROR PROBABILITIES - DERIVATION OF BETA
BINOMIAL PROBABILITY FUNCTION
ESO-TDR-64-605 N65-26109
PROBABILITY THEORY
MULTIPLICATIVE PROBABILITY MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR
PREDICTING HUMAN RELIABILITY IN MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEM, USING PROBABILITY TREE A65-34677
APPLICATION OF PROBABILITY THEORY TO SPECULATIONS
ON ORIGIN OF LIFE A65-80468
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND PROBABILITY THEORY OF
CYBERNETIC COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-31926 N65-32762
PROBE
S RADIO PROBING
S SPACE PROBE
PROBLEM
S OPERATIONAL PROBLEM
S POTENTIAL PROBLEM
PROBLEM SOLVING
PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITY OF YOUNG, MIDDLE-AGEDt AND
OLD MALES A65-80655
WIT CORRELATED WITH CREATIVITY, DEFENSIVENESS, AND
LEADERSHIP A65-81126
PROBLEM SOLVING ON STOCHASTIC PROCESS - MONITORING
OF COMPUTER SOLUTIONS BY MAN A65-81225
MILD STRESS RELATED TO INTERFERENCE OF
PROBLEM-SOLVING A65-81579
SELECTION STRATEGIES IN CONCEPT ATTAINMENT AS
FUNCTION OF NUMBER DF PERSONS AND STIMULUS DISPLAY
A65-82058
INFORMATION THEORY APPLICATION TO MEMORY AND
THOUGHT IN HUMAN INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE
A65-82110
PROCESS
S PERIODIC PROCESS
S STOCHASTIC PROCESS
PROCESSING
S DATA PROCESSING
S INFORMATION PROCESSING
PROCHLORPERAZINE
AIR TRANSPORT OF PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS- COMPARISON
OF CHLORDPROMAZINEt PROCLORPERAZINE, AND
AMOBARBITAL FOR IN-FLIGHT MANAGEMENT
A65-80130
PRODUCTION
S GENERATION
S OXYGEN PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR
MASS PRODUCTION ENGINEERING PILOT PLANT FACILITY
AND PROCESS MANUAL
TE-4OOO-15-F N65-19005
PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
PCSIFLIGHT URINARY DETERMINATIONS USED FOR
EVALUATING FLIGHT STRESS IN PILOTS IN RELATION
TO FLYING PROFICIENCY
SAM-TR-64-BB Nb5-3ITBT
PROGRAM
S COMPUTER PROGRAM
S INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
S LUNAR PROGRAM
S NASA PROGRAM
S PLOWSHARE PROGRAM
S ROLLER COASTER OPERATION
S SPACE PROGRAM
S SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
S TEST PROGRAM
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE SUPPORT IN MISSILE PROGRAM
THROUGH ELIMINATING HEALTH HAZARDS
A65-B0620
PROGRAMMING
SA CODING
SA COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
SA LINEAR PROGRAMMING
SA ON-LINE PROGRAMMING
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND TEACHING MACHINES
A-306
SUBJECTINDEX PROTECTION
OAR-66-10 N65-10496
ROLEOFPROGRAMMEDINSTRUCTION IN TRAINING AND
EDUCATION SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-66-89 N65-11082
PROGRAMMING METHOD AND RESPONSE MODE IN VISUAL-
ORAL TASK - PSYCHOLOGY
ANRL-TR-66-129 N65-24418
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE IN MAN, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THERMOREGULATION - STUDIES
USING LAWS OF CYBERNETICS N65-26876
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING FOR ANALYSIS OF VISUAL
SYSTEM USING SHOCK-DISPLAY SAMPLING SYSTEM
N65-28752
PROJECT
S APOLLO PROJECT
S BIOCOURIER PROJECT
S GEMINI PROJECT
S MERCURY PROJECT
S RESEARCH PROJECT
PROMETHAZINE
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAMPHETAMINE, TRIPELENNANINE,
PROMETHAZINEt AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-80141
PROPAGATION
SA ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
SA NOISE PROPAGATION
SA SOUND PROPAGATION
SCHEMATIC VIEW OF ORIGIN OF LIFE - SEQUENCE
PROPAGATION AND TRANSCRIPTION, DUAL
TRANSCRIPTION, CHROMOSOME-MESSENGER, METABOLISM,
AND PROTOPLASM
UCRL-14256 N65-31001
PROPELLANT
SA BIPROPELLANT
SA LIQUID PROPELLANT
SA SOLID PROPELLANT
SA STORABLE PROPELLANT
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MISSILES AND
CONTAMINATION IN CLOSED SPACE OF SUBMARINES
A65-81237
AIR SAMPLES OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE, HYDRAZINE, AND
UDNH COMPONENTS OF TITAN lI EXHAUST GASES AND
PERSONNEL SAFETY 665-82239
PROPELLANT PROPERTY
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT, THERMAL CONTROL
AND WATER AND POWER PRODUCTION
AIAA PAPER 66-213 665-24446
PROPELLANT STORABILITY
SA STORABLE PROPELLANT
CORNUCOPIA TWO-GAS ATMOSPHERE USING STORABLE
ROCKET BIPROPELLANTS FOR LIFE SUPPORT, INCLUDING
ATMOSPHERE AND CONTAMINANT CONTROL
A65-14234
PROPELLANT TESTING
PREDICTION AND VERIFICATION OF ROCKET PROPELLANT
TEST FIRINGS AS RELATED TO AIR POLLUTION
A65-80220
PROPERTY
S CHEMICAL PROPERTY
S DYNAMIC PROPERTY
S ELECTRIC PROPERTY
S MECHANICAL PROPERTY
S OPTICAL PROPERTY
S PHYSICAL PROPERTY
S PROPELLANT PROPERTY
S THERMAL PROPERTY
PROPRIOCEPTIDN
SA SENSORY PERCEPTION
TESTS OF FUNCTION OF PROPRIOCEPTION - INTERACTION
BETWEEN PROPRIOCEPTION AND VISION
A65-B1002
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPRIOCEPTION IN LEFT
AND RIGHT ARMS A65-81609
ROLE OF CORNEO-CONJUNCTIVAL SENSITIVITY IN
AWARENESS OF EYE MOVEMENT DURING VESTIBULAR
NYSTAGNUS A65-81506
EFFECT OF PROPRIOCEPTIVE STIMULATION ON HUMAN
MUSCLE ACTION BASED ON ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC STUDIES
A65-BIBTB
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE RELATED TO
CONTROL-DISPLAY COMPATIBILITY, HANDEDNESS, SEX AND
PROBABILITY 665-82111
ANALYSIS OF VISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE COMPONENTS
OF MOTOR SKILL USING NITROUS OXIDE
A65-82112
ACCURACY OF LOCALIZATION OF TARGET IN SPACE WITH
VARIED EFFERENT INPUT A65-82215
PROPULSION SYSTEM
CORNUCOPIA, STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION, POTABLE
WATER, METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
ATMOSPHERE, AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
665-80143
PROSTHETICS
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS RESEARCH, SENSORY
RCTOR CONTROL, AND TRACKING SIMULATOR
DEVELOPMENT
REPT°-64-S8 N65-15598
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS - HUMAN TRACKING,
SENSORY MOTOR CONTROL, AND MYOELECTRIC CONTROL
REPT.-66-30 N65-18929
E|OTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS IN UPPER EXTREMITY
PROSIHETICS, SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTROL, HUMAN
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING SYSTEMS, AND
ELECTRDMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES
REPT.-65-16 N65-24004
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS - SENSORY MOTOR
CONTROL - PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN OPERATORS OF
TRACKING SYSTEMS - MYOELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
REPT.-65-31 N65-34133
PROTECTION
SA ACCELERATION PROTECTION
SA EAR PROTECTOR
SA EYE PROTECTION
SA METEOROID PROTECTION
SA RADIATION PROTECTION
SA THERNAL PROTECTION
SA VIBRATION PROTECTION
FACTORS IN ESTABLISHING TOLERANCE LEVELS IN IMPACT
TO HUMAN BODY AND PROTECTION OF SEAT CUSHION AND
HELMET - ACCELERATION STRESS A65-80023
HEARING DAMAGE IN PILOTS DUE TO BLAST TRAUMA
665-80187
PROTECTION AGAINST ACCELERATIONS IN PILOTS WEARING
FLIGHT SUIT AND ANTI-G TROUSERS
A65-80874
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND MEANS OF PROTECTION AGAINST
SOLAR RADIATION A65-8096T
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF SOME ANAESTHETICS AGAINST
ANOXIA IN MICE A65-81209
INVESTIGATIONS INTO PROTECTIVE ACTION OF
ANESTHETICS AGAINST ANOXIA IN MICE
A65-81210
AAD AIRCRAFT FLASH BLINDNESS PROTECTIVE SYSTEM-
SAFE OPERATION TIME AS AFFECTED BY SIZE OF
SUBJECTS PERFORMING TRACKING PROBLEM UNDER
ACCELERATION STRESS A65-81373
SONIC BOOM - STRUCTURAL STABILITY AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
A-30T
PROTECTIVECLOTHING SUBJECTINDEX
Ab5-8199T
FACTORSFORURVIVAL AND PROTECTION FROM IMPACT
INJURY - STUDY OF CASES OF WATER IMPACT
A65-82120
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE AND CLICKS AS
ACOUSTIC REFLEX STIMULI PRIOR TO EXPOSURE TO
IMPUSE NOISE AbS-B229T
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO HISSION - DOSE
LIMITS FOR CREW PROTECTION N65-36591
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
SA FLIGHT CLOTHING
SA SPACE SUIT
IMPACT TESTING OF HELMETS BY SWINGAWAY AND ANVIL
METHODS TO DETERMINE CAPABILITY TO ABSORB MULTIPLE
BLOWS A65-11395
GAS TIGHT ONE-PIECE SUIT WITH PORTABLE LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM DESIGNED TO PROTECT PERSONNEL
AGAINST TOXICITY OF PROPELLANTS
A65-I1600
THERMAL PROTECTION DURING PARACHUTE JUMP FROH HIGH
ALTITUDE Ab5-80119
HUNAN ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE NEDICINE AS
RELATED TO COCKPIT DESIGN, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT_
ESCAPE SYSTEMS, MEDICAL MONITORING, AND SELECTION
AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES A65-80138
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AGAINST HEAT FOR NAVY
MECHANICS A65-81035
COLD AND RAIN EFFECTS ON VIGILANCE OF LOOKOUTS
A65-B1222
VENTILATED CLOTHING AND UMBRELLA TD PROTECT
INTERCEPTOR PILOT ON ALERT FROM SOLAR RADIATION
AbS-81789
VENTILATION OF IMPERMEABLE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
TO ALLEVIATE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HOT
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
AECL-2123 Nb5-15636
BODY MEASUREMENT DATA FOR HUMAN PERSONNEL IN
ARCTIC CLOTHING -HUNAN ENGINEERING
EPT-2 N65-19004
CHEMICAL, BACTERIAL, AND RAOIATICN PROTECTION BY
GAS MASKS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
FTD-TT-66-998/IG2 N65-20OZ4
G-SUITS AND PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR INCREASING
ENDURANCE OF PILOTS
JPRS-30380 N65-24696
ANTIEXPOSURE SUIT ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING - COVERALL
FLIGHT SUIT FOR PROTECTION FROM COLD DURING
IMMERSION IN HATER
TAC-TR-63-31/D/ Nb5-2756T
ADAPTATION OF MAN TO MACHINE - PROTECTIVE DEVICES
FOR CREW AND SIMULATORS FOR AEROSPACE TRAINING
NEAR OR ON GROUND NbS-28452
WATER CONDITIONED SUIT DEVELOPMENT - PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING
RAE-TN-MECH-ENG-4OO N65-29605
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT - SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE -
ESCAPE, PARACHUTES, AND EQUIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
N65-29750
COLD WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR SURVIVAL
AND REVIEW OF BODY HEAT CONTROL SYSTEM
NbS-29768
PROTEIN
SA ALBUMIN
SA CHLOROPHYLL
SA ENZYME
SA HEMOGLOBIN
SA PEPSIN
SA PEPTIDE
SA SERUM
MODIFIED PHYCOERYTHRIN SEPARATION FROM
PORPHYRIDIUM CRUENTUH TREATED WITH
P-CHLOROMERCURIBENZOATE AND INTERACTION WITH
GLUTATHIONE A65-1356T
LIFE ORIGIN THEORIES EMPHASIZING AMINO ACIDS
COMMON TO PROTEIN AND MODULATION OF PROTEIN INTO
PRIMITIVE CELLS A65-I6244
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF
BLOOD A65-24296
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION EFFECT ON WEIGHT, TOTAL
PROTEIN CONTENT, AND ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF BROWN
FAT OF HAMSTERS A65-80096
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND PROTEIN IN
CONNECTION WITH CHLOROPLAST FORMATION IN GREEN
ALGA, CHLORELLA PROTOTHECOIDES AbS-B0937
PROTEIN LEVEL OF ALGAE, CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA
71105, AS AFFECTED BY LIMITED NITRATE CONDITIONS
AND LIGHT AbS-81976
SERUM MUCOPROTEIN LEVELS AFTER STRESS, NOBLE-
COLL1P DRUM TRAUMA OR HYDRDCORTISONE
ADMINISTRATION, IN YOUNG AND OLD RATS
A&S-B2090
PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS PROBLEMS
FTD-TT-b3-1219/I&2 N65-1Z032
PROTEINS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION
NbS-IBST9
LOCALIZATION AND MECHANISM OF RAT LIVER PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS BY ALKALI METALS AND AMMONIUM IONS
NASA-TN-X-51788 N6S-21677
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PROTEIN MOLECULES AND NUCLEIC
ACIDS IN SOLUTION AND ON INTERFACES
N65-Z3453
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS N65-23455
X-RAY AND AMINO ACID ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA
SYNTHESIS AND ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN IN LIVER CELLS
N65-23459
PROTEIN DEPLETION AND REPLETION TECHNIQUES USED ON
RATS EXPOSED TO WARM AND COLD CONDITIONS
AAL-TDR-66-15 N65-24593
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL
TRANSITIONS IN NACROMOLECULES N6S-2502B
EXCITATION STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
REFLECTED IN MACROSTRUCTURE OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD
SERUM PROTEINS - ELECTROKINETICS
N65-25615
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS IN INDUSTRY AND PROTEIN
BIOSYNTHESIS
JPRS-30686 N65-25722
PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS FROM GENETIC CODING TO
SYNTHESIS OF PROTEIN IN RIBOSOMES AND RIBOSOMAL
STRUCTURE N65-2ST24
PROPERTIES OF CHARGE CARRIERS IN ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID STATE PROTEINS
AD-614640 N65-25850
DIFFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RNA AND PROTEIN IN
RIBOSOMAL FRACTIONS OF ESCHERICHIA COLT
NASA-CR-SgO6B NbS-Z93BB
QUANTITATIVE MICRO-COMPLEMENT FIXATION FOR
DETECTION OF SMALL DIFFERENCES IN PROTEIN
STRUCTURE
NASA-CR-S8660 N65-29652
COPPER PROTEINS AND OXYGEN - CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF COPPER ENZYMES
A-308
SUBJECT INDEX PKUIUN |KKAI_iATiC_
FSU-2690-21 N65-34320
PREPARATION OF LABELLED PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES
EUR-IB45oF N65-363TT
PROTEIN METABOLISM
EXCITATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISM IN SPLEEN AND
LIVER OF MICE SUBJECTED TO HF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD A65-Z630Z
SENSITIVITY OF VARIOUS ORGANS TO HYPOXIA -
HISTOAUTORADIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF PROTEIN METABOLISM
IN VARIOUS ORGANS IN MOUSE A65-80111
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS OF THE EXOCRINE PANCREAS DURING
HYPOXIA IN MICE - HISTOAUTORAOIOGRAPHIC STUDY IN
MOUSE A65-80116
ANAEROBIC GLYCOLYSIS AS PATHNAY FOR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN PANCREAS DURING HYPOXIA IN MOUSE
Ab5-80122
HYPOTHERMIC REDUCTION OF AMMONIA RELEASE INTO
CIRCULATION BY KID4qEY OF FASTING DOG SUBSEQUENTLY
TESTED WITH PROTEIN A65-8017T
HYPDTHERMIA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON PROTEIN
METABOLISM AND ENZYME ACTIVITY OF DOG HEART
MUSCLE A65-80178
CHANGES IN RNA CONTENT IN TISSUES OF VARIOUS
ORGANS AND PROTEIN METABOLISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN RATS A65-80836
GLYCINE INCORPORATION /IN VlVO/ INTO PANCREATIC
CELL PROTEINS OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY HYPQXIA
AbS-81177
LEVELS OF PROTEINSw LIPOPROTEIN5, GLYCOPROTEIN5 IN
SERUMt AND OF SIALIC ACID AND UREA OF ATHLETE
OURING AND FOLLOMING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
AbS-8135Z
HYPOXIC EFFECTS ON RESPIRATION AND PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN RAT TISSUES AbS-B1673
SITES OF S-REACTIVE PROTEIN FORMATION FOLLONING
GAMMA RADIATION EXPOSURE IN RABBITS
A65-82260
EFFECT OF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN MEDIA ON
AMOUNT OF PROTEIN. CARBOHYDRATE AND LIPIDS
PROOUCEO BY SOME GREEN ALGAE A65-82268
HYPERTHERMIA EFFECT ON PROTEIN METABOLISM IN VIRUS
INFECTION AND CONTROLLED FEVER IN CHIMPANZEES
NbS-22761
PROTEINOID
CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF GLUCOSE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION BY THERMAL PROTENOIOS A65-25243
MORPHOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF MICRDSPHERES DERIVED
FROM PROTEINOID A65-80485
REVIEN OF EXPERIMENTS DEALING WITH OEVELOPMENT OF
MICROSPHERES FROM THERMAL PROTEINDID
A65-BO486
CATALYTIC OECOMPOSITION OF GLUCOSE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION BY THERMAL PROTEINOIDS
NASA-OR-BOSh9 N65-16319
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF PROTEINOIOS - AMINO ACIDS
Nb5-18596
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF PROTEINOIDS AND FEEDING
EXPERIMENTATION WITH RATS NbS-1BS9T
SIMULTANEOUS SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS AND
PROTEINOID PRODUCTION FOR NUTRITIONAL
INVESTIGATION
NASA-CR-S6268 N65-22180
PROTON
MASSIVE DOSE RADIATION OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON-BEAM
IN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS ON MAMMALS
A65-80539
REGENERATION OF BONE MARRON AFTER IRRADIATION BY
600 MEV PROTONS AND X-RAY IN ALBINO MICE
A65-8162T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF 660 REV PROTONS AND C060
GAMMA RAYS ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF TESTIS IN
MICE AND RATS AbS-BlbT6
PROTON TUNNELING AND OTHER MECHANISMS OF
MUTATION N65-10114
THEORETICALLY CALCULATED VALUES OF IONIZATION
INTERACTION FOR PROTONS IN VARIOUS MATERIALS AND
C_PARISON NITH VALUES OF TISSUE AND BONE
AFidL-TR-65-3 Nb5-29926
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROTONS - EFFECT OF
RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON AFTERGLOW OF
IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OP SERUM ALBUMIN - MUSCULAR
SYSTEM EXCITATION DISTRIBUTION
JPRS-31567 1465-31038
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN MICE, RATS,
SEEDS, AND DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER
N65-31039
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTONS AND NEUTRONS IN
LARGE ANIMALS -RAOIATION EFFECTS
Nb5-34583
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES ON SMALL ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
NBS-36SBS
QUALITY FACTORS FOR DEGRAOED PROTON SPECTRA FROM
RATIO OF DOSE EQUIVALENT TO ABSORBED OOSE -
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS IN SKIN
NBS-36bOS
APPLICATION OF GENERALIZED CONCEPT OF DOSIMETRY TO
SPACE RADIATION - HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
NbS-346OT
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROTON DOSE RATES IN TISSUE
SPHERES AND SLABS Nb5-36611
ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF PROTON DOSE RATES BEHIND
SPHERICAL MULTILAYER SHIELDING FOR CALCULATION
DF BODY_ SKINt DEPTH_ AND LOCAL PROTON DOSAGE
N65-34629
CALCULATION OF PROTON PENETRATION AND DOSE RATES
FOR TISSUE, ALUMINUM, AND OTHER SHIELDING
MATERIALS N65-34630
LOCAL DOSE FROM PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ENOERS
BEHIND COMPLEX SHIELDING Nb5-3_631
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF PROTONS AND
ALPHA PARTICLES - RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS
Nb5-34632
PROTON BEAN
ENERGY DISSIPATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TISSUE FOR
IONIZING RADIATION - LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
SPECTRUM OF HETEROGENEOUS PROTON BEAM
NASA-OR-51826 N65-16483
SECONDARY PARTICLE CONTRIBUTION TO RADIATION DOSE
FROM MONOENERGETIC PROTON BEAMS AND VALIDITY OF
CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
Nb5-36597
PROTON IRRADIATION
CYTOKINETIC RESPONSES OF MUNOLAYERS OF EPITHELIAL
CELLS TO PROTON IRRADIATION AT DIFFERENT DOSAGE
LEVELS Ab5-14806
HIGH ENERGY PROTONS EFFECT ON MICE ANO RATS,
NOTING PROTECTIVE ACTIONS OF SOME COMPOUNDS
A6S-3OBBO
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY RADIATION ON
SEEDS OF BARLEY AND LILIUM REGALE
AbS-8OBk3
EFFECT OF GAIqHA-RAYS AND 660 MEV ENERGY PROTONS ON
CHROMOSOMES OF PLANT SEEDS A65-81601
A-309
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SUBJECT INDEX
BLASTOMOGENIC ACTION OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS IN
RATS A65-81Tll
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DAMAGE TO HEMOPOIETIC SYSTEM
AND PARTICULATE COMPONENTS OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD BY
HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN RATS
A65-82179
NERVOUS SYSTEM DAMAGE CAUSED BY EXPOSURE TO HIGH
ENERGY PROTONS IN DOGS A65-82241
TUMOR PRODUCING EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON
IRRADIATION ON RATS
JPRS-27343 N65-10653
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTON RADIATION IN SPACE
FLIGHT N65-13632
RADIATION REACTIONS AND CHEMICAL PROTECTION OF
ANIMALS EXPOSED TO HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
N65-13781
PROTON IRRADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING TISSUE
NASA-CR-52679 N65-17289
RADIATION DEPTH DOSE FROM INCIDENT ISOTROPIC FLUX
OF MONOENERGETIC PROTONS IN ARBITRARY SIZE
SPHERES WITH TISSUE-EQUIVALENT MATERIAL
UCRL-IO980 N65-32064
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE
SPECTRA OF RIBONUCLEASEt OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE
AND LYSOZYME A65-18031
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO ACIDS,
DIPEPTIDES, AND TRIPEPTIDES AT FREQUENCY OF lO0
MC - RIBDNUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE,
LYSOZYME, AND CYTOCHROME C SPECTRA
NASA-CR-58662 N65-29650
PSEUDORANDOM SIGNAL
PSEUDO-RANDOM DOT SCAN TELEVISION SYSTEMS
AD-463037 N65-31833
PSEUDOUREA
CYSTEAMINE AND AET /ISOTHIURONIUHI EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE OF MOUSE
A65-80325
AET IS, 2-AMINOETHYLISOTHIOUREA-DI-HBR/ AS
RADIOPROTECTIVE AGENT OF UNFERTILIZED EGG OF SEA
URCHIN, ARABACIA PUNCTULATA, EXPOSED IN GAMMA RAYS
A65-80741
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF CYSTEINE AND S,
2-AMINO-ETHYLISOTHIURONIUMBROMIDE-HYDRDBROMIDE ON
RADIATION-INDUCED LETHAL MUTATION IN MOUSE
A65-80845
DISTRIBUTION OF PSEUDOUREA AS RESULT OF VARIOUS
MODES OF INTRODUCTION, DOSES AND CONDITIONS OF
IRRADIATION IN MICE A65-81675
PSYCHIATRY
SA DEPERSONALIZATION
SA MILITARY PSYCHIATRY
AIR TRANSPORT OF PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS- COMPARISON
OF CHLOROPROMAZINE, PROCLORPERAZINE, AND
AMOBARBITAL FOR IN-FLIGHT MANAGEMENT
A65-BOI30
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC EFFECTS OF
EXAMINATION STRESS AND NIGHT-DAY REVERSAL
AD-423385 N65-L0623
ONTOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ENTITIES WITH RESPECT
TO EFFECT ON LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF MIND -
PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDAIION FOR PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY - GESTALT THEORY
NASA-CR-63609 N65-2738B
MOOD, MOTILITY, AND IT-HYDROXYCORTICOID
EXCRETION IN CYCLIC MANIC-DEPRESSIVE PATIENT
NASA-CR-63785 NbS-2809T
PSYCHOACOUSTICS
SA AUDITORY SIGNAL
BINAURAL INTERACTIONS OF THREE CLICKS
A65-80526
PSYCHOPHYSICAL MODEL OF LOUDNESS SUMMATION ACROSS
FREQUENCY A65-80613
LOUDNESS FOUND TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO VOLUME TIMES
_ENSITY A65-81168
PSYCHOACOUSTICS- REACTION TIME TO CHANGES IN
INTENSITY OF WHITE NOISE RELATED TO SIGNAL
DETECTION A65-BI343
NOISE STRESS- SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT OF LOUDNESS AND
NUISANCE COMPONENTS A65-81350
MATCHING LOUDNESS AND VOCAL LEVEL
A65-82106
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION IN NOISE IMPROVED BY
BINAURAL HEARING A65-B2133
ACOUSTIC REFLEX IN INFANTRYMEN - PSYCHOLOGY
REPT.-l159 N65-13172
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOM, EXAMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND
PROPERTY DAMAGE A65-24071
INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL, BEHAVIORAL
AND SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS TO STRESS
A65-26743
SIMPLE AND DISJUNCTIVE REACTION TIME, RORSCHACH
DATA, ORIENTATION, COMMUNICATION, AND ROLE OF
MOTIVATION IN PROLONGED SLEEP DEPRIVATION
A65-80020
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO CARBON
CISULFIDE A65-80392
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-81132
HUMAN RESPONSE TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS FROM
ULTRASONIC DEVICES A65-B1250
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS FOR APOLLO AND
GEMINI PROJECTS
NASA-TN-D-2506 N65-14451
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PURE
OXYGEN CABIN ATMOSPHERE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
N65-14456
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAN IN SPACE
AND SPACE RADIATION HAZARDS
JPRS-29656 NbS-21B04
EFFECTS OF ILLUSIONS OF ERROR, DREAMS, REFERENCE_
OVEREVALUATION, AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER
SOCIAL ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION -
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
JPRS-3015B N65-24349
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL BEHAVIOR IN ASTRONAUT
PARACHUTISTS DURING TRAINING
FTD-TT-65-437/I N65-29160
HIGH GRAVITY EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES OF MAN
N65-33630
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOR
SHIP-BASED RADAR AND ASPECTS OF HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS RELATING
TO RADAR CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORNANCE
A65-30136
FLICKER PROBLEMS AS RELATED TO PHYSICS,
ELECTRONICS, CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY,
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY, VISUAL SYSTEM, AND PSYCHOLOGY
A65-8OT67
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS AND ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE IN
SPACE TRAVEL A65-81791
A-310
_ubJ_l|Nu_ PSYCHOLOGY /GENI
EFFECTIVENESS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SELECTION OF
AVIATION CADETS - PREDICTABILITY AND RELIABILITY
N65-137_7
CYBERNETIC AND COMPUTER TECHNIQUES SIMULATING
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACT_ - INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
JPRS-31062 N65-29350
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROBLEMS AT ISOLATED EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM STATIONS ANO REMOTE INSTALLATIONS
AD-615631 N65-33388
PSYCHOlOgICAl INDEX
BLINKING REFLEX AS INDICATOR OF DEGREE OF SKIll
ATTAINEO IN PRACTICE OF VISUAL-MOTOR TASK
A65-B217k
PSYCHOLOGICAL SET
DRUGS AND PLACEBOS - EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON
PERFORMANCE AND MOOD UNDER AMPHETAMINE SULPHATE
AND CHLORAL HYDRATE WITH YOUNG ADULT MALE
A65-80_68
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY AS FUNCTION OF PRACTICEr
SET, SEX, AND FAMILIARITY WITH APPARATUS
A65-80626
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
TRAINING ENTRY AGE OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SPECIALISTS AND INTERACTION WITH INTELLECTUAL AND
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS A65-16235
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH SUBJECTIVE
INFORMATION, DEFINED AS AMOUNT OF INFORMATION IN
JUDGMENTS OF NUMBER AND FREQUENCY OF EVENTS
AbS-18288
EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON HIRING TASK
ACCOMPLISHMENT, SPECIFICALLY NONSENSE HIRING IBM
CONTROL PANEL A65-18289
TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION PRESENTATION
TECHNIQUES USING PAPER AND PENCIL TEST TO SIMULATE
EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS A65-18290
CONTROL/DISPLAY ASSOCIATION STEREOTYPE
DETERMINATION WHEN CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS ARE
ARRANGED ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE
A65-31103
METHOD FOR MEASURING PERCEPTUAL MOTOR LOAD
A65-80369
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF UNITY DF
BINOCULAR VISION A65-80389
TRAVELING PREFERENCE, FLYING EXPERIENCE AND SEX
DIFFERENCES RELATED TO DETAILS EXPRESSED IN
AIRCRAFT DRAWINGS A65-80458
SPIRAL AFTEREFFECT - EFFECT OF ROTATION SPEEDr
EXPOSURE TIMEr AND DISTANCE A65-BOSIT
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION TOLERANCEAND ADEQUACY OF
DEFENSES ON RORSCHACH PROTOCOL A65-B0562
TIME IMAGERYt INTROVERSIONw AND FANTASIED
PREOCCUPATION IN SIMULATED ISOLATION
A65-80576
PERSONALITY STRUCTUREt GROUP COMPENSATION_ AND
GROUP FUNCTIONING IN RELATION TO OUTSIDE FACTORS
A65-80762
INCREASING SENSITIVITY OF MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE
A65-80885
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION AND SELECTION OF PI_OT
TRAINEES IN ROYAL DANISH AIR FORCE
A65-81330
PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE IN EARLY STAGES OF
FLIGHT TRAINING Ab5-BI331
PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF HYPDXIA-STRESS
TOLERANCE AbS-BI333
PSYCHIATRIC SELECTION OF FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81369
PERSONALITY CHANGES AFTER SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND
THEIR PREDICTION FROM RORSCHACH PROTOCOLS
A65-B145 Z
REPETITIVE PSYCHOMETRIC MEASURES_ATTERY - ADDITIO
DF SPATIAL ORIENTATION TEST A65-BI628
MOTIVATION TOWARD FLYING IN PILOT CANDIDATES
RELATED TO TRAINING SUCCESS AND ADJUSTMENT
AbP-B1776
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
DF COMBAT PILOT UNIT A65-81BI1
MEASURE OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ANTICIPATORY PHYSICAL
THREAT STRESS AS RELATED TO COLOR DISCRIMINATION
PERFORMANCE A65-BZlIB
CAPACITY OF RECOGNIZING MASKED FIGURES AFTER
SENSORY-MOTOR DEPRIVATION A65-82193
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG NEEDS AND VALUES OF FLIGHT
CANDIDATES - PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
REPT.-39 N65-10509
SHORT-TERN MEMORY AS PREDICTOR OF TROUBLESHOOTING
SKILL
AHRL-MEMO-P-53 N65-11638
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE PATTERNS, STRESS
RECOVERABILITY, AND PREDICTION OF ADJUSTMENT TO
PROLONGED SUBMERGENCE ABOARD BALLISTIC MISSILE
SUBMARINE
REPT.-416 N65-18876
REPETITION AND SPACED REVIEW EFFECT IN PROGRAMMED
INSTRUCTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
ANRL-TR-66-128 N65-210_8
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING TO DETERMINE
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR WITH CONTROL
DEVICE
JPRS-31374 N65-Z9832
OBSERVATION AND CATEGORIZING AND RATING OF COPING
DEVICES FOR USE IN AIRCREW SELECTION
AO--GITT_5 N65-30098
INTERACTION OF LIMITED VARIABLES IN SEQUENTIAL
MEMORY TASKS WITH CHANGING INFORMATION AND
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN VERY SHORT-TERM MEMORY
AROD-SO38-2 N65-30099
REWARD MOTIVATION IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR -
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
TR-1 N65-31969
VISUAL SEARCH - EYE FIXATIONS AS DETERMINED BY
INSTRUCTED TARGET CHARACTERISTICS
lTl_ S N65-36786
PSYCHOLOGY /GEM/
SA FACTOR ANALYSIS
TABLE OF MAIN AREAS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
ORBITAL FLIGHTS FROM APRIL 1961 TO JUNE 1963
A65-10683
FLIGHT SURGEON ROLE IN FLIGHT TRAINING -
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS A65-80019
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO CIRCULATION_
CARDIOPULMONARY ADAPTATION, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
RESPONSE A65-B0235
BUTTON-PRESSING FOR TIME-OFF REWARD DURING SENSORY
DEPRIVATION AS FUNCTION OF RELATIVE COMFORT
A65-B0253
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STATE
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN MAN RELATED TO TRAINING
A65-B0436
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AREAS EXPLORED IN
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHTS BETWEEN APRIL
1961 AND JUNE 1963 A65-BO_50
A-311
PSYCHOMETRICS SUBJECTINDEX
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HEAT STRESS
A65-80637
CONTRIBUTION OF AGOSTINO GENELLI TO PROGRESS OF
GENERAL AND AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY
A65-80925
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY IN HOT
ARID CONDITIONS A65-80956
TIME JUDGMENT- COMPARISON OF METHODS OF
REPRODUCTION AND ESTIMATION Ab5-81031
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND NEURDPHYSIOLDGICAL ASPECTS OF
VIGILANCE STUDIES- A REVIEW A65-81036
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CHRONIC MILD HYPOXIA
A65-81322
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY IN FRENCH AIR FORCE
A65-81368
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN FACET DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
A65-81670
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY FOR FLYING PERSONNEL
FTD-MT-66-177 N65-11758
EMERGING ROLE OF ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY IN SYSTEMS
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT - HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-66-BB Nb5-12996
ACOUSTIC REFLEX IN INFANTRYMEN - PSYCHOLOGY
REPT.-IIS9 N65-13172
FACTORS INFLUENCING JUDGMENT OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE - PSYCHOLOGY
TR-6 N65-13512
SOVIET AEROSPACE MEDICINE CONFERENCE ON EFFECTS OF
FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-22B N65-I3626
PSYCHOLOGY OF PILOT PERFORMANCE IN INSTRUMENT
FLIGHT N65-13631
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF WORK OF AIRCRENS DURING IN-FLIGHT REFUELING
NbS-13TI7
EXTENT TO WHICH BLOCKS OF TEST TRIALS CONTRIBUTE
TD LEARNING OF PAIRED ADJECTIVES - PSYCHOLOGY OF
TRAINING
AMRL-TR-66-105 N65-16003
QUASI-THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF INTER-GROUP
COMPETITION - PSYCHOLOGY
TR-19 N65-16061
HUMAN VISUAL ANALYZER AND ELECTRONIC MODEL OF
HEART - BIOPHYSICS AND PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-28236 N65-16767
MECHANISM AND PROBLEMS OF BINAURAL INTERACTION -
ANATOMYt PHYSIOLOGY! AND PSYCHOLOGY
TRACOR-66-199-U N65-15031
GROUP SPACE FLIGHT PSYCHOLOGY N65-15172
TRANSFER OF TRAINING IN PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMIC
TRACKING TASKS OF VARYING COMPLEXITY IN ADAPTIVE
AND NONAOAPTIVE MODES - PSYCHOLOGY
NAV|RADEVCEN-1395-1 NbS-IbI06
NATURAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS IN HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY
FTO-TT-66-651I N65-I628T
ENGINEERING PSYCHDLOGY_ COSMONAUT TRAININGt AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING OF OPERATOR FUNCTIONS
N65-16603
ABSTRACTS ON PSYCHOPHYSICAL ASPECTS OF SENSORY
PERCEPTION - PSYCHOLOGY
PPM-I06 N65-17365
SELECTION OF COMPATIBLE CREW FOR INTERPLANETARY
SPACE FLIGHT - PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-29217 N65-19560
DINENSIDNAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PHYSICAL ANO SOCIAL
STIMULUS VARIABLES INFLUENCING BEHAVIOR
VARIANCE - PSYCHOLOGY
AO-602369 N65-21856
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING
PSYCHOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-312 N65-24370
PROGRAMMING METHOD AND RESPONSE NODE IN VISUAL-
ORAL TASK - PSYCHOLOGY
AMRL-TR-66-129 N65-2_AIB
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE - EXOBIOLOGYt
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGYt HUMAN PHYSICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS N65-26915
NEUROCYBERNETICS APPLIED TO NEDICINE_ EDUCATIONt
PSYCHOLOGY_ AND THEORY OF PERCEPTION
N65-26223
REFINEMENT OF GUTTMAN CORRELATION MATRIX TO
OBTAIN NONLINEAR REGRESSION SCORES - PSYCHOLOGY
AD-6096T6 N65-29152
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGICALt
EXPERIMENTALt DEVELOPMENTALt AND COMPARATIVE
PSYCHOLOGY - STUDIES ON BRAIN AND BEHAVIORg
PERCEPTIDNg COORDINATIONI ANO LEARNING
NASA-CR-SBB31 N65-3ZII5
PSYCHOLOGY - EFFECTS OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE IN MAKING
DECISIONS - MEASUREMENT OF CONFIDENCE AND TRUST
USING GROUP BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
ESD-TOR-65-299 N65-36557
PSYCHOMETRICS
THEORY OF DETECTABILITY OF SIGNAL USED TO
CALCULATE CERTAIN PSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
A65-18362
METHODOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN
MEASURING HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN MAN-MACHINE
SYSTEMS A65-36682
PERSONNEL TESTING- PRINCIPLES OF TESTING_ VARIOUS
TESTSt AND APPLICATION TO SELECTION AND PLACEMENT
A65-81059
PSYCHOMETRIC VALIDATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SELECTION
BATTERY OF AIR TRAFFIC AND FIGHTER CONTROL
OFFICERS A65-81332
COMPARISON OF ERROR IN FIVE SORTING PROCEDURES FOR
ORDINAL RANKING A65-8166T
LATENCY MODELS FOR REACTION TINE DISTRIBUTIONS
AbS-8I_BO
MANIFEST ANXIETY - FACTORIAL STUDY
A65-BI562
CROSS GROUP STABILITY OF PEER RATINGS OF
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL A65-81589
CLUSTERING IN FREE RECALL AS FUNCTION OF BLOCK
AND RANDOM PRESENTATIONt VARIABLE EXPOSURE
TIMESt AND LISTS OF HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY
ASSOCIATES OF CATEGORY NAMES
TR-3 N65-36301
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORNANCE
SA REACTION TIME
GENERAL ANXIETY EFFECT AS INDEX OF LABILITY ON
PERFORMANCE OF PSYCHOMOTOR TASKS USING TAYLOR
MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE - FACTOR ANALYSIS
A65-8002]
MUSCLE ACTION POTENTIALS AS INDEX OF EFFORT
RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL ESTIMATE OF SUCCESS ON TASK
A65-BOOg;
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN MAN 1N RELATION TO DEGREI
OF RESTRAINT A65-80151
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ETHANOLt PENTOBARBITALt
AMPHETAMINEe AND CAFFEINE EFFECTS ON MOTOR AND
A-312
SUBJECT INOEX PSYCHOPHYS lOS
INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE A65-80159
POWER FUNCTIONS APPLIED TO PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
LEARNING A65-80266
THRESHOLDS OF CRITICAL FUSION FREQUENCY
AND APPARENT MOTION AS AFFECTED BY CHANGES
IN FINGER-TAPPING RATE IN TIME Ab5-80268
INTERMOOAL DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTUAL
DELAY AND SPEED OF READING AND TAPPING
A65-80259
AGE AND SEX PARAMETERS IN HUHAN PSYCHOMOTOR
LEARNING A65-80262
DISPLAY-CONTROL RELATIONSHIPv ABILITY TO SEE MHAT
ONE IS DOING AND PHASE OF TRAINING INTERACTIONS
IN SENSORIMOTOR TASK A65-8033T
METHOD FOR MEASURING PERCEPTUAL MOTOR LOAD
A65-80369
INITIAL STIMULATING EFFECT OF WARMTH UPON VISUAL
AND AUDITORY PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY
A65-BO381
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES AS RELATED TD PERSONALITY
TRAITS OF YOUNG MEN PERFORMING IN HIGH AMBIENT
TEMPERATORE AbS-BO54T
COMPENSATORY TRACKING AND AUDITORY DISTRACTION BY
NOISE A65-80573
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE, PACING, ANO MANIFEST
ANXIETY A65-80575
PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITY OF YOUNG, MIDDLE-AGED, AND
OLD MALES A65-80655
PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF NOISE EFFECT ON
MOTOR ANO MENTAL PERFORMANCE Ab5-80692
TRANSFER OF TRAINING BETNEEN SPACE-ORIENTEO AND
BODY-ORIENTEO CONTROL TASKS A65-80708
NOISE EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE OF ARITHMETIC TASK
A65-80739
DIFFERENTIAL VISUAL FEEDBACK OF COMPONENT MOTIONS
A65-80854
PERFORMANCE ON COMPLEX PSYCHOMOTOR ASSEMBLY TASK
UNDER FOUR SPEED CONDITIONS A65-81001
TESTS OF FUNCTION OF PROPRIOCEPTION - INTERACTION
BETNEEN PROPRIOCEPTIDN AND VISION
A65-81002
PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MEASURES OF
HUMAN CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE A65-BIO03
EFFECT OF VARIABLE RATES OF DECOMPRESSION FROM
B,O00 TO 65,000 FEET AbS-81OT2
SERIAL CHOICE REACTION-TIME AS FUNCTION OF
RESPONSE VERSUS SIGNAL-AND-RESPONSE REPETITION
AbS-BI100
MANUAL DEXTERITY AND ARITHMETIC CALCULATION
CAPACITY DURING REST AND EXERCISE IN HYPERBARIC
AIR A65-BI203
INTERMITTENT DISPLAY PRESENTATION IN COINCIDENCE
JUDGEMENTS A65-B1223
OBJECTIVE MEASURE OF MENTAL OVERLOADING- NEN
APPLICATIONS OF DOUBLE-TASK METHOD NITH REACTION
TIME AND PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
A65-81326
EFFECT OF ABRUPT DISTURBANCE OF DAILY RHYTHM OF
NORK-REST CYCLE ON NORK CAPACITY
A65-81360
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPRIOCEPTION IN LEFT
AND RIGHT ARMS A65-81609
AMPHETAMINE EFFECTS ON ANXIETY ANO MENTAL AND
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE A6._Bl_81
SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR IN BIHANUAL OPERATION [3tF
CONTROLS A65-81572
COMPONENT AND TOTAL TASK RELATIONS AT DIFFERENT
STAGES OF LEARNING CONPLEX TRACKING TASK
A65-81661
CLINICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC
RESPONSE OF AVIATOR DURING ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
EXPOSURE WHILE IN FLIGHT TRAINING
A65-81732
INFLUENCE OF LOCAL FATIGUE ON SPEED AND ACCURACY
IN MOTOR LEARNING AbS-BIT59
MIRROR IMAGE TEST USED TO DETERMINE PSYCHOMOTOR
PERFORMANCE DURING ISOLATION A65-81801
SUBJECTIVE TIME MEASUREMENT DURING TASKS WITH
DIFFERENT INFORMATION CONTENT A65-81954
INFLUENCE OF BREATHING CARBON DIOXIDE ON HYPOXIC
CHANGES AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DURING PSYCHOMOTOR
TASK PERFORMANCE MITH OXYGEN DEFICIENCY
A65-BL968
5 PHENYL-2 ININO-60XY-OXAZOLIDINE EFFECTS ON
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE IN FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-81995
RESTRICTION AND FORCED - RESPONSE GUIDANCE IN
TRAINING FOR TWO FORMS OF MANUAL POSITIONING
TASK A65-82006
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE, REMINISCENCE,
INHIBITION, AND CONSOLIDATION AbS-B2IOT
REMINISCENCE - THREE FACTOR THEORY
A65-82108
PERSONALITY AND INVERTED - U RELATION BETNEEN
PERFORMANCE AND AROUSAL AbS-BZII6
AMPHETAMINE AND PYROVALERONE HYDROCHLORIDE EFFECT
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A65-82198
MOTION COMPONENTS IN RHYTHMICAL MOTOR TASK WITH
DIFFERENT LOADS AND AT VARIABLE FREQUENCY OF
STRIKE NOTION IN MAN A65-8,?.2_T
INTERMITTENT ILLUMINATION EFFECTS ON PERCEPTUAL
MOTOR PERFORMANCE A65-82292
PERCEPTUAL MOTOR SPEED AS RELATED TO ACCIDENT
PRONENESS AbS-B2313
PERFORMANCE ON HALSTEAD TACTUAL PERFORMANCE TEST
UNDER SEVERE ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS
A65-8233_
MOTOR SKILLS BIBLIOGRAPHY A65-82364
COURSE OF PSYCHOMOTOR AND MANIC DEPRESSIVE
PSYCHOSIS UNDER HIGH MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
N65-17860
GUANTITATIVE ATAXIA TEST BATTERY TO ASSESS
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE AND POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUN
UNDER ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS AND OTHER STRESSES
NASA-CR-63803 N65-28560
FEASIBILITY OF AUTOMATING SENSORINOTOR SKILL
TRAINING, AND USE OF CDC 160-A COMPUTER TO
TEACH PSYCHOMOTOR TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-151T-1 N65-31206
PSYCHOMOTOR TEST METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICABILITY
FOR PERFORMANCE PROGNOSES
DLR-FB-bS-2T N65-33289
TECHNIQUE FOR COLLECTING, STORING, AND ANALYZING
PHYSIDLOGICAL DATA - STRAIGHTFORWARD CORRELATION
OF PSYCHOMOTOR NITH PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1666-1 N65-33659
PSYCHOPflYSICS
PONER FUNCTIONS APPLIED TO PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
A-313
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY SUBJECTINDEX
LEARNING 665-80244
PERCEPTION_IBLIOGRAPHY CONTAINING IIT ITEMS
A65-80246
SENSORY-FEEDBACK ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR IN
STEREOTELEVISED VISUAL FIELD A65-80364
FLASH FREQUENCY WHEN BRIGHTNESS IS VARIED BY
MANIPULATION OF TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTIC
INTERMITTENCY 665-80660
COLOR PERCEPTION REVIEWED WITH RESPECT TO
PHYSICAL, PSYCHOPHYSICAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
VARIABLES A65-B0612
THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTABILITY AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL
LEARNING A65-8142T
LINEAR MODEL FOR VISUAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
IN MESOPIC REGION-RESPONSE/STIMULUS PEAK-TO-PEAK
MEASUREMENTS OF SPATIAL SINE-WAVE PATTERNS
A65-81576
BACKGROUND REFLECTANCE AND CATEGORY-SCALING OF
GRAY PAPERS A65-8[5B0
VALIDATION OF SUBJECTIVE SCALES FOR LOUDNESS AND
BRIGHTNESS BY MEANS OF CROSS MDDALITY MATCHING
A65-81581
NON-ADDITIVITY OF PERCEIVED DISTANCE WITH
MUELLER-LYER FIGURE A65-81648
DISCRININABILITY AND SCALING OF LINEAR EXTENT
A65-81981
SHORT-TERM ADAPTIVE PROCESSES DURING PERCEPTION OF
VERTICAL EXPLAINED BY PSYCHOPHYSICAL LINEAR
FEEDBACK MODEL A65-82235
FORWARD AND BACKWARD MASKING IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
AA5-B22BS
PSYCHOPHYS1QLOGY
SA NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
PSYCHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FLYING PERSONNEL
STUDIED BY PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND ELECTRO-
ENCEPHALOGRAPHIC TESTS A65-I0870
MARKOV CHAIN STIMULUS' SEQUENCE ROLE EFFECT UPON
SIGNAL DETECTION IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLDGICAL FORCED
CHOICE TASK A65-14150
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG BIOMETEOROLOGY,
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGINEERING, MEDICINE AND
PSYCHOTECHNICS A65-IgTTO
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND TECHNICAL FACTORS FOR
ORBITAL MAINTENANCE AND TASK PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT A65-19842
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS USED IN
SOVIET UNION FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND
TRAINING, NOTING SPACE FLIGHT RESULTS
A65-22928
AMPULLAR STIMULATION AND RESPONSES IN HUMAN BEINGS
WITH EMPHASIS ON STIMULATIONS FROM ANGULAR AND
RECTILINEAR MOTIONS 665-25648
CHEMICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL FACTORS UNDERLYING
PERCEPTION OF COLOR AND COLOR BLINDNESS
A65-26943
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFICIENCY OF MACACUS MONKEY
AFTER CORTEX ABLATION
NASA-TT-F-9178 N65-II45I
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING DF SPATIAL ORIENTATION
ILLUSIONS IN PERSONS SUBJECTED TO VISUAL STIMULI
N65-I3645
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY OF OBESITY IN FLIGHT PERSONNEL
N65-1365I
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUMENT
FLYING N65-I3673
DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTION TEST FOR MOTIVATIONAL
APTITUDE - PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
NASA-CR-I56 N65-I5546
MEDICINE AND OUTER SPACE, GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY,
AND SPACE SUITS - U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
JPRS-27998 N65-23777
AEROSPACE MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY - WEIGHTLESSNESS, SPACE
CABIN SIMULATOR, AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
AD-612636 N65-25895
OArA PROCESSING OF EEG AND MULTIPLE PERIPHERAL
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS WITH SPECIAL
PURPOSE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION UNIT
N65-2BT59
PSYCHOTHERAPY
HIGH MOUNTAIN PSYCHOTHERAPY OF MENTAL PATIENTS
N65-17838
TREATMENT OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS BY RESIDENCE
IN HIGH MOUNTAINS N65-17839
PULMONARY CIRCULATION
PULMONARY BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES OVER CARDIAC CYCLE
MEASURED BY OBSERVING CHANGES IN INTRATHORACIC
IMPEDANCES 665-10727
PULMONARY AND FEMORAL ARTERIAL BLOOD OXYGEN
SATURATION DECREASE DUE TO PULMONARY ARTERIAL-
VENOUS SHUNTING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS SUBJECT TO
FORWARD ACCELERATION A65-29057
EXERCISE EFFECTS ON CORONARY AND PULMONARY
CIRCULATIONS OF 30 HUMAN SUBJECTS WITH CORONARY
SINUS CATHETERIZATION A65-31346
PULMONARY VASCULAR RESPONSES OF DOG TO HYPOXIA AND
MODIFICATION BY PHARMACOLOGIC SYMPATHECTOMY
A65-80176
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN PERFUSED LUNGS OF DOGS
AS AFFECTED BY HIGH INTRA-ALVEOLAR OXYGEN TENSION
665-80228
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ACCLIMATIZED MAN AT HIGH
ALTITUDE A65-B0670
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ACCLIMATIZED MAN AT HIGH
ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING PURE OXYGEN
A65-806T1
PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF SUBJECTS NEARING
ANTI-G SUITS RELATED TO PULMONARY CAPILLARY
CIRCULAIION 665-80872
HYPOXIA AND EXERCISE INFLUENCE ON CORONARY AND
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN SCLEROTIC AND NORMAL
SUBJECTS 665-81668
HYPOXIA IN ONE LUNG AND EFFECT ON DISTRIBUTION OF
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AND VENTILATION
A65-81757
OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE EXCHANGE RESPONSE TO
BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES IN DOG LUNG AS RELATED TO
BLOOD FLOW 665-81894
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN MAN DURING
IMMERSION IN WATER 665-81900
CHANGES IN PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY AND
PULMONARY CAPILLARY BLOOD VOLUME DURING NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING IN MAN 665-B2099
PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW OF SUBJECTS IN SUPINE AND
SEATED POSITIONS EXPOSED TO VARIOUS INTENSITIES OF
POSITIVE ACCELERATION 665-82145
PULMONARY CIRCULATION IN ERECT HUMAN LUNG
665-B2150
PULMONARY CIRCULATION AND HEART FUNCTION IN
RESPONSE TO ACID-BASE DISTURBANCES AND BLOOD GASES
A65-8230]
PATHOGENIC MECHANISMS - PULMONARY BLOOD VESSEL
A-314
.............. D unuADV CilUrT I ng3uDdtb ! II_UC^ • _i ...................
CHANGE DUE TO CHRONIC RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-MT-63-223 N65-11581
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION
IN PULMONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEMS OF DOGS
NADC-ML-6613 N65-18881
PULMONARY FUNCTION
SA LUNG
LUNG VOLUME CHANGES DE EMPHYSEMA PATIENTS UPON
EXPOSURE TO SIMULATED ALTITUDE OF 18,000 FT
A65-16237
THORACIC CAGE PASSIVE ELASTIC FORCE DETERMINED
FROM THORACIC CIRCUMFERENCE, INTRATHDRACIC
PRESSURE AND PULMONARY VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS
A65-2323X
TOXIC EFFECT IN RESPIRATORY TRACT AND NERVOUS
SYSTEM CAUSED BY BREATHING OXYGEN ENRICHED
ATMOSPHEREt DISCUSSING PULMONARY FUNCTION
A65-26745
DETEI_NJNANTS OF FORCED VITAL CAPACITY AND
EXPIRATORY VOLUME AS RELATED TO AGE AND SEX
A65-BO051
ALVEOLAR HYPOXIA EFFECT ON PULMONARY VASCULAR
RESISTANCE OF DOG A6S-BOOST
LUNG FUNCTION OF DOG AS AFFECTED BY HYPOTHERMIA
A65-BOO59
MEASUREMENT OF UPPER AND LOWER AIRWAY RESISTANCE
AND CONDUCTANCE IN NORMAL, ASTHMATIC, AND
BRONCHITIC SUBJECTS A65-80069
CARBON DIOXIDE AND PULMONARY VENTILATION IN
MUSCULAR EXERCISE OF DOG A6S-BOOTI
OXYGEN CONSUNPTIONv HEART RATE, VENTILATION, BODY
TEMPERATURE AS AFFECTED BY ACTIVE AND PASSIVE
EXERCISE AbS-8OOT7
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO CIRCULATION,
CARDIOPULMONARY ADAPTATION, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
RESPONSE A65-80235
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY AND CAPILLARY
BLOOD VOLUME IN NORMAL AND ANEMIC DOG
A65-803'13
REFLEX CHANGES OF RESPIRATION AND PULMONARY GAS
EXCHANGE DURING EXPOSURE OF MAN AND DOG TO HIGH G
A65-80369
SLIDE RULE FOR CALCULATING SINGLE-BREATH DIFFUSING
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE A65-80512
RESPIRATION OF CAT WITH SEVERED SINUS NERVES AT
CONSTANT ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND AS A FUNCTION OF
CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURE A65-BO60T
RESPIRATION AT CONSTANT LOW ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND
EFFECT OF STEPWISE'CHANGES OF ARTERIAL PRESSURE
BEFORE AND AFTER CUTTING OF SINUS NERVES IN CAT
A65--80608
ROLE OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM IN REGULATING
PULMONARY TONUS AND TOLERANCE TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AS AFFECTED BY ATROPINE AND
HISTAMINE A65-80651
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, PULMONARY
VENTILATIONt RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE RATIO, BODY
WEIGHT, AND SURFACE AREA OF OBESE SUBJECTS
Ab5-80666
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF
MOTOR NERVES OF DOG AND CAT LUNGS AND RESPONSE OF
AIRWAY SMOOTH MUSCLE A65-80667
MAXIMAL DIFFUSING CAPACITY OF LUNG FOR CARBON
MONOXIDE AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-80821
EYE AND PULMONARY FUNCTION AS AFFECTED BY DIESEL
EXHAUS_T GASES A6S-80828
PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF SUBJECTS WEARING
ANT I-G SUITS RELATED TO PULMONARY CAPILLARY
CIRCULATION AbS-BOB72
VENTILATORY REACTIONS IN AWAKE DOG SUBJECTED TO
MODERATE HYPERCAPNIA IN NORMOXIC OR SLIGHTLY
HYPOXIC ATMOSPHERE A6S-8091T
ROENTGEN STUDIES IN MAN OF RELATIONSHIP OF UNEQUAL
PULMONARY VENTILATION TO GRAVITY, AND POSTURE
A65-B1101
hUMAN RESTING PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR
CARBON MONOXIDE AND OXYGEN AT HIGH ALTITUDE
AbS-B11_B
DIGITAL INTEGRATOR FOR ON-LINE PULMONARY
COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS A65-B1156
IMPEDANCE SYSTEM FOR MEASURING TIDAL VOLUME AND
VENTILATION OF SUBJECTS IN STANDING, SITTINGt AND
SUPINE POSITIONS A65-81179
FUNCTtiONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LOW PULMONARY DIFFUSING
CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE AT SEA LEVEL AND HIGH
ALTITUDE AbS-81185
RESPIRATORYt CIRCULATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES IN
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL-EXERCISE
A65-81229
REPRODUCIBILITY OF STEADY STATE CARBON MONOXIDE
DIFFUSIDN CAPACITY DATA DURING EXERCISE 1N MAN
A65-81320
SIGNIFICANCE OF PULMONARY MEAN CAPILLARY CARBON
MONOXIDE BACK PRESSURE CORRECTIONS FOR REPEATED
MEASUREMENTS OF PULMONARY CARBON MONOXIDE
DIFFUSION CAPACITY DURING EXERCISE IN MAN
A65-81321
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MINUTE VENTILATION, PULMONARY
GAS DIFFUSION AND RESPIRATORY WORK MEASURED
SIMULTANEOUSLY DURING STANDARD EXERCISE TEST
A65-81613
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY AS PHYSIOLOGICAL
INDEX DETERMINED BY SPIROGRAP_IC METHOD USING
CARBON MONOXIDE AND HELIUM ABS-BI677
DIAGNOSTIC BATTERY OF INDICES OF PULMONARY
FUNCTION PROPOSED FOR PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF
PILOTS A65-81688
ALTERATIONS IN PULMONARY MECHANICS WITH AIRWAY
OBSTRUCTION DURING REST AND EXERCISE
AbS-B160T
HYPOXIA IN ONE LUNG AND EFFECT ON DISTRIBUTION OF
PULHONARY CIRCULATION AND VENTILATION
AbS-B175T
VENTILATION AND OXYGEN TRANSPORT IN HYPOTHERMIC
DOGS A65-BIBO4
INTRAPULMONARY EXCHANGE OF STABLE OXYGEN 18
ISOTOPE INJECTED INTRAVENOUSLY IN MAN
A65-81892
GAS EXCHANGE IN DUG LUNG AS INFLUENCED BY
TRANSPULMONARY PRESSURE ANALYZED IN TERMS OF MODEL
A65-81893
VERTICAL SII_g3SOIDAL VIBRATION - EFFECT ON
RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW AND TRANSPULMDNARY PRESSURE
A65-B1897
PULMONARY DIFFUSING CAPACITY IN MAN DURING
IMMERSION IN WATER A65-81900
PULMONARY MECHANICS IN ALTITUDE CHAMBER IN NORMAL
AND OBSTRUCTIVE LUNG DISEASED PATIENTS
A65-BIgT3
EFFECT OF OSCILLATING AND STEADY ALVEOLAR PARTIAL
PRESSURE OF OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE ON PULMONARY
VENTILATION A65-82076
CHANGES IN PULI_-NARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY AND
A-315
PULRONARY LESION SUBJECT INDEX
PULMONARY CAPILLARY BLOOD VOLUME DURING NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING IN NAN A65-82099
INFLUENCE OF INSPIRED ALVEOLAR NITROGEN
CONCENTRATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURE UPON RATE
OF GAS ABSORPTION FROM CLOSED AREA OF LUNG IN DOG
A65-82121
PULMONARY OIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE
ANO CAPILLARY BLOOD FLOW DURING FORWARD
ACCELERATION A65-82152
ANATOMICAL DEAD SPACE OF SUBJECTS IN SUPINE
POSITION DURING EXPOSURE TO FORWARD ACCELERATION
A65-82153
INTRAPULRONARY PRESSURE DF BREATHHDLDING SUBJECTS
LYING AND SITTING IN AIR AND WATER
A65-82158
DISTRIBUTION OF INSPIRED AIR DURING VENTILATION
WITHOUT RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS A65-82169
GAS CHRONATOGRAPHIC SYSTEM CAPABLE OF MEASURING
LOW LEVELS OF NEON AND CARBON MONOXIDE 1N HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN IN PULMONARY DIFFUSING
CAPACITY DETERMINATIONS A65-821TO
HEART RATE, OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, BLOOD VOLUME, AND
HEMOGLOBIN LEVEL OF OLD HEN DURING TREADMILL
EXERCISE A65-82302
PULMONARY FUNCTION IN SITTING OR HORIZONTAL
POSITION DURING BED REST A65-82312
PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE AFTER HEMORRHAGE DURING
INTERMITTENT POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING IN DOGS
A65-82323
IMMERSION EFFECT ON NEAN INTRAPULMONARY PRESSURE
FPRC/1220 Nb5-12863
REFLEX REACTIONS OF DOG TO BREATHING UNDER
INCREASED INTRAPULNONARY PRESSURE
NbS-13761
INFLUENCE OF MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ON PULMONARY
FUNCTION IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PATIENTS
NbS-IT830
COMBINED RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL INHALATION AND
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS INJECTION
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY
FUNCTION EVALUATION
UCLA-12-556 N65-24272
PULMONARY LESION
POST NORTEN LUNG TISSUE CHANGES IN MICE FROM
OXYGEN TOXICITY AT ATNOSPHERIC PRESSURE
A65-16563
PULMONARY VASCULAR CHANGES IN DOGS PLACED IN
ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL CHAMBER WITH TEN PERCENT
OXYGEN A65-80181
RATE OF RAT LUNG COLLAPSE AFTER AIRWAY OCCLUSION
WHILE BREATHING 100 PER CENT OXYGEN AT VARIOUS
AMBIENT PRESSURES A65-B0669
DAMAGE OF LUNG AND BRAIN OF DOG AS RELATED TO
DURATION AND EXTENT OF DECOMPRESSION
A65-81731
PULSE
PULSATING LIGHT SOURCE EFFECT ON ELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN
RSIC-298 N65-20526
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS OF SONAR
PULSE CHARACTERISTICS OF FISH AND MARINE MAMMALS
LR-IB525 N65-23152
PULSE DURATION NODULATION /PDN/
PULSE DURATION MODULATION SYSTEM FOR LIFE SCIENCE
TELEMETRY N65-16622
PULSE RATE /BIOL/
MENTAL STRESS EFFECTS ON ASTRONAUT DURING SPACE
FLIGHT REFLECTED IN PULSE RATE A65-BOO8T
TIME JUDGMENT CORRELATED WITH PULSE RATE
A65-80258
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY RELATED TO PULSE RATE AND
TOTAL HEMOGLOBIN, IN MIDDLE-AGED AND AGED HEN
A65-8069B
PHYSICAL WORK CAPACITY OF NAN AND ITS DIMINUTION
BY HEAT STRESS A65-80906
INSTRUMENT FOR CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION OF PULSE IN
WORK STUDIES A65-81189
RELATIVE MUSCLE STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE AFTER
ISOMETRIC AND DYNAMIC HETHOOS OF TRAINING
A65-81269
WORK PULSE RATE AS INDICATOR DF PERSISTING MUSCLE
FATIGUE 1N HUMANS A65-B127U
FATIGUE IN AIRCREW REFLECTED IN CIRCULATORY
ALTERATIONS DURING OVERSEAS FLIGHTS
A65-81296
AUTOMATIC DETERNINATION AND RECORDING OF PULSE
RATE AND RESPIRATION A65-81510
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND PULSE RATE OF RABBIT AS
AFFECTED BY OXYGEN BREATHING FOLLOWING HYPOXIA
A65-81666
NORMAL VALUES OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION DURING
PHYSICAL EXERCISE - RELATIONSHIP OF PULSE RATE AND
STROKE VOLUME TO CARDIAC MINUTE VOLUME IN NORMAL
MALE ADULTS A65-81689
PULSE RATE EFFECT ON CONTRACTION PHASES OF HEART
IN MAN AT DIFFERENT AGES A65-82212
CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYTE COUNT, PULSE RATE, AND
BLOOD PRESSURE ON ASCENT TO HIGHER ALTITUDE
AFTER PRIOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-17829
CONSTRUCTION OF DEVICE FOR RECORDING BLOOD
PRESSURE, PULSE, RESPIRATION, AND NECHANOGRAMS
ON OSCILLOGRAPHS
NASA-TT-F-9581 N65-35782
PULSE RECORDER
NORMAL STANDARDS OF SPHYGNOGRAMt AND PULSE
NAVE VELOCITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD VESSELS
NASA-TT-F-9578 N65-36751
PULSED LASER
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTED BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE A65-21951
PUMP
SA ION PUMP
SA VACUUM PUMP
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT PERFURNANCE
RELIABILITY - BIOELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
PERFUSION PUMP FOR ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
JPRS-29836 N65-22120
PUNCHEO CARD
ELECTROHECHANICAL CIRCUIT INPUT UNIT FOR IBM 024
PRINTING CARD PUNCH APPARATUS
ISS-66/39 N65-1960T
PUPIL SIZE
STEADY STATE RESPONSE OF PUPIL TO RETINAL
ILLUMINATION IN OBSERVER LACKING FUNCTIONING RODS
A65-3558T
ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF VISUAL SYSTEM
DETERMINED BY MEASURING FLICKER THRESHOLD,
BRIGHTNESS, AND PUPILLONOTOR EFFECT OF MODULATED
LIGHT A65-807TO
EVOKED CORTICAL POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO
PUPILLARY DIAMETER IN RAT A65-B2071
EFFECT DF FOCUS ON VISUAL RESPONSE TO SINUSDIDALLY
MODULATED SPATIAL STIMULUS AND RELATION TO NIGHT
MYOPIA A65-82201
A-316
SUBJECT ;NOEX _IANTUIq NUNBEtt
ACCURATE PUPil SIZE MEASUREMENT USING TELEViSiON
CAMERA AND CALIBRATED MONITOR
CRDL-TI_-2-3 N65-22392
PURIFICATION
SA AIR PURIFICATION
SA PASTEURIZATION
SA STERILIZATION
SA WATER PURIFICATION
ANIMAL STUDIES ON PURIFICATION PROCEDURES TO
ELIMINATE BACTERIAL CONTAMINATION
AD-444390 Nb5-10012
PURIFICATiON OF ENTEROTOXiN B BY CARBOXYLiC ACID
RESINS CHROMATOGRAPHY 1465-22299
FATE OF SPECiFiC RIBONUCLEOSiDE TRIPHOSPHATASES
PURiFiCATiON AND RECONSTITUTIDN OF RIBOSOlqAL
SYSTEM OF ESCHERICHIA COL|
NASA-CR-59029 M65-29685
PURINE
CYTOSINEt ADENINE, GUANINE, THYMINE AND URACil
DETECTION IN CORE SAMPLES FROM EXPERIMENTAL
MOHOLE A65-13171
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON DECOMPOSITION ANO
PRESERVATION OF PURINE AND PYRIMIDiNE BASES
A65-80630
PURSUIT TRACKING
SAMPLED DATA PURSUIT HAND-TRACKING MODEL FOR HUMAN
OPERATOR _ AbS-356TT
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE AND ACTIVATION
LEVEL AS FUNCTION OF iNTERMITTENT VISUAL
INPUT DISRUPTION, FLICKER RATEr AND MONK TIME
Ab5-80256
STEREOSCOPIC TELEVISION PURSUIT TRACKING MITH
COMPARISON OF AIDED AND DIRECT TRACKING SYSTEMS
A65-80345
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE, PACINGt AND MANIFEST
ANXIETY AbS-BDST5
SINGLE CHANNEL HYPOTHESIS A65-80850
ROTARY TRACKING OF TARGET AND LIGHT IN SPACE
STATION SIMULATOR REVOLVING AT T.St 10.0, AND
12.D RPN Ab5-8089_
COMPARISON OF FREE-MOVING AND PRESSURE LEVERS IN
POSITIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM DURING PURSUIT TRACKING
TASK Ab5-80943
FLICKER PERIODICITY EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE ANO
AROUSAL DURING ROTARY PURSUIT TASK
A65-81105
EYE MOVEMENTS DURING OBSERVATION OF MOVING OBJECT
A65-81196
CONTROL-DISPLAY COMPATIBILITY AND MONITORING CUES
IN MULTIPLE TASK PERFORMANCE Ab5-81563
HUMAN ENGINEERING RESEARCH OF PURSUIT AND
COMPENSATORY TRACKING BEHAVIOR AbS-81T60
TRANSFER OF TRAINING ACROSS TARGET SIZES IN
SUBJECT-PACED TRACKING TASK A65-819TT
TASK PREDICTABILITY IN ORGANIZATIONt ACQUESITIONt
AND RETENTION OF TRACKING SKILL
A65-82055
|NFORMATiDN THEORY APPL|CATIOM TO STUDIES OF
TRACKING BEHAVIOR AbS-BZ085
iNFORMATiON THEORY APPLICATION TO HUMAN TRACKING
BEHAVIOR - ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION
AbS-BZOBb
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE RELATED TO
CONTROL-DISPLAY COMPATIBILITYt HANDEDNESS, SEX AND
PROBABILITY A65-82111
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE AS iNFLUENCED BY DELAY
AND NODE OF PRESENTATION OF EXTRA CUES.
A65-82221
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORY PERIO0 IN BISENSORY
TRACKING TASK A65-82288
VERBAL CODING AND DISPLAY CODING IN ACQUISITION
AND RETENTION OF TRACKING SKILL
A65-82293
ELECTRONECHANICAL APPARATU_ FOR ONE OR TWO
DIMENSIONAL PURSUIT TRACKING AND SENSORY FEEDBACK
A65-82343
PURSUIT ANO COMPENSATORY TRACKING PERFORMANCE
MHILE VARYING TASK MODEt CONTROL-DISPLAY
DISPLACEMENT FUNCTION_ AND TARGET VELOCITY
kbS-B2361
PYRIOOXINE
TRYPTOPHAN AND PYRiDOXINE /ViTAMiN Bb/
REQUIREMENTS UNDER NERVOUS STRESS iN DOGS
A65-80723
MICROWAVE RADIATION OF RAT AND EFFECT OF
PYRIDOXINE AND PYRIDOXAL ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE
AbS-80756
USE OF PYRIDOXZNE HYDROCHLORTDE iN ACUTE HYDRAZINE
AND UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZiNE /AEROZINE-50/
iNTOXICATION IN MAN A65-81712
PYRiDOXINE TOXICITY IN ANIMALS AND CLINICAL USES
OF PYRIDDXINE iN HiGH AND PROLONGED DOSES iN MAN
MITH REGARD TO iTS POSSIBLE TOXIC EFFECTS
AMRL-TR-66-IO6 N65-14006
EFFECT OF DIET ON RAT EXCRETION OF TRiTiUM
RADiOACTIViTY FDLLONING SMALL iNJECTED DOSES OF
TRITIUM-LABELLED PYRIDOXiNE HYOROCHLORiDE
AAL--TR--b6-29 _ N65-25344
PYRIMIDINE
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON DECOMPOSITION AND
PRESERVATION OF PURINE AND PYRIMiDINE BASES
A65-80630
EFFECT OF PERSANTIN /PYRIMIDINE/ ON ULTRASTRUCTURE
OF RAT MYOCARDION AFTER OVERDOSE AND DURING
EXPOSURE TO HYPOBARIC PRESSURE A65-8169T
PYRUVATE
MULTiENZYME SYSTEM FOR CATALYZING MULTISTAGE
OXIDATIVE DECARBOXYLATiON OF PYRUVATE IN
ESCHERiCHiA COL] AbS-16854
PHOSPHORUCLASTIC REACTION CATALYZED BY CLOSTRIDIUM
NIGRIFICANS, THERMOPHiLIC SULPHATE-REDUCING
BACTERIUM AbS-17522
LACTATE AND PYRUVATE GRADIENTS BETNEEN RED BLOOD
CELLS AND PLASMA OF GUINEA PIG DURING ASPHYXIA
A65-80073
Q
QUALITY
S FLYING QUALITY
S HANDLING QUALITY
QUALITY CONTROL
ENI'IANCING QUALITY OF iMAGERY iNVESTiGATED USING
STANDARD TEST PATTERNS AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
AMRL-TR-65-28 N65-30632
GUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM iN MiliTARY TRAINING
PROGRAM
TR-65--6 NbS-3376T
QUANTUM NUMBER
SA ANGULAR MOMENTUM
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL PERCEPTION IN COMPARISON NiTH
PHOTODETECTORSw QUANTUM ASPECTSw AND PROBLEMS OF
COLOR PERCEPTION
AO--bII6D1 NbS-33479
A-31T
QUINONE SUBJECTINDEX
QUINONE
QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN QUINONE COMPOSITION OF
CHLORELLA HYDROGENASE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
OFGROWTH A65-81194
R
RABBIT
OXYGEN INHALATION IN PROLONGATION OF TIME OF
USEFUL CONSCIOUSNESS IN SUBSEQUENT NITROGEN
INHALATION BY RABBITS 665-31343
ELECTRORETINOGRAM OF UNANESTHETIZED RABBITS AT
HIGH ALTITUDE IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER
IO-G STRESS STUDIED BY A AND B WAVES EVOKED BY
STROBOSCOPIC FLASH 665-31347
ADENOSINE-5-MONOPHDSPHORIC ACID EFFECT ON
ERYTHROCYTE SURVIVAL IN LEAD OR PHENYLHYDRAZINE
POISONED RABBITS A65-BOOO3
NYSTAGMUS AND VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN RABBIT
DURING ROTATION 665-80033
ROLE OF HYPOTHALAMUS ON ERYTHROPOIETIC RESPONSE TO
HYPOXIA IN RABBIT 665-80039
INFLUENCE OF HIGH TEMPERATURE ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF MUSCLE IN RABBIT
665-80234
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF BACTERIAL /BACTERIUM
PARACOLII ANTIGENS IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
OF RABBIT INDUCED BY GAMMA IRRADIATION
665-80264
MEASUREMENT OF ERYTHROCYTE FLOW RATE IN
CAPILLARIES OF RABBIT LUNG USING
CINEMATOGRAPHIC METHODS 665-80312
UTRICULAR FUNCTION STUDIED EXPERIMENTALLY
IN RABBITS BY INDUCING ACTION POTENTIAL OF
UTRICULAR NERVE WITH LINEAR ACCELERATION
A65-80334
HYPERCAPNIC EFFECT ON NORMAL AND STIMULATED
POTENTIALS OF INTACT AND ISOLATED CEREBRAL CORTEX
IN RABBITS 665-8044I
POSSIBLE INJURY FROM UHF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CORTEX IN RABBITS
A65-80442
SLEEP INDUCING HUMORAL SUBSTANCE IN DIALYSATE OF
SLEEPING DONOR 665-80454
RESPONSE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS TO IONIZING
RADIATION AND CORIDLIS ACCELERATION IN RABBITS
A65-80536
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN QUICK COMPONENT OF NYSTAGMUS
AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION
A65-8060I
REACTION OF AUTONOMIC CENTERS OF HYPOTHALAMUS AND
CEREBELLUM TO IONIZING RADIATION
A65-80650
EFFECT OF SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM FOOD
DEPRI_TION ON BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL, FOOD INTAKE AND
CONDITIONING IN RABBITS WITH MEDIAL HYPDTHALAMIC
LESIONS 665-80653
CORRELATION OF DIENCEPHALIC AND BULBOVESTIBULAR
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREAS A65-BO688
DEPENDENCE DF RESPONSE OF INDIVIDUAL NEURONS OF
RABBIT LATERAL GENICULATE BODY ON IHE INTENSITY
OF LIGHT STIMULUS A65-BO70I
INTERACTION BETWEEN EVOKED POTENTIAL AND
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC FIELD OF RABBIT CEREBRAL
CORTEX 665-80702
INHIBITION IN SYSTEMS OF VISUAL CORTEX NEURONS BY
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI IN RABBITS
665-80703
A-3IB
EFFECT OF ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ON ELECTRIC POTENTIALS OF ISOLATED AREA OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX IN RABBIT A65-80713
EFFECT OF ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY ON SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE CONTENT OF BLOOD AND BRAIN AND SMALL
INTESTINE IN RABBITS FOLLOWING X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-80717
SENSITIVITY OF RABBIT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
CONTINUOUS ULTRAHIGH-FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD 665-80801
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTRAMUSCULAR TEMPERATURE AND
SINGLE AND POLYPHASIC POTENTIAL OF STRIATED MUSCLE
IN RABBITS 665-80832
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATIE_N EFFECT ON BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL
IN RABBITS 665-80837
BEHAVIORAL ACTIVATION IN RABBIT AFTER INJECTION OF
DIALYSATE OBTAINED DURING STIMULATION OF MIOBRAIN
RETICULAR SYSTEM 665-80877
THERMOSTAT OF ORGANISM AND ITS SETTING IN RABBIT
A65-80912
EYE NYSTAGMUS ELICITED BY STIMULATION OF
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREA OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN RABBIT
A65-_0944
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NYSTAGMUS QUICK COMPONENT AND
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS IN RABBITS
A65-80982
SUPPRESSION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX VISUAL NEURONS BY
AUDITORY STIMULUS 665-80986
METHYLENE BLUE IN TREATMENT OF DECABORANE TOXICITY
IN RABBIT 665-81034
PROGRESS IN TELEMEIERING MUSCLE POTENTIALS AND
RESPIRATORY DATA A65-81056
NYSTAGMUS EVOKED BY INTERMITTENT PHOTIC
STIMULATION OF RABBIT EYE A65-81086
FUNDUSCOPIC AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF
CHURIORETINAL INJURY AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE TIME
BY LASER AND LIGHT COAGULATOR IN RABBITS
A65-BI093
INFLUENCE OF LIGHT TO DARK RATIO ON DIURNAL CYCLE
OF LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY IN RABBIT
A65-BIIO7
OPHTHALMOLOGIC AND HISTOLOGIC CHANGES IN RABBIT
EYES INDUCED BY ULTRASOUND 665-81216
BLOOD COAGULATION PROCESS IN EXPERIMENTAL LEAD
POISUNING OF RABBITS A65-81255
BEHAVIOR OF BLOOD PLATELETS DURING EXPERIMENTAL
LEAD POISONING IN RABBITS A65-81256
F_RMATION DF METHEMOGLDBIN IN RABBITS AFTER
INTRAVLNOUS INJECTION OF CHEMICAL RADIOPROTECTDRS
A65-81267
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS IN RABBIT AND OAT
SKIN A65-81278
INFLUENCE OF ULTRASOUND ON PERMEABILITY OF
BLDOD'-,EYE BARRIER AND REFRACTIVE MEDIA ON EYE IN
RABBITS A65-81289
UPIAKE AND EXCRETION OF CRYSTALLINE AND SERUM
BILIRUBIN IN ISOLAIED RABBIT LIVERS DURING HYPOXIC
AND OXYGENATED CONDITIONS A65-81415
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE OF ONE EYEBALL TO ULTRASOUND ON
CEREBRAL VISUAL CENTERS IN RABBIT
A65-BI449
INVERSION OF PHOTIC EVOKED POTENTIALS IN VrSUAL
CORTEX OF CONSCIOUS RABBITS A65-81485"
INHIBITION OF INDUCED ACTIVITY /LIGHT STIMULUS/ OF
NEURONS OF OPTIC ZONE DURING ACTION OF SOUND
STIMULUS A65-81626
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND PULSE RATE OF RABBIT AS
AFFECTED BY OXYGEN BREATHING FOLLOWING HYPOXIA
A65-81666
ELECTRORETINOGRAM OF RABBIT RESPONSE TO LIGHT
FLASH DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION IN LOW
PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER GRAVITATIONAL STRESS
A65-81669
TRANSPLANTS OF HEMOPOIETIC TISSUE AS
RADIOPROTECTIVE MECHANISM IN RABBITS
A65-BI676
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF MICROWAVES OF SKIN IN
ALBINO RATS AND RABBITS A65-B1699
PEROXIDASE_ ALKALINE PHOSPHATASEt POLYSACCHARIDEI
AND MITOCHONDRIA OF RABBIT LEUKOCYTE AS AFFECTEO
BY ANOXIA IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
A65-81841
DEVELOPMENT OF PYROGENIC MECHANISM RELATED TO
HEAT REGULATION IN GROWING RABBITS AND GUINEA
PIGS A6S-8IBT9
DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
IN RABBITS ADAPTED TO DARKNESS A65-B[963
DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
BY ELECTRORETINOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
RESPONSE TO WHITE LIGHT FLASHES IN RABBITS
A65-81966
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSFUSION OF BONE NARROW IN
ASCORBIC ACID SOLUTION IN RADIATION SICKNESS IN
RABBITS A65-82030
AGE F-_CTOR AS RELATED TO INDUCTION OF CATARACTS BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION IN RABBIT A6S-B2037
MICROWAVE CATARACTOGENESIS IN YOUNG RABBITS AS
RELATED TO RADIATION INTENSITY AND EXPOSURE TIME
AbS-B2061
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND ENDOGENOUS RESPIRATION IN
CELLS FROM THE VESTIBULAR NUCLEUS IN RABBITS
AbS-820TO
ALTERATION OF SURFACTANT SUBSTANCE IN LUNG IN
OXYGEN POISONING IN RABBITS A65-B2100
NYSTAGHIC RESPONSES TO ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
DIENCEPHALIC CENTERS AND TO ROTATORY STIMULATION
OF VESTIBULAR RECEPTORS IN RABBIT
A65-82139
STAPEDIUS REFLEX TO TONE STIMULI OF MEDIUM
LOUDNESS IN ALERT RABBIT A65-8216Z
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN COLD AND WARN ADAPTED
RABBITS EXPOSED TO PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRECOOLING A6S-82166
DISTURBANCE IN CARBON METABOLISM IN EXPERIMENTAL
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING IN RABBITS
A65-B2IB3
EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE ON NYSTAGMIC RESPONSE OF
RABBITS TO ROTATION-ACCELERATORY STIMULI
A65-B2194
RESPONSES OF VISUAL SYSTEM TO CPTOKINETIC STIMULI
IN RABBITS A65-B2227
UPTAKE OF CATECHOLAMINES BY HEART OF RABBITS
TREATED WITH SEGONTINt A NEW AMINE DRUG
AbS-B2238
SITES OF S-REACTIVE PROTEIN FORMATION FOLLOWING
GAMMA RADIATION EXPOSURE IN RABBITS
A65-B2260
ROLE OF ARTERIAL CHEMORECEPTORS AND BARORECEPTORS
IN CIRCULATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA IN RABBITS
A65-82274
ALTERED CARDIAC MUSCLE TISSUE RETENTION OF
EXOGENOUS NORADRENALINE PRODUCED BY STRESS IN
YOUNG RABBITS A65-82316
ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF
CEREBRAL AND NESOOIENCEPHALIC NYSTAGMOGENIC
CENTERS IN RABBITS WITH INJURY AND ELECTRIC
STIMULATION A65-82356
CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF RABBITS AND
DOGS CAUSED BY EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION
N65-I3722
OXYGEN USED IN REDUCTION OF ADVERSE EFFECTS OF
ELEVATED CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN
RABBITS N65-1TBO7
NYSTAGNUS IN RABBITSe IONIZING RADIATION OF
HYPOTHALAHUS, MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATIONt BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATS, AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-20139
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON NEUROSECRETION OF
NUCLEI IN HYPOTHALAMIC AREA OF RABBITS
N65-201_1
RADIOLOGY - EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION ON EYESt
EXPOSURE OF MICE TO GAMMA RADIATION, AND
LEUKOCYTE AND BONE NARROff CHANGES IN RABBITS
EXPOSED TO RADIATION
FTD-TT-66-7z_.6/1&2 N65-21208
INTRACELLULAR SUBSTANCES IN BLOOD LEUKOCYTES,
AND BONE MARROW OF RABBITS EXPOSED TO RADIATION
N65-21211
MORPHOLOGY OF EXPERIMENTAL CHOLERA PATHOGENESIS IN
INFANT RABBITS - HUMAN DISEASE NbS--222_
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON INHIBITORY
ACTION OF CALYX-LIKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON IN
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF RABBIT MEDULLA
N65-23373
SKIN LESIONS ON WHITE RATS AND RABBITS CAUSED BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION N65-Z8TO7
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE AND
EXTERNAL PRESSURE IN RABBITS
FTD-TT-65-307/182_6 N65-3092T
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF COBALT 60
GAMMA RADIATION AND X-RAYS ON CARTILAGE OF
YOUNG RABBIT LARYNX
ANL-TRANS-121 N65-32833
AMINO ACID CONTENTS IN BLOOD PLASMA OF RABBITS
WITH ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
ETO-TT-6S-383/1E4 N05-33411
RACE FACTOR
BOOY TEMPERATUREv HEART RATE ANO SWEATING RATE IN
RESPONSE TO HEAT STRESS IN ARABS AND CAUCASIANS
A65-8006T
HEART RATE, BODY TEMPERATURE, AND SWEAT RATE
RESPONSES TO HEAT OF AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES AND
CAUCASIANS A65-80068
PHYSIOLOGICAL REGULATION IN MOIST HEAT BY YOUNG
AMERICAN NEGRO AND WHITE MALES A65-80690
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT
ANTHROPOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS TO PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN TEMPERATE AND TROPIC ENVIRONMENTS
Ab5-BOgOL
SODIUM AND POTASSIUM LOSSES THROUGH SWEATING
DURING WORK IN SAHARA BY ACCLIMATIZED EUROPEANS
AND NATIVES A65-80959
ANTHRJDPOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF VARIOUS NOMADIC
RACIAL C_ROUPS LIVING IN SAHARA A65-B0964
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-81132
ACCLINATIZATION AND BODY AND SKIN TEMPERATURES OF
A-319
RADAR SUBJECTINDEX
YOUNG AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL MEN AND WOMEN SLEEPING
OUTSIDE IN COLD ENVIRONMENT WITH LITTLE PROTECTION
A65-82162
RADAR
SA SATELLITE-BORNE RADAR
SA SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBILITY OF RADAR INDUCED
CATARACT A65-81073
TEAM TRAINING IN SIMULATED RADAR-CONTROL
INTERCEPTION TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-1327-I N65-16173
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS -
IDENTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ORDNANCE RADAR REPAIR COURSE
,MUMRRO-RR-15 N65-I7618
RADAR ANTENNA
RADIATION POWER FLUX DENSITY OF RADAR ANTENNAS
MEASURED FOR EVALUATING WORKING CONDITIONS OF
AIRPORT RADAR INSTALLATIONS
FTD-TT-65-345/I&4 N65-32289
RADAR BEAM
EFFECTS OF RADAR BEAM ON MIGRATORY BIRDS - EFFECT
OF ULTRASHORT ELECTROMAGNETIC HAVES ON
BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS
NRC-TT-II61 N65-28815
RADAR MAP
SYMBOLS FOR HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO MAPS_
CONSIDERING AERONAUTICAL AND NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL
CONFIGURATIONS A65-21613
RADAR NAVIGATION
SHIP-BASED RADAR AND ASPECTS OF HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS RELATING
TO RADAR CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE
A65-30136
RADAR OBSERVATION
POLARIZATION DISPLAY _YSTEM FOR SIDE-LOOKING
RADAR TARGET DETECTION
AMRL-TR-66-82 N65-I3995
RADAR TARGET
RADAR TARGET DETECTION BY TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
OPERATORS
AD-65576T N65-16422
RADAR TRACKING
RADAR TARGET TRACKING PERFORMANCE FOR PLAN
POSITION INDICATOR DISPLAY AND AUTCMATIC COMPUTER
A65-11895
X-RAY AND RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION HEALTH HAZARDS
SURROUNDING RADAR TRACKING SYSTEM
NASA-TM-X-55110 N65-1260B
RADIANT ENERGY
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY_ TEMPERATUREt
HUMIDITYv CHEMICAL EFFECTSt GUARD CELL ACTIDN_
AND MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
N65-23941
RADIANT HEATING
HUMAN EODY AS RADIOMETER AND NULL-POINT SENSOR OF
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITYt DESCRIBING HEAT
EXCHANGE QUANTITATIVELY IN COMPLEX RADIANT
ENVIRONMENT AbS-24OT6
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND MEANS OF PROTECTION AGAINST
SOLAR RADIATION A65-80967
RADIATION
SA ACOUSTIC RADIATION
SA ALPHA RADIATION
SA ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
SA BETA RADIATION
5A BLACK BODY RADIATION
SA COSMIC RADIATION
SA ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
SA GAMMA RADIATION
SA INFRARED RADIATION
SA IONIZING RADIATION
SA IRRADIATION
SA LONG WAVE RADIATION
SA MICROWAVE RADIATION
SA MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION
SA NUCLEAR RADIATION
SA SKY RADIATION
SA SOLAR RADIATION
SA SPACE RADIATION
SA THERMAL RADIATION
SA TRAPPED RADIATION
SA ULTRASONIC RADIATION
SA ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
SA VISIBLE RADIATION
SA X-RAY
RADIATION EFFECT ON FOOD SATIATION IN RHESUS
MONKEY AbS-BI546
-BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-15 N65-14941
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC EVALUATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE
TO HEMOGLOBIN IN RAT AND PIGEON BLOOD
N65-26380
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PATTERNS OF NATURE
BNL-924/T-3Bll N65-34107
ARTICLES ON BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH - MITOGENETIC
RADIATION, STRUCTURE OF PIGEON UTRICLE, ION
TRANSPORT IN RAT-CORTEX SECTIONS, AND
BIOELECTRICAL PHENOMENA IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-32209 N65-35150
DATA AND THEORIES PERTAINING TO MITDGENETIC
RADIATION BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH N65-35151
RADIATION ABSORPTION
ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS BY AQUATIC
PLANTS
REPT.-I38 N65-21186
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIATION
ABSORPTION ON ANIMALS, FLIGHT MEDICINEt
PSYCHOLOGYt PSYCHIATRY, PHYSIOLOGY_ AND HUMAN
PATHOLOGY N65-21202
INITIAL CHEMICAL DAMAGE DUE TO RADIANT ENERGY
ABSORPTION IN CELLULAR STRUCTURES
N65-23451
CORRELATION BETWEEN LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER AND
ABSORBED RADIATION DOSEw AND RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVENESS IN YEAST
NASA-DR-67239 N65-35107
BONE DEMINERALIZATION STUDIES OF GEMINI IV
CREW USING RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITOMETRY
N65-36106
RADIATION BELT
SA ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT
SA TRAPPED RADIATION
SA VAN ALLEN BELT
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM ON
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH AT FLORENCE IN
MAY I964 AbS-306TI
RADIATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED SPACE
FLIGHTS INVESTIGATEC_ USING TISSUE-EQUIVALENT
IONIZATION CHAMBERS A65-30674
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY OF ABSORBED RADIATION
FROM NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL GEORADIATION BELTS
REGISTERED BY SOVIET SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS DURING
FLIGHTS IN 1960 TO 1963 AbS-BO85b
RADIATION COUNTER
LOW LEVELw DIAGNOSTIC LEVEL AND HIGH LEVEL
COUNTERS FUR DETECTING AND LOCALIZING
RADIOACTIVITY IN PATIENTS NbS-25663
RADIATION DETECTOR
SA PARTICLE DETECTOR
TRANSISTORIZED RADIATION MONITOR
A65-BD759
A-320
$i/_,iECTi_E_ RADIATIONDOSE
WHOLE-BODY IRRADIATION SCANNER SYSTEM USING
THICK SODIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION DETECTOR
N65-25666
RADIATION DISTRIBUTION
NATURAL BACKGROUND AND RADIATION LEVELS
ATTRIBUTABLE TO LABORATORY OPERATIONS DURING
1963
BNL-915/T-3T6/ N65-36205
RADIATION DOSE
HYPOXIA EFFECT ON SUCCESS OF SECOND HOMOLOGOUS
GRAFT OF BONE NARROW IN PREVIOUSLY IRRADIATED AND
GRAFTED NICE A65-12BB5
CYTOKINETIC RESPONSES OF MONOLAYERS OF EPITHELIAL
CELLS TO PROTON IRRADIATION AT DIFFERENT DOSAGE
LEVELS / A65-14806
SPACE RADIOBIOLDGY TRAINING AND OPERATIONS TO
MINIMIZE ASTRONAUT RAOIATION DOSE
A65-14832
BIOLOGICAL CHANGES DUE TO MICROWAVE ABSORPTION,
EXAMINING ENERGY LOSSES DUE TO ION CONDUCTIVITY
AND DIELECTRIC LOSSES DUE TO POLARIZATION
RELAXATION IN WATER le_3LECULES A65-29938
EFFECTIVE RESIDUAL 4POSE CONCEPT OF LETHAL
RADIATION TO HUMAN ANO SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING
AIAA PAPER 65-69T A65-30195
RECOVERY RATE AND DOSE-REDUCTION FACTOR IN
CYSTEANINE-TREATEO PA]USE AFTER FRACTIONATED
X-IRRADIAT10N A65-BOIT[_
GENETIC EFFECT OF LOW RADIATION DOSES AND PROBLEMS
OF CHEMICAL RADIDPROTECTION A65-80656
MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL RADIATION DOSE REGISTERED BY
INSTRUMENTS ON BOARD OF SOVIET SPACESHIPS
VOSTOK-5 AND VDSTOK-6 A65-8OBST
MICROWAVE CATARACTOGENESIS IN YOUNG RABBITS AS
RELATED TO RADIATION INTENSITY AND EXPOSURE TINE
A65-82061
RADIATION DOSES MEASURED IN SOVIET NANNED ORBITAL
FLIGHTS
FTD-TT-63-101T/1 N65-108TT
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ACCUMULATED RADIATION
DOSE IN BLOOD DIVERTED THROUGH SHUNT
01-82-0362 N6_-10964
ROENTGEN AND GAMMA RADIATION DOSAGE MEASUREMENT
FOR RADIATION THERAPY
JPRS-2752T N65-11232
LETHAL ACCUMULATION OF X-RAY IRRADIATION BY NICE
FROH FRACTIONATED EXPOSURE
USNRDL-TR-TB4 N65-11666
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF COSMIC RADIATION FOUND
ON EARTH-MOON FLIGHT PATH
NASA-TT-F-2T9 N65-11908
RADIATION DOSAGE FOR HUMAN ORGANS AND TISSUES
N65-12628
RADIATION EFFECT ANO DOSINETRY STUDIES
HW-B3605 N65-12939
CORRELATION OF RADIATION DISEASE DATA IN MICE WITH
LIFE EXPECTANCY AFTER GAMNA IRRADIATION - DOSAGE
RANGE DIFFERENCE DUE TO INDIVIDUAL
N65-21210
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS AND SCREENING FOR
RADIATION PROTECTIVE COMPOUNDS OF LIVING CELLS -
BIODOSINETRY N65-222BB
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND HUNAN TOLERANCE RESTRICTIONS
TO RADIATION
ORNL-3820 N65-25582
RADIATION PROTECTION AND GENETICS, AND RECOVERY
PROCESSES DURING POST-RADIATION PERIOD -
RADiDBIOLOGY SURVEY OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
ANIMALS. INSECTS. AND YEAST CELLS
AEC-TR-6604 N65-263TB
IRRADIATION OF BEETLES FOR MEASURING OXYGEN EFFECT
ON RADIATION AT VARIOUS RADIATION DOSE RATES
N65-26304
IRRADIATION OF YEAST FOR TESTING MATHEMATICAL
MODEL FOR REMOVAL OF EFFECTIVE DOSE -
PHOTOREACTIVATION OF CELLS IRRADIATED BY
ULTRAVIOLET N65-Z6386
CALCULATION OF ABSORBED DOSES OF LONG WAVE X-RAYS
AND RELATION BETWEEN IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND
FILTRATION OF PRIMARY BEAM
JPRS-3ObT2 Nb5-26BO3
ABSORBED DOSES OF LONG WA_E X-RAY RADIATION BY
VOLTAGE PRODUCTION. GEOMETRIC CONDITIONS.
QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS.
DISTRIBUTION IN ADJACENT TISSUE. AND FOCUS DOSE
N65-26804
t
FILTERS FOR ROENTGENOGRAPHYt ANGIOGRAPHY. AND
CINEMATOGRAPHY TO DETERMINE RELATION BETWEEN
IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND FILTRATION OF PRIMARY
BEAM N6S-2bBO5
MEASURENENT OF DOSE ABSORBED IN VARIOUS ORGANS
AS FUNCTION OF EXTERNAL GAMMA RAY EXPOSURE
AECL-2240 N65-27471
EFFECT OF WIDE X-RAY BEAM AND FINITE PHANTOM
THI_KNESS ON 1000 KPV X-RAY DEPTH DOSE .
UR-bbT NbS-29BB6
X-RAY ABSORPTION IN DOSE-EQUATED MATERIALS -
TABULATION OF ATTENUATION AND ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENTS FOR PLASTICS. COMPOUNDS, AND
GASES VS MUSCLE AND BONE
WL-TR-_6-134 N65-29998
RADIATION DEPTH DOSE FROM INCIDENT ISDTRDPIC FLUX
DF HONOENERGETIC PROTONS IN ARBITRARY SIZE
SPHERES WITH TISSUE-EQUIVALENT MATERIAL
UCRL-I0980 N65-32064
THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF ABSORBED RADIATION DOSE
IN TISSUE - EFFECTS DE SHELL CORRECTIONS TO
STOPPING POWER IN DOSE STUDIES
ORNL-P-659 N65-32B29
TISSUE DOSAGES FROM ALPHA PARTICLES AND HEAVY
NUCLEI IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEANS IN SPACE
NASA-CR-64997 N65-33865
CALCULATED TISSUE CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION
FACTORS FOR NUCLEONS BELOW 400 ME V ENERGY
N65-36596
SECONDARY PARTICLE CONTRIBUTION TO RADIATION DOSE
FROM MONOENERGETIC PROTON BEAMS AND VALIDITY OF
CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
N65-3459T
VALIDITY OF STRAIGHT AHEAD APPROXIMATION IN SPACE
VEHICLE SHIELDING CALCULATIONS - RADIATION DOSE
N65-36598
GUALITY FACTORS FOR DEGRADED PROTON SPECTRA FROM
RAFIO OF DOSE EQUIVALENT TO ABSORBED DOSE -
RADIATION DOSE MEASURENENTS IN SKIN
N65-34605
APPLICATION OF GENERALIZED CONCEPT OF DDSINETRY TO
SPACE RADIATION - HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
N65-36607
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROTON DOSE RATES IN TISSUE
SPHERES AND SLABS N65-34611
ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF PROTON DOSE RATES BEHIND
SPHERICAL MULTILAYER SHIELDING FOR CALCULATION
CF BODY, SKIN. DEPTH. AND LOCAL PROTON DOSAGE
N65--34629
CALCULATION OFPROTON PENETRATION AND DOSE RATES
FOR TISSUE. ALUMINUN. AND OTHER SHIELDING
MATERIALS N65-34630
A-321
RADIATION EFFECT SUBJECT INDEX
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF PROTONS AND
ALPHA PARTICLES - RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS
N65-34632
RELATIVE MERITS OF STOCHASTIC AND NONSTATISTICAL
METHODS OF COMPUTING PRIMARY IONIZATION DOSES -
RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS N65-34633
TOLERABLE DOSAGES OF IONIZING RADIATION FOR CREW
MEMBERS OF SPACECRAFTS
NASA-TT-F-9589 N65-35524
MINIATURE DOSIMETER FOR APOLLO PROJECT ASTRONAUTS
NASA-CR-65157 N65-36441
RADIATION EFFECT
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON DNA TRANSCRIPTION
IN ESCHERICHIA COLI CELLS AND RNA MESSENGER
DECAY A65-10633
COSMIC RADIATION EFFECT ON HUMAN SKIN, PRIMARILY
TOPOGRAPHICAL LOCALIZATION AND HISTOLOGICAL
CHANGES A65-14574
SOLAR AND COSMIC RAY EFFECTS ON PROGENY YIELDS IN
FRUIT FLY DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER SUBJECTED TO
MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT A65-17351
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON URACIL CARBON 14
INCORPORATION INTO ESCHERICHIA COLI CELLS IN
DILUTE SUSPENSION AbS-IB224
CRITICAL ACCELERATION ENDURANCE INCREASE OF
IRRADIATED MICE, NOTING SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS
A65-I8374
REPAIR OF UV DAMAGED DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
CULTURED MAMMALIAN CELLS CONTAINING BROMURACIL
DEOXYRIBOSIDE AbS-IB398
AEROSPACE MEDICINE REPORT ON RADIATION BIOLOGY
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS IN MANNED
SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
A65-18633
IN VITRO STUDY OF O-GLUCOSE INTESTINAL ABSORPTION
IN ACTIVE AND HIBERNATING_ IRRADIATED AND
NONIRRADIATED GROUND SQUIRREL A65-20020
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE IRRADIATION ON
ANIMALS, DISCUSSING DOSIMEIRY PROBLEMS OF
MICROWAVE FIELD AND HEATING PATTERNS
A65-Z0934
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON BREEDING_
PERIPHERAL BLOOD COMPOSITIONy CONDITIONED REFLEX
ACTIVITY AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS OF
WHITE MICE A65-20935
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON SKIN LESIONS OF
WHITE RATS AND RABBITS A65-20936
RADIO WAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CONTENT OF
NUCLEIC ACID AND POLYNUCLEASE ACTIVITY OF WHITE
RATS A65-20937
HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF ORGANS OF NICE IRRADIATED
WITH CO 60 AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-20985
EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS AND VIBRATION ON DIELECTRIC
AND OSMOTIC PROPERTIES AND CATION BALANCE OF WHOLE
BLOOD AND ERYTHROCYTES A65-2194I
MYELINATED FIBER DEGENERATION AND REGENERATION IN
CEREBRAL AND CEREBELLAR CORTEX DAMAGED BY 48 MEV
ALPHA PARTICLE RADIATION A65-2L945
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT ON PROTEIN COMPOSITION OF
BLOOD A65-Z429b
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION IN
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH - MOON TRAJECTORY
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE
A65-2509B
HIGH ALTITUDE RADIATION EFFECTS ON MILITARY AND
CIVILIAN PILOTS MEDICALLY ASSESSED FOR SST
FLIGHTS A65-2906B
A-322
VOSTOK V AND VI BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONCERNING COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANT SEEDS, CELLS AND FRUIT
FLIES A65-30689
NASA BIOSATELLITE PROGRAM TO STUDY PHYSIOLOGICALt
EVOLUTIONARY AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESSt RADIATION AND REMOVAL FROM EARTH
ROTATION A65-30692
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT
ON APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN RUDIMENTARY
CELLS OF DROSOPHILA A65-32302
DELAYED RADIATION EFFECTS ON MORTALITY RATE IN
ABDOMEN-IRRADIATED RATS A65-33405
MECHANISM OF RAISED RESISTANCE TO HYPOXIA IN ACUTE
RADIATION INJURY IN RAT A65-80100
CHANGES IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS IRRADIATED IN
HYPOTHERMIC STATE A65-81267
GENETIC CROSSOVER IN DROSOPHILA MALES UNDER
INFLUENCE OF VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND GAMMA
RADIATION N65-10066
TUMOR PRODUCING EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON
IRRADIATION ON RATS
JPRS-27343 N65-10653
ANIMAL STUDIES ON RADIATION EFFECTS, IRRADIATION
EXPOSURE, AND USE OF THERAPEUTIC COMPOUNDS AS
PROTECTIVE AGENTS AGAINST INJURY
AD-607952 N65-11098
RADIATION EFFECT AND DOSIMETRY STUDIES
HW-83605 N65-12939
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTON RADIATION IN SPACE
FLIGHT N65-13632
VIBRATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON ACIDIFYING
PROCESSES IN BRAIN TISSUES OF RATS
N65-13730
RADIATION REACTIONS AND CHEMICAL PROTECTION OF
ANIMALS EXPOSED TO HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
Nb5-1378I
NEUROLOGY - SPINAL CORD REFLEX ACTIVITY, RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA, AND RADIATION
EFFECTS ON HUMAN EEG
FTD-TT-64-2671182 N65-14470
GRAVITATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON UNICELLULAR
ORGANISMS AND MICROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR
OBSERVING LIVING CELLS
NASA-OR-51799 N65-15368
COMBINED EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND
X-RAYS ON MAMMALIAN BONE MARROW CELLS
N65-I5446
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PLANTS AND GRAVITY EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-28405 NAS-ISAT6
CHANGES ARISING IN PLANTS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
IONIZING RADIATION N65-15678
FLASH BLINDNESS DUE TO RADIATION FROM NUCLEAR
EXPLOSION
NADC-ML-6412 N65-15710
RADIATION EFFECTS IN MAN AND ANIMAL ORGANISM
HW-83613 N65-15860
LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON VERTEBRATE EMBRYOS
N65-16624
IONIZING IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF CATS AND RATS, AND ON NEURONS AND
NEUROGLIA IN TISSUE CULTURE - X-RAY IRRADIATION
NASA-OR-5223[ N65-ITO6B
PROTON IRRADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING TISSUE
NASA-CR-52679 NbS-17289
Juu,,L_ ....... _ RADIATID,N ZFF."CT CONTD
IRRADIATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES TO EXTEND
SHELF LIFE
UCD-B4P80-2 N65-18999
RADIATION EFFECT ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF MAMMALIAN
TISSUE, RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDSt AND GAMMA IRRADIATION INFLUENCE ON
LIFESPAN
AD-610947 N65-I92LI
EFFECT OF X-IRRADIATION ON COENZYME A LEVELS IN
LIVERS OF MICE N65-I92L2
INFLUENCE OF X-IRRADIATION ON DEVELOPMENT OF
DETOXIEICATION SYSTEM FOR PHOSPHORDTHIOATES IN
RAT LIVERS N65-I9213
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ON
RADIATION LETHALITY IN MICE N65-19214
HYPEROXIA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON RADIATION
LETHALITY, AND EFFECT OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN ON SURVIVAL OF MICE, RATS,
AND RABBITS N65-L9217
RADIATION INDUCED CHANGES IN ADENOSINE
IRIPHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY OF SPLEEN APPLIED TO
CHRONIC GAMMA IRRADIATION AND INFLUENCE OF
VARIOUS FACTORS ON ACUTE RADIATION INJURY
N65-19218
SPACE FLIGHT AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL BLOOD SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION, VASCULAR
REACTION TD CORIOLIS ACCELERATION, AND EFFECT
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-29156 N65-19645
RADIATION INJURIES AND RESTORATIVE PROCESSES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF MAMMALS
JPRS-292BB N65-19665
EFFECTS ON EYES OF NEAR-MAXIMUM DOSAGES OF GAMMA
AND NEUTRON RADIATION - OPHTHALMOLOGY
N65-21209
RADIATION EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL CELLS AND WHOLE
ORGANISMS
FTD-TT-62-3551L&2&4 N65-21540
USE OF FREE PHACE AND SYSTEM PHAGE-BACTERIUM IN
STUDYING BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29606 N65-2[570
EFFECT OF MASSIVE DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION UPON
CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
N65-22304
TOLERANCE OF ACCELERATIONS OF CRITICAL MAGNITUDE
IN IRRADIATED ORGANISM - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-22724
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIVING
TISSUES AND ORGANISMS
AID-C-04-16 N65-22844
RADIATION DAMAGE AND EFFECTS IN INTRACELLULAR
COMPONENTS, DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS,
IONIZING RADIATION, AND RADIATION PROTECTION
FTD-TT-64-SIS/I&2 N65-23450
INITIAL CHEMICAL DAMAGE DUE TO RADIANT ENERGY
ABSORPTION IN CELLULAR STRUCTURES
N65-234SL
RADIOBIOLOGICAL DAMAGE IN AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC
SYSTEMS N65-23452
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PROTEIN MOLECULES AND NUCLEIC
ACIDS IN SOLUTION AND ON INTERFACES
N65-23453
X-RAY EFFECT ON INTRACELLULAR BACTERIOPHAGE
PRODUCTIVITY N65-23454
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS N65-23455
DRY BACTERIAL SPORE RADIATION SENSITIVITY STUDY
FOR DETERMINATION OF INTRACELLULAR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS DURING IRRADIATION N65-23456
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI INVESTIGATION AND
X-IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SYNTHESIS IN ANIMAL CELLS N65-23458
X-RAY AND AMINO ACID ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA
SYNTHESIS AND ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN IN LIVER CELLS
N65-23459
RADIATION EFFECT ON LIPID COMPLEXES AND ON LIPID
METABOLISM IN CELL N65-23460
EFFECT OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES ON MITOSIS AND
CAPACITY TO INTENSIFY DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
SYNTHESIS AFTER RADIATION N65-23461
NORMAL NUCLEAR BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES AND ANALYSIS
OF NUCLEAR RADIATION DAMAGE N65-23462
LETHAL RADIATION DAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA COLT FOR
DETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
FROM X-RAY DOSES N65-23463
IONIZING RADIATION WITH DIFFERENT LINEAR ENERGY
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN
KIDNEY CELLS N65-23464
INITIAL STAGES OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO BIOLOGICAL
CELLS AND GENETIC MATERIALS AND PREVENTIVE
METHODS N65-23_65
HEAVY ACCELERATED ION EFFECT ON ENZYMES AND YEAST
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR MODIFICATION
N65-23466
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE IN NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR
SYSTEMS TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-23467
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES ON
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND
ANIMALS
TlO-3910* SUPPL. 3 N65-23596
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF BURNS ON
RETINA OF EYE BY RADIATION - MATHEMATICAL
THEORY
FPRC/1222 N65-23616
RADIATION EFFECT ON RETINA - BURN INJURY STUDY
R-L7_7 N65-Z3889
RADIATION EFFECTS ON FISH LIPIDS - RANCIDITY,
SPOILAGE, COLOR, AND NATURAL FLAVOR LOSS
TIO-214O5 N65-24236
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON ORIGIN
AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN lEUKEMIA AND PATHOLOGY
JPRS-30161 N65-24315
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OBSERVATION
OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHAGES
N65-24616
CONTAMINATION OF ENVIRONMENT BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
AND ASSESSING RISK OF INDUCTION OF MALIGNANCES
BY RADIATION IN MAN N65-24618
PHYSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AND LONGEVITY,
CYBERNETICS_ X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT, AND
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - SCIENTIFIC
CONFERENCE REPORTS
JPRS-30099 N6S-24875
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF
DIGESIIVE SYSTEM TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
N65-Z4877
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING ORGANISMS AND
RADIOBIDLOGICAL PROCESSES IN INDIVIDUAL CELLS
JPRS-30541 N65-25430
CHROMOSOMAL MUTATION IN HORSE BEAN - INTERACTION
BETWEEN PRIMARY EFFECTS OF RADIATION AND
CHEMICAL MUTAGENS N65-25612
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN RELATION TO HUMIDITY
OF SEEDS AND IRRADIATION INTENSITY
N65-25614
A-323
RADIATION EXPOSURE SUBdECT INDEX
STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN TEETH OF RATS RESULTING
FROM WHOLE BODY FISSION NEUTRON IRRADIATION
SAM-TR-65-8 _ N65-26241
MEDICAL SURVEY OF PEOPLE OF RONGELAP IN MARSHALL
ISLANDS NINE AND TEN YEARS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
RADIATION FALLOUT
BNL-908IT-371/ N65-26295
REALIZATION PERIOD FOR POTENTIAL RADIATION DAMAGE
IN DIPLOID YEAST CELLS N65-26387
CONFERENCE ON LATE RADIATION EFFECTS, DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN LIVING SYSTEMS, AND AGING PROCESSES
WASH-lOS9 N65-27468
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATION, VIBRATION_
AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM AND
FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9425 N65-277II
METAL-CONTAINING ENZYME DAMAGE AS EVIDENCE OF
BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF PENETRATING RADIATION
T-413-R N65-27930
TRANSLATION OF RUSSIAN ARTICLES ON HYGIENE
AND SANITATION STUDIES, WATER PURIFICATION,
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY, RADIATION INJURY, AND
AIR SAMPLING
JPRS-30993 N65-28294
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON IMMUNITY IN RATS
Nb5-28299
RADIATION EFFECTS DUE TO INTERNALLY DEPOSITED
STRONTIUM 89T STRONTIUM ?Or AND CESIUM 137
N65-28341
RADIATION AND GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON WASPS AND
SHRIMP - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-CR-63829 Nb5-28538
MOLECULAR GENETICS AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON
HEREDITY
FTO-TT-63-121411_2 NbS-2gI31
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL AND MITOCHONDRIAL INVESTIGATION
OF EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON ALBINO MALE RATS
UR-666 N65-29243
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMALS -
RADIOBIULOGY AND PATHOLOGY N65-30218
CHROMOSOMAL DISEASES ANALYZED FOR INVESTIGATING
GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION - HEREDITY
JPRS-31635 N65-31211
MECHANISM OF MAMMALIAN ORGANISM RESPONSE TO
COMBINED EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION AND
NONRADIATION FACTORS N65-31376
EFFECT OF PENETRATING RADIATION ON VESTIBULAR
FUNCTIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM ORGAN AFTER ACUTE
WHOLE-BODY GAMMA IRRADIATION N65-313BI
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON FUNCTIONAL STATE
OF SPINAL REFLEX ARC N65-31383
COMBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND RADIATION ON
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF MOTOR DEFENSE FLEXOR REFLEX
ARC NbS-31385
SUBJECT INDEX TO LITERATURE SURVEY DEALING WITH
RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN EYE
TID-3912/INDEX/ N65-31958
RADIATION DAMAGE AND RECOVERY IN MAMMALIAN ORGANS
BNL-8469 N65-32842
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON WORK CAPACITY_ REPRODUCTIVE
CAPACITYw AND LONGEVITY OF BEAGLE DOGS
UCD-472-111 N65-34324
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTONS AND NEUTRONS IN
LARGE ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34583
RADIOBIOLDGICAL RESULTS OF DOSE DISTRIBUTION FROM
SOLAR FLARE RADIATION - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34584
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES ON SMALL ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34585
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY IONS - RADIATION
EFFECTS IN ANIMALS AND MAN N65-34586
RADIATION EFFECTS THRESHOLDS OF ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS - METALS,
POLYMERS, CERAMICS, SEMICONDUCTORS, AND ELECTRIC
CCMPONENTS
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
LIMITS FOR CREW PROTECTION
SPAC_ RADIATION EFFECTS ON
SHIELDING ANALYSIS
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMtNTAL ANALYSIS
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
N65-34587
APOLLO MISSION - DOSE
N65-34591
APOLLO MISSION -
N65-34592
APOLLO MISSION -
N65-34593
APOLLO MISSION -
CPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR DOSE REDUCTION
N65-34594
RADIATION EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONS AND ENZYMATIC
POTENTIAL OF PLATELETS
EUR-2438.F N65-35006
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION - NEUTRON
COSIMETRY AND RAOIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-31822 N65-35016
GEMINI Ill EXPERIMENT ON SYNERGISTIC EFFECT OF
ZERO GRAVITY AND RADIATION ON HUMAN WHITE BLOOD
C_LLS N65-36114
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON INSECT EMBRYO -
COCKROACH, BLABERUS CRANIIFER
TID-21877 N65-36506
RADIATION EXPOSURE
VOSTOK Ill AND IV SPACE FLIGHT RADIATION
LXPOSURE EFFECT ON PHAGOPRODUCTION OF E. COLT
K-12 ILAMBDA/ SUSPENSIUNS A6S-3SBI8
MASSIVE DOSE RADIATION OF IIIGH ENERGY PROTON-BEAM
IN BIOLOGICAL LXPERIMENTS ON MAMMALS
A65-B0539
REPRODUCTIVE AND HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEMS OF HUMANS
AS AFFECTED BY ACCIDENTAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
A65-80755
LETHAL ACCUMULATION OF X-RAY IRRADIATION BY MICE
FROM FRACTIONATED EXPOSURE
USNROL-TR-784 N6S-llbob
SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION IN ANIMALS EXPOSED TO
RADIATION AND EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT DYNAMICS
JPRS-29434 N65-21237
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEAMS BEHIND
VLRY LOW SHIELDING - RADIATIUN PROTECTION OF
SPACE SUIT
NASA-CR-62198 N65-21724
RADIOSENSITIVITY IN MAN - THERAPEUTIC AND
ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE N65-25667
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
OF SELECTED PRODUCE COMMODITIES
TID-21628 N65-25879
HEALTH AND SAFETY BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN MOVEMENT
AND ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AFTER
RADIATION EXPOSURE
PG-6471CC/ N65-25935
ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE -
DOSIMETRY AND NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY
AECL-2239 N65-27447
SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE CHANGES DURING
EXPOSURE TO INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION
OASA-1566 N65-28921
A-324
COBALT-60 USED TO OBTAIN EXPOSURE MEASUREMENTS/OR
DOSINETRY IN AIR AN{) DEPTH DOSES IN MASONITE
PHANTOM FOR RADIATION EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING
SHEEP
USNRDL-TR-862 N65-30503
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT INDUCED ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA COLI K-1Z - PHAGE
PROOUCTION INOUCED IN BACTERIUM AFTER EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-34963
Tc_qPERATURE CHANGES IN HUMAN SKIN WITH iNTENSE
DIFFUSE THERMAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
ANRL-TR-65-66 Nb5-35065
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION
NASA-TN-X-51592 N65-353LT
RADIATION HAZARD
SOMATIC AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF INTENSE OR CHRONIC
IONIZING RADIATION DURING HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHTS A65-12081
SAFETY THRESHOLDS CALCULATED FOR AMOUNT OF LASER
RADIATION HUMAN EYE CAN ABSORB A65-12397
ASTRONAUT BODY POINT DOSAGES OF RADIATION FROM
SOLAR FLARES UNDER DIFFERENT SHIELDING CONDITIONS
A65-13764
GASTROINTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF THREE RADIONUCLIDES
POTENTIALLY USABLE IN SNAP AUXILIARY PONER DEVICE
STUDIED IN MINIATURE SHINE A65-16556
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF AIRCRAFT OF U.S.S.
CARRIER ENTERPRISE IN MEDITERRANEAN FROM
FEBRUARY TO AUGUST 1963 AbS-I6564
PULSED LASER DOSIMETER THAT MEASURES DANGER LEVEL
OF RADIATION OF DIRECT OR REFLECTEO BEAMS AS
SAFEGUARD TO EYE DAMAGE A65-21951
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATION HAZARD
EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGY OF COSMONAUTS ONBOARD
VOSKHOD I AND II AbS-ZB943
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM ANO NEUROPHYSIOLUGY OF
PRIMATES_ RADIATION HAZARDt BIOLOGICAL RHYTHM AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS STUDIED VIA SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS
A65-30690
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF RADIATION HAZARDS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS TO NOON FROM SOVIET
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND DATA A65-33034
RADIATION HAZARD FROM CONTAMINATED AIRCRAFT
EXPOSED TO RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT A65-80386
RADIATION SAFETY INFORMATION FOR USE IN
ESTABLISHING DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MANNED SPACE
SYSTEMS A65-80633
IONIZING RADIATION STRESS IN NANNED SPACE FLIGHTy
SUPERSONIC FL]GHT_ AND HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
AbB--8084Z
RADIATION ACCIDENTS AND ENERGENCIES IN REDICINEI
RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY A65-81259
FLASH BLINDNESS AND EYE INJURY FROM EXPOSURE TO
ILLUNINATION AND RADIATION FROM SUN AND ATOMIC
BLASTS TOGETHER WITH PROTECTIVE MEASURES
A65--82188
RADIATION HAZARDS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN INDUSTRY AND
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
JPRS-2T032 N65-10120
RADIATION HAZARDS IN HANDLING CRUDE STOCKS AND RAN
MATERIALS CONTAINING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
N65-10123
RAOIATION HAZARD TO MAN FROM IODINE 131
UR-653 N65-12340
RADIATION HAZARD HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT - PERSONS
EXPOSED TO IONIZING RADIATION OR RADIOACTIVE
HATERIALS
NASA-TN-X-54859 N65-12416
X'-_AY AND RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION HEALTH HAZARDS
SURROUNDING RADAR TRACKING SYSTEM
HASA-TN-X-55110 NbS-126OB
RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN PROTECTIONt
PREVENTIONv AND THERAPY OF HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
INJURY
DI/HP/39 Nb5-16173
CYTOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHENICAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF MICROORGANISMS DURING RESTORATION FOLLOWING
RADIATION INJURY N65-15bTT
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NAN IN SPACE
AND SPACE RADIATION HAZARDS
JPRS-29656 NbS-21B04
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
FOLLONING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUDy INHALATION, OR
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
AHSB/S/-R-66 NbS-Z5156
HEALTH ASPECTS OF PLUTONIUM HANDLING - RADIATION
HAZARDSt CONTROL, CONTAINNENTt NONITDRINGt AND
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
AERE-L-151 N65-25166
MEDICAL SURVEY OF PEOPLE OF RONGELAP IN MARSHALL
ISLANDS NINE AND TEN YEARS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
RADIATION FALLOUT
BNL-908/T-3TI/ Nb5-26295
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS -
RADIOIODINE PRODUCED BY ATOMIC EXPLOSION
AEC-TR-6550 NGS-27TT1
STRONTIUM 90 IN HUMAN BONE - RADIATION HAZARD
EVALUATION
REPT.-IO N65-29860
HEASURENENT OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF RESPIRED
CARBON-16 DIOXIDE AS METHOD OF HEALTH PHYSICS
CONTROL OF RADIOLOGICAL HAZARO
RCC-R-1T8 N65-33016
RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-_581
RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION FOR SPACE FLIGHT BY
FRACTIONAL CELL LETHALITY APPROACH
N65-3_603
RADIATION MEASUREMENT
DETERMINATION OF ENERGY ABSORBED IN WATER FROM
RELATIVISTIC COSMIC RAY PARTICLES USING CERENKOV
EFFECT AbS-BOT58
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AND LIFE PROCESSES
A65-81396
RADIATION DOSES MEASURED IN SOVIET MANNED ORBITAL
FLIGHTS
FTO-TT-63-101T/I N65-108TT
ROENTGEN AND GAMMA RADIATION DOSAGE HEASURENENT
FOR RADIATION THERAPY
JPRS-2T52T N65-11232
RADIATION FALLOUT NEASUREMENTS FROM VARIOUS
NORLDNIDE SAMPLINGS AND STRATOSPHERIC
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
HASL-158 N65-22800
SPATIAL SUMMATION OF PAIN FOR LARGE BOOY AREAS
USING HIGH INTENSITY INFRARED RADIATION
OASA-1568 N65-29159
BETA RADIATION PENETRATION DETERMINATION OF
STRONTIUM 90-YTTRIUM 90 IN VARYING CUTANEOUS
THICKNESSES
REPT.-155 N65-31076
RADIATION MEDICINE
RADIATION PROTECTION EFFECTS OF AET AND 5- MOT AS
FUNCTION OF NARRO_ CELLS IN NICE
A-325
RADIATION PROTECTION SUBJECT INDEX
BIOCHEMISTRY AND RADIATION IMMUNOLOGY
JPRS-28016
RADIATION IMMUNOLOGY
NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND RADIATEON BIOLOGY
UCLA-12-541
A65-26896
N65-15666
N65-15667
N65-IT997
TOTAL DRUG DOSAGE AND EXPOSURE TIME RATE EFFECTS
IN X-RAY PROTECTION STUDY
UCLA-12-547 N65-21538
RADIATION MEDICINE - USE OF RADIATION IN CLINICAL
DIAGNOSIS, RADIATION INJURY, DETECTING
RADIOACTIVITY, AND RADIOSENSITIVITY
ORINS-49 N65-25657
GRAM-NEGATIVE INFECTIONS AND FUNGI IN PATIENTS
EXPOSED TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
N65-25658
HEMATOLOGIC RESPONSES TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
IN HUMAN BEING N65-25659
PREVENTION OF INFECTIONS AND HEMORRHAGIC
MANIFESTATIONS FOLLOWING SEVERE RADIATION
DAMAGE TO BONE MARROW AND LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
N65-25661
SHIFT IN DISTRIBUTION OF BODY NITROGEN IN
IRRADIATED MICE WITH HOMOLOGOUS MARROW GRAFTS
N65-25662
TEXTBOOK ON RADIATION MEDICINE COVERING RADIATION
EXPOSURE, DAMAGE, AND TREATMENT
FTD-TT-64-1058/IC2 N65-25775
DESIGN OF RADIATION STERILIZATION PLANTS FOR
MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND PHARMACEUTICALS
AECL-2264 NB5-2B023
RADIATION PROTECTION
ASTRONAUT PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
o A65-10733
RADIATION PROTECTION EFFECTS OF AET AND 5- MOT AS
FUNCTION OF MARROW CELLS IN MICE
A65-26896
RADIATION HAZARDS AND PROTECTION DURING PROLONGED
SPACE FLIGHTS A65-29943
HIGH ENERGY PROTONS EFFECT ON MICE AND RATS,
NOTING PROTECTIVE ACTIONS OF SOME COMPOUNDS
A65-30480
RADIOPROTECTIVE COMPOUNDS EFFECT ON PERSISTENT
AFTERGLOW OF U V-IRRADIATED SERUM ALBUMIN
SOLUTIONS A65-30481
MODIFICATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE IN KIDNEY CELL
CULTURE BY FRACTIONATION OF DOSE, ANOXIA, AND
CHEMICAL PROTECTORS IN RELATION TO LINEAR ENERGY
TRANSFER A65-BOI62
ROLE OF DISULFIDE AND THIOLESTER BONDS BETWEEN
PROTECTING AGENT AND TISSUE PROTEIN IN RADIATION
PROTECTION DF MICE TREATED WITH
BISI2-GUANIDOETHYLI DISULFIDE IGEDI
A65-BO169
EFFECT OF S, 2,-AMIND-ETHYLISDIHIURONIUM ON IMMUNE
MECHANISM OF X-IRRADIATED MICE DOSED WITH LEUKEMIA
CELLS A65-80170
RECOVERY RATE AND DOSE-REDUCTION FACTOR IN
CYSIEAMINE-TREAIED MOUSE AFTER FRACTIONATED
X-IRRADIATION A65-80171
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF BACTERIAL /BACTERIUM
PARACOL[/ ANTIGENS IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
OF RABBIT INDUCED BY GAMMA IRRADIATION
A65-B0264
CYSTEAMINE AND AET IISOTHIURONIUMI EFFECTS ON
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE OF MOUSE
A65-BO325
RADIATION PRDTECTION OF SKIN OF GUINEA PIG WITH
CYSTEAMINE A65-8035I
ROLE OF OXYGEN IN PHENOMENA OF CHEMICAL
PROTECTION AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION
Ab5-B0367
REDUCTION OF X-RAY IRRADIATION MORTALITY OF MICE
THROUGH MAGNETIC FIELD PRETREATMENT
A65-80419
ROLE OF SUPRADRENAL GLANDS IN REACTION OF ORGANISM
TO RADIATION DAMAGE INFLICTED AFTER USE OF
CHEMICAL PROTECTION OR WITHOUT ANY RADIOPROTECTORS
IN RATS AND MICE A65-80541
RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION OF MELANIN IN X-RAY
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN MICE A65-80543
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT ON AMINOCAPROIC ACID
AND PANCREATIC TRYPSIN INHIBITOR IN RAT EXPOSED TO
X-RAY IRRADIATION Ab5-80622
MUTAGENIC AND ANTIMUTAGENIC ACTION OF
RADIOPROTECTIVE AMINO ACIDS IN PLANT DURING
MITOSIS A65-B0657
EFFECT OF ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY ON SERDTONIN AND
HISTAMINE CONTENT OF BLOOD AND BRAIN AND SMALL
INTESTINE IN RABBITS FOLLOWING X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-80717
CYSTEAHINE PROTECTION OF HAIR LOSS AFTER LOCAL
IRRADIATION IN RAT AbS-BO733
AET IS, 2-AMINOETHYLISOTHIOUREA-DI-HBR/ AS
RADIOPROTECTIVE AGENT OF UNFERTILIZED EGG OF SEA
URCHINf ARABACIA PUNCTULATA, EXPOSED IN GAMMA RAYS
A65-80741
2-MERCAPTOBENZOTHIAZOL EFFECT ON MOUSE AND
BILIRUBIN SOLUTION EXPOSED TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-80824
REDUCTION OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO INTESTINAL MUCOUS
MEMBRANE OF RAT BY LOCAL HYPOXIA INDUCED BY
NOREPINEPHRINE AND SODIUM SULFITE
AbS-8082T
IONIZING RADIATION STRESS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT, AND HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
A65-80842
RADIATION PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF ETHYL PALMITATE,
OLIVE OIL AND OTHER VEGETABLE OILS IN MOUSE
A65-80844
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF CYSTEINE AND S,
2-AHINO-ETHYLISOTHIURONIUMBROMIDE-HYDROBROMIDE ON
RADIATION-INDUCED LETHAL MUTATION IN MOUSE
AbS-BO845
ANTIRADIATION EFFECTS OF LONG CHAIN ALKYL
DERIVATIVES OF MERCAPTOETHYLGUANIDINE GIVEN HOUSE
EXPOSED TO LETHAL DOSES OF X-RADIATION
A65-81033
PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF LYHPHOCYTES IN THYMUS OF
X-IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE
A65-81047
A65-81235
RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFICIENCY OF MEXAMINE
A65-8L243
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER, SPLEEN, AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-81265
RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF VITAMINS AND OTHER
NATURALLY OCCURRING COMPOUNDS IN ONION, ALLIUM
CEPA, ROOTLETS A65-81300
DISTRIBUTION OF PSEUDOUREA AS RESULT OF VARIOUS
A-326
SUBJECTINDEX _A_iATiGN _ESI3TANCE
MODES OF INTRODUCTION_ DOSES AND CONDITIONS OF
IRRADIATION IN MICE A65-BI6TS
TRANSPLANTS OF HEMOPOIETIC TISSUE AS
RADIOPRDTECTIVE MECHANISM IN RABBITS
A65-BI676
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOODS AND VITAMINS AGAINST
RADIATION EFFECT IN DOGS AND RATS
Ab5-BIT02
EXPERIMENTAL USE OF STERILE HYDROLYSATES OF
VARIOUS ORGANS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS Ab5-BIBTO
SEROTONIN - ITS PROTECTIVE EFFECT AGAINST WHOLE
BODY IONIZING RADIATION AND ITS TOXIC EFFECT IN
RAT AS COMPARED TO MOUSE A65-81888
EFFECT OF SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS OF MAGNESIUM
SULFATE SOLUTION DN DEGREE OF STRONTIUM 90
ABSORPTION IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
A65-82181
EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF CYSTAMINE ON
PANCYTOPENIC SYNDROME IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
IN DOGS A65-82182
GENETIC VARIATION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PROTECTION
BY CYSTEINE AGAINST GAMMA RADIATION IN ESCHERICHIA
CULI A65-B2320
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION AND
PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON MICE
N65-10065
CHEMICAL ANTIRADIATION PROTECTION AND HYGIENIC
STANDARDIZATION OF IONIZING RADIATION
N65-10125
PROTECTION_ SOURCESe AND DOSIMETRY OF RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION IN HUMAN BODY AND ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-27535 N65-12626
RADIATION SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED FLIGHTS ON
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT N65-t365T
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC DANGERS AND RADIATION
PROTECTIVE DRUGS TO PREVENT HEREDITARY ANOMALIES
N65-13683
ANIMAL STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION AFFORDED
BY CYSTEAMINE AND OTHER CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
EUR-1835.F N65-13804
TISSUE HEMOLYSINS AS INDICATORS OF PROPHYLACTIC
VALUE OF RADIOPROTECTIDN - STUDY OF LIVERS FROM
IRRADIATED RATS
JPRS-ZBgBI N65-17890
RADIATION PROTECTING ACTION OF CYANOGEN COMPOUNDS
NASA-TT-F-9259 N65-E8337
RADIATION EFFECT ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF MAMMALIAN
TISSUE, RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS, AND GAMMA IRRADIATION INFLUENCE ON
LIFESPAN
AD-610967 N65-19211
DOSAGE TO MORTALITY RELATION FOR SEVERAL RADIATION
PROTECTION CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR MICE
N65-19215
RELATION BETWEEN SPLEEN OXYGEN TENSION AND
RADIATION PROTECTION IN MICE N65-19216
CHEMICAL_ BACTERIAL_ AND RADIATION PROTECTION BY
GAS MASKS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
FTD-TT-64-99811&2 N65-20OZ4
SURVEY OF DRUGS FOR PROTECTION FROM IONIZING
RADIATION NbS-2OI3B
ANTIRADIATION AND ANTINEOPLASTIC COMPOUNDS RELATED
TO PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS - CYTOTOXIC EFFECTS
AND RADIATION PROTECTION
NASA-CR-62133 N65-21422
TOTAL DRUG DOSAGE AND EXPOSURE TIME RATE EFFECTS
IN X-RAY PROTECTION STUDY
UCLA-12-567 N65-21538
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR PROTECTION FROM LETHAL
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION - HEALTH PHYSICS
UCLA-12-551 N65-21823
PROTECTION AGAINST X- AND GAMMA RADIATION IN
NICE PRETREATED WITH 2-AMINOETHYLISOTHIOURONIUM
BROMIDE H_DRDBROMIDE PLUS 5-HYDROXYTRYPTAMINE
CREATININE SULFATE AND IN NONTREATED MICE
UCLA-12-552 N65-2182_
HUMAN PROTECTION FOR IONIZING RADIATION AND
.EFFECTIVENESS AND TOXICITY OF RADIOPROTECTIVE
AGENTS
FTD-TT-66-968/] N65-ZZ069
EVALUATION OF RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION CONDITIONS
IN ISOTOPE LABORATORIES IN POLAND
CLOR-3_ N65-ZZSOI
RADIATION DAMAGE AND EFFECTS IN INTRACELLULAR
COMPONENTS, DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESIS_
IONIZING RADIATION, AND RADIATION PROTECTION
FTD-TT-64-S15/182 N65-23450
RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS IN
MAMMALS N65-23668
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOOD AND VITAMINS IN RADIATION
INJURIES TO ORGANISM N65-2_gk2
PROPERTIES OF LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTION AND
APPLICATION TO RADIATION PROTECTION
AERE-R-6736 N65-25667
PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES FUR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTAMINATION BY STRONTIUM Bg, STRONTIUM 90_
AND CESIUM 137 - RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
REPT.-7 NbS-ZSBBZ
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN
SPACE - MEDICINEt PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO PURE
OXYGEN, RADIATION SAFETY_ LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMSt
AND MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM RELIABILITY
N65-27419
RADIATION SAFETY SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED SPACEFLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-9429 N65-2TTI5
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROTONS - EFFECT OF
RADIATION PROIECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON AFTERGLOW OF
IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF SERUM ALBUMIN - MUSCULAR
SYSTEM EXCITATION DISTRIBUTION
JPRS-31547 N65-3103B
EFFECT OF RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON
PROTRACTED AFTERGLOW OF IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF
SERUM ALBUMIN N65-31040
NUCLEAR RADIATION SAFETY STANDARDS IN SOVIET
UNION
JPRS-31646 N65-32010
EFFECT OF IONIZED RADIATION ON ROTARY RESONANCE
WAVE SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS - RADIATIVE PROTECTIVE
MECHANISM OF CYSTEINE N65-32652
RADIATION RESISTANCE
GXYGEN EFFECT ON RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE
EXPOSED TO IONIZING DOSES IN CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT A65-14225
METABOLIC RATE RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY AND X-RAY
SENSITIVITY OF CHICK EMBRYOS INCUBATED IN AIR OR
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE AbS-22902
RADIATION RESISTANCE OF MICE AS AFFECTED BY
EXERCISE AND OXYGEN BREATHING A65-80132
CHEMICAL PROPHYLAXIS EFFECTS ON RADIATION
RESISTANCE AND TOLERANCE IN HUMAN AND ANIMALS
JPRS-Z7227 N65-10039
EFFECT OF REDUCED REACTIVITY OF ORGANISM ON
RESISTANCE TO EXTREME ACCELERATION AND RADIATION
NbS-13760
A-327
RADIATIONSHIELDING SUBJECTINDEX
RADIATIONRESISTANCEI POCKETMICE AND SURVIVAL
AFTER COBALT 60 RADIATION
NASA-CR-603[9 N65-1537B
PROPERTIES OF TEXTILES USED FOR THERMAL RADIATION
PROTECTION
TS-132 N65-31976
RADIATION SHIELDING
SA HEAT SHIELD
SA SOLAR RADIATION SHIELD
EFFECTIVE RESIDUAL DOSE CONCEPT OF LETHAL
RADIATION TO HUMAN AND SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING
AIAA PAPER 65-497 A65-30195
FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES ON HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
SHIELDING BY VARIOUS METALS A65-80101
DOSIMETRYt SAFETY_ AND RADIATION SHIELDING FOR
NEUTRON SOURCES - POLONIUM AND RADIUM
JPRS-27625 N65-12074
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING WEIGHT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS N65-36620
LOCAL DOSE FROM PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ENDERS
BEHIND COMPLEX SHIELDING N65-36631
SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING CODE FOR SPACECRAFT
GEOMETRY N65-36634
RADIATION SICKNESS /
PROBLEMS IN ESTIMATING RECOVERY FROM RADIATION
INJURY IN MAMMAL A65-80163
RADIATION RECOVERY OF MICE RECEIVING SINGLE DOSE
OF X-RAY IRRADIATION OR SPLIT-CONDITIONING DOSES
A65-80166
DIAGNDSISt AND TREATMENT OF HUMAN RADIATION
INJURY AFTER WHOLE-BODY EXPOSURE WITH PROGNOSIS
FOR LEUKEMIA A65-80165
ASPECTS OF ACUTE RADIATION INJURY AS RELATED TO
ACCIDENTAL X-RAY EXPOSURE AND METHODS OF TREATMENT
A65-BOI66
ASPECTS OF INJURY AND TREATMENT OF TOTAL-BODY
IRRADIATION IN MAN A65-80167
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF BACTERIAL /BACTERIUM
PARACOLI/ ANTIGENS IN ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
OF RABBIT INDUCED BY GAMMA IRRADIATION
A65-80266
RESPONSE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS TO IONIZING
RADIATION AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION IN RABBITS
A65-BO536
PROPHYLACTIC AND THERAPEUTIC USES OF ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION IN X-RAY RADIATION DAMAGE IN ALBINO RATS
A65-80593
PROPHYLACTIC EFFECT OF AEROIONIZATION IN ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS A65-80800
FLUCTUATION OF URINE ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION AND ITS
RELATION TO RADIATION SICKNESS AND MORTALITY OF
MULTIPLE IRRADIATED MICE A65-8[T48
EFFECTIVENESS OF ASCORBIC ACID INJECTION AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN
WHITE RATS A65-B2OZ9
EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSFUSION OF BONE MARROW IN
ASCORBIC ACID SOLUTION IN RADIATION SICKNESS IN
RABBITS A65-82030
EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTIONS OF CYSTAMINE ON
PANCYTOPENIC SYNDROME IN ACUTE RADIATIUN SICKNESS
IN DOGS A65-B2182
INFLUENCE OF BLOODLETTING ON BONE MARROW FUNCTION
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-27293 N65-10306
PATHOGENIC MECHANISMS - PULMONARY BLOOD VESSEL
CHANGE DUE TO CHRONIC RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-MT-63-223 N65-11581
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO HYPDXIA IN ACUTE RADIATION
SICKNESS N65-17810
CHANGES IN EXTRACELLULAR FLUID _PACE IN WATER
BALANCE DISTURBANCES OF ORGANISN AND ORGANS
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-TT-64-912/162_366 N65-17916
THIOL PRETREATNENT AND BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
EFFECT IN REDUCING TOXICITY OF ACUTE LETHAL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MONKEYS
N65-18387
DAILY RHYTHM OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN REGENERATING
LIVER DURING ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS
N65-20142
RADIOISDTOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF EYE TUMORSt RADIATION
INJURY DURING IRRADIATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF
HEADy AND RADIORESISTANCE AT VARIOUS STAGES OF
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-Z9410 N65-20599
CORRELATION OF RADIATIONDISEASE DATA IN MICE WITH
LIFE EXPECTANCY AFTER GAMMA IRRADIATION - DOSAGE
RANGE DIFFERENCE DUE TO INDIVIDUAL
N65-2[ZIO
INTRACELLULAR SUBSTANCES IN BLOOD LEUKOCYTES_
AND BONE MARROW OF RABBITS EXPOSED TO RADIATION
N65-21211
MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS BY
CDNPUTERt GAS EXCHANGE DURING RADIATION
SICKNESSt AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-29788 N65-22728
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY DUE TO GAS EXCHANGE DISTURBANCE
DURING RADIATION SICXNESS N65-22730
DOG RECOVERY FROM RADIATION SICKNESS - STATE OF
NYELOPOIESIS IN DOGS UNDER REPEATED IONIZING
RADIATION N65-26389
ULTRA-ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS OF BLOOD IN HEALTHY
ANIMALS AND ANIMALS WITH RADIATION SICKNESS
N65-28TO4
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS
PROTECTION OF MAN
JPRS-31349 N65-29879
AMINO ACID CONTENTS IN BLOOD PLASMA OF RABBITS
WITH ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-TT-65-383/1G4 N65-33411
RADIATION SOURCE
NATURAL GAMMA RADIATION SOURCES AND RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPES N65-I262T
IONIZING RADIATION SOURCE HANDLING REGULATIONS IN
YUGOSLAVIA
JPRS-31993 N65-34102
RADIATION THERAPY
ROENTGEN AND GAMMA RADIATION DOSAGE MEASUREMENT
FOR RADIATION THERAPY
JPRS-Z7527 N65-11232
RADIOSENSITIVITY IN MAN - THERAPEUTIC AND
ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE N65-25667
TEXTBOOK ON RADIATION MEDICINE COVERING RADIATION
EXPOSUREt DAMAGEr AND TREATMENT
FTD-TT-64-1058/I_Z N65-25775
CHELATION WITH ALKALINE EARTH METALSt CHELATE
COMPOUNDS IN RADIOELEMENT REMOVAL THERAPYt
AND SEARCH FOR STRONTIUM 90 AND PLUTONIUM 239
REMOVAL AGENTS
AWRE-O-4/65 N65-2BBB3
X-RAY THERAPY OF SKINt LUNG1 STOMACH_ AND LARYNX
CANCER IN U.S.S.R. N65-30219
DOSIMEIRY AND RADIATION THERAPY IN U.S.S.R.
A-328
'_LmJTr_TINOFX RADIOACTIVEFALLOUT
N65-30220
RADIATION TOLERANCE
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS,
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RADIOBIOLGGY, GENETICS_
EXTERNAL RADIATION TOXICITYt AND METABOLISM
OF FISSION PRODUCTS
ANL-69TI N65-24269
RADIO COMMUNICATION
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY WITH RADIO COMMUNICATION LINK
BETWEEN INFORMATION SOURCE AND INSTRUMENT FOR
RECORDING BIOLOGICAL DATA DURING MOVEMENT AND
ACTIVITY
FTD-MT-66'-616 N65-22625
RADIO ELECTRONICS
RADIO ELECTRONICS IN SPACE MEDICINE
FTD-TT-66-836/IK2 N65-18061
RADIO FREQUENCY
BIOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY AND INTERACTION WITH
RADIOFREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE ENERGY
A65-81090
X-RAY AND RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION HEALTH HAZARDS
SURROUNDING RADAR TRACKING SYSTEM
NASA-TM-X-S51[O N65-12608
HEARING SENSATIONS IN AMPLITUDE MODULATED RADIO
FREQUENCY FIELDS
GE/EE/66-11 N65-16662
EFFECT OF VARIOUS RADIO FREQUENCIES ON CLINICAL
SYNDROMES - MEDICINE
JPRS-29696 N65-21573
LIMITATIONS OF .SHORT NAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCIES WITH RESPECT TO ABSORPTION FOR RAOID
SIGNAL TRACKING AT VARIOUS LATITUDES
N65-228TT
RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING
MICROWAVE HEATING IN MAN AND ANIMALS FOR VARIOUS
INTENSITIES AND EXPOSURE TIMES A65-29059
RADIO PROBING
TELL-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-1 OPERATING ON
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AND RADIOPROBE FOR
DETECTING FOREIGN BODIES
JPRS-29954 N65-23446
RAOIOPROBE FOR DETECTION OF FOREIGN BODIES
N65-23448
RADIO SIGNAL
LIMITATIONS OF SHORT NAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCIES WITH RESPECT TO ABSORPTION FOR RADIO
SIGNAL TRACKING AT VARIOUS LATITUDES
N65-228TT
RADIO SIGNAL ABSORPTION
LIMITATIONS OF SHORT NAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCIES WITH RESPECT TO ABSORPTION FOR RADIO
SIGNAL TRACKING AT VARIOUS LATITUDES
NbS-228TT
RADIO TELEMETRY
RADIO TELEMETRIC STUDIES IN MEDICINE AND
PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-ZT6OO NOS-12732
RADIO TELEMETRY IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30528 N65-25540
RADIO TRACKING
LIMITATIONS OF SHORT NAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCIES WITH RESPECT TO ABSORPTION FOR RADIO
SIGNAL TRACKING AT VARIOUS LATITUDES
N65-228TT
RADIO NAVE
PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT PRODUCED BY RADIO NAVES OF DIFFERENT BANDS
A65-BOO65
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
PRODUCED BY RADIO NAVES IN INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
N65-10122
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
RADIATION HAZARD FROM CONTAMINATED AIRCRAFT
EXPOSED TO RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT A65-80386
APPARATUS WITH PLETHYSMOGRAPH TO MONITOR
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN CANINE RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM
LF-16 N65-IIST3
PROTECTION, SOURCES, AND DOSIMETRY OF RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION IN HUMAN BODY AND ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-ZT535 N65-12626
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN STABLE ELEMENTS OF
HUMAN BODY AND ENVIRONMENT N65-12629
ENVIRONMENTAL AND FOOD CHAIN RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION LEVEL DETERMINATION
EUR-2IOT.F N65-21181
ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS BY AQUATIC
PLANTS
REPTo-138 N65-21186
ANNOIATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
TID-3535w SUPPLo 1 N65-24262
FORMULAS AND NOMOGRAMS FOR DETERMINING CONSUMPTION
CF AIR AND FREQUENCY OF AIR EXCHANGE IN
IRRADIATION CHAMBERS N65-24941
MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF FRACTIONING
COEFFICIENTS AND BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS
JPRS-3OSOO N65-25458
SURVIVAL OF WINTER ANNUALS IN GROUND CONTAMINATED
WITH NUCLEAR RADIATION
UCLA-12-555 N65-32826
ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SCHEMA OF
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT FOR DETERMINATION OF
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION LEVELS
CEA-R-2613 N65-32989
RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
RADIATION FALLOUT MEASUREMENTS FROM VARIOUS
WORLDWIDE SAMPLINGS AND STRATOSPHERIC
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
HASL-158 N65-22800
STRAFOSPHERIC DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
FROM SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 9 A
/ SNAP-gA/ BY PLUTONIUM ISOTOPE MEASUREMENTS
N65-22BOI
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SMALL RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES
FROM ATMOSPHERIC DEBRIS
LA--3365-MS N65-3Z357
RADIOACTIVE DECAY
STOCHASTIC PROCESS AND CONTINUOUS MODEL FOR DECAY
OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL IN COMPARTMENTED
SYSTEM
DRNL-3809 N65-Z5848
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF AIRCRAFT OF U. SoS.
CARRIER ENTERPRISE IN MEDITERRANEAN FROM
FEBRUARY TO AUGUST 1963 A65-16564
FALLOUT DEPOSITION - RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDE LEVELS
IN MILK, TAP WATER, SOIL_ AND UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AIR SAMPLES
HASL-155 N65-15865
STRONTIUM 90 RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT MEASUREMENT IN
PRECIPITATION, SOIL, SEA WATERt VEGETATION,
ANIMALS, AND DRINKING WATER IN GREENLAND
RISO-BT N65-18676
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT - LITERATURE ON MATERIALS
PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
IID-3086, SUPPLo 2 N65-21642
A-329
RADIOACTIVEISOTOPE SUBJECTINDEX
HALF-LIFE OF FALLOUT RADIONUCLIDE EFFECT DN
PLANTS - IODINE 131
UCRL-12388 N65-2L933
MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES IN COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
RADIOACTIVE SOURCE FOR SIMULATING FALLOUT GAMMA
RADIATION FIELDS
RRA-T45 N65-22222
RADIATION FALLOUT MEASUREMENTS FROM VARIOUS
WORLDWIDE SAMPLINGS AND STRATOSPHERIC
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
HASL-ISB N65-22800
MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF FRACTIONING
COEFFICIENTS AND BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS
JPRS-30500 N65-2545B
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE
SA CESIUM 137
SA COBALT 60
SA IODINE 131
SA PHOSPHORUS 32
SA PLUTONIUM 239
SA RUBIDIUM 86
SA STRONTIUM 90
NUCLEAR BIOMEDICINE SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
RADIDISOIOPE DETECTION IN IN-VIVO AND UPTAKE
STUDIES A65-16780
LIFE CYCLE MEASUREMENT OF TISSUE CELLS USING
LABELED RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES, DISCUSSING DIURNAL
VARIATIONS AND AGENTS RESPONSIBLE
A65-29012
EQUATIONS FOR MEASURING BLOOD FLOW BY EXTERNAL
MONITORING OF RADIOISOTOPES A65-81119
NATURAL GAMMA RADIATION SOURCES AND RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPES N65-12627
HEALTH CHEMISTRY PROCEDURES FOR RADIOISOTOPE
SAFETY
UCRL-II70O N65-12830
RADIOISOIDPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55529 N65-16276
RADIOISOTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE OF MICROORGANISMS
FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55535 N65-16478
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION - GULLIVER III
MODEL
NASA-CR-5621_ N65-16497
EVALUATION OF RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION CONDITIONS
IN ISOTOPE LABORATORIES IN POLAND
CLOR-34 N65-22501
SYNTHESIS OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS WITH IODINE 131
AND APPLICATIONS IN STUDY.OF METABOLIC PROCESSES
REPT.-I_3 N65-23307
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE IODINE 131 BY
CHLORELLA VULGARIS
REPT.-132 N65-23645
BETA AND GAMMA DOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF
RADIOIODINE ISOTOPE DOSAGE TO THYROID
UCRL-12492 N65-24727
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TECHNIQUES AND
INSTRUMENTS FOR RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
TID-3512, SUPPL. 1 N65-25023
EFFECT OF DIET ON RAT EXCRETION OF TRITIUM
RADIOACTIVITY FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF
TRITIUM-LABELLED PYRIDOXINE HYDRDCHLORIDE
AAL-TR-64-29 N65-25344
DISTRIBUTION, KINETICS OF ACCUMULATION, AND MODES
OF EXCRETION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN VARIOUS
ORGANS N65-26393
USE OF ISOTOPES IN CLINICAL, PREVENTIVE, AND
GENERAL MEDICINE N65-27609
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS -
RADIOIODINE PRODUCED BY ATOMIC EXPLOSION
AEC-TR-b550 N65-27771
CHANGES IN RADIOACTIVITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
VESSELS FOLLOWING INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION
OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
JPRS-31007 N65-28223
DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY WITH RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN
U.S.S.R. N65-30222
RADIOLOGY AND RADIOBIOLOGY RESEARCH TO DETERMINE
RADIATION EFFECTS, CHEMICAL AND RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL TOXICITY, AND RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE
APPLICATIONS
UR-66B N65-33020
STANDARDIZATION OF COLLIMATION EQUIPMENT FOR
MEASURING THYROID ABSORPTION OF IODINE 131
REPT.-I48 N65-36615
STRONTIUM 90 AND NATURAL STRONTIUM IN BONES AND
DIETS OF CHILDREN N65-36616
FATE OF SPLEEN CELLS LABELLED WITH TRITIUM -
SENSITIVITY IN VIVO CULTURES DURING SECONDARY
RESPONSE OF ANTIBODY N65-36617
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
RADIATION HAZARDS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN INDUSIRY AND
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
JPRS-27032 N65-I0120
RADIATION HAZARDS IN HANDLING CRUDE STUCKS AND RAW
MATERIALS CONTAINING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
N65-10123
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
N65-10124
COMBINED RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL INHALATION AND
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS INJECTION
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY
FUNCTION EVALUATION
UCLA-12-SS6 Nb5-24272
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD, INHALATION, OR
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
AHSB/S/-R-64 N65-25154
HEALTH AND SAFETY BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN MOVEMENT
AND ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AFTER
RADIATION EXPOSURE
PG-647/CC/ N65-25935
RADIOLOGY AND RADIOBIOLOGY RESEARCH TO DETERMINE
RADIATION EFFECTS, CHEMICAL AND RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL TOXICITY, AND RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE
APPLICATIONS
UR-668 N65-33020
RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDE
USAF WHOLE BODY GAMMA SPECTROMETRY IN ASSESSMENT
OF RADIOACTIVITY IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIMENS Ab5-81970
FALLOUT DEPOSITION - RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDE LEVELS
IN MILK, TAP WATERy SOIL, AND UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AIR SAMPLES
HASL-155 N65-15865
HALF-LIFE OF FALLOUT RADIONUCLIDE EFFECT ON
PLANTS - IODINE 131
UCRL-123BB N65-21933
RADIOACTIVE PARTICLE
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SMALL RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES
FROM ATMOSPHERIC DEBRIS
LA-3365-MS NbS-3235T
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND HUMAN TOLERANCE RESTRICTIONS
A-330
TORADIATION
ORNL--3820 N65-25582
RADIOACTIVITY
SA FISSION PRODUCT
LOW LEVEL, DIAGNOSTIC LEVEL AND HIGH LEVEL
COUNTERS FOR DETECTING AND LOCALIZING
RADIOACTIVITY IN PATIENTS N65-25663
AUTOMATIC ZONAL SCRAPER AND SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR
RADIOASSAY OF THIN LAYER CHROHATOGRAM
N65-25668
CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS
OF BETA-RADIOACTIVE GAS IN AIR OF WORK PREMISES
AND IN ATMOSPHERE N65-26392
RADIOACTIVITY AND HYDROTHERMAL PROCESSES IN
PROTOBIOCHEMISTRY - ABIOGENESIS
NASA-CR-63560 N65-27062
RADIOBIDLOGY
SOMATIC AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF INTENSE OR CHRONIC
IONIZING RADIATION DURING HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHTS A65-12081
SPACE RADIOBIOLDGY TRAINING AND OPERATIONS TO
MINIMIZE ASTRONAUT RADIATION DOSE
A65-14832
NUCLEAR BIOMEDICINE SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
RADIOISOTOPE DETECTION IN IN-VIVO AND UPTAKE
STUDIES A65-16780
AEROSPACE MEDICINE REPORT ON RADIATION BIOLOGY
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS IN MANNED
SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
A65-18633
RADIOBIOLOGY - METABOLISM OF MAGNESIUM IN RATS,
ERYTHROPOIESIS, HEMOLYTIC EFFECTS OF STEROIDS,
BIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNUCLEOTIOES,
SYNTHESIS OF TRACERS, AND INSTRUMENTATION
ACRH-22 N65-15627
NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND RADIATION BIOLOGY
UCLA-12-541 N65-17997
HYDRAZINE METABOLISM STUDY ON RATS USING TOXIC AND
LETHAL DOSES OF MMH AND UDHH WITH C-14 TRACER
AMRL-TR-64-111 N65-19151
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS THROUGH BIOCHEMISTRY,
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIDBIOLOGY
JPRS-29292 NBB-21236
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL
STUDIES ON MICE, AND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND MERCAPTO COMPOUNDS -
X-RAY EXPOSURE N65-23374
RADIOBIOLOGICAL DAMAGE IN AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC
SYSTEMS N65-23452
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY IN RADIOBIOLOGIOAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES IN
IRRADIATED BIOLOGICAL CELLS N65-23457
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS,
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RADIOBIOLDGY, GENETICS,
EXTERNAL RADIAIION TOXICITY, AND METABOLISM
OF FISSION PRODUCTS
ANL-6971 N65-24249
LABORATORY MANUAL FOR RADIATION BIOLOGY
TID-IBBI6_ REV. N65-24623
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING ORGANISMS AND
RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN INDIVIDUAL CELLS
JPRS-30541 N65-Z5430
SOVIET RESEARCH IN GENETICS, PHYSIOLOGY, AND
RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-304B5 N65-25611
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN RELATION TO HUMIDI_Y
OF SEEDS AND IRRADIATION INTENSIIY
N65-25614
TEXTBOOK ON RADIATION MEDICINE COVERING RADIATION
EXPOSURE, DAMAGEr AND TREATMENT
FTD-TT-64-1058/I&Z N65-ZBTT5
STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN TEETH OF RATS RESULTING
FROM WHOLE BODY FISSION NEUTRON IRRADIATION
SAM--TR-65-8 N65-26241
RADIATION PROTECTION AND GENETICS, AND RECOVERY
PROCESSES DURING POST-RADIATION PERIOD -
RADIOBIOLOGY SURVEY OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
ANIMALS, INSECTS, AND YEAST CELLS
AEC-TR-6404 N65-263TB
CLEARANCE OF CARBON, SALMONELLA THYPHIMURIUMt
AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS FROM MOUSE BLOOD
AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE - DILUTION COUNT AND
RADIOACTIVE TRACING MEASUREMENTS
AAL-TDR-64-I_ N65-ZT531
METAL-CONTAINING ENZYME DAMAGE AS EVIDENCE OF
BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF PENETRATING RADIATION
T-413-R N65-27930
RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS, BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIOBIOLOGY
NY0-2740-2 N65-28021
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DANGER FROM COSMIC
RADIATION DURING MANNED LUNAR SPACE FLIGHTS
N6S-28288
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMALS -
RADIOBIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY N65-30218
RADIATION BIOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS WITH FRESH
WATER ORGANISMS - CYBERNETICS N65-30265
CELLULAR AND BIOCHEMICAL RADIOBIOLOGY
EUR-Z2OI.F N65-31915
BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF COSMIC RADIATION FOR
EARIH TO MOON MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-945B N65-32265
RADIOLOGY AND RADIOBIOLOGY RESEARCH TO DETERMINE
RADIATION EFFECTS, CHEMICAL AND RADIOACTIVE
EATERIAL TOXICITY, AND RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE
APPLICATIONS
UR-b6B N65-33020
RADIOBIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF DOSE DISTRIBUTION FROM
SOLAR FLARE RADIATION - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34584
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION - NEUTRON
DOSIMETRY AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-31822 N65-35016
TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN HUMAN SKIN WITH INTENSE
CIFFUSE THERMAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
AMRL-TR-65-64 N65-35045
RADIOCHEHISTRY
HEALTH CHEMISTRY PROCEDURES FOR RADIOISOTOPE
SAFETY
UCRL-I1700 N6S-I2B3O
ISOLATION, RADIOCHEMICAL PURIFICATION, COUNTING,
AND CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AND STRONTIUM B9
CONTENT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS
AERE-AM-IOI N65-25163
RADIOGRAPHY
SA AUTORAOIOGRAPHY
SA PHOTOGRAPHY
EXTRACELLULAR PRODUCTS OF HYDROGENOHONAS
EUTROPHA, USING PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY AND
RADIOAUTOGRAPHY WITH CARBON 14 A65-31725
RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES FOR CLINICAL RADIOGRAPHY
REPT.-5 N65-13532
BONE DEMINERALIZATION STUDIES OF GEMINI IV
CREW USING RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITOMETRY
NbB-3blO6
RADIOLOGY
RADIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF SPINAL LESIONS IN JET
A-331
RADIOLYSIS SUBJECT INDEX
PILOTS A65-80919
RADIATION EFFECT AND DOSIMETRY STUDIES
HW-B3605 N65-12939
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS, RADIOTHERAPY, AND NUCLEAR
MEDICINE - RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS
N65-1BOB6
RADIOLOGY - EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION ON EYES,
EXPOSURE OF MICE TO GAMMA RADIATION, AND
LEUKOCYTE AND BONE MARROW CHANGES IN RABBITS
EXPOSED TO RADIATION
ETD-TT-64-746/182 N65-21208
EVALUATION OF RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION CONDITIONS
IN ISOTOPE LABORATORIES IN POLAND
CLOR-34 N65-22501
ROENTGENOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY IN INDUSTRY AND
MEDICINE
JPRS-30622 N65-263gI
USE OF ISOTOPES IN CLINICAL, PREVENTIVE, AND
GENERAL MEDICINE N65-276OQ
RADIOLOGY, IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY, AND
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN U.S.S.R.
JPRS-31300 N65-30215
MEASUREMENT OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF RESPIRED
CARBON-14 DIOXIDE AS METHOD OF HEALTH PHYSICS
CONTROL OF RADIOLOGICAL HAZARD
RCC-R-I78 N65-33014
RADIOLOGY AND RADIOBIOLOGY RESEARCH TO DETERMINE
RADIATION EFFECTS, CHEMICAL AND RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL TOXICITY, AND RADIOACIIVE ISOTOPE
APPLICATIONS
UR-668 N65-33020
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS, RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS,
RADIULOGICAL CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL EFFLUENIS
TECHNOLOGY, AND INSTRUMENTATION
BNWL-36 N65-33022
STANDARDIZATION OF COLLIMATION EQUIPMENT FOR
MEASURING THYROID ABSORPTION OF IODINE I31
REPT.-148 N65-36615
RADIOLYSIS
RADIOLYSIS OF DEXTRAN DERIVED BLOOD PLASMA
SUBSTITUTE AND COBALT 60 EFFECT CN MUSCLE
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE AND INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
JPRS-2gI83 N65-20828
RADIOPATHOLOGY
SA RADIATION SICKNESS
RADIOSENSITIVITY OF ANIMAL AND HUMAN LYMPHOCYTES
DETERMINED FROM IRRADIATED SAMPLES
JPRS-29282 N65-19472
RADIOSENSITIVITY
INCREASED RADIOSENSITIVITY OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DUE
TO DOSE OF MONOFLUOROACETATE A65-300TT
X-RAY AND ULTRAVIOLET SENSITIVITY OF SYNCHRONIZED
CHINESE HAMSTER CELLS AT VARIOUS STAGES OF CELt
CYCLE A65-80617
RADIOSENSITIVITY IN MAN - THERAPEUTIC AND
ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE N65-25667
DEPENDENCE OF RAOIOSENSITIZING EFFECT OF OXYGEN ON
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AND FREE RADICAL LIFETIME
N65-26383
WATER SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS CULTURE
IRRADIATED FOR DETERMINING RADIOSENSITIVITY
OF CELLS TO VARYING X-RAY DOSES
N65-26388
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION AND AGE ON EXTENT
OF BONE RADIDSENSITIVITY IN GROWING ANIMALS
N65-26396
RADIATION DAMAGE AND RECOVERY IN MAMMALIAN ORGANS
BNL-8469 NbS-32842
RADIUM
GAMMA RAY SPECTROSCOPY OF MAN - LONG TERM EFFECTS
OF RADIUM DEPOSITION, MEASURING TECHNIQUES,
RADIUM DISTRIBUTION AND RETENTION, AND CESIUM
AND POTASSIUM ACCUMULATION
ANL-683g N65-21241
RADIUM 226
EFFECTS OF CONTINUED STRONTIUM 90 INGESTION DURING
GROWTH PERIOD OF BEAGLE AND ITS RELATION TO
RADIUM 226 TOXICITY
UCD-472-II2 N65-32350
RAFT
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE
FACILITATING SURVIVAL OF OCCUPANTS GF DITCHED
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT A65-81375
RANDOM ERROR
BEHAVIORAL TEST FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN
PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENT MECHANISMS OF HUMANS AND
MACHINES A65-354T9
RANDOM NOISE
PERCEIVED NOISINESS OF COMPLEX SOUNDS CONSISTING
OF STEADY-STATE PURE TONE IMBEDDED IN RANDOM NOISE
BACKGROUND A65-29976
RANDOM SAMPLE
PROBABILITY - GROUP TESTING TO CLASSIFY RANDOM
SAMPLE OF KNOWN UNITS INTO GOOD AND DEFECTIVE
CATEGORIES
0RC-65-4 N65-26585
CLUSTERING IN FREE RECALL AS FUNCTION OF BLOCK
AND RANDOM PRESENTATION, VARIABLE EXPOSURE
TIMES, AND LISTS OF HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY
ASSOCIATES OF CATEGORY NAMES
TR-3 N65-36307
RANDOM VIBRATION
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF HUMAN REACTION
TO RANDOM VIBRATION
AMRL-TR-64-9I N65-[3999
RARE EARTH
DISTRIBUTION STUDIES IN GUINEA PIGS AND RATS,
FOLLOWING [NTRAPULMONARY INJECTIONS OF STABLE
RARE EARTH CITRATES AND OXALATES
COO-IITO-3 N65-24619
RARE GAS
SA ARGON
SA HELIUM
SA NEON
INERT GASES IN SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE, CONSIDERING
PHYSIOLOGICAL SUITABILITY AND ENGINEERING
CONSTRAINTS A65-14576
RAREFIED GAS
FORERUNNERS OF AVIATION MEDICINE - STUDIES OF
MOUNTAIN SICKNESS AND CONSUMPTION OF RAREFIED
AIR N65-21726
RAT
ACCELERATION STRESS EFFECTS ON RATS HEART RATE,
USING ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS A65-I0145
BRAIN MATURATION CORRELATION WITH ALTITUDE
ACCLIMATIZATION AS MEASURED BY ELECTROSHOCK
SEIZURES IN RATS A65-16782
METABOLIC RESPONSE OF RATS TO ACUTE ACCELERATION
SIRESS WITH EMPHASIS ON STRESS-INDUCED LIVER
GLYCUGENESIS DUE TO ADRENOCORTICAL ACTIVITY
A65-23_16
G FORCE EFFECT ON RECTAL TEMPERATURES OF RATS
A65-31365
CELAYED RADIATION EFFECTS ON MORTALITY RATE IN
AHDOMEN-IRRADIATED RATS A65-33405
CHANGES IN LIVER LIPID METABOLISM OF RATS
SUBJECTED TO HIGH-G ENVIRONMENT OBTAINED BY
CENTRIFUGING OVER LONG TIME PERIODS
A65-33527
A-332
SUBJECTINDEX RAT
AROUSAL AVOIDANCE REACTIONS! RETINAL RESPONSE, AND
ADAPTATION OF RAT IN RESPONSE TO IONIZING
RADIATION AbS-BO055
OXYGEN UPTAKE IN RATS FORCED TO SWIM IN HOTt CDLDt
AND THERMONEUTRAL WATER A65-80078
MECHANISM OF RAISED RESISTANCE TO HYPOXIA IN ACUTE
RADIATION INJURY IN RAT A65-BOIO0
ROTATIONAL TRAINING EFFECT ON MOTOR CONDITIONED
REFLEXES IN RAT A65-80105
DEMONSTRATION OF NEOHENOGLOBIN IN RAT DURING
HYPOXIC POLYCYTHEMIA AT SIMULATED ALTITUDE
A65-80116
ACETYLCHOLINEt NETHAMPHETAMINE, TRIPELENNAMINEt
PROMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-80141
ACUTE AND CHRONIC EFFECTS IN RAT EXPOSED TO
OXYGEN AT HIGH PRESSURE A65-8016Z
HYPOXIC HYPOXEMIA EFFECT ON GLUTAMIC-OXALDACETIC-
TRANSAMINASE AND LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY OF
MYOCARDIUM OF RAT A65-80156
INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON TREADMILL ON
METABOLISM OF ADIPOSE TISSUE IN RAT
A65-80182
ELECTROCONVULSIVE RESPONSES OF RATS TO CDNVULSANT
/STRYCHNINE AND METRAZDL/ AND ANTICONVULSANT
/ACETAZOLAMIDE AND DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN/ DRUGS DURING
HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION Ab5-80225
BRAIN DISORDERS AND LEVELS OF AMINO
ACIDS OF RAT DURING ANOXIA A65-B0230
PRIMARY CORTICAL RESPONSE OF SONATOSENSORY
AREA IN RATS DURING PROLONGED HYPOXIA
A65-BOZ32
VIBRATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND ITS CATECHOLAMINE MEDIATORS IN RATS
A65-BO233
BODY TEMPERATURE CHANGES AND EFFECT ON
THETA RHYTHM IN RAT H]PPOCAMPUS
A65-80330
REACTIVITY OF ADIPOSE TISSUE TO EPINEPHRINE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE IN RATS
ADAPTED TO TUMBLING TRAUMA A6S-BO33L
LYMPHOCYTOPENIA AND ADAPTATION AFTER TUMBLING
TRAUMA IN RAT A65-80332
INTRACELLULAR OXIDATION-REDUCTION STATE IN RAT
BRAIN A65-80360
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS EFFECT DR INJURY EFFECT ON
BETA-LIPOPROTEIN CONTENT OF BLOOD SERUM AND
VARIOUS ORGANS IN RATS A65-80396
TEMPORARY CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY INDUCED BY HYPOXIA
DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION
A65-BO643
MYOCARDIAL LIPIDS OF RAT FOLLOWING INTENSE
MUSCULAR WORK A65-80513
ROLE OF AMINOPHENONES IN RADIUPROTECTIVE EFFECTION
HEMOGLOBIN IN RATS A65-80538
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF CONTINUOUSLY INCREASING
HYPOXIC LEVEL IN RAT WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
JUXTAGLOMERULAR CELLS OF KIDNEY
A65-80559
HYPDXIA SURVIVAL OF RATS IMPROVED BY HYPERGLYCEMIA
BUT LOWERED BY INSULIN AND CHLORPROMAZINE
A65-8058T
ERYTHROCYTE FRAGILITY AND BLOOD REACTIONS IN RATS
ADAPTED TO HYPDXIA AbS-B0590
ROLE OF MUSCULAR CONTRACTIONS IN CHEMICAL
THERMDREGULATIDN IN ALBINO RATS UNDER HYPDXIC
CONDITIONS A65-BO603
RADIATI_ PROTECTIVE EFFECT ON AMINOCAPRDIC ACID
AND PANCREATIC TRYPSIN INHIBITOR IN RAT EXPOSED TO
X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-BO622
EFFECT OF CAMPI-_)R ON CARBOHYDRATE-PHOSPHORUS AND
DXYDATIVE PROCESSES OF MYOCARDIUM DURING HYPOXIA
IN RATS AbS-BO628
CONTROL OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHM IN SEROTONIN CONTENT
OF RAT PINEAL GLAND A6S-B0654
RATE OF RAT LUNG COLLAPSE AFTER AIRWAY OCCLUSION
WHILE BREATHING IO0 PER CENT OXYGEN AT VARIOUS
AMBIENT PRESSURES Ab5-80669
COLD EFFECT ON CDRTICOSTERDIO ACTION ON THYROID
GLAND FUNCTION IN RATS A65-80712
UPIAKE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP IN PHOSPHOLIPID
SYNTHESIS IN BRAIN AND LIVER OF RATS DURING
HYPOXIA AND POST-HYPOXIC STATE A65-8OT21
CYSTEAMINE PROTECTION OF HAIR LOSS AFTER LOCAL
IRRADIATION IN RAT Ab5-80733
MICROWAVE RADIATION OF RAT AND EFFECT OF
PYRIDOXINE AND PYRIDDXAL ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE
AbS-BOT56
REDUCTION OF RADIATION DAMAGE TO I_TESTINAL MUCOUS
MEMBRANE OF RAT bY LOCAL HYPUXIA INDUCED BY
NDREPINEPHRINE AND SODIUM SULFITE
A65-BOBZ7
HISTOLOGICAL AND HISTOCHENICAL STUDIES OF
SUPRARENAL GLANDS IN RATS AFTER PERICD OF TRAIiWING
A65-BOB]4
CHANGES IN RNA CONTENT IN TISSUES OF VARIOUS
ORGANS AND PROTEIN METABOLISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN RATS A65-BOB36
DEGREE OF PHOSPHATE GROUP TURNOVER IN PHOSPHOLIPID
FRACTIONS OF RAT BRAIN TISSUE IN HYPCX]A AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80928
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION BY ACCELERATION
ON CONDITIONED REFLEX IN RATS A65-80929
EFFECT OF RESERPINE ON RESPIRATCRY EXCHANGE,
ARTEkIAL PRESSUREt AND HEART RATE IN COLD
ACCLIMATED RAT A65-80934
NICOTINE AND CHOLESTEROL EFFECTS DN SWIMMING
PERFORMANCE, BODY WEIGHT, MORTALITY, AND
ATHEROMATOSIS IN RATS AbS-B0936
LIFFERENCES IN CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY OF RAT OURING
EXERCISE AND HYPOXIA Ab5-80990
INCREASE IN CAPILLARIES OF CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT
IN CHRONIC ANDXIA A65-80998
HEART RATE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATcR INTAKEv
PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM, AND SODIUM CHLORIDE
A65-BO999
INTAKE OF WATER, SODIUM CHLORIDE, AND SODIUM
BICARBONATE IN RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER
&EPRIVATION AND THERMAL STRESS AbS-BIO00
CONVERSION OF ACETATE TO LIPIDS AND CO2 BY RATS OF
DIFFERENT AGES EXPOSED TD ACCELERATION STRESS
Ab5-81023
BODY WEIGHTS, ORGAN WEIGHTS, AND BLOOD AND
PITUITARY ACTH CONCENTRATIONS IN RAT AS AFFECTED
BY HYPOXIA A65-81026
EFFECT OF FASTING IN RAT FOR 26 HOURS ON LIPID
METABOLISM OF HEART AND PLASMA Ab5-BlI28
HYDRAZINE AND DERIVATIONS AFFECTING CARBON DIOXIDE
RESPIRATORY PATTERN OF VARIOUS METABOLIC
SUBSTRATES IN RAIS A65-BII31
A-333
RAT.CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
%
ELECTRODE SIZE AND TISSUE OXYGEN TENSION
MEASUREMENT IN RATS EXPOSED TO AIR OR HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN A65-BI147
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS WITH
DIMERCAPROL A65-81150
SKELETAL RESPONSE OF RAT TO REDUCED BAROMETRIC
PRESSURE Ab5-81[74
GLYCINE INCORPORATION /IN VIVO/ INTO PANCREATIC
CELt PROTEINS OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY HYPOXIA
A65-81177
RESTRAINT AND EFFECT ON FREE FATTY ACID
MOBILIZATION IN RATS A65-81183
EFFECT OF DRUGS AND HYPERBARIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
ON EXPERIMENTAL KEROSENE PNEUMONITIS IN RATS
ACS-B1202
CHANGES IN GASTRIC HISTIDINE OECARBOXYLASE
ACTIVITY DURING FASTING AND FEEDING IN RATS
A65-81217
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES IN THYMUS OF
X-IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE
A65-81235
CHANGES IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF RATS IRRADIATED IN
HYPOTHERMIC STATE A65-812_7
AMMONIA-GLUTAMIC ACID-GLUTAMINE SYSTEM OF RAT
BRAIN IN COMBINED EFFECT OF HYPOTHERMIA AND
ELEVATED OXYGEN TENSION A65-81362
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC ACTIVITY OF FRONTAL
CORTEX, DORSAL HIPPOCAMPUSt AND MESENCEPHALIC
RETICULAR FORMATION OF RAT DURING PARADOXICAL AND
SLOW WAVE SLEEP A65-81381
CATECHOLAMINE AND COLD EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON
LIPOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF RAT HEART
A65-81383
EFFECT DF ALTITUDE IHYPOXIA/ ON CORONARY ARTERY
SIZE IN RATS A65-BI429
SMALL BLOOD VESSELS AND ORIGIN OF PHAGOCYTES IN
RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX FOLLOWING HEAVY PARTICLE
IRRADIATION A65-81453
EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHERMIA AND BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE
IN RAT RELATED TO HIBERNATION A65-81468
THERMOGENIC FUNCTION OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE OF
RAT EXPOSED TO COLD A65-81471
HYPOXIC EFFECTS ON RESPIRATION AND PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN RAT TISSUES A65-BI473
BLOCKAGE IN RATS OF EPINEPHRINE-INDUCED
HYPERGLYCEMIA DURING EXPOSURE TO SIMULATED
ALTITUDES A65-81474
PREPYRIFORM ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX
IN RAT DURING EXPOSURE TO HIGH ALTITUDE
A65-81495
HEPATOTOXICITY OF RAT FROM HYDRAZINE AND
I,I-DIMEIHYLHYDRAZINE /UDMH/ AS TO THAI OF CARBON
TETRACHLORIDE A65-81529
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON OPERANT
WATER-REINFORCEMENT BEHAVIOR IN RAT
A65-BI547
ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
BODY LIPIDS IN RATS A65-81585
SPINAL CORD CONVULSIONS IN DEVELOPING RAT AT HIGH
ALTITUDE /[2,470 FT., 3,800 M./
A65-BIS87
LIGHT EFFECT ON PINEAL GLAND, SUBCOMMISSURAL ORGAN
AND GLDMERULAR ZONE OF ADRENALS DF WHIIE RAT
A65-81592
EFFECT OF COLD AND RESTRICTION bF MOVEMENT QN MAST
CELLS AND METACHROMASIA OF RAT SKIN
A65-81597
THYROID SECRETION RATE AND FECAL ELIMINATION IN
COLD ACCLIMATED RAT A65-81605
SURVIVAL, INJURY, AND BODY TEMPERATURE AND WEIGHT
OF COLD ACCLIMATED RAT DURING HIND-LIMB ISCHEMIA
AND COLD EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO CATECHOLAMINES
A65-8162Z
BODY TEMPERATURE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY POSITIVE,
NEGATIVE, AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A65-BI667
EFFECT OF PROLONGED INHALATION OF PURE OXYGEN IN
RATS IN LOW PRESSURE CHAMBER A65-81671
EFFECT OF PERSANTIN /PYRIMIDINE/ ON ULTRASTRUCTURt
OF RAT MYOCARDIUM AFTER OVERDOSE AND DURING
EXPOSURE TO HYPOBARIC PRESSURE A65-81697
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF MICROWAVES OF SKIN IN
ALBINO RATS AND RABBITS A65-81699
EFFECT OF INCREASE IN RADIAL ACCELERATION STRESS
ON FUNCTIONAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE OF ORGANISM
IN ALBINO RATS A65-81700
DEGREE OF RESPONSE OF VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS TO VIBRATION STRESS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-BilOI
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOODS AND VITAMINS AGAINST
RADIATION EFFECT IN DOGS AND RATS
A65-81702
ELASTIC COMPONENT AND COURSE OF FATIGUE IN
DENERVATED MUSCLE OF RAT AB5-81/09
BLASTOMOGENIC ACTION OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS IN
RATS A65-81711
PANCREATIC SECRETION AFTER EXPOSURE TO HYPOIHERMIA
AND ADMINISTRATION OF SECRETIN AND CARBAMINOYL
CHOLINE IN RAT A65-81136
PROLONGED CENTRIFUGATION EFFECT ON GROWTH, ORGANS,
AND BLOOD OF RAT. A65-81746
PROTECTIVE ACTION OF CYSTEAMINE AND CYSTAMINE ON
OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION, DNAt RNA AND ATP
CONCENTRATION IN RADIATION-SENSITIVE TISSUES OF
RATS EXPOSED TO X-RAY AND GAMMA RADIATION
A65-8176T
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RATS ASSOCIATED WITH ORGAN
DAMAGE CAUSED BY TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS OF LARGE
FORCE AND SHORT DURATION A65-81837
CORTICAL ACTIVITY OF RAT DURING VARIOUS STAGES
OF RDCKET FLIGHT A65-_1848
EFFECT OF DIGITOXIN /GLYCOSIDE OF DIGITALIS
PURPUREA/ ON CIRCULATORY RESPONSE OF RAIS I(J
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION A65-81866
EXPERIMENTAL USE OF STERILE HYDROLYSATES OF
VARIOUS ORGANS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACUTE
RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS A65-81BIO
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DEGREES OF HYPOXIA ON
SENSITIVITY TO EPILEPIDGENIC AGENT AND ON M[JIOR
UNIT FUNCTION OF BRAIN IN RATS A65-81871
HISTAMINE DIHIDROCHLORIDE AND HISTAMINE
DIPHOSPHATE PROTECTIVE EFFECTS ON RAT AGAINST
WHOLE BODY IONIZING IRRADIATION
A65-81889
EFFECT OF COMPRESSION ON COMPOSITION AND
ABSORPTION OF TISSUE GAS POCKETS IN RATS
A65-BIgO/
EFFECT OF CERVICAL SYMPATHLCTOMY IN RAIS ON
POSTERIOR PITUITARY UXYTOXIC ACTIVITY CHAN(;[S
EVOKED BY PHYSICAL EXHAUSIION A65-81925
A-334
SUBJECT INDEX RAT CONTD
EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE LEARNING EFFICIENCY IN RATS
A65-81940
HEART FUNCTION AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN
IMMUNO-SYMPATHETIC RAT DURING COLD EXPOSURE
A65-81965
EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION ON DIAMETER OF
ERYTHROCYTES IN RATS A65-81956
CHANGES IN ADIPOSE TISSUE IN RATS ACCLIMATED TO
HIGH ALTITUDE A65-BZOL5
DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY OF TISSUES DURING EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL HYPOTHERNIA IN
ALBINO RATS A65-82027
CHANGES IN TISSUE VITAMIN CONTENT DURING EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION AND HYPOTHERNIA IN RATS
A65-BZ028
EFFECTIVENESS OF ASCORBIC ACID INJECTION AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN
WHITE RATS A65-BZOZ9
DEGREE OF ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION BY BLOOD SERUM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL
HYPOTHERMIA IN ALBINO RATS A65-B2068
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN RAT BRAIN AFTER ANOXIC ISCHEMIA
A65-82052
EVOKED CORTICAL POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO
PUPILLARY DIAMETER IN RAT A65-B2OTI
NONESTERIFIED FATTY ACID FLUX AND TRIGLYCERIDE
SECRETION IN HYDRAZINE-INDUCED FATTY LIVER IN RATS
A65-B2088
SERUM MUCOPROTEIN LEVELS AFTER STRESSv NOBLE-
COLLIP DRUM TRAUMA DR HYDROCORTISONE
ADMINISTRATION, IN YOUNG AND OLD RATS
A65-82090
CRITICAL BODY TEMPERATURE FOR INSTRUMENTAL
RESPONSE ACQUISITION OF RATS COOLED TO VARIOUS
LEVELS A65-82161
DECREASE IN SKELETAL MUSCLES AND ENZYME ACTIVITY
INCREASE AFTER COLD EXPOSURE IN RATS
A65-82178
COMPARATIVE STUDY DF DAMAGE TO HEMCPOIETIC SYSTEM
AND PART!CULATE COMPONENTS OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD BY
HIGH FNF_GY PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN RATS
A65-821/9
RESPONSE TIME, FOOD INTAKE, AND BODY WEIGHT OF
RATS ON TWO FOOD-REINFORCED SCHEDULES AS AFFECTED
BY ACCELERATION A65-8220T
CONCENTRATION OF HYDROGEN FLUORIDE IN AMBIENT
ATMOSPHERE WHICH CAUSES DISTURBANCE IN CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ALBINO RATS A65-BZ243
EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIDE BREATHING ON CELLULAR
STRUCTURE AND TISSUES OF LUNGS IN RATS
A65-B2ZT2
EFFECT OF HYPEROXYGENATION ON ACTIVITY OF
SUCCINATE DEHYDROGENASE, ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASEv
SH-GROUPSt AND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-B2325
MEAN LEVER DISPLACEMENT AND DURATION OF RATS UNDER
VARIABLE RATIO REINFORCEMENT RESPONSES
NADC-ML-6409 N65-10409
TUMOR PRODUCING EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON
IRRADIATION ON RATS
JPRS-27343 N65-10653
TOXIC EFFECTS OF CHROMIUM CARBIDE AND BDRIDE DUST
ON WHITE RATS N65-11460
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON HISTAMINE LEVELS IN
RATS
FTD-TT-64-20211&2 N65-12171
WHITE RAT RESPIRATION AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
RADIAL ACCELERATION N65-136TO
_IBRATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON ACIDIFYING
PROCESSES IN BRAIN TISSUES OF RATS
N65-13730
EFFECT OF SYSTEMATIC TRAINING ON TOLERANCE OF
WHIIE RATS TO PROLONGED HYPODYNAMIA AND
ISOLATION N65-13775
RADIOBIOLOGY - METABOLISM OF MAGNESIUM IN RATS,
ERYIHROPOIESIS, HEMOLYTIC EFFECTS OF STEROIDS,
BIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNUCLEOTIDES,
SYNTHESIS OF TRACERS, AND INSTRUMENTATION
ACRH-ZZ N65-ISb2T
RAT ELECTROCARDIOGRAM DURING HIGH CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION STRESS N65-16629
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO HYPOXIA IN ACUTE RADIATION
SICKNESS N65-17810
DXIDASE METABOLISM ENZYMES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX AND
SPINAL CORD IN HYPOXIA ACCLIMATED RATS
N65-I7BI3
HYPOXIA IN DEVELOPMENT AND COURSE OF EXPERIMENTAL
EPILEPTIC SEIZURES IN DOGS AND RATS
N65-17841
TRITIUM LABELED PENTABORANE IN SMALL ANIMALS AND
EFFECTS ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM BY RATS
AMRL-TR-66-112 N65-17909
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF PROTEINOIDS AND FEEDING
EXPERIMENTATION WITH RATS N65-1859T
INJURY CAUSED BY FORMATION OF ICE IN ISOLATED
MUSCLES OF RATS
AAL-TOR-63-39 N65-18971
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FREEZING INJURY IN RATS AND
HAMSTERS - COLD TOLERANCE
AAL-TDR-63-30 N65-189TZ
EFFECT OF DIET ON HEXOSENONOPHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE AND MALIC DEHYDROGENASE IN RATS
AAL-IDR-64-13 N65-18974
EFFECTS OF INCREASING PRESSURE OF VARYING
DURATION ON RATS
ISL-216_ N65-19833
_YSTAGMUS i_ RABB|TS, iONIZiNG RA_iA|IUN OF
HYPUTHALAMUS, MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATION, BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATS, AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN DOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-20139
DAllY RHYTHM OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN REGENERATING
LIVER DURING ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS
N65-20142
LOCALIZATION AND MECHANISM OF RAT LIVER PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS BY ALKALI METALS AND AMMONIUM IONS
• NASA-TM-X-SI788 N65-21477
ELECTROLYTE BALANCE STUDIES ON RATS MAINTAINED IN
METABOLISM CAGES - BODY FLUID VOLUME AND
ELECTROLYTE DERANGEMENTS BY FASTING IN COLD
NASA-CR-62298 N65-22131
EFFECT OF DOSAGEw MATERNAL AGE AT CONCEPTION_ AND
GESTATIONAL AGE ON RETENTION OF STRONTIUM 90 BY
FETAL AND NEWBORN RATS
UR-661 N65-22992
PROTEIN DEPLETION AND REPLETION TECHNIQUES USED ON
RATS EXPOSED TO WARM AND COLD CONDITIONS
AAL-TDR-64-15 N65-24593
CISIRIBUTION STUDIES IN GUINEA PIGS AND RATS,
FOLLOWING INTRAPULMONARY INJECTIONS OF STABLE
RARE EARTH CITRATES AND OXALATES
CO0-II70-3 N65-26619
EFFECT OF DIMERCAPTDPROPANOL ON TOXICITY OF OXYGEN
ON RATS AT SiX ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE
A-335
RATE SUBJECTINDEX
SAM-TR-65-11 N65-25203
EFFECT OF DIET ON RAT EXCRETION OF TRITIUM
RADIOACTIVITY FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF
TRITIUM-LABELLED PYRIDOXINE HYDR@CHLORIDE
AAL-TR-64-29 N65-25344
RAPID DEPRESSION OF DNA SYNTHESIS IN RAT SPLEEN
AND BONE MARROW AFTER TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION -
VITRO ASSAY SYSTEM
SAM-TR-65-14 N65-26240
STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN TEETH OF RATS RESULTING
FROM WHOLE BODY FISSION NEUTRON IRRADIATION
SAM-TR-65-B N65-26241
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN MICE AND RATS TRACED FOR
DETERMINING INFLUENCE OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
ON DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL RED AND HEMOGLOBIN
IN ORGANS N65-26390
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING ON RATS - PERMISSIBLE DAILY
CONCENTRATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR
N65-28295
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON IMMUNITY IN RATS
N65-28299
EFFECTS OF DISCONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT ON RATS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE
NASA-CR-63790 N65-28346
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON BLOOD AND HEROPOIETIC
ORGANS OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-31047 N65-28357
EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND WAVES IN SMALL INTENSITIES
ON MORPHOLOGY DF WHITE RAT TESTES
NbS-28703
SKIN LESIONS ON WHITE RATS AND RABBITS CAUSED BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION N65-28707
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN MICEI RATSw
SEEDS, AND DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER
N65-31039
ACUTE TOXIC EFFECTS OF UDMH, MMH, AND SDMH
UPON MICE AND RATS
AHRL-TR-65-48 N65-31081
NICOTINAMIDE EFFECT ON X-RAY IRRADIATED
SUSPENSION CULTURES OF RAT BONE MARROW CELLS
EUR-2415.E N65-32144
GEL FILTRATION AND CHROMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR
ANALYSES OF FLUORESCENT PRODUCTS IN URINE OF
IRRADIATED RATS
NSL-65-23-1 N6S-342B1
CHANGES IN SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY AS MEASUREMENT OF
SENSITIVITY TO ROTATION IN WHITE RATS
NASA-CR-67253 N65-35110
DETERMINATION OF RENEWAL RATE OF PHOSPHOPROTEIN
PHOSPHORUS IN RAT CORTEX BY MEANS OF ION PUMP
N65-35153
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION
NASA-TM-X-51592
RATE
S HEART RATE
S MASS FLOW RATE
S RESPIRATORY RATE
S STRAIN RATE
S VELOCITY
RATIO
S SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
RAY
S COSMIC RAY
S RADIAFION
S X-RAY
N65-35317
RBE
S RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS /RBE/
REACTION
S CHEMICAL REACTION
S HUMAN REACTION
S KINETICS
S SURFACE REACTION
REACTION TIME
SA PERCEPTUAL SPEED
SA PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
SA REFRACTORY PERIOD
EVOKED RESPONSES IN RELATION TO_OCULOMOTOR
REACTION TIMES AND VISUAL PERCEPTION IN MAN
A65-L6466
HUMAN EFFICIENCIES CONPARISION IN USE OF VERBAL
ANO MOTOR REACTIONS TO VARIOUS CODED SIGNALS
A65-18333
SIMPLE AND DISJUNCTIVE REACTION TIHEw RORSCHACH
DATAt ORIENTATIONv COHMUNICATIONt AND ROLE OF
MOTIVATION IN PROLONGED SLEEP DEPRIVATION
A65-BO020
INHIBITION OF SIMPLE VISUAL REACTION TIME BY
SECOND STIMULUS - FAILURE TO REPLICATE RESULT
A65-80026
PRUACTIVE DECREHENTAL EFFECTS ON RESPONSE SPEED IN
CONTINUOUS DISJUNCTIVE REACTION TIME TASK
A65-80027
SHORT TERM MEMORY AND REACTION TIME - KEEPING
TRACK OF SEVERAL VARIABLES A65-80054
MUSCULAR TENSIONt TASK RESISTANCE! AND SPEED OF
RESPONSE A65-80060
DOUBLE STIMULATION EFFECT - TEMPORARY INHIBITION
OF RESPONSE WITH RESPECT TO REACTION TIME_
DICHOTIC LISTENINGv AND STEREOSCOPIC PERCEPTION
STUDIES A65-8009B
NEW PHENOTHIAZINE TRANQUILIZERv ELUPHENAZINE -
EFFECTS ON REACTION TIME AND TOTAL RESPONSE
FINE A65-80118
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF ETHANOL, PENTOBARBITALv
AMPHETAMINE, AND CAFFEINE EFFECTS ON MOTOR AND
INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE A65-BOI59
EFFECT OF WARNING INTERVAL VARIABILITY ON LATENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY BLINK RESPONSE TO INTENSE VISUAL
STIMULATION A65-80191
AGE AND SEX PARAMETERS IN HUMAN PSYCHOMOTOR
LEARNING A65-80262
SONAESTHETIC AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI EFFECT ON
THRESHOLD OF FUSION OF PAIRED LIGHT FLASHES IN
HUMAN SUBJECTS A65-80335
CHOICE REACTION TIME IN TASK INVOLVING DECISION ON
COMBINATION OF VISUAL INFORMATION FROM TWO
DIFFERENT SOURCES A65-80338
SELECTIVE STRATEGIES IN ASSIMILATION
OF SUCCESSIVELY PRESENTED SIGNALS
A65-80339
LIFT REACTION TIME AND TOPOGRAPHIC COMPATIBILITY
OF THE STIMULUS-RESPONSE FIELD A65-BO51B
REACTION TIME FOR TASKS INVOLVING ARM AND LEG
MOVEMENTS A65-80522
REACTION TIME AND SPEED OF MOVEMENT OF SUPPORTED
LIMB AS AFFECTED BY MUSCULAR STRETCHt TENSIDNt AND
RELAXATION A65-BO524
PRE-TENSED AND FREE-ARM SPEED AS AFFECTED BY
STRENGTH TRAINING A65-80525
REACTION TIME OF FINGER AS FUNCTION OF RESPONSE
ALTERNATIVES IN TWO-CHOICE REACTION TIME TASK
AbS-BO615
A-336
SUBJECTINDEX R_CFPTnR
LOCUS OF AUDITORY REACTION TIME CHANGE WITH SET,
NOTIVATIONt AND AGE NEASURED BY ELECTROMYDGRAM
A65-80631
ARTIFICIAL SYNTHESIS DE EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES
TO LIGHT FLASH A65-80663
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE IN RELATION TO BRAIN ALPHA
CYCLE AND CARDEAC AROUSAL CYCLE
A65-80644
EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO VISUAL PERCEPTION
AND DCULOMOTOR REACTION TIMES IN MAN
A65-80665
REACTION RATE OF CARBON DIOXIDE WITH HUNAN RED
BLOOD CELLS AS AFFECTED BY ACETAZOLAMIDE
A65-80731
RELATION OF AGE TO VIGILANCE AND REACTION TIME
A65-BOT3B
OCULOMOTOR RESPONSE TO SMALL TARGET REPLACEMENTS
A6S-BOB06
REACTION TIME TO SECOND OF TWO STIMULI AS FUNCTION
OF INTERSTIMULUS INTERVAL A65-B0851
INDIVIDUAL HUMAN PATTERNS OF REACTION TIME
RESPONSES A65-80862
CHOICE REACTIONS TO TACTUAL STIMULATION WITH
COMPATIBLE AND INCOMPATIBLE INSTRUCTIONS
A65-80863
SPORT PARACHUTING AND HYPOXIA AS RELATED TO TIME
ESTIMATION, NEMORYt AND REACTION TIME
A65-80gSI
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM CHANGES AND AUDITORY AND
VISUAL REACTION TIMES AFTER LIVING IN DESERT
A65-8og65
REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF ONSET AND OFFSET
STIMULATION OF RETINAL FOVEA AND PERIPHERY
A65-81009
REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF LUMINANCE, EXPOSURE
DURATION AND TASK COMPLEXITY A65-81042
SERIAL CHOICE REACTION-TIME AS FUNCTION OF
RESPONSE VERSUS SIGNAL-AND-RESPONSE REPETITION
A65-81100
REACTION TIME DECREASE WITH KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
A65-BI106
AGE FACTOR AND LATENCY TIME OF ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE AND VOLUNTARY RESPONSES
A65-81121
CHOICE REACTION TIMES AND THRESHOLDS OF VISUAL
PATTERNS AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE DURATION
A65-BII69
PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
REACTIVITY TO STRESS IN FORTY-SIX YOUNG MEN
A65-81248
OBJECTIVE MEASURE OF MENTAL OVERLOADING- NEW
APPLICATIONS OF DOUBLE-TASK METHOD WITH REACTION
TIME AND PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
A6S-BX324
PSYCHOACOUSTICS- REACTION TIME TO CHANGES IN
INTENSITY OF WHITE NOISE RELATED TO SIGNAL
DETECTION A65-B1363
LATENCY MODELS FOR REACTION TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
A65-BI4BO
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC AND MICROSWITCH MEASURES OF
AUDITORY REACTION TIME COMPARED
A65-BIS61
INFLUENCES OF RESPIRATORY CYCLE ON SIMPLE REACTION
TIME A65-81574
RESPONSE LATENCY IN VIGILANCE TASK WITH CONSTANT
AND VARIABLE INTERVAL SCHEDULES
A65-81643
RESPONSE LATENCY IN SIMPLE VIGILANCE TASK AS
FUNCTION OF TEMPORAL PATTERN OF STIMULATION
A65-81855
STIMULUS INTENSITY CHANGES AS RELATED TO TONE AND
REACTION TIME IN DTERMINING AUDIIORY NEUTRAL
LESIONS AbS-BZ2TO
RESPONSE TIME TO SECOND OF TWO SUCCESSIVE SIGNALS
AS FUNCTION DE ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE DURATION OF
INTERSIGNAL INTERVAL A6S-B232B
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN MAXIMAL SPEED OF
MUSCULAR CONTRACTION AND REACTION TIME
AbS-B2331
NGRKAL DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN REACTION TIMES TO
VISUAL STIMULUS A65-82337
RELATION OF REACTION TIME TO INFORMATION
TRANSMISSION WITH UNEQUALLY LIKELY ALTERNATIVES
A65-B2340
STORAGE OF TIME INFORMATION IN STUDY OF REACTION
TIME TO PERIODIC STIMULI IMPAIRED BY SIMULTANEOUS
PERFORMANCE OF SECOND TASK AbS-B234i
REACTION TIME OF PREADOLESCENT CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TR-64-TO N65-10666
INTERACTION OF VERBAL SIGNAL WITH DIRECT SIGNAL
ANALYZED FOR SIMPLE AND COMPLICATED REACTIONS
AND RELATED TO REACTION TIME IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR
JPRS-ZIB79 N65-127TO
OPTIMAL CHARACTERIZATION THEORY OF TIME VARIATION
DYNAMICS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION OR REACTION TIME
CF FUMAN PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-ITO N65-i7326
ATTENTION THEORY AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS OF
HUMAN ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE TWO SENSORY EVENTS
SUCCESSIVELY AND SENSORY CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
INFLUENCE DN REACTION TIME
NASA-CR-194 N65-23170
REACTOR
HEALTH HAZARDS FROM RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS
FOLLOWING REACTOR ACCIDENT - EXTERNAL RADIATION
FROM RADIOACTIVE CLOUD, INHALATION, OR
INGESTION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
AHSBISI--R-64 N65-25154
REACTOR SAFETY
GASTROINTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF THREE RADIONUCLIDES
POIENTIALLY USABLE IN SNAP AUXILIARY POWER DEVICE
STUDIED IN MINIATURE SWINE A65-16556
ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE -
DOSIMETRY AND NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY
AECL-Z239 N65-27447
REAL TIME
_ETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION THEORY FOR
DETERMINING TIME-VARYING DYNAMICS OF HUMAN
OPERATOR ENGAGED IN TRACKING TASKS
A65-ZZO33
RECEPTOR
SA 8ARORECEPTOR
SA CHEMORECEPTOR
SA PHOTDRECEPTOR
SA THERNORECEPTOR
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS IN RABBIT AND CAT
SKIN A65-BI2TB
CENTRIFUGAL OPTIC NERVE RESPONSES EVOKED BY
AUDITORY AND SOMATIC STIMULATION IN CATS
A65-81931
PRESSURE RECEPTOR REFLEXES AFFECTING CORONARY
BLOOD FLOW
AVRL-TR-64--94 N6S-19148
A-337
RECOGNITION SUBJECTINDEX
RECOGNITION
SA MACHINE RECOGNITION
SA PATTERN RECOGNITION
SA TARGET RECOGNITION
CAPACITY OF RECOGNIZING MASKED FIGURES AFTER
SENSORY-MOTOR DEPRIVATION A65-B2193
VIEWING-ANGLE AND SYMBOL-SIZE EFFECT ON TIME TO
RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR WORDS
W-07004 N65-17144
RECOGNITION VALUES UNDER VARYING LEVELS OF IMAGE
DEGRADATION
ESO-TDR-64-666 N65-18963
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETER PERFORMANCE STUDIES FOR
INVESTIGATION OF IMAGE QUALITY, PRESENTATION OF
COMPARATIVE-COVERt TRAINING TECHNIQUESt TEMPORAL
ASPECTS OF IMAGERY AND CONTENT
RADC-TDR-64-326 N65-23083
LIGHTING IN DISPLAYS WITH SUPERIMPOSED FIELDS
AT LOW LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION - SUPERIORITY
OF WHITE LIGHT OVER RED LIGHT DISPLAY IN
DETECTION-RECOGNITION AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AD-6133_4 N65-25675
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
PROBABILITY OF VISUAL DETECTION OF RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFT BY GROUND OBSERVERS
RM-4562-PR N65-35947
RECONNAISSANCE SPACECRAFT
MANNED SPACECRAFT FOR SURVEILLANCE AND
RECONNAISSANCE USING UNAIDED VISION AND
MAN-PERISCOPIC VISION A65-35489
RECORDING INSTRUMENT
SA ELECTRONIC RECORDING INSTRUMENT
SA PULSE RECORDER
SIMULTANEOUS CARDIOSCOPIC SCAN AND
VECTORCARDIOGRAPHIC RECORDING IN MAN
A65-80604
TRANSISTOR DEVICE FOR REMOTE RECORDING OF HEART
RATE AND RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS A65-80714
DELAYED FEEDBACK SELF-TRACKING AND RECORDING
INSTRUMENT Ab5-80T40
ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE OF HUMAN EAR AND NEW
ARTIFICIAL EAR WITH NEW RECORDING DEVICE
A65-80743
DEVICE WITH CONSTANT PRESSURE MASK FOR CONTROLLED
RESPIRATION IN INTACT ANIMALS A65-80765
NEW PORTABLE ELECTRIC DEVICE FOR REGISTERING TOTAL
TIME OF INDIVIDUAL EXPOSURE TO SELECTED LEVEL OF
NOISE A65-80994
PHOTDELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY AND PHOTOELECTRO-
OCULOGRAPHY A65-BI049
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECORDING OF ROTATIONAL EYE
MOVEMENTS BY NEW CONTACT-LENS TECHNIQUE
A65-81050
COCHLEAR MICROPHONICS MEASUREMENTS IN EXPERIMENTAL
ANIMALS AND IN MAN A65-B1052
INDIRECT BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING
A65-81053
MEASURING MOVEMENTS OF RETINAL IMAGE WITH RESPECT
TO RETINA A65-81058
MEASUREMENT OF EYE MOVEMENT USING MAGNETIC
INDUCTION IN CONTACT LENS COIL A65-81061
VALIDITY OF DATA GATHERED BY AUTOMATIC ACOUSTIC
BLOOD PRESSURE DEVICE A65-81064
INSTRUMENT FOR CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION OF PULSE IN
WORK STUDIES A65-81189
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENTS OF HEART
FUNCTIONS AND RESPIRATION A65-81208
NEW METHOD OF RECORDING EYE MOVEMENT -
PHOTONYSTAGMOGRAM A65-81242
ACCELERATION REGISTOGRAPHY - A NEW METHOD OF
EXAMINATIONS CONCERNED WITH THE LABYRINTHINE
RIGHTING REFLEX A65-81347
APPARATUS FOR LUMINANCE-THRESHOLD DETERMINATION IN
ANIMALS A65-81418
AUTOMATIC DETERMINATION AND RECORDING OF PULSE
RATE AND RESPIRATION A65-81510
SIMULTANEOUS EVALUATION OF QUANTITATIVE WAVE
PATTERNS AND MEAN AMPLITUDE OF BRAIN POTENTIAL BY
COMBINED DATA Ab5-BI881
AUDIOMETRIC ASPECTS AND MULTISENSORY
POWER-FUNCTIONS OF ELECTRONICALLY AVERAGED SLOW
EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES IN MAN
A65-8ZI36
RECORDED CHANGES OF THORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN
MAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
A65-82220
RELIABILITY OF HIGH-FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
MEASUREMENT A65-82296
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR RECORDING SKIN RESISTANCE IN MAN
AND RAT A65-82327
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE RECORDING APPARATUS
AD-610222 N65-18684
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY WITH RADIO COMMUNICATION LINK
BETWEEN INFORMATION SOURCE AND INSTRUMENT FOR
RECORDING BIOLOGICAL DATA DURING MOVEMENT AND
ACTIVITY
FTD-MT-64-416 N65-22425
BLOOD FLOW TIME DETERMINATION BY OXYHEMOGRAM
RECORDING ON OSCILLOGRAPH
JPRS-31093 N65-28878
GRAPHIC RECORDING OF SECRETORY AND EXCRETORY
PROCESSES USING PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL RECORDING
ELEMENT
JPRS-31269 N6B-29182
CONTINUOUS ELECTRICAL STRAIN GAUGE RECORDING
INSTRUMENT FOR CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY WEIGHT
DURING ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
ANRL-TR-65-23 N65-34134
CONSTRUCTION OF DEVICE FOR RECORDING BLOOD
PRESSUREt PULSE, RESPIRATIONt AND MECHANOGRAMS
ON OSCILLOGRAPHS
NASA-TT-F-9581 N65-35782
RECDVERY
SA VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY
SA WATER RECOVERY
PROBLEMS IN ESTIMATING RECOVERY FROM RADIATION
INJURY IN MAMMAL A65-BOI63
RADIATION RECOVERY OF MICE RECEIVING SINGLE DOSE
OF X-RAY IRRADIATION OR SPLIT-CONDITIONING DOSES
A65-80164
RECOVERY RATE AND DOSE-REDUCTION FACTOR IN
CYSTEAMINE-TREATED MOUSE AFTER FRACTIONATED
X-IRRADIATION AbS-BOI7I
UNCONSCIOUS RECOVERY AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN A65-BI730
RECOVERY OF TRACE ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS IN
SEALAB I ATMOSPHEREt SEPARATION WITH GAS
CHROMATOGRAPH, AND IDENTIFICATION
NbS-314H4
RED BLOOD CELL
S ERYTHROCYTE
A-338
SUBJECT INDEX REFUELING
REDUNDANCY ENCODING
BIOMEDICAL DATA COMPRESSION BY POLYNOMIAL CURVE
FITTING AND CYCLE-TO-CYCLE REDUNDANCY REDUCTIDN_
NOTING EKG AND EEG APPLICATION
A65-24203
REENTRY
SA ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
REENTRY OF FRAGMENTS OF HIGH POWER DENSITY NUCLEAR
ROCKET REACTOR N65-10875
REENTRY BODY
LOCATION AND RETRIEVAL CONCEPTS FOR REENTRY CREH
ESCAPE SYSTEMS N65-29759
REENTRY VEHICLE
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF MANUALLY GUIDED AND
CONTROLLED REENTRY VEHICLES
NASA-CR-331 N65-36TT3
REFERENCE SYSTEM
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE ZERO FOR
PURE-TONE AUOIOMETRY A65-BLCB4
DATA RECORDINGS TO ORGANIZE NORMATIVE
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC REFERENCE LIBRARY
N65-28775
REFLEX
SA CAROTID SINUS REFLEX
SA CONDITIONED RESPONSE
SA RESPIRATORY REFLEX
STAPEDIUS MUSCLE REFLEX FUNCTION IN PROTECTION
AGAINST NOISE INJURY AND IN UNDERSTANDING OF
SPEECH A65-BOOIO
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE REFLEXES ELICITED BY ACOUSTIC
AND NONACOUSTIC STIMULATION A65-80036
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION - INTERACTION OF SEMICIRCULAR
CANAL AND OTOLITH ORGAN FUNCTIONS
A65-80040
CENTRAL BODY AND TRUNK SKIN TEMPERATURE EFFECT
ON REFLEX VASODILATATION IN HAND
A65-801B9
REFLEX CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY RESPONSES TO
HYPOXIA - A REVIEW A65-B0356
TENSOR TYMPANI REFLEX IN CAT TO CLICKS DURING
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AND AFTER ABLATION OF
AUDITORY CORTEX A65-BOBB8
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION BY ACCELERATION
ON CONDITIONED REFLEX IN RATS A65-80929
AUDITORY INPUT IN CATS DURING NAKEFULNESS_
SYNCHRONIZED SLEEP, AND DESYNCHRONIZED SLEEP
A65-80945
AUDITORY INPUT CHANGES DURING AROUSAL IN CAT WITH
TENOTOHIZED MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES A65-80946
INVESTIGATION OF UNCONDITIONED VASCULAR REFLEXES
UPON THFRMAL STIMULATION OF SMALL SKIN AREAS
A65-BL306
ACCELERATION REGISTOGRAPHY - A NEW METHOD OF
EXAMINATIONS CONCERNED WITH THE LABYRINTHINE
RIGHTING REFLEX A65-81347
CARDIAC REFLEX RESPONSE OF DOG DURING HYPDXIA AND
ELECTRIC STIMULATION ON SINUS AND PNEUMDGASTRIC
NERVES A65-BI84T
SUPRASPINAL CONTROL OF INTESTINO - INTESTINAL
INHIBITORY REFLEX IN CATS A6S-B2065
STAPED|US REFLEX TO TONE STIMULI OF MEDIUM
LOUDNESS IN ALERT RABBIT A65-82142
BLINKING REFLEX AS INDICATOR OF DEGREE OF SKILL
ATTAINED IN PRACTICE OF VISUAL-MOTOR TASK
A65-B2176
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF WHITE NOISE AND CLICKS AS
ACOUSTIC REFLEX STIMULI PRIOR TO EXPOSURE TO
IMPUSE NOISE A65-8229T
ACOUSTIC REFLEX OF INFANTRYMEN EXPOSED TO WHITE
NOISE AbS-B2311
INTRA-AURAL REFLEX OF MIDDLE EAR TO
AUDIOFREQUENCY SOUND WITH DEFINED AMPLITUDE
GGC/EE/64-15 N65-1249I
ACOUSTIC REFLEX IN INFANTRYMEN - PSYCHOLOGY
REPT.-LI59 N65-13172
USE OF CHAIN CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEX METHODS ON
ANIMALS FOR STUDYING EFFECTS OF LONG EXPOSURE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
N65-13678
PRESSURE CHAMBER ELEVATIONS, LOW OXYGEN BREATHING
MIXTURES, HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE BREATHING
BIXTURESt INCREASED PRESSURE IN GASTROINTESTINAL
TRACK, AND ACCELERATION EFFECT ON REFLEXES
N65-137OB
COUNTERROLLING OF HUMAN EYE - NYSTAGMUS RESPONSE
TO HEAD TILT AND BODY ROTATION
GE/EE/64-8 N65-14_36
NEUROLOGY - SPINAL CORD REFLEX ACTIVITY9 RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA, AND RADIATION
EFFECTS ON HUMAN BEG
FTD-TT-64-267/t_2 N65-14470
CONDITIONED REFLEX AND MODERN NEUROPFlYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-306 N65-14946
REFLEX MECHANISM OF PERIODIC RESPIRATION IN
HYPOXIA N65-17778
HIGH MOUNTAIN FACTORS ON REFLEX RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN RENAL AND SALIVARY FUNCTION
N65-17822
PRESSURE RECEPTOR REFLEXES AFFECTING CORONARY
BLOOD FLOW
AMRL--TR-64-94 N65-19148
AUTOMATED LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR STUDY OF
ANIMAL CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-3Ogb2 N65-28133
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON REPRODUCTION,
COMPOSITION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD, REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-28TO6
REFLEX SKIN POTENTIAL REACTIONS IN MAN UNDER
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
N65-zgo3z
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON FUNCTIONAL STATE
CF SPINAL REFLEX ARC N65-31383
EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION ON MOTOR DEFENSE
REFLEX IN GUINEA PIG N65-31384
COMBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND RADIATION ON
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF MOTOR DEFENSE FLEXOR REFLEX
ARC N65-31385
REFRACTION
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECT_ ON OCULAR REFRACTION AND
VISUAL ACUITY OF PILOTS
NASA-TT-F-9153 N65-11305
REFRACTORY PERIOD
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORY PERIOD IN BISENSORY
TRACKING TASK A65-B2288
RESPONSE TIME TO SECOND OF TWO SUCCESSIVE SIGNALS
AS FUNCTION OF ABSDLUTE AND RELATIVE DURATION OF
INTERSIGNAL INTERVAL A65-BZ32B
REFUELING
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF WORK OF AIRCREWS DURING IN-FLIGHT REFUELING
N65-1371T
A-339
REGENERATION SUBJECTINDEX
REGENERATIONSABIOREGENERATION
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON WOUND HEALING AND TISSUE
REGENERATION IN MOUSE A65-8042l
REGENERATION OF BONE MARROW AFTER IRRADIATION BY
600 MEV PROTONS AND X-RAY IN ALBINO MICE
A65-81627
LIVER REGENERATION DETERMINATION IN WHITE MICE
AFTER BRIEF AND CHRONIC COBALT 60 IRRADIATION
FTD-TT-64-23O/I&2&4 N65-I0285
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AS REGENERATION SYSTEM FOR SPACE
FLIGHT N65-1859I
REPARATIVE REGENERATION OF VARIOUS TISSUES OF
ANIMALS UNDER EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29904 N65-23052
BIOCHEMICALS USED IN CARBON DIOXIDE SEPARATION
IN AEROSPACE VEHICLE ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION
PROCESSES
QTR-3 N65-25572
BLOOD REGENERATION AFTER BLOOD LOSS IN ANIMALS
ACCLIMATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE - EFFECT OF HYPOXIA
IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HEMORRHAGING
JPRS-31781 N65-35017
REGENERATION OF DAMAGED MUSCLE TISSUE - PHYSIOLOGY
N65-36117
REGENERATIVE CYCLE
TWO-GAS REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
PRESSURE, THERMAL AND HUMIDITY CONTROL, HATER
RECLAMATION, ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION, CARBON
DIOXIDE AND TRACE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL
AIAA PAPER 65-501 A65-29441
REGENERATIVE CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM
DESIGN USED IN SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR TEST PROGRAM
FOR OPTIMIZING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-34478
REGION
S POLAR REGION
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
SA BIOMETRICS
SA VARIANCE
REFINEMENT OF GUTTMAN CORRELATION MATRIX TO
OBTAIN NONLINEAR REGRESSION SCORES - PSYCHOLOGY
AD-609676 N65-29152
REGULATION
THERMOSTAT OF ORGANISM AND ITS SETTING IN RABBIT
A65-80912
CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF REGULATION CFF
RESPIRATION A65-82019
REGULATION AND CONTROL ANALYSIS OF SOME INTERNAL
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
NASA-CR-64641 N65-33251
NEUROHUNORAL REGULATION OF MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NERVOUS AND HUMORAL
PROCESSES - INJECTIONS OF SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE
JPRS-31968 N65-33429
IONIZING RADIATION SOURCE HANDLING REGULATIONS IN
YUGOSLAVIA
JPRS-31993 N65-34102
REINFORCEMENT
MEAN LEVER DISPLACEMENT AND DURATION OF RATS UNDER
VARIABLE RATIO REINFORCEMENT RESPONSES
NADC-ML-6409 N65-10409
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS /RBE/
BIOPHYSICS OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
VARIOUS TYPES OF RADIATION A65-8084I
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY RADIATION ON
SEEDS OF BARLEY AND LILIUM REGALE
A-360
A65-80863
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS
NASA-TT-F-9157 N65-14606
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF FAST NEUTRONS
FCR STUDYING IRRADIATION DAMAGE OF CELLS
N65-263B1
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROTONS - EFFECT OF
RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON AFTERGLOW OF
IRRADIAIED SOLUTIONS OF SERUM ALBUMIN - MUSCULAR
SYSTEM EXCITATION OISTRIBUTION
JPRS-3154T N65-31038
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN MICEt RATS,
SEEOSp AND DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER
N65-31039
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAl. EFFECTIVENESS OF COBALT 60
GAMMA RADIATION AND X-RAYS ON CARTILAGE OF
YObNG RABBIT LARYNX
ANL-TRANS-12I N65-32833
_ELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF PROTONS AND
ALPHA PARTICLES - RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS
N65-34632
CORRELATION BETWEEN LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER AND
ABSORBED RADIATION DOSE, AND RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVENESS IN YEAST
NASA-CR-67239 N65-35107
RELIABILITY
SA AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
SA COMPONENT RELIABILITY
SA QUALITY CONTROL
SA SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY
SA SYSTEM FAILURE
RELIABILITY OF MAN IN MAN-MACHINE SPACECRAFT
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-29944
PILOT RELIABILITY AND SKILL RETENTION FOR SPACE
FLIGHT MISSIONS A65-81305
RELIABILITY OF HIGH-FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
MEASUREMENT A65-82296
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF OPERATOR RELIABILITY IN
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM N65-13697
RELATIONSHIP OF MAN TO TOTAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
AND TECHNIQUES AND CONTROLS TO INSURE 4
SPACECRAFT MISSION SUCCESS - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
REPT.-S46-M N65-23007
HUMAN RELIABILITY IN SPACECRAFT CONTROL
NASA-TT-F-9428 N65-Z7714
INCREASING RELIABILITY OF MACHINE PERCEPTION OF
VOCAL SOUNDS BY INTRODUCING REPEATED DEMAND
FTD-TT-65-104/l_2 N65-30149
SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE COMPOSED OF TECHNIQUES IN
FIELD OF FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGNt RELIABILITYt
AND HUMAN FACTORS YIELDING PRACTICAL APPROACH
FOR DESIGN OF INTEGRATED PILOT-CONTROLLER SYSTEM
RTD-TDR-63-4092 N65-36724
REMOTE CONTROL
UTILIZATION OF MAN AS PART OF AUTOMATIC, REMOTELY
CONTROLLED AND DIRECTLY MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
SYSTEMS
SAE PAPER 650811 A65-3469T
PERFORMANCE TIMES ON SIMPLE REMOTE HANDLING TASK
UNDER DIRECT BINOCULAR AND MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITIONS
AHRL-TDR-64-6B N65-13993
PATH OPTIMIZATION FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED
REMOTE MANIPULATOR - MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62878 N65-25002
MOBILE REMOTE HANDLING UNIT POSITIONED UNDER
AUGMENTED TELEVISION CONDITIONS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING FOR REMOTE HANDLING SYSTEMS
............ RESI STANCE
AMRL-TR-bS-6 NbS-ZT091
REMOTE PILOT-CONTROLLED VISUAL DOCKING OF TNO
SPACE VEHICLES ON RENDEZVOUS DOCKING SIMULATOR
MITH CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
NASA-TN-D-3066 NbS-3551T
RENAL FUNCTION
SODIUM AND MATER EXCRETION OF DOGS IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES AS AFFECTED BY MATER IMMERSION ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS AbS-80175
HYPOTHERMIC REDUCTION OF AMMONIA RELEASE INTO
CIRCULATION BY KIDNEY OF FASTING DOG SUBSEQULmNTLY
TESTED NITH PROTEIN AbS-801TT
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND RENAL FUNCTION - _OSSEBLE
INJURY TO KIDNEY AFTER SEVERE, PROLONGE_ EXERCISE
A65-80352
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND SODIUM REABSORPTION IN DOG
KIDNEY A65-80362
RENAL FUNCTION OF DOG AS AFFECTEO BY HYDRAZINEt
METHYLHYDRAZINEt ANO DIMETHYLHYORAZINE
A65-81733
RENAL FUNCTION IN HIGH-ALTITUDE NATIVES AND IN
NATIVES MITH CHRONIC MOUNTAIN SICKNESS
A6S-8LOIB
CLEARANCE OF INULIN AND PARA-AMINOHIPPURIC ACID,
CARDIAC OUTPUT, OXYGEN UPTAKE, AND BLOOD PRESSURE
OF SUBJECTS DURING PROLONGED SUPINE EXERCISE AT
DIFFERENT LOADS AbS-B2165
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT D e ACUTE RENAL FAILURE OUE
TO CARBON TETRACHLOR1DE POISONING
A65-82303
HIGH MOUNTAIN FACTORS ON REFLEX RELATIONSHIPS
BETMEEN RENAL AND SALIVARY FUNCTION
NbS-1782Z
PHARMACOLOGICAL INFLUENCE OF KIDNEY DIURESIS
NASA-TT-F-9360 Nb5-22622
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLAND IN
PATIENTS SUFFERING VIBRATION SICKNESS
FTD--TT-66--962/I NOS-2264Z
INHIBITED FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLANDS
IN HALE MINERS MITH SECOND AND THIRD STAGE
VIBRATION SICKNESS N65-22666
MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED TO EXAMINE
PHYSTCOCHEHICAL HYPOTHESES THAT EXPLAIN HAYS
IN MH|CH HUMAN BODY CONTROLS FLUID AND
ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION - RENAL EXCRETION
RN-6609-PR Nb5-31199
RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORY
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRAJECTORY AND SIGHT LINE
SPACE RENDEZVOUS MANEUVERS, USING DIRECT
VISUAL CUES
AMRL-TR-65-10 Nb5-35632
REPAIR
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS -
IDENTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ORONANCE RADAR REPAIR COURSE
HUNRRO-RR-15 NbS-IT618
REPRODUCTION
MEIGHTLESSNESS AND COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON
REPRODUCTION IN DROSOPHILA NELANOGASTER AND
HEREDITARY STRUCTURE OF TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA
A65-30691
INVESTIGATION OF PEROGNATHUS AS EXPERIMENTAL
ORGANISM FOR RESEARCH IN SPACE BIOLOGY -
REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES, BREEDING AND REARING IN
CAPTIVITY
NASA-CR-62556 N65-23002
IONIZING RADIATION NITH DIFFERENT LINEAR ENERGY
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN
KIDNEY CELLS N05-23666
REPROOUCTION OF MICE IN CONFINEMENT
NASA-OR-hA315 NbS-30867
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON WORK CAPACITY, REPRODUCTIVE
CAPACITY, AND LONGEVITY OF BEAGLE DOGS
UC0-672-111 N65-3k324
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
SA UTERUS
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS
_N SKIN, DIGEST]VEt CIRCULATORY, AND
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS OF CHICKEN
AbS-BO383
REPRODUCTIVE AND HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEMS OF HUMANS
AS AFFECTED BY ACCIDENTAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
. AbS-BOTS5
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ILLUMINATION ON ESTROUS
CYCLES OF RODENTS AbS-B1867
EVALUATING P H CHANGES IN UTERUS OF FEMALE
REPRODUCTIVE TRACT DURING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM FOR
CORRELATION TO NEURAL AND ENDOCRINE ACTIVITIES
NASA-TN-X-51BT5 Nb5-33TI1
RESEARCH
S OPERATIONS RESEARCH
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SIMULATED ROCKET JET EXHAUST EFFECT ON STABILITY
AND CONTROL OF RESEARCH AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
NASA-TN-X-12T NbS-Z8135
RESEARCH FACIL]TY
RESEARCH AND FACILITIES AT AEROSPACE MEDICAL
CENTER OF ROME, ITALY A65-81836
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE TOXICOLOGY - A NEW RESEARCH
FACILITY A65-8Z091
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH FACILITY AND PROGRAM FOR
COMPLEX REPERTOIRES UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
NASA-OR-62606 N65-Z3283
RESEARCH PROJECT
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH FACILITY AND PROGRAM FOR
COMPLEX REPERTOIRES UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
NASA-CR-62606 N65-Z3283
RESEARCH VEHICLE
AEROSPACE MEDICAL AND BIOENGINEERING
CONSIDERATIONS IN H-Z LIFTING BODY RESEARCH
VEHICLE, DISCUSSING PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, ESCAPE
AND MEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEMS A65-16229
RESERPINE
EFFECT OF LARGE DOSE OF RESERPINE GIVEN
INTRAPERITONEALLY ON INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF D-
GLUCOSE /IN VITRO/ IN HAMSTERS A65-173TZ
EFFECT OF RESERPINE ON RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE,
ARTERIAL PRESSURE, AND HEART RATE IN COLD
ACCLIMATED RAT A65-80936
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF tEIOLE-BOOY
VIBRATION IN ANESTHETIZED DOG AS AFFECTED BY
CURARE AND RESERPINE AbS-BZI_B
RESIN
SA PLASTIC
PURIFICATION OF ENTEROTOXIN B BY CARBOXYLIC ACID
RESINS CHROMATOGRAPHY N65-22299
RESISTANCE
Sk ELECTRIC RESISTANCE
SA SKIN RESISTANCE
UPPER AIRMAY RESISTANCE IN NORMAL MAN DURING MOUTH
BREATHING A65-81539
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE MICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIA, COLD STRESS, AND
ETHANOLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIAt
PROTEUS MIRABILIS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S. AUREUS A65-81598
A-361
RESOLUTION SUBJECTINDEX
INCREASING RESISTANCE FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS IN FLIGHT
N65-13646
USE OF DRUGS TO INCREASE BODILY RESISTANCE TO
FLIGHT ACCELERATIONS IN AIRCRAFT AND SPACECRAFT
N65-13654
RESPONSE OF ANIMALS AND METHODS TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TO FLIGHT CONDITIONS
N65-13767
SIGNIFICANCE OF PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
TONE FOR INCREASING RESISTANCE TO FLIGHT
CONDITIONS N65-13774
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO HYPOXIA IN ACUTE RADIATION
SICKNESS N65-17810
RESOLUTION
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SYMBOL RESOLUTION ON SPEED OF
IDENTIFICATION OF TELEVISION LETTERS AND NUMBERS
RADC-TR-65-239 N65-34571
RESONANCE
MICROVIBRATION OF HUMAN BODY EXPLAINED BY
RESONANCE THEORY A65-B0200
RESONANCE FREQUENCIES OF THE HUMAN SKULL -
AUDIOMETRIC EFFECTS AND PROTECTION
A65-82143
EFFECT OF IONIZED RADIATION ON ROTARY RESONANCE
WAVE SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS - RADIATIVE PROTECTIVE
MECHANISM OF CYSTEINE N65-32652
RESPIRATION
SA APNEA
SA ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION
SA ASPHYXIA
SA INHALATION
SA LIQUID BREATHING
SA OXYGEN METABOLISM
SA PRESSURE BREATHING
SA RESUSCITATION
SA TUBERCULOSIS
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE PARTIAL
PRESSURES IN HUMAN LUNG, VENOUS BLOOD AND
REBREATHING BAG A65-14157
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF
RESPIRATORY MUSCLES AND BRAIN CENTER CONTROLLING
INSPIRATION AND EXPIRATION 665-BOOL2
TEMPERATURE OF EXPIRED AIR IN COLD ENVIRONMENT
665-80109
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY - ALVEOLAR GAS EXCHANGE
A65-80185
DISTRIBUTION OF VENTILATION IN NORMAL SUBJECTS OF
BOTH SEXES FROM 7 TO 45 YEARS OF AGE BY NITROGEN
WASHOUT METHOD A65-80306
SWEAT SUPPRESSION OF FOREHEAD BY FORCED
BREATHING IN MAN - EFFECT OF CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSION A65-B0314
RESPIRATORy MECHANICS AND DIAPHRAGM
ELECTROMYOGRAMS OF ANESTHETIZED DOG IN STUDY OF
RESPONSES TO THREE LEVELS OF AIRFLOW RESISTANCE
TO INSPIRATION A65-80315
AEROBIC WORK CAPACITY DURING EXERCISE
A65-80358
INTRACELLULAR OXIDATION-REDUCTION STATE IN RAT
BRAIN A65-B0360
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CELL RESPIRATION OF ROUSE
AS RELATED TO TISSUE TYPE AND AGE AND FIELD
STRENGIH AND TEMPERATURE A65-B0426
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, PULMONARY
VENTILATION, RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE RATIO, BODY
WEIGHT, AND SURFACE AREA OF OBESE SUBJECTS
A65-B0666
A-342
SECONDARY VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO EXERCISE AS
MODIFIED BY PURE OXYGEN, AMMONIUM CHLORIDE,
AMINOPHYLLINE AND SODIUM BICARBONATE, COMPOUNDS
WHICH ALTER CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
A65-80674
UNDERWATER SWIMMING AND EFFECT ON RESPIRATION
DURING BREATHHOLDING A65-80745
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO HYPOXIC CHEMDCEPTOR
STIMULATION OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY CENTRAL AND
PERIPHERAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
A65-B0786
KINETICS OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AT ONSET OF
MUSCULAR EXERCISE IN MAN 665-80884
SURVIVAL, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, RESPIRATION, AND
BLOOD CHANGES OF TURTLE, PSEUDEMYS
SCRIPTA-ELEGANS, EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES
A65-80897
EFFECT OF RESERPINE ON RESPIRATORY EXCHANGE,
ARTERIAL PRESSURE, AND HEART RATE IN COLD
ACCLIMATED RAT Ab5-80934
RESPIRATORY AND BLOOD PRESSURE RESPONSES OF CAT
TO ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF PERIPHERAL AFFERENT
NERVES 665-B1024
DESIGN AND IMPLANTATION OF SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN WILD BIRDS
A65-81051
PROGRESS IN TELEMETERING MUSCLE POTENTIALS AND
RESPIRATORY DATA A65-81056
EXTERNAL ELASTIC AND THRESHOLD LOADING ON
BREATHING IN MAN 665-81146
HYPOXIC DRIVE IN NORMAL INDIVIDUALS AND PATIENTS
WITH CHRONIC HYPOXEMIA A65-BIIBB
TELEMETRIC DEVICE FOR MEASUREMENTS OF HEART
FUNCTIONS AND RESPIRATION A65-81208
RESPIRATION, ELECTRDDERMAL RESPONSE, BLOOD
PRESSURE, ELECTROCARDIOGRAM, AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS
A65-81283
HYPOXIC EFFECTS ON RESPIRATION AND PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN RAT TISSUES A65-81473
MIXED VENOUS CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION DETERMINED BY
CARBON DIOXIDE REBREATHING METHOD - INFLUENCE OF
REBREATHING TIME A65-B150B
AUTOMATIC DETERMINATION AND RECORDING OF PULSE
RATE AND RESPIRATION AbS-8LSIO
UPPER AIRWAY RESISTANCE IN NORMAL MAN DURING MOUTH
BREATHING A65-B1539
INFLUENCES OF RESPIRATORY CYCLE ON SIMPLE REACTION
TIME Ab5-81574
PULMONARY RETENTION AND EXCRETION OF MERCURY
VAPORS IN MAN A65-BL625
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF INTRAPERITONEAL INJECTIONS OF
NEMBUTAL, HEXONIUM AND ALYNAMINE ON DISTURBANCES
OF RESPIRATION AND HEART RATE CAUSED BY X-RAY
IRRADIATION OF CEREBELLUM IN DOGS
665-81673
HIBERNATION IN HEDGEHOG, ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS - CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY PATTERN TO
GRADUALLY DECREASING OR IN4_REASING AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-B1765
VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO CARBON DIOXIDE DURING
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-81895
STROKE VOLUME IN CONSCIOUS DOG AS AFFECTED BY
RESPIRATION, POSTURE, AND VASCULAR OCCLUSION
MEASURED WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
A65-81899
.......... v_-- KI:bVIKJI I UIKT UI _l:A_t
CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT OF VENTTLATORY SENSITIVITY
TO CARBON DIOXIDE IN NAN Ab5-81903
RESPIRATORY OXYGEN DEBT AND RELATION TO EXCESS
LACTATE IN MAN MITH PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-OLO04
RESPIRATION AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH IN
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS AND ALKALOSIS IN NAN
A65-81905
HEART RATE_ VENTILATION, AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF
HUMAN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATUREt
AIR VELOCITYI AND EXERCISE A65-BI916
RELATIONSHIP BETMEEN CHANGES IN ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
OF FOREARM MUSCLES AND ACRAL VASOMOTOR REACTION
EVOKED BY DEEP INSPIRATION Ab5-81993
OXYGEN BREATHING AND RESPIRATION DURING
HYPOTHERMIA A65-82002
BENCH-STEPPING PERFORMANCES OF MALES AND FEMALES
AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING IONIZED AIR
AbS-B2018
CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF REGULATION OF
RESPIRATION A65-82019
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LUNGS AND THORAX AND
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF RESPIRATION
A65-82020
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND ENDOGENOUS RESPIRATION IN
CELLS FROM THE VESTIBULAR NUCLEUS IN RABBITS
Ab5-82070
CHANGES IN PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY AND
PULMONARY CAPILLARY BLOOD VOLUME DURING NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING IN MAN A65-82099
PULMONARY COMPLIANCE AND NONELASTIC RESISTANCE OF
HUMAN SUBJECT DURING TREADMILL EXERCISE
A65-82151
ANATOMICAL DEAD SPACE OF SUBJECTS IN SUPINE
POSITION DURING EXPOSURE TO FORNARD ACCELERATION
A65--82153
INTRAPULMONARY PRESSURE OF BREATHHOLOING SUBJECTS
LYING AND SITTING IN AIR AND MATER
A65-82158
DISTRIBUTION OF INSPIRED AIR DURING VENTILATION
MITHOUT RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS A65-82169
HEART RATEr OXYGEN CONSUMPTIONt BLOOD VOLUMEw AND
HEMOGLOBIN LEVEL OF OLD MEN DURING TREADMILL
EXERCISE A65-82302
EFFECT OF HIGH INTENSITY MAGNETIC FIELDS ON
RESPIRATION AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN ALGAE
NRL-6153 NOS-IO49T
RESPIRATORY AND MICROCLIMATE TEMPERATURES IN HEAD
PROTECTOR IN EXTREME COLD
ANRL-TDR-64-79 N65-IIB96
EFFICIENCY OF MAN EXPOSED TO RADIAL ACCELERATION
AND BREATHING OXYGEN AT EXCESS PRESSURE
N65-I363B
RESPIRATION AND GAS EXCHANGE IN ACUTE HYPOXIC TEST
N65-1364T
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF HEART DURING RESPIRATION AT
EXCESS PRESSURE N65-13656
HEMODYNANIC RESPONSES AND RESPIRATION DURING
ACCELERATIONS 1165-13659
MHITE RAT RESPIRATION AFTER PROLDNGED EXPOSURE 10
RADIAl ACCELERATION N65-136TO
EFFICIENCY OF OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEM, IN CONTROLLING
RESPIRATION AT EXCESS PRESSURE N65-13680
EFFECTS OF RESPIRATION MITH HIGH PRESSURE IN
LUNGS ON BLOOD FLOW RATE N65-13686
CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTIONS AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO
LOM BAROMETRIC PRESSURE N65-13723
OXYGEN PRESSURE IN DOG BRAIN TISSUE buRING GAS
MIXTURE RESPIRATION - HYPOXIA N6S-17T69
SIGNIFICANCE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
MECHANISM OF RESPIRATION AND BLO00 CIRCULATION
IN HYPOXIA NbS-ITTT6
REFLEX MECHANISM OF PERIODIC RESPIRATION IN
HYPOXIA N65-I17T8
ROLE OF SKIN RESPIRATION IN PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE
COMPENSATION FOR HYPOXIA IN RAN
NbS-1TT81
BASAL METABOLISM AND EXTERNAL RESPIRATION IN
CHRONIC ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA RESULTING FROM
CONGENITAL HEART DEFECTS N65-1779_
CHANGE IN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION AND BLOOD ALKALI
RESERVES AS INDEX OF HYPOXIA IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
PATIENTS N65-17801
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON DIOXIDE ELIMINATION
IN RESPIRATION UNDER EXCESS PRESSURE
N65-IT808
CHANGES IN ARTERY PRESSURE, HEART RHYTHM, AND
RESPIRATION NITH NORMAL AND DEPRESSED THYROID
GLAND FUNCTIONING IN MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
NbS-1T825
CHANGES IN INDICES OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RESPIRATION OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS UNDER
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
N65-1TB3T
OXYGENATION OF BRAIN TISSUES DURING AIR AND
OXYGEN RESPIRATION MITH ADMIXTURE OF CARBON
DIOXIDE
FTD-TT-66-634/I&2&6 N65-19139
EXERCISE STIMULATION IN NARN AND COLD
ENVIRONMENTSI SKIN TEMPERATUREv AND RESPIRATION
EFFECTS ON SWEATING RATE
AD-6_b902 NbS-Z18T9
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
DETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETMEEN
BIOLUNINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION OF LUMINESCENT
BACTERIA N65-25030
INSOLATION RESEARCH ON CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE OF ANIMALS AND RESPIRATION
IN HUMAN BODY
JPRS-)O52T N6S-27425
INSOLATION INFLUENCE ON RESPIRATION IN HUMAN BODY
N65-2742T
RESPIRATORY DISEASE
SA TUBERCULOSIS
CONTINUOUS HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION INHALATION
EFFECTS AT STANOARO TEMPERATURE Alto PRESSURE ON
VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-IB431
MEASUREMENT OF UPPER AND LONER AIRNAY RESISTANCE
AND CONDUCTANCE IN NORHALt ASTHNATICt AND
BRONCHITIC SUBJECTS A65-80069
SIGNS OF COMPENSATORY VENTILATIONw TACHYPNEA AND
HYPERPNEA, AS RELATED TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-BO819
AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PATIENTS IN ROYAL AIR FORCE
WITH RESPIRATORY PARALYSIS A65-80953
CASE HISTORIES OF DYSPNEA OF NEUROTIC ORIGIN IN
PILOTS A65-81822
SUPERFICIAL RESPIRATION AND RESPIRATURY EDEMA
INDUCED IN RABBIT BY OZONE INHALATION
A65-823S0
A-363
RESPIRATORYIMPEDANCE SUBJECTINDEX
SINUSITISINCIDENCEINAVIATORSASRELATEDOAGEANDBAROTRAUNAEXPOSURE A65-823TI
CLINICALDIAGNOSISFLUNGDISEASESBY COMPUTER -
CYBERNETICS N65-22729
RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE
SPEECH MODIFICATIONS AND DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED
BY SUBJECTS BREATHING THROUGH RESPIRATORY DEVICES
OPERATED AT OVERPRESSURES TO COUNTERACT HIGH
ALTITUDE HYPOXIA A65-36366
MEASUREMENT OF UPPER AND LOWER AIRWAY RESISTANCE
AND CONDUCTANCE IN NORMAL! ASTHMATIC. AND
BRONCHITIC SUBJECTS A65-80069
LUNG VOLUME AND VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO AIRWAY
OBSTRUCTION DURING TREADMILL EXERCISE - RELATION
TO OXYGEN CONSUMPTION A65-80316
OXYGEN COST OF BREATHING DURING RESPIRATION
AGAINST PRESSURE A65-8032T
USE OF RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE IN AEROSPACE MEDICINE
A65-81823
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY
LOW OXYGEN AND HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
EXPERIENCED BY MAMMALIAN FETUS NITHIN AND BENEATH
EARTH ATMOSPHERE PARALLELED TO MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT A65-Z663T
MUSCULAR BIOCURRENT DISTRIBUTION DEPENDENCE ON
VARIATIONS IN RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OCCASIONED BY
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-30682
BLOOD CHANGES_ HEART FUNCTION AND PULMONARY
RESPONSE TO ALTITUDE IN ACCLIMATIZED MEN
A65-BOgT6
HYPEROXIC EFFECT ON RESPIRATION IN NORMAL MEN AND
PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC HYPOXEMIA
A65-813_6
ABSTRACTS ON RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY FROM SOVIET
LITERATURE
AD-61862I N65-3193I
RESPIRATORY RATE
METABOLIC RATE RESPIRATORY ACTIVITY AND X-RAY
SENSITIVITY OF CHICK EMBRYOS INCUBATED IN AIR OR
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE A65-22902
EXERCISE EFFECTS ON CORONARY AND PULMONARY
CIRCULATIONS OF 30 HUMAN SUBJECTS NITH CORONARY
SINUS CATHETERIZATION A65-31366
IMPEDANCE PNEUNOGRAPHY AS USEFUL ALTHOUGH INDIRECT
TECHNIQUE FOR RESPIRATORY VOLUME AND RATE
MEASUREMENT A65-36_76
CARDIAC RATE AS FUNCTION OF CHANGES IN RESPIRATION
IN MAN A65-80625
CONTROLLED FREQUENCY BREATHING DURING MUSCULAR
EXERCISE AS RELATED TO CHANGES IN ALVEOLAR GAS
TENSIONS AbS-BOBT2
EFFECT OF RESPIRATORY FREQUENCY ON PULMONARY
MECHANICS A65-BITOB
COORDINATION OF HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES
DURING PHYSIOLOGICAL NORK A65-81853
GROWTH RATEr FOOD INTAKE_ RESPIRATORY RATEr
ERYTHRDCYTEt HEMOGLOBINt AND HEMATOCRIT LEVELSt
AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES OF YOUNG CHICKENS
BREATHING NEARLY PURE OXYGEN A65-82156
RESPIRATORY CHANGES IN SICK AND HEALTHY HUMANS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF HYPOXIA N65-1362B
RESPIRATORY REFLEX
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO SUDDEN COOLING OF SKIN
IN MAN AND DECEREBRATE CAT A65-80303
REFLEX CHANGES OF RESPIRATION AND PULMONARY GAS
EXCHANGE DURING EXPOSURE OF MAN AND DOG TO HIGH G
A65-80369
CAROTID CHEMORECEPTOR ROLE IN RESPIRATORY RESPONSE
TO ISOLATED CHANGES OF BLOOD CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSION AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
A65-B0606
RESPIRATION OF CAT WITH SEVERED SINUS NERVES AT
CONSTANT ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND AS A FUNCTION OF
CARBON DIOXIDE PRESSURE A65-BOBOT
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OF HEART-RATE PATTERNS
INCLUDING BASE HEART RATE ANO RESPIRATORY AND
NONRESPIRATORY HEART-RATE REFLEX ACTIVITY
N65-2876I
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
SA CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
AERONAUTICAL APPLICATION OF RESPIRATORY AND
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION TESTS
A6S-12883
INERT GASES IN SPACECRAFT ATNOSPHEREt CONSIDERING
PHYSIOLOGICAL SUITABILITY AND ENGINEERING
CONSTRAINTS A65-2_576
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS TO STUDY AUTONOMIC CONTROL OF
HUMAN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM A65-3_987
RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TEST TO EXPLORE BRONCHI
DURING TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION A65-BOII7
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTIONS IN DOG
DURING ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF SPUTNIK IIil IVt AND V
SATELLITES A65-BOISO
METHOD FOR MEASURING RESPIRATORY COMPLIANCE IN
NORMAL HUMAN MALE A65-80308
MEASURING LUNG DIFFUSION CAPACITY USING
REBREATHING METHOD IN SUBJECTS WITH NONUNIFORM
VENTILATION A65-80310
REFLEX CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY RESPONSES TO
HYPOXIA - A REVIEN A65-80356
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE OF MAN TO HYPOXIA
A65-80357
EFFECT OF INCLINED POSITIVE ACCELERATION ON
HUMAN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION A65-80398
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC STUDIES OF PULMONARY VENTILATION
IN VARIOUS EMOTIONAL STATES_ EXERCISE_ AND SLEEP
AbS-B0601
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM RESPONSE IN GUINEA PIG TO
BREATHING IOOZ OXYGEN AT 1 ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE
A65-80554
CAROTID CHEMORECEPTOR ROLE IN RESPIRATORY RESPONSE
TO ISOLATED CHANGES OF BLOOD CARBON DIOXIDE
TENSION AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
A65-80606
RESPIRATION AT CONSTANT LOW ARTERIAL PRESSURE AND
EFFECT OF STEPWISE CHANGES OF ARTERIAL PRESSURE
BEFORE AND AFTER CUTTING OF SINUS NERVES IN CAT
A65-80608
PULMONARY RETENTION AND EXCRETION OF MERCURY
VAPORS IN MAN A65-8068_
CHANGES IN RESPIRATION DURING ACCLIMATIZATION IN
INTERIOR OF ANTARCTICA A65-BO709
TRANSISTOR DEVICE FOR REMOTE RECORDING OF HEART
RATE AND RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS A65-BOTI6
DEVICE WITH CONSTANT PRESSURE MASK FUR CONTROLLED
RESPIRATION IN INTACT ANIMALS A65-BOT65
CHANGES IN PULMONARY VOLUME AND VENTILATION IN
HEALTHY AND SICK INDIVIDUALS DURING HYPOXIA AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80799
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES OF ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH
TEMPERATURES IN MAN A65-8086B
A-366
$_Jtl, i znvEx RETINA
THEORETICAL AND ANALOGICAL STUDY OF ALVEOLAR GAS
COMPOSITION IN PERIODIC REGIME AS APPLIED TO
PROBLEM OF CHEMICAL REGULATION OF RESPIRATION
A65-81030
INFLUENCE OF SUPINE POSTURE ON MECHANICAL WORK OF
BREATHING A65-BI276
RESPIRATORY ARRYTHMIA AND RESPIRATORY
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK DURING HYPERCAPNIA AND
HYPOXIA IN DOGS A65-B12TT
CIRCULATORY AND VENTILATORY RESPONSES TO
POSTPRANDIAL EXERCISE A65-81361
PROLONGED MECHANICAL VENTILATION FACTORS AFFECTING
DELIVERED OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS AND RELATIVE
A65-81602
RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN MINUTE VENTILATION. PULMONARY
GAS DIFFUSION AND RESPIRATORY NORK MEASURED
SIMULTANEOUSLY DURING STANDARD EXERCISE TEST
A65-81613
ALTERATIONS |N PULMONARY MECHANICS NITH AIRMAY
OBSTRUCTION DURING REST AND EXERCISE
A65-B160T
RESPIRATORY ANO CIRCULATORY CHANGES AFTER
EXPERIMENTAL FAT EMBOLISM IN DOGS
AbS-BLbBB
FORMULAS TO ESTIMATE CARDIO-RESPIRATORY FUNCTION
OF HUMAN SUBJECT DURING EXERCISE
A65-81865
EFFECT OF HIGH ALTITUDES ON PULMONARY CARBON
DIOXIDE PARTIAL PRESSURE AbS-BI8T6
STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSKHOD ]
SPACECRAFT A65-81962
CIRCULATORY ANO RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF NHOLE-BODY
VIBRATION IN ANESTHETIZED DOG AS AFFECTED BY
CURARE AND RESERPINE A6S-BZI68
APPARATUS NITH PLETHYSMOGRAPH TO MONITOR
RADIOACTIVE CONTAHINATION IN CANINE RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM
LF-16 N65-11573
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM BY ANALOG COMPUTER
AD-606521 N65-12266
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTION OF MONKEYS
TO CHEST-BACK ACCELERATIONS N05-13718
DECOHPEMSATION ANO COMPENSATION OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM IN HUMAN HYPOXIA NbS-17780
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCITATION IN
TOPOGRAPHICALLY DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS DURING
CONDITIONED REFLEX CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY GAS
EXCHANGE N65-310_1
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT ON SPACECRAFT VOSKHOO
JPRS-31913 N05-32364
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
G FORCES - REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF ORBITAL FLIGHT - SPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-319S8 N65-34775
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT IN VOSKHOD I SPACECRAFT
N65-3477T
RESPONSE
S CONDITIONED RESPONSE
S DYNANIC RESPONSE
S ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE
S FREQUENCY RESPONSE
S HEHODYNAMIC RESPONSE
S MODAL RESPONSE
S PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
S TIME RESPONSE
REST
SA BED REST
SA SLEEP
BLOOD VOLUMEt ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCEt AND EXERCISE
AS AFFECTED BY CHAIR REST IN NORMAL GRAVITATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT A65-B1771
RESTRAIt4T
RESTRAINT AND EFFECT ON FREE FATTY ACID
MOBILIZATION IN RATS A65-BI183
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATION AND HAND NOTION RESPONSE
MEASUREMENT DURING RESTRAINT AND EXPOSURE TO
VIBRATIONS MATH VARYING PEAK AND ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ACCELERATIONS AND FREQUENCIES A65-82368
CHIflPANZEE RESPONSE TO RESTRAINT BY RFJ, SURING
URINE ALTERATIONS
ARL-TR-64-16 N65-2089T
LOWER-LEG RESTRAINT AGAINST CENTRIPETAL FORCE -
BINDING DEVICE USED IN YAM AND TRANSVERSE
ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
ANRL-TR-64-166 N65-21399
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
E_JIPNENT - SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE -
ESCAPEr PARACHUTESt AND EQUIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
NOS-ZqT50
PILOT RESTRAINT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND TESTED
UNDER SIMULATED HIGH ACCELERATION CONDITIONS
N65-ZgT69
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED ON NAN NEARING PRESSURE SUIT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, DECREMENTS IN
NOBILITY AND DEXTERITY, AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
LMSC-6-62-66-19 N05-31557
RESUSCITATION
CARBON MONOXIDE ELIMINATION IN VARIOUS CONDITIONS
OF RESUSCITATION IN DOGS AbS-80293
RETINA
VISIBLE LIGHT PROPAGATION IN CONES OF HUMAN
RETINAl USING ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL
RESPONSE A65-32883
HUMAN VISUAL SENSE ANALYZED IN TERMS OF SAMPLING
OPERATION RESTRICTED TO BLACK ANO HHITE_
NONSTEREOSCOPIC PHOTOPIC VISION, GIVING RETINA
MODEL A65-35366
CIREGTIONAL SENSITIVITY OF RETINA TO INCOMING
LIGHT NAVES AND EFFECT ON BRIGHTNESS
OISCRININATION A65-80030
AROUSAL AVOIDANCE REACTIONSt RETINAL RESPONSEt AND
ADAPTATION OF RAT IN RESPONSE TO IONIZING
RADIATION A65-BOO55
RETINITIS FROM OVEREXPOSURE TO SOLAR
ECLIPSE- VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND TREATMENT
A65-80267
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY ACROSS VISUAL FIELD IN
NORMAL INDIVIDUALS IN DIFFERENT AGE RANGES
A65-80_02
RIGHT-LEFT RETINAL DIFFERENCES IN TACHISTOSCOPIC
IDENTIFICATION RESOLVED AS DUE TO READING HABIT
A65-BOP69
VITAMIN A SYNTHESIS DURING LIGHT ADAPTATION OF
RETINA BY INTERACTION OF VISUAL CELL OUTER
SEGMENTS AND RETINAL MICROSOMES
A65-B0585
MOTION PERCEPTION AND CHANGING FORM STUDIED FROM
CONTINUOUS TRANSFORMATIONS OF SOLID ANGLE OF LIGHT
AT EYE A65-BO595
A-365
RETINAL ADAPTATION SUBJECT INDEX
ELECTRICAL RESPONSES OF RETINA AND OPTIC CORTEX OF
MAN TO COLOR FLICKER STIMULI A65-80775
VISUAL EVOKED RETINAL AND OCCIPITAL POTENTIALS
WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING NEUROELECTRIC
ACTIVITY A65-BOT83
RETINAL VASCULAR RESPONSE TO HYPERBARIC
OXYGENATION A65-80883
REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF ONSET AND OFFSET
STIMULATION OF RETINAL FOVEA AND PERIPHERY
A65-81009
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL VISUAL MASKING - MASKING BY
IMPULSE FLASHES A65-81015
ANALYSIS OF FACTORS OF LASER RADIATION PRODUCING
RETINAL DAMAGE BY THERMAL INJURY
A65-81094
PERIPHERAL DYNAMIC VISION COMPARED WITH STATIC
VISUAL ACUITY 665-81118
INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS RELATED TO VISUAL
ILLUSIONS A65-8121B
RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN LATERAL GENICULATE
NUCLEUS /DIENCEPHALON/ OF CAT TO MOVING VISUAL
PATTERNS A65-B1302
RETINAL LOCATION OF INTERNAL PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM
NOISE AND REDUNDANCY IN SIMULTANEOUS INPUTS IN
FORM IDENTIFICATION A65-BL525
SENSITIVITY OF RETINAL BLIND-SPOT REGION TO
STIMULATION BY FLICKER 665-82047
CONSTANCY IN SIZE PERCEPTION RELATED TO FOVEAL
DIAMETER 665-82082
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DETERMINANTS OF VISUAL
BACKWARD MASKING A65-82234
PULSE-TO-CYCLE FRACTION AND CRITICAL FLICKER
FUSION A65-82260
VISUAL NOISE CAUSES TUNNEL VISION
A65-82281
ADAPTATION OF HUMAN_ TO COLORED SPLIT-FIELD
GLASSES A65-B2283
FOVEAL FLICKER FUSION USING MOVING STIMULUS
A65-82333
ORIGIN OF RETINAL GANGLION CELL FIRING RATE IN
EYES OF CATS DURING LIGHT AND DARK ADAPTATION.
A65-82353
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY OF SHALE RETINAL AREAS
AD-648595 N65-1206T
CALCULATION OF RETINAL DOSE FROM VISIBLE RADIATION
OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
LA_3204-MS N65-19331
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF BURNS ON
RETINA OF EYE BY RADIATION - MATHEMATICAL
THEORY
FPRC/1222 N65-23616
RADIATION EFFECT ON RETINA - BURN INJURY STUDY
R-1747 N65-23889
INFORMATION PROCESSING PROPERTIES OF RETINA IN
FROG
AMRL-TR-AS-26 N65-32303
LIGHT MOTION PROCEDURE FOR VIEWING RETINAL CONES
NASA-CR-SBI90 N65-33714
EFFECTS OF NONCONTIGUOUS INDUC|NG FIELDS UPON
RETINAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY THRESHOLD
AD-618697 N65-34895
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RETINAL BLOOD SUPPLY FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE STUDIES
NASA-TT-F-gsg4 N65-36753
RETINAL ADAPTATION
NONLINEAR AUTONOMIC CONTROL PROCESSES IN RETINA
AND IMPLICATIONS TO ADAPTIVE CONTROL PROCESSES
A65-34985
STEADY STATE RESPONSE OF PUPIL TO RETINAL
ILLUMINATION IN OBSERVER LACKING FUNCTIONING RODS
A65-35587
SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST INVOLVING LUMINANCE
AND PURITY ALTERATION OF GANZFELO
I A65-B0240
COMPARATIVE NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISION - RETINAL
ADAPTATION, TRANSFER PROPERTIES, BIOLOGICAL
NOISE_ AND ELECTRORETINOGRAMS
AFOSR-65-O039 N65-21449
MUTUALLY INHIBITORY TRANSIENT RETINAL
REACTIONS - PHYSIOLOGY N65-2934B
INFORMATION PROCESSING PROPERTIES OF RETINA IN
FROG
AMRL-TR-65-26 N65-32303
VISUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON ADAPTATION TO
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT - MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES
NASA-CR-6753T N65-36431
RETINAL IMAGE
INDUCED RETINAL AFTER-IMAGES EMPLOYED AS MEANS OF
INCREASING DISPLAY EXPOSURE TIME IN SINGLE GLIMPSE
SITUATIONS A65-10536
HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM IN TERMS OF OPTICS AND ENERGY
PULSES, DETAILING COLOR VISION A65-12631
FOCUSED AND STRAY LIGHT DISTRIBUTION ON RETINA
PRODUCED BY POINT SOURCE A65-18219
UNIFORMLY ILLUMINATED SURFACE LUMINOSITY
FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO CORPUSCULAR NATURE OF LIGHT AS
VIEWED BY HUMAN OBSERVOR A65-18626
EXPERIMENT SHOWING RETINAL BLUR OPERATING AS EVEN-
ERROR SIGNAL UNDER RESTRICTED MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITIONS A65-2203T
OEULOMOTOR CONTROL DISTURBANCE AND RETINAL IMAGE
STABILIZATION DURING FLIGHT CONSIDERING VISUAL
TRACKING AND VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS
A65-26082
RETINAL IMAGE FIXATION DURING NORMAL BODY AND HEAD
MOVEMENTe EMPHASIZING NEUROMUSCULAR OUTPUTS TO
EYE-IN-SKULL AND SKULL-ON-BODY SPATIAL PLATFORMS
A65_26978
REDUCING OR STOPPING INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS AS
RELATED TO RETINAL IMAGE A65_80661
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION ON OCCIPITO-CORTICAL
RESPONSES TO LIGHTFLASHES IN MAN
A6_-BOTT7
MEASURING MOVEMENTS OF RETINAL IMAGE WITH RESPECT
TO RETINA AA|-BIOSB
SENSORY ANO MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM OF RETINAL IMAGE
AND DISTURBANCE DURING FLIGHT AA_-BIO69
DISTURBANCES IN ,FALSE IMAGES IN NEUROSES AN_
PSEUOONEUROSES
FTO-TT-64-52/I&2 NA_-lB647
RETINAL IMAGE AND TRANSFORMATION WITHIN VISUAL
SYSTEM N65-26531
RETRIEVAL
SA INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
LOCATION AND RETRIEVAL CONCEPTS FOR REENTRY CREW
ESCAPE SYSTEMS N65-29759
RHEOLOGY
CEREBRUM RHEOGRAPHY - DIAGNOSTIC POSSIBILITIES IN
CLINICAL PRACTICE
NASA-TT-F-9_97 N65-33261
A-366
SUBJECTINDEX RODENT
RIBONUCLEIC ACIO
SA DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID /DNA/
SA NUCLEOTIDE
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON DNA TRANSCRIPTION
IN ESCHERICHIA COLI CELLS AND RNA MESSENGER
DECAY A65-10633
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE
SPECTRA OF RIBDNUCLEASEt OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE
AND LYSOZYME A65-18031
RIBONUCLEASE DIGEST OF AMINOACYL-S RNA IN
INCOMPLETE PEPTIDE CHAIN LIBERATION BY AMINO AC1D-
NUCLEOTIOE FRAGMENTS ATTACHMENT TO C-TERMINAL
A65-18062
CHANGES IN RNA CONTENT IN TISSUES OF VARIOUS
ORGANS AND PROTEIN METAIH3_.ISM DURING PHYSICAL
EXERCISE IN RATS Ab5-80836
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC AND
RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN BACILLUS
1SS-66/68 N65-23306
TRANSFORMATION OF ANINO-ACYL-S- RNA INTO
DIPEPTIOYL-S- RNA BY MEANS OF WATER SOLUBLE
CARBDOIIMIDE
NASA-TT-F-9668 NbS-2TT24
INTERACTION BETWEEN ONA AND RNA OF BACILLUS
STEAROTHERMOPHILUS
ISS-66/67 N65-29209
DIFFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RNA AND PROTEIN IN
RIBOSOMAL FRACTIONS OF ESCHERICHIA COLI
NASA-CR-59068 N65-29388
FATE OF SPECIFIC RIBONUCLEOSIDE TRIPHOSPHATASES
PURIFICATION AND RECONSTITUTION OF RIBOSOMAL
SYSTEM OF ESCHERICHIA COLI
NASA-CR-59029 N65-29685
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO ACIDSt
DIPEPTIDESt AND TRIPEPTIDES AT FREQUENCY OF 100
NC - RIBONUCLEASEv OXIDIZED RIBDNUCLEASE_
LYSOZYMEI AND CYTOCHROME C SPECTRA
NASA-CR-58662 N65-29650
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND VIRUS MULTIPLICATION IN LEAVES
OF BRASSICA CHINENSIS L INDUCED BY RIBONUCLEIC
ACID
EUR-16_8.F NGS-36376
RISK-TAKING
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE OF DRIVERS AND RISK OF
ACCIDENTS A65-8036T
HEART RATE OF TEST PILOTS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
AIRCRAFT AS AFFECTED BY RISK TAKING AND MISSION
RESPONSIBILITY AbS-BIZ93
SEEKING INFORMATION TO REDUCE RISK OF DECISIONS
A65-81578
RISK-TAKING SET OF INDIVIDUAL RELATED TO HIS
TARGET DETECTION PERFORMANCE A65-81886
ROCK
SA MINERAL
SA PETROLOGY
SA SEDIMENTARY ROCK
NEUTRON ACTIVATION NUCLIDES IN ROCK AND SOIL FROM
UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS -- PLOWSHARE
PROGRAM
UCRL-16269 N65-35020
ROCKET
SA MISSILE
SA NUCLEAR ROCKET
SA PROPULSION SYSTEM
SA VERONIQUE ROCKET
PREDICTION AND VERIFICATION OF ROCKET PROPELLANT,
TEST FIRINGS AS RELATED TO AIR POLLUTION
A65-802ZO
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MISSILES AND
CONTAMINATION IN CLOSED SPACE OF SUBMARINES
A6S-8123T
ROCKET FLIGHT
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON FLIGHTS AND
_URING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
AND X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-81232
CORTICAL ACTIVITY OF RAT DURING VARIOUS STAGES
OF ROCKET FLIGHT A65-81868
ROCKET SLED
DECELERATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMAL SUBJECTS -
CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO HIGH G FORCE ON ROCKET
SLED AND EFFECT OF VARIOUS DECELERATION FACTORS
ON HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAPS
AD-609612 N65-19676
HIGH G-FORCE DECELERATION EFFECT ON CHIMPANZEES
ON ROCKET SLED N65-I96TT
ROD
ROD-CONE INDEPENDENCE IN AFTER-FLASH EFFECT
AbS-BOB06
RODENT
SA GUINEA PIG
SA MOUSE
SA RAT
DIURNAL CYCLE OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY OF VARIOUS ORGAN
TISSUES AFTER MECHANICAL INSULT IN RODENTS
A65-80395
CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL
INSULT AFTER EXPERIMENTAL EXPOSURE TO HEAVY
PARTICLE AND RADIATION EXPOSURE SIMILAR TO
POSSIBLE CONDITIONS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
A65-80439
ROLE OF SUPRADRENAL GLANDS IN REACTION OF ORGANISM
TO RADIATION DAMAGE INFLICTED AFTER USE OF
CHEMICAL PROTECTION OR WITHOUT ANY RADIOPROTECTORS
IN RATS AND MICE A65-80541
FOCUSED AND UNFOCUSEO CRYSTAL LASER RADIATION
EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM OF RODENTS AND
PRIMATE A65-81099
CARDIAC METABOLISM AND FUNCTION IN HYPDTHERMIC
GROUND SQUIRREL AND RAT A65-81173
BRAIN METABOLISM AND RESISTANCE OF HIBERNATOR
ICITELLUS CITELLUSI AND RAT TO DIFFERENT ANOXIC
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING CARDIAC ARREST IN DEEP
HYPOTHERMIA A65-BI656
REPORT ON STUDIES WITH GROUND HOG, MARMOTA
MONAX - BIOCHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF BLOOD AND BROWN FAT
AAS-B1457
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS INFLUENCE ON HEART OF
HYPOIHERMIC HIBERNATOR t EUROPEAN HEDGEHOG,
ERINACEUS EUROPEUS A65-81463
SOME EXTERNAL /CLIMATIC/ AND INTERNAL /ENDOCRINE/
FACTORS IN RELATION TO PRODUCTION OF HIBERNATION
IN RODENIS A65-81_65
STATE OF WATER IN TISSUES OF HIBERNATORS
A65-81_66
THYROID GLAND ACTIVITY IN HEDGEHOG ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS DURING HIBERNATION A6S-BI67Z
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE AND HIBERNATION ON THYROID
ACTIVITY AND IODINE 131 METABOLISM IN MESOCRICETUS
AURATUS A65-81596
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF 660 MEV PROTONS AND C060
GAMMA RAYS ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF TESTIS IN
MICE AND RATS AAS-BIAT6
COMPARISON OF BLOOD SERUM TOTAL LIPID LEVEL
DURING COLD EXPOSURE IN HIBERNATING AND
NON-HIBERNATING RODENTS A65-81707
A-367
ROLLERCOASTEROPERATION SUBJECT INDEX
HIBERNATION OF HEDGEHOG_ ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS - PERIODICITY OF HIBERNATION OF
UNDISTURBED ANIMALS DURING WINTER AT CONSTANT
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE A65-8IT64
HIBERNATION IN HEDGEHOGt ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS - CHANGES OF RESPIRATORY PATTERN TO
GRADUALLY DECREASING OR INCREASING AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-81765
EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ILLUMINATION ON ESTROUS
CYCLES OF RODENTS A65-8186T
SEROTONIN - ITS PROTECTIVE EFFECT AGAINST WHOLE
BODY IONIZING RADIATION AND ITS TOXIC EFFECT IN
RAT AS COMPARED TO MOUSE A65-BI888
ROLLER COASTER OPERATION
DETERMINATION OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF
PARTICULATE MATERIAL DURING OPERATION ROLLER
COASTER INCLUDING PERFORMANCE OF CASCADE
IMPACTORS AND FITTING OF DISTRIBUTIONS
AWRE-O-20/65 N65-28885
ROTARY DRIVE
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE OF ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCHES
TS-118T/3111 N65-34302
ROTATING BODY
ORIENTATION AND ROTATION OF HUMAN BODY UNDER
WEIGHTLESS CONOITIONS IN FREE SPACE
A65-29680
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
FUNCTIONS OF OTOLITH ORGANS AND SEMICIRCULAR
CANALS IN WEIGHTLESS AND ROTATING SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-14526
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAD
MOTIONS IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
A65-24447
CLINICALv BIOCHEMICALy AND PSVCHOPHYSIOLOGIC
RESPONSE OF AVIATOR DURING ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
EXPOSURE WHILE IN FLIGHT TRAINING
A65-81732
PHYSID-MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON
HUMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
R-63 N65-15039
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANICAL EFFECT OF ACCELERATIONS
ON HUMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
R-63 N65-20565
EVALUATION OF ANTIMOTION SICKNESS DRUGS IN SLOW
MOTION ROOM MOUNTED ON HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
NASA-CR-63800 N65-28539
QUANTITATIVE ATAXIA TEST BATTERY TO ASSESS
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE AND POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM
UNDER ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS AND OTHER STRESSES
NASA-CR-63803 N65-28540
VISUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON ADAPTATION TO
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT - MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES
NASA-CR-67537 N65-36431
MOTION SICKNESS STUDIES OF AVIATORS EXPOSED TO
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-CR-67553 N65-36553
ROTATION
SA CUPULOMETRY
SA GYRATION
NYSTAGMUS AND VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN RABBIT
DURING ROTATION 665-B0033
ROTATIONAL TRAINING EFFECT ON MOTOR CONDITIONED
REFLEXES IN RAT A65-80105
FIELD DEPENDENCE STABILITY AFTER ROTATION OF BODY
AS MEASURED BY ROD AND FRAME TEST
A65-80461
INTEROCEPTIVE AFFERENT EFFECT UPON VOMITING CENTER
EXCITATION DURING MOTION SICKNESS WITH AND WITHOUT
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS A65-80879
ROTARY TRACKING OF TARGET AND LIGHT IN SPACE
STATION SIMULATOR REVOLVING AT 7.5t TO.O, AND
12.0 RPM A65-80894
EQUILIBRIUM AND WALKING CHANGES OBSERVED IN
REVOLVING SPACE STATION SIMULATOR
A65-80947
ADAPTATION TO PRISMATICALLY ROTATED VISUAL FIELDS
A65-81020
EFFECTS OF ROTATORY LABYRINTHINE STIMULATION ON
BIOELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF PARAFLOCCULUS AND OTHER
CEREBELLAR LOBES IN CATS 665-81544
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSES AND NYSTAGMUS
AFTER ROTATORY STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
A65-81850
RAPID ADAPTATION IN CONSTANCY OF VISUAL DIRECTION
WITH ACTIVE AND PASSIVE ROTATION
A65-81934
CENTRAL REGULATION OF THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM -
ROTATIONAL STIMULATION AND EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-82137
NYSTAGMIC RESPONSES TO ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
DIENCEPHALIC CENTERS AND TO ROTATORY STIMULATION
OF VESTIBULAR RECEPTORS IN RABBIT
A65-B2139
EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE ON NYSTAGMIC RESPONSE OF
RABBITS TO ROTATION-ACCELERATORY STIMULI
A65-82194
CHANGES OF INTERNAL ORGANS IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO
ROTATION N65-13744
SLOW AND RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS IN RABBITS DUE TO
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION DURING ROTATION
JPRS-29571 N65-21363
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION ON
POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM IN VESTIBULAR NORMAL AND
DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-63799 N65-28350
SENSORY REARRANGEMENT AND VESTIBULAR HABITUATION
IN HUMANS SUBJECTED TO CONTINUOUS ROTATION
NASA-CR-63865 N65-28872
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
INVESTIGATED BY CALORIC AND ROTATION TESTS USING
SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-32151 N65-34676
ROTOR BLADE
HELICOPTER ROTOR-BLADE INJURIES AND MEANS OF
PREVENTION A65-81623
RUBIDIUM 86
ESTIMATING CORONARY BLOOD FLOW FROM RUBIDIUM-86
CLEARANCE IN DOG AS AFFECTED BY OXYGENt CARBON
DIOXIDE_ AND VASOACTIVE DRUGS A65-BI176
RUBY LASER
SAFETY THRESHOLDS CALCULATED FOR AMOUNT OF LASER
RADIATION HUMAN EYE CAN ABSORB 665-12397
S
S-55B
S EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE
SAFETY
SA AIRCRAFT SAFETY
SA FLIGHT SAFETY
SA HAZARD
SA INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
SA REACTOR SAFETY
SA ROLLER COASTER OPERATION
MINIMIZATION OF HUMAN ERRORS EFFECT ON SYSTEM
SAFETY BY TREATING MAN AS SUBSYSTEM WITHIN GIVEN
SYSTEM A65-31588
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND CONTROL
A-34B
OF RADIATION HAZARDS A65-81091
FLIGHT STRESS AND SAFETY- AIDS TO PILOT
PERFORMANCE A6S-81309
PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
CAUSED BY DAMAGE TO AIRCRAFT - SURVIVAL ASPECTS
A65-BZB6g
DOSIMETRY, SAFETYt AND RADIATION SHIELDING FOR
NEUTRON SOURCES - POLONIUM AND RADIUM
JPRS-ZT625 N65-I2OT6
RADIATION SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED FLIGHTS ON
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT N65-1365T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION AND SAFETY
RULES FOR PERSONNEL PROTECTION
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-15 Nb5-14941
ORIENTATION ON NUCLEAR RADIATION, NUCLEAR SAFETY,
AND EMERGENCY MEASURES N65-15616
ABRUPT DECELERATION OF HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAP -
EFFECT ON HDTION AND POSITION, AND SAFETY
PROBLEMS OF HIGH G FORCE NbS-19678
GEMINI LAUNCH VEHICLE PILOT SAFETY PROGRAM
NASA-TH-X-56T14 NbS-31OOB
NUCLEAR RADIATION SAFETY STANDARDS IN SOVIET
UNION
JPRS-31666 Nb5-32010
SAFETY DEVICE
TRITIUH SELF-lUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE AND
ZINC SULFIDE PHOSPHOR AS SAFETY DEVICE TO PROVIDE
VISUAL GUIDANCE DURING NIGHT DITCHING
A65-26172
SAFETY FACTOR
HEALTH ANO SAFETY BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN MOVEMENT
AND ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AFTER
RADIATION EXPOSURE
PG-bBT/CCI Nb5-25935
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
OF ORGANISM TO CARBON MONOXIDE, METHANE, ANO
THEIR COMBINATIONS - MINING SAFETY
NbS-2B292
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT - SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE -
ESCAPE, PARACHUTES, AND EQUIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EDUIPMENT
N65-29750
SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEERING, CATASTROPHIC FAILURE
ANALYSIS, DESIGN HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RELATED
TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES NbS-29TTO
SAFETY HAZARD
RADAR NAVES AS OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH HAZARD FOR
RADAR PERSONNEL A65-80058
SAFETY HAZARDS USING NUCLEAR POHER FOR SPACE
VEHICLES A6S-805ZT
SAFETY HAZARDS OF NICRONAVE RADIATION - BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES
A65-BOTB8
CASE HISTORIES OF APPARENT CHEMICAL BURNS AFTER
HANDLING MAGNETRON TUBE IN RADAR SET
AbS-BOTB9
USAF WHOLE BODY GAMMA SPECTROMETRY IN ASSESSMENT
OF RADIOACTIVITY IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIMENS A65-BI9TO
HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEMS OF CONCORD /SUPERSONIC,
HIGH-ALTITUDE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT/
A65-B23TO
SAFETY AND HEALTH ASPECTS IN INDUSTRIAL HANOLIHG
OF THORIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS
AEC-TR-6536/REVo/ N65-26596
SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
FAULT ISOLATION/CORRECTION TEXT ANO
TROUBLESHOOTING DIAGRAMS FOR SAGE MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIANS
ESO--TR-66-bb_ Nb_r--19351
SAILPLANE
FIVE-YEAR HISTORY OF SAILPLANE ACCIDENTS AND
HED|CAL EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS OF GLIDER PILOTS
AbS-BOT30
SALICYLATE
SODIUM SALICYLATE EFFECT ON PATTERN OF HUMAN
ACCLIMATIZATION TO MURK IN HEAT
A65-80304
SALMONELLA
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND EXTENT OF PROTECTION
AGAINST IONIZING RADIATION GIVEN BY ALCOHOLS TO
BACTERIA, SALMONELLA TYPHIMURIUM LT2
AbS-8004t2
CLEARANCE OF CARBON, SALMONELLA THYPHIMURIUM,
AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS FROM MOUSE BLOOO
AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE - DILUTION COUNT AND
RADIOACTIVE TRACING MEASUREMENTS
AAL-TDR-64-16 N65-ZT531
SAMPLED DATA
SAMPLED DATA PURSUIT HAND-TRACKING MODEL FOR HUMAN
OPERATOR AbS-35_TT
SAMPLED DATA PURSUIT HAND TRACKING MODEL FOR HUMAN
OPERATOR
NASA-CR-ST221 NbS-IgT_9
SAMPLED DATA SYSTEM
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING FOR ANALYSIS OF VISUAL
SYSTEM USING SHOCK-DISPLAY SAMPLING SYSTEM
N65-28T52
SAMPLING
SA AIR SAMPLING
SA RANDOM SAMPLE
HUMAN VISUAL SENSE ANALYZED IN TERMS OF SAMPLING
OPERATION RESTRICTED TO BLACK AND NHITE,
NONSTEREOSCOPIC PHOTOPIC VISION, GIVING RETINA
MODEL A65-35366
COMPARISON OF AIRBORNE BACTERIA SAMPLERS BY MEANS
OF INERT HONO- AND POLYDISPERSED AEROSOLS
A65-81446
SAMPLING THEORY FOR HUMAN VISUAL SENSE
NASA-CR-60618 N65-1665T
RADIATION FALLOUT MEASUREMENTS FROM VARIOUS
WORLDNIOE SAMPLINGS AND STRATOSPHERIC
OISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
HASL-158 N65-ZZ800
STRATEGY FOR SAMPLING FROM BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMIZING DECISION-MAKERS GAIN NITHOUT REGARD
TO ERROR PROBABILITIES - OERIVATION OF BETA
BINOMIAL PROBABILITY FUNCTION
ESO-TUR-b4"-b05 N65-26109
SAMPLING DEVICE
AIRBORNE BACTERIA COLLECTION BY SIMPLE DYNAMIC
SAMPLERS AND THEIR RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES
A65-32795
CONTINUOUS SAMPLING OF ARTERIAL BLOOD OF
UNAMESTHETEZEO ANIMALS AbS-BIISZ
SAMPLING DEVICES FOR AIRBORNE MICROORGANISMS
A6S-BZO26
ATMOSPHERIC COLLECTION OF MICROORGANISMS USING
SHALL BIOLOGICAL SAMPLER IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
N65-24000
SANITATION
SA HYGIENE
SA POTABLE WATER
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY, HYGIENE, AND SANITATION STUOIES
JPRS-27200 N65-11659
A-369
SATELLITE SUBJECT INDEX
QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS FOR SANITIZING AND
DEODORIZING RUBBERIZED FLIGHT CLOTHING AND USE
OF NONIONIC DETERGENTS FOR RENDERING SYNTHETIC
MATERIALS ANTISTATIC
NAEC-AML-2O50 N65-18031
EFFECT OF INDUSTRIAL NOISES ON HUMAN ORGANISM, AND
SANITARY PROTECTION OF AIR
JPRS-29216 N65-19664
EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC IDN]ZATIDNr
RATE OF ION FORMATION, AND DISAPPEARANCE
CONSTANT FOR SANITARY-HYGIENE CHARACTERIZATION
OF ATMOSPHERIC PURITY
JPRS-30842 N65-27066
TRANSLATION OF RUSSIAN ARTICLES ON HYGIENE
AND SANITATION STUDIES, WATER PURIFICATION_
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY, RADIATION INJURY, AND
AIR SAMPLING
JPRS-30993 N65-28294
SATELLITE
SA BIOSATELLITE
SA EXPLORER XVI SATELLITE
SA ORBITING SATELLITE
SA SPACE VEHICLE
SA SPUTNIK V SATELLITE
LEAF MOVEMENT RECORDING SYSTEM USING STRAIN GAUGE
FOR TESTING LIGHT-DARK CYCLE EFFECTS IN CONNECTION
WITH PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF ORBITING CAPSULE
A65-33948
SATELLITE-BORNE RADAR
SATELLITES AND HIGH FLYING AIRCRAFT TO STUDY
CETACEANS AND OTHER LARGE MARINE ANIMALS -
OCEANOGRAPHY N65-30369
SATELLITE RENDEZVOUS
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN PILOTING MODIFIED GEMINI
SPACECRAFT DURING TERMINATION OF RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
LMSC-6-62-bk-I3 N65-IIOI6
SCANNING
COMBINED RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL INHALATION AND
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS INJECTION
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY
FUNCTION EVALUATION
UCLA-12-556 N65-24272
SCANNING DEVICE
WHOLE-BODY IRRADIATION SCANNER SYSTEM USING
THICK SODIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION DETECTOR
N65-25666
PSEUDO-RANDOM DOT SCAN TELEVISION SYSTEMS
AD-_63037 N65-31833
SCHEDULING
FREQUENCY OF SHIFT ROTATION AT AIR TRAFFICCONTROL
FACILITIES AND STRESS-RELATED SYMPTOMS
A65-BOB95
SCHIZOPHRENIA
CHANGES IN INDICES OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RESPIRATION OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS UNDER
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENI CONDITIONS
N65-17837
TREATMENT OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS BY RESIDENCE
IN HIGH MOUNTAINS NbS-17839
HYPOXIA SIGNIFICANCE IN INSULIN THERAPY AS APPLIED
TO SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS N65-]7842
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDINGS FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
FTD-TT-6S-3BBIL_2 N65-26142
MOOD, MOTILITY, AND [7-HYDROXYCDRTICOID
EXCRETION IN CYCLIC MANIC-DEPRESSIVE PATIENT
NASA-CR-63785 N65-28097
SCIENCE /GEN/
SA ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
SA LIFE SCIENCE
SA NEUROSCIENCE
SA SPACE SCIENCE
PROGNOSES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE, ORGANIZATION
AND LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN FUNCTION, AND TOTALITY
IN LIGHT OF CYBERNETICS - PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS
IN SCIENCE
JPRS-28029 N65-13509
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNIST CHINA -
FIELD THEORYe ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-29641 N65-2337I
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS, SECONDARY
ELECTRON, ENTOMOLOGY, SCHISTOSOMIASIS
PREVENTION, AND DRUG TREATMENT
JPRS-30299 NbS-24BB7
SUPPLY OF TRAINED PERSONNEL FOR ENGINEERING AND
SCIENCE
NASA-CR-27953 Nb5-27953
PROCEDURES FOR CYBERNETICS WITH APPLICATIONS TO
HEDICAL SCIENCE
JPRS-31712 N65-3IBS7
SCINTILLATION COUNTER
MEASURING CARDIAC OUTPUT OF EXERCISING SUBJECTS
WITH SMALL, LIGHTWEIGHT PRECDRDIAL COUNTER FOR
1125 ALBUMEN AbS-B2171
SCINTILLATION COUNTER USE IN DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT
II'P(ROID TUMORS
REPT.-129 N65-23729
SCREEN
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE, X-RAY SCREENS, AND MATERIALS
FUR X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHY N65-30216
SCREENING TECHNIQUE
DEPERSONALIZATION SYNDROME AS THREAT "TO
EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACEMEN AND SUBMARINERS
AAS-BOZZ2
SCREENING TEST FOR URINARY EXCRETION OF PHENOL BY
MEN EXPOSED TO BENZENE VAPOR ADS-80611
SEA
S OCEAN
SEA WATER
HUMAN PERFORMANCE WHILE EXERCISING IN ARTIFICIAL
ATMOSPHERE UNDER PRESSURE EQUIVALENT TO 200 FEET
OF SEA WATER
REPT.-419 N65-13111
SEASONAL VARIATION
DIURNAL AND SEASONAL METABOLIC CHANGES IN
ACID-BASE BALANCE OF BLOOD FROM HUMAN SUBJECTS
LIVING IN HOT CLIMATE AB5-BO960
INFLUENCE OF SEASONAL VARIATION, DIET, AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON SERUM LIPIDS IN YOUNG MEN IN
ANTARCTICA AbS-8L3OB
SEAT
SA EJECTION SEAT
CUSHIONED CONTOUR COUCH TRANSMITTING MINIMUM
CISCDMFORT TO PILOT DURING ACCELERATION,
VIBRATION AND/OR SHOCK A65-30013
SEAT COMFORT DETERMINED BY COMPARATIVE RECORDING
OF SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT AND INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS Ab5-80173
VIBRATION TRANSMISSION TO HUMAN BODY AT DIFFERENT
BACKREST INCLINATIONS A65-8017_
gYNAMIC CRASH TESTS OF FIXED-WING AND ROTARY-WING
AIRCRAFT AS RELATED TO SEAT DESIGN
A65-81833
FLOTATION PROPERTY OF POLYETHER FOAM AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER SEAT CUSHIONS N65-29755
SEAT BELT
CASE HISTORIES OF INJURIES PRODUCED BY SEAT BELTS
A-350
SUBJECTINDEX SENSITIVITY
A65-81XBT
SECOBARBITAL
PREMISSION CREW CONDITIONING AND FLIGHT
SIMULATION, DETERMINING EFFECT OF SECOBARBITAL
TAKEN NIGHT BEFORE AND D-AMPHETAMINE TAKEN DURING
MISSION A65-32636
DRUGS AND JUDGEMENT - EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE AND
SECOBARBIIAL ON SELF-EVALUATION
A65-80004
PILOT PROFICIENCY DURING SIMULATED MISSION OF HIGH
PERFORMANCE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT AS INFLUENCED BY
SECOBARBITAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE A65-81736
SECOBARBITAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE EFFECTS ON PILOTING
PERFORMANCE DURING SIMULATED TACTICAL AIR
MISSION N65-LB379
SECOND STAGE
INHIBITED FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLANDS
IN HALE MINERS WITH SECONO AND THIRD STAGE
VIBRATION SICKNESS N65-22664
SECONDARY EMISSION
SECONDARY PARTICLE CONTRIBUTION TO RADIATION DOSE
FROM MDNOENERGETIC PROTON BEAMS AND VALIDITY OF
CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
N65-3459T
SEDIMENT
POSSIBLE BIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF ISDPRENOID ALKANES
FOUND IN SEDIMENTS 30 MILLION AND 2-I12 BILLION
YEARS OLD A65-23861
SEDIMENTARY ROCK
EVIDENCE OF LIFE PROCESSES IN SEDIMENT OVER TWO
BILLION YEARS OLD AS RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL OR
ABIOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF HYDROCARBONS FROM METEORITES
A65-81233
SEEDING
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN NICEr RATS,
SEEDS, AND DROSPHILA MELANOGASTER
N65-31039
SEIZURE
S CONVULSION
SELECTION
S PERSONNEL SELECTION
SELENOGRAPHY
SA LUNAR GEOLOGY
SA LUNAR SURFACE
DESIGN STUDY OF LUNAR EKPLORATION HAND TOOLS FOR
LUNAR GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM -
FIRST QUARTERLY DESIGN REPORT
NASA-CR-65092 N65-31179
SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
SA ADAPTIVE CONTROL
,LEARNING PROCESS IN SELF-ADAPTIVE CONTROLS FOR
LARGE-SCALE PROCESSES ABS-35OOk
SELF-LUMINOUS BODY
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE AND
ZINC SULFIDE PHOSPHOR AS SAFETY DEVICE TO PROVIDE
VISUAL GUIDANCE DURING NIGHT DITCHING
A65-26L72
SELF-LUMINOUS LIGHT SOURCE DESIGNED AS AID FOR
EVACUATING AIRCRAFT AND BOARDING LIFE RAFT
"N65-29756
SELF-MANEUVERING UNIT
SA SPACE SELF-MANEUVERING UNIT ISMU/
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ASTRC4_AUT MANEUVERING
UNITS
NASA-CR-IgB N65-20601
,SEL_ POSITIONING DEVICE FOR COLLECTION OF PAROTID
FLUID FROM ISOLATED HUMAN SUBJECTS
SAM-TDR-66-B N65-336TT
SEMANTICS
RELATIONSHIP OF SYNTACTIC LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR TO
GRAMMAR AND SEMANTICS OF WORD ASSOCIATION
RADC-TDR-6_-146 N65-15TT9
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL
FUNCTIONS OF OTOLITH ORGANS AND SEMICIRCULAR
CANALS IN WEIGHTLESS AND ROTATING SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-14526
AMPULLAR STIMULATION AND RESPONSES IN HUMAN BEINGS
WITH EMPHASIS ON STIMULATIONS FROM ANGULAR AND
RECTILINEAR MOTIONS A65-25648
HEAD, EYE, BODY, AND LIMB MOVEMENTS OF CAT AND
MONKEY CAUSED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL NERVE A65-80156
GRAVITY LABYRINTH ORIENTATION INFLUENCE ON
RESPONSES FROM STIMULATION OF HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
NASA-CR-59568 N65-L1396
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL AND OTOLITH ORGAN DISTURBANCES
BY HIGH G LOAD, WEIGHTLESSNESS, AND ARTIFICIAL
GRAVITY IN SPACE TRAVEL
NASA-CR-60619 N65-I602T
ANATOMICAL STUDY OF HORIZONTAL SERIAL SECTIONS OF
SQUIRREL MONKEY INNER EAR
NASA-CR-ST931 N65-ZI338
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
ON HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS IN CAT
REPT.-620 Nb5-36664
SEMICONDUCTOR
BOUNDS ON DISTRIBUTION WITH DECREASING FAILURE
RATE DERIVED MATHEMATICALLY AND APPLIED TO
SEMICONDUCTOR AND CANCER PROBLEMS - LIFE
SURVIVAL TEST
ORC-64-32/RR/ N65-24362
RADIATION EFFECTS THRESHOLDS OF ELECTRONIC
EOUIPNENT AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS - METALS,
POLYMERSw CERAMICS, SEMICONDUCTORSv AND ELECTRIC
COMPONENTS N65-34587
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
NUCLEAR BIOMEDICINE SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
RADIOISOTOPE DETECTION IN IN-V|VG AND UPTAKE
STUDIES AbS-XbTBO
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
NASA-CR-65072 N65-3092!
SENSATION
SA TACTILE SENSATION
WEIGHTLESSNESS - CONDITIONS, SENSATIONS, HUMAN
REACTIONS, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-29743 N65-21711
SENSING
REMOTE SENSING FROM MANNED ORBITAL SPACECRAFT FOR
MEASURING CHARACIERISTICS OF PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT AT SEA SURFACE - MARINE BIOLOGY
N65-30381
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING TO
ECOLOGY RESEARCH NbS-33589
SENSITIVITY
SA PAIN SENSITIVITY
SA RADIOSENSITIVITY
SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND COLD OF SUMMER A_D WINTER
PREFERRERS REFLECTED THROUGH BLOOD PRESSURE
AND SKIN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
A65-80350
INCREASING SENSITIVITY OF MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE
A65-BOBB5
C_NTRAST SENSITIVITY IN TEST FIELD WITH BRIGHT
SURROUND AbS-BX4|9
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY OF SMALL RETINAL AREAS
A-35|
SENSOR SUBJECT iNOEX
AD-448595 N65-1206T
HUMAN SKIN SENSITIVITY TO TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
NASA-CR-ST20T N65-18938
ANIMAL STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIMARY IRRITANT EFFECT,
GROSS SENSITIZATION INOEXt AND GROSS SKIN
TOXICITY OF DEVELOPMENT MATERIALS
AMRL-TR-64-120 NbS-1896T
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND MODELING OF SENSITIVE
ELEMENTS FOLLONING STIMULATION IN VARIOUS
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS N65-23364
CARBON DIOXIDE RESPONSE, EFFECTS OF SEDATION ON
CARBON DIOXIDE SENSITIVITY, AND PRESENCE OF
HYPOXIC DRIVE COMPONENT IN RESTING VENTILATION
OF TRAINED DOGS
AMRL-TR-64-165 NbS-2783T
CHANGES IN SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY AS MEASUREMENT OF
SENSITIVITY TO ROTATION IN WHITE RATS
NASA-CR-67253 N65-35110
SENSOR
SA OPTICAL SENSOR
SA OXYGEN SENSOR
DESIGN AND IMPLANTATION OF SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN MILD BIRDS
A65-81051
VALIDATION OF SENSOR, TRANSMITTER_ AND DATA
PROCESSING FUNCTIONS IN HUMAN BIDTELEMETRY
AMRL-TR-64-126 NbS-IT230
CAPACITANCE DETECTOR FOR MEASUREMENT OF TYMPANIC
MEMBRANE DISPLACEMENT - ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-64-116 NbS-191SZ
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSDRS - MECHANORECEPTORS,
PHOTORECEPTORS9 CHEMORECEPTORSt THERMORECEPTORSt
AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD SENSORS
NASA-CR-63145 NbS-Z52TO
VARIABLES AFFECTING DETECTION, IDENTIFICATION, AND
INTERPRETATION OF TARGETS ON REMOTE SENSOR
DISPLAYS IN MANNED SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
N65-33556
SENSORY OEPRIVATIDN
SA CONFINEMENT
TRANSIENT PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY VARIATION ON
TEMPERATURE INCREASEr NOTING AROUSAL LEVEL
AbS-Ib55B
INCREASED STIMULATION LIMITATIONS IN SENSORY
IMPOVERISHED ENVIRONMENT, DISCUSSING OPTIMUM LEVEL
OF AROUSAL FOR NORKING EFFICIENCY
A65-26728
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SENSORY
DEPRIVATIONt PARTICULARLY FOR SPACE TRAVEL
A65-ZOIO0
CHANGE OF CUTANEOUS SENSITIVITY TO HEAT ANO PAIN
AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO UNPATTERNED LIGHT -
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-80024
MODIFICATION IN VISUAL AND KINESTHETIC
AFTEREFFECT DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION
AbS-BOOB6
CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY AND DARK
ADAPTATION AFTER SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A65-BOO85
DEPERSONALIZATION SYNDROME AS THREAT TO
EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACEMEN AND SUBMARINERS
AbS-B0222
BUTTON-PRESSING FOR TIME-OFF RENARD DURING SENSORY
DEPRIVATION AS FUNCTION OF RELATIVE COMFORT
A65-80253
SENSORY DEPRIVATION_ PERSONALITY FACTORS, AND
EXPERIENCE OF VISUAL IMAGERY AbS-B0516
A-352
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INTERACTION
BETNEEN TASK DEMANDS AND REDUCED SENSORY INPUT
A65-80520
SENSORY DEPRIVATION HALLUCINATIONS AND OTHER SLEEP
BEHAVIOR AS FUNCTION OF BODY POSITION, METHOD OF
REPORT, AND ANXIETY A65-80561
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION TOLERANCE AND ADEQUACY OF
DEFENSES ON RORSCHACH PROTOCOL AbS-8056Z
ORIENTATION ACCURACY IN VISUALLY HOMOGENEOUS
ENVIRONMENT AS FUNCTION OF STIMULUS ANB VISUAL
FIELD _IZE A65-805TO .
TIME IMAGERY, INTROVERSION, AND FANTASIED
PREOCCUPATION IN SIMULATED ISOLATION
A65-80576
SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND COGNITIVE DISORDER
A65-81060
EXPLANATION OF MENTAL SYMPTOMS FOUND IN ACUTE
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-81081
PERSONALITY CHANGES AFTER SENSORY DEPRIVATION AND
THEIR PREDICTION FROM RORSCHACH PROTOCOLS
A65-81652
STIMULUS REINFORCEMENT DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A65-81560
REACTIONS OF EXTROVERTS AND INTROVERTS TO SENSORY
DEPRIVATION A65-81656
COGNITIVE ANO PERCEPTUAL DISTURBANCES IN
SHORT-TERM SENSORY DEPRIVATION AS FUNCTION OF
DIFFERENTIAL EXPECTANCY LEVELS A65-81665
MIRROR IMAGE TEST USED TO DETERMINE PSYCHOMOTOR
PERFORMANCE DURING ISOLATION A65-81801
TIME DISCRIMINATION OF SUBJECTS DURING SENSORY
DEPRIVATION AbS-B1B02
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - REVIEN OF PROBLEMS OF SENSOR
DEPRIVATION, AOAPTATION AND PHYSICAL HAZARDS
A65-81832
SENSORY DEPRIVATION EFFECT ON VISUAL RECOGNITION
THRESHOLDS Ab5-81933
CAPACITY OF RECOGNIZING MASKED FIGURES AFTER
SENSORY-MOTOR DEPRIVATION A65-82193
SENSORY DEPRIVATIONS IN HUMAN BEINGS EXPOSED
TO NEIGHTLESSNESS NbS-13TO0
EFFECTS OF ILLUSIONS OF ERRORt DREAMSe REFERENCE_
OVEREVALUATIONt AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER
SOCIAL ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION -
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
JPRS-30158 NbS-Z63_9
EFFECTS OF SENSORY DEPRIVATION ON SPACE TRAVEL -
SENSORY, PERCEPTUAL_ AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
N65-33628
VISUAL DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON ADAPTATION TO
ROTATING ENVIRONMENT - NOTION SICKNESS STUDIES
NASA-CR-6753T N65-36631
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION
SA BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
AGE DEPENDENCE OF PILOT RESPONSE IN SIGNAL
SEQUENCE IDENTIFICATION BY APPROPRIATE CONTROL
OPERATION AT MAXIMUM SPEED AND MINIMUM ERROR
A65-22901
AURAL HARMONICS EFFECT ON FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATION
A65-28629
VIBROTACTILE THRESHOLD OF HUMAN SKIN
A65-8_961
INFDRNATION THEORY AND FUNDAMENTAL CONSTRAINTS TO
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF ANIMALS 8Y TMO KINDS OF
NEURAL NOISE A65-82062
SUBJE4_T INOEX SENSOIY STIMULATION
INTERSENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF SIGNAL DURATION
USING VISUAL AND AUOITORY SIGNALS
NASA-TM-X-51729 N65-2IBT9
ATTENTION THEORY AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS OF
HUMAN ABILITY TO DISCRININATE TWO SENSORY EVENTS
SUCCESSIVELY AND SENSORY CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
INFLUENCE ON REACTION TIME
NASA-CR-I96 N65-231TO
SENSORY ACTIVITY ASPECTS APPLIED TO PROBLEMS IN
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY
NASA-TT-F-9626 N65-2TT12
SENSORY FEEDBACK
DIFFERENTIAL VISUAL FEEDBACK OF COMPONENT NOTIONS
A65-80856
VISUAL FEEDBACK EFFECT ON NOISE-SIGNAL DETECTION
IN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TASK
A65-BOBBX
DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK EFFECT ON NORSE CODE
TRANSMISSION BY SKILLED OPERATORS
AbS-BILbT
PASSIVE TEST OF EYE-HAND COORDINATION HITH PRISN
DISPLACEMENT AND ADAPTATION MEASURED BY ERROR FROM
PRETEST TO POST TEST A65-BI649
MOTOR THEORY OF SPEECH PERCEPTION REVIEWED
A65-B1Tfl
VISUAL FEEDBACK DISPLAY EFFECT ON PATTERN OF FINE
MOVEMENT IN COMPENSATORY TRACKING TASK
A65-B2081
ELECTRONECHANICAL APPARATUS FOR ONE OR TWO
DIMENSIONAL PURSUIT TRACKING AND SENSORY FEEOBACK
A65-B2343
FEASIBILITY OF AUTOMATING SENSORINOTOR SKILL
TRAININGv AND USE OF CDC 160-A CONPUTER TO
TEACH PSYCHONOTOR TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-ISIT-I N65-31206
SENSORY PERCEPTION
SA EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
SA KINESTHESIS
SA PROPRIOCEPTION
EXPERINENTAL INDUCTION OF SONE SENSATIONS
CORRESPONDING TO FLIGHT ILLUSIONS OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS A65-I2882
SENSORY HAIR STRUCTURE LOCATED IN GRAVITY
RECEPTORS IN UTRICLE AND SACCULE OF SQUIRREL
MONKEY AND GUINEA PIG A65-25239
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SENSORY PHYSIOLOGYv VOLUME I
A65-25665
CELLULAR PATTERN OF NEUROEPITHELIUN IN ORGAN OF
CORTI ENPHASIZING SENSORY CELLSy NEURAL STRUCTURE
AND FLUID SPACES A65-25666
HUMAN SENSORY SYSTEH ADAPTABILITY TO SPACESHIP
ENVIRONMENT FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING
A65-31239
SENSITIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER AND SENSORY
REACTIONS IN MAN UNDER CONDITIONS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS A6S-BOO89
PACINIAN CORPUSCLE OF INTESTINE AND NESENTERY OF
CAT AS AFFECTED BY ACOUSTIC WAVES
A65-80152
VARIATIONS OF MOTOR RESPONSES TO GRAVITATIONAL
STINULI CAUSED BY CHANGES OF SENSORY PERCEPTION
IN PIGEONS A6S-BO215
SENSORY PERCEPTION AND SPATIAL ORIENTATION
CONCERNING BODY POSTURE IN SEALED CABIN
A65-BO553
VALIDATION OF SUBJECTIVE SCALES FOR LOUDNESS AND
BRIGHTNESS BY MEANS OF CROSS NOOALITY MATCHING
A65-BISBI
THRESHOLDS IN AUDITIONt BALANCE_ KINESTHESIAt
PRESSUREt AND VISION RELATED TO NOTOR SKILL
A65-81686
EXPECTANCY WAVE IN BRAIN MECHANISMS AND PERCEPTION
A65-82255
INHIBITION AND TIME AND SPATIAL PATTERNS OF NEURAL
ACTIVITY IN SENSORY PERCEPTION A65-B226T
SENSORY_ MOTOR, CORTICAL, SUBCORTICAL AND
NORPHOLOG1CAL EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENERGY
REPT.-6_-OI N65-1ZBBO
ENCODING IN PERCEPTUAL /VISUAL/ SERIAL POSITION
EFFECT
AO-'6OqIOI NBS-14063
UPPER EXTRENITY PRDSTHETICS RESEARCH, SENSORY
MOTOR CONTROL_ AND TRACKING SIMULATOR
DEVELOPMENT
REPT.-66-58 N65-15598
SENSORY ORGANS IN ANIMAL SYSTEMS - ANALOGY FOR
NANNADE DETECTION DEVICES
NASA-CR-60636 N65-E602B
ABSTRACTS ON PSYCHOPHYSICAL ASPECTS OF SENSORY
PERCEPTION - PSYCHOLOGY
PPM-106 N65-17365
LIVING ORGANISMS AND FUNCTIONS OF SENSORY ORGANS -
PERCEPTION AND STINULATION IN EXTERNAL
ENVIRONNENT
JPRS-29766 N6S-23TTS
SENSORY STIMULATION
TRANSIENT PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY VARIATION ON
TEMPERATURE INCREASE, NOTING AROUSAL LEVEL
A65-16558
MENTAL ARITHMETIC, LONG DIVISION_ THRESHOLD
DETERNINATION AND REVERIE EFFECTS ON TEMPORARY
THRESHOLD SHIFT ON AUDITORY FATIGUE
A65-ZSB56
EFFECT OF S PHENYL-2 ININO-60XY-OXAZOLIDINE ON
1NPROVING RAPIDITY AND REGULARITY OF MOTOR
RESPONSE TO VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULATION IN
AVIATION PERSONNEL A65-32793
CHANGE IN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND SKIN GALVANIC
RESPONSE IN COURSE OF TEMPORARY CONNECTION
FORMATION BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYSERS IN
NAN DURING PHOTIC AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE STIMULATION
A65-80103
AWARENESS DURING FLIGHT AND SENSORY INPUT,
EHOTIONAL DISORDERt AND FATIGUE AS RELATED TO
MENTAL PERFORNANCE AND FLIGHT SAFETY
A65-81295
STIMULUS REINFORCEMENT DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A65-81560
CENTRIFUGAL OPTIC NERVE RESPONSES EVOKED BY
AUDITORY AND SONATIC STIMULATION IN CATS
A65-81931
EFFECT OF SENSORY STIMULI ON SINGLE UNIT ACTIVITY
IN POSTERIOR HYPOTHALAMUS IN CATS
AbS-82275
SENSORINOTOR COORDINATION IN EXTENDED
WEIGHTLESSNESS IN ACTUAL SPACE FLIGHT
N65-13780
SENSORY AND VESTIBULAR EFFECTS OF SHORT TERN
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON NAN AND VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
SENSITIVITY
FTD-TT-66-IO52/I_2£4 N65-17194
HUMAN ISOLATION CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS WITH REDUCED
SENSORY STINULATION
JPRS-28929 N65-17304
SENSORY STIMULATION AS RELATED TO NUTRITION AND
FOOD - APPETITE FACTOR N65-18584
A-353
SEPARATION SUBJECTINDEX
TRANSDERMAL HEARING SYSTEM USING MODULATED
ELECTRICAL CARRIER SIGNALS TO STIMULATE SOUND
PERCEPTION
ER-O038 N65-20959
LIVING ORGANISMS AND FUNCTIONS OF SENSORY ORGANS -
PERCEPTION AND STIMULATION IN EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-29744 N65-23775
SENSORY REARRANGEMENT AND VESTIBULAR HABITUATION
IN HUMANS SUBJECTED TO CONTINUOUS ROTATION
NASA-CR-63865 N65-28872
SEPARATION
SA EXTRACTION
BIOCHEMICALS USED IN CARBON DIOXIDE SEPARATION
IN AEROSPACE VEHICLE ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION
PROCESSES
QTR-3 N65-25572
SEPARATOR
PERMEABILITY IN GAS-MEMBRANE-GAS SEPARATION
SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-51103 N65-16326
SEPARATOR FUNCTION FOR SOLUTION OF PATTERN
RECOGNITION PROBLEMS N65-20394
SEQUENTIAL DETECTION
MARKOV CHAIN SIIMULUS SEQUENCE ROLE EFFECT UPON
SIGNAL DETECTION IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL FORCED
CHOICE TASK A65-14150
INFORMATION REDUCTION IN ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL
TASKS A65-80193
NUMBER OF TERMINAL ACTS AND PRIOR INFORMATION
EFFECTS ON SEQUENTIAL INFORMATION SEEKING -
DECISION THEORY
ESD-TDR-64-606 N65-26121
SERIES
S TIME SERIES
SEROTONIN
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED STRESS IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS AND ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN LEVELS
A65-25097
CONTROL OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHM IN SEROTONIN CONTENT
OF RAT PINEAL GLAND A65-B0654
EFFECT OF ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY ON SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE CONTENT OF BLOOD AND BRAIN AND SMALL
INTESTINE IN RABBITS FOLLOWING X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-BO717
CHANGES IN BLOOD SEROTONIN CONTENT CAUSED BY
IONIZING RADIATION AND VIBRATION DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, IN VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-B0979
BLOOD SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN IN EVALUATING
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-BI325
SEROTONIN - ITS PROTECTIVE EFFECT AGAINST WHOLE
BODY IONIZING RADIATION AND ITS TOXIC EFFECT IN
RAT AS COMPARED TO MOUSE A65-BI88B
SPACE FLIGHT AND IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ANIMAL BLOOD SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION, VASCULAR
REACTION TO CORIOLIS ACCELERATION, AND EFFECT
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMAN BODY
JPRS-29156 N65-19645
SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION IN ANIMALS EXPOSED TO
RADIATION AND EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT DYNAMICS
JPRS-29434 N65-21237
NEUROHUMORAL REGULATION OF MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NERVOUS AND HUMDRAL
PROCESSES - INJECTIONS OF SEROTONIN AND
HISTAMINE
JPRS-3196B N65-33429
SERRATIA
INHIBITION OF BACTERIA, SERRATIA MARCESCENS AND
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUSt IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF HIGH
PARAMAGNETIC STRENGTH A65-80428
SERUM
SA PROTEIN
CELLULOSE DERIVATIVES TO ISOLATE ANTIBODIES FROM
SERUM A65-26273
NUCLEAR FAST RED METHOD FOR MEASURING CALCIUM IN
SERUMt PAROTID ELUID_ AND URINE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-82359
CHIMPANZEE RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN BIOCHEMICAL
SERUMS FOLLOWING RESTRAINT
ARL-TR-64-12 N65-20895
VIRUS GROWTH IN SERUM-FREE SUSPENSION ANIMAL CELL
CULTURES N65-22311
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES IN BLOOD PLASMA AND
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN, URIC
ACID, AND CREATININE
LF-22 N65-25292
EFFECT OF RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON
PROTRACTED AFTERGLOW OF IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF
SERUM ALBUMIN N65-31040
MASSIVE DOSE EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND
COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION ON BLOOD SERUM ENZYME
LEVELS OF WHOLE BODY IRRADIATED PRIMATES
SAM-TR-65-22 Nb5-33679
SERVICE MODULE
SA COMMAND MODULE
VARIOUS OPERATIONAL AND FLIGHT ASPECTS OF APOLLO
PROGRAM AND COMPONENT MODULES AbS-B1355
SET
PERFORMANCE ON COMPLEX INFORMATION-PROCESSING
TASK AS FUNCTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SET AND
CHOICE OF SUBJECTIVE CRITERION A65-80243
STIMULUS SET AND RESPONSE SET - ALTERNATION OF
ATTENTION AbS-B0336
SELECTIVE STRATEGIES IN ASSIMILATION
OF SUCCESSIVELY PRESENTED SIGNALS
A65-B0339
SET THEORY
LEARNING SET FORMATION IN PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-64-114 N65-19602
SEWAGE
CULTIVATION AND GROWTH OF GREEN PLANKTONIC ALGAE
ON SEWAGE A65-81386
HARVESTING AND PROCESSING SEWAGE GROWN PLANKTONIC
ALGAE
SERL-64-B N65-12782
ALGAE GROWTH IN CITY SEWAGE WATER - EXPERIMENTS
N65-31423
SEX FACTOR
THRESHOLD INTENSITIES OF THERMAL RADIATION
EVOKING WARMTH SENSATIONS ON FOREHEAD OF MALE
AND FEMALE SUBJECTS AbS-BO029
DETERMINANTS OF FORCED VITAL CAPACITY AND
EXPIRATORY VOLUME AS RELATED T0 AGE AND SEX
A65-BO051
AGE AND SEX PARAMETERS IN HUMAN PSYCHOMOTOR
LEARNING ABS-BO262
PHYSICAL INSULATION OF HEALTHY
MEN AND WOMEN OVER 60 YEARS A65-80275
OISIRIBUTION OF VENTILATION IN NORMAL SUBJECTS OF
BOTH SEXES FROM 7 TO 45 YEARS OF AGE BY NITROGEN
WASHOUT METHOD A65-80306
REJECTION OF TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN MICE OF BOTH
A-354
S_J_T I_EX SIGNAL DETECTION
SEXES EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-8061¥
TRAVELING PREFERENCEe FLYING EXPERIENCE AND SEX
DIFFERENCES RELATED TO DETAILS EXPRESSED IN
AIRCRAFT DRAWINGS A65-80458
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFORMANCE, PACINGv AND MANIFEST
ANXIETY A65-BOST5
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY AS FUNCTION OF PRACTICE_
SET! SEX, AND FAMILIARITY WITH APPARATUS
A65-B0626
CARDIOVASCULAR, THERMOREGULATDRYt ACCLIHATIZAT]{_,
AND TOLERANCE RESPONSES OF HUMAN MALE AND FEMALE
TO HOT ENVIRONMENTS A65-B0962
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MALE
AND FEMALE CAUCASIANS WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONMENT
A65-Bl|32
WORK CAPACITY IN YOUNG HEM AND WOMEN AS RELATED TO
HEART RATE AND OXYGEN UPTAKE Ab5--81142
RATE OF INCREASE OF STRENGTH THROUGH ISOMETRIC
TRAINING AS FUNCTION OF INITIAL RESTING LENGTH OF
MUSCLE IN MEN AND WOMEN A65-812TI
AGE AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN PALNAR SWEAT PRINT
A65-BI_05
PULMONARY RESISTANCE TO INFECTION IN MALE AND
FEMALE MICE SUBJECTED TO HYPOXIAt COLD STRESS, AND
ETHANOLIC INTOXICATION AS AFFECTED BY BACTERIAL
PROTEUS MIRABILIS AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS ALBUS AND
S. AUREUS A65-81598
TIME ESTIMATION AND FUTURE TIME PERSPECTIVE IN
HALE AND FEMALE A65-81642
BENCH-STEPPING PERFORMANCES OF MALES AND FEMALES
AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING IONIZED AIR
A65-BZOI8
PURSUIT TRACKING PERFORMANCE RELATED TO
CONTROL-DISPLAY COMPATIBILITY, HANDEDNESS, SEX AND
PROBABILITY AbS-B2111
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN YOUNG WOMEN
A65-82163
CONTROL PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS - CYTOLOGY
AND SEX FACTOR DETERMINATION AND CONTROL
N65-32560
ROLE OF SEXES IN TRANSMISSION AND CONVERSION
OF GENETIC INFORMATION N65-32583
SEXTANT
HUMAN FACTORS STUDY FOR DESIGN OF HANDHELD SEXTANT
DRD-64-133 N65-18678
SHELTER
SA SURVIVAL
CHRONOLOGY OF TWO WEEKS FALLOUT SHELTER
CONFINEMENT A65-82097
ARCTIC SURVIVAL SHELTER HAVING HIGH THERMAL
PROTECTION - DESIGN AND MATERIAL TESTING RESULTS
N65-2975T
SHIELDING
SA HEAT SHIELD
SA NUCLEAR SHIELDING
SA RADIATION SHIELDING
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED WITH
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON FLIGHTS AND
DURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
AND X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-81232
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION -
SHIELDING ANALYSIS N65-3_592
VALIDITY OF STRAIGHT AHEAD APPROXIMATION IN SPACE
VEHICLE SHIELDING CALCULATIONS - RADIATION DOSE
N65-34598
ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF PROTON DOSE RATES BEHIND
SPHERICAL NULTILAYER SHIELDING FOR CALCULATION
OF BODY, SKIN_ DEPTH, AND LOCAL PROTON DOSAGE
N65-34629
SHIP HULL
APPLICATIONS OF FISH MORPHOLOGY TO AIRCRAFT AND
SHIP DESIGN
JPRS-28910 N65-IT492
SHIVERING
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, BODY TEMPERATURE, AND
SHIVERING AS AFFECTED BY COLD EXPOSURE WITH AND
WITHOUT VOLUNTARY HYPERVENTILAIION
AbS-BOOB3
SHOCK
SA INPAGT
TRAUMA AND HEMOLYSIS INFLUENCE ON HEMORRHAGIC
SHOCK IN DOGS N65-22763
SHOCK LOAD
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO SHOCK OVERLOADS AT HIGH
LANDING SPEEDS N65-13668
SHOE
THERMAL EVALUATION OF FOOTGEAR ASSOCIATED WITH
FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING OUTFIT
AAL-TR-64-25 N65-33319
SHOOTING STAR AIRCRAFT
S T-33 AIRCRAFT
SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
LI_IT&TIDNS OF SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCIES WITH RESPECT TO ABSORPTION FOR RADIO
SIGNAL TRACKING AT VARIOUS LATITUDES
N65-22877
SHOULDER
MECHANISMS OF SHOULDER MOVEMENT
AbS-BOqBB
SHUNT
VENOUS ADMIXTURE AND SIZE OF MORPHOLOGICAL SHUNTS
DURING MODERATE EXERCISE A65-B1695
SICKNESS
S ALTITUDE SICKNESS
S DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
S OISEASE
S MOTION SICKNESS
S RADIATION SICKNESS
SIDE-4.0_KING RADAR
POLARIZATION OISPLAY SYSTEM FOR SIDE-LOOKING
RADAR TARGET DETECTION
ANRL-TR-66-82 N65-13995
SPEED AND ACCURACY OF TARGET RECOGNITION BY
NAVIGATORS USING SIDE-LOOKING RADAR DURING
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
AHRL-TR-6_-IOL N65-14001
SIGHT LINE
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRAJECTORY AND SIGHT LINE
SPACE RENDEZVOUS NANEUVERS_ USING DIRECT
VISUAL CUES
AMRL-TR-65-10 Nb5-35632
SIGNAL
S AUDITORY SIGNAL
S ERROR SIGNAL
S VISUAL SIGNAl
S WARNING SIGNAL
SIGNAL ANALYZER
SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION BY EXPRESSING VOICE SIGNAL
AT ANALYZER OUTPUT IN TERMS OF FREQUENCY, TIME AND
AMPLITUDE A65-15666
SIGNAL DETECTION
AUTOMATIC EDITING TECHNIQUES FOR DISCRIMINATING
TELEMETERED BIOELECTRIC SIGNALS FROM SURROUNDING
NOISE A65-10547
NARKOV CHAIN STIMULUS SEQUENCE ROLE EFFECT UPON
SIGNAL DETECTION IN PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL FORCED
A-355
SIGNALDETECTOR SUBJECTINDEX
CHOICE TASK A65-14150
THEORY DF DETECTABILITY OF SIGNAL USED TO
CALCULATE CERTAIN PSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
A65-18362
NEPROBAMATE EFFECT ON VISUAL DETECTION IN MAN
RELATED TO TIME AND DOSAGE A65-80001
PROACTIVE DECREMENTAL EFFECTS ON RESPONSE SPEED IN
CONTINUOUS DISJUNCTIVE REACTION TIME TASK
A65-80027
DOUBLE STIMULATION EFFECT - TEMPORARY INHIBITION
OF RESPONSE WITH RESPECT TO REACTION TIME,
DICHOTIC LISTENING, AND STEREOSCOPIC PERCEPTION
STUDIES A65-80098
SIGNAL APPEARANCE PROBABILITY AND EFFECT DN
PROCESS OF ITS DETECTION DURING VISUAL TASK
A65-80104
VISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION DURING
PERFORMANCE OF TWO CONCURRENT
COGNITIVE TASKS A65-80242
SIGNAL DETECTABILITY IN VIGILANCE TASK AS FUNCTION
OF TRUE AND/OR FALSE KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
A65-80300
PERCEPTUAL INTERFERENCE ASSESSED IN STUDY OF
BACKWARD MASKING FOR LETTERS A65-80564
VISUAL FEEDBACK EFFECT ON NOISE-SIGNAL DETECTION
IN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TASK
A65-80881
SIGNAL UNCERTAINTY IN COMPLEX VIGILANCE TASKS AND
SLEEP LOSS A65-81043
TEMPORAL EFFECTS IN SIMULTANEOUS MASKING BY WHITE
NOISE BURSTS A65-B1077
VISUAL PATTERN DISCRIMINATION AS FUNCTION OF
SPATIAL DISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPOSURE
DURATION A65-81166
PSYCHOACDUSTICS- REACTION TIME TO CHANGES IN
INTENSITY OF WHITE NOISE RELATED TO SIGNAL
DETECTION A65-81343
THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTABILITY AND
DEFERRED DECISION THEORY A65-BI424
THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECIABILITY AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL
LEARNING A65-BI427
DETECTION OF SIGNAL MASKED WITH TWO TONES IN
RELATION TO FREQUENCY SEPARATION
A65-81478
KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS AND CAUTIOUSNESS IN SIGNAL
DETECTION A65-81491
RESPONSE LATENCY IN VIGILANCE TASK WITH CONSTANT
AND VARIABLE INTERVAL SCHEDULES
A65-81643
TIME SHARING AND VIGILANCE ANALYSED IN VIEW OF
SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY A65-81657
RADAR TARGET DETECTION AS FUNCTION OF SEARCH AREA
AND VIEWING DISTANCE A65-81885
RISK-TAKING SET OF INDIVIDUAL RELATED TO HIS
TARGET DETECTION PERFORMANCE A65-81886
FORCED-CHOICE METHOD FOR USE IN BACKWARD-MASKING
STUDIES WITH DISC-RING PATTERN A65-B1960
PERCEPTION OF DEVIATIONS IN REPETITIVE PATTERNS
A65-81982
ACOUSTIC FACILITATION OF VISUAL DETECTION
AAS-B2035
PLACEBO INGESTION EFFECTS ON SIGNAL DETECTION
PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TASK
TR-750-3 NbS-1572B
AUDITORY INFORMATION PROCESSING - SIGNAL
DETECTIBILITY THEORY APPLIED TO AUDITORY SENSORY
RESPONSES
NASA-CR-60441 NbS-16BI6
INVESTIGATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EFFECT UPON VISUAL
DETECTION OF LIGHT SIGNAL
ESD-TR-64-557 N65-21144
DETECTION OF PURE TONE EMBEDDED IN NOISE - MARKOV
CHAINS OF SIGNALS
NASA-CR-5792B N65-21340
INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE-ASSISTS TO OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE - SIGNAL DETECTION AND TASK
COMPLEXITY
AD-605713 N65-25770
SIGNAL DETECTOR
DETECTOR CELL CONCEPT FOR SIGNAL RESPONSE
EVALUATION FOR CULTURABLE EARTH MICROORGANISMS
INCLUDING NUTRIENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
NASA-CR-62003 N65-22616
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATOR
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS EFFECT ON EXTERNAL
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATION
NASA-TT-F-3O7 N65-14947
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SYMBOL RESOLUTION ON SPEED OF
IDENTIFICATION OF TELEVISION LETTERS AND NUMBERS
RADC-TR-65-239 N65-34571
SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
HYDROPHONE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUND SIGNALS
EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERMINING SONIC
PRESSURE AT POINT OF EMISSION AND AT POINT OF
RECEPTION
JPRS-30466 N65-25426
SIGNAL NOISE
DETECTION OF PURE TONE EMBEDDED IN NOISE - MARKDV
CHAINS OF SIGNALS
NASA-CR-57928 N65-21340
SIGNAL TD NOISE RATIO
CORRELATION BETWEEN STIMULUS AND RESPONSE
SEQUENCES DERIVED FROM OBSERVER PERFORMANCE
AND FEEDBACK INFORMATION - SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
NASA-TM-X-5173T N65-22198
SIGNATURE
FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING PERSONS BY ANALYZING
ACCELERATION AND PEN-PAPER CONTACT PATTERNS
GENERATED DURING SIGNATURE PROCESS
SID-65-Z4 N65-30559
SILICATE
OXYGEN EXTRACTION FROM LUNAR METALLIC SILICATES BY
REDUCTION WITH METHANE IN CYCLIC CHEMICAL PROCESS
A65-3&26g
SILICON COMPOUND
SA SILICATE
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS AND
COMPOUNDS SUITABLE FDR PRDLONGED BIOMDLECULAR
tVOLUTION AND CHEMICAL SELECTION ON NONTERRESTRIAL
TYPE PLANET AbS-2TO9B
SILICON JUNCTION
SILICON DIODE CIRCUIT FOR ASSESSING THERMAL
ENVIRONMENT BY CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF WET
BULB GLOBE THERMOMETER / WBGT/ INDEX
A65-21485
SILICONE RUBBER
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER, USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-10696
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER_ USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-33554
SILVER OXIDE
REGENERABLE SILVER OXIDE SYSTEM FOR CARBON DIOXIDE
REMOVAL FROM MANNED SPACE CAPSULE
ANRLITR-64-119 N65-20529
A-356
SUBJECTINOEX SlZEPERCEPTION
SIMULATED ALTITUDE
LUNG VOLUME CHANGES OF EMPHYSEMA PATIENTS UPON
EXPOSURE TO SIMULATED ALTITUDE OF 18t000 FT
AbS-1423T
CONTACT LENS NEAR IN PILOTS - COMPARISON OF
PLASTIC CORNEAL LENS WITH NEW GEL-LENS UNDER
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80153
CHARACTER OF HOMEOSTATIC RESPONSE DURING HYPOXIC
HYPUXIA IN DOG AT DIFFERENT GROWTH PERIODS AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80795
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT SIMULATED
ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
A0-651065 N65-llCZI
PILOT-VEHICLE SYSTEM SIMULATION FOR LOW ALTITUDE
HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
NASA-TN-D-2793 N65-Z5925
SIMULATION
SA ALTITUDE SIMULATION
SA ANALOG SIMULATION
SA BIOSIMULATION
SA COMPUTER SIMULATION
SA DIGITAL SIMULATION
SA ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SA FLIGHT SIMULATION
SA LANDING SIMULATION
SA SPACE CABIN SIMULATION
SA SPACE SIMULATION
SA THERMAL SIMULATION
SA WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
EAR-BRAIN ANALOG EMPLOYED FOR REAL-TIME VOICE
COMMUNICATION IN MANNED DEEP SPACE FLIGHT
A65-BOSZB
THERMAL MANIKIN FOR SIMULATION OF ASTRONAUT
THERMDREGULATION SYSTEM AND SPACE SUIT DESIGN
A65-81388
LOCOMOTION OF HUMANS UNDER SIMULATED LUNAR SURFACE
AND GRAVITATIONAL CONDITIONS A65-81996
MANUAL-CONTROL SIMULATION STUDY OF NONLIFTING
VEHICLE DURING ORBiTt RETRDROCKET FIRING, AND
REENTRY INTO EARTH ATMOSPHERE
NASA-TM-X-359 N65-12802
SIMULATION OF 1OUCH BY MEANS OF SURFACE ULTRASOUND
WAVES
FTD-TT-66-225/1 N65-15112
METHODOLOGY FOR USE WITH OPERATIONS SIMULATION FOR
CRITICAL TASK-PERFORMANCE VARIABLES
SP-lT611000/O0 N65-I53]T
TEAM TRAINING IN SIMULATED RADAR-CONTROL
INTERCEPTION TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-1327-1 N65-t6173
MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES IN COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
RADIOACTIVE SOURCE FOR SIMULATING FALLOUT GAMMA
RADIATION FIELDS
RRA-T45 N65-22222
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR STUDY OF PILOT ABILITY TO
PERFORM SOFT LUNAR LANDING WITH SIMPLIFIED
GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE
NASA-TN-D-2993 N65-35060
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, PHYSICAL
ANTHROPOLOGY_ HUMAN ENGINEERING_ INSTRUMENTATION
AND SIMULATIONt AND TRAINING AND LEARNING
AD-464531 N65-35343
SIMULATOR
SA COCKPIT SIMULATOR
SA CONTROL SIMULATOR
SA FLIGHT SIMULATOR
SA SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
SA SPACE SIMULATOR
SA VIBRATION SIMULATOR
ROTARY TRACKING OF TARGET AND LIGHT IN SPACE
STATION SIMULATOR REVOLVING AT 7.5, TO.Or AND
12.0 RPM A65-BOB94
ECUILIBRIUM AND WALKING CHANGES OBSERVED IN
REVOLVING SPACE STATION SIMULATOR
AbS-8094T
SPACEFLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND
TRAINING A65-81276
SIMULATOR TRAINING
HUMAN FACTOR LABORATORY EMPHASIZING TRANSFER OF
TRAINING AND TACTICAL DECISION MAKING
A65-13527
APOLLO SPACECREW TRAINING GAINING FROM ACTUAL AND
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIENCE THROUGH PROJECTS
MERCURY AND GEMINI
AIAA PAPER 65-274 A65-22105
INTEGRATED MISSION SIMULATION TECHNIQUE TESTS
PILOT RELIABILITY FOR SEVEN-DAY MANNED LUNAR
MISSION
AIAA PAPER 65-275 A65-22125
ADVANCED STATE OF SOVIET TRAINING THEORIES
INDICATED BY SIMULATION DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED IN THEIR MANNED SPACE PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-276 A65-ZZZ60
SIMULATION EQUIPMENT APPLICATION TO TRAINING OF
AIRLINE GROOND AND FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-3066B
SIMULATOR AND FLIGHT TEST COMPARISON DE PILOT
PERFORMANCE TO DETERMINE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
REQUIREMENTS
1CAS PAPER 66-556 Ab5-30943
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN SIMULATOR TRAINING
ENVIRONMENT
NAVTRADEVCEN-1669-1 N65-1479T
ADAPTATION OF MAN TO MACHINE - PROTECTIVE DEVICES
FOR CREW AND SIMULATORS FOR AEROSPACE TRAINING
NEAR OR ON GROUND N65-28452
SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR MOTION SICKNESS
SUPPRESSION IN PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-64639 N65-33256
SINE WAVE
SPEECH PRODUCTION AND VOCAL TRACT CHARACTERISTICS
CORRELATED WITH SPEECH WAVE DATA AND
PHYSIOLOGICAl. STRUCTURES
AFCRL-65-ZTZ N65-30196
SINUS
NASOSINUSAL ALLERGY IN CIVIL AVIATION FLIGHT
PERSONNEL A65-BO873
SIZE
S BODY SIZE /BIOL/
S PARTICLE SIZE
S PUPIL SIZE
SIZE PERCEPTION
PERCEPTION OF OBJECTS IN TERMS OF VISUAL ANGLE
A65-BOSO7
SIZE CONSTANCY AS DEPENDENT UPON ANGLE OF REGARD
AND SPATIAL DIRECTION OF STIMULUS OBJECT
AbS-BOT35
SONAR SYSTEM OF BLIND PERSONS - SIZE
DISCRIMINATION A65-81155
BEHAVIORAL BASIS OF PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
AND EXPLANATION OF SIZE ILLUSIONS
A65-B1404
SUCCESSIVE COMPARISON OF VISUAL SIZE-STUDY OF
POSITIVE TIME ERROR A65-81565
GUANTITATIVE TACTUAL-KINESTHETIC JUDGMENT WITH
LEFT AND RIGHT HAND A65-BIAB5
CONVERGENCE AS CUE TO PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE
A65-B1882
SIZE CUES AND ADJACENCY PRINCIPLE iN PERCEPTION OF
RELATIVE DEPTH A65-BZO57
A-357
SKELETON SUBJECTINDEX
CONSTANCY IN SIZE PERCEPTION RELATED TO FOVEAL
DIAMETER A65-82082
SIZE CONSTANCY WITH BINOCULAR AND MONOCULAR
VIEWING. ACS-B2175
RELATIVE SIZE CUE EFFECT ON PERCEIVED RELATIVE
DISTANCE A65-82262
SKELETON
SA BONE
MONKEY, APE, AND HUMAN MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE - MUSCULAR-
SKELETAL ANATOMY OF IHORAX AND BRACHIUM OF ADULT
FEMALE CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TR-65-3 N65-27544
SKELETAL MINERAL LOSSES IN YOUNG ADULT HUMANS AND
MONKEYS RESULTING FROM IMMOBILIZATION
NASA-CR-63993 N65-29373
SKIN /BIOL/
SA TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON SKIN LESIONS OF
WHITE RATS AND RABBITS A65-20936
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF FREE AMINO ACIDS ON
HUMAN FINGERS AS CONTAMINATION FACTOR IN
MICROANALYSIS OF SUCH ACIDS ON METEORITES
A65-34670
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE - THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
OF SKIN RESISTANCE AND SKIN CONDUCTANCE RELATED
TO SWEAT GLAND A65-80005
TOPOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF THERMAL RADIATION
PROPERTIES OF HUMAN SKIN IN VIVO
A65-BO006
ROLE OF SKIN AND MUSCLE VESSELS OF HEATED AND
COOLED SUBJECTS IN FOREARM BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE
TO NOREPINEPHRINE A65-BOIBO
ABSORPTION OF CARBON TETRACHLORIDE,
TRICHLORDETHYLENE, TETRACHLOROETHYLENEt METHYL
CHLORIDE, AND TRICHLOROEIHANE THROUGH HUMAN SKIN
ANALYZED BY INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
A6S-BO2Ig
THERMAL STIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTALLY
VASOCONSTRICTED HUMAN SKIN AND ADAPTATION
A65-80251
RADIATION PROTECTION OF SKIN OF GUINEA PIG WITH
CYSTEAMINE AbS-803SI
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS IN SKIN AND EYE AND HEAT
EFFECTS OF SUNLIGHT ON HUMAN BODY
A65-80492
SKIN THERMOREGULATION DURING COLD EXPOSURE IN
HUMAN ORGANISMS PREVIOUSLY ADAPTED TO COLD
AbS-8054B
PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS CAUSED BY HEAT
A65-80636
CUTANEOUS CIRCULATION DURING OEHYDRATION AND HEAT
STRESS A65-80677
EFFECT OF DARK ADAPTATION OF OPTIC AFFERENT SYSTEM
ON THERMORECEPTORS OF HUMAN SKIN
AbS-BOTI5
ANATOMIC AND HISTOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN SKIN AFTER
LASER IRRADIAIION IN PIGS A65-BIOg6
DERMATOLUGIC MANIFESTATIONS OF LASER RADIATION IN
HUMANS Ab5-8IOg/
EFFECT OF LASER RADIATION ON TYRUSINASE ACIIVITY
IN HUMAN SKIN A65-81098
SUDOMOTOR AND VASOMOIOR RESPONSES TO CHANGING
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE AbS-BII33
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS IN RABBIT AND CAT
SKIN A65-81278
INVESTIGATION OF UNCONDITIONED VASCULAR REFLEXES
UPON THERMAL STIMULATION OF SMALL SKIN AREAS
A65-BL304
EFFECT OF COLD AND RESTRICTION OF MOVEMENT ON MAST
CELLS AND METACHROMASIA OF RAT SKIN
A65-BI597
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SWEATING, CUTANEOUS BLOOD
FLOW, AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN WORK
A65-8163[
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FOUR METHODS OF STUDYING
CUTANEOUS BLOOD CIRCULATION A65-81633
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF MICROWAVES OF SKIN IN
ALBINO RATS AND RABBITS AB5-BI699
CARDIOVASCULAR AND SWEATING RESPONSES TO WATER
INGESTION IN DEHYDRATING SUBJECTS IN HEAT CHAMBER
A65-81910
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES OF SKIN IN GUINEA PIGS AFTER
EXPOSURF TO IONIZING RADIATION AND LOCAL
HYPOTHERMIA AB5-82049
PERSONAL HYGIENE OF ASTRONAUT - FUNCTION OF HUMAN
SKIN AND ITS INFLUENCE ON VITAL PROCESSES
N65-15173
GAS EXCHANGE THROUGH HUMAN SKIN AND ITS IMPORTANCE
IO HUMAN BODY
JPRS-28923 N65-I_303
ROLE OF SKIN RESPIRATION IN PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE
COMPENSATION FOR HYPOX[A IN MAN
NOB-I/lOT
HYPOXIA IN UNCOMPENSATED SKIN LOSS FROM BURN
INJURY N65-17805
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE RECORDING APPARATUS
AD-610222 NO5-18&84
ANIMAL STUDY TO DETERMINE PRIMARY IRRIIANT EFFECT,
GROSS SENSITIZATION INDEX, AND GROSS SKIN
TOXICITY OF DEVELOPMENT MATERIALS
AMRL-TR-6_-I20 N65-IBgbT
gIVER SUIT FOR MEASURING GAS EXCHANGE THROUGH
HUMAN SKIN SURFACE
JPRS-29L42 Nb5-L9326
TRANSFER FUNCTION THROUGH HUMAN SKIN
AD-blIZB[ N65-20121
DISTRIBUTION OF ICE IN FROZEN INTERNAL ORGANS,
LIMBS, AND SKIN OF FROGS AND MICE
AAL-TOR-63-28 NbS-275bl
SKIN LESIONS ON WHITE RATS AND RABBIIS CAUSED BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION NbS-2BIOI
REFLEX SKIN POTENTIAL REACTIONS IN MAN UNDER
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Nb5-29032
X-RAY THERAPY OF SKIN, LUNG, STOMACH, AND LARYNX
CANCER IN U,S.S.R. Nb5-30219
BETA RADIATION PENETRATION DETERMINATION OF
STRONTIUM 90-YTTRIUM 90 IN VARYING CUTANEOUS
THICKNESSES
REPT.-I55 N65-31074
_UALITY FACTORS FOR DEGRADED PROTON SPECTRA FROM
RATIO OF DOSE EQUIVALENT TO ABSORBED DOSE -
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS IN SKIN
Nb5-34605
ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF PROTON DOSE RATES BEHIND
SPHERICAL MULTILAYER SHIELDING FOR CALCULATION
OF BL}DYt SKIN, OEPIH, AND LOCAL PROTON DOSAGE
N65-3462g
SKIN GRAFT
CEREBRAL CORTEX BLOOD CIRCULATION, TETANUS TOXIN
A-358
SUBJECTINDEX SLEEP
EFFECT ON NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION, SKIN
TRANSPL/UWTt BIOCHEMICAL INDEXES, AND RECORDING
BY RADIO'OF PULSE WAVE DIFFUSION SPEED
JPRS-28549 N6S-ITT2Z
SKIN GRAFT REJECTION IN FETUS OF SHEEP
N65-22306
SKIN RESISTANCE
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR RECORDING SKIN RESISTANCE IN MAN
AND RAT A65-82327
SKIN TEMPERATURE /BIOL/
SA TEMPERATURE CONTROL
SKIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO OPTICALLY FILTERED
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION, CONSIDERING SPECTRAL
CHARACTER AND ENERGY LEVEL A65-16231
HUMAN BODY AS RADIOMETER AND NULL-POINT SENSOR OF
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITY, DESCRIBING HEAT
EXCHANGE QUANTITATIVELY IN COMPLEX RADIANT
ENVIRONMENT A65-24076
HEAT ABSORBING CAPABILITIES OF ENVIRONNENTI
EXPRESSED AS HEAT LOSS RANGE OVER WHICH MAN CAN
ACCOMMODATE HIMSELF THROUGH SKIN TEMPERATURE AND
SWEAT RATE A65-ZB378
BIOINSTRUMENTION DEVELOPMENT FOR MONITOPING
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT
A65-360_7
THERMAL RADIATION OF SKIN AS FUNCTION OF
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION AND COOLING IN MAN
A65-8OOOT
THRESHOLD INTENSITIES OF THERMAL RADIATION
EVOKING WARMTH SENSATIONS ON FOREHEAD OF MALE
AND FEMALE SUBJECTS A65-80029
BIOCHEMICAL ALTERATIONS OCCURRING DURING
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF SKIN FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
TO ULTRAVIOLET RAYS A65-80056
THERMORECEPTOR RESPONSE OF MONKEY AS AFFECTED BY
MODERATE CHANGE IN CUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE
A6S-BOIO2
SKIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSES TO OPTICALLY FILTERED
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION A65-BOT40
CENTRAL BODY AND TRUNK SKIN TEMPERATURE EFFECT
ON REFLEX VASODILATATION IN HAND
AbS-BO189
RESPIRATORY RESPONSE TO SUDDEN COOLING OF SKIN
IN MAN AND DECEREBRATE CAT A65-80303
SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND COLD OF SUMMER AND WINTER
PREFERRERS REFLECTED THROUGH BLOOD PRESSURE
AND SKIN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES
A65-80350
CUTANEOUS NERVE, ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY IN
RESPONSE TO TEMPERATURE CHANGES OF CAT SKIN
A65-80859
PHYSICAL FITNESS. FAT CONTENT, BLOOD PRESSURE,
RECTAL AND SKIN TEMPERATURE, AND TOUCH SENSATION
OF MEN WORKING IN ANTARCTIC A65-81140
RADIANT HEATING OF BODY IN ACCLIMATIZED AND
UNACCLIMATIZED SUBJECTS - SWEATING AND SKIN
TEMPERATURE IN BODY REGIONS HEATED BY INFRARED
A65-816?Z
SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE CHANGES DURING
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
A65-81915
SKIN TEMPERATURE AND CUTANEOUS PAIN DURING PARTIAL
WARM WATER IMMERSION A65-81916
CRITICAL BODY TEMPERATURE FOR INSTRUMENTAL
RESPONSE ACQUISITION OF RATS COOLED TO VARIOUS
LEVELS A65-82161
ACCLIMATIZATION AND BODY AND SKIN TEMPERATURES OF
YOUNG AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL MEN AND WOMEN SLEEPING
OUTSIDE IN COLD ENVIRONMENT WITH LITTLE PROTECTION
A65-82162
PERIPHERAL MECHANISMS OF SKIN TEMPERATURE
PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-56192 N65-16429
HUMAN SKIN SENSITIVITY TO TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
NASA-DR-ST207 N65-1893B
TEMPERATURE OF HUMAN BODY DURING RAPID ALTERNATE
HEATING AND COOLING
AMRL-TR-66-13I N65-I915_
EXERCISE STIMULATION IN WARM AND COLD
ENVIRONMENTS, SKIN TEMPERATURE, AND RESPIRATION
EFFECTS ON SWEATING RATE
AD-466902 N65-21879
SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE CHANGES DURING
EXPOSURE TO INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION
DASA-IS66 N65-28921
TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN HUMAN SKIN WITH INTENSE
DIFFUSE THERMAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
AMRL-TR-65-64 N65-35045
SKY RADIATION
RADIATION LOAD BY DIRECT SUN RADIATION AND
SCATTERED SKY RADIATION ON INSTRUMENTS IMITATING
PHYSIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BODY
A65-80909
SKYDROL
S ESTER
S PHOSPHATE
SKYHAWK AIRCRAFT
S A- 6 AIRCRAFT
SLANT PERCEPTION
OBSERVER JUDGMENT OF HOMOGENEOUS WHITE FORMS,
SLANT AND SHAPE UNDER REDUCED MONOCULAR VIEWING
AND AT VARIOUS DEGREES GEOMETRIC SLANT
A65-22466
INTERACTION OF FORM AND EXPOSURE rIME IN
PERCEPTION OF SLANT A6S-B1004
ROLE OF APPARENT SLANT IN SHAPE JUDGMENTS
A65-81341
PERCEIVED SLANT AS FUNCTION OF RELATIVE HEIGHT.
A65-BI64I
PERCEPTUAL INVARIANCE IN KINETIC DEPTH EFFECT
A65-81663
SLEEP
SA ELECTRONARCOSIS
SA HIBERNATION
CORTICAL AND SUBCORTICAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
STUDIES IN CHIMPANZEE IN DIFFERING SLEEP STAGES
AbS-2TO64
MUSCLE TONUS IN HUMAN DURING SLEEP AND DREAMING
RELATED TO EYE MOVEMENT RECORDED ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM A6S-BOIS7
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN MICE IN
WAKE-SLEEP CYCLE AbS-BO329
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC STUDIES OF PULMONARY VENTILATION
IN VARIOUS EMOTIONAL STATES, EXERCISE, AND SLEEP
Ab5-8O40I
SLEEP INDUCING HUMORAL SUBSTANCE IN DIALYSATE OF
SLEEPING DONOR A65-B0454
SENSORY DEPRIVATION HALLUCINATIONS AND OTHER SLEEP
BEHAVIOR AS FUNCTION OF BODY POSITIONI METHOD OF
REPORT, AND ANXIETY A65-80561
ELECTRODERMOGRAM DURING SLEEP RELATED TO
APPEARANCE OF RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-80571
A-359
SLEEPDEPRIVATION SUBJECTINDEX
EVOKEDPOTENTIALINVISUALCORTEXOFCATDURINGWAKINGeAROUSAL,SLOW WAVE SLEEP, AND FAST NAVE
SLEEP A65-80616
AUDITORY EVOKED RESPONSES AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC STAGES OF SLEEP
Ab5-80638
PHOTICALLY EVOKED OCCIPITAL AND VERTEX WAVES
DURING SLEEP IN MAN A65-80642
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND METABOLIC RATES IN HYPNOTIC
TRANCE AND SLEEP A65-80681
TENSOR TYMPANI REFLEX IN CAT TO CLICKS DURING
SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS AND AFTER ABLATION OF
AUDITORY CORTEX A65-80888
AUDITORY INPUT IN CATS DURING WAKEFULNESS,
SYNCHRONIZED SLEEP, AND DESYNCHRONIZED SLEEP
A65-80945
AUDITORY INPUT CHANGES DURING AROUSAL IN CAT WITH
TENOTOMIZED MIDDLE EAR MUSCLES A65-80946
SPECIFIC MOTOR RESPONSE DURING SLEEP TO
SLEEP-ADMINISTERED MEANINGFUL SUGGESTION
A65-81012
TRANSCALLOSALt EXTRACALLOSALt AND
GENICULO-CDRTICAL RESPONSES OF CAT TO ELECTRIC
SHOCK DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-81380
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC ACTIVITY OF FRONTAL
CORTEX, DORSAL HIPPOCAMPUS, AND MESENCEPHALIC
RETICULAR FORMATION OF RAT DURING PARADOXICAL AND
SLOW WAVE SLEEP A65-81381
PROBLEM OF SLEEP DURING NIGHT FLYING- VIGILANCE,
ACCIDENTS AND DRUGS A65-81446
MIDDLE EAR MUSCLE ACTIVITY IN CATS SIMILAR TO
OCULAR MUSCLE MOVEMENT DURING RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
IN SLEEP A65-81483
STEADY POTENTIAL SHIFTS IN CAT DURING AROUSAL AND
DEEP SLEEP A65-81534
EFFECT OF VISUAL STIMULI ON DREAM CONTENT DURING
SLEEP A65-81653
PSYCHOTROPIC EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE IN MAN -
DIFFERENCES IN SENSITIVITY TO CAFFEINE-INDUCED
WAKEFULNESS A65-81715
CEREBRAL CORTICAL TEMPERATURE OF CAT DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS AND IN AROUSAL A65-81930
MENTAL ACTIVITY IN HYPNAGOGIC PERIOD AT SLEEP
ONSET RELATED TO ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY PATTERN
A65-82003
LITERATURE REVIEW OF STUDIES ON EXPERIMENTAL
CONTROL OF DREAMING A65-82045
GRADUAL AROUSAL FROM SLEEP - A DETERMINANT OF
THINKING RATHER THAN DREAMING REPORTS
A65-82046
CHANGES IN CATS OF TACTILE EVOKED POTENTIALS IN
BRAIN DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
AbS-82050
ACCLIMATIZATION AND BODY AND SKIN TEMPERATURES OF
YOUNG AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL MEN AND WOMEN SLEEPING
OUTSIDE IN COLD ENVIRONMENT WITH LITTLE PROTECTION
A65-B2162
DREAM AND THINKING REPORTS FOLLOWING AROUSAL FROM
RAPID EYE MOVEMENT SLEEP A65-82223
DREAM CYCLES IN HUMAN AND ANIMAL SLEEP
A65-82256
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF VISUAL CORTEX DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS IN CATS A65-8227b
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAMINEe
CHLORPROMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
DERIVATIVE A65-82300
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF
DREAM CYCLES A65-B2322
SUPRASPINAL INFLUENCES AND CHANGES IN RECURRENT
DISCHARGES OF ALPHA MOTONEURONS DURING SLEEP IN
CAT A65-82352
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA ON ACTIVITY OF AUDITORY
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ANESTHETIZED ANIMALS DURING
LEARNING AND DIFFERENT STAGES OF SLEEP AND
ALERTNESS
AFOSR-64-0966 N65-13205
TREATMENT OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS BY INDUCED
SLEEP WITH ELECTRICITY
JPRS-31347 N65-30711
THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF WEAK, LOW FREQUENCY
IMPULSE CURRENT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-3IB37 N65-32380
ELECTROTHERAPY OF INSOMNIA - ELECTRICAL SLEEPING
MACHINE
NASA-TT-F-9743 N65-36895
SLEEP DEPRIVATION
SA WAKEFULNESS
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITY, MUSCLE
BALANCE, STERDSCOPIC VISION, TACHISTOSCOPIC
PERCEPTION AND COLOR VISION A65-29058
SIMPLE AND DISJUNCTIVE REACTION TIME, RORSCHACH
DATA, ORIENTATION, COMMUNICATION, AND ROLE OF
MOTIVAIION IN PROLONGED SLEEP DEPRIVATION
A65-BOO20
EXPERIMENTAL COMPOUND 84/F 1983 COMPARED WITH
D-AMPHETAMINE AND PLACEBO IN REGARD TO EFFECTS
ON MENIAL PERFORMANCE IN SLEEP DEPRIVATION
AND FATIGUE A65-80160
TASK COMPLEXITY AND PRACTICE - EFFECTS
ON PERFORMANCE AFTER LOSS OF SLEEP
A65-BO341
NEUROLOGICAL FINDINGS AFTER PROLONGED SLEEP
DEPRIVATION AbS-81021
SIGNAL UNCERTAINTY IN COMPLEX VIGILANCE TASKS AND
SLEEP LOSS A65-81043
PARADOXICAL SLEEP AND RELATION TO DEPRIVATION IN
CAT Ab5-Bl157
EFFECT OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION ON PARADOXICAL PHASE
OF SLEEP IN CATS A65-81710
DEPRIVATION OF DREAMING SLEEP BY TWO METHODS
RESULTING IN COMPENSATORY RAPID EYE MOVEMENT
A65-82024
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE USING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS
OF EPILEPTICS FOLLOWING SLEEP DEPRIVATION,
HYPERVENTILATION, AND PHOTIC STIMULATION
A65-82032
SLUDGE
EFFECTS OF MISCELLANEOUS WASTE ON MESOPHILIC
ACTIVATED SLUDGE DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, AND VOMITUS
SAM-TDR-64-41 N65-IOOI4
SMOKE
HEALTH HAZARDS OF SMOKE DYES IN CURRENT USE
PA-TM-I674 N65-34680
SMU
S SPACE SELF-MANEUVERING UNIT /SMU/
SNAKE
RACER ELECTROCARDIOGRAM UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS
AND IN HYPOXIA N65-17755
A-360
SUBJECT INDEX _nlt
SOCIAL FACTOR
SOCIAL DIFFERENCES IN AUDITORY PERCEPTION
A65-81569
DIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL
STIMULUS VARIABLES INFLUENCING BEHAVIOR
VARIANCE - PSYCHOLOGY
A0-602369 N65-2185_
PSYCHOLOGY - EFFECTS OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE IN MAKING
DECISIONS - MEASUREMENT OF CONFIDENCE AND TRUST
USING GROUP BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
ESD-TDR-65-299 N65--36557
SOCIAL ISOLATION
PERCEPTUAL DEPRIVATION TOLERANCE AND ADEQUACY OF
DEFENSES ON RORSCHACH PROTOCOL A65-80562
TIME IMAGERY_ INTROVERSION, AND FANTASIED
PREOCCUPATION IN SIMULATED ISOLATION
A65-80576
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN PERSONS
ISOLATED FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME
A65-BOBSB
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ADAPTATION TO LIFE ON
ANTARCTIC STATIONS A65-81236
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OF GROUPS EXPERIMENTALLY
CONFINED IN FALLOUT SHELTER A65-BI659
HUMAN BEHAVIOR STUDY ON SOCIAL STRUCTURE CHANGE IN
SMALL ISOLATED GROUPS
REPT.-66-26 N65-ZZ949
EFFECTS OF ILLUSIONS OF ERROR, DREAMS, REFERENCEt
OVEREVALUATION_ AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER
SOCIAL ISOLATION AND SENSORY DEPRIVATION -
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
JPRS-301S8 N65-26369
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROBLEMS AT ISOLATED EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM STATIONS AND REMOTE INSTALLATIONS
AD-615631 N65-33388
SOCIOLOGY
CYBERNETICS - PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIOLOGY
JPRS-22BI6 N65-17310
SODIUM
SA ALKALI METAL
SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION OF DOGS IN DIFFERENT
POSTURES AS AFFECTED BY WATER IMMERSION DN RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS A65-BOI75
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND SODIUM REABSORPTION IN DOG
KIDNEY A6S-BO362
RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND SODIUM AND WAIER EXCRETION IN
DOG DURING CHANGE FROM SUPINE TO ERECT POSITION
AND WATER IMMERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION A65-82115
SODIUM AMYTAL
RECOVERY OF SOMATIC AND VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS LOST
AFTER EXPOSURE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
IONIZING RADIATION AND EFFECT OF SODIUM BROMIDE
AND AMYTAL A65-BO649
SODIUB BICARBONATE
SECONDARY VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO EXERCISE AS
MODIFIED BY PURE OXYGEN, AMMONIUM CHLORIDE,
AMINOPHYLLINE AND SODIUM BICARBONATE, COMPOUNDS
WHICH ALTER CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
A65-80674
INTAKE OF WATER, SODIUM CHLORIDE, AND SODIUM
BICARBONATE IN RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER
DEPRIVATION AND THERMAL STRESS A65-BIOO0
SODIUM BROMIDE
RECOVERY OF SOMATIC AND VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS LOST
AFTER EXPOSURE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO
IONIZING RADIATION AND EFFECT OF SODIUM BROMIDE
AND AMYTAL A65-80649
SODIUN CHLORIDE
HEAT CRAMPS IN BRITISH GUIANA SUBJECTS DURING
PHYSICAL WORK AS RELATED TO SWEATING AND DRINKING
WATER OF LOW SALT CONTENT A65-80955
SODIUM REQUIREMENTS AND DIET IN ISRAEL UNDER
CONDITIONS OF WORK IN HOT CLIMATE
A65-B0957
SALT REQUIRENEHTS OF ACCLIMATIZED PEOPLE
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN TROPICS
A65--80968
HEART RATE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER INTAKE,
PENTOBARBITAt SODIUMe AND SODIUM CHLORIDE
A65-80999
INTAKE OF WATER, SODIUM CHLORIOEt AND SODIUM
BICARBONATE IN RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER
DEPRIVATION AND THERMAL STRESS A65-81000
SODIUM COIqPOUND
SA PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM
COUPLED ION EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND SODIUM SALTS
BETWEEN HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AND BLOOD PLASMA AT
VARIOUS OXYGEN PRESSURES N65-1781b
SODIUM IODIOE
WHOLE-BODY IRRADIATION SCANNER SYSTEM USING
THICK SODIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION DETECTOR
N65-25666
SODIUM NITRATE
P_LARDGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS ON OXYGEN TENSION IN
SPLEEN AND VENA CAVA OF MICE INJECTED WITH
SODIUM NITRATE TO STUDY RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION
SAM--tR-65-13 N65-30506
SODIUIq SUIFITE
REDUCTION OF RAOIATIUN DAMAGE TO INTESTINAL MUCOUS
MEMBRANE OF RAT BY LOCAL HYPOXIA INDUCED BY
NOREPINEPHRINE AND SODIUM SULFITE
A6S-80827
SOFT LANOING
SA LUNAR LANDING
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR STUDY OF PILOT ABILITY TO
PERFORM SOFT LUNAR LANDING WITH SIMPLIFIED
GUICANCE TECHNIQUE
NASA-TN-D-2993 N65-35060
SOIL
SA MINERAL
MICROORGANISM DETECTION IN SOILS BY ESTIMATING
CONCENTRATION OF INTRACELLULAR CATALASE, ENZYME IN
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DECOMPOSITION
AbS-Z6285
_AIER FLUX FROM SOIL TO PLANT TO ATMOSPHERE. SOIL
WATER MOVEMENT_ SOIL-WATER ENERGY RELATIONSv
INIERNAL WATER RELATIONS IN PLANT LEAVES, AND
LOWER LIMIT OF WATER AVAILABILITY TO PLANTS
RR-376 N65-1¢326
SOIL PHOSPHATASE AND LEUCYL AMINOPEPTIDASE
ACIIVIIY MEASURED BY FLUORESCENT ASSAY
NASA-CR-50919 N65-16278
PHOFUSYNrHESIS OF ALGAE USING CARBON Ik DETECTION
GF FIXATION AND CARBON DIOXIDE EVOLUTION, MEDIUM
DEVELOPMENT, AND TESTS OF SOIL AND SOIL ISOLATES
NASA-CR-60709 N65-16815
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN TERRESTRIAL SOIL RELATIVE TO
eXPLORATION OF MARTIAN SURFACE
NASA-CR-S7585 N6S-ZO625
GROWTH OF NITROGEN-FIXING BACTERIA AND OTHER SOIL
MICROORGANISMS AFFECTED BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
N65-3162Z
CORROSION OF CAST IRON PIPES AS ELECTROBIOCHEHICAL
PROCESS IN ANAEROBIC SOil
F_3-3957/T-166-/ Nb5-32693
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS_ RAOIOLOG1CAL PHYSICS,
A-3bl
SOLARCTIVITY SUBJECT INDEX
RADIDLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS
TECHNOLOGYt AND INSTRUMENTATION
BNWL-36 N65-33022
CHELATED IRON AND ZINC EFFECTS ON ROUGH LEMON AND
TRIFOLIATE ORANGE SEEDLINGS GROWN IN CALCAREOUS
AND NONCALCAREOUS SOIL
TID-20741 N65-34316
NEUTRON ACTIVATION NUCLIDES IN ROCK AND SOIL FROM
UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS - PLOWSHARE
PROGRAM
UCRL-I42_9 N65-35020
SOLAR ACTIVITY
SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
BIOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
JPRS-27563 N65-12870
MICROORGANISMS AS INDICATORS OF SOLAR ACTIVITY AND
PRECURSORS OF SOLAR FLARES N65-13773
SOLAR CELL
BRAIN TELESTIMULATOR WITH SOLAR CELL POWER SUPPLY
USED ON PRIMATES A65-81156
SOLAR FLARE
ASTRONAUT BODY POINT DOSAGES OF RADIATION FROM
SOLAR FLARES UNDER DIFFERENT SHIELDING CONDITIONS
A65-13764
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION IN
EXPERIMENTS MODELING EARTH - MOON TRAJECTORY
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SOLAR FLARE
A65-25098
MICROORGANISMS AS INDICATORS OF SOLAR ACTIVITY AND
PRECURSORS OF SOLAR FLARES N65-13773
RADIUBIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF DOSE DISTRIBUTION FROM
SOLAR FLARE RADIATION - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34584
SOLAR RADIATION
SOLAR AND COSMIC RAY EFFECTS ON PROGENY YIELDS IN
FRUIT FLY DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER SUBJECTED TO
MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT AbS-1735I
RETINITIS FROM OVEREXPOSURE TO SOLAR
ECLIPSE- VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND TREATMENT
A65-80267
RADIATION LOAD BY DIRECT SUN RADIATION AND
SCATTERED SKY RADIATION ON INSTRUMENTS IMITATING
PHYSIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF HUMAN BODY
A65-80gO9
SOLAR HEAT GAIN OF CLOTHED HUMAN BCDY IN HIMALAYA
COMPARED TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTS A65-80975
VENTILATED CLOTHING AND UMBRELLA TO PROTECT
INTERCEPTOR PILOT ON ALERT FROM SOLAR RADIATION
A65-81789
ACCLIMATIZATION TO LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, DRY
AIR, INTENSE SOLAR RADIATION, AND HIGH AMBIENT
AIR TEMPERATURE OF MOUNTAINS N65-17819
TISSUE DOSAGES FROM ALPHA PARTICLES AND HEAVY
NUCLEI IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEAMS IN SPACE
NASA-CR-64997 N65-33865
SOLAR RADIATION SHIELD
RAOIATION LXPOSURE IN SOLAR PARTICLE BEAMS BEHIND
VERY LOW SHIELDING - RADIATION PROTECTION OF
SPACE SUIT
NASA-CR-b2]g8 N65-21724
SOLAR SYSTEM
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIfl IN SOLAR SYSIEM
N65-16608
SOLAR WIND
ORIGIN AND EVULUTI()N OF LIFt PRI[JR It) IWIi HILLION
YEARS AGO IN PRESENCE OF WiAK MAGNITIC fIELD,
NOTING PUSSIBLE ENIIANCtMINI BY SI]LAR WIND
A65-P3842
SOLID PROPELLANT
CONTAMINATION AND VIABILITY OF SPORES OF
BACTERIUM, BACILLUS SUBTILIS, IN ROCKET
PROPELLANTS - STERILIZING PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS
ROCKET FUELS A65-80506
SOLID STATE
PROPERTIES OF CHARGE CARRIERS IN ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID STATE PROTEINS
AD-614440 N65-25850
SOLID STATE IMAGE INTENSIFIER PANELS WITH IMPROVED
CHARACTERISTICS
NAVTRADEVCEN-1440-1 N65-31622
SOLID STATE DEVICE
SA LASER
SA SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION USING SQU_GGING
OSCILLATOR FOR LOW POWER DIGITAL TELEMETRY
A65-I076I
SOLID STATE ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTING INS,RUMENTS
FOR OBSERVING ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY AND MONITORING
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
AD-612908 N65-26003
SONAR
SONAR SYSTEM OF BLIND PERSONS - SIZE
DISCRIMINATION A65-81155
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS OF SONAR
PULSE CHARACTERISTICS OF FISH AND MARINE MAMMALS
LR-18525 N65-23152
SONIC BOOM
HUMAN REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOM, EXAMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND
PROPERTY DAMAGE A65-24071
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO
SONIC BOOM A65-81062
SONIC BOOM - STRUCTURAL STABILITY ANO
PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
A65-81997
SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOMS AND HUMAN
ADAPIAIION OR REACTION
NASA-CR-187 N65-17871
SOUND
SA ACOUSTICS
EFFECT OF AGE, CONTINUOUS SOUND, AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRITIONAL
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSIS, AND ROLE OF CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS N65-23445
INCREASING RELIABILITY OF MACHINE PERCEPTION OF
V_CAL SUUNDS BY INTRODUCING REPEATED DEMAND
FTD-rT-65-I0411_2 N65-30169
INHIH[TIUN OF CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX NEURONS INDUCED mY LIGHT AND
SOUND STIMULI
JPRS-31467 N65-3[53I
ULTRASOUND AS MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
N65-325B?
SPELCH PERCEPTION THEORY AND APPLICATION OF THEORY
[C VUICE SOUND RECOGNITION PROBLEM
RADC-TR-65-184 N65-34570
SOUND INTENSITY
SA NOISE INTENSITY
VALIDATION OF SUBJECTIVE SCALES FOR LUUDNESS AND
BRIGHTNESS BY MEANS OF CROSS MODALIIY MATCHING
ACb-BlhBI
JUDGMENT OF LOUDNESS OF TRIANGULAR TRANSIENTS AND
WHILE NOISE AS AFFECTED BY REPLIIT]{JN RAIL
A65-B2;'g5
HYDRUPHONE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUNU SIGNALS
EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERMINING bONIC
A-362
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
PRESSURE AT POINT OF EMISSION AND AT POINT OF
RECEPTION
JPRS-30466 N65-25426
EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND WAVES IN SMALL INTENSITIES
ON MORPHOLOGY OF WHITE RAT TESTES
N65-28703
SOUND LOCALIZATION
MINIMUM DETECTABLE CHANGE IN INTERAURAL TIME AND
INTENSITY DIFFERENCE AS FUNCTION OF OVERALL
INTENSITY FOR DICHOTIC CLICKS A65-ZI273
NEURAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM, RELATIONSHIP TO BINAURAL LOCALIZATION OF
SOUNDS EXPLORED BY ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
ON CATS A65-30589
ACOUSTIC CLICKS PRESENTED THROUGH EARPHONES TO
TWO EARS OF ANESTHETIZED CATS TO STUDY ELECTRICAL
RESPONSE ACTIVITY OF SINGLE NERVE CELLS IN
ACCESSORY SUPERIOR OLIVARY NUCLEUS
A65-32660
SOUND LOCALIZATION IN FREE FIELD AND INTERAURAL
THRESHOLD DIFFERENCES A65-BOO37
PULSE-TONE AND PULSE-PULSE STIMULI PRESENTED IN
DIFFERENT POSITIONS IN SPACE AS RELATED I_
DIRECTION OF PERCEPTION Ab5-BL377
SOUND MEASUREMENT
LATERALIZATION OF SOUNDS AT UNSTIMULATED EAR
OPPOSITE TO NOISE-ADAPTED EAR
TR-24 Nb5-19521
SOUND PROPAGATION
EQUATION ESTIMATING AURAL DETECTION DISTANCES
ASSOCIATED WITH GIVEN AERIAL VEHICLE NOISE LEVEL
AIAA PAPER 65-329 A65-32323
SOUND TRANSMISSION
5UUND IRANSMISSION IN HUMAN EAR - INFLUENCE OF
STAPFDIUS AND TENSOR TYMPANI MUSCLES
A65-BO035
_D(!ND DIFPRACTIPN MEASUREMENT |N VIC|NITY nF HUMAN
bAR FOR POSITIONING MICROPHONE A65-BI349
RELATIONSHIP OF EXTERNAL AUDITORY CANAL, MIDDLE
EAR, AND INNER EAR TO BONE CONDUCTION IN EATS
A65-82129
INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH RECORDED WITH FOUR
TRANSDUCERS AT VARIOUS HEAD AND THROAT POSITIONS
A65-B2298
SOUND TRANSMISSION IN HUMAN EAR AND
NON-OTOSCLEROTIC DSSICLE FIXATION
Ab5-B2309
SPEECH PRODUCTION_ TRANSMISSION, AND ANALYSIS -
INSTRUMENTATION, NASAL CAVITY STRUCTURES,
ACOUSTICS, SPEECH SPECTRUM, DEAFNESS AIDS, AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS
STL-QPSR-4/Ig64 N65-23850
SOUND WAVE
EFFECT DF SONIC WAVES ON RATE OF GERMINATION OF
POLLEN OF PLANT TRANDESCANTIA PALUDOSA
A65-81939
SOURCE
S ENERGY SOURCE
S HEAT SOURCE
S LIGHT SOURCE
S NEUTRON SOURCE
S POWER SUPPLY
S RADIATION SOURCE
SPACE BIOLOGY
S BIDASTRONAUTICS
S EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
_.SPACE CABIN
SPACECRAFT CABIN CONSIDERING PRESSURE, TYPES CF
ATMOSPHERE ANO FIRE HAZARDS FROM FLAMMABLE
MATERIAL A65-14806
DEGASSING CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AND
SUPPLIES FOR SPACE CABIN USE INCLUDING EMPIRICAL
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE A65-2361T
WATER VAPOR CONTENT FOR HUMAN COMFORT AND THERMAL
BALANCE IN SEALED CABINS AND PRESSURE SUITS
A65-28379
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS EFFECT,
PARTICULARLY OZONE, ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
A65-3548B
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SIMULATED SPACE CABIN
LANDING IMPACT VECTOR ON HUMAN IN DIFFERENT
POSTURAL POSITIONS A65-BO129
REACTION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE TO COMPLEX
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS EXISTING IN SPACECRAFT
CABIN
NASA-TT-F-273 Nb5-11874
SOVIET SPACE PROGRAM - GUIDANCE SYSTEMS, HUMAN
FACTOR IN SPACE FLIGHT, PRESSURE SUITS AND SPACE
CABIN, SPACECRAFT DESIGN, BIOASTRDNAUTICS,
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT, AND COMMUNICATIONS
ATD-P-65-11 N65-20926
hEAT TRANSFER MECHANISM FOR COOLING HUMAN BODY IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS AND EXTRAVEHICULAR PRESSURIZED
SUITS
NASA-CR-216 N65-23111
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
SA CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
CREW MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING
PROTOTYPE UF INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
LONG RANGE SPACE FLIGHT
SAC PAPER 908C AbS-I2BII
MANNED SPACECRAFT OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, CRYOGENIC
STORAGE, PRODUCTION AND TWO-GAS ATMOSPHERES
A65-14381
SPACECRAFT OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM REACTION BETWEEN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND CHLORELLA CULTIVATED FROM
FFRM_NTED EXCKhTA AAb-E_BZ
INERT GASES IN SPACECRAFT AIMOSPHERE_ CONSIDERING
PHYSIOLOGICAL SUITABILITY AND ENGINEERING
CONSTRAINTS A65-14576
OXYGEN REGENERATION FROM SOLID ELECTROLYTIC
REDUCTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE FOR SPACE CABIN
ATMOSPHERE
AICE PREPRINT 47D A65-1534b
hYDROLYSIS UNDER SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS
USING HYDROGEN DIFFUSION CATHODE TO REMEDY
CURRENT-BLOCKING EFFECT OF GAS BETWEEN ELECTRODES
AIDE PREPRINT 47F A65-15394
BOSCH PROCESS CLOSED CYCLE OXYGEN PRODUCTION UNIT
FOR SPACE APPLICATION
AICE PREPRINT 47A A65-15398
PARTIALLY REGENERATIVE AND BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS EMPHASIZING SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
CONTROL AND FOOD PRODUCTION A65-17930
ATMOSPHERE MOVEMENT AND DIFFUSION OF RESPIRED GAS
IN WEIGHTLESS MANNED SPACE ENCLOSURE, BASED ON
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL THEORY
A65-19839
SPACECRAFT MATERIAL TOXIC EFFECTS ON MAN AND GREEN
PLANTS AND BIOLOGICAL PRODUCT EFFECTS ON MATERIALS
A65-22752
INTERPLANETARY MISSION LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
EXAMINING CREW REQUIREMENTS, CABIN AFMOSPHERE
CONDITIONING, WATER MANAGEMENT, TEMPERATURE
CONTROL AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION
ASME PAPER 65-AV-33 A65-22954
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION AND CONTROL
PROBLEMS COVERING CARBON DIOXIDE, WATER, OXYGEN
CONCENTRATIONS AND TRACE CONTAMINATISN
ASME PAPER 65-AV-47 A65-23454
A-363
SPACE CABIN SIMULATION SUBJECT INDEX
MANNED ORBITAL AND LUNAR BASE HABITABILITY
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE, NUTRITION,
HYGIENE, GRAVITATION AND WORK-REST CYCLE
A65-23642
SPACECRAFT CABIN ENVIRONMENT CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERE
AND TEMPERATURE, DESCRIBING OXYGEN REGENERATION
SYSTEM USING ZEOLITE BEDS AND SILICA GEL
A65-33615
ATMOSPHERIC GAS SUPPLY FOR MANNED SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR CONTROLLED, USING BREADBOARD SYSTEM
A65-34477
NORMALIZATION OF NOISE PRODUCED BY LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS IN SPACESHIP CABINS DURING PROLONGED
FLIGHTS 665-35255
CORNUCOPIA, STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION, POTABLE
WATER, METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
ATMOSPHERE, AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
A65-80143
AIR FORCE RESEARCH ON TOXICITY OF MATERIALS
POSSIBLY CONTAMINATING SPACE CABINS
A65-81161
MULTISTAGE CRYOGENIC TRAPPING SYSTEM FOR TRACE
CONTAMINANT STUDIES IN SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERES
A65-8197I
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE TOXICOLOGY - A NEW RESEARCH
FACILITY Ab5-82091
SOLID CHEMICAL AIR GENERATOR FOR PRODUCING
BREATHABLE AND OXYGEN ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE -
SPACE APPLICATION
AG-1 N65-I0267
HELIUM SUBSTITUTION FOR NITROGEN IN SPACECRAFT
CABINS N65-136/5
USE OF CHAIN CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEX METHODS ON
ANIMALS FOR STUDYING EFFECTS OF LONG EXPOSURE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
N65-136TB
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS FOR APOLLO AND
GEMINI PROJECTS
NASA-TN-D-2506 N65-14451
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON HUMANS EXPOSED TO
INCREASED OXYGEN TENSION IN SPACE CABIN AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE OF 27,000 FEET FOR 14 DAYS
N65-14453
EFFECT OF PRESSURE SUIT VENTILATING AIRFLOW DN
HUMAN WATER REQUIREMENTS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN
ATMOSPHERE N65-I445_
EFFECT OF SEQUENTIAL EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION AND
GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT OF SPACE CABIN ON HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTION
NAEC-ACEL-498 N65-14457
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN SPACE CABIN
ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-50295 N65-17071
ZERO GRAVITY ELECTROLYSIS CELL FOR CONTROL OF
SPACE VEHICLE CABIN ATMOSPHERES
N65-1838I
TOXIC CONTAMINATION DF MANNED SPACECRAFT CABINS
LR-IT?4_ N65-20120
BIOCHEMICALS USED IN CARBON DIOXIDE SEPARATION
IN AEROSPACE VEHICLE ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION
PROCESSES
QTR-3 N65-255T2
SIMULATION OF CLOSED ATMOSPHERES FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-33631
HYPOXIA INDUCED BY SUSTAINED FORWARD ACCELERATION
WHILE BREATHING PURE OXYGEN AT REDUCED
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
NASA-TM-X-51649 N65-35262
SPACE CABIN SIMULATION
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND TOLERANCE TO
SIMULATED SPACE CABIN LANDING IMPACTS IN ALL BODY
POSITIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS A65-14223
SPACE MISSION SIMULATION SYSTEM DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES INCLUDING FOUR-MAN 30-
DAY MISSION SPACE CHAMBER EXPERIMENT
A65-23616
_XPERIMENTAL EXPOSURE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO CLOSED
ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM FOR SIMULATION DF SPACE CAPSULE
CONCITIUNS A65-BO930
DISSULVLD NITROGEN AND BENDS IN OXYGeN-NITROGEN
MIXTURLS DURING EXERCISE IN STIMULATED SPACE FLIGH
A65-BIOTI
USE OF CHAIN CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEX METHODS ON
ANIMALS FOR STUDYING EFFECTS DF LONG EXPOSURE TO
SIMULAIED SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE
N65-13678
PREPARATION FOR HUMAN SPACE FLIGHT USING HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE
JPRS-30817 N65-26960
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE CABIN ENVIRONMENT FOR
LXIENDED SOLAR SYSTEM TRAVEL
FTD-TT-65-721162 Nb5-27586
PERFORMANCE TASKS PRODUCING FATIGUE IN MAN AND
OIHFR PRIMATES AND USE OF EEG AS FATIGUE
INDICATOR DETERMINED FROM PARTIAL SPACE CABIN
SIMULATION N65-28773
SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR
CREW WORK STATION SIMULATORS DESIGN AND EVALUATION
665-10700
SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR AND TESTING OF INTEGRATED
LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEMS WITH CREW
ASME PAPER 65-AV-19 A65-25030
MANNED SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR TESTS TO EVALUATE
ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS OPERATION AND
MAINFENANCE
AIAA PAPER 65-502 A65-3021B
ATMOSPHERIC GAS SUPPLY FOR MANNED SPACE CABIN
SIMULATOR CONTROLLED, USING BREADBOARD SYSTEM
A65-344T7
REGENERATIVE CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL SUBSYSTEM
DESIGN USED IN SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR TEST PROGRAM
FOR OPTIMIZING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-34478
BAC[ERIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN TWO-MAN SPACECRAFT
CABIN SIMULATOR N65-14455
LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSIEM DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
WITH SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SIMULATION
SM-4769I NbS-IT977
AEROSPACE MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY - WEIGHTLESSNESS, SPACE
CABIN SIMULATOR, AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
AD-bI2636 NbS-25895
SPACE CAPSULE
SA SPACECRAFT
BIUINSIRUMENTATION FOR PLANETARY LANDING SPACE
CAPSULE N65-16609
SPACE COMMUNICATION
DEEP SPACE VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM USING EAR-
BRAIN ANALOG A65-17486
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SA EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT
TABLE OF MAIN AREAS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
ORBITAL FLIGHTS FROM APRIL i96I TO JUNE 1963
A65-I0483
A-364
SUBJECTINDEX SPACEFLIGHT
INCREASEDOXYGENCONSUMPTIONANDREDUCEDOUTPUT
CAPABILITY EXPERIENCED BY PERSONNEL WORKING IN
REDUCED TRACTION ENVIRONMENT A65-10535
ASTRONAUT PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE DURING
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
A65-LOT33
INSTRUMENTATION FOR EVALUATING ANIMAL RESPONSE TO
STIMULI IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT BY OPERANT
CONDITIONING METHOD A65-10736
CHEMICAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT BEHAVIOR IN REDUCED
GRAVITATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF MOON
A65-10763
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF MAN TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT, OUTLINING REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO
SUPPORT LIFE A6S-12563
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL IN AEROSPACE
ENVIRONMENT DETERMINED FROM HIGH ALTITUDE ROCKET
AND BALLOON STUDIES A65-23840
ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS CONCERNED WITH BEHAVIOR
AND REACTIONS OF LIVE ORGANISMS EXPOSED TO SPACE
CONDITIONS A6S-299kS
BOOK ON VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
INCLUDING ASTRONAUTS AND COSMONAUTS EXPERIENCES,
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE INFLUENCE, VISUAL DISPLAYS
FOR SPACE SYSTEMS, ETC A65-35480
STAR SIZE AND INTENSITY, SKY LUMINANCE AND FIELD
HETEROGENEITY EFFECTS ON PERCEIVED REALISM OF
PROJECTED STAR FIELD FOR SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SIMULATION A65-35693
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT RELATED TO
SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH A65-BI30T
HUMAN REACTIONS IN PRESSURIZED CABIN IN SIMULATED
SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND IN ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-27286 N65-10035
LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD ENCLOSURE FABRICATION FOR
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT
AMRL-MEMO-N-ST N65-I12TT
EFFECT OF HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS ON
MAN SUBJECTED TO VARYING SPACE ENVIRONMENTS FOR
PROLONGED PERIODS N65-13681
SOVIET BIOSCIENCE IN SPACE - BIOASTRONAUTICS
AMD-TR-64-16 N65-15269
GRAVITY-INERTIAL FORCE ENVIRONMENT OF MAN IN SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-CR-5635B N65-16433
HUMAN PROTECTION AND PERFORMANCE IN EXTRAVEHICULAR
SPACE OPERATIONS N65-16613
NUTRITION IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - CONFERENCE
NASA-SP-70 N65-18566
BIOREGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS, METABOLISM,
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
N65-[B5TO
WATER GENERATION IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - LUNAR
EXPLORATION NbS-L8582
NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS OF MAN UNDER SIMULATED
STRESS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT N65-18601
DYNAMIC MODEL TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATION
NASA-TN-D-2665 N65-19903
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
OF PLANTS - PLANT DATA FOR USE IN BIOSATELLITES
NASA-CR-53657 N65-ZO981
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF
PLANTS FOR USE IN BIOSATELLITE
NASA-CR-62707 N65-237_2
RESISTANCE OF BACTERIAL ENDOSPORES TO UNFAVORABLE
ENVIRONMENT - TOLERANCE OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT
N65-23997
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION OF VACUUM
DECOMPRESSION TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL AND
AND RECOVERY PROBABILITY - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-TM-X-SI669 N65-24039
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE TRAVEL AND ENVIRONMENT
N65-2622B
ECOPHYSIOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT AND TRAVEL N65-26229
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN
SPACE - MEDICINE, PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO PURE
OXYGENv RADIATION SAFETY, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS,
AND MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM RELIABILITY
N65-27419
SPACE RELATED BIOLOGY INCLUDING EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT STUDIES - ANNUAL REPORT, JUNE 1965
N/kSA-CR-64060 N65-29773
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TT-F-355 N65-3OT30
HEART RATE MONITORING AND ANALYSIS DURING SPACE
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SAM-TR-65-26 N65-31620
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
LIFE ACTIVITIES AND TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-31954 N65-330T1
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTING OF ASTRONAUTS UNDER
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
IN ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-9593 N65-36752
SPACE EXPLORATION
SA LUNAR EXPLORATION
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM ON
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH AT FLORENCE IN
MAY I964 A65-30671
RADIATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED SPACE
FLIGHTS INVESTIGATED, USING TISSUE-EGUIVALENT
IONIZATION CHAMBERS AbS-30674
OPTICAL ACTIVITY IN UV REGION OF SPECTRUM
DEVELOPED, USING OPTICAL ROTATION TO DETECT
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE AbS-30678
LUNAR MISSIONS AND EXPLORATION - TECHNICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS A65-BOS29
ULTIMATE GOALS FOR MANNED SPACE EXPLORATION
A65-B1638
PROPOSED BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS BETWEEN
1969 AND [973 A65-81683
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE, ULTRA-INTELLIGENT MACHINES
AND SPACE EXPLORATION A65-B22OB
BIOENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM - HUMAN_ ANIMAL AND
PLANT RESEARCH FOR SPACE EXPLORATION
AD-450818 N65-16601
HANDLING OF NUTRITION-WASTE COMPLEX IN MANNED
SPACE EXPLORATION N65-18567
WATER, PROTEIN, FAT, AND CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM -
SPACE EXPLORATION N65-18568
SPACE FLIGHT
SA SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
ANIMAL TESTS FOR EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION,
VIBRATION AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXIDATION
METABOLISM IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND MITOSIS
IN HEMOPOIETIC TISSUES A65-29946
COMPARISON BETWEEN U.S. AND U.S°S.R. LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS USED IN SPACE FLIGHTS NOTING
A-365
SPACE FLIGHT CONTD SUBJECT INDEX
PHYSICAL LAYOUT, RADIATION SHIELDING, GROUND
SIMULATION, DIETARY CHANGES, ETC
A65-34475
HUMAN ADAPTABILITY TO SPACE FLIGHT CONSIDERING
HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT, COSTS, EFFECT OF GRAVITY,
WEIGHTLESSNESS, ACCELERATION, PSYCHOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS, ETC A65-35148
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE FLrGHT AND EFFECT
ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES A65-35496
TELEMETRIC DEVICES FOR STUDY AND CCNTROL OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING SOVIET
SPACE MISSIONS A65-BO333
MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSITY UF ABSORBED RADIATION
FROM NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL GEORADIATION BELTS
REGISTERED BY SOVIET SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS DURING
FLIGHTS IN 1960 TO 1963 A65-80856
CHANGES IN BLOOD SEROTONIN CONTENT CAUSED BY
IONIZING RADIATION AND VIBRATION DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, IN VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-BO979
REACTIONS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON Mf)TCR SYSTEM OF
HUMANS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-27591 N65-10989
ANABIOTIC LIFE PROCESSES APPLIED TO EXTENDED SPACE
FLIGHTS
JPRS-2/5_O N65-11264
SURVEY ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE
FLIGHT
AD-606802 N65-I1484
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY - SPACE
FLIGHT AND SUBMARINE MEDICINE
JPRS-27767 N65-13417
PHYSIOLOblCAL EFFECTS OF PROTON RADIATION IN SPACE
FLIGHT N65-13632
EFFECT OF LIMITED MOBILITY ON BODY DURING SPACE
FLIGHT - MUTOR BEHAVIOR, MENTAL STATE, PHYSICAL
FUNCTIONS, AND WEIGHTLESSNESS N65-13663
BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH LYSOGENIC BACTERIA
TO DETERMINE GENETIC EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS N65-13682
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC DANGERS AND RADIATION
PROTECTIVE DRUGS TO PREVENT HEREDITARY ANOMALIES
N65-13683
VALUE OF PHYSICAL FITNESS IN PRESERVING MENTAL,
MOTOR, AND AUTONOMIC STABILITY IN PREPARATION
AND EXECUTION OF EXTENDED SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-13714
CHANGES IN LYMPH NODES OF DOGS FOLLOWING SPACE
FLIGHT N65-13735
RHYTHM OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS IN LIMITED
MOBILIIY DURING SPACE FLIGHT N65-13142
METABOLISM CHANGES IN ASTRONAUTS BEFORE AND AFTER
SPACE FLIGHT N65-15765
SENSORIMOTOR COORDINATION IN EXTENDED
WEIGHTLESSNESS IN ACIUAL SPACE FLIGHT
N65-13780
BIOLOGICAL SERIES IN DYNAMICS OF BLOOD CIRCULATION
AND EMOTIONAL STRESS ON COSMONAUIS DURING SPACE
FLIGHTS
FTD-TT-Gq-53411&264 N65-14526
EMOTIONAL STRESS OF COSMONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
N65-I4528
BIOEDG[CA[ TESTS ON VOSKHOI) AND VQSTUK
SPACECRAFT DURING SPACE FLIGHT N65-14600
BIOLOGICAL EFFLCTIVLNLSS OI SPACE FLIGHT IACTHRS
NASA-TI-F-_|S/ N65-14606
SPACE FLIGHT PHYSI{_LUGY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND
PERSONAL HYGIENE
JPRS-28183 N65-15171
GROUP SPACE FLIGHT PSYCHOLOGY N65-15172
VISUAL FUNCTION AND ACUITY IN SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-28646 N65-15867
CULTURE MEDIUM FOR SURVIVAL AND REPRDDUCTION OF
DAPHNIA WATER FLEA IN SEVEN DAY SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-56112 N65-17053
CONTRIBUTION OF LABORERS, ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS,
AND SCIENTISTS TO SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY AND
MEDICINE
FTD-TT-64-920/l&2 N65-20018
SEROIONIN CONCENTRATION IN ANIMALS EXPOSED TO
RADIATION AND EFFECIS OF SPACE FLIGHT DYNAMICS
JPRS-29434 N65-21237
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICROSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING FLIGHT ON
VOSIOK Ill AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-24489
SPACE FLIGHT MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA
MFLANOGASIER DURING FLIGHT ON VOSTOK Ill AND
VUSTOK IV SPACECRAFIS N65-24490
AUFOSUGGESTION EXPERIMENTS, AND EFFECTS OF
WFIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AND AFTER SPACE
FLIGHT
JPRS-30083 N65-24736
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AND
AFTER SPACE FLIGHT N65-24737
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND OTHER STRESSES IN
_PACE FLIGHT ON PATHOGENICITY AND IMMUNIIY
NASA-CR-63282 N65-26065
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SPACE FLIGHT - PARABDLIC
FLIGHT, CARDIOVASCULAR DIURNAL RHYTHM, EYE
ACIIVIIY, AND EFFECTS UF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION
JPRS-30859 N65-26917
CIURNA[ RHYTHM OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT NO5-269t9
PHYSIOLUGICAL TELEMETRY DATA OF EYE ACTIVITY
DURING URBITAL SPACE FLIGHT N65-26920
PREPARATION FOR HUMAN SPACE FLIGHT USING HUMAN
CENIRIFUDF
JPRS-3OBI7 N65-26960
hUMAN CAPACITY FOR WORK IN STATE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-30849 N65-21032
LFFICT OF SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATION, VIBRATION,
AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM AND
FUNCTIUNS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9425 N65-27711
C(_NItRINCI ON OBSERVATION BY ASTRONAUTS UNDER
SPALI FLIGHT C[JNDITIDNS
IIU [T-65-I/I N65-281IB
PHYSIQLODICAL RFSPUNSE OF ANIMALS TO SPACE FLIGHT
IIU-MT-64-360 N65-28642
MEUICAL ASPECTS {IF PROJECT MERCURY INCLUDING
ASIRONAUI SELECTION AND TRAINING, RFSULIS OF
LAHORAIHRY TESTS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL OAIA, AND
BIL;NIDICAL PLANNING FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
NASA-SP-40O3 N65-32394
51MULAIUR TRAINING FOR MOTIbN SICKNESS
SUPPRESSIUN IN PROLONOLD SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-64639 Nbb-33256
RADIAIIHN HAZARD EVALUATION FOR SPACE FLIGHT BY
IRALIIUNAL CELL LETHALITY APPROACH
N65-34603
RIACIIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
3YSILMS UF COSMONAUIS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
A-366
SUBJECTINDEX SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
ORBITAL FLIGHT IN VOSKHOO I SPACECRAFT
N65-34777
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN GERMINATION AND
SPROUTING OF SEEDS OF HIGHER PLANT LIFE
N65-34941
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON CHROMOSOMES OF HIGHER
PLANTS - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS N65-34942
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT INDUCED ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA COLI K-12 - PHAGE
PRODUCTION INDUCED IN BACTERIUM AFTER EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-34943
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
LYSOGENIC BACTERIA ABOARD VOSTOK V AND VI
SPACECRAFTS N65-34944
DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION ACQUISITION PROBLEMS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CDNOITIONS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
CYBERNETICS
NASA-TT-F-g58B N6S-35783
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR SUPPORTING LIFE
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS - CONSTRUCTION
PROBLEMS
NASA-TT-F-9590 N65-35784
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF MAN TO ACCELERATIONS
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
NASA-TT-F-gS9T N65-36156
SPACE FLIGHT FEEDING
SA DIET
LIQUID CHEMICAL DIETS PROVIDE ADEQUATE NUTRITION
AND MINIMAL FECAL ELIMINATION FOR MAN IN SPACE
A65-18812
ASTRONAUT FEEDING IN SPACE FLIGHTS, FREEZE-
DEHYDRATED AND BITE-SIZE READY-TO-EAT FOOD,
STORAGE AND CONTAINER HANDLING PROBLEMS
A65-18837
DEVELOPMENT OF DEHYDRATED MEAT ANI) FISH SALADS FOR
MILITARY AND SPACE USE A65-81556
ZERO GRAVITY FOOD PELLET DISPENSER FOR PRIMATES
IN LONG-TERM SPACE FLIGHT
ARL-TR-64-15 N65-I1415
FOOD, WATER, AND WASTE IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18569
HANDLING AND STORAGE OF FOOD AND WASTE GN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS NbS-18576
DEHYDRATED, LIQUID, AND FROZEN FOODS IN DIET FOR
SPACE FLIGHT NUTRIT|ON N65-18583
ANIMAL FOOD FOR ENERGY SUPPLY AND HEAT PRODUCTION
IN ASTRONAUT NUTRITION N65-18592
SPACE FEEDING CONCEPT FOR GEMINI AND APOLLO
PROJECTS AS DEVELOPED IN MERCURY PROJECT
NASA-TM-X-51697 N65-21473
SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
SA MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
GEMINI MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR DETERMINING
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON PROLONGED MANNED
SPACEFLIGHT A65-10639
HUMAN AND CHIMPANZEE TOLERANCE TESTS TO ROCKET
SLED DECELERATION, IMPACT AND WINDBLAST RELEVANT
TO SPACE FLIGHT ACS-1480B
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH ON ANIMAL ROLE AS PRECURSOR
FOR MAN IN SPACE A65-14809
WRITING MOTION COORDINATION IN SPACE FLIGHT
CONDITIONS FROM SOVIET ASTRONAUT LOGBOOKS
ACS-18373
DECONDITIONING AND ACCLIMATIZATION SYNDROMES
INDUCED BY PROLONGED HYPOXIA A65-18427
BIOLOGICAL STRESSES OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT IN
LIMITING FLIGHT DURATION, NOTING ISOLATION EFFECT
A65-21025
PROLONGED BED REST USED TO SIMULATE PHYSIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT FOR DETERMINING
CECONOITIONING REQUIREMENTS
AIAA PAPER 65-281 A65-22169
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR SELECTING AND TRAINING
ASTRONAUTSe EMPHASIZING SIMULATION OF VARIOUS
SITUATIONAL STRESSORS A65-23460
SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED STRESS IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS AND ADAPTIVE-COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS FROM
MEASUREMENTS OF SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN LEVELS
A65-2509T
PHYSICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
HABIIABILITY PROBLEMS OF PROLONGED SPACE MISSIONS
AbS-26740
VISUAL ILLUSORY PHENOMENA, MOTION SICKNESS,
5USCEPIIBILIIY, BODY ORIENTATION AND LOCOMOTION IN
NORMAL SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS WITH LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTS, NOTING SPACE FLIGHT IMPLICATIONS
A65-26773
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SENSORY
UEPRIVATION, PARTICULARLY FOR SPACE TRAVEL
A65-29100
U. S. AND U.S.S.R. DATA ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF SPACE FLIGHT ON ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
A65-30672
HUMAN SENSORY SYSTEM ADAPTABILITY TO SPACESHIP
ENVIRONMENT FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING
A65-31239
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT INDUCED
MOTION SICKNESS, FATIGUE AND SENSORY DEGRADATION
COUNTERACTED BY VARIOUS DRUGS A65-33219
SPACE RADIATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ANGULAR
VELOCITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN BEINGS, NOTING TERMINAL
PHASE CONDITIONS AbS-332BO
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF MAN TO EFFECT OF
OVERLOAD DURING SPACE FLIGHT COMPARED TO RESULTS
OF LABORATORY /CENTRIFUGE/ TESTS
A65-34947
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF
GERMINATION IN CARROTe MUSTARD, TOMATO, ONION AND
CUCUMBER SEEDS AND WHEAT GRAINS
A65-35816
VOSTOK V AND VI SPACE FLIGHT EXPOSURE EFFECT ON
VARIATION IN NUMBER OF CELLS WITH CHROMOSOME
ALTERATIONS IN EMBRYONIC ROOTS DF HIGHER PLANTS
AbS-35BIT
VOSTOK Ill AND IV SPACE FLIGHT RADIATION
EXPOSURE EFFECT ON PHAGOPRODUCTION OF E- COLI
K-12 ILAMBDA/ SUSPENSIONS A6S-3581B
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VOSTOK V AND Vl SPACE
FLIGHT EXPOSURES MEASURED BY RATIO OF INDUCED AND
SPONTANEOUS PHAGOPRODUCTIDN IN EXPOSED LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA A65-35819
AEROSPACE MEDICINE - RELATION TO JOB REQUIREMENTS,
SELECTION AND TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS, AND SPACE
FLIGHT STRESSES A65-BOI83
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AREAS EXPLORED IN
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHTS BETWEEN APRIL
1961 AND JUNE 1963 AbS-B0450
INSTRUMENTATION FOR BIOMEDICAL TESTS USEFUL TO AIR
FORCE MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY PROGRAM IN
_EASURING SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES
A65-80549
TRAINING OF ASTRONAUTS WITH PARABOLIC FLIGHT FOR
STATE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AbS-80923
ORIGIN OF LIFE ON EARTH AND OTHER CELESTIAL
A-367
SPACE FOOD SUBJECT INDEX
BODIES AND STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY MAN DURING
SPACE TRAVEL A65-80949
RESPIRATION, ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE, BLOOD
PRESSURE, ELECTROCARDIOGRAM, AND
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DATA COLLECTED BY PORTABLE
MONITORING SYSTEM UNDER SPACE STRESS CONDITIONS
A65-81283
PSYCHOLOGY OF MOON FLIGHT - HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SPA
FLIGHT STRESS AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A65-81611
HUMAN ENGINEERING - EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN
GRAVITATIONAL FORCES ON HUMAN MOTOR SYSTEM
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES NbS-22723
SPACE FOOD
ASTRONAUT FEEDING IN SPACE FLIGHTS, FREEZE-
DEHYDRATED AND BITE-SIZE READY-TO-EAT FOOD,
STORAGE AND CONTAINER HANDLING PROBLEMS
A65-18837
SPACE LABORATORY
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH WITH ANIMALS IN MANNED SPACE
LABORATORY
ARL-TR-64-[7 N65-17750
SPACE LOGISTICS
OPTIMIZATION LOGISTICS PLANNING FOR IN FLIGHT
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS DURING MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT Ab5-I0540
LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS OF FUTURE SPACE SYSTEMS
AND VARIABLE EXPENDABLES, CONSIDERING WORKER
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS A65-I4230
SPACE MAINTENANCE
SA ORBITAL WORKER
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND TECHNICAL FACTORS FOR
ORBITAL MAINTENANCE AND TASK PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT A65-19842
HUMAN HANDLING, ASSEMBLY, AND MAINTENANCE OF
ORBITING SPACE STATIONS IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT - PROPOSED PROGRAM AND EVALUATION
AMRL-TR-64-g8 N65-23082
SPACE MISSION
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
MISSIONS PRESENTING SYNTHETIC CLOSED ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEM A65-31672
SPACE NAVIGATION
SA ASTRONAUTICS
NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SIMULATION PORTION OF
OVERALL MANNED SPACE CABIN TEST PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-277 A65-22167
SPACE ORIENTATION
TRANSFER OF TRAINING BETWEEN SPACE-ORIENTED AND
BODY-ORIENTED CONTROL TASKS A65-B0708
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS - VESTIBULAR EFFECT ON
SPACE ORIENTATION OF MAN
NASA-CR-59441 N65-[0363
HUMAN DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION USING CONTROL
THEORY TECHNIQUES - HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-57292 N65-I9689
MOTION SENSORS OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM IN HUMAN
DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION AND MANUAL VEHICLE
CONTROL
NASA-CR-64545 N65-32033
SPACE PROBE
STERILIZATION OF SPACE PROBES USING DRY HEAT
NASA-CR-bOBTb N65-17509
SPACE PROGRAM
SA NASA PROGRAM
SA U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
ROLE OF ANIHRDPOLOGIST IN HUMAN FACTUR
ENGINEERING AS RELAIED TO SPACE PROGRAM
A65-82007
IMPORTANCE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN AEROSPACE AREA OF
FEDERAL RESEARCH. A65-B2009
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM FOR SPACE OPERATION AT
MERRIT ISLAND LAUNCH AREA AT CAPE KENNEDY
A65-B2197
SPACE RADIATION
SA GAMMA RADIATION
SOMATIC AND GENETIC EFFECTS OF INTENSE OR CHRONIC
IONIZING RADIATION DURING HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHTS A65-1208I
SPACE RADIOBIOLOGY TRAINING AND OPERATIONS TO
MINIMIZE ASTRONAUT RADIATION DOSE
A65-14832
AEROSPACE MEDICINE REPORT ON RADIATION BIOLOGY
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS IN MANNED
SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
A65-I8633
RADIATION HAZARDS AND PROTECTION DURING PROLONGED
SPACE FLIGHTS A65-29943
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE
RADIATION ON HIBERNATORS
NASA-CR-50546 N65-1TOSB
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAN IN SPACE
AND SPACE RADIATION HAZARDS
JPRS-29656 N65-21B04
RADIATION SAFETY SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED SPACEFLIGHTS
NASA-TT-F-9429
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
LIMITS FOR CREW PROTECTION
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
SHIELDING ANALYSIS
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON
N65-27715
APOLLO MISSION - DOSE
N65-34591
APOLLO MISSION -
N65-34592
APOLLO MISSION -
N65-36593
APOLLO MISSION -
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR DOSE REDUCTION
N65-34594
APPLICATION OF GENERALIZED CONCEPT OF OOSIMETRY TO
SPACE RADIATION - HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
N65-34607
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING WEIGHT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS N65-34620
SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING CODE FOR SPACECRAFT
GEOMETRY N65-34634
SPACE RENDEZVOUS MANEUVER
TERMINAL PHASE SPACE RENDEZVOUS CONTROL-DISPLAY
OPIIMIZATION EXPERIMENTS
LM5C-6-62-64-15 N65-12230
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRAJECTORY AND SIGHT LINE
SPACE RENDEZVOUS MANEUVERS, USING DIRECT
VISUAL CUES
AMRL-TR-65-10 N65-35632
SPACE SCIENCE
AVIATION MEDICINE - SPACE SCIENCE
JPRS-27BB3 N65-I293I
COSMIC PHYSIOLOGY AND ORGANIZATION OF EXPERIMENTS
IN FLIGHT OF MAN INTO COSMOS N65-I3726
BIOSCIENCE EXPERIMENTS IN SPACE
AMD-TR-64-IO N65-I5262
NEW FRONTIERS OF SPACE MEDICINE AND SCIENCE
JPRS-29456 N65-2083I
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE - EXOBIOLOGY,
LNVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY, HUMAN PHYSICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS N65-24915
SPACE SELF-MANEUVERING UNIT /SMU/
APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT DESCRIBING
A-368
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
PRESSURE SUIT FOR LUNAR SURFACE USE
NYAS PAPER TP 65-01 Ab5-1TZOl
SPACE SIMULATION
SA ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SIMULATION OF CLOSED LIFE SUPPCRT SYSTEMS SUITABLE
FOR SPACE FLIGHT A65-29103
NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS OF NAN UNDER SIMULATED
STRESS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT N65-[8601
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TT-F-355 NbS-3OT30
HUMAN VISION AND DEPTH PERCEPTION AGAINST
SIMULATED SPACE BACKGROUND
NASA-IN-D-2865 N65-3_500
SPACE SIMULATOR
SIMULATION OF ACCELERATION STRESS ENCOUNTERED IN
MANNED SPACECRAFT DURING LAUNCH_ RECOVERY AND
ABORT MANEUVERS A65-1OT23
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR SELECTING AND TRAINING
ASTRONAUTS, EMPHASIZING SIMULATION OF VARIOUS
SITUATIONAL STRESSORS A65-23660
INSTRUMENTATION OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
CONTROL OF SPACE SUIT AND SIMULATOR CABIN FOR
ASTRONAUT TRAINING IN SPACE MISSION SIMULATORS
A65-2792T
LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
WITH SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SIMULATION
SN-47691 N65-17977
SPACE STATION
SA MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY /MOLl
SA MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY IMORLI
SA ORBITAL SPACE STATION
PROGRAM DE VISUAL EXPERIMENTS FOR ORBITAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES INCLUDING GEMINI AND APOLLO TEST
SCHEDULE FOR EVALUATION OF HUMAN VISION IN SPACE
A65-35695
EQUILIBRIUM AND WALKING CHANGES OBSERVED IN
REVOLVING SPACE STATION SIMULATOR
A65-80947
SPACE SUIT
SA PRESSURIZED SUIT
LIQUID COOLED SPACE SUIT FOR METABOLIC HEAT
BALANCING DURING LUNAR EXPLORATION
A65-10693
MONITORING TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE A65-10694
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR THERMAL ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR TASKS A65-10695
VENTILATION EFFICIENCY OF APOLLO PROTOTYPE SPACE
SUIT DETERMINING HEAT BALANCE AND MASS FLOW RATES
FROM MANNED CHAMBER TESTING A65-10831
DEVELOPMENT OF PRESSURE SUIT FROM HALDANE TO
EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE SUIT, NOTING SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT AND ADVANCED CONCEPTS
A65-12566
FEASIBILITY OF WEARABLE EXOSKELETAL STRUCTURE FOR
STUDYING MOTION AND PERFORMANCE OF WEARER AT WORK
TASKS
ASME PAPER 66-WA/HUF-3 A65-13621
MOON SUIT DESCRIBING COOLING SYSTEM, MATERIAL AND
LIFE SUPPORT BACKPACK A65-15100
THREE-MAN SPACESUIT VENTILATOR CONSISTING OF HEAT
EXCHANGER AND HERMETIC COMPRESSOR
A65-15605
GEMINI SUIT TESTING BY ARTICULATED DUMMY IN SPACE
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR A65-17191
APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT DESCRIBING
PRESSURE SUIT FOR LUNAR SURFACE USE
NYAS PAPER TP 65-01 A65-17201
APOLLO MISSION SPACE SUIT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
A65-17293
THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM OF APOLLO MISSION
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT SPACE SUIT INCLUDING
GAS LOOP, WATER FEED RATE AND LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
A65-2361B
APOLLO SPACE SUIT DESIGN INCLUDING PERSONAL
LIQUID COOLING FOR CONDITIONING AND REPLENISHING
ATMOSPHERE INSIDE SPACE SUIT
ASME PAPER 65-AV-_5 A65-2_390
APOLLO SUIT SUBSTANTIALLY REDESIGNED
A65-81160
GT-6 CREW EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SPACESUIT
A65-8116Z
THERMAL MANIKIN FOR SIMULATION OF ASTRONAUT
THERHOREGULATION SYSTEM AND SPACE SUIT DESIGN
A65-81388
LUNAR EXPLORATION SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION A65-BI392
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR ePERATION
A65-81_03
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY AND SPACE SUIT DESIGN OF
SOVIET SPACE FLIGHT IN VDSKHOD II
A65-81706
CEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET FLIGHTSUIT AND SPACESUIT
A65-81959
INFLUENCE OF PRESSURIZED SUIT ON GRAVITY CENTERS
AND INERTIA MOMENTS OF HUMAN BODY
NA-6_-52T N65-1578B
PRESSURIZED SUIT FOR HIGH ALTITUDE AND SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-925T N65-18180
SOVIET SPACE PROGRAM - GUIDANCE SYSTEMS, HUMAN
FACTOR IN SPACE FLIGHT, PRESSURE SUITS AND SPACE
CABIN, SPACECRAFT DESIGN, BIOASTRONAUTICS,
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT, AND COMMUNICATIONS
ATD-P-65-II N65-20926
HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISN FOR COOLING HUMAN BODY IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS AND EXTRAVEHICULAR PRESSURIZED
SUITS
NASA-CR-216 N65-23171
MEDICINE AND OUTER SPACE, GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY,
AND SPACE SUITS - U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
JPRS-2999B N65-237TT
PRESSURIZED SPACE SUITS COMPARED FOR MOBILITY ON
BASIS OF TIME TAKEN FOR INITIATION OF ACTION BY
SUBJECT - HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-66-126 N65-2_360
ENGINEERING STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF WATER VAPOR MASS
TRANSFER IN SPACE SUIT
NASA-CR-631zt_t NbS-ZSZb9
INTEGRAL HEAT SINK MATERIAL SPACE SUIT FOR
BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL
NASA--CR-63399 N65-26418
ANTIEXPOSURE SUIT ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING - COVERALL
FLIGHT SUIT FOR PROTECTION FROM COLD DURING
IMMERSION IN WATER
TAC-TR-63-31/DI N65-2756T
SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
VARIABLES AFFECTING DETECTION, IDENTIFICATION, AND
INTERPRETATION OF TARGETS ON REMOTE SENSOR
DISPLAYS IN MANNED SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
N65-33556
A-369
SPACESYSTEMSNGINEERING SUBJECTINDEX
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
CREW PERFORMANCE INTEGRATION INTO OPTIMUM-
RELIABILITY DESIGN OF MANNED SPACE STATION
A65-22704
CYBERNETICS OF HUMAN FACTORS IN SPACE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
NASA-TM-X-51735 N65-22190
SPACE--TIME FUNCTION
EVALUATION OF GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDITION OF
GEMINI IV FLIGHT CREW WITH INCREASING TIME
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - RESPONSE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO CALIBRATED WORKLOAD
N65-36104
SPACE VEHICLE
SA EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION
SA SATELLITE
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN SPACE VEHICLE
JPRS-27880 N65-I2875
FLOATING POINT AND FIXED POINT NUMBER DISPLAY
TRAINING FOR ONBOARD DIGITAL COMPUTER USE IN
AIRBORNE AND SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-TN-D-2634 N65-15615
LIQUID WASTES AND WATER POTABILITY IN SPACE
VEHICLES N65-I8590
APOLLO PROJECT - KINESTHETIC EFFECTS OF ASTRONAUT
MOVEMENTS ON CENTER OF GRAVITY OF LUNAR FLIGHT
VEHICLE
NASA-CR-AI079 N65-29966
VALIDITY OF STRAIGHT AHEAD APPROXIMATION IN SPACE
VEHICLE SHIELDING CALCULATIONS - RADIATION DOSE
N65-34598
REMOTE PILOT-CONTROLLED VISUAL DOCKING OF TWO
SPACE VEHICLES ON RENDEZVOUS DOCKING SIMULATOR
WITH CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
NASA-TN-D-3044 N65-35517
SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM - HUMAN MONITORING TASKS IN
AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT OF SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-CR-b737I N65-35577
SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL
SPACE VEHICLE MANUAL THREE-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL
USING VECTOR RETICLE OR CONTROL ACTION DISPLAY
A65-20953
SPACECRAFT
SA APOLLO SPACECRAFT
SA GEMINI SPACECRAFT
SA INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
SA MANNED SPACECRAFT
SA MARS SPACECRAFT
SA MILITARY SPACECRAFT
SA RECDNNAISSANCE SPACECRAFT
SA REENTRY VEHICLE
SA SATELLITE
SA UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY PILOIS OF AMERICAN AND
SOVIET SPACECRAFT A65-35482
ROIARY IRACKING OF TARGFI AND LIGHT IN SPACE
STATION SIMULATOR REVOLVING AI 7.5, IO.O, AND
12.0 RPM ABb-80894
INTEGRATION AND MECHANICS {JF WASTF COLLFCTION AND
PROCLSS_S FUR SPACLCRAET Life SUPP{!RI SYSTIM
N65-18589
SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
SPACECRAIT MAIIRIA! IOXIC IIEICIS UN MAN AND GRAIN
P|ANI_ AND I_I(HIJGICAE PR(JDU£ I l. fIILT% UN MAIIRIAI_i
A65-22152
SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION
CONSTRAINTS {)N LIft D|IICTION SYSIIM (]N MARS
CI}NSIOLRIN{; L)AIA IRANSMISSION ( ]Nl IAIION, LOW
SCIENTIFIC PAYtIIAOI LANDINb IMPACT AND
CEINIAMINAT[HN A(>5 FU{_9
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANTS CAU3ED BY MAN, MATERIALS
AND PROCESSES AND DETECTION AND CONTROL FOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM A65-I5628
MICROBIAL CONTAMINANTS EVALUATION FOR STERILITY IN
INFERIORS OF SPACECRAFT, NOTING CULTURING
TECHNIQUE A65-254E8
PREVENTION OF BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION ON
EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES A65-30675
COMPATIBILITY OF STERILIZATION AND CONTAMINATION
CONTROL WITH APPLICATION TO SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY,
EMPHASIZING CONCENTRATION OF MICRDBIOLDGICAL
PARTICLES UNDER PRESENT CLEAN ROOM AND WORK
STATION CONDITIONS A65-35I[4
DRY HEAT EFFECT ON MICROBIAL SPORES TO DEVELOP
STERILIZATION SYSTEM IN TREATMENT OF COMPONENT
CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT
NASA-CR-I91 N05-18205
TOXIC CONTAMINATION OF MANNED SPACECRAFT CABINS
LR-I7744 N65-20120
SPACECRAFT CONTROL
NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SIMULATION PORTION OF
OVERALL MANNED SPACE CABIN TEST PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-277 A65-22167
RELIABILITY OF MAN IN MAN-MACHINE SPACECRAFT
CONTROL SYSTEM A65-29944
HUMAN RELIABILITY IN SPACECRAFT CONTROL
NASA-TT-F-942B N65-27714
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
AEROSPACE MEDICINE REPORT ON RADIATION BIOLOGY
AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS IN MANNED
SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
A65-18633
DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF REGENERABLE LIFE SUPPURT
SYSIEM COMPATIBLE WITH ZERO-G, EMPLOYING PHYSICAL
CHEMICAL PROCESSES FOR SUSTAINING CREW DURING
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
ASME PAPER 65-AV-25 A65-24391
8ELIAEV DESCRIPTION OF I7-ORBIT FLIGHT OF VOSRHUD
II INCLUDING SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND CONTROL, LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM AND WALK-IN-SPACE
A65-55254
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT AS RELATED TO MANNED AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT AND PILOT CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICAL AND
ENGINEERING PERSONNEL IN SPACECRAFT DESIGN
A65-80137
RADIATION SAFEFY INFORMATION FOR USE IN
ESTABLISHING DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MANNED SPACE
SYSTEMS A65-B0633
SPACECRAFT, MISSIONS AND INSTRUMENTAIION FOR SPACt
PROBES AND INTERPLANETARY EXPLORATIUN
ABb-82004
SPACECRAFT DOCKING
S DOCKING
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTA[IL, N
SYSTEMS fOR USE IN PHYSIULUbICAL MEASURtMI_TS ON
TEST PILOTS IN HIGH PERFURMANCE AIRCRAFT AND bPhCl
FLIOfIT SIMULATORS ABb-23L'99
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT
SA CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
I!IOINSIRUMENTATION AND M(INIIIJRING SY!,IEM FliR
INVIRUNMcNI CON_R{JL IO REDUCE PSYCIII;PHYSIIILI!(,ICA|
SERf SS A_,h--106? ,"
CXYGFN RECOVERY FROM MEIABULIC CARBt)N DI_JXlOL FI)R
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT A65- I:)t.,;_,
LIFt SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MAINTAINING MULTIPLE _)_WS
IN (}RBIIAL AND EXPLORATURY MISSIU_3 _UR P!RI(H_G UP
T0 {JN_ YI:AR AA', L|_42
A-370
ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION FOR
MANNED SPACE STATION
SAC PAPER 912C A65-12909
SPACECRAFT CABIN CONSIDERING PRESSURE, TYPES OF
ATMOSPHERE AND FIRE HAZARDS FROM FLAMMABLE
MATERIAL A65-14806
MANNED ORBITAL AND LUNAR BASE HABITABILITY
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING ATMOSPHERE, NUTRITION,
HYGIENEt GRAVITATION AND WORK-REST CYCLE
A65-2366Z
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER
RECOVERY OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM CARBON DIOXIDE AND
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A65-23920
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHMENT, THERMAL CONTROL
AND WATER AND POWER PROOUCTION
AIAA PAPER 66-213 A65-26666
PHYSICAL_ PHYSIOLOGICALw PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
HABITABILITY PROBLEMS OF PROLONGED SPACE MISSIONS
A65-26740
WETTING AND NONWETTING SURFACES TO CONTROL WATER
AND GAS PHASES IN LIFE-SUPPORT EQUIPMENT IN LOW G
ENVIRONMENT, NOTING HUMIDITY CONTROL, LIQUID WASIE
COLLECTION, DISTILLATION AND MANAGEMENT OF WATER
AND OXYGEN SUPPLIES A65-28630
SIMULATION OF CLOSED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS SUITABLE
FOR SPACE FLIGHT A65-29103
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND HYGIENIC REQUIREMENT OF LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS OF VOSTO[ AND VGSKHOD SPACE
SHIPS A65-29942
LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS OF GENERAL CREW STATIONS FOR
MANNED SPACECRAFT A65-35487
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS EFFECT,
PARTICULARLY OZONE, ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
A65-35688
REGENERATION OF OXYGEN AND GAS EXCHANGE SYSTEMS
FOR SPACECRAFT A65-BX793
REACTION OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IO COMPLEX
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS EXISIING IN SPACECRAFT
CABIN
NASA-TT-F-273 N65-118T4
USE OF ENZYME, CARBONIC ANHYDRASEt FOR CARBON
DIOXIDE CONTROL IN SPACECRAFT
QTR-I N65-2631b
FIRST GENERATION MANNED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
STL-999O-6397-RU-000 N65-2TI5B
HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE EFFECTS ON AUDITORY ANALYSER
OF HUMAN TO DETERMINE THRESHOLD VALUE FOR
LIFE-SUPPORT NOISE IN MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-E-D596 N65-36755
SPACECRAFT INSTRUNENTATION
MANNED SPACEFLIGHT ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION USES
DESIGN TRADEOFF OF REDUCTION IN SIZE WITH LOSS OF
VERSATILITY
AIDE PREPRINT S4E A6S-L522T
SPACECRAFT ORBIT
FABLE OF MAIN AREAS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
ORBITAL FLIGHTS FROM APRIL 196I TD JUNE 1963
AGS-EOGB3
PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTING OF ASTRDNAUTS UNDER
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
IN ORBITAL FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-9593 NOS-36752
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
SAFETY HAZARDS USING NUCLEAR POWER FOR SPACE
VEHICLES A65-80527
SPACECRAFT REENTRY
GEMINI PROGRAM - ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY DURING FLIGHT, RENDEZVOUS,
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AND REENTRY
A65-81280
SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY
BAN AS SUBSYSTEM IN RELIABILITY DETERMINATION OF
AIRCRAFI AND SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
A65-16366
CREW PERFORMANCE INTEGRATION INTO OPTIMUM-
RELIABILITY DESIGN OF MANNED SPACE STATION
A65-Z2T06
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER PROGRAM TO UPGRADE
SPACE VEHICLE RELIABILITY BY MOTIVATING PERSONNEL
TO REDUCE MISTAKES AND MALFUNCTION OF EQUIPMENT
A65--3157_
SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY ASTRONAUT OF ANOTHER SPACE
VEHICLE FOR SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS PURPOSES
A65-35683
VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN ACQUISITION, HOMING AND
COCKING PHASES 0F SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
A65-3569L
GEMINI PROGRAM - ADVANCES IN OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY DURING FLIGHT, RENDEZVOUS,
tXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATIONS AND REENTRY
A65-81280
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES DURING FIRST SOVIET
SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS IN FLIGHT
A65-81301
SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION
LEVEL OF SPACECRAFT STERILITY REQUIRED TO AVOID
BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF MARS
A65-Z4224
MICROBIAL CONTAMINANTS EVALUATION FOR STERILITY IN
INTERIORS OF SPACECRAFT, NOTING CULTURING
TECHNIQUE A65-25418
SIERILIZATION PROCEDURES FOR PLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PROBES ENSURING CLEAN COMPONENT MANUFACTURE AND
HARDWARE ASSEMBLY A65-Z5914
SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION, DISCUSSING ENGINEERING
AND HEAl TRANSFER PROBLEMS IN ACHIEVING
SIERILIZATION IEMPERATURE OF ENTRY AND LANDING
VEHICLES
AIAA PAPER 65-427 A65-293TT
MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY OF STERILE SPACE VEHICLES
A65-3003Z
STERILIZATION CONTAINER DESIGN FOR HARD AND SOFT
PLANETARY LANDERS
AIAA PAPER 65-387 A65-30ZOT
SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION CONSIDERATION IN DESIGN
OF MANNED INTERPLANETARY SPACE VEHICLES
AIAA PAPER 65-503 Ab5-30214
COMPATIBILITY OF STERILIZATION AND CONTAMINAIIDN
CONTROL WITH APPLICATION TO SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY,
EMPHASIZING CONCENTRATION OF MICROBIOLOGICAL
PARTICLES UNDER PRESENI CLEAN ROOM AND WORK
STATION CONDITIONS A65-35114
SP'A_ECREM
SPACECREW PI4_SICAL EXERCISE REQUIREMENT EFFECTS ON
SYSTEM DESIGN AND MISSION SUCCESS
A6_-ZI201B
APOLLO SPACECREW TRAINING GAINING FROM ACTUAL AND
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIENCE THROUGH PROJECTS
MERCURY AND GEMINI
AIAA PAPER 65-274 A65-22105
SYSTEMS DESIGN COSTS AND CONSIDERATIONS AS
EUNCIION OF MAINTAINING SPACE CREW PHYSICAL
FITNESS AbS-BI966
SELECTION OF COMPATIBLE CREW FOR INTERPLANETARY
SPACE FLIGHT - PSYCHOLOGY
//,-3,711.
SPARK CHAMBER SUBJECT iNDEX
JPRS-29217 N65-19540
ARTIFICAL GRAVITY AND MENTAL EXERCISE FOR CREW ON
LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-29211 N65-20095
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT WITH PHYSICIAN IN
SPACECREW N65-23423
ADAPTATION OF MAN TO MACHINE - PROTECTIVE DEVICES
FOR CREW AND SIMULATORS FOR AEROSPACE TRAINING
NEAR OR ON GROUND N65-28452
TOLERABLE DOSAGES OF IONIZING RADIATION FOR CREW
MEMBERS OF SPACECRAFTS
NASA-TT-F-9589 N65-35524
SPARK CHAMBER
AMINO ACIDS_ PEPTIOESt AND ORGANIC SPHERULES
OBTAINED FROM PRIMITIVE EARTH GASES IN SPARKING
CHAMBER A65-80474
SPARK IGNITION
IGNITION CHARACTERISTICS OF FIVE DIFFUSION-PUMP
FLUIDS IN PURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES AT LOW PRESSURES
IN COMBUSTION-BOMB EXPERIMENTS A65-34OB3
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
SIZE CONSTANCY AS DEPENDENT UPON ANGLE OF REGARD
AND SPATIAL DIRECTION OF STIMULUS OBJECT
A65-BOT35
INHIBITION AND TIME AND SPATIAL PATTERNS OF NEURAL
ACTIVITY IN SENSORY PERCEPTION A65-82267
COMPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS OF BRAIN ELECTRICAL
ACTIVITY INCLUDING BACKGROUND LEG AND REACTION
TINCt PERIOD ANALYSISt EVOKED POTENTIALS_ AND
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGED POTENTIALS
N65-2877T
SPATIAL ORiENTATiON
ORIENTATION MECHANISMS IN HUMAN BODY COVERING
EYEt NECK_ VESTIBULAR APPARATUSt VISCERAL
PROPRIOCEPTORSI GRAVITY PRESSURE AND LOCAL
RECEPTORS A65-I1398
VISUAL ILLUSORY PHENOMENAL MOTION SICKNESSt
SUSCEPTIBILITY_ BODY ORIENTATION AND LOCOMOTION IN
NORMAL SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS WITH LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTSt NOTING SPACE FLIGHT IMPLICATIONS
A65-26773
ORIENTATION AND ROTATION OF HUMAN BODY UNDER
WEIGHTLESS CONDITIONS IN FREE SPACE
A65-296BO
RIGHTING REFLEX IN BLINDFOLDED AND UNBLINDFOLDED
RABBITS SUBJECTED TO SHORT PERIODS OF SUBGRAVITY
A65-30137
BODY TILT AND EFFECT ON TACTILE AND KINESTHETIC
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY A65-80018
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION - INTERACTION OF SEMICIRCULAR
CANAL AND OTOLITH ORGAN FUNCTIONS
A65-80040
APPARENT VERTICALITY- FUNDAMENTAL
VARIABLES OF SENSORY-TONIC
THEORY REINVESTIGATED A65-80239
PERCEPTION BIBLIOGRAPHY CONTAINING [[7 ITEMS
A65-80246
FIELD DEPENDENCE STABILITY AFTER ROTATION OF BODY
AS MEASURED BY ROD AND FRAME TEST
A65-80461
SENSORY PERCEPTION AND SPATIAL ORIENTATION
CONCERNING BODY POSTURE IN SEALED CABIN
A65-80553
PERCEPTION OF VERTICALITY AS FUNCTION OF PRACTICE,
SET_ SEX_ AND FAMILIARITY WITH APPARATUS
A65-80626
LIGHTNESS PERCEPTION RELATED TO PERCEPTION OF
A-372
SPATIAL POSITION A65-80793
EXTRANEOUS STIMULATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
OF VERTICALITY - FAILURE TO REPLICATE
A65-80855
SPATIAL ORIENTATION EFFECT ON POGENDORFF ILLUSION
A65-81316
AUTOKINETIC MOTION AND SPACE LOCALIZATION IN
RELATION TO AUDITORY PERCEPTION
A65-81318
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPRIOCEPTION IN LEFT
AND RIGHT ARMS A65-81409
POSTURAL AUTOKINETIC EFFECT RELATED TO SUGGESTION
AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MOTION SICKNESS
A65-BI44B
COMMENT ON SELF-INDUCED MOVEMENT AS DETERMINANT OF
SPATIAL ADAPTATION A65-81559
REPEIIIIVE PSYCHOMETRIC MEASURES BATTERY - ADDITIO
OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION TEST A65-81628
EFFECTS ON HAND-EYE COORDINATION OF TWO DIFFERENT
ARM MUTIUNS DURING COMPENSATION FOR DISPLACED
VISION A65-81647
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL ORIENTATION IN ROD
AND FRAME TEST AND IN COMPENSATION TRACKING TASK
A65-81650
PHENOMENAL VERTICAL AND PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN
SPATIAL ORIENTATION A65-81655
LOSS OF CONTROL OF JET TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT WHILE
PILOT RELIES ON GRAVITY VECTOR FOR ORIENTATION
INFORMATION A65-81728
[NTEROCULAR TRANSFER AND NEGATIVE AFTEREFFECT
AFTER PRISM-INDUCED DISTORTION OF VISION
AbS-BI857
VISUAL-MOTOR ADAPTATION IN MAN TO DISCORDANT
EXAFFERENT STIMULATION A65-81980
ACCURACY OF ACTIVE AND POSITIVE POSITIONING OF LEG
ON BASIS OF KINESTHETIC CUES A65-81992
ANALYSIS OF VISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE COMPONENTS
OF MOTOR SKILL USING NITROUS OXIDE
A65-82112
SHORT-TERM ADAPTIVE PROCESSES DURING PERCEPTIUN OF
VERTICAL EXPLAINED BY PSYCHOPHYSICAL LINEAR
FEEDBACK MODEL A65-82235
SELECTIVE INTERMANUAL TRANSFER OF ADAPTIVE EFFECTS
DURING ADAPTATION TO PRISM A65-82282
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION
ILLUSIONS IN PERSONS SUBJECTED TO VISUAL STIMULI
N65-13645
SPATIAL PERCEPTION
THRESHOLD CONTRAST SENSITIVITY AS FUNCTION OF
SPAIIAL FREQUENCY OF HUMAN EYE FOR SGUARE-WAVE
GRATING A65-J2834
HUMAN VISUAL SENSE ANALYZED IN TERMS OF SAMPLING
UP,RATION RESTRICTED TO BLACK AND WHITEr
NONSTEREOSCOPIC PHOTOPIC VISION_ GIVING RETINA
MODEL A65-35344
HUMAN SPACE PERCEPTION ANALYSIS SHOWING THAT
INTERPRETIVE SCALING OF VISUAL ANGLE IS KEY FACTOR
IN SIZE, DISTANCE AND MOTION ESTIMATION
A65-35345
SPATIAL DISCRIMINATION TEST AS TEST OF VISUAL
ACUITY A65-B2025
ACCURACY OF LOCALIZATION OF TARGET IN SPACE WITH
VARIED EFFERENT INPUT A65-82215
SPECIES DIFFUSION
STATUS OF INTRODUCED PLANT SPECIES AI NEVADA
SUBJECT !..=_gEX SPEECH 9!S_RZ_!_T!ON
NUCLEAR TEST SITE - ECOLOGY
UCLA-12-554 N65-26228
SPECTRAL ABSORPTION
S ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
SPECTRAL PECULIARITIES OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF
SPECIES OF PLANTS ON HIGH ALTIEUDE SEMIDESERT OF
EASTERN PAMIR A65-20084
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF BRAIN WAVE GENERATORS AS
MULTIPLE STATISTICAL TIME SERIFS
A65-21686
COMPRESSION OF EEG TELFNETERED DATA TO ANALYZE
SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF BRAIN NAVE ACTIVITY_
USING MOVING AVERAGE BANDPASS FILTERS
A65-24193
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CURVES OF LIGHT RECEIVERS
DETERMINED, USING ADDITION CURVES FOR NORMAL
TRICHROMATES A65-30OT6
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL PERCEPTION IN COMPARISON WITH
PHOTODETECTORS, QUANTUM ASPECTS9 AND PROBLEMS OF
COLOR PERCEPTION
AD-611601 N65-33479
SPECTROGRAPHY
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNET1C RESONANCE OBSERVATION
OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHAGES
N65-24616
SPECTROMETRY
SA MASS SPECTROMETRY
USAF WHOLE BODY GAMMA SPECTROMETRY IN ASSESSMENT
OF RADIOACTIVITY IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SPECIMENS A65-BI970
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
CHANGES OF SERUM GLUTAMIC OXALOACET|C TRANSAMINASE
ASSESSED BY SPECTROPHOTOMETRY FOLLDMING EXERCISE
IN SUBJECTS WITH AND MITHOUT HEART DISEASE
A65-BO57T
"SPECTROPHOTOMETRY TO DETECT CATARACTS IN HUMAN EYE
CAUSED BY MICROWAVE RADIATION
RADC-TDR-66-273 N65-14OOT
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC EVALUATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE
TO HEMOGLOBIN IN RAT AND PIGEON BLOOD
N65-Z6380
IRRADIATED FOODS IDENTIFICATION - ELECTROPHORESIS_
OXIDATION-REDUCTIONv POLAROGRAPHYt COLORINETRYI
MICROSCOPY, MICROBIOLOGYv CHRCMATOGRAPHYt AND
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
EUR-2602.F N65-29855
SPECTROSCOPY
SA ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
SA INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
SA MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY
EXTRATERRESTRIAL STUDY OF ATROSPHFRE, SCIL AND
POSSIBLE ORGANIC MATTER BY CONPACT SPECTROSCOPIC
AND TELEVISION INSTRUMENT PACKAGE FOR TELEMETRY
AbS-I655T
SPECTRUM
SA ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
SA DIFFRACTION GRATING
SA ELECTRON SPECTRUM
SA INFRARED SPECTRUN
SA MICROWAVE SPECTRUM
SA VISIBLE SPECTRUM
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY OF SHALL RETINAL AREAS
AD'-448595 NbS-1206T
SHARED SPECTRUM DISPLAY ENHANCEMENT - LIGHTING
TECHNIQUE
FR-65-10-30 Nb5-19352
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO ACIDS,
DIPEPTIDES, AND TRIPEPTIDES AT FRECUENCY OF 100
EC - RIBONUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBDNUCLEASE,
LYSOZYME, AND CYTOCHROME C SPECTRA
NASA-CR-58662 N65-29650
CIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM OF GREEN BACTERIA
CHLOROPSEUDOMONAS ETHYLICUM FOR DETECTION OF
BACTERIOVIRIDINE CONVERSIONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32660
SPEECH
SPEECH DURING PRESSURE BREATHING AND SUGGESTION
FOR RETAINING FLYING PERSONNEL A65-80112
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK WHILE
SHADOWING MESSAGES A65-BI408
AFTEREFFECTS OF DELAYED AUDITORY FEEDBACK ON
SPEECH. A65-81566
SPEECH ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS AND PERCEPTION OF SPEECH
AND PHYSIOLOGY OF HEARING AbS-BITT3
hEARING LOSS, SPEECH DISRUPTION, AND PERFORMANCE
CAPACITY LOSS IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO NOISE
A65-81871
TESTING HEARING BY USING SPEECH AUDI_METRY
TO DETERMINE WORD GROUP PERCEPTION IN FITNESS
EXAMINATIONS OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL
N65-13707
SPEECH PRODUCTION, TRANSMISSION, AND ANALYSIS -
INSTRUMENTATION, NASAL CAVITY STRUCTURES,
ACOUSTICS, SPEECH SPECTRUM, DEAFNESS AIDS, AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS
STL-QPSR-611966 N65-23850
EXPERINENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESS,
_PEECH FORMING MECHANISM, PERCEPTION, AND
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
JPRS-30563 N65-25516
SPEECH DEFECT
SPEECH MODIFICATIONS AND DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED
BY SUBJECTS BREATHING THROUGH RESPIRATORY DEVICES
CPERATED AT OVERPRESSURES TO COUNTERACT HIGH
ALTITUDE HYPOXIA A65-36366
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION
RELATIONS BETWEEN SCORES OF P B-WORD TEST AND
MODIFIED RHYME TEST AND TEST CONDITIONS
A65-28430
STAPEDIUS MUSCLE REFLEX FUNCTION IN PROTECTION
AGAINST NOISE INJURY AND IN UNDERSTANDING OF
SPEECH A65-80010
STIMULUS SET AND RESPONSE SET - ALTERNATION OF
ATTENTION A65-80336
PHONEMIC COMPLETION AND SOCIAL EVALUATION OF
HEARING LOSS A65-81116
RELATIONSHIP OF PURE TONES TO SPEECH RECEPTION
THRESHOLD A65-81260
HEARING LOSS AT 1000-2000 CoPoS. AS RELATED TO
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY PREDICTION
A65-8133T
MOTOR THEORY OF SPEECH PERCEPTION REVIEWED
AB5-8ITbI
PROBLEMS USING TEST METHODS FOR MEASURING SPEECH
CISCRININATIDN A65-82059
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION IN NOISE IMPROVED BY
BINAURAL HEARING A65-82133
INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH RECORDED WITH FOUR
TRANSDUCERS AT VARIOUS HEAD AND THROAT POSITIONS
A65-82298
HUMAN SPEECH MODEL FOR FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
NbS-lb6IB
SPEECH PERCEPTION THEORY AND APPLICATION OF THEORY
TO VOICE SOUND RECOGNITION PROBLEM
A-373
\
SPEED SUBJECT INDEX
N65-34570RAOC-TR-65-186
SPEED
S AIR SPEED
S GROUND SPEED
S PERCEPTUAL SPEED
S SUPERSONIC SPEED
S VELOCITY
SPINAL CORD
LOCAL, SEGMENTAL AND SUPRASPINAL INTERACTION WITH
DDRSOLATERAL SPINAL CUTANEOUS AFFERENT SYSTEM,
EXAMINING ELECTRIC STIMULATION EFFECTS
A65-16311
STEADY ARRIVAL OF CUTANEOUS IMPULSES AT SPINAL
CORD RESULTS IN STEADY DEPOLARIZATION OF PASSIVE
AFFERENT TERMINALS A65-L6316
RESPONSES CF CELLS IN DORSOLATERAL TRACT OF CAT TO
PERIPHERAL CUTANEOUS UNMYELINATED FIBERS
A65-22352
MYELOPATHY IN WORKERS WITH OCCUPATIONAL VIBRATION
EXPOSURE A65-80192
CONTROL GF BODY MOVEMENTS BY SPINAL CORD
A65-80830
HABITUATION TO HEAT AND COLD IN CAT AT SPINAL CORD
LEVEL 665-80913
SPINA_ CORD CONVULSIONS IN DEVELOPING RAT AT HIGH
ALTITUDE I[2,4?0 FT., 3,BOO M.I
Ab5-81587
MORPHOLOGY OF VESTIBULAR NUCLEI AND RELATION TO
SPINAL CORD AND CEREBELLUM IN CATS
A65-81725
SUPRASPINAL CONTROL OF INIESTINO - INTESTINAL
INHIBITORY REFLEX IN CATS A65-82065
NEUROLOGY - SPINAL CORD REFLEX ACTIVITY, RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALDGRAPHIC DATA, AND RADIATION
EFFECTS ON HUMAN EEG
FTD-TT-64-261/I&2 N65-I4470
OXIDASE METABOLISM ENZYMES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX AND
SPINAL CORD IN HYPOXIA ACCLIMATED RATS
N65-IT813
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON FUNCTIONAL STATE
OF SPINAL REFLEX ARC N65-31383
SPLEEN
SA BLOOD
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER, SPLEEN, AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANDXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-BI265
DOG SPLEEN RESPONSE TO LATERAL ACCELERATION
N65-13637
PHYSIC(J-CHEMICAL CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYTES DURING
HEATING, AND IRRADIATED ANIMAL SPLEEN TISSUE
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY
JPRS-28782 N65-17025
RELATION BETWEEN SPLEEN OXYGEN TENSION AND
RADIATION PROTECTION IN MICE N65-I9216
RADIATION INDUCED CHANGES IN ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPBAIASE ACTIVITY OF SPLEEN APPLIED TO
CHRONIC GAMMA IRRADIATION AND INFLUENCE OF
VARIOUS FACTORS ON ACUTE RADIATION INJURY
Nb5-19218
SOIL-PLANT TRAC( ELEMFNTS, AGRICULTURE, ILICTRIC
RESISTANCE OF IRRADIATED SPLEEN, SALMON IRLIUT,
NITROUS AND CARBOHYDRAILS IN PLANTS - SILECTED
BIt]LOGICAL STUD(IS
JPRS-291(2 N65-20132
_LICTRIC RESISTANCL AND AUTOLYSIS DF SPLLLN TISSUE
OF IRRADIATED ANIMALS - ANI_L STUUY
N65-20133
pOLARDGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS ON OXYGEN TENSION IN
SPLEEN AND VENA CAVA OF MICE INJECTED WITH
SCCIUM NITRATE TO STUDY RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION
SAM-TR-6S-13 N65-30506
EFFECT OF AMINOETHYLISOTHIURONIUM BROMIDE
HYDROBROMIDE ANTIRADIATION DRUG ON GLUCOSE
OXIDATION BY RAT SPLEEN AND BONE MARROW
SUSPENSIONS
SAM-TR-65-29 N65-34260
FArE OF SPLEEN CELLS LABELLED WITH TRITIUM -
SENSITIVITY IN VIVO CULTURES DURING SECONDARY
RESPONSE OF ANTIBODY N65-36617
SPONTANEOUS IGNITION TEMPERATURE
IGNITION CHARACTERISTICS OF FIVE DIFFUSION-PUMP
FLUIDS IN PURE OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES AT LOW PRESSURES
IN COMBUSTION-BOMB EXPERIMENTS A65-34083
sPOrE
MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES AFTER FLIGHT UN VOSTDK
III AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-13671
DISTURBANCES OF MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES INDUCED BY
DIFFERENT FLIGHT LENGTHS ON VOSTOK V
NASA-TT-F-9627 N65-I5163
DRY HEAT EFFECT ON MICROBIAL SPORES TO DEVELOP
STERILIZATION SYSTEM IN TREATMENT OF COMPONENT
CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT
NASA-CR-Igl N65-18205
TRANSPORT OF POLLENt SPORES, AND OTHER MICROSCOPIC
PARTICULATES OF PLANT ORIGIN IN ATMOSPHERE NEAR
EARTH SURFACE Nb5-23992
RESISTANCE OF BACTERIAL ENDDSPORES TO UNFAVORABLE
ENVIRONMENT - TOLERANCE OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT
NbS-23997
SPRAYING APPARATUS
SUPERIURITY OF AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT OVER GROUND
SPRAYING APPARATUS
JPRS-27161 N65-10337
SPUTNIK Ill SATELLITE
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTIONS IN DOG
DURING ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF SPUTNIK Ill, IV, AND V
SATELLITES A65-80150
SPUTNIK V SATELLITE
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY REACTIONS IN DOG
DURING ORBITAL FLIGHTS OF SPUTNIK Ill, IV, AND V
SATELLITES A65-80150
SQUIRREL
IMPAIRED RECOVERY FROM HYPOTHERMIA INDUCED BY
HYPOXIA IN GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
IRIDECLMLINEATUS, AFTER HYPUIHALAMIC LESIONS
A65-80871
THIRMOREGULATION AND COLD ACCLIMATIZATION IN
GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEATUS
A65-81137
GORE TIMPERATURE INFLUENCE UPON DURATION OF
HIBIRNAIION OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
LATERALIS A65-81139
CHANGES IN REGIONAL BLOOD FLOW AND BLOOD VOLUME
UURING AROUSAL FROM HIBERNATION IN GROUND
SQUIRREL, CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEATUS
A65-81458
ECNIINUOUS TELEMETRIC MEASURFMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL
RHYTHMS IN UNRESTRAINED ARCTIC GROUND SQUIRRELS
ICITtLLUS PARRYI/ A65-81459
R_IATIVI VISCOSITY AND OTHER FUNCTIONS OF BLOOD OF
HIBIRNAIING AND ACTIVE ARCTIC GROUND SQUIRRELS,
CIIJLIUS UNDULATUS A65-814bl
ANIIGIN DISAPgEARANCE FROM BLOOD IN GROUND
SCUIRRILS, CITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEATUS, IN
HIBIRNATION FOR 14, 2B AND 56 DAYS
A65-BI_b2
A-376
SUBJECT INDEX STATIC LOADING
EFFECT OF SOME AUTONOMIC DRUGS ON GROUND SQUIRREL,
CITELLUS IRIDECEMLINEATUS, DURING HIBERNATING
CYCLE A65-81467
TOLERANCE OF GROUND SQUIRRELS ICITELLUS LATERALIS
AND C. SPILDSOMA/ FOR WATER DEPRIVATION DURING
HIBERNATION A65-81410
INFLUENCE OF HIBERNATION AND INTERMITTENT
HYPOTHERMIA DN FORMATION OF IMMUNE HEMAGGUTININS
IN GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS CITELLUS
AbB-B149T
AROUSAL AND BRAIN TEMPERATURES OF THREE SPECIES
ICITELLUS- LATERALISE TRIDECEMLINEATUS, BEECHEYI/
OF GROUND SQUIRRELS HIBERNATING IN COLD
ENVIRONMENT AbS-BI49g
ADENOSINE IRIPHOSPHATASE, ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE,
AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE-CREATINE
TRANSPHOSPHORYLASE ACTIVITY OF HEART AND SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
TRIDECEMLINEATUS, IN COLD ENVIRONMENT DURING
HIBERNATION AND AROUSAL A65-81500
BLOOD PICTURE STUDY OF ALASKAN GROUND SQUIRREL
DURING HIBERNATION AND INDUCED HYPOTHERMIA
AAL-TDR-63-21 N65-I0255
STABILITY
SA CONTROL STABILITY
SA LATERAL STABILITY
SA STORAGE STABILITY
SA STRUCTURAL STABILITY
SA THERMOSTABILITY
TETRATHIONATE EFFECT ON STABILITY AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE
TRIOSEPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASES
NASA-CR-5625I N65-19962
STABILITY AND CONTROL
CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN _PERATOR IN
CONTROL SITUATIONS LIMITED TO USE OF VISUAL
VESTIBULAR SENSING OF MOTION A65-22032
STABILITY TEST
SIMULATED ROCKET JET EXHAUST EFFECT ON STABILITY
AND CONTROL OF RESEARCH AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
NASA-TM-X-12T NbS-28135
STABILIZATION
REDUCING OR STOPPING INVOLUNTARY EYE MOVEMENTS AS
RELATED TO RETINAL IMAGE A65-BO661
STAGE
S SECOND STAGE
STAINLESS STEEL
DEATH RATES OF MICROORGANISMS DEPOSITED ON
SURFACES OF STAINLESS STEEL AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS BY HANDLING AND AERIAL FALLOUT -
DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-6726T N65-35116
STANDARD
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD REFERENCE ZERO FOR
PURE-TONE AUOIOMETRY A65-B1484
NUCLEAR RADIATION SAFETY STANDARDS IN SOVIET
UNION
JPRS-31646 NbS-32OTO
NORMAL STANDARDS OF SPHYGMOGRAMt AND PULSE
WAVE VELOCITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD VESSELS
NASA-TT-F-95TB N65-3675I
STANDARDIZATION
RADIATION HAZARDS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN INDUSTRY AND
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
JPRS-27032 N65-TOI20
STANDARDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
N65-10124
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL
DUST STANDARDIZATION PROBLEM
JPRS-29693 N65-21572
STAPHYLOCOCCUS
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
ENTEROTOXIN - ANIMAL STUDY N65-22747
STAR FIELD
STAR SIZE AND INTENSITY, SKY LUMINANCE AND FIELD
hETEROGENEITY EFFECTS ON PERCEIVED REALISM OF
PROJECTED STAR FIELD FOR SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SIMULATION A65-35493
STARFIGHTER AIRCRAFT
S F-I04 AIRCRAFT
STARVATION
INCREASE OF PERIODIC ACID SCHIFF REAGENT
POSITIVE GRANULES IN FOOD DEPRIVED MOUSE
INTESTINAL EPITHELIUM DURING GLUCOSE ABSORPTION
A65-BOOE3
HYPOTHERMIC REDUCTION OF AMMONIA RELEASE INTO
CIRCULATION BY KIDNEY OF FASTING DOG SUBSEQUENTLY
TESTED WITH PROTEIN A65-80177
VARIATION OF PLASMA KETONES AND FREE FATTY
ACIDS DURING ACUTE CDLD EXPOSURE IN MAN
A65-80301
STRAKE VOLUME AND CARDIAC OUTPUT AFTER SMOKING IN
POSTPRANDIAL AND IN FASTING STATE IN RELATION TO
GLUCUSE INTAKE A65-BO44T
URIC ACID BALANCE AS AFFECTED BY STARVATION, HIGH
FAT DIETS, AND KETONE INFUSIONS
A65-80515
EFFECT OF SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM FOOD
DEPRIVATION ON BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL, FOOD INTAKE AND
CDNCITIONING IN RABBITS WITH MEDIAL HYPDTHALAMIC
LESIONS A65-B0653
STARVATION IN NORMAL OBESE SUBJECTS PERFORMING
ROUTINE DUTIES AND WALKING 2 MILES PER DAY IN
RELATION TO SURVIVAL A65-BO729
NITROGEN AND WEIGHT LOSSES DURING STARVATION IN
OBESITY AbS-BOgB9
EFFECT OF FASTING IN RAT FUR 26 HOURS ON LIPID
METAuOLISM OF HEART AND PLASMA AES-8112B
CHANGFS IN GASTRIC HISIIDINE DECARBDXYtASE
ACIIVIIY DURING FASTING AND FEEDING IN RATS
A65-BI21T
HYPbTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEURDSECRETION IN MICE
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER
_EPRIVATION A65-81288
_ESISTANCE TO HYPOXIA -BLODD SUGAR, AND BODY
TEMPERATURE IN'MAN DURING STARVATION
A6S-81TgB
PLASMA CATECHOLAMINES OF NATIVE RESIDENTS AND
NEWCOMERS AT hIGH ALTITUDE AS AFFECTED BY FASTING
AND INSULIN A65-B2168
PLASMA FREE DLEIC AND PALMITIC ACID LEVELS OF
HUMAN SUBJECT DURING FASTING AND EXERCISE
A65-82189
KETONE BODY AND FREE FATTY ACID LEVELS IN BLOOD
PLASMA DURING EARLY PERIOD OF STARVATION IN MAN
A65-82249
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID CHANGES IN MAN FASTING
DURING ACUTE COLD EXPOSURE AND NICOTINIC ACID
INGESTION A65-B2363
PIGMENT INTERFERENCE IN CDRTICOSTEROID
MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN BODY DURING TOTAL
SIARVATION
SAM-TDR-64-SB N65-I1422
STATE
S SOLID STATE
STATIC LOADING
COMPRESSIBILITY OR MECHANICAL STIFFNESS OF HUMAN
LOWER LIMBS UNDER STATIC tOADS AND DEFORMATION
A-375
STATION SUBJECTINDEX
OF LIMB STRUCTURE
DTMB-IBIO N65-17039
STATION
S SPACE STATION
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SA REGRESSION ANALYSIS
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE - THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
OF SKIN RESISTANCE AND SKIN CONDUCTANCE RELATED
TO SWEAT GLAND A65-80005
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF EJECTIONS IN FRENCH ARMY
FROM 1951--1963 A65-80918
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION BY DIGITAL COMPUTERS OF
HYPOXIC STRESS REACTIONS IN MAN AND OF METHODS
USED Ab5-81947
STATISTICAL LIMITS ON COMPUTER-DEFINED EEG
PATTERNS RELATED TO BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
N65-28766
STATISTICAL CORRELATION
REFINEMENT OF GUTTMAN CORRELATION MATRIX TO
OBTAIN NONLINEAR REGRESSION SCORES - PSYCHOLOGY
AD-609676 N65-29152
STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
DECISION THEORETIC AND EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF
PROBABILISTIC DISCRIMINATION LEARNING SITUATIONS
ESD-TDR-64-192 N65-25963
STATISTICS
SA BAYESIAN STATISTICS
SA BIOMETRICS
SA FACTOR ANALYSIS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PATHOLOGICAL CAUSES FOR
DISQUALIFICATION OF PILOT CANDIDATES IN THE
ITALIAN AIR FORCE A65-802[6
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SICKNESS AND ACCIDENT
RATE IN WORKERS EXPOSED TO RISK OF CHRONIC CARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING A65-80285
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF INCIDENCE OF CLINICAL
SIGNS DURING ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
AND PROGNOSTIC VALUE A65-80286
STATISTICAL TABLE FOR EVALUATION OF ACCIDENTS DUE
TO DEFECTIVE VISUAL ACUITY A65-81268
STATISTICAL MODEL OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
JPRS-27326 N65-10036
STELLAR MASS
LACK OF HOMOLOGY IN OSCILLATION OF NEUTRON STARS
EXAMINING HIGHLY CONDENSED MATTERt PHYSICAL STATEw
NUCLEAR POTENTIALS AND PULSATING MODELS
A65-31029
STEREOSCOPIC VISION
SA DEPTH PERCEPTION
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITYe MUSCLE
BALANCE_ STEROSCOPIC VESIONf TACHISTOSCOPIC
PERCEPTION AND COLOR VISION A65-29058
DESTRUCTION OF STEREOPSIS - THREE THEORIES OF
STEREOPSIS A65-80025
DOUBLE STIMULATION EFFECT - TEMPORARY INHIBITION
OF RESPONSE WITH RESPECT TO REACTION TIMEr
OICHOTIC LISTENINGt AND STEREOSCOPIC PERCEPTION
STUDIES A65-80098
MEASUREMENT OF STEREOSCOPIC ACUITY AT DIFFERENT
OBSERVATION A65-82289
STERILIZATION
SA CHEMICAL STERILIZATION
SA PURIFICATION
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE OF GERMFREE RATS IN
CLOSED ENVIRONNENTt NOTING KIDNEY DAMAGE EFFECTS
A65-I4383
CONTAMINATION AND VIABILITY OF SPORES OF
BACTERIUMt BACILLUS SUBTILIS_ IN ROCKET
PROPELLANTS - STERILIZING PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS
ROCKET FUELS A65-BOS06
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION OF NATURALLY CONTAMINATED
METAL SURFACES
NASA-CR-S2899 N65-17290
STERILIZATION OF SPACE PROBES USING DRY HEAT
NASA-CR-6OB75 N65-17509
DRY HEAT EFFECT ON MICROBIAL SPORES TO DEVELOP
STERILIZATION SYSTEM IN TREATMENT OF COMPONENT
CONTAMINATION OF SPACECRAFT
NASA-CR-19I N65-18205
BACTERIAL DISSEMINATIONv REDUCTION OF
CONTAMINATION ON SURFACES_ AND GERMICIDAL
ACIIVITY OF ETHYLENE OXIDE
NASA-CR-57148 N65-18915
ELECTRON STERILIZATION OF CONTAMINATED FOOD -
RADIOBIOLOGY AND DECONTAMINATION
FD-6 N65-25641
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRESERVATION OF FOOD BY
IRRADIATION - RADIATION STERILIZATIONv
PASTEURIZATION_ AND DISINFECTION
TID-21431 N65-25873
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION OF MICROORGANISMS ON GLASS
SURFACES AT lO0 DEG C
NASA-CR-63665 NbS-2751T
DESIGN OF RADIATION STERILIZATION PLANTS FOR
MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND PHARMACEUTICALS
AECL-2264 N65-2BO23
STEROID
SA CHOLESTEROL
SA CORTICOSTEROID
ANABOLIC STEROID EFFECT ON PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF
YOUNG MEN A65-81919
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON BLOOD PLASMA LEVEL
OF I7-HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS IN MAN
A65-81955
NATURALLY OCCURING STEROLS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS_
C. ELLIPSOIDEAt AND C. SACCHAROPHILD
A65-82346
EXCRETION OF STEROID HORMONES WITH URINE DURING
LONG NIGHT FLIGHTS BY AIRCRAFT CREWS
N65-I3676
RADIOBIOLOGY - METABOLISM OF MAGNESIUM IN RATSt
ERYTHROPDIESIS_ HEMOLYTIC EFFECTS OF STEROIDSw
BIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNUCLEOTIDES_
SYNTHESIS OF TRACERSt AND INSTRUMENTATION
ACRH-22 N65-15627
ANALYTIC CHEMISTRY AND DETERMINATION OF STEROLS IN
SIX SPECIES OF CHLORELLA N65-15804
STEROID INDUCED OVULATION IN FISH - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-20588
STEROID ANTIHISTAMINIC THERAPY IN EXPERIMENTAL
CEREBRAL EDEMA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-66-56 N65-22075
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS_ SECONDARY
ELECTRONt ENTONOLOGYw SCHISTOSOMIASIS
PREVENTION_ AND DRUG TREATMENT
JPRS-30299 N65-26887
SALIVA STUDIES OF PAROTID FLUID STEROID RESPONSES
TO CORTICOTROPIN DOSES IN YOUNG ADULT HALES -
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
SAM-TDR-63-30 N65-25204
STIFF STRUCTURE
COMPRESSIBILITY OR MECHANICAL STIFFNESS OF HUMAN
LONER LIMBS UNDER STATIC LOADS AND DEFORMATION
OF LIMB STRUCTURE
A-376
DTMB-IBIO N65-I7039
STIMULANT
SA CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANT
VISUAL MASKING USING VARIOUS TEST STIMULUS
PATTERNS
NASA-TM-X-_IQTB N65-29381
STIMULATION
SA PHOTIC STIMULATION
SA SENSORY STIMULATION
BRAIN TELESTINULATOR WITH SOLAR CELL POWER SUPPLY
USED ON PRIMATES A65-BlI56
GRAVITY LABYRINTH ORIENTATION INFLUENCE ON
RESPONSES FROM STIMULATION OF HORIZONTAL
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
NASA-CR-SgSEB N65-11396
LATERALIZATION OF SOUNDS AT UNSTIMULATED EAR
OPPOSITE TO NOISE-ADAPTED EAR
TR-26 N65-I9521
DIFFERENTIATED INHIBITION LIMITS BY GRADUAL
INCREASE IN PHYSICAL STRENGTH OF INHIBITORY
STIMULATION USING SALIVARY ALIMENTARY
CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-Z9661 N65-2083Z
EFFECTS OF HIGH AND LOW LEVELS OF STIMULATION ON
GASTROINTESTINAL RESPONSE
TR-I4 N65-22947
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND MODELING OF SENSITIVE
ELEMENTS FOLLOWING STIMULATION IN VARIOUS
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS N65-23366
RELATIONSHIP OF DIFFERENT STAGES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS• ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS, AND
ELECTROMYOGRAMS STUDIED BY EVOKED MYOGRAPHY
ELICITED BY NERVE STIMULATION IN MONKEYS
N6_-28776
ANIMAL STUDY - FEASIBILITY OF USING MONOCHROMATIC
ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE LIGHT TO STIMULATE
ISOLATED GIANT AXON OF RAIN WORM
N65-32663
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
ON HORIZONTAL NYSTAGNUS IN CAT
REPT.-bZO N65-36666
STIMULUS
SA AROUSAL
SA AUDITORY STIMULUS
SA CALORIC STIMULUS
SA ELECTRIC STIMULUS
SA SUBLIMINAL STIMULUS
SA VISUAL STIMULUS
CUTANEOUS DISCRIMINATION OF MULTIPLE VIBRATORY
STIMULI OF VARYING PATTERNS A65-81376
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE RESPONSE
COMPUTATION BASED ON APERIODIC STIMULI
A65-BI690
EVOKED NON-SPECIFIC RESPONSES OF SENSORY-MOTOR
CEREBRAL CORTEX TO NONDIFFERENTIATED AND
UNCONDITIONED STIMULI IN MAN A65-SZ205
POTENTIAL RESPONSE IN VARIOUS CORTICAL STRUCTURES
DURING FORMATION OF FOOD CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
ACOUSTIC AND PHOTIC STIMULI IN DOGS
A65-82226
COMPLEXITY JUDGMENTS OF PHOTOGRAPHS RELATED TO
LOOKING TIME A65-B2330
ORGANISM REACTION TO INFORMATIONAL CHARACTERISTIC
OF STIMULUS NbS-13750
TIMING BEHAVIOR AND STIMULUS TRAINING ON TWO MALE
ALBINO RATS
NASA-CR-53693 N65-IT052
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON PROPAGATION OF STIMULI IN
RESPIRATORY FORMATIONS OF BRAIN
N65-17766
DISINHIBITION OF SUPRALIMINAL INHIBITION BY
EXTERNAL STIMULI
JPRS-29_60 N65-21092
ORGANISM RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI AND
USE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TO STRESSES
JPRS-3Lg09 N65-3Z356
EFFECT OF STIMULUS ON RATE OF WATER FLOW FROM
STOMACH TO INTESTINES - ANIMAL STUDY OF DOGS
NASA-TT-F-939E N65-35780
STOCHASTIC PROCESS
STOCHASTIC PROCESS AND CONTINUOUS MODEL FOR DECAY
OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL IN COMPARTMENTED
SYSTEM
CRNL-3809 N65-25848
RELATIVE MERITS OF STOCHASTIC AND NONSTATISTICAL
METHODS OF COMPUTING PRIMARY IONIZATION DOSES -
RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS N65-36633
STOMACH
SA ABDOMEN
SA ANATOMY
SA ULCER
HYPDXIA AND HYPOTHERMIA EFFECTS ON ELECTROLYTE
CONCENTRATION IN GASTRIC JUICE AND BLOOD SERUM IN
DOG A65-81797
FLIGHT PERSONNEL AFFLICTED WITH STONACHe DUODENAL,
AND GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASES - PERSONNEL
SELECTION N65-1373Z
EFFECT OF ADEQUATE STIMULATIONS OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS ON ELECTRIC POTENTIAL OF STOMACH
N65-13769
X-RAY THERAPY OF SKIN_ LUNG, STOMACH, AND LARYNX
CANCER IN U.S.S.R. N65-30219
EFFECT OF STIMULUS ON RATE OF WATER FLOW FROM
STOMACH TO INTESTINES - ANIMAL STUDY OF DOGS
NASA-TT-F-939L N65-35780
STONY METEORITE
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON AND STONE
METEORITES, NOTING ABILITY OF BACTERIA TO
PENETRATE INTO CENTRAL REGIONS A65-3068T
STOPPING POWER
THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF ABSORBED RADIATION DOSE
IN TISSUE - EFFECTS OF SHELL CORRECTIONS TO
STOPPING POWER IN DOSE STUDIES
ORNL-P-659 NbS-32829
STORABLE PROPELLANT
SA PROPELLANT STORABILITY
STORABLE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXTENDED TO
INCLUDE ATMOSPHERE REPLENISHNENT_ THERMAL CONTROL
AND WATER AND POWER PRODUCTION
AIAA PAPER 66-213 A65-24466
STORAGE
SA AGING
SA DATA STORAGE
PREPARATION, HANDLING, AND STORAGE OF FOOD FOR
MERCURY, GEMINI, AND APOllO SPACE PROJECTS
N65-18576
HANDLING AND STORAGE OF FOOD AND WASTE ON MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS N65-16576
STORAGE DEVICE
ASTRONAUT FEEDING IN SPACE FLIGHTS_ FREEZE-
CEHYDRATED AND BITE-SIZE READY-TO-EAT FOODt
STORAGE AND CONTAINER HANDLING PROBLEMS
A65-18837
CORNUCOPIA, STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION_ POTABLE
WATER, METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
A-3T7
STORAGE STABILITY SUBJECT INDEX
ATMOSPHERE, AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
A65-80143
STORAG_ STABILITY
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY ON SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS - STORAGE STABILITY, LIGHT ABSORPTION,
USE OF DIGITONIN FOR PREPARATION OF FRAGMENTS
NASA-CR-52090 N65-I6984
STORM
SA WIND
RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF STORM CONDITIONS AT SEA UPON
POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM FUNCTIONING OF VESTIBULAR
NORMAL AND VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-64935 N65-33855
STRAIN GAUGE
LEAF MOVEMENT RECORDING SYSTEM USING STRAIN GAUGE
FOR IESTING LIGHT-DARK CYCLE EFFECTS IN CONNECTION
WITH PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF ORBITING CAPSULE
A65-33948
CONTINUOUS ELECTRICAL STRAIN GAUGE RECORDING
INSTRUMENT FUR CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY WEIGHT
DURING ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
AMRL-TR-65-23 N65-34134
STRAIN RATE
STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL -
DYNAMIC RESPONSE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
BONE AND MUSCLE TISSUE UNDER VARYING VELOCITY
IMPACT
NASA-CR-b2440 N65-22653
STRATEGY
STRATEGY FOR SAMPLING FROM BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMIZING DECISION-MAKERS GAIN WITHOUT REGARD
TO ERROR PROBABILITIES - DERIVATION OF BETA
BINOMIAL PROBABILITY FUNCTION
ESD-TDR-64-605 N65-26109
STRATOSPHERE
SAMPLING AND IDENTIFICATION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISMS IN STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-53951 N65-16493
EXSISTENCE AND IDENTITY OF VIABLE MICROORGANISMS
IN STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-52518 N65-I6979
RADIATION FALLOUT MEASUREMENTS FROM VARIOUS
WORLDWIDE SAMPLINGS AND STRATOSPHERIC
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
HASL-I58 N65-22800
STRATOSPHERIC DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
FROM SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 9 A
/ S_BAP-gA/ BY PLUTONIUM ISOTOPE MEASUREMENIS
N65-22801
CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPACTION AND BIOLOGICAL
FILTRATION AEROSOL COLLECTION MECHANISMS IN
STRATOSPHERE N65-23985
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF AIRBORNE ORGANISMS IN
TROPOSPHERE AND STRATOSPHERE N65-23990
STRENGTH
S ELASTIC STRENGTH
S MUSCULAR STRENGTH
STRESS #BIOL/
SA FLIGHT STRESS
SA PATH_OGICAL EFFECT
BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND MONITORING SYSTEM FOR
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL TO REDUCE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESS A65-I0697
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM RESEARCH FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
STRESSES ENCOUNTERED BY NAVY AND MARINE
PERSONNEL Ab5-II?8T
BIOLOGICAL STRESSES OF MA_O SPACE FLIGHT IN
LIMITING FLIGHT DURATION, NOrI_ ISOLATION EFFECT
A65-21025
STRESS OF CAPTIVITY AND ADRENAL EXHAUSTION._N
A-378
_,ACACA NEMESTRINA AbS-BO30T
ASSESSMENT, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF HEAT STRESS
A65-80635
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HEAT STRESS
A65-80637
PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF NOISE EFFECT ON
_LTOR AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE AEB-_O692
FRLCUENCY OF SHIFT ROTATION AT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
FACILITIES AND STRESS-RELATED SYMPTOMS
A65-80895
SURVIVAL, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, RESPIRATION, AND
BLOI!D CHANGES OF TURTLE, PSEUDEMYS
SCRIPTA-ELEGANS, EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL SIRESStS
AbS-80897
PRLPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS OF SIRESS IN
HUMANS A65-81207
PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRFIATES OF HYPOXIA-STRESS
r(_LIRANCE A65-81_33
EFFtCT OF MUSCULAR STRESS OF DURATION OF OIFFERENT
COMPUNLNTS OF MOTOR REACTION OF LOWER EXIREMITIES
IN YOUNG ATHLETES AOb-8[509
PILD STRESS RELATED TO INTERFERENCE CF
PROBLEM-SOLVING A65-81579
CARDIOVASCULAR SYMPATHETIC TONE AND STRESS
RFSPONSL RELATED TO PERSONALITY PATTERNS AND
LXERCISF HABITS - POTENTIAL CARDIAC RISK AND
SCRELNING TEST A65-81599
STRESS SYNDROME RELATED TO ACHIEVEMENT
MOIIVATION - RELATIONSHIPS WITH AGE AND SERUM
CHOLESTEROL A65-81/53
LVALUAIION OF PILOT PERFORMANCE BY INFLIGHT
EL_CIROENCEPHALOGRAM STUDY OF STRESS TOLERANCE
A65-81777
INIERINDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN CATECHULAMINE
tXCRETIbN DURING STRESS A65-81883
_RJICTIV£ EVALUATION BY DIGITAL COMPUTERS OF
HYPGXIC STRESS REACTIONS IN MAN AND UF METHODS
USED A65-BI947
SERUM MUCOPROTEIN LEVELS AFTER STRESS, NOBLE-
CULLIP DRUM TRAUMA OR HYDROCORIISONE
ADMINISTRATION, IN YOUNG AND OLD RATS
A65-82090
MEASURE OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ANTICIPATORY PHYSICAL
THREAT STRESS AS RELATED TO COLOR DISCRIMINATION
PERFORMANCE A65-821[8
ALIERED CARDIAC MUSCLE TISSUE RETENTION OF
EXOGENOUS NORADRENALINE PRODUCED BY STRESS IN
YOUNG RABBITS Ab5-B231b
PERFORMANCE ON HAESTEAD TACTUAL PERFORMANCE TEST
UNDER SEVERE ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS
A65-82334
BIOLOGICAL STRESSES AND HAZARDS IN MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT
NASA-CR-59405 N65-10045
BODY TISSUE DAMAGE IN DOGS CAUSED BY SINUSOIDAL
VIBRATION STRESS
AMRL-TDR-64-58 N65-1046T
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC EFFECTS OF
EXAMINATION STRESS AND NIGHT-DAY REVERSAL
AD-423385 HOE-lOb23
DYNAMICS OF CORTICOSTEROID EXCRETION BY FLYING
PERSONNEL FOLLOWING ACTIVITY INVOLVING STRESS
Nb5-13641
EMOTIONAL STRESS OF COSMONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
N65-1452B
3UUJ_I [NUtA STRUCTURAL STRAI;
USE OF TRACKING TASKS AS INDICATORS OF STRESS -
ZERO INPUT TRACKING ANALYSIS
AD-650B61 NGS-14679
GRAVITATIONAL STRESS EFFECT ON ARTERIAL WALL
JPRS-ZB476 N65-15353
STRESS FACTORS FOUND IN I20 DAY SEALED CHAMBER
TESTS
JPRS-2B69D N65-15355
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON HUMANS AND ANIMALS,
OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD VIBRATION DAMAGE TO TISSUES,
VIBRATION ABSORBERS FOR WORKER PROTECTION, AND
FREDN GAS TOXICOLOGY
JPRS-28721 N65-16207
RAT ELECTROCARDIOGRAM DURING HIGH CENTRIFUGAL
ACCELERATION STRESS N65-I6629
NUTRITION AND STRESSES OF SHORT TERM SPACE FLIGHT
N65-I8575
CARBOHYDRATES EFFECTS ON HUMAN BODY UNDER STRESS
AND FATIGUE - NUTRITION N65-18595
NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS OF MAN UNDER SIMULATED
STRESS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT N65-18601
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE PATTERNS, STRESS
RECOVERABILITY, AND PREDICTION OF ADJUSTMENT TO
PROLONGED SUBMERGENCE ABOARD BALLISTIC MISSILE
SUBMARINE
REPT.-416 N65-1BBT6
PHYSICAL TRAINING TO MEET STRESSES IN FLIGHT
N65-25601
CONCEPTS AND INDICATORS IN STUDIES OF BEHAVIOR
UNDER STRESS - LOGIC
AD-610808 N65-28B03
LITERATURE SURVEY IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, GENETICS,
AND STRESS
JPRS-31599 N65-31535
ORGANISM RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI AND
USE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TD STRESSES
JPRS-31909 N65-32356
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES PERMITTING ASSESSMENT OF
POTENTIAL MOTIVATION ABILITY OF SUBJECTS IN
EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
STRESS ON HUMAN PERFCRMANCE
AMRL-TR-65-39 N65-3292B
MOTION SICKNESS UNDER CONDITIONS OF STRESS AND
ANXIETY - ROLE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
NASA-CR-64B79 N65-33921
AUTONOMIC RESILIENCY, SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMATOLOGY,
AND BIOLOGICAL STRESS OF SUBMARINE ENVIRONMENT -
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM MECHANISMS
MR-63-13 N65-35295
STRESS AND LOAD
STRESS AND OVERLOAD EFFECTS ON GROUP DECISION
MAKING AND COMMUNICATION PATTERNS - PARTICIPANT
FUNCTIONING AS SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEM
QTSR-I N65-30512
STRESS CYCLE
MECHANICAL FORCE EFFECT ON PHOSPHORUS 32 RELEASE
FROM SACRIFICED MALE RAT FEMURS IN VITRO
A65-16559
STRONTIUM
ABSORPTION AND RETENTION OF INGESTED RADIOACTIVE
CESIUM AND STRONTIUM IN MAN FROM SIMULATED AND
REAL PARTICULATE FALLOUT
ACRH-I02 N65-13845
STRONTIUM 89
ISOLATION, RADIOCHEMICAL PURIFICATION, COUNTING_
AND CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AND STRONTIUM 89
CONTENT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS
AERE-AM-I01 N65-25163
PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTAMINATION BY STRONTIUM 89, STRONTIUM 90,
AND CESIUM 137 - RADIATIDN PROTECTION STANDARDS
REPT.-7 Nb5-25882
RADIATION EFFECTS DUE TO INTERNALLY DEPOSITED
STRONTIUM B9, STRONTIUM 90T AND CESIUM 137
N65-28341
STRONTIUM 90
EFFECT OF SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS OF MAGNESIUM
SULFATE SOLUTION ON DEGREE OF STRONTIUM 90
ABSORPTION IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS
A65-BZ181
STRONTIUM B5 AND STRONTIUM 90 IN HUMAN BODY -
BIOPHYSICS AND NUCLEAR MEDICINE
UCLA-I2-53B N65-149BB
STRONTIUM 90 RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT MEASUREMENT IN
PRECIPITATION, SOIL, SEA WATER, VEGETATION.
ANIMALS, AND DRINKING WATER IN GREENLAND
RISG-8¥ N65-18474
EFFECT OF DOSAGE, MATERNAL AGE AT CONCEPTION, AND
GESIATIONAL AGE ON RETENTION OF STRCNTIUM 90 BY
FETAL AND NEWBORN RATS
UR--661 N65-22992
ISOLATION, RAOIOCHEMICAL PURIFICATION, COUNTING,
AND CALCULATION OF STRONTIUM 90 AND STRONTIUM B9
CONTENT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS
AERE-AM-IOI N65-25163
PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTAMINATION BY STRONTIUM 891 STRONTIUM 90,
AND CESIUM 137 - RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
REPT.-T N65-25882
RADIATION EFFECTS DUE TO INTERNALLY DEPOSITED
STRONTIUM 89, STRONTIUM 90_ AND CESIUM 137
N65-28341
CHELATION WITH ALKALINE EARTH METALS, CHELATE
COEPOUNDS IN RADIDELEMENT REMOVAL THERAPY,
AND SEARCH FOR STRONTIUM 90 AND PLUTONIUM 239
REMOVAL AGENTS
AWRE-O-4/65 N65-28883
STRONTIUM 90 CONTENT OF FOOD SAMPLES IN INDIA
ABET-AM-40 Nb5-30902
BETA RADIATION PENETRATION DETERMINATION OF
STRONTIUM 90-YTTRIUM 90 IN VARYING CUTANEOUS
IHICKNESSES
REPT.-IS5 N65-31074
EFFECTS OF CONTINUED STRONTIUM 90 INGESTION DURING
GROWTH PERIOD OF BEAGLE ANDITS RELATION TO
RADIUM 226 TOXICITY
UCD-472-112 N65-32350
STRONTIUM 90 AND NATURAL STRONTIUM IN BONES AND
DIETS OF CHILDREN N65-36616
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PILOT COCKPIT DISPLAY DESIGN AND VIEWING SYSTEM
AGARD-491 N65-27730
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND MEANS OF PROTECTION AGAINST
SOLAR RADIATION A65-80967
STRUCTURAL MATERIAL
RADIATION EFFECTS THRESHOLDS OF ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS - METALS,
POLYMERS, CERAMICS, SEMICONDUCTORS, AND ELECTRIC
COMPONENTS N65-34587
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
SONIC BOOM - STRUCTURAL STABILITY AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
A65-B1997
STRUCTURAL STRAIN
COMPRESSIBILITY DR MECHANICAL STIFFNESS OF HUMAN
LOWER LIMBS UNDER STATIC LOADS AND DEFORMATION
CF LIMB STRUCTURE
DTMB-18IO N65-17039
A-379
STRYCHNINE SUBJECT INDEX
STRYCHNINE
ELECTROCONVULSIVE RESPONSES OF RATS TO CONVULSANT
/STRYCHNINE AND METRAZOLI AND ANTICDNVULSANT
IACETAZOLAMIDE AND DIPHENYLHYDANTOINI DRUGS DURING
HIGH ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION A65-BO225
DC RESTING POTENTIALS OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY
ELECTRIC AND THERMIC STIMULATION OF EFFERENT
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND ADMINISTRATION OF STRYCHNINE
A65-BI379
STRYCHNINE INFLUENCE ON RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS TO
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION N65-ITT46
SUBGRAVITY
CHEMICAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT BEHAVIOR IN REDUCED
GRAVITATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF NOON
A65-10763
HUMAN LOCOMOTION IN SUBGRAVITY STUDIEDt USING
SIMULATION MODELS AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF
MECHANICS A65-14224
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ITS EFFECT ON
ASTRONAUTS A65-29101
RIGHTING REFLEX IN BLINDFOLDED AND UNBLINDFDLDED
RABBITS SUBJECTED TO SHORT PERIODS OF SUBGRAVITY
A65-30137
HUMAN LOCOMOTION AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS UNDER
SUBGRAVITY CONDITIONS - ANALYSIS BASED ON PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS A65-B0131
LOCOMOTION OF HUMANS UNDER SIMULATED LUNAR SURFACE
AND GRAVITATIONAL CONDITIONS A65-81994
EXPOSURE DF NORMAL AND DEAF PERSONS WITH BILATERAL
VESTIBULAR DEFECTS TO CENTRIPETAL FORCE DN HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE AND EXPOSURE TO ZERO GRAVITY AND
SUBGRAVITY STATES
NASA-CR-51786 N65-16431
SUBLIMINAL STIMULUS
SUBLIMINAL DISCRIMINATION AND CONCEPT OF VIGILANCE
A65-B0996
GUESSING HABITS AS FUNCTION OF SUBLIMINAL
STIMULATION A65-81359
SUBMARINE
SA NUCLEAR SUBMARINE
TOXICOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MISSILES AND
CONTAMINATION IN CLOSED SPACE OF SUBMARINES
A65-BI237
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY - SPACE
FLIGHT AND SUBMARINE MEDICINE
JPRS-27767 N65-I3417
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE PATTERNSy STRESS
RECOVERABILITYt AND PREDICTION OF ADJUSTMENT TO
PROLONGED SUBMERGENCE ABOARD BALLISTIC MISSILE
SUBMARINE
REPT.-416 N65-18876
VISUAL ACUITY STANDARDS FOR SUBMARINE DUTY
REPT.-42B NAS-IB877
AUTONOMIC RESILIENCY_ SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMATOLOGYT
AND BIOLOGICAL STRESS OF SUBMARINE ENVIRONMENT -
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM MECHANISMS
MR-63-13 N65-35295
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
TELEMETRIC DEVICES FOR STUDY AND CONTROL OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF SUBJECTS DURING SOVIET
SPACE MISSIONS A65-80333
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AREAS EXPLORED IN
SUBORBITAL AND ORBITAL FLIGHTS BETWEEN APRIL
1961 AND JUNE 1963 A65-80450
SUGAR
S GLUCOSE
SUGGESTION
SPECIFIC MOTOR RESPONSE DURING SLEEP TO
SLEEP-ADMINISTERED MEANINGFUL SUGGESTION
A65-81012
POSTURAL AUTOKINETIC EFFECT RELATED TO SUGGESTION
AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MOTION SICKNESS
A65-B1448
SUIT
SA PRESSURIZED SUIT
SA SPACE SUIT
WATER CONDITIONED SUIT DEVELOPMENT - PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING
RAE-TN-MECH-ENG-40O N65-29605
SULFATE
HYDROGENASE ENZYME PROPERTY STUDY IN ORDER TO
ELUCIDATE PROCESS OF SULFATE REDUCTION IN COLEMAN
ORGANISM AbS-L7519
SULFUR
ROLE OF DISULFIDE AND THIOLESTER BONDS BETWEEN
PROTECTING AGENT AND TISSUE PROTEIN IN RADIATION
PROTECTION OF MICE TREATED WITH
BIS/2-GUANIDOETHYL/ DISULFIDE /GED/
A65-80169
REDUCTION OF LEAD POISONING SYMPTOMS IN WORKERS BY
REACTION OF SULFUR IN SATAL DRUG CONTAINING
GARLIC AND LEAD POWDER
JPRS-30863 N65-2703_
SUN
SUN-COMPASS ORIENTATION BY PARROT FISHES1 SCARUS
GUACAMAIA AND So LOELESTIUS A65-80815
FLASH BLINDNESS AND EYE INJURY FROM EXPOSURE TO
ILLUMINATION AND RADIATION FROM SUN AND ATOMIC
BLASTS TOGETHER WITH PROTECTIVE MEASURES
665-82188
SUNLIGHT
DAILY PHYSIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND ACTIVITY CYCLE
RECORDED BY RADIO CAPSULES OF GROUND SQUIRRELS
AND CARNIVORES EXPOSED TO EXTREME CHANGES IN
ARCTIC DAYLIGHT A65-80268
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS IN SKIN AND EYE AND HEAT
EFFECTS OF SUNLIGHT ON HUMAN BODY
A65-80492
SUPERCOOLING
SUPERCOOLING MAMMALS AND RESTORING THEM TO NORMAL
BODY TEMPERATURE WITHOUT ALTERING NORMAL
PHYSIOLOGY
FTD-TT-AS-T41I&2 N65-30489
SUPEROXIDE
S PEROXIDE
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
MAN-MACHINE RELATIONSHIP - SUPERSONIC CONCORDE
AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS N65-28456
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
MEOICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF COMMERCIAL
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT Ab5-80123
IONIZING RADIATION STRESS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT,
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT, AND HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
A65-BO842
VISION AND EFFECTS OF SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT AbS-81TB7
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT - PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS DURING
FI04 AIRCRAFT FLIGHT A65-8199B
SUPERSONIC SPEED
CHANGES IN CARDIOVASCULAR AND NERVOUS SYSTEMS
AFTER EXPOSURE TO AIR STREAM AT SUPERSONIC SPEED
N65-13703
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE CONCENTRATION STRESSING
SAFEGUARDS NECESSARY FOR PROTECTION OF PASSENGERS
AND CREW OF SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
A65-Z3773
A-380
SURVI VAL
HIGH ALTITUDE RADIATION EFFECTS ON MILITARY AND
CIVILIAN PILOTS MEDICALLY ASSESSED FOR SST
FLIGHTS /165--29068
SUPERSONIC AIR COMMERCE IN U.S.t WESTERN EUROPE
AND U.S.S.R.- TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, ECONDMYt AND
FLIGHT SAFETY
FTD-'-TT-6_-66311_2 N65-14026
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT FLIGHT PROFILES AND TASK
COMPLEXITIES FOR OPERATIONAL CREES
NASA-CR-166 N65-16669
IONIZING RADIATION IN SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT FLIGHTS
NASA-IN-X-S6122 Nb5-18921
SURFACE REACTION
SURFACE REACTION FORCES ON MAN NALKiNG UNDER
REDUCED GRAVITY
MECHIGA-66-1 N65-ZOb13
SURFACE TENSION
ALTERED SURFACE TENSION OF RABBIT AND RAT LUNG
EXTRACTS AND LUNG MECHANICS. AbS-BZ15T
SURFACE NAVE
SIMULATION OF TOUCH BY MEANS OF SURFACE ULTRASOUND
NAVES
FTD-TT-64-2Z§/1 N65-15112
SURGERY
SURGERY IN CASES OF OTOSCLERDTIC DEAFNESS IN
FLYING PERSONNEL A65-BOZI7
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA FROM DECREASE IN ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE ON ANIMAL CARDIQRESPIRATDRY SYSTEM
AFTER LUNG SURGERY N65-17783
POLYMER CHEMISTRY PROGRESS IN SURGERY USING
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL PLASTICS
JPRS-3086_ N65-ZTO6T
INTERFERENCE CURRENTS FOR ELECTRONARCOSIS IN
SURGICAL OPERATIONS
NASA-TT-F-9566 N65-32756
APPLICATION OF SPACE TELEMETRY TO SURGICAL
TECHNIQUES H65-34003
SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPLANTING CHRONIC
CORTICAL LEADS IN CHIMPANZEE FOR
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE N65-36771
SURVEILLANCE
SA SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
HUMAN FACTOR STUDIES FOR CONTROL AND EVALUATION OF
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER FIELD WORKING
CONDITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
100-17076 N65-25635
SURVIVAL
SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
SA SHELTER
FIGHTER BOMBER AIRCRAFT PROBLEMS DF COMBAT
EFFECTIVENESS, PILOT EFFICIENCYv FLIGHT SAFETY_
PILOT CONFORTv AND SURVIVAL A65-80133
REDUCTION OF X-RAY IRRADIATION MORTALITY OF MICE
THROUGH MAGNETIC FIELD PRETREATMENT
A65-80419
LIFESPAN INCREASE OF TUMOR-BEARING MICE THROUGH
PRETREATNENT IN MAGNETIC FIELDS PRDOUCING
LEUKOCYTOSIS A65-80620
SURVIVAL OF ANIMALS, INCLUDING MICE AND FRUIT FLY,
OROSPHILA NELANOGASTER, IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF
160,000 DERSTEDS AbS-BD425
CLIMATIC CONTROL OF OUTDOOR AND INOOOR
ENVIRONMENTS FOR SURVIVAL_ COMFORT, AND THERAPY
A6S-B0503
TOXIC SIGNS AND MORPHOLOGIC CHANGES IN ORGANS AND
TISSUES OF RICE, RATS, GUINEA PIGS, DOGS, AND
MONKEYS BREATHING RELATIVELY PURE OXYGEN
A65-80581
HYPOXIA SURVIVAL OF RATS IMPROVED BY HYPERGLYCEMIA
BUT LOMERED BY INSULIN AND CHLORPRONAZiNE
A65-8058T
STARVATION IN NORMAL OBESE SUBJECTS PERFORMING
_OUTINE DUTIES AND MALKING Z MILES PER DAY IN
RELATION TO SURVIVAL AbS-80TZ9
SURVIVAL, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, RESPIRATION, AND
BLOOD CHANGES OF TURTLE, PSEUDEMYS
SCRIPTA-ELEGANS, EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES
AbS-8089T
SURVEY OF MILITARY SPORT PARACHUTING INJURIES AND'
DEATHS A65-BOg_O
COMPARATIVE HUMAN BEHAVIOR OF DIFFERENT SIZE
GROUPS OF ADULTS IN DESERT ENVIRONMENT UNDER
VARYING LIVING CONDITIONS A65-80966
SURVIVAL OF VARIOUS MICROORGANISMS SHIELDED MITH
ALUMINUM DURING ROCKET AND BALLOON FLIGHTS AND
DURING LABORATORY EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
AND X-RAY IRRADIATION A65-81232
PLANE CRASH RESEARCH DECREASES LOSS OF LIFE
A65-81249
SURVIVAL AND GRONTH OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS
IN AMMONIA-RICH ATMOSPHERES SUPPORTING POSSIBILITY
OF ORIGIN AND EXISTENCE OF LIFE ON JUPITER
A65-B1ZBT
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE
FACILITATING SURVIVAL OF OCCUPANTS OF DITCHED
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT A65-B1375
TRAINING OF BRITISH AIRCRENS FOR JUNGLE SURVIVAL
A65-B1416
SURVIVAL AND INJURY IN UNITED STATES AIR CARRIER
MATER ACCIDENTS PERTAINING TO CREN TRAINING AND
EQUIPMENT A65-81562
SURVIVAL, INJURY, AND BODY TEMPERATURE AND NEIGHT
_F COLD ACCLIMATED RAT DURING HIND-LIME ISCHEMIA
AND COLD EXPOSURE AS RELATED TO CATECHOLANINES
A65-81622
UNCONSCIOUS RECOVERY AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN AbS-81730
PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
CAUSED BY DAMAGE TO AIRCRAFT - SURVIVAL ASPECTS
A65-81869
FACTORS FOR SURVIVAL AND PROTECTION FROM IMPACT
INJURY - STUDY OF CASES OF WATER IMPACT
A65-82120
RENAL INJURY ANO SURVIVAL OF RAT_ RABBIT, AND DOG
GIVEN VARIOUS DOSES OF POTASSIUM NIOBATE AND
NIOBIUM PENTACHLORIDE WITH AND NITHOUT ASCORBIC
ACID A65-82177
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AHOUNTS OF
TOCOPHEROL AND EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TO BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION Ab5-82358
BODY TENPERATUREe NEIGHT, AND HEMATOLOGICAL
INDICES, AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING X-RAY
IRRAOIATION OF LONER BOOY A65-BZ365
POSTNUCLEAR ATTACK ENVIRONMENT SURVIVABILITY TEST
IN MINUTEMAN MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
SAM-TOR-6_-62 NbS-IT638
COLD LAND SURVIVAL CAPABILITIES OF AIR FORCE
PILOTS NEARING FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALT|TUOE
FLYING OUTFIT
AAL-TDR-66-Z3 N65-Z_082
COLD TEST EVALUATION OF COMPONENTS OF NASA
PROGRAM MERCURY SURVIVAL KIT
AAL-TDR-66-26 N65-24083
A-381
SUSCEPTIBILITY SUBJECTINDEX
BOUNDS ON DISTRIBUTION WITH DECREASING FAILURE
RATE DERIVED MATHEMATICALLY AND APPLIED TO
SEMICONDUCTOR AND CANCER PROBLEMS - LIFE
SURVIVAL TEST
ORC-64-32/RR/ N65-24362
SURVIVAL TIME OF OIPHTHERIA BACTERIA IN AEROSOLS
JPRS-305O3 N65-2bO34
IRRADIATION OF BEETLES FOR MEASURING OXYGEN EFFECT
ON RADIATION AT VARIOUS RADIATION DOSE RATES
N65-26384
ANTIEXPOSURE SUIT ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING - COVERALL
FLIGHT SUIT FOR PROTECTION FROM COLD DURING
IMMERSION IN WATER
TAC-TR-63-31/D/ N65-27567
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT - SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE -
ESCAPE, PARACHUTES, AND EQUIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
N65-29750
SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE OPERATION
TRAINING TECHNIQUES FOR GENERAL AVIATION
PILOTS AND AIRCRAFT OWNERS NES-29753
SURVIVAL PROBLEMS FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
N65-29758
COLD WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR SURVIVAL
AND REVIEW OF BODY HEAT CONTROL SYSTEM
N65-29768
MEDICAL RESEARCH - SURVIVAL OF HIGH VELOCITY FREE-
FALLS IN WATER BY INDIVIDUALS
AM-65-[2 N65-30597
PERFORMANCE IN PRE-FLIGHT WATER SURVIVAL COURSE AS
PREDICTOR OF SUCCESS IN FLIGHT TRAINING
AD-619302 N65-35199
SUSCEPTIBILITY
SA MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
MEASURE OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ANTICIPATORY PHYSICAL
THREAT STRESS AS RELATED TO COLOR DISCRIMINATION
PERFURMANCE A65-82118
SUSPENSION
ELECTROPHDRESIS - DISPLACEMENT OF PARTICLES IN
COARSE SUSPENSIONS UNDER INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL
ELECTRIC FIELD N65-15722
VIRUS GROWTH IN SERUM-FREE SUSPENSION ANIMAL CELt
CULTURES N65-22311
SWEATING
BODY TEMPERATURE, HEART RATE AND SWEATING RATE IN
RESPONSE TO HEAT STRESS IN ARABS AND CAUCASIANS
A65-80067
HEART RATE, BODY TEMPERATURE, AND SWEAT RATE
RESPONSES TO HEAT OF AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES AND
CAUCASIANS A65-80068
SKIN AND CORE TEMPERATURES CHANGES
RELATED TO THERMOREGULATIDN IN MAN
A65-80273
NEW PHYSIOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR SETTING LIMITS FOR
MEN AT WORK IN HOT CONDITIONS A65-80274
SWEAT SUPPRESSION OF FOREHEAD BY FORCED
BREATHING IN MAN - EFFECT OF CARBON
DIOXIDE TENSION A65-80314
TIME COURSE OF DECLINE IN SWEATING PRODUCED BY
IMMERSION IN WARM WATER A65-80510
PHYSICAL EFFORT AS MAIN CAUSE OF HEAT STROKE IN
ACCLIMATIZED, SWEATING MEN WITH INTACT HEAT
DISSIPATION MECHANISM A65-BO898
DEHYDRATION EFFECTS ON ECCRINE SWEATING OF
SUBJECTS EXERCISING IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A65-80899
A-382
HEAT CRAMPS IN BRITISH GUIANA SUBJECTS DURING
PHYSICAL WORK AS RELATED TO SWEATING AND DRINKING
WATER OF LOW SALT CONTENT A65-80955
DYNAMIC CHANGES IN SWEAT ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION
INDUCED BY HEAT STRESS AS INDICATION OF
ACCLIMATIZATION AND ALDOSTERONE ACTIVITY
A65-80958
SODIUM AND POTASSIUM LOSSES THROUGH SWEATING
DURING WORK IN SAHARA BY ACCLIMATIZED EUROPEANS
AND NATIVES A65-80959
SUDOMOTOR AND VASOMOTOR RESPONSES TO CHANGING
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A65-81133
AGE AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN PALMAR SWEAT PRINT
A65-BI405
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SWEATING, CUTANEOUS BLOOD
FLOW, AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN WORK
A65-81631
RADIANT HEATING OF BODY IN ACCLIMATIZED AND
UNACCLIMATIZED SUBJECTS - SWEATING AND SKIN
IENPERATURE IN BODY REGIONS HEATED BY INFRARED
A65-BI692
CARDIOVASCULAR AND SWEATING RESPONSES TO WATER
INGESTION IN DEHYDRATING SUBJECTS IN HEAT CHAMBER
A65-81910
HUMAN ECCRINE SWEAT GLAND ACTIVITY AND PALMAR
ELECTRICAL SKIN RESISTANCE A65-81911
INITIATION OF SWEATING IN MAN AFTER ABRUPT RISE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE A65-81912
AIR CONDITIONING ANO HUMAN COMFORT AS REEATEO TO
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE, SWEATING, BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND BODY HEAT REGULATION
A65-82031
TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN YOUNG WOMEN
A65-B216B
EXERCISE STIMULATION IN WARM AND COLD
ENVIRONMENTS, SKIN TEMPERATURE, AND RESPIRATION
bFFECIS ON SWEATING RATE
AC-446902 N65-21879
blLLOGICAL EFFECT OF STRENUOUS WORK AND SWEATING
ON BLOOD AND TISSUE
NASA-TT-F-9338 N65-23678
COMPARISON OF CALCIUM AND IODINE EXCRETION
IN ARM AND TOTAL BODY SWEAT OF HUMANS
REPT.-282 N65-34517
TRACE MINERAL LOSSES IN SWEAT
REPT.-284 N65-35035
SWEEP FREQUENCY
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF VOCAL TRACT FREQUENCY
RESPONSE BY SWEEP TONE METHOD
STL-_PSR-I/1965 N65-27020
SWITCH
SA ELECTRONIC SWITCH
CHARACTERISTICS OF SWITCH ACTUATORS FOR
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FOR SPACECRAFT USE,
NOTING RESPONSE TIME AND ERROR A65-35473
SWIICNING CIRCUIT
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE OF ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCHES
F5-I187/3111 N65-34302
SYMBOL
SYMBOLS FOR HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO MAPS,
CONSIDERING AERONAUTICAL AND NATURAL DR ARTIFICIAL
CONFIGURATIONS A65-21613
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES MEDIATED BY
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM TO ICE-COLD SHOWERS
A65-BO075
PULMONARY VASCULAR RESPONSES OF DOG I0 HYPOXIA AND
_UBJ_LI |NUtX SY_ILM PUK NULLEAK AUXLLLAKT PU_¢_- _A i_A_--§_/
MODIFICATION BY PHARMACOLOGIC SYMPATHECTOMY
A65-80176
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION REVEALED BY
PLASMA FREE FATTY ACID RESPONSES TO TILTING
FOLLOWING WATER IMMERSION A65-81136
SYNAPSE
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON INHIBITORY
ACTION OF CALYX-LIKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON IN
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF RABBIT MEDULLA
N65-23373
SYNCOPE
AVIATION PERSONNEL SYNCOPE EVALUATED, CONSIDERING
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AND HYPERSENSITIVE RESPONSES
A65-14239
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES IN MAN WITHOUT AND WITH
ANTIGRAVITY SUIT AFTER FOUR WEEKS OF ABSOLUTE BED
REST IN RELATION TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
AbS_BOl_5
EVALUATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYNCOPE IN AVIATION
PERSONNEL A65-BOI47
CASE HISTORY OF PILOT HAVING SYNCOPE DURING
INSTRUMENT FLYING A65-80551
PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS CAUSED BY HEAT
A65-80636
UNCONSCIOUS RECOVERY AND SURVIVAL OF DOG DURING
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AS AFFECTED BY BREATHING HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF OXYGEN A6S-8IT3O
SYNTHESIS
SA PHOTOSYNTHESIS
AMINO ACIDSt PEPTIDES, AND ORGANIC SPHERULES
OBTAINED FROM PRIMITIVE EARTH GASES IN SPARKING
CHAMBER AbS-BO674
THERMAL SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS FROM
HYPOTHETICALLY PRIMITIVE TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE
A65-80_75
PRIMORDIAL ULTRAVIOLET PRODUCTION OF NUCLEOSIDE
PHOSPHATES AND SIMILAR LABORATORY SYNTHESES
AGS-BO4T6
ABIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS OF SOME NUCLEIC ACID
CONSTITUENTS A65-BO477
PROBABLE SYNTHESIS OF PORPHINE-L|KE SUBSTANCES
DURING CHEMICAL EVOLUTION A65-80478
SYNTHESIS OF NUCLEOSIDES AND POLYNUCLEOTIDES WITH
METAPHOSPHATE ESTERS - BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF VIRUS-
LIKE SYSTEM AbS-80482
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS FROM AMINO ACIDS IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION IRRADIATED WITH ULTRAV|OLET
A65-BOT62
POSSIBLE ROLE OF DICYANDIAMIDE /CYANOGOANIDINE/ IN
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS DURING CHEMICAL EVOLUTION
A65-80763
INDUCTION OF NITRITE REDUCTASE IN SYNCHRONIZED
CULTURES OF ALGAEv CHLORELLA PYRENCIDOSA, AS
CORRELATED WITH DNA SYNTHESIS AND LIFE CYCLE
PERIOD. A65-B2051
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF PROTEINOIDS - AMINO ACIDS
N65-18596
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS Of PRGTEINOIOS AND FEEDING
EXPERIMENTATION WITH RATS N65-IB59T
SIMULTANEOUS SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS AND
FROTEINO|O @RODUCTION FOR NUTRITIONAL
INVESTIGATION
NASA-CR-56268 N65-22180
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN
SY_NTHESIS N65-23455
EFFECT OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIOES ON MITOSIS AND
CAPACITY TO INTENSIFY DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
SYNTHESIS AFTER RADIATION N65-Z3461
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESIS_ GROWTH_ AND
DIVISIONS
NASA-CR-b29Z5 N65-2457_
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS IN INDUSTRY AND PROTEIN
BIOSYNIHESIS
JPRS-30486 N65-25722
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS - THEORETICAL AND
INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS_ AND ADVANTAGES OVER CHEMICAL
SYNTHESIS N65-25723
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF ACTINOMYCIN ANALOGS -
PREPARATION OF HETEROAROYL PEPTIOES
AR-3 N65-31233
PREPARATION OF LABELLED PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES
EUR-IB65.F N65-363TT
SYNTHETIC RUBBER
TOXICOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THREE SYNTHETIC RUBBERS -
ANIMAL STUDY
JPRS-3OBSO N65-ZTO33
SYSTEM
S AEROSPACE SYSTEM
S AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
S CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
S CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
S CLOSEO LOOP SYSTEM
S CODING SYSTEM
S COMMAND SYSTEM
S COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
S CONTROL SYSTEM
S COOLING SYSTEM
S DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
S DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
S DISPLAY SYSTEM
S ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
S EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEM
S ENDOCRINE SYSTEM
S FLOTATION SYSTEM
S GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
S GUIDANCE SYSTEM
S HENATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
S LANDING SYSTEM
S LEARNING SYSTEM
S MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
S MECHANICAL SYSTEM
S MUSCULAR SYSTEM
S NERVOUS SYSTEM
S NONLINEAR SYSTEM
S OXYGEN SYSTEM
S PROPULSION SYSTEM
S REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
S RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
S SAMPLED DATA SYSTEM
S SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM
S SOLAR SYSTEM
S SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
S TAKEOFF SYSTEM
S TRACKING SYSTEM
S VASCULAR SYSTEM
S VISUAL SYSTEM
S WARNING SYSTEM
S WEAPON SYSTEM
SYSTEM. FAILURE
RELIABILITY OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS USING GENERIC
FAILURE MATES FOR COMPONENTS
SAC PAPER 912G A65-12905
IDENTIFICATION AND ELIMINATION OF SCbRCES OF
HUMAN-INDUCED EQUIPMENT FAILURES IN COMPLEX
SVSTEMSv CONSIDERING PROBABILITY OF ERROR
A6S-346TB
SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEERINGw CATASTROPHIC FAILURE
ANALYSISt DESIGN HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RELATED
TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES N65-29770
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AURILIARY POWER-- 9A /SNAP-qA/
STRATOSPHERIC DISTRIBUTION 01: RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
FROM SYSTEM FOR qUCLEAR AUXILIJ_RY POWER- 9 A
I SNAP-gAI BY PLUTONIOM ISDTOPE MEASUREMENTS
N65-22801
A-383
SYSTEMSANALYSIS SUBJECTINDEX
SYSTEMSANALYSISDISPLAYEVALUATIVEIND X/ DEI/ TECHNIQUE FOR
EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS EVALUATION FROM INFORMATION
TRANSFER POINT OF VIEW A65-IB291
TESTING DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF AIRCREW BREATHING
EQUIPMENT A65-82362
EFFECTS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON PRODUCT AND
SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
RH-3398-J N65-20726
REGULATION AND CONTROL ANALYSIS OF SOME INTERNAL
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
NASA-CR-66641 N65-33ZSI
SYSTENS DESIGN
SYSTEM MANNING REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION DESIRED
PRIOR TO BECOMING AVAILABLE UNDER PERSONNEL
SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT A65-IB292
EVOLUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER DESIGN
A65-80808
HUMAN ENGINEERING GUIDE FOR EQUIPMENT DESIGNERS
A65-81170
SYSTEMS DESIGN COSTS AND CONSIDERATIONS AS
FUNCTION OF MAINTAINING SPACE CREW PHYSICAL
FITNESS A65-81966
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN SYSTEMS DESIGN
N65-23960
SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
ACQUISITION IN CONTEXT OF ON-LINE DIGITAL
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING N65-26762
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING CONCEPTS EXAMINING
READ-INt STORAGEt DECISION MAKING AND READ-OUT
SUBSYSTEMS A65-251BO
EMERGING ROLE OF ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY IN SYSTEMS
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT - HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-64-88 N65-12996
ANALYTIC APPROACH TO HUMAN ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
AND PREDICTION OF SYSTEM MAINTAINABILITY FOR
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
AMRLITR-64-II5 N65-17138
RELATIONSHIP OF MAN TO TOTAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
AND TECHNIQUES AND CONTROLS TO INSURE
SPACECRAFT MISSION SUCCESS - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
REPT.-566-M N65-2300J
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SYSTEMS ENGINEER|NGv PHYSICAL
ANTHROPOLOGYv HUMAN ENGINEERINGt INSTRUMENTATION
AND SIMULATION_ AND TRAINING AND LEARNING
AD-66653I N65-35363
T
T-33 AIRCRAFT
FAr EMBOLISM IN FATAL DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN
T-33 AIRCRAFT A65-BO|49
TACHYPNEA
SIGNS OF COMPENSATORY VENTILATIDNt TACHYPNEA AND
HYPERPNEAv AS RELATED TO PHYSICAL EXERCISE
A65-80819
TACTICS
DECISION-MAKING SKILLS AND BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT BY
TRAINING PROCEDURES
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1329-1 N65-I0522
TACTILE DISCRININATION
SA CUTANEOUS PERCEPTION
PILOT OXYGEN MASK WITH TACTILE TRANSDUCER
PRUVIDING WARNING SIGNALS FROM WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM A65-11394
DIGITAL COMPUTER FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERCEPTION
OF SPATIAL-TEMPORAL PATTERNS DISPLAYED TACTUALLY
A65-26167
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TACTILE PERCEPTION THRESHOLD
AND POTENTIALS EVOKED IN SOMATO-SENSITIVE CEREBRAL
CORTEX A65-80734
AGING AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION DF TACTUAL-
KINESTHETIC FORMS A65-BII23
GUANTITATIVE TACTUAL-KINESTHETIC JUDGMENT WITH
LEFT AND RIGHT HAND AbS-B1685
BASIC STUDIES ON TACTILE PERCEPTION AND
COMMUNICATION - PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTSw
INSTRUMENTATIONv AND EQUIPMENT
NASA-CR-322 N65-36766
TACTILE SENSATION
CHANGES IN CATS OF o'ACTILE EVOKED POTENTIALS IN
BRAIN DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-B2050
TAKEOFF SYSTEM
PREDICTIVE INFORMATION INSTRUMENTATION AS AID TO
JEI AIRCRAFT TAKEOFFS A65-15634
TAPE
DATA ACQUISITION AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM FOR NORMATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE TAPE LIBRARY N65-28768
TARGET
SA RADAR TARGET
OCULOMOTOR RESPONSE TO SMALL TARGET REPLACEMENTS
A65-80B06
EFFECT OF TARGET SIZE, LUNINANCEt AND COLOR ON
MONOCULAR FIXATION A65-82202
TARGET AND VISUAL FIELD SIZE EFFECT ON ORIENTATION
ACCURACY IN ENVIRONMENT DEVOID OF DETAIL
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-I3 N65-10260
VISUAL SEARCH FOR TARGETS
NAVWEPS-8606 N65-12535
PILOT PERFORMANCE TESTS TO ALIGN AIRCRAFT WITH
TARGET
AMRL-TR-66-87 N65-13998
VARIABLES AFFECTING DETECTIONt IDENTIFICATION_ AND
INTERPRETATION OF TARGETS ON REMOTE SENSOR
DISPLAYS IN MANNED SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
N65-33554
TARGET ACQUISITION
VERTICAL ORIENTATION OF TARGET
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-L9 N65-16753
TARGET DISCRIMINATION
EYE MOVEMENT PATTERNS AS FUNCTION
OF PREVIOUS TACHISTGSCOPIC PRACTICE
A65-802_7
NAN-COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR TARGET DISCRIMINATION
PROBLEM SOLVING
AD-6OT520 NbS-11BI7
P_LARIZATION DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR SIDE-LOOKING
RADAR TARGET DETECTION
AMRL-TR-66-82 "N65-13995
TARGET RECOGNITION
SPECIFIC FEATURES OF TARGET APPROACH IN BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS CONSIDERING DESIGN OF AUTOMATA WITH
SIMILAR PERFORMANCESt USING OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY
A65-23787
VIGILANCE TASK PERFORMANCE AND INDICES OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL A65-80560
ORIENTATION ACCURACY IN VISUALLY HOMOGENEOUS.
ENVIRONMENT AS FUNCTION OF STIMULUS AND VISUAL
FIELD SIZE "A65-BOSTO
RECEIVER-OPERATING-CHARACTERISTIC CURVES FOR
RECOGNITION OF VISUAL PATTERNS A65-8061_
OBJECT IDENTIFICATION ON BASIS OF EDGE AND SURFACE
CHARACTERISTICS A65-81008
A-386
SUBJECT INDEX TECHNIQUE
OBJECT RECOGNITION AS FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT VIEWS DURING TRAINING
665-81088
PATTERN PERCEPTION USING STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A65-8Z104
SCANNING RATE FOR MULTIPLE TARGETS
665-82339
SPEED AND ACCURACY OF TARGET RECOGNITION BY
NAVIGATORS USING SIDE-LOOKING RADAR DURING
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
AMRL-TR-66-10I N65-I6001
RADAR TARGET DETECTION BY TRAINEO AND UNTRAINED
OPERATORS
AD-455767 N05-16422
AIR TO GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION - TELEVISION
CAMERA LENS FIELD OF VIEN EFFECT
T5-133/3111 N05-22869
AIR TO GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION - AIRCRAFT SPEED
AND TIME-TO-GO INFORMATION EFFECT
T5-134/3111 N65-Z28TO
VISUAL DETECTION OF GROUND TARGETS FROM AIRCRAFT
NOTS-TP-3645 N65-26145
LABORATORY SIMULATION EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE
EFFECT OF TARGET TYPE AND GROUND SPEED ON
AIR-TO-GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION
T5-990/3111 N65-ZgZ39
VISUAL TARGET DETECTION - DEVELOPMENT OF AIR TO
GROUND DETECTIQNJIDENTIFICATION.MODEL -
EIOTECHNOLOGY
HSR-RR-65/4"DT N65-35430
VISUAL SEARCH - EYE FIXATIONS AS DETERMINED BY
INSTRUCTED TARGET CHARACTERISTICS
T-125 N65-36786
TASK
SA AUDITORY TASK
SA VISUAL TASK
EFFECTS OF DEGREE OF LEARNING AND DEGREE OF
SIMILARITY BETWEEN TWO TASKS ON TRANSFER OF
TRAINING
AMRL-TR-64-96 N65-14000
USE OF TRACKING TASKS AS INDICATORS OF STRESS -
ZERO INPUT TRACKING ANALYSIS
AD-450861 N65-16679
METHODOLOGY FOR USE WITH OPERATIONS SIMULATION FOR
CRITICAL TASK-PERFORMANCE VARIABLES
SP-IT61/OOO/O0 N65-153IT
PROCEDURAL CONSTRAINT AND TASK PERFORMANCE -
ORGANISM BEHAVIOR, DECISION RAKINGt AND TESTING
ESD-TR-64-663 N65-22466
CONSTANT PERIODICITY INTERMITTENT NOISE AND RANDOM
PERIODICITY EFFECTS ON TASK PERFORMANCE IN
INDUSTRY
AD-bllTBB N65-22678
FUNCTIONAL AND APPEARANCE FIDELITY OF TRAINING
DEVICES FOR FIXED PROCEDURES TASKS
TR-65-4 N65-30134
TASK COMPLEXITY
EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONS ON WIRING TASK
ACCOHPLISHHENT, SPECIFICALLY NONSENSE MIRING IBM
CONTROL PANEL A65-18289
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL AND TECHNICAL FACTORS FOR
ORBITAL MAINTENANCE AND TASK PERFORMANCE IN
SIMULATED SPACE ENVIRONMENT 665-19842
PERFORMANCE ON COMPLEX INFORMATION-PROCESSING
TASK AS FUNCTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SET AND
CHOICE OF SUBJECTIVE CRITERION A65-80243
TASK CONPLEXITY AND PRACTICE - EFFECTS
ON PERFORMANCE AFTER LOSS OF SLEEP
665-80341
REACTION TIME FOR TASKS INVOLVING ARM AND LEG
MCVENENTS A65-B0522
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION - EFFECT ON LEARNING
COKPLEX AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TASK
665--80852
REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF LUMINANCEt EXPOSURE
OURATION AND TASK COMPLEXITY A65-81062
VISUAL PATTERN DISCRIMINABILITY AS FUNCTION OF
FIGURE COMPLEXITY A65-81664
NITROUS OXIDE EFFECT ON CARD SORTING TASK UNDER
TWO CODING CONDITIONS A65-82113
TEAH-TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS AS FUNCTION OF TASK
CONPLEXITYt ORGANIZATION AND SKILL IN SIMULATED
RADAR CONTROLLED AERIAL INTERCEPT TASK
A65-82173
PURSUIT AND CONPENSATORY TRACKING PERFORMANCE
WHILE VARYING TASK MOOEt CONTROL-DISPLAY
DISPLACEMENT FUNCTION, AND TARGET VELOCITY
A65-82361
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT FLIGHT PROFILES AND TASK
COMPLEXITIES FOR OPERATIONAL CREWS
NASA-CR-14b N65-14649
TRANSFER OF TRAINING IN PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMIC
TRACKING TASKS DF VARYING COMPLEXITY IN ADAPTIVE
AND NONADAPTIVE NODES - PSYCHOLOGY
NAVTRADEVCEN-1395-1 N65-16106
INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE-ASSISTS TO OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE - SIGNAL DETECTION AND TASK
COMPLEXITY
A0-605713 N65-25770
AUTOMATED HUMAN FACTOR TASK DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
NASA-CR-67080 N65-33972
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTION ORIENTATION
AND COMPENSATORY TASK PERFORMANCE
RM-260J N65-36206
TAYLOR MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE
GENERAL ANXIETY EFFECT AS INDEX OF LABILITY ON
PERFORMANCE OF PSYCHOMOTOR TASKS USING TAYLOR
MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE - FACTOR ANALYSIS
665-80021
PURSUIT ROTOR PERFDRMANCEt PACING, AND MANIFEST
ANXIETY A65-805T5
MANIFEST ANXIETY - FACTORIAL STUDY
665-81562
VARIABILITY IN FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY RELATED
TO COGNITIVE CONTROL AND ATTENTION
A65-81758
COMPETITIVE AND NONCOMPETITIVE PERFORMANCE IN
RELATION TN ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVE AND MANIFEST
ANXIETY A65-82176
TEACHING MACHINE
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND TEACHING MACHINES
OAR-64-10 Nb5--10496
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN DESIGN OF TEACHING MACHINES
ESD-TDR-64-454 N65-14525
MACHINES AND VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING
JPRS-29206 NbS-1932T
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE TECHNIQUES FOR INDIVIDUALIZED
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-65-T8 N65-30119
TECHNIQUE
S CULTURE TECHNIQUE
S EMERGENCY BREATHING TECHNIQUE
S SCREENING TECHNIQUE
A-385
TECHNOLOGYIGENI SUBJECT INDEX
TECHNOLOGY IGENI
SA AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
SA BIOTECHNOLOGY
BIONICS - BASIC PROBLEMS AND TECHNOLOGY
JPRS-27635 N65-12055
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNIST CHINA -
FIELD THEORYt ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-29641 N65-23371
PASTEURIZATION OF FRUITS BY IRRADIATION FOR
REDUCING SPOILAGE AND EXTENDING MARKET LIFE -
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
TID-2171O N65-27607
TELECOMMUNICATION
MENTAL TELEPATHY AS MEANS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION
FTO-TT-65-36611&4 N65-30448
TELEMETRY
SA PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY
TRANSISTOR DEVICE FOR REMOTE RECORDING OF HEART
RATE AND RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS A65-80T14
MINIATURE BIOPOTENTIAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM
Ab5-82204
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY SENSOR FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
HYGIENIC PARAMETER RECORDING DURING U.S.S.R.
SPACEFLIGHTS N65-12733
TRANSMISSION OF MEDICAL INFORMATION OVER TELEMETRY
CHANNELS OF LIMITED CAPACITY N65-I3640
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY WITH RADIO COMMUNICATION LINK
BETWEEN INFORMATION SOURCE AND INSTRUMENT FOR
RECORDING BIOLOGICAL DATA DURING MOVEMENT AND
ACTIVITY
FTD-MT-64-416 Nb5-22425
BIUEOGICAL APPLICATION OF TELEMETRY TECHNIQUES -
BIOTELEMETRY
NASA-SP-5023 N65-3400I
USE OF TELEMETRY IN INTENSIVE-CARE WARDS
N65-34002
APPLICATION OF SPACE TELEMETRY TO SURGICAL
TECHNIQUES N65-3_003
DIAGNOSTIC MONITORING IN OFFICE PROCEDURES -
BIOTELEMETRY N65-34004
TELESTIMULATOR SYSTEMS FOR OBSERVATION OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF SUBJECTS RECEIVING
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF BRAIN N65-34005
APPLICATION OF TELEMETRY SYSTEMS TO BIOLOGICAL
STUDY DUE TO MICROMINIATURIZATION
N65-34006
TELEVISION CAMERA
ACCURATE PUPIL SIZE MEASUREMENT USING TELEVISION
CAMERA AND CALIBRATED MONITOR
CRDL-TM-2-3 N65-22392
AIR TO GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION - TELEVISION
CAMERA LENS FIELD OF VIEW EFFECT
T5-13313111 N65-22869
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
SYMBOLS FOR NIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO MAPS,
CONSIDERING AERONAUTICAL AND NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL
CONFIGURATIONS A65-21613
TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
PSEUDO-RANDOM DOT SCAN TELEVISION SYSTEMS
AD-4b303T Nb5-3IB33
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SYMBOL RESOLUTION ON SPEED OF
IDENTIFICATION OF TELEVISION LETTERS AND NUMBERS
RADC-TR-65-239 N65-34571
TEMPERATURE
S ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
S BODY TEMPERATURE /BIOL/
S ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE
A-386
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
SA SKIN TEMPERATURE /BIOL/
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR THERMAL ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
_URING EXTRAVEHICULAR TASKS A65-I0695
HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS IN COLD PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
COMPARED IN TERMS OF RELATIVE FLOW AND PUMPING
POWER REQUIREMENTS
AICE PREPRINT 546 A65-15253
SPACECRAFT CABIN ENVIRONMENT CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERE
AND TEMPERATURE, DESCRIBING OXYGEN REGENERATION
SYSTEM USING ZEOLITE BEDS AND SILICA GEL
A65-33615
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
HUMAN SKIN SENSITIVITY TO TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
NASA-CR-57207 N65-18938
TEMPERATURE EFFECT
SA HEAT EFFECT
TRANSIENT PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY VARIATION ON
TEMPERATURE INCREASE, NOTING AROUSAL LEVEL
A65-1655B
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE
SPECTRA OF RIBONUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBDNUCLEASE
AND LYSOZYME Ab5-IBO31
ANIMAL TEMPERATURE SENSING FOR STUDYING EFFECT OF
PROLONGED ORBITAL FLIGHT ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF
POCKET MICE A65-19519
MUSCULAR BIOCURRENT DISTRIBUTION DEPENDENCE ON
VARIATIONS IN RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OCCASIONED BY
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE A65-30482
TEMPERATURE AND LIGHT INTENSITY EFFECTS ON CELl
DIVISION IN SYNCHRONIZED SUSPENSIONS OF HIGH
TEMPERATURE STRAIN CHLORELLA 7-II-05
AbS-3293g
APPARATUS FOR STUDYING TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND
GASEOUS COMPOSITION OF SUBCUTANEOUS BULLAE FORMED
IN HIGH-ALTITUDE TISSUE EMPHYSEMA OF SMALL ANIMALS
A65-80266
TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON DECOMPOSITION AND
PRESERVATION OF PURINE AND PYRIMIDINE BASES
A65-80630
DC RESTING POTENTIALS OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY
ELECTRIC AND THERMIC STIMULATION OF EFFERENT
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND ADMINISTRATION OF STRYCHNINE
A65-81379
EFFECTS OF PARTIAL OXYGEN PRESSURE AND EXTREMES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE ON THERMOREGULATORY
FUNCTIONS OF BRAIN AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
ANIMALS N65-13633
IEMPERAIURE EFFECTS ON ANIMAL MUSCULAR HEART
FUNCTION NbS-Ibb25
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY, TEMPERATURE,
HUMIDITY, CHEMICAL EFFECTS, GUARD CELL ACTION,
AND MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
N65-23941
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE, X-RAY IRRADIATION, AND
ELEVATED GRAVITY ON WHEAT SEEDLING GROWTH
NASA-CR-303 N65-32674
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
SA THERMOMETRY
SILICON DIODE CIRCUIT FOR ASSESSING THERMAL
ENVIRONMENT BY CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF WET
BULB GLOBE THERMOMETER I WBGTI INDEX
A65-21485
AROUSAL AND BRAIN TEMPERATURES OF THREE SPECIES
/CITELLUS- LATERALIS, TRIDECEMLINEATUS, BEECHEYII
OF GROUND SQUIRRELS HIBERNATING IN COLD
ENVIRONMENT A65-8149g
ELEVATION OF INTERNAL BODY TEMPERATURES DURING
TRANSIENT HEAT LOADS AND AT THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
REPT.-I N65-33342
TENSION
SA CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
SA HYPERTENSION
SA HYPOTENSIQN
SA OXYGEN TENSION
SA SURFACE TENSION
NEURUPSYCHIC TENSIONS IN PILOTS DURING AIRCRAFT
LANDINGS N65-13690
MECHANISMS OF CONTROL OF CEREBRAL CIRCULATION AND
ARTERIAL CARBON DIOXIDE TENSION
NASA-CR-5OAB2 N65-I6430
TEST
S COLD WEATHER TESTING
$ ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTING
S ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
S FATIGUE TEST
S FLIGHT TEST
S FUNCTION TEST
S IMPACT TEST
S MATERIAL TESTING
S MISSILE TEST
S PROPELLANT TESTING
S PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
S VESTIBULAR TEST
S VIBRATION TESTING
TEST BED
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND TOLERANCE IN CLOSED SELF-
SUSTAINING INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM USING
BOEING HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER AS TEST BED
NASA-CR-134 NbS-I2OT6
TEST CHAMBER
STRESS FACTURS FOUND IN 120 DAY SEALED CHAMBER
TESTS
JPRS-2849D N65-15355
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
MAMMALS IN GASEOUS TEST CHAMBER
NASA-OR-51657 NAb-lID56
TEST FIRING
PREDICTION AND VERIFICATION OF ROCKET PROPELLANT
TEST FIRINGS AS RELATED TO AIR POLLUTION
A65-BO220
TEST METHOD
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS USED IN
SOVIET UNION FOR ASTRONAUT SELECTION AND
TRAININGt NOTING SPACE FLIGHT RESULTS
A65-2292B
HUMAN ENGINEERING AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE AS
RELATED TO COCKPIT DESIGN, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT,
ESCAPE SYSTEMS, MEDICAL MONITORING, AND SELECTION
AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES A65-80138
SEAT COMFORT DETERMINED BY COMPARATIVE RECORDING
OF SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT AND INTENSITY AND FREQUENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS A65-80173
METHOD FOR MEASURING PERCEPTUAL MOTOR LOAD
A65-BO349
INFORMATION PROCESSING FROM BRIEF VISUAL DISPLAYS
ASSESSED ON BASIS OF PROBABILISTIC MODEL BY NEW
DETECTION METHOD A65-80390
TESTING AND EVALUATING HEARING PROTECTORS
A65-81130
MONITORED EXERCISE - tOLERANCE TESTING IN CORONARY
DISEASE Ab5-BI550
STEP-TEST FOR INDUCING MAXIMAL WORK FOR
DETERMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION Ab5-BI552
CIRCULATORY DYNAMICS AND BLOOD PRESSURE DURING
COLD PRESSOR TEST A65-81600
METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF BLOOD DEHYDRASE
ACTIVITY IN LEAD POISONING A65-81621
DXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT IN AQUEOUS
HUMOR AND LENS OF EYE OF ANIMAL - NEW TEST METHOD
AGS-BIT2T
_ASKING NOISES - SOUND LEVEL AND BANDWIDTH AND
SIGNIFICANCE IN AUDIDMETRY A65-BI770
CCLflR VISION OF FLYING PERSONNEL TESTED BY
CHRCMATOSCOPE TEST METHOD A65-81975
GXYGEN TENSION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES BY DIRECT
INTRODUCTION OF ELECTRODES INTO TISSUES IN RAT
A65-81996
PROBLEMS USING TEST METHODS FOR MEASURING SPEECH
DISCRIMINATION A65-B2059
RELIABILITY OF VISUAL ACUITY TESTING
A65-B2230
BRIGHTNESS ENHANCEMENT RELATED TO FLICKER FUSION
FREQUENCY AND AS FUNCTION OF OBSERVATIONAL
TECHNIQUE AbS-B2263
CARDIAC OUTPUT DURING REST AND PHYSICAL EXERCISE
IN MAN RELATED TD DIFFERENT TEST METHODS
A65-B2324
NEW TECHNIQUE FOR RECORDING SKIN RESISTANCE IN MAN
AND RAT A65-82327
STIMULUS PRESENTATION AND METHOD OF SCORING IN
SHORT TERM MEMORY EXPERIMENTS A65-82349
TEST PROGRAM
TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED GR&ITAL FLIGHT
SSD-TDR-64-213, V. 3, APP. I-B N65-15580
TESTIS
BIOLUGICAL EFFECT OF 660 MEV PROTONS AND C060
GAMMA RAYS ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF TESTIS IN
MICE AND RATS A65-BIbT4
EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND WAVES IN SMALL INTENSITIES
CN MORPHOLOGY OF WHITE RAT TESTES
N65-28703
TETHERLINE
MECHANICAL TETHERING SYSTEM USING ANGULAR MOMENTUM
TO R_TRIEVE ASTRONAUT SEPARATED FROM SPACE VEHICLE
AIAA PAPER 64-393 A65-14698
EMERGENCY RETRIEVAL OF EXTRAVEHICULAR ASTRONAUT
USING LIGHTWEIGHT TETHERLINE AND ANCHOR MASS FOR
ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER A65-35637
TETRAETHYL
TETRAETHYL LEAD TOXIC EFFECTS ON WATER BALANCE
A65-B1745
TETRATHIONATE
TETRATHIONATE EFFECT ON STABILITY AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE
TRIOSEPHOSPHATE DEHYDRDGENASES
NASA-CR-5625I N65-19962
THEORY
S DECISION THEORY
S FIELD THEORY
S GESTALT THEORY
S GOAL THEORY
S GROUP THEORY
S INFORMATION THEORY
S MEMBRANE THEORY
S POTENTIAL THEORY
S PREDICTION THEORY
S PROBABILITY THEORY
S SET THEORY
THERAPY
SA BED REST
SA CHEMOTHERAPY
SA ELECTRDNARCDSIS
SA PSYCHOTHERAPY
SA RADIATION THERAPY
SA SURGERY
DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT OF HUMAN RA[JIATION
INJURY AFTER WHOLE-BODY EXPOSURE WITH PROGNOSIS
A-387
THERMALCOMFORT SUBJECTINDEX
FOR LEUKEMIA A65-80165
ASPECTS OF ACUTE RADIATION INJURY AS RELATED TO
ACCIDENTAL X-RAY EXPOSURE AND METHODS OF TREATMENT
A65-BO166
ASPECTS OF INJURY AND TREATMENT OF TOTAL-BODY
IRRAOIATION IN MAN A65-BOI6T
RETINITIS FROM OVEREXPOSURE TO SOLAR
ECLIPSE- VISUAL IMPAIRMENT AND TREATMENT
A65-BOZAT
ORGANIZATION OF AN ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION CENTER-
THERAPY OF ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-80281
TREATMENT OF ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-80283
IRON THERAPY IN ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-80284
HYPOTHERMIA IN TREATMENT OF ACUTE CARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING A65-80290
MECHANISM AND MANAGEMENT OF HYPERVENTILATION
SYNDROMES A65-8040B
TUBERCULOSIS IN FLYING PERSONNEL OF POLISH AIR
FORCE - FACTORS IN DEVELOPMENT AND TREATMENT
A65-80445
IONIZATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIR IONS
AND USE IN TREATMENT OF DISEASEI BURNS_ AND WOUNDS
A65-80494
CLIMATIC CONTROL OF OUTDOOR AND INDOOR
ENVIRONMENTS FOR SURVIVAL_ COMFORTv AND THERAPY
A65-80503
CLINICAL AND THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF 200 CASES OF
KEROSENE POISONING A65-8053L
PROPHYLACTIC AND THERAPEUTIC USES OF ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION IN X-RAY RADIATION DAMAGE IN ALBINO RATS
A65-80593
RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE DISEASE AS AFFECTED BY
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION A65-80757
TOXICITYt PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF POISONING BY
VARIOUS ORGANIC AND INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
A65-81019
TREATMENT OF OXYGEN TOXICITY IN RATS WITH
DIMERCAPROL A65-81150
TREATMENT OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID BURNS BY COOLING
AND DRUGS Ab5-Bl186
SUDDEN HEARING LOSS- TREATMENT AND CASE HISTORIES
A65-8143I
OXYGEN BREATHING AS THERAPY FOR CARBON MONOXIDE
POISONING A65-8151I
CASE HISTORY OF AEROEMBOLISR TREATED BY
HYPOTHERMIA A65-81523
ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
BODY LIPIDS IN RATS A65-81585
NATURE AND BIOPHYSICAL EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND
A65-81735
KINETOSIN /A MIXTURE OF PROMETHAZINEv CAFFEINEt
AND EPHEDRINE/ AS A MOTION SICKNESS DRUG
A65-BI740
BACKACHE IN AIRPLANE AND HELICOPTER FLYING
PERSONNEL RESULTING FROM ACCIOENTS_ INCREASING
AGEt AND POSTURE AS AFFECTED BY PHYSICAL THERAPY
Ab5-8IBIB
OVERPRESSURE IN MIDDLE EAR AS RELATED TO VERTIGO
OCCURRING IN DIVERS AND PREVENTIVE AND
THERAPEUTIC MEASURES A65-82012
TEAM APPROACH TO MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS IN AIRMEN
A65-82033
HEAD INJURIES AND TREATMENT AT CAPE KENNEDY
MISSILE BASE A65-82079
NURSING CARE IN CASES OF HEAD INJURY OF PERSONNEL
AT CAPE KENNEDY MISSILE RANGE A65-82080
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE DUE
TO CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
A65-82303
PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY
JPRS-28724 N65-17744
HYPOXIC AND MUSCLE TENSION SHIFT CHARACTERISTICS
USED IN DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF
DAMAGED ENDOCARDIUM N65-17796
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY ON PATIENTS WITH
BRONCHIAL ASTHMA N65-IT831
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY IN HYPERTENSION IN DOGS
Nb5-17833
HYPDXIA SIGNIFICANCE IN INSULIN THERAPY AS APPLIED
TO SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS NbS-L7842
X-RAY DIAGNDSIS_ RADIOTHERAPY, AND NUCLEAR
MEDICINE - RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS
N65-18086
STEROID ANTIHISTAMINIC THERAPY IN EXPERIMENTAL
CEREBRAL EDEMA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-64-56 N65-22075
DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY WITH RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN
U.S.S.R. Nb5-30222
TREATMENT OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS BY INDUCED
SLEEP WITH ELECTRICITY
JPRS-31347 Nb5-3071_
THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF WEAKt LOW FREQUENCY
IMPULSE CURRENT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-31837 N65-32380
ELECTROTHERAPY OF INSOMNIA - ELECTRICAL SLEEPING
MACHINE
NASA-TT-F-9743 N65-36895
THERMAL COMFORT
THERMAL COMFORT STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE RELATED
TO CLIMATE Ab5-B0902
THERMAL COMFORT STANDARDS INFLUENCED BY GROUP
DIFFERENCES A65-80972
THERMAL EFFECT
ANALYSIS OF FACTORS OF LASER RADIATION PRODUCING
RETINAL DAMAGE BY THERMAL INJURY
A65-BIO94
MECHANISM OF THERMAL RECEPTORS IN RABBIT AND CAT
SKIN AbS-BI278
THERMAL EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON ANIMALS AND PROBLEMS
OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY FIELD DOSIMETRY
N65-28705
ELEVATION OF INTERNAL BODY TEMPERATURES DURING
TRANSIENT HEAT LOADS AND AT THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
REPT.-I N65-33342
THERMAL ENERGY
ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT AS
RELATED TO NUTRITION AND WASTE N65-18602
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
SA HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT
SPACE SUIT DESIGN FOR THERMAL ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR TASKS A65-10695
HUMAN BODY AS RADIOMETER AND NULL-PDINT SENSOR OF
COMFORT-THERMAL NEUTRALITYt DESCRIBING HEAT
A-388
SUBJECT INDEX THIN LAYER CHRONATOGRAPH¥
EXCHANGE QUANTITATIVELY IN COMPLEX RADIANT
ENVIRONMENT &65-26076
HUMIDITY AS FACTOR IN ASSESSING THERMAL STRESS
IMPOSED ON MEN WORKING IN HOT ENVIRONHENTt NOTING
HEART RATE A65--ZB377
HEAT ABSORBING CAPABILITIES OF ENVIRONMENT,
EXPRESSED AS HEAT LOSS RANGE OVER WHICH MAN CAN
ACCOMMODATE HIMSELF THROUGH SKIN TEMPERATURE AND
SWEAT RATE Ab5-28378
VENTILATION OF IMPERMEABLE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
TO ALLEVIATE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HOT
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
AECL-2123 N65-15636
THERMAL PROPERTY
THERMAL EVALUATION OF FOOTGEAR ASSOCIATED WITH
FULL PRESSURE HIGH ALTITUDE FLYING OUTFIT
AAL-TR-66--25 Nb5-33319
THERMAL PROTECTION
LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROVIDING
ATMOSPHERE AND THERMAL CONTROL, RADIATION
PROTECTION AND WATER AND HASTE RECOVERY
A65-13099
THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM OF APOLLO MISSION
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT SPACE SUIT INCLUOING
GAS LOOPt WATER FEED RATE AND LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
A65-23618
PILOTS ABILITY TO OPERATE ABD ELF FLASH
BLINDNESS THERMAL PROTECTIVE SYSTEM WITHIN LIMITS
OF SAFETY A65-26170
THERMAL PROTECTION DURING PARACHUTE JUMP FROM HIGH
ALTITUDE A65-80119
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AGAINST HEAT FOR NAVY
MECHANICS A65--81035
VENTILATED CLOTHING AND UMBRELLA TO PROTECT
INTERCEPTOR PILOT ON ALERT FROM SOLAR RADIATION
AbS-81789
FOOD FOR NUCLEAR SHIELDING_ THERMAL PROTECTIONt
STRUCTURES_ CONTAINERS, FIBERS, CLOTHING, AND
BALLAST N65-18600
SOLUTIONS FOR PROTECTION OF SOLDIERS EXPOSED TO
EXTREME COLD WEATHER CONDITIONS IN ARCTIC
AD-613189 N65-25924
ARCTIC SURVIVAL SHELTER HAVING HIGH THERMAL
PROTECTION - DESIGN AND MATERIAL TESTING RESULTS
N65-29757
THERMAL RADIATION
SA INFRAREO RADIATION
SKIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO OPTICALLY FILTERED
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION, CONSIDERING SPECTRAL
CHARACTER AND ENERGY LEVEL A65-16231
BLACK BODY AND THERMAL RADIATION FROM NUCLEAR
WEAPONS IN RELATION TD FLASH BLINDNESS
A65-26169
TOPOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF THERMAL RADIATION
PROPERTIES OF HUMAN SKIN IN VIVO
A65-80006
THERMAL RADIATIUN OF SKIN AS FUNCTION OF
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION A_D COOLING IN MAN
A65-80007
THRESHOLD INTENSITIES OF THERMAL RADIATION
EVOKING WARMTH SENSATIONS ON FOREHEAD OF MALE
AND FEMALE SUBJECTS A65-80029
SKIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSES TO OPTICALLY FILTERED
INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION A65-80140
HEART RATE, VENTILATION, AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF
HUMAN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO THERMAL RADIATION UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE,
AIR VELOCITY, AND EXERCISE A65-81914
SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE CHANGES DURING
INTENSE THEPJqAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
A65-81915
FLIGHT CREW UNIFORMS EXPOSEO TO THERMAL RADIATION
AD--453922 Nb5-18668
SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE CHANGES DURING
EXPOSURE TO INTENSE THERMAL RADIATION
DASA-1566 Nb5-2892L
PROPERTIES OF TEXTILES USED FOR THERMAL RADIATION
PROTECTION
TS--132 N65-319T_
TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN HUMAN SKIN WITH INTENSE
DIFFUSE THERMAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
AMRL-TR-65-66 N65-35065
THERMAL SINULATION
THEORETICAL BASES, ANALYTICAL RELATIONSHIPS AND
PROGRAMMING METHODS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL OF
HUMAN BIOTHERMAL SYSTEM
AIAA PAPER 65-500 A65-29668
THERMAL STRESS
SA HEAT STROKE
SILICON DIODE CIRCUIT FOR ASSESSING THERMAL
ENVIRONMENT BY CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF WET
BULB GLOBE THERMOMETER / WBGT/ INDEX
A65-21485
THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
COMPLEX CHEMICAL SPECIES AND THERMODYNAMIC
EQUILIBRIA IN PREBIOLOGICAL ATMOSPHERES
A65-30593
THERNOLUMINESCENCE
THERNOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETRY USED TO MEASURE
TUTAL BODY IRRADIATION N65-25665
THERMOMETRY
SA TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
HEAT ABSORBING CAPABILITIES OF ENVIRONHENTt
EXPRESSED AS HEAT LOSS RANGE OVER WHICH MAN CAN
ACCOMMODATE HIMSELF THROUGH SKIN TEMPERATURE AND
SWEAT RATE A65-2837B
THERMONUCLEAR EXPLOSION
HUMAN CHORIORETINAL BURNS FROM HIGH ALTITUDE
NUCLEAR DETONATIONS A65-1_240
THERNDRECEPTOR
THERMORECEPTOR RESPONSE OF MONKEY AS AFFECTED BY
MODERATE CHANGE IN CUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE
A65-80102
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS INDUCED BY LOCAL
COOLING WITHIN VERTEBRAL CANAL A65-80322
SHIVERING IN ANESTHETIZED DOGS AS FUNCTION OF
LOCAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN VERTEBRAL CANAL
A65-80323
EFFECT OF DARK ADAPTATION OF OPTIC AFFERENT SYSTEM
CN THERNORECEPTORS OF HUMAN SKIN
A65-80715
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIDSENSORS - MECHANORECEPTORS,
PHOTORECEPTORSv CHEMORECEPTORS, THERMORECEPTORS,
AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD SENSORS
NASA-CR-63145 N65-25270
THERHOSTABILITY
ELEVATION OF THERMOSTABILITY THRESHOLD BY VARIOUS
FACTORS IN ALBINO MICE A65-80796
THERMOSTAT
PHYSIOLOGICAL TEMPERATURE-CONTROL MECHANISM OF
HUMAN BODY LOCATED IN FRONT SECTION OF
HYPOTHALAMUS A65-25075
THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY
AUTOMATIC ZONAL SCRAPER AND SAMPLE COLLECTOR FOR
RADIDASSAY OF THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAM
N65-25668
A-389
THIOL SUBJECT INDEX
THIOL
SA TETRATHIONATE
ROLE OF DISULFIDE AND THIOLESTER BONDS BETWEEN
PROTECTING AGENT AND TISSUE PROTEIN IN RADIATION
PROTECTION OF MICE TREATED WITH
BISI2-GUANIDOETHYLI DISULFIDE IGEDI
665-80169
THIOL PRETREATMENT AND BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
EFFECT IN REDUCING TOXICITY OF ACUTE LETHAL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MONKEYS
N65-1838T
THIURONIUM
S PSEUDOUREA
THORAX
THORACIC CAGE PASSIVE ELASTIC FORCE DETERMINED
FROM THORACIC CIRCUMFERENCE, INTRATHORACIC
PRESSURE AND PULMONARY VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS
A65-23231
TRANSVERSE ACCELERA'TION EFFECTS ON INTRATHORACIC
PRESSURE AND CARDIDPULMONARY FUNCTIONS IN DOGS
WITH REFERENCE TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
A65-26531
BREATHING MECHANICS - COMPLIANCE AND RESISTANCE
IN NORMAL LUNG AND THORAX A65-80184
PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN UPTAKE /AEROBIC
CAPACITY/ DURING PHYSICAL WORK WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO RADIOLOGICAL HEART AREA AND THORACIC
AREA A65-81120
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LUNGS AND THORAX AND
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF RESPIRATION
A65-82020
RECORDED CHANGES OF THORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN
MAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
A65-82220
PLEURAL PRESSURES AT DORSAL AND VENTRAL SITES IN
THORAX OF ANESTHETIZED DOGS N65-17306
BODY POSITION EFFECT ON END EXPIRATORY PLEURAL
PRESSURES IN DOGS MEASURED AT VENTRAL AND DORSAL
THORACIC REGIONS
AMRL-TR-64-133 N65-22476
MONKEY/ APE, AND HUMAN MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TD STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE - MUSCULAR-
SKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM OF ADULT
FEMALE CHIMPANZEE
ARL-TR-CS-3 N65-27544
DIAPHRAGM ACTIVITY AND THORACOABDOMINAL MECHANICS
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
AMRL-TR-64-I41 N65-30345
MUSCULDSKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUM DF
SQUIRREL MONKEY - MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE OF MONKEYS,
APES, AND HUMANS
ARL-TR-65-8 N65-36722
THORIUM
THORIUM DAUGHTER ISOTOPE ACTIVITIES IN THORDTRAST
PATIENTS N65-18087
SAFETY AND HEALTH ASPECTS IN INDUSTRIAL HANDLING
OF THORIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS
AEC-TR-6536/REVo/ N65-26596
THRESHOLD
SA NOISE THRESHOLD
THRESHOLD INTENSITIES OF THERMAL RADIATION
EVOKING WARMTH SENSATIONS ON FOREHEAD OF MALE
AND FEMALE SUBJECTS A65-8002g
THRESHOLD CALORIC TEST ON NORMAL SUBJECTS -
RESPONSES TO HOT AND COLD CALORIC STIMULATION
NASA-CR-67539 N65-36425
THRESHOLD SHIFT
MENTAL ARITHMETIC, LONG DIVISION, THRESHOLD
DETERMINATION AND REVERIE EFFECTS ON TEMPORARY
THRESHOLD SHIFT ON AUDITORY FATIGUE
A65-25856
RELATIONSHIPS FOR TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFTS
PRODUCED BY THREE DIFFERENT NOISE SOURCES
A65-81417
THROAT
SA LARYNX
SA THYROID
INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH RECORDED WITH FOUR
TRANSDUCERS AT VARIOUS HEAD AND THROAT POSITIONS
A65-82298
THRUST CONTROL
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS TASK
USING DIFFERENT THRUST CONTROL SYSTEMS
LMSC-6-65-65-I N65-20398
THYMUS
PROTECTION OF LYMPHOCYTES IN THYMUS OF
X-IRRADIATED RATS BY CYSTEAMINE
A65-81235
PHDSPHORYLATIDN OF THYMUS NUCLEI INVESTIGATION AND
X-IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SYNTHESIS IN ANIMAL CELLS N65-2345B
THYROID
COLD EFFECT ON CORTICOSTEROID ACTION ON THYROID
GLAND FUNCTION IN RATS A65-80712
THYROID GLAND ACTIVITY IN HEDGEHOG ERINACEUS
EUROPAEUS DURING HIBERNATION Ab5-81472
EFFECT OF COLD EXPOSURE AND HIBERNATION ON THYROID
ACTIVITY AND IODINE 131 METABOLISM IN MESDCRICETUS
AURATUS A65-81594
THYROID SECRETION RATE AND FECAL ELIMINATION IN
COLD ACCLIMATED RAT A65-81605
CHANGES IN ARTERY PRESSURE, HEART RHYTHM, AND
RESPIRATION WITH NORMAL AND DEPRESSED THYROID
GLAND FUNCTIONING IN MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
N65-17825
SCINTILLATION COUNTER USE IN DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT
THYROID TUMORS
REPT.-I29 N65-Z372g
BETA AND GAMMA DOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF
RADIOIODINE ISOTOPE DOSAGE TO THYROID
UCRL-I2492 N65-24727
STANDARDIZATION OF COLLIMATION EQUIPMENT FOR
MEASURING THYROID ABSORPTION DF IODINE 13l
REPT.-L48 N65-36615
TIME
S FLIGHT TIME
S LIFETIME
S REACTION TIME
S REAL TIME
TIME DEPENDENCY
TIME-EFFECT CURVES FOR IRRADIATION OF DORMANT PEA
SEEDS WITH VARIOUS MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR
DETERMINING AMOUNT OF DAMAGE N65-26385
TIME DISCRIMINATION
TIME ESTIMATION - PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ANATOMICAL
EASES A65-80053
THRESHOLDS OF CRITICAL FUSION FREQUENCY
AND APPARENT MOTION AS AFFECTED BY CHANGES
IN FINGER-TAPPING RATE IN TIME 665-80248
TIML ESTIMATION- METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATION
OF POSITIVE FEEDBACK TECHNIQUE A65-B025/
TIME JUDGMENT CORRELATED WITH PULSE RATE
A65-80258
ARTIFICIAL SYNTHESIS OF EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES
A-390
SUBJECT I_DEX TIME FACTOR
TO LIGHT FLASH A65-80643
;PORT PARACHUTING AND HYPOXIA AS RELATED TO TIME
ESTIMATION, MEMORY, AND REACTION TIME
665-80951
JUDGMENT OF DURATION OF TONES AS FUNCTION OF
INTENSITY 665-81005
LEARNING AND RETENTION IN ESTIMATION OF SHORT TIME
INTERVALS A65-81006
TIME JUDGMENT- COMPARISON OF METHODS OF
REPRODUCTION AND ESTIMATION A65-81031
PERSONALITY, TIME ESTIMATION, AND TIME EXPERIENCE
665-81317
KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS IN TIME ESTIMATING TASK
A65-81319
NEBER-FECHNER LAW AND DIFFERENTIAL SENSITIVITY IN
PERCEPTION OF TEMPORAL INTERVALS
665-B1360
TIME ESTIMATION AND FUTURE TIME PERSPECTIVE IN
MALE AND FEMALE A65-81642
IMPORTANCE OF TIME AND ITS SUBJECTIVE SPEED
A65-81752
TIME DISCRIMINATION OF SUBJECTS DURING SENSORY
DEPRIVATION A65-B1802
TIME PERSPECTIVE - TIME PERCEPTION RELATIONSHIP
665-81856
TIME PERCEPTION STUDIED BY ELABORATION OF
CONDITIONED REFLEX TO GIVEN TIME INTERVAL
A65-B1951
SUBJECTIVE TIME MEASUREMENT DURING TASKS WITH
DIFFERENT INFORMATION CONTENT A65-81954
TIME ESTIMATION AND INCREASES IN BODY TEMPERATURE
665-B1987
RORSCHACH CORRELATES OF TIME ESTIMATION
A65-8208T
STORAGE OF TIME INFORMATION IN STUDY OF REACTION
lIME TO PERIODIC STIMULI IMPAIRED BY SIMULTANEOUS
PERFORMANCE OF SECOND TASK 665-82361
TIME ESTIMATION AS INDICATOR OF ATTENTION AND/OR
AROUSAL IN VIEWING COMPLEX AND MEANINGFUL STIMULI
665-82345
INTERSENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF SIGNAL DURATION
USING VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNALS
NASA-TM-X-51729 N65-21479
ATTENTION THEORY AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS OF
HUMAN ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE TWO SENSORY EVENTS
SUCCESSIVELY AND SENSORY CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
INFLUENCE ON REACTION TIME
NASA-OR-194 N65-23170
TIME FACTOR
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i_/LSA-CR-62251 N65-21766
LIGHTING IN DISPLAYS WITH _UPERIMPOSED FIELDS
AT LOW LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION - SUPERIORITY
OF WHITE LIGHT OVER RED LIGHT DISPLAY IN
DETECTION-RECOGNITION AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AD'-613346 N6S-25675
TRACKING STUDY
HUMAN TRACKING ABILITY FOR RECTANGULAR WAVES ON
DISPLAY USING HAND OR FOOT A65-31344
CONTINUOUS PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
APPLIED TO SYNTHESIS OF MODEL OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN SIMPLE TWO-AXIS MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A65-35476
THEORY FOR OPTIMAL DETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION
OF TIME-VARYING HUMAN OPERATORS ENGAGED IN
TRACKING TASK A65-35475
EFFECTS OF PERFORMANCE SCORING CRITERIA ON
COMPENSATORY TRACKING BEHAVIOR A65-35476
SAMPLED DATA PURSUIT HAND-TRACKING MODEL FOR HUMAN
OPERATOR A65-35477
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS RESEARCH, SENSORY
MOTOR CONTROL, AND TRACKING SIMULATOR
DEVELOPMENT
REPT.-64-SB N65-1559B
TRACKING SYSTEM
DELAYED FEEDBACK SELF-TRACKING AND RECORDING
INSTRUMENT Ab5-BOT60
INFORMATION ON TYPES OF EYE MOVEMENT IN EYE
TRACKING SYSTEM STUDY N65-Z8096
TRADESCANTIA
DISTURBANCES IN MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING VARIDUS PHASES OF
FLIGHT OF VOSTOK V SPACECRAFT A65-BO719
EFFECT OF SONIC WAVES ON RATE OF GERMINATION OF
POLLEN OF PLANT TRANDESCANTIA PALUDOSA
A65-BI939
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICROSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING FLIGHT ON
VOSTOX Ill AND VDSTDK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-24489
TRAINING
SA ASTRONAUT TRAINING
SA BEHAVIOR
SA FLIGHT SIMULATION
SA FLIGHT TRAINING
SA GUNNERY TRAINING
SA INSTRUCTION
SA LEARNING
SA MEMORY
SA PILOT TRAINING
SA PRACTICE
SA SIMULATOR TRAIMING
SA TRANSFER OF TRAINING
ROTATIONAL TRAINING EFFECT ON MOTOR CONDITIONED
REFLEXES IN RAT A65-80105
PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE WITH EMPHASIS ON ATHLETIC
PERFORMANCE AND TRAINING A65-80IT9
PARACHUTING INJURY - ANALYSIS, PREVENTION AND
IRAINING IN MILITARY PARACHUTING
A65-80223
DISPLAY-CONTROL RELATIONSHIP, ABILITY TO SEE WHAT
ONE IS DOING AND PHASE OF TRAINING INTERACTIONS
IN SENSORIMOTOR TASK A65-80337
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STATE
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN MAN RELATED TO TRAINING
A65-80436
MAXIMAL AND SUBMAXINAL ERGONETRIC TESTS -
INTERPRETATION AND MODIFICATION ACCORDING TO AGE
AND TRAINING Ab5-BO695
A-395
TRAININGEQUIPMENT SUBJECT INDEX
FATIGUE AND WORK CAPACITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLE
AFTER PHYSICAL EXERCISE TRAINING IN OLD SUBJECTS
A65-80991
TEST OBJECT SIZE AND EXPOSURE TIME AS RELATED TO
TRAINING OF PERIPHERAL VISUAL ACUITY
A65-8099T
PILOT SELECTION AND NAVAL AVIATION
A65-81041
OBJECT RECOGNITION AS FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT VIEWS DURING TRAINING
A65-81088
TOLERANCE OF YOUNG MEN FOR WORK IN HEAT AS
AFFECTED BY STRENUOUS TRAINING DURING WINTER
A65-81136
INITIAL HEMODYNANIC RESPONSES TO MILD EXERCISE IN
TRAINED DOGS A65-8114_
TRAINING OF BRITISH AIRCREWS FOR JUNGLE SURVIVAL
A65-81414
FLIGHT NURSE TRAINING FOR CONTINUOUS ORIENTATION
TO JOB RESPONSIBILITIES A65-81_90
SURVIVAL AND INJURY IN UNITED STATES AIR CARRIER
WATER ACCIDENTS PERTAINING TO CREW TRAINING AND
EQUIPMENT A65-81542
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF NAVAL AVIATOR TRAINEES
FROM VARIOUS PROCUREMENT SOURCES AS RELATED TO
DURATION OF TRAINING SYLLABUS A65-82117
POSTURE, TOWER TRAINING, AND AGE OF FLYING
PERSONNEL AS RELATED TO COMPRESSION FRACTURES OF
SPINE DURING EJECTION AbS-B2125
INFLUENCE OF RELEVANT BUT UNUSED CUE IN TRAINING
UPON TRANSFER FUNCTION
AMRL-TDR-64-81 N65-I0269
DECISION-MAKING SKILLS AND BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT BY
TRAINING PROCEDURES
NAVTRADEVCEN-1329-1 N65-I0522
RO_E OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION IN TRAINING AND
EDUCATION SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-66-89 N65-II082
TRAINING INSTRUCTION OF ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY
OF M-1 CARBINE
AMRL-TDR-6_-9O N65-11899
AERONAUTICAL TRAINING AND MILDEW PREVENTION IN
CHINA
JPRS-27506 N65-12183
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS, ENVIRONMENT, RESULTSI AND
RESEARCH - OVERVIEW OF CURRENT STATUS OF
TRAINING TECHNOLOGY - LEARNING
AMRL-TR-66-B6 N65-13997
EXTENT TO WHICH BLOCKS OF TEST TRIALS CONTRIBUTE
TO LEARNING OF PAIRED ADJECTIVES - PSYCHOLOGY OF
TRAINING
AMRL-TR-6_-I05 N65-16003
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN ACROBATIC ACTIVITY -
CONSIDERATIONS IN TEACHING AND TRAINING
EXERCISES
JPRS-28276 N65-16710
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN SIMULATOR TRAINING
ENVIRONMENT
NAVTRADEVCEN-1669-1 N65-1679T
FLOATING POINT AND FIXED POINT NUMBER DISPLAY
TRAINING FOR ONBOARD DIGITAL COMPUTER USE IN
AIRBORNE AND SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-TN-D-2636 N65-15615
LOW LEVEL BALLOON PILOT TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION
FLIGHTS
REPT.-I2B2-R N65-15709
TEAM TRAINING IN SIMULATED RADAR-CONTROL
A-396
INTERCEPTION TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-I327-1 N65-16173
INHIBITION OF OPERATING ABILITY BY TRAINING ON
RELATED COMPLEX DEVICE AND RETURN TO ORIGINAL
OEVICE- INHIBITION TEST USING DESK CALCULATORS
TR-11 N65-16700
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS -
IDENTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ORDNANCE RADAR REPAIR COURSE
HUMRRO-RRII5 N65-17618
TRAINING FOR CROSS-CULTURAL CONTACT AND
CEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTION SKILLS
AMRL-TR-64-109 N65-19017
BRANCHING EVALUATION IN LINEAR TRAINING PROGRAM -
hUMAN PERFORMANCE
ANRL-TR-66-IO8 Nb5-19150
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETER PERFORMANCE STUDIES FOR
INVESTIGATION OF IMAGE QUALITY, PRESENTATION OF
COMPARATIVE-COVER, TRAINING TECHNIQUES, TEMPORAL
ASPECTS OF IMAGERY AND CONTENT
RADC-TDR-64-326 N65-23083
PHYSICAL TRAINING TO MEET STRESSES IN FLIGHT AND
TO INCREASE STABILITY UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-3Olll N65-25600
INCREASING STABILITY OF HUMAN UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS
THROUGH PHYSICAL TRAINING N65-25602
COMPARISON OF SELF-STUDY TECHNIQUE WITH
CONVENTIONAL CLASSROOM MODELS AS MEANS OF
REFRESHER TRAINING OF AIRCREWS UNDER OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS
AMRL-TR-65-83 N65-30298
FEASIBILITY OF AUTOMATING SENSORIMDTDR SKILL
IRAINING_ AND USE OF CDC 160-A COMPUTER TO
TEACH PSYCHOMOTOR TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-I5IT-1 N65-31206
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED ON-JOB TRAINING
ESO-TDR-64-234, VOk. III N65-31242
COMPARATIVE ACOUSTICAL DATA FOR TRAINING MODEL
AND FLIGHT-READY MODEL OF DYNA- SOAR X-20A
FULL PRESSURE SUIT ASSEMBLIES
AMRL-TR-65-B6 N65-31630
QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM IN MILITARY TRAINING
PROGRAM
TR-65-6 N65-33767
TRAINING EQUIPMENT
SA FLIGHT SIMULATOR
ADVANCED STATE OF SOVIET TRAINING THEORIES
INDICATED BY SIMULATION DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED IN THEIR MANNED SPACE PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-276 A65-22260
SIMULATION EQUIPMENT APPLICATION TO TRAINING OF
AIRLINE GROUND AND FLYING PERSONNEL
A65-30468
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF ASTRONAUTICS AND SOME
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A65-80638
FUNCTIONAL AND APPEARANCE FIDELITY OF TRAINING
DEVICES FOR FIXED PROCEDURES TASKS
TR-65-6 N65-30136
TRANQUILIZER
SA HEXAMETHONIUM
SA MEPROBAMATE
SA PROCHLORPERAZINE
CHLORPROMAZINE / CPZ/_ PROTOTYPE PHENOTHIAZINE
TRANQUILIZER, AFFECTS MEMBRANE FUNCTION WHEREVER
IT ACCUMULATES IN BODY IN SUFFICIENT CONCENTRATION
A65-31007
LOCALIZATION OF NONTRANQUILIZER PHENOTHIAZINE IN
DOG CEREBELLUM AND ASSOCIATED AREAS
A65-33023
c,m ._ tL,r,©v TRANSPIRATION
REVIEW OF ANTIMOTION SICKNESS DRUGS, INCLUDING
ANTICHOLINERGICS, ANTIHISTAMINES, TRANQUILIZERS,
AND MISCELLANEOUS GROUP, COVERING 1956-1964
Ab5-80380
ANTICHOLINERGICS, ANTIHISTANINES, AND
TRANQUILIZERS AS EFFECTIVE ANTINDTIDN AND NOTION
SICKNESS DRUGS
AD--611394 N65-22889
TRANSDUCER
SA ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCER
DESIGN AND IMPLANTATION OF SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN WILO BIRDS
A65-81051
PROGRESS REPORT ON RAOIO TELEMETRY FROM INSIDE
BODY A65-8105T
INTRAVASCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS BY CATHETER
TIP BLOOD TRANSDUCER DURING VIBRATIONAL STRESS IN
DOGS Ab5-82092
INTELLIGIBILITY OF SPEECH RECORDED WITH FOUR
TRANSDUCERS AT VARIOUS HEAD AND THROAT POSITIONS
A65-82298
TRANSDUCERS FOR ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT OF
MECHANICAL QUANTITIES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS
FTD-TT-63-119Z/184 N6S-10284
TRANSDUCER TO MEASURE BLOOD PRESSURE FOR
APPLICATION ON SUPERFICIAL TEMPORAL ARTERY
NASA-CR-293 N65-32277
TRANSFER
S CHARGE TRANSFER
S ELECTRON TRANSFER
S ENERGY TRANSFER
S HEAT TRANSFER
S MASS TRANSFER
TRANSFER FUNCTION
DETERMINISTIC CHARACTERIZATION THEORY FOR
DETERMINING TIME-VARYING DYNAMICS OF HUMAN
OPERATOR ENGAGED IN TRACKING TASKS
A65-22033
HUMAN PILOT CONTROLLABILITY LIMIT OF UNSTABLE
SECOND ORDER SYSTEM AND RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTION
AS DETERMINED FROM SIMULATOR AND FLIGHT TESTS
A65-25323
THRESHOLD CONTRAST SENSITIVITY AS FUNCTION OF
SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF HUMAN EYE FOR SQUARE-WAVE
GRATING A65-32834
VARIATIONS IN TRANSFER FUNCTION OF HUMAN PILOTS
IN SIMULATED SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM TASKS DUE
TO VARIOUS NONLINEARITIES INTRODUCED INTO PILOT
CONTROL SYSTEM
NASA-TN-D-Z569 N65-14119
PREDICTION OF TRACKING CAPABILITY OF HUMAN PILOT,
TRANSFER FUNCTION TO DESCRIBE PILOT PERFORMANCE,
AND PROGRAMMING ON ANALOG COMPUTER
AD-603477 N65-14282
OPTIMAL CHARACTERIZATION THEORY OF TIME VARIATION
DYNAMICS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION OR REACTION TIME
OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-170 N65-1732b
TRANSFER FUNCTION THROUGH HUMAN SKIN
AD-611281 N65-2012I
INTERNEURONAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONAL
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOLOGICAL NERVE
CELLS
SAN-7 N65-32793
TRANSFER OF TRAINING
EYE MOVEMENT PATTERNS AS FUNCTION
OF PREVIOUS TACHIST{_SCCPIC PRACTIC_
A65-8024T
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE IN MULTICHANNEL MONITORING
A65-BO348
TRANSFER OF TRAININGBETNEEN SPACE-ORIENTED AND
BODY-ORIENTED CONTROL TASKS A65-BOTO8
TRANSFER OF TRAINING ACROSS TARGET SIZES IN
SUBJECT-PACED TRACKING TASK A65-81977
RESTRICTION AND FORCED - RESPONSE GUIDANCE IN
TRAINING FOR TWO FORMS OF MANUAL POSITIONING
TASK A65-82004
TEAM-TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS AS FUNCTION OF TASK
COMPLEXITY, ORGANIZATION AND SKILL I N ST MULATED
RADAR CONTROLLED AERIAL INTERCEPT TASK
A65-B2173
TRANSFER OF TRAINING BETWEEN QUICKENED AND
UNQUICKENED DISPLAYS. A65-82329
EFFECTS OF DEGREE OF LEARNING AND DEGREE OF
SIMILARITY BETWEEN TWO TASKS ON TRANSFER OF
TRAINING
AMRL-TR-64-96 N65-14000
TRANSFER OF TRAINING IN PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMIC
IRACKING TASKS OF VARYING COMPLEXITY IN ADAPTIVE
AND NONADAPTIVE MODES - PSYCHOLOGY
NAVTRADEVCEN-1395-1 N65-16106
TRANSFORM
S FOURIER TRANSFORM
TRANSFUSION
TRANSFER OF INCREASED TOLERANCE TO LOW BODY
TEMPERATURES IN GUINEA PIGS, DOGS AND RABBITS BY
HETEROLOGOUS TRANSPLANTATION OF BROWN FAT AND
INFUSION OF PLASMA FROM HIBERNATING GROUNDHOGS
A65-81460
TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTORIZED RADIATION MONITOR
A65-BOT59
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR
MASS PRODUCTION ENGINEERING PILOT PLANT FACILITY
AND PROCESS MANUAL
TE-4OOO-I5-F N65-19005
TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT MILLIV_LTMETER
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT AMPLIFIER AND
COMPACT SILICON STABILITRON CONVERTERS
JPRS-3055T N65-25541
TRANSITION POINT
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL
TRANSITIONS IN MACROMOLECULES N65-25028
TRANSMISSION
SA DATA TRANSMISSION
SA LIGHT TRANSMISSION
SA NEURON TRANSMISSION
SA SOUND TRANSMISSION
SA TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
CISEASE TRANSMISSION BY AIRCRAFT
A65-81584
CEREBRAL CORTEX BLOOD CIRCULATION, TETANUS TOXIN
EFFECT ON NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION, SKIN
TRANSPLANT, BIOCHEMICAL INDEXES, AND RECORDING
BY RADIO OF PULSE WAVE DIFFUSION SPEED
JPRS-28549 N65-17722
TRANSMITTER
PROGRESS REPORT ON RADIO TELEMETRY FROM INSIDE
BGDY A65-81057
VALIDATION OF SENSOR, TRANSMITTER, AND DATA
PROCESSING FUNCTIONS IN HUMAN BIOTELEMETRY
A_RL-TR-64-124 N65-17230
TRANSPIRATION
PLANT TRANSPIRATION - RADIANT ENERGY, TEMPERATURE,
_U_,IOITY, CHEMICAL EFFECTS, GUARD CELL ACTION,
AND MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
N65-2394I
A-397
TRANSPLANTATION SUBJECT INDEX
TRANSPLANTATION
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER, SPLEEN, AND BONE
MARROW OF MICE TWICE IRRADIATED WITH COBALT 60
DURING ANOXIA AND GRAFTED WITH HOMOLOGOUS BONE
MARROW A65-BI265
TRANSFER OF INCREASED TOLERANCE TO LOW BODY
TEMPERATURES IN GUINEA PIGS, DOGS AND RABBITS BY
HETEROLOGOUS TRANSPLANTATION OF BROWN FAT AND
INFUSION OF PLASMA FROM HIBERNATING GROUNDHOGS
A65-81460
TRANSPLANTS OF HEMOPOIETIC TISSUE AS
RADIOPROTECTIVE MECHANISM IN RABBITS
A65-BI676
CEREBRAL CORTEX BLOOD CIRCULATION, TETANUS TOXIN
EFFECT ON NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION, SKIN
TRANSPLANT, BIOCHEMICAL INDEXES, AND RECORDING
BY RADIO OF PULSE WAVE DIFFUSION SPEED
JPRS-28549 N65-17722
PATHOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND EXPERIMENTAL
THERAPY - BLOOD LOSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION, AND OXYGEN STARVATION
JPRS-30Ol5 N65-25025
TRANSPORT
SA SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVED IN
SEQUENTIAL TRANSPORT OF ELECTRONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32659
TRAPPED RADIATION
RADIATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH MANNED SPACE
FLIGHTS INVESTIGATED, USING TISSUE-EQUIVALENT
IONIZATION CHAMBERS A65-30674
TRAUMA
SA BAROTRAUMA
DIAGNOSIS OF DISTURBANCES OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER HEAD TRAUMA
A65-82190
TRAUMA AND HEMOLYSIS INFLUENCE ON HEMORRHAGIC
SHOCK IN DOGS N65-22763
TREATMENT
S OXYGEN TREATMENT
S THERAPY
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
CASE OF ACUTE HEPATIC NECROSIS POSSIBLY DUE TO
TRICHLOROETHYLENE INTOXICATION AbS-B2094
TRIPELENNAMINE
ACETYLCHOLINE, METHAMPHETAMINE, TRIPELENNAMINE,
PROMETHAZINE, AND PLANT HORMONES AS RELATED TO
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE OF RAT A65-80141
TRITIUM
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE AND
ZINC SULFIDE PHOSPHOR AS SAFETY DEVICE TO PROVIDE
VISUAL GUIDANCE DURING NIGHT DITCHING
A65-26112
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE
FACILITATING SURVIVAL OF OCCUPANTS OF DITCHED
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT A65-81375
CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON
GENETICS, CELL MUTATION, AND MUTAGENIC NATURE OF
TRITIUM DECAY
NASA-CR-S9196 N65-I0112
BACTERIAL REVERTANTS PRODUCED BY DECAY OF TRITIUM
COMPOUNDS N65-I0115
TRITIUM LABELED PENTABORANE IN SMALL ANIMALS AND
EFFECTS ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM BY RATS
AMRL-TR-64-112 N65-17909
EFFECT OF DIET ON RAT EXCRETION OF TRITIUM
RADIOACTIVITY FOLLOWING SMALL INJECTED DOSES OF
TRITIUM-LABELLED PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE
AAL-TR-64-2g N65-25344
FATE OF SPLEEN CELLS LABELLED WITH TRITIUM -
SENSITIVITY IN VIVO CULTURES DURING SECONDARY
RESPONSE OF ANTIBODY N65-36617
TRITON
TRITON HIBERNATION IN FROST ENVIRONMENT
NASA-TT-F-gI62 N65-18336
TROPICS
HEART RATE, BODY TEMPERATURE, AND SWEAT RATE
RESPONSES TO HEAT OF AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES AND
CAUCASIANS A65-80068
SALT REQUIREMENTS OF ACCLIMATIZED PEOPLE
PERFORMING PHYSICAL EXERCISE IN TROPICS
A65-80968
TROPISM
S GEOTROPISM
S PHOTOTROPISM
TROPOSPHERE
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF AIRBORNE ORGANISMS IN
TROPOSPHERE AND STRATOSPHERE N65-23990
TRYPSIN
TRYPSIN ACTIVITY, ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION, AND -SH
GROUP RELEASE UPON EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET
IRRADIATION AND MAGNETIC FIELD A65-80430
MAGNETIC EFFECT ON ENZYME ACTIVITY OF TRYPSIN
FOLLOWING PARTIAL INHIBITION WITH EGG WHITE,
AUTOLYSIS, SOYBEAN, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION, AND
DIISOPROPYLPHOSPHOROFLUORIDATE A65-8043I
TRYPTOPHAN
TRYPTOPHAN AND PYRIDOXINE /VITAMIN B6/
REQUIREMENTS UNDER NERVOUS STRESS IN DOGS
A65-80723
CORTISONE INFLUENCE ON GLYCONEOGENESISf ENDOTOXIN
LETHALITY, AND TRYPTOPHAN PYRROLASE INDUCTION IN
COLD-EXPOSED MICE
AAL-TDR-64-5 N65-19289
TUBERCULOSIS
TUBERCULOSIS IN ITALIAN AIR FORCE PERSONNEL -
MEDICO-LEGAL SURVEY A65-80214
TUBERCULOSIS IN FLYING PERSONNEL OF POLISH AIR
FORCE - FACTORS IN DEVELOPMENT AND TREATMENT
A65-B0445
TUMBLING
REACTIVITY OF ADIPOSE TISSUE TO EPINEPHRINE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE IN RATS
ADAPTED TO TUMBLING TRAUMA A65-B0331
LYMPHOCYTOPENIA AND ADAPTATION AFTER TUMBLING
TRAUMA IN RAT A65-B0332
TUMOR
REJECTION OF TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN MICE OF BOTH
SEXES EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS
A65-80417
LIEESPAN INCREASE OF TUMOR-BEARING MICE THROUGH
PRLTitATMENT IN MAGNETIC FIELDS PRODUCING
LEUKOCYTOSIS A65-80420
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON CELL RESPIRATION OF MOUSE
AS RELATED TO TISSUE TYPE AND AGE AND FIELD
STRENGTH AND TEMPERATURE A65.-80426
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON FRUIT FLY, DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER, AND S-37 MOUSE TUMUR CELLS
A65-B0462
BLASTOMOGENIC ACTION OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS IN
RATS A65-81711
EFFECT OF HYPEROXYGENATION ON ACIIVIiY OE
SUCCINATE DEHYDROGENASE, ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHAIASE,
SH-OROUPS, AND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN
TRANSPLANTED TUMORS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-82325
TUMOR PRODUCING EFFECTS OF HIGH ENERGY PROTON
IRRADIATION ON RATS
A-398
SUBJECTINOEX ULTR_LO_ FDE_ I_f-v
JPRS-2T3k3 N65-10653
RADIOISOTOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF EYE TUMORS, RADIATION
INJURY DURING IRRADIATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF
HEAD, AND RADIORESISTANCE AT VARIOUS STAGES OF
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-Z9410 N65-20599
SCINTILLATION COUNTER USE IN DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT
THYROID TUMORS
REPT.-129 N65-23729
TUNNELING
PROTON TUNNELING AND OTHER MECHANISMS OF
MUTATION N65-10114
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
CHANGES IN EXCITABILITY AND LABILITY OF VISUAL
ANALYZER UNDER PROLONGED NONSTOP FLIGHTS IN
MULTIPASSENGER TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
N65-13766
TURBULENT FLOW
CULTURE TECHNIQUE FOR ALGAE GROWTH IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM BY TURBULENT FLOW ACHIEVING
LIGHT-DARK SEQUENCE A65-81872
TURTLE
SURVIVAL, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, RESPIRATION_ AND
BLOOD CHANGES OF TURTLEv PSEUDEMYS
SCRIPTA-ELEGANS, EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES
AbS-BOBg7
TYROSINE
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY EXAMINATION OF ORGUEIL
METEORITE **ORGANIZED ELEMENTS** WITH
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS RESEMBLING CELLS OR
ORGANISMS OF EARTH ORIGIN A65-82366
U
U.S.S.R.
ADVANCED STATE OF SOVIET TRAINING THEORIES
INDICATED BY SIMULATION DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED IN THEIR MANNED SPACE PROGRAM
AIAA PAPER 65-276 A65-22260
INTEROCEPTIVE AFFERENT EFFECT UPCN VOMITING CENTER
EXCITATION DURING MOTION SICKNESS WITH AND WITHOUT
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS A65-BOB79
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY - SPACE
FLIGHT AND SUBMARINE MEDICINE
JPRS-27767 N65-13417
SOVIET AEROSPACE MEDICINE CONFERENCE ON EFFECTS OF
FLIGHT CONDITIONS ON PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
OF HUMANS AND ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-228 N65-13626
MEDICAL SERVICE FOR SOVIET CIVIL AVIATION
N65-13634
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF AVIATION MEDICINE IN
U.S.S.R.
NASA-TT-F- 176 N65-ZIT25
DEVELOPMENT DF AVIATION MEDICINE IN U.S.S.R.
N65-21T2T
SOVIET AVIATION MEDICINE AND ITS ORIGIN
N65-21729
SOVIET AVIATION MEDICINE N65-21730
COLLECTIVE MONOGRAPH OF U.S.S.R. RESEARCH IN
CYBERNETICS COVERING PHILOSOPHICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS
JPRS-29764 N65-21882
RADIOLOGY, IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY, AND
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN U.S.S.R.
JPRS-31300 N65-30215
DOSIMETRY AND RADIATION THERAPY IN U.S.S.R.
N65-30220
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE IN U.S.S.R.
N65-30221
DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY WITH RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN
U.S.S.R. N65-30222
FLUDROSCOPY DEVELOPMENT IN U.S.S.R. FOR DIAGNOSIS
OF DISEASE N65-30223
ABSTRACTS ON RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY FROM SOVIET
LITERATURE
AD-618621 N65-31931
NUCLEAR RADIATION SAFETY STANDARDS IN SOVIET
UNIUN
JPRS-31646 N65-32010
UoS.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
COMPARISON BETWEEN U.S. AND U.S.S.R. LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS USED IN SPACE FLIGHTS NOTING
PHYSICAL LAYOUT, RADIATION SHIELDING, GROUND
SIMULATION, DIETARY CHANGES, ETC
A65-34475
SPACE MEDICINE IN U.S.S.R.
JPRS-28617 N65-15036
SCVIET BIOASTRONAUTIC AND MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
LITERATURE SURVEY
ATDlp-65-14 N65-19785
SOVIET SPACE PROGRAM - GUIDANCE SYSTEMSw HUMAN
FACTOR IN SPACE FLIGHT, PRESSURE SUITS AND SPACE
CABIN, SPACECRAFT DESIGN, BIOASTRONAUTICS,
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ATHEROSCLEROTIC DIAGNOSED BY DETERMINATION OF
SPEED OF PULSE WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH VESSELS
OF AORTA
NASA-TT-F-9569 N65-33809
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
EXPERIMENTAL INDUCTION OF SOME SENSATIONS
CORRESPONDING TO FLIGHT ILLUSIONS OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS A65-12882
FUNCTIONS OF OTOLITH ORGANS AND SEMICIRCULAR
CANALS IN WEIGHTLESS AND ROTATING SPACECRAFT
ENVIRONMENTS A65-16526
TOLERANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF HYPOTHERNIC
HAMSTER TO B4O G ACCELERATION A65-18633
FUNCTIONAL _ATOMY AND MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF
VESTIBULAR AND LATERAL LINE ORGANS OF EQUILIBRIUM,
NOTING HAIR CELL A65-25667
ANPULLAR STIMULATION AND RESPONSES IN HUMAN BEINGS
WITH EMPHASIS ON STIMULATIONS FROM ANGULAR AND
RECTILINEAR MOTIONS A65-Z566B
NYSTAGHUS AND VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN RABBIT
DURING ROTATION A65-80033
TASK-CONTROL OF AROUSAL AND EFFECT OF
UNIDIRECTIONAL ANGULAR ACCELERATION ON HUMAN
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION A65-80038
A-403
VESTIBULARAPPARATUSCONTD SUBJECTINDEX
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION - INTERACTION OF SEMICIRCULAR
CANAL AND DTOLITH ORGAN FUNCTIONS
A65-80040
SENSITIVITY OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER AND SENSORY
REACTIONS IN MAN UNDER CONDITIONS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-BO089
ROTATIONAL TRAINING EFFECT ON MOTOR CONDITIONED
REFLEXES IN RAT A65-BOI05
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ELECTRONYSTAGMDGRAM AND
EVALUATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION
A65-80226
VISUAL OBSERVATION AND FACTOR ANALYSIS OF
OBJECTIVE ELECTRICAL VESTIBULOGRAMS
A65-BO261
UTRICULAR FUNCTION STUDIED EXPERIMENTALLY
IN RABBITS BY INDUCING ACTION POTENTIAL OF
UTRICULAR NERVE WITH LINEAR ACCELERATION
A65-80334
OVERCOMING DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
EXPOSURES TO MAGNETIC FIELDS BY PERIODICALLY
CHANGING POSITIONS OF ASTRONAUTS AND USING
INHDMOGENEOUS FIELDS TO ELIMINATE DISCOMFORT
CAUSED BY WEIGHTLESSNESS A65-80412
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF STATE
OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN MAN RELATED TO TRAINING
A65-80436
MECHANISM OF RECIPROCAL ACTION OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS IN CATS A65-80437
VESTIBULAR EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RESPONSE TO
STIMULATION OF AMPULLAR NERVE ANALYZED IN
ANESTHETIZED CAT A65-80463
RESPONSE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS TO IONIZING
RADIATION AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION IN RABBITS
A65-80536
TOLERANCE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF HYPOTHERMIC
HAMSTER TO B40 G ACCELERATION A65-80583
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN QUICK COMPONENT OF NYSTAGMUS
AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS FUNCTION
A65-80601
EVOKED POTENIIALS TO SOUND AND OTHER STIMULI IN
MAN A65-80639
CORRELATION OF DIENCEPHALIC AND BULBOVESTIBULAR
NYSTAGMOGENIC AREAS A65-80688
VESTIBULAR RESPONSES IN MIDBRAIN, THALAMUS, AND
BASAL GANGLIA IN CATS A65-80839
INTEROCEPTIVE AFFERENT EFFECT UPON VOMITING CENTER
EXCITATION DURING MOTION SICKNESS WITH AND WITHOUT
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS A65-80879
MOTION SICKNESS SYMPTDMATOLOGY OF LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTIVE AND NORMAL SUBJECTS DURING ZERO GRAVITY
MANEUVERS A65-80893
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION BY ACCELERATION
ON CONDITIONED REFLEX IN RATS A65-80929
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NYSTAGMUS QUICK COMPONENT AND
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS IN RABBITS
A65-80982
CONDITIONING OF HUMAN VESTIBULAR SWAY RESPONSE
A65-BIOII
HISTOCHEMICAL DEMONSTRATION OF
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF VESTIBULAR BONES OF GUINEA PIGS
A65-BI044
CUPULOMETRY AS INVESTIGATIVE TOOL AND INFLUENCE OF
CINNARIZINE ON LABYRINTHINE FUNCTION
A65-81045
PHOTOELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY AND PHOTOELECTRO-
OCULOGRAPHY A65-81049
ADDITIONAL EFFECT OF CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION ON
NYSTAGMUS IN HUMANS ALREADY EXPOSED TO ANGULAR
ACCELERATION A65-BIOCB
EYE AND OTOLITHS A65-81113
NYSTAGMUS GENERATED BY ANGULAR ACCELERATION
ALTERED BY CHANGING RESULTANT LINEAR
ACCELERATION A65-81115
SEMICIRCULAR CANAL ROLE IN POSITIONAL ALCOHOL
NYSTAGMUS OF CAT A65-81178
EFFECT OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATION ON
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS AND VISION
A65-81200
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF DTOLITH ORGANS IN SQUIRREL
MONKEYS IN DIFFERENT POSTURES AFTER EXPOSURE TO
HIGH LEVELS OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCE
A65-81291
OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS UNITARY DISCHARGE IN GUINEA PIG
FOLLOWING CALORIC STIMULATION OF LABYRINTH
A65-BI313
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND OPTOKINETIC STIMULATION
ON POTENTIAL FREQUENCY OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-81353
OC RESTING POTENTIALS OF CAT AS AFFECTED BY
ELECTRIC AND THERMIC STIMULATION OF EFFERENT
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND ADMINISTRATION OF STRYCHNINE
A65-SI3Tg
REPEATED VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
DOES NOT HABITUATE HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS IN CAT
A65-BI536
VESTIBULAR RESPONSE TO SOUND - SINGLE UNIT
RECORDING FROM VESTIBULAR NERVE IN FENESTRATED
DEAF MICE AbS-BI537
MODIFICATIONS OF CONTINUING AMPULLAR POTENTIALS
INDUCED BY STIMULATION OF EFFERENT VESTIBULAR
SYSTEM A65-81615
SPATIAL AND DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF VISUAL FIXATION
RELATED TO HEAD AND EYE MOVEMENT AND VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS A65-81694
MORPHOLOGY AND POLARIZATION OF HAIR CELLS OF
VESTIBULAR END ORGAN A65-81721
ALCOHOL EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS W_TH
PARTICULAR RESPECT TO OCULOMOTOR REGULATORY
FUNCTION, AS APPLIED TO BEHAVIOR IN TRAFFIC
A65-81722
ALCOHOL EFFECT ON VESTIBULAR APPARATUS - CAUSES
AND DIAGNOSIS BY NYSTAGMUS DURING INTOXICATION
A65-81723
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSES AND NYSTAGMUS
AFTER ROTATORY STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
AbS-BIS50
VESTIBULAR AND VISUAL PERCEPTUAL DISTURBANCE AND
DIFFICULTIES OF RECOVERY FROM AERODYNAMIC SPIN
A65-82127
DEVELOPMENT, GROSS MORPHOLOGY AND NORMAL ADULT
HISTOLOGY OF COCHLEAR AND VESTIBULAR AQUEDUCTS
A65-82132
CENTRAL REGULATION OF THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM -
ROTATIONAL STIMULATION AND EYE MOVEMENTS
A65-82137
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF VESTIBULAR EFFERENT SYSTEM
AS RELATED TO NERVE ACTIVITY AND DC RESTING
POTENTIAL A65-82140
CEREBRAL CORTEX AND VESTIBULAR NUCLEI OF CAT AS
AFFECTED BY ELECTRIC STIMULATION.
A65-82141
A-606
SUBJECTiNDEX V;_ILITY
POSSIBLE REVERSIBLE CHANGES IN VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS OF CAT FOLLONING ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION
AbS-82290
ACETYCLHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN EFFERENT FIBERS
OF COCHLEA AND VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF CAT
AbS-823OT
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHIC STUDY OF VESTIBULAR
FUNCTION A65-82321
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ALTERED GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
NASA-TT-F-2T8 Nb5-11021
STRUCTURE AND CYTOCHEMICAL ORGANIZATION OF UTRiCLE
DURING ACCELERATIONJ RESTt AND WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-13655
VESTIBULAR APPARATUS REGULATION OF BLOOD SUGAR
LEVEL N65-13660
EFFECT OF INTENSIVE ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS ON
VESTIBULAR REACTIONS OF AIRCRAFT PILOT
N65-13736
EFFECT OF IONIZING IRRADIATION ON VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS N65-1375T
EFFECT OF AOEQUATE STIMULATIONS OF VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS ON ELECTRIC POTENTIAL OF STOMACH
NbS-13769
MECHANICALLY DRIVEN ANGULAR ACCELERATION DEVICE
USED AS VESTIBULAR STIMULATOR
AM-66-15 N65-16216
MOTION SENSORS OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM IN HUMAN
DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION AND MANUAL VEHICLE
CONTROL
NASA-CR-66565 N65-32033
NOTION SICKNESS UNDER CONDITIONS OF _TRESS AND
ANXIETY - ROLE OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
NASA-CR-668T9 Nb5-33921
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
INVESTIGATED BY CALORIC AND ROTATION TESTS USING
SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-32151 N65-36676
VESTIBULAR EFFECT
CORIOLIS EFFECT ON HUMAN SUBJECTS ACCELERATED iN
MODIFIED TOENNIES SEAT A65-12886
OCULONOTOR CONTROL DISTURBANCE AND RETINAL iMAGE
STABILIZATION DURING FLIGHT CONSIDERING VISUAL
TRACKING ANO VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS
A65-24082
CLINICAL OBSERVATION OF REACTION OF CREW OF
SOVIET THREE-NAN SPACE FLIGHT ABOARD VOSKHOD
NOTING VESTIBULAR EFFECTS A65-28331
VESTIBULAR SIMULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
FROM MANNED SPACE FLIGHT AbS-3568b
CLINICAL, BIOCHEMICAL, AND PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC
RESPONSE OF AVIATOR DURING ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
EXPOSURE WHILE iN FLIGHT TRAINING
_65-81732
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF ROLE OF ANGULAR
ACCELERATION iN VESTIBULAR STIMULATioN
A65-82306
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS - VESTIBULAR EFFECT ON
SPACE ORIENTATION OF NAN
NASA-CR-59661 N65-10363
VESTIBULAR INFLUENCES ON SMOOTH MUSCLES OF SMALL
INTESTINE AND BLOOD VESSELS AFTER TRANSECTION OF
AUTONOMIC NERVES AND SPINAL CORO
NbS-136TT
METHODS OF SELECTING PERSONNEL BY VESTIBULAR
TESTS NAS-13TT9
SENSORY AND VESTIBULAR EFFECTS OF SHORT TERM
_EIGHTLESSNESS ON MAN AND VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
SENSITIVITY
FTD-TT-b4-1052/182_6 Nb5-1T196
SLOW AND RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS IN RABBITS DUE TO
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION DURING ROTATION
JPRS-29571 N65-21363
SENSORY REARRANGEMENT AND VESTIBULAR HABITUATION
IN HUMANS SUBJECTED TO CONTINUOUS ROTATION
NASA-CR-63865 N6S-ZBB72
EFFECT OF PENETRATING RADIATION ON VESTIBULAR
FUNCTIONS OF EQUiLIBRiUM ORGAN AFTER ACUTE
bHOLE-BODY GAMMA IRRADIATION N65-31381
COMBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND ACUTE
IRRADIATION ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN GUINEA
PIGS N6S-31382
ADAPTATION TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION -
NYSTAGNUS AND VERTIGO FOLLOHiNG HiGH VELOCITY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
AE-65-26 N65-36303
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION AT
IO RPM ON POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM IN VESTIBULAR
NORMAL AND VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
N_SA-CR-6TI22 N65-364_0
_STIBULAR TEST
";OTION SICKNESS RESISTANCE iNDUCED BY REPEATED
CORIOLIS STIMULATION AS INDICATED BY AUTONOMIC
REACTION DATA AND ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAMS
A65-ZBO80
VISUAL ILLUSORY PHENOMENA, MOTION SICKNESS,
SUSCEPTIBILITY_ BODY ORIENTATION AND LOCOMOTION IN
NORMAL SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS MITH LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTSI NOTING SPACE FLIGHT IMPLICATIONS
AbS-26TT3
RIGHTING REFLEX IN BLINDFOLDED AND UNBLINOFOLDED
RABBETS SUBJECTED TO SHORT PERIODS OF SUBGRAVITY
A65-3013T
COMPARISON OF ROTATORY AND CALORIC TESTS FOR
DIAGNOSIS OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
A65-80586
SIMPLIFICATION OF CLINICAL CALORIC TEST FOR
VESTIBULAR FUNCTION NITH REDUCTION IN PERFORMANCE
TIME A65-BI046
VESTIBULAR THRESHOLD TESTS - DIAGNOSTIC VALUE AND
RELATION TO NYSTAGMUS A65-BITZ_
VESTIBULAR CALORIC TEST CARRIED OUT HITH FOUR
SUBJECTS ON HUMAN CENTRIFUGE Ab5-81805
DIAGNOSIS OF DISTURBANCES OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION
AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER HEAD TRAUMA
A65-82190
RESISTANCE INDUCTION TO MOTION SICKNESS BY
REPEATED EXPOSURE TO CORIOLIS STIMULATION
SAM-TR-66--BT NbS-220Tb
ADAPTATiON TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION - VERTIGO
AND NYSTAGMUS AFTER REPEATED CLINICAL SiMULATiON
A1_-65--18 NbS-26956
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF PROLONGED ROTATION ON
POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM IN VESTIBULAR NORMAL ANO
DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
NASA-CR-63799 N65-28350
RESIDUAL EFFECTS OF STORM CONDITIONS AT SEA UPON
POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM FUNCTIONING OF VESTIBULAR
NURMAL AND VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE HUMAN SUBJECTS
MASA-CR-6_935 N65-33855
VIABILITY
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTOR ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN GERMINATION OF SEED IN SOME HIGHER
PLANTS ABOARD VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
A65-81595
VIABILITY MONITOR TO OBTAIN FACTUAL QUANTITATIVE
A-6,O5
VIBRATION SUBJECTINDEX
INFORMATION ON PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF
INDIVIDUALS
AMRL-TDR-62-98 /III/ N65-14491
EXSISTENCE AND IDENTITY OF VIABLE MICROORGANISMS
IN STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-5251B N65-16979
VIABILITY OF DIPTHERIA BACTERIA IN WATER AND
SALIVA - EFFECIS OF EVAPDRATIGN, PARTICLE SIZE,
AND TEMPERATURE
JPRS-29840 N65-22121
LOWER ATMOSPHERE SAMPLING FOR VIABLE AIRBORNE
MICROORGANISMS OUTDOORS AND INDOORS
N65-23996
VIABILITY OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO
NATURAL CONDITIONS N65-23998
BALLOON-BORNE PROBES LAUNCHED TO DETERMINE
EXISTENCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISMS AT HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-23999
VIBRATION
SA ACOUSTIC VIBRATION
SA OSCILLATION
SA RANDOM VIBRATION
COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND IONIZING
RADIATION ON ANAPHASE IN MITOSIS OF BONE MARROW
CELLS IN MOUSE A65-80043
MICROVIBRATION OF HUMAN BODY EXPLAINED BY
RESONANCE THEORY A65-80200
VIBRATION EFFECT AND INCIDENCE OF GYNECOLOGIC
COMPLAINTS IN FEMALE VEHICLE OPERATORS
A65-80446
COMBINED ACTION OF X-RAY RADIATION AND VIBRATION
ON BONE MARROW CELL MITOSIS OF MOUSE
A65-80535
PASSAGE OF AUDIBLE ULTRASONIC VIBRATIONS THROUGH
HUMAN SKULL BONES AAS-BOB02
EFFECT OF LOW-FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND X-RAYS ON
MITOSIS OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN MICE
A65-80922
GAMMA-RAYS AND VIBRATION EFFECTS ON PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF HUMAN ERYTHRDCYTES
A65-80927
CHANGES IN BLOOD SEROTONIN CONTENT CAUSED BY
IONIZING RADIATION AND VIBRATION DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, IN VARIOUS ANIMALS A65-80979
BLOOD SEROTONIN AND CERULOPLASMIN IN EVALUATING
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT A65-81325
CUTANEOUS DISCRIMINATION OF MULTIPLE VIBRATORY
STIMULI OF VARYING PATTERNS A65-81376
VISUAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFECT ON EYE UNDER
CONDITIONS OF VIBRATION OF HUMAN SUBJECT OR OF
VISUAL OBJECT A65-81887
EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION DN DIAMETER OF
ERYTHROCYTES IN RATS Ab5-B1956
VIBROIACIILE THRESHOLD OF HUMAN SKIN
A65-8196[
APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN ORGSOPHILA
DURING EXPOSURE TO VIBRATIUN, ACCELERATION AND
GAMMA-RADIATION A65-82077
EFFECT OF VIBRATION ON MITOSIS IN BONE MARROW
CELLS IN MICE A65-82078
EFFECT OF COMBINED ACTION OF NOISE AND VIBRATION
ON VIBRATION SENSITIVITY IN ADOLESCENTS
A65-82245
VIBROTACTILE THRESHOLDS AS FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF
PULSES IN HUMAN SKIN A65-82284
VIBRATION EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-64-83 N65-13996
VECTORELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR
DETERMINING HEART POSITION DURING VIBRATION
GE/EE/64-23 N65-14413
ABSTRACTS ON SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTICS AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY - RADIATION, GRAVITY, VIBRATION,
ACCELERATION, ATMOSPHERE, ECOLOGY, SELECTION,
TRAINING, MEDICAL MONITORING, AND BIDTELEMETRY
ATD-P-65-4 N65-16653
IONIC SHIFTS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS DURING HYPOXIA
CAUSED BY LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, ACCELERATION,
AND VIBRATION N65-17809
ELECIROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS OF MONKEYS
UNDER INFLUENCE OF VIBRATIONS AND CENTRIFUGING
NASA-CR-65OlB N65-3271B
VIBRATION EFFECT
L F VERTICAL VIBRATION AND X-RAY EFFECTS ON
FREQUENCY OF DERANGED MITOSIS IN MEDULLA OSSIUM OF
MICE A65-13398
EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS AND VIBRATION ON DIELECTRIC
AND OSMOTIC PROPERTIES AND CATION BALANCE OF WHOLE
BLOOD AND ERYTHROCYTES A65-21941
MECHANICAL VIBRATION EFFECT ON MITOSIS OF
NEOPLASTIC ASCITIC CELLS INJECTED INTO MICE
A65-25550
HUMAN SUBJECTIVE REACTION TO WHOLE BODY VIBRATION
A65-25991
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT
UN APPEARANCE OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN RUDIMENTARY
CELLS OF DROSOPHILA A6_-32302
VIBRATION EFFECT AT FREQUENCIES OF 3b AND 70 CPS
ON BONE MARROW CELL DIVISION OF MICE
A65-32303
HELICOPTER VIBRATION EFFECT ON PILOT ACCURACY IN
POSITIONING TASK A65-32984
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE FLIGHT AND EFFECT
ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES A65-35496
MYELOPATHY IN WORKERS WITH OCCUPATIONAL VIBRATION
EXPOSURE A65-80192
VIBRATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND ITS CATECHOLAMINE MEDIATORS IN RATS
A65-80233
bIOMECHANICAL STUDY OF MAN EXPOSED TO LOW
FREQUENCY VIBRATIONS A65-81364
GENETIC CROSSOVER IN DROSOPHILA MALES UNDER
INFLUENCE OF VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND GAMMA
RADIATION N65-10066
VIBRATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON ACIDIFYING
PROCESSES IN BRAIN TISSUES OF RATS
N65-13730
COMBINED EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND
X-RAYS DN MAMMALIAN BONE MARROW CELLS
N65-15446
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON HUMANS AND ANIMALS,
OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD VIBRATION DAMAGE TO TISSUES,
VIBRATION ABSORBERS FOR WORKER PROTECTIOqW, AND
EREON GAS TOXICOLOGY
JPRS-2872I N65-16207
SUPERIMPOSED OSCILLATION ON LINEAR ACCELERATION
EFFECT ON PilOT ATTITUDE CONTROL CAPABItlTY
NASA-TN-D-2710 _ibS-IB2I_
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLAND IN
PATIENTS SUFFERING VIBRATION SICKNESS
A-606
Su_,JE_,T iHDEZ VIGILANCE
FTD-TT-64-96ZII N65-ZZ64Z
CLINICAL DATA ON PATIENTS SUBJECTED TO VIBRATIONAL
FREQUENCIES INDICATING CHANGES IN PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM AND VESSELS N65-Z2643
INHIBITED FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLANDS
IN MALE MINERS WITH SECOND AND THIRD STAGE
VIBRATION SICKNESS N65-22644
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
ADRENALINE ACTIVITY UNDER EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONSv AND 17-OXYCORTICOSTEROID CONTENT IN
BLOOD OF PATIENTS WITH VIBRATION SICKNESS
JPRS-30845 1_55-ZT030
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ACCELERATION. VIBRATION9
AND IONIZING RADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISN AND
FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TT-F-9625 N65-2771]
SPACE PHYSIOLOGY - COMBINED EFFECT OF IONIZING
RADIATION, RADIAL ACCELERATION_ VERTICAL
VIBRATIONt AND PROLONGED ACCELERATION ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE IN ANIMALS
NASA-TT-F-356 N65-31375
EFFECT OF LOCAL AND TOTALt SINGLE AND CHRONIC
VIBRATION ON STATE OF PERIPHERAL AND CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEMS N65-313T9
EFFECT OF TOTAL VERTICAL VIBRATION ON FUNCTIONAL
STATE OF EOUILIBRIUM ORGAN IN GUINEA PIG
N65-3]380
COMBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATION AND ACUTE
IRRADIATION ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN GUINEA
PIGS N65-31382
EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION ON MOTOR DEFENSE
REFLEX IN GUINEA PIG N65-31384
COMBINED EFFECTS OF VIBRATION Al_ RADIATION ON
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF MOTOR DEFENSE FLEXOR REFLEX
ARC N65-31385
VIBRATION EFFECT ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUE OF RATS N65-31386
MECHANISM OF COMBINED EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND
IRRADIATION ON OXYGEN METABOLISM IN CEREBRAL
TISSUES OF RATS N65-31387
COMBINED EFFECT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION AND X-RAYS
ON NUCLEI OF BONE MARROW CELLS IN _AMMALS
N65-31388
EFFECTS OF VIBRATIONS ON CHROMOSOMES/CELLS FROM
VARIOUS ORGANISMS
NASA-CR-64662 N65-33252
SENSITIVITY OF MITOSIS TO MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-350 NbS-35828
VIBRATION PERCEPTION
SUBJECTIVE REACTION OF HUMAN HALES TO VIBRATION
D3-6674 N65-14350
VIBRATION PROTECTION
VIBRATION TRANSMISSION TO HUMAN BODY AT DIFFERENT
BACKREST INCLINATIONS A65-BOIT6
VIBRATION SIMULATOR
BONE AND TISSUE VIBRATOR ASSEMBLY FOR HEARING BY
CONDUCTION AND FOR MECHANICAL POINT IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-65-11 N65-30036
VIBRATION TESTING
VIBRATIONAL TESTING OF HUMANS FOR WHOLE BODY
VIBRATION EFFECT ON VISUAL-MOTOR PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-5 NbS-18852
VIBRATION TESTING OF HUMANS FOR WHOLE BODY
VERTICAL VIBRATION EFFECT ON TRACKING
PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-6 N65-18853
@IBRATII_L STRESS
HUMAN TRACKING PERFORMANCE IS LIMITED BY TOLERANCE
FOR WHOLE BODY VIBRATION A65-10537
VISUAL PERFORMANCE UNDER WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION
A65-BL226
DEGREE OF RESPONSE OF VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS TO VIBRATION STRESS IN ALBINO RATS
A65-81701
CARBON DIOXIDE AND WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION EFFECTS ON
VENTILATION Ab5-B1896
VERTICAL SINOSOIDAL VIBRATION - EFFECT ON
RESPIRATORY AIRFLOW AND TRANSPULMONARY PRESSURE
ab5-BIB97
INTRAVASCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS BY CATHETER
TIP BLOOD TRANSDUCER DURING VIBRATIONAL STRESS IN
DOGS A65-82092
NOISE AND VIBRATION EXPOSURE CRITERIA
A65-8ZO93
CIRCULATORY AND RESPIRATORY EFFECTS OF WHOLE-BODY
VIBRATION IN ANESTHETIZED DOG AS AFFECTED BY
CURARE AND RESERPINE A65-8Z148
SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATION AND HAND MOTION RESPONSE
MEASUREMENT DURING RESTRAINT AND EXPOSURE TO
VIBRATIONS WITH VARYING PEAK AND ROOT MEAN SOUARE
ACCELERATIONS AND FREQUENCIES A65-82368
BODY TISSUE DAMAGE IN DOGS CAUSED BY SINUSOIDAL
VIBRATION STRESS
AMRL-TDR-64-58 NbS--IO6-6T
VIBROCARDIOGRAN
PRECDRDIAL VIBRATIONS FROM LEFT PARASTERNAL AREA
IN DOGS COMPARED WITH HEART PRESSURE CURVES FOR
ASSESSING VIBROCARDIOGRAM ACCURACY IN DETERMINING
HENODYNAMIC EVENTS DURATION A65-22329
VIEW FACTOR
EXPERIMENT SHOWING RETINAL BLUR OPERATING AS EVEN-
ERROR SIGNAL UNDER RESTRICTED MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITIONS A65-22037
VIEWING-ANGLE AND SYMBOL-SIZE EFFECT ON TIME TO
RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR WORDS
W-OTOO4 N65-17144
AIR TO GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION - TELEVISION
CAMERA LENS FIELD OF VIEW EFFECT
T5-I33/3111 N65-22869
VIGILANCE
VIGILANCE FOR AUDITORY INTENSITY CHANGES AS
FUNCIION OF PRELIMINARY FEEDBACK AND CONFIDENCE
LEVEL A65-30099
PODIFICATION DF THERNOREGULATORY RESPONSES TO COLD
AND VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE BY HYPNOSIS
A65-80066
VISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION DURING
PERFORMANCE DF TWO CONCURRENT
COGNITIVE TASKS A65-80242
SIGNAL DETECTABILITY IN VIGILANCE TASK AS FUNCTION
OF TRUE AND/OR FALSE KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
A65-80300
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE IN MULTICHANNEL MONITORING
A65-8034B
INFORMATION PROCESSING FROM BRIEF VISUAL DISPLAYS
ASSESSED ON _SIS OF PROBABILISTIC MODEL BY NEW
DETECTION METHOD A65-BO390
VIGILANCE TASK PERFORMANCE AND INDICES OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL A65-BO560
SEQUENTIAL ERROR IN TIME-SHARING MONITORIN(_ TASK
A65-BOT07
RELATION OF AGE TO VIGILANCE AND REACTION TIME
A65--80T3B
&-40T
V|RUS SUBJECT INDEX
SUBLIMINAL DISCRIMINATION AND CONCEPT OF VIGILANCE
A65-80996
SIGNAL UNCERTAINTY IN COMPLEX VIGILANCE TASKS AND
SLEEP LOSS A65-81063
AGE FACTOR AND LATENCY TIME OF ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE AND VOLUNTARY RESPONSES
A65-81121
COLD AND RAIN EFFECTS ON VIGILANCE OF LOOKOUTS
A65-81222
PROBLEM OF SLEEP DURING NIGHT FLYING- VIGiLANCEt
ACCIDENTS AND DRUGS A65-81666
SKIN-CONDUCTANCE, ALPHA-ACTIVITYt AND VIGILANCE
A65-81582
VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE WITH A QUALITATIVE SHIFT IN
REINFORCERS DURING AUDITORY TASK
A65-BI61t
TIME SHARING AND VIGILANCE ANALYSED IN VIEH OF
SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY A65-81657
AUDITORY VIGILANCE PERFORMANCE INFLUENCED BY
O-AMPHETAHINEt BENACTYZINE_ AND CHLORPRORAZINE
A65-81756
RESPONSE LATENCY IN SIMPLE VIGILANCE TASK AS
FUNCTION OF TEMPORAL PATTERN OF STIMULATION
A65-81855
RELATION BETNEEN SIGNAL DETECTION PERFORMANCE AND
ADRENALINE AND NORADRENALINE CONCENTRATION IN
HUMAN PLASMA DURING VIGILANCE TASK
TR-750-S N65-11250
PLACEBO INGESTION EFFECTS ON SIGNAL DETECTION
PERFORMANCE IN VIGILANCE TASK
TR-750-3 N65-15t28
CONTROL DATA ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY VIGILANCE[
WARNING LIGHT MONITORING! AND PROBABILITY
MONiTORiNG TASKS AS FUNCTION OF WORKLOAD
AMRL-TR-65-22 N65-27092
VIRUS
SA BACTERIA
SA BACTERIOPHAGE
STUDIES OF PHAGE PRODUCTION IN ESCHERICHIA COL[
INDUCED DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSTOK-3 AND
VOSTOK-, A65-81620
STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS ON LYSOGENIC BACTERIA IN EXPERIMENTS IN
SOVIET SPACECRAFT VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6
A65-81626
DIFFERENT ROUTES OF CHALLENGE OF COXSACKEE B
VIRUS ON COLD STRESSED MICE
AAL-TDR-66-2 N65-18973
VIRUS GRONTH IN SERUM-FREE SUSPENSION ANIMAL CELL
CULTURES N65-22311
INTRAPERITONEAL iNOCULATiON OF MICE WITH SUBLETHAL
DOSAGES OF VIRUSES N65-22312
HYPERTHERMIA EFFECT ON PROTEIN METABOLISM IN VIRUS
INFECTION AND CONTROLLED FEVER IN CHIMPANZEES
N65-22761
INFECTION OF DOGS HITH LIVE ECHO 6 VIRUS FOR
TESTING ANTISERUM
LF-25 N65-25668
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND VIRUS MULTIPLICATION IN LEAVES
OF BRASSICA CHINENSIS L INDUCED BY RIBDNUCLEIC
ACID
EUR-1668.F NbS-36376
VISCERA
PATHOMORPHOLOGICAL VISCERAL CHANGES IN ANIMALS
AFTER ACCELERATION STRESS N65-13696
VISIBILITY
SA LIGHT TRANSMISSION
DEVELOPMENT OF PAINT SCHEME FOR INCREASING
AIRCRAFT DETECTABILITY AND VISIBILITY
A65-81126
VISIBLE RADIATION
CALCULATION OF RETINAL DOSE FROM VISIBLE RADIATION
OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
LA-3206-NS N65-19331
VISIBLE SPECTRUM
PROSPECTIVE USES OF CONVERTING INVISIBLE AREAS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM TO VISIBLE SPECTRUM
RANGE
JPRS-29212 N65-20096
VISION
SA BINOCULAR VISION
SA BLINDNESS
SA EYE
5A FLASH BLINDNESS
SA ILLUSION
SA MONOCULAR VISION
SA NIGHT VISION
SA STEREOSCOPIC VISION
FLIGHT FATIGUE AS RELATED TO VISUAL PROBLEMS AND
FLIGHT SAFETY A65-80028
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY - THEORETICAL
INTERPRETATION OF VARIOUS QUALITATIVE AND
_UANTITATIVE ASPECTS A65-80659
SUPPRESSION OF CEREBRAL CORTEX VISUAL NEURONS BY
AUDITORY STIMULUS A65-80986
tESTS OF FUNCTION OF PROPRIOCEPTIDN - INTERACTION
BETNEEN PROPRIOCEPTION AND ViSiON
A65-81002
VISUAL PROBLEHS AND OPTICAL ILLUSIONS
A65-81623
SPATIAL AND DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF VISUAL FIXATION
RELATED TO HEAD AND EYE MOVEMENT AND VESTIBULAR
APPARATUS AbS-B1696
VISUAL PROBLEMS OF SPANISH AIRLINE PILOTS
A65-B1785
VISION AND EFFECTS OF SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
ENVIRONMENT A65-81787
TOBACCO EFFECT ON DETECTION TIME AND RECOVERY TIME
AFTER GLARE A65-81886
AUDIOVISUAL INTERACTION AND ITS CORRELATION HITH
CORTICAL STIMULATION IN LATERAL THALAMUS
A65-81926
EFFECT OF BREATHING UNDER PRESSURE ON VISION IN
HUMAN SUBJECTS A65-81962
AEROSPACE OPHTHALMOLOGY - HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON VISION IN FLIGHT
N65-136_3
SUSTAINED LOH MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON VISION -
TEN DAY TEST ON FOUR MALE VOLUNTEERS
NASA-CR-56356 N65-I6485
HUMAN VISION DESCRIBED AS MECHANICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM - CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATION THEORY
FTD-TT-66-_OI/1 N65-17173
COMPARATIVE NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISION - RETINAL
ADAPTATIONe TRANSFER PROPERTIESt BIOLOGICAL
NOISEt AND ELECTRURETINOGRAMS
AFOSR-65-O039 N65-21_9
EYE PROTECTION AND VISUAL RECOVERY AFTER FLASH
LUMINANCES
SAM-TR-65-12 N65-33405
PROBLEMS IN VISION DEPTH PERCEPTION TO INVESTIGATE
IN MOON ILLUSION - EQUIOISTANCE TENDENCY AND
CONSEQUENCES
A-608
SUBJECT |NOEX VISUAL DISPLAY
AM-6_-'II N65--33981
COLOR DISCRIMINATION WITHOUT CHROMATIC VISION
FTR-1 N65-34619
HUMAN VISION AND DEPTH PERCEPTION AGAINST
SIMULATED SPACE BACKGROUND
NASA-TN-D-2865 N65-36500
VISUAL ACCORNODATION
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT IN SPACE FLIGHT AND EFFECT
ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES A65-35_96
ACHROMATIC AXIS OF EYE DETERMINED WITH RESPECT TO
CENTER OF PUPIL A65-36156
ACCDMODATIVE ASTIGMATISM AND PATTERN ACUITY
A65-82200
EFFECT OF FOCUS ON VISUAL RESPONSE TO SINUSDIDALLY
MODULATED SPATIAL STIMULUS AND RELATION TO NIGHT
MYOPIA A65-82201
EFFECT OF VERTICAL ACCOMMODATION AND MOIRE EFFECT
IN BINOCULAR VISION A65-82266
VISUAL ACUITY
SA MYOPIA
PERIPHERAL VISUAL ACUITY RELATION TO TIME REQUIRED
TO LOCATE TARGET IN STATIC STRUCTURED DISPLAY
A6SmlOS3B
TRANSIENT WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITY
AND BINOCULAR DEPTH PERCEPTION IN HUMANS
A65-2290B
SLEEP DEPRIVATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL ACUITYt MUSCLE
BALANCE_ STEROSCOPIC VISION, TACHISTOSCOPIC
PERCEPTION AND COLOR VISION A65-29058
EFFECTIVENESS OF MONOCHROMATIC RADIATIONS IN
ENSURING LEVEL OF ACUTENESS OF DISCRIMINATION AND
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY A65-30078
DIFFRACTION AND VISUAL ACUITY OF INSECTS
A65-36091
EDGE EFFECTS OF MOVEMENT OF GRATING BEHIND FIXED
APERTURE LEADS TO SPURIOUS ESTIMATES OF OPTICAL
RESOLUTION IN INSECTS AND NAN A65-36092
CONTACT LENS WEAR IN PILOTS - COMPARISON OF
PLASTIC CORNEAL LENS WITH NEW GEL-LENS UNDER
SIMULATED ALTITUDE A65-80153
VISUAL THRESHOLD VARIABILITY IN FEMALE SUBJECTS
OVER 50-DAY PERIOD A65-80457
APPARATUS FOR MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY
A65-80574
TEST OBJECT SIZE AND EXPOSURE TIME AS RELATED TO
TRAINING OF PERIPHERAL VISUAL ACUITY
A65-80997
DYNAMIC VISUAL ACUITY OF 30 PILOTS RELATED TO
THEIR FLYING PERFORMANCE A65-81117
PERIPHERAL DYNAMIC VISION COMPARED WITH STATIC
VISUAL ACUITY A65-81118
STATISTICAL TABLE FOR EVALUATION OF ACCIDENTS DUE
TO DEFECTIVE VISUAL ACUITY A65-8126B
DECREASE IN VISUAL ACUITY DURING NIGHT VISION DUE
TO SMOKING A65-81433
EFFECT OF INCREASED LEAD-IN TIME ON KINETIC VISUAL
ACUITY DURING TARGET TRACKING A65-81684
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATIC AND DYNAMIC VISUAL
ACUITY A65-81978
SPATIAL DISCRIMINATION TEST AS TEST OF VISUAL
ACUITY A65-BZO25
ACCOMODATIVE ASTIGMATISM AND PATTERN ACUITY
A65-82200
RELIABILITY OF VISUAL ACUITY TESTING
A65-82230
RECOVERY OF FOVEAL ACUITY FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO
VARIOUS INTENSITIES AND DURATIONS OF LIGHT
A65-82259
MEASUREMENT OF STEREOSCOPIC ACUITY AT DIFFERENT
OBSERVATION A65-82289
SMALL VISUAL ACUITY DEFECT IN RELATIONSHIP TO
COMPLETION OF FLIGHT TRAINING AND IN OPERATIONAL
FLYING
REPT.--2 N65-11096
HIGH ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON OCULAR REFRACTION AND
VISUAL ACUITY OF PILOTS
NASA-TT-F-9153 N65-11305
SURVEY ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE
FLIGHT
A0-606802 N6S-11484
RANGE OF VISUAL ACUITY
ESD-TDR-6_-535 N65-16557
VISUAL FUNCTION AND ACUITY IN SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-ZB666 N65-ISBB7
VISUAL ACUITY STANDARDS FOR SUBMARINE DUTY
REPT°-428 N65-188TT
VISUAL SEARCH EXPERIMENTS - ACUITYt RESPONSE TIME,
AND NOISE PERSISTENCE - BIOTECHNOLOGY
NAVWEPS-8731 N6S-3_683
VISUAL AID
MACHINES AND VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING
JPRS-29204 N65-19327
VISUAL CONTROL
TRITIUM SELF-LUMINOUS LIFE RAFT LIGHT SOURCE AND
ZINC SULFIDE PHOSPHOR AS SAFETY DEVICE TO PROVIDE
VISUAL GUIDANCE DURING NIGHT DITCHING
A65-26172
NONLINEAR AUTONOMIC CONTROL PROCESSES IN RETINA
AND IMPLICATIONS TO ADAPTIVE CONTROL PROCESSES
A65-34985
VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN ACQUISITIONt HOMING AND
_OCKING PHASES OF SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS
A65-35491
NEURDPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EYE MOVEMENT IN
VISUAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH DIFFERENTIATION OF
VERSION AND VERGENCE
NASA-CR-Z3B N65-25300
VISUAL CUE
CONTRDL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN OPERATOR IN
CONTROL SITUATIONS LIMITED TO USE OF VISUAL
VESTIBULAR SENSING OF MOTION A65-22032
EFFECTIVENESS OF THREE VISUAL CUES IN DETECTION OF
RATE OF CLOSURE WITH ANOTHER AUTOMOBILE AT NIGHT
BTI-64-1 N65-12090
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRAJECTORY AND SIGHT LINE
SPACE RENDEZVOUS MANEUVERSt USING DIRECT
VISUAL CUES
AMRL-TR-65-10 N65-35632
VISUAL SEARCH - EYE FIXATIONS AS DETERMINED BY
INSTRUCTED TARGET CHARACTERISTICS
T-125 N65-36TB6
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION RECOVERY
EYE PROTECTION AND VISUAL RECOVERY AFTER FLASH"
LUMINANCES
SAH--TR-65-12 N65-33405
VISUAL DISPLAY
CLASSIFICATION DIAGRAM FOR VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEMS
OF MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS A65-10541
TEST PILOT VIEWPOINT OF AEROSPACE BIOENGINEERING
APPLIED TO CURRENT COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS_
DISCUSSING FLIGHT DECK DISPLAYS_ CONTROLS AND
A-609
VISUALFIELD SUBJECT INDEX
HANDLING QUALITIES A65-14227
DISPLAY-CONTROL RELATIONSHIP, ABILITY TO SEE WHAT
ONE IS DOING AND PHASE OF TRAINING INTERACTIONS
IN SENSORIMOTOR TASK A65-80337
IGNORING IRRELEVANT INFORMATION IN IDENTIFICATION
OF DESIGNATED SYMBOLS ON VISUAL DISPLAY
A65-80706
EFFECT OF SYMMETRY ON VISUAL PERCEPTION OF
TACHISFOSCOPIC PATTERNS A65-80736
DIFFERENCE IN PROCESS OF MASKING WITH BRIGHT LIGHT
FLASH OR BY PATTERNS A65-80794
INTERMITTENT DISPLAY PRESENTATION IN COINCIDENCE
JUDGEMENTS A65-81223
RESPONSES OF SINGLE UNITS IN LATERAL GENICULATE
NUCLEUS /DIENCEPHALON/ OF CAT TO MO¥ING VISUAL
PATTERNS A65-81302
VISUAL PRESENTATION OF AIRCRAFT INFORMATION
AbS-BI334
COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND DIGITAL TIME
DISPLAYS A65-82006
TRANSFER OF TRAINING BETWEEN QUICKENED AND
UNQUICKENED DISPLAYS. A65-82329
PILOT PERFORMANCE USING VISUAL DISPLAY FOR GUIDING
HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO
TERRAIN
NASA-TN-D-IB27 N65-11043
PERCEPTUAL WORK LOAD COMPARISON IN FLIGHT BY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES / IFR/ USING STANDARD
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND CONTACT ANALOG VERTICAL
VISUAL DISPLAY
D228-421-019 Nbs-Ig440
VISUAL FIELD
BINOCULAR RIVALRY AND STEREOPSIS EXPLAINED
ON BASIS OF BINOCULAR CYCLOPEAN FIELD
A65-80245
RETINAL LOCUS IN TACHISTOSCDPIC
BINOCULAR COLOR RIVALRY A65-80254
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY ACROSS VISUAL FIELD IN
NORMAL INDIVIDUALS IN DIFFERENT AGE RANGES
A65-80402
ORIENTATION ACCURACY IN VISUALLY HOMOGENEOUS
ENVIRONMENT AS FUNCTION OF STIMULUS AND VISUAL
FIELD SIZE A65-BO570
BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST OF VISUAL FIELD
A65-80685
ADAPTATION TO PRISMATICALLY ROTATED VISUAL FIELDS
A65-81020
BINOCULAR MASKING INDUCED BY MOVING OBJECT IN PART
OF EITHER OF TWO BINOCULAR FIELDS
A65-BZ407
COMPARISON OF SPATIAL DISCRIMINATION IN TEMPORAL
AND NASAL SECTORS OF MONOCULAR VISUAL FIELD
A65-81646
PHENOMENAL VERTICAL AND PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN
SPATIAL ORIENTATION AbS-B1655
VISUAL FIELD AND LETTER SPAN A65-BIgB3
PATTLRN PERCEPTION USING STABILIZED RETINAL IMAGE
A65-82104
IARGET AND VISUAL FIELD SIZE EFFECT ON ORIENTATION
ACCURACY IN ENVIRONMENT DEVOID OF DETAIL
NAVFRADEVCEN-IH-[3 N65-I0260
VISUAL OBSERVAIION
VISUAL DISTANCE ESTIMATION IN SPACE USING ANGULAR
SUBTENS[, ILLUMINANCE AND LUMINANCE OF CELESTIAL
AND ORbIIAL BODIES A65-354BI
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY PILOTS OF AMERICAN AND
SOVIET SPACECRAFT A65-35482
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY ASTRONAUT OF ANOTHER SPACE
VEHICLE FOR SPACECRAFT RENDEZVOUS PURPOSES
A65-35483
MANNED SPACECRAFT FOR SURVEILLANCE AND
RECONNAISSANCE USING UNAIDED VISION AND
MAN-PERISCOPIC VISION A65-35489
MONOCULAR DISCRIMINATION BY TRAINED GOLDFISH OF
DIFFERENT PATTERNS AND COLORS, SHOWING
INTERHLMISPHERIC COLOR INFORMATION TRANSFER MORE
EFFECTIVE THAN PATTERN AbS-35588
VISUAL OBSERVATION AND FACTOR ANALYSIS OF
OBJECTIVE ELECTRICAL VESTIBULOGRAMS
Ab5-BO261
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF H-RESPONSE IN
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS OF AIRCREW PERSONNEL
EXPOSED TO PHOTIC STIMULATION AS RELATED TO
MIGRAINE AES-81974
VISUAL SEARCH FOR TARGETS
NAVWEPS-8406 N65-12535
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS BY
PILOT N65-13694
VISUAL ILLUSIONS RELATED TO INVOLUNTARY EYE
MOVEMENT
NASA-CR-63651 N65-27513
PROBABILITY OF VISUAL DETECTION OF RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFT BY GROUND OBSERVERS
RM-4562-PR N65-35947
VISUAL PERCEPTION
SA BINOCULAR RIVALRY
SA COLOR PERCEPTION
SA FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT
SA FORM PERCEPTION
INDUCED RETINAL AFTER-IMAGES EMPLOYED AS MEANS OF
INCREASING DISPLAY EXPOSURE TIME IN SINGLE GLIMPSE
SIIUATIONS A65-I0536
tYt MOVEMENT RECORDER FOR STUDYING VISUAL
ILLUSIONS OF ROTATION A65-10545
EVOKED RESPONSES IN RELATION TO OCULLMUTOR
REACTION TIMES AND VISUAL PERCEPTION IN MAN
A65-16466
UNIFORMLY ILLUMINATED SURFACE LUMINOSITY
FLUCFUATIDNS DUE TO CORPUSCULAR NATURE OF LIGHT AS
VIEWED BY HUMAN OBSERVOR A65-18424
COMMERCIAL PILOT ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN
LEVEL AND DESCENDING FLIGHT BY LOOKING AT TV
SCREEN SIMULATING VISUAL APPROACH ANU LANDING
A65-26416
VISUAL ILLUSORY PHENOMENA, MOTION SICKNESS,
SUSCEPTIBILITY, BODY ORIENTATION AND LOCOMOTION IN
NORMAL SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS WITH LABYRINTHINE
DEFECTS, NOTING SPACE FLIGHT IMPLICATIONS
A65-26773
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CURVES OF LIGHT RECEIVERS
DETERMINED, USING ADDITION CURVES FOR NORMAL
IRICHRDMATES A65-3OOTb
NIGHT AIRCRAFT CARRIER LANDING ACCIDENTS
ATTRIBUTED TO VISUAL ILLUSION INVOLVING
OVERESTIMATION OF ALTITUDE A65-30100
MINIMUM AIIENTION DISPLAY TECHNIQUE PERMITS
MAXIMUM TRANSFER OF GUIDANCE INFORMATION TO
[;BSERVER WITHOUT EXCESSIVE SENSORY COMMITMENT TO
_ISPLAY Ab5-35171
HUMAN VISUAL SENSE ANALYZED IN TERMS OF SAMPLING
OPERATION RESIRICFED TO BLACK AND WHITE,
NENSIEREOSCOPIC PHOTUPIC VISION, GIVING RETINA
MODEL Ab5-35344
A-4|O
_U_A3ECT INnFX VISUAL PERCEPTION
HUMAN SPACE PERCEPTION ANALYSIS SHOWING THAT
INTERPRETIVE SCALING OF VISUAL ANGLE IS KEY FACTOR
IN SIZE, DISTANCE AND MOTION ESTIMATION
A65-35345
BOOK ON VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT
INCLUDING ASTRONAUTS AND COSMONAUTS EXPERIENCES_
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE INFLUENCE_ VISUAL DISPLAYS
FOR SPACE SYSTEMS, ETC ABS-354BO
INCREASED AND ZERO GRAVITY EFFECTS ON HUMAN VISION
FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-35485
VESTIBULAR SIMULATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
FROM MANNED SPACE FLIGHT A65-35486
LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS OF GENERAL CREW STATIONS FOR
MANNED SPACECRAFT A65-35487
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS EFFECT,
PARTICULARLY OZONE_ ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
A65-35488
STAR SIZE AND INTENSITYt SKY LUMINANCE AND FIELD
HETEROGENEITY EFFECIS ON PERCEIVED REALISM OF
PROJECTED STAR FIELD FOR SPACE ENVIRONMENT
SIMULATION A65-35493
INVESTIGATION OF VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR LANDING
SPACECRAFT ON MOON AND SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVING
RENDEZVOUS WITH COMMAND MODULE IN ORBIT
A65-35494
AGE AND STIMULUS SIZE EFFECTS ON PERCEPTION IN MAN
A65-80014
CHANGE OF CUTANEOUS SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND PAIN
AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO UNPATTERNED LIGHT -
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-80024
INHIBITION OF SIMPLE VISUAL REACTION TIME BY
SECOND STIMULUS - FAILURE TO REPLICATE RESULT
A65-80026
MODIFICATION IN VISUAL AND KINESTHETIC
AFTEREFFECT DURING SENSORY DEPRIVATION
A65-80084
SHORT-TERN MEMORY AND RETROACTIVE INTERFERENCE IN
VISUAL PERCEPTION A65-80091
PARADOXICAL EFFECT OF HOMOGENEOUS LIGHT
STIMULATION ON FIGURAL AFTEREFFECT
A65-80093
DECREASE OF SUBJECTIVE OPTICAL FUSION FREQUENCY
FOLLOWING VISUAL TASK A65-80|51
ABILITY OF PIGEON TO DISCRIMINATE SOLAR
MOVEMENT AND RELATION TO ASTRONAVIGATION
GAMMA MOVEMENT- APPARENT MOVEMENT IN
FIGURAL AFTEREFFECTS EXPERIMENTS
A65-8023T
A65-80255
]NTERNODAL DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTUAL
DELAY AND SPEED OF READING AND TAPPING
A65-B0259
MOON ILLUSION - VISUAL FACTORS AFFECTING APPARENT
SIZE A65-80324
SENSORY-FEEDBACK ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR IN
STEREOTELEVISED VISUAL FIELD A65-80344
INITIAL STIMULATING EFFECT OF WARMTH UPON VISUAL
AND AUDITORY PERCEPTUAL EFFICIENCY
A65-B0381
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY ACROSS VISUAL FIELD IN
NORMAL INDIVIDUALS IN DIFFERENT AGE RANGES
A65-80402
TEMPORAL PARAMETERS OF BINOCULAR RIVALRY
A65-80406
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY INFLUENCED BY REPEATED
MEASUREMENT AND INTERVAL BETWEEN SESSIONS
A65-B0456
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY - THEORETICAL
INIERPRETATION OF VARIOUS QUALITATIVE AND
GUANTITATIVE ASPECTS A65-BO459
FLASH FREQUENCY WHEN BRIGHTNESS IS VARIED BY
MANIPULATION OF TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTIC
INTERM]TTENCY A65-B0460
PERCEPTION OF OBJECTS IN TERMS OF VISUAL ANGLE
A65-80507
SENSORY DEPRIVATION, PERSONALITY FACTORS, AND
EXPERIENCE OF VISUAL IMAGERY A65-B0516
_PIRAL AFTEREFFECT - EFFECT OF ROTATION SPEEDy
EXPOSURE TIME, AND DISTANCE A65-80517
MEMORY FOR AURALLY AND VISUALLY PRESENTED MATERIAL
AS FUNCTION OF PRESENTATION RATE
A65-80519
ORIENTATION ACCURACY IN VISUALLY HOMOGENEOUS
ENVIRONMENT AS FUNCTION OF STIMULUS AND VISUAL
FIELD SIZE A65-80570
EYE MOVEMENTS MEASURED DURING MICHOTTE LAUNCHING
EVENT A65-80594
EVOKED POTENTIALS IN RELATION TO VISUAL PERCEPTION
AND OCULOMOTDR REACTION TIMES IN MAN
A65-80645
BINOCULAR FUSION NOT AFFECTED BY OBSERVER
INTERPRETATION OF STIMULUS AbS-BOBB6
U-SHAPED BACKWARD MASKING FUNCTION IN VISION
A65-8068T
IGNORING IRRELEVANT INFORMATION IN IDENTIFICATION
CF CESIGNATED SYMBOLS ON VISUAL DISPLAY
A65-BOT06
EFFECT OF SYMMETRY ON VISUAL PERCEPTION OF
TACHISTDSCOPIC PATTERNS A65-B0736
CONTRAST HYPOTHESIS OF FIGURAL AFTER-EFFECTS
A65-BOT3T
NONLINEAR AND SPATIAL EFFECTS IN PERCEPTION OF
FLICKER A65-B0768
RCD-CONE INDEPENDENCE IN AFTER-FLASH EFFECT
A65-B0804
SPECIFICITY OF CONE INTERACTION IN AFTER-FLASH
EFFECT A65-80805
OCULOMOTOR RESPONSE TO SMALL TARGET REPLACEMENTS
A65-BOB06
NERVOUS AND VISUAL ABNORMALITIES DUE TO CARBON
DIOXIDE POISONING TREATED WITH ETHOPROPAZINE
A65-80822
CONTOUR EFFECT ON SIMULTANEOUS BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST
Ab5-BOB53
CIFFERENTIAL VISUAL FEEDBACK OF COMPONENT MOTIONS
A65-BOB54
EXTRANEOUS STIMULATION EFFECT ON VISUAL PERCEPTION
OF VERTICALITY - FAILURE TD REPLICATE
A65-80855
IMMEDIATE MEMORY FOR AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI
RELATED TO AGE A65-BO864
AGE DIFFERENCES IN MEMORY FOR SIMULTANEOUS
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULATION
A65-BOB65
SELECTIVE ATTENTIVENESS AND CORTICAL EVOKED
RESPONSES IN MAN TO VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI
A65-BOB/O
OBJECT IDENTIFICATION ON BASIS OF EDGE AND SURFACE
CHARACIERISIICS A65-BIOOB
A-6II
VISUALPERCEPTIONCONTD SUBJECT INDEX
REACTION TIME AS FUNCTION OF ONSET AND OFFSET
STIMULATION OF RETINAL FOVEA AND PERIPHERY
A65-81009
OBJECT RECOGNITION AS FUNCTION OF NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT VIEWS DURING TRAINING
A65-81088
EYE AND OTOLITHS A65-8II13
DIFFICULTY IN DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN RELEVANT AND
IRRELEVANT INFORMATION RELATED TO AGE
A65-8£122
AGING AND VISUAL IDENTIFICATION OF TACTUAL-
KINESTHETIC FORMS A65-81123
CHOICE REACTION TIMES AND THRESHOLDS OF VISUAL
PATTERNS AS FUNCTION OF EXPOSURE DURATION
A65-81169
INTERMITTENT DISPLAY PRESENTATION IN COINCIDENCE
JUDGEMENTS A65-81223
VISUAL PERFORMANCE UNDER WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION
A65-81226
INTERVENING NEURAL ACTIVITY IN VISUAL PERCEPTION -
HYPOTHETICAL CONSTRUCT A65-81244
SPATIAL ORIENTATION EFFECT ON PDGENDORFF ILLUSION
A65-81316
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY IN TEST FIELD WITH BRIGHT
SURROUND A65-81419
FIGURE-GROUND CONTRAST AND CONTOUR ORIENTATION ON
FIGURAL MASKING A65-B1439
DEPENDENCE OF PERCEPTION OF PHOTIC SIGNALS ON
INTERVALS BETWEEN THEM AND AFTER EFFECT ON
ELECTROMYOGRAM AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-81455
CORRELATION OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL AUTOKINETIC
EFFECTS A65-81557
SUCCESSIVE COMPARISON OF VISUAL SIZE-STUDY OF
POSITIVE TIME ERROR A65-81565
EFFECTS OF INDUCED MUSCLE TENSION AND AUDITORY
STIMULATION ON TACHISTOSCOPIC PERCEPTION
A65-81567
PATTERN RECOGNITION IN RANDOM AND ORDERLY
PRESENTATION OF VISUAL SEQUENCES.
A65-81571
BACKGROUND REFLECTANCE AND CATEGORY-SCALING OF
GRAY PAPERS A65-BISBO
PERCEIVED SLANT AS FUNCTION OF RELATIVE HEIGHT.
A65-81641
EFFECTS ON HAND-EYE COORDINATION OF TWO DIFFERENT
ARM MOTIONS DURING COMPENSATION FOR DISPLACED
VISION A65-BI647
NON-AODITIVITY OF PERCEIVED DISTANCE WITH
MUELLER-LYER FIGURE A65-8164B
BODILY ACTIVITY AND PERCEPTUAL ACTIVITY
A65-81652
TWO DIFFERENT AFTER-EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO VISUAL
TILTS A65-81662
INFLUENCE OF REPEATED EXPER_IENCE ON LATENCY AND
EXTENT OF AUTOKINETIC MOVEMENT A65-81750
ISOLATION EFFECT IN VISUAL PATTERN PERCEPTION
SIMILAR TO EFFECT IN SERIAL LEARNING
A65-81751
INTEROCULAR TRANSFER AND NEGATIVE AFTEREFFECT
AFTER PRISM-INDUCED DISTORTION OF VISION
A65-81857
RADAR TARGET DETECTION AS FUNCTION OF SEARCH AREA
AND VIEWING DISTANCE A65-81885
VISUAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFECT ON EYE UNDER
CONDIIIONS OF VIBRATION OF HUMAN SUBJECT OR OF
VISUAL OBJECT A65-81887
SENSORY DEPRIVATION EFFECT ON VISUAL RECOGNITION
THRESHOLDS A65-81933
RAPID ADAPTATION IN CONSTANCY OF VISUAL DIRECTION
WITH ACTIVE AND PASSIVE ROTATION
A65-81934
FORCED-CHOICE METHOD FOR USE IN BACKWARD-MASKING
STUDIES WITH DISC-RING PATTERN A65-BI960
VISUAL-MOTOR ADAPTATION IN MAN TO DISCORDANT
EXAFFERENT STIMULATION A65-B19BO
DISCRIMINABILITY AND SCALING OF LINEAR EXTENT
A65-819BI
VISUAL FIELD AND LETTER SPAN 665-81983
PRIMACY OF FORM CRITERION IN PERCEPTUAL JUDGMENTS
A65-BIg85
ACOUSTIC FACILITATION OF VISUAL DETECTION
A65-82035
PERCEPTION OF ILLUSIONS AS CONSTANCY PHENOMENON
A65-82105
ANALYSIS OF VISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE COMPONENTS
OF MOTOR SKILL USING NITROUS OXIDE
A65-82112
VESTIBULAR AND VISUAL PERCEPTUAL DISTURBANCE AND
DIFFICULTIES OF RECOVERY FROM AERODYNAMIC SPIN
A65-BZ127
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY OF HUMAN EYE FOR SQUARE-WAVE
GRATINGS A65-82199
EFFECT OF TARGET SIZE, LUMINANCE, AND COLOR ON
MONOCULAR FIXATION Ab5-B2202
VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC SEEING BLUR WITH DISTANCE
OF OBJECT TO OBSERVER A65-B2224
STIMULUS DIMENSIONS OF ROTATING SPIRALS
A65-82231
REINTERPRETATION OF ONE FORM OF BACKWARD AND
FORWARD MASKING IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
A65-82233
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DETERMINANTS OF VISUAL
BACKWARD MASKING A65-B2234
ANALYSIS OF SATIATION-FATIGUE MECHANISM OF FIGURAL
AFTER-EFFECTS A65-82257
VISUAL NOISE CAUSES TUNNEL VISION
A65-B22BI
SELECTIVE INTERMANUAL TRANSFER OF ADAPTIVE EFFECTS
OURING ADAPTATION TO PRISM A65-82282
FORWARD AND BACKWARD MASKING IN VISUAL PERCEPTION
A65-82285
U-SHAPED BACKWARD MASKING FUNCTION IN VISION WITH
VARIED MASKING RING SIZE A65-82286
COMPLEXITY JUDGMENTS OF PHOTOGRAPHS RELATED TO
LOOKING TIME A65-82330
CONTRIBUTION OF PERCEPTUAL SEGREGATION TO
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STIMULUS SIMILARITY AND
BACKWARD MASKING. A65-82332
VISUAL PERCEPTION - ADAPTATION TO ARTIFICIAL
CHROMATIC DISTORTIONS AND NATURAL VISUAL DEFECTS
REPT.-I N65-12731
THRESHOLD CONTRAST AND BRIGHTNESS TO ENSURE
VISIBILITY OF OBJECTS AT NIGHT AND DURING DAY
N65-13644
A-412
SUBJECT INDEX VJ3UAL _TI_ULUS
LATENT FORM OF MOTION SICKNESS IN HEALTHY MALES -
EFFECT ON VISUAL ANALYZER N65-13711
CHANGES IN EXCITABILITY AND LABILITY OF VISUAL
ANALYZER UNDER PROLONGED NONSTOP FLIGHTS IN
MULTIPASSENGER TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
NbS--13764
HUMAN VISUAL ANALYZER AND ELECTRONIC MODEL CF
HEART - BIOPHYSICS AND PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-28236 Nb5-14747
SAMPLING THEORY FOR HUMAN VISUAL SENSE
NASA-CR-bO6IB N65-1665T
CORTICAL CONTROL OF EYE MOVEMENTS AND VISUAL
THRESHOLD
AD-453155 N05-18000
CONTIGUOUS UNIOCULAR OR SEPARATE BINOCULAR
LUMINOUS INTENSITY PERCEPTION OF LIGHT FLASHES
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-I6 NbS-1BOT4
PULSATING LIGHT SOURCE EFFECT ON ELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN
RSIC-298 N65-20526
INVESTIGATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EFFECT UPON VISUAL
DETECTION OF LIGHT SIGNAL
ESD-TR-64-55T N65-2114_
INTERSENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF SIGNAL DURATION
USING VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNALS
NASA-TM-X-SIT29 NCS-214T9
HUMAN VISUAL PERCEPTION AND VISUAL BEHAVIOR
RESPONSES TO STIMULI
AD-455490 N65-2189T
VISUAL DETECTION OF GROUND TARGETS FROM AIRCRAFT
NOTS-TP-3665 N65-26145
VISUALLY-EVOKED POTENTIALS IN MAN RECORDED
TRANSCRANIALLY FOR NORMAL PATIENTS AND THOSE
SUFFERING FROg CEREBRAL DISEASES - CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM N65-28751
HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE CHANGES WITH TEMPORARY CONNECTION
BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN
RINESTHETIC AND PHOTIC STIMULATION PAIRING
FTD-TT-65-436/IE2 N65-30015
INVESTIGATION OF PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF VISION
DURING INVOLUNTARY SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF NORMAL STEADY FIXATION
AD-617609 N65-33012
THRESHOLD OF VISUAL PERCEPTION IN OOMPARISON WITH
PHOTODETECTORS, QUANTUM ASPECTSt AND PROBLEMS OF
COLOR PERCEPTION
AD-611401 Nb5-33479
PROBLEMS IN VISION DEPTH PERCEPTION TO INVESTIGATE
IN MOON ILLUSION - EQUIDISTANCE TENDENCY AND
CONSEQUENCES
AM-65-11 NbS-33981
MAGNITUDE OF GRAVITOINERTIAL FORCEr INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE IN EGOCENTRIC VISUAL LOCALIZATION OF
HORIZONTAL-SPACE PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-bT538 Nb5-36626
VISUAL SIGNAL
THEORY OF DETECTABILITY OF SIGNAL USED TO
CALCULATE CERTAIN PSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
AbS-IB362
VISUAL STIMULUS
SAFETY THRESHOLOS CALCULATED FOR AMOUNT OF LASER
RADIATION HUMAN EYE CAN ABSORB A65-12397
STIMULUS INTENSITY AND PHOTICALLY EVOKED CEREBRAL
RESPONSE AS POSSIBLE OBJECTIVE INDEX OF BRIGHTNESS
PERCEPTION FOR MAN AbS-26831
EFFECT OF WARNING INTERVAL VARIABILITY ON LATENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY BLINK RESPONSE TO INTENSE VISUAL
STIMULATION A65-80191
EOSINOPHIL REACTION TO OCULAR LIGHT STIMULI
MEASURED IN NAN AND MOUSE A65-80194
FDVEAL AND PARAFOVEAL STIMULI EFFECT IN ELICITING
FUSION MOVEMENTS IN LIGHT ADAPTED EYES
A65-80509
LOCATION OF ORIGIN OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO
VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI IN RATS AND DOGS
AbS-BOS91
CHARACTER OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO COMBINED
ACOUSTIC AND VISUAL STIMULI IN DOGS
A65-B0699
DEPENDENCE OF RESPONSE OF INDIVIDUAL NEURONS OF
RABBIT LATERAL GENICULATE BODY ON THE INTENSITY
OF LIGHT STIMULUS A65-80TO1
INTERACTION BETWEEN EVOKED POTENTIAL AND
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC FIELD OF RABBIT CEREBRAL
CORTEX AbS-BOTO2
INHIBITION IN SYSTEMS OF VISUAL CORTEX NEURONS BY
AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI IN RABBITS
AbS-B0703
CHANGES IN CEREBRAL POTENTIALS EVOKED BY COMBINED
STIMULI OF TWO MODALITIES A65-BOlll
SIZE CONSTANCY AS DEPENDENT UPON ANGLE OF REGARD
AND SPATIAL DIRECTION OF STIMULUS OBJECT
AbS-80735
PHASE SHIFT EFFECT ON PERCEPTION'OF ALTERNATING
COLORED STIMULI AbS-B0769
ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF VISUAL SYSTEM
DETERMINED BY MEASURING FLICKER THRESHOLDv
BRIGHTNESS, AND PUPILLOMOTDR EFFECT OF MODULATED
LIGHT A6_-80770
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC RESPONSE DURING
STIMULATION WITH FLICKERING LIGHT IN HUMANS
A65_BO772
CORTICAL AND OCULAR ELECTRICAL RESPONSES TO
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION IN MAN
A65-80773
RELATIONS BETWEEN ELECTRORETINOGRAMS AND OCCIPITAL
POTENTIALS ELICITED BY FLICKERING STIMULI
A65-80TT4
ELECTRICAL RESPONSES OF RETINA AND OPTIC CORTEX OF
NAN TO COLOR FLICKER STIMULI AbS-80775
INFLUENCE OF VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULI ON
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM OF CAT AND MAN
A65-80776
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION ON OCCIPITO-CORTICAL
RESPONSES TO LIGHTFLASHES IN MAN
A65-80TTT
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAH RESPONSE TO SLOW
FLICKERING LIGHT STIMULUS AS RELATED TO COLOR
VISION AND EYE DISEASE A65-80778
HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM AS AFFECTED BY SLOW
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION AbS-8OTT9
EFFERENT INHIBITION OF SINGLE ELECTRORETINOGRAM
RESPONSES OF CONTRALATERAL EYE IN MAN
A65-807BO
INFLUENCE OF ATTENTION AND SUPPRESSION ON FLICKER
ELECTRORETINOGRAM AS RELATED TO FLICKERING
RESPONSE OF OCCIPITAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
AbS-8OTB1
VISUAL EVOKED RETINAL AND OCCIPITAL POTENTIALS
WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING NEUROELECTRIC
ACTIVITY A65-BOTB3
ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS IN DARK AOAPTED
HUNAN EYE AbS-BOTB6
EVOKED RESPONSES OF VISUAL CORTEX- SPECTRAL
A-613
VISUAL SYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX
SENSITIVITY OF HUMANS A65-8[184
ESTIMATION OF LIGHT STIMULATOR POSITION RELATED TO
EYE MOVEMENT A65-81195
EYE MOVEMENTS DURING OBSERVATION OF MOVING OBJECT
A65-81196
EFFECT OF VESTIBULAR AND OPTOKINETIC STIMULATION
ON POTENTIAL FREQUENCY OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
A65-81353
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF CEREBRAL CORTEX IN
MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT AGES IN RESPONSE TO
RHYTHMICAL LIGHT FLASHES A65-81354
STUDIES ON VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSE - USE OF 0.06
DEGREE RED TARGET FOR EVALUATION OF FOVEAL
FUNCTION A65-81532
VISUAL EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSE IN CAT
A65-81533
INHIBITION OF INDUCED ACTIVITY /LIGHT STIMULUS/ OF
NEURONS OF OPTIC ZONE DURING ACTION OF SOUND
STIMULUS A65-BIG26
EFFECT OF VISUAL STIMULI ON DREAM CONTENT DURING
SLEEP A65-81653
ELECTRORETINDGRAM OF RABBIT RESPONSE TO LIGHT
FLASH DURING HIGH ALTITUDE SIMULATION IN LOW
PRESSURE CHAMBER AND UNDER GRAVITATIONAL STRESS
A65-81669
EFFECTS OF AUDITORY AND OPTICAL STIMULI
DISCONTINUANCE ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM IN CATS.
A65-81713
EFFECT OF FOCUS ON VISUAL RESPONSE TO SINUSOIDALLY
MODULATED SPATIAL STIMULUS AND RELATION TO NIGHT
MYOPIA A65-82201
FOVEAL FLICKER FUSION USING MOVING STIMULUS
A65-82333
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF HUMAN REACTION TIMES TO
VISUAL STIMULUS A65-82337
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTING OF SPATIAL ORIENTATION
ILLUSIONS IN PERSONS SUBJECTED TO VISUAL STIMULI
N65-I3645
CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS AFTER
PROLONGED OPTOKINETIC STIMULATION
N65-13698
EFFECT OF ANGULAR ROTATION VELOCITIES ON STATE OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND SEVERAL VISUAL
FUNCTIONS I NbS-13766
HUMAN VISUAL PERCEPTION AND VISUAL BEHAVIOR
RESPONSES TO STIMULI
AD-455490 NGS-2189T
VARIATION IN VISUAL AND AUDITORY STIMULATION
EFFECTS ON GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY
TR-12 N65-22946
BIOPHYSICS STUDY INCLUDING EYE TRACKING SYSTEM AND
STIMULATED EYE MOVEMENT
JPRS-30575 N65-28094
EVALUATION OF LIGHT STIMULATOR POSITION AND
MOVEMENTS OF EYES USING HUMAN SUBJECTS
N65-28095
PERCEPTION OF AUDITORY PATTERNS AS FUNCTION OF
INCIDENTAL VISUAL STIMULATION
TR-21 N65-28173
VISUAL SYSTEM
HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM IN TERMS OF OPTICS AND ENERGY
PULSESe DETAILING COLOR VISION A65-12431
OPHTHALMOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF VISUAL PROBLEMS
OF SPACE FLIGHT A65-14807
SOMAESTHETIC AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI EFFECT ON
THRESHOLD OF FUSION OF PAIRED LIGHT FLASHES IN
HUMAN SUBJECTS A65-803B5
FLASH FREQUENCY WHEN BRIGHTNESS IS VARIED BY
MANIPULATION OF TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTIC
INTERMITTENCY A65-BO460
EVOKED POTENTIAL IN VISUAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING
WAKING, AROUSAL, SLOW WAVE SLEEP, AND FAST WAVE
SLEEP A65-80616
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF HUMAN VISUAL CORTEX
AbS-BO640
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSES IN HUMAN CEREBRAL CORTEX
A65-BO641
PHOTICALLY EVOKED OCCIPITAL AND VERTEX WAVES
DURING SLEEP IN MAN A65-80642
ARTIFICIAL SYNTHESIS OF EVOKED CORTICAL RESPONSES
TO LIGHT FLASH A65-80643
EFFECT OF DARK AOAPTATION OF OPTIC AFFERENT SYSTEM
ON THERMORECEPTORS OF HUMAN SKIN
A65-80715
EFFECT OF AREA STIMULATED AND DURATION OF THERMAL
STIMULUS OF CUTANEOUS RECEPTORS ON OPTICAL SENSORY
NEURON FUNCTION A65-8071B
FLICKER PROBLEMS AS RELATED TO PHYSICS,
ELECTRONICS, CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY,
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY, VISUAL SYSTEM, AND PSYCHOLOGY
A65-80767
ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF VISUAL SYSTEM
DETERMINED BY MEASURING FLICKER THRESHOLO,
BRIGHTNESS, AND PUPILLOMOTOR EFFECT OF MODULATED
LIGHT A65-80770
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL VISUAL MASKING - MASKING BY
IMPULSE FLASHES A65-BlO15
NEGATIVE FLASHES, POSITIVE FLASHES, AND FLICKER
EXAMINED BY INCREMENT THRESHOLD TECHNIQUE
Ab5-BIOIb
PERCEPTION OF CONTOURS IN CENTRAL FOVEA IN MAN
A65-81079
EVOKED POTENTIALS AND CORRELATED JUDGMENTS OF
BRIGHTNESS AS FUNCTIONS OF INTERFLASH INTERVALS
AbS-BII58
LINEARIZATION OF EVOKED RESPONSES OF CEREBRAL
CORTEX TO SINE WAVE-MODULATED LIGHT BY NOISE
Ab5-BI346
CONE ACTIVITY IN LIGHT-INDUCED DC RESPONSE OF
MONKEY RETINA A65-81494
LINEAR MODEL FOR VISUAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
IN MESOPIC REGION-RESPONSE/STIMULUS PEAK-TO-PEAK
MEASUREMENTS OF SPATIAL SINE-WAVE PATTERNS
A65-81576
DIFFERENTIAL CORTICAL HABITUATION WITH STIMULATION
OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL RETINA
A65-BI656
SYNCHRONIZATION OF INITIAL AFFERENT FLOW IN VISUAL
SYSTEM IN CAT A65-81705
CENTRIFUGAL OPTIC NERVE RESPONSES EVOKED BY
AUDITORY AND SOMATIC STIMULATION IN CATS
A65-81931
RESPONSES OF VISUAL SYSTEM TO OPTOKINETIC STIMULI
IN RABBITS A65-82227
INTERVAL ANALYSIS OF CELL DISCHARGE IN SPONTANEOUS
AND OPTICALLY MODULATED ACTIVITY IN OPTIC TRACT,
GENICULATE BODY, AND CORTEX OF CAT
A65-82355
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO NEURAL NETS AND
MOTOR AND VISUAL NERVOUS SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-66-80 N65-11898
A-416
SUBJECTINOEX VOLTAGE GENERATOR
CORTICAl COMPUTING UNIT IN HUMAN VISUAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION - DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL
GEIEEIbG-ZZ N65-Z636T
RETINAL IMAGE AND TRANSFORMATION WITHIN VISUAL
SYSTEM N65-26531
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING FOR ANALYSIS OF VISUAL
SYSTEM USING SHOCK-DISPLAY SAMPLING SYSTEM
N65-ZBT52
VISUAL MASKING USING VARIOUS TEST STIMULUS
PATTERNS
NASA-TM-X-51978 NO5-Z9381
VISUAL TASK
NULTIRAN TEAM PERFORMANCE FOR VISUAL MONITORING
TASK A65-10539
LIGHT FLASH PROPORTION DETERMINATION DETECTED BY
SUBJECTS AS FUNCTION OF TWO FLASH GROUPINGS AND
TWO LEVELS OF FLASH INTENSITY A65-18293
VISUAL AND MOTION SIMULATION TECHNIQUES APPLIED IN
SPACE FLIGHT RESEARCH A65-Z9092
PROGRAM OF VISUAL EXPERIMENTS FOR ORBITAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES INCLUDING GEMINI AND APOLLO TEST
SCHEDULE FOR EVALUATION OF HUMAN VISION IN SPACE
A65-35695
MEPROBAMATE EFFECT ON VISUAL DETECTION IN MAN
RELATED TO TIME AND DOSAGE A6B-8OOOI
INTRINSIC EYE MOVEMENT NOISE DURING VISUAL TASK
A65-BO0_8
SIGNAL APPEARANCE PROBABILITY AND EFFECT ON
PROCESS OF ITS DETECTION DURING VISUAL TASK
A65-8010_
DECREASE OF SUBJECTIVE OPTICAL FUSION FREQUENCY
FOLLOWING VISUAL TASK A65-80151
EYE MOVEMENT PATTERNS AS FUNCTION
OF PREVIOUS TACHISTOSCOPIC PRACTICE
AGS-BO26T
SIGNAL DETECTABILITY IN VIGILANCE TASK AS FUNCTION
OF TRUE AND/OR FALSE KNOWLEDGE OF RESULIS
A65-B0300
PERIPHERAL VISUAL ATTENTION TASK PERFORMANCE OF
TWO AGE GROUPS IN HOT CONDITIONS
A65-BO629
SEQUENTIAL ERROR IN TIME-SHARING MONITORING TASK
A65-80707
RECALL OF VISUAL SYMBOLS RELATED TO DIFFERENTIAL
VALUEr MEMORY LOAD, AND EXPOSURE TIME
A65-80791
BINARY PURE-TONE AUDITORY DISPLAYS EVALUATED
A65-81125
INTERMITTENT LIGHT STIMULATION EFFECT ON CRITICAL
FUSION FREQUENCY A65-81226
SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL DISCRIMINATION PERFORMANCE OF
MONKEY AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF MEPROBANATE
A65-81640
VISUAL CONTROL OF HABITUATION TO COMPLEX
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION IN MAN A65-8153B
BLINKING REFLEX AS INDICATOR OF OEG_E_ OF SKILL
ATTAINED IN PRACTICE OF VISUAL-NO'fOR TASK
A65-BZIT4
PROC_qNING METHOD AND RESPONSE MODE tN VISUAL-
ORAL TASK - PSYCHOLOGY
AMRL-TR-6_-129 N65-Z641B
¥1SUAL T_JkC_IIG
EXI_ER_NENT SHOWING RETINAL BLUR_RATING AS EVEN-
ERROR SIGNAL UNDER RESTRICTED MONOCULAR VIEWING
CONDITI'ONS A6_-22037
OCULONOTOR CONTROL DISTURBANCE AND RETINAL IMAGE
STABILIZATION DURING FLIGHT CONSIDERING VISUAL
IRACKING AND VESTIBULO-OCULAR MECHANISMS
A65-26082
RETINAL IMAGE FIXATION DURING NORMAL BODY AND HEAD
MOVEMENT, EMPHASIZING NEUROMUSCULAR OUTPUTS TO
EYE-IN-SKULL AND SKULL-ON-BODY SPATIAL PLATFORMS
A65-26978
VITAMIN
VITAMIN A SYNTHESIS DURING LIGHT ADAPTATION OF
RETINA BY INTERACTION OF VISUAL CELL OUTER
SEGMENTS AND RETINAL NICROSONES
A65-80585
RADIOPROTECTIVE EFFECT OF VITAMINS AND OTHER
NAIURALLY OCCURRING CONPOUNOS IN ONION, ALLIUM
CEPA! ROOTLETS A65-81300
PRODUCTION OF THIAMINEt RIBOFLAVIN, FOLIC ACID AND
BIOTIN BY CHLORELLA VULGARIS AND CHLORELLA
PYRENOIDOSA A65-81339
CHANGES IN TISSUE VITAMIN CONTENT DURING EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION AND HYPOTHERNIA IN RATS
A65-B202B
VITAMIN REQUIREMENTS IN DIET OF AVIATORS AND
ASTRONAUTS N65-13763
VITAMIN INFLUENCE ON ADRENAL GLANDS OF MAN IN
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-1TB26
MINERAL AND VITAMIN REQUIREMENTS FOR NUTRITION ON
MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18580
PRUT_CI|VE ROLE OF FOOD AND VITAMINS IN RADIATION
INJURIES TO ORGANISM N65-Z494Z
VITAMIN B 06
S PYRIOOXINE
VITAMIN C
S ASCORBIC ACID
VITAMIN E
S TOCOPHEROL
VITAMIN H
S BIOTIN
VOCAL CORD
AUTOMATIC FEEDBACK CONTROL MECHANISM IN HUMAN
SPEECH SYSTEM MODEL MADE TO STUTTER, CONSIDERING
EAR AS CAUSE OF INSTABILITY A65-1073B
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF VOCAL TRACT FREQUENCY
RESPONSE BY SWEEP TONE METHOD
STL-QPSR-111965 N65-ZTOZO
SPEECH PRODUCTION AND VOCAL TRACT CHARACTERISTICS
CCRRELATED WITH SPEECH WAVE DATA AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
AFCRL-65-272 N65-30196
VOICE COI_IONICATION
SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION BY EXPRESSING VOICE SIGNAL
AT ANALYZER OUTPUT IN TERMS OF FREQUENCYI TIME AND
AMPLITUDE A65-15666
DEEP SPACE VOICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM USING EAR-
_RAIN ANALOG A6S-17_B6
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF VOCAL TRACT FREQUENCY
RESPONSE BY SWEEP TONE METHOD
STL--QPSR-I/1965 N65-ZTOZO
SPEECH PERCEPTION THEORY AND AI_PLICAT|ON OF THEORY
TO VOICE SOUND RECOGNITION PROBLEM
RADC-TR-6S-18w_ N65-345TO
VOLTAGE GENERATO1R
BIOELECTRIC,POT_NTIALS AS PRIMARY POWER SOURCE -
ST&lOT OF ELEG|ROOE _ATER|ALS AND LOCUS IN
VARIOUS TABORATORY ANIMALS
NASA-CR-60955 NbS-IT96T
A-615
VOLTMETER SUBJECT INDEX
VOLTMETER
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT MILLIVOLTMETER
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT AMPLIFIER AND
COMPACT SILICON STABILITRON CONVERTERS
JPRS-3055T N65-2554i
VOLUNTARY APNEA
UNDERWATER SNIMMING AND EFFECT ON RESPIRATION
DURING BREATHHOLDING A65-80765
HEART RATE RESPONSE TO HELD LUNG VOLUME IN
INSPIRATORY AND EXPIRATORY POSITIONS
A65-81165
CHANGES IN PULMONARY DIFFUSION CAPACITY AND
PULMONARY CAPILLARY BLO00 VOLUME DURING NEGATIVE
PRESSURE BREATHING IN NAN A65-B2099
INTRAPULMONARY PRESSURE OF OREATHHDLDING SUBJECTS
LYING AND SITTING IN AIR AND WATER
A65-82158
VOSKHO0 I SPACECRAFT
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS PERFORMED ONBOARD
VOSKHOD I NOTING APPARATUS RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHt ELECTRODCULOGRAM,
DYNAHOGRAN AND MOTION COORDINATION IN WRITING OF
ASTRONAUTS A65-34946
MEDICAL SUPERVISION OF CREW MEMBERS AND BIOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENT DURING SOVIET THREE-MAN SPACE FLIGHT
IN VOSKHOD I SPACECRAFT A65-B0983
VOSKHOD ORBITAL FLIGHT- GENERAL REVIEW
A65-BIOZO
FIRST COSMIC EXPEDITION- BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH ON
ASTRONAUT RESPONSE A65-81686
STATE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF
ASTRONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSKHOD I
SPACECRAFT A65-B1962
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
AND WEIGHTLESSNESS - VOSKHOD 1 AND VOSKHOD
II FLIGHTS N65-26230
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS DF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT IN VOSKHOD I SPACECRAFT
N65-3477T
VOSKHOD II SPACECRAFT
FIRST WALK IN SPACE FROM VOSKHOO II DESCRIBED BY
LEONOVv NOTING IMPORTANCE OF SIMULATED TRAINING
A65-35253
BELIAEV DESCRIPTION OF 17-ORBIT FLIGHT OF VOSKHOD
II INCLUDING SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND CONTRDL_ LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM AND WALK-IN-SPACE
A65-35254
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY AND SPACE SUIT DESIGN OF
SOVIET SPACE FLIGHT IN VOSKHOD II
AbS-81706
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
AND WEIGHTLESSNESS - VOSKHOO I AND VDSKHOD
II FLIGHTS N65-26230
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION OF VOSKHDD II MANNED
SPACECRAFT - COSMONAUT REPORT DURING PRESS
CONFERENCE NbS-2828T
PROBLEMS OF VOSKHOD II SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS AND BIOASTRONAUTICSt AND FUTURE GOALS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM N65-32679
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON VOSKHOD AND
VOSKHOD II SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-9539 N65-33801
VOSKHOO MANNED SPACECRAFT
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON MAN WITH DATA FROM
VOSKHOD FLIGHTS A65-25551
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS AND RADIATION HAZARD
EFFECT ON PHYSIOLOGY OF COSNONAUTS ONBOARD
VOSKHOD I AND I1 A65-28943
A-416
MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF VOSKHOD SPACESHIP
COSMONAUTSt USING BIOTELENETRIC SYSTEMS AND
ONBOARO INSTRUMENTS A65-29961
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE ABOARD VOSKHOD I AND II
SPACECRAFT WITH RESPECT TO CHANGES 1N CONTROL
ACTIVITYt VISUAL RESOLUTION AND QUALITATIVE
ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL MEMORY A65-35251
SPACE FLIGHTS OF RUSSIAN ASTRONAUTS BELIAEV ANO
LEONOV AND AMERICAN ASTRONAUTS GRISSOM AND YOUNG
A6§-B1465
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON BASIC
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MAN IN SPACE
A65-81§49
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL PROGRESS ON WEIGHTLESSNESS
RESULTING FROM VOSKHOD MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-29800 N65-2Zl16
OBSERVATIONS AND TESTING OF COSMONAUTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL
ABOARD VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
JPRS-29911 N65-23053
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR VOSTOK AND VOSKHOD
MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-9424 N65-27710
NEDICAL CONTROL EQUIPMENT ON VOSKHOO MANNED
SPACECRAFT - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-9591 NbS-35785
VOSTOK III SPACECRAFT
STUDIES OF PHAGE PRODUCTION 1N ESCHERICHIA COLI
INDUCED DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSTOK-3 AND
VOSTOK-6 A65-81620
'EFFECTS OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON ASTRONAUT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN VOSTOK Ill AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-1362T
MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES AFTER FLIGHT ON VOSTOK
Ill AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-136TI
INSTALLATION OF BIO-UNITS IN VOSTOK IlI AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF
COSMIC RADIATION AND FLIGHT FACTORS ON
BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS AND MEASURE RADIATION DOSE
N65-24688
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC EFFECTS ON NICROSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING FLIGHT ON
VOSTOK III AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-24489
SPACE FLIGHT MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER DURING FLIGHT ON VOSTOK III AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-24690
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFT
STUDIES OF PHAGE PRODUCTION 1N ESCHERICHIA COL1
INDUCED DURING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSTOK-3 AND
VOSTOK-4 A65-81620
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON ASTRONAUT
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN VOSTOK lit AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-13627
MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES AFTER FLIGHT ON VOSTOK
Ill AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-13671
INSTALLATION OF BID-UNITS 1N VOSTOK IlI AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFIS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF
COSMIC RADIATION AND FLIGHT FACTORS ON
BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS AND MEASURE RADIATION DOSE
N65-24488
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICROSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DUR]NG FLIGHT ON
VOSTOK Ill AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-26489
SPACE FLIGHT MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER DURING FLIGHT ON VOSTOK lit AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-26690
SUBJECT INOEX WAKEFULNESS
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
LYSOGENIC BACTERIA ABOARD VOSTOK V AND Vl
SPACECRAFTS N65-36964
VOSTOK V SPACECRAFT
DISTURBANCES IN MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING VARIOUS PHASES OF
FLIGHT OF VOSTOK V SPACECRAFT AbS-8OTI9
MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL RADIATION DOSE REGISTERED BY
iNSTRUMENTS ON BOARD OF SOVIET SPACESHIPS
VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6 A6S-BOBST
EFFECT OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON DURATION OF
CARDIAC CYCLE DURING SPACE FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK 5 AND
VOSTOK 6 A65-B092|
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTOR ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN GERMINATION OF SEED IN SOME HIGHER
PLANTS ABOARD VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
AbS-BL595
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN SPACECRAFTS
VOSTOK-5 AND VDSTOK-6 ON CHROMOSOMES OF
PRIMARY ROOTS IN EMBRYO OF SEEDS OF SOME HIGHER
PLANTS A65-81596
STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS ON LYSOGENIC BACTERIA IN EXPERIMENTS IN
SOVIET SPACECRAFT VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6
A65-81626
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ON VOSTOK V
AND VOSTOK V I SPACECRAFT N65-12736
DISTURBANCES OF MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES INDUCED BY
DIFFERENT FLIGHT LENGTHS ON VOSTOK V
NASA-TT-F-962T N65-LSI63
CLINICDPHYSIDLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL
HEART FUNCTIONS IN FLIGHTS OF VDSTOK V AND
VOSTOK VI SPACECRAFTS BY SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHIC
DATA N65-2342_
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
LYSOGENIC BACTERIA ABOARD VOSTOK V AND VI
SPACECRAFTS N65-36966
VOSTOK VI SPACECRAFT
MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL RADIATION DOSE REGISTERED BY
INSTRUMENTS ON BOARD OF SOVIET SPACESHIPS
VOSTOK-S AND VDSTOK-6 A6S-BO8ST
EFFECT OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON DURATION OF
CARDIAC CYCLE DURING SPACE FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK 5 AND
VOSTOK 6 A65-80921
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTOR ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
PROCESSES IN GERMINATION OF SEED IN SOME HIGHER
PLANTS ABOARD VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
A65-81595
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS IN SPACECRAFTS
VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6 ON CHROMOSOMES OF
PRIMARY ROOTS IN EMBRYO OF SEEDS OF SOME HIGHER
PLANTS A65-81596
STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS ON LYSOGENIC BACTERIA IN EXPERIMENTS IN
SOVIET SPACECRAFT VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6
A65-B[624
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CONTRACTIONAL
HEART FUNCTIONS IN FLIGHTS OF VOSTOK V AND
VOSTDK VI SPACECRAFTS BY SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHIC
DATA N65-23624
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND HYGIENIC REQUIREMENT OF LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS OF VOSTOK AND VOSKHOD SPACE
SHIPS A65-29942
VOSTDK V AND VI BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
CONCERNING COSMIC RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANT SEEOS_ CELLS AND FRUIT
FLIES A65-30689
VOSTOK SATELLITE PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DURING
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTy CONSIDERING BIOLOGICAL
CONTROL AND INFORMATION TRANSMISSION TO EARTH AND
MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS BY CODING
A65-323OI
VOSTOK V AND VI SPACE FLIGHT EXPOSURE EFFECT ON
VARIATION IN NUMBER OF CELLS WITH CHROMOSOME
ALTERATIONS IN EMBRYONIC ROOTS OF HIGHER PLANTS
A65-3581T
VOSTOK III AND IV SPACE FLIGHT RADIATION
EXPOSURE EFFECT ON PHAGDPRODUCTION OF E. LOLl
K-I2 /LAMBDAI SUSPENSIONS AbS-35BIB
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VOSTOK V AND VI SPACE
FLIGHT EXPOSURES MEASURED BY RATIO OF INDUCED AND
SPONTANEOUS PHAGOPRODUCTION IN EXPOSED LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA A65-35819
TISSUE DOSE OF COSMIC RADIATION RECEIVED BY
ASTRONAUTS BYKOVSKII AND NIKOLAEVA-TERESHKOVA
DURING THEIR COMBINED ORBITAL FLIGHT
A6P-81387
RECORDING OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS, MEDICAL SUPPORT AND
BIOTELEMETRY AbS-BZ076
MICROBIOLOGICAL AND CYTOLOGICAL DATA FROM VOSTOK
TYPE SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-281 N65-12219
RADIATION SAFETY MEASURES DURING MANNED FLIGHTS ON
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT N65-13657
MEDICALI PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON
VOSKHOD AND VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
JPRS-ZTOZ5 N65-L659B
MEDICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCH DURING MANNED
FLIGHTS ABOARD VOSKHOD AND VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
N65-16599
BIOLOGICAL TESTS ON VOSKHOD AND VDSTDK
SPACECRAFT DURING SPACE FLIGHT N65-16600
STUDIES IN MEDICINE AND PHYSIOLOGY DERIVED FROM
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT FLIGHTS
NASA-IT-F-9207 N65-Ik607
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR VOSTOK AND VOSKHOD
MANNED SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-9626 N6S-277LO
VTOL AIRCRAFT
MAN-MACHINE PROBLEMS IN VTOL AIRCRAFT -
TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS N65-28655
W
WAKEFULNESS
SA SLEEP DEPRIVATION
BEHAVIORAL ACTIVATION IN RABBIT AFTER INJECTION OF
DIALYSATE OBTAINED DURING STIMULATION OF HIDBRAIN
RETICULAR SYSTEM A65-80877
TRANSCALLOSALt EXTRACALLDSALv AND
GENICULO-CORTICAL RESPONSES OF CAT TO ELECTRIC
SHOCK DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-BI3BO
PSYCHOTROPIC EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE IN MAN -
CIFFERENCES IN SENSITIVITY TO CAFFEINE-INDUCED
WAKEFULNESS A65-8ITI5
CHANGES IN CATS OF TACTILE EVOKED POTENTIALS IN
BRAIN DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A65-82050
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN ACOUSTIC PATHWAY DURING
SLEEP-WAKE CYCLE IN CATS A65-82072
EXCITABILITY CYCLE OF VISUAL CORTEX DURING SLEEP
AND WAKEFULNESS IN CATS Ab5-82276
SPONTANEOUS SLOW POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX OF CAT DURING SLEEP AND
WAKEFULNESS IN RESPONSE TO AMPHETAHINE,
A-61T
WARNING SIGNAL SUBJECT INDEX
CHLORPROMAZINE, THIOPENTAL AND NEW PYRIMIDINE
DERIVATIVE A65-82300 _
SUPRASPINAL INFLUENCES AND CHANGES IN RECURRENT
DISCHARGES DF ALPHA MOTONEURGNS DURING SLEEP IN
CAT A65-82352
WARNING SIGNAL
EFFECT OF WARNING INTERVAL VARIABILITY ON LATENCY
OF INVOLUNTARY BLINK RESPONSE TD INTENSE VISUAL
STIMULATION A65-BOIgl
WARNING SYSTEM
SA EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
EQUATION ESTIMATING AURAL DETECTION DISTANCES
ASSOCIATED WITH GIVEN AERIAL VEHICLE NOISE LEVEL
AIAA PAPER 65-32g A65-32323
WASTE
SA HUMAN WASTE
SA METABOLIC WASTE
EFFECTS OF MISCELLANEOUS WASTE ON NESDPHILIC
ACTIVATED SLUDGE DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, AND VOMITUS
SAM-TDR-6_-4I N65-IOOI4
HANDLING OF NUTRITION-WASTE COMPLEX IN MANNED
SPACE EXPLORATION N65-IBSAT
FOOD, WATER, AND WASTE IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
Nb5-IB569
HANDLING AND STORAGE OF FOOD AND WASTE ON MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS N65-18576
WASTE MANAGEMENT FOR CLOSED ENVIRONMENTS - PROCESS
CONTROL, COLLECTION, TRANSPORT, AND TREATMENT
Nb5-IB577
INTEGRATION AND MECHANICS OF WASTE COLLECTION AND
PROCESSES FOR SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N65-18589
LIQUID WASTES AND WATER POTABILITY IN SPACE
VEHICLES N65-18590
ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT AS
RELATED TO NUTRITION AND WASTE N65-IBA02
WASTE DISPOSAL
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN MANNED SPACECRAFT,
DETAILING ENVIRONMENT CONTROL AND WATER AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT A65-I2545
ELECTROLYTIC METHOD TO DESTROY MIXTURE OF URINE
AND FECES ABS-21695
PHYSIOCHEMICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES
AD-461006 N65-26318
WASTE UTILIZATION
HUMAN URINE AND URINARY NITROGEN COMPOUNDS USED TO
SUPPORT GROWTH OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC ALGAL SYSTEM
A65-11401
LUNAR BASE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS PROVIDING
ATMOSPHERE AND THERMAL CONTROL, RADIATION
PROTECTION AND WATER AND WASTE RECOVERY
A65-I309g
WATER RECOVERY FROM HUMAN WASTES AND HYDROX FUEL
CELLS DURING LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT
A65-I4380
SPACECRAFT OXYGEN PRODUCTION FROM REACTION BETWEEN
CARBON DIOXIDE AND CHLORELLA CULTIVATED FROM
FERMENTED EXCRETA A65-14382
HUMAN WASTE PRODUCTS WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEMS
RENDERING SPACE CREW INDEPENDENT OF STORED WATER
REQUIREMENTS
AICE PREPRINT 54A A65-153gT
RECOVERY OF USABLE OXYGEN FROM WASTE CARBON
DIOXIDE ON SPACECRAFI BY CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION
FOLLOWED BY ELECTROLYSIS Ab5-15625
WETTING AND NONWETTING SURFACES TO CONTROL WATER
AND GAS PHASES IN LIFE-SUPPORT EQUIPMENT IN LOW G
ENVIRONMENT, NOTING HUMIDITY CONTROL, LIQUID WASTE
COLLECTION, DISTILLATION AND MANAGEMENT OF WATER
AND OXYGEN SUPPLIES A65-28630
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL GENERATED BY MICROBIOLOGIC
METABOLIC ACTIVITY WITHIN CLOSED WASTE DEGRADATION
WATER RECOVERY UNIT A65-34474
RECLAMATION OF NUTRITIONAL ORGANIC MATERIAL
FROM WASTE WATER - ALGAE CULTURING
SERL-64-6 N65-I9655
WATER
SA BODY FLUID
SA ICE
SA POTABLE WATER
SA SEA WATER
A_UEOUS AND NONAQUEOUS SOLUTIONS, TEMPERATURE
LIMITSt GAS HYDRATE FORMATION AND CONNECTION WITH
ORIGIN OF LIFE A65-29013
CORNUCOPIA, STORABLE BIPROPELLANT CONCEPT
FACILITATING PROVISION OF PROPULSION, POTABLE
WATER, METABOLIC OXYGEN, TWO-GAS REPLENISHMENT
ATMOSPHERE, AND THERMAL AND KINETIC ENERGY
A65-80143
STATE OF WATER IN tiSSUES OF HIBERNATORS
A65-BI466
TOLERANCE OF GROUND SQUIRRELS ICITELLUS LATERALIS
AND C. SPILOSOMA/ FOR WATER DEPRIVATION DURING
HIBERNATION A65-81470
MECHANICAL AID FOR RAPID AIRCREW EXIT AND NEED FOR
AEROSPACE MEDICAL SPECIALIST WITH DIVING ABILITY
FOR DITCHING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
A65-BI520
SURVIVAL AND INJURY IN UNITED STATES AIR CARRIER
WATER ACCIDENTS PERTAINING TO CREW TRAINING AND
E_UIPMENT A65-BI542
SYSTEM FOR PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL ANIMALS TO
LOW-PRESSURE HIGH-OXYGEN ENVIRONMENTS
A65-BI609
RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND SODIUM AND WATER EXCRETION IN
DOG DURING CHANGE FROM SUPINE TO ERECT POSITION
AND WATER IMMERSION AS AFFECTED BY EXERCISE DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION A65-B2II5
WATER FLUX FROM SOil TO PLANT TO ATMOSPHERE, SOIL
WATER MOVEMENT, SOIL-WATER ENERGY RELATIONS,
INTERNAL WATER RELATIONS IN PLANT LEAVES, AND
LOWER LIMIT OF WATER AVAILABILITY TO PLANTS
RR-3T4 N65-1@326
WATER, PROTEIN, FAT, AND CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM -
SPACE EXPLORATION N65-IB56B
FOOD, WATER, AND WASTE IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18569
HUMAN NUTRITION REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER IN MANNED
SPACE FLIGHTS Nb5-IBSBI
WATER GENERATION IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - LUNAR
EXPLORATION N65-18582
LIQUID WASTES AND WATER POTABILITY IN SPACE
VLHICLES N65-18590
WAFER SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS CULTURE
IRRADIATED FOR DETERMINING RADIOSENSITIVITY
_F CELLS TO VARYING X-RAY DOSES
N65-26388
WATIR CONDITIONED SUIT DEVELOPMENT - PROTECTIVE
CLUTHING
RAE-TN-MECH-ENC-600 N65-29605
WATER BALANCE
SPACE CABIN ATMOSPHERE REGENERATION AND CONTROL
PROBLEMS COVERING CARBON DIOXIDE, WATER, OXYGEN
CONCENTRATIONS AND TRACE CONTAMINATION
A-418
S_J_TI_EX WATERRECOVERY
ASNEPAPER65-AV-67 A65-23656
PHYSIOLOGICAL DISI}RDERS CAUSED BY HEAT
A65-B0636
PREVENTING VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION DURING PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY IN HOT ENVIRONMENT AND RELATION TO
APPETITE AND BODY TEMPERATURE A65-80900
WATER-SALT METABOLISM OF DOGS IN HIlT CLIMATE IN
RELATION TO FEEDING AbS-BOgT6
SOME ASPECTS OF WATER BALAI_E IN HIBERNATING BATv
MYOTIS LUCIFUGUS. A65-B1464
TETRAETHYL LEAD TOXIC EFFECTS ON WATER BALANCE
A65-BIT65
CHANGES IN EXTRACELLULAR FLUID SPACE IN WATER
BALANCE DISTURBANCES OF ORGANISM AND ORGANS
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-TT-64-gI21I{2&3£4 N65-17916
MATER CONTENT
OBSERVATIONS OF WATER VAPOR ON MARS AND VENUS FROM
BALLOONS AND MOUNTAINS A65-80891
URINE EXCRETION IN ANIMALS - DEPENDENCE OF
DIURESIS ON SALT CONTENT, ALCOHOL CONTENT_ FREE
CARBON DIOXIDE, AND HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION
IN DRINKING WATER
NASA-TT-F-g33T N65-23793
MATER DEPRIVATION
S DEHYDRATION
MATER FLOW
EFFECT OF STIMULUS ON RATE OF WATER FLOW FROM
STOMACH TO INTESTINES - ANIMAL STUDY OF DOGS
NASA-TT-F-g391 N65-35780
MATER INTAKE
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN PERMANENT
INHABITANTS OF HOT AREAS DURING DALLY PHYSICAL
EXERCISE UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF HYDRATION
A65-80662
OVERHYDRATION EFFECTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
OF MAN TO WORK IN HOT ENVIRONMENTS
A65-80675
DEHYDRATION EFFECTS ON ECCRINE SWEATING OF
SUBJECTS EXERCISING IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
A65-8OB99
INFANT AND ADULT WATER CONSUMPTION AND ELECTROLYTE
METABOLISM IN HOT DRY REGION AS AFFECTED BY
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY A65-80952
HEAT CRAMPS IN BRITISH GUIANA SUBJECTS DURING
PHYSICAL WORK AS RELATED TO SWEATING AND DRINKING
WATER OF LOW SALT CONTENT A65-80955
NITROGEN METABOLISM AND BODY TEMPERATURE IN MAN
UNDER COMBINED RESTRICTION OF FOOD AND WATER
DURING EXERCISE IN AIR CONDITIONED ROOM
A65-80969
HEART RATE OF RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER INTAKEI
PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM, AND SODIUM CHLORIDE
A65-80999
INTAKE OF WATER_ SODIUM CHLORIDEt AND SODIUM
BICARBONATE IN RAT AS AFFECTED BY WATER
DEPRIVATION AND THERMAL STRESS A65-81000
HYPOTHALAMO-HYPOPHYSEAL NEUROSECRETION IN MICE
UNDERGOING STARVATION WITH OR WITHOUT WATER
DEPRIVATION A65-81288
GAMMA RADIATION EFFECT ON OPERANT
WATER-REINFORCEMENT BEHAVIOR IN RAT
A65-81547
VOLUNTARY DEHYDRATION IN MAN AND EFFECTS OF HEAT,
COLD, EXERCISE, AND WATER DEPLETION
A65-81634
CARDIOVASCULAR AND SWEATING RESPONSES TO WATER
INGESTION IN DEHYDRATING SUBJECTS IN HEAT CHAMBER
A65-BI910
PHYSIOLOGY OF THIRST AND DRINKING - DEHYDRATION
LAG IN MAN AND RAT
NASA-TM-X-51938 " N65-294T1
WATER LANDING
RESCUE TECHNIQUES USING STANDARD STUKES LITTER
DESCRIBED FOR HANDLING INJURED PERSONS IN
WATER N65-29754
FREE FALLS SURVIVED BY HUMANS IMPACTING WATER
EhNIRONMENTS UNDER HIGH VELOCITY
N65-29760
MEDICAL R_SEARCH - SURVIVAL OF HIGH VELOCITY FREE-
FALLS IN WATER BY INDIVIDUALS
AM-'bS-12 N65-30597
WATER PRESSURE
UNDERWATER PRESSURE-COMPENSATED, BREATHING CONTROL
VALVES FOR PROLONGED WATER IMMERSION
AMRL-TR-64-130 N65-19153
MATER PURIFICATION
TRANSLATION OF RUSSIAN ARTICLES ON HYGIENE
AND SANITATION STUDIES, WATER PURIFICATION_
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY, RADIATION INJURY, AND
AIR SAMPLING
JPRS-30993 Nb5-28294
PURIFICATION OF WATER CONTAMINATED WITH
BUTULINUS TOXIN BY MEANS OF ION-EXCHANGE
POLYMERS Nb5-28296
MATER RECOVERY
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER_ USING PERMSELECTIVE SILICONE
RUHBER MEMBRANE A65-10696
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MAINTAINING MULTIPLE CREWS
IN ORBITAL AND EXPLORATORY MISSIONS FOR PERIODS UP
TO ONE YEAR A65-11642
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN MANNED SPACECRAFT,
DETAILING ENVIRONMENT CONTROL AND WATER AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT A65-12545
WATER RECOVERY FROM HUMAN WASTES AND HYDRDX FUEL
CELLS DURING LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT
665-16380
HUMAN WASTE PRODUCTS WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEMS
RENDERING SPACE CREW INDEPENDENT OF STORED WATER
REGUIREMENIS
AIDE PREPRINT 54A Ab5-15397
WATER RECLAMATION FROM CABIN-AIR DEHUMIDIFICATION
CONDENSATE AND WASH WATER BY MULTIFILTER SYSTEMS
AbS-IbSbO
CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN URINE DISTILLATION TO
MAKE PURE DRINKING WATER, INCLUDING PRETREATMENT
CHEMICALS SELECTION AND BACTERIA CONTROL IN
PRODUCT
ASME PAPER 65-AV-24 A65-22959
MANNED SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM FOR RECOVERING POTABLE
WATER FROM URINE, WASH WATER AND HUMIDITY
CONDENSATES BY ELECTRODIALYSIS
ASME PAPER 65-AV-16 A65-23224
SPACECRAFT REGENERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR WATER
RECOVERY OBTAINING OXYGEN FROM CARBON DIOXIDE AND
REMOVAL OF HUMAN WASTES A65-23920
THERMAL VAPORIZATION FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
A65-24457
TWO-GAS REGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
PRESSURE, THERMAL AND HUMIDITY CONTROL, WATER
RECLAMATION, ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION, CARBON
DIOXIDE AND TRACE CONTAMINANT REMOVAL
AIAA PAPER 65-501 A65-2944I
LOW ENERGY METHOD FOR WATER RECOVERY FROM URINE
AND WASH WATER_ USING PERMSELECIIVE SILICONE
RUBBER MEMBRANE A65-33554
A-_19
WATERVAPOR SUBJECT INDEX
LUNAR WATER EXTRACTION PROCESSES AND TYPES OF
DEPOSITIONS A65-34271
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELL GENERATED BY MICRDBIDLOGIC
METABOLIC ACTIVITY WITHIN CLOSED WASTE DEGRADATION
WATER RECOVERY UNIT A65-34474
RECOVERY OF POTABLE WATER FROM URINE BY MEMBRANE
PERMEATION
AMRL-TDR-64-73 N65-12040
BACTERIOLOGICAL POTABILITY OF WATER CONDENSATES
FROM HEAT EXCHANGES OF PRESSURIZED SUITS
SAM-TDR-66-66 N65-16299
THERMOELECTRIC SYSTEM FOR WATER RECLAHATION FROM
URINE
AMRLITR-65-29 N65-29615
WATER VAPOR
SA HUMIDITY
WATER VAPOR CONTENT FOR HUMAN COMFORT AND THERMAL
BALANCE IN SEALED CABINS AND PRESSURE SUITS
A65-28379
ENGINEERING STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF WATER VAPOR MASS
TRANSFER IN SPACE SUIT
NASA-CR-63144 N65-25269
WAVE
SA ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
SA PLASMA WAVE
SA PRESSURE WAVE
SA RADIO WAVE
SA SINE WAVE
SA SOUND WAVE
SA SURFACE WAVE
SA ULTRASONIC WAVE
CALCULATION OF ABSORBED DOSES OF LONG WAVE X-RAYS
AND RELATION BETWEEN IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND
FILTRATION OF PRIMARY BEAM
JPRS-30672 N65-26803
WAVE PROPAGATION
PROPAGATION OF EXCITATION IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURES OF HOMOGENEOUS EXCITED TISSUE
N65-27244
ATHEROSCLEROTIC DIAGNOSED BY DETERMINATION OF
SPEED OF PULSE WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH VESSELS
OF AORTA
NASA-TT-F-9569 N65-33809
WAVELENGTH
FLASH BLINDNESS AS FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH
SPECIFICITY A65-81095
WEAPON SYSTEM
PROBLEMS OF MEASURING IMPULSE NOISE INTENSITY FROM
VARIOUS WEAPON SYSTEMS A65-81682
PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR WEAPON SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-64-65 N6S-11TT2
WEATHER
SA COLD WEATHER
SYMPTOMS, DISEASEt AND DEATH AS AFFECTED BY
WEATHER A65-BO496
EFFECTS OF GROUP, ENVIRONMENT, AND WEATHER
VARIABLES ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR
AD-6OTBIO N65-14420
WEATHER CONDITION
SOLUTIONS FOR PROTECTION OF SOLDIERS EXPOSED TO
EXTREME COLD WEATHER CONDITIONS IN ARCTIC
AD-613189 N65-25924
WEBER-FECHNER LAW
WEBER-FECHNER LAW AND DIFFERENTIAL SENSITIVITY IN
PERCEPTION OF TEMPORAL INTERVALS
A65-81360
WEIGHT
SA BODY WEIGHT
SA LIGHTWEIGHT
SA ORGAN WEIGHT
GRADED CONTRAST EFFECTS IN JUDGMENT OF LIFTED
WEIGHTS A65-BIg86
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PATHOGENIC MECHANISMS - PULMONARY BLOOD VESSEL
CHANCE DUE TO CHRONIC RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-MT-63-223 N65-11581
HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM AS CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
VOLUNTARY MUSCLES
FTO-MT-63-265 N65-I1585
REGULAR CHANGES OF CANINE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
UNDER CUMULATIVE SLOW CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION
FTD-MT-63-ITg N65-I1618
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY FOR FLYING PERSONNEL
FTD-MT-64-I77 N65-I1758
ADRENALINE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF BLOOD OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
FTD-TT-63-11701182 N65-I1760
PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM REGUIREMENTS FOR WEAPON SYSTEM
AMRL-TDR-64-65 N65-I1772
RESPIRATORY AND MICROCLIMATE TEMPERATURES IN HEAD
PROTECTOR IN EXTREME COLD
AMRL-TDR-64-79 N65-IIB96
INSTRUMENT FOR RECORDING PULSE WAVES AND BLOOD
PRESSURE IN ANIMALS
FTD-TT-63-117611&2 N65-I1900
PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS PROBLEMS
FTD-TT-b3-121g/I&2 N65-12032
RADIAL ACCELERATION EFFECT ON HISTAMINE LEVELS IN
RATS
FTO-TT-64-202/IgZ N65-12171
VIBRATION EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-64-83 N65-13996
SUPERSONIC AIR COMMERCE IN U.S., WESTERN EUROPE
AND U.S.S.R.- TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, ECONOMY, AND
FLIGHT SAFETY
ETD-TT-B4-463/IE2 N65-14026
NEUROLOGY - SPINAL CORD REFLEX ACTIVITY, RECORDING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA, AND RADIATION
EFFECTS ON HUMAN EEG
FTD-TT-64-267/I&2 N65-14470
BIOLOGICAL SERIES IN DYNAMICS OF BLOOD CIRCULATION
AND EMOTIONAL STRESS ON COSMONAUTS DURING SPACE
FLIGHTS
FTD-TT-64-S34/I&284 N65-14526
OYNAMICS OF BLOOD CIRCULATION PARAMETERS OF
CEREBRAL VASCULAR SYSTEM DURING LONGITUOINAL
GRAVITATIONAL LOADS N65-14527
EMOTIONAL STRESS OF COSMONAUTS DURING SPACE FLIGHT
N65-14528
SIMULATION OF TOUCH BY MEANS OF SURFACE ULTRASOUND
WAVES
FTD-TT-64-225/1 N65-15112
INFLUENCE OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
AUTOMATISM OF CARDIAC MUSCLE AND ASSOCIATED
AMPLIFICATION OF TONUS OF VAGUS NERVE
N65-15445
COMBINED EFFECT OF LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION AND
X-RAYS ON MAMMALIAN BONE MARROW CELLS
N65-15446
ACTIVITY OF CYTOCHROME OXIOASE IN ORGANS OF RATS
ADAPTED TO HIGHER AND LOWER TEMPERATURES
FTD-TT-b4-444/l&2 N65-15963
NATURAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS IN HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY
FTD-TT-64-65/I N65-Ib287
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION OF WARM BLOODEO ANIMALS
TO LOW TEMPERATURES
FTD-TT-64-44511_2 N65-16291
ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY, COSMONAUT TRAINING, AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING OF OPERATOR FUNCTIONS
N65-16403
REACTIVITY STATE OF ANIMAL ORGANISM SUBJECTED TO
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, COSMIC
RADIATION, AND PHYSICAL LOAD IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-16404
LANDING IMPACT G FORCE INFLUENCE ON ANIMAL
ORGANISM N65-16405
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING OF OVERLOAD CENTRIFUGE
FOR HUMAN TOLERANCE
FTDITT-64-70/l&2 N65-16798
PHYSIOLOGICAL SHIFTS IN HUMAN ORGANISM AT VERY LOW
TEMPERATURES, LOW ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURES, AND
POLAR NIGHT IN CENTRAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA
FTD-TT-64-286/182 N65-17083
HUMAN VISION DESCRIBED AS MECHANICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM - CYBERNETICS AND INFORMATION THEORY
ETD-TT-64-401/I N65-17173
SENSORY AND VESTIBULAR EFFECTS OF SHORT TERM
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON MAN AND VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
SENSITIVITY
FTD-TT-b4-105211&284 NbS-ITI94
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHIC EFFORTS OF HUMAN OPERATORS
IN ADAPTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
N65-17645
CXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA IN MAN AND ANIMALS
FTD-TT-64-BTB/I_2 N65-17751
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY OF HIGH MOUNTAIN HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-17752
LOWER VERTEBRATES ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17753
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CONDITIONED RESPONSES OF
FISH N65-17754
RACER ELECTROCARDIOGRAM UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS
AND IN HYPOXIA N65-17755
COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF ANIMAL
HEMATOGENETIC FUNCTIONS UNDER HIGH MOUNTAIN
CLIMATE CONDITIONS - HYPOXIA N65-17756
AGE AS FACTOR IN ORGANISM REACTION TO HYPOXIA
N65-1775T
AGE AS FACTOR IN HUMAN ADAPTION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17758
ANATOMICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CHILDREN BORN AND RAISED IN HIGH ALTITUDE
ENVIRONMENT N65-17TS9
HEART DISTURBANCES IN YOUNG DOGS IN HYPOXIA
NbS-IlTbO
ACtJT[ HYPOXIA INFLUENCE ON ACID RESISTANCE OF
_RYEHOCYIES OF DOGS N65-177bl
SIGNIFICANCE OF HYPOXEMIA IN CHILD PATHOLOGY
NbS-17/b2
REACTION OF AGING ORGANISM TO ACUTE HYPOXIA
N65-17/63
AGE FACTOR IN REACTION OF HEART TO HYPOXIA
NbS-IT764
EARLY INDICATOR OF ADAPTIVE MUSCLE TISSUE REACTION
TU HYPOXIA IN AGING HUMANS Nb5-17765
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON PROPAGATION OF STIMULI IN
RLSPIRATORY FORMATIONS OF BRAIN
N65-17766
CEREBRAL CORTEX BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY IN ACUTE
HYPOXIA NbS-177bT
PDLAROGRAPHY IN STUDY OF TISSUE HYPOXIA IN LIVING
B-4
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX AIR FORCE SYSTEMS CDMMANOt WRIGHT- CDNT
ORGANISM N65-IT768
OXYGEN PRESSURE IN DOG BRAIN TISSUE DURING GAS
MIXTURE RESPIRATION - HYPOXIA N65-17769
ENERGY INDICES TO STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
IN HYPOXIA NbS-1TTTO
ASPHYXIA INFLUENCE ON ELECTRDCORTICAL EFFECTS OF
ACETYLCHDLINE - HYPDXIA N65-I7TTI
ANOXIA INFLUENCE ON METABOLISM OF SMOOTH MUSCLE
N65-17772
ADAPTIVE COMPENSATORY FUNCTIONS OF ORGANISM IN
HYPOXIA N65-1TTT3
MATURE ORGANISM ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA AND BRAIN
IMPORTANCE IN PROCESS Nb5-17774
ADULT HUMAN "ADAPTATION _0 HYPOXIA
N65-ITTT5
SIGNIFICANCE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM IN
MECHANISM OF RESPIRATION AND BLOOD CIRCULATION
IN HYPOXIA N65-I7TT6
NARCOTICS INFLUENCE ON ORGANISM RESISTANCE TO
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY - HYPOXIA AND NARCOSIS
N65-ITT77
REFLEX MECHANISM OF PERIODIC RESPIRATION IN
HYPOXIA N65-1TTT8
GAS EXCHANGE REGULATION IN HYPOXEMIA
N65-17779
DECOMPENSATION AND COMPENSATION OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM IN HUMAN HYPOXIA N65-17780
ROLE OF SKIN RESPIRATION IN PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE
COMPENSATION FOR HYPOXIA IN MAN
N65-17781
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECT ON GAS COMPOSITION OF
ANIMAL BLO0_ AFTER LUNG REMOVAL
N65-ITT8Z
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA FROM DECREASE IN ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE ON ANIMAL CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM
AFTER LUNG SURGERY NAS-17783
REGIONAL OXYGEN DEFICIENCY IN HUMANS WITH HYPOXIA
N65-I7786
TWO CHEMORECEPTOR MECHANISMS OF CAROTID SINUS
REFLEX - HYPOXIA N65-17785
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON CHEMORECEPTORS OF FEMORAL
ARTERY IN DOGS N65-17786
OBSTRUCTION IN BLOOD CIRCULATION OF HEART TISSUE
IN HYPERTENSION OF ARTERY N65-17787
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE TO BLOOD CIRCULATION
OBSTRUCTION BY HEART TISSUE N65-X7788
HYPOXIA AND COMPENSATION MECHANISMS IN CONGENITAL
HEART D_FECTS OF BLUE AND PALLID TYPES
N65-17789
HYPOXIA, MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN VASCULAR TISSUE
STRUCTURES, AND AUTOALLERGY IN PATHOLOGY
N65-ITT90
COMPENSATION _ECHANI_MS IN CHRONIC OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY IN BLOOD CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
N65-1TT91
HYPOXIA AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC HEART DAMAGE
N65_IT792
PATHOGENESIS OF ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA IN RHEUMATIC
HEART DISEASE N65-ITI93
BASAL METABOLISM AND EXTERNAL RESPIRATION IN
CHRONIC ARTERIAL HYPOXEMIA RESULTING FROM
CONGENITAL HEART DEFECTS N65-17794
ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA IN PATIENTS WITH HYPERTONIA
OR HYPERTENSION N65-17795
HYPOXIC AND MUSCLE TENSION SHIFT CHARACTERISTICS
USED IN DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF
DAMAGED ENDOCARDIUM N65-17796
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY OCCURING IN HUMANS SUFFERING
CARDIAC VALVE DISEASE - MITRAL DISEASE
N65-17797
CXYGEN DEFICIENCY AS HYPOXIA INDEX DURING EARLY
STAGES OF HYPERTENSION IN HUMANS
N65-ITTg8
HYPOXIA DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM IN CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM DISEASE N65-IT799
DISRUPTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE INTERCHANGE IN
CHRONIC HYPOXIAt PATHOGENESISt AND PATIENT
TREATMENT N65-ITBO0
CHANGE IN EXTERNAL RESPIRATION AND BLOOD ALKALI
RESERVES AS INDEX OF HYPOXIA IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
PATIENTS N65-17801
HYPDXIA IN PATHOLOGY OF LIVER DISEASES
N65-17B02
HORMONE ADAPTATION TO HYPOXIA CLINICAL DEATH
N65-17803
DURATION OF CLINICAL DEATH AND HYPOXIA
N65-17804
_YPOXIA IN UNCOMPENSATED SKIN LOSS FROM BURN
INJURY N65-17805
ANIMAL RESISTANCE TO TOXICITY OF EXCESS OXYGEN BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA N65-17806
OXYGEN USED IN REDUCTION OF ADVERSE EFFECTS OF
ELEVATED CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN
RABBITS N65-I7807
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON DIOXIDE ELIMINATION
IN RESPIRATION UNDER EXCESS PRESSURE
N65-17808
IONIC SHIFTS IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS DURING HYPOXIA
CAUSED BY LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE_ _CCELERATION,
AND VIBRATION N65-ITB09
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO HYPOXIA IN ACUTE RADIATION
SICKNESS N65-17810
REORGANIZATION OF CELL CHEMISTRY DURING HYPOXIA
ACCLIMATIZATION N65-I7B11
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF HYPOXIA ADAPTATION
TO HIGH MOUNTAINS N65-ITB12
OXIDASE METABOLISM ENZYMES IN CEREBRAL CORTEX AND
SPINAL CORD IN HYPOXIA ACCLIMATED RATS
N65-17813
LIPID AND CARBOHYDRATE RENEWAL IN BRAIN AND LIVER
IN HYPOXIA N65-17814
OXYGEN--FIXING PROPERTIES OF BLOOD HEMOGLOBIN
DURING ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA
N65-17815
COUPLED ION EXCHANGE OF POTASSIUM AND SODIUM SALTS
BETWEEN HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES AND BLOOD PLASMA AT
VARIOUS OXYGEN PRESSURES N65-I7B16
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPDXIA BY MAN AND ANIMALS
NbS-17817
MECHANISMS USED BY ORGANISMS TO ADAPT TO HIGH
ALTITUDE CONDITIONS N65-I7BIB
ACCLIMATIZATION TO LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSUREt DRY
AIR, INTENSE SOLAR RADIATION, AND HIGH AMBIENT
AIR TEMPERATURE OF MOUNTAINS N65-ITBI9
CHANGES IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AT MOUNTAIN
ALTITUDES N65-ITB20
B-5
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND, WRIGHT- CONT CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
BLOOD FLOW RATE AND OXIDATION INTENSITY IN HIGH
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT ACCLIMATIZATION
N65-1782I
HIGH MOUNTAIN FACTORS ON REFLEX RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN RENAL AND SALIVARY FUNCTION
N65-IT822
URINE SECRETION FUNCTION OF KIDNEYS UNDER HIGH
MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS N65-I7823
• CHEMICAL CHANGES IN BLOOD SUBSTANCES OF ANIMALS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17824
CHANGES IN ARTERY PRESSURE, HEART RHYTHM, AND
RESPIRATION WITH NORMAL AND DEPRESSED THYROID
GLAND FUNCTIONING IN MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
Nb5-I7825
VITAMIN INFLUENCE ON ADRENAL GLANDS OF MAN IN
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-I7826
INFLUENCE OF HYPOXIA ON DOGS WITH LIVER CONDITIONS
IN HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT N65-17827
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF CELLS IN BLOOD AT HIGH
ALTITUDES N65-ITB28
CHANGES IN ERYTHROCYTE COUNT, PULSE RATE, AND
BLOOD PRESSURE ON ASCENT TO HIGHER ALTITUDE
AFTER PRIOR ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-17829
INFLUENCE OF MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ON PULMONARY
FUNCTION IN BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PATIENTS
N65-17830
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY ON PATIENTS WITH
BRONCHIAL ASTHMA N65-1783I
PATIENT TREATMENT FOR BRONCHIAL ASTHMA BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HIGH ALTITUDES
N65-17832
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE THERAPY IN HYPERTENSION IN DOGS
N65-17833
OXYGEN SUPPLY FOR PATIENTS WITH HEART VALVE
DEFECTS IN MOUNTAIN CLIMATE ENVIRONMENT
N65-17834
BLOOD PRESSURE NORMS FUR NATIVE MOUNTAIN
INHABITANTS N65-17835
MOUNTAIN CLIMATE EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
AND CELL DEATH IN MUSCLE TISSUE OF HEART IN DOGS
N65-17836
CHANGES IN INDICES OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND
RESPIRATION OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS UNDER
MOUNTAIN ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
N65-I783T
HIGH MOUNTAIN PSYCHOTHERAPY OF MENTAL PATIENTS
N65-17838
TREATMENT OF SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS BY RESIDENCE
IN HIGH MOUNTAINS N65-17839
COURSE OF PSYCHOMOTOR AND MANIC DEPRESSIVE
PSYCHOSIS UNDER HIGH MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS
N65-I7840
HYPOXIA IN DEVELOPMENT AND COURSE OF EXPERIMENTAL
EPILEPTIC SEIZURES IN DOGS AND RATS
N65-17841
HYPOXIA SIGNIFICANCE IN INSULIN THERAPY AS APPLIED
TO SCHIZOPHRENIA PATIENTS N65-17842
OXIDATION METABOLISM DISTURBANCE DISTINCT FROM
HYPOXIA N65-17843
DEGREE OF HYPOXIA OR OXYGEN DEFICIENCY PROBLEM
N65-17844
AUTOMATIC DIAGNOSIS OF DEGREE OF HYPOXIA
N65-I7845
CHANGES IN EXTRACELLULAR FLUID SPACE IN WATER
BALANCE DISTURBANCES OF ORGANISM AND ORGANS
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-TT-64-9124182_384 N65-17916
RADIO ELECTRONICS IN SPACE MEDICINE
FTD-TT-64-8_A/I_2 N65-18041
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF CHLORELLA CULTURE FOR OXYGEN
REGENERATION SYSTEM
FTD-TT-64-2471I82 N65-I822T
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LIVING
ORGANISMS
ETD-TT-62-I923/I_2 N65-18283
ZERO GRAVITY ELECTROLYSIS CELL FOR CONTROL OF
SPACE VEHICLE CABIN ATMOSPHERES
N65-I8381
PROBLEMS OF SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - SPEED
AND ACCELERATION, WEIGHTLESSNESS, BIOSPHERE, FOOD
SUPPLY, HUMAN FACTORS, COSMIC RADIATION
FTD-MT-63-200 N65-18427
DISTURBANCES IN FALSE IMAGES IN NEUROSES AND
PSEUDONEUROSES
FTD-TT-64-52/182 N65-18647
PRE-SPACE FLIGHT ASTRONAUT TRAINING IN RUSSIA
FTD-TT-64-398/I N65-1902B
_XYGENATION OF BRAIN TISSUES DURING AIR AND
OXYGEN RESPIRATION WITH ADMIXTURE OF CARBON
DIOXIDE
FTD-TT-64-634/182&4 N65-19139
METHODS OF EVALUATING ANALGESIC EFFECT OF DRUGS
FTD-TT-64-55/Ig2 N65-19187
HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES IN HUMAN BLOOD DURING POLAR
WINTER
FTD-TT-64-285/I N65-19194
CHANGES OF HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY AND VEGETATIVE
REACTIONS DURING LONG EXPOSURE TO RELATIVE
ADYNAMIA AND ISOLATION
FTD-TT-b4-635/IE2&4 N65-19197
CONTRIBUTION OF LABORERS, ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS,
AND SCIENTISTS TO SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY AND
MEDICINE
FTD-TT-64-920/182 NbS-2OO1B
CHEMICAL, BACTERIAL, AND RADIATION PROTECTION BY
GAS MASKS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
FID-TT-64-998/I62 N65-20024
RADIOLOGY - EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION ON EYES,
EXPOSURE OF MICE TO GAMMA RADIATIONv AND
LEUKOCYTE AND BONE MARROW CHANGES IN RABBITS
EXPOSED TO RADIATIQN
FTD-TT-b4-T4611&2 N65-21208
EFFECTS ON EYES OF NEAR-MAXIMUM DOSAGES OF GAMMA
AND NEUTRON RADIATION - OPHTHALMOLOGY
N65-21209
CGRRELATION OF RADIATION DISEASE DATA IN MICE WITH
LIFE EXPECTANCY AFTER GAMMA IRRADIATION - DOSAGE
RANGE DIFFERENCE DUE TO INDIVIDUAL
N65-21210
INTRACELLULAR SUBSTANCES IN BLOOD LEUKOCYTES,
AND BONE MARROW OF RABBITS EXPOSED TO RADIATION
N65-21211
RADIATION EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL CELLS AND WHOLE
ORGANISMS
FTD-TT-AZ-35511_284 N65-21540
PHYSIOLOGY - PERFECTION OF MOTOR AND INTEROCEPTIVE
ANALYZER BY CONDITIONED REFLEX METHOD IN MAN
DURING ACUTE HYPOXEMIA AND HYPERCAPNIA
FID-TT-62-1903/I82_ N65-22061
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
FTD-TT-b4-BgB/IE2 N65-2206T
B-6
C_np_pnp__TE $__j.oC E !lun_x AIR FORCE SYSTEMS CONNANDt WRIGHT- CONT
HUMAN PROTECTION FOR IONIZING RADIATION AND
EFFECTIVENESS AND TOXICITY OF RADIOPROTECTIVE
AGENTS
FTD-TT-66-968/1 N65-22069
BIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY WITH RADIO COMMUNICATION LINK
BETWEEN INFORMATION SOURCE AND INSTRUMENT FOR
RECORDING BIOLOGICAL DATA DURING MOVEMENT AND
ACTIVITY
FTD-NT-66-416 N65-22625
HIGH SPEED AND HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT ESCAPE BY
EJECTION SEAT - AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
RAREFACTION EFFECTS
FTD-TT-65-Z6O/I_Z N65-2264T
CONFERENCE ON PREDECISIONAL PROCESSES IN DECISION
MAKING - ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT DECISION THEORY
ADEQUACY IN DEALING WITH HUMAN DECISION MAKING
BEHAVIOR
ANRL-TDR-64-TT N65-22675
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLAND IN
PATIENTS SUFFERING VIBRATION SICKNESS
FTO-TT-66-962/1 N65-226_2
CLINICAL DATA ON PATIENTS SUBJECTED TO VIBRATIONAL
FREQUENCIES INDICATING CHANGES IN PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM AND VESSELS N65-22663
INHIBITED FUNCTION OF CORTEX OF SUPRARENAL GLANDS
IN MALE MINERS WITH SECOND AND THIRD STAGE
VIBRATION SICKNESS N65-22666
HUMAN ENGINEERING - EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN
GRAVITATIONAL FORCES ON HUMAN MOTOR SYSTEM
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT STRESSES N65-22723
TOLERANCE OF ACCELERATIONS OF CRITICAL MAGNITUDE
IN IRRADIATED ORGANISM - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-Z2726
RADIATION DAMAGE AND EGFECTS IN INTRACELLULAR
CONPONENTSt DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID SYNTHESISt
IONIZING RADIATION_ AND RADIATION PROTECTION
FTD-TT-66--515/IEZ N65-23450
INITIAL CHEMICAL DAMAGE DUE TO RADIANT ENERGY
ABSORPTION IN CELLULAR STRUCTURES
N65-Z3451
RADIOBIOLOGICAL DAMAGE IN AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC
SYSTEMS N65-23452
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PROTEIN MOLECULES AND NUCLEIC
ACIDS IN SOLUTION AND ON INTERFACES
N65-23653
X-RAY EFFECT ON INTRACELLULAR BACTERIOPHAGE
PRODUCTIVITY N65-23454
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON CELLULAR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS N65-23455
DRY BACTERIAL SPORE RADIATION SENSITIVITY STUDY
FOR DETERMINATION OF INTRACELLULAR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS DURING IRRADIATION N65-23656
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF NUCLEOPROTEIN CHANGES IN
IRRADIATED BIOLOGICAL CELLS N65-2365T
PHOSPHORYLATION OF THYMUS NUCLEI INVESTIGATION AND
X-IRRADIATION INTERFERENCE WITH DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC
ACID SYNTHESIS IN ANIMAL CELLS N65-Z3458
X-RAY AND AMINO ACID ANALOG EFFECT ON DNA
SYNTHESIS AND ON NUCLEAR PROTEIN IN LIVER CELLS
N65-23459
RADIATION EFFECT ON LIPID COMPLEXES AND ON LIPID
METABOLISM IN CELL N65-23660
EFFECT OF DEDXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES ON MITOSIS AND
CAPACITY TO INTENSIFY DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
SYNTHESIS AFTER RADIATION N65-Z3461
NORMAL NUCLEAR BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES AND ANALYSIS
OF NUCLEAR RADIATION DAMAGE N65-23462
LETHAL RADIATION DAMAGE ON ESCHERICHIA COLI FOR
DETERMINATION OF LETHAL CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
FROM X--RAY DOSES N65-Z3463
IONIZING RADIATION WITH DIFFERENT LINEAR ENERGY
LOSS EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF HUMAN
KIDNEY CELLS N65-23466
INITIAL STAGES OF RADIATION DAMAGE TC BIOLOGICAL
CELLS AND GENETIC MATERIALS AND PREVENTIVE
METHODS N65-23465
HEAVY ACCELERATED ION EFFECT ON ENZYMES AND YEAST
CELLS FOR STUDY OF CELLULAR MODIFICATION
N65-23666
INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE IN NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR
SYSTEMS TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-23467
RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL CONPOUNDS IN
MAMMALS N65-23668
INSTALLATION OF BIO-UNITS IN VOSTOK Ill AND
VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF
COSMIC RADIATION AND FLIGHT FACTORS DN
BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS AND MEASURE RADIATION DOSE
N65-24_88
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC EFFECTS ON MICRDSPORES OF
TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA DURING FLIGHT ON
VOSTOK Ill AND VOSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS
N65-24489
SPACE FLIGHT MUTATION EFFECTS ON DROSOPHILA
NELANOGASTER DURING FLIGHT ON VOSTOK III AND
VDSTOK IV SPACECRAFTS N65-24490
PRESSURIZED SUIT AND AIRCRAFT CABIN FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION - ARTIFICIAL INCREASE
OF AIR PRESSURE
FTD-TT-65-ZSS/I_2 N65-2534I
TEXTBOOK ON RADIATION MEDICINE COVERING RADIATION
EXPOSURE, DAHAGE_ AND TREATMENT
FTD-TT-64-105811_2 N65-25TT5
EFFECT OF SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE UPON FLIERS
FTD-TT-65-259/i N65-25856
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM RECORDINGS FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF PHARNACOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS ON
BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY OF BRAIN IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
FTD-TT-65-3BB/I&Z N65-26i42
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION, RADIATION,
AND SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NbS-2TI36
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SPACE CABIN ENVIRONMENT FOR
EXTENDED SOLAR SYSTEM TRAVEL
FTD-TT-65-7Z/I_Z N65-27586
CARBON DIOXIDE RESPDNSE_ EFFECTS OF SEDATION ON
CARBON DIOXIDE SENSITIVITY, AND PRESENCE OF
HYPOXIC DRIVE COMPONENT IN RESTING VENTILATION
OF TRAINED DOGS
AMRL-TR-64-145 N65-2783T
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOLOGICAL AGE OF ALGAE AND
THEIR DISTRIBUTION / CHLORELLA, RHODOPHYTA, AND
PHAEOPHYTA/ - ALGAE AS POSSIBLE FOOD FOR
ASTRONAUTS AND FOR AIR PURIFICATION
FTD-TT-66-T31/l&2 N65-ZT85T
PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY AND BORDERLINE MEDICINE WITH
EMPHASIS ON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS
8EYER
FTD-TT-64-636/1G2 N65-28101
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER AT
MASS CULTIVATION TO INVESTIGATE LIGHT FACTOR ON
SYNTHESIS AND lCdLTIPLICATION OF SPECIES
N65-2810Z
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS BEYER
GROWN IN OPEN TANKS N65-28103
B-7
AIRESEARCH MFG. CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
CONFERENCE ON OBSERVATION BY ASTRONAUTS UNDER
SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS
FTD-TT-65-TII N65-28118
PHYTOPHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PLANT
PROTECTION AND APPLICATION OF PHYSIOCHEMICAL
ASPECTS IN CONDITIONING PROCESS
FTD-TT-64-112111&2_364 N65-28531
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE OF ANIMALS TO SPACE FLIGHT
FTD-MT-64-360 N65-28642
EFFECT OF LETHAL DOSAGES OF X-RAYS ON ATP
CONTENT IN LIVER AND PHOSPHOPROTEIN EXCHANGE
IN GUINEA PIGS
FTD-TT-64-1163/I N65-29119
MOLECULAR GENETICS AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON
HEREDITY
FTD-TT-63-121411_2 Nb5-29131
EMOTIONAL-VOLITIONAL BEHAVIOR IN ASTRONAUT
PARACHUTISTS DURING TRAINING
FTD-TT-65-437/1 N65-29160
LOCATION AND RETRIEVAL CONCEPTS FOR REENTRY CREW
ESCAPE SYSTEMS Nb5-29T59
HUMAN ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM AND ELECTRODERMAL
RESPONSE CHANGES WITH TEMPORARY CONNECTION
BETWEEN MOTOR AND VISUAL ANALYZERS IN
RINESTHETIC AND PHOTIC STIMULATION PAIRING
FTD-TT-65-434/l&2 N65-30015
INCREASING RELIABILITY OF MACHINE PERCEPTION OF
VOCAL SOUNDS BY INTRODUCING REPEATED DEMAND
FTD-TT-BS-IO41182 N65-30149
MENTAL TELEPATHY AS MEANS FOR TELECOMMUNICATION
FTD-TT-65-36blIE4 N65-3044B
SUPERCOOLING MAMMALS AND RESTORING THEM TO NORMAL
BODY TEMPERATURE WITHOUT ALTERING NORMAL
PHYSIOLOGY
FTD-TT-65-741182 N65-30489
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE AND
EXTERNAL PRESSURE IN RABBITS
FTD-TT-65-30TII&2&4 Nb5-30927
GROWTH OF ALGAE IN SEWAGE WATER - SOIL BACTERIA
GROWTH STIMULATION BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
FTO-TT-bS-6611&2 N65-31421
GROWTH OF NITROGEN-FIXING BACTERIA ANO OTHER SOIL
MICROORGANISMS AFFECTED BY BLUE-GREEN ALGAE
N65-31422
ALGAE GROWTH IN CITY SEWAGE WATER - EXPERIMENTS
N65-31423
DETERMINATION OF HYDRAZINE AND I-METHYL HYDRAZINE
IN BLOOD SERUM - TOXICOLOGY
AMRL-TDR-64-24 N65-31864
RADIATION POWER FLUX DENSITY OF RADAR ANTENNAS
MEASURED FOR EVALUATING WORKING CONDITICNS OF
AIRPORT RADAR INSTALLATIONS
FTD-TT-bS-345II&4 N65-32289
AMINO ACID CONTENTS IN BLOOD PLASMA OF RABBITS
WITH ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
FTO-TT-b5-3831184 N65-3341I
BIOINSIRUMENTATION FOR AEROSPACE MEDICINE -
CARDIOPHON_, VECTURCARDIDSCOPE, INTFRCOM FOR
BAROMETRIC CHAM_ER IESFS, ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
SIMULAIOR, AND ELECTRON VOLIAGi_ SIABILIZER
FTD-TT-64-IO_9/I&2 N65-33752
BLOOD ALBUMIN STUDY BY fLECIROPHORISIS IN CHRONIC
MOUIH UISEASIS
FTD-Tr-65-530II&4 N65-3315b
EFFECT I)F bAMMA RADIATION ANt) VIBRATION ON
DIELECIRIC AND OSMOTIC PROPERIIE5, AND CATION
BALANCE (;F FRYTtIRDCYFES
FTD-TT-65-585/I&2&4 N65-34868
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN GERMINATION AND
SPROUTING OF SEEDS OF HIGHER PLANT LIFE
N65-34941
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT ON CHROMOSOMES OF HIGHER
PLANTS - BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS N65-34942
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT INDUCED ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA COLI K-12 - PHAGE
PRODUCTION INDUCED IN BACTERIUM AFTER EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-34943
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
LYSOGENIC BACTERIA ABOARD VOSTDK V AND Vl
SPACECRAFTS N65-34944
TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN HUMAN SKIN WITH INTENSE
DIFFUSE THERMAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
AMRL-TR-65-66 N65-35045
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRAJECTORY AND SIGHT LINE
SPACE RENDEZVOUS MANEUVERS, USING DIRECT
VISUAL CUES
AMRL-TR-65-10 N65-35632
AIRESEARCH MFG. CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
HUMAN FACTOR CRITERIA, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL,
AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LUNAR SHELTER
NASA-CR-6OgO9 N65-17603
HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISM FOR COOLING HUMAN BODY IN
SPACECRAFT CABINS AND EXTRAVEHICULAR PRESSURIZED
SUITS
NASA-CR-216 N65-23171
ELECTRONIC BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM FOR
MERCURY PROJECT
NASA-CR-bSOST N65-29782
AIX-NARSEILLES UNIV. /FRANCE/.
VISUALLY-EVOKED POTENTIALS IN MAN RECORDED
TRANSCRANIALLY FOR NORMAL PATIENTS AND THOSE
SUFFERING FROM CEREBRAL DISEASES - CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM Nb5-28751
AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN UND DER LITERATUR,
MAINZ /WEST GERMANY/.
SPECTROGRAPHIC PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OBSERVATION
OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON BACTERIOPHAGES
N65-24616
ALASKA UNIV., COLLEGE.
ARCTIC MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - FROSTBITE
N65-24301
ALBERT EINSTEIN MEDICAL CENTER, PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
MEIABOLIC AND FUNCIIONAL CHANGES IN HEART RATE
CURING PROLONGED HYPDTHERMIA
AAL-TDR-64-4 N65-I1890
ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., BOSTON,
MASS.
EI_LIOGRAPHY ON BIOSENSORS - MECHAN(]RECEPTORS,
PHIITDRFCEPTORS, CHIM_RFEFPTURS, THERMORECEPTORS,
AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNEIIC EILLD SENSORS
NASA-CR-b3145 N65-25270
ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., CONCORD,
MASS.
SENSORY ORGANS IN ANIMAL SYSTEMS - ANALOGY FUR
MANMADE DETECTIUN DEVICES
NASA-CR-60434 NbS-IbOZB
AMFRICAN FOUNDATION FOR BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH,
MADISON, WIS.
M[dH Of ICE FURMAIION IN FREEZING fJF FRUG TISSUE
AAI.-IDR-63-26 N65-I2189
IlM[ FACTOR INITIATING FREEZING AND IC{
PJNIIRAIION AND FORMATION IN MOUSE LIMD 1ISSUE
AAL-IDR-63-2( N65-I7gIO
INJURY CAUSED BY FORMATION OF ICE IN ISOLATED
MUSCtES (IF RATS
AAL-IDR-b3-39 N6b-JBg/I
CUMPARATIVE STUDY OF FREEZING INJURY IN RATS AN&
B-8
..................... ..Mv e c DT r_l:TB,rv Mn
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HAMSTERS - COLD TOLERANCE
AAL-TDR-63-30 NbS-18972
DISTRIBUTION OF ICE IN FROZEN INTERNAL ORGANS,
LIMBS, AND SKIN OF FROGS AND MICE
AAL-TDR-b3-2B N65-27561
AMERICAN INSTe FOR RESEARCH, PALO ALTO, CALIF*
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN SIMULATOR TRAINING
ENVIRONMENT
NAVTRADEVCEN-1669-1 N65-1679T
PROGRAMMED LEARNING IMPROVED BY REVISED COPY
FORMAT - SELF-EVALUATION RESPONSE, TYPOGRAPHICAL
EMPHASIZING, AND TERSE AND DISCURSIVE TEXT
AIR-C28-I/63-TR N65-15959
AMERICAN INST° FOR RESEARCH, PITTSBURGHt PA.
EFFECTS OF STEP SIZES ON ERROR RATES IN LINEAR
PROGRAMMING
NAVTRADEVCEN-1208-1 N65-10230
AUTOMATED HUMAN FACTOR TASK DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
NASA-CR-6TOBO N6S-3397Z
AMOCO CHEMICALS CORPet SEYMOUR, IND.
SOLID CHEMICAL AIR GENERATOR FOR PRODUCING
BREATHABLE AND OXYGEN ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE -
SPACE APPLICATION
AG-1 N65-10267
ANTIOCH COLL., YELLOW SPRINGSe OHIO.
ANTHROPDNETRIC STUDIES - GRASPING-REACH CAPABILITY
AS GUIDE TO EQUIPMENT DESIGN
AMRL-TDR-66-Sg N65-11895
APPLIED SCIENCE ASSOCIATES, INC.w VALENCIA,
PA.
TRAINING INSTRUCTION OF ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY
OF 14--1 CARBINE
AMRL-TDR-64-90 Nb5-IIB9g
ARGENTINA. CONISION NACION&L DE ENERGIA
ATONICA, BUENOS AIRES.
GLUCOSE INFLUENCE ON PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN
CHLORELLA N65-21073
ALGAE PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN LIPID FRACTIONS
UNDER NORMAL AND HETERDTROPHIC CONDITIONS
NbS-21074
ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS BY AQUATIC
PLANTS
REPT.-13B N65-21186
CARBOHYORATE INFLUENCE ON CARBON 14 ABSORPTION BY
CHLCRELLA IN LIGHT AND DARK
KEPT.-135 N65-23301
SYNTHESIS OF LABELLED COMPOUNDS WITH IODINE 131
AND APPLICATIONS IN STUDY OF METABOLIC PROCESSES
REPT.-143 N65-23307
METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE IODINE 131 BY
CHLORELLA VULGARIS
REPT.-132 N65-23665
SCINTILLATION COUNTER USE IN DIAGNOSING MALIGNANT
THYROID TUMORS
REPT.-IZg Nb5-23TZ9
BETA RADIATION PENETRATION DETERMINATION OF
STRONTIUM 90-YTTRIUM 90 IN VARYING CUTANEOUS
THICKNESSES
REPT.-155 N65-31074
STANDARDIZATION OF COLLIMATION EQUIPMENT FOR
MEASURING THYROID ABSORPTION OF IODINE 131
REPT.-168 N65-36615
STRONTIUM 90 AND NATURAL STRONTIUM IN BCNES AND
DIETS OF CHILDREN N65--36616
FATE OF SPLEEN CELLS LABELLED WITH TRITIUM -
SENSITIVITY IN VIVO CULTURES DURING SECONDARY
RESPONSE OF ANTIBODY N65-36617
ARGONNE CANCER RESEARCH HOSPITAL,
CHICAGOw ILL.
ABSORPTION AND RETENTION OF INGESTED RADIOACTIVE
CESIUM AND STRONTIUM IN MAN FROM SIMULATED AND
REAL PARTICULATE FALLOUT
ACRH-102 N65-13865
RIU)IOBIOLOGY - METABOLISM OF MAGNESIUM IN RATS,
ERYTHROPOIESIS, HEMOLYTIC EFFECTS OF STEROIDS,
BIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNUCLEOTIDES,
SYNTHESIS OF TRACERS, AND INSTRUMENTATION
ACRH-22 N65-15627
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB.,, ILL.
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ANO RESEARCH
REPORTS ON LABORATORY ANIMAL STUDIES
ANL-6906 N65--11931
POST FERTILIZATION RECOVERY PROCESS FOR IRRADIATED
EGGS AND SPERM OF SEA ORCHIN N65-18082
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS, RADIOTHERAPY, AND NUCLEAR
MEDICINE - RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS
N65-18OB6
THORIUM DAUGHTER ISOTOPE ACTIVITIES IN THOROTRAST
PAIl ENTS N65-1BOBT
CALCIUM ACCRETION AND BONE FORMATION IN DOGS
N65-1BOBB
OSTEOLATHYRISM IN MICE AND INHIBITION OF ENDOSTEAL
BONE REACTION IN ESTROGEN TREATED MICE BY AMINO
ACETDNI TRITE N65-IB089
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN METABOLIC ACTIVITY OF BONE
AND CARTILAGE N65-I8OgO
GAMMA RAY SPECTROSCOPY OF MAN - LONG TERM EFFECTS
OF RADIUM DEPOSITION, MEASURING TECHNIQUES,
RADIUM DISTRIBUTION AND RETENTION, AND CESIUM
AND POTASSIUM ACCUMULATION
ANL-bB39 N65-21261
CONFERENCE ON BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS,
CARCINOGENESIS, PLANT RADIOBIOLOGY, GENETICS,
EXTERNAL RADIATION TOXICITY, AND METABOLISM
OF FISSION PRODUCTS
ANL-69T 1 N6S-2"t 26g
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF COBALT 60
GAMMA RADIATION AND X-RAYS ON CARTILAGE OF
YOUNG RABBIT LARYNX
ANL-TRANS-121 N65-32833
RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
N65-36581
ARIZONA UNIV°, TUCSON.
PREDICTION DF TRACKING CAPABILITY OF HUMAN PILOT,
TRANSFER FUNCTION TO DESCRIBE PILOT PERFORMANCE,
AND PROGRAMMING ON ANALOG COMPUTER
AD-6034TT N65-16282
SOLID STATE ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTING INSTRUMENTS
FOR OBSERVING ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY AND MONITORING
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
AD-612908 N65-26003
ARLINGTON STATE COLL°, TEX.
EFFECT OF PRDTECTIVE FILTERS AND LENSES ON COLOR
JUDGMENT BY HUMANS
NAS A-CR-63766 NbS-27956
ARMED FORCES INST. OF PATHOLOGY, WASHINGTON,
Do C°
SKIN GRAFT REJECTION IN FETUS OF SHEEP
N65-22306
ARMY BIOLOGICAL LABS., FORT OETRICK, I_D.
MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION OF CLEAN ROOMS
NASA-CR-6O I B6 N65-15168
PURIFICATION OF ENTEROTOXIN B BY CARBOXYLIC ACID
RESINS CHROMATOGRAPHY N65-zzzgg
VIRUS GROWTH IN SERUP_'-FREE SUSPENSION ANIMAL CELL
CULTURES N65-22311
B-g
ARMY CHEMICAL CENTER, EDGEMOOD, NO. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
ENTEROTOXIN - ANIMAL STUDY N65-22747
HYPERTHERMIA EFFECT ON PROTEIN METABOLISM IN VIRUS
INFECTION AND CONTROLLED FEVER IN CHIMPANZEES
N65-22761
LONER ATMOSPHERE SAMPLING FOR VIABLE AIRBORNE
MICROORGANISMS OUTDOORS ANO INDOORS
N65-23996
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION DE MICROORGANISMS ON GLASS
SURFACES AT IDO DEG C
NASA-CR-63665 N65-27517
CORROSION OF CAST IRON PIPES AS ELECTROBIOCHEMICAL
PROCESS IN ANAEROBIC SOIL
FD3-395T/T-166-/ N65-32693
ARMY CHEMICAL CENTER_, EDGEWOOD,, NO.
ACCURATE PUPIL SIZE MEASUREMENT USING TELEVISION
CAMERA AND CALIBRATED MONITOR
CRDL-TM-2-3 N65-22392
ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS, FORT DETRICKe NO.
DRY HEAT STERILIZATION OF NATURALLY CONTAMINATED
METAL SURFACES
NASA-CR-52899 N65-17290
ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND NUTRITION LAB°,,
DENVERt, COLO.
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
N6S-1857B
ALGAE SYSTEMS FOR NUTRITION IN SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18594
COMPARISON OF CALCIUM AND IODINE EXCRETION
IN ARM AND TOTAL BODY SWEAT OF HUMANS
REPT.-282 N65-3451T
TRACE MINERAL LOSSES IN SWEAT
REPT.-284 N65-35035
ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB.I FORT KNOX, KY.
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SEMICIRCULAR CANAL STIMULATION
ON HORIZONTAL NYSTAGMUS IN CAT
REPT.-620 N65-36664
ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH UNIT, BALBOA HEIGHTS
/CANAL ZONE/.
INTRAPER]TONEAL INOCULATION OF MICE WITH SUBLETHAL
DOSAGES OF VIRUSES N65-22312
ARMY MEDICAL SERVICEr WASHINGTON, D. C.
NUTRITIONt DIET, AND METABOLISM RESEARCH BY ARMY
MEDICAL SERVICE N65-18571
ARMY MISSILE COMNANDv HUNTSVILLE, ALA°
PULSATING LIGHT SOURCE EFFECT ON ELECTRIC ACTIVITY
OF BRAIN
RSIC-29B N65-20526
ARMY NATICK LABS.w MASS.
BODY MEASUREMENT DATA FOR HUMAN PERSONNEL IN
ARCTIC CLOTHING- HUMAN ENGINEERING
EPT-2 N65-19004
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS AND SCREENING FOR
RADIATION PROTECTIVE COMPOUNDS OF LIVING CELLS -
BIODDSIMETRY N65-22288
ELECTRON STERILIZATION OF CONTAMINATED FOOD -
RADIOBIOLOGY AND DECONTAMINATION
FD-6 N65-2564I
PROPERTIES OF TEXTILES USED FOR THERMAL RADIATION
PROTECT ION
TS-I32 N65-31974
ARMY PERSONNEL RESEARCH OFFICEr WASHINGTDNt
D. C.
IMPROVEMENT OF PERSONNEL WORK PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS IN MILITARY MONITOR SYSTEMS
AD-609112 N65-18001
ARMY RESEARCH INST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE,,
NATICK, MASS.
SOLUTIONS FOR PROTECTION OF SOLDIERS EXPOSED TO
EXTREME COLD WEATHER CONDITIONS IN ARCTIC
AD-613189 N65-25924
ASSOCIATION CLAUDE BERNARD, PARIS /FRANCE/.
RADIATIDN EFFECTS ON FUNCTIONS AND ENZYMATIC
POTENTIAL OF PLATELETS
EUR-Zk38.F N65-35006
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION RESEARCH
ESTABLISHMENT, RISO /DENMARK/.
STRONTIUM 90 RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT MEASUREMENT IN
PRECIPITATION, SOIL, SEA WATER, VEGETATION,
ANIMALS, AND DRINKING WATER IN GREENLAND
RISO-87 N65-18474
ATOMIC ENERGY CONMISSION_ NEW YORK.
FALLOUT DEPOSITION - RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDE LEVELS
IN MILK/ TAP WATERw SOILt AND UPPER ATMOSPHERE
AIR SAMPLES
HASL-I55 N65-15865
RADIATION FALLOUT MEASUREMENTS FROM VARIOUS
WORLDWIDE SAMPLINGS AND STRATOSPHERIC
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
HASL-I5B N65-22800
STRATOSPHERIC DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE DEBRIS
FROM SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER- 9 A
/ SNAP-gA/ BY PLUTONIUM ISOTOPE MEASUREMENTS
N65-22BO1
ATOHIC ENERGY COMMISSION, OAK RIDGE, TENN°
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
METHODS FOR REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
TID-3535, SUPPL. I N65-2426Z
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TECHNIQUES AND
INSTRUMENTS FOR RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
TID-3512, SUPPL. I N65-25023
SAFETY AND HEALTH ASPECTS IN INDUSTRIAL HANDLING
DF THORIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS
AEC-TR-6536/REV./ N65-26596
SUBJECT INDEX TO LITERATURE SURVEY DEALING WITH
RADIATION EFFECTS ON MAMMALIAN EYE
TID-3912/INDEX/ N65-31958
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, O. C.
IONIZING RADIATION FOR FOOD PRESERVATION -
PASTEURIZATION
CONF-641002 N65-1832I
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT - LITERATURE ON MATERIALS
PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
TID-3086, SUPPL. 2 N65-21442
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON GAMMA RADIATION IN
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH
TID-3SBO N65-2209B
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIONUCLIDES ON
METABOLISM OF WILD SPECIES OF PLANTS AND
ANIMALS
TID-39IO, SUPPL. 3 N65-23596
LABORATORY MANUAL FOR RADIATION BIOLOGY
TID-IBBIB, REV. N65-24623
RADIATION PROTECTION AND GENETICS, AND RECOVERY
PROCESSES DURING POST-RADIATION PERIOD -
RADIOBIOLOGY SURVEY OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
ANIMALS, INSECTS, AND YEAST CELLS
AEC-TR-6404 N65-26378
MELTING POINT CURVES FOR DETERMINING EFFECTS OF
IONIZING RADIATION ON SYSTEMS OF HYDROGEN BONDS
IN DNA MACROMOLECULE N65-26379
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC EVALUATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE
TO HEMOGLOBIN IN RAT AND PIGEON BLOOD
N65-263BO
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF FAST NEUTRONS
FOR STUDYING IRRADIATION DAMAGE OF CELLS
N65-26381
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS MEASURED FOR DETERMINING
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON
B-lO
SUBMICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE OF STRIATED FROG
MUSCLES N65-26382
DEPENDENCE OF RADIDSENSITIZING EFFECT OF OXYGEN ON
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION AND FREE RADICAL LIFETIME
N65-Z6383
IRRADIATION OF BEETLES FOR MEASURING OXYGEN EFFECT
ON RADIATION AT VARIOUS RADIATION DOSE RATES
N65-26386
TIME-EFFECT CURVES FOR IRRADIATION OF DORMANT PEA
SEEDS WITH VARIOUS NOISTURE CONTENTS FOR
DETERMINING AMOUNT OF DAMAGE N65-Z6385
IRRADIATION OF YEAST FOR TESTING MATHEMATICAL
MODEL FOR REMOVAL OF EFFECTIVE DOSE -
PHOTDREACTIVATION OF CELLS IRRADIATED BY
ULTRAVIOLET N65-26386
REALIZATION PERIOD FOR POTENTIAL RADIATION DAMAGE
IN DIPLOID YEAST CELLS N65-2638T
WATER SUSPENSION OF CHLORELLA VULGARIS CULTURE
IRRADIATED FOR DETERMINING RADIOSENSITIVITY
OF CELLS TO VARYING X-RAY DOSES
N65-26388
DOG RECOVERY FROM RADIATION SICKNESS - STATE OF
MYELOPO[ESIS IN DOGS UNDER REPEATED IONIZING
RADIATION N65-Z6389
BLOOD CIRCULATION IN MICE AND RATS TRACED FOR
DETERMINING INFLUENCE DF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
ON DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL RED AND HEMOGLOBIN
IN ORGANS N65-26390
CONFERENCE ON LATE RADIATION EFFECTS, DEGENERATIVE
CHANGES IN LIVING SYSTEMS_ AND AGING PROCESSES
WASH-lOS9 NbS-ZT668
PROPERTIES AND HAZARDS OF RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS -
RADIOIODINE PRODUCED BY ATOMIC EXPLOSION
AEC-TR-6550 NbS-2TT71
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADAt LTD., CHALK RIVER
/ONTARIO/.
VENTILATION OF IMPERMEABLE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
TO ALLEVIATE PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HOT
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
AECL-2123 N65-15636
ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE -
OOSIMETRY AND NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY
AECL-2239 NGS-ZTk4T
MEASUREMENT OF DOSE ABSORBED IN VARIOUS ORGANS
AS FUNCTION OF EXTERNAL GAMMA RAY EXPOSURE
AECL-226D N65-274TI
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA! LTD. t OTTAWA
/ONTARIO/.
DESIGN OF RADIATION STERILIZATION PLANTS FOR
MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND PHARMACEUTICALS
ABEL-2266 N65-2B023
ATOMIC WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTt
ALDERMASTON /ENGLAND/.
CHELATION WITH ALKALINE EARTH METALS, CHELATE
COMPOUNDS IN RADIOELENENT REMOVAL THERAPY,
AND SEARCH FOR STRONTIUM 90 AND PLUTONIUM 239
REMOVAL AGENTS
AWRE-O'-6/65 NBS-28883
DETERMINATION OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF
PARTICULATE MATERIAL DURING OPERATION ROLLER
COASTER INCLUDING PERFORMANCE OF CASCADE
IMPACTORS AND FITTING OF DISTRIBUTIONS
AWRE-O-20/65 N65-28885
AUTONETICSt ANAHEIMt CALIF.
AIR TO GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION - TELEVISION
CAMERA LENS FIELO OF VIEW EFFECT
T5-133/3111 N65-22869
AIR TO GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION - AIRCRAFT SPEED
AND TIME-TO--GO INFORMATION EFFECT
T5-136/3111 N65-22870
LABORATORY SIMULATION EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE
EFFECT OF TARGET TYPE AND GROUND SPEED ON
AIR-TO-GROUND TARGET RECOGNITION
T5-990/3111 N65--29239
SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN FACTOR IN PHYSICS
OF FAILURE N65-30316
AUTDNETICSt DOWNEY, CALIF.
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE OF ROTARY SELECTOR SWITCHES
TS-I18T/3111 N65-36302
AVCO CORP._ TULSA, OKLA.
CORRELATION BETWEEN LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER AND
ABSORBED RADIATION DOSEt AND RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTIVENESS IN YEAST
NASA-CR-BT239 NbS-3510T
B
BATTELLE MENORIAL INST., COLUMBUS1 OHIO.
RADIATION EFFECTS THRESHOLDS OF ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS - NETALSe
POLYMERSt CERAMICSI SEMICONDUCTORS_ AND ELECTRIC
COMPONENTS N65-3q-587
BATTELLE-NORTHNEST, RICHLANOt WASH.
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICSv RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICSv
RADICLOGICAL CHEMISTRYt CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS
TECHNOLOGY, AND INSTRUMENTATION
BNWL-36 Nb5-33022
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON USE OF SWINE IN BIOLOGICAL AND
MEDICAL RESEARCH
BNWL-115 N65-36703
BAVLOR UNIV°w HOUSTONt TEX.
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM SIGNAL AS LOGIC CIRCUIT
ACTUATOR FOR NUMERICAL BLOODPRESSURE INDICATOR
N65-16606
DATA PROCESSING OF BEG AND MULTIPLE PERIPHERAL
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS WITH SPECIAL
PURPOSE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION UNIT
NbS-Z8759
INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY FOR CLINICAL
INVESTIGATIONS APPLIED TO EFFECT OF BED REST AND
EXERCISE ON CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES
N6_-28763
_AIA ACGUISITION AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM FOR NORMATIVE ELECTROENCEPHALGGRAPH1C
REFERENCE TAPE LIBRARY NbS-28T68
COMPUTER DESIGN FOR ANALYZING EFFECTS OF BED
REST ON CARDIAC DYNAMICS AND DISCUSSION OF
ERTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION N65-28769
BECKMAN INSTRUHENTSt INC°t FULLERTONt CALIF.
WEARABLE, WIRELESS OXINETER WITH BLOOD PRESSURE
MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY
NASA-CR-66080 N6S-30680
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH SIGNAL CONDITIONERS
NASA-CR-65099 N65-31185
BELL AEROSYSTEMS CO°t BUFFALO_ N. Y.
OPERATOR TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR AIR CUSHION
VEHICLES
NAVTRADEVCEN"I55T-1 N65-23085
[NTRA-CREM COMMUNICATIONS IN B-52 AND KC-135
AIRCRAFT DURING PEACETIME TRAINING FLIGHTS AS
FUNCTIONS OF CREW EXPERIENCE AND SELECTED
MISSION SEGMENTS
AMRL-TR-65-18 N65-30156
BELL HELICOPTER CO°t FORT WORTHt TEX.
PERCEPTUAL WORK LOAD COMPARISON IN FLIGHT BY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES / IFRI USING STANDARD
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND CONTACT ANALOG VERTICAL
VISUAL OISPLAY
C228-621-019 N65-19460
ACCURACY OF ALTITUDE AND GROUND SPEED
DETERMINATIONS USING CONTACT ANALOG SIMULATOR
CISPLAY SYSTEM
C228-621-015 N65-30936
B-11
BENSON /ROBERT W.I AND ASSOCIATES, INC., CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
BENSON /ROBERT W.I AND ASSOCIAIES, INC._
NASHVILLE, TENN.
BONE AND TISSUE VIBRATOR ASSEMBLY FOR HEARING BY
CONDUCTION AND FOR MECHANICAL POINT IMPEDANCE
AMRL-TR-65-11 N65-30036
BERKELEY INST. OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
FIELD BEHAVIOR AND PRE-EXPEDITION PERSONALITY
ASSESSMENT RESULTS, CRITERION VARIABLES, AND
ASSESSMENT CORRELATES OF 1963 AMERICAN MOUNT
EVEREST EXPEDITION
TR-I N65-25905
BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM, HONOLULU, HAWAII.
AIR PLANKTON TRAP FOR OPERATION ON AIRCRAFT
N65-23gg4
BIO-DYNAMICS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
TRANSFER OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TO BIOMEDICINE
NASA-CR-60635 N65-16932
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED ON-JOB TRAINING
ESD-TDR-64-234, VOL. Ill N65-31242
PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGN AND USE OF INFORMATION
SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED ON-THE JOB TRAINING
ESO-TDR-64-234, VOL. V, FINAL N65-31249
SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR MOTION SICKNESS
SUPPRESSION IN PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-CR-6463g N65-33256
BIOSYSTEMS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS - VESTIBULAR EFFECT ON
SPACE ORIENTATION OF MAN
NASA-CR-5944I N65-10363
BIOCDNTROL SYSTEMS - MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
HUMAN MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM THROUGH COMPUTER
SIMULATION AND SERVOANAIYSIS
NASA-CR-IgO N65-I9261
NEUROPHYSIOIOGICAL ASPECTS OF EYE MOVEMENT IN
VISUAL CONTROL SYSTEM WITH DIFFERENTIATION OF
VERSION AND VERGENCE
NASA-CR-238 N65-25300
BiOTECHNOLOGY, INC., ARLINGTON, VA.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THREE VISUAL CUES IN DETECTION OF
RATE OF CLOSURE WITH ANOTHER AUTOMOBILE AT NIGHT
BTI-64-1 N65-12090
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
EFFECTS OF MISCELLANEOUS WASTE ON MESDPHILIC
ACTIVATED SLUDGE DURING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
SOAPS, DETERGENTS, AND VOMITUS
SAM-TDR-64-41 N6S-IOOI4
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND TOLERANCE IN CLOSED SELF-
SUSTAINING INTEGRATED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM USING
BOEING HIGH ALTITUDE CHAMBER AS TEST BED
NASA-CR-13_ N65-12076
WASTE MANAGEMENT FOR CLOSED ENVIRONMENTS - PROCESS
CONTROL, COLLECTION, TRANSPORT, AND TREATMENT
N65-18577
RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION FOR SPACE FLIGHT BY
FRACTIONAL CELL LETHALITY APPROACH
N65-34603
BOEING CO., WICHITA, KANS.
SUBJECTIVE REACTION OF HUMAN MALES TO VIBRATION
D3-6474 N65-14350
VIBRATIONAL TESTING OF HUMANS FOR WHOLE BODY
VIBRATION EFFECT ON VISUAL-MGTUR PERFORMANCE
D3-3512-5 NAS-18852
VIBRATION TESTING OF HUMANS FOR WHOLE BODY
VERTICAL VIBRATION EFFECT ON TRACKING
PERFORMANCE
03-3512-6 N65-1BB53
BOEING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH tABS., SEATTLE,
WASH.
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF ACCUMULATED RADIATION
DOSE IN BLOOD DIVERTED THROUGH SHUNT
B-L2
D1-82-0362 N65-I0964
BOLT, BERANEK, AND NEWMAN, INC., CAMBRIDGE,
MASS.
ACOUSTIC REFLEX IN INFANTRYMEN - PSYCHOLOGY
REPT.-IISg N6S-Á3172
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA DN ACTIVITY OF AUDITORY
NERVOUS SYSTEM IN ANESTHETIZED ANIMALS DURING
LEARNING AND DIFFERENT STAGES OF SLEEP AND
ALERTNESS
AFOSR-64-0966 N65-13205
AUDITORY FATIGUE PRODUCED BY HIGH INTENSITY
ACOUSTIC IMPULSES
REPT.-IISB N65-1_366
MANUAL CONTROL OF TWO-AXIS TRACKING
NASA-CR-60697 N65-16810
SUBJECTIVE REACTIONS TO SONIC BOOMS AND HUMAN
ADAPTATION OR REACTION
NASA-CR-18T N65-17877
BIAXIAL MIXED-DYNAMICS TRACKING TASK - MANUAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS
NASA-OR-62251 N65-21766
ATTENTION THEORY AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS OF
HUMAN ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE TWO SENSORY EVENTS
SUCCESSIVELY AND SENSORY CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
INFLUENCE ON REACTION TIME
NASA-DR-/g4 N65-231TO
FACTORS INFLUENCING HUMAN RESPONSE TO AIRCRAFT
NOISE - MASKING OF SPEECH AND VARIABILITY OF
SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENTS
FAA-ADS-42 N65-33435
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA IN
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMS STUDY
NASA-CR-64S/B N65-36433
BONN UNIV. /WEST GERMANY/.
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF PROTEINOIDS AND FEEDING
eXPERIMENTATION WITH RATS NbS-18597
BOSTON UNIV., MASS.
GIET AND NUTRITION EFFECT DN GASTROINTESTINAL
SYSTEM AND BOWEL MOTILITY N65-18585
BOYCE THOMPSON INST. FOR PLANT RESEARCH, INC.,
YONKERS, N. Y.
TISSUE GROWTH OF HIGHER PLANTS IN CONTINUOUS
LICUID CULTURE - USE IN NUTRITIONAL EXPERIMENT
WITH WEANLING MICE
AMRL-TR-65-ÁOI N65-34492
BRANOEIS UNIV., WALTHAM, MASS.
[LTRATHIONATE EFFECT ON STABILITY AND
IMMUNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE
TRIOSEPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASES
NASA-CR-56_51 NbS-19962
LACTIC DEHYDRDGENASES AND PROTEIN IMMUNOCHEMICALS
IN VERTEBRATE EVOLUTION - IRRADIATION OF NUCLEIC
ACIDS
NASA-DR-63266 N65-25590
_UANTITATIVE MICRO-COMPLEMENT FIXATION FOR
DETECTION OF SMALL DIFFERENCES IN PRGTEIN
SIRUCTURE
_ASA-CR-58660 N_5-29652
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB.p I_°TON, N. Y.
OXYGEN, CARBON DIOXIDE, _TROGEN, AND OTHER BLOOD
GASES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE - HISTORICAL
REVIEW
ENL-BqB _65-23230
MEDICAL SURVEY OF PEOPLE OF RONGELAP IN MARSHALL
ISLANDS NINE AND TEN YEARS AFTER EXPOSURE TO
RADIATION FALLOUT
ENL-qOB/T-371/ _165-262_$
RADIATION DAMAGE AND RECOVERY IN NAMNAL|_N ORGANS
BNL-B469 N65-32B_2
MECHANISM OF HUNAN ANTIBODY FORMATION
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX CALJEuKNIA ...............UNlv.t oc_cLcv .
BNL-912/T-374/ N65-33991
RADIATION EFFECTS ON PATTERNS OF NATURE
BNL-924/T-3811 NbS-3410T
NATURAL BACKGROUND AND RADIATION LEVELS
ATTRIBUTABLE TO LABORATORY OPERATIONS DURING
1963
BNL-915/T-376/ N65--3_205
BROOKS HOSPITAL, INC., BROOKLINEt MASS.
PHOTUSYNTHETIC REACTIONS DURING REGREENING OF
ALGA CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDI
AFCRL-66-342 N65-24455
BROWN ENGINEERING CO., INC. t HUNTSVILLEe ALA.
PHYSIO-MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON
HUMANS NORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
R-63 N65-15039
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANICAL EFFECT OF ACCELERATIONS
ON HUMANS WORKING IN ROTATING ENVIRONMENT
R-63 N65-20565
BRUSSELS UNIV. /BELGIUM/.
PREPARATION OF LABELLED PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES
EUR-1845.F N65-36377
BRYN MAWR COLL., PA.
CORTISONE INFLUENCE ON GLYCONEOGENESIS, ENDOTOXIN
LETHALITY, AND TRYPTOPHAN PYRROLASE INDUCTION IN
COLD-EXPOSED MICE
AAL-TDR-64-5 N65-19289
CLEARANCE OF CARBON, SALMONELLA THYPHIMURIUN,
AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS FROM MOUSE BLOOD
AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE - DILUTION COUNT AND
RADIOACTIVE TRACING MEASUREMENTS
AAL-TDR-64-14 N65-27531
ENZYME INDUCTION AND CORTISONE PROTECTION IN
ENDOIOXIN-POISONED MICE
AAL-TDR-64-8 Nb5-30826
BUNDESART FUER WEHRTECHNIK UND BESCHAFFUNG,
KOBLENZ /WEST GERMANY/.
MAN-MACHINE PROBLEMS IN VTOL AIRCRAFT -
TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS N65-ZB455
BUNKER--RAMO CORPot CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEMSI HUMAN ENGINEERING, AND MAN
IN SPACE - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSSIAN LITERATURE
ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGY
NASA-CR-199 NbS-ZIZ26
HUMAN ENGINEERING - PILOT PERFORMANCE NECESSARY
FOR ALL-WEATHER LANDING
AD-612726 N65-26118
SIMULATION, MODELS, AND GAMES AS ANALOGIES
MEASUREMENT CRITERIA IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
SIMULATION
NASA-CR-25T N6S-27397
HUMAN ENGINEERING SUPPORT FOR PILOT FACTORS
PROGRAM - TECHNICAL DIRECTION, FURNISHING,
INSTALLATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENTt
INSTRUMENT FLYING PROCEDURES, AND DATA ANALYSIS
AD-616765 N65-30630
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF MANUALLY GUIDED AND
CONTROLLED REENTRY VEHICLES
NASA-CR-331 N65-36773
BUNKER-RANO CORP.I SILVER SPRINGw NO.
COMPATIBILITY OF MANUAL FLYING WITH AUTOMATIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM BY FORCED WHEEL STEERING -
PILOT FACTORS PROGRAM
REPT.-1-66 N65-21258
BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES, ANN ARBOR,
MICH.
IRRADIATION PASTEURIZATION FOR PRESERVATION OF
FRESH WATER FISH AND INLAND FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
C00-1283-12 N65-19822
BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES, GLOUCESTER,
MASS.
RESEARCH ON RADIOPASTEURIZATION OF FISH - OPTIMUM
DOSE AND ACCEPTANCE LEVELS, SUITABILITY OF
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, CHANGES IN
FLAVOR AND ODOR FROM IRRADIATION AND STORAGE
TID-21600 NB5--22094
BUREAU OF NINES, PITTSBURGH, PA.
CULTURE TECHNIQUE, DISTRIBUTION, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF
METHANE--OXIDIZING BACTERIA, BIOCHEMISTRY OF
HETHANE OXIDATION, AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS IN
PETROLEUM, POWER GENERATION, AND PRODUCTION
BM-1C-8246 N65-13393
C
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
LIQUID WASTES AND WATER POTABILITY IN SPACE
VEHICLES N65-18590
BIOCOLLOIDAL MATTER IN ATMOSPHERE
NbS-23987
CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC COLL., SAN LUIS
OBISPO.
HUMAN BLACK BOX - DATA OBTAINED WITH EXTERNAL
EXCITATION AND FROM HUMAN AS SOURCE, AND
NATURAL BEHAVIOR IN ENGINEERING TERMS
NbS-3IZ61
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY.
HARVESTING AND PROCESSING SEWAGE GROWN PLANKTONIC
ALGAE
SERL-64-B N65-IZ782
RESPONSE OF CAT TO STIMULATION IN OLFACTORY TRACT
OF CFRFBRAL CORTEX
REPT.-66-X N65-14471
SENSORY STIMULATION AS RELATED TO NUTRITION AND
FO_D - APPETITE FACTOR N65-IB584
RECLAMATION OF NUTRITIONAL ORGANIC MATERIAL
FROM WASTE WATER - ALGAE CULTURING
SERL-64-6 N65-19655
ENZYME ACTIVITY IN TERRESTRIAL SOIL RELATIVE TO
EXPLORATION OF MARTIAN SURFACE
NASA-OR-ST585 N65-20625
DETECTION AND STUDY OF MICROBIAL POPULATION IN
UPPER ATMOSPHERE - SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
SAMPLING WITH ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR
N65-23gB6
VIABILITY OF ORGANISMS UNDER CONTROLLED
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO
NATURAL CONDITIONS N65-2399B
BOUNDS ON DISTRIBUTION WITH DECREASING FAILURE
RATE DERIVED MATHEMATICALLY AND APPLIED TO
SE_,ICONDUCTOR AND CANCER PROBLEMS - LIFE
SURVIVAL TEST
ORC-66-32/RR/ N65-24362
PROBABILITY - GROUP TESTING TO CLASSIFY RANDOM
SAMPLE OF KNOWN UNIIS INTO GOOD AND DEFECTIVE
CATEGORIES
0RC-65-4 N65-26SB5
HEMGDYNAMIC EVALUATION OF PRIMATES BEFORE,
DURING, AND AFTER LONG PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
IN EARTH-ORBITING SATELLITE N6S-2875B
ESTABLISHMENT OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES AND
INSTRUMENTATION FOR AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF
HEMODYNANIC AND METABOLIC PARAMETERS DURING
PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA-CR-63915 N65-Z916T
BIOMECHANICS OF CORNEA - APPLICATION TO
INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
NASA-CR-6TL60 N65-34461
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY IONS -- RADIATION
EFFECTS IN ANIMALS AND MAN N65-34586
B-13
CALIFORNIA UNIV. t BERKELEY. LAWRENCE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY. LAWRENCE
RADIATION LAB.
HEALTH CHEMISTRY PROCEDURES FOR RADIOISOTOPE
SAFETY
UCRL-II700 N65-I2830
WATER GENERATION IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - LUNAR
EXPLORATION N65-18582
RADIATION DEPTH DOSE FROM INCIDENT ]SOTROPIC FLUX
OF MONOENERGETIC PROTONS IN ARBITRARY SIZE
SPHERES WITH TISSUE-EQUIVALENT MATERIAL
UCRL-I0980 N65-32064
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES ON SMALL ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34585
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROTON DOSE RATES IN TISSUE
SPHERES AND SLABS N65-3461I
CALIFORNIA UNIV.t DAVIS.
ANIMAL FOOD FOR ENERGY SUPPLY AND HEAT PRODUCTION
IN ASTRONAUT NUTRITION N65-18592
IRRADIATION OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES TO EXTEND
SHELF LIFE
UCD-34P80-2 N65-I8999
EFFECTS OF CONTINUED STRONTIUM 90 INGESTION DURING
GROWTH PERIOD OF BEAGLE AND ITS RELATION TO
RADIUM 226 TOXICITY
UCD-4TZ-II2 N65-32350
X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON WORK CAPACITYt REPRODUCTIVE
CAPACITYt AND LONGEVITY OF BEAGLE DOGS
UCD-472-III N65-34324
CALIFORNIA UNIV. t LA JOLLA.
SURVEY ON HUMAN VISUAL CAPABILITIES IN SPACE
FLIGHT
AD-606802 N65-11484
CALIFORNIA UNIV.e LIVERMORE. LAWRENCE
RADIATION LAB.
MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON VAGAL INHIBITION OF
ISOLATED FROG HEART AND CATALYTIC ENZYME
ACTIVITY OF ACETYLCHDLINE
UCRL-12389 N65-1946I
HALF-LIFE OF FALLOUT RADIONUCLIDE EFFECT ON
PLANTS - IODINE 131
UCRL-I2388 N65-21933
GAMMA DOSE RATES AND INTEGRATED DOSES ABOVE SOIL
RESULTING FROM NEUTRON ACTIVATION OF SOIL BY
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
UCRL-12339_ VDL. I N65-22984
BETA AND GAMMA DOSE EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF
RADIOIODINE ISOTOPE DOSAGE TO THYROID
UCRL-12692 N65-2472T
SCHEMATIC VIEW OF ORIGIN OF LIFE - SEQUENCE
PROPAGATION AND TRANSCRIPTIONt DUAL
TRANSCRIPTIDNt CHRDNOSOME-NESSENGERt METABOLISNt
AND PROTOPLASM
UCRL-I6256 N65-31001
NEUTRON ACTIVATION NUCLIDES IN ROCK AND SOIL FROM
UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS - PLOWSHARE
PROGRAM
UCRL-14269 N65-35020
OXALOACETATE PROTECTION OF CITRATE CONDENSING
ENZYME FROM PALMITYL- CO A
UCRL-7896 N65-35526
CALIFORNIA UNIV.e LOS ANGELES.
EFFECTS FRON CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO LOW LEVEL
IONIZING RADIATION ON DESERT ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
UCLA-I2-532 N65-I0313
BEHAVIOR AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CATS
EXPOSED TO UNSYMMETRICAL D1METHYL HYDRAZINE
ANRL-TDR-66-72 N65-I2065
STRONTIUM 85 AND STRONTIUM 90 IN HUMAN BODY -
BIOPHYSICS AND NUCLEAR MEDICINE
UCLA-12-538 N65-14988
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS RESEARCHt SENSORY
MOTOR CONTROL_ AND TRACKING SIMULATOR
CEVELOPMENT
REPT.-64-S8 N65-I5598
NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND RADIATION BIOLOGY
UCLA-I2-561 N65-I7997
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS - HUMAN TRACKINGt
SENSORY MOTOR CONTROLt AND HYOELECTRIC CONTROL
REPT.-66-30 N65-18929
LATERALIZATION OF SOUNDS AT UNSTINULATED EAR
OPPOSITE TO NOISE-ADAPTED EAR
TR-24 N65-1952I
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
OF PLANTS - PLANT DATA FOR USE IN BIOSATELLITES
NASA-CR-53657 N65-20981
DETECTION OF PURE TONE EMBEDDED IN NOISE - MARKOV
CHAINS OF SIGNALS
NASA-CR-57928 N65-21340
TOTAL DRUG OOSAGE AND EXPOSURE TIRE RATE EFFECTS
IN X-RAY PROTECTION STUDY
UCLA-I2-567 N65-21538
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR PROTECTION FROM LETHAL
EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION - HEALTH PHYSICS
UCLA-I2-551 N65-21823
PROTECTION AGAINST X _ AND GAMMA RADIATION IN
MICE PRETREATED WITH 2-AMINOETHYLISOTHIOURONIUM
BROMIDE HYDROBROMIDE PLUS 5-HYDROXYTRYPTAMINE
CREATININE SULFATE AND IN NONTREATED MICE
UCLA-12-552 N65-21824
NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - PATHOLOGYt PHYSIOLOGYt
PHARMACOLOGY_ ENDOCRINOLOGY WITH GENERAL
CLINICAL AND BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
NASA-CR-62354 N65-22165
SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECT ON CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF
PLANTS FOR USE IN BIOSATELLITE
NASA-CR-62707 N65-23742
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS IN UPPER EXTREMITY
PROSTHETICSt SENSORY MUSCULAR CONTRDL_ HUMAN
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING SYSTEMSt AND
ELECTROMYOGRAM CONTROL STUDIES
REPT.-65-14 N65-2400_
STATUS OF INTRODUCED PLANT SPECIES AT NEVADA
NUCLEAR TEST SITE - ECOLOGY
UCLA-12-554 N65-24228
COMBINED RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL INHALATION AND
HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN INTRAVENOUS INJECTION
TECHNIQUE FOR LUNG SCANNING FOR PULMONARY
FUNCTION EVALUATION
UCLA-12-556 N65-24272
MOODt MOTILITYt AND I7-HYDRDXYCORTICOID
EXCRETION IN CYCLIC MANIC-DEPRESSIVE PATIENT
NASA-CR-63785 N65-2BO97
CONCEPTS OF CEREBRAL ORGANIZATION ARISING FROM
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
RELATED TO PROBLEMS OF EEG WAVE PROCESS ORIGIN
N65-28756
SYSTEMS DESIGN FOR NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
ACQUISITION IN CONTEXT OF ON-LINE DIGITAL
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING N65-28762
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA USING EEG FROM
NORMATIVE LIBRARY N65-28766
BIOSATELLITE PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS RELATED TO
CHANGES IN PRIMATE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
N65-28771
CEREBRALt CARDIOVASCULARv AND BEHAVIORAL
PERFORMANCE OF MONKEY IN SPACE - BIOSATELLITE
B-16
_rMI_P-I_RATE _OlJR_ -INDEX CNIORAI_ri IINIV.. nFNVFR.
PROGRAM N65-2BTTZ
BIOCHEMISTRY, RADIOBIOLOGY, PHARMACOLOGY,
TOXICOLOGY, NUCLEAR MEDICINE, BIOPHYSICS, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PUBLICATIONS
UCLA-12-561 NbS-31798
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CEREBRAL CORRELATION MODEL
OF INFORMATION TRANSACTIONS_ AND INFORMATION
STORAGE
NASA-CR-665TO N65-3202T
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS OF MONKEYS
UNDER INFLUENCE OF VIBRATIONS AND CENTRIFUGING
NASA-CR-65018 NbS-3271B
SURVIVAL OF MINTER ANNUALS IN GROUND CONTAMINATED
NITH NUCLEAR RADIATION
UCLA-12-555 N65-32826
UPPER EXTREMITY PROSTHETICS - SENSORY MOTOR
CONTROL - PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN OPERATORS OF
TRACKING SYSTEMS - MYOELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
REPT.-65-31 N65-34133
CHELATED lEON AND ZINC EFFECTS ON ROUGH LEMON AND
TRIFOLIATE ORANGE SEEDLINGS GROWN IN CALCAREOUS
AND NONCALCAREUUS SOIL
TIO-2OT41 N65-34316
CARNEGIE INST. OF TECH. w PITTSBURGH, PA°
GOAL DIFFICULTY EFFECT ON LEVEL OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
ONR-RM-I35 1/65-19626
CASE INST. OF TECH., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
PATH OPTIMIZATION FOR NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED
REMOTE MANIPULATOR - MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-bZBTB N65-25002
CATHOLIC UNIV. OF AMERICA, NASHINGTON, D. C°
PREDICTING DECISION MAKING BEHAVIOR FROM
PERSONALITY AND COGNITIVE VARIABLES
ESD-TDR-64-619 N65-17012
CBS LABS., STAMFORD, CONN.
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMFORT TOLERANCE OF MODEL
HELMETS
CLD-LT20 N65-19423
CEDARS OF LEBANON HOSPITAL, LOS ANGELES,
CALIF.
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND CAROIOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH HEART FUNCTION IN NAN AND DOGS
NASA-CR-STI65 N65-18490
CENTRAL LAB. FOR RAOIOLOGICAL PROTECTION,
WARSAM /POLAND/.
EVALUATION OF RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION CONDITIONS
IN ISOTOPE LABORATORIES IN POLAND
CLOR-34 N65-22501
CHICAGO MEDICAL SCHOOL, ILL.
BODY TISSUE DAMAGE IN DOGS CAUSEO BY SINUSOIOAL
VIBRATION STRESS
AMRL-TDR-66-S8 N65-IOBbT
CHICAGO UNIV., ILL.
ANIMAL STUDIES ON RADIATION EFFECTS, IRRADIATION
EXPOSURE, AND USE OF THERAPEUTIC COMPOUNDS AS
PROTECTIVE AGENTS AGAINST INJURY
AD-607952 N65-11098
ANALOG COMPUTER MECHANIZATION OF HOOGKIN- HUXLEY
EQUATIONS OF ACTION POTENTIALS FOR GIANT SQUID
AXONS
AD-608156 NbS-1166T
ADAPTIVE PATTERN RECOGNITION AND DETECTION, AND
ANALYTICAL PROBLEMS INHERENT TO PERCEPTRONS
AD-60815T NbS-15666
RADIATION EFFECT ON BIOCHEMISTRY OF MAMMALIAN
TISSUE, RADIATION PROTECTION BY CHEMICAL
CONPOUNOS! AND GAMMA IRRADIATION INFLUENCE ON
LIFESPAN
AD-61094T N65-19211
EFFECT OF X-IRRADIATION ON COENZYME A LEVELS IN
LIVERS OF MICE N65-19212
INFLUENCE OF X-IRRADIATION ON DEVELOPMENT OF
CETOXIFICATION SYSTEM FOR PHOSPHOROTHIOATES IN
RAT LIVERS N65-19213
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS ON
RADIATION LETHALITY IN MICE N65-19216
DOSAGE TO MORTALITY RELATION FOR SEVERAL RADIATION
PROTECTION CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR MICE
N65-19215
RELATION BETWEEN SPLEEN OXYGEN TENSION AND
RADIATION PROTECTION IN MICE N65-19216
HYPEROXIA AND HYPOXIA EFFECT ON RADIATION
LETHALITY, AND EFFECT OF CHRONIC EXPOSURE TO
HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN ON SURVIVAL OF NICEr RATS,
AND RABBITS N65-19217
RADIATION INDUCED CHANGES IN ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY OF SPLEEN APPLIED TO
CHRONIC GAMMA IRRADIATION AND INFLUENCE OF
VARIOUS FACTORS ON ACUTE RADIATION INJURY
N65-19218
INTEGRATED RESEARCH AND TRAINING IN SPACE
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY - ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
LABORATORY COMPLETION AND CORRELATED RESEARCH
WITH ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
NASA-CR-62879 NBS-26674
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ELECTRON OPTICS IN
EXOBIOLOGY
NASA--CR-62956 N65-26993
MONKEY, APE, AND HUMAN MORPHOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY
RELATING TO STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE - MUSCULAR-
SKELETAL ANATOMY OF THORAX AND BRACHIUN OF ADULT
FEMALE CHIMPANZEE
ARLlTR-65-3 N6S-27564
STRUCTURE OF PYRUVATE DEHYOROGENASE COMPLEX OF
ESCHERICHIA COL I
NASA-CR-SBgBO N65-29416
POLAROGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS ON OXYGEN TENSION IN
SPLEEN AND VENA CAVA OF MICE INJECTED WITH
SODIUM NITRATE TO STUDY RADIOPROTECTIVE ACTION
SAN-TR-65-13 N65-30506
CINCINNATI UNIV., OHIO.
SHORT-TERM MEMORY AS PREDICTOR OF TROUBLESHOOTING
SKILL
AHRL-MEMO-P-53 N65-11638
CLARK /DAVID/ CO., INC** WORCESTER, MASS.
LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD ENCLOSURE FABRICATION FOR
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT
ANRL-MENO-M-5T N65-11277
COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN UTAH, CEDAR CITY.
X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON INSECT EMBRYO -
COCKROACH, BLABERUS CRANIIFER
TID-2IBT7 N65-36506
COLORAO0 STATE UNIV.s FORT COLLINS.
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE IN SOLAR SYSTEM
N65-16608
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM DURING ELECTROANESTHESIA
N65-I66IT
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON ANIMAL MUSCULAR HEART
FUNCTION NbS-16625
PATHOGEN-FREE FO00 PLANTS IN MICROCOSM - HIGH
INTENSITY LIGHT EFFECT ON PLANT GROWTH
NASA-CR-501TO NBS-1706T
COLORADO UNIV., BOULDER.
ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN MICROORGANISM CULTURE
ON LARGE SCALE N65-16628
COLBRADO UNIV., DENVER.
LASER RADIATION EFFECT ON VERTEBRATE EMBRYOS
N65-16626
B-15
COLUMBIAUNIV.,NEWYORK. CORPORATESOURCEINDEX
KINETICMODELS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
N65-16627
LUNG MEMBRANE DIFFUSING CAPACITY FOR CARBON
MONOXIDE IN HIGH ALTITUDE NATIVES COMPARED WITH
SEA LEVEL NATIVES
AD-4631 TO N65-33244
COLUMBIA UNIV., NEW YORK.
RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS, BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIOBIOLOGY
NY0-2740-2 N65-28021
COMMERCE DEPT., WASHINGTON, D° C.
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PRESERVATION OF FOOD BY
IRRADIATION- RADIATION STERILIZATION,
PASTEURIZATION, AND DISINFECTION
TID-2143I N65-25873
COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE, FONTENAY-
AUX-ROSES /FRANCE/.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND FOOD CHAIN RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION LEVEL DETERMINATION
EUR-2IOT. F NbS-2118 1
COMMISSARIAT A t ENERGIE ATOMIQUE, SACLAY
/FRANCE/.
ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SCHEMA OF
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT FOR DETERMINATION OF
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION LEVELS
LEA-R-2413 N65-3298g
CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION,
NEW HAVEN.
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN SPACE CABIN
ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-SO2gS N65-ITOTL
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-CR-SSI31 N65-17072
PLANT LEAVES FOR OXYGEN PRODUCIION IN CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM
NASA-CR-608g2 N65-L786T
CONSULTANTS AND DESIGNERSo INC., ARLINGTON,
VA.
DISTURBANCES OF MITOSIS IN MICROSPORES INDUCED BY
DIFFERENT FLIGHT LENGTHS ON VOSTOK V
NASA-TT-F-gCZT N65-15163
CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAB., INC., BUFFALO,
N. Y.
OPTIMAL CHARACTERIZATION THEORY OF TIME VARIATION
DYNAMICS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION OR REACTION TIME
OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-170 N65-LT326
COX CORONARY HEART INST., DAYTON, OHIO.
USE OF TELEMETRY IN INTENSIVE-CARE WARDS
N65-34002
CUTLER-HAMMER, INC., DEER PARK, N. Y.
RECOGNITION VALUES UNDER VARYING LEVELS OF IMAGE
DEGRADATION
ESD-TDR-64-666 N65-IB963
CZECHOSLOVAK ACADEMY OF SCIENCESo PRAGUE.
REFLEX SKIN POTENTIAL REACTIONS IN MAN UNDER
VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
N65-29032
D
DARTMOUTH COLL., HANOVER, N. H.
GROWTH HORMONE EFFECT ON PLANT DEVELOPMENT IN
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
NASA-CR-53405 N65-15369
DAVID TAYLOR MODEL BASIN, WASHINGTON, D. C.
COMPRESSIBILITY OR MECHANICAL STIFFNESS OF HUMAN
LOWER LIMBS UNDER STATIC LOADS AND DEFORMATION
OF LIMB STRUCTURE
DTMB-1BIO N65-17039
DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD, OTTAWA /ONTARIO/.
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM UNDER EXPOSURE TO CONTINUOUS
NOISE
T-4I L-R NbS-LSST7
METAL-CONTAINING ENZYME DAMAGE AS EVIDENCE OF
eIOLOGICAL ACTION OF PENETRATING RADIATION
T-413-R N65-27930
DEFENCE RESEARCH MEDICAL LABS., TORONTO
/ONTARIO/.
FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRITICAL FLICKER
EREGUENCY OF TWO IDENTICAL INTERMITTENT TARGETS,
BINOCULARLY SUPERIMPOSED, AND PHASE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TARGETS N65-27217
DEFENSE ATOMIC SUPPORT AGENCY, WASHINGTON,
D. C.
ORIENTATION ON NUCLEAR RADIATION, NUCLEAR SAFETY,
AND EMERGENCY MEASURES N65-15416
DENVER RESEARCH INST., COLO.
REGENERABLE SILVER OXIDE SYSTEM FOR CARBON DIOXIDE
REMOVAL FROM MANNED SPACE CAPSULE
AMRL-TR-66-II9 N65-20529
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
OF SELECTED PRODUCE COMMODITIES
IIO-2L628 N65-25879
DEUTSCHE VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR tUFT- UND
RAUMFAHRT, BAD GODESBERG /WEST GERMANY/-
EFFECTS OF INCREASING PRESSURE OF VARYING
_URATION ON RATS
ISL-2/64 N65-I9833
PSYCHOMOTOR TEST METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICABILITY
FOR PERFORMANCE PROGNOSES
DLR-FB-65-2T N65-33289
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH,
CALIF.
HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN CRITERIA - OPERATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY, CONTROL AND DISPLAY,
DECISION MAKING, ANTHROPOMETRY, CLOTHING, AND
MAINTAINABILITY
NASA-CR-60855 N65-175II
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO°, INC., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
LIGHTING IN DISPLAYS WITH SUPERIMPOSED FIELDS
AT LOW LEVELS OF ILLUMINATION - SUPERIORITY
OF WHITE LIGHT OVER RED LIGHT DISPLAY IN
DETECTION-RECOGNITION AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE
AO-6L3344 N65-25675
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., SANTA MONICA,
CALIF.
LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING
WITH SPACE CABIN SIMULATOR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SIMULATION
SM-4769l N65-I797T
DOW CHEMICAL CO., DENVER, COLO.
EVALUATIONS OF PLASTIC BADGES CONTAINING BETA,
GAMMA, AND NUCLEAR TRACK FILM FOR USE IN
PLUTONIUM CHEMISTRY PLANT
RFP-4SI N65-I3333
DUKE UNIV., DURHAM, N. C.
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM BY ANALOG COMPUTER
AD-606521 N65-12246
DUNLAP AND ASSOCIATES, INC., DARIEN, CONN°
NAN-COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR TARGET DISCRIMINATION
PROBLEM SOLVING
AO-6OT520 NbS-II81T
HUMAN FACTORS STUDY FOR DESIGN OF HANDHELD SEXTANT
DR0-64-133 N65-18678
APPARENT MOVEMENT PHENOMENA ON CATHODE RAY TUBE
DISPLAYS
NASA-CR-6752T N65-36429
DYNAMIC SCIENCE CORP°, SOUTH PASADENA, CALIF.
CULTURING TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISM INOCULATED INTO SOLID MATERIALS
NASA-CR-62980 N6S-24899
B-I6
r_n n_n._ _*mr[ TUnCV
.... _ .... _ ............. FLORIDA STATE UNIV*t TALLAHASSEE*
EIDGENOSSISCHE TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULEt ZURICH
ISNITZERLANO/.
X-RADIATION EXPOSURE OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER
EGGS
REPT.-352| N6S-36TOT
ELECTRD-VOICEt INCet BUCHANANt RICH.
HELMETS, EARPHONES1 AND MICROPHONES FOR FLYING
PERSONNEL
AD-661367 N65-26948
NOISE ATTENUATING HELMET FOR ASTRONAUTS DURING
LAUNCHING
A0-460990 N65-34383
EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL HEADSET IN HIGH
INTENSITY NOISE FIELD
AD-463731 N65-35296
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DlV.t BEOFOROt MASS.
INVESTIGATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EFFECT UPON VISUAL
DETECTION OF LIGHT SIGNAL
ESD-TR-64-S57 N65-21144
EMORY UNIV. t ATLANTAt GA.
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATUREw X-RAY IRRADIATION, AND
ELEVATED GRAVITY ON WHEAT SEEDLING GROWTH
NASA-CR-3O3 N65-32676
EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY,
BRUSSELS /BELGIUM/.
IRRADIATED FOODS IDENTIFICATION - ELECTRDPHDRESIS,
OXIDATION-REDI.N_TION, POLAROGRAPHY, CDLORINETRYI
MICROSCOPY, MICROBIOLOGY, CHROMATOGRAPHYt AND
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
EUR-2_OZ.F N65-29855
NICOTINAMIDE EFFECT ON X-RAY IRRADIATED
SUSPENSION CULTURES OF RAT BONE MARROW CELLS
EUR-Z41S.E N65-32144
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND VIRUS MULTIPLICATION IN LEAVES
OF BRASSICA CHINENSIS L INDUCED BY RIBONUCLEIC
ACID
EUR-I64B.F N65-36376
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH,
GENEVA ISMITZERLAND/.
RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN PROTECTION_
PREVENTIONt AND THERAPY OF HIGH ENERGY RADIATION
INJURY
DIIHPI39 N65-14173
F
FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY1 OKLAHOMA CITYt OKLA.
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS ON PILOTS OPERATING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR
AM-64-I8 N65-15Z09
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FATIGUE, MALINGERING,
NYSTAGMUS, DRUGSt AND FORENSIC SCIENCE
FAA-AM-6z'P-16 N65-I5308
BILATERAL CALORIC HABITUATION ON NYSTAGMUS
RESPONSES ON CAT
AM-64-14 N65-15346
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONING ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR
BEFORE AND AFTER SUFFERING MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
AM-64--2 N65-16161
RELATION BETWEEN PERCEIVED SIZE, RETINAL SIZEt AND
DEPTH PERCEPTION
AM-64-13 N65-16185
EVALUATION OF TREADMILL AND GRADATIONAL STEP TEST
FOR ASSESSING CARDIDRESPIRATDRY CAPACITY
AM-64-3 N65-16215
MECHANICALLY DRIVEN ANGULAR ACCELERATION DEVICE
USED AS VESTIBULAR STIMULATOR
AM-64-I5 N65-16216
HUMAN FACTORS OF RAPID EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT DURING ACCIDENTS
AM-65-7 N65-18409
EFFECT OF MENTAL TASKS ON AUDITORY FATIGUE
AM-65-1 N65-18546
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AVIATION MEDICINE
TRANSLATIONS
AM'-65-17 N65-26955
ADAPTATION TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION - VERTIGO
AND NYSTAGMUS AFTER REPEATED CLINICAL SIMULATION
A.1_-65-I8 N6S-Z6956
FLOTATION PROPERTY OF PDLYETHER FOAM AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER SEAT CUSHIONS N65-29755
SELF-LUMINOUS LIGHT SOURCE DESIGNED AS AID FOR
EVACUATZNG A;RCRA_T AN_ BOARDING LIFE RAFT
N65-29756
FREE FALLS SURVIVED BY HUMANS IMPACTING WATER
ENVIRONMENTS UNDER HIGH VELOCITY
N65-29760
BIOLOGICAL FATIGUE IN AIR SAFETY
AM-65-I3 N6S-2979Z
MEDICAL RESEARCH - SURVIVAL OF HIGH VELOCITY FREE-
FALLS IN WATER BY INDIVIDUALS
AM-65-12 N65-3059T
PROBLEMS IN VISION DEPTH PERCEPTION TO INVESTIGATE
IN MOON ILLUSION - EQUIDISTANCE TENDENCY AND
CONSEQUENCES
AM-65-II N65-3398I
PILOT FATIGUE - INTERCONTINENTAL JET FLIGH T
BETWEEN OKLAHOMA CITY AND TOKYO
AN-65-16 N65-34020
ADAPTATION TO VE£TIBULAR DISORIENTATION -
NYSTAGMUS AND VFRTIGO FOLLOWING HIGH VELOCITY
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
AM--65-24 N_-34303
TCLERANCES OF HUMAN FACE TO CRASH.I_PACT
AN-6S-ZO N6S-346TB
FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY, WASHINGTONt D. C.
INVESTIGATION OF CARDIOVASCULARv NEUROLOGICALw
PULMONARY_ VISIONv AUDITORY_ AND BIOCHEMICAL
SYSTEMS FOR STUDY OF AGING IN AVIATION PERSONNEL
AN-64--1 N65-15169
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AM-64-20 N65-20372
FEDERAL RADIATION COUNCIL_ WASHINGTON, D. C.
PROTFCIIVE ACTION GUIDES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTAMINATION BY STRONTIUM 89v STRONTIUM 90,
AND CESIUM 137 - RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
REPT.-T N65-25882
RADIATION EFFECTS DUE TO INTERNALLY DEPOSITED
STRONTIUM 89, STRONTIUM 90t AND CESIUM I3T
N65-28341
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR
EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGYt WASHINGTON_ D* C*
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE REFERENCE INFORMATION AND
_AIA HANDBOOK
AHRL-TR-64-100 N65-I5790
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE_ SEATTLEw WASH.
RADIATION EFFECTS ON FISH LIPIDS - RANCIOITYt
SPOILAGE, COLOR, AND NATURAL FLAVOR LOSS
TID-2140S N65-24236
FLORIDA STATE LINIV., TALLAHASSEE.
CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF GLUCOSE IN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION BY THERMAL PROTEINOIDS
NASA-CR-60569 N65-16319
PERIPHERAL MECHANISMS OF SKIN TEMPERATURE
PERCEPTION
NASA-CR-56|92 N65-16429
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF THERMAL PROTEINOID
MICROSPHERES - BIOLOGICAL CELL MODEL
NASA-CR-52674 N6S-16983
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS DF PROTEINOIDS - AMINO ACIDS
B-17
FLORIDAUNIV.,GAINESVILLE. CORPORATESOURCEINDEX
N65-18596
HUMANSKIN SENSITIVITY TO TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
NASA-CR-57207 N65-18938
SIMULTANEOUS SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS AND
PROTEINOID PRODUCTION FOR NUTRITIONAL
INVESTIGATION
NASA-CR-56268 N65-221BO
COPPER PROTEINS AND OXYGEN - CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF COPPER ENZYMES
FSU-2690-21 N65-34320
FLORIDA UNIV.t GAINESVILLE.
EFFECT OF DINERCAPTOPROPANDL ON TOXICITY OF OXYGEN
ON RATS AT SIX ATMOSPHERES PRESSURE
SAN-TR-65-II N65-25203
HEPARIN EFFECT ON LACTIC ACID PRODUCTION IN DOGS
DURING HYPOXIA - ANIMAL STUDY
SAM-TR-66-T8 N65-34068
FLYING PERSONNEL RESEARCH COMMITTEE, LONDON
/ENGLAND/.
OXYGEN FOR CIVIL AIRCREN FOLLOWING LOSS OF CABIN
PRESSURIZATION
FPRC/NEMO-205 N65-12661
IMMERSION EFFECT ON MEAN INTRAPULNONARY PRESSURE
FPRC/1220 N65-12863
WHOLE BODY PLETHYSMOGRAPHY
FPRC/MEMO-2O6 N65-I2897
THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF BURNS ON
RETINA OF EYE BY RADIATION - MATHEMATICAL
THEORY
FPRC/1222 N65-23616
FORDHAN UNIV., NEW YORK.
DECISION PROCESS, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
SYSTEMS USED IN LIE DETECTION - INTERPRETATION
OF POLYGRAPHIC DATA
RAOC-TOR-64-10I N65-I9993
13
GAUSTAD MENTAL HOSPITAL, OSLO /NORWAY/.
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND CARDIOVASCULAR DATA
COLLECTION DURING FLIGHTS, INSTANT ANALYSIS AND
REDUCTION OF DATA, AND PATTERN AND CORRELATION
ANALYSIS N65-28757
GENERAL DYNAMICS/ASTRONAUTICS, SAN DIEGO,
CALIF.
INTEGRATION AND MECHANICS OF HASTE COLLECTION AND
PROCESSES FOR SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
N6S-18SB9
ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT AS
RELATED TO NUTRITION AND HASTE N65-18602
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
EMERGENCY BREATHING AND SUIT PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
FOR CREW USE IN AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM EVALUATOR
AMRL-TR-64-60 N65-12995
BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS AS PRIMARY POWERSOURCE -
STUDY OF ELECTRODE MATERIALS AND LOCUS IN
VARIOUS LABORATORY ANIMALS
NASA-CR-60955 N65-17947
BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS OF AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER MARK I - STUDY OF MAN
RATING SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA
AEDC-TR-65-179, VDL. II N65-34279
GENERAL MILLSt INC.. MINNEAPOLIS_ MINN.
SAMPLING AND IDENTIFICATION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISMS IN STRATOSPHERE
NASA-CR-5395| N65-16693
EXSISTENCE AND IDENTITY OF VIABLE MICROORGANISMS
IN STRATOSPHERE
NASA-DR-52518 N65-16979
GENERAL PRECISION, INC., GLENDALE, CALIF.
INTERNEURONAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONAL
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF BIOLOGICAL NERVE
CELLS
SAR-T N65-_2793
GENERAL TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC., CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC OSCILLATOR PRINCIPLES TO
BLOOD CIRCULATION CYCLE EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY
SURFACE TEMPERATURE REGULATION
NASA-CR-59990 N65-13861
MATHENATICAL MODELING OF HYDRODYNAMICS OF ARTERIAL
SYSTEM AND OBSERVATIONS OF MAMMALIAN
MICROCIRCULATION
NASA-CR-67225 N65-35105
GENERAL TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC., YEADON, PA-
INTERNAL HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMIC RESPONSE -
AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORY, TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEN_ HORMONE DYNAMICS,
AND BEHAVIORAL ORGANIZATION
NASA-CR-219 N65-23813
GENERAL TECHNOLOGIES CORP., ALEXANDRIA, VA.
IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF POST-BLAST NUCLEAR
RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL COUNTERMEASURES
RELATIVE TO VARIOUS POST-ATTACK CONDITIONS
GTC-54-63-66 N65-33623
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIV., WASHINGTON, D. C.
AERIAL GUNNERY, LOW LEVEL FLIGHT, AND NAVIGATION
TRAINING FOR HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
N65-15738
RAOAR TARGET DETECTION BY TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
OPERATORS
AD-655767 N65-16422
SPACE BIOSCIENCES INSTITUTIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
DIRECTORY FOR FACILITATING EXCHANGE GF DATA,
IDEASv AND INFORMATION
NASA-CR-53419 NOS-lbB2b
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND LOW ALTITUDE AERIAL
OBSERVATION
HUMRRO-RR-I4 N65-17468
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS -
IDENTIFICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL ORDNANCE RADAR REPAIR COURSE
HUMRROIRR-15 N65-17618
SPACE BIOLOGY OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS - BIODYNAMICS
N65-20324
FUNCTIONAL AND APPEARANCE FIDELITY OF TRAINING
DEVICES FOR FIXED PROCEDURES TASKS
TR-65-4 N65-30134
QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM IN MILITARY TRAINING
PROGRAM
TR-65-6 N65-33767
EFFECT OF TRAINING ON ACCURACY OF ANGLE ESTIMATION
AND FEASIBILITY OF USING DIRECT PERCEPTUAL
ESTIMATION TO DETERMINE ANGLES OF DRIFT
TR-65-B N65-34684
GERRY MOUNTAIN SPORTSt INC., DENVERt COLO.
COLD WEATHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR SURVIVAL
AND REVIEW OF BODY HEAT CONTROL SYSTEM
N65-29768
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., LITCHFIELD PARK,
ARIZ.
VARIABLES AFFECTING DETECTION, IOENTIFICATIONt AND
INTERPRETATION OF TARGETS ON REMOTE SENSOR
DISPLAYS IN MANNED SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
N65-33554
GOTTINGEN UNIV. /NEST GERMANY/.
PRESSURE RECEPTOR REFLEXES AFFECTING CORONARY
ELOOD FLOW
AKRL-TR-64-94 N65-19148
PHENYLENE DIAMINE AS ELECTRON DONOR AND EFFECT OF
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC
B-18
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX lIT RESEARCH INSTot CHICAGOv ILLo
REACTIONS IN ISOLATED CHLOROPLASTS
AFCRL-65--550 N65--36185
GRAFLEX, INC.t ROCHESTER, N. Y.
FILMSTRIP AND SLIDE TECHNIQUES FOR INDIVIDUALIZED
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
ANRL-TR-65"T8 Nb5-30119
FEASIBILITY OF NODULAR DESIGN FOR AUDIOVISUAL
AUTOINSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT
AMRL-TR-6.S"T9 N65-30136
GRUNNAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORP°, BETHPAGE,
N. Y.
EFFECT OF KINETIC CUEING IN TRAINING PILOTS TO
MAKE CARRIER APPROACHES
NAVTRAOEVCEN-1632-1 N65-31080
TRAINING OF PILOTS IN MATCHED PAIRS USING FLIGHT
SIMULATOR IN CARRIER LANDING MANEUVER UNDER
KINETIC AND STATIC CONDITIONS
NAVTRAOEVCEN- 1432-1-S 1 Nb5-35542
RELATIONSHIP BETMEEN PERCEPTION ORIENTATION
AND COMPENSA10RY TASK PERFORMANCE
RN-26OJ N65-36206
GT. BAIT° DEPTo OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH.
ANNOTATEO BIBLIOGRAPHY - HUMAN SCIENCES IN
INDUSTRY NbS-L3LIT
HUMAN ENGINEERING - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
hb5-13955
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN INOUSTRY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY N65-19805
H
HANFORD ATOMIC PRODUCTS OPERATION, RICHLANO,
WASH.
RADIATION EFFECT AND DOSiNETRY STUDIES
H_-B3bD5 Nb5-12939
RADIATION EFFECTS IN NAN AND ANIMAL ORGANISM
HM-83613 NBS-lSBbO
HARRY DIAMOND LABS.., WASHINGTON, 0. C°
PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS GOVERNING DESIGN OF
AUTOMATIC RESPIRATORS
HDL-TN-66-23 Nb5-19416
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS MODELS OF
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
HDL-TR- 1266 N65-Z8236
HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, BOSTONt MASS.
PROTEINS IN MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION
NbS-IB_T9
HARVARD UNIV., CANBRIDGEI MASS.
ABSTRACTS ON PSYCHOPHYSICAL ASPECTS OF SENSORY
PERCEPTION - PSYCHOLOGY
PPN-IOb N65-17365
SATELLITES AND HIGH FLYING AIRCRAFT TO STUDY
CETACEANS AND OTHER LARGE MARINE ANIMALS -
OCEANOGRAPHY N05-30360
HANAII UNIV°, HONOLULU°
ELECTROLYTE BALANCE STUDIES ON RATS MAINTAINED IN
METABOLISM CAGES - BODY FLUID VOLUME ANO
ELECTROLYTE DERANGEMENTS BY FASTING IN COLO
NASA-CR-b2298 N65-22131
HAZLETON LABS°, FALLS CHURCH, VA°
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF ALGAE USING CARBON 14 DETECTION
OF FIXATION AND CARBON DIOXIDE EVOLUTIOH, REDIUH
DEVELOPMENT, AND TESTS OF SOIL AND SOIL ISOLATES
NASA-CR-6OTO9 NbS- 16815
HENRY FORD HOSPITAL, DETRO|T, MICH.
STATISTICAL LIMITS CN COMPUTER-DEFENED EEG
PATTERNS RELATED TO BEHAVIOR OF MONKEYS
N65-ZBT64
PERFORMANCE TASKS PRODUCING FATIGUE IN NAN AND
OTHER PRIMATES ANO USE OF EEG AS FATIGUE
INDICATOR DETERMINED FROM PARTIAL SPACE CABIN
SIMULATION N65-28773
HINE LABS°, INCo, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF°
TOXIC EFFECTS OF PENTABORANE AND DECABORANE
ON ANIMALS - COMPARISON NITH RESERPINE
ANRL-TR-65-49 Nb5--30346
ACUTE TOXIC EFFECTS OF UDNH, NNH, AND SDNH
UPON MICE AHO RATS
ANRL-TR-65-48 N65-31081
HONEYNELL, INC., BOSTONt MASS.
SAMPLING THEORY FOR HUMAN VISUAL SENSE
NASA-CR-60618 N65-1665T
flONEYWELLt INC°, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING
UNITS
NASA-CR-198 N65-20601
HONEYWELL, INC., ST° PAUL, MINN.
VISUAL SEARCH - EYE FIXATIONS AS DETERMINED BY
INSTRUCTED TARGET CHARACTERISTICS
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N65-20133
SURVEY OF DRUGS FOR PROTECTION FROM IONIZING
RADIATION N65-20138
HYSTAGMUS IN RABBITSt IONIZING RADIATION OF
HYPOTHALAMUSt MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN LIVER
REGENERATIONt BONE NARROW TRANSPLANTATION IN
RATSt AND EXTREMITIES TRANSPLANTATION IN OOGS
JPRS-29250 N65-20139
RATE OF NYSTAGHIC FAST COMPONENT PRODUCED BY
RHYTHMIC ELECTRICAL STIMULATION OF AMPULLER
RECEPTOR N65-20160
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON NEURDSECRETION OF
NUCLEI IN HYPOTHALAMIC AREA OF RABBITS
N65-20141
OA[LY RHYTHM OF MITOTIC ACTIVITY IN REGENERATING
LIVER DURING ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS IN RATS
N65-20162
STEROID INDUCED OVULATION IN FISH - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-2OSB8
RADIOISOTOPIC DIAGNOSIS OF EYE TUNORS_ RAOIATION
INJURY DURING IRRADIATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF
HEADy AND RADIORESISTANCE AT VARIOUS STAGES OF
ACUTE RADIATION SICKNESS
JPRS-29610 N65-20599
RAOIDLYSIS OF DEXTRAN DERIVED BLOOD PLASMA
SUBSTITUTE AND COBALT 60 EFFECT ON MUSCLE
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE AND INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
JPRS-29183 N65-ZO828
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF'WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECT
ON HUMAN ORGANISMS
JPRS-29633 N65-20829
NEW FRONTIERS OF SPACE MEDICINE AND_SCIENCE
JPRS-29656 N65-2OB31
DIFFERENTIATED INHIBITION LIMITS BY GRADUAL
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INCREASE IN PHYSICAL STRENGTH OF INHIBITORY
STIMULATION USING SALIVARY ALIMENTARY
CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-2946[ N65-20832
THERMAL TRAUMA EFFECT AND PATHOGENESIS OF BURN
SHOCK, HYPERTHERMIA, AND HYPOTHERMIA - BURN
INJURY PATHOLOGY
JPRS-29494 NBS-2OB33
INSTRUMENTAL METHODS OF INVESTIGATION AND
OBSERVATIONS OF SPACECREW DURING EARTH ORBIT
JPRS_29521 N65-20834
ANESTHESIA INDUCED BY ELECTRIC CURRENT - VARIOUS
METHODS AND THEIR USE ON DOGS AND HUMANS
JPRS-29435 N65-2OB35
PERIODICITY OF CONDITIONAL FUGITIVE REFLEX -
CYBERNETICS N65-21091
DISINHIBITIDN OF SUPRALIMINAL INHIBITION BY
EXTERNAL STIMULI
JPRS-29460 N65-ZIO92
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS THROUGH BIOCHEMISTRY,
PHYSIOLOGY, BIOPHYSICS, AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-29292 N65-21236
SEROTONIN CONCENTRATION IN ANIMALS EXPOSED TO
RADIATION AND EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT DYNAMICS
JPRS-29434 NbS-2L237
SLOW AND RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS IN RABBITS DUE TO
VESTIBULAR STIMULATION DURING ROTATION
JPRS_2951£ N65-21363
USE OF FREE PHAGE AND SYSTEM PHAGE-BACTERIUM IN
STUDYING BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29606 N65-21570
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL
DUST STANDARDIZATION PROBLEM
JPRS-29693 N65-2LS72
EFFECT OF VARIOUS RADIO FREQUENCIES ON CLINICAL
SYNDROMES - MEDICINE
JPRS-29694 NAS-2LST3
WEIGHTLESSNESS - CONDITIONS, SENSATIONS, HUMAN
REACTIONS, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY
JPRS-29743 N65-_IlIL
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAN IN SPACE
AND SPACE RADIATION HAZARDS
JPRS-29656 NAS-21804
COLLECTIVE MONOGRAPH OF U.S.S.R. RESEARCH IN
CYBERNETICS COVERING PHILOSOPHICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS
JPRS-29764 N65-21882
RELATION BETWEEN SYSTEMIC BLOOD PRESSURE AND
INTRAOOULAR PRESSURE
JPRS-29T56 N65-22II2
ORIENTATION AND NAVIGATION MECHANISMS IN ANIMALS
UNDER VARYING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS - BIONIC
STUDIES
JPRS-29757 N65-22113
CYBERNETIC MACHINES IN MEDICINE - ELECTRONIC
COMPUTERS FOR DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES
JPRS-29799 N65-22115
BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL PROGRESS ON WEIGHTLESSNESS
RESULTING FROM VOSKHOD MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
JPRS-29800 N65-22116
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC E_U|VM_NI PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY - BIDELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED
PERFUSION PUMP FOR ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
JPRS-29836 N65-22120
VIABILITY OF DIPTHERIA BACTERIA IN WATER AND
SALIVA - EFFECTS OF EVAPORATION, PARTICLE SIZE,
AND TEMPERATURE
JPRS-29840 N65-22121
_EDICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS BY
COMPUTER, GAS EXCHANGE DURING RADIATION
SICKNESS, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-2978B N65-22728
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF LUNG DISEASES BY COMPUTER -
CYBERNETICS N65-22729
OXYGEN DEFICIENCY DUE TO GAS EXCHANGE DISTURBANCE
CURING RADIATION SICKNESS N65-22730
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT
N65-2273I
LIMITATIONS OF SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCIES WITH RESPECT TO ABSORPTION FOR RADIO
SIGNAL TRACKING AT VARIOUS LATITUDES
N65-Z2BT?
REPARATIVE REGENERATION OF VARIOUS TISSUES OF
ANIMALS UNDER EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-29904 N65-23052
UBSERVATIONS AND TESTING OF COSMONAUTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS BY MEDICAL PERSONNEL
ABOARD VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
JPRS-29911 N65-23053
NATURE OF LIFE, RELATION BETWEEN BIOLOGICAL,
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MATTER, AND PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, AND CYBERNETICS ROLE AND
METHOOS IN EXPLORING LIFE PHENOMENA
JPRS-29864 N65-23144
TOXICITY OF PETROLEUM AEROSOL AND ALIPHATIC AMINES
IN INDUSTRY
JPRS-29913 N65-23145
EXISTENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE BASED ON DATA
FROM ASTRONOMY, GEOCHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY
JPRS-2959I N65-23321
_YNAMIC PROPERTIES AND MODELING OF SENSITIVE
ELEMENTS FOLLOWING STIMULATION IN VARIOUS
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS N65-23364
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN COMMUNIST CHINA -
FIELD THEORY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, AND PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-29641 N65-23371
ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT ON INHIBITORY
ACTION OF CALYX-LIKE SYNAPSES OF NEURON IN
TRAPEZOID NUCLEUS OF RABBIT MEDULLA
N65-23373
ORGANIC PEROXIDE FORMATION IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL
STUDIES ON MICE, AND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ORGANIC PEROXIDES AND MERCAPTO COMPOUNDS -
X-RAY EXPOSURE N65-23374
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM
AND SPACECREW REACTION STUDIED BY PHYSICIAN ON
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT AND SEISMOCARDIOLOGICAL
CATA
JPRS-29795 N65-23422
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL PROGRAM FOR
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT WITH PHYSICIAN IN
SPACECREW N65-23623
CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF CUNTRACTIONAL
HEART FUNCTIONS IN FLIGHTS OF VOSTDK V AND
VOSTOK Vl SPACECRAFTS BY SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHIC
DATA N65-23424
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING SPACE
FLIGHT, AND EFFECTS OF AGE, SOUND, AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON ARTERIOSCLEROSIS AND ROLE OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS
JPRS-29666 N65-23443
GRAVITATION EFFECT ON HIGHER ORDER NERVOUS SYSTEM
ACTIVITY OF DOGS DURING SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
N65-23444
EFFECT OF AGE, CONTINUOUS SOUND, AND PHOTIC
STIMULI ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUTRITIONAL
CHOLESTEROL ATHEROSCLEROSISt AND ROLE OF CENTRAL
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NERVOUS SYSTEM IN PATHOGENESIS N65-23_5
TILE-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-I OPERATING ON
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY AND RADIOPROBE FOR
DETECTING FOREIGN BODIES
JRRS-29954 N65-234_b
TELL-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TEK-[ OPERATING ON
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY N65-2344T
RADIOPROBE FOR DETECTION OF FOREIGN BODIES
N65-23448
LI_ING ORGANISMS AND FUNCTIONS OF SENSORY ORGANS -
PERCEPTION AND STIMULATION IN EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT
JPRS-29744 N65-23TT5
INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION AS SAFETY HAZARD -
STANOARDIZATION OF TOXIC CRITERIAt EFFECTS ON
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, ARSENIC POISONING, AND
TRACING PHENOL CONTENT IN AIR
JPRS-2998[ N65-23776
MEDICINE AND OUTER SPACE, GROUP PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY,
AND SPACE SUITS - U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM
JPRS-2999B N65-23777
MATHEMATICS, BIONICS, BIOPHYSICS, AND CYBERNETICS
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BIOLOGICAL MODELS
JPRS-3OITT N65-24066
ELECTRONIC MEASURING APPARATUS TO DIAGNOSE
STOMACH DISORDERS, ADRENAL CORTEX CONDITION IN
CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC DISORDER, AND
HORMONE CONCENTRATIONS
JPRS-3OLa2 N65-Z4065
SELECTED ARTICLF_ ON EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE
JPRS-ZggBO _5-2422T
ELECTROPHYSIDLOGY OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES AND
DRUG ACTION ON BRAIN, LOCALIZATION OF
CONDITIONED INHIBITION PRODUCED BY HYPNOSIS, AND
MODELING FUNCTIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-3OOO7 N65-24230
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MODELING OF HUMAN
MENTAL PROCESS AND LEARNING SYSTEM
JPRS-30156 N65-24231
INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION ON ORIGIN
AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN LEUKEMIA AND PATHOLOGY
JPRS-30161 N65-26315
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY IN SPACE
JPRS-30152 N65-24348
EFFECTS OF ILLUSIONS OF ERROR, DREAMS, REFERENCE,
OVEREVALUATION, AND BEHAVIOR CONCEPTIONS AFTER
SOCIAL ISOLATION AND SENSnRY DEPRIVATION -
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY
JPRS-30158 N65-24349
ALGORITHMS FOR SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEMS
WHICH INFLUENCE FUNCTIONING OF INTERNAL CRGANS
JPRS-30214 N65-24351
DISEASE OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS -
HUMAN PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL MEDICINE
JPRS-30288 N65-24435
ROLE OF GENETICS IN HUMAN PATHOLOGY - CLINICAL
MEDICINE
JPRS-30306 Nb5-Z643T
ADRENOCDRTICAL INSUFFICIENCY AND HYPERFUNCTION
RESISTANCE TO CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
JPRS-30295 N65-24690
EFFECT OF ASPHYXIA ON ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OF PUPPIES
AND KITTENS OF DIFFERENT AGES
JPRS-30297 Nb5-24691
G-SUITS AND PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR INCREASING
ENDURANCE OF PILOTS
JPRS-303BO N65-24696
PHYSIOLOGY OF FLYING - MEDICINE
JPRS-29953 N65-24T32
PHYSIOLOGY OF FLYING Nb5-Z4733
AUTOSUGGESTION EXPERIMENTS, AND EFFECTS OF
WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AND AFTER SPACE
FLIGHT
JPRS-30083 N65-24736
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS ON HUMANS DURING AND
AFTER SPACE FLIGHT N65-Z4737
MEDIC{P-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF FLIGHT CONDIIIONS
AND TRAINING - GRAVITY LOAD, WEIGHTLESSNESS,
FLIGHT SIMULATION
JPRS-29999 N65-24861
HUMAN SENSOR RESPONSE TO GRAVITY LOAD AND
WEIGHTLESSNESS - MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
Nb5-26862
FLIGHT CONDITION SIMULATION FOR PRECISION
TRAINING OF PILOTS N65-24863
PFWSIOLOGY - HUMAN AGING AND LONGEVITY,
CYBERNETICS, X-RAY IRRADIATION EFFECT, AND
OXYGEN PRESSURE DETERMINATION - SCIENTIFIC
CONFERENCE REPORTS
JPRS-3DO99 N65-Z4875
THEORY OF HEAT EXCHANGE IN NANt AND ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THERNOREGULATION - STUDIES
USING LAWS OF CYBERNETICS Nb5-Z4876
RESPONSE OF NEURAL ELEMENTS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF
CIGESTIVE SYSTEM TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
N65-26877
SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE - POLARDGRAPHIC
CETERMINATIOH OF OXYGEN METABOLISM IN TISSUES
N65-2487B
COMMUNIST CHINA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL
REPORTS - ORAL CONTRACEPTIVE STEROIDS, SECONDARY
ELECTRON, ENTOMOLOGY, SCHISTOSOMIASIS
PREVENTION, AND DRUG TREATMENT
JPRS-30299 N65-24887
BURN SHOCK AND CYBERNETICS, ARTIFICIAL BLOOD
CIRCULATION, AND 2D-CATHODE MULTIPOLAROGRAPH
JPRS-304O5 N65-24889
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO BURN SHOCK AND
CYBERNETIC ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE AND RECOVERY
AbTOMATIC CONTROL PROCESSES NbS-24890
_DDY AND BLOOD TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN PATIENTS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ARTIFICIAL BLOOD CIRCULATION
WITH MODERATE HYPOTHERMIA N65-24891
20-CATHODE NULTIPDLARDGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION
AND BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS N65-24892
METHODS FOR RAPID AND ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF
AIR POLLUTION AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MAN
JPRS-30241 N65-2493B
CONTENT OF CHLOROBENZOL IN AIR AND BIOLOGICAL
EFFECT OF SMALL CONCENTRATION ON MAN
NB5-24939
STABILITY OF TEMPERATURE REACTION AND CHANGES IN
_XIDATION PRDCESSES DURING CHILLING IN HUMANS
ADAPTED AND NOT ADAPTED TO COLD
N65-24940
FORMULAS AND NOMOGRAMS FOR DETERMINING CONSUMPTION
OF AIR AND FREQUENCY OF AIR EXCHANGE IN
IRRADIATION CHAMBERS N65-Z4941
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF FOOD AND VITAMINS IN RADIATION
INJURIES TO ORGANISM Nb5-24942
PATHOLOGICAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, AND EXPERIMENTAL
THERAPY - BLOOD LDSS REPLACEMENT, SPLEEN
TRANSPLANTATION, AND OXYGEN STARVATION
3PRS-30015 Nb5-25025
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ANIMAL STUDY - PATHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF REDUCED
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE ON CAROIORESPIRATDRY SYSTEM
DUE TO OXYGEN STARVATION N65-25026
BIOPHYSICS - GLOBULE-BALL TRANSITIONS IN
RACROMOLECULES_ NUCLEIC ACID MOLECULAR
STRUCTUREt BIOLUM1NESCENCE AND RESPIRATION IN
LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
JPRS-3OOQT N65-25027
POLYMER CHEMISTRY - GLOBULAR-PROTEIN BALL-SPIRAL
TRANSITIONS IN MACROMOLECULES N65-25028
ACRIDINE ORANGE DYE LUMINESCENCE TO DETERMINE
SECONDARY MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS
N65-25029
GLUCOSE CONSUMPTION BY LUMINESCENT BACTERIA
DETERMINATION - ENERGY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN
BIOLUMINESCENCE AND RESPIRATION OF LUMINESCENT
BACTERIA N65-25030
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN SOLUTION OF FLIGHT
CONTROL PROBLEM N65-25051
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION IMPAIRMENT IN ANIMAL TISSUE AND
CELLS BY COMBINED ACTION OF EXPLOSIVE GASES AND
PETROLEUM GAS WITH HYDROGEN SULFIDE
JPRS-30663 N65-25_25
HYDROPHGNE RECORDING DATA FOR SOUND SIGNALS
EMITTED BY DOLPHINS FOR DETERMINING SONIC
PRESSURE AT POINT OF EMISSION AND AT POINT OF
RECEPTION
JPRS-30666 N65-25426
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING ORGANISMS AND
RADIOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN INDIVIDUAL CELLS
JPRS-30541 N65-25630
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN BODY SYSTEMS FROM OXYGEN
DEFICIENCY - CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-305T6 N65-25_31
CONFERENCE ON AERDIDNIZATION IN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
AND OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
JPRS-30662 N65-25657
MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF FRACTIONING
COEFFICIENTS AND BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION FROM
RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS
JPRS-3O5OO N65-25658
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANESTHETIC ADMINISTERED AT
HIGH ALTITUDE - PATIENT REACTIDN_ HYPOXIAe
RESPIRATIONt CIRCULATION, AND APNEA
JPRS-30577 N65-25659
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPEECH PROCESSe
SPEECH FORMING MECHANISNt PERCEPTION_ AND
ARTICULATION FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
JPRS-30563 N65-255I_
RADIO TELEMETRY IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30528 N65-255_0
TRANSISTORIZED DIRECT CURRENT _ILLIVDLTMETER
CONSISTING OF ALTERNATE CURRENT AMPLIFIER AND
COMPACT SILICON STABILITRON CONVERTERS
JPRS-30557 N65-25541
PHYSICAL TRAINING TO MEET STRESSES IN FLIGHT AND
TO INCREASE STABILITY UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-30111 N65-256DO
PHYSICAL TRAINING TO MEET STRESSES IN FLIGHT
N65-2560I
INCREASING STABILITY OF HUMAN UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS
THROUGH PHYSICAL TRAINING N65-25602
SOVIET RESEARCH IN GENETICSv PHYSIOLOGY, AND
RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-30685 N65-2561I
CHROMOSOMAL MUTATION IN HORSE BEAN - INTERACTION
BETWEEN PRIMARY EFFECTS OF RADIATION AND
CHEMICAL MUTAGENS N65-2561Z
GENETIC RECOMBINATION RESULTING FROM INTERACTION
BETWEEN FRAGMENT AND ANNULAR CHROMOSOMES IN
ESCHERICHIA COLT K-12 STRAINS
N65-25613
CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN RELATION TO HUMIDITY
OF SEEDS AND IRRADIATION INTENSITY
N65-2561_
EXCITATION STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
REFLECTED IN MACROSTRUCTURE OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD
SERUM PROTEINS - ELECTROKINETICS
N65-25615
CARDIOLOGY - CLINICO-INSTRUNENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF MITRAL DISEASE
JPRS-30490 N65-25669
CLINICO-INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF CONTRACTILE
FUNCTION OF HEART N65-25670
DYNAMICS OF CARDIAL INSUFFICIENCY IN MITRAL HEART
DISEASE ACCORDING TO DATA FROM _ENOUS
CATHETERIZATION, PUNCTURE OF CARDIAC CAVITIES
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
NbS-25672
MODIFIED TWO CHANNEL_ INK SCRIBING
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH WITH ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENT
FOR RECORDING ELECTRO-OSCILLOGRAMS
Nb5-Z5673
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS IN INDUSTRY AND PROTEIN
EIGSYNTHESIS
JPRS-30486 NAS-25722
MICROBIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS - THEORETICAL AND
INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS_ AND ADVANTAGES OVER CHEMICAL
SYNTHESIS N65-Z5723
PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS FROM GENETIC CODING TO
SYNTHESIS OF PROTEIN IN RIBOSOMES AND RIBOSOMAL
STRUCTURE N65-25724
ELECTROCHEMICAL ACTIVITY OF HUMAN BRAIN AT
CELLULAR LEVEL - MEMORY
JPRS-3OAT6 N65-25872
BLOOD FLOW CONSIDERED AS HARTMANN FLOW FOR
INHIBITION BY MAGNETIC FIELD
JPRS-30635 N65-25876
SURVIVAL TIME OF DIPHTHERIA BACTERIA IN AEROSOLS
JPRS-30503 N65-26034
POSSIBLE MECHANISM OF ELECTRICAL ASSYMETRY OF
TISSUES
JPRS-30634 N65-2612B
CYBERNETICS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND THEORY OF
PERCEPTION
JPRS-30523 N65-2622I
REGULATION OF CELLULAR METABOLISM_ DETERMINISM IN
EIOLCGYf AND DIALECTIC RELATION OF AUTOMATON AND
LIFE N65-26222
NEUROCYBERNETICS APPLIED TO MEDICINEt EDUCATION,
PSYCHOLOGY_ AND THEORY OF PERCEPTION
N65-26223
RDENTGENOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY IN INDUSTRY AND
MEDICINE
JPRS-30622 N65-26391
CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS
DF BETA-RADIOACTIVE GAS IN AIR OF WORK PREMISES
AND IN ATMOSPHERE N65-26392
CISTRIBUTION, KINETICS OF ACCUMULATION, AND MODES
OF EXCRETION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN VARIOUS
ORGANS N65-26393
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN WALLS OF LARGE AND SMALL
BLOOD VESSELS UPON EXPOSURE TO IONIZING
RAUIATION N65-26394
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INFLUENCE OF IONIZING RADIATION AND AGE ON EXTENT
OF BONE RADIOSENSITIVITY IN GRONING ANIMALS
N65-26396
CALCULATION OF ABSORBED DOSES OF LONG NAVE X-RAYS
AND RELATION BETNEEN IRRADIATION DOSAGE AND
FILTRATION OF PRIMARY BEAN
JPRS-306T2 N65-2bB03
ABSORBED OOSES OF LONG NAVE X-RAY RADIATION BY
VOLTAGE PRODUCTION, GEOMETRIC CONDITIONS,
QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS.
DISTRIBUTION IN ADJACENT TISSUE. AND FOCUS DOSE
N65-26806
FILTERS FOR ROENTGENOGRAPHY, ANGIOGRAPHYe AND
CINEMATOGRAPHY TO DETERMINE RELATION BETWEEN
IRRADIATION DOSAGE ANO FILTRATION OF PRIMARY
BEAN N65-26805
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SPACE FLIGHT - PARABOLIC
FLIGHT, CARDIOVASCULAR OIURNAL RHYTHM, EYE
ACTIVITY. AND EFFECTS OF ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION
JPRS-30859 M65-26917
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN
PARABOLIC FLIGHT N65-26918
DIURNAL RHYTHM OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTIONS
DURING SPACE FLIGHT 1/65-26919
PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY DATA OF EYE ACTIVITY
DURING ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT Nb5-Z6920
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO ANGULAR AND CORIOLIS
ACCELERATIONS N65-26921
PREPARATION FOR HUMAN SPACE FLIGHT USING HUMAN
CENTRIFUGE
JPRS-3081T NOS-ZbgbO
CYBERNETICS FOR CONTROL OF PHYSICAL TRAINING
JPRS-30756 N65-26966
SPECIFIC CHARACTER OF BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
INCLUDING SYSTEM CHANGESt INTERRELATIONSHIPS_
BEHAVIOR, AND DEVELOPMENT
JPRS-3OT3T N65-2T025
IRON-GOLD PAIR OF ELECTRODES IN CLINICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS TO REGISTER TISSUE
OXYGEN TENSION
JPRS-30818 NbS-ZTOZ8
SIMULTANEOUS RECORDING OF RESPIRATORY MOVEMENTS
AND SPEECH SOUND ON SAME MAGNETIC TAPE
N65-ZT029
VIBRATION EFFECTS ON CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND
ADRENALINE ACTIVITY UNDER EXPERIMENTAL
CONDITIONS_ AND 1T-OxYCORTICOSTEROID CONTENT IN
BLOOD OF PATIENTS WITH VIBRATION SICKNESS
JPRS-30865 N65-2T030
HUMAN CAPACITY FOR WORK IN STATE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-30849 N65-27032
TOXICOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THREE SYNTHETIC RUBBERS -
ANIMAL STUDY
JPRS-30850 N65-27033
REDUCTION OF LEAD POISONING SYMPTOMS IN WORKERS BY
REACTION OF SULFUR IN SATAL DRUG CONTAINING
GARLIC AND LEAD PONDER
JPRS-30863 N65-27037
EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATIQN_
RATE OF ION FORMATION. AND DISAPPEARANCE
CONSTANT FOR SANITARY-HYGIENE CHARACTERIZATION
OF ATMOSPHERIC PURITY
JPRS-30842 N65-ZT066
POLYMER CHEMISTRY PROGRESS IN SURGERY USING
PULYVINYL ALCOHOL PLASTICS
JPRS-308b4 N65-ZTOBT
APOHDRPHINE ADMINISTERED TO LABYRINTHECTQHIZED
DOGS FOR DETERMINING ROLE OF EXTRALABYRINTHINE
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INFLUENCES IN PATHOGENESIS OF MOTION SICKNESS
JPRS-30863 N65-ZT115
PROPAGATION OF EXCITATION IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURES OF HOMOGENEOUS EXCITED TISSUE
N65-ZT264
ANTIBACTERIAL PROPERTIES OF TROPICAL AND
SUBTROPICAL FRUIT
JPRS-3069T N65-2726T
VITAMIN METABOLISM OF DOGS FED ON IRRADIATED MEAT
N65-ZT268
INSOLATION RESEARCH ON CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE OF ANIMALS AND RESPIRATION
IN HUMAN BOCY
JPRS-3052T N65-27625
INFLUENCE OF INSOLATION OF COLLAR ZONE ON
CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY AND ARTERIAL
PRESSURE OF ANIMALS Nb5-ZTBZ6
INSOLATION INFLUENCE ON RESPIRATION IN HUMAN BODY
Nb5-ZT6ZT
USE OF ISOTOPES IN CLINICAL, PREVENTIVE, AND
GENERAL MEDICINE N65-27609
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-30893 N65-ZT809
BIOPHYSICS STUDY INCLUDING EYE TRACKING SYSTEM AND
STIMULATED EYE MOVEMENT
JPRS-30575 N65-28094
EVALUATION OF LIGHT STIMULATOR POSITION AND
MI_fENENTS OF EYES USING HUMAN SUBJECTS
N65-Z8095
INFORMATION ON TYPES OF EYE MOVEMENT IN EYE
TRACKING SYSTEM STUDY N6S-ZBOg6
AUTOMATED LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR STUDY OF
ANIMAL CONDITIONED REFLEX
JPRS-30962 N65-28133
BASS CULTIVATION OF BACTERIA - ASTEROMONAS
GRACILIS ARTARI
JPRS-3Og?5 N65-28134
HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS FOR HARMING ANIMALS IN
STATE OF HYPOTHERMIA
JPRS-3099B N65-28160
EFFECTS OF OXYGEN. NITROGEN, AND CARBON DIOXIDE
ON ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SMOOTH MUSCLE IN FROGS
JPRS-31Ol3 N65-28162
EFFECT OF CQRIDLIS ACCELERATION ON HUMANS -
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-30927 N65-28174
CHANGES IN RADIOACTIVITY IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
VESSELS FOLLOWING iNTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION
OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
JPRS-3IOO7 N65-28223
COMPILATION OF REPORTS ON MANNED SPACE FLIGHT.
GENETICS, AND CYTOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL CELL
JPRS-30944 N65-28286
EXTRAVEHICULAR OPERATION OF VOSKHUD II MANNED
SPACECRAFT - COSMONAUT REPORT DURING PRESS
CONFERENCE NAB-ZB287
EIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF DANGER FROM COSMIC
RADIATION DURING MANNED LUNAR SPACE FLIGHTS
NbS-Z828B
THERMAL MOLECULAR MOTION OF LIVING PROTOPLASM -
ENVIRONMENTAL ADAPTATION N6B-28289
GFNETIC ADAPTATION OF ORGANISMS TO RADIATION AND
PRACTICAL USE OF MUTAGENS N65-28290
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS CAUSED BY ORGANOPHOSPHORUS
I_SECTICIDESy CARBON MONOXIDE AND METHANE
_XPCSURE, AND INHALATION OF FIBERGLASS PLASTIC
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FUMES
JPRS-30976 N65-28291
MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER FOLLOWING EXPOSURE
OF ORGANISM TO CARBON MONOXIDEy METHANE, AND
THEIR COMBINATIONS - MINING SAFETY
N65-28292
PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN ANIMAL ORGANISM DURING
INHALATION OF FUMES EMANATING FROM SPECIMENS
OF FIBER GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC
N65-28293
TRANSLATION OF RUSSIAN ARTICLES ON HYGIENE
AND SANITATION STUDIESe WATER PURIFICATION,
INDUSTRIAL TDXICOLOGYt RADIATION INJURYt AND
AIR SAMPLING
JPRS-30993 NG5-28Zg4
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON
MONOXIDE POISONING ON RATS - PERMISSIBLE DAILY
CONCENTRATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE IN AIR
N65-28295
PURIFICATION OF WATER CONTAMINATED WITH
BOTULINUS TOXIN BY MEANS OF ION-EXCHANGE
POLYMERS N65-28296
EFFECT OF NOISE LEVEL ON WORKING PERFORMANCE
OF HUMANS N65-28297
DISCUSSION OF INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY PROBLEMSt
SAFETY, HYGIENE, AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NbE-2829B
EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON IMMUNITY IN RATS
N65-28299
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON BLOOD AND HEMOPOIETIC
ORGANS OF WHITE RATS
JPRS-31047 Nb5-28357
MECHANISM OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF ULTRASOUND
AND SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
OSCILLATIONS - ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS OF
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN PHYSIOLOGY
JPRS-30860 N65-28700
EFFECT OF IRRADIATION BY ULTRASONIC WAVES ON
MORPHOLOGICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICOCHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF ANIMAL BLOOD N65-28701
MECHANISM OF CHANGES IN NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM
AFTER EXPOSURE TO ULTRASONIC IRRADIATION -
ANIMAL STUDY N65-28702
EFFECTS OF ULTRASOUND WAVES IN SMALL INTENSITIES
ON MORPHOLOGY OF WHITE RAT TESTES
N65-28703
ULTRA-ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS OF BLOOD IN HEALTHY
ANIMALS AND ANIMALS WITH RADIATION SICKNESS
N65-28704
THERMAL EFFECT OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY
ELtCTROMAGNETIC FIELD ON ANIMALS AND PROBLEMS
OF SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY FIELD DOSIMETRY
N65-28705
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON REPRODUCTION,
COMPOSITION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD_ REFLEX ACTIVITY
AND MORPHOLOGY OF INTERNAL ORGANS - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-287Ob
SKIN LESIONS ON WHITE RATS AND RABBITS CAUSED BY
MICROWAVE RADIATION N65-28707
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCY EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ON ACTIVIIY OF POLYNUCLEOTIDE AND
METABOLISM OF NUCLEIC ACID - ANIMAL STUDY
N65-2BlO8
CYBERNETICSw ANIMAL BEHAVIORt HUMAN THINKINGy AND
MACHINF DEVELOPMENT
JPRS-31124 Nb5-28732
NEUROMORPHOLOOICAL CHANOFS AND PERIPHERAL BLOOD
EFFECTS IN DOGS AND ANIMALS DURING
ELECTRONARCOSIS
JPRS-31OI8 NbE-2B8O8
BLOOD FLOW TIME DETERMINATION BY OXYHEMOGRAM
RECORDING ON OSCILLOGRAPH
JPRS-31093 N6$-2BBTB
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS AND
CEVICES - RESEARCH ON DATA CODING AND
CONVERSION WITH AID OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS
JPRS-312_O N65-29010
PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL TRAINING OF SOVIET
COSMONAUTS
JPRS-31250 N65-29011
APPLICATION OF CYBERNETICS TO FIELD OF BIOLOGY
JPRS-31029 N65-29063
GRAPHIC RECORDING OF SECRETORY AND EXCRETORY
PRUCESSES USING PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL RECORDING
ELEMENT
JPRS-3LZ69 N65-29182
CLIMATIC EFFECTS ON CHRONIC MICROWAVE IRRADIATION
JPRS-312BO N65-29246
MUTUALLY INHIBITORY TRANSIENT RETINAL
REACTIONS - PHYSIOLOGY N65-2934B
CYBERNETIC AND COMPUTER TECHNIQUES SIMULATING
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS - INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
JPRS-3[062 N65-29350
CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL FOR GENESIS AND ANALYSIS
OF SENTENCES INCLUDING HUMAN EMOTIONAL AND
MEMORY CHARACTERISTICS N65-29351
MYCOBACTERIAL GROWTH ON PETROLEUM AND OIL PRODUCTS
JPRS-31360 N65-29790
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING TO DETERMINE
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND BEHAVIOR WITH CONTROL
CEVICE
JPRS-31374 N65-29832
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR RADIATION SICKNESS
PROTECTION OF MAN
JPRS-31349 Nb5-29879
RADIOLOGY, IONIZING RADIATION DDSIMETRY, AND
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN U.S.S.R.
JPRS-313OO N65-30215
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE_ X-RAY SCREENS, AND MATERIALS
FOR X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHY N65-30216
IONIZING RADIATION DOSIMETRY RESEARCH AND DEVICE
DEVELOPMENT N65-30217
IONIZING RAOIATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMALS -
RADIOBIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY N65-302IB
X-RAY THERAPY OF SKINt LUNGt STOMACHw AND LARYNX
CANCER IN U.S.S.R. N65-30219
DOSIMETRY AND RADIATION THERAPY IN U.S.S.R.
N65-30220
X-RAY DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE IN U.S.S.R.
N65-3022I
CIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY WITH RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN
U.S.S.R. N65-3U222
FLUOROSCOPY DEVELOPMENT IN U.S.S.R. FOR DIAGNOSIS
OF DISEASE Nb5-30223
RADIATION BIOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS WITH FRESH
WATER ORGANISMS - CYBERNETICS N65-30265
CYBERNETIC PRINCIPLES IN EDUCATION AND ECONOMICS
JPRS-31238 Nb5-3027B
MECHANIZATION PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
N65-30279
PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEMS - CLASSIFICATION,
CYBERNETIC INTERPRETATION OF RECOGNITION
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PROCESS, ALGORITHMS, AND PROBABILITY PROCEDURESI
AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF SOLUTION
JPRS-31440 N65-30682
TREATMENT OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS BY INDUCED
SLEEP WITH ELECTRICITY
JPRS-3134T N65-30711
EFFECT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONS ON LIVING
ORGANISMS
JPRS-3150I N65-31004
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROTONS - EFFECT OF
RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON AFTERGLOW OF
IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF SERUM ALBUMIN - MUSCULAR
SYSTEM EXCITATION DISTRIBUTION
JPRS-31547 N65-31038
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROTONS AND GAMMA RADIATION IN MICE, RATS,
SEEDS, AND DROSPHILA HELANOGASTER
N65-31039
EFFECT OF RADIATION PROTECTIVE SUBSTANCES ON
PROTRACTED AFTERGLOW OF IRRADIATED SOLUTIONS OF
SERUM ALBUMIN N65--31040
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCITATION IN
TOPOGRAPHICALLY DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS DURING
CONDITIONED REFLEX CHANGES IN RESPIRATORY GAS
EXCHANGE N65-31041
CHROMOSOMAL DISEASES ANALYZED FOR INVESTIGATING
GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION - HEREDITY
JPRS-31635 NAS-312LI
INSTANTANEOUS VARIATIONS OF METABDLITE
CONCLNIRATICN IN SYSTEM OF METABOLIC PROCESSES
IN CELLS
JPRS-31464 N65-31213
CHEMICAL PROCESSES CAPABLE OF REGULATING
BIOSYNTHESIS OF DNA
JPRS-3157B N65-31420
CHEMICAL TRANSMISSION OF NEURAL EXCITATIONS -
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM
JPRS-31577 N65-31520
BIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE - AUTOMATIC
DEVICE - MONITORING DIGITAL COMPUTER -
INFORMATION MEASURING SYSTEMS - SPACE BIOLOGY
JPRS-31679 N65-31522
INHIBITION OF CONDITIONED REFLEX ACTIVITY OF
CEREBRAL CORTEX NEURONS INDUCED BY LIGHT AND
SOUND SIIMULI
JPRS-31467 N65-31531
LITERATURE SURVEY IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, GENETICS,
AND STRESS
JPRS-31599 N65-31535
ANIMAL AND PLANT GENETICS - INDUCED MUTATION
PROCESSES
JPRS-31514 N65-31536
RESTRICTIONS ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS NECESSARY
TO USE DYNAMIC MODELING TO DESCRIBE BIOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS
JPRS-31663 N65-31712
HUMAN WORK CAPACITY DURING PERIODS OF PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS
JPRS-31665 N65-31715
HUMAN ACCLIMATIZATION TO HOT CLIMATE CONDITIONS -
MEDICAL RESEARCH
JPRS-31463 N65-31717
PROCEDURES FOR CYBERNETICS WITH APPLICATIONS TO
MEDICAL SCIENCE
JPRS-31712 N65-31857
NUCLEAR RADIATION SAFETY STANDARDS IN SOVIET
UNION
JPRS-31646 N65-32010
COLOR PERCEPTION IN BEES AND OTHER INSECTS
JPRS-3ITI3 N65-32011
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT ON SPACECRAFT VOSKHOD
JPRS-3IDI3 N65-32344
ORGANISM RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULI AND
USE OF PHARMACOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES TO INCREASE
RESISTANCE TO STRESSES
JPRS-319O9 Nb5-32356
EFFECT OF CLIMATIC FACTORS ON ACCLIMATIZATION TO
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONNENTS
JPRS-31761 N65-32377
THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF WEAK, LOW FREQUENCY
IMPULSE CURRENT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JPRS-3183T NbS-32380
CONTROL PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS - CYTOLOGY
AND SEX FACTOR DETERMINATION AND CONTROL
N65-32560
EVOLUTION IN LIGHT OF CYBERNETICS - CONTROL
PROCESSES IN LIVING ORGANISMS N65-32561
ROLE OF SEXES IN TRANSMISSION AND CONVERSION
OF GENETIC INFORMATION N65-32583
ULTRASOUND AS MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
N65-32587
EFFECT OF IONIZED RADIATION ON ROTARY RESONANCE
WAVE SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS - RADIATIVE PROTECTIVE
MECHANISM OF CYSTEINE N65-32652
ELECTRON TRANSFER DURING PHOTOSYNTHESIS, SPECTRUM
OF GREEN BACTERIA, ION CONCENTRATION RELATING TO
SNAIL MEMBRANES, ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE
FIBER, AND PARAMECIUM MOVEMENT
JPRS-312B2 N65-32658
BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS INVOLVED IN
_EGUENTIAL TRANSPORT OF ELECTRONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32659
DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM OF GREEN BACTERIA
CHLOROPSEUDOHONAS ETHYLICUM FOR DETECTION OF
BACTERIOVIRIDINE CONVERSIONS DURING
PHOTOSYNTHESIS N65-32660
EFFECT OF POTASSIUM ION CONCENTRATION ON
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEURON MEMBRANES
CF GRAPE SNAIL N65-32661
ELECTRICAL MODEL OF NERVE FIBER AND PROTOPLASM
b|FFUSION PROCESSES CURING EXCITATION OF NERVE
N65-32662
ANIMAL STUDY - FEASIBILITY OF USING MONOCHROMATIC
ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE LIGHT TO STIMULATE
ISOLATED GIANT AXDN OF RAIN WORM
N65-32663
EFFECT OF CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD ON BEHAVIOR OF
PARAMECIUM CAUDATUN N65-32664
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DETERMINING
CLHBINATIVE CAPABILITIES RELATED TO GENETICS
JPRS-31830 N65-32760
_ATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND PROBABILITY THEORY OF
CYBERNETIC COMPUTERS IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
JPRS-31926 N65-32762
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON
LIFE ACTIVITIES AND TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS
JPRS-31954 N65-33OTI
LITERATURE SURVEY IN CHEMICAL BIONICS - BIOLOGICAL
LIVING CELL AS CHEMICAL UNIT
JPRS-32014 N65-33203
ALIPHATIC AND CYCLIC HYDROCARBON ASSIMILATION
BY MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-32055 Nb5-33204
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NEUROHUMORALREGULATIONOFMUSCULAR ACTIVITY AND
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NERVOUS AND HUMORAL
PROCESSES - INJECTIONS OF SEROTONIN ANO
HISTAMINE
JPRS-3196B N65-33429
SYMPOSIUM ON PHYSICOCHEMICAL BASES OF BIOELECTRIC
POTENTIALS
JPRS-3Ig71 N65-33430
IONIZING RADIATION SOURCE HANDLING REGULATIONS IN
YUGOSLAVIA
JPRS-31993 N65-34102
RELATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS TO PHOSPHATE
BONDS OF ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHORIC ACID -
STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES
JPRS-32016 N65-34453
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF VESTIBULAR ANALYZER
INVESTIGATED BY CALORIC AND ROTATION TESTS USING
SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION
JPRS-32ISI N65-34676
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN BEHAVIOR OF LIVE
ORGANISMS N65-34752
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO
G FORCES - REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER
CONDITIONS OF ORBITAL FLIGHT - SPACE MEDICINE
JPRS-31958 N65-34775
CHANGE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY OF ANIMALS
SUBJECTED TO G FORCES AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF
VARIOUS DRUGS N65-34776
REACTIONS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS OF COSMONAUTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF
ORBITAL FLIGHT IN VOSKHOD I SPACECRAFT
N65-34777
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF NEUTRON RADIATION - NEUTRON
DOSIMETRY AND RADIOBIOLOGY
JPRS-31822 N65-35016
BLOOD REGENERATION AFTER BLOOD LOSS IN ANIMALS
ACCLIMATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE - EFFECT OF HYPOX1A
IN DOGS SUBJECTED TO HEMORRHAGING
JPRS-3ITBI N65-35OIT
ARTICLES ON BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH - MITOGENETIC
RADIATIONI STRUCTURE OF PIGEON UTRICLEv ION
TRANSPORT IN RAT-CORTEX SECTIONS, AND
BIOELECTRICAL PHENOMENA IN MICROORGANISMS
JPRS-32209 N65-35150
DATA AND THEORIES PERTAINING TO MITOGENETIC
RADIATION BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH N65-3515I
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDY OF PIGEON UTRICLE
N65-35152
DETERMINATION OF RENEWAL RATE OF PHOSPHOPROTEIN
PHOSPHORUS IN RAT CORTEX BY MEANS OF ION PUMP
N65-35153
ELECTRIC RESPONSE REACTIONS TO STIMULATION
OF OPALINA RANARUM N65-35154
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON PHYSICAL
ENDURANCE OF IRRADIATED MICE AND RATS AFTER
ADRENAL GLAND REMOVAL, AND ON MUSCULAR TONUS OF
GUINEA PIG INTESTINE
JPRS-31933 N65-35890
PHYSICAL ENDURANCE OF MICE AND RATS AFTER ADRENAL
GLAND REMOVAL, ADMINISTRATION OF ANTIRADIATION
DRUGS, AND X-RAY IRRADIATION N65-35891
EFFECTS OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS ON MUSCULAR TONUS
IN SMALL INTESTINE OF GUINEA PIG
N65-35892
REGENERATION OF DAMAGED MUSCLE TISSUE - PHYSIOLOGY
N65-36117
POISONING FROM COMMERCIAL PREPARATIONS CONTAINING
PHOSPHORIC ACID ESTER BASE
JPRS-32340 N65-36205
K
KAISER FOUNDATION RESEARCH INST._ RICHMOND,
CALIF.
GENERAL PROPERTIES AND DISTRIBUTION OF NUCLEOSIDE
TRIPHOSPHATASES IN CRUDE EXTRACTS OF ESCHERICHIA
CCLI
NASA-DR-59104 N65-2938T
DIFFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RNA AND PROTEIN IN
RIBOSOMAL FRACTIONS OF ESCHERICHIA COLI
NASA-CR-59068 Nb5-29388
FATE OF SPECIFIC RIBONUCLEOSIDE TRIPHOSPHATASES
PURIFICATION AND RECONSTITUTIDN OF RIBOSOMAL
SYSTEM OF ESCHERICHIA COLI
NASA-CR-59029 N65-29485
KANSAS STATE UNIV., MANHATTAN.
PERCEPTION OF AUDITORY PATTERNS AS FUNCTION OF
INCIDENTAL VISUAL STIMULATION
IR-2I N65-28173
ANALYTIC STUDIES IN LEARNING AND MEMORY OF SKILLED
PERFORMANCE
NASA-CR-63837 N65-28853
ROLE OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND OTHER MACROHOLECULES
IN COMPLEX BEHAVIOR, LEARNING, AND MEMORY
AD-616622 N65-3063I
KENT STATE UNIV°t OHIO.
HISTOCHEMICAL RESPONSES OF GUINEA PIG TISSUES TO
CULD
AAL-TDR-64-9 N65-35630
KENTUCKY UNIV,t LEXINGTON,
RESPONSES OF COLD AND WARM ADAPTED DOGS TO INFUSED
NORADRENALINE AND ACUTE BODY COOLING -
CALORIGENIC EFFECTS DF NORADRENALIN
AAL-TR-64-2I N65-24OBO
L
LABORATOIRES DU CENTRE D ETUDE DE L ENERGIE
NUCLEAIREt MOL /BELGIUM/.
CELLULAR AND BIOCHEMICAL RAOIOBIDLOGY
EUR-22OI.F N65-31915
LAFAYETTE CLINIC, DETROIT, MICH.
DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTION TEST FOR MOTIVATIONAL
APTITUDE - PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
NASA-DR-156 N65-15546
VALIDATION OF SENSOR, TRANSMITTER, AND DATA
PROCESSING FUNCTIONS IN HUMAN BIOTELEMETRY
AMRL-TR-64-I24 N65-I7230
LANKENAU HOSPITAL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SITTING INACTIVITY, EXERCISE, AND SUPINE EFFECTS
ON CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM OF HUMAN BODY
AT PROLONGED BED REST
AMRL-TDR-64-61 N65-12131
PROLONGED BED REST EFFECT ON HUMAN BODY FUNCTIONS
Nb5-18587
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, WASHINGTONt D. C.
ADSTRACTS ON SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTICS AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY - RADIATION, GRAVITY, VIBRATION,
ACCELERATION, ATMOSPHERE_ ECOLOGY, SELECTION,
TRAINING, MEDICAL MONITORING, AND BIOTELEHETRY
ATD-P-65-4 N65-16653
EFFECT OF MICROWAVES ON ANIMAL AND HUMAN NERVOUS
SYSTEMS N65-18886
MICROWAVE IRRADIATION EFFECT ON FUNCTIONAL
CONDITION OF NERVES Nb5-18889
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE SUITS AND HERMETICALLY
SEALED CABINS FOR STRATOSPHERIC FLIGHTS
ATD-P-65-13 N65-19784
SOVIET BIOASTRONAUTIC AND MANNED SPACE FLIGHT -
LITERATURE SURVEY
ATD-P-65-I4 N65-19785
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SEPARATOR FUNCTION FOR SOLUTION OF PATTERN
RECOGNITION PROBLEMS N65--2039_
MODEL OF PHOTOSYNTHESIZING SYSTEMS BASED ON
ELECTRON TRANSFER CONCEPT N65-20395
SOVIET SPACE PROGRAM - GUIDANCE SYSTEMSw HUMAN
FACTOR IN SPACE FLIGH T. PRESSURE SUITS ANO SPACE
CABIN, SPACECRAFT DESIGN, BIOASTRONAUTICS_
SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT! AND COMMUNICATIONS
ATD-P-65-11 Nb5-20926
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR 1962 AND 1963
NASA-CR-6212T N65-Z1626
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE TRAVEL AND ENVIRONMENT
N65-26ZZ8
ECOPHYSIOLOGY - BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO SPACE
ENVIRONMENT AND TRAVEL N65-ZbZ29
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
AND WEIGHTLESSNESS - VOSKHO0 I ANO VOSKHO0
II FLIGHTS N65-Z6230
RETINAL IMAGE AND TRANSFORMATION _ITHIN VISUAL
SYSTEM N65-Zb531
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF NAN IN
SPACE - MEDICINE, PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO PURE
OXYGEN, RADIATION SAFETY, LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS,
AND MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM RELIABILITY
N65-ZT419
COMPILATION OF ABSTRACTS ON SPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY. SPACE PHYSIOLOGY. AND SPACE VEHICLE
ECOLOGY - LIFE SUPPORT SCIENCES
ATD-P-66-66 N65-ZTT68
MICROWAVE RADIATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR ANO
NERVOUS SYSTEM OF FROGS
ATO-T-65-39 N65-28123
ABSTRACTS ON RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY FROM SOVIET
LITERATURE
A0-618621 N65-31931
PROBLEMS OF VOSKHOO II SPACECRAFT LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS AND BIOASTRONAUTICS_ ANO FUTURE GOALS OF
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM N65-32679
AEROSOLS_ BIOLOGICAL PATHOGENS, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOVIET OPEN
LITERATURE PRIOR TO 31 DECEMBER 1962
ATD-B-65-63 N65-32T09
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
MICROWAVES
ATO-P-65-68 N65-36206
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN ANIMALS AND IN SOME
FLUIDS
ATO--T-65--56 N65-35916
LIBRASCOPE. INC.. GLENDALE, CALIF.
ANIMAL STUDIES ON RADIATION PROTECTION AFFOROEO
BY CYSTEAMINE AND OTHER CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
EUR-1835oF N65-13806
LITTON SYSTEMS. INC._ ST. PAUL. MINN.
MARS BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
NASA-CR-STTZ6 NbS-ZOT53
CHARACTERISTICS OF INPACTION AND BIOLOGICAL
FILTRATION AEROSOL COLLECTION MECHANISMS IN
STRATOSPHERE N65-23985
BALLOON-BORNE PROBES LAUNCHEO TO DETERMINE
EXISTENCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF VIABLE
MICROORGANISMS AT HIGH ALTITUDES
N6S-Z3999
LOCKHEED MISSILES AMO SPACE CO., SUNNYVALE,
CALIF.
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN PILOTING MODIFIED GEMINI
SPACECRAFT DURING TERMINATION OF RENDEZVOUS
MISSION
LN5C-6-62-66"-13 NbS-llOl6
T_RNINAL PHASE SPACE RENDEZVOUS CONTROL-DISPLAY
OPTIMIZATION EXPERIMENTS
LMSC-b-62-66-15 N65-IZZ30
PILOT PERFORMANCE IN ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS TASK
USING DIFFERENT THRUST CONTROL SYSTEMS
LMSC-6-65-65-1 N65-20398
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM TO NONITOR CRE_ PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITIES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE, AND TO
CEVELOP DIGITAL TECHNIQUES FOR PROCESSING.
DISPLAYING, AND ANALYZING DATA
LNSC-b--bS-bS--15 NbS-26TIO
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED ON MAN NEARING PRESSURE SUIT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. DECREMENTS IN
MOBILITY AND DEXTERITY. AND EFFECTS ON HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
LM5C-6-62-64_-19 NbS-3155T
LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO._ BURBANK.
IONIZING IRRADIATION EFFECT ON CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF CATS AND RATS_ AND ON NEURONS AND
NEUROGLIA IN TISSUE CULTURE - X-RAY IRRAOIATION
NASA-CR-52231 NbS-1TO68
TOXIC CONTAMINATION OF MANNED SPACECRAFT CABINS
LR-17766 N65-20120
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS OF SONAR
PULSE CHARACTERISTICS OF FISH AND MARINE MAMMALS
LR-18525 N65-23152
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA CO., MARIETTA.
CONTROL DATA ON PERFORMANCE OF AUDITORY VIGILANCE,
WARNING LIGHT MONITORING. ANO PROBABILITY
MONITORING TASKS AS FUNCTION OF WORKLOAD
ANRL-TR-65-Z2 NbS-ZT092
SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING CODE FOR SPACECRAFT
GEOMETRY Nb5-36636
LOMA LINDA UNIV.. CALIF.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES TO MONITOR FETUS
DURING LABOR AND DELIVERY USING FETAL
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS N65-ZB753
LONDON UNIV. /ENGLAND/.
AUDITORY PERCEPTION - ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS
kITHIN INNER EAR
AFOSR-65-O040 N65-28205
LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB°, N. NEX.
CALCULATION OF RETINAL OOSE FROM VISIBLE RADIATION
OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
LA-3206-MS N65-19331
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SMALL RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES
FROM ATMOSPHERIC DEBRIS
LA-3365-MS N65-32357
RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
NbS-36581
METHODS TO AID IN NICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS BY
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY - ARTIFICIAL CLATHRATES_
EECOMPOSITIDNt EPITAXY. AND SULFUR SENSITIZATION
LA-3389-MS N65--36223
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVoe BATON ROUGE.
MICROBIAL OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBON GASES
Ai_'60920T N65-18279
LU_ DOSE COBALT 60 GAMMA RADIATION PASTEURIZATION
OF SHELLFISH FOR EXTENDING STORAGE LIFE
0R0-626 N65-22081
LOVELACE FOUNDATION FOR MEDICAL EOUCATION AND
RESEARCH, ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
RESPONSE TO SECONDARY ANTIGENIC STIMULUS AFTER
WHOLE BODY X-RAY IRRADIATION IN OOG
LF-IT NbS-IOBBO
APPARATUS M1TH PLETHYSNOGRAPH TO MONITOR
RAOIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION IN CANINE RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM
LF-I6 N65-11573
B-31
NAINZ UNIV, /WEST GERMANY/. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
BIOCHEMICAL MICROTECHNIQUES IN BLOOD PLASMA AND
SERUM DETERMINATIONS OF UREA NITROGEN, URIC
ACID, AND CREATININE
LF-22 N65-25292
INFECTION OF DOGS WITH LIVE ECHO 6 VIRUS FOR
TESTING ANTISERUM
LF-25 N65-25448
RADIOBIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF DOSE DISTRIBUTION FROM
SOLAR FLARE RADIATION - RADIATION EFFECTS
N65-34584
M
MAINZ UNIV, /WEST GERMANY/.
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF AIRBORNE ORGANISMS IN
TROPOSPHERE AND STRATOSPHERE N65-23990
MARQUARDT CORP. m VAN NUYS, CALIF.
DETECTOR CELL CONCEPT FOR SIGNAL RESPONSE
EVALUATION FOR CULTURABLE EARTH MICROORGANISMS
INCLUDING NUTRIENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
NASA-CR-62003 N65-22616
MARQUETTE UNIV._ MILWAUKEEt WIS.
ELECTRICAL AXIS OF FETAL HEART N65-166[6
MARTIN CO.t BALTIMOREt MD.
TEST PROGRAM FOR MANNED ORBITAL FLIGHT
SSD-TDR-b4-213t V, 3t APP. I-B N65-155BO
OXYGEN CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON GROWTH RATEr
CONVERSION EFFICIENCYt AND CELL COMPOSITION -
CYTDGENESIS
NASA-CR-55188 N65-17069
CHLOROPLAST LIPIDSt PHOTO INHIBITION,
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORTt OXYGEN
EXCHANGE IN CHLOROPLAST REACTIONS_ AND ADENOSINE
TRIPHOSPHATE IN RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS
NASA-CR-53601 N65-[7070
FOOD FOR NUCLEAR SHIELDING, THERMAL PROTECTIONt
STRUCTURESt CONTAINERS, FIBERS, CLOTHINGt AND
BALLAST N65-18600
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN SYSTEMS DESIGN
N65-23960
SURVEY OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC
MATERIAL STUDIES
NASA-OR-64418 N65-31053
DESIGN STUDY OF LUNAR EXPLORATIUN HAND TOOLS FOR
LUNAR GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM -
FIRST QUARTERLY DESIGN REPORT
NASA-CR-65092 N65-31179
MARTIN CO.t OENVERt COLD.
BIOPHYSICAL DATA RECORDING BY MINIATURE ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT N65-16605
MARYLAND UNIV.t COLLEGE PARK.
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY OF SMALL RETINAL AREAS
AD-448595 N65-12067
COMPLEX ANIMAL BEHAVIOR UNDER FULL ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL - NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF
BEHAVIOR
NASA-OR-53475 N65-15373
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF CHLORELLA FOR
APPLICATION IN CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-60396 N65-I5BOl
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN CHLORELLA CELL DEVELOPMENT
AND AGING N65-15802
VAN SLYKES BUFFER VALUES FOR CHLORELLA CELL
SECRETIONS INTO SURROUNDING MEDIUM
N65-15B03
ANALYTIC CHEMISTRY AND DETERMINATION OF STEROLS IN
SIX SPECIES OF CHLORELLA N65-15804
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN MARINE SPECIES OF CHLORELLA
N65-I5805
B-32
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ORGANISMS AS COMPONENTS OF CLOSED
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS - BIOCHEMISTRY OF ALGAE
NASA-CR-55554' N6S-16BI2
ACTIVITY VARIATIONS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC MECHANISMS
IN GREEN PLANT CELLS N65-16813
EUFFERING OF ALGAE - CELL DIVISION OF CHLORELLA
NCS-16BI4
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH FACILITY AND PROGRAM FOR
COMPLEX REPERTOIRES UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
NASA-CR-62606 N65-23283
COMPLEX BEHAVIORAL REPERTOIRES UNDER CONTINUOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RELATED TO BIOSATELLI.TE
PROGRAMS WITH ANIMALS N65-28770
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF THEORETICAL MODEL OF
LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE IF POPULATION
CF RESPONDENTS CAN BE DIVIDED INTO FINITE NUMBER
CF GROUPS OR CLASSES - COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
NASA-CR-63870 N65-28868
MASON RESEARCH INST.t WORCESTERe MASS.
EFFECT OF FREEZE PRESERVATION AND THAWING OF
RHESUS MONKEY ERYTHROCYTES - CRYOGENICS
AD-465TO2 N65-27526
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITALt BOSTON.
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING FOR ANALYSIS OF VISUAL
SYSTEM USING SHOCK-DISPLAY SAMPLING SYSTEM
N65-28752
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.t CAMBRIDGE.
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC EFFECTS OF
EXAMINATION STRESS AND NIGHT-DAY REVERSAL
AD-423385 N65-10623
FEEDBACK-DELAY EFFECT ON ABILITY TO PERFORM
SELF-PACED MANUAL TASKS - CYBERNETICS
NASA-TN-O-2665 N65-17329
HIGH ENERGY NONFAT NUTRIENT SOURCES - ANIMAL STUDY
IN NUTRITION N65-18598
HUMAN DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION USING CONTROL
THEORY TECHNIQUES - HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-57292 N65-19689
SAMPLED DATA PURSUIT HAND TRACKING MODEL FOR HUMAN
OPERATOR
NASA-CR-57221 N65-IgT4g
MICROORGANISM RESISTIVITY TO THERMAL INACTIVATION
BY DRY HEAT - GLASS FIBERS AND MEMBRANE FILTERS
NASA-CR-63198 N65-25401
ONTOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ENTITIES WITH RESPECT
TO EFFECT ON LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF MIND -
PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION FOR PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY - GESTALT THEORY
NASA-CR-63609 N65-27388
MOTION SENSORS OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM IN HUMAN
DYNAMIC SPACE ORIENTATION AND MANUAL VEHICLE
CONTROL
NASA-OR-64545 N65-32033
OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLDGICALt
EXPERIMENTAL, DEVELOPMENTAL, AND COMPARATIVE
PSYCHOLOGY - STUDIES ON BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR,
PERCEPTION, COORDINATION, AND LEARNING
NASA-CR-5BB31 NbS-32II5
LIGHT MOTION PROCEDURE FOR VIEWING RETINAL CONES
NASA-CR-58190 N65-33714
MODEL OF PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM - CASE STUDY
IN NEURAL MODELING
NASA-CR-5B094 N65-35219
MATRIX CORP., ARLINGTON, VA.
FAULT ISOLATION/CORRECTION TEXT AND
TROUBLESHOOTING DIAGRAMS FOR SAGE MAINTENANCE
IECHNICIANS
ESO-TR-b4-66_ N65-19351
[_T_ S_E [_EX N_TIflNAI IFRflNAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUT FUR BIOPHYSIK, FRANKFURT
AM MAIN /NEST GERMANY/.
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON RADIATION EFFECTS ON LIVING
TISSUES AND ORGANISMS
AED-C-06-16 N65-22846
MAYO CLINIC, ROCHESTERI HINNe
PLEURAL PRESSURES AT DORSAL AND VENTRAL SITES IN
THORAX OF ANESTHETIZEO DOGS N65-1T306
BLOOD OXYGEN CHANGES INDUCED BY FORWARD
ACCELERATION
AMRL-TR-bE-132 N65-21039
ROENTGEN VIDEO EQUIPMENT STUDIES OF HEART AND
LUNG DURING POSITIVE ACCELERATION - FLUOROSCOPY
NASA-CR-ST958 N65-21326
DICHROMATIC EARPIECE DENSITOMETRY FOR DETERMINING
CARDIAC OUTPUT - PHYSIOLOGICAL INDEX
AMRL-TR-66-136 N65-21398
BODY POSITION EFFECT ON END EXPIRATORY PLEURAL
PRESSURES IN DOGS MEASURED AT VENTRAL AND DORSAL
THORACIC REGIONS
ANRL-TR-64-133 N65-22476
MEAD JOHNSON AND COev EVANSVILLE, IND.
FORMULA DIETS - WEIGHT CONTROL, PEPTIC _ER,
INFANT, AND DIETS FOR METABOLIC STUDIES
NbS-18599
MEDICAL COLL. OF VIRGINIA, RICHMOND.
CYTOCHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
NEUROGLIAL NUCLEIC ACIDS - ACUTE CHANGES IN
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CAUSED BY IRRADIATION
TID-21440 N65-30175
MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, LONDON /ENGLAND/.
STRONTIUM 90 IN HUMAN BONE - RADIATION HAZARD
EVALUATION
REPT.-IO N65-29860
MELPAR, INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA.
HYDROGEN GENERATION FROM SUGARS AND NATURAL
PRODUCTS BY MICROORGANISMS - BIOCHEMICAL FUEL
CELL
REPT.-IO N65-26964
MIAMI UNIV., CORAL GABLES, FLA.
SPACE RELATED BIOLOGY INCLUDING EXTRATERRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT STUDIES - ANNUAL REPORT, JUNE 1965
NASA-CR-64060 N65-29773
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV., EAST LANSING.
PROPERTIES OF CHARGE CARRIERS IN ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID STATE PROTEINS
AD-614440 N65-25850
EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND OTHER STRESSES IN
SPACE FLIGHT ON PATHOGENICITY AND IMMUNITY
NASA-CR-63282 N65-26065
BLOOD FLOW MEASURED BY ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METER
TO DETERMINE CARDIAC OUTPUT
NASA-CR-SB985 N65-3Z091
MICHIGAN UNIV., ANN ARBOR.
COMPATIBLE AND INCOMPATIBLE DISPLAY-CONTROL
DEVICES FOR TESTING MEMORY RETENTION
REPT.-O2855-1-F N65-12653
RELATIONSHIP OF SYNTACTIC LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR TO
GRAMMAR AND SEMANTICS OF WORD ASSOCIATION
RADC-TDR-64-146 NbS-ISTT9
TRANSPORT OF POLLEN, SPORES, AND OTHER MICROSCOPIC
PARTICULATES OF PLANT ORIGIN IN ATMOSPHERE NEAR
EARTH SURFACE N65-23992
THEORIES FOR RELATING STRUCTURE TO BEHAVIOR IN
PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM - COMPUTER SIMULATION
REPT.-13 N65-27793
MAN-MACHINE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
NASA-DR-64106 N65-30469
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING TO
ECOLOGY RESEARCH N65-33589
MIDWEST RESEARCH INST., KANSAS CITY, NO.
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
NASA-CR-64601 N65-3312B
MILAN UNIV. /ITALY/.
DIAPHRAGM ACTIVITY AND THORACOABDOMINAL MECHANICS
DURING POSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING
AMRL-TR-64-141 N65-30345
NINNEAPOLIS_ONEYNELL REGULATOR CO._ MINN.
SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE COMPOSED OF TECHNIQUES IN
FIELD OF FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN, RELIABILITY,
AND HUMAN FACTORS YIELDING PRACTICAL APPROACH
FOR DESIGN OF INTEGRATED PILOT-CONTROLLER SYSTEM
RTD-TDR-63-4092 N65-36724
MINNESOTA UNIVo, MINNEAPOLIS.
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE PLETHYSNOGRAPH SYSTEM FOR
CARDIAC CYCLE OUTPUT OBSERVATION
N65-1660T
PROCEEDINGS OF ATMOSPHERIC BIOLOGY CONFERENCE
NASA-CR-62786 N65-23980
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF TEMPERATURE, DENSITY
AND ACCOMPANYING FIELD O_ RADIATION AS RELATED
TO BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT N65-23981
LONG TERM ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLEN
N65-23993
ELECTROGRAPHIC FORMATS TO MEET BIOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS - RELATIONSHIP AMONG
BIOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEM, RESEARCH
WORKER, AND DAIA HANDLING AND INTERPRETATION
NbS--28755
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE.
PHYSIOCHEMICAL AND MICROBIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF
ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF HUMAN WASTES
AD-461006 N6S-2631B
MITRE CORP., BEDFORD, MASS.
VIEWING-ANGLE AND SYMBOL-SIZE EFFECT ON TIME TO
RECOGNITION OF FAMILIAR WORDS
W-07OO4 N65-17144
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLL., SOUTH HADLEY, MASS.
RANGE OF VISUAL ACUITY
ESD-TDR-64-535 NbS-1455T
N
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES-NATIONAL RESEARCH
COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE - EXOBIOLOGY,
_NVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY, HUMAN PHYSICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS N65-24915
EIGLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS
NASA-CR-6433T N65-30839
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
PILOT PERFORMANCE USING VISUAL DISPLAY FOR GUIDING
HIGH SPEED AIRCRAFT IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO
TERRAIN
NASA--TN-D-IB2T N65-11043
FLOATING POINT AND FIXED POINT NUMBER DISPLAY
TRAINING FOR ONBOARD DIGITAL COMPUTER USE IN
AIRBORNE AND SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-TN-D-2634 N65-156_1_
SUPERIMPOSED OSCILLATION ON LINEAR ACCELERATION
EFFECT ON PILOT ATTITUDE CONTROL CAPABILITY
NASA-TN-D-2710 N65-18214
CARBOHYDRATES EFFECTS ON HUMAN BODY UNDER STRESS
AND FATIGUE - NUTRITION N65-18595
LOCALIZATION AND MECHANISM OF RAT LIVER PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS BY ALKALI METALS AND AMMONIUM IONS
NASA-TM-X-51TBB N6S-216TT
COSMOLOGY - ORIGIN OF LIFE
NASA-TM-X-5IT53 N65-21478
B-33
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
INTERSENSORY DISCRIMINATION OF SIGNAL DURATION
USING VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNALS
NASA-TM-X-51729 N65-214T9
PILOTED MOTION SIMULATOR STUDY OF GUST INDUCED
AND MANEUVERING ACCELERATION STRESS ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE IN LOW LEVEL MISSION
NASA-TM-X-51?48 N65-21756
LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FOR STUDYING
GLYCOGEN IN NERVOUS SYSTEM
NASA-TM-X-51741 N65-22189
CORRELATION BETWEEN STIMULUS AND RESPONSE
SEQUENCES DERIVED FROM OBSERVER PERFORMANCE
AND FEEDBACK INFORMATION - SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
NASA-TM-X-51737 N65-22198
FEASIBILITY OF MANNED PARTICIPATION IN CONTROL
OF LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA-TN-D-2807 N65-23166
EFFECT OF SUPRATHRESHOLO VALUE OF CORIOLIS
ACCELERATION ON PILOT OF FLIGHT SIMULATOR -
REFERENCE TO PERCEPTION OF ILLUSORY MOTION AND
POSITION IN SPACE
NASA-TM-X-51755 N65-23TlO
PILOT-VEHICLE SYSTEM SIMULATION FOR LOW ALTITUDE
HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
NASA-TN-D-Z793 N65-25925
ULTRASENSITIVE MOMENTUM TRANSDUCER USED AS
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPH FOR MEASURING HEART BEAT
OF AVIAN EMBRYOS
NASA-TM-X-54041 N65-25972
RELATIONSHIP OF DIFFERENT STAGES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS_ ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS_ AND
ELECTROMYOGRAMS STUDIED BY EVOKED MYOGRAPHY
ELICITED BY NERVE STIMULATION IN MONKEYS
N65-28774
VISUAL MASKING USING VARIOUS TEST STIMULUS
PATTERNS
NASA-TM-X-51978 N65-29381
HUMAN RESTRAINT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FOJ_
ACCELERATION RESEARCH
NASA-TM-X-54780 N65-2943I
ACETATE CONVERSION TO LIPIOS AND CARBON DIOXIDE
BY EXPOSURE OF RAT LIVER TO ACCELERATION STRESS
NASA-TM-X-51940 N65-29450
PHYSIOLOGY OF THIRST AND DRINKING - DEHYDRATION
LAG IN MAN AND RAT
NASA-TH-X-51938 N65-29471
HUMAN RESPONSES TO WEIGHTLESSNESS - ANALYSIS OF
ASTRONAUT BIOMEDICAL DATA FROM MERCURY PROJECT
FLIGHTS
NASA-TM-X-51935 N65-29487
PILOT RESTRAINT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND TESTED
UNDER SIMULATED HIGH ACCELERATION CONDITIONS
N65-29769
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011/131 N65-30951
EVALUATING P H CHANGES IN UTERUS OF FEMALE
REPRODUCTIVE TRACT DURING CIRCADIAN RHYTHM FOR
CORRELATION TO NEURAL AND ENDOCRINE ACTIVITIES
NASA-TM-X-51875 N65-33711
OXYGEN CAROIAL-ENERGY EQUILIBRIUM IN ABSENCE OF
GRAVITY
NASA-TT-F-9562 N65-33806
ANALYSIS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION
PROBLEM
NASA-SP-75 NbS-3622T
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROTONS AND NEUTRONS IN
LARGE ANIMALS - RADIATION EFFECTS
NbS-34583
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF RAT CEREBRAL CORTEX
B-34
FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION
NASA-TH-X-51592 N65-35317
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER_ GREENBELT, NO.
X-RAY AND RADIO FREQUENCY RAOIATION HEALTH HAZARDS
SURROUNDING RADAR TRACKING SYSTEM
NASA-TM-X-55110 N65-12608
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTERt COCOA BEACHt
FLA.
RADIATION HAZARD HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT - PERSONS
EXPOSED TO IONIZING RADIATION OR RADIOACTIVE
MATERIALS
NASA-TM-X-54859 N65-12416
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER_ LANGLEY STATIONI VA.
MANUAL-CONTROL SIMULATION STUDY OF NONLIFTING
VEHICLE DURING ORBIT, RETROROCKET FIRING, AND
REENTRY INTO EARTH ATMOSPHERE
NASA-TM-X-359 N65-12802
VARIATIONS IN TRANSFER FUNCTION OF HUMAN PILOTS
IN SIMULATED SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM TASKS DUE
[0 VARIOUS NONLINEARITIES INTRODUCED INTO PILOT
CCNTROL SYSTEM
NASA-TN-D-2569 N65-16119
ICNIZING RADIATION IN SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT FLIGHTS
NASA-TH-X-56122 N65-189Z1
SIMULATED ROCKET JET EXHAUST EFFECT ON STABILITY
AND CONTROL OF RESEARCH AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
NASA-TM-X-127 N65-28135
FIXED BASE SIMULATOR STUDY OF PILOT ABILITY TO
PERFORM SOFT LUNAR LANDING WITH SIMPLIFIED
GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE
NASA-TN-D-2993 N65-35060
REMOTE PILOT-CONTROLLED VISUAL DOCKING OF TWO
SPACE VEHICLES ON RENDEZVOUS DOCKING SIMULATOR
WITH CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
NASA-TN-D-3044 N65-35517
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, CAPE CANAVERALt FLA.
GEMINI LAUNCH VEHICLE PILOT SAFETY PROGRAM
NASA-TM-X-56714 N65-31008
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTERt HOUSTONt TEX.
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VARIOUS
CABIN ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS FOR APOLLO AND
GEMINI PROJECTS
NASA-TN-D-2506 N65-14451
HAZARD OF BENDS FOLLOWING RAPID DECOMPRESSION
AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN-NITROGEN
CABIN ATMOSPHERE N65-14452
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON HUMANS EXPOSED TO
INCREASED OXYGEN TENSION IN SPACE CABIN AT
SIMULATED ALTITUDE OF 27,000 FEET FOR I4 DAYS
N65-14453
EFFECT OF PRESSURE SUIT VENTILATING AIRFLOW ON
HUMAN WATER REQUIREMENTS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN
ATMOSPHERE N65-14454
BACTERIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN TWO-NAN SPACECRAFT
CABIN SIMULATOR N65-16655
PREPARATIDN_ HANDLING, ANO STORAGE OF FOOD FOR
MERCURYt GEMINI, AND APOLLO SPACE PROJECTS
NbS-18574
NUTRITION AND STRESSES OF SHORT TERM SPACE FLIGHT
N65-18575
SPACE FEEDING CONCEPT FOR GEMINI AND APOLLO
PROJECTS AS DEVELOPED IN MERCURY PROJECT
NASA-TM-X-5169T N65-21673
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION OF VACUUM
DECOMPRESSION TO DETERMINE SURVIVAL AND
AND RECOVERY PROBABILITY - ANIMAL STUDY
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADNI_ISTRATIONt
NASA-TM-X-51669 N65-26039
DATA RECORDINGS TO ORGANIZE NORMATIVE
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC REFERENCE LIBRARY
N65-28TT5
INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AND DATA ACQUISITION
DETAILS OF NORMATIVE ELECTRUENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
REFERENCE LIBRARY N65-2BTT6
RESCUE TECHNIQUES USING STANDARD STOKES LITTER
DESCRIBED FOR HANDLING INJURED PERSONS IN
WATER N65-29T54
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION - DOSE
LIMITS FOR CREW PROTECTION N65-36591
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION -
SHIELDING ANALYSIS N65-36592
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION -
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS N05-34593
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS ON APOLLO MISSION -
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR DOSE REDUCTION
N65-36594
HYPOXIA INOUCED BY SUSTAINED FORWARD ACCELERATION
WHILE BREATHING PORE OXYGEN AT REDUCED
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
NASA-TH-X-51669 N65-35262
EVALUATION OF GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDITION OF
GEMINI IV FLIGHT CREW NITH INCREASING TIME
UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS - RESPONSE OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM TO CALIBRATED WORKLOAD
N65-36106
CORRELATION OF ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
ACTIVITY OF CARDIAC CYCLE USING ELECTRO- AND
PHONDCARDIOGRAPHIC DATA FROM GEMINI IV CREN
MEMBERS N65-36105
BONE DENINERALIZATION STUDIES OF GEMINI IV
CREW USING RADIOGRAPHIC BONE DENSITOHETRY
N65-36106
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTERt HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
CALCULATION OF PROTON PENETRATION AND DOSE RATES
FOR TISSUE, ALUNINUMy ANO OTHER SHIELDING
MATERIALS N65-36630
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADNINISTRATIONt
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY
NASA-SP-7011/06/ N65-10228
ACCELERATION INFLUENCE ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIVITY
OF ANIMALS AND MAN -- AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA-TT-F-ZT7 N65-10303
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF HUMAN ORGANISM TD
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS AND MEANS OF RAISING
HUMAN TOLERANCE TO SUCH FORCES
NASA-TT-F-276 N65-10315
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION AND WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
FUNCTIONS OF HUMAN BODY DURING SPACE FLIGHT
NASA-TT-F-2T5 N65-10661
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF VESTIBULAR APPARATUS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF ALTERED GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
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MARINE BIOLOGICAL SOUND PRESENT IN TAPE RECORDINGS
OBTAINED FROM SHALLOW AND DEEP HYDROPHONES
NIL-1290 NbS-33376
NAVY MEDICAL NEUROPSYCHIATRIC RESEARCH UNIT,
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
BIOGRAPHICAL CORRELATES OF MILITARY PERFORMANCE
PREDICTION AT LARGE ANTARCTIC STATION
REPT.-66-22 N65-1956T
HUMAN BEHAVIOR STUDY ON SOCIAL STRUCTURE CHANGE IN
SMALL ISOLATED GROUPS
REPT.-64-24 N65-22949
NEBRASKA ONlV. w LINCOLN.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AND
RAG_ETOCARDIOGRAM N65-16606
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROBLEMS AT ISOLATED EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM STATIONS AND REMOTE INSTALLATIONS
A0--615631 N65-33388
NEVADA UN|V.t RENOo
LL-_/ PRESSURE EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ULTRASTRUCTURE
AND CYTOCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-55179 N65-17055
EFFECTS OF LOW PRESSURES ON CELLULAR
ULTRASTRUCTURE AND CYTOCHEMISTRY IN PLANTS
NASA-CR-bBODT N65-30676
NEW HAMPSHIRE UNIVot DURHAM.
BLOOD PICTURE STUDY OF ALASKAN GROUND SQUIRREL
DURING HIBERNATION AND INDUCED HYPOTHERMIA
AAL-TOR-63-ZI NbS-lOZ55
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF ACTINOMYCIN ANALOGS -
PREPARATION OF HETEROAROYL PEPTIDES
AR-3 N65--31233
NEW MEXICO UNlV. t ALBUQUERQUE.
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF
NEURUPHYSIOLOGICAL DATA USING EEG FROM
_ORHATIVE LIBRARY N65-ZBT66
NE_ YORK EYE ANO EAR INFIRMARY! N. Y°
RADIATION EFFECT ON RETINA - BURN INJURY STUDY
R-176T Nb5-23889
NEW YORK UNIVet N° Y°
ENCODING IN PERCEPTUAL /VISUAL/ SERIAL POSITION
EFFECT
A0--609101 N65-1_083
MECHANISM FOR ENCODING_ PROCESSING AND STORAGE OF
PERCEPTUAL CONFORMATION IN PROBLEM SOLVING
AD-663786 N65-28999
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC._ COLUNBUS, OHIO.
NAVIGATION AND EMERGENCY TASK LOADING EFFECT
ON PILOT PERFORMANCE DURING LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT SIMULATION
USATRECON-TR-66--69 N65-26256
ENHANCING QUALITY OF IMAGERY INVESTIGATED USING
STANDARD TEST PATTERNS ANO AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
ANRL-TR-65-28 N65-30632
NORTH ANERICAN AVIATIONt INC.t DOMNEY_ CALIF.
INTERACTING FIELDS OF BIOLOGY AND ENGINEERING -
BIONICS AND BIOENGINEERING N65-16602
ANTIRAOIATION AND ANTINEOPLASTIC COMPOUNDS RELATED
TO PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS - CYTOTOXIC EFFECTS
AND RADIATION PROTECTION
NASA-CR-62133 N6S-Z162Z
RELATIONSHIP OF NAN TO TOTAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
AND TECHNIQUES AND CONTROLS TO INSURE
SPACECRAFT MISSION SUCCESS - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
REPT.-SBb-M NbS-2300T
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF COLD
STRESS FOR INTERPRETATION OF DIFFERENCES IN
ACTION OF THERAPEUTIC DRUGS AT VARIOUS
ENVIRONMENTAL OR BODY TEMPERATURES
AAL-TDR-66-ZO N65-2525_
FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING PERSONS BY ANALYZING
ACCELERATION AND PEN-PAPER CONTACT PATTERNS
GENERATED DURING SIGNATURE PROCESS
Si0--b5-24 N65-30559
B-63
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC._ EL SEGUNDOt
CALIF.
IMPORTANCE OF SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING WEIGHT -
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS N65-34620
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF PROTONS AND
ALPHA PARTICLE_ - RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS
N65-34632
RELATIVE MERITS OF STOCHASTIC AND NONSTATISTICAL
METHODS OF COMPUTING PRIMARY IONIZATION DOSES -
RADIATION DOSE CALCULATIONS N65-34633
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATIONt INC., LOS ANGELES,
CALIF.
INFLUENCE OF PRESSURIZED SUIT ON GRAVITY CENTERS
AND INERTIA MOMENTS OF HUMAN BODY
NA-64-52T N65-15788
SURVIVAL, SEARCH, AND RESCUE DPERATION
TRAINING TECHNIQUES FOR GENERAL AVIATION
PILOTS AND AIRCRAFT OWNERS N65-29753
NORTH CAROLINA COLL., DURHAM.
ZERO GRAVITY EFFECT ON REGENERATION AND NORMAL
GROWTH OF TOBACCO STEM SEGMENIS
NASA-CR-59238 N65-32090
NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLL., RALEIGH.
RADIATION AND GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON WASPS AND
SHRIMP - ANIMAL STUDY
NASA-CR-6382g N65-ZB538
NORTH CAROLINA UNIV._ CHAPEL HILL.
OECISION THEORETIC AND EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF
PROBABILISTIC DISCRIMINATION LEARNING SITUATIONS
ESD-TDR-64-Tg2 N65-25963
STRATEGY FOR SAMPLING FROM BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMIZING DECISION-MAKERS GAIN WITHOUT REGARD
TO ERROR PROBABILITIES - DERIVATION OF BETA
BINOMIAL PROBABILITY FUNCTION
ESD-TDR-64-605 N65-26[O(J
NUMBER OF TERMINAL ACTS AND PRIOR INFORMATION
EFFECTS ON SEQUENTIAL INFORMATION SEEKING -
DECISION THEORY
ESD-TDR-66-606 N65-26121
NORTHROP CORP.e HAWTHORNEt CALIF.
PEROGNATHUS INVESTIGATED AS EXPERIMENTAL ORGANISM
FOR SPACE BIOLOGY RESEARCH
NASA-CR-S9706 N65-12413
NtTRTMROP SPACE LABS., HAWTHORNE, CALIF.
RADIATION RESISTANCE IN POCKET MICE AND SURVIVAL
AFTER COBALT 60 RADIATION
NASA-CR-60319 N65-15376
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS IN POCKET MICE
NASA-CR-SOSg7 N65-16_36
GROWTH AND CULTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHLORELLA
ALGAL FLAGELLATES FOR MASS CULTURE
SAM-TDR-64-63 N65-16880
STERILIZATION OF SPACE PROBES USING DRY HEAT
NASA-CR-bOB75 N65-IT509
APPLICATIONS OF AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH TO
NEURUPHYSIDLOGICAL REHABILIIATION
N65-18532
DECELERATION EFFECTS ON MAN AND ANIMAL SUBJECTS -
CHIMPANZEES SUBJECTED TO HIGH G FORCE ON ROCKET
SLED AND EFFECT OF VARIOUS DECELERATION FACTORS
ON HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAPS
AD-609412 N65-19676
HIGH G-FORCE DECELERATION EFFECT CN CHIMPANZEES
ON RUCKET SLED N65-19677
ABRUPT DECELERATION OF HUMAN RESTRAINED BY STRAP -
EFFECT ON MOTION AND POSITION, AND SAFETY
PROBLEMS OF HIGH G FORCE N65-1g&78
INVESTIGATIUN OF PERDGNATHUS AS EXPERIMENFAL
ORGANISM FOR RESEARCH IN SPACE BIOLOGY -
REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES, BREEDING AND REARING IN
CAPTIVITY
NASA-OR-62556 N65-23002
ENGINEERING STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF WATER VAPOR MASS
TRANSFER IN SPACE SUIT
NA_A-CR-63144 N65-25269
INTEGRAL HEAT SINK MATERIAL SPACE SUIT FOR
BODY TEMPERATURE CONTROL
NASA-CR-63399 N65-26418
REPRODUCTION OF MICE IN CONFINEMENT
NASA-CR-64315 N65-30847
GEL FILTRATION AND CHROMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR
ANALYSES OF FLUORESCENT PRODUCTS IN URINE OF
IRRADIATED RATS
NSL-65-23-1 N65-3428I
NORTHROP SPACE LABS., HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
APOLLO PROJECT - KINESTHETIC EFFECTS OF ASTRONAUT
MOVEMENTS ON CENTER OF GRAVITY OF LUNAR FLIGHT
VEHICLE
NASA-CR-61OT9 N65-Z9966
NORTHWESTERN UNIV., EVANSTONt ILL.
AUDIOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT -
AUDITORY FUNCTION OF IMPAIRED HEARING
AD-665819 N65-30534
NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CORP.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
RADIOACTIVITY AND HYDROTHERMAL PROCESSES IN
PROIOBIOCHEMISTRY - ABIOGENFSIS
NASA-OR-63560 N65-21062
0
DAdK RIDGE INST. OF NUCLEAR STUDIES, INC._
TENN.
RADIATION MEDICINE - USE OF RADIATION IN CLINICAL
_IAGNOSIS, RADIATION INJURY, OETECTI,_G
RADIOACTIVITY, AND RADIOSENSITIVITY
CRINS-49 N65-25657
GRAM-NEGATIVE INFECTIONS ANO FUNGI IN PATIENTS
EXPOSED TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
Nb5-25658
hEMATOLOGIC RESPONSES TO TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION
IN HUMAN BEING N65-25659
ELECTRONIC PARTICLE ANALYZER TO DETERMINE RED
_LOOD CELL VOLUME AS AID IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
N65-25660
PREVENTION OF INFECTIONS AND HEMORRHAGIC
MANIFESTATIONS FOLLOWING SEVERE RADIATION
DAMAGE TO BONE MARROW AND LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
N65-2566I
SHIFT IN DISTRIBUTION OF BODY NITROGEN IN
IRRAOIATED MICE WITH HOMOLOGOUS MARROW GRAFTS
N65-25662
LOW LEVEL, DIAGNOSTIC LEVEL AND HIGH LEVEL
COUNTERS FOR DETECTING AND LOCALIZING
RADIOACTIVITY IN PATIENTS N65-25663
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR IBM 1620 COMPUTer TO
CALCULATE ISORESPONSE AND VOLUME RESPONSE OF
CETECTOR-COLLIMATOR SYSTEM Nb5-25664
THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETRY USED TO MEASURE
TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION N65-Z5665
WHOLE-BODY IRRADIATION SCANNER SYSTEM USING
THICK SODIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION DETECTOR
N65-Z5666
RADIOSENSITIVITY IN MAN - THERAPEUTIC AND
ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE N65-2566T
AUTOMATIC ZONAL SCRAPER AND SAMPLE COLLECTOR FUR
RADIOASSAY OF THIN LAYER CHROMATCY.;RAM
N65-25668
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN.
REENTRY OF FRAGMENTS OF HIGH POWER DENSITY NUCLEAR
B-44
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ROCKET REACTOR NO5-10875
PROTON IRRADIATION EFFECT ON LIVING TISSUE
NASA-CR-52679 N65-17289
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND HUMAN TOLERANCE RESTRICTIONS
TO RADIATION
ORNL-3820 N65-25582
STOCHASTIC PROCESS AND CONTINUOUS MODEL FOR DECAY
OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL IN COMPARTMENTEO
SYSTEM
ORNL-3809 N65-Z586B
MONTE CARLO COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF
ENERGY DEPOSITION FROM HIGH INCIDENT NUCLEONS
AS FUNCTION OF TISSUE SLAB DEPTH
NASA-CR-b3756 N65-2TBTT
THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF ABSORBED RADIATION DOSE
IN TISSUE - EFFECTS OF SHELL CORRECTIONS TO
STOPPING POWER IN DOSE STUDIES
ORNL-P-659 Nb5-32829
LETHALv MUTAGENIC, AND CYTOGENETIC EFFECTS OF FAST
CHARGED PARTICLES ON VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL CELLS
NbS-34582
CALCULATED TISSUE CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION
FACTORS FOR NUCLEONS BELOW 600 ME V ENERGY
N65-36596
SECONDARY PARTICLE CONTRIBUTION TO RADIATION DOSE
FROM MONOENERGETIC PROTON BEAMS AND VALIDITY OF
CURRENT-TO-DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
N65-34597
VALIDITY OF STRAIGHT AHEAD APPROXIMATION IN SPACE
VEHICLE SHIELDING CALCULATIONS - RADIATION DOSE
N65-36598
APPLICATION OF GENERALIZED CONCEPT OF OOSIMETRY TO
SPACE RADIATION - HIGH ENERGY PROTONS
N65-346OT
GEMINI III EXPERIMENT ON SYNERGISTIC EFFECT OF
ZERO GRAVITY AND RADIATION ON HUMAN WHITE BLOOD
CELLS N65--36114
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCHt WASHINGTON, D. C.
VERTICAL ORIENTATION OF TARGET
NAVTRADEVCEN-IH-19 N65-16753
AUDITORY INFORMATION PROCESSING - SIGNAL
DETECTIBILITY THEORY APPLIED TO AUOITORY SENSORY
RESPONSES
NASA-CR-60461 N65-16816
HUMAN ENGINEERING ASPECT OF LOW ALTITUDE HIGH
SPEED FLIGHT - PILOT TASK LOAOING_ FUNCTION
ALLOCATION, DISPLAY SYSTEMSv AND PILOT SELECTION
A0--460918 N65-ZTZO5
OHIO STATE UEIIV. RESEARCH FOUNOAT|ONt
COLUMBUS.
INFORMATION THEORY APPLIED TO NEURAL NETS AND
MOTOR AND VISUAL NERVOUS SYSTEMS
AMRL-TR-66-80 N65-1189B
RADIOACTIVE NUCLIDES FOR CLINICAL RADIOGRAPHY
REPT.-5 N65-13532
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
MAMMALS IN GASEOUS TEST CHAMBER
NASA-CR-5165T NbS-IT056
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF SMALL
ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM-OXYGEN GASEOUS
ENVIRONMENTS
NASA-CR-53563 N65-17057
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE OF MAN
AND SMALL ANIMALS TO PURE OXYGEN AND HELIUM -
OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
NASA-CR-5T4TT ._5-198T_
POSITIVE AFTERIMAGE AND MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT AND
DARK ADAPTATION
A0-610733 N65-ZTTg8
INFORMATION PROCESSING PROPERTIES OF RETINA IN
FRCG
AMRL-TR-65-26 N65-32303
EYE PROTECTION AND VISUAL RECOVERY AFTER FLASH
LUMINANCES
SAH-TR--65-12 N65-33405
OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS.
ISOMETRIC EXERCISE EFFECTS ON HEART _TEI BLOOD
PRESSURE, AND NET OXYGEN COST
NASA-CR-59419 N65-10119
BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS SELECTION IN MAN-IqACHI_HE
SYSTEMS PERFORMING THREAT DIAGNOSES WITH SUBJECT
CONTROL
AIGLL-TR-bD-95 NBB--L2132
TEAM TRAINING IN SIMULATED RADAR-CONTROL
INTERCEPTION TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-132T-1 N65"-16173
ANALYTIC APPROACH TO HUMAN ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
AND PREDICTION OF SYSTEM MAINTAINAg|L.ITY FOR
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION
AMRL-TR-66-115 N65-17138
EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT AND CHICK GROWTH IN HELIUM-
OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
NASA-CR-BbBT6 N65-22195
INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCE AND INPUT INFOR_h_TION
FIDELITY ON POSTERIOR PROBABILITY ESTIMATION IN
SIMULATED THREAT-DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
AHRL-TR-65-25 N65-ZTX8B
IN VlVO AND IN VITRO EFFECTS OF HYD_AZINE AND
I,I-DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE ON BLOOD SERUM AND
LIVER TISSUE ENZYME ACTIVITIES
ARRL-TR-65-19 N65-ZT575
OKLAHOMA CITY UNIV., OKLA.
METABOLISM OF ANIMALS IN OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT AT
SIMULATED HIGH ALTITUDE
NASA-CR-60338 N65-15372
EFFECTS OF DISCONTINUOUS EXPOSURE TO HIGH OXYGEN
LOW PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT ON RATS - AEROSPACE
MEDICINE
NASA-CR-63790 N65-28346
_LAHOMA UNIV. RESEARCH INST., NORMAN.
CORRELATION BETWEEN LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER AND
ABSORBED RADIATION DOSE, AND RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL
tFFECTIVENESS IN YEAST
NASA-CR-67239 N65-_5107
OREGON STATE UNIV._ CORVALLIS.
TRITIUM LABELED PENTABORANE IN SHALL ANIMALS AND
EFFECTS ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM BY RATS
AMRL-TR-64-11Z N65-17909
HYDRAZINE METABOLISM STUDY ON RATS USING TOXIC AND
LETHAL DOSES OF MMH AND UDNH WITH C-Ik TRACER
AMRL-TR-66--III N65-19151
EFFECT OF HYORAZINES ON METABOLISM OF CERTAIN
AMINES AND AMINO ACIDS
AMRL-TR-64-113 Nb5-Z441T
OSTERREICHISCHE STUDIENGESELLSCHAFT FOR
ATOMENERGIE G.N.B.H.w SEIBERSDORF /AUSTRIA/.
BONDING OF METAL IONS TO NUCLEIC ACIDS FRI_
hUMAN SPLEEN
SGAE-BL-16 N65-ZO198
CHANGE OF TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL
YEAST THROUGH COBALT 60 IRRADIATION
SGAE-BL-IZlIgb6 N65-ZZgb4
OTIS ELEVATOR CO., BROOKLYN_ N. Y.
TRANSFER OF TRAINING IN PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMIC
TRACKING TASKS OF VARYING COMPLEXITY IN ADAPTIVE
AND NONADAPTIVE flOOES - PSYCHOLOGY
NAVTRADEVCEN-I3qB--I N65--16106
B-4S
PALO ALTO MEDICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION_ CALIF.
P
PALO ALTO MEDICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION, CALIF.
OXYGEN DELIVERY RATE OF HUMAN BLOOD
SAM-TR-64-89 N65-24592
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., UNIVERSITY PARK.
CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS - IONIZING RADIATION EFFECT ON
GENETICS_ CELL MUTATION, AND MUTAGENIC NATURE OF
TRITIUM DECAY
NASA-CR-59196 N65-I0112
IONIZING RADIATION EFFECTS ON GENETIC
TRANSCRIPTION N65-IOII3
PROTON TUNNELING AND OTHER MECHANISMS OF
MUTATION N65-IOII6
BACTERIAL REVERTANTS PRODUCED BY DECAY OF TRITIUM
COMPOUNDS N65-10115
BODY-CHARACTERISTICS EFFECT ON HUMAN TEMPERATURE
RESPONSES TO HIGH ALTITUDE COLD
AD-622588 N65-I5129
PHYSICS OF CELLULAR SYNTHESISv GROWTH_ AND
DIVISIONS
NASA-CR-62925 N65-24575
CLUSTERING IN FREE RECALL AS FUNCTION OF BLOCK
AND RANDOM PRESENTATION, VARIABLE EXPOSURE
TIMES, AND LISTS OF HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY
ASSOCIATES OF CATEGORY NAMES
TR-3 N65-3630T
PHILCO CORP°, BLUE BELL, PA.
SPEECH PERCEPTION THEORY AND APPLICATION OF THEORY
TO VOICE SOUND RECOGNITION PROBLEM
RADC-TR-65-I86 N65-36570
PHILCO CORP°, WILLOW GROVE, PA°
CORRELATIONAL STUDY OF NYOPOTENTIAL RESPONSE AND
FORCE DF MUSCLE CONTRACTION DURING VARYING
ACTIVITY DEMANDS
REPTo-2386 N65-25529
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO., IDAHO FALLS_ IDAHO.
HUMAN FACTOR STUDIES FOR CONTROL AND EVALUATION OF
PERSONNEL BEHAVIOR UNDER FIELD WORKING
CONDITIONS - CONTROL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
100-17074 N65-25635
PICATINNY ARSENAL, DOVER, N. J.
HEALTH HAZARDS OF SMOKE DYES IN CURRENT USE
PA-TH-16T6 N65-346BO
PISA UNIV. /ITALY/=
COMPARATIVE NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISION - RETINAL
ADAPTATION_ TRANSFER PROPERTIES, BIOLOGICAL
NOISE, AND ELECTRORETINOGRAMS
AFOSR-65-O039 N65-21669
PITTSBURGH UNIV.t PA.
BRANCHING EVALUATION IN LINEAR TRAINING PROGRAM -
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AHRL-TR-B6-1D8 N65-19150
LEARNING SET FORMATION IN PROGRAMMEO INSTRUCTION
AHRL-TR-66-116 N65-19602
REPETITION ANO SPACED REVIEW EFFECT IN PROGRAMMED
INSTRUCTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
AMRL-TR-64-128 N65-2[O6B
PROGRAMMING METHOD AND RESPONSE MODE IN VISUAL-
ORAL TASK - PSYCHOLOGY
AMRL-TR-64-129 N65-24418
INVESTIGATION OF MACHINE-ASSISTS TO OPERATOR
PERFORMANCE - SIGNAL DETECTION AND TASK
COMPLEXITY
AD-605713 N65-257TO
POLYTECHNIC INST. OF BROOKLYN, N. Y.
PSEUDO-RANDOM DOT SCAN TELEVISION SYSTEMS
AD-663037 N6S-31833
PRESBYTERIAN-ST° LUKES HOSPITALj CHICAGO, ILL.
STEROID ANTIHISTAMINIC THERAPY IN EXPERIMENTAL
CEREBRAL EOENA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-64-56 N65-22075
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
INTRAVENOUS HYPERTONIC UREA AS THERAPY FOR
ALLEVIATING EFFECTS OF CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE AND
ECENA IN MONKEYS
SAM-TDR-66-I8 N65-30765
PRINCETON UNIV., N. J°
INTERACTION OF LIMITED VARIABLES IN SEQUENTIAL
MEMORY TASKS WITH CHANGING INFORMATION AND
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN VERY SHORT-TERM MEMORY
AROD-5038-2 N65-30099
PRODUCTION GROUP, UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY
AUTHORITY, ANNON /SCOTLAND/.
HEALTH ANO SAFETY BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN MOVEHENT
AND ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AFTER
RADIATION EXPOSURE
PG-bBT/GC/ N65-25935
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, ATLANTA_ GA°
HUMAN INTESTINAL FLORA - MICROORGANISMS
N65-18586
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
ECOLOGY AND THERMAL INACTIVATION OF MICROBES IN
AND ON INTERPLANETARY SPACE VEHICLE COMPONENTS -
MICROBIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES FOR DISINTEGRATING
SOLIDS TO SMALL PARTICLES
NASA-CR-66836 NbB-3353T
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, PHOENIX, ARIZ.
DEATH RATES OF MICROORGANISMS DEPOSITED ON
SURFACES OF STAINLESS STEEL AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS BY HANOLING AND AERIAL FALLOUT -
DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
NASA-CR-6726T N65-35116
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, O. C.
BACTERIAL DISSEMINATION, REDUCTION OF
CONTAMINATION ON SURFACES, AND GERM1CIOAL
ACTIVITY OF ETHYLENE OXIDE
NASA-CR-§TI48 N65-18915
BACTERIA DISSEMINATION REDUCTION, ETHYLENE OXIDE
GERMICIDAL ACTIVITY, AND BACTERIA CONTAMINATION
REDUCTION ON SURFACES
NASA-CR-63895 NbB-291T1
PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, IND.
DIOENGINEERING - FOUR OIPOLE MODEL FOR HUMAN HEART
N65-16615
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES PERMITTING ASSESSMENT OF
POTENTIAL MOTIVATION ABILITY OF SUBJECTS IN
EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
STRESS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AMRL-TR-65-39 N65-32928
121
QUEENS COLL., FLUSHING, N. Y.
REFINEMENT OF GUTTMAN CORRELATION MATRIX TO
OBTAIN NONLINEAR REGRESSION SCORES - PSYCHOLOGY
AD-609676 N65-29152
R
RADIATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.,
FORT NORTH, TEX°
MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES IN COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
RADIOACTIVE SOURCE FOR SIMULATING FALLOUT GAMMA
RADIATION FIELDS
RRA-T65 N65-22222
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA_ PRINCETON, N. J.
MARKOV CHAIN MODEL ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE PROCESSES
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND HUMAN ENGINEERING
AMRL-TR-65-3 NB5-2ZBTT
RAND CORP._ SANTA MONICA_ CALIF°
ECOLOGICAL COMPLEX IN EXTRATERRESTRIAL BASE
ENVIRONMENT - HYDROPONICSt PHYSIOCHEMICAL, AND
ALGAE SYSTEMS
P-3009 N65-16517
PHYSIOLOGICAL FLUID AND ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION
FOR SELECTED BODY COMPARTMENTS OF YOUNG HUMAN
MALE - MATHEMATICAL MODEL
RN-6367-PR N65-2303T
B-46
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX .ROYAl INST. OF TECH. t STOCKHOLM ISNEOEN/.
COMPUTER METHOD FOR NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
P-3OST N65-27906
MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED TO EXAMINE
PHYSICOCHEMICAL HYPOTHESES THAT EXPLAIN WAYS
IN WHICH HUMAN BODY CONTROLS FLUID AND
ELECTROLYTE OISTRIBUTION- RENAL EXCRETION
RN-6609--PR N65-31199
MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM - HUMAN MONITORING TASKS IN
AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT OF SPACE VEHICLES
NASA-CR-bT3TI N65-355TT
PROBABILITY OF VISUAL DETECTION OF RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFT BY GROUND OBSERVERS
RN-6562--PR M65-3594T
RAND DEVELOPMENT CORP°t CLEVELANDt OHIO.
NONEXTENSION LINES FOR IMPROVEMENT OF NOBILITY
IN FULL PRESSURE SUITS
AMRL-TR-64-II8 N65-IT139
REGULATION AND CONTROL ANALYSIS OF SOME INTERNAL
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
NASA-CR-66661 N65-33251
RCA SERVICE CO.e INC., CAMDEN! N. J.
VIABILITY MONITOR TO OBTAIN FACTUAL QUANTITATIVE
INFORMATION ON PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF
INDIVIDUALS
AMRL-TDR-62-98 /IIII N65-1_491
REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPo* FARMINGDALEe N° Y.
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PURE
OXYGEN CABIN ATMOSPHERE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE
N65-I6456
AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC MICROFLORA OF HUMAN FECES
USING SPACE-TYPE DIETS
AMRL-TR-66--1OT N65-14829
CULTURES OF ANAEROBIC ORGANISMS OF HUMAN NASTE
NASA-CR-52232 N65-I6632
HUHAN FECAL BACTERIA CULTURING AND ISOLATIONt AND
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE
TRACT
NASA-CR-57812 N65-21309
HUMAN FECAL BACTERIA ISOLATION ANO METABOLIC
STUDIES FOR NUTRITION IN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NASA-CR-62108 N65-21390
TECHNIQUE FUR CDLLECTINGt STORING, AND ANALYZING
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA - STRAIGHTFORWARD CORRELATION
OF PSYCHOMOTOR WITH PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA
NAVTRADEVCEN-1664-1 N65-33659
SIMULATION OF CLOSED ATMOSPHERES FOR SPACE FLIGHTS
N65-33631
QUALITY FACTORS FOR DEGRADED PROTON SPECTRA FROM
RATIO OF DOSE EQUIVALENT TO ABSORBED DOSE -
RADIATION DOSE MEASUREMENTS IN SKIN
N65-34605
RESOURCES RESEARCH, INC°, MASHINGTON_ D. C°
RADIOISOTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55529 N65-IbZT6
RADIOISOTOPIC BIOCHEMICAL PROBE OF MICROORGANISMS
FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE
NASA-CR-55535 NOS-16678
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE BIOCHEMICAL PROBE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION - GULLIVER IlI
MODEL
NASA-CR-56216 N65-16697
ROCHESTER UNIV., N. Y.
RADIATION HAZARD TO MAN FROM IODINE 131
UR--653 N65-12340
MICROORGANISM MEASUREMENT IN WOLF TRAP BY
LIGHT SCATTERING METER - LIFE DETECTOR
N65-lb6II
EFFECT OF DOSAGEt MATERNAL AGE AT CONCEPTIONI AND
GESTATIONAL AGE ON RETENTION OF STRONTIUM 90 BY
FETAL AND NEWBORN RATS
UR-661 N65-22992
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ERYTHRDCYTE VOLUMES IN
NORMAL ACUTELY BLED DOGS
bR-662 N65-23105
PLATELET SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOLLOWING X-RAY
EXPOSURE OF STAINED BLOOD FILMS
bR-663 N6S-Z4622
_OLLER COASTER OPERATION - PLUTONIUM UPTAKE BY
ANIMALS EXPOSED TO NUNNUCLEAR DETONATION OF
PLUTONIUM-BEARING WEAPON SIHULANT
UR-665 N65-28325
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL AND MITOCHONDRIAL INVESTIGATION
CF EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON ALBINO MALE RATS
UR-666 N65-Z9243
EFFECT OF WIDE X-RAY BEAM AND FINITE PHANTOM
THICKNESS ON 1000 KPV X-RAY DEPTH DOSE
UR-667 N65-29886
RADIULOGY AND RADIOBIOLOGY RESEARCH TO DETERMINE
RADIATION EFFECTS, CHEMICAL AND RADIOACTIVE
_ATERIAL TOXICITY, AND RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE
APPLICATIONS
UR-668 N65-33020
ROCKETDYNE, CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
HUMAN FACTOR ENGINEERING - BIBLIOGRAPHY
RH-339B-H N65-15537
EFFECTS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE ON PRODUCT AND
SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
RH-3398-J N65-20726
SYSTEM SAFETY ENGINEERING, CATASTROPHIC FAILURE
ANALYSIS, DESIGN HAZARD ANALYSIS AND RELATED
TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES N65-297TO
ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, GRIFFISS AFB,
No Y.
HISREGISTRATION IN COLOR ADDITIVE DISPLAYS - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
RAOC-TDR-64-488 N65-17906
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TIME AND INTENSITY DN FORM
IDENTIFICATION - DISPLAY SYSTEMS
RADC-TR-65-16 N65-22252
PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETER PERFORMANCE STUDIES FOR
INVESTIGATION OF IMAGE QUALITY, PRESENTATION OF
COMPARATIVE-COVER, TRAINING TECHNIQUES, TEMPORAL
ASPECTS OF IMAGERY AND CONTENT
RADC-TDR-66-326 N65-23083
EFFECT OF VERTICAL SYMBOL RESOLUTION ON SPEED OF
IDENTIFICATION OF TELEVISI_ LETTERS AND NUMBERS
RADC-TR-65-239 N65-34571
ROTHAMSTED EXPERIMENTAL STATIONv HARPENDEN
/ENGLAND/.
PROBLEMS OF SAMPLING FOR MICROORGANISMS IN
ATMOSPHERE N65-23995
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, FARNBOROUGH
/ENGLAND/.
RAN-MACHINE ANTHROPOMECHANIC SYNERGY DEPENDENCE
UPON COMMUNICATION N65-28451
WATER CONDITIONED SUIT DEVELOPMENT - PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING
RAE-TN-MECH-ENG-60D N65-29605
ROYAL INST° OF TECHew STOCKHOLM /SNEOEN/.
SPEECH PRODUCTION, TRANSMISSION, AND ANALYSIS -
INSTRUMENTATION, NASAL CAVITY STRUCTURES,
ACOUSTICS_ SPEECH SPECTRUM, DEAFNESS AIDS, AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SPEECH RECODING FOR DEAFNESS
STL-QPSR-4/1966 N65-23850
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF VOCAL TRACT FREQUENCY
RESPONSE BY SHEEP TONE METHOD
STL-QPSR-1/1965 N65-2TO20
SPEECH PRODUCTION AND VOCAL TRACT CHARACTERISTICS
B-4T
RUTGERS UNIV., NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
CORRELATED WITH SPEECH WAVE DATA AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES
AFCRL-C5-272 N65-30196
RUTGERS UNIV., NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES IN CATS
DURING PROGRESSIVE HYPOTHERMIA
AD-468457 N65-B1514
S
SALPETRIERE HOSPITAL_ PARIS /FRANCE/.
TOPOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF DATA PROCESSING RELATED
TO ELECTRIC_d- ACTIVITY OF BRAIN
N65-28754
SAN DIEGO STATE COLL., CALIF.
RAPID DECOMPRESSION OF PRIMATES TO NEAR VACUUM
CONDITIONS FOR RECOVERY OF ABILITY TO PERFORM
COMPLEX TASKS PRIOR TO DECOMPRESSION
SAM-TDR-64-42 N65-1687B
SANDIA CORP., ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
PROCEDURES, DEVICES, AND EQUIPMENT FOR HAZARD
CONTROL - INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HYGIENE
SC-RR-64-562 N65-1666B
MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN LAMINAR DOWN-FLOW CLEAN
ROOM
SC-RR-65-47 N65-19646
SANDY HOOK MARINE LAB.e BUREAU OF SPORT
FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE, HIGHLANDSt N. J.
REMOTE SENSING FROM MANNED ORBITAL SPACECRAFT FOR
MEASURING CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT AT SEA SURFACE - MARINE BIOLOGY
N65-30381
SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINEt BROOKS AFB, TEX.
ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION IN DOGS AT SIMULATED
ALTITUDE BY CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITOR
AD-451065 N65-II421
PIGMENT INTERFERENCE IN CORTICOSTEROID
MEASUREMENFS OF HUMAN BODY DURING TOTAL
STARVATION
SAM-TDR-b4-58 N65-I[422
REDUCTASE ACTIVITY AND SULFHYDRYLS IN
DEHYDROGENASE HISTO_HEMISTRY OF HUMAN GINGIVA
SAM-TDR-64-48 N65-12007
EFFECT OF PRESSURE SUIT VENTILATING AIRFLOW ON
HUMAN WATER REQUIREMENTS IN SPACECRAFT CABIN
ATMOSPHERE N65-14454
BACTERIOLOGICAL POTABILITY OF WATER CONDENSATES
FROM HEAT EXCHANGES _ PRESSURIZED SUITS
SAM-_OR-b4-66 N65-1629g
POSTNUCLEAR ATTACK ENVIRONMENT SURVIVABILITY TEST
IN MINUTEMAN MISSILE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
SAM-TDR-64-62 N65-17438
PROLON_;ED BED REST EFFECT ON CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
IN HEALTHY MALE HUMANS N65-18377
SECOBARBIIAL AND D-AMPHETAMINE EFFECTS ON PILOTING
PERFORMANCE DURING SIMULATED TACTICAL AIR
MISSION N65-18379
THIOL PRETREATMENT AND BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT
EFFECT IN REDUCING TOXICITY OF ACUTE LETHAL
DOSES OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MONKEYS
Nb5-18387
DEHYDRATED, LIQUID, AND FROZEN FOODS IN DIET FOR
SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION N65-18583
PLANT SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONAUT NUTRITION IN SPACE
FiLIGHT 1_5-1859,3
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE RECORDING APPARATUS
AD-610222 Nb5-16684
RESISTANCE INDUCTION TO MOTIO_ SICKNESS BY
REPEATED EXPOSURE TO CORIOLIS STIMULATION
SAM-TR-64-B7 Nb5-22076
B-48
\-
POLAROGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT AND
EXPRESSION OF OXYHEMOGLOBIN DISSOCIATION CURVES
SAM-TR-64-75 N65-23589
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODIFIED
VAN SLYKE APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING SMALL
VOLUMES OF NITROGEN IN DISSOLVED BLOOD
SAM-TR-65-6 N65-23841
SALIVA STUDIES OF PAROTID FLUID STEROID RESPONSES
TO CORTICOFRDPIN DOSES IN YOUNG ADULI MALES -
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
SAM-TDR-63-30 N65-25204
RAPID DEPRESSION OF DNA SYNTHESIS IN RAT SPLEEN
AND BONE MARROW AFTER TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION -
VITRO ASSAY SYSTEM
SAM-TR-65-14 N65-26240
STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN TEETH OF RATS RESULTING
FROM WHOLE BODY FISSION NEUTRON IRRADIATION
SAM--TR-65-8 N65-26241
CARBON DIOXIDE, OXYGEN, AND HYDROGEN ION
INTERACTION AND INDEPENDENT EFFECTS ON
BREATHING - RESPIRATION STIMULANTS IN ARTERIAL
BLOOD
SAM-TR-64-94 N65-26242
FATIGUE EFFECTS ON PILOT PERFORMANCE AFTER 24 HOUR
SIMULATED TRANSPORT FLIGHT
SAM-IR-65-16 Nb5-26570
COMMERCIAL MODEL GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR
PHYSIOLOGIC GAS ANALYSIS AT HIGH ALTITUDE
SAM-TR-C5-2 N65-2bbI7
AGING EFFECT ON PROTECTIVE POTENCY OF STANNOUS
FLUORIDE SOLUTION - DENTISTRY
SAF,-TR-65-15 N65-26618
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OF HEART-RATE PATTERNS
INCLUDING BASE HEART RATE AND RESPIRATORY AND
NCNRESPIRATORY HEART-RATE REFLEX ACTIVITY
N65-28761
OESERVATION AND CATEGORIZING AND RATING OF COPING
DEVICES FOR USE IN AIRCREW SELECTION
AD-611745 N65-30098
CARDIOVASCULAR AND PSYCHOGALVANIC SKIN
RESPONSE MONITORING DEVICES - ELECTRONIC
MICROINSTRUMENTATION IN DENTISTRY
SAM-TR-64-90 N65-30496
EFFECT ON MONKEYS IRRADIATED WITH 2 ME V X-RAYS
SAM-TR-65-9 N65-30887
HEART RATE MONITORING AND ANALYSIS DURING SPACE
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
SAM-TR-65-26 N65-31620
PGSTFLIGHT URINARY DETERMINATIONS USED FOR
EVALUATING FLIGHT STRESS IN PILOTS IN RELATION
IO FLYING PROFICIENCY
SAM-TR-64-BB NbS-31787
SELF POSITIONING DEVICE FOR COLLECTION OF PAROTID
FLUID FROM ISOLATED HUMAN SUBJECTS
SAM-TDR-64-B N65-33677
BIOCOURIER-TELEMETRIC UNIVERSAL SENSOR TELEMETRY
SYSTEM FOR HANDLING AND EVALUATING ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DATA FROM REMOTE FIELD
61OSENSING TRANSDUCERS
SAM-TR-bS-I N65-33678
MASSIVE DOSE EFFECTS. OF HIGH ENERGY PROTONS AND
COfiALT bO GAMMA RADIATION ON BLOOD SERUM ENZYME
LEVELS OF WHOLE BODY IRRADIATED PRIMATES
SAM-[R-bS-22 Nb5-33679
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF SMALL ANIMAL
CENTRIFUGE FOR CARRYING OUT EXPOSURES TO
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
SAM-TR-bS-23 N65-3373B
EFFECT OF AMINOETHYLISOTH[URONIUM BROMIDE
HYDRDBROMIDE ANTIRADIATION DRUG ON GLUCOSE
_UKPUKAIb 3UUKCt iNUEA STANFORD UNIV._ C_LiF.
OXIDATION BY RAT SPLEEN AND BONE MARROW
SUSPENSIONS
SAM-TR-65-29 N65-34260
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY ELECTRODES FOR IN-FLIGHT
MONITORING
SAM-TR-65-1B N65-3_266
CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF CHIMPANZEE COLONY
SAH-TDR-6_-4S N65-3_515
VALIDITY OF ACOUSTIC METHOD OF BLOOD PRESSURE
DETERMINATION - AEROSPACE MEDICINE
SAM-TR-65-2T N65-35036
SCHOOL OF AVIATION MEDICINE, RANDOLPH AFBt
TEX.
AEROSPACE MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE
FLIGHT PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY - WEIGHTLESSNESS, SPACE
CABIN SIMULATOR_ AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
AD-612636 N65-25895
QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF ANTIGEN
CONCENTRATION BY RELATING IMMUNOELECTROPHORETZC
PRECIPITIN ARC POSITION TO ANTIGEN AND ANTIBODY
ORIGINS
SAM-TR-6_-92 N65-34617
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE ON THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC
RADIATION /UN/.
CONTAMINATION OF ENVIRONMENT BY NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
AND ASSESSING RISK OF INDUCTION OF NALIGNANCES
BY RADIATION IN MAN N65-24618
SERENDIPITY ASSOCIATES, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT FLIGHT PROFILES AND TASK
COMPLEXITIES FOR OPERATIONAL CREWS
NASA-CR-146 N65-14469
SOLID STATE RADIATIONS, INC., LOS ANGELES_
CALIFo
PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
NASA-CR-65OTI N65-30920
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
NASA-CR-65072 N65-30921
MINIATURE DOSIMETER FOR APOLLO PROJECT ASTRONAUTS
NASA-CR-65157 N65-36441
SOUTHERN INTERSTATE NUCLEAR BOARDv ATLANTA,
GA.
PASTEURIZATION OF FRUITS BY IRRADIATION FOR
REDUCING SPOILAGE AND EXTENDING MARKET LIFE -
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
TID-21TIO N65-276OT
SPACE AND FLIGHT EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATIONv
ROLLING HILLS, CALIF.
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT - OXYGEN SYSTEMS AND
EQUIPMENT - SURVIVAL, SEARCHT AND RESCUE -
ESCAPE_ PARACHUTES, AND E_UIPMENT - SAFETY -
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND RESTRAINT EQUIPMENT
N6S-29750
SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABS., INC., LOS ANGELES,
CALIF.
HUMAN ENGINEERING FOR PROLONGED SPACE FLIGHTS
AD-6OBTg8 N65-16793
SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABS. t INC., REDONDO BEACH,
CALIF.
MANUAL CONTROL METHODOLOGY - STUDY WITH ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-CR-125 N65-11019
TECHNIQUES FOR PARAMETER DETERMINATION IN
MATHEMATICAL MOOELS OF HUMAN PILOT
NASA-CR-I_3 N65-14848
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS ON EXISTENCE AND
DETECTION OF LIFE OUTSIDE EARTH BIOSPHERE,
ORIGIN OF LIFE, METEORITIC LIFE STUDIES, AND
CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS - EXOBIOLOGY
STL-gggO-6737-KU-O00 N65-IgB34
FIRST GENERATION MANNED SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
STL-9990-6397-RU-OOO N65-27158
SPACE/DEFENSE CORP., BIRMINGHAM, MICH.
RESPONSE OF SQUIRREL MONKEYS TO HIGH ACCELERATION
STRESSES
NASA-CR-236 N65-32926
SPACO, INC., HL_TSVILLE, ALA.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HUMAN FACTORS AND
ENGINEERING
NASA-OR-67336 N65-35609
ST. LOUIS UNIV., NO.
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS AND SPACE
RADIATION ON HIBERNATORS
NASA-CR-50546 N65-17058
CONTINUOUS ELECTRICAL STRAIN GAUGE RECORDING
INSTRUMENT FOR CHANGES IN HUMAN BODY WEIGHT
CURING ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
AMRL-TR-65-23 N65-34134
STANFORD RESEARCH INST., MENLO PARK, CALIF.
DETECTION OF MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM EFFECTS IN
MACRDNOLECULES OF BIOLOGICAL INTEREST WITH
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
NASA-CR-60122 N65-14B03
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY ON SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXTRACTS - STORAGE STABILITY, LIGHT ABSORPTION,
USE OF DIGITONIN FOR PREPARATION OF FRAGMENTS
NASA-CR-SZ090 N65-16984
APPLICATION OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES TO RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT
I_-3580 N65-18296
OPTOMOTOR RESPONSE, OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF COMPOUND
EYES_ AND CYCLIC DISCHARGE OF MOTOR FIBERS AS
FUNCTION OF LIGHT INTENSITY - STUDY OF MILKWEED
BUG, LIXUS, AND TENEBRIO
AFOSR-65-OO6Z N65-ZT933
FEASIBILITY OF AUTOMATING SENSORIMOTDR SKILL
TRAINING, AND USE OF CDC 160-A COMPUTER TO
TEACH PSYCHOMOTOR TASK
NAVTRADEVCEN-151¥-I N65-31Z06
TRANSDUCER TO MEASURE BLOOD PRESSURE FOR
APPLICATION ON SUPERFICIAL TEMPORAL ARTERY
NASA-OR-293 NbS-3227T
HILL REACTION ACTIVITY OF SOLUBLE CHLOROPLAST
EXIRACIS FROM SPINACH
NASA-CR-67374 NbS-355BO
BASIC STUDIES ON TACTILE PERCEPTION AND
COMMUNICATION - PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS,
INSTRUMENTATION, AND EQUIPMENT
NASA-CR-32Z N65-36764
STANFORD UNIVo_ CALIF°
OXYGEN SUPPLY OF HEART DURING RESPIRATION AT
_XCESS PRESSURE N65-13656
SOIL PHOSPHATASE AND LEUCYL AMINOPEPTIDASE
ACTIVITY MEASURED BY FLUORESCENT ASSAY
NASA-CR-SOgI9 N65-I627B
PERMEABILITY IN GAS-MEMBRANE-GAS SEPARATION
SYSTEMS
NASA-CR-51103 N65-16326
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION -
MULTIVATOR
NASA-CR-51096 N65-16328
PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR FREE RESPONDING
AFOSR-65-O28B N65-2280B
COMPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS OF BRAIN ELECTRICAL
ACTIVITY INCLUDING BACKGROUND LEG AND REACTION
TIME, PERIOD ANALYSIS, EVOKED PDTENTIALSt AND
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGED POTENTIALS
NbS-28777
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF AMINO ACIDS,
DIPEPTIDES, AND TRIPEPTIDES AT FREQUENCY OF lOO
KC - RIBDNUCLEASE, OXIDIZED RIBONUCLEASE,
B-69
STANLEYAVIATIONCORP.,DENVER,COLO. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
LYSOZYNEt AND CYTOCHRONE C SPECTRA
NASA-CR-58662 N65-29650
TELESTIMULATOR SYSTEMS FOR OBSERVATION OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF SUBJECTS RECEIVING
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF BRAIN N65-34005
STANLEY AVIATION CORP., DENVER, COLO.
DYNAMIC MODEL TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYSIS OF HUMAN
TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATION
NASA-TN-D-2665 N65-19903
STATE UNIV. OF IOWA, lONk CITY.
NULTICHANNEL TOPOSCOPE AS COMPUTER INTERFACE
IN STUDY OF EEG N65-28765
STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO.
SYNTHESIS OF AMINO ACIDS AND POLYPEPTIDES
NASA-CR-53134 N65-17054
SUD-AVIATION_ PARIS /FRANCE/.
MAN-MACHINE RELATIONSHIP - SUPERSONIC CONCORDE
AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS N65-28456
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORP., SANTA NONICA_ CALIF.
METHODOLOGY FOR USE WITH OPERATIONS SIMULATION FOR
CRITICAL TASK-PERFORMANCE VARIABLES
SP-17611000/O0 N65-1531T
SYSTEN RESEARCH, LTD., RICHMOND /ENGLAND/.
STRESS AND OVERLOAD EFFECTS ON GROUP DECISION
MAKING AND COMMUNICATION PATTERNS - PARTICIPANT
FUNCTIONING AS SELF-ORGANIZING SYSTEM
QTSR-1 N65-30512
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., HAWTHORNE, CALIF.
DEVELOPING LATERAL STABILITY AND DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL HANDLING QUALITIES IN LANDING APPROACH
CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT
NASA-CR-239 N65-27946
DYNAMICS OF HUMAN PILOT IN CONTROL SYSTEM -
QUASI-LINEAR OPERATOR MODELS
AFFDL-TR-65-15 N65-34518
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., INGLENODDt CALIF.
THEORY AND SIMULATION OF PILOTED LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL IN CARRIER APPROACH
STI-TR-130-1 N65-26994
T
TACTICAL AIR CONNANOt LANGLEY AFBt VA.
HIGH ALTITUDE LOW OPENING /HALO/ PARACHUTE
TECHNIQUES
TAC-TR-63-18 N65-16669
ANTIEXPOSURE SUIT ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING - COVERALL
FLIGHT SUIT FOR PROTECTION FROM COLD DURING
IMMERSION IN WATER
TAC-TR-63-31/D/ N65-27567
OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION OF HGU-15/P
FLYING HELMET FOR AIRCREW
TAC-TR-63-31/H/ N65-27637
TECHNISCH DOCUMENTATIE EN INFORNATIE CENTRUM
VOOR DE KRIJGSMACHTe THE HAGUE /NETHERLANDS/.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EFFECTS OF RADIATION
ABSORPTION ON ANIMALS, FLIGHT MEDICINE,
PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHIATRY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND HUMAN
PATHOLOGY N65-21202
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE AACHEN /NEST GERMANY/.
DECOMPOSITION OF POLYESTER FIBERS BY HYDROLYSIS
AND AMNONOLYSIS N65-23936
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE NUNCHEN /NEST GERMANY/.
COMBINED MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT WAVELENGTH EFFECTS ON
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN ALGAE
AFOSR-64-1650 N65-11325
TECHNOLOGY, INC., DAYTON_ OHIO.
VERTEBRAL INJURIES SUSTAINED FROM AIRCRAFT
EJECTION - PROPOSED DESIGN TO DETERMINE DYNAMIC
STRENGTH OF ISOLATED VERTEBRA, AND ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EJECTION-RELATED INJURIES
TI-65-041 N65-28352
B-50
TELEDYNE SYSTEMS CORP., HAWTHORNE, CALIF.
ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY, HUMAN ANALOGS
AND BIONICS - HUMAN ANALOG OF VISUAL SENSOR
PROVIDED INFORMATION ON MECHANISMS AND PROCESSES
CARRIED OUT IN HUMAN EYE
NASA-CR-64177 N65-31050
TENNESSEE UNIV., KNOXVILLE.
ELECTROANESTHESIA IN LARGE ANIMALS
N65-16630
TENNESSEE UNIV._ MEMPHIS.
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL RESPONSES OF X-RAY
IRRADIATED DOGS TO INDUCED MUSCULAR CONTRACTIONS
OF HIND LEGS IN VIVO
T10-20979, ADDEND. N65-30567
TEXAS A_N RESEARCH FOUNDATION, COLLEGE
STATION.
BIOCHEMISTRY DATA ACQUISITION RELATING TO EFFECTS
OF CATARACTOGENIC METHODS
SAM-TDR-64-19 N65-262H3
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIV., FORT WORTH.
EFFECTS OF GROUP, ENVIRONMENT, AND WEATHER
VARIABLES ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR
A0-607810 NbS-IHH20
DIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL
STIMULUS VARIABLES INFLUENCING BEHAVIOR
VARIANCE - PSYCHOLOGY
AC-602369 N65-21854
TEXAS INST. FOR REHABILITATION AND RESEARCH,
HOUSTON.
LITERATURE REVIEW ON PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
BED REST
NASA-CR-I71 N65-17876
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
NASA-CR-I72 N65-18500
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA COLLECTED
OH PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF BED REST - HUMAN
ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-[74 N65-18501
VARIABILITY OF VITAL SIGNS AND CIRCULATORY
DYNAMICS DURING BED REST - HUMAN ENGINEERING
NASA-CR-I79 N65-18502
BIOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
MEASUREMENTS IN TILT-TABLE TESTS, AND BEDSIDE
MONITORING DURING BEDREST
NASA-CR-IT3 N65-204TI
CARDIAC AND VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO BICYCLE
ERGDMETER TEST
NASA-CR-IT7 N65-20H72
EFFECT OF BED REST ON BLOOD VOLUME, URINARY
VOLUME, AND URINARY ELECTROLYTE EXCRETION
NASA-CR-I81 N65-20HT3
BED REST EFFECT ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS - BONE MASS AND CALCIUM
BALANCE
NASA-CR-I82 N65-20474
EFFECT OF SHORT AND LONG TERM BED REST ON
CARDIOVASCULAR TOLERANCE TO PASSIVE TILT
NASA-CR-178 N65-21159
BED REST EFFECT ON PLASMA LEVELS AND URINARY
EXCRETION OF HYOROXYCORT1COSTEROIDS
NASA-CR-I84 N65-2173B
PREVENTING CARDIOVASCULAR DECONDITIONING OF
BEDREST BY PERIODIC FLACK MANEUVERS -
PHYSIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY
NASA-CR-IT6 N65-29820
EFFECT OF BEDREST ON VARIOUS PARAMETERS OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION - NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENT
NASA-CR-IT5 N65-33542
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX VIRGINIA UNIV.t CHARLOTTESVILLE.
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLot LUBBOCK.
CONSTANT PERIODICITY INTERMITTENT NOISE AND RANDOM
PERIODICITY EFFECTS ON TASK PERFORMANCE IN
INDUSTRY
AD-611788 h165-Z2678
TEXAS UNIV., AUSTIN.
GAS EXCHANGE BETWEEN ILLUMINATED PLANT AND ANIMAL,
AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC GAS EXCHANGER STUDY
SAM-TDR-66-52 N65-16879
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AS REGENERATION SYSTEM FOR SPACE
FLIGHT N65--18591
STRUCTURE OF PYRUVATE OEHYDROGENASE COMPLEX OF
ESCHERICHIA CDLI
NASA-CR-58980 N05-29416
TEXAS UNIV., OALLAS.
GRAVITATIONAL AND RADIATION EFFECTS ON UNICELLULAR
ORGANISMS AND MICROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES FOR
OBSERVING LIVING CELLS
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DETERMINING INFLUENCE OF ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
ON DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL RED AND HEMOGLOBIN
IN ORGANS N65-26390
ZHINKINe I. L.
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF SUCCINIC OXYDASE IN
NITOCHONDRIA IN NEURONS OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL
CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM A65-BOB12
ZHIRONXINt A. G.
ANIMAL RESISTANCE TO TOXICITY OF EXCESS OXYGEN BY
ACCLIMATIZATION TO HYPOXIA N65-17806
ZHUK_ YE° A°
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF CARDIAC INSUFFICIENCY DURING
ACTION OF HYDRAZINE DERIVATIVES
N65-1776T
ZHUKOV--VEREZHNIKOVt N° No
VOSTOK IlI AND IV SPACE FLIGHT RADIATION
EXPOSURE EFFECT ON PHAGOPRGDUCTION OF E. COLT
K-12 ILAMBDA/ SUSPENSIONS A65-3581B
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF VOSTOK V AND VI SPACE
FLIGHT EXPOSURES MEASURED BY RATIO OF INDUCED AND
SPONTANEOUS PHAGOPRODUCTION IN EXPOSED LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA A65-35819
STUDIES OF PHAGE PRODUCTION IN ESCHERICHIA COLI
!NDUCED _URING SPACE FLIGHT OF VOSTOK-3 AND
_10STOK-6 A65-B1620
_TUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL ACTION OF SPACE FLIGHT
r'_CTORS ON LYSOGENIC BACTERIA IN EXPERIMENTS IN
_2"IET SPACECRAFT VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6
AC,5-_!_ZA
MICROBIOLOGICAL AND tXTOLOGICAL DATA FROM VDSTOK
TYPE SPACECRAFT
NASA-TT-F-281 N05-12219
BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH LYSOGENIC BACTERIA
TO DETERMINE GENETIC EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT
FACTORS N65-13682
SPACE FLIGHT GENETIC DANGERS AND RADIATION
PROTECTIVE DRUGS TO PREVENT HEREDITARY ANOMALIES
N65-13683
SPACE FLIGHT EFFECT INDUCED ON LYSOGENIC
BACTERIA ESCHERICHIA COLI K-12 - PHAGE
PRODUCTION INDUCED IN BACTERIUM AFTER EXPOSURE
TO IONIZING RADIATION N65-34943 -
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS ON
LYSOGENIC BACTERIA ABOARD VOSTOK V AND VI
SPACECRAFTS N65--34946
ZHUX_I, K° I°
MYOCARDIUR AUTOMATISM CHANGES UNDER PROLONGED
WEIGHTLESSNESS ASSOCIATED WITH VAGUS NERVE TONUS
AMPLIFICATION A65-1339T
EFFECT OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON DURATION OF
CARDIAC CYCLE DURING SPACE FLIGHTS OF VOSTOX 5 AND
VOSTOK 6 A65-80921
INFLUENCE OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
AUTOMATISM OF CARDIAC MUSCLE AND ASSOCIATED
AMPLIFICATION OF TONUS OF VAGUS NERVE
N65-15465
ZHUKOVAt A. I.
CHAMBER AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT USED TO SIMULATE
MARTIAN CONDITIONS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL
INVEST IGAT ION S A65-25099
MARTIAN CONDITIONS SIMULATED FROM ASTROPHYSICAL
DATA FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
A65-30682
ZHUKOVA_ T° I.
EFFECTIVENESS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SELECTION OF
AVIATION CADETS - PREDICTABILITY AND RELIABILITY
N65-13747
ZHUKOVSKIYt V° D°
INTERFERENCE CURRENTS FOR ELECTRONARCOSIS IN
SURGICAL OPERATIONS
NAB A-T I-F-9 _d-_6 N6B-3275_-
ZHURAVLEVe V. A,
PURIFICATION OF WATER CONTAMINAIED WITH
BOTULINUS TOXIN BY MEANS OF ION-EXCHANGE
POLYMERS N65-28296
ZI EDMAN_ K.
MANUAL CONTROL METHODOLOGY - STUDY WITH ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
NASA-CR-125 N65-1IOL9
ZIEGLERt W. F.
RELIABLE ZERO SPEED_ ZERO ALTITUDE EJECTION SEAT
FOR F-lOb JET AIRCRAFT N65-Z9T61
ZIEMOA_ F. P.
MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS FOR
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
NASA-CR-65072 N65-30921
Z I EMBINSKA,_ E.
RESPIRATORY_ CIRCULATORY AND METABOLIC CHANGES IN
YOUNG PERSONS DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A65-81229-
ZIERLERw K° L.
E_UATIONS FOR MEASURING BLOOD FLOW BY EXTERNAL
MONITORING OF RADIOISOTOPES A65-BI119
ZIESKEw H.t JR.
CAROTID SINUS BARORECEPTDR REFLEX EFFECTS UPON
MYOCARDIAL CONTRACTILITY AbS-B0391
C-263
ZILLERv R.C. PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
ZILLER, R. C.
FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUP BEHAVIORAL
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OPEN AND CLOSED GROUPS
A65-82060
DOGMATISM AS DEFENSE MECHANISM INTERFERING WITH
PROCESSING OF PREDECISIONAL INFORMATION
A65-B2294
ZIMMERERt T. R,
BODY MEASUREMENT DATA FOR HUMAN PERSONNEL IN
ARCTIC CLOTHING - HUMAN ENGINEERING
EPT-2 N65-I9004
ZIMNYt G. H,
FLICKER PERIODICITY EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE AND
AROUSAL DURING ROTARY PURSUIT TASK
A65-81105
ZIMNYt M. L.
CARDIAC METABOLISM AND FUNCTION IN HYPOTHERMIC
GROUND SQUIRREL AND RAT A65-81173
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATASE, ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE,
AND ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE-CREATINE
TRANSPHOSPHORYLASE ACTIVITY OF HEART AND SKELETAL
MUSCLE OF GROUND SQUIRREL, CITELLUS
TRIDECEMLINEATUS, IN COLD ENVIRONMENT DURING
HIBERNAIION AND AROUSAL A65-81500
ZINK, D. L.
VISUAL OBSERVATION BY PILOTS DF AMERICAN AND
SOVIET SPACECRAFT Ab5-35482
ZIRKLEv L. G., JR.
SURVIVAL OF MICE RECEIVING VARYING AMOUNTS OF
TOCOPHEROL AND EXPOSED TO HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
AS RELATED TO BRAIN ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY
AND LIPID PEROXIDATION A65-82358
INJURY TO ERYTHROCYTES OF DOG EXPOSED TO HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN AS RELATED TO LIPID AND
ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE A65-B2360
ZISKIND, E.
EXPLANATION OF MENTAL SYMPTOMS FOUND IN ACUTE
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-81081
ZITNIK, R. S.
RECORDED CHANGES OF IHORACIC AORTIC BLOOD FLOW IN
MAN IN RESPONSE TO LEG EXERCISE IN SUPINE POSITION
WITH OR WITHOUT OXYGEN BREATHING
A65-82220
ZLATIN, R. S.
EXCITATION STATE OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
REFLECTED IN MACROSFRUCTURE OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD
SERUM PROTEINS - ELECTROKINETICS
N65-25b15
ZMANDVSKII, IU. F,
DETERMINATION OF MOBILITY OF NERVOUS PROCESSES BY
PHOTIC STIMULATION BY STUDY OF
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMS A65-81454
ZOBL, E. G.
CEREBRAL CIRCULATION AND METABOLISM OF NORMAL AND
HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS AT REST AND DURING EXERCISE
A65-82164
ZORN, H.
DIAGNOSIS OF CHRONIC CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
A65-80280
ZSEBOK9 Z.
CHANGES IN EXTRACELLULAR FLUID SPACE IN WATER
BALANCE DISTURBANCES OF ORGANISM AND ORGANS
DURING RADIATION SICKNESS
FTD-TT-b4-gI211&2&J&4 Nb5-ITDI6
ZSINKA, A. T.
PANCREATIC SECRETION AFTER EXPOSURE TO HYPOIHERMIA
AND ADMINISTRATION OF SECREIIN AND CARBAMINOYL
CHOLINE IN RAT A65-81736
ZUBAVIN, V. B.
POSTERIOANIERIAL TRANSVERSE ACCELFRArION OF
MAXIMAL DURATION A65-'80_93
ZUBEKv J° O.
CHANGE OF CUTANEOUS SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND PAIN
AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TD UNPATTERNED LIGHT -
SENSORY DEPRIVATION A65-80024
ZUBOVSKIY, G. A.
DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY WITH RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES IN
U.S*S.R. N65-30222
ZUCCAROI J. J.
CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY INSTRUMENTATION
SYSTEMS FOR USE 1N PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON
TEST PILOTS IN HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT AND SPACE
FLIGHT SIMULATORS Ab5-23199
ZUCKER_ I. R.
TELEMETRIC SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE
MYOCARDIAL INFRACTION A65-BOSB8
ZUKHAR, V. P.
EFFECTIVENESS OF PSYCHOLOGICAl SELECTION OF
AVIATION CADETS - PRED!CTABILITY AND RELIABILITY
N65-13747
ZUMEL, M° C. L.
2-M_RCAPTOBENZOTHIAZOL EFFECT ON MOUSE AND
BILIRUBIN SOLUTION EXPOSED TO X-RAY IRRADIATION
A65-80824
ZVEREV, A. T.
HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY ANO MOTOR REACTIONS IN
MAN DURING BRIEF PERIODS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS
N65-13685
ZWAAN, E. J,
SIZE CONSIANCY AS DEPENOENT UPON ANGLE OF REGARD
AND SPATIAL DIRECTION OF STIMULUS OBJECT
A65-80735
ZWEIG, M.
CONTROL OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHM IN SEROTDN]N CUNIENT
OF RAT PINEAL GLAND A65-BO654
ZWICKER, E.
PSYCHOPHYSICAL MODEL OF LOUDNESS SUMMATION ACRUSS
FREQUENCY A65-80613
TEMPORAL EFFECTS IN SIMULTANEOUS MASKING BY WHITE
NOISE BURSTS A65-81017
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